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THE

PBEFACE
TO

SEVENTH EDITION.

This Dictionary op Arts, Manufactures, and Mines passed through

four Editions dm-ing the lifetime of Dr. Andrew Ure ; and this is the

third Edition which has been required by the public, since, in 1858, it

was committed to my care.

These volumes have received the same uurelaxing attention, to

every detail, which was bestowed upon the previous Editions, and

which secured for them the confidence of the manufacturer, the

miner, the metallurgist, and the general puljlic.

Every division of the Arts, each special process of Manufacture,

and all the branches of Mining, have been most cautiously examined,

and such improvements, as have been proved to be of real utility,

have been recorded in all necessary detail. This has led to an increase

in the size of the volumes, to the rejection of many articles which

had, with the progress of advancing knowledge, become obsolete, and

to the curtailing of others which were of less importance than the

new ones which it was necessaiy to introduce. The more important

articles have been, for the most part, rewritten, and all of them

subjected to a critical revision, while many entirely new articles have

been introduced. It is needless to particularise these, since the most

hasty comparison between the volumes of the last Edition, and those

of the present one, will at once render the new and the amended

articles sufficiently obvious.

The type for the whole of the work has been entirely reset, and

nearly two hundred woodcu.t illustrations have been added.
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The list of contributors •will sliow to whom we are indebted for the

technical articles -which distinguish this Dictionary ; and the articles

themselves will give evidence of their having been treated, in all cases,

by men who are thoroughly experienced in the processes which they

have described. When the initial letters at the end of the articles do

not indicate the authors of them, I am directly responsible for them.

In a work treating of the useful applications of Science, it became

necessary to introduce such portions of those sciences, which have

been economically useful to man, as would render the processes

described sufiiciently intelligible to all readers, and show the aid

which has been rendered by scientific enquiry. Therefore, several

divisions of Physics, Chemistry, Geology, and Mineralogy, are suc-

cinctly dealt with. Of Chemistry, it should be remarked, that the

very rapid advances of discovery in that science, have involved a

revolution in the mode of -viewing the constitution of bodies, and

necessitated the construction of a new mode of expressing that

constitution. During the transition period, there naturally arises

much difficulty in determining with exactness the formulge which

shall correctly express the composition of a compound. This natural

difficulty has been aggravated by the unfortunate introduction of

hypothetical views respecting the constitution of compounds, and the

creation of systems of notation Avliich are constantly liable to some-

what capricious alteration. As this Dictionary is for the use of a

public which cannot be expected to be acquainted with each change

in the views entertained by the different schools of Chemistry, it has

been thought desirable to retain the foi'mula) with which they have

been long familiar, and to give in another (black) type the fonnulos

which have been adopted by most modern chemists.

It will be observed that in some cases the Imports and Exports of

productions used in the Arts or Manufactures, which were given in the

former Editions, do not appear in the present one. This arises from

the impossibility of obtaining them : the Custom House authorities

now entering a large member of articles under the head of 'Unenume-

rated,' which were formerly given in detail. This is much to be

regretted, since it removes the power of tracing the progress of the

special use, or industiy, to which the article in question belongs.

To all those gentlemen who have favoured me with contributions my

best thanks are due. I have, however, to express my obligations more

especially—to Mr. Higgin, whose article on 'Calico Printing' gives a

more satisfactory description of that industry than any other to be
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found in any language ; to Mr. Hilary Baueeman, who has brought

the articles ' Iron ' and ' Steel ' up to the most recent date, and to a

condition of great completeness ; and to Mr. John Darlington, who

has submitted to a complete revision all the articles connected with

Mining. Of the latter it may be safely said, that they, taken collec-

tively, form a description of the modes of obtaining and of preparing

the useful minerals for the market such as is not to be found in any

other work in the English language.

My obligations to Mr. F. W. Rudler, who has assisted me in my
heavy labours of producing these volumes, are great. During a period,

when the disturbed condition of my health rendered it even dangerous

for me to give any prolonged fixed attention to the Dictionary, that

gentleman, with almost enthusiastic zeal, devoted his best energies to

the tedious details of the work, and gave me all the advantages of his

general and exact knowledge.

With the aid that has been received, and the attention which has

been bestowed on this work, I feel that it may with confidence be

oommited to the public, believing that it will be found a useful guide

in all those industries which ai'e connected with the Arts, Manufac-

tures, and Mines.

ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S.

A2}ril 27, 1875.
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Omissions.

Page 157 insert illVIiriiADMINS. See Watts's 'Dictionary of Chemistry.'

„ 203 A'B.A.CSjS. a natural order of monocotyledonous plants, to which
the genus Aru7)i gives the name.

.,1008 ,. COW TREE. The milk tree of Demerara.

,, „ CRAB OXIi. An oil obtained in South America, from the seed of

the Carapa Guinanensis. ,
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A
AAlj. A red dye used in Central India for imparting a permanent colour to the

native cotton cloth. It is yielded by the roots of the Morinda citrifolia, a small tree

belonging to the Rubiacets, or madder order. Professor T. Anderson has obtained

from the aal root a pale yellow crj'stallino substance -which he calls morindin, and
this when subjected to distillation jaelds a crystalline sublimate termed morindonc.

It has been found that this morindono is identical -vnth alizarine, one of the colouring

principles of madder ; and it is conjectured that the morindin may correspond -mih.

ruborytJiric acid.
,

ASA. A woollen stuff manufactured in Turkey.

ABACA, A species of fibre obtained in the Philippine Islands in abundance.

Some authorities refer those fibres to the palm-tree known as the Abaca, or Anisa
tcxtilis. There seem, indeed, to be several well-known varieties of fibre included

Tinder this name, some so fine that they are used in the most delicate and costly

textures, mixed with fibres of the pine-apple, forming Pina muslins and textures equal

to the best muslins of Bengal. Of the coarser fibres, mats, cordage, and sail-cloth are

made. M. Duchesne states that the well-known fibrous manufactures of Manilla have
led to the manufacture of the fibres themselves, at Paris, into many articles of furniture

and dress. Their brilliancy and strength give remarkable fitness for bonnets, tapestry,

carpets, network, hammocks, &c. The only manufactured articles exported from the

Philippine Islands, enumerated by Thomas de Comyn, Madrid, 1820 (transl. by
Walton), besides a few tanned buffalo hides and skins, are 8,000 to 12,000 pieces of

light sail-cloth, and 200,000 lbs. of assorted abaca cordage.

ABXCHXTB. An arsenate of copper found occasionally in the copper mines of

Cornwall and of the Hartz. It usually consists of 54 per cent, of protoxide of copper
and 30 per cent, of arsenic acid, with water.

ABIES (in Botany). The fir ; a genus of trees which belong to the coniferous order.

Tliese trees are well known from their ornamental character, and for the valuable
timber which they produce. They yield several resins or gum-resins, which are

useful in the arts.

Abies Balsamea. The Balm of Gilead fir. It is a native of Canada and Nova
Scotia ; it produces the Canada Balsam. This elegant tree grows most abundantly
in the colder regions of North America. (See Canai>a Baisam).

Abies Cedetts (Cedrus Libani.^. The Cedar. It is a native of Mount Lebanon
and the range of Mount Taurus. Cedar wood is said to be very indestructible, and
its wood is used in the manufacture of ornamental boxes, on account of its odour. See
Cedar Wood.
Abebs Excelsa of De CandoUe (Pinus abies of Linnaeus). The Norway Spruce fir,

or Dantzic Deal, a native of Germany, Russia, Norway, and other parts of Northern
Europe. It yields -a resinous exudation known as Prankincensc or Thus, while the
wood forms the ' White Deal ' of the carpenter. The well-known Burgundy Pitch is

Vot.1. B
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propared from tlie resin obtained from this tree. See Buegunbt Pitch ; Feank-
IXCENSB.

Abies Laeix {Larix europcBo). The Common Larch, producing the Venice Turpen-
tine, and a manna called Brian^on Manna which exudes from the leaves. See Venice
Turpentine.
Abies Nigra. The Black Spruce fir, indigenous to the most inclement regions of

North America. A considerable quantity of the essence of spruce is extracted from
the young branches of this tree ; it is, liowever, also obtained from other varieties of

the spruce fir. See Spruce Essence.
Abies Picea of Linnseus {Abies pectimia of De Candolle). The Silver fir, pro-

ducing the true Strasburg turpentine. See Turpentine.
Of the woods of these trees the following quantities were imported in 1871 :

—

Hewn Fir. Value
Loads £

From Eussia . 187,619 378,676

„ Sweden . 228,980 398,326

„ Norway . 226,197 352,837

,, Germany . 297,533 682,489

„ France . 67,641 60,121

„ United States of America . 109,630 364,437

„ British North America . 343,271 1,319,174

„ Other Countries . . 2,700 6,732

Total . . 1,463,571 3,561,792

Sawn or Split, Planed or Dressed, Fir.

From Eussia . , . . 479,675 1,155,870

„ Sweden . 906,280 1,913,357

„ Norway . . . . 435,408 924,757

„ Germany . 69,767 137,383

„ United States of Amoncva, . 37,847 121,909

„ British North America . 692,824 1,809,199

„ Other countries . . 4,172 8,777

Total . . 2,615,863 6,071,252

ABIETESfE. Tliis hydrocarbon is the product of distillation of the tercbin-

thinate exudation of a coniferous tree indigenous to California, viz., the Fimis
sahiniana, a tree met with in the dry sides of the foot hills of the Sierra Nevada
mountains, and locally known as tlie nut-pine or digger-pine, on account of the edible

quality of its fruit. A gum resin, or ratlier balsam, is obtained from this tree by
incisions made in its wood, and the balsam is submitted to distillation almost imme-
diately after it has been collected, owing to the great volatility of the hydrocarbon
(or essential oil, because abietene really stands in the same relation to the balsam
alluded to, as oil of turpentine stands to the exudation derived from other species

oiPinws). The crude oil, as usually met with for sale at San Francisco, is a colourless

limpid fluid, requiring only to be redistilled to obtain it quite pure. Tlio commercial
article is used under diiFerent names, abietene, erasine, theolino, &c., for the removal
of grease and paint from clothing and woven fabrics, and likewise as an efficient

substitute for petroleum-benzine. Pure abietene is a colourless fluid, possessing a
strongly penetrating odour, bearing some resemblance to oil of oranges

; sp. gr. at
16-6° = 0'694: it is very volatile, highly combustible, burning with a brilliant white

smokeless flame, almost insoluble in water, and soluble in 5 parts of alcohol at 95 per
cent. Abietene is not acted upon by dry hydrochloric acid gas nor by nitric acid (sp.

gr. = 1'43) in the cold, but heat being applied, a slight reaction takes place ; neither

concentrated sulphuric acid nor potassiimi acts upon this liydrocarbon ; when treated

with chlorine, abietene is converted into fluid of the consistency of glycerine, insoluble

in water, colourless, soluble in warm alcohol, and ha-\-ing a sp. gr. = r666. Abietene

readily dissolves iodine and bromine, and is a powerful solvent for fixed and volatile

oils, castor oil excepted, and also Peruvian balsam and Canada balsam ; castor oil is

absolutely insoluble in abietene, while, curiously enough, the last-named substance is

dissolved by castor oil to some extent. When Inirnod in an ordinary spirit-lamp with

not too large a flame, a brilliant wliite light is obtained without smoke : the vapour of

abietene is a powerful ansesthetic when inhaled, and it has been used with success as

an insecticide against moths, &c., when sprinkled in closed receptacles.

ABXEXXZr. A pale yellow, transparent, viscid exudation from the Ahies picea.

It contains 35 per cent, of a volatile oil of an agreeable smell, combined with a

1
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resin, and a small quantity of the acid of amber, as well as the peculiar body called

abictin.

ABSiETTE, or ABXiB, is a name given to several species of flsli, but particularly

to the Bleak, the scales of which are employed for making ihe pearl essence which is

used in the manufacture of artificial pearls. See Peaels, Aktificial.

ikSRilSXOza'. The figuration of. materials by wearing down the surface. In

general, the abrasive tool or grinder is exactly a counterpart of the form to be pro-

duced ;
thus, for piano surfaces a flat grinder is employed, and for concave surfaces a

convex grinder.

ABKAUM SASsTS {{Abraumsalzc, Ger., ' Salts to be removed'). Towards the

upper part of the great salt deposits now extensively worked at Stassfurt, in Prussia,

the chloride of sodium becomes largely mixed with certain salts of potassium and
magnesium, representing the more soluble compounds which remained dissolved in

the mother liquor after the greater part of the chloride of sodium had been separated

by crystallisation. These mixed salts were formerly regarded as worthless, and were

hence termed Ahrauinsalee. Indeed the workings at Stassfurt having been originally

undertaken with the view of procuring common rock-salt, it was naturally considered

unprofitable to bore through the thick beds of impure salt before reaching the

underlying deposit of purer chloride of sodium. The high commercial value of these

so-called Abrawmsalze is now, however, fully recognised ; and at the present time

they are employed on a very large scale for the production of chloride of potassium.

In addition to the rock salt, the chief constituents of the Abraumsahe are the

minerals known as Carnallitc,a. double chloride of potassium and magnesium
;
Sylvine,

or chloride of potassium ; and Kiescrite, or sulphate of magnesia. Similar deposits

of salts are worked at Kalucz, in Hungary. See Potassium, CHXOHrDB of.

ABRITS PRECATOSISA. Tlie seeds, often strung together as rosaries and
necklaces, are well known as ' Prayer Beads.' They are of a brilliant scarlet colour,

with a black spot on one side, and are hence termed ' Crabs' Eyes.' In India, they

are used by druggists and jewellers as weights, the seeds weighing uniformly about

one grain each. The Abrus belongs to the Legu7ninoscB, or Pea-order.

ABSXirTH. A liquor flavoured with wormwood [Artemesia absinthium, Natural

Order CompositcB) and other species containing the bitter principle termed absintkinc.

To prepare absinth the leaves and flower-heads of the wormwood are steeped in spirit

somewhat above 'proof for several days, with other aromatic and stimulant herbs

—

such as angelica root. Calamus aromaticus, aniseed, dittany leaves and wild marjoram.
The liquid is then distilled, and the green essence thus obtained is mixed with certain

aromatic extracts. A brilliant tint is obtained by the iiso of indigo and other

vegetable colouring matters : sulphate of copper is said to have been employed for

this purpose ; and it is also asserted that the liquor is occasionally adulterated with

chloride of antimony in order to produce a characteristic milkiness.

Absinth is largely prepared in Switzerland, especially in the canton of Neufchatel

;

and indeed the strongest liquor is often known in trade as ' Swiss absinth,' though it

may not have been prepared in Switzerland. Of late years, it has been drunk
immoderately in Prance, and large quantities are also consumed in America. Certain

Prcncli physiologists have alleged that the essential oils in absinth act as an energetic

poison, especially affecting the nervous system ; other authorities attribute the

injurious eifects of absinth-drinking to the Calamus aroinaticus said to be used in its

preparation ; whilst others again maintain that the effects are merely those which
follow the long-continued use of any strong alcoholic liquor—excepting, of course, the

poisonous action of any copper-salts which may be present in adulterated absinth.

ABYSSXiffZAXr CrOXiS. A yellow metal of a fine colour if properly prepared.

It is an alloy of 9074 parts of copper and 8'33 of zinc. The ingot is plated on one

side with a thin plate of gold, and it is then rolled out into sheets, from which articles

of jewellery are formed in the usual way. The gold on the articles as sold varies from
0'03 to 1'03 per cent. This is also known as Talmi gold. The term Abyssinian Gold
is sometimes applied in trade to Aluminium Bronze. See Aluminiuji Beonze.
ACACZAi (Lat. acacia, a thorn ; Gr. a.K^, a point). The acacia is a very extensive

genus of trees, or shrubby plants belonging to the Lcguminosfp. or Pea-order. The
acacias inhabit the tropical regions generally, but extend in some instances into the

temperate zone
;

being found, for example, in Australia and the neighbouring
islands. Botanists are acquainted with nearly 300 s-pecics of the acacia, some of

them yielding gum arable and other gums known in commerce ; while others give a
large quantity of tannin, especially a species which grows in Van Diemen's Land or

Tasmania. The Acacia vera is a native of Arabia and of Africa from Senegal to

Egypt; the A. Arabica is found in the same countries and in India; the A. Karoo
belongs to the Cape of Good Hope, producing the Cape gum ; A. gmmnifera is chiefly

found in Africa near Mogador A. Sojal in Scnegambia; A. tortilis grows in the

b2
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Desert, as does also A. Ehrenbergii, their gums being collected by the Bedouin Arabs
;

and A. Senegal grows in Arabia and Africa, from Senegal to the Cape of Good Hope.

See Arabic, Gum ; Gum.
ACACXA. CATECHTT. The catechu acacia {Mimosa catechu of Linnseus) is a

tree with a moderately high and stout stem, growing in mountainous places in various

parts of India. Its unripe pods and wood, by decoction, yield the catechu. This

kind of catechu is known under the name of Kutch or Cutch, and must not be con-

founded with the official catechu {Catechu pallidu7n,). This catechu is imported in

large masses of 1 cwt. and upwards. It is used in the preparation of some leathers

and by dyers: See Catechu.
ACACXM'. A name for common Gum Arabic.

ACATOV (BOXS B'). The French name for mahogany. See MahoganT.
ACAROXB RESXW. A resin sometimes called Botany Bay resin, produced by

a liliaceous tree growing in New Holland. It contains benzoic and cinnamic acids,

which give it, especially when burnt, a grateful odour.

ACESCEWT. Substances which have a tendency to pass into an acid state ; as

an infusion of malt, &c.

ACETAS.. C'^H'^O'. (CH'^O^). One of the products of the oxidation of

alcohol under the influence of oxygon condensed in platinum-black. Pieces of well-

cloanod pumice-stone are moistened with nearly absolute alcohol, and placed at the

bottom of a wide-mouthed flask, which is then filled with capsules containing

platinum-black, and exposed to a temperature of 20° Cent. (67° Fahx.), till the whole

of the alcohol is acidified. It is a colourless, mobile, ethereal liquid, boiling at 221° F.

Its density in the fluid state is 0"821 at 72°. The specific gravity of its vapour
4'138 Stas. (mean of three experiments) : calculation gives 4'083 for four volumes
of vapour. The researches of Wurtz render it evident that the construction o-

acotal is quite diEEerent from what has generally been supposed, and that it is

in fact glycole in which two atoms of hydrogen are replaced by two of ethyle.

—C. G. W.
ACETATE. {Acetate, Fr.

;
Kssigs'dure, Ger.) Any saline compound in which

the acid constituent is acetic acid. All acetates are soluble in water; the least

soluble being the acetates of tungsten, molybdenum, silver, and mercury. The
acetates, especially those of lead and alumina, are of great importance in the arts.

The acetates are all described imder their respective bases ;—a rule which will be

adopted with all the acids. See Acm.
ACETXC ACXS. {Acide acetique, Fr. ;

Essigsdurc, Ger. ; Acidum aceticum,

Lat.
;
Eiscl, Sax.) The word 'acetic' is derived from the Latin acetum, applied to

vinegar
;

probably the earliest known body possessing the sour taste and other

properties which characterize acids ; hence the term Acid, now become generic ; both

the Latin word, and also the Saxon acid, being from the root acies (Greek okt;), an

edge or point, in reference to the sharpness of the taste.

Vinegar must have been known from the most remote periods of antiquity. It is

mentioned by Moses.' Hippocrates employed it in medicine under the name oji/s.^

Hannibal, in his passage over the Alps, is said to have softened the rocks by fire and
vinegar.^ It was known to the alchemists in the more concentrated state in which
it is obtained by the distillation of acetate of copper (verdigris)

;
being mentioned

both by Geber < and Stahl.

Crystallised acetic acid was first obtained by WestendorfF' and Lowitz.*

Acetic acid exists in nature only in the organised kingdoms, or as a product of the

oxidation of organic bodies. According to Vauquelin and Morin it is found in the

juices of certain plants, and it probably exists in certain animal fluids.

Gmelin and Geiger state that it has been found in mineral waters, which is quite

possible, having been derived from the decay of organic matter originally present.

Acetic acid is produced either by the oxidation, or the destructive distillation of

organic bodies containing its elements—carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

The oxidation of organic bodies, in order to convert them into acetic acid, may bo
effected either—1, by exposing them in a finely divided state to the action of air or

oxygen gas
; 2, by submitting them to the action of ferments in the presence of a

free supply of atmospheric air ; or, 3, by the action of chemical oxidising agents.

When acetic acid is procured by the oxidation of organic bodies, it is generally

nlcohol that is employed ; but by whatever process alcohol is transformed into acetic

acid, it is always first converted into an intermediate compound, aldehyde ; and this

Numbers, vi. 3. ' Do Natura Mulicbri.
Livy. Investigation of Perfection.

° WcBtcndorff, Diss, de Opt. Acct. Cone. Gottonbiirg, 1772.
° Lowitz, Allgcm. Journal von Likcrcr, III. (iOO.
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boing a very volatile body, it is desirable always to effect the oxidation as completely

and rapidly as possible, to avoid the loss of alcohol by the evaporation of this

aldehyde.

Alcohol contains C'ffO^ (C^H^O)
Aldehyde „ C'H'O^ (C^H^O)
Acetic acid „ C'R*0* (C^H^O^)

The process, therefore, consists first in tho removal of two atoms of hydrogen from
alcohol, which are converted into water—aldehyde being produced—and then the

further union of this aldehyde with two atoms of oxygen to convert it into acetic acid.

See Aldehyde.
By the oxidation of alcohol, pure acetic acid is obtained : but the vinegars of com-

merce are mixtures of the pure acetic acid with water ; with saccharine, gummy, and
colouring matters ; with certain ethers (especially the acetic ether), upon which their

agreeable aromatic flavour depends ; with empyreumatic oils, &c.
The pure acetic acid (free from water and other impurities) may be obtained most

advantageously, according to Melsens,' by distilling pure acetate of potash with an
excess of acetic acid (which has been obtained by the redistillation of ordinary acetic

acid, procured either by oxidising alcohol, or by the destructive distillation of wood) :

the acid which first passes over contains water ; but finally it is obtained free.

Properties of pure Acetic Acid.—Wlien absolutely pure, acetic acid is a colourless

liquid of specific gravity I'OSi, which at temperatures below 62° F. (17^ C.)

solidifies into a colourless crystalline mass. It has strongly acid properties, being as

powerfully corrosive as many mineral acids, causing vesication when applied to the

skin ; and it possesses a peculiarly pungent, though not a disagreeable smell.

The vapour of the boiling acid is highly combustible, and burns with a blue flame.

Hydrated acetic acid dissolves camphor, gliadine, resins, the fibrine of blood, and
several organic compounds. Wten its vapour is conducted through a slightly

ignited porcelain tube, it is converted entirely into carbonic acid and acetone, an atom
of the acid being resolved into an atom of each of the resultants. At a white heat

tho acid vapour is converted into carbonic acid, carburetted hydrogen, and water.

It attracts water with great avidity, mixing with it in all proportions. Its solution

in water increases in density with the increase of acetic acid up to a certain point

;

but beyond this point its density again diminishes. Its maximum density being
1'073, and corresponding to an acid containing C''H^O'' + 2Aq, which may be ex-

temporaneously produced by mixing 77'2 parts of crystallised acetic acid with 22-8

parts of water. This hydrate boils at 104° C. (219° F.), whilst the crystallised acid

boils only at 120'^ C. (248° F.)
'-

Tho proportion of acetic acid in aqueous mixtures may therefore be ascertained,

within' certain limits, by determination of the specific gravity. See Acetimetet.
The following Table, by Mohr, indicates the per-centage of acetic acid in mixtures

of different specific gravities ; but of course this is only applicable in cases where no
Bugar or otlier bodies are present which increase the specific gravity :

—

Abstract of MoWs Table of the Specific Gravity of Mixtures of Aeetio Acid and
Water.^

Per-centage of Acetic
Acid, H' 0* Density

Per-oentage of Acetic
Acid, H* 0* Density

100 1-0635 45 1-055

95 1-070 40 1-051

90 1-073 35 1-046

85 1-073 30 1-040

80 1-0735 25 1-034

76 1-072 20 1-027

70 1-070 15 1-022

65 1-068 10 1-015

60 1-067 5 1-0067

55 1-064 1 1-001

50 1-060

» Comptes Bendns, xix. Cll. ' Gerhardt, Chimie Orgapique, i. 71S,
" Mohr, Ann, der Chem, und Phar. xxxi. 227,
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Which numbers closely agree with those obtained by I)r. tiro

Acid Sp. Gr. Acid Sp. Gr. Acid Sp. Gr.

100 1-0620 76 1-0743 62 1-0617

98 1-0650 74 1-0740 50 1-0603

96 1-0680 72 1-0733 45 1-0558

94 1-0700 70 1-0725 40 1-0512

92 1-0715 68 1-0716 35 1-0459

90 1-0728 66 1-0712 30 1-0405

88 1-0730 64 1-0701 25 1-0342

86 1-0735 62 1-0687 20 1-0282

84 1-0738 60 1-0675 15 1-0213

82 1-0740 58 1-0665 10 1-0147

80 1-0750 66 1-0647 6 1-0075

78 1-0748 64 1-0634

Acetic acid was formerly (and is still by some chemists) viewed as the hydrated

teroxide of a radical, Acetyl. (C H^) 0^ HO

Acetyl.

And therefore an anhydrous acetic acid, 0', was supposed to exist. Many
attempts have been made to isolate this anhydrous acetic acid O' 0' ; and a body
which has received this name has been obtained by Gorhardt,' by the double decom-
position of chloride of acetyl and an alkaline acetate, thus

—

(0= CI) + KO.C* 0' = Cm'O' + K 01

Chloride of Acetate of (So-called) Chloride of

acetyl. potash. Anhydrous potassium.
acetic acid.

C^H^OCl + ^C"n^O" = C^Hi'O' + KCl

This body Gerhardt describes as a colourless liquid having a strong smell of acetic

acid, but associated with the flavour of hawthorn blossom, having a specific gravity

of 1-073, and boiling at 137° 0. (278° F.)
;
falling in water in the form of oily drops,

only dissolving on gently heating that fluid. It is, however, not anhydrous acetic

acid, but a compound isomeric with the hypothetical anhydrous acetic acid O'' H' 0',

containing, in fact, double the amount of matter, its formula being C H° 0°. See
ISOMBEISM.

The impure varieties of acetic acid known as vinegar, pyroligneous acid, &c., are

the products met with in commerce, and therefore those require more minute de-

scription in this work.
Before describing the manufacture of these commercial articles, it may be in-

teresting to allude to a method of oxidising alcohol by means of spongy platinum

;

which may yet meet with extensive practical application. It is a well-known fact

that spongy platinum {c.ff. platinum black), from its minute state of division, condenses

the oxygen of the air within its pores
;
consequently, when the vapour of alcohol

comes in contact with this body, a supply of oxygon in a concentrated state is pre-

sented to it, and the platinum, without losing any of its properties, effects the

combination between the oxygen and the alcohol, converting the latter into acetic

acid.

This may be illustrated by a very simple experiment. Place recently ignited

spongy platinum, loosely distributed on a platinum-gauze, at a short distance over a
saucer containing warm alcohol, the whole standing under a bell-glass supported by
wedges on a glass dish, so that on removing the stopper from the bell-glass a slow
current of air circulates through the apparatus ; the spongy platinum soon begins to

glow, in consequence of the combustion going on upon its surface, and acetic acid

vapours are abundantly produced, which condense and run down the sides of the
glass. The simultaneous formation of aldehyde is, at the same time, abundantly
proved by its.peculiar odour.

In Germany this method has been actually carried out on the large scale, and, if it

were not for the high price of platinum and the heavy duty on alcohol, it might be
extensively employed in this country on account of its elegance and extreme simpli-

city. See AcETAL.

' Comptes Eendus, xxxiv. 755.
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The processes employed for tlio manufacture of Acetic Acid, svhich is principally

used in the arts, and those for the production of Vinegar, which is chiefly for domestic
use, are widely diiferent and carried on in separate works

;
they \vill, therefore, be best

described under their respective heads.

Manufactube of Acetic Acid (Pyeoligneotjs Acm).

A.

—

By destructive distillation of Wood.

The general nature of the process of destructive distillation will be found detailed

under the head of Distillation, DESTiircTivE ; as well as a list of products of the
rearrangement of the molecules of organic bodies under the influence of heat in closed

vessels. "We shall, therefore, at once proceed to the details of the process as specially

applied in the manufacture of acetic acid from wood.
The forms of apparatus very generally employed on the Continent for obtaining

at the same time crude acetic acid, charcoal, and tar, are those of Schwartz and
Eeichenbach ; but in France the process is carried out with special reference to the
production of acetic acid alone.

The following is a description of that in use at Nuits and Eouen :

—

Into_ large cylindrical vessels (Jig. 1) made of rivetted sheet iron, and having
at their top and side a small sheet-iron cylinder, the wood intended for making
charcoal is introduced. To tlie upper part of this vessel a cover of sheet iron, b, is

adapted, which is fixed with bolts. This vessel, thus closed, represents, as we see,

a vast retort. When it is prepared, as we have said, it is lifted by means of a swing
crane, c, and placed in a furnace, d {fig. 2), of a form
relative to that of the vessel, and the opening of the

furnace is covered with a dome, e, made of masonry
or brickwork. The whole being thus arranged, heat

is applied in the furnace at the bottom. The moisture

of the wood is first dissipated, but by degrees the

liquor ceases to be transparent, and becomes sooty.

An adapter tube. A, is then fitted to the lateral cylinder.

This adapter enters into another tube at the same
degree of inclination, which commences the condensing

apparatus. The means of condensation~vary according

to the localities. In certain works they cool by means of air, by making the

vapoirr pass through a long series of cylinders, or sometimes, even, through a
series of casks connected together ; but most usually water is used for condensing,

when it can be easily procured in abundance. The most simple apparatus employed
for this purpose consists of two cylinders, f f {fig. 2), the one within the other,

and which leave between them a sufficient space to allow a considerable body of

water to circulate along and cool the vapours. This double cylinder is adapted to

the distilling vessel, and placed at a certain inclination. To the first double tube,

F F, a second, and sometimes a third, entirely simikir, are connected, which, to save

space, return upon themselves in a zigzag fashion. The water is set in circulation by
an ingenious means now adopted in many different manufactories. From the lower
extremity, g, of the system of condensers, a perpendicular tube rises, whose length

should be a little more than the most elevated point of the system. The water,

furnished by a reservoir l, enters by means of the perpendicular tube through the
lower part of the system, and fills the whole space between the double cylinders.

When the apparatus is in action, the vapours, as they condense, raise the temperature
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of the water, wliich, by the column in i. g, is pressed to tie upper part of the

cylinders, and runs over by the spout k. To this point a very short tube is attached,

which is bent towards the ground, and serves as au overflow.

The condensing apparatus is terminated by a condtiit in bricks covered and sunk
in the ground. At the extremity of this species of gutter is a bent tube, e, which
discharges the liquid product into the first cistern. When it is full, it empties itself,

by means of an overflow pipe, into a great reservoir ; the tube which terminates the

gutter plunges into the liquid, and thus intercepts communication with the inside of

the apparatus. The disengaged gas is brought back, by means of pipes m l, from
one of the sides of the

3 conduit to the under

part of the ashpit of

the furnace. These
pipes are furnished

with stopcocks, m, at

some distance in front

of the furnace, for

the purpose of regu-

lating the jet of the

gas, and interrupting,

at pleasure, commun-
ication with the inside

of the apparatus.

The part of the pipes

which terminates in

the furnace rises per-

pendicularly several

inches above the

ground, and is ex-

panded like the rose

of a watering-can, n.

The gas, by means of

this disposition, can

distribute itself uni-

formly under the

vessel, without suffer-

ing the pipe which
conducts it to bo

obstructed by the fuel

or the ashes.

The temperature

necessary to eflfect the

carbonisation is not

at first considerable

:

however, at the last,

it is raised so high

as to make the vessels

red hot ; and the

duration of the pro-

cess is necessarily

proportional to the

quantity of wood car-

bonised. For a vessel

which shall contain

about 5 meters cube

(nearly 6 cubic yards),

8 hours of fire is sufficient. It is known that the carbonisation is complete by the

colour of the flame of the gas : it is first of a yellowish red ; it becomes afterwards blue,

when more carbonic oxide than carburetted hydrogen is evolved ; and towards the end

it becomes entirely white,—a circumstance owing, probably, to the furnace being more

heated at this period, and the combustion therefore more complete. There is still

another means of knowing the state of the process, to which recourse is more

frequently had : that is the cooling of the first tubes, which are not surrounded with

water : a few drops of this fluid are thrown upon their surlace, and if they evaporate

quietly, it is judged that the calcination is sufficient. The adapter tube is then

unluted, and is slid into its junction pipe ; the orifices are immediately stopped with

plates of iron and plaster loam. The brick cover, e, of the furnace is first removed
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by means of the swing crane, then the cylinder itself is lifted out and replaced imme-
diately by another one previously charged. When the cylinder which has been
taken out of the furnace is entirely cooled, its cover is removed, and the charcoal

is emptied. Five cubic meters of wood furnish about 7 chaldrons and a half of

charcoal.

The carbonisers of Eeichenbach and Schwartz are usually employed with special

reference to the manufacture of wood-charcoal, the condensation of the volatile

products being only a secondary consideration.

In England the distillation of wood, with especial reference to the manufacture
of pyroligneous acid, is generally carried out in large iron retorts, placed hori-

zontally in the furnace ; the process, in fact, closely resembling the distillation of

coal in the manufacture of coal gas, excepting that the retorts are generally larger,

being sometimes 4 feet in diameter, and 6 or 8 feet long. Generally two, or even
three, are placed in each furnace, as shown in fig. 3, so that the fire of the single

furnace, a, plays all round them. The doors for charging the retorts are at one end, h

{fig. 4), and the pipe for carrying oflF the volatile products at the other, c, by which
they are conducted, first to the tar-condenser, d, and finally through a worm in a
large tub, e, wheri" the crude acetic acid is collected.

Of course, in diiicront localities an endless variety of modifications of the process

are employed.
In the Forest of Dean, instead of cylindrical retorts, square sheet-iron boxes are

used, 4 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 9 in., which are heated in large square ovens.

Dr. Ure gives the following description of special works in Glasgow :

—

The cylinders here employed are 6 feet long, and both ends project a little beyond
the brickwork. One end has a disk, or round plate of cast-iron, well fitted and

firmly bolted to it, from the centre of which an iron tube, about 6 inches in diameter,
proceeds, and enters at a right angle the main tube of refrigeration. The diameter
of this tube may be from 9 to 14 inches, according to the number of cylinders. The
other end of the cylinder is called the mouth of the retort ; this is closed by a disc of
iron, smeared round its edge with clay-lute, and secured in its place by iron wedges.
The charge of wood for such a cylinder is about 8 cwt. The hard woods—oak,

ash, birch, and beech—are alone used in this mantifactory—fir not being found to
answer. The heat is kept up during the day, and the furnace allowed to cool during
the night. Next morning the door is opened, the charcoal removed, and a new
charge of wood introduced. The average product of crude vinegar is 35 gallons.

It is much contaminated with tar, is of a deep brown colour, and has a specific gra-
vity of 1-025. Its total weight is therefore about 300 lbs. ; but the residuary charcoal
is found to weigh no more than one-fifth of the wood employed ; hence nearly one-
half of the ponderable matter of the wood is dissipated in incondensable gases.

With regard to the relative advantages of cylindrical retorts or square boxes,
it should be remarked, that the cylinders are more adapted for the distillation of the
large billets of Gloucestershire and the refuse ship timber of Glasgow, Newcastle,
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and Liverpool
; but, on the other hand, vrhere light -wood is used, such as that gene-

rally carbonised in the "Welsh factories, the square ovens answer better.

An ingenious improvement in the manufacture of pyroligneous acid was patented

some rears ago by the late Mr. A. G. Halliday, of Manchester, and adopted by
several large manufacturers. The process consists in effecting the destructive

distillation of waste materials, such as sawdust and spent dyewoods, by causing

them to pass in continuous motion through heated retorts. For this purpose the

materials, which are almost in a state of powder, are introduced into a hopper, h
{jiff. 5), whence they descend into the retort, b, being kept all the while in constant

agitation, and at the same time moved forward to the other end of the retort by

means of an endless screw, s. By the time they arrive there the charge has been
completely carbonised, and all the pyroligneous acid evolved at the exit tube, t. The
residuary charcoal falls through the pipe b into a vessel of water, e, whilst the vola-

tile products escape at f, and are condensed in the usual way.
Several of these retorts are generally set in a furnace side by side ; the retorts are

only li inches in diameter, and eight of these retorts produce in 24 hours as much
acid as 16 retorts 3 feet in diameter upon the old system. In tlie manufacturing
districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire, where such immense quantities of spent dye-

woods accumulate, and have proved a source of annoyance and expense for their

removal, this process has afforded a most important means of economically converting

them into valuable products—charcoal and acetic acid.

ilention should also be made of Messrs. Solomons and Azulay's patent for em-
ploying superheated steam to effect the carbonisation of the wood, which is passed

directly into the mass of materials. Since the steam accompanies the volatile pro-

ducts, it necessarily dilutes the acid ; but this is in a great degree compensated fcr

by employing these vapours to concentrate the distilled products, by caiising them to

traverse a coil of tubing placed in a pan of the distillates.

As regards the yield of acetic acid from the different kinds of wood, some valuable

facts have been collected and tabulated by Stolze, in his work on Pyroligceous

Acid :

—

Carbonate
of Potassa

One Ponnd of Wood Weight
of Add

neutralised
by One

Weight of
Charcoal

Ounce of

Acid

ozs. grs. ozs.

White birch . Betula alba.... 71 55 3|
Eed beech . Fagus sylvatica . 7 54 3|
Large-leaved linden . Tilia pataphylla . 6| 52 3|
Oak . . Quercus robur 50 44
Ash . . Fraxinus excelsior n 44 3|
Horse chestnut . . JEsculus hippocastanus 75 41 3i

Lombardy poplar . Populus dilatata . 40 n
"White poplar . Populus alba 7s

' 8 39 H
Bird cherry . Prunus padus 7 37 3^
Basket willow . Salix 7^

' 8 35 3i

Buckthorn . . Ehamnus .... 7h
71

34 3|
Logwood . Haematoxylon campechianmn 35 2
Alder . Alnns • . . , 71 30 3i

Juniper . Jxinipems communis . 7i 29 3|
"Wbite fir . . Pinus abies.... 6| 29 3|
Common pine . Pinus sylvestris . 6i 28 3i

Common savine . . Juniperus sabina

.

7' 27 3f
Eed fir . Abies pectdnata . 6| 25 3%

Projoeriies of the crude Pyroliffncous Acid.

The crude pyroligneous acid possesses the properties of acetic acid, combined with
those of the pyrogenous bodies with which it is associated. As fijst obtained, it is

black, from the large quantity of tar which it holds in solution ; and although certain

resins are removed by redistillation, yet it is impossible to remove some of the empy-
reumatic oils by this process, and a special purification is necessary.

In consequence of the presence of creosote, and other antiseptic hydrocarbons, in

the crude pyroligneous acid, it possesses, in a very eminent degree, anti-putrescent
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properties. Flesh steeped in it for a few hours may be afterwards dried in tho air

without corrupting ; but it becomes hard, and somewhat leather-like ; so that this

mode of preservation does not answer well for butcher's meat. Fish are sometimes

cured with it.

Purification of 'Pyroligncous Acid.

This is eflfected either, 1st, by converting it into an acetate—acetate of lime or

soda—and then, after the purification of these salts by exposure to heat suificient to

destroy the tar, and repeated recrystallisation, liberating the acid again by distilling

with a stronger acid, e.g. sulphuric.

Or, 2ndly, by destrojdng the pyrogenous imjurities by oxidising agents, such as

binoxide of manganese in the presence of sulphuric acid, &c.

The former is the method generally adopted.

After the naphtha has been expelled, the acid liquor is run olF into tanks to deposit

part of its impurities ; it is then syphoned off into another vessel, in which is either

milk of lime, quicklime, or chalk ; the mixture is boiled for a short time, and then

allowed to stand for 24 hours to deposit the excess of lime with any impurities which

the latter will carry down with it. The supernatant liquor is then pumped into the

evaporating pans.

The evaporation is effected either by the heat of a fire applied beneath tho evapo-

rating pans, or more frequently by a coil of pipe in the liquor through which steam

is passed—the liquor being kept constantly stirred, and the impurities which rise

to the surface during the process carefully skimmed off.

From time to time, as the evaporation advances, the acetate of lime which separates

is removed by ladles, and placed in baskets to drain ; and the residual mother-liquor

is evaporated to dryness. This mass, by ignition, is converted into carbonate of limo

and acetone.

If tho acetate of lime have been procured by directly saturating the crude acid, it

is called brown acetate ; if from the acid once purified by redistillation, it is called

grey acetate.

From this grey acetate of lime acetate of soda is now prepared, by adding sulphate

of soda to the filtered solution of the acetate of lime. In performing this operation,

it is highly important to remember that, for every equivalent of acetate of lime, it is

necessary to add two equivalents of sulphate of soda, on account of the formation of

a double sulphate of soda and lime. The equation representing the change being :—

•

CaO, C« W 0' + ,2(NaO, SO^) = NaO,C* 0^ + CaO, SO^ NaO, SO'

Acetate of lime. Sulphate of soda. Acetate of soda. Double salt.

Ca(C2KS02)2 -1- Zlfa^SO* = ZXTaC^H'O' + CaSO^ Wa-SO^

Or, if sulphuric acid be considered as a bibasic acid, which this very reaction so

strongly justifies

—

C«ff(Ca)0* + Na^S^O' = 0^ H' (Na) 0' + Na}^'^'

Acetate of lime. Sulphate of soda. Acetate of soda. Double salt.

If this point be neglected, and only one equivalent of sulphate of soda bo used, one-

half of the acetate of lime may escape decomposition, and thus be lost.

After the separation of the double salt, the solution of acetate of soda is drawn off,

any impurities allowed to subside, and then concentrated by evaporation \intil it has
a density of 4'3—when the acetate of soda crystallises out, and may bo further

purified, if requisite, by another re-solution and re-crystallisation. Tho contents of
the mother liquors are converted into acetone and carbonate of soda, as before.

The crystallised acetate of soda is now fused in an iron pot, at a temperature of
about 400°, to drive off the water of crystallisation, tho mass being kept constantly

stirred. A stronger heat must not bo applied, or we should effect the decomposition
of the salt.

For the production of the acetic acid from this salt, a quantity of it is put into a
stout copper still, and a deep cavity made in the centre of the mass, into which sul-

phuric acid of specific gravity r84 is poured in the proportion of 35 per cent, of the
weight of tho salt ; the walls of the cavity are thrown in upon the acid, and the whole
briskly agitated with a wooden spatula. The head of the still is then luted, and con-
nected with the condensing worm, and tho distillation carried on at a very gentle
heat. The worm should be of silver or porcelain, as also the still-head ; and oven
silver solder should be used to connect the joinings in the body of the still. The still

is now generally heated by a steam 'jacket.' See Distillation.
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Tho acid which passes ovor is nearly coloiirless, and has a specific gravity of I'Oo.

That which collects at tho latter part of the operation is liable to be somewhat ena-

pyreumatic, and therefore before this point is reached the receiver should be changed
;

and throughout the entire operation, care should be taken to avoid applying too high
a temperature, as the flavour and p.urity of the acid ^vill invariably siifiEer.

Any trace of empyreuma may be removed from the acid by digestion with animal
charcoal and redistillation.

A considerable portion of this acid crystallises at a temperature of from 40° to

50° T"., constituting what is called glacial aeetio acid, which is the compound
C 0*, or C* W 0^ HO (C^H^O^).

For culinary purposes, pickling, &c., the acid of specific gravity 1'05 is diluted

vnth five times its weight of water, which renders it of the same strength as Eevenuo
proof vinegar.

Several modifications and improvements of this process have recently been intro-

duced, which require to bo noticed.

The following process depends upon the difficult solubility of sulphate of soda in

strong acetic acids :—100 lbs. of the pulverised salt being put into a hard glazed

stoneware receiver, or deep pan, from 35 to 36 lbs. of concentrated sulphuric acid are

poured in one stream upon the powder, so as to flow under it. The mixture of the

salt and acid is to be made very slowly, in order to moderate the action and the heat
generated, as much as possible. After the materials have been in intimate contact for

a few hoiirs, the decomposition is eifected
;
sulphate of soda in crystalline grains will

occupy tho bottom of tho vessel, and acetic acid the upper portion, partly liquid and
partly in crystals. A small portion of pure acetate of lime added to the acid will

free it from any remainder of sulphate of soda, leaving only a little acetate in its

place ; and though a small portion of sulphate of soda may still remain, it is unim-
portant, whereas the presence of any free sulphiiric acid would be very injurious.

This is easily detected by evaporating a little of the liquid, at a moderate heat, to

dryness, when that mineral acid can be distinguished from the neutral soda sulphate.

This plan of superseding a troublesome distillation, which is due to M. Mollerat, is one

of the greatest improvements in this process, and depends upon the insolubility of the

sulphate of soda in acetic acid. The sulphate of soda thus recovered, and well

drained, serves anew to decompose acetate of Ume ; so that nothing but this cheap

earth is consumed in carrying on the manufacture. To obtain absolutely piu-e acetic

acid, the above acid has to be distilled in a glass retort.

Volckel recommends the use of hydrochloric instead of sulphuric acid for decom-
posing the acetate.

The following is Ms description of the details of the process :

—

' The crude acetate of lime is separated from the tarry bodies which are deposited

on neutralisation, and evaporated to about one-half its bulk in an iron pan. Hydro-
chloric acid is then added until a distinctly acid reaction is produced on cooling

; by
this means tho resinous bodies are separated, and come to the surface of the boiling

liquid in a melted state, whence they can be removed by skimming, while the com-
pounds of Ume, with creosote, and other volatile bodies, are likewise decomposed, and
expelled on further evaporation. From 4 to 6 lbs. of hydrochloric acid for every 33
gallons of wood vinegar is the average quantity required for this purpose. The
iicetate having been dried at a high temperature on iron plates, to char and drive off

the remainder of the tar and resinous bodies, is then decomposed, by hydrochloric

acid, in a still with a copper head and leaden condensing tube. To every 100 lbs. of

salt about 90 to 95 lbs. of hydrochloric acid of specific gravity 1'16 are required.

Tho acid comes over at a temperature of from 100° to 120° C. (212° to 248° F.), and
is very slightly impregnated with empyreumatic products, while a mere cloud is

produced in it by nitrate of silver. The specific gravity of the product varies from
r058 to 1'061, and contains more than 40 per cent, of real acid ; but as it is seldom
required of this strength, it is well to dilute the 90 parts of hydrochloric acid with 25
parts of water. These proportions then yield from 95 to 100 parts of acetic acid of

specific gravity 1'015.

This process is recommended on the score of economy and greater purity of pro-

duct. The volatile empyreumatic bodies are said to be more easily separated by the

use of hydrochloric than sulphuric acid ; moreover, the chloride of calcium being a
more easily fusible salt than the sulphate of lime, or even than the double sulphate of

lime and soda, the acetic acid is more freely evolved from the mixture. The resinous

bodies also decompose sulphuric acid towards the end of the operation, giving rise to

sulphurous acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., which contaminate the product.

The decomposition of acetate of lime or lead by means of sulphuric acid has many
Lnconveniencea, and there is danger of the product being contaminated with sulphuric
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acid. Christl' was therefore induced to employ hydrochloric acid as a decomposing
agent, and has found that when this acid is not used in excess, the distillate contains

scarcely an appreciable trace of chlorine. A mixture of 100 lbs. of raw acetate of

lime, obtained from the distillation of wood, and containing 90 per cent, of neutral

acetate, with 120 lbs. of hydrochloric acid (20° Baume) is allowed to stand during a
night, and then distilled in a copper vessel. The application of heat requires to be
gradual, in order to prevent the somewhat thick liquor from running over. The
product of acetic acid amounts to about 100 lbs. of 8° B. ; it has a faint yellow

colour and empyreumatic odour, which may be perfectly removed by treatment with
wood charcoal and subsequent rectification.

In order to obtain the acetate of lime sufficiently pure, Volckel " adopts the following

process :—The raw pyroligneous acid is saturated with Ume without previous distil-

lation. A part of the resinous substances dissolved in the acid are thus separated in

combination with lime. The solution of impure acetate of lime is allowed to stand
until it becomes clear, or it is filtered, then evaporated in an iron pan to about one-

half, and hydrochloric acid added until a drop of the cooled liquid distinctly reddens
litmus-paper. A part is sometimes distilled off in a copper still, in order to obtain

wood-spirit. The addition of acid serves to separate a great part of the resin still held
in solution, which collects together in the boiling liquid, and may be skimmed off, and
likewise decomposes the compounds of lime with creosote, and some other imperfectly-

known volatile substances which are driven off by further evaporation. As these

volatile substances have little or no action upon litmus-paper, its being reddened by
the liquor is a sign, that not only are the lime compounds of these substances decom-
posed, but also a small quantity of acetate of lime. The quantity of acid necessary

for this purpose varies, and depends upon the nature of the pyroligneous acid, which
is again dependent upon the quantity of the water in the wood from which it is

obtained. Three hundred pints of wood-liquor will require from 4 to 6 lbs. of hydro-
chloric acid.

The solution of acetate of Ume is evaporated to dryness, and a tolerably strong beat

applied at last, in order to remove all volatile substances. Both operations may be
performed in the same iron pans ; but when the quantity of salt is large, the latter

may be more advantageously effected upon cast-iron plates. The drying of the salt

requires very great care, for the empyreumatic substances adhere very strongly to

the acetate of lime, as well as to the compound of resin and acetic acid mixed with it,

and when not perfectly separated, pass over with the acetic acid in the subsequent
distillation with an acid, communicating to it a disagreeable odour. The drjang must
therefore bo continued until, upon cooling, the acetate does not smell at all, or but
very slightly. It then has a dirty brown colour. The acetic acid is obtained by
distillation -ndth hydrochloric acid, in a still with a copper head and leaden condenser

;

and when proper precautions are taken, the acetic acid does not contain a trace of

either metal. The quantity of hydrochloric acid required cannot be exactly stated,

because the acetate of Ume is mixed with resin, and already formed chloride of

calcium. In most instances 90 or 95 parts by weight of acid, 1'16 specific gravity,

are siifiicient to decompose completely 100 parts of the salt, without introducing much
hydrochloric acid into the distillate.

The distilled acetic acid possesses only a very faint empyreumatic odour, very dif-

ferent from that of the raw pyroligneous acid ; it is perfectly colourless, and should

only become slightly turbid on the addition of nitrate of silver. If the acid has a
yellowish colour, this is owing to resin having been spirted over in the distillation.

It is therefore advisable to remove the resin,—which is separated on the addition of

hydrochloric acid, and floats upon the surface of the liquid,—either by slumming or

filtration through a linen cloth. The distilled acid has a specific gravity ranging

between 1"058 and 1"061, containing upwards of 40 per cent, of anhydrous acetic acid.

It is rarely that acid of this strength is required ; and a^ the distillation is easier when
the mixture is less concentrated, water may be added before or towards the end of the

distillation. Volckel recommends as convenient proportions

—

100 parts of acetate of lime,

90 to 95 hydrochloric acid,

25 parts water,

which }-ield from 95 to 100 parts of acetic acid of I'lOo specific gi'avity
; 150 litres

of raw pyroligneous acid yield about 60 lbs. of acetic acid of the above specific

gra^nty.

The acid prepared in this Way may bo still further purified by adding a small

' Diiiglei's Polytech. Joam. " Anil, tier Chcni. und Phann,
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quantity of carbonate of soda and redistilling ; it is tluis rendered quite free from
chlorine, and any remaining trace of colour is likewise removed. The slight empy-
reumatic smell may be remored by distilling the acid with about 2 or 3 per cent, of
acid chromate of potash. Oxide of manganese is less efiBcacious as a purifying agent.

Although pure acetic acid may be procured by the distillation of vinegar, the whole
of the acid cannot be obtained except by distilling to dryness, by which means the
extractive substances are burnt, and the distillate rendered impure. In order to
obviate this difficulty, Stein ' proposes to add 30 lbs. of salt to every 100 lbs. of vinegar;
the boiling point is thus raised, and the acid passes over completely.

B.

—

Manvfacture of Acetic Acid from Acetate of Copper.

Before tho process for pyroligneous acid, or wood vinegar, was known, there was
only one method of obtaining strong vinegar practised by chemists ; and it is still

followed by some operators, to prepare what is called radical or aromatic vinegar.

This consists in decomposing, by heat alone, the crystallised binacetate of copper,

commonly, but improperly, called distilled verdigris. With this view, we take a
stoneware retort {fig. 6), of a size suited to the quantity wo wish to operate upon, and
coat it -^vith a mixture of fireclay and horsedung, to make it stand the heat better.

When this coating is dry, we introduce into the retort the crystallised acetate slightly

bruised, but very Atj ; we fill it as far as it will hold without spilling when the beak
is considerably inclined. We then set it in a proper furnace. We attach to its neck

an adapter pipe, and two or three globes with opposite tubulures, and a last globe

^vith a vertical tubulure. The apparatus is terminated by a Welter's tube, with a
double branch ; the shorter issues from the last globe, and the other dips into a flask

filled with distilled vinegar. Everything being thus arranged, we lute the joinings

with a putty made of pipeclay and linseed oil, and cover them with glue paper.

Each globe is placed in

^ a separate basin of cold

water, or the whole may
be put into an oblong
trough, through which a
constant stream of cold

water is made to flow.

The tubes must be al-

lowed a day to dry. Next
day we proceed to the

distillation, tempering
the heat very nicely at

the beginning, and in-

creasing it by very slow degrees till we see the drops follow each other pretty rapidly

from the neck of the retort, or the end of the adapter tube. The vapours wliich pass

over are very hot, whence a series of globes are necessary to condense them. We
sliould renew, from time to time, the water of the basins, and keep moist pieces of

cloth upon the globes ; but this demands great care, especially if the fire bo a little

too brisk, for the vessels become, in that case, so hot, that they would infallibly be

broken if touched suddenly with cold water. It is always easy for us to regulate

tliis operation according to the emission of gas from the extremity of the apparatus.

When the air-bubbles succeed each other with great rapidity, we must damp the fire.

The liquor which passes in the first half hour is weakest ; it proceeds, in some
measure, from a little water sometimes left in the crystals, which, when well made,

however, ought to be anhydrous. A period arrives towards the middle of the process

when we see the extremity of the beak of the retort, and of the adapter, covered with

crystixls of a lamellar or needle shape, and of a pale green tint. By degrees these

crystals are carried into the condensed liquid by the acid vapours, and give a colour

to the product. These crystals are merely some of the cupreous salt forced over by
the heat. As the process approaches its conclusion, we find more difficulty in raising

the vapours ; and we must then augment the intensity of the heat, in order to continue

their disengagement. Finally, we judge that the process is altogether finished, when
the globes become cold, notwithstanding the furnace is at the liottest, and when no

more vapours are evolved. The fire may then be allowed to go out, and the retort

to cool.

As the acid thus oljtained is slightly tinged with copper, it must be rectified before

bringing it into the market. Eor this purpose we may make use of the same appa-

ratus, only substituting for the stoneware retort a glass one, placed in a sand-bath,

• Folytcch. Contralbliitt, 1852, p, 305.
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All tlio globes ought to be perfectly clean and dry. The distillation is to bo con-

ducted in the usual way. If wo divide the product into thirds, the first yields the

feeblest acid, and the third the strongest. We could not push the process quite to

dryness, because there remain in the last portions certain impurities which would

injure the flavour of the acid.

The total acid thus obtained forms nearly one-half of the weight of the acetate

employed, and the residuum forms three-tenths ; so that about two-tenths of the acid

have been decomposed by the boat, and are lost.— Ure.

Other metallic acetates may be used instead of the acetate of copper, but with

variable results as to the amount of acetic acid which they yield. Acetates which

have easily reducible oxides—as those of copper, silver, mercury, lead, &c.—afford

a larger proportion of acetic acid ; but acetone and marsh gas, as well as carbonic oxido

and carbonic acid, invariably accompany it. The acetate of silver gives no acetone ;

whilst those of the alkaline earths yield chiefly acetone or marsh gas, and are converted

into carbonates. See Acetone.
Anhydrous Acetic Acid, as made by Gerhardt, is obtained by mixing perfectly dry

fused acetate of potash with about half its weight of chloride of benzoyle, and ap-

plying a gentle heat; when a liquid distils over, which, after being rectified, has a

constant boiling point of 279° F., and is heavier than water, with wliich it does not

mix until after it has been agitated with it for some time. It dissolves at once in hot

water, forming acetic acid.

Uses of Acetic Acid.

Acetic acid is extensively employed in the arts, in the manufacture of the various

acetates, especially those of alumina and iron, so extensively employed in calico-

printing as mordants, sugar of lead, &c. It is likewise used in the preparation of

varnishes, for dissolving gums and albuminous bodies ; in the culinary arts, especially

in the manufacture of pickles and other condiments ; in medicine, externally, as a

local irritant, and internally, to allay fever, &e.

For tho treatment in cases of poisoning, we refer to Taylor, Pereira, and other

medical authorities.

For the Manufacture of Vinegar, see Vinegae.
ACETIC ETHERS. {Acetate of Ethyl. Essig'dther. Essignaplitha. Essigsdures

Mthyloxyd.) These are compounds of acetic acid with the alcohol radicals. Seo
Eadicais, Alcohol, and Eadicals, Chemical.
ACBTXMBTER. An apparatus used in the processes for determining the

strength of vinegar. Consult Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry.

A.CET11HETRY. Betcrmination of the Strength of Vinegar.—If in vinegars, we
were dealing with mixtures of pure acetic acid and water, the determination of tho

density might to a certain extent afford a criterion of the strength of the solution
;

but vinegar, especially that obtained from wine and malt, invariably contains gluten,

saccharine, and mucilaginous matters, which increase its density and render this

method altogether fallacious.

An accurate means of determining the strength of vinegar is by ascerta,ining the

quantity of carbonate of soda or potash neutralised by a given weight of the vinegar

under examination. This is performed by adding to tho vinegar a standard solution

of the alkaline carbonate of known strength from a burett<>, until, after boiling to

expel tho carbonic acid, a solution of litmus previously introduced into the liquid is

rendered distinctly blue.

The details of this process, which is equally applicable to mineral and other organic

acids, will be found fully described under the head of AciDniETHY.
Eoughly, it may be stated that every 63 grains of tho pure anhydrous carbonate of

soda, or every 69 grains of carbonate of potassa {i.e. one equivalent), correspond to

60 grains of acetic acid (C 0*).

It is obvious that preliminary examinations should be made to ascertain if sul-

phuric, hydrochloric, or other mineral acids are present
;
and, if so, their amount

determined ; other-^vise thoy will be reckoned as acetic acid.

The British malt vinegar is stated in tho ' London Pharmacopoeia ' to require a
drachm (60 grains) of crystallised carbonate of soda (which contains 10 equivalents

of water of crystallisation), for saturating a fluid ounce, or 4'46 grains ; it contains,

in fact, from 4'6 to 5 per cent, of real acetic acid.

The same authorities consider that the purified pyroligneous acid sliould require 87
grains of carbonate of soda for saturating 100 grains of the acid.

Dr. TJre suggests the use of the bicarbonate of potash. Its atomic weight, referred

to hydrogen as unity, is 100'584, while the atomic weight of acetic acid is ol"o63 ; if

we estimate 2 grains of the bicarbonate as oqiuvalcnt to 1 of the real acid, we shall
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commit no appreciable error. Hence a solution of the carbonate containing 200
grains in 100 measures will form an acetimeter of the most perfect and convenient
kind ; for the measures of test liquid expended in saturating any measure—for instance,

an ounce or 1,000 grains of acid—will indicate the number of grains of real acetic

acid in that quantity. Thus 1,000 grains of the above proof would require 50 measures
of the acetimetrical alkaline solution, showing that it contains 50 grains of real acetic

acid in 1,000, or 5 per cent.

Although the bicarbonate of potash of the shops is not absolutely constant in com-
position, yet the method is no doubt accurate enough for all practical purposes.

The acetimetrical method employed by the Excise is that recommended by Messrs.
J. and P. Taylor, and consists in estimating the strength of the acid by the specific

gravity which it acquires when saturated by hydrate of lime. Acid which contains

5 per cent, of real acid is equal in strength to the best malt vinegar, called by th«
makers No. 24, and is assumed as the standard of vinegar strength, under the deno
mination of 'proof vinegar.' Acid which contains 40 per cent, of real acetic acid, is

therefore, in the language of the Eevenue, 35 per cent, over 'proof ; it is the strongest

acid on which duty is charged by the acetimeter. In the case of vinegars which have
not been distilled, an allowance is made for the increase of weight due to the mucilage
present

;
hence, in the acetimeter sold by Bate, a weight, marked m, is provided, and

is used in trying such \'inegars. As the hydrate of lime employed causes the pre-

cipitation of part of the mucilaginous matter in the vinegar, it serves to remove this

difficulty to a certain extent. (Pereira.)

As the colour of malt vinegar or impure acetic acid sometimes obscures the exact

termination of the reaction, when a standard solution of carbonate of soda is used,

Nvith litmus as an indicator, it is better to use the ammoniacal solution of copper
recommended by Kiefer. This is made by dissolving sulphate of copper in water and
adding solution of ammonia till the precipitate of basic salt, which forms at first, just

rodissolves. The strength of the copper solution is then ascertained by means of a
standard solution of sulphuric acid. To use it a certain quantity of the vinegar to

be tested is measured with a pipette and placed in a beaker or other suitable vessel

and the copper solution gradually run into it from a burette. The bluish green

precipitate formed disappears on stirring as long as any free acid remains, but as soon

as it is completely neutralised a permanent turbidity is produced. A sheet of dark-

coloured paper placed under the beaker enables the end of the experiment to be

distinguished with greater facility. It is necessary that the acid should be so dilute

tbit the precipitate, which is seen on adding the first drop of copper solution, only

disappears on agitating the mixture ; it is then of a suitable strength.

An excellent method, equally applicable to every description of acetic acid, has been

proposed by Mohr. Pure precipitated carbonate of lime or baryta is added in excess

to a known quantity of the acid to be tested. When the effervescence has ceased the

mixture is heated, to complete the saturation of the acid and to expel the carbonic

acid gas. The excess of the earthy carbonate employed is then filtered off, washed
with hot water, and its amount ascertained by means of a standard acid and
an alkaline solution, as described in the article on alkalimetry. The result thus

obtained is subtracted from the weight of the carbonate added, and gives the

quantity which has be*n consumed in saturating the acid. 100 parts of carbonate

of lime dissolved, represent 102 of acetic acid, viewed as anhydrous, or 120 of the

hydrated acid.

ACETOXTXI. A volatile spirit obtained by the distillation of the acetates of the

alkaline earths. It may also bo prepared by the destructive distillation of citric acid,

or by distilling starch, sugar, or gum with quicklime. The formula of acetone is

Q6g602 (c^H"0). See PrROACETic S-pieit.

ACBTTTIii Some chemists (following Berzelius, who denied the existence of oxidised

radicals) regard acetyl as a radical, the teroxide of which constituted acetic acid.

The followers of Gerhardt, on the other hand, consider acetic acid to contain a radical

of the formula C* 0- (C^H'O). The latter is generally known as acetyl. Dr.

Williamson proposes to call it othyl.

ACETTriiAanwaB. C* N (C^H^KT). An oily alkaloid, produced by acting

with the oil of defiant gas (Dutch liquid, or chloride of ethylene) on an alcoholic

solution of ammonia.
ACBTYIiEWE. A hydrocarbon containing (Cg H3). By passing &

Voltaic current through carbon points in an atmosphere of hydrogen, acetylene in

formed by the direct union of its elements. It may also be produced by the incom-

plete combustion of certain hydrocarbons, and indeed by the imperfect oxidation of

most organic compounds. Acetylene is a colourless gas, possessing a peculiar odour,

and burning with an intensely luminous flame. A highly characteristic reaction of

acetylene, by which its presence may readily be determined, is the formation of a
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red precipitate when brought in contact with an ammoniacal solution of subchloride

of copper. This red compound explodes either by percussion, or on being suddenly

heated to a temperature, a little above that of boiling water. It has been suggested

that this is probably the cause of certain gas explosions which have occurred in un-

screwing the brass fittings of gas-meters. Acetylene is one of the constituents of

coal gas, and the red explosive compound is liable to be formed by contact of the gas

with the brass-work,

ACHROnXATIC, destiiilie ofcolour. White light consists, as is shown by its de-

composition by a prism, of several coloured rays, having different degrees of refrangi-

bility. When, therefore, white light passes through any transparent body, such as

a lens, it is liable to this decomposition to a greater or a less extent, and hence

colour is produced. This is termed chromatic ahcrration. Many, especially old-

fashioned, telescopes exhibit objects surrounded by beautifully coloured fringes.

Now the means which have been devised to prevent this are termed achromatic,

signifying the deprivation of colour. See Light.
ACKROnXATXC IiEZO'S. Hale, in 1733, constructed lenses which did not pro-

duce chromatic dispersion. In 1757 DoUond arrived, by a perfectly independent
examination, at the same discovery, and published it.

A lens may be regarded as a number of prisms united round a centre ; therefore a
ray of light falling on a lenticular glass is decomposed, and the rays being of unequal
refrangibility, they have on its axis as many foci as there are colours. The images,

therefore, of objects which are produced at these points are superimposed, more or

less, and the edges fringed with indistinct colours. The least refrangible rays unite

at foci further away than the more refrangible ; and the object sought for, and
attained, by both Hale and DoUond, was the means of uniting these rays at one focal

point. They combined flint-glass with crown-glass, and found that, by a suitable

curvature given to the object-glasses, the images seen through them were distinct, and
free from these adventitious colours.

Telescopes, microscopes, &c., fitted up with such combinations of lenses as those

described, are called achromatic telescopes,

ACZCTTXiZTE. A name applied to Aikenite (a native sulphide of bismuth,
copper and lead), in allusion to its occurrence in acicular, or needle-like crystals. See
ArKENTTE.

ACID. {Aoidus,. sour, L.) The term acid was formerly applied to bodies which
were sour to the taste, and in popular language the word is still so used. It is to be
regretted that the necessities of science have led to the extension of this word to any
bodies combining with bases to form salts, whether such combining body is sour or

otherwise. Had not the term acid been established in language as expressing a sour

body, there would have been no objection to its use ; but chemists now apply the term
to substances which are not soiir, and which do not change blue vegetable colours

;

and conseqtiently they fail to convey a correct idea to popular mind.
Hobbes, in his ' Computation or Logic,' says, ' A name is a word taken at pleasure

to serve for a mark which may raise in our mind a thought like to some thought we
had before, and which, being pronounced to others, may be to them a sign of what
thought the speaker had, or had not, before in his mind.' This philosopher thus truly

expresses the purpose of a name ; and this purpose is not fulfilled by the term acid,

as now employed.
Mr. John Stuart Mill, in his ' System of Logic,' thus, as it appears not very hap-

pily, endeavours to show that the word acid, as a scientific term, is not inappropriate

or incorrect.

' Scientific definitions, whether they are definitions of scientific terms, or of common
terms used in a scientific sense, are almost always of the kind last spoken of : their

main purpose is to servo as the landmarks of scientific classification. And, since the

classifications in any science are continually modified as scientific knowledge advances,
the definitions in the sciences are also constantly varying. A striking instance is

afforded by the words acid and alkali, especially the former. As experimental dis-

covery advanced, the substances classed with acids have been constantly multiplying

;

and, by a natural consequence, the attributes connoted by the word have receded and
become fewer. At first it connoted the attributes of combining v/ith an alkali to form
a neutral substance (called a salt), being compounded of a base and oxygen, causticity

to the taste and touch, fluidity, &c. The true analysis of muriatic acid into chlorine
and hydrogen caused the second property, composition from a base and oxygen, to be
excluded from the connotation. The same discovery fixed the attention of chemists
upon hydrogen as an important element in acids ; and more recent discoveries having
led to the recognition of its presence m sulphuric, nitric, and many other acids, where
its existence was not previously suspected, there is now a tendency to include the
presence of this element in the connotation of the word. But carbonic acid, silica.

Vol. I. C
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and sulpliurous acid, have llo liydrogen in their composition ; that property cannot,

therefore, be connoted by the term, unless those substances are no longer to be con-

sidered acids. Causticity and fluidity hare long since been excluded from the

characteristics of the class by the inclusion of silica and many other substances in it

;

and the formation of neutral bodies by combination with alkalis, together with such

electro-chemical peculiarities as this is supposed to imply, are now the only diffe-

rentia which form the fixed connotation of the word acid as a t«rm of chemical

science.'

The term Alkali, though it is included by Mr. J. S. Mill in connection with acid

in his remarks, does not stand, even as a scientific term, in the objectional position in

which we find acid. Alkali is not, strictly speaking, a common name to which any
definite idea is attached. Acid, on the contrary, is a word commcmly employed to

signify sour. The highest chemical authorities, following Gerhardt, now define

Acids to be Salts of Hydrogen, or compounds in which the hydrogen may be readily

replaced by a metal so as to form an ordinary salt.

An acid must now be defined to bo a body which has the power of destroying more
or less completely the characteristic properties of alkalis—at the same time losing

its own distinguishing peculiarities. See Alicali ; Anhydrides.
In this Dictionary all the acids named will be found under their respective heads,

as Acetic, Nithic, Sulphtjeic Acids, &c.
A.CIDXFI1BR. Any body whose presence appears to be necessary for the pro-

duction of an acid,

ACXSXBSBTSR. An instrument for measuring the strength or quantity of real

acid contained in a free state in liquids. The construction of that instrument is

founded on the principle that the quantity of real acid present in any sample is pro-

portional to the quantity of alkali which a given weight of it can neutralise. The
instrument, like the alkahmetor (see Alkaximeter), is made to contain 1,000 grains in

weight of pure distilled water, and is divided accurately into 100 divisions, each of

which therefore represents 10 grains of pure distilled water; but as the specific

gravity of the liquids which it serves to measure may be heavier or lighter than pure
water, 100 divisions of such liquids are often called 1,000 grains' measure, irrespec-

tively of their weight (specific gravity), and accordingly 10-20 &c. divisions of the

acidimeter are spoken of as 100-200 &c. grains' measure ; that is to say, as a quantity

or measure which, if filled with pure water, would have weighed that number of grains.

ACXDXMSTKY. Acidimetry is the name of a chemical process of analysis by
means of which the strength of acids—that is to say, the quantity of pure free acid

contained in a liquid—can be ascertained or estimated. The principle of the method
is based upon Dalton's law of chemical combinations

;
or, in other words, upon the fact

that, in order to produce a complete reaction, a certain definite weight of reagent is

required.

If, for example, we take 1 equivalent, or 49 parts in weight, of pure oil of vitriol of

specific gravity 1 -SiSo, dilute it (of course within limits) with no matter what quantity

of water, and add thereto either soda, potash, magnesia, ammonia, or their carbonates,

or in fact any other base, until the acid is neutralised—that is to say, until blue

litmus-paper is no longer, or only very faintly, reddened when moistened with a drop

of the acid liquid under examination—it will be found that the respective weights of

each base required to produce that effect will greatly differ, and that with respect to

the bases just mentioned these weights will be as follows :

—

Soda (caustic) 1 equir. = 31 parts in weight'

Potash (caustic) =47 „
Ammonia ,, =17 ,,

Carbonate of soda ,, =53 ,,

Carbonate ofpotash „ =69 „

Saturate or neutralise 1

eqv. = 49 parts in weight
• of pure oil of vitriol (sp.

gr. 1'8485), or 1 equiv.

of any other acid.

This being the case, it is evident that if we wish to ascertain by such a method the

quantity of sulphuric acid or of any other acid contained in a liquid, it will be necessary,

on the one hand, to weigh or measure accurately a given quantity of that liquid to be

examined, and, on the other hand, to dissolve in a known volume of water the weight

above mentioned of any one of the bases just alluded to, and to pour that solution

gradually into that of the acid until neutralisation is obtained ; the number of Tolumes

of the basic solution which will have been required for tlie purpose will evidently in-

dicate the amount in weight of acid which existed in the liquid under examination.

Acidimetry is therefore exactly the reverse of alkalimetry, since in principle it depends

on the number of volumes of a solution of a base diluted with water to a definite

strength, which are required to neutralise a known weight or measure of the different

samples of acids.
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The solution containing the hnown weiglit of baso, and capable therefore of satu-

rating a known weight of acid, is called a 'test-liquor;' and an aqueous solution of

ammonia, of a standard strength, as first.proposed by Dr. Ure, affords a most exact

and convenient means of effecting the purpose, when gradually poured from a gra-

duated dropping-tube or acidimeter into the sample of acid to bo examined.

The strength of the water of ammonia used for the experiment should be so adjusted

that 1,000 grains' measure of it (that is, 100 divisions of the alkalimeter) really con-

tain one equivalent (17 grains) of ammonia, and consequently neutralise one equi-

valent of any one real acid. The specific gravity of the pure water of ammonia
employed as a test for that purpose should bo exactly 0"992, and when so adjusted,

1,000 grains' measure (100 divisions of the acidimeter) will then neutralise exactly

40 grains, or one equivalent, of sulphuric acid (dry).

49 ,, ,, ,, oil of -tatriol, sp. gr. r8485.
37'5 ,, ,, ,, hydrochloric acid (gas, dry).

54 „ „ ,, nitric acid (dry).

60 „ ,, „ crystallised acetic acid.

45 „ ,, „ oxalic acid.

150 „ „ „ tartaric acid.

61 „ ), „ acetic acid.

And so forth with the other acids.

A standard liquor of ammonia of that strength becomes, therefore, a universal

acidimeter, since the number of measures or divisions used to effect the neutralisation

of 10 or of 100 grains of any one acid, being multiplied by the atomic weight or

equivalent number of the acid under examination, the product, divided by 1 0 or by
100, will indicate the per-centage of real acid contained in the sample ; the propor-

tion of free acid being thus determined with precision, even to ^th of a grain, in the
course of five minutes, as will be shown presently.

The most convenient method of preparing the standard liquor of ammonia of that
specific gravity is by means of a glass bead, not but that specific-gravity bottles and
hydrometers may, of course, bo employed ; but Dr. Ure remarks, with reason, that

they furnish incomparably more tedious and less delicate means of adjustment. The
glass bead, of the gravity which the test-liquor of ammonia should have, fioats, of

course, in the middle of such a liquor at the temperature of 60° F. ; but if the
strength of the liquor becomes attenuated by evaporation, or its temperature increased,

the attention of the operator is immediately called to the fact, since the difference of

a single degree of heat, or the loss of a single hundredth part of a grain of ammonia
per cent., will cause the bead to sink to the bottom—a degree of precision which no
hydrometer can rival, and which could not otherwise be obtainea, except by the
troublesome operation of accurate weighing. Whether the solution remains uniform
in strength is best ascertained by introducing into the bottle containing the ammonia
test-liquor two glass beads, so adjusted that one, being very slightly heavier than the
liquid, may remain at the bottom ; whilst the other, being very slightly lighter,

roaches the top, and remains just under the surface as long as the liquor is in the
normal state ; but when, by the evaporation of some ammonia, the liquor becomes
weaker, and consequently its specific gravity greater, the bead at the bottom rises

towards the surface, in which case a few drops of strong ammonia should be added
to restore the balance.

An aqueous solution of ammonia, of the above strength and gravity, being pre-

pared, the acidimetrical process is in every way similar to that practised in alkali-

metry ; that is to say, a known weight, for example, 10 or 100 grains of the sample
of acid to be examined, are poured into a sufficiently large glass vessel, and diluted,

if need be, with water, and a little tincture of litmus is poured into it, in order to

impart a distinct red colour to it; 100 divisions, or 1,000 grains' measure, of the

standard ammonia test-liquor above alluded to, are then poured into an alkalimeter

(which, in the present case, is used as an acidimeter), and the operator proceeds to

pour the ammonia test-liquor from the alkalimeter into the vessel containing the acid
under examination, in the same manner, and with the same precautions used in alkali-

metry (see Aikaiimetry), until the change of colour, from red to blue, of the acid

liquor in the vessel indicates that the neutralisation is complete and the operation
finished.

Let us suppose that 100 grains in weight of a sample of sulphuric acid, for example,
have required 61 divisions (610 water-grains' measure) of the acidimeter for their

complete neutralisation, since 100 divisions (that is to say, a whole acidimeter full) of
the test-liquor of ammonia is capable of neutralising exactly 49 grains—one equiva-
lent—of oil of vitriol, of specific gravity r8485, it is clear that the 61 divisions

employed will have neutralised 29*89 of that acid, and, consequently, the sample of
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sulpliuric acid examined contained tliat quantity per cent, of pure oil of vitriol,

representing 24'4: per cent, of pure anhydrous sulphuric acid : thus

—

Divisions, Oil of Vitriol

100 ; 49 :: 6i : x = 29-89.

Anhydrous Acid.

100 : 40 :: 61 : s = 24-4.

The specific gravity of an acid of that strength is 1*2 178.

In the same manner, suppose that 100 grains in weight of hydrochloric acid have
required 90 divisions (900 grains' measure) of the acidimeter for their complete neu-

tralisation, the equivalent of dry hydrochloric acid gas being 36"5, it is clear that

since 90 divisions only of the ammonia test-liquor have been employed, the sample
operated upon must have contained per cent, a quantity of acid equal to 33'30 of dry
hydrochloric acid gas, in solution, as shown by the proportion :

—

Divis. Hydrochloric acid.

100 : 36'5 :: 90 : a: = 32'85.

The specific gravity of such a sample would be 1'1646.

Instead of the ammonia test-liquor just alluded to, it is clear that a solution contain-

ing one equivalent of any other base—such as, for example, carbonate of soda, or

carbonate of potash, caustic lime, &c.—may be used for the purpose of neutralising

the acid under examination. The quantity of these salts required for saturation will

of course indicate the quantity of real acid, and, by calculation, the per-centage thereof

in the sample, thus :—The equivalent of pure carbonate of soda being 53, and that

of carbonate of potash 69, either of these weights will represent one equivalent, and
consequently 49 grains of pure oil of vitriol, 36'5 of dry hydrochloric acid, 60 of

crystallised, or 51 of anhydrous acetic acid, and so on. The acidimetrical assay is

performed as foUows :

—

If with carbonate of soda, take 530 grains of pure and dry carbonate of soda,

obtained by igniting the bicarbonate of that base (see Alkaiimetet), and dissolve

them in 10,000 water-grains' measure (1,000 acidimetrical divisions) of distilled water.

It is evident that each acidimeter full (100 divisions) of such a solution will then

correspond to one equivalent of any acid, and accordingly if the test-liquor of car-

bonate of soda be poured from the acidimeter mto a weighed quantity of any acid,

with the same precautions as before, tmtil the neutralisation is complete, the number
of divisions employed in the operation will, by a simple rule of proportion, indicate

the quantity of acid present in the sample as before. Pure carbonate of soda is easily

obtained by recrystallising once or twice the crystals of carbonate of soda of com-
merce, and carefully washing them. By heating them gradually they melt, and at a

very low red heat entirely lose their water of crystallisation and become converted

into pulverulent anhydrous neutral carbonate of soda, which should be kept in well-

closed bottles.

When carbonate ofpotash is used, then, since the equivalent of carbonate of potash

is 69, the operator should dissolve 690 grains of it in the 10,000 grains of pure dis-

tilled water, and the acidimeter being now filled with this test-hquor, the assay is

carried on again precisely in the same manner as before. Neutral carbonate of potash

for acidimetrical use is prepared by heating the bicarbonate of that base to redness,

in order to expel one equivalent of its carbonic acid ; the residue left is pure neutral

carbonate of potash ; and in order to prevent its absorbing moisture, it should be put,

whilst still hot, on a slab placed over concentrated sulphuric acid, or chloride of cal-

cium, under a glass bell, and, when sufficiently cool to be handled, transferred to bottles

carefully closed.

To adapt the above methods to the French weights and measures, now used also

generally by the German chemist, we need only substitute 100 decigrammes for 100
grains, and proceed with the graduations as already described.

A solution of caustic lime in cane sugar has likewise been proposed by M. Peligot

for acidimetrical purposes. To prepare such a solution, take pure caustic lime, ob-

tained by heating Carrara marble with charcoal in a furnace ; when sufficiently

roasted to convert it into quicklime, slake it with water, and pour upon the slaked

lime as much water as is necessary to produce a milky liquor
;
put this milky liquor

in a bottle, and add thereto, in the cold, a certain quantity of pulverised sugar-candy

;

close the bottle with a good cork, and shake the whole mass well. After a certain

time it will be observed that the milky liquid has become very much clearer, and
perhaps quite limpid ; filter it, and the filtrate will be found to contain about 50 parts

of lime for every 100 of sugar employed. The liquor should not be heated, because

Baccharate of lime is much mora soluble in cold than in hot water, and if heat were
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applied it would become turbid or thick, though on cooling it would become clear

again.'

A concentrated solution of lime in sugar being thus obtained, it should now bo
diluted to such a degree that 1,000 water-grains' measure of it may be capable of satu-

rating exactly one equivalent of any acid, which is done as follows:—Take 100
grains of hyciochloric acid of specific gravity 1'1812, that weight of acid contains

exactly one equivalent =36'5 of pure hydrochloric acid gas ; on the other hand, fill

the acidimeter up to 0 (zero) with the solution of caustic lime in sugar prepared as

abovesaid, and pour the contents into the acid until exact neutralisation is obtained,

which is known by testing with litmus-paper in the usual manner already described.

If the whole of the 100 divisions of the acidimeter had been required exactly to

neutralise the 100 grains' weight of hydrochloric acid of the specific gravity mentioned,

it would have been a proof that it was of the right strength ; but suppose, on the

contrary, that only 50 divisions of the lime solution in the acidimeter have been suffi-

cient for the purpose, it is evident that it is half too strong, or, in other words, one

equivalent of limo ( = 28) is contained in those 50 divisions instead of in 100. Pour,
thorolbre, at once, 50 divisions or measures of that lime-liquor into a glass cylinder

accurately divided into 100 divisions, and fill up the remaining 50 divisions with water

;

stir the whole well, and 100 divisions of the lime-Uquor will, of course, now contain

as much lime as was contained before in the 50 ; or, in other words, 100 acidimetrical

divisions will now contain 1 equivalent of lime, and therefore will be capable of

exactly neutralising 1 equivalent of any acid.

When, however, saccharate of lime is used for the determination of sulphuric acid,

it is necessary to dilute it considerably, for otherwise a precipitate of sulphate of limo

would be produced. This reagent, moreover, is evidently applicable only to the deter-

mination of such acids the lime salts of which are soluble in water.

Instead of a solution of caustic lime in sugar, a clean dry piece of white Carrara
marble may be used. Suppose, for example, that the acid to be assayed is acetic acid,

the instructions given by Brande are as follows ;—A clean dry piece of marble is

selected and accurately weighed ; it is then suspended by a silk thread in a known
quantity of the vinegar or acetic acid to be examined, and which is cautiously stirred

with a glass rod, so as to mix its parts, but without detaching any splinters from the

weighed marble, till the whole of tho acid is saturated, and no further action on the

marble is observed. The marble is then taken out, washed with distilled water, and
weighed ; the loss in weight which it has sustained may be considered as equal to

the quantity of acetic acid present, since the atomic weight of carbonate of lime ( = 50)
is very nearly the same as that of acetic acid ( = 51). Such a process, however, is

obviously less exact than those already described.

But, whichever base is employed to prepare the test-liquor, it is clear that tho

acid tested with it must be so far pure as not to contain any other free acid than that

for which it is tested, for in that case the results arrived at would be perfectly falla-

cious. Unless, therefore, the operator has reason to know that the acid, the strength

of which has to be examined by that process, is genuine of its kind, he must make a
qualitative analysis to satisfy himself that it is so ; for in the contrary case the acid

would not be in a fit state to bo submitted to an acidimetrical assay.

The strength of acids may also be ascertained by determining either the volumes or

the weight of carbonic acid gas disengaged from pure bicarbonate of soda by a given
weight of any acid.

For measuring exactly the volumes of carbonic acid thus expelled. Dr. Ure's appa-
ratus, represented in fig, 7, may be used. As it is absolutely requisite, for the

success of the experiment, that the whole of the acid taken for examination should bo
completely saturated, the operator must accordingly take care to use a little moro
bicarbonate than is necessary for the purpose.

Now the equivalent number of bicarbonate of soda is 7 5, and the carbonic acid
contained therein = 44; that of oil of vitriol is 49; wherefore by mixing together 75
grains of pirre bicarbonate of soda with 49 grains of pure oil of vitriol, 44 grains of
carbonic acid gas will be expelled, equal in bulk or volume to 2,381 acidimetrical

divisions (23,810 water-grains' measure). These proportions, however, would be
inconvenient, the more especially as the acidimeter in question should contain exactly

10,000 water-grains' measure, marked in series of 10 divisions from 0 (zero) at the top
down to 100, such an arrangement at once enabling the operator to read oflF the amount
of real acid per cent. ; and accordingly a weight, or proportion of acid capable of dis-

engaging exactly 10,000 water-grains' measure of carbonic acid from a quantity of

' The directions given by M. Violette for the preparation of Saccharate of Lime are as follow :

—

Digest in the cold 60 grammes of slaked caustic lime in 1 litre of water contaiuing lOO grammes of
Bugar.
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bicarbonate more than sufficient to supersaturate it is used. That weight or portion
varies, of course, with each kind of acid, thus :—

•

For anhydrous sulphuric acid it is

Oil of vitriol .

Anhydrous nitric acid .

„ hydrochloric acid

,, acetic acid .

Crystallised citric acid .

„ tartaric acid

.

16-80 grains.

20-58 „
22-67 .,

16-33 „
21-42 „
80-64 „
63-00 „

Therefore by taking, of any sample of acid to be examined, the exact number of grains

corresponding to each of the above-mentioned acids, we shall obtain a volume of car-

bonic acid gas proportioned to the strength and pm-ity of the
7 sample of each of them respectively. The modus operandi is

as follows :—Charge the glass cylinder a with water, and pour
upon the surface of the latter a layer of olive oil, about 1 inch

in thickness, so that the level corresponds exactly to the 0 (zero)

of the graduated scale etched on the glass cylinder. Through
the cork in the mouth of the cylinder, push the taper tail of the

flask c, air-tight; introduce into this flask c about 50 grains of

bicarbonate of soda, in powder, and pour upon them a little more
water than is sufficient to cover the powder ; and if, for example,
the object is to determine the amount of pure oil of vitriol con-

tained in a given sample of that acid, weigh now accurately

20-58 grains of that sample, dilute it with water, and suck
it up into the taper dropping glass tube, d ; shut the stopcock, in-

troduce the dropping-tube, pushing it air-tight through the

perforated cork until its extremity plunges into the mixture

of bicarbonate of soda and water in the flask, c. On opening

now slightly the stopcock of the dropping-tube, the acid con-

tained therein coming in contact with the bicarbonate will cause

the evolution of a volume of carbonic acid proportioned to its

strength. Supposing the same sample of sulphuric acid wliich

was found by the acidimetrical process first described to contain
29-89 of oil of vitriol, or 24-4 of anhydrous sulphuric acid, per

cent., to be now examined by the present method, it will be
found that the 20-58 grains of that acid taken for the experi-

ment have disengaged a volume of carbonic acid gas corre-

sponding nearly to the number 30 of the graduated scale of the

glass cylinder, thereby indicating nearly 30 per cent, of pure

oil of vitriol in the sample under consideration.

In the same manner the sample of hydrochloric acid, which
by the former process was found to contain 32-85 per cent, of

pure hydrochloric acid, would now disengage a volume of car-

bonic acid gas which would depress the level of the water in the

glass cylinder nearly to the point marked 33, and therefore

the operator would at once know that the quantity of pure hydrochloric acid gas

contained in the sample was a little less than 33 per cent., a degree of accuracy quite

sufficient for all commercial purposes, and which might besides be rendered still

more accurate by lengthening the glass cylinder and diminishing its bore, so that

the divisions may be sufficiently distant as to admit of being subdivided into frac-

tions.

The principal objection to this form of acidimeter, however, is its expense, and
also the difficulty or trouble of introducing into it the whole of the accurately weighed
quantity of acid, a circumstance which renders it less applicable to acidimetry than to

alkalimetry. By suppressing, however, the top flask, c, and using instead of it a
common Florence flask, connected with the cylinder, the cost is considerably reduced,

and the operator is at once enabled to secure the complete reaction of tlie whole
of the accurately weighed acid upon the bicarbonate of soda. Tlio arrangement
has, besides, several other advantages, wliich the simple inspection of fig. 8

renders apparent. It consists of a 10,000 water-grains'-measure glass cylinder, a,

graduated in the same manner, and provided with a discharge-tube, b, as before

;

but the mouth of the cylinder need not bo larger than that of an ordinary -wine-

bottle, which allows of its being corked air-tight with greater ease and certainty.

This cork is perforated, and provided with a tube passing air-tight through it, and
connected—by a length of vulcanised india-rubber, c—with the disengagement tube of

an ordinary Florence flask, into which the bicarbonate of soda and a certain quantity
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of water has been previously introdticed, and likewise a small test-tube, e con-
taining the exactly weighed quantity of acid to be examined. All the joints being
perfectly air-tight, if the Florence flask bo now carefully tilted on one side, a portion
of the acid in the test-tube will, of course, flow down upon the bicarbonate of soda, and
a corresponding quantity of carbonic acid gas being evolved will depress the water in
the glass cylinder, causing an overflow from the tube b, which should be held over a
basin, and progressively lowered so as to keep the discharging aperture on a level with
the descending water in the cylinder. The operation is terminated when, all the acid
in the test-tube having been completely upset and all effervescence being entirely at
an end, the level of the water in the cylinder a remains stationary; the number of
divisions of the scale corresponding to that level are then read oflf; they indicate the
per-centage strength of the sample.

The bicarbonate of soda of commerce frequently contains some neutral carbonate of
soda, which should be removed before using it for that and for the following process

;

this is easily done by washing it with a moderate quantity of cold water, which
dissolves the neutral carbonate, but leaves the greater portion of the bicarbonate in an
undissolved state ; it should then be dried spontaneously by spreading it in the air,

and then kept in stoppered bottles ; for though bicarbonate of soda does not undergo
decomposition by exposure to dry air, a moist atmosphere converts a portion of it into
a neutral carbonate, with 6 equivalents of water (NaO, C0^,5H0),

8 a 10

B

Acidimetrical operations may likewise be performed by determining the weight

instead of the volumes of the carbonic acid expelled from bicarbonate of potash, or of

soda, by a given quantity of acid. Por this purpose either of the apparatus contrived

by Dr. Ure, and represented above, may be used. The details of their construction

are given in Alkalimetry, to which the reader is referred.

Since 1 equivalent of any acid will disengage 2 equivalents (=44) of carbonic acid

from 1 equivalent ( = 75) of hicarhonate of soda, it is evident that by determining what
quantity of any pure acid is capable of disengaging or expelling 10 grains of carbonic

acid gas, then taking that quantity of the acid to be examined, and causing it to react

upon a mass of bicarbonate of soda more than suflS.cient to saturate or neutralise it (in

order to make sure that the acid has produced all its effect), the loss sustained after

the operation from the carbonic gas expelled, multiplied by ten, will at once indicate

the exact per-centage of real acid contained in the sample examined. Of course the

weight of acid capable of disengaging exactly 10 grains of carbonic acid gas varies

with each kind of acid; and that weight is found by dividing 10 times the atomic
weight of the acid, whatever it may be, by 44 ; that is to say, by the atomic weight
of the two equivalents of carbonic acid gas contained in the bicarbonate of soda.
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11

Por sulphuric acid, for example, the proportion would be as follows :

—

2 C0« SO'
44 : 40 :: 10 : a;

X = 9'09 (or more correctly, 9*1).

Applying this rule, the weights to be taken are as follows, in reference to—
Dry sulphuric acid 9'1

„ nitric acid 12'27

„ hydrochloric acid 8'29

„ acetic (dry) 11-59

Crystallised tartaric acid .... 34'09

„ citric acid 43'64

Each of these quantities of real acid, with 25 or 26 grains of bicarbonate of soda,

will give off 10 grains of carbonic acid gas ; and hence, by adding a cypher, that is,

multiplying by ten, whatever weight the apparatus loses denotes the per-centage of

acid in the sample under trial, without the necessity of any arithmetical reduction.

Let us suppose, for example, that the apparatus, being charged with 9'1 grains of a
sample of sulphuric acid, is found, after the experiment, to have lost 7'5 grains ; this

multiplied by 10 = 76'0 ; therefore the sample contained 75 per cent, of dry sulphuric

acid. If the apparatus had lost 2'44 grains thus, it would have indicated 24'4 per cent.,

of dry or anhydrous acid. Persons accustomed to the French metrical system may use

decigrammes instead of grains, and they will arrive at the same
per-centage results.

Another apparatus for ascertaining the weight of carbonic

expelled for the purposes of either acidimetry or alkalimetry,

and which the operator himself may readily construct, is repre-

sented in^^. 11.

A is a small matrass, with a somewhat wide mouth, capable,

however, of being hermetically closed by a cork perforated with

two holes, through one of which a bulbed tube, u, passes filled

with fragments of chloride of calcium
;
through the other hole a

tube, c, is introduced, sufhciently long to reach the bottom of the

matrass a.

A certain quantity (say 25 grains) of bicarbonate of soda,

greater than is required for saturation, is then introduced into

the matrass a, and likewise enough water to cover it. A small

glass test-tube is next charged with the proper quantity of the

acid to be examined, namely, 9'1 if for sulphuric acid, 12'27 if

for nitric acid, &c. &c., as before mentioned, and it is carefully

introduced into the matrass a, taking care that the acid does

not come in contact with the bicarbonate of soda, which is

easily avoided by lowering the tube containing the acid into the

matrass with a thread, or by carefully sliding it down, and
keeping it nearly in an upright position, leaning against the

sides of the matrass, as shown by the letter b. The matrass

is then to be closed with the cork provided with its tubes, as

above directed, and the whole is accurately weighed. This
done, the apparatus is gently jerked, or tilted, on one side, so

as to cause a portion of the acid in the tube b to flow among the

bicarbonate of soda on which it is resting. A disengagement of

carbonic acid gas immediately takes place from the decomposition of the carbonate

of soda by the acid. When the violent effervescence has subsided, a fresh quantity

of acid is again jerked, or spilled, out of the tube, until the whole of the acid is

emptied, the tube occupying now a horizontal position, as represented by letter a.

The water, which is mechanically carried off by the carbonic acid, is arrested by the

chloride of calcium of the bulbed tube b. When all disengagement of carbonic acid

gas has ceased, even after shaking the apparatus, the residuary gas is sucked up
through the bulbed tube b, while the atmospheric air enters at the orifice, d, of the

bent tube, c, to replace it. If the apparatus has become warm during the reaction,

it should be allowed to cool completely, and it is then weighed again accurately.

The difference between the first and second weighing, the loss, represents, of course,

the weight of the carbonic acid gas expelled, and consequently the per-centage of

real acid contained in the sample.

Instead of the preceding arrangement, the apparatus contrived by Drs. Fresenius

and Will may be used. The annexed figure at once renders the construction of

that apparatus intelligible, and as a full description of it is given in the article on
Alkaximetby, the reader is accordingly referred thereto. When that contrivance is
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used for acidimetrical purposes, proceed as follows :—^Fill bottle A with ordinary oil

of vitriol to about one-half of its capacity, and pour into bottle b the accurately

weighed quantity of acid to be examined, namely,

9-1 grains for sulphuric acid, 12'27 for nitric acid, 12

&c. &c., according to the rule and table given a

(page 24), and dilute it with water, so that bottle

B may be one-third full. Put now into a test-

tube a quantity of bicarbonate of soda sufficient

to saturate the weight of acid contained in bottle

B, and suspend it into that bottle by means of

a thread, kept tight by the pressure of the cork.

"Weigh now the whole apparatus accurately ; this

done, carefully loosen the thread, so that the test-

tube charged with bicarbonate of soda may fall

into the acid, and the cork being instantly ad-

justed air-tight, the whole of the carbonic acid

gas disengaged is led by tube o into the concen-

trated sulphuric acid of bottle A, which absorbs

all its moisture before it finally escapes thi-ough

the tube a. When all efifervescence has ceased,

the operator, by applying his lips to that tube a,

sucks out all the residuary carbonic acid gas con-

tained in the apparatus, and replaces it by at-

mospheric air, which enters at d. The apparatus,

if it have become warm, should be allowed to cool completely, and on weighing it

again the loss indicates the per-centage of real acid present in the sample.

The balance used in these methods should, of course, be sufficiently delicate to

indicate small weights when heavily laden.

We shall terminate this article by a description of Liebig's acidimetrical method of

determining the amount of prussic acid contained in solutions ; for example, in medi-

cinal prussic acid, in laurel and bitter-almond water, essence of bitter almonds, and
cyanide of potassium. The process is based upon the following reaction :—When an
excess of caustic potash is poured into a solution which contains prussic acid, cyanide

of potassium is, of course, formed ; and if nitrate of silver be then poured into such a
liquor, a precipitate of cyanide of silver is produced, but it is immediately redis-

solved by shaking, because a double cyanide of silver and of potassium (Ag Cy +
K Cy) is formed, which dissolves, without alteration, in the excess of potash em-
ployed. The addition of a fresh quantity of nitrate of silver produces again a
precipitate which agitation causes to disappear as before ; and this reaction goes on
until half the amount of prussic acid present in the liquor has been taken up to

produce cyanide of silver, the other half being engaged with the potassium in the

formation of a double cyanide of silver and of potassium, as just said. As soon,

however, as this point is reached, any new quantity of nitrate of silver poured in the

liquor causes the cyanide of potassium to react upon the silver of the nitrate, to pro-

duce a perviane7it precipitate of cyanide of silver, which indicates that the reaction is

complete, and that the assay is terminated. The presence of chlorides, far from inter-

fering, is desirable, and a certain quantity of common salt is accordingly added, the

reaction of chloride of silver being analogous to that of the cyanide of the same metal.

To determine the strength of prussic acid according to the above process, a test or

normal solution should be first prepared, which is as follows :

—

Since 1 equivalent of nitrate of silver ( = 170) represents, as we have seen, 2
equivalents of prussic acid ( = 54), dissolve, therefore, 170 grains of pure fused nitrate

of silver in 10,000 water-grains' measure of pure water
; 1,000 water-grains' measure

(1 acidimoter full) of such solution will therefore contain 17 grains of nitrate of
silver, and will therefore represent 5"4 grains of prussic acid ; and consequently each
acidimetrical division 0'054 grain of pure prussic acid.

ACXPEXrSER. A genus of cartilaginous ganoid fishes, to which the Sturgeon
belongs, and from which isinglass is obtained. The roe of the sturgeon yields

caviaire. There are at least eight species
; four, however, appear to yield the Isinglass

of commerce. The Beluga or large Sturgeon, Acipenscr Huso. The Osseter, A.
Guldenstadtii. The Sterlet, A. Euthenus, and the Sewraga, A. Stellatus. These
inhabit the Black and Caspian Sea, and the great rivers flowing into them. See
Caviaiee ; Isinglass.

- ACOZrXTXirE. C«» H" NO" (C=''H"NO'). A poisonous alkaloid constituting

the active principle ofthe Monkshood (Aconifmn Napellus) and other species of Aconite.
ACOXTXTUm. {aKiviTov.) The Greek name for the Hemlock. See Conium.

- AcoNiTUM is now the name of a genus of plants belonging to the Eamncukcets,
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nearly all tlio species being remarkable for their poisonous properties. A. Napellus
is the Monkshood or Wolf's-bane, commonly cultivated in gardens as a showy flower,

but the leaves and root are highly poisonous, and death has resulted from eating the
root by mistake for horso-radish. The Bikh, Bish, or Nabee poison, used by the hill-

tribes of Northern India for poisoning arrows, is obtained from A.ferox, which is said

to be a mora powerful poison than either of the other species ; the quantity of the

poisonous alkaloid Aconitinc depending on the temperature in which the plant has
grown. The root of the Aconite or Monkshood having been very frequently mistaken
for the horse-radish root, and several deaths having been produced by eating it, a few
of the distinctions between them are given. The aconite root, as shown in fig. 13,

is conical and tapering rapidly to a point. The horse-radish is slightly conical at the

crown, then of almost the same thickness for several inches. Aconite is coloured

more or less brown, the horse-radish is externally white. The odour of the aconite is

13

merely earthy, that of horse-radish pungent and irritating. Aconite root is the most
virulent in the winter months and early spring, when the leaves are absent.

ACORN'S. The fruit of the oak
(
Qucrcus). These possess some of the properties

of the bark, but in a very diluted degree. Acorns are now rarely used. Pigs are

sometimes fed upon them. The acorn-cups of Quereus Mgilops are used in tanning

and dyeing, and are imported under the name of Valonia. See Vaxonia.
ACORITS CAIiAiaVS. The common sweet flag. This plant is a native of

England, growing abundantly in the rivers of Norfolk, from which county the

London market is chiefly supplied. The radix calami aromatica of the shops occurs

in flattened pieces about one inch wide and four or five inches long. It is employed
medicinally as an aromatic, and it is said to be used by some distillers to flavour gin.

The essential oil {oleum acori calami) of the sweet flag is used by snulf-makers for

scenting snufF, and it sometimes enters as one of the aromatic ingredients of aromatic,

^•inegar. The Acorus belongs to the Aracecs or arum-order. See AEACEiE.

ACROSPXRE. (Flumicle,FT.; Blaitkei?n, Gei:). The sprout at the end of seeds

when they begin to germinate. Maltsters use the name to express the growing of the

barley. ' The flrst leaves that appear when corn sprouts.'

—

lAndley.

ACRVX.A.nXXIO'E, or AlaZiVZiAIVIXXTE. H' N (C^ H' Iff). An alkaloid

obtained by Hofmann and Cahours, by boiling cyanate of allyle with a strong solution

of potash. It boils at about 365°.—C. G. W.
ACTXXTXSM. (From o-ktIv, a ray

;
signifying merely the power of a ray, without

defining what character of ray is intended.)

As early as 1812, M. Berard (in a communication to the Academy of Sciences, on
some observations made by him of the phenomena of solar action) drew attention to the
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fact, that three very distinct sets of physical phenomena were manifested : Light, Heat,

and Chemical action. Chaptal, BerthoUet, and Biot reported on this paper by M. Berard

;

and, as showing the extent to wliich this very important inquiry had proceeded in

the hands of this philosopher, the following quotation is given from their report:
' M. Berard found that the chemical intensity was greatest at the violet end of the

spectrum, and that it extended, as Bitter and Wollaston had observed, a little

beyond that extremity. When he left substances exposed for a certain time to the

action of each ray, he observed sensible effects, though with an intensity continually

decreasing, in the indigo and blue rays. Hence we must consider it as extremely

probable, that if ho had been able to employ reactions still more sensible, he would

have observed analogous effects, but still more feeble, even in the other rays. To
show clearly the great disproportion which exists in this respect between the energies

of different rays, M. Berard concentrated, by means of a lens, all that part of the

spectrum which extends from the green to the extreme violet, and ho concentrated, by
another lens, all that portion which extends from the green to the extremity of the red

ray. This last pencil formed a white point, so brilliant that the eyes were scarcely

able to endure it, yet the muriate of silver remained exposed more than two hours to

this brilliant point of light, without undergoing any sensible alteration. On the other

hand, when exposed to the other pencil, which was much less bright, and loss hot, it

was blackened in less than six minutes If we wish to consider solar light as

composed of three distinct substances, one wliich occasions light, another heat, and the

third chemical combinations, it will follow that each of those substances

is separable by the prism into an infinity of different modifications, like 15

Light itself ; since we find, by experiment, that each of the three pro-

perties, chemical, calorific, and colourific, is spread, though unequally,

over a certain extent of the spectrum. Henco we must suppose, on
that hypothesis, that there exists three spec-

trums, one above another
;
namely, a calorific,

a colourific, and a chemical spectrum.'

This was the earliest indication of the pro-

bable existence of a physical influence, in the
solar rays, distinct from Light and Heat. A
largo number of philosophers still hold to the

idea that the chemical changes produced by the

sunbeam are due to light, and this idea is con-

firmed in the public mind by the universal

adoption of the term photography (light-

drawings) to indicate the production of

pictures by the agency of the sunbeam. See
PHOTOGEAPHr.
The actual conditions of the sunbeam will be

understood by reference to the annexed wood-
cut, j?^. 14, and attention to the following de-

scription : a b represents the prismatic spectrum
—as obtained by the decomposition of white
light by the prism—or Newtonian luminous
spectrum, consisting of certain bands of colour.

Newton determined those rays to be seven in

number; red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,

and violet ; recent researches, by Sir John
Herschel and others, have proved the existence

of two other rays
; one, the extreme rod or

crimson ray c, found at the least refrangible end of the spectrum, the other occurring
at the most frangible end, or beyond the violet rays, which is a lavender or grey ray.

Beyond this point up to/. Professor Stokes has discovered a now set of rays, which are
only brought into view when the light is received upon the surfaces of bodies which
possess the property of altering the refrangibility of the rays. Those rays have been
called the fluorescent rays, from the circumstance that some of the varieties of Pluor
Spar exhibit this phenomenon in a remarkable manner. (See Pluoeescence.) The
curved line l from a to c indicates the full extent of the luminous spectrum, tho point
marked l showing the maximum of illuminating power, which exists in the yellow ray.

Sir "William Herschel and Sir Henry Englefield determined, in the first instance,
the maximum point-for the calorific rays, and Sir John Herschel subsequently confirmed
their results, proving that the greatest heat was found below tho red ray, and that it

gradually diminished in power with the increase of refrangibility in tho rays, ceasinn-
entirely in the violet ray. Heat rays have been detected down to the point d, and
the curved line h indicates the extent of their action.
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i Now, if any substance capable of undergoing chemical change be exposed to this

spectrum, the result will be found to be such as is represented in the accompanying
drawing,/^. 15. Over the space upon which the greatest amount of light falls, i.e.,

the region of the yellow and orange rays l, no chemical change is eflfected : by pro-

longed action a slight change is brought about where the red ray falls, r, but from
the mean green ray (/ up to the point /, a certain amount of chemical action is

maintained ; the maximum of action being in the blue and violet rays A. Thus the

curved line (fig. 14) from e to/ represents the extent and degree of chemical power
as manifested in the solar spectrum. Two maxima are marked a a, differing widely,

however, in their degree.

Here, as in Berard's experiments, we see that where the liffht is the strongest, there

is no chemical action, and that as the luminous power diminishes the chemical forca

is more decidedly manifested.

Again, wo find that if we take a piece of yellow glass, stained with oxide of silver,

we have a medium which entirely prevents the permeation of the chemical rays,

though it obstructs no Light. But, if a very dark blue glass is taken, we find that

ninety per cent, of the luminous rays are obstructed, while the chemical rays permeate
it most freely. Numerous experiments of an analogous character appear to prove
that the chemical and luminous powers of the sunbeam are balanced against each other

(see Hunt's ' Eesearches on Light '), that they are indeed antagonistic principles or

powers. That there are three very distinct sets of phenomena, every one admits.

Light (luminous power), to which belongs the phenomena of vision and the produc-

tion of colour.

Seat (calorific power), the function of which appears to be the determining the

physical condition of all matter, as regards its solid, fluid, or gaseous condition.

Actinism (chemical power), to which all the phenomena of photography are due, and
many of the more remarkable changes observed in the vegetable kingdom.

AcTiNO-CHEMisTEY was a term first applied by Sir John Herschel, and has been
generally adopted to indicate the phenomena of chemical change by the action of the

solar rays. Actinism was first proposed to express the chemical principle of the sun-

beam by the Editor of this Dictionary at the meeting of the British Association

at York.
ACTXirOCRAPH. A name given to an instrument for recording the variations

in the chemical (actinic) power of the solar beams. The name signifies ray writer.

ACTISfOlblTE. A variety of Hornblende See Hornblende.
ACTin'OnxSTER. (Bay measurer.) The name of various forms of instuments,

the objects of which are to measure the direct heat radiations from the sun. The
term has also been applied to instruments employed to measure the varying inten-

sities of Light.

ABAIMCAUTIxri: SPAR. An old name for Corundum. See CoEUNBtrM.
ADAIMEXTZ:. A native hydrous arsenate of zinc, occurring in the silver-mines of

Chaiiarcillo in Chili, and in the Dep. du Var, France.

A3>AItZ'S BTSSSIiE, A name commonly given to the Yucca gloriosa, a plant

belonging to the LiliacecB or Lily-order, the fibres of which have been used in the

manufacture of paper.

ASASrsOBrZA DXGZTATA. The Baobab tree, a native of Western Africa.

It yields a fibre which has lately been used in paper-making.

ADDITION'S, Such articles as are added to the fermenting wash of the distiller,

were of old distinguished by this trivial name.

ADHESZOn' (sticking together). The union of two surfaces. With the pheno-

mena which are dependent upon bringing two surfaces so closely together that the

influence of cohesion is exerted, we have not to deal. In arts and manufactures,

adhesion is effected by interposing between the surfaces to be united some body
possessing peculiar properties, such as gum, plaster, resin, marine or ordinary glue,

and various Idnds of cement. Adhesion should be restricted to mean, sticking together

by means of some interposed substance; cohesion, the state of union effected by
natural attraction.

Not only is adhesion exhibited in works of art or manufacture ; we find it very
strikingly displayed in nature. Fragments of rocks which have been shattered by con-

vulsion are found to be cemented together by silica, lime, oxide of iron, and the

like ; and broken parts of mineral lodes are frequently reunited by the earthy minerals.

ADZPZC ACID. C- H'» 0^ (C« H'" O^) One of the fixed fatty acids pro-

duced by the action of nitric acid on oleic acid, suet, spermaceti, and other fatty

bodies. See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

ABIPOCZRE. From adcps, fat ;
cera, wax. (Adipocire, Fr.

; Fettwachs, Ger.)

The fatty matter supposed to bo generated in dead bodies buried under peculiar

circumstances. It is ahieifiy margarate of ammonia. In 1786 and 1787rwhen the
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churchyard of the Innocents, at Paris, was cleaned out, and the bones transported to

the Catacomhs, it was discovered that not a few of the cadavres wero converted into a
saponaceous white substance, more especially many of those which had been interred

for fifteen years in one pit, to the amount of 1,500, in coffins closely packed together.

These bodies wore flattened in consequence of their mutual pressure ; and though
they generally retained their shape, there was deposited round the bones of several

of them a grejdsh white, somewhat soft, flexible substance. Fourcroy presented to the

Academy of Sciences, in 1789, a memoir which appeared to prove that the fatty body
was an ammoniaeal soap containing phosphate of lime ; that the fat was similar to

spermaceti, as it assumed, on slow cooling, a foliated crystalline structure ; as also to

wax, as, when rapidly cooled, it became granular ; hence he called it adipocire. Its

melting point was 52-5° C. (126-5° F.)

This substance was again examined by Chovreul, in 1812, and was found by him
to contain margaric acid, oleic acid, combined with a yellow colouring odorous matter,

besides ammonia, a little lime, potash, oxide of iron, salts of lactic acid, an azotisod

substance ; and was therefore considered as a combination of margaric and oleic

acids, in variable proportions. These fat acids are obviously generated by the

reaction of the ammonia upon the margarine and oleine, though they eventually lose

the greater part of that volatile alkali. It is sometimes confounded with chlorestine.

Bog butter is said to be a similar substance. See Fat and Fatty Bodies.

ABXPOSE SITBSTAWCi: or iiDXPOSB TXSSVS. {Tissu graisseux, Fr.)

An animal oil, resembling in its essential properties the vegetable oils. During life,

it appears to exist in a fluid or semi-fluid state
;

but, in the dead animal, it is

frequently found in a solid form, constituting suet, which, when divested of the mem-
brane in which it is contained, is called tallow. See Taxlow, Oils, &c.

ADIT or AUXI IiEVEIi. The horizontal entrance to a mine ; a passage or

level driven into the hill-side. The accompanying section gives, for the purpose of

distinctness, an exaggerated sec-

bring out the broken rock, or any
—^^

ores which he may obtain. Proceeding still deeper, supposing the workings to have

commenced, as is commonly the case, at a certain elevation above the sea-level, similar

conditions to those described again arising, another level is driven so as to intersect

the shaft or shafts, as shown at c. In this case, h would be called the shallow, and

c the deep adit. The economy of such works as these is great, saving the cost of

expensive pumping machinery, and also of considerable labour in the removal of ores

or other matter from the mine.

The great Gwennap Adit, in Cornwall, with its branches, was cut through the solid

rock for nearly 30 miles
;
through it, numerous mines are drained to a certain depth,

and the water pumped from greater depths discharged. The Nentforce Level, or

Adit, in Alston Moor, has been wrought under the course of the Eiver Nent, and it

extends about 3^ miles into that important mining district, serving to drain a

considerable number of the Nenthead mines. Many of the mines in Cumberland
and in Derbyshire are worked by the Adit called a Day-level only ; the adit, as at c,

being carried into the hill until it reaches the lode. The ore is obtained by working

up into the hill. It falls into the level, and is carried out in tram-wagons. See

MmtNG.
ABTUARXAi A variety of orthoclase. See Felspae.

ABUATERATXOir. The practice of debasing any product of manufacture by
the introduction of cheap and often injurious materials. The extent to which the

adulteration of almost every useful article is carried, is at once a disgrace to the

trading community, and a standing reflection on an age and country which boasts of

its high moral character and its devotion to Cliristianity.

ABZE. A cutting instrument
;
differing from the axe by the edge being placed

at nearly right angles to the handle, and being slightly curved up or inflected towards it.

The inBtrument is held in both hands, whilst the operator stands upon his work in a

tion of a portion of the subter-

ranean worldngs of a metalliferous

mine. It should be understood

that d represents a mineral-lode,

upon which the sliaft, a, has been
sunk. At a certain depth from
the surface of the hill the miners

would bo inconvenienced by water,

consequently a level is driven in

from the side of the hill, h, through

which the water flows off, and
through which also the miner can
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stooping position ; tho handle being from twenty-four to thirty inches long, and the

weight of the blade from two to four pounds. Tho adze is swung in a circular path
almost of the same curvature as the blade, the shoulder joint being the centre of

motion, and the entire arm and tool forming, as it were, one inflexible radius ; the

tool, therefore, makes a succession of small arcs, and in each blow the arm of tho

workman is brought in contact with the thigh, which serves as a stop to prevent

accident. In coarse preparatory works, the workman directs his adze through the

space between his two feet ; he thus surprises us by the quantity of wood removed

;

in fine works he frequently places his toes over the spot to be wrought, and the adze

penetrates two or three inches beneath the solo of the shoe ; and he thus surprises us

by the apparent danger, yet perfect working of the instrument, which, in the hands
of a shipwright in particular, almost rivals the joiner's plane ; it is with him the

nearly universal paring instrument, and is used upon works in all positions.

—

HolU
eapffel.

JSCOXiIAlf HARP. A musical instrument ; the invention of Kircher
;
although

it was probably indicated by Hero of Alexandria. The musical sounds are produced

by the action of a current of air upon strings placed above a long box of thin deal.

The wires of the electric telegraph on the sides of our railroads are frequently set in

such a state of vibration by the wind, that they become gigantic JEolian harps.

ASSiATSS WATEK. The common commercial name of water artificially

impregnated with carbonic acid or oxygen.

AEROXiXTES. Meteoric stones. It has long been well established that masses

of solid matter have fallen from the atmosphere upon this earth. Various hypotheses

have been proposed to account for them
;
amongst others the following may be

named :

—

1. That they are aggregations of solid matter which take place in the higher

regions of the air. It is known, however, that our atmosphere does not contain the

chemical elements of meteorites
;

and, moreover, tho large size of many of these

meteoric masses—some weighing several tons each—renders it extremely improbable

that they should be formed by condensation or aggregation in a highly attenuated

atmosphere.

2. That they are projected from volcanoes in the moon. The researches of

Nasmyth, Smyth, and others appear to show that our satellite, whatever may have

been her condition at one period, is now in a state of comparative, if not of perfect,

repose. Some astronomers think they have observed changes in some parts of the

moon's surface, but there are no indications sufficiently clear to warrant the assump-
tion of there being any volcanoes in a state of activity.

3. That belts composed of fragments of matter circulate in certain fixed orbits

around the sun, and that these fragments, sometimes entering our atmosphere, are

involved in the earth's infiuences, and fall in obedience to the law of gravitation.

The flights of ' shooting stars ' which are observed at particular periods appear to

favour this view.

It has not been proved, however, that meteorites move in circumsolar orbits ; and
indeed evidence may be adduced tending to show that they have probably come from
regions of space beyond the limits of the solar system.

It is usual to distinguish between aerolites, or meteoric stones, and siderites, or

masses of meteoric iron ; but the two classes pass into each other through certain

meteorites, termed sideroUtcs, which are partly metallic and partly stony. An
aerolite, or meteoric stone, is composed of a number of crystalline minerals, usually

loosely aggregated, and presenting a peculiar spherular structure. The surface of

tho stone is invariably coated with an incrustation, in most cases lustrous and of a

black coloiir. This crust seems to be the result of superficial fusion consequent upon
tho great development of heat due to the resistance which the stone suddenly encoun-

ters on entering the earth's atmosphere.

Among the minerals found in aerolites may be noticed—olivine and augite (two
silicates of magnesia), several alloys of iron and nickel, troilite (sulphide of iron),

schreibersite (phosphide of iron and nickel), graphite, and certain hydrocarbons

similar to what are commonly regarded as organic compounds. The following average

per-centage composition of an aerolite has been calculated, by Eeichenbach, from a
very large number of trustworthy analyses : silica, 40 ;

iron, 25 ;
magnesia, 20

;

alumina, 2; sulphur, 2; nickel, I'o ;
lime, I'a

;
chromium, 0"o ;

manganese, 0'33
;

sodium, 0-33
; other elements, 1'34

;
oxygen, hydrogen, and loss, 5'5.

Some interesting experiments on the artificial formation of meteorites have been

carried out, within the last few years, by M. Daubree. This chemist has been
successful in producing, on a small scale, certain products strongly resembling

meteorites, both in structure and composition. The artificial aerolites were produced

by fusing a rock called Lhcrzolito, tho fusion being effected either alone or in the
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presence of certain reducing agents. Otiier experiments liave boon made by heating

iron, silicon, and magnesium, in an imperfectly oxidising atmosphere.

It is perhaps unnecessary in this place to do more than refer to Dr. Mayer's

theory, which seeks to explain the source of solar heat by the impact of meteorites

falling into the mass of the sun—a subject on which Mr. Waterston and Sir W.
Thomson have also written. It has even been suggested that the zodiacal light may
be a luminous crowd of meteoric stones showered down upon the sun. This hypo-

thesis has not, however, received the support it claimed, and the whole question

remains in a state of considerable uncertainty.

AXSROSTATIOXJ ; AEROiffAUTICS. The ascent into the atmosphere by
means of balloons, which are either filled with hot air

—

Fiee-Balloons, or a light

gas

—

Aib-Baixoons.
The Montgolfier balloon is a bag filled with air, which is rarefied by the action of

fire, which is kept burning under the mouth of the bag ; and thus the whole mass is

rendered specifically lighter than the surrounding medium.
The investigations of Cavendish led to the use of hydrogen gas—the lightest of

known bodies—to inflate silken bags ; and since his time our balloons have been inflated

with either pure hydrogen, or with common coal gas—carburctted hydrogen.
Notwithstanding the numerous attempts which have been made to navigate the air,

nothing has yet been done to enable the aeronaut to steer his balloon. In whatever
current of air he may be, with that current he moves ; and, until this difficulty is

overcome, we cannot expect any satisfactory results from aeronautics. The great use

of balloons during the siege of Paris led to considerable improvements in the art of

aerostation. They were largely employed during the siege of Paris in enabling the

besieged to communicate outside the city. A balloon-post (Poste acricnnc) was thus

established, and no fewer than 54 ascents wore made between October 1870 and
January 1871. M. Dupuy de Lome has constructed balloons characterized by re-

markable stability of the car, and furnished with screws and rudder, whereby the

speed and direction of the balloon are brought, to a certain extent, under the control

of the aeronaiit
;
nevertheless, the great problem of aerostation yet remains unsolved.

Some interesting and useful experiments have been made by using captive balloons,

by which we have arrived at some facts connected with the upper regions of the air,

which could not be obtained by any other moans. By means of balloons, valuable

meteorological observations have been made at great altitudes in the atmosphere by
Mr. Glaisher and other scientific aeronauts.

ASRTTGO. {Verdigi-is. Acetate and carbonate of copper.) The name formerly given 'o

the bright green rust, produced by the oxygen of the air and carbonic acid, upon copper,

and its alloys, bronze and brass. The Romans gave this name
;
they considered

that the arugo added much to the beauty of their statues ; and adjusted the compo-
sition of their alloys with the view of producing the finest green colour. This was
frequently effected artificially ; and to distinguish the real from the artificial they

used for the former the term ceriigo nobilis. This is the patina of the Italians ; it

is a form of verdigris. See Veedigeis
;
Coppee, Acetate and Caebonate.

JETHER. See Ethee.
2:tIXXOPS KSirfEEAIi. The black sulphide of mercury prepared by nibbing

mercury and sulphur together. The term jEthiops was applied by the old pharma-
ceutical chemists to several mineral preparations of a black or dark colour.

JEthiops Antimonialis was a sulphide of antimony and mercury.
JEthiops Maetiaiis. Black oxide of iron.

Mimovs Narcotictjs. Sulphide of mercury obtained by precipitation.

iETHiops PER se. The grey powder obtained by exposing impure mercury to the

air.

AFFXNXTYi The term used by chemists to denote the peculiar attractive force

which produces the combination of dissimilar substances—as an acid with an alkali,

or of sulphur with a metal. See Chemical Affinity.
AFRXCAW HESSP. A fibre prepared from the leaves of Sansevieria Zcylanica,

a member of the lily order extensively distributed through tropical Africa and
India.

AFRXCAXr TXSAX. A valuable wood for ship-building, the produce of Old-

ficldia Africana, Bth., a tree belonging to the spurge order. This wood is to be care-

fully distinguished from the true teak. See Teak.
AGAXIVIATOIiXTZ:. The ' Figure-stone,' or Pagodite, of China; a soft mineral

in which carvings are commonly executed by the Chinese. Under the common name
of agalmatolite, are included several minerals similar in physical, characters, but
essentially distinct in chemical composition. The true agalmatolite is a hydrous
silicate of alumina and potash, closely allied to pinite. Professor Brush has shown
that certain specimens of so-called agalmatolite are really a compact form of
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pyroptylHte (hydrous silicate of alumina), whilst others are silicates of magnesia,'

either hydrous or anhydrous.
AtrJiM-AGrAJt. A seaweed forming a large article of jsommerce in the East.

It is frequently called Bengal Isinglass, horn the fact of its being found largely in

the Bengal market. It is used for making jellies and for stiffening purposes. See

AGARZCVSi A genus of the class Fungi, so numerous that 4,000 species

have been enumerated. The mushrooms are of this order. The Agaricus cam-
pesiris is the one commonly used in this country as food, and from which the

sauce called ketchup is made. In Italy this species is considered poisonous, while

many species used there and in Prance are unused here. The truffle is a mushroom,
Tuber ciharium, and its commercial value is so great that in Eome the yearly average
of taxed mushrooms from 1837 to 1847 was between 60,000 and 30,000 lbs. weight.

The Agaricus muscaria is a poisonous species, though used by the natives of

Kamtschatka and Korea to produce intoxication ; the Eussian name is monchomore,
and an infusion of this taken with some liquor produces raving delirium and not
unfrequently a desire to commit suicide or assassination. Another variety is

beautifully phosphorescent. The Agarici grow in decaying animal or vegetable

matter
;
they are cellular plants, with a rounded thallus on a stalk ; the spores or

seeds occur underneath the cup in the gills or hymeniii/m. Their growth is remarkably
rapid, and there is often great difficulty in distinguishing between the edible and
poisonous varieties.

All the fungi of this genus contain a larger amount of nitrogen than either peas or

beans. The following are a few of the analyses given in Watts's ' Chemical
Dictionary

:

'

Nitrogen.

Agaricus deliciosus . . 4'68.

„ arvensis . . 7'26.

„ muscarius . . 6'34.

Lycoperdon echinatum . , 6 "IS.

Upon this depends their nutritive properties.

AGATE. (Agaie, Pr.
;
Achat, Ger. ) The term Agate is not employed to denote any

distinct mineral of uniform composition, but is applied rather to certain mixtures of

siliceous minerals, consisting of different varieties of chalcedony usually associated

with jasper, quartz, amethyst, and other natural forms of silica. The agate is the

o-xaTTis of the Greeks, by whom it was so called after the river in Sicily of that

name (now the Drillo), whence, according to Theophrastus, agates were first procured.

Bochart, with much probability, deduces the name from the Punic and Hebrew,
nakad, spotted.

In some agates, as in certain varieties from Saxony and Bohemia, the chalcedony

and other component minerals have been deposited in fissures, thus forming true

veins ; but in by far the greater number of cases the materials of the agate have been
formed, layer after layer, in the cavities of a vesicular rock. When the formation of

the agato has proceeded with regularity, a transverse section of the stone exhibits a

number of concentric lines representing the edges of the successive deposits—these

deposits differing one from another in colour, density, and other physical characters,

and thus producing the variegated patterns exhibited by most agates. As the com-
ponent minerals are formed in regular sequence, the successive layers being deposited

from without inwards, it follows that the innermost portion of an agate must always

bo the most recent.

Agates are usually found either embedded in a rock caUed mclaphyre, or in the form
of free nodules, liberated by decomposition of the matrix. Although the term
melaphyre has been somewhat loosely applied, it is now generally used to designate a

'

fine-grained eruptive rock, composed mainly of a felspar—either oligoclase or labrado-

rite—and augite, with more or less magnetic iron-ore : it is chiefly associated with
stratified rocks of palaBozoic age. When fresh, the melaphyre, as its name implies,

(lx4Aas, black) is usually of a black or very dark colour, but on weathering it often

becomes green or brown ; it is the altered varieties of melaphyre that most commonly
contain agates. Some varieties are porphyritic, and were formerly called avgitic

porphyry.

Unwilling to admit the igneous origin of the agate-bearing melaphyres, some
authorities, as Bischof, have maintained that the cavities now occupied by
siliceous minerals have been formed by the removal of crystals in the porphyritic

rock—these cavities having been enlarged and their angles rounded off by subsequent

solution. Although such an explanation may be admissible in certain cases, it seems

much more probable that in by far the larger number of rocks the cavities were
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originally formed by the disengagement of gas or steam at a time when the molaphyre
was in a molten or partially molten state. The formation of such vesicles in a plastic

mass may be well illustrated by the spongy texture of a loaf of bread. Originally the

form of the bubbles in the viscid rock would be more or less globular, but by move-
ment of the pasty mass the hollows might become elongated, or, as often happens,

pointed at one extremity ; if the mass were slowly moving upwards the point would
be directed downwards. In many cases the cavities have been much extended and
laterally compressed ; and hence the agates now occupying such hollows are elongated,

flattened and pointed, thus resembling almonds, and the rock containing them is con-

sequently termed amygdaloidal melaphyre. Evidence of the movement of the viscous

rock-mass is further afforded by the parallelism often observable in the amygdaloidal
agates as they lie in the rock—the longer axes of these agates being all arranged in

one direction. The smaller agates are often perfectly amygdaloidal, but the larger

specimens are usually distorted. It is likely that the cavities of the large amygdaloids
may have been produced by the coalescence of several smaller vesicles.

On the cooling of the igneous mass, water charged with carbonic acid would
percolate through the rock, and effect the decomposition of some of the mineral con-

stituents—the chemical changes being perhaps aided by the heat still lingering in the

rock. The products of this decomposition might be carried into the vesicular cavities,

and thrown down as a lining on their inner walls. Among the first formed of such

products are the minerals called delessite, or ferruginous chlorite, and the somewhat
similar substance termed 'green earth many vesicular cavities exhibit nothing more
than a layer of such green minerals, derived probably from the decomposition of the

augite in the rock, whilst most agates—especially the smaller ones—when freed from
their matrix present a green external coating of a like nature. In other cases a

hydrous peroxide of iron appears to have been formed, perhaps by further alteration

of the green earth ; and hence many large agates present a rusty exterior or exhibit a

pitted surface due to the former presence of a coating of this mineral. The smaller

cavities in amygdaloidal rocks are commonly filled with carbonate of lime, and the

solid nodules removed from such rocks consequently appear as small green-coated

masses of calcite. But in most cases silica has boon separated from the silicates

decomposed in the rock, and has been thrown down in a gelatinous state on the walls

of the cavity as a coating of chalcedony. This coating may be nothing more than a
thin rind, thus forming a hollow agate or geode. It generally happens that crystalline

silica is deposited on the inner surface of the chalcedonic layer, which thus bears a

crop of crystals of quartz—the free pointed ends of these crystals being all directed

towards the centre of the goode. Fine amethysts are often found seated in such

situations. In other cases the cavity may contain stalactitic deposits of chalcedony,

or crystals of calcite, or of various hydrated sUicates called zeolites, and rarely of

certain metallic minerals—as iron-glance, copper-pyrites, native copper, &c.

By continued deposition of chalcedony, or of alternate layers of chalcedony and
crystalline quartz, the cavity may become completely fiLlled, and a solid agate thus

formed.

Many agates exhibit, on section, tubular orifices, which are commonly supposed to

have served as inlets through which the agate-forming materials have been introduced

by infiltration. In some specimens these inlets have become choked up at an early

period in the history of the stone, and the introduction of fresh matter was thus

prevented ; in other cases the tubes have remained open until the cavity was com-

pletely filled, and connexion has thus been maintained between the very heart of

the agate and the exterior. This ' infiltration theory ' has been staunchly supported

by Von Buch and Noggerath. On the other hand, Haidinger supposed that the silica,

instead of being introduced through special apertiures, exuded through the general

walls of the cavity. After a lining had been laid down uniformly over the interior,

more silica in solution might pass from the exterior through this layer by a kind of

osmosis, and thus gain access to the interior. But in describing the modern method
of colouring agates, it will be shown that certain layers of chalcedony are quito

impermeable to fluids, at least under ordinary conditions of temperature and pressure.

As soon, then, as a dense impervious layer was deposited, it would seem at first sight

that all action must cease ; but it has been suggested that siliceous solutions might
still find their way to the interior through the cracks with which agates are almost

invariably rent.

A different theory of agate fyrmation has been advanced by Eeusch. He supposes

that warm siliceous solutions were from time to time introduced into the cavities by
the action of intermittent thermal springs, the cavities being thus alternately filled

and emptied. The intermission of the action may account for the definite succession

of the deposits, and the sharp lines of separation between the several strata. This
theory has been ingeniously extended by Lange, who seeks to explain the formation of

Vox,. I. D
'
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both concentric and horizontal layers in the same stone, an association often observed

in the South American agates, and always difficult of explanation. Lange maintains
that when the gelatinous silica, deposited in a warm state, had choked up the entrance,

the tension of the steam confined in this closed cavity would cause the siliceous jelly

to be pressed equally in all directions against the inner surface of the cavity, thus

forming a continuous lining, until the steam finally burst the coating at its weakest

point, and so effected its egress : tlie so-called inlets of infiltration may therefore be really

canals of eruption. If the cavity were large, the elasticity of the vapour might be
insufficient to press the gelatinous matter against the sides of the hollow, and the

contents would tlicn bo precipitated, in obedience to the force of gravity, in horizontal

strata on the floor of the cavity : hence the co-existence of concentric and horizontal

layers in a single agate.

According to the varying conditions under which the successive strata of an agate

have been formed, diffisrent varieties of the mineral are produced, and many of these

are sufficiently well characterized to receive special names. Thus, when the cavity in

which the stone has been formed presents angular contours, the layers naturally adapt
themselves to those angles, and tho cut stone thus exhibits a zigzag pattern, whence
it is t&TmaA. fortification agate. If the deposits form concentric rings the stone is

called eye agate. Such trivial names as ribbon agate, landscape agate, clouded agate,

and the like, sufficiently explain themselves. A beautiful hreceiatcd agate, in which
angular fragments of a banded variety are cemented together, chiefly by amethyst, is

well known from Schlottwitz in Saxony.

The colours of agate are arranged in parallel or concentric bands, or assume
the form of clouds or spots, or arborescent and moss-like stains. These colours are

due to the presence of metallic oxides. When black and white strata alternate, the

stone is called an onyx ; when the layers are brown, or red and white, it becomes a
sardonyx. If the white stratum of an onyx bo so thin as to appear bluish white, the

stone is termed by jewellers a nicolo. Tho mocha stone is a variety containing

dendritic markings due to tho presence of oxide of manganese, or of iron, whilst the

moss agate is a chalcedony, containing green moss-liko markings, referable to included

inorganic colouring-matter disposed in these patterns.

The chief localities which yield agates to any extent aro tho melaphyre rocks in

the Galgenberg and elsewhere in tho neighbourhood of Oberstein in Ehenisli

Bavaria, and the beds of the Eio Pardo, tho Taquarie, and other rivers in Uruguay,
which yield the nodules commonly called ' Brazilian agates.' Fine Oriental agates

are imported from India, chiefly from Cambay, where they are largely cut and
polished. The well-known ' Scotch pebbles ' are true agates found in various localities

in Scotland, especially in tho amygdaloidal rocks of Kinnoul Hill in Perthshire ; near

Montrose in Forfarshire ; at Dunbar ; at Dunglass in Haddingtonshire, and elsewhere.

The pebbles found on the south coast of England are not true agates, but are simply
flints derived from the upper chalk, and often exhibit patterns due to the presence of

choanites, ventriculites, and other organic remains. At the same time large numbers
of agates are also sold, at low prices, at most English watering-places, but these, so

far from being local 'pebbles,' aro generally South American agates, cut and polished

in Germany, whence they are largely imported. Fine pebbles of agate and other

siliceous stones aro found in the Vaal Eiver in South Africa, and also in the Nile.

Mr. Daintreo has recently described a local eruption of melaphyre, parts of whiph
contain fine agates, at Agate Creek, a tributary of tho Gilbert River in Queensland.

Some beautiful polished examples of Queensland agates were exliibited in the Inter-

national Exliibition of 1872.

Agates are used in the arts for a variety of purposes, such as knifo-edges of delicate

balances, small mortars for chemical purposes, burnishers for gold and silver, styles

for writing, seal-handles, brooches, bracelets, beads, and an endless variety of small

ornamental objects.

These hard stones are cut and polished almost exclusively in a small district at the

foot of the Southern Hundsriick in Western Germany. The works aro chiefiy situated

along the Valley of the Idar, a small stream which flows into the Naho. At a distance

of about 40 miles from Bingen, whore the Naho empties itseK into the Ehine, the

small town of Oberstein is situated. Oberstein and Idar—about two miles distant

—

are the chief centres of the agate trade. Although it is true that there are many
other localities where agate-working is carried on to a limited extent, it is only in

this district—at least in Western countries—that tho trade is systematically pursued,

and forms the staple industry. From the low value of labour, the agates aro there

cut and polished at incredibly low prices, and vast quantities of the cut stones are

sent thence to all the continental fairs and watering-places. A large trade is also

carried on with London, Birmingham, Paris, Now York, and other distant localities ;

considerable quantities, too, are exported to the interior of Africa.
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Tho localisation of tlie agato industry in the neighbourhood of Oberstoin and Idar,

at a very early date—certainly more than 400 years ago—may be traced to tho

plentiful occurrence of agates in the surrounding hills, especially in tho hill called the

G-algenberg or Steinkaulenberg. These hills consist of a melaphyro, more or less

amygdaloidal, which has burst through the sandstones of the Saarbriick coal-field.

Adits were formerly driven into the hill-side, and the agate-bearing rocks were
systematically quarried. The workings in those quarries have for several years past been
almost, if not entirely, abandoned, chiefly tlirough the large importations constantly

being received from Sovith America.

In 1827 some Idar polishers who had emigrated to Uruguay accidentally discovered

some fine agates, used at that time as paving-stones. Large quantities of the amygda-
loidal nodules were easily collected, as loose pebbles, from the bed of tho Eiver
Taquarie, and were despatched to Oberstein by way of Hamburg. The South American
agates are evidently derived from decomposed melaphyre rocks, for althoiigh never
found actually embedded in the matrix, portions of the mother-stone are occasionally

seen adhering to tho pebbles. As the agate-nodules are obtained without the expense

of quarrying, the cost is confined to that of collecting them from the surface of the

ground, or separating them from the superficial detritus. The stones are brought
down to the coast on mules, or in waggons drawn by oxen, and are received at Porto

Alegre, or at Salto, whence they are taken to Monte Video and Buenos Ayres, and
shipped from these ports to Europe. Formerly they left the country free of duty,

and were brought over as ballast, but an export duty has now to be paid, amounting
in Uruguay to six per cent, of their value, and in Brazil to ten per cent. Arrived at

Hamburg, Antwerp, or Havre, the agates are conveyed by rail to Oberstein—the

rough stones travelling in open trucks, while the choicer carnelians are packed in

cases. The total cost of transport by sea and land amounts to from 3s. to 6s. per

cwt. Large parcels of the agates are displayed in tho courtyards of the inns, and
after due advertisement are sold by public auction. Prior to the sale the polishers

inspect the lots, and break off samples of the stones, which aro taken home and tested

as to their power of taking colour by methods to be presently described. From forty

to fifty auctions take place annually, and though the prices of tho stones vary greatly

according to their quality, it may be said that ordinary agates may be bought on an
average for about 15s. per cwt. In 1867, the auction sales for the year realised a
gross sum of nearly 16,000^.

The agates are first roughly dressed with chisel and hammer. From the texture of

the stone the experienced workman is able to judge in what directions the stone will

most readily split, and hence by a few skilfully-directed blows he manages to trim

the agate rudely into the shape which it is intended to assume. The more valuable

stones are, however, sawn into shape with emery and water. The grinding is effected

on large red grindstones, mounted on a horizontal axis, and rotating in a vertic;il

plane. Each axle carries from three to five stones, and communicates on the outside

with a water-wheel. These wheels vary from 10 to 18 feet in diameter, and are

usually undershot. Most of the mills are situated on the Idar, a stream wliich rises

in one of the highest parts of the Hochwald. At the village of Idar it is about 1,012

feet above the sea-level, and at Oberstein, where it debouches into the Nahe, it is 905

feet high. It is in the Idar valley, between these two villages, that most of the

agate-mills are situated. In consequence of the want of water during a dry season,

the mills often stand idle, and hence in a few of the larger works steam-power has of

late years been introduced. The grindstones, to which the water-wheel or steam-

engine gives motion, are made of new red sandstone, quarried at the Kaiserslautern

near Mannheim, and aro about 5 feet in diameter and one foot in -Nvidth. They
usually make three revolutions per minute. When the stones have been badly

selected, or used too soon after having left the quarry, they have been known to fly

to pieces with groat violence, and in this way several fatal accidents formerly occurred.

The wheels revolve in a well, the horizontal shaft being nearly on a level with the

floor, below which the lower half of the wheel is concealed. A small stream of water

is introduced by a launder above, and by constantly trickling over the stones keeps

them moist. Two workmen are generally employed, side by side, at each stone. The
workman lies in an almost horizontal position, resting liis chest and stomach on a

bare wooden grinding-stool, adapted to tho shape of his body, while he presses his

feet against a block of wood fastened to the floor : the reaction of this fixed block

enables him to apply any object with great force to the moving grindstone. The
specimen to be ground is either held directly in the hand or applied to the stone by
means of a short piece of soft wood. The form is given to the object by holding it in

certain channels cut on the circumference of the stone. Dming grinding, the friction

causes tho agate to glow with a beautiful reddish phosphorescent light, visible even
in the daytime, and quite distinct from sparks elicited by friction. Mter having been

D 2
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ground, tho stones are polished with tripoli on a cylinder of hard wood, or on a plate

of tin or lead.

An important branch of the agate trade is that of artificially colouring the stones—
an art which has attained great perfection in recent times, but is far from being a

modern invention. Pliny states (bk. xxxvii. cap. 75) that in Arabia agates are

found which are purified and prepared for the cutter by being heated in honey for

seven days and seven nights. Evidently the mere absorption of this saccharine matter

into the por<js of the stones would be insufficient to materially alter the appearance of

the agate ; but if the absorbed honey could have been carbonized by the action of

sulphuric acid—as at present practised—the dark colour of the brownish layers

would have been considerably heightened, and the stones improved for the cameo-

worker. Believing that this was really the process described by Pliny, though he

was ignorant of the entire secret, some authorities have argued in favour of the know-
ledge of oil of vitriol by the ancient Eomans, while others have suggested that tho

native sulphuric acid from volcanic emanations was probably employed ;
others, again,

have maintained that the honey was merely charred by exposure to heat, as is said to

be still practised in tho East. Be that as it may, it appears that the secret of arti-

ficially producing a black colour in agates was for ages handed down traditionally

by the Italian cameo-workers. From time to time, Italian travellers visited Idar, and
purchased stones, which were taken to Eome and there coloured. At length the secret

of this art oozed out under peculiar circumstances, and, being once known in Idar,

rapidly spread, and has not only been the means of greatly developing the agate-

industry, but has, to a large extent, caused the removal of the seat of stone-engraving

from Italy to Germany.
All artificial colouration of these hard stones depends for its success on variations

in texture and density presented by the different layers. Sections of agate under the

microscope often exhibit distinct pores, and the unequal texture of the several layers

is well seen by the action of hydrofluoric acid, which readily attracts certain strata

while it is resisted by others, thus producing an uneven surface, from which an im-

pression of the agate may be naturally printed—a process which has been beautifully

carried out by Dr. Leydolt. Not only do the component layers of an agate absorb

liquids with different degrees of facility, but the stones as a whole exhibit like diffe-

rences ; some stones absorbing the colour rapidly, others requiring months to do so,

and others, again, entirely refusing to take colour. The South American agates, as a
rule, lend themselves with peculiar facility to this artificial colouration, and are much
more porous than the true German agates.

Black or dark brown colours are those commonly developed in agates—these dark
strata, when alternating with dense white layers, forming beautiful onyxes well fitted

for cameo-work. To produce the dark colour, the stones, having been -well washed
and dried, are placed in honey, thinned with water, and are exposed in a warm place

for several days, in some cases as long as three weeks. The vessel containing them
is heated by being placed in hot ashes or on a stove, but the syrup is never allowed

to boil. After having lain in the warm honey for a suflcient time, depending on the

texture of the stone, they are removed, weU washed, and placed in a vessel with
sufficient commercial oil of vitriol to cover them ; the vessel being covered with a slate,

and exposed to a moderate temperature. The sulphuric acid carbonises the saccharine

matter previously absorbed by the porous layers of the agate, and produces a black

or a deep brown colour according as the action is more or less intense. Olive oil is

used by the Italians instead of honey, but the chemical reactions are, of course,

essentially the same in the two cases. Some stones blacken in a few hours, others

require several days, while bad stones never take colour. When sufficiently tinted

the stones are removed from the acid, washed, dried, and polished
;
they are then

generally laid in oil to improve the lustre, and are finally dried in bran. Whilst the

charring of the syrup or oil gives a dark colour to the porous layers, it is said that

the white colour of the denser strata is also heightened ; but this is probably merely
the eflfect of contrast. If the darker parts of the stone should be too deep, the colour

can be ' drawn,' or made lighter by the action of nitric acid.

The art of agate-colouration has reached so advanced a state that stones can now be
tinted to almost any desired hue ; some of the processes are, however, still kept secret

by the polishers. In 1845 the method of colouring agate blue was first introduced.

This is now effected in various ways. One of the best modes is to submit tho stone

successively to the action of solutions of yellow prussiate of potash (ferrocyanide of
potassium), and of a per-salt of iron, thus causing a precipitate of Prussian blue to be
thrown down in the pores of the stone. Or, red prussiate of potash and common
green vitriol may be used ; or an ammoniacal sulphate of copper may be formed, by
placing the stone in a solution of blue vitriol and then in ammonia. A green colour was
formerly produced by nitrate of nickel, but it is now obtained by using chromic acid,
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The groon stones aro largely used as artificial chrysoprase, and the coloiir is more
intense and said to be moro durable than that of the natural chrysoprase. A yellow

tint is obtained by prolonged digestion in warm hydrochloric acid, the acid acting on

the oxide of iron normally present in the stone, and thus forming a yellow perchloride.

One of the commonest and at the same time most easily developed colours is the red

tint of the carnelian. It was long ago observed that yellow and grey chalcedony

might be caused to assume a bright red colour by mere exposure to sunshine, the heat

being sufficient to expel the water more or less completely from the hydrated peroxide

of iron normally present in the stone. In India it has long been the practice to

convert yellowish chalcedony into red carnelian by solar heat. The Idar workers

generally expose the agates to the heat of an oven, gradually raised until all hygro-

scopic water is expelled. The stones are then moistened with sulphuric acid, and
raised to a red heat, whereby an anhydrous peroxide of iron, of fine red colour, is

developed. Or a pornitrato of iron may be formed by throwing a handful of old nails

into half-a-pint of aquafortis mixed with a pint of water, and the stones having been
soaked in this solution aro heated so as to decompose the absorbed salt, and cause a

precipitate of ferric oxide in the pores of the agate. Several organic colours have
been introduced by the agate-worker, but they are generally fugitive : mauve and
magenta agates, and other equally unnatural stones, are common in the market. The
ingenuity of the Idar workmen also enables them to imitate successfully the dendritic

markings in mocha-stones.

Another important branch of industry connected with the agate-trade is that of

mounting the finished objects. Though dignified by the name of Goldschmiede, the

mounters xxsually work in gilt tomback ; some of the better kinds of agate-ware are

now, however, set in silver. Drilling, engraving, cameo-cutting, and etching with
hydrofluoric acid, are also extensively practised in Idar

;
and, in addition to agates,

large quantities of Oriental blood-stones and other semi-precious stones, and even
pastes, are largely cut and mounted in this district.

In 1867 there were in Birkenfeld and the neighbourhood 724 grindstones working
in 163 mills. The number of grinders and polishers in Birkenfeld was 1,129, but in

addition to this number about 300 workmen dwelt beyond the limits of the Princi-

pality. There were also about 258 persons engaged in drilling and boring the agates,

and about 700 so-called goldsmiths. Including those employed in the sale of the
stones, in making paper cases, and otherwise connected with the trade, it may be
said that upwards of 3,000 persons depend for their support on the agate-industry
in the neighbourhood of Idar and Oberstein.

[For further information on the subject of this Article the reader may consult the
following works:—Billing's 'The Science of Gems,' 1867, p. 48 et seq. ; Kluge,
' Edelsteinkunde,' 1860, p. 401; Lange, 'Die Halbedelsteine aus der Familie der
Quarze und die Geschichto der Achatindustrie,' 1868

;
Noggerath, ' Die Kunst, Onyxe,

Carneole, Chalcedone u. andere verwandte Steinarten zu farben,' Karsten's ' Archiv.
xxii.' 1848, p. 262, and 'Edin. New Phil. Journ.', xlviii. 1850, p. 166; Noggerath,
' Ueber die Achatmandeln in den Melaphyren,' Haidinger's ' Naturwissentschaftliche
Abhandlungen,' iii. 1850, p. 93; Kenngott, 'Ueber die Achatmandeln in den
Melaphyren, namentlich iiber die von Thesis in Tirol,' Op. cit. iv. 1851, p. 72 ;

Haidinger's 'Berichte,' vi. 1850, p. 62 ;
Bischof, 'Lehrbuch d. Chem. u. Phys. Geologio,'

ed. 2, ii. p. 853 ; iii. p. 457, 464, 623 ct scg. ; Eousch, ' Ueber den Agat
' ;

Poggendorff's
' Annalen,' cxxiii. 1864, p. 94].—F. W. E.
AGATE. An instrument used by gold-wire drawers, so called from the agate

fixed in tlie middle of it.

AZCH SIETAIi, An alloy patented in 1860 by Johann Aich, and recommended
for use in ship-building and sheathing. In composition it approaches close to Keir's
metal. The following are found to be the best proportions : copper, 60 lbs. ;

zinc,

38 lbs. 2 ozs.
; and iron, 1 lb. 8 ozs. The proportion of zinc may, however, be

increased to 40 per cent., and that of iron may vary between 0-5 and 3 per cent.

AZKEXflTE. A native sulphide of bismuth, lead, and copper, crystallising in
needle-shaped crystals belonging to the prismatic or orthorhombic system. It is

found at Bersow in the Urals, and is believed to occur in Georgia and North Carolina
in the United States.

AXR. The gaseous envelope which surrounds this earth is emphatically so called ;

it consists of the gases nitrogen and oxygen.
About 79 measures of nitrogen, or azote, and 21 of oxygen, with j^gth of carbonic

acid, constitute the air wo breathe. The term air is applied to any permanently
gaseous body. And we express different conditions of the air, as good air, had air,

fold air, &e. See Atmosphere.
AXK-BRXCIC. A brick of the ordinary size and kind, but perforated so as to

admit the passage of air through the openings when built into the walls.
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AIR, COnXPXtESSED. For its emplojrment in some mining operations, sea

Mining.
AXR-EITGIM'E. The considerable expansibility of air by heat naturally suggested

its use as a motive power long before theoretical investigation demonstrated its actual

value. The great advance made during the last few years in our knowledge of the

mechanical action of heat has enabled us to determine with certainty the practical

result which may be obtained by the use of any contrivance for employing lieat

as a prime mover of machinery. "We are indebted to Sir Wm. Thomson for the

fundamental theorem which decides the economy of any thcrmo-dynamic engine. It

is—that in any perfectly constructed engine the fraction of heat converted into work
is equal to the range of temperature from the highest to the lowest point, divided by
the highest temperature reckoned from the zero of absolute temperature. Thus, if

wo have a perfect engine in which the highest temperature is 280° and the lowest 80°

2gQ gQ
F., the fraction of heat converted into force will be ^r-r-— or rather more than

280 + 460,

one quarter. So that, if we use a coal of which one pound in combustion gives out
heat equivalent to 10,380,000 foot-pounds, such an engine as we have just described

would produce work equal to 2,805,405 foot-pounds for each pound of coal consumed
in the furnace. From the above formula of Sir Wm. Thomson, it will appear that

the economy of any perfect thermo-dynamic engine depends upon the range of tem-
perature we can obtain in it. And as the lowest temperature is generally nearly

constant, being ruled by the temperature of the surface of the earth, it follows that

the higher we can raise the highest temperature, the more economical will bo the

engine. The question is thus reduced to this :—In what class of engine can wo
practically use the highest temperature ? In the steam-engine worked with satu-

rated vapour, the limit is obviously determined by the amount of pressure which can

be safely employed. In the steam-engine worked with super-heated vapour

—

i.e. in

which the vapour, after passing from the boiler, receives an additional charge of heat

without being allowed to take up more water—and also in the air-engine, the limit

will depend upon the temperature at which steam or air acts chemically upon the

metals employed, as well as upon the power of tho metals themselves to resist the

destructive action of heat. It thus appears that the steam-engine worked with super-

heated steam possesses most of the economical advantages of the air engine. But
when we consider that an air-engine may bo made available where a plentiful supjjly

of water cannot be readily obtained, tho importance of this kind of thermo-dynamic
engine is incontestable. The merit of first constructing a practical air-engine

belongs to Mr. Stirling. Mr. Ericsson has subsequently introduced various refine-

ments, such as the respirator—a reticulated mass of metal, which, by its extensive

conducting surface, is able, almost instantaneously, to give its own temperature to the

air which passes through it. But various practical difficulties attend these refine-

ments, which, at best, only apply to engines worked between particular temperatures.

The least complex engine, and that which would probably prove most oScctual in

practice, is that described in tho ' Philosophical Transactions,' 1852, Part I. It con-

sists of a pump, which compresses air into a receiver, in which it receives an additional

charge of heat ; and a cylinder, the piston of which is worked by the heated air as it

escapes. The difference between the work produced by the cylinder and that absorbed

by the pump constitutes the force of the engine ; which, being compared with the heat

communicated to the receiver, gives results exactly conformable with the law of

Sir Wm. Thomson above described.—J. P. J.

Dr. Joule has proposed various engines to be worked at temperatures below redness,

which, if no loss occurred by friction or radiation, would realise about one-halfthe work
due to tho heat of combustion, or about four times tho economical duty which has, as

yet, been attained by the most perfect steam-engine.

A detailed account of Ericsson's Calorific Engine may be useful, especially

as a certain amount of success has attended his efforts in applying the expansive
power of heat to move machinery. Ericsson's engines have been for some years

at work in the foundry of Messrs. Hogg and Delamater, in New York ; one
engine being of five and another of sixty horse-power. The latter has four

cylinders. Two, of seventy-two inches diameter, stand side by side. Over eacli of

those is placed one much smaller. Within these are pistons exactly fitting their

respective cylinders, and so connected, that those within the lower and upper
cylinders move together. Under the bottom of each of the lower cylinders a fire

is applied, no other furnaces being employed. Neither boilers nor water are used.

The lower is called the working cylinder ; the upper, the supply cylinder. As the

piston in the supply cylinder moves down, valves placed in its top open, and it

becomes filled with cold air. As tlie piston rises within it, these valves close, and the

air within, unable to escape as it came, passes through another set of valves into a
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receiver, from whence it has to pass into the working cylinder, to force up the working
piston within it. As it leaves the receiver to perform this duty, it passes through what
is called the regenerator, where it becomes heated to about 450° ; and upon entering

the working cylinder, it is further heated by the supply underneath. For the sake of
illustration, merely, let us suppose that the working cylinder contains double the area

of the supply cylinder ; the cold air which entered the upper cylinder will, therefore,

but only half fill the lower one. In the course of its passage to the latter, however,
it passes through the regenerator ; and as it enters the working cylinder, wo will

suppose that it has become heated to about 480°, by which it is expanded to double
its volume, and with this increased capacity it enters the working cylinder. We will

further suppose the area of the piston within this cylinder to contain 1,000 square
inches, and the area of the piston in the supply cylinder above to contain but 500.

The air presses upon this with a mean force, wo will suppose, of about eleven pounds
to each square inch

;
or, in other words, with a weight of 5,500 pounds. Upon the

surface of the lower piston the heated air is, however, pressing upwards with a like

force upon each of its 1,000 square inches; or, in other words, with a force which,
after overcoming the weight above, leaves a surplus of 6,500 pounds, if we make no
allowance for friction. This surplus furnishes the working power of the engine. It

will be seen that after one stroke of its pistons is made, it will continue to work with
this force so long as sufficient heat is supplied to expand the air in the working
cylinder to the extent stated

;
for, so long as the area of the lower piston is greater

than that of the upper, and a like pressure is upon every square inch of each, so long
will the greater piston push forward the smaller, as a two-pound weight upon one end
of a balance will be sure to bear down a one-pound weight placed upon the other,

AVe need hardly say, that after the air in the working cylinder has forced up the

piston within it, a valve opens ; and as it passes out, the pistons, by the force of

gravity, descend, and cold air again rushes into and fills the supply cylinder. In this

manner the two cylinders are alternately supplied and discharged, causing the pistons

in each to play up and down substantially as they do in the steam-engine.

The regenerator must now be described. It has been stated that atmospheric air is

first drawn into the supply cylinder, and that it passes through the regenerator into

the working cylinder. The regenerator is composed of wire net, like that used in the

manufacture of sieves, placed side by side, until the series attains a thickness of about
12 inches. Through the almost innumerable cells formed by the intersections of the

wire, the air miist pass on its way to the working cylinder. In passing through these

it is so minutely divided that all parts are brought into contact with the wires.

Supposing the side of the regenerator nearest the working cylinder is heated to a iiigh

temperature, the air, in passing through it, takes up, as we have said, about 450° of

the 480° of heat required to double the volume of the air ; the additional 30° are

communicated by the fire beneath the cylinder.

The air has tlius become expanded, it forces the piston upwards ; it has done its

work—valves open, and the imprisoned air, heated at 480°, passes from the cylinder

and again enters the regenerator, through which it must pass before leaving the

machine. It has been said that the side of this instrument nearest the cylinder is

kept hot ; the other side is kept cool by the action upon it of the air entering in the

opposite direction at each up-stroke of the pistons
;
consequently, as the air from the

worldng cylinder passes out, the wires absorb the heat so effectually, that when it

leaves the regenerator it has been robbed of it all, except about 30°.

The regenerator in the 60-horse engine measures 26 inches in height and width

internally. Each disc of wire composing it contains 676 superficial inches, and the

net hasten meshes to the inch. Each superficial inch, therefore, contains 100 meshes,

which, multiplied by 676, gives 67,600 meshes in each disc
;
and, as 200 discs are

employed, it follows that the regenerator contains 13,520,000 meshes ; and con-

sequently as there are as many spaces between the discs as there are meshes, we find

that the air within it is distributed in about 27,000,000 minute cells. Thence every

particle of air, in passing through the regenerator, is brought into very close contact

\vith a surface of metal which heats and cools it alternately. Upon this action of the

rogenerato_', Ericsson's Calorific Engine depends. In its application on the large

scale, contemplated in the great Atlantic steamer called ' The Ericsson,' the result

was not satisfactory. Wo may, however, notwithstanding this result, safely predi-

cate, from the investigation of Messrs. Thomson and Joule, that the expansion of
air by heat will eventually, under some conditions, take the place of steam as a motive
power.

AXR-GRATXITG. A kind of air-brick built into walls to admit air under tho
floors or into close places. Air-gratings are often made of iron.

ArR-GVN'. This is a weapon in which the elastic force of air is mado use of to

project tho ball. It is so arranged, that in a cavity in the stock of tho gun, air can be,
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by means of a piston, powerfully condensed. Here is a reserved force, which, upon
its being reUeyed from pressiu-e, is at once exerted. When air has been condensed
to about ith of its bulk, it exerts a force which is still very inferior to that of gun-
powder. In many other respects the air-gun is but an imperfect weapon, consequently
it is rarely employed.
AXR-HOIiBS. The cavities in a metal casting—produced by the escape of air

through the liquid metal.

AXB-PUnXP. A machine by which the air can be exhausted from any vessel con-
taining it. It is employed in scientific investigations for exhibiting many very
interesting phenomena in connection with the pressure of air, and its presence
or absence ; and it is connected with, and forms an important part of, the improved
modern steam-engine. Similar machines are also used for condensing atmospheric
air ; these have been employed on a largo scale in some civil engineering purposes.

For a description of the Sprengel pump, see Aspikatoe.
A.XB-SHAFT. In Mining, a shaft devoted to the purpose of maintaining the

circulation of air in a colliery or metalliferous mine. (See Mining, Ventilation.)
AIRO-KYDROGEIf BXiOWPXPE. A blowpipe in which air is used in the

place of oxygon, to combine with and give intensity of heat to a hydrogen flame for

the purposes of soldering. See Autogenous Soldering.
AJUTAGE. A tube through which water is discharged—as in a fountain.

AXiABASTEB. Gypsum {Alh&tre, Fr.; Alabaster, Ger.), a sulphate of lime.

(See Alabaster, Oriental.) When massive, it is called indifferently alabaster or
gypsum ; and when in distinct and separate crystals, it is termed selenite. Massive
alabaster occurs in Britain in the new red or keuper marl : in Glamorganshire, on the

Bristol Channel ; in Leicestershire, at Syston ; at Tutbury and near Burton-on-Trent,
in Staflfordshire ; at Chellaston, in Derbyshire ; near Droitwich it is associated in the

marl with rock salt, in strata respectively 40 and 75 feet in thickness ; and at

Northwich and elsewhere the red marl is intersected with frequent veins of gypsum.
At Tutbury it is quarried in the open air, and at Chellaston in caverns, where it is

blasted by gunpowder : at both places it is burned in kilns, and otherwise prepared
for the market. It Lies in irregular beds in the marl, that at Chellaston being about
."0 feet thick. There is, however, reason to suppose that it was not originally

deposited along with the marl as sulphate of lime, but rather that calcareous strata,

by the access of sulphuric acid and water, have boon converted into sulphate of lime

—

a circumstance quite consistent with the bulging of the beds of marl with which the

gypsum is associated, the lime, as a sulphate, occupying more space than it did in its

original state as a carbonate. At Tutbury, and elsewhere, though it lies on a given

general horizon, yet it can scarcely be said to be truly bedded, but ramifies

among the bods and joints of the marl in numerous films, veins, and layers of fibrous

gypsum. A thick bed of white crysbilline alabaster, or gypsum, has been discovered

during the Sub-Wealden Exploration in Sussex. It occurs in beds which are probably

of Purbeck age.

A snow-white alabaster occurs at Voltorra, in Tuscany, much used in works of art

in Florence and Leghorn. In the Paris basin it occurs as a granular crystalline rock,

in the lower Tertiary rocks, known to geologists as the upper part of the Middle

Eocene freshwater strata. It is associated with beds of white and green marls ; but

in the Thiiringerwald there is a great mass of sulphate of lime in the Permian strata.

It has been sunk through to a depth of 70 feet, and is believed to be metamorphosed
magnesian limestone or Zechstoin. In the United States this calcareous salt occurs

in numerous lenticular masses in marly and sand strata of that part of the Upper
Silurian strata known as the Onondaga salt group. It is excavated for agricultural

purposes. For mineralogical character, &c., see Gypsum.—A. C. E.

The fineness of the grain of alabaster, the uniformity of its texture, the beauty of its

polished surface, and its semi-transparency, are the qualities which render it valuable

to the sculptor and to the manufacturer of ornamental articles.

The alabaster is worked with the same tools as marble ; and as it is many degrees

softer, it is so much the more easily cut; but it is more difficult to polish, from its

little solidity. After it has been fashioned into the desired form, and smoothed down
with pumice-stone, it is polishod with a pap-like mixture of chalk, soap, and milk

;

and, last of all, finished \>y friction with flannel. It is apt to acquire a yellowish

tinge.

Besides the harder kinds, employed for the sculpture of large figures, there is a

softer alabaster, pure white and semi-transparent, from which small ornamental

objects are made, such as boxes, vases, lamps, stands of timepieces, &c. This branch

of business is much prosecuted in Florence, Leghorn, Milan, &c., and employs a great

many turning-lathes. Of all the alabasters, the Florentine merits the preference,

on account of its beauty and uniformity. Otlior sorts of gypsum, such as that
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of Salzburg and Austria, contain sand veins and hard nodules, and require to be

quarried by cleaving and blasting operations, -which are apt to crack it and render it

unfit for all delicate objects of sculpture. It is, besides, of a grey shade, and often

stained with darker colours.

The alabaster best adapted for the fine arts is white when newly broken, and becomes

yet whiter on the surface by drying. It may be easily cut with the knife or chisel,

and formed into many pleasing shapes by suitable steel tools. It is worked either

by the hand alone, or with the aid of a turning-lathe. The turning tools should not

be too thin or sharp-edged ; but such as are employed for ivory and brass are

most suitable for alabaster, and are chiefly used to shave and to scratch the surface.

The objects which cannot be turned may be fashioned by the rasping tools, or with
minute files. Fine chisels and graving tools are also used for the better pieces

of statuary.

For polishing such works, a peculiar process is required : pumice-stone, in fine

powder, serves to smooth down the surfaces very well, but it soils the whiteness of

the alabaster. To take away the unevenness and roughness, dried shave-grass

{cquisctuin) answers best. Friction with this plant and water polishes down the aspe-

rities left by the chisel : the fine streaks left by the grass may be removed by rubbing
the pieces with slaked lime, finely pulverised, sifted, and made into a paste ; or with
putty-powdor (oxide of tin) and water. The polish and satin-lustre of the surface are

communicated by friction, first with soap-water and Ume, and finally with powdered
and elutriated talc or French chalk.

Such articles as consist of several pieces are joined by a cement composed of quick-

lime and white of egg, or of well-calcined and weU-sifted Paris plaster, mixed with
the least possible quantity of water.

Alabaster objects are liable to become yellow by keeping, and are especially

injured by smoke, dust, &c. They may be in some measiire restored by washing
with soap and water, then with clear water, and again polished with shave-grass.

Grease-spots may be removed either by rubbing with talc powder, or with oil of

turpentine.

The surface of alabaster may be etched by covering over the parts that are not to

be touched with a solution of wax in oil of turpentine, thickened with white lead,

and immersing the articles in pure water after the varnish has set. The action of

the water is continued from 20 to 50 hours, more or less, according to the depth to

which the etching is to be cut. After removing the varnish with oil of turpentine,

the etched places, which are necessarily deprived of their polish, should bo rubbed
with a brush dipped in finely-powdered gypsum, which gives a kind of opacity, con-

trasting well with the rest of the surface.

Alabaster may be stained either with metallic solutions, with spirituous tinctures of

dyeing plants, or with coloured oils, in the same way as marbles.

AIiASASTER, ORXEnTTAXi. Oriental alabaster is a form of stalagmitic or

stalactitic carbonate of lime, an Egyptian variety of which is highly esteemed. It is

also procured from the Pyrenees, from Chili, and from parts of the United States of

America. Ancient quarries are still in existence in the province of Oran, in Algeria.

The well-known 'Gibraltar stone' and the Californian marble are similar sta-

lagmitic forms of carbonate of lime. This Oriental alabaster, or alabaster of the

ancients, is to be carefully distinguished from the mineral now commonly known as

alabaster ; the former is a carbonate, the latter a sulphate of lime. See Onyx,
AlGERIAH^.

AXiBAN'. A white resinous substance extracted from gutta-percha by either

alcohol or ether. See GtJtta-peecha.

AXiBAITI STOSTE. {Lapis alhanus). The Peperino of modern geologists. A
dark volcanic tufa found in Italy, much used at Rome before building with marble
became common. The Italian name peperino is derived from pcpc, pepper, which it

somewhat resembles.

AIiBATA PXiATE, a name given to one of the varieties of white metal now so
commonly employed. See Copper and Allots.
AXiBERTITB. A jet-black mineral substance resembling asphalt, discovered in

1849 at Hillsborough, in Albert Co., New Brunswick. It occurs in irregular fissures

in Lower Carboniferous rocks, and is now usually Regarded as the residue left on the
drying-up of a great body of petroleum. ' The deposit of the Albert mine would thus
be a vein or fissure constituting an ancient reservoir of petroleum, which, by the loss

of its more volatile parts and partial oxidation, has been hardened into a coaly
substance.' (Dawson). Albertite has been largely used in the United States for the
distillation of oil and coke. The yield per ton is said to be 100 (crude) gallons of
oil, and 14,500 cubic feet of illuminating gas, while a residue of good coke remains in

the retorts.
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AIBITE. A soda felspar. See Felspae.
AXiBOIiITH, A cement prepared by calcining native carbonate of magnesia

(magnesite) and mixing the magnesia thus obtained vntli silica.

AX.BVIVX GUSiCVia. The white faeces of dogs, hyaenas, &c. After the hair
has been removed from skins, this is used to preserve the softness of them, and
prepare them for the tan-pit. Fowls' dung is considered by practical tanners as
superior to the dung of dogs, and this is obtained as largely as possible. These
excreta may be said to bo essentially phosphate of lime and miicus. We are informed
that various artificial compounds which represent, chemically, the conditions of those
natural ones, have been tried without producing the same good results. It is a, reflec-

tion on our science, if this is really the case. Album Grsecum is frequently found
fossilised in bone-caverns which have been used as hyaena dens.

AIiBVnXEIT or AXiBTrMIir. (Album Ovi.) Albumen is a substance which
forms a constituent part of the animal fluids and solids, and which is also found in the

vegetable kingdom. It exists nearly pure in the white of egg. Albumen 'according

to several analyses consists of :

—

The coagulation of albumen by heat is illustrated in the boiling of an egg. The
salts of tin, bismuth, lead, silver, and mercury form with albumen white insoluble

precipitates
;
therefore, in cases of poisoning by corrosive sublimate, nitrate of silver,

or sugar of lead, the white of egg is the best antidote which can be administered.

Albumen is employed for clarifying vinous and syrupy liquids ; when boiled with
them it coagulates and entangles the colouring matter, either falling to the bottom
or floating on the surface of the fluid, according to its specific gravity. In this way it

is employed, especially as it is found in the serum of blood, in sugar-refining. It is

also used in fixing the colours in calico-printing. It is employed in photography, and
mixed with recently slaked lime it forms a veiy useful cement, becoming in a short

time as hard as stone.

Vegetable ALsrinsN is identical in composition with that of the white of egg. It

is abundant in nearly all the roots used for food, as the potato, turnip, carrot, &c. It

is found in large quantity in wheat-flour, and in most oleaginous seeds. See "Watts's

' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

AXBUIVEBirzSEB PAPER. A paper prepared with the white of egg for photo-

graphic purposes. See Photogeapht.
AIiBinMCXiroXBS. A term applied to compounds which play an important part

in the economy of both animal and vegetable life. The more important are Axbtjmen,

FiBEiN, and Casein.

AIiCARAZZAS. Porous earthenware vessels made in Spain from a sandy marl,

and but slightly fired. They are used for cooling liquors. Those vessels are made
in France under the name of hydrockramcs ; similar kinds of earthenware are also

manufactured in Staffordshire and Derbyshire.

AKCXS2:. A family of sea-birds, to which the Guillemots and Penguins belong.

The Patagonian Penguin is larger than a goose, slate-coloured on the back, and white

with a black mark on the breast, encircled by a citron-yellow cravat. The plumage
is very close, and the breast is used as tippets and for trimming ladies' dresses.

The black Guillemot ( Uria grylle) also yields its feathers to meet thw requirements

of fasliion.

AIiCOHOK. {Alcool, Fr. ; Alkohol, or Wcingeist, Ger.) The word alcohol is

derived from the Hebrew word ' kohol' to 'paint. The Oriental females were and
are still in the habit of painting the eyebrows with various pigments ; the one generally

employed was a preparation of antimony, and to this the term was generally applied.

It became, however, gradually extended to all substances used for the purpose,

and ultimately to strong spirits, which were employed, probably, as solvents

for certain colouring principles. The term was subsequently exclusively used

to designate ardent spirits, and ultimately the radical or principle upon which their

strength depends.

As chemistry advanced, alcohol was found to be a member only of a class of bodies

agreeing -with it in general characters ; and hence the term is now generic, and wo
speak of the various alcohols. Of these, common or vinous alcohol is the best known

;

and, in common life, by ' alcoholic liquors,' we invariably moan those containing the

original or vinous alcohol.

Carbon
Hydrogen

63-4

7-1

15-7

1-3

22-1

Nitrogen
Sulphur
Oxygen (according to Licbcrkuhn)
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When tlio characters of ordinary alcohol have been stated, allusion will be made to

the class of bodies of which this is the typo.

Fermented liquors were known in the most remote ages of antiquity. "Wo read

(Genesis ix.) that after the flood 'Noah planted a vineyard, and ho drank of the

wine and was drunken.' Homer, who certainly lived 900 years before the Christian

era, also frequently mentions wino, and notices its effects on the body and mind
(Odyssey IX. and XXI.); and Herodotus tolls us that the Egyptians drank a

liquor fermented from barley. The period when fermented liquors wore submitted

to distillation, so as to obtain ' ardent spirits' is shrouded in much obscurity.

Eaymond Lully ' was acquainted with ' spirits of wine,' which ho called aqtca

ardens. The separation of absolute alcohol would appear to have been first

effected about this period (1300), by Arnauld de Villeneuve, a celebrated physician

residing in Montpellier {Gerhardt), and its analysis was first performed by
Th. de Saussure.^

The preparation of alcohol may be divided into three stages :

—

1. The production of a fermented vinous liquor—tho Fermentation,

2. The preparation from this of an ardont spirit—the Distillation.

3. The separation from this ardent spirit of the last traces of water—the

Rectification.

1. Fermentation. Tho term 'fermentation' is now applied to those mysterious

changes which vegetable (and animal) substances undergo when exposed, at a certain

temperature, to contact with organic or even organised bodies in a state of change.

There are several bodies which suffer these metamorphoses, and under the influence

of a great number of different exciting substances, which are termed tho ' ferments ;

'

moreover, tho resulting products depend greatly upon the temperature at which the

change takes place.

Tho earliest known and best studied of these processes is the one commonly
recognised as the vinous or alcoholic fermentation.

In this process solutions containing sugar—either the juice of the grape (see

Wine) or an infusion of germinated barley, malt (see Beee)—are mixed with a
suitable quantity of a ferment ; boor or wino yeast is usually employed (see Yeast),
and the whole maintained at a temperature of between 70° and 80° F. (21° to

26° C.)

Other bodies in a state of putrefactive decomposition will effect the same result as

the yeast, such as putrid blood, white of egg, &c.
The liquid swells up, a considerable quantity of froth collects on the surface, and

an abundance of gas is disengaged, which is ordinary carbonic acid (CO^). Tho
composition of (pure) alcohol is expressed by the formula C H" 0- {C H" O), and it

is produced in this process by the breaking up of grape sugar, C^'^ H'^ 0'^. 2 HO
(C^ K'2 0°. O) into alcohol, carbonic acid, and water, thus :

—

C'2 H'= 0'2. 2H 0
V

, ;

grape-sugar.

It is invariably the grape sugar which undergoes this change ; if tho solution con-

t^iins cano siigar, tho cane sugar is first converted into grape sugar under the influence

of the ferment. See Sugah.
Much diversity of opinion exists with respect to the office which the ferment per-

forms in this process, since it does not itself yield any of the products. See Fer-
mentation.
The liquid obtained by the vinous fermentation has received different names,

according to the source whence the saccharine solution was derived. When pro-

cured from tho expressed juice of fruits—such as grapes, currants, gooseberries,

&c.—the product is denominated wine ; from a decoction of malt, ale or beer ; from
a mixture of honey and water, mead ; from apples, cider ; from the leaves and small
branches of spruce-fir {Abies excelsa, &c.), together with sugar or treacle, spruce;
from rice, rice beer (which yields the spirit arrack); from cocoa-nut juice, palm
wine.

It is an interesting fact that alcohol is produced in very considerable quantities (in

the aggregate) during tho raising of bread. The carbonic acid which is generated in
tlio dough, and which during its expulsion raises the broad, is one of the products of
tho fermentation of the sugar in tho flour, under the influence of the yeast added

;

and of course at the same time the complementary product, alcohol, is generated. As

' Thomson's History of Chemistry, i. 11. (1830). " Annales de Chimie, xlii, 225.

2C' W 0^ + 4C 02
-I- 2H 0

alcohol. carbonic acid. water.

2C^ W> O + 2C + WO
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Messrs. Eonalds and Eicliardson remark : • ' tlio enormous amount of broad that is

baked in large towns—in London, for instance, 8'8 millions of cwts. yearly—would
render the small amount of alcohol contained in it of sufficient importance to be worth
collecting, provided this could be done sufficiently cheaply.' In London it has been
estimated that in this way about 300,000 gallons of spirit are annually lost ; but the

cost of collecting it would far exceed its value.

2. Distillation. By the process of distillation, ardent spirits are obtained, which
have likewise received different names according to the sources whence the fermented
liquor has been derived : viz. that produced by the distillation of wine being called

brandy, and in France cognac, or eau de vie ; that produced by the distillation of the

fermented liquor from sugar and molasses, rum. There are several varieties of spirits

made from the fermented liquor produced from the cereals (and especially barley),

known according to their peculiar methods of manufacture, flavour, &c.—as whisky,

gin, Hollands—the various compounds and liqueurs. In India, the spirit obtained
from a fermented infusion of rice is called arrack.

3. Rectification ; preparation of absolute alcohol. It is impossible by distillation

alone to deprive spirit of the whole of the water and other impurities—to obtain, in

fact, pure or absolute alcohol.

This is effected by mixing with the liquid obtained after one or two distillations,

certain bodies which have a powerful attraction for water. The agents commonly
employed for this purpose are quicklime, carbonate of potash, anhydrous sulphate of

copper, or chloride of calcium. Perhaps the best adapted for the purpose, especially

where largo quantities are required, is quicklime ; it is powdered, mixed in the retort

with the spirit (previously twice distilled), and the neck of the retort being securely

closed, the whole is left for 24 hours, with occasional shaking
;
during this period the

lime combines with the water, and then on carefully distilling, avoiding to continue

the process until the last portions come over, an alcohol is obtained which is free

from water. If not quite free, the same process may be again repeated.

In experiments on a small scale, an ordinary glass retort may be employed, heated

by a water-bath, and fitted to a Liebig's condenser cooled by ice-water, which passes

lastly into a glass receiver, similarly cooled.

Although alcohol of sufficient purity for most practical purposes can be readily

obtained, yet the task of procuring absolute alcohol entirely free from a trace of water,

is by no means an easy one.

Mr. Drinkwater^ effected this by digesting ordinary alcohol of specific gravity 'SSO

at 60'' F. for 24 hours with carbonate of potash previously exposed to a red heat ; the

alcohol was then carefully poured off and mixed in a retort -^vith as much fresh-burnt

quicklime as was sufficient to absorb the whole of the alcohol ; after digesting for 48

hours, it was slowly distilled in a water-bath at a temperature of about 180° F. This

alcohol was carefully redistilled, and its specific gravity at 60° F. found to be '7947,

which closely agrees with that given by Gay-Lussac as the specific gravity of

absolute alcohol. He found, moreover, that recently ignited anhydrous sulphate of

copper was a less efficient dehydrating agent than quicklime.

Graham recommends that the quantity of lime employed should never exceed

three times the weight of the alcohol.

Chloride of calcium is not so well adapted for the purification of alcohol, since the

alcohol forms a compound with this salt.

Many other processes have been suggested for depriving alcohol of its water.

A curious process was proposed many years ago by Soemmering,' which is depen-

dent upon the peculiar fact, that whilst water moistens animal tissues, alcohol does

not, but tends rather to abstract water from them. If a mixture of alcohol and water

be enclosed in an ox bladder, the water gradually traverses the membrane and evapo-

rates, whilst the alcohol does not, and consequently by the loss of water the spirituous

solution becomes concentrated.

This process, though an interesting illustration of exosmose, is not practically ap-

plicable to the production of anhydrous alcohol ; it is, however, an economical method,

and well suited for obtaining alcohol for the preparation of varnishes. Smugglers,

who bring spirits into France in bladders hid about their persons, have long known,

that although the liquor decreased in bulk, yet it increased in strength ; hence the

people profbrred the article convoyed clandestinely. Professor Graham ingeniously

proposed to concentrate alcohol as follows :

—

' A large shallow basin is covered, to a small depth, with recently burnt quick-

lime, in coarse powder, and a smaller basin, containing three or four ounces of com-

' Chemical Technology, by Dr. V. ICnapp : edited by Messrs. Ronalds and Richardson. Vol. iii. 1!)9.

' On the Preparation of Absolute Alcohol, and the Ccmposition of Proof Spirit. See Memoirs of

the Chemical Society, vol. iii. p. 447.
' Soemmering : 'Denkachrifteu d. k. Akad. d. Wlsscuschaften zu Miinchen,' 1711 to 1824.
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mcrcial alcohol, is made to rest upon the lime ; the whole is placed under the low

receiver of an air-pump, and the exhaustion continued till the alcohol evinces signs

of ebullition. Of the mingled vapours of alcohol and water which now fill the re-

ceiver, the quicklime is capable of uniting with the aqueous only, which is therefore

rapidly withdrawn, while the alcohol vapour is unaffected ; and as water cannot

remain in the alcohol as long as the superincumbent atmosphere is devoid of

moisture, more aqueous vapoux rises, which is likewise abstracted by the lime, and

thus the process goes on till the whole of the water in the alcohol is removed. Several

days are always required for this purpose.'

Properties of Alcohol (Absolute).

In the state of purity, alcohol is a colourless liquid, highly inflammable, burning

with, a pale blue flame, very volatile, and having a density of 0-792 at 15-5° C. (60°

F.) {Brinkwater). It boils at 78-4° 0. (173° F.) It has never yet been solidified,

and the density of its vapour is 1-6133.

Anhydrous alcohol is composed by weight of 52*18 carbon, 13-04 hydrogen, and
34-78 of oxygen. It has for its formula 0'^ = 0 -v HO, or hydrated oxide

of ethyle. It has a powerful affinity for water, removing the water from moist

substances with which it is brought in contact. In consequence of this property,

it attracts water from the air, and rapidly becomes weaker, unless kept in very well-

stopped vessels. In virtue of its attraction for water, alcohol is very valuable for the

preservation of organic substances, and especially of anatomical preparations, in con-

sequence of its causing the coagulation of albuminous substances ; and for the same
reason it causes death when injected into the veins.

When mixed with water a considerable amount of heat is evolved, and a remark-
able contraction of volume is observed, these effects being greatest with 54 per
cent, of alcohol and 46 of water, and thence decreasing with a greater proportion of

water. For alcohol which contains 90 per cent, of water, this condensation amounts
to 1'94 per cent, of the volume ; for 80 per cent., 2-87 ; for 70 per cent., 3-44

; for 60

per cent., 3-73 ; for 40 per cent., 3-44 ; for 30 per cent., 2-72 ; for 20 per cent., 1-72
;

for 10 per cent., 0-72.

Alcohol is prepared absolute for certain purposes, but the mixtures of alcohol and
water commonly met with in commerce are of aa inferior strengdi. Those commonly
sold are ' Eectified Spirit ' and ' Proof Spirit.'

' Proof Spirit ' is defined by Act of Parliament, 58 Geo. III. c. 28, to be ' such as

shall, at the temperature of fifty-one degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer, weigh
exactly twelve-thirteenth parts of an equal measure of distilled water.' And by
very careful experiment, ]M&r. Drinkwater has determined that this proof spirit has
the following composition :

—

Alcohol and Water
Specific Gravity

at 60° F.

Bnlk of the mLxture
of 100 measures of
Alcohol, and 81-8-2

of WaterBy weight By measure

Alcohol Water
100 -(- 103-09

49-24 + 60-76

Alcohol Water

100 + 81-82 •919 175-25

Spirit which is weaker is called 'under proof;' and that stronger, 'above proof.'

The origin of those terms is as follows :—Formerly a very rude mode of ascertaining

the strength of spirits was practised, called the froof ; the spirit was poured upon
gunpowder and inflamed. If, at the end of the combustion, the gunpowder took fire,

the spirit was said to be above or over proof. But if the spirit contained much water,
the powder was rendered so moist that it did not take fire : in which case the spirit

was said to be under or below proof.

Eectified spirit contains from 64 to 64 per cent, of absolute alcohol ; and its specific

gravity is fixed by the London and Edinburgh Colleges of Physicians at 0-838, whilst
the Dublin College fixes it at 0-840.

In commerce the strength of mixtures of alcohol and water are stated at so many
degrees, according to SyJces's hydrometer, above or below proof. This instrument will bo
explained under the head of Axcoholometry.
As win have been understood by the preceding remarks, the specific gravity or

density of mixtures of filcohol and water rises with the diminution of the quantity of
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alcohol present; or, in other words, with the amount of water. And since the
strength of spirits is determined by ascertaining their density, it becomes highly im-
portant to determine the precise ratio of this increase. This increase in density with
the amount of water, or diminution with the quantity of alcohol, is, however, not
directly proportional, in consequence of the contraption of volume which wixturcs of
alcohol and water suffer,

It therefore became necessary to determine the depsity of mixtures of known
composition, prepared artificially. This has been done with great care by Mr.
Drinkwator ; > and the following Table by him is recommended as one of the most
accurate

»

Table of the Quantity of Alcohol, by weight, contained in Mixtures of Aloohol and
Water of thefollowing Specific Gravities

:

—

Specific

Grftvity at
eo° F.

Alcohol
percent.

by
weight.

Specific

Gravity
at 60° F.

Alcohol
per cent.

by
weight.

Specific

Gravity
at 60° F.

Alcohol
per cent.

by
"weigtit.

Specific

Gravity
at 60° F.

Alcohol
per cent.

by
"weight.

Specific

GrSiVity

at 60° F.

Alcohol
per cent.

by
weight.

1-0000 0-00 9967

"

1-78 •9934 3-67 •9901 6^70 •9869 7-85

•9999 005 •9966 1-83 •9933 3-73 •9900 6^77 •9868 7-92

1 -9998 O'll •9965 1-89 •9932 3^78 •9899 6-83 •9867 7-99

1 -9997 0-16 •9964 1-94 •9931 3^84 •9898 5^89 •9866 8^06

1 ^9996 0-21 •9963 1-99 •9930 3-90 9897 5^96 •9866 8-13

•9995 0-26 •9962 2-05 •9929 3-96 •9896 6-02 •9864 8-20

•9994 0-32 •9961 2-11 •9928 4-02 •9896 6^09 9863 8-27

•9993 0-37 •9960 2-17 •9927 4-08 •9894 6^15 •9862 8-34

•9992 0'42 •9959 2-22 9926 4-14 •9893 6-22 9861 8-41

•9991 0-47 •9968 2-28 •9926 4^20 •9892 6^29 •9860 8-48

•9990 0-53 •9967 2-34 •9924 4^27 •9891 6-36 •9859 8-55

•9989 0-58 •9956 2-39 9923 4-33 9890 6-42 •9858 8-62

•9988 0-64 •9955 2'45 •9922 4^39 9889 6-49 •9857 8^70

•9987 0-69 •9954 2-61 •9921 4-45 •9888 6^65 •9866 8^77

•9986 0-74 •9953 2-57 •9920 4^51 •9887 6-62 •9855 8^84

•9985 0-80 •9962 2-62 •9919 4-57 9886 6^69 •9854 8-91

•9984 0-85 •9951 2-68 9918 4-64 9885 6-75 •9863 8^98

•9983 0-91 •9950 2-74 •9917 4-70 •9884 6-82 •9862 9-05

•9982 0-96 •9949 2-79 •9916 4-76 •9883 6-89 •9851 9-12

•9981 1-02 •9948 2-85 •9915 4-82 •9882 6^95 •9850 9^20

•9980 1^07 •9947 2-91 •9914 4-88 •9881 7^02 9849 9-27

•9979 1-12 •9946 2-97 9913 4-94 •9880 7^09 •9848 9^34

•9978 1-18 •9945 3-02 •9912 5^01 9879 7^16 •9847 9^41

•9977 1-23 •9944 3-08 •9911 5^07 •9878 7^23 •9846 9^49

•997'i 1-29 •994.3 3-14 •9910 6^13 •9877 7-30 •9846 9^66

' ^9975 1-34 •9942 3-20 •9909 5^20 •9876 7-37 •9844 9^63

•9974 1^40 •9941 3-26 •9908 5-26 .•9875 7^43 •9843 9^70

•9973 1-45 •9940 3-32 •9907 5-32 9874 7^50 •9842 9^78

•9972 1-51 •9939 3-37 •9906 6-39 •9873 7-57 •9841 9-85

•9971 1-56 •9938 3-43 •9905 o-i5 •9872 7-64 •9840 9-92

•9970 1-61 •9937 3-49 •9904 5-51 •9871 7^71 9839 9-99

•9969 1-67 •9936 3-55 •9903 5-58 •9870 7^78 9838 10'07

•9968 1-73 •9936 3-61 •9902 6-64

The preceding Table, though very accurate as far as it goes, is not sufficiently

extensive for practical purposes, only going, in fact, from 6 to 10 per cent, of alcohol

;

the Table of Tralle's (page 50) extends to 60 per cent, of absolute alcohol.

Moreover, Drinkwater's Table has the (practical) disadvantage (though scientifically

more correct and useful) of stating the per-centage by weight ; whereas in Tralle's

Table it is given by volume. And since liquors are vended by measure, and not by
weight, the centesimal amount by volume is usually preferred. But as the bulk of

liquids generally, and particularly that of alcohol, is increased by heat, it is necessary

that the statement of the density in a certain volume should have reference to some

normal temperature. In the construction of Tralle's Table the temperature of tho

» Memoirs of the Chemical Society, vol. iii. p. 454,
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liquids was 60° F, ; and of course, in using it, it is necessary that the density should

be observed at that temperature.

In order to convert the statement of the composition hy volume into the content by
weight, it is only necessary to multiply the per-centage of alcohol by volume by the

specific gravity of absolute alcohol, and then divide by the specific gravity of the

liquid.

It has been thought desirable to retain the following remarks by Dr. Uro, and to

give Mr. Gilpin's Tables in addition to the others.

The importance of extreme accuracy in determining the density of alcoholic mix-
tures in the United Kingdom, on account of the great revenue derived from thorn to

the State, and their consequent high price in commerce, induced the Lords of the

Treasury a few years ago to request the Eoyal Society to examine the construction

and mode of applying the instrument now in use for ascertaining and charging the

duty on spirits. This instrument, which is known and described in the law as Sikes's

hy(i;ometer, possesses, in many respects, decided advantages over those formerly in

use. The committee of the Eoyal Society state, that a definite mixture of alcohol

and water is as invariable in its value as absolute alcohol can be ; and can be more
readily, and with equal accuracy, identified by that only quality or condition to which
recourse can be had in practice, namely, specific gravity. The committee further

proposed, that the standard spirit be that which, consisting of alcohol and water alone,

shall have a specific gravity of 0'92 at the temperature of 62° F., water being unity at

the same temperature ; or, in other words, that it shall at 62° weigh jgoths or fSths

of an equal bulk of water at the same temperature.

This standard is rather stronger than the old proof, which was -j-lths or 0'923
; or

in the proportion of nearly 1"1 gallon of the present proof spirit per cent. The pro-

posed standard will contain nearly one-half by weight of absolute alcohol. The
hydrometer ought to be so graduated as to give the indication of strength ; not upon
an arbitrary scale, but in terms of specific gravity at the temperature of 62°.

The committee recommend the construction of an equation table, which shall

indicate the same strength of spirit at every temperature. Thus in standard spirit

at 62° the hydrometer would indicate 920, which in this table would give proof

spirit. If that same spirit were cooled to 40°, the hydrometer would incllcato

some higher number ; but which, being combined in the table with the temperature

as indicated by the thermometer, should still give proof or standard spirit as the

result.

It is considered advisable, in this and the other tables, not to express the quality

of the spirit by any number over or under proof, but to indicate at once the number
of gallons of standard spirit contained in, or equivalent to, 100 gallons of the

spirit under examination. Thus, instead of saying 23 over proof, it is proposed

to insert 123 ; and in place of 35'4: under proof, to insert its difference to 100,

or 64-6.

It has been considered expedient to recommend a second table to be constructed,

so as to show the bulk of spirit of any strength at any temperature, relative to a

standard bulk of 100 gallons at 62°. In this table a spirit which had diminished in

volume, at any given temperature, 0'7 per cent., for example,, would bo expressed by
99'3 ; and a spirit which had increased at any given temperature 0'7 per cent., by
100-7.

"When a sample of spirit, therefore, has been examined by the hydrometer and
thermometer, these tables will give first the proportion of standard spirit at the ob-

served temperature, and next the change of bulk of such spirit from what it would be

at the standard temperature. Thus at the temperature of 51°, and with an indication

(specific gravity) of 8,240, 100 gallons of the spirit under examination would be shown
by the fijst table to be equal to 164"8 gallons of standard spirit of that temperature

;

and by the second table it would appear that 99'3 gallons of the same spirit would
become 100 at 62°, or in reality contain the 164-8 gallons of spirit in that state only

in which it is to be taxed.

But as it is considered that neither of these tables can alone be used for charging

the duty (for neither can express the actual quantity of spirit of a specific gravity of
0-92 at 62° in 100 gallons of stronger or weaker spirit at temperatures above or below
62°), it is considered essential to have a third table, combining the two former, and
expressing this relation directly, so that upon more inspection it shall indicate the

proportion of standard spirit in 100 gallons of that under examination in its then
present state. In this table the quantities should be set down in the actual number
of gallons of standard spirit at 62°, equivalent to 100 of the spirit under examination

;

and the column of quantities may be expressed by the term mlv,e, as it in reality ex-

presses the proportion of the only valuable substance present.

The following specimen Table has been given by the committee :

—
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Temperature 45° Temperature 75°

Indication * Strength Value Indication Strengtli Value

9074 lU-5 8941 114-5

7 114-3 4 114-3

9 114-2 6 114-2

81 114-0 8 114-0

3 113-9 9 113-9

5 113-7 52 113-7

6 113-6 3 113-6

9 113-4 6 113-4

90 113-3 7 113-3

3 1X3-1 9 113-1

The mixture of alcohol and -water, taken as spirit in Mr. Gilpin's Tables, is that

of -which the specific gra-vity is 0-825 at 60° F., -water being unity at the same
temperature. The specific gra-sdty of water at 60° being 1,000, at 62° it is 99,981.

Hence, in order to compare the specific gravities given by Mr. Gilpin -with those

which -would result -when the specific gravity of -water at 62° is taken at unity, all the

former numbers must be di-vdded by 99,981.

Table of the Specific Gravities of different Mixtures, by miiGHT, of Aloohol and Water,

at different Temperatures ; constructed hy Mr. Gilpin, for the use of the British

Eevenue on Spirits.

s
3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

la Pure Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Aloohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol

Tempe

Fa Alcoliol 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water

Deg.
30 0-8389G 0^84995 0^85957 0^86825 0^87585 0-88282 0^88921 0-89511 0^90054 0-90558 0-91023

35 •8367'2 •84769 •85729 •86587 •87357 •88059 •88701 •89294 •89839 90345 90811
40 •83445 •84539 •85507 •86361 •87184 •87838 •88481 •89073 •89G17 •90127 •90596

45 •83214 •84310 •85277 •86131 •86905 •87613 •88255 •88849 •89396 •89909 90380
50 •82977 •84076 •85042 •85902 •86676 •87984 •88030 •88G26 89174 •89G84 90160
55 •8273G •83834 •84802 •85664 •86441 •87160 •87796 •88393 •88945 •89458 •89933

60 •82500 •83699 •84568 •85430 •86208 •86918 •87569 •88169 •88720 •89232 •89707

65 •822G2 •833C2 •84334 •85193 •85976 •86686 •87337 •87938 •88490 •89006 •89479

70 •82023 •83124 •84092 •84951 •85736 •86451 •87105 •87705 •88254 •88773 •89252

75 •81780 •82878 •83851 •84710 •85496 •86212 •86864 •87466 •88018 •88538 •89018

80 •81530 •82631 •83603 •84467 •85248 •85966. •86622 •87228 •87776 •88301 88781
85 •81291 •82396 •83371 •84243 •85036 86757 •86411 •87021 87590 •88120 •88609

90 •81044 •82150 •83126 •84001 •84797 •85518 •86172 •86787 •87360 •87889 88376
95 •80794 •81900 •82877 •83753 •84550 •85272 •85928 •86542 •87114 •87654 •88146

100 •80548 •81657 •82639 •83513 •84038 •85031 •85688 •86302 •86879 •87421 •87916

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Temperature, Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol

Fahr. 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water

Deg.
30 0-91449 0-91847 0-92217 0^92563 0-92889 0^93191 0-93474 0'93741 0-93991 0-94222

35 91241 •91640 •92009 •92355 •92680 •92986 •93274 •93541 •93790 •94025

40 •91026 •91428 •91799 •92151 •92476 •92783 •93072 •93341 •93592 93827
45 90812 •91211 •91584 •91937 •92264 •92570 •92859 •93131 .93382 •93G21

50 90596 •90997 •91370 •91723 •92051 •92358 •92647 •92919 •93177 •93419

65 90367 •90768 •91144 •91502 •91837 •92145 •92436 •92707 •92963 93208
60 90144 •90549 •90927 •91287 •91622 •91933 •92225 92499 92758 93002
65 •89920 •90328 •90707 •91066 •91400 91715 •92010 92283 •92546 92794
70 •89695 •90104 •90484 •90847 •91181 •91493 •91793 -920G9 •92333 •92580

75 •89464 •89872 •90252 •90617 90952 •91270 •91569 91849 •92111 -92364

80 •89225 89639 •90021 •90385 •90723 •91046 91340 91622 •91891 -92142

85 •89043 •89460 •89843 •90209 •90558 •90882 •91186 •914G5 91729 -91969

90 88817 89230 •89617 •89988 •90342 •90688 •90967 •91248 91511 91751
95 88588 89003 •89390 •89763 •90119 •90443 •90747 91029 91290 •91531

100 •883571 •88769 •89158 •89536 •89889 •90216 90522 •90805 91066 •91310

'- By specific gravity.
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Table of the Sjjecifio Gravities of different Mixtiires, ^c. (continued.)

1 s
1 3 95 90 85 80 76 70 65 60 55 »>0

Temperai

Fahr.

.A-lcolioI Alcohol A A Inolinl A Alcohol Alcohol
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

YV alct Water Water Water ^Vater Water Water Water

Deg.

_.

30 0-94447 0-94675 0-94920 0-95173 0-95429 0-95681 0-95944 0-96209 0-96470 0-96719
35 •94249 -94484 •94734 •949SS •95246 •95502 •95772 96048 -96315 -96579
40 •94058 •94295 •94547 •94802 •95060 •96328 •95602 •95879 -96159 96434
45 •93860 •9409G •94348 •94605 •94871 •95143 •95423 •95703 •95993 96280
50 •93658 •93897 •94149 •94414 •94683 •94958 •95243 •95534 •95831 9C126
55 •93452 •93696 •93948 •94213 •94486 •94767 •95057 •95357 •95662 95966
GO •03247 •98493 •93749 •94018 •94296 •94579 •94876 •96181 •95493 95804
65 •93040 •93285 •9354G •93822 •94099 •94388 •94689 •95000 •85318 95635
70 •92S28 •93076 •9S337 •93G1C •93898 •94193 •94500 •94813 •95139 95469
73 •92613 •92865 '93132 •93413 •93695 •93989 •94301 •94623 •94957 95292
80 92393 •92646 •92917 •93201 •93488 •93785 •94102 •94431 •94768 95111

45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 S
Temperoture, Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol Alcohol

Fahr. 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 lUO 100
Water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water Water

Deg.
30 0-96967 0^97200 0-97418 0-97635 0-97860 0-98108 0-98412 0-98804 0-99334

35 •96840 •97086 •97319 •97556 •97801 98076 •98397 98804 99344
40 •96706 •96967 •97220 •97472 •97737 98033 •98373 •98795 99345
45 •96563 •96840 •97110 •97384 •97666 •97980 •98338 •98774 •99338

60 •96420 •96708 •96995 •97284 •97689 •97920 •98293 •98745 •99316

55 •96272 •96575 •96877 •97181 •97500 •97847 •98239 •98702 •99284
60 •9G122 •96437 •96752 •97074 •97410 •97771 •98176 •98654 •99244

65 •95962 •96288 •96620 •96959 •97309 •97688 •98106 •98494 •99194

70 •95802 •96143 •96484 •96836 •97203 •97596 •98028 •985-27 •99134
75 •95638 •93987 •96344 •96708 •97086 •97495 •97943 •98454 •99066

80 •95467 •95826 •96192 •96568 •96963 •97385 •97845 •98367 •98991

Experiments -were made, by direction of the committee, to verify Gilpin's Tables,

which showed that the error introduced in ascertaining the strength of spirits by
Tables founded on Gilpin's numbers must be quite insensible in the practice of tho

Eevenue. The discrepancies thus detected, on a mixture of a given strength, did not

amount in any one instance to unity in the fourth place of decimals. From a careful

inspection of such documents the committee are of opinion that Gilpin's Tables possess

a degree of accuracy far surpassing -what could be expected, and sufiB.ciently perfect

for all practical or scientific purposes.

The following Table is given by Mr. Lubbock, for converting the apparent specific

gravity, or indication, into true specific gravity :

—

ation

Temperature + ;ation

IndiCi

30° 32° 37° 42° 47° 52° 57° 62° 67° 72° 77° 80° 1
Indi(

•82 -00083 •00078 •00065 •00052 •00039 •00025 •00012 -00011 •00024 •00035 •00042 •82

83 •00084 •00079 •00066 •00062 •00039 •00026 •00012 •00012 •00024 •00036 •00042 •83

84 •00085 •00080 •00066 •00053 00039 •00026 •00013 •00012 •00024 00036 •00043 •84

85 -00086 •00081 •00067 •00034 00040 •00026 •00013 •00012 •00025 00037 •00043 •86

86 -00087 •00082 •00068 •00054 00040 •00027 •00013 •00012 •00025 00037 •00044 •86

•87 •00088 -00083 •00069 •00055 00041 •00027 •00013 •00012 •00025 -00037 •00044 •87

88 •00089 •00084 •00070 •00055 00041 •00027 •00013 •00012 •00026 00038 •00046 •88

•89 -00090 •00085 •00070 -00055 00042 •00028 •00013 •00012 •00026 00038 •00045 •89

•90 -00091 •00085 •00071 •00056 •00042 •00028 00014 •00013 •00026 00039 •00046 •90

91 •00092 •00086 •00072 •00067 •00043 •00028 00014 •00013 •00026 •00039 •00046 •91

92 -00093 •00087 •00073 •00058 •00043 •00029 •00014 •00013 •00027 •00040 •00047 •92

-93 •00094 •00088 •00073 •00059 •00044 •00029 •00014 •00013 •00027 •<10040 •00047 •93

-94 •00095 •00089 •00074 •00059 •00044 •00029 •00014 •00013 •00027 -00040 •00048 -94

-95 •00096 •00090 •00075 •00060 •00045 •00029 •00014 •00013 •00028 •00041 •00048 •95

96 •00097 •00091 •00076 •00060 •00045 •00030 •00014 -00013 00028 •00041 •00049 •96

97 -00098 •00092 •00077 -00061 •00046 •00030 •00015 •00014 00028 •00042 •00049 •97

98 •00099 •00093 •00077 •00062 •00046 •00030 •00015 -00014 00028 •00042 •00050 •98

•99 •00100 •00094 •00078 •00062 •00047 •00031 •00015 •00014 •00029 •00043 •00050 •99

•100 •00101 •00095 •00079 •00063 •00047 •00031 •00015 100

Vol. I. E



50 ALCOHOL

Trains Table of the Composition by volume of Mixtures of Alcohol and Water of
different Densities.

Per-
centage

of

Alcohol
by

volume

Specific

Gravity at
60° F,

Differ-

ence of

the spe-

cific gra-

Per-
centage

of

Alcohol
by

volume

Specific

Gravity at
60^" F.

Differ-

ence of

the spe-

cific gra-

Per-
centage

of

Alcohol
by

volume

Specific

Gravity at
60° F,

Diifer-

ence of

the spe-

cific gra-

0 0-9991 34 0-9596 13 68 08941 24
1 0"9976 15 35 0-9583 13 69 0-8917 24
2 0-9961 15 36 0-9570 13 70 0-8892 25
3 0-9947 14 37 0-9656 14 71 0-8867 25
4 0-9933 14 38 0-9541 15 724 ^ 0-8842 25
5 0-9919 14 39 0-9526 15 734 " 0-8817 25
6 0-9906 13 40 0-9510 16 74 0-8791 26

7 0-9893 13 41 0-9494 16 75 0 8765 26

8 0-9881 12 42 0-9478 16 764 0-8739 26

9 0-9869 12 43 0-9461 17 774 4 0-8712 27
10 0-9857 12 44 0-9444 17 784 ^ 0-8685 27
11 0-9845 12 45 0-9427 17 79 0-8658 27
12 0-9834 11 46 0-9409 18 80 0-8631 27* 4

13 0-9823 11 47 0-9391 18 81 0-8603 28
14 0-8912 11 48 0-9373 18 82 0-8575 28

15 0-9802 10 49 0-9354 19 83 0-8547 28
16 0-9791 11 50 0-9335 19 84 0-8518 29
17 0-9781 10 51 0-9316 20 85 0.8488 30

18 0-9771 10 62 0-9295 20 86 0-8458 30

19 0-9761 10 63 0-9275 20 87u 4 0-8428 30
20 0-9761 10 54 0-9254 21 88 0-8397 31

21 0'9741 10 55 0-9234 20 89 32
22 0'9731 10 66 0'9213 21 90 0-8332 33

23 0-9720 11 0-9192 21 91 0-8299 33
24 0-9710 10 68 0-9170 22 92 0-8265 34
25 0-9700 10 59 0-9148 22 93 0-8230 35

26 0-9689 11 60 0-9126 22 94 0-8194 36

27 0-9679 10 61 0-9104 22 95 0-8157 37
28 0-9668 11 62 0-9082 22 96 0-8118 39
29 0-9657 11 63 0-9069 23 97 0-8077 41
30 0-9646 11 64 0-9036 23 98 0-8034 43
31 0-9634 12 65 0-9013 23 99 0-7988 46
32 0-9622 12 66 0-8989 24 100 0-7939 49
33 0-9609 13 67 0-8965 24

In order, ho-wovor, to employ this Table for ascertaining the strongtli of mixtures

of alcohol and -water of different densities (which is the practical use of such Tables),

it is absolutely necessary that the determination of the density should be performed
at an invariable temperature,

—

viz. 60° F. The methods of determining the density

will be hereafter described ; but it is obvious that practically the experiment cannot

be conveniently made at any fixed temperature, but.must be performed at that of the

atmosphere.

M. Gay-Lussac has constructed a most valuable Table, of -which the folio-wing is

an abstract, -which is supplied -with his ' Alcoomfetre.' (See Alcoholometey.) It

enables one to ascertain, from the observed density at any given temperature, the

density at the normal temperature 15-5° C. (60° F.), and hence the strength ; or, vice

versd, from the observed density at 60° F. to find the density at any other tem-
perature.

The first vertical column of this Table contains the temperatures, from 0° to 30° C.

;

and the first horizontal line the indications of the alcoomStre. In the same Table ho
has most ingeniously inserted a correction of the volume of the spirits -when the

temperattire differs from 16-6° C. (60° F.). All the numbers printed in small charac-

ters, under each real strength, i.e. per-centage of absolute alcohol, indicate the volume
which 1,000 litres (the litre being 1-760773 pints) of a spirituous liquor -would havo
when measured at the temperature at -which its apparent strength is given.
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AlcodmeMcal Table qf real Strength, hy M. Gay-Lussac.

Temp.
C.

31o 32c 330 34c 35c 36o 37c 38c 39c 40o

Deg.

10 33-0

1002

34
1002

35
1003

36
1003

37
1003

38
1003

39
1003

40
1003

, 41
1003

42
1003

11 32-6
1002

33-6

1002

34-6
1002

35-6

1002

36-6
1002

37-6
1002

38-6
1002

39-6

1002

40-6

1003

41-6

1003

12 32-2

1001

33-2

1001

34-2

1002

36-2

1002

36-2

1002

37-2
1002

38-2
1002

39-2
1002

40-2
1002

41-2
1002

13 31-8
1001

32-8

1001

33-8

1001

34-8

1001

35-8

1001

36-8

1001

37-8
1001

38-8

1001

39-8
1001

40-8
1001

14 31-4
1001

32-4

1001

33-4

1001

34-4

1001

35-4
1001

36-4

1001

37-4
1001

38-4

1001

39-4
1001

40-4
1001

13 31
1000

32
1000

33
1000

34
1000

35
1000

36
1000

37
1000

. 38
1000

39
1000

40
1000

16 30-6
1000

31-6

1000

32-5
999

33-5

999

34-5

999

35-5

999

36-5

999

37-5
999

38-5

999

39-5
999

17 30-2

999

31-2

909

32-1

999

33-1

999

34-1

999

36-1

999

36-1

999

37-1

999

38-1

999

39-1

999

18 29-8

999

30-8
999

31-7
998

32-7
998

33-7

998

34-7
998

35-7
998

36-7
998

37-7
998

38-7
998

19 29-4

998

30-4

998

31-3

998

32-3

998

33-3

998

34-3

998

35-3

998

36-3

998

37-3
997

38'3

997

20 29
998

30
998

30-9

997

31-9

997

32-9

997

33-9

997

34-9

997

35-9

997

36-9

997

37-9
997

21 28-6

997

29-6

997

30-5

997

31-5

997

32-5

997

33-5
997

34-5

997

35-5

996

36-5
996

37-5
996

22 28-2

997

29-2

997

30-1

996

31-1

996

32-1

996

33-1

996

34-1

996

35-1
996

36-1

996

37-1
996

23 27-8
996

28-8

996

29-7
996

30-7

996

31-7

996

32-7
996

33-7

996

34-7
995

35-7
895

36-7
995

24 27-4
99B

28-4
996

29-3

995

30-3

995

31-3
995

32-3

995

33-3
995

34-3
995

35-3

995

36-3

994

25 27
995

28
995

28'9

995

29'9

995

30-9

995

319
994

32-9

994

33-9

994

349
994

35-9

994

Temp.
C,

41a 42o 43o 44c 45o 46o 47o 48o 49c 50c

Deg.

10 43
1003

44
1004

45
1004

46
1004

46-9
1004

47-9
1004

48-9
1004

49-9
1004

50-9

1004

51-8
1004

11 42-6

1003

43-6

1003

44-6

1003

45-6
1003

46-6
1003

47-6
1003

48-6

1003

49-5

1003

60-5
1003

61-5
1003

12 42-2
1002

43-2
1002

44-2
1002

45-2
1002

46-2

1002

47-2
1002

48-2
1002

49'2

1002

60-2
1002

61-1

1002

13 41-8

1001

42-8
]001

43-8

1001

44-8

1002

45-8
1002

46-8
1002

47-8
1002

48-8
1002

49-8
1002

50-8
1002

14 41-4
1001

42-4
1001

43-4
1001

44-4
1001

45-4
1001

46-4

1001

47-4
1001

48-4
1001

49-4
1001

50-4
1000

15 41
1000

42
lono

43
1000

44
1000

45
1000

46
1000

47
1000

48
1000

49
1000

60
1000

16 40'6

999

41-6

999

42'6

999

43-6

999

44-6

999

45-6

999

46 '6

999

47-6
999

48-6
999

49-6

999

17 40-2

999

41-2
999

42-2
999

43-2

998

44-2
998

45-2
998

46-2
998

47-2
998

48-2

998

49-2

998

18 39-8

998

40-8

998

41-8

998

42-8

998

43-8

998

44-9

998

45-9
998

46-9

998

47-9
998

48-9
998

19 39-4
997

40-4

997

41-4
997

42-5
997

43-5
997

44-5
997

45-5

997

46-5

997

47-5
997

48-5
997

20 39
997

40
997

41
997

42-1

997

43-1

996

44-1

996

45-1

996

46-1

996

47-2
996

48'2

99G

21

i

38-6

99«

39-6

996

40-6

996

41-7

996

42-7
996

43-7

990

44-8

996

45-8

996

46'8

995

47-8

995

E 2
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Alcoometrkal Table of real Strength, by M. Gay-Intssac (continuod),

c.
41c 420 43c 44c 45o 46c 470 48c 49c 60c

Deg.

22 38-2
99(i

39-2

995

40-2
995

41-3
995

42-3

995

43-3
995

44-3
993

45'3

995

46'4
995

47-4
1195

23 37-8
995

38-8
995

39-8

995

40-9
994

41-9
994

42'9
994

43-9

994

44-9
994

46
994

47
994

24 37-4
994

38-4

994

39-4
994

40-5
994

41-5
994

42-5
994

43-6
994

44-6

994

45-6
993

46-6

993

25 37
994

38
994

39
993

40-1

993

42-1

993

42-2

993

43-2

903

44-2
993

45'2
993

46-3

993

Temp.
c.

51o 62c 53c 54c S5c 56c 67c 68o 59c CQc

Deg.

10 52-9

1004

53-8
1004

64-8
1004

55-8
1004

56-8
1004

67-8
1004

58-8
1004

69-7
1004

60-7
1004

61-7
1004

11 52-5

1003

63-5
1003

54-4
1003

55-4
1003

56-4

1003

57-4
1003

68-4
1003

59-4

1003

60-4

1003

61-4

1003

12 62-1

1002

53-1

1002

64-1

1002

65
1002

56
1002

57
1002

58
1002

89
1002

60
1002

61
1002

13 51-8
1002

52-7
1002

53-7
1002

54-7
1002

55-7
1002

56-7
1002

57-7
1002

58-7
1002

59-7
1002

60-7

1002

U 51-4
1001

62-3

1001

53-3

1001

04-3

1001

65'3
1001

56-3

1001

57'3
1001

58-3

1001

59-3

1001

60-3

1001

15 51
1000

52
1000

53
1000

34
1000

55
1000

66
10£I0

57
1000

58
1000

59
1000

60
1000

16 60-6
999

51-6

999

52-6

999

53-6
999

54-6

999

65-6
999

56-6

999

57-6
999

58-6

999

59-6

999

17 50'3
998

61-3
998

52-3

998

53-3
998

54-3

998

65-3
998

56-3
998

57-3
998

68-3

998

69-3

998

18 49-9

998

50-9
998

51-9
998

52-9
998

53-9
998

54-9
998

55-9

998

56-9
997

67-9
997

58-9

997

19 49-5

997

60-6

997

51-6
997

52-6

997

53-6
997

54-6
997

55-6

997

56-6

997

67-6
997

68-6

997

20 49-2
996

50-2
996

51-2

996

52-2

996

53-2
996

54-2
996

55-2
996

56-2

996

57-2
996

58-2

996

21 48-8

995

49-8

995

50-8
995

51-8
995

52-9

995

53-9
995

54-9
995

55-9
995

66-9
995

67-9

995

22 48-4

995

49-4

995

50-4

995

51-4
994

62-5

994

53-5
994

54-5
994

55-5
994

56-5
994

57-5
995

23 48
994

49-1

994

60-1

994

61-1
994

52-1

994

53-1
994

54-1

994

55-1

993

56-1

993

57-1

993

2t 47-6
993

48-7
993

49-7
993

50-7
993

51-8

993

52-8

993

63-8
993

54-8
993

55-8
993

66-8

992

25 47-3

993

48-3

993

49-3

993

50-3

992

51-4

992

52-4

992

63-4

992

54-4

992

65-5

992

56-6

992

Temp,
c.

610 62o 63c 64o GSc 660 67c 68c 69c 70o

Deg.

10 62-7
1004

63-7
1004

64-7
1004

65-7
1004

66-7
1004

67-6

1004

68-6

1004

69-6

1004

70-6

1004

71-6

1004

11 62-4 63-4 64-4
1003

65-4
1003

66-4

1003

67-3
1003

68-3
1003

69-3
1 004

70-3
1004

71-3
1004

12 62
1002

63
1002

64
1002

65
1002

66
1002

67
1002

68
1003

69
1003

70
1003

71
1003

13 61-7
1002

62-7
1002

63-7
1002

64'7

1002

65-7
1002

66-7
1002

67-7
1002

68-7
1002

69-6

1002

70-6

1002

14 61-3

1001

62-3

1001

63-3

1001

64-3
1001

65-3

1001

66-3

1001

67-3
1001

68-3
1001

69-3

1001

70-3

1001

15 61
1000

62 .

1000

63
1000

64
1000

65
1000

66 .

1000

67
1000

68
1000

69
1000

70
1000
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Alcoomeirkal Table of real Strength, hy M. Gay-Lussac (continued).

Temp.
C.

6Io 62c 630 64c 65c 66c 67c 68c 69c 70c

Deg.

16 60-6

099

61-7
999

62-7
999

63-7
999

64-7
999

65-7
999

66-7
999

677
999

687
990

697
999

17 60-3

998

61-3

998

62-3

998

63-3

998

64-3

998

66-3

998

66-3

998

67-3
998

68-3
998

69-3
998

18 59-9

997

61
997

62
997

63
997

64
997

65
997

66
997

67
997

68
997

69
997

19 69-6

997

60-6

997

61-6

997

62-7

997

637
997

64-7
997

65-7
997

667
997

677
996

687
996

20 59-2
996

60'3

996

61-3

996

62-3

996

63-3

996

64-3

996

65-4
996

66-4
996

67-4
996

68-4

996

21 68-9

995

59-9
995

61
995

62
995

63
995

64
995

65
995

66
995

67
995

68-1

995

22 68-5
994

69-5
994

60-6

994

61-6

994

62-7
994

63-7
994

64-7
994

657
994

667
994

67-8
994

9'? wo i

993

OJ it

993

60"2
993

61"3

993

62'3

993

63'3

993

64'3
993

65"4
993

66'3

993 ^ 993

24 57-8

992

58-9

992

69-9

992

61
992

62
992

63
992

64
992

65
992

66
992

67-1

992

25 67-5
992

58-5

992

59-5

992

60-6

991

61-6

991

62-6

991

63-7
991

647
991

657
991

667
991

Temp.
C.

71o 72c 73c 74c 75c 76c 77c 78c 79c 80c

Deg.

10 72-6
1004

73-5
1004

74-5
1005

75-5
1005

76-5
1005

77-5
1005

78-5
1005

79-5
1005

80-5
1005

81-5
1005

11 72-3

1004

73-2
1004

74-2
1004

75-2
1004

76-2
1004

77-2
1004

78-2
1004

79-2
1004

80-2
1004

81-2
1004

12 72
1003

72-9
1003

73-9

1003

74-9
1003

75-9

1003

76-9

1003

77-9
1003

78-9
1003

79-9

1003

80-9
1003

13 71-6

1002

72-6
1002

73-6
1002

74-6

1002

75-6
1002

76-6

1002

77-6
1002

78-6

1002

79-6

1002

80-6

1002

14 71-3

1001

72-3
1001

73-3

1001

74-3
1001

75-3
1001

76-3
1001

77-3
1001

78-3
1001

79-3

1001

80-3
1001

15 71
1000

72
1000

73
1000

74
1000

75
1000

76
1000

77
1000

78
1000

79
1000

80
1000

16 70-7
999

71-7

999

72-7
999

73-7
999

74-7
999

75-7
999

767
999

777
999

787
999

797
999

17 70-3

998

71-3

998

72-3

998

73-3

998

74-3
998

75-4
998

76-4
998

77-4
998

78-4

998

79-4
998

18 70
997

71
997

72
997

73
997

74
997

75-1

997

76-1

997

77-1

997

78-1

997

79-1

997

19 69-7
Oflfi

70-7
996

71-7
996

72-7
996

73-7
996

74-7

996

7o-8
996

76-8
996

77-8
996

78-8
996

20 69-4
996

70-4
998

71-4
995

72-4
995

73-4

995

74-4
995

75-5
995

76-5
095

77-5
995

78-5
995

21 69-1

995

70-1

995

71-1

995

72-1

994

73-1

994

74-1

994

76-2
994

76-2
994

77-2
994

78-2

994

22 68-8
994

69-8

994

70-8
994

71-8

994

72-8

993

73-8
993

74-8
993

75-9
993

76-9
993

77-9
993

23 68-4

993

69-4
993

70-5
993

71-5
993

72-5
992

73-5
992

74-5
992

75-5
992

76-6

992

77-6
992

24 68-1

992

69-1

992

70-1

992

71-2
992

72-2
992

73-2
992

74-2
992

75-2
991

76-3

991

77'3
991

25 67-8
991

68-8

991

69-8

991

70-8

991

71-8

991

72-8

991

73-9

991

74-9

991

76
991

77
991
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Alcoometrical Table, of real Strength, by M. Gay-Lussae (continued).

Temp.
C.

81c 820 83c 84 c 850 8Gc 87c S8o 890 90c

Deg.

1005

OO *
100.3

o±
1005

oO 4:

1005

OO 4
1005

O / 4:

1005

88'3

1005

89'3

1005

90*2
1005

91"2
1005

1 i.
ft 9 -9

1004

OO 1

1004 1004

OO 1

1004

OD I

1004 1004
88
1004

89
1004

90
1004

91
1004

81*9

1003

Q 0«0oz y
1003 1003

84"8

1003

OO o
1003

OO o
1003

87'8
1003

88'7
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The boiling point of mixtures of alcohol and water likewise differs with the strength

of such mixtures.

According to Gay-Lussac, absolute alcohol boils at 78 "4° 0. (173° F.) under a

pressure of 760 millimetres {the millimetre being 0'03937 English inches). Wlien
mixed with water, of course its boiling point rises in proportion to the quantity of

water present, as is the case in general with mixtures of two fluids of greater and
less volatility. A mixture of alcohol and water, however, presents this anomaly, ac-

cording to Soemmering : when the mixture contains less than six per cent, of alcohol,

those portions which first pass off are saturated with water, and the alcoholic solu-

tion in the retort becomes richer, till absolute alcohol passes over ; but when the

mixture contains more than six per cent, of water the boiling point rises, and the

quantity of alcohol in the distillate steadily diminishes as the distillation proceeds.

Temperature
Alcoholic con-

tent o£ the
vapour

AlcohoUc con-
tent of the boil-

ing liquid
Temperature

Alcoholic con-
tent of the
vapour

Alcoholic con-
tent of the boil-

ing liquid

Fahr. 170-0 93 92 Fahr. 189-8 71 20

171-8 92 90 192-0 68 18

172 91 85 164 66 16

172-8 90A 80 196-4 61 12

174 90 70 198-6 65 10

174-6 89 70 201 50 7

176 87 65 203 42 5

178-3 85 50 205-4 36 3

180-8 82 40 207-7 28 2

183 80 35 210 13 1

185 78 30 212 0 0

187-4 76 25
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According to Groning's researches, the preceding temperatures of the alcoholic

vapours correspond to the accompanying contents of alcohol in per-centage of volume
which are disengaged in the boiling of the spirituous liquid.

Groning undertook this investigation in order to employ the thermometer as an
alcoholometer in the distillation of spirits ; for which purpose he thrust the bulb of the

thermometer through a cork inserted into a tube fixed in the capital of the still. The
state of the barometer ought also to be considered in making comparative experiments
of this kind. Since, by this method, the alcoholic content may be compared with the

temperature of the vapour that passes over at any time, so also the contents of the

whole distillation may be found approximately ; and the method serves as a convenient
means of making continual observations on the progress of the distillation.

From the mean of a great many experiments, Dr. Ure drew up the following Table,
which shows the boiling point of alcohol of various specific gravities :

—

Boiling Point Specific Gravity BotliDg Point Specific Gravity

178-5 F. 0-9200 185-6 F. 0-96G5

179-75 „ 0-9321 189-0 „ 0-9729

180-4 „ 0-9420 191-8 „ 0-9786

182-01 „ 0-9616 196-4 „ 0-9850

183-40 „ 0-960 202-0 „ 0-992

Density of the Vapour.—One volume of alcohol yields 488*3 volumes of vapour
at 212° F. The specific gravity of the vapour, taking air as unity, was found by
Gay-Lussac to be 1-6133. [Its vapour-density, referred to hydrogen as unity, is

13-3605?]
Spirituous vapour passed through an ignited tube of glass or porcelain is converted

into carbonic oxide, water, hydrogen, carburetted hydrogen, defiant gas, naphthaline,

empyreumatic oil, and carbon
;
according to the degree of heat and nature of the

tube, these products vary. Anhydrous alcohol is a non-conductor of electricity, but
is decomposed by a powerful voltaic battery. Alcohol burns in the air -with a blue

flame into carbonic acid and water ; the water being heavier than the spirit, because

46 parts of alcohol contain 6 of hydrogen, which form 54 of water. In oxygen tho

combustion is accompanied vrith great heat, and this flame, directed through a small
tube, powerfully ignites bodies exposed to it.

Platinum in a finely divided state has the property of determining the combi-
nation of alcohol -with the oxygen of the air in a remarkable manner. A ball of

spongy platinum, placed slightly above the wick of a lamp fed by spirit and commu-
nicating with the wick by a platinum wire, when once heated, keeps at a red heat,

gradually burning the spirit. This has been applied in the construction of the so-

called ' philosophical pastilles ; ' eau-de-cologno or other perfumed spirit being thus
made to difiuso itself in a room.

Mr. Gill has also practically applied this in the construction of an alcohol lamp
without flame.

A coil of platinum -wire, of about tho one-hundredth part of an inch in thickness,

is coiled partly round the cotton -wick of a spirit-lamp, and partly above it, and the

lamp lighted to heat the wire to redness ; on the flame being extinguished, the alcohol

vapour keeps the wire red hot for any length of time, so as to be in constant readiness

to ignite a match, for example. This lamp affords sufficient light to show the hour
by a watch in the night, with a very small consumption of spirit.

This property of condensing oxygen, and thus causing the union of it with com-
bustible bodies, is not confined to platinum, but is possessed, though in a less degree,

by other porous bodies. If we moisten sand in a capsule with absolute alcohol, and
cover it with previously heated nickel powder, protoxide of nickel, cobalt powder,
protoxide of cobalt, protoxide of uranium, or oxide of tin (these six bodies being
procured by ignition of their oxalates in a crucible), or finely powdered peroxide
of manganese, combustion takes place, and continues so long as the spirituous vapour
lasts.

Solvent Power.—One of the properties of alcohol most valuable in the arts is its

solvent poiver.

It dissolves gases to a very considerable extent, which gases, if they do not enter
into combination with the alcohol, or act chemically upon it, are expelled again on
boiling the alcohol.

Several salts, especially the deliquescent, are dissolved by it, and some of thero
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give a colour to its flame ; thus the solutions of the salts of strontia in alcohol

burn -with a crimson flame, those of copper and borax with a ffreen one, lime a reddish,

and baryta with a yellow flame.

This solvent power is, however, most remarkable in its action upon resins, ethers,

essential oils, fatty bodies, alkaloids, as well as many organic acids. In a similar

way it dissolves iodine, bromine, and in small quantities sulphur and phosphorus.
In general it may be said to be an excellent solvent for most hydrogenised organic

substances.

Uses.—In consequence of this property it is most extensively used in the chemical
arts : e.g. for the solution of gum-resins, &c., in the manufacture of varnishes ; in

pharmacy, for the separating of the active principles of plants, in the preparation

of tinctures. It is also employed in the fbrmation of chloroform, ether, spirits of

nitre, &c.

The great use of alcohol, in its various states of mixture, is, and has been from
time immemorial, as a beverage. There cannot be a doubt that alcoholic liquors are

beneficial to most healthy persons when moderately enjoyed ; and the man who
advocates their rational use cannot be held answerable for their abuse.

Absolute alcohol (or strong spirits) acts locally as an irritant, contracting the

tissues ; but its effects on the organism, when taken internally, arises from its action,

by the nerves, on the brain. Dr. Pereira has graphically described three stages of

their eiFccts :—
1. First or mildest degree . Excitement.
2. Second degree . . . Intoxication, or drunkenness.

3. Third degree . . . Coma, or true apoplexy.

These eSbcts are tolerably familiar, and for a more minute description of them we
must refer to Dr. Pereira ' and other medical authors.

The important applications of alcohol in the arts, as a solvent for resins, &c., have
been before alluded to. To the chemist it is a most valuable agent of separation. By
its means he is enabled, in complicated organic mixtures, to separate those substances

which are soluble from those which are insoluble in this menstruum. It may like-

wise be employed for separating certain salts

—

e.g. the chloride of strontium from that

of barium, &c. &c.

From it are also manufactured ether, chloroform, chloral, and, indirectly, acetic

acid ; and in pharmacy, sweet spirits of nitre, the various tinctures, &c. &c.

The Spirits imported and retained for Home Consumption were as follows :

—

Imports

1870 1871 1872

Spii-ita

Quantity . Value Quantity Value Quantity Value

Rum.
Brandy
Other Sorts

Proof gallons

6,916,117

7,942,965

2,332,049

£
808,809

2,153,690

184,869

Proof gallons

7,657,422

6,373,486

1,877,390

S,

771,598

1,905,276

186,825

Proof gallons

6,586,257

3,519,413

1,558,166

&
675,820

1,329,644

187,160

These Spirits were chiefly imported :—Rum, from British West India Islands,

British Guiana, Mauritius, Spanish West India Islands ; and Brandy, from France,

Holland, Germany.

The quantities retained for Home Cokstjmption were :—

Rum

,

Brandy
Other Sorts

3,851,863

3,526,132

1,027,867

4,168,905

3,715,675

1,010,929

4,405,192

3,944,725

680,918

" Pereira, Motcria Mcdica, vol. ii. p. 1948.
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Spirits Exported.

Spirits 1867 18G8 1869 1870 1871 1872

Gallons Gallons Gallons Gallons Gallons Gallons

British and Irish 1,286,598 1,364,155 1,673,773 1,457,265 1,607,0.61 1,795,868

Foreign

:

Brandy . 365,316 459,857 415,546 847,492 420,324
Hum 2,468,478 2,507,176 1,396,157 1,334,358 1,680,289

Unonumerated . 883,050 999,705 1,743,469 1,762,894 1,832,455

Total quantities of Spirits distilled and charged with Excise Duty for consumption in

England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland, in each of the years ending Zlst of
March, 1866, 1867, 1868.

Places

DistiUed Charged with duty for consumption

1865-66 1866-67 1867-68 1866-67 1867-68

England "1

and WalesJ
Scotland

Ireland

Gallons

7,705,679

13,097,101

5,746,680

Gallons

7,513,520

11,805,841

6,486,060

Gallons

7,008,052

11,084,595

6,851,574

Gallons

9,214,529

7,421,421

5,403,266

Gallons

9,285,645

7,783,945

6,057,261

Gallons

9,170,561

7,144,144

6,377,648

United \
Kingdom j

26,549,460 24,805,411 23,944,221 22,039,216 23,126,861 22,692,353

The following are the quantities of spirits charged with duties of excise in each of

tlie years named :

—

1842 ,

1844
1846 ,

1848 ,

Gallons.

18,841,890

20,608,825

24,106,697

22,234,379

1850
18.52

1864
1856

Gallons.

23,919,432

25,270,262

26,148,611

23,922,453

1868
1860
1862
1864

Gallons.

. 23,686,751

. 21,873,369

. 19,700,260

. 21,039,682

Every English distiller has now to pay a licence-duty of ten guineas before ho can

lawfully conduct operations, and afterwards a duty of 7s. 10(^. per imperial gallon

of spirits, proof strength, which he produces.

The Scotch and Irish distillers had to pay the same licence-fee as the English

;

and in addition to this, the Scotch distiller paid a duty of is. %d. per imperial gallon

of proof strength, and the Irish a duty of 3s. 4(^. ; hut the duties are now equalized.

AIiCOHOIi, ZnETB7]tATED. It was for a long time a great desideratum

for the manufacturer to obtain spirit free from duty. The Government, feeling tlio

necessity for this, have sanctioned the sale of spirit which has been flavoured witli

methyl-alcohol, so as to render it unpalatable, free of duty, under the name of
' methylated spirit.' This methylated spirit can now bo obtained, in large quantities

by giving suitable security to the Board of Inland Eevenue of its employment
for manufacturing purposes only, and must prove of great value to those manu-
facturers who are large consumers.

Professors Graham, Hofmann, and Eedwood, in their * Eeport on the Supply of

Spirit of Wine, free of duty, for use in the Arts and Manufactures,' addressed to the

Chairman of the Board of Inland Revenue, came to the following conclusions :

—

* From the results of this inquiry it has appeared that means exist by which spirit

of wine, produced in the usual way, may be rendered unfit for human consumption,
as a beverage, without materially impairing it for the greater number of the more
valuable purposes in the arts to which spirit is usually applied. To spirit of wine,
of not less strength than corresponds to density 0'830, it is proposed to make an
addition of 10 per cent, of purified wood-naphtha {ivood or methylic spirit), and to

issue this mixed spirit for consumption, duty-free, under the name of Methylated Spirit.

It has been shown that methylated spirit resists any process for its purification ; the
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removal of the substance added to the spirit of wine being not only difficult, but, to

all appearance, impossible ; and further, that no danger is to be apprehended of the
methylated spirit being ever compounded so as to make it palatable It

may be found safe to reduce eventually the proportion of the mixing ingredient to

6 per cent., or even a smaller proportion, although it has been recommended to begin
with the larger proportion of 10 per cent.'

And further, the authors justly remark :—' The command of alcohol at a low
price is sure to suggest a multitude of improved processes, and of novel applications,

wliich can scarcely be anticipated at the present moment. It will be felt far beyond
the limited range of the trades now more immediately concerned in the consumption
of spirits ; like the repeal of the duty on salt, it will at once most vitally affect the
chemical arts, and cannot fail, ultimately, to exert a beneficial influence upon many
branches of industry.'

And in additional observations, added subsequently to their original Report, the
chemists above named recommend the following restriction upon the sale of the
methylated spirit :—

' That the methylated spirit should be issued, by agents duly
autliorised by the Board of Inland Eevenue, to none but manufacturers, who should
themselves consume it : and that application should always be made for it according

to a recognised form, in which, besides the quantity wanted, the applicant should state

the use to which it is to be applied, and undertake that it should be applied for that

purpose only. The maniifacturer might be permitted to retail varnishes and other

products containing the methylated spirit, but not the methylated spirit itself in an
unaltered state.' They recommend that the methylated spirit should not be made
with the ordinary crude, very impure wood-naphtha, since this could not be advan-
tageously used as a solvent for rosins by hatters and varnish-makers, as the less volatile

parts of the naphtha would be retained by the resins after the spirit had evaporated,

and the quality of the resin would bo thus impaired. If, however, the methylated
spirit bo originally prepared with the crude wood-naphtha, it may be purified by a
simple distillation from 10 per cent, of potash.

It appears that the boon thus afforded to the manufacturing community of obtain-

ing spirit duty free has been acknowledged and appreciated ; and now for most pur-

poses, where the small quantity of wood-spirit does not interfere, the methylated
spirit is generally used.

It appears that even ether and chloroform, which one would expect to derive an

unpleasant flavour from the wood-spirit, are now made of a quality quite unobjection-

able from the methylated spirit ; but care should be taken, especially in the prepara-

tion of medicinal compounds, not to extend the employment of the methylated spirit

beyond its justiflable limits, lest so useful an article should get into disrepute.'

Methylated spirit can be procured also in small quantities from the wholesale dealers,

containing in solution loz. to the gallon of shellac, under the name of ' finish.'

A^COHOXATES, or AACOATESi Graham has shown that alcohol forms crys-

tallisable compounds with several salts. These bodies, which he called ' Alcoholatcs,'

are in general rather unstable combinations, and almost always decomposed by water.

Among the best known are the following :

—

Alcoholate of chloride of calcium . 2 G^WO"-, Ca CI, 4C'H'0. Ca Cl-

„ „ of zinc . C*H''0^ Zn CI, 2C'H«0. Zn CI''

„ bichloride of tin . . C<H»0', Sn CP, 2C'H»0. Sn CI*

„ nitrate of magnesia . 3 C'H«0^ MgO,N 0^ 6C'H«0. lagra(KO')

AXiOOEIOXiOMETRT, or AIiCobmETRT. Determination of the Strength of
Mixtures of Alcohol and Water. Since the commercial value of the alcoholic liquors,

commonly called ' spirits,' is determined by the amount of pure or absolute alcohol

present in them, it is evident that a ready and accorate means of determining this

point is of the highest importance to all persons engaged in trade in such articles.

If the mixture contain nothing but alcohol and water, it is only necessary to deter-

mine the density or specific gravity of such a mixture
; if, however, it contain saccha-

rine matters, colouring principles, &c., as is the case with wine, beer, &c., other

processes become necessary, which wiU be fully discussed hereafter.

The determination of the specific gravity of spirit, as of most other liquids, may be

effected, with perhaps greater accuracy than by any other process, by moans of a

stoppered specific-gravity bottle. If the bottle be of such a sizo as exactly to hold 1,000

grains of distilled water at 60° P., it is only necessary to weigh it full of the spirit at

the same tomperatuns, when (the weight of the bottle being known) the specific

gravity is obtained by a very simple calculation. See Specific GbaviTt,

' Some difference of opinion appears to eadet Whether Chlorc^orm can be obtained pun totti methy*

loted spirit. See MKTHYt
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This process, though very accuTcate, is somewhat troublesome, especially to persons

unaccustomed to accurate chemical experiments, and it involves the possession of a

delicate balance. The necessity for this is, however, obviated by

the employment of one of the many modifications of the common
hydrometer. This is a floating instrument, the use of which

depends upon the principle, that a solid body immersed into a

fluid is buoyed upwards with a force equal to the weight of the

flidd which it displaces, i.e. to its own bulk of the fluid ; conse-

quently, the denser the spirituous mixture, or the less alcohol

it contains, the higher will the instrument stand in the liquid

;

and the less dense, or the more spirit it contains, the lower

will the apparatus sink into it.

There are two classes of hydrometers. 1st. Those which are

always immersed in the fluid to the same depth, and to which

weights are added to adjust the instrument to the density of any

particular fluid. Of this kind are Fahrenheit's, Nicholson's, and

Guyton de Morveau's hydrometers.

2nd. Those which are always used with the same weight, but

which sink into the liquids to be tried, to different depths,

according to the density of the fluid. Of this class are most of

the common glass hydrometers, such as Baum^'s, Curteis's,

Gay-Lussac's, Twaddle's, &c.

Sykes's and Dicas's combine both principles. See Hydro-
meters.

Sykes's hydrometer, or alcoholometer, is the one employed by
the Board of Excise, and therefore the one most extensively

used in this country.

This instrument does not immediately indicate the density

or the per-centage of absolute alcohol, hut the degree above or jfl^
below proof—the meaning of which has been before detailed [/

(p. 45.)

It consists of a spherical ball or float, a, with an upper and lower stem of brass, b

and c. The upper stem is graduated into ten principal divisions, which are each

subdivided into five parts. The lower stem, c, is made conical, and has a loaded

bulb at its extremity. There are nine moveable weights, numbered respectively by
tens from 10 to 90. Each of these circular weights has a slit in it, so that it can be

placed on the conical stem, c. The instrument is adjusted so that it floats with the

surface of the fluid coincident with zero on the scale, in a spirit of specific gravity

•825 at 60° F., this being accounted by the Excise as ' standard alcolwl' In weaker
spirit, which has therefore a greater density, the hydrometer will not sink so low ; and
if the density be much greater, it wiU be necessary to add one of the weights to

cause the entire immersion of the bulb of the instrument Each weight represents so

many principal divisions of the stem, as its number indicates ; thus, the heaviest weight,

marked 90, is equivalent to 90 divisions of the stem, and the instrument, with the

weight added, floats at 0 in distilled water. As each principal division on the stem is

divided into five subdivisions, the instrument has a range of 600 degrees between the

standard alcohol (specific gravity •825) and water. There is a line on one of the side

faces of the stem b, near division 1 of the drawing, at which line the instrument

with the weight 60 attached to it floats in spirit exactly of the strength of proof, at a

temperature of 51° F.

In using this instrument, it is immersed in the spirit, and pressed down by
the hand until the whole of the graduated portion of the upper stem is wet. The
force of the hand required to sink it will be a guide to the selection of the proper

weight. Having taken one of the circular weights necessary for the purpose, it is

slipped on to the lower conical stem. The instrument is again immersed, and
pressed down as before to 0, and then allowed to rise and settle at any point.

The eye is then brought to the level of the surface of the spirit, and the part of the

stem cut by the surface, as seenfrom below, is marked. The number thus indicated

by the stem is added to the number of the weight, and the sum of these, together with
the temperature of the spirit, observed at the same time by means of a thermometer,
enables the operator, by reference to a Table which is sold to accompany the instru-

ment, to find the strength of the spirit tested.

These Tables are far too voluminous to be quoted here ; and this is unnecessary,
since the instrument is never sold without them.
A modification of Sykes's hydrometer has been adopted for testing alcoholic

liquors which is perhaps more convenient, as the necessity for the loading weights
is done away with, the stem being sufficiently long not to require them. It is
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constructed of glass, and is in the shape of a common hydrometer, the stem being
divided into degrees ; it carries a small spirit thermometer in the bulb, to which a
scale is fixed, ranging from 30° to 82° F. (0 to 12° C.) There are Tables supplied

with the hydrometer, which are headed by the degrees and half degrees of the ther-

mometric scale ; and the corresponding content of spirit, over or under proof at the

respective degree of the Table, is placed opposite each degree of the hydrometer.

By means of either of these instruments, and by the use of the Tables accompany-
ing them, we loarn the strength, in degrees, above or below proof ; and the following

Table by Dr. Ure will be found most useful in converting these numbers into specific

gravities :

—

Per
cent.
over
Proof

Specific

Gravity

Per
cent.

over
Proof

Specific

Gravity

Per
cent,
over
Proof

Specific

Gravity

Per
cent,

over
Proof

Specific

Gravity

Per
cent,

over
Proof

Specific

Gravity

67-0 0-8156 43-1 0-8597 19-J 0-8948 7-0 0-9282 53-3 0-9693

66-5 0-8166 42-6 0-8604 19-1 0-8951 8-0 0-9295 64-8 0-9701

66-1 0-8174 42-0 0-8615 18-6 0-8969 9-0 0-9306 56-2 0-9709

65-0 0-8188 41-5 0-8622 18-0 0-8966 10-0 0-9318 67-6 0-9718

6o-0 0-8199 41-1 0-8629 17-5 0-8974 11-0 0-9329 68-3 0-9722

61-5 0-8210 40-6 0-8636 16-9 0-8981 12-1 0-9341 59-0 0-9726

640 0-8221 40-0 0-8646 16-4 0-8989 13-1 0-9363 60-4 0-9734

63-6 0-8227 39-6 0-8653 15-9 0-8996 14-2 0-9364 61-1 0-9738

63-1 0-8238 39-1 0-8660 15-6 0-9000 16-3 0-9376 61-8 0-9742

62-5 0-8249 38-4 0-8671 15-0 0-9008 16-0 0-8384 63-2 0-9760

62-0 0-8259 38-0 0-8678 14-5 0-9015 17-1 0-9396 63-9 0-9754

61-6 0-8266 37-6 0-8685 13-9 0-9023 18-2 0-9407 65-3 0-9762

61-1 0-8277 37-1 0-8692 13-4 0-9030 19-3 0-9419 66-0 0-9766

60-5 0-8287 36-4 0-8702 13-1 0-9034 20-0 0-9426 67-4 0-9774

60-0 0-8298 35-9 0-8709 12-5 0-9041 21-2 0-9437 68-0 0-9778

69-5 0-8308 35-5 0-8716 12-0 0-9049 22-2 0-9448 69-4 0-9786

59-1 0-8315 35-0 0-8723 11-4 0-9056 23-1 0-9456 70-1 0-9790

68-6 0-8326 34-5 0-8730 11-1 0-9060 23-9 0-9464 71-4 0-9798

58-0 0-8336 34-1 0-8737 10-6 0-9067 24-3 0-9468 72-1 0-9802

o7'o 0-8347 33-6 0-8744 10-0 0-9075 25-1 0-9476 73-5 0-9810

57-1 0-8354 32-9 0-8755 9-4 0-9082 26-3 0-9488 74-1 0-9814

56-6 0-8365 32-4 0-8762 8-9 0-9089 27-1 0-9496 75-4 0-9822

56-0 0-8376 32-0 0-8769 8-3 0-9097 28-0 0-9503 76-1 0-9826

6 5 "5 0-8386 31-5 0-8776 8-0 0-9100 29-2 0-9516 77-3 0-9834

650 0-8366 31-0 0-8783 7-4 0-9107 30-1 0-9522 78-0 0-9838

oi-e 0-8343 30-5 0-8790 7-1 0-9111 31-0 0-9530 79-2 0-9846

54-1 0-8413 30-0 0-8797 6-5 0-9118 32-3 0-9542 80-4 0-9854

63-5 0-8424 29-5 0-8804 5-9 0-9126 33-2 0-9550 81-1 0-9868

53-1 0-8431 29-0 0-8811 5-6 0-9130 34-2 0-9557 82-3 0-9866

52'5 0-8441 28-5 0-8818 5-0 0-9137 35-1 0-9565 83-5 0-9874

52-1 0-8448 28-0 0-8825 4-5 0-9145 36-1 0-9573 84-0 0-9878

Ol'O 0-8459 27-5 0-8832 3-9 0-9152 37-1 0-9580 85-2 0-9886

61-1 0-8465 27-0 0-8840 3-3 0-9169 381 0-9588 86-3 0-9894

50-5 0-8476 26-5 0-8847 3-0 0-9163 39-1 0-9596 87-4 0-9902

50-1 0-8482 26-0 0-8854 2-4 0-9170 40-1 0-9603 88-0 0-9906

49-5 0-8493 25-5 0-8861 1-9 0-9178 41-1 0-9611 89-1 0-9914

49-1 0-8499 25-0 0-8869 1-6 0-9182 42-2 0-9619 90-2 0-9922

48-5 0-8510 24-5 0-8876 1-0 0-9189 43-3 0-9627 91-2 0-9930

48-0 0-8516 24-0 0-8883 0-3 0-9196 44-4 0-9635 92-3 0-9938

47-6 0-8523 23-5 0-8890 proof 0-9200 45-0 0-9638 93-3 0-9946

47-0 0-8533 23-0 0-8897 under proof 46-1 0-9646 94-3 0-9964

46-6 0-8540 22-5 0-8904 1-3 0-9214 47-3 0-9654 96-4 0-9962

46-0 0-8550 21-9 0-8912 2-2 0-9226 47-9 0-9657 96-4 0-9970

45'6 0-8556 21-4 0-8919 3-1 0-9237 49-1 0-9665 97-3 0-9978

45-0 0-8566 20-9 0-8926 4-0 0-9248 50-3 0-9674 98-2 0-9986

44-6 0-8573 20-4 0-8933 5-0 0-9259 61-0 0-9677 99-1 0-9993

43-9 0-8583 19-9 0-8940 6-0 0-9270 62-2 0-9685 100-0 1-0000

43-5 0-8590
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And now, by reference either to Drinkwater's, Tralle's, or Gay-Lussac's Tables,

ihe operator will be enabled to find, by the knowledge of the density or specific

gravity, at the temperature at which the operation was performed, the per-contage of

real alcohol, either by weight or by volume.

In France, Gay-Lussac's cdcoblometrc is usually employed. It is a common glass

hydrometer, with the scale on the stem divided into 100 parts or degrees. The
lowest di%-ision, marked 0, denotes the specific gravity of pure water; and 100, that

of absolute alcohol, both at 15° C. (69° F.) The intermediate degrees, of course,

show the per-centage of absolute alcohol by volume at 15° C. ; and the instrument is

accompanied by the Tables already given for ascertaining the per-centage at any
other temperature.

Alcoholometry of Liquids containing besides Alcohol, Saccharine Matters, Colouring

Principles, ^c, such as Wines, Beer, Liqueurs, ^c.

In order to determitie the proportion of absolute alcohol contained in wines, or

other mixtures of alcohol and water with saccharine and other non-volatile sub-

stances, the most accurate method consists in submitting a known volume of the

liquid to distillation (in a glass retort, for instance)
;
then, by determining the specific

gravity of the distilled product, to ascertain the por-centago of alcohol in this distil-

late, which may be regarded as essentially a mixture of pui-e alcohol and water.

The distillation is carried on until the last portions have the gra^^ty of distilled

water
;
by tlien ascertaining the total volume of the distillate, and with the knowledge

of its per-centage of alcohol and the volume of the original liquor used, the method of

calculating the quantity of alcohol present in the wine, or other liquor, is sufficiently

obvious.

In carrying out these distillations care must be taken to prevent the evaporation of
the spirit from the distillate, by keeping the condenser cool. And Professor Mulder
recommends the use of a refrigerator, consisting of a glass tube fixed in the centre of

a jar, so that it may be kept filled with cold water. The tube must be bent at a
right angle, and terminate in a cylindrical graduated measure-glass, shaped like a
bottle.'

It is well to continue the distillation until about two-thirds of the liquid has passed
over.

This process, though the most accurate for the estimation of the strength of alco-

holic liquors, is still liable to error. The volatile acids and others pass over with the

alcohol into the distillate, and, to a slight extent, alfect the specific gravity. This
error may be, to a great extent, overcome by mixing a little chalk with the wine, or
other liquor, previous to distillation.

By this method Professor Brande made, some years ago, determinations of the
strength of the following winos, and other liquors :

^

—

Proportion of Spirit per Cent, hy Measure,

Lissa

„ 25-12 Elder »

„ 25-09

„ 22-96 Cider .

„ 22-27 Perry ,

19-17 Mead .

19-79 Ale, Burton ~|

18-94 Ale, Edinburgh \ i

18-94 Ale, Dorchester J
18-49 Brown Stout .

. average 20-51 London Porter
19-00 London Small Beer
15-10

14-22 Brandy .

14-57 Eum .

„ 12-08 Gin

„ 13-30 Scotch Whisky
12-61 Ii-ish Whisky

.

. „ 11-84

. average 25-41 Orange ^ , average 11 "26

8-79Eaisin .

Marsala

.

Port (of 7 samples)
Madeira
Sherry (of 4 samples)

average 5-21 to 9-87

7-26

7-32
TenerilFe

Lisbon ,

Malaga .

Bucellas 6-80
Capo Madeira average 4-20

1-28Eoussillon

Claret .

Sautorne

Burgundy
Hock
Tent

53-39

53-68
57-60
54-32
63-90Champagne .

Gooseberry .

V

' The Chemistry of Wine, by G. J. Mulder, edited by H. Bence Jones, M.D.
" Brando's Manual of Chemistry ; also Philosophical Trans, 1811,
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The following results were obtained by the same chemiBt more recently by this

process (1854) :

—

Pcr-ceiUage of Alcohol by Volv/me,

Port (1834) .

Sherry (Montilla) .

Madeira
Claret (Haut Brion)

Chambertin .

Sherry (low quality)

Sherry (brown)
Amontillado .

Mansauilla . .

22-46 Port (best) . 20-2

19-95 Marcobrunner 8-3

22-40 Champagne (1st) . . 12-12

10-0 Champagne (2nd) , , 10-85

11-7 Home Ale . , ,
6-4

20-7 Export Ale , , , 6-4

23-1 Strong Ale , , • , 9-0

20-5 Stout . , . , 6-7

14-4 Porter . , , . i'18

Dr, Christison determined the Alooholia Strength of Wines aa follows

Per-centage of
absolute alcohol

by weight in the
wino

Per-oeutage of

proof apirit

by
volumo

14-97 30-56

mean of 7 wines ... 16-20 33-91

strongest 17-10 37-27

14-97 31-31

Sherry, weakest 13-98 30-84

mean of 13 wines, excluding those very )

long kept in cask . . . j
15-37 33-59

Sherry, strongest 16-17 35-12

mean of 9 wines, very long kept in cask"!

in the East Indies ... J
14-72 32-39

Madre de Xeres 16-90 37-06

Madeira /^^ ^°°Sl> ^^'^''^S®^'^Maaeira
^j^^ ^g^J> ^g^^^est.... 16-90 36-81

14-09 30-80

Tenerifie, long in cask at Calcutta . 13-84 30-21

15-45 83-65

16-14 34-71

12-95 28-30

Amontillado 12-63 27-60

Claret, a 1st growth of 1811 .... 7-72 16-95

Ch4teau Latour, 1st growth, 1825 . . 7-78 17-06

Eosan, 2nd growth, 1825 .... 7-61 16-74

Ordinary Claret, a superior ' Vin ordinaire ' , 8-9 18-96

•31 22-35

12-86 28-37

Eudesheimer, superior quality 8-40 18-44

Eudesheimer, inferior quality.... 6-90 15-19

Hambacher, superior quality .... 7-35 16-15

Giles' Edinburgh Ale, before bottling 5-70 12-60

Same Ale, two years in bottle.... 86-06 13-40

Superior London Porter, 4 mo. in bottle . 5-36 11-91

Dr. Bence Jones states that the different fermented liquids which he has examined
might, in regard to thoir strength, or stimulating power, bo arranged thus :

—

Cider. . 100 Champagne

,

. 241

Porter , . 109 Madeira . , . . 325
Stout.... . 133 Marsala . . . . 341

Ale . . 141 Port . . . , . 358

Moselle . 158 Sherry . 358

Claret . . . . 166 Geneva . , . 811

Burgundy . . . . 191 Brandy . 986

Hock. . 191 Eum ... . 1,213
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Thus, ten glasses of cider or porter, six glasses of claret, five glasses of Burgundy,

four glasses of champagne, throe glasses of port, sherry, or Marsala, are equivalent

to one glass of brandy.

M. I'Abbe Brossard-Vidal, of Toulon,' has proposed to estimate the strength of

alcoholic liquors by determining their boiling point. Since water boils at 100° C.

(212° F.),and absolute alcohol at 78-4° (173° F.), it is evident that a mixture of water

and alcohol will have a higher boiling point the larger the quantity of water present

in it. This method is even applicable to mixtures containing other bodies in solution

besides spirit and water, since it has been shown that sugar and salts, when present

(in moderate quantities), have only a very trifling effect in raising the boiling point,

and the process has the great advantage of facility and rapidity of execution, though
of course not comparable to the method by distillation, for accuracy.

Mr. Field's patent (1847) alcoholometer is likewise founded upon the same prin-

ciple. The instrument was subsequently improved by Dr. Ure.

The apparatus consists simply of a spirit-lamp placed under a little boiler containing

the alcoholic liquor, into which fits a thermometer of very fine bore.

When the liquor is stronger than proof spirit, the variation in the boiling point is

so small that an accurate result cannot possibly be obtained ;
and, in fact, spirit

approaching this strength should be diluted with an equal volume of water before

submitting it to ebullition, and then the result doubled.

Another source of error is the elevation of the boiling point, when the liquor is kept
heated for any length of time ; it is, however, nearly obviated by the addition of

common salt to the solution in the boiler of the apparatus, in the proportion of 35 or

40 grains. In order to correct the difference arising from higher or lower pressure

of the atmosphere, the scale on which the thermometric and other divisions are

marked is made moveable up and down the thermometer tube ; and every time,

before commencing a set of experiments, a preliminary experiment is made of boiling

some pure distilled water in the apparatus, and the zero point on the scale (which
indicates the boiling point of water) is adjusted at the level of the surface of the

mercury. On p. 65 will be found a Table showing the boiling point of alcoliol of

different specific gravities.

But even when performed with the utmost care, this process is

still liable to very considerable errors, for it is extremely difficult to

observe the boiling .point to within a degree ; and after all, the fixed

ingredients present undoubtedly do seriously raise the boiling point

of the mixture—in fact, to the extent of from half to a whole degree,

according to the amount present.

Silbermann's Method.— M. Silbermann * has proposed another
method of estimating the strength of alcoholic liquors based upon
their expansion by heat. It is well known that, between zero

and 100° C. (212° F.), the dilatation of alcohol is triple that of
water, and this difference of expansion is even greater between
25° C. (77° F.) and 60° C. (122° F.); it is evident, therefore, that
the expansion between these two temperatures becomes a measure
of the amount of alcohol present in any mixture. The presence of

salts and organic substances, such as sugar, colouring, and extractive

matters, in solution, or si\spension in tha liquid, is said not materi-
ally to affect the accuracy of the result ; and M. Silbermann has
devised an apparatus fpr applying this principle, in a ready and
expeditious manner, to the estimation of the strength of alcoholic

liquors. The instrument may be obtained of the philosophical in-

strument makers of London and of Liverpool.

It consists of a brass plate, on which are fixed— 1st, an ordinary
mercurial thermometer graduated from 22° to 60° C. (77° to 122°

F.), these being the working temperatures of the dUatatometer ; and
2ndly, the dilatatometer itself, which consists of a glass pipette, open
at both ends, and of the shape shown in the figure. A valve of cork
or india-rubber closes the tapering end A, which valve is attached to

a rod, b b, fastened to the supporting plate, and connected \vith a
spring, n, by which the lower orifice of the pipette can be opened
or closed at will. The pipette is filled, exactly up to the zero point,

with the mixture to be examined—this being accomplished by the
aid_ of a piston working tightly in the long and wide limb of the pipette ; the
action of which serves also another valuable purpose—viz. tliat of drawing any

18

• Comptes Eendus, xxvii. 374. ' Ibid, xxYii. 418.
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bubbles of air out of the liquid. By now observing the dilatation of the column
of liquid when the temperature of the whole apparatus is raised, by immersion
in a water-bath, from 25° to 50°, the eo-e£5cient of expansion of the liquid is

obtained, and hence the proportion of alcohol— the instrument being, in fact, so

graduated, by experiments previously made upon mixtures of known composition, as

to give at once the per-centage of alcohol.

Another alcoholometer, which, like the former, is more remarkable for the great

facility and expedition with which approximative results can be obtained than for

a high degree of accuracy, was invented by M. Geisler, of Bonn, and depends upon
the measurement of the tension of the vapour of the liquid, as indicated by the

heiglit to wliich it raises a column of mercury.
Geisler's Alcoholometer. It consists of a closed vessel in which the alcoholic mix-

ture is raised to the boiling point, and the tension of the vapour ob-

served by the depression of a column of mercury in one limb of a tube, the

indication being rendered more manifest by the elevation of the other end
of the column.

The wine or other liquor of which it is desired to ascertain the strength,

is put into the little flask, f, wliich, when completely filled, is screwed

on to the glass which contains mercury, and is closed by a stopcock at s.

The entire apparatus, which at present is in an inverted position, is now
stood erect, the flask and lower extremity of the tube being inimersed in

a water-bath. The vinous liquid is thus heated to the boiling point, and
its vapour forces the mercury up into the long limb of the tube. The
instrument liaving been graduated, once for all, by actual experiment,

the per-centage of alcohol is read off at once on the stem by the height to

which the mercurial column rises.

To show how nearly the results obtained by this instrument agree

with those obtained by the distillation process, comparative experiments

were made on the same wines by Dr. Bence Jones.'

By Distillation (Mr. Witt) By Alcoholometer
per cent, by measure. per cent, by measure.

Port, 1834 .

Sherry, Montilla .

Madeira . ,

Haut Brion claret

Chambertin .

Low-quality sherry

Brown sherry

Amontillado

Mansanilla .

Port, best . .

Marcobrunner

Home ale . .

Export ale , .

Strong ale . i

22-46

19-95

22-40

10-0

11-7

20-7

23-1

20-5

14-4

20-2

8-3

6-4

6-4

2-0

/23-
\23-

/23-5
\_23-2

rii-i

\ii-i
/13-2
\l3-0
/21-1
\20-9

/ 23-0

\23-3

{;

{;
/ 9-7

\ 9-£

/ 7-0

1 7-1

/ 7-0

\ 6-9

/10-7
\10-8

'21-0

21-0

'15-4

15-4

"21-1

21-0

1-7

(-5

-0

Tabarie's Method.—There is another method of determining the alcoholic contents

of mixtures, which especially recommends itself on account of its simplicity. The

' On the Acidity, Sweetness, and Strength of different Wines, by H. Bence Jones, M.D., F.R.S.

Proceedings o£ the Boyal Institution, February, 1854.
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specific gravity of tho liquor is first determined, half its volume is next evaporated in

the open air, sufficient -water is then added to the remainder to restore its original

volume, and the specific gravity again ascertained. By deducting the specific gravity

before the expulsion of the alcohol from that obtained afterwards, tho difference gives

a specific gravity indicating the per-centage of alcohol, -which may bo found by
referring to Gay-Lussac's or one of the other Tables. Tabari6 has constructed a pecu-
liar instrument for determining these specific gra-vities, -which he calls an oenometer ;,

but they may be performed either by a specific-gravity bottle or by a hydrometer in

the usual -way.

Of course this method cannot be absolutely accurate ; nevertheless. Prof. Mulder's
experience -with it has led him to prefer it to any of the methods before described,

especially -where a large number of samples have to be examined. He states that tho

results are almost as accurate as those obtained by distillation. The evaporation of

the solution may be accelerated by conducting hot steam through it.

Adulterations.—Absolute alcohol should bo entirely free from -water. This may be
recognised by digesting the spirit -with pure anhydrous sulphate of copper. If tho

,

spirit contain any -water, the -white salt becomes tinged blue, from tho formation of,

the blue hydrated sulphate of copper.

Eectifled spirit, proof spirit, and the other mixtures of pure alcohol and -water,

should be colourless, free from odour and taste, K containing mothylic or amylic
alcohols, they are immediately recognised by one or other of these simple tests.

Dr. Ure states that if -wood-spirit be contained in alcohol, it may be detected to

the greatest minuteness by the test of caustic potash, a little of -which, in po-wder,

causing -wood-spirit to become speedily yello-w and bro-wn, -while it gives no tint to

alcohol. Thus 1 per cent, of -wood-spirit may be discovered in any sample of spirits

of -wine.

The admixture -with a larger proportion than the due amount of water is of course

determined by estimating the per-centage of absolute alcohol by one or otlier of the

several methods just described in detail.

. The adulterations and sophistications ta -which the various spirits kno-wn as rum,
brandy, whisky, gin, &c. are subjected, -will be best described under these respective

heads, since these liquors are themselves mixtures of alcohol and water -with sugar,

colouring matters, flavouring ethers, &c.
AZiBEHYBE. Aldehyde was first obtained by Dobereiner, who named it Light

Oxygen Ether. The name is an abbreviation of Alcohol dehydrogenatum. It is the

fluid obtained from alcohol by the removal of two atoms of hydrogen. Thus, alcohol

being represented by the formula C 0- (C= H° O), aldehyde becomes H* 0^

(C2 H* O). See Lampic Acid.

Preparation.—Aldehyde is prepared by various processes of oxidation. Liebig

has pubUshod several methods, of which the foUo-wing is perhaps the best.,

Three parts of peroxide of manganese, three of sulphuric acid, two of water,

and two of alcohol of 80 per cent., are well mixed and carefully distilled in

a spacious retort. The extreme volatility of aldehyde renders good condensation

^.bsolutely necessary. The contents of the retort are to be distilled over a gentle and
manageable fire until frothing commences, oi; the distillate becomes acid. This
generally takes place when about one-third has passed over. The fluid in the

receiver is to have about its o-wn weight of chloride of calcium added, and, after slight

•digestion, is to be carefully distilled on the water-bath. The distillate is again to be

treated in the same way. By these processes a fluid -will "be obtained entirely free

from water, but containing several impurities. To obtain the aldehyde in a state of

purity it is necessary, in the first place, to obtain aldehyde-ammonia ; this may be

accomplished in the follo-wing manner :—The last distillate is to be mixed in a

flask -with t-wice its volume of ether, and, the flask being placed in a vessel surrounded

by a freezing mixture, dry ammoniacal gas is passed in until the fluid is saturated.

In a short time crystals of the compound sought separate in considerable quantity.

The aldehyde-ammonia, being collected on a filter, or in tho neck of a funnel, is to

be washed -with ether, and dried by pressure between folds of filtering paper, followed

by exposure to tho air. It now becomes necessary to obtain the pure aldehyde
from the compound -with ammonia. For this purpose two parts are to be

dissolved in an equal quantity of water, and three parts of sulphuric acid, mixed -with

four of water, are to be added. The whole is to be distilled on tho water-bath, the

temperature, at first, being very low, and the operation being stopped as soon as the

water boils. The distillate is to be placed in a retort connected -with a good condens-
ing apparatus, and, as soon as all the joints are kno-wn to be tight, chloride of calcium,

in fragments, is to be added. The heat arising from the hydration of the chloride

causes the distillation to commence, but it is carried on by a water-bath. The dis-

tillate, after one more rectification over chloride of calcium, at a temperature not
Vol. I. F
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exceeding 80° F., will consist of pure aldeliycle. Aldehyde is a colourless, very
volatile, and mobile fluid, having the density 0-800 at 32°. It boils, under ordinary

atmospheric pressure, at 70° F. Its vapour density is 1-532. Its formula corre-

sponds to four volumes of vapour ; we consequently obtain the theoretical vapour
density by multiplying its atomic weight = 44 by half the density of hydrogen, or

•0346. The number thus found is 1-5224, corresponding as nearly as could be
desired to the experimental result.

Aldehyde is produced in a great number of processes, particularly during the de-

structive distillation of various organic matters, and in processes of oxidation. From
alcohol aldehyde may bo procured by oxidation -with platinum black, nitric acid,

chromic acid, chlorine (in presence of water), or, as we have seen, a mixture of

peroxide of manganese and sulphuric acid. Certain oils, by destructive distillation,

yield it. "Wood vinegar in the crude state contains aldehyde as well as wood-spirit.

Lactic acid, when in combination with weak bases, yields it on destructive distilla-

tion. Various animal and vegetable products afford aldehyde by distillation with
oxidizing agents, such as sulphuric acid and peroxide of manganese, or bichromate
of potash.

The word aldehyde, like that of alcohol, is gradually becoming used in a much
more extended sense than it was formerly. By the term is now understood any
organic substance which, by assimilating two atoms of hydrogen, yields a substance

having the properties of an alcohol, or, by taking up two atoms of oxygen, yields

an acid. It is this latter property which has induced certain chemists to say

that there is the same relation between an aldehyde and its acid as between inorganic

acids ending in ous and ic. Several very interesting and important substances are

now known to belong to the class of aldehydes. The essential oils are, in several

instances, composed principally of bodies having the properties of aldehydes. Among
the most prominent may be mentioned the oils of bitter almonds, cumin, cinnamon,

rue, &c. Now that the character of the aldehydes is becoming better tmderstood,

the chances of artificially producing the essential oils above alluded to in the com-

mercial scale become greatly increased. A substitute for one of them has been for

some years known under the very incorrect name of artificial oil of bitter almonds.

See NiTEOBENZOLE.—C. G. W.
GHEEH, Aniline Green, or Emeraldine. This dye was discovered

in 1863 by M. Cherpin, of Saint Ouen, and is employed for dyeing silk; the colour

is especially brUliant by candle-light. It may be conveniently prepared by adding

one-half part of aldehyde to a cold solution of one part of magenta in three of strong

sulphuric add, and one of water. This mixture, when heated, yields an xmstablo

blue substance known as aldehyde blue. By pouring this into a large bulk of boiling

water containing about three or four times as much hyposulphite of soda as magenta

originally employed, and then boiling and filtering the product, the aldehyde green

will be obtained in the filtrate. See Anhine.
AXDERi (Aune, Fr.

;
Erie, Ger. ; Alnus glutinosa, Lin.) A tree, different species

of which are indigenous to Europe, Asia, and America. The common alder seldom

grows to a height of more than 40 feet. The wood is stated to be very durable under

water. The piles at Venice, and those of Old London Bridge, are stated to have

been of alder ; and it was much used for pipes, pumps, and sluices. The charcoal of

this Wood is used for gunpowder.

AXiE. The fermented infusion of pale malted barley, combined -with infusion of

hops. See Beee.
AI.EMBXC. A Still. See Distillation. The

term is, however, applied to a still of peculiar con-

struction, in which the head, or capital, is a separate

piece, fitted and ground to the neck of the boiler, or

cucurbit, or otherwise carefully united -with a lute.

The alembic has this advantage over the common
retort, that the residue of distillation may be easily

cleared out of the body. It is likewise capable, when
skilfully managed, of distilling a much larger quantity

of liquor in a given time than a retort of equal

capacity. In France the term alembic, or rather

^iS^^a alunihic, is used to designate a glass still.

i^^^^Aa^ AKEnXSROTH, SAJiT OP. {Sal Alcmhroth.)

The sali of wisdom of the alchemists ; a compound of bichloride of mercury and

sal ammoniac. If two atoms of bichloride of mercury are mixed with one atom of

sal ammoniac and eight atoms of water, at 140° this mixture is fluid, but the salt of

alcmbroth crystallises on cooling.
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AZiXSIVCOir IiACS, A French lace, of which' it is one of the richest, finest,

strongest, and most expensive. It has a six-sided mesli of two threads wove witli

pure hand-spun linen thread. See Lace.

AXiEXAWDRXTX:. A variety of Chrysoberyl occurring in large twin crystals,

which are usually arranged in six-rayed star-shaped- groups. The mineral presents

an emerald-groen colour, duo probably t& the presence of chromium ; but by trans-

mitted light the colour is columbine-red. It is found in the emerald-minos of

Takowaja, 180 versts east of Katerinburg, in the Ural Mountains ; but is not suffi-

ciently clear and free from flaws to be used as a precious stone.

AZiGJS. (Varech, Fr. ;
Sccgras, or Alge, Gor.) An order of cryptogamous plants,

including the seaweeds (fuous) and the lavers {ulva) growing in salt water, and the

freshwater confervas. Wo have only to deal with those seaweeds which are of any
commercial value,

Dr, Pereira gives the following list of esculent seaweeds

:

Blwdomenia jialviata (or Dulse) Iridesa edulis.

Ehodomenia ciliata. Maria esculenta.

Laminaria saccharina. Ulva latissima,

Ehodomenia palmata passes under a variety of names, dulse, dylish, or dellish, and
amongst the Highlanders it is called dulling, or watorleaf. It is employed as food by
the poor of many nations ; when well washed, it is chewed by the peasantry of

Ireland without being dressed. It is nutritious, but sudorific, has the smell of violets,

imparts a mucilaginous feel to the mouth, leaving a slightly acrid taste. In Iceland

the dulse is thoroughly washed in fresh water and dried in the air. When thus

treated it becomes covered with a white powdery substance, which is sweet and
palatable ; this is mannite (see Manna), which Dr. Stenhouse proposes to obtain from
seaweeds. ' In the dried state it is used in Iceland with fish and butter, or else, by
the higher classes, boiled in milk, with the addition of rye flour. It is preserved

packed in close casks : a fermented liquor is produced in Kamtschatka from this

seaweed, and in the North of Europe and in the Grecian Archipelago cattle are fed

upon it,'

—

Stenhouse,

Laminaria saccharina yields 12'15 per cent, of mannite, while the Ehodome^iia pal-

mata contains not more than 2 or 3 per cent.

Iridaa edulis.—The fronds of this weed are of a dull purple colour, flat, and suc-

culent. It is employed as food by fishermen, either raw or pinched between hot
irons, and its taste is then said to resemble roasted oysters.

Alaria esculenta,—Mr. Drummond informs us that on the coast of Antrim, 'it is

often gathered for eating, but the part used is the leaflets, and not the midrib, as is

commonly stated. These have a very pleasant taste and flavour, but soon cover the

mouth with a tenacious greenish crust, which causes a sensation somewhat like that

of the fat of a heart or kidney,'

Ulva latissima (Broad green laver).—This is rarely used, being considered inferior

to the Porphyra laoiniata (Laciniated purple laver). This alga is abundant on all our
shores. It is pickled with salt, and sold in England as laver, in Ireland as slake, and
in Scotland as slaak. The London shops ate mostly supplied with laver from the

coasts of Devonshire. When stewed, it is brought to the table and eaten ^vith pepper,

butter or oil, and lemon-juice or vinegar. Some persons stew it with leeks and
onions. The pepper dulse {Laurencia pinnatifida), distinguished for its pungent
taste, is often used as a condiment when other seaweeds are eaten. ' Tangle

'

{Laminaria digitata), so called in Scotland, is termed 'red-ware' in the Orkneys,
' sea-wand ' in the Highlands, and ' sea-girdles ' in England. The flat leathery fronds

of this weed, when young, are employed as food. Mr. Simmonds tells us, ' There was
a time when the cry of " Buy dulse and tangle " was as common in the streets of
Edinburgh and Glasgow, as is that of " water-cresses " now in our metropolis.'—

•

Society of Arts^ Journal,

Laminaria potatorum.—The large sea tangle is used abundantly by the inhabitants

of the Straits of Magellan and by the Fuegians. Under the name of ' Bull Kelp ' it

is used as food in New Zealand and Van Diemen's land. It is stated to bo exceed-
ingly nutritive and fattening.

Chondrus crispiis (chondrus, from xMpos, cartilage).—Carrageen, Irish, or pearl
moss. For purposes of diet and for medicinal uses, this alga is collected on the west
coast of Ireland, washed, bleached by exposure to the sun, and dried. It is not un-
frequently used in Ireland by painters and plasterers as a substitute for size. It has
also been successfully applied, instead of isinglass, in making blanc-mange and
jollies ; and in addition to its use in medicine, for which purpose it was introduced by
Dr. Todhuntor, of Dublin, about 1831, a thick mucilage of carrageen, scented with

f2
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some prepared spirit, is sold as bandoline, fixature, or clysphitiquc, and it is employod

for stiffening silks. According to Dr. Davy, carrageen consists of
'

Gummy matter 28 'o

Gelatinous matter . . . ... , . 49'0

Insoluble matter . . . . . ... 22-5

' 100-0

The follo-wing results, obtained by Dr. Apjohn and Dr. Davy, show, in a satisfac-

tory manner, the value of the algae. The amount of water, is less than that which

belongs to tlie algaj when fresh from the gea, all these having undergone a partial

drying in. the progress of carriage from the coast :— ......

Specimens supplied by Dr. Davy, and dried-at.212°-^. .. - < -v
;. - : .^.i

Nitrogen per cent.

Chondrus crispus, bleached . .- - . , . 2'162

Fucus vesiculosus . 2*397

Ehodomenia palmata {liyMsix) , . , • i- . 8-776

Per Cent. Protein

Kinds of Algas Water
Dry

Matter
of Nitrogen

in Dry
contained
in Dry

Matter Matter

Chondrus crispus, bleached . 17-92 82-08 1-534 9-587

Chondrus crispus, unbleached, BaUy-
castle 21 ••17 78-53 2-142 13-387

Gigartina Tnammillosa, Ballycastle 21'55 78-45 2-198 13-737

Chondrus crispus, bleached, (2nd expe-

riment) ...... 19-79 80-21 1-485 9-281

Chondrus crispus, unbleached, Bally-

castle, (2nd experiment) . 19-96 80-04 2-510 15-687

Laminaria digitata, or Dulse tangle.

Ballycastle . . 21-38 78-62 1-588 9-925

Laminaria digitata, or Black tangle.

Ballycastle . . . • • 31-05 68-95 1-396 8-725

Rhodomenia palmala, or Dylish, Bally-

castle . . . 16-56 83-44 3-465 21-656

Forphyra laciniata, Ballycastle . 17-41 82-59 4-650 29-062

Iridaa edulis, Ballycastle 19-61 80-39 3-088 19-300

Alaria esculenta, or Murlins, Ballycastle 17-91 82-09 2-424 15-150

Mean composition of those AlgiE 20-42 79-58 2-407 15-045

The quantity of nitrogen contained in some of these plants is remarkably large,

and will, of coiirse, -with tlie proteinaceous substances detected in all the AJgae,

account for the high nutritive value ascribed to them.
Plocaria Candida.—Ceylon moss ; Edible moss. This moss is exported from

the islands of the Indian Archipelago, forming a portion of the cargoes of nearly

all the junks. It is stated by Sir. Crawford, in his 'History of the Indian Archi-

pelago,' that on the spots where it is collected,, the prices seldom exceed from 5s. M.
to 7^. 6(Z. per cwt. The Chinese use it in the form of a jelly with sugar, as

a sweetmeat, and apply it in the arts as au excellent paste. The gummy matter
wliich they employ for covering lanterns, varnishing paper, &c., is made chiefly from
this moss.

As ordinarily sold in Ceylon, it appears to consist of several varieties of marine
productions, with the Plocaria intermixed.

The Agar-Agar of Malacca belongs to this variety ; and probably seaweeds of
this character are used by the Salangana or esculent swallow in constructing their

nests, which are esteemed so great a delicacy by the Chinese. The plant is found on
the rocks' of Pulo Ticoos and on the shores of the neighbouring islands. It is blanched
in the sun for two days, or until it is quite white. It is obtained on submerged banks
in the neighbourhood of Macassar, Celebes, by the Bajow-laut, or sea-gipsies, who
fc'cnd it to China. It is also collected on the, reefs and rocky submerged ledges in the
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neighbourhood of Singapore, Mr. Montgomery Martin informs us that Agir'Agar.

produces in China from six to eight dollars per pecul in its dry and bulky state.,

ifrom 6,000 to 12,000 peculs are produced annually, the pecul being equal to 100

catties of 1'333 lbs. each. t

Similar to this, perhaps the same in character, is the Agcd-Agal, another species--

of seaweed. It dissolves into a glutinous substance, and its principal use is for

gumming silks and paper, as nothing equals it for paste, nor is it liable to be

oaten by insects. The Chinese make a beautiful kind of lantern formed of

netted thread washed over with this gum, and which is extremely light and trans^

parent.

Dr. Macgowan, of Ningpo, forwarded to tho Society of Arts, through Sir John
Bo^vTing, the following algre, which ho thus names and describes :

—

Taii-shwin grass, so named from the place, on the coast of Formosa, whence it is

procured. It is used for making ya«^-<«^zt' (ocean-vegetable). :

Nin-maii (ox-hair) grass. Made into an iced jelly, and sold in the streets, in hot

weather, sugared.

Hdi-tai (sea-tape). Sent into the interior, wherever fossil coal is used. It is con-

sidered corrective of the deleterious exhalations of that fuel. It is usually boiled with

pork. This kind comes from Shantung- province.

Tsz-tsai (purple vegetable). Often oaten as it is, to give a relish to rice,, or

cooked.
'

Fah-isai (hair vegetable). Boiled, either with animal or vegetable articles, forms

a broth. Also the gills eaten with sugar.

Ki-tsai (hen-foot vegetable). Cooked with soy or vinegar. Used by women to

make the hair glossy, and to strengtlien it. A kind of Bandoline.

Sea-tape, from Japan. It is preferred to tho former.

Within the last few years considerable improvements have been effected ir tho

iBconomic applications of algae or seaweeds. Mr. E. C. 0. Stanford's method of

utilising the marine algae is carried out at the works of the British Seaweed Company
in the Hebrides. The seaweed is collected during the winter, and the Company is

thus enabled to employ a largo number of hands at a time when they would otherwise

be unoccupied. The dried and compressed weed is distilled in retorts at a low rod
heat ; a larger quantity of iodine is thus obtained than would be yielded by burning
tho weed for kelp in the ordinary way, whilst the alkaline salts are obtained more
easily and economically. Further, a number of volatile organic products—such as tar,

ammonia, and acetic acid—are collected from the distillation, and an illuminating gas
is also obtained : indeed, the Company's works are lighted by seaweed gas. Finally^

the carbonaceous residue in the retort, known as seaweed charcoal, is recommended
for use as a valuable deodorizer instead of earth in the dry-closet system. A collec-

tion of products obtained from seaweed by Stanford's process was exhibited in tho

International Exhibition of 1871. See Kelp ; Iodine.
AXiCAROBA, See Alo-Ikovilla.

AXiGAROTB, POWSER OP. Powder of AlgaroUi,—English Powder. This
salt was discovered by Algarotti, a physician of Verona. Chloride of antimony is

formed by boiling black sulphide of antimony with hydrochloric acid : on pouring the

solution into water, a white flocky precipitate falls, which is an oxychloride of anti-

mony. If the water be hot, the precipitate is distinctly crystalline; this is the

powder of algaroth. This oxychloride is used to furnish oxide of antimony in the

preparation of tartar emetic.

AXCAROVXXiIiA. This substance is called by the Spaniards Algaroha, from the

resemblance it bears to the fruit of the- Carob {Ccratonia siliqua), which is a nativd

of Europe, in tho southern countries of Spain and Portugal. It is the fruit of a tree

which grows in Chili, of which the botanical name is Proso2)is pallida, according to

Captain Bagnald, E.N., who first brought a sample of it to this country in the year
1832. It consists of pods bruised and agglutinated more or less -with the extractive

exudation of the seeds and husks. According to a more recent determination, algaro^

A'illa is said to be the product of the tree Juga Marthas of Santa Martha, a province
of New Carthagena,

It is an astringent substance repleto ^vith tannin, capable, by its infusion in waterj
of tanning leather, for which purpose it possesses more than four times the power of
good oak-bark. Its active matter is very soluble in water at a boiling temperature.
The seeds are merely nutritive and demulcent, but contain no astringent property.
This resides in the husks. The seeds in tho entire pod constitute about one-fifth of
the weight, and they are three or four in number in each oblong pod. Alcohol of
60 per cent, over proof dissolves 64 parts in 100 of this substance. The solution
consists chiefly of tannin, with a very little resinous matter. Water dissolves some-
what more of itr and affords a very styptic-tasted solution, which precipitates solution
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of isinglass very copiously, liko infusion of galls and catechu. Its solution forms
with sulphate of iron a black precipitate.

AIiGEHXAXr OSTTX, or OUTTX AIARBIii:. A stalagmitic carbonate of lime,

resembling the alabaster of the ancients. The chief quarries are at Ain-Tekbalet in

the province of Oran, in Algeria. The deposit there forms regular beds, nearly

horizontal, presenting a thickness of from 6 to 10 metres, and extending over an area

of more than 100 hectares. Originally the quarries were worked by the Eomans, and
subsequently by the Moors of Tlemcen. A few years ago they were re-discovered,

and are now actively worked ; the marble being highly prized as an ornamental stone.

A similar material has been found in the Caucasus, and is worked at Tiflis.

AKXMSirT. {AliTnentum, from aio, to feed). The food necessary for the human
body, and capable of maintaining it in a state of health.

1. Nitrogenous substances are required to deposit, from the blood, the organised

tissue and solid muscle.

2. And carbonaceous, non-nitrogenous bodies, to aid in the processes of respiration,

and in the supply ofcarbonaceous elements, as fat, &c.,for the due support ofanimal heat.

For information on these substances, consult Liebig's ' Animal Chemistry,' the

investigations of Dr. Lyon Playfair, and Dr. Eobert Dundas Thompson's ' Experi-
mental Eosearchos on Food,' 1846. See Food.
AIiXiaEirTil.Kir SUBSTAWCES. See NuTBiTioif.

AI.XZARX1VE. C^'H'O' (C'*H»0'). One of the red colouring principles of

Madder. See Madder.
In 1869 Messrs. Graebe and Liebermann made the important discovery that

alizarine might be produced artificially from anthracene, one of the heavy products of

coal-tar distillation. Both scientifically and commercially, the discovery was one of

unusual interest : it furnished the first instance of the synthetical formation of an
organic colouring matter, and at the same time opened up a new branch of industry.

According to Messrs. Graebe and Liebermann's original process, the anthracene was
first subjected to the action of certain oxidising agents, and thus converted into a
compound called cmihraquino)ie or nxanthracene. This conversion may be effected by
heating one part of anthracene with two parts of bichromate of potash and sulphuric

acid, or by heating one part of anthracene with two parts of bichromate of potash

together with one part of glacial acetic acid. The anthraquinone thus obtained

is then converted into a bibromide by being heated with bromine. Finally,

this dihromanihraquine is heated to about 356° F. with caustic potash or soda, and
thus yields a blue product, which when cold is treated Avith water ; an excess of acid is

then added to the filtered solution, and the yellow precipitate thus thrown down is

washed and dried at a gentle heat. This precipitate is identical in chemical composi-

tion and in its properties with the alizarine of the madder-root.

Valuable as these researches were in a scientific point of view, it remained for Mr.
Perkin to render the process economically available to the manufacturer by introducing

important modifications, whereby the use of an expensive agent like bromine was
dispensed with. Mr. Perkin showed that when anthraquinone is strongly heated witli

sulphuric acid of specific gravity 1'84, it is converted into disulphoanthroquinonic

acid, and that this acid, when heated with hydrate of potash to a temperatiire of

356° F., ultimately yields sulphite and alizarate of potash, from which the alizarine

may be thrown down, as a bright yellow precipitate, by addition of hydrochloric acid.

ABXAXiX. A term derived from the Arabians, and introduced into Europe when
the Mahometan conquerors pushed their conquests westward. Al, el, or ul, as an
Arabic noun, denotes ' God—Heaven—Divine.' As an Arabic particle, it is prefixed

to words to give them a more emphatic signification, much the same as our particle

the ; as in Alcoran, the Koran, alchymist, the chemist.

Kali was the old name for the plant producing potash (the glasswort, so called

from its use in the manufacture of glass), and alkali signified no more than the kali

plant. Potash and soda were for some time confounded together, and were hence

called alkalis. Ammonia, which much resembles them when dissolved in water,

was also called an alkali. Ammonia was subsequently distinguished as the volatile

alkali, potash and soda being called fixed alkalis. Ammonia was also called the

animal alkali ; soda was the mineral alkali, being derived from rock-salt, or from
the ocean ; and potash received the name of vegetable alkali, from its source being

the ashes of plants growing upon the land. Alkalis are characterized by being very
soluble in water, by neutralising the strongest acids, by turning to brown the vege-

table yellows, and to green the vegetable reds and blues.

Some chemists classify all salifiable bases under this name.

In commercial language, the term has been hitherto applied to an impure soda, but

now it is understood to corapreheiid both soda and potash. The imports and exports

of the alkalis are given on the opposite page. See Potash and Soda.
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Of Alkali manufactured in the United Kingdom the following quantities were
EXPOETED :

—

1870

. _ _ i

1871 1872

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value

To Russia ....
„ Germany ....
„ Holland ....
„ France ....
„ United States

„ Other Countries . . .

cwts
256,210
485,454
217,892
146,027

1,903,640
844,170

£
129,427 i

155,258
57,212
53,657 !

765,838
1

334,653

cwts
241,692

682,627
266,846
195,777

1,924,510

865,215

£
131,994

249,138
81,283
64,493

827,051
393,310

cwts
264,129
677,594
260,085
88,924

2,190,559

976,754

£
177,017.

332,829
104,244'

44,878'

1,250,591-

579,804

Total . 3,853,393 1,486,045
1
4,176,667 1,747,269 4,458,045 2,489,363

The Imports of alkali were as follows :

—

I
cwts r £

If
cwts , £ li cwts f £

AlkaU Imported . . .
| 92,497

|
153,041 || 101,660

]
144,995 || 88,921 I 164,530

These quantities were from Germany, Spain, the United States, and other parts of

America, and small quantities from a few other pfaces.

AXiKAIiX, OSCAirxc, or AIXAXOXD. During the last few years the

organic alkaloids have so greatly increased in number, that a considerable volume
might be devoted to their history. In Watts's ' Chemical Dictionary ' will bo found
a long list of the most important nitrogen-alkaloids, natural and artificial, with a
statement of the sources from which they are derived, or a description of their mode
of formation. There are, however, only a few which have become articles of

commerce. The principal sources from whence they are obtained are the following

:

— 1. The animal kingdom. 2. The vegetable kingdom. 3. Destructive distillation.

4. The action of potash on the cyanic and cyanuric ethers. 5. The action of ammonia
on the iodides, &c. of the alcohol radicals. 6. The action of reducing agents on
nitro-compounds. The principal bases existing in the animal kingdom are creatine

and sarcosine. The vegetable kingdom is much richer in them, and yields a great

number of organic alkalis, of which several are of extreme value in medicine. Modern
chemists regard all organic alkalis as derived from the types ammonia or oxide of

ammonium. Their study has led to results of the most startling character. It has
been found that not only may the hydrogen in ammonia and oxide of ammonium be
replaced by metals and compound radicals without destruction of the alkaline character,

but oven the nitrogen may be replaced by phosphorus or arsenic, and yet the resulting

compounds remain powerfully basic. In studying the organic bases, chemists have
constantly had in ^-iew the artificial production of the bases of cinchona bark. It is

true that this result has not as yet been attained
;
but, on the other hand, bodies have

been formed having so many analogies, both in constitution and properties, with the

substances sought, that it cannot be doubted the question is merely one of time. The
part performed by the bases existing in the juice of flesh has not been ascertained,

and no special remedial virtues have been detected in them ; but this is not the case

with those found in vegetables ; it is, in fact, among them that the most potent of all

medicines are found—such, for example, as quinine and morphia. It is, moreover,

among vegetable alkaloids that -we find the substances most inimical to life, for

aconitine, atropine, brucine, coniine, curarine, nicotine, solanine, strychnine, &c. &c.,

are among their number. It must not be forgotten, however, that, used with proper

precaution, oven the most virulent are valuable medicines. The fearfully poisonous

nature of some of the organic bases, together with an idea that they are dif&cult to

detect, has unhappily led to their use by the poisoner ;
strychnine, especially, has

acquired a painful notoriety, in consequence of its employment by a medical man to

destroy persons whose lives he had insured. Fortunately for society, the skill of tho

analyst has more than kept pace with that of the poisoner ; and without regarding the

extravagant assertions made by some chemists as to tho minute quantities of vegetable

poisons they are able to detect, it may safely be asserted that it would be very difficult

to administer a fatal dose of any ordinary vegetable poison without its being discovered.

Another check upon tho poisoner is found in the fact that those most difficult of

isolation from complex mixtures are those which cause such distinct symptoms of

poisoning in the victim, that the medical attendant, if moderately observant, can
scarcely fail to have his suspicions aroiised.

Under the heads of the various alkaloids will be found (where deemed of sufficient
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21

22

importance), not merely the mode of preparation, but also the easiest method of
detection.—C. G. W.
AXiXAIiZItXETER. There are various kinds of alkalimeters, hut it will be more

convenient to explain their construction and use in the article on Axkaiimetrt, to
which the reader is referred.

AIiKA.ZiXnXETR'Z'. 1. The object of alkalimetry is to determine the quantity of
caustic alkali or of carbonate of alkali contained in the potash or soda of commerce.
The principle of the method is, as in acidimetry, based upon Dalton's law of chemical
combining ratios—that is, on the fact that in order to produce a complete reaction a
certain definite weight of reagent is required, or, in other words, in order to saturate
or completely neutralise, for example, one equivalent of a base, exactly one equivalent
of acid must be employed, and vice versa. This having been thoroughly explained in

the article on Acidimbtht, the reader is referred thereto.

2. The composition of the potash and of the soda met with "in commerce presents
very great variations ; and the value of these substances being, of course,

in proportion to the quantity of real alkali which they contain, an easy
and rapid method of determining that quantity is obviously of the greatest

importance both to the manufacturer and to the buyer. The process by
which this , object is attained,, though originally contrived exclusively for

the determination of the intrinsic value of these two alkalies (whence its

name Alkalurietry'), Has since been ex-

tended to thfit of ammonia and of earthy

bases and their carbonates, as will bo
shown presently.

3. Before, however, entering into a de-

scription of the process itself, we will give

that of the instrument employed in this

method of analysis, which instrument is

called an alJcali'meter.

4. The common alkalinfeter is a tube

closed at one end (see fig. 21), of about

fths of an inch internal diameter, about

9| inches long, and is thus capable of

containing 1,000 grains of pure distilled

water. The space occupied by the water is

divided accurately into 100 divisions, num-
bering from above downwards, each of

which, therefore, represents 10 grains of

distilled water.

5. When this alkalimeter is used, the

operator must carefully pour the acid from
it by closing the tube with his thumb, so

as to allow the acid to trickle in drops as

occasion may require ; and it is well also to

einear the edge of the tube with tallow, in order to prevent any portion of the test

acid from being wasted by running over the outside after pouring, which accident

. would, of course, render the analysis altogether inaccurate and worthless ; and, for

the same reason, after having once begun to pour the acid from the alkalimeter by
allowing it to trickle between the thiimb and the edge of the tube, as above men-
tioned, the thumb must not be removed from the tube till the end of the experiment,

for otlierwise the portion of acid which adheres to it would, of course, be wasted
• and vitiate the result. This uncomfortable precaution is obviated in the other forms
of alkalimeter now to be described.

6. That represented in fig. 22 is Gay-Lussac's alkalimeter ; it is a glass tube about

14 inches high, and ^ an inch in diameter, capable of holding more than 1,000 grains

of distilled water; it is accurately graduated from the top downwards into 100

divisions in such a way that each division may contain exactly 10 grains of water.

It has a small tube, h, communicating with the larger one, which small tube is bent and
bevelled at the top, c. This very ingenious instrument, known also under the names
of ' burette' and 'jwuret,' was contrived by Gay-Lussac, and is by far more convenient

than the common alkalimeter, as by it the test acid can be unerringly poured drop by
drop, as wanted. The only drawback is the fragility of the small side-tube, b. on

which account the common alkalimeter, represented in fig. 21, was generally used,

especially by workmen, because, as it has no side-tube, it is less liable to bo broken

;

but it gives less accurate results, a portion of the acid being wasted in various ways,

and it is besides less manageable. Gay-Lussac's 'burette' is therefore preferable;

and if melted wax be run between tlie space of the large and of the small tube, the

VJ
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instrument is rendered much less liable to iiyury ; it is generally sold with a separate

wooden foot or socket, in which it may stand vertically.
' 7. The preceding form of alkalimeter (Jicf. 23), which I contrived several years,

ago, will, I thibk, be found equally delicate, but more convenient still than that of

Gay-Lussac. It consists of a glass tube a, of the same dimensions and graduated in

the same manner as that of Gay-Lussac ; but it is provided with a glass foot, and the

upper part, b, is shaped like the neck of an ordinary glass bottle ; c is a bulb blown
from a glass tube, one end of which is ground to fit the neck, b, of the alkalimeter,

like an ordinary glass stopper. This bulb is drawn to a capillary point at d, and has

a somewhat large opening at b. With this instrument the acid is perfectly under

the control of the operator, for the globular joint at the top enables him to see the

liquor before it actually begins to drop out, and he can then regulate tlio pouring to

the greatest nicety, whilst its more substantial form renders it much less liable to

accidents than that of Gay-Lussac ; the glass foot is extremely convenient, and is at

the same time a great additional security. The manner of using it will be described

further on.

8. Another alkalimeter of the same form as that which I have just described,

except that it is all in on& piece, and has no globular enlargement, is represented in

Jig. 24. Its construction is otherwise the same, and the results obtained are equally

delicate ; but it is less under perfect control, and the test acid is very liable to run
down the tube outside : this defect might be easily remedied by drawing thetube into

a finer and more delicate point, instead of in a thick blunted projection, from which
the last drop cannot be detached, or only with difficulty and imperfectly. A glass

foot would moreover be an improvement.

9. With Schiister's alkalimeter (represented in Jigi. 25), the strength of alkalis is

determined by the weight, not by the measure, of the acid employed to neutralise the
• alkali : it is, as may be seen, a small bottle of thin glass, having the form of the head
of the alkalimeter represented in fig. 23. We shall describe further on the process of
analysis with this alkalimeter.

10. The alkalimeter most used now is that known as Mohr's (fig. 26). It consists of

a straight-graduated tube, having its lower extremity contracted and drawn out so as
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to form a short narrow tube, over wliicli is secured a piece of caoutchouc tubing. This
is terminated by a fine glass jet made by dra-wing out a piece of quill tubing, so as to
deliror the solution contained in the alkalimeter in a fine stream, or by single drops, as
required. A spring clamp s (Jiff. 27) is used to regulate the flow of the liquid. A
screw clamp, with one end attached to the support of the burette, is still better, as it

enables the operator to deliver the test liquor at any desired rate, and leaves both
hands free. Instead of a clamp a short piece of glass rod, of a diameter slightly

greater than the bore of the caoutchouc tube, may be introduced between the end of the
alkalimeter and the jet. By slightly pincliing the rod between the thumb and fore-

finger, the caoutchouc tube is expanded laterally, and allows the liquid to escape
between the glass rod and its inner surface, effectually closing again the moment the
pressure is relieved. A float (Jiff. 28) may be used with advantage with these
burettes. It consists of a short glass tuhe, closed at both ends, and weighted with
mercury, so as to float upright and rise but little out of the liquid. A line is etched
roimd the middle of the float, and from this all readings off are made, without regard
to the upper surface of the fluid. The float should fit pretty closely, but easily, and
the line round it should be perfectly horizontal, or inaccuracies will be introduced into

the readings. There are several other forms of alkalimeter, but whichever of them is

employed the process is the same—namely, pouring carefully an acid of a known
strength into a known weight of the alkali under examination, until the neutralising

point is obtained, as will be fully explained presently.

11. Blue litmus-paper being immediately reddened by acids is the reagent used for

ascertaining the exact point of the neutralisation of the alkali to be tested. It is prepared

by pulverising one part of commercial litmus, and digesting

it in six parts of cold water, filtering, and dividing the blue

liquid into two equal portions, adding carefully to one of the

portions, and one drop at a time, as much very dilute sulphuric

acid as is sufficient to impart to it a slight red colour, and
pouring the portion so treated into the second portion, which
is intensely blue, and stirring the whole together. The mix-
ture so obtained is neutral, and by immersing slips of white

blotting-paper into it, and carefully drying them by hanging them on a stretched

piece of thread, an exceedingly sensitive test paper of a light blue coloxir is obtained,

which should be kept in a wide-mouth glass-stoppered bottle, and sheltered from the

air and light.

12. Since the principle on which alkalimetry is based consists in determining the

amount of acid which a known weight of alkali can saturate or neutralise, it is clear

that any acid having this power can be employed.

13. The test acid, however, generally preferred for the purpose, is sulphuric acid,

because the normal solution of that acid is more easily prepared, is less liable to

change its strength by keeping, and has a stronger reaction on litmus-paper than any
other acid. It is true that other acids—tartaric acid, for example—can be procured of

greater purity, and that as it is dry and not caustic, the quantities required can be
more comfortably and accurately weighed off; and on this account some chemists,

after Buchner, recommended its use, but the facility with which its aqueous solution be-

comes mouldy is so serious a drawback, that it is hardly ever resorted to for that object.

14. When sulphuric acid is employed, the pure acid in the maximum state of con-

centration, or, as it is called by chemists, the pure hydrate of sulphuric acid, specific

gravity 1'8485, is preferable. Such an acid, however, is never met with in commerce,

for the ordinary English oil of vitriol is seldom pure, and never to the maximum state

of concentration ; the operator, however, may prepare it by distilling ordinary oil of

vitriol, but as the specific heat of the vapour of sulphuric acid is very small, tba
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distillation is a somewhat hazardous operation, unless peculiar precaution be taken.

The follo-wing apparatus, ho-wever, allows of the acid being distilled in a perfectly safe

and convenient manner ; it consists of a plain glass retort, charged with oil of vitriol

:

a little protosulphate of iron is added, for the purpose of destroying any nitrous pro-

ducts which the acid may evolve, and it is then placed into a cylinder of iron, the

bottom of which is perforated with holes about three-quarters of an inch in diameter,

except in the middle, where a large hole is cut of a suitable size for the retort to rest

upon ; the sides of the cylinder are likewise perforated, as represented in fig. 29.

Ignited charcoal is then placed all round the retort, the bottom of which protruding

out of the influence of the heat, allows the ebullition to proceed from the sides only.

It is well to put into the retort a few fragments of quartz or a few lengths of platinum

wire, tlae effect of which is to render the ebullition more regular.

16. In order to prevent the acid fumes from condensing in the neck of the retort, it

should be covered with a cover of sheet iron, as represented in fi^. 29.

16. The first fourth part which distils over should be rejected, because it is too

weak ; the next two-fourths are kept, and the operation is then stopped, leaving the

last fourth part of the acid in the retort. The neck of the retort should be about four

feet long and about one and a half inches in the bore, and be connected with a large

receiver ; and as the necks of retorts are generally much too short for the purpose, an

adapter tube should be adjusted to it and to the receiver, but very loosely ; this precau-

tion is absolutely necessary, for otherwise the hot acid falling on the sides of the

receiver would crack it
;
things, in fact, should be so arranged that the hot drops of

the distilling acid may fall into the acid which has already distilled over. Do not

surround the receiver with cold water, for the hot acid dropping'on the refrigerated

surface would also certainly crack it. The acid so obtained is pure oil of vitriol, or

monohydrated sulphuric acid, SO', HO, and it should be kept in a well-stoppered and
dry flask.

17. For commercial assays, however, and, indeed, for every purpose, the ordinary

concentrated sulphuric acid answers very well : when used for the determination of

the value of potashes, it is made of such a strength that each division (or 10 water-

grains' measure) of the alkalimeter saturates exactly one grain of pure potash ; an

acid of that particular strength is prepared as follows :—
18. Take 112*76 grains of pure neutral and anhydrous carbonate of soda, and dis-

solve them in about 5 fluid ounces of hot water.' This quantity, namely, 11276
grains, of neutral carbonate of soda will exactly saturate the same quantity of pure
sulphuric acid (SO') that 100 grains of pure potash would. It is advisable, however,

to prepare at once a larger quantity of test solution of carbonate of soda, which is of

course easily done, as will be shown presently.

19. Mix, now, 1 part, by measure, of concentrated sulphuric acid with 10 parts of

water, or rather—as it is advisable, where alkalimetrical assays have frequently to be
made, to keep a stock of test acid—mix 1,000 water-grains' measure of concentrated

sulphuric acid with 10,000 grains .of water, or any other larger proportions of concen-

trated sulphuric acid and water, in the above respective proportions ; stir the whole
well, and allow it to cool. The mixture of the acid with the water should be made
by first putting a certain quantity of the water into a glass beaker or matrass of a
suitable size, then pouring the concentrated acid slowly therein, while a gyratory

motion is imparted to the liquid. The vessel containing the acid is then rinsed with

the water, and both the rinsing and the rest of the water are then added to the whole
mass. "When quite cold, fill the graduated alkalimeter with a portion of it up to the

point marked 0°, taking the under line of the liquid as the true level ; and whilst

stirring briskly with a glass rod the aqueous solution of the 112'76 grains of neutral

carbonate of soda above alluded to, drop the test acid from the alkalimeter into the

vortex produced by stirring, until, by testing the alkaline solution with a strip of

reddened litmus-paper after every addition of acid, it is found that it no longer shows
an alkaline reaction (which is known by the slip of reddened litmus-paper not being
rendered blue), but, on the contrary, indicates that a very slight excess of acid is

present (which is known by testing with a slip of blue litmus-paper, which will then
turn slightly red).

20. If, after having exhausted the whole of the 100 divisions (1,000 water-grains'

measure) of the diluted acid in the alkalimeter, the neutralisation is found to be
exactly attained, it is a proof that the test acid is right.

21. But suppose, on the contrary (and this is a much more probable case)—suppose
that only 80 divisions of the acid in the alkalimeter have been required to neutralise
the alkaline solution, it is then a proof that the test acid is too strong, and accord-

' Anhydrous, or dry, neiitral carbonate of soda toay be obtained by keeping a certain quantity of
pure bicarbonate of soda for a short time at a dull red heat, in a platinum crucible ; the bicarbonate

converted into its neutral carbonate, of course free from water.
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ingly it must bo furtber diluted tvith watGr, to bring it to tlie standard strength ; and
this may at once be done, in the present instance, by adding 20 measures of water to

every 80 measures of the acid. This is best accomplished by pouring the -whole of the-

acid into a large glass cylinder, divided into 100 equal parts, until it reaches the mark
or scratch corresponding to 80 measures; the rest of the glass, up to 100, is then filled

up with water, so that the same quantity of real acid will now be in the 100 measures
as was contained before in 80 measures.

22. The acid adjusted as just mentioned should be labelled ' Test Sulphuric Acid

for Potash,' and kept in well-stoppered bottles, otherwise evaporation taking place

would render the remaining bulk more concentrated, consequently richer in acid than
it should be, and it would thus, of course, become valueless as a test acid until re-

adjusted. Each degree or division of the alkaUmeter of such an acid represents I

grain of pure potash.

23. The alkalimetrical assai/ of soda is also made with sulphuric acid, in preference

to other acids, but it must be so adjusted that 100 alkalimetrical divisions (1,000
water-grains' measure) of acid will exactly neutralise 170'98 of pure anhydrous
carbonate of soda, that quantity containing 100 grains of pure soda.

. 2i. Dissolve, therefore, 171 grains of pure anhydrous neutral carbonate of soda,

obtained as indicated before, in five or six ounces of hot water, and prepare in the

meantime the test sulphuric acid, by mixing 1 part, by measure, of ordinary concen-

trated sulphuric acid with about 9 parte by measure of water, exactly as described

before ; stir the whole thorotighly, let the mixture stand until it has become quite cold,

then pour 1,000 water-grains' measure of the dilute acid so prepared into an alkali-

meter—that is to say, fill that instrument up to 0°, taking the under line as the true

level, and then, whilst stirring briskly the aqueous solution of the 171 grains of car-

bonate of soda with a glass rod, pour the acid, with increased precaution as the satu^

rating point is approaching, into the vortex produced, until by testing the liquor

alternately with reddened and with blue litrnus-papcr, or with grey litmus-paper, as

before mentioned, the exactly neutralised point is hit.

^ 25. If the whole of the 100 alkalimetrical divisions (1,000 water-grains' measure)

have been required to effect the neutralisation, it is a proof that the acid is of the

right strength, but if this be not the case, it must bo adjusted as described before

—

that is to say :— .

; 26. Suppose, for example, that only 75 alkalimetrical divisions or measures of the

acid in the alkalimeter have been required to neutralise the 171 grains of neutral

carbonate of soda operated upon, then 75 measures of the acid should be poured at

once into a glass cylinder accurately divided into 100 parts ; the remaining 25

divisions should then be filled with water, and the whole being now
stirred up, 100 parts of the liquor will of course contain as much
real acid as 75 parts contained before, and accordingly the acid may
now be used as a test acid for the alkalimetrical assay of soda, each

degree or division of the alkalimeter representing one grain of pure

soda.

27. The stock of test acid should be kept in well-stoppered flasks,

that it may not vary in strength by evaporation, and be labelled

' Test Sulphicric Acid for Soda.'

28. Instead, however, of keeping two kinds of ' test sulphuric

acid,' of different saturating powers as described, the one for 'potash,

the other for soda, one kind only may be prepared so as to
,
serve

for both alkalis, by constructing, as is very often done, an alka-

limeter adjusted so as to indicate the quantities of the acid of a

given strength required for the saturation or neutralisation of both

potash or soda, or of their respective carbonates ; and this, in fact,

is the alkalimeter most in use in the factorj'.

It should be in shape similar to that of Gay-Lussac's (see /jr. 22),

or that described in figs. 23 and 24 ; but, like that represented by

fig. 21, it generally consists of a tube closed at one end, about three-

fourths of an inch internal diameter and about 9i. inches in length

;

it- is graduated into 100 equal parts, and every division is numbered

from above downwards (see//?. 30).

The following directions for their construction are given by PrO'

fessor Faraday. ' Let the tube represented in the margin have. 1000

grains of water weighed into it ; then let the space it occupies be

graduated into 100 equal parts, and every ten divisions numbered

from above . downwards. At 22-1 parts, or 77'99 parts from tlie

bottom, make an extra line, a little on one side or even on the opposite

"side of the •graduation, and write at it with a scratching diamond, soda ; lower dowi^
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at 48-62 parts, make another line, and write potash ; still lower, at 54-43 parts, a third;

line marked caph. soda, and at 65 parts a fourth, marked carh. potash. It will bo ob-

served that portions are measured oflF beneath these marks in the inverse order of the

equivalent number of these substances, and consequently directly proportionate to the

quantities of any particular acid which will neutralise equal weights of the alkalis

and their carbonates. As these points are of great importance, it will be proper to

verify them by weighing into the tubes first 350, then 613'8, and lastly 779'3 grains

of water, which will correspond with the marks if they are correct, or the graduation

may be laid down from the surface of the four portions of fluid when weighed in,

without reference -to where they fall upon the general scale. The tube is now com-
pleted, except- that it should be observed whether the aperture can be perfectly and
securely covered by the thumb of the left hand, and if not, or if there be reason to

think it not ultimately secure, then it should be heated and contracted until suffi-

eiently smaU.'

29, The test acid for this alkalimeter should have a specific gravity of 1'1268 ; and
such an acid may be prepared by mixing one part, by weight, of sulphuric acid,

specific gravity 1'82, with four parts of water, and allowing the mixture to cool. In
the meantime, 100 grains of pure anhydrous carbonate of soda, obtained as indicated

before, should be dissolved in water, and the test sulphuric acid, of specific gravity

1"1268, prepared as above said, having become quite cold, is poured into the alkali-

meter up to the point marked carbonate of soda ; the remaining divisions are filled up
with water, and the whole should be well mixed by shaking.

30. If the whole of the sulphuric acid, adjusted as was said, being poured carefully

into the solution of the 100 grains of the neutral carbonate of soda, neutralise them
exactly—which is ascertained, as usual, by testing the solution with litmus-paper,

which should not be either reddened or rendered bluer by it—it is of course a sign

that the tost is as it should be—that is to say, is of the proper strength ; in the con-

trary case it must be finally adjusted in the manner alresidy indicated, and whicli

need not be repeated. See §§ 20, 21.

31. The best and most convenient process for the analyst, however, consists in

preparing a test acid of such a strength that it may serve not only for all alkalis, but

indeed for every base; that is to say, by adjusting the test acid so that 100 alkalime-

trical divisions of it (1,000 water-grains' measure) may exactly saturate or neutra-

lise one equivalent of every base. This method, which was first proposed by Dr.

Ure, is exceedingly convenient, and the possession of two reciprocal test liquids,-

namely, the ammonia test liquor of a standard strength, of which we gave a descrip-

tion in the article on Acidimetry, and the standard test acid of which we are now«

speaking, affords, as Dr. Ure observes, ready and rigid means of verification. For
microscopic analysis of alkaline and of acid matter, a graduated tube of a small bore,

mounted in a frame, with a valve apparatus at top, so as to let fall drops of any size

and at any interval, is desirable ; and such an instrument Dr. Ure employed for many
years ; but instead of a tube with a valve apparatus at top, the operator may use a
graduated tube of a small bore, terminated by a small length of vulcanised india-rubber

tube pinched in a clamp, which may be relaxed in such a way as to permit also the

escape of drops of any size at any interval of time, the little apparatus being under
perfect command.

32. The test sulphuric acid, of such a strength that 100 alkalimetrical divisions of it

can saturate one equivalent of 6v«ry base, should have a specific gravity of 1'032,

and is prepared as follows :

—

Take 63 grains (one equivalent) of pure anhydrous neutral carbonate of soda,

obtained in the manner indicated before (see § 18), and dissolve them in about one

fluid ounce of water. Prepare in the meantime the test sulphuric acid hy mixing one

part, by measure, of concentrated sulphuric acid with about 11 or 12 parts of water,

and stir the whole well. The mixture having become quite cold, fill the alkalimeter

with the cold diluted acid up to the point marked 0°, taking the under line of the

liquid as the true level, and whilst stirring briskly the aqueous solution of the 53
grains of carbonate of soda above alluded to, pour the acid carefully from the

alkalimeter into the vortex produced by stirring, until, by testing the liquor alternately

with reddened and with blue litmus-paper, or, more conveniently still, with grey
litmus-paper, the neutralising point is exactly hit.

33. If the whole of the 100 divisions of the alkalimeter had been required to neu-
tralise exactly the 53 grains of pure anhydrous carbonate of soda, it would be a proof
that the acid is of the right strength ; but if this is not the case, it must be adjusted
in the manner described before, that is to say :

—

' 34. Let us suppose, for example, that only 50 measures in the alkalimeter have
been required to saturate or neutralise the 53 grains of carbonate of soda, then 50
measures should be poured at once iuto a glass cylinder accurately divided into 1-00
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parts, the remaining 50 divisions should bo filled up with -water, and tho -whole being;

woU stirred, 100 parts of the acid liquor Avill no^w contain as much real acid as was
contained before in the 60 parts.

35. The acid may now be labelled simply, ' Test or Normal Sulphuric Aoid.' Each
one hundred alkalimetrical divisions, or 1,000 water-grains' measure of it, contain one
equivalent, or 40 grains of real sulphuric acid

;
and, consequently, each 100 alkali-

metrical divisions of it will neutralise one equivalent, or 31 grains of soda, 47 of pot-

ash, 17 of ammonia, 28 of Umo, and so forth, with respect to any other base,

36. The stock of test or normal sulphuric acid should, as usual, be kept in well-

stoppered bottles, in order to prevent concentration by evaporation. By keeping in

the flask containing it a glass bead, exactly adjusted to the specific gra-vity of 1'032,

the operator may al-ways ascertain, at a glance, whether the acid requires readjusting.

37. With a Schiister's alkalimeter, it is convenient to prepare the test acid of such
a strength that, according as it has been adjusted for potash or for soda, 10 grains of

it will exactly saturate one grain of one or the other of these bases in a pure state.

It is considered that the alkalimeter may be charged with a known weight of any
of the other sulphuric test acids of a known strength. Suppose, for example, that the

test sulphuric acid taken have a specific gravity of 1*032, we know, as we have just

shown, that 1"032 grains weight of that acid contains exactly one equivalent of pure
sulphuric acid= 40, and is capable, therefore, of neutralising one equivalent of any
base; and, consequently, by taking a certain weight of this acid before beginning

tho assay, and weighing what is left of it after the assay, it is very easy to calculate,

from tho quantity of acid consumed in the experiment, what quantity of base has been
neutralised. Thus a loss of 21'96, 60'70, 33'29 grains' weight of this test acid

represents one grain of potash, of ammonia, of soda respectively, and so on with tho

other bases.

38. The operator being thus provided with an appropriate test acid, we shall now
describe how he should proceed -with each of them in making an alkalimetrical assay

with potash.

In order to obtain a reliable result, a fair average sample must be operated upon.

To secure this the sample should be taken from various parts of the mass and at once

put in a -wide-mouth bottle, and well corked iip until wanted ; when tho assay has to

be made, tho contents of the bottle must be reduced to powder, so as to obtain a fair

mixture of the whole ; of this weigh out 1,000 grains exactly—or less, if that quantity

cannot be spared—and dissolve them in a porcelain capsule, in about 8 fluid

ounces of distilled hot water, or in that proportion ; and if there be left anything like

an insoluble residue, filter, in order to separate it, and wash it on the filter -with small

quantities of distilled water, and pour the whole solution, -with the washings and
rinsings, into a measure divided into 10,000 water-grains' measure. If the water used

for washing the insoluble residue on tho filter has increased the bulk of the solution

beyond 10,000 water-grains' measure, it must be reduced by evaporation to that

quantity ; if, on tho contrary, the solution poured in the measure stands below the

mark 10,000 water-grains' measure, then as much water must be

31 added thereto as will bring tho whole mass exactly to that

point. In order to do this correctly, the cylindrical measure
should stand well on a table, and the under or lower

line formed by the liquid, as it reaches tho scratch 32

10,000, is taken as the true level.

39. This being done, 1,000 grains' measure of the

filtrate, that is to say, one-tenth part of the whole
solution, is transferred to a glass beaker, in which
the saturation or neutralisation is to be effected,

which is best done by means of a pipette capable

of containing exactly that quantity when filled up to

the scratch, a. In order to fill such a pipette it is

sufficient to dip it into the alkaline solution and to

suck up the liquor a little above the scratch, a

;

the upper orifice should then be stopped with the

first finger, and by momentarily lifting it up, the

liquor is allowed slowly to fall from the pipette

back again into the 10,000 grains' measure until its

level reaches exactly the scratch, a. The last drop

which remains hanging from the point of the pipette

may bo readily detached by touching the sides of tho glass measure with it. The 1,000

grains being thus rigorously measured in tho pipette should then be transferred to the

glass boakor, in which the neutralisation is to take place, by removing the finger

altogether, blo^wing into it to detach the last drop, and rinsing it with a little water.
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40. Or, instead of the pipette just described, tho operator may measure 1,000 grains

by taking an alkalimeter full of the alkaline solution, and emptying it into tho glass

beaker in -which the neutralisation is to take place, rinsing it with a little water, and
of course adding the rinsing to the mass in the said glass beaker,

41. Whichever way is adopted, a slight blue colour should be imparted to the 1,000

grains' measure of the alkaline solution, by pouring into it a small quantity of tincture

of litmus. The glass beaker should then be placed upon a sheet of white paper, or a

slab of white porcelain, in order that the change of colour produced by the gradual

addition of the test acid may be better observed.

42. This being done, if the operator have decided upon using tho test sulphuric acid

forpotash (§§ 17-22), he should take one of the alkalimeters represented in figa. 21, 22,

23, or 24, and fill it up to 0° (taking the under lino of the liquid as the true level)

;

then taking tho alkalimeter thus charged in his right hand, and in his left the glass

beaker containing the alkaline solution coloured blue by tincture of litmus, ho should

gradually and carefully pour the acid liquor into tho alkaline solution in the glass

beaker, to which a circular motion should be given whilst pouring the acid, or which
should be briskly stirred, in order to insure the rapid and thorough mixing of the two
liquors, and therefore their complete reaction

;
moreover, in order at once to detect any

change of colour from blue to red, the glass beaker should bo kept over the white

sheet of paper or the white porcelain slab, as before stated.

43. At first no effervescence is produced, because the carbonic acid expelled, in-

stead of escaping, combines with the portion of tho alkaline carbonate as yet unde-

composed, which it converts into bicarbonate of potash, and accordingly no sensible

change of colour is perceived ; but as soon as a little more than half the quantity of

tho potash present is saturated, tho liquor begins to efifervesco, and tho blue colour of

the solution is changed into one of a vinous, that is, of a purple or bluish-rod hue,

which is due to the action of the carbonic acid upon the blue colour of tho litmus.

More acid should be still added, but from this moment with very great care and with
increased caution, gradually as tho point of neutralisation is approached, which is

ascertained by drawing the glass rod used for stirring tho liquor across a slip of

blue litmus-paper. If the paper remains blue, or if a red or reddish streak is thereby
produced which disappears on drying the paper and leaves the latter blue, it is a
proof that the neutralisation is not.yet complete, and that tho reddish streak was due
only to the action of the carbonic acid ; more acid must accordingly be poured from
tho alkalimeter, but one drop only at a time, stirring after each addition, until at last

the liquor assumes a distinct red or pink colour, which happons as soon as it contains

an extremely slight excess of acid ; tho streaks made now upon the litmus-paper will

remain permanently red, even after drying, and this indicates that the reaction is

complete and that the assay is finished.

44. If tho potash under examination were perfectly caustic, tho solution would
suddenly change from bluo to pink, because there would be no evolution of carbonic

acid at all, and consequently no vinous or purple colour produced
;

if, on tho other

hand, tho potash was altogether in the state of bicarbonate, the first drops of tost

acid would at once decompose part of it and liberate carbonic acid, and impart a
vinous colour to the solution at the very outset, which vinous colour would persist as

long as any portion of the bicarbonate would remain undocomposod.
45. The neutralising point being attained, the operator allows tho sides of tho alka-

limeter to drain, and ho then roads off tho number of divisions which have been
employed. If, for example, 50 divisions have been used, then the potash examined
contained 50 per cent, of real potash. See observ., § 48-49.

46. Yet it is advisable to repeat the assay a second time, and to look upon this

first determination only as an approximation which enables the operator, now that he
knows about where the point of neutralisation lies, to arrive, if need be, by increased

caution as he reaches that point, at a much greater degree of precision. He should
accordingly take again an alkalimeter full (1,000 water-grains' measure)—that is to

say, another tenth part of the liquor left in the 10,000 grains' measure—and add
thereto at once 48 or 49 alkalimetrical divisions of tho tost acid, and after having
thoroughly agitated the mixture, proceed to pour the acid carefully, two drops only
at a time, stirring after such addition, and touching a strip of litmus-paper with the
end of the glass rod used for stirring ; and so he should go on adding two drops,

stirring, and making a streak on the litmus-paper until tho liquor assumes suddenly
a pink or onion-red colour, and the streak made on the litmus-paper is red also. Tho
alkalimeter is then allowed to drain as before, and the operator reads off the number
of divisions employed, from which number 2 drops (or f^ths of a division) should be
deducted; Gay-Lussac having shown that, in alkalimetrical assays, tho sulphates of
alkalis produced retard the manifestation of the red colour in that proportion. One
alkalimetrical division generally consists of 10 tlrops, but as this is not always the
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case, the operator should determine for himself how many drops are necessary to make
lip one division, and take account of them in the assay according to the ratio thus,

found. In the example given before, and supposing 1 0 drops to form one alkalime-
trical division, then the per-centage value of the sample of potash under examinatioa.
would probably be as follows :

—

Number of divisions of acid employed . . 50-0

— 2 dropg acid in excess ..... 0-2

Eeal per-centage of potash . . . 49'8

47. When the alkalimeter described in fy. 23 is employed, the test acid may, at

the beginning of the experiment, be poured from the larger opening, e ; but towards
the end—that is, when the neutralising point is approaching—the acid should be-

carefully poured from the point, d, in single drops, or only two drops at a iirae, until

the saturating point is hit, as we have just said. If the operator wishes to pour only
one drop, he should close the larger opening, e, of the bulb with the thumb, and then
fill the bulb with the test acid by inclining the alkalimeter ; putting now the alkalimeter

in an upright position, and removing the thumb, a certain quantity of acid will be,

retained in the capillary point, d ; and if the thumb be now pressed somewhat
,

forcibly against the opening, e, the acid contained in the capillary point will be
forced out and form one drop, which will then fall into the alkaline solution if it be
held over it. K the saturation be complete, the operator, without removing the bulb
stopper, may, by applying his lips to the large opening, E, suck the acid engaged in

.

the capillary point back into the alkalimeter.

48. If there should be in the mind of the operator any doubt as to what is meant
by the onion-red colour which the liquor tinged blue with tincture of litmiis acquires

when slightly supersaturated, ho may pour into a glass beaker a quantity of pure water
equal to, or even larger than, the alkaline solution operated upon, and tinge it blue

with a little tincture of litmus, to about the same degree of intensity as the alkaline

liquor under examination. If he now pour into the pure water coloured blue with
litmus, one single drop of the test acid, it will acquire at once, by stirring, the onion- •

red colour alluded to, and which he may now use as a standard of comparison.

49. Considering the rapidity with which these alkalimetrical operations can be
performed, the operator, unless he have acquired siifficient practice, or unless a great

degree of accuracy be not required, should repeat the assay two or three times, look-

ing upon the first determination only as an approximation, and as a sort of guide as

to the quantity of acid which will be required in the subsequent experiments, whereby
he will now be enabled to proceed with increased caution as he approaches the point,

of saturation
;
but, at any rate, if he will not take the little extra ti-ouble of a repeti-

tion, he should, before he begins to pour the acid, take a little of the filtered alkaline-

solution out of the glass beaker, as a corps de reserve, which he adds to the rest after

the saturating point has been approximated, and from that moment he may proceed^

but with great care, to complete the neutralisation of the whole.

50. Do not forget that as the test sulphuric acid must always be added in slight

excess to obtain a distinct red streak on the litmus-paper, a correction is absolutely

necessary ; that is to say, the excess of sulphuric acid employed must be deducted if

a strictly accurate result is sought.

- 61. If, instead of the special alkalimeter for potash above described, the operator

prefers using that prepared of such a strength that 100 divisions of the alkalimeter

(1,000 water-grains' measure) contain exactly one equivalent of each alkali or base,

which test sulphuric acid, as we have seen, has a specific gravity of 1'032 (see

§§ 31-36), he should proceed exactly as indicated in § 38 and following; and the

alkalimeter being filled with that test acid, of specific gravity 1'032, up to 0°, it (the

acid) should be poured carefully into the aqueous solution of the alkali tinged blue

with litmus, until exact neutralisation is attained, precisely in the same manner as in

§ 38 and following.

52. The neutralising point being hit, let us suppose that the whole of the contents

of the alkalimeter have been employed, that the aqueous solution tinged blue with

litmus is not yet saturated, and that, after having refilled the alkalimeter, the

4 divisions more (altogether 104 divisions) have been required to neutralise the alkali

in the aqueous solution; then, since 100 divisions (1,000 water-grains' measure) of the

test acid now employed saturate exactly one equivalent, that is, 47 of potash, the

•question is now, What quantity of potash will have been saturated bj- the 104 divi-

sions of acid employed ? The answer is found, by a simple rule of proportion, tc b.

Dearly 49.

100 : 47:: 104 : J' = 48-88.
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The sample of potash examined contained, therefore, nearly -19 per cent, of pure
potash.

53. If instead of the special test sulphuric acid for potash (§ 17), or of the test sul-

phuric acid for potash, soda, and other bases (§ 28), the operator uses the potash and
soda alkalimetor (§§ 31-36), the method to be followed is exactly similar to that

described in § 42 and following. Some of the test sulphuric acid, of specific gravity

1'1268, is to be poured into the alkalimeter until it reaches the point marked ' potash
'

(that is to say, 48"62 divisions of the alkalimeter), taking the under lino of the liquid

as the true level, and the remaining divisions up to 0° are carefully filled with water.

The operator then closes the aperture of the alkalimeter with the thumb of his loft

hand, and the whole is violently shaken so as to obtain a perfect mixture.

54. The acid so mixed must now be carefully poured from the alkalimeter into the

alkaline solution of the potash under examination until neutralisation is attained,

precisely as described in § 42 and following.

65. The neutralising point being hit, the operator allows the sides of the alkalimeter
to drain, and he then reads oflf the number of divisions employed in the experiment,

which number indicates the per-contage of real potash contained in the sample.

Had the operator wished to estimate the quantity of potash as carbonate of potash,

he should have poured the test acid into the alkalimeter up to the point marked ' car-

bonate of potash,' filled the remaining divisions of the alkalimeter up to 0° with water,

and proceeding exactly as just mentioned, the number of divisions of acid employed
would indicate the per-centage of potash contained in the sample as carbonate of potash.

66. The most accurate and expeditious method of determining the value of a sample
of an alkali is by means of a standard acid and a solution of a caustic alkali of cor-

responding strength contained in two burettes (Jiff. 26). The solution of soda ash, for

instance, having been prepared as directed in § 38-40, is tinted with litmus solution,

and a quantity of the standard acid more than suf&cient to saturate the whole of the
alkali is run into it, and the mixture boiled till the carbonic acid is entirely expelled
from it and the clear red of the litmus solution is seen. The number of divisions of
acid added is then noted and the neutral tint restored by the careful addition of the
solution of caustic alkali. From the absence of carbonic acid the reaction is very
sharp and decided, and even if the neutral point be overshot, the addition of a few
drops of acid followed by the more cautious use of the alkaline solution will enable a
correct result to be obtained. If the two standard solutions are of exactly equal

strength, it is only necessary to subtract the number of divisions of the alkaline solu-

tion used, from that of the acid one, to give at once the number of those of the latter

required for the neutralisation of the substance tested, and hence by a simple calcu-

lation the por-centage of real alkali.

67. If a Schiisier'a alkalivieter {fig. 25) be used, and supposing, for example, that
the acid to be employed therewith is so ac^usted that 10 grains weight of it neutralise

exactly 1 gi-ain in weight of potash, proceed as follows :—Take 100 grains in weight
of a fair average of the sample, previously reduced to powder, dissolve them in water,

fdter with the precautions which have already been described before (§38 and follow-

ing), and pour this solution into a glass cylinder graduated into 100 parts, and capable

of containing 10,000 water-grains ; fill it up with water exactly as described before ;

of this take now 100 alkalimetrical divisions, that is to say, Ath of the whole solution,

and pour it in a glass beaker. On the other hand, charge the Schiister's alkalimetor

with a certain quantity of the test acid, and weigh it, along with the alkalimeter itself, in

a good balance. This done, proceed with the neutralisation of the solution in the glass •

beaker, bypouring the acid from the alkalimeter in the usual way, and with thousual pre-

cautions, until the saturation is completed. Eeplace the alkalimeter, with the quantity

of unconsumed acid, in the scale of the balance, weigh accurately, and since every grain

of acid represents -itli of a grain of potash, the number of grains of acid used in the

experiment indicates at once the per-centage of real potash present in the sample.

58. When, however, potash is mixed with soda, as is frequently the case with the

potash of commerce, either accidentally or for fraudulent purposes, the determination

of the amount of the cheaper alkali could not, until a comparatively recent period, be
estimated, except by the expensive and tedious process of a regular chemical analysis.

In 1844, however, M, Edmund Pesier, professor of Chemistry at V^alenciennes, pub-
lished an easy and commercial method for the estimation of the quantity of soda which
potash may contain, by means of an areometer of a peculiar construction, to which the
name of ' Natrometer ' has been given by the talented professor,

59. The rationale of the method is grounded upon the increase of specific gravity
which sulphate of soda produces in a solution saturated with pure sulphate of potash,

and is deduced from the fact that a solution saturated with neutral sulphate of potash
possesses a uniform and constant density when the saturation is made at the same
temperature, and that the density of such a solution increases progressively in propor-

VoL. I, G
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tion to the quantity of sulpliate of sodn present ; an increase of deasitr so much ths
more readily obserrable, that the solubility of the sulphate of potash is greatly
augmented by the presence of sulphate of soda. It had at first been thought that, in

order to obtain anything like accuracy, it -vrould be necessary to combine all the
potash with one same acid, preferably stdphuric acid ; and, conisequently, that as the

potash of commerce al'ways contains a Uttle, and sometimes a rather considerable

quantity, of chloride of potassium, the latter salt should first be decomposed. Further
experiments, toTerer, established the fact that in dissolving chloride of potassium in a
saturated solatioa of sulphate of potash, the specific gravity of the liquor is not

materially increased, since the introduction of as much as 50 per cent, of chloride of
potassium does not increase that density more than 3 per cent, of soda m)uld do vrhen
examined by the natrometer—a degree of accuracy quite sufficient for commercial
purposes. When soda is added to a saturated solution of sulphate of potash, the
further addition of chloride of potassium thereto renders the specific gravity of the

liquor less than it would have been without that addition—an apparent anomaly due
to the fact that chlorine, in presence of sulphuric add, of potash, and of soda, combines
with the latter base to form chloride of sodium ; and it is this salt which increases the

solubUity of sulphate of potash, though in a some^what less degree than sulphate of

soda. Thus, if to a saturated solution of sulphate of potash 0'14 of soda be added
along with 0'20 of chloride of potassium, the natrometer indicates only 0'125 of soda.

Seeing, therefore, that in such an exceptional case the error does not amount to more
than 0"015 of eiror, it •will probably be found unnecessary in most cases to decompose
the chloride contained in the potashes of commerce, that quantity being too small
to materially affect the result. Yet, as the accurate determination of soda in potash
•was a great desideratum, il. Pesier contrived two processes, one of which, in the

hands ofthe practised chemist, is as perfect as, but muchmore rapid than, those ordinarily

resorted to ; the other, -which is a simplification of the first, yields results of sufficient

flccnracy for all commercial purposes,

60. First process.—Take 500 grains of a fair average sample of the potash to be
examined, dissolve them in as little -water as possible, filter, and Tash the filter until

the washings are no longer alkaline. This filtering, ho^wever, may be dispensed with
when the potash is of good quality and leaves but a small residue, or when an extreme
degree of accuracy is not required.

61. The potash being thus dissolved, a slight excess of sulphuric acid is added
thereto ; the excess is necessary to decompose the chlorides and expel the muriatic

acid. The liquor so treated is then evaporated in a porcelain capsule, about six inches

in diameter ; and -when it begins to thicken, it should be stirred with a glass rod, in

order to avoid projections. "When dry, the fire must be urged until the residue fuses,

and it is then kept in a state of tranquil fusion for a fe^w minutes. The capsule should

then be placed upon, and surrounded with, hot sand, and allowed to cool down slo^wly,

to prevent its cracking, which would happen without this precaution.

62. The fused mass in the capstile having become quite cold should now be

treated -with as little hot water as possible, that is to say, -with less than 3,000 grains

of hot water ; and this is best done by treating it with successive portions of fresh

•water. All the liquors thus successively obtained should then be poured into a
fiask capable of holding about 10,000 grains of -water, and the excess of sulphuric

acid must be axxuraldy neuiralised by a concentrated solution of pure carbonate

of potash—that is to say, until the colour of litmus-paper is no longer affected

by the liquor, just as in ordinary alkaUmetrical or acidimetrical assays. During this

operation, a pretty considerable precipitate of sulphate of potash is, of course, produced.

63. The neutralising point being exactly hit, a saturated solution of sulphate of

potash is prepared, and brought to the atmospheric temperature ; a condition which

is expedited by plunging the vessel which contains the solution into a basin full of

cold -water, and stirring it until the thermometer plunged in the liquor indicates that

the temperature of the latter is about the same as, and preferably less than, that of

the air, because in the latter case it may be qmte correctly adjusted by grasping the

vessel -with a -warm hand. In order, however, to secure exactly the proper tempera-

ture, the -whole should be left at rest for a few minutes after ha-ving -withdrawn the

vessel from the basin of cold -water used for refrigerating it, taking care simply to

stir it from time to time, and to ascertain that the thermometer remains at the same
degree of temperature. This done, the liquor is filtered into a glass cylinder, c, on

which a scratch, h—i, has been made, corresponding to 3,000 -water-grains' measure.

If the directions given have been exactly followed, it -will be found that the filtrate is

not sufficient to fill it up to that mark ; the necessary volume, however, should be

completed by -washing the deposit of sulphate of potash in the filter, b, -with a satu-

rated solution of the same salt (sulphate of potash) previously prepared. It is ad-vis-

able to use a saturated solution of sulphate of potash which has been kept for some
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time, and not one immediately prepared for the purpose, because sulphate of potash
in dissolving produces a certain amount of cold, -wliich -would create delay, sinco it

would be necessary to wait until the temperature of the mass had become the same as

that of tho air.

64. The liquor occupying 3,000 water-grains' measure in the cylinder should be
next rendered homogeneous by stirring it well, after which the natronieter may bo
immersed in it. The natrometor is simply an areometer of a peculiar construction,

provided with two scales : the one of a pink colour shows the degrees of temperature,

and indicates, for each degree of the Centigrade thermometer, tho level at which a
solution saturated with pure sulphate of potash would stand ; on tho other scale,

each degree represents 1 per cent, of soda (oxide of sodium), as represented in fig. 34.

66. The 0° of the two scales coincide with each other. If the experiment
take place at the temperature of 0^, the quantity of soda will be directly

determined by observing the number of degrees on the so'da scale ; but if

the experiment bo performed at 25°, for example, it will be seen that tho '

point at whicli the instrument would sink in a liquor saturated with pure
sulphate of potash corresponds to

33 Tou^^ soda, and, in this case, it 3 )

is from thispoint that the 0° of tho
soda scale should be supposed to

begin, which is easily accomplished

by a simple subtraction, as will be
seen presently.

66. Experiment having shown
that the degrees of soda cannot be
equidistant, but that, on the con-

trary, they become smaller and
smaller as the quantity of soda in-

creases, the number of degrees of

soda are obtained as follows :—
From the number of degrees of

temperature now indicated on the

fink scale of the natrometer, sub-

tract the number of degrees of

temperature indicated by an or-

dinary thermometer at starting

;

then look at the soda scale for the

number of soda degrees which cor-

respond to the number of degrees

of temperature left after subtrac-

tion, and each of tho soda degrees,

beginning from the 0° of the na-

trometer, represents 1 per cent.

67. For example :—Suppose tho

experiment to have been made at

starting, and as indicated by an
ordinary thermometer, at + 20°

ContigTade, and that tho level of the solution is now found to stand at 59° on tho

pink scale of temperature of the natrometer, then by deducting 20 (the original

temperature) from 59 (number of degrees indicated by the floating point on the pink

scale of temperatures of the natrometer), there remains, of course, 39. Draw tho

instrument out, and looking now on the said pink scale for 39°, there will bo found

exactly opposite, on the soda scale, the number 13, which number signtfies that tho

potash under examination contains 13 per cent, of soda (oxide of sodium).

68. As the deposit of sulphate of potash separated by filtering might retain some
sulphate of soda, it is advisable, in order to avoid all chance of error, to wash it with
a saturated solution of sulphate of potash, adding as much of it as is necessary to

bring the whole mass of the liquor up to the mark 3,000 water-grains' measure, in

which the natrometer being again immersed, the minute quantity of soda indicated

should be added to the per-centage found by the first operation.

69. If a great degree of accuracy is required, the fractions of degree of the instru-

ment must bo taken account of ; otherwise they may be neglected without the result

being materially affected, since 3 degrees of the scale of temperature correspond only
to about 1 per cent, of soda.

70. For commercial purposes, the process may be slightly varied, as follows :

—

Take 500 grains of a fair average sample of the potash to be examined, previously
reduced to powder, and throw thorn into a flask, a {fig. 35), capable of containing
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about 6,000 grains of water
;
pour upon them about 2,000 grains of water, and shako

until dissolved. Add now sulphuric acid theretx) ; this -will produce a smart effer-

vescence, and in all probability a deposit of sulphate of potash. We say in all

probability, because it is clear that if the potash in question is largely adulterated

with soda, or was altogether nothing else than carbonate of soda, as has occasionally

happened, it is evident that no deposit of sulphate of potash would take place ; and
yet, as it is necessary to tlie success of the operation that the liquor sliould contain an
excess of this latter salt, a certain quantity of it previously reduced to fine powder
must in that case be purposely added to tho solution.

71. After the disengagement of gas has ceased, it is necessary to pour the dilute acid

cautiously, and only drop by drop, until the neutralising point is correctly lut, which
will bo known as usual by testing -with litmus-paper. But if, by accident, too much
acid have been used, which is known by the reddening of the litmus-paper, tho slight

overdose may bo neutralised by adding a small quantity of weak solution of potash.

72. As this reaction produces heat, it is necessary to lower the liquor down to the

temperature of the atmosphere, decant in a filter placed over the glass cylinder, and
fill it up to the scratch 3,000, by washing the residue on the filter with a saturated

solution of sulphate of potash, exactly as described in § 63.

73. The glass cylinder being properly filled up to the scratch, remove tho funnel,

close the orifice of the glass cylinder with tho palm of the hand, and shake the whole
violently

;
holding the natrometer, which should be perfectly clean, by its upper

extremity, slowly immerse it in the solution. If the potash under examination be

pure, the pink scale will indicate the degree of temperature at which the experiment
has been made, taking the under line as the true level of the liquid ; but if, on the

contrary, it contains soda, the pink scale of temperatures -will indicate a few degrees

more than the real temperature, and this surplus number of degrees, being compared
%vith those of tho soda scale contiguous to it, on the opposite side, wiU express the

par-centage of soda present in the sample.

74. For example :—Suppose the experiment to have been made at + 12° Centi-

grade, and to have given a solution marking 26° on the pink scale of temperatures of

the natrometer, that is 13° more than the real temperature;—looking, therefore, at

number 13 on the pink scale of temperature, it will be seen that the number exactly

opposite on the soda scale, and corresponding to it, is 4, which indicates that tho

sample of potash examined contains 4 per cent, of soda.

It is important to boar in mind that aU commercial potashes contain naturally a
small quantity of soda, which quantity, in certain varieties, may even be considerable

;

it is only when tho proportion of soda is moro considerable than that whicli is

naturally contained in the species of potash submitted to analysis, that it should be
considered as fraudulently added. The following Table, published by M. Pesier, shows
the average composition of the principal varieties of potash found in commerce, when
in an unadulterated stato :

—

Average Composition of Potashes.
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Sulphate of potash
Cbloride of potassium .

Carbonate of potash .

Carbonate of soda (dry)
Insoluble residue
Moisture , . . .

Phosphoric acid, lime, silica.

13-47
0-95

74-10
3-01

0-65

7-28

0-54

14-11
2-09

69-Cl
3-OU
1-21

8-82

1-07

15-32

8-15

G8-07

'

5-85

0-35

unde-
ter-

mined

ditto

14-38
3-64

71-38
2-31

0-44
4-56

8-29

38-84

9-lG
38-03
4-17
2-66

1-20

4-27

18-17

61-83

24-17

1-5G

2-98

19-69
63-90

23-17

0-26

16-19

33-89
26-64
19-60

3-68

1-60

1-60
89-95

5-12

0-50

1-33

0-70
1-70

95-24
2-12

0-24

1

100-00|100-00 100-00 100-00 lOO'OO

1

100-00
1

1

100-00 100-00 100-00

Alkalimetric degrees . 66 63-1 58 C4-4 31-6 60 69-7 36-5 68-5 69-5

' In the impossibility of estimating exactly the loss by calcination, and the quantity of oxide o{

potassium in tho caustic (state (hydrate of potash), we hare reduced tho potash to the state of car-

bonate, to make comparison moro easy.
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(§ 76) into the glass beaker containing the aqueous solution of the soda ash under
examination, until complete neutralisation is attained, stirring briskly all the time, or

after each addition of the tost acid. The neutralisation point being hit, the sides of

the alkalimeter are allowed to drain, and the operator then reads off the number of

divisions employed, -which number indicates the per-centage of real soda contained in

the sample assayed. Thus, if the sample operated upon be the same as that alluded

to before, the number of divisions employed being 62 would indicate 52 per cent, of

real soda.

81. If the operator -wishes to estimate the amount of soda in the sample as car-

bonate of soda, he should fill the alkalimeter -with the test acid in question (specific

gravity r268) up to the point marked carbonate of soda, and fill the remaining

divisions -with -water, shake the -whole -well, and proceed -with the neutralisation of the

aqueous solution of the sample in the glass beaker as just described. Supposing, as

before, that the sample in question contains 52 per cent, of real soda, it -will no-w bo
found that the number of divisions employed altogether to saturate the sample com-
pletely are very nearly 89, for 52 of caustic soda correspond to 88'90 of the carbonate

of that alkali.

82. If the soda ash is very poor, instead of operating upon 1,000 -water-grains'

measure, or ono-toiith part of the -whole solution ( = 100 grains' weight of the soda

ash, §§ 76-77), it is ad-visable to take three or four thousand -water-grains' measure of

the alkaline solution, and to divide, by three or four, the result obtained by saturation.

Suppose, for example, that the quantity of real soda found is 46
;
this, if only 1,000

grains' measure had been taken, -would, of course, indicate 46 per cent. ; but as 4,000

water-grains' measure of solution have been taken instead, that number 46 must, ac-

cordingly, bo di-vided by 4, which gives II5 per cent, only of real soda contained in

the sample under examination.

83. The soda ash of commerce contains generally a per-centage of insoluble sub-

stances, which are removed by filtering, as wo said, and a greater or less quantity of

chloride of sodium (common salt) and of sulphate of soda, which, however, do not in

the slightest degree interfere -with the accuracy of the result. But there is a source

of error resulting from the presence in the soda ash of sulphide of calcium, of sulphite,

and sometimes also, though more rarely, of hyposulphite, of soda. When sulphuret of

calcium is present in the ash, on heating the latter by hot water, a double decompo-

sition takes place : the sulphuret of calcium, reacting upon the carbonate of soda, forms

sulphuret of sodium and carbonate of lime. Now sulphuret of sodium saturates the

test acid just as carbonate of soda ; but as it has no commercial value, it is clear that

if the ash contains a quantity of the useless sulphuret at all considerable, a very serious

damage may be sustained by the purchaser if the per-centage of that substance present

in the ash bo taken account of as being soda. Sulphite of soda is produced from the

oxidation of tliis sulphuret of sodium, and is objectionable inasmuch that when the

test acid is added slowly to the aqueous solution of the ash, the effect is to convert

the sulphite into bisulphite of soda, before any evolution of sulphurous acid, and
consequently before the pink reaction on litmus-paper is produced.

84. In order to obviate the inaccuracies resulting from the neutralisation of a portion

of the test acid by these substances, it is necessary to convert them into sulphates of

soda, which is easily done by calcining a quantity of the sample -with five or six

per cent, of chlorate of potash, as recommended by Gay-Lussac and "Welter. The
operator, therefore, should intimately mix 50 or 60 grains' weight of pulverised

chlorate of potash with 1,000 grains of the pulverised sample, and fuse the mixture in

a platinum crucible, for which purpose a blo-wpipe gas-furnace will be found ex-

ceedingly convenient. The fused mass shoidd be washed, and the filtrate being

received into a 10,000 water-grains' measure, and made up with water to occupy that

bulk, may then be assayed in every respect as described before with one or other

of the test acids mentioned.

85. When, however, the soda ash contains some hyposulphite of soda—which for-

tunately is seldom the case, for this salt is very difficultly produced in presence of a

very large excess of alkali—it should not be calcined -with chlorate of potash, because

in that case one equivalent of hyposulphite becomes transformed, not into one equivalent

of sulphate, but, reacting upon one equivalent of carbonate of soda, expels its carbonic

acid, and forms with the soda of the decomposed carbonate a second equivalent of sul-

phate of soda, each equivalent of hyposulphite becoming thus converted into two
equivalents of sulphate, and therefore creating an error proportionate to the quantity

of the hyposulphite present, each equivalent of which would thus destroy one equi-

valent of real and available alkali, and thus render the estimation of the sample
inaccurate, and possibly to a very considerable extent.

86. When this is the case, it is therefore advisable, according to Messrs. Fordos and
Gelis, to change the condition of the sulphurets, sulpliites, and hyposulphites, by add*
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ing a little neutral chromate of potash to the alkaline solution, whence results sul-

phate of chromium, water, and a separation of sulphur, which will not affect the accu-

racy of the alkalimetrical process.

87. Whether the sample to be analysed contains any sulphuret, sulphite, or hjrpo-

sulphite, is easily ascertained as follows :—If, on pouring sulphuric acid upon a por-

tion of the sample of soda ash under examination, an odour of sulphuretted hydrogen
—that is, an odour of rotton eggs—is evolved, or if a portion of the soda ash, being

dissolved in water, and then filtered, produces a black precipitate (sulphuret of

lead) when solution of acetate of lead is poured into it, then the sample contains a
sulphuret.

88. And if, after adding to some dilute sulphuric acid as much bichromate of

potash as is necessary to impart to it a distinct reddish-yellow tinge, and a certain

quantity of the solution of the soda ash under examination being poured into it,

but not in sufficient quantity to neutralise the acid, the reddish-yellow colour

becomes green, it is a proof that the sample contains either sulpliite or hyposulphite

of soda, the green tinge being due to the transformation of the chromic acid into

scsquioxide of chromium.
89. And if, muriatic acid being poured into the clear solution of the soda ash, a

turbidness supervenes after some time if left at rest, or at once if heat is applied, it

is due to a deposit of sulphur, an odour of sulphurous acid being evolved, and hy-
posulphite of soda is probably present. "We say ' probably,' because if sulphurets and
sulphites are present, the action of muriatic aeid would decompose both, and liberate

sulphuretted hydrogen and sidphurous acid ; but as these two gases decompose each

other, a turbidness due to a separation of sulphur is also formed; thus 2HS-f SO-
= 2HO + 2S.

90. As we have already had occasion to remark, the soda ash of commerce
frequently contains some, and occasionally a large quantity of caustic soda, the pro-

portion of which it is at times important to determine. This may be done, according

to !Mr. Barreswill, by adding a solution of chloride of barium to the aqueous solution

of the soda ash, by which the carbonate of soda is converted into carbonate of baryta,

whilst the caustic soda, reacting upon the chloride of barium, liberates a quantity of

caustic baryta proportionate to that of the caustic soda

in the soda ash. After this addition of chloride of

barium, the liquor is filtered in order to separate the

precipitated carbonate of bar\-ta produced, and which
remains on the filter, on which it should be washed with
pure water. A few lumps of chalk are then put into a
Florence flask, a, and some muriatic acid being poured
upon it, an efiervescence due to a disengagement of

carbonic acid is produced ; the flask is then closed with
a good cork, provided with a bent tube, b, reaching to

the bottom of the vessel c, and the stream of carbonic

acid produced is then passed through the liquor c, filtered

from the carbonate of baryta above mentioned. The
stream of carbonic acid produces a precipitate of car-

bonate of baryta, which should be also collected on a
separate filter, washed, dried, and weighed. Each grain of this second precipitate of

carbonate of baryta corresponds to 0'31o7 of caustic soda.

91. As the soda ash of commerce almost invariably contains earthy carbonates, the

sample operated upon should always be dissolved in hot water, and filtered in order

to separate the carbonate of lime which otherwise would saturate a proportionate

quantity of the test acid, and thus render the analysis worthless.

92. The quantity of water contained in either potash or soda ash is ascertained by
heating a weighed quantity of the sample to redness in a covered platinum capside or

cmcible. The loss after ignition indicates the proportion of water. If any caustic

alkali is present, 1 equivalent = 9 of water, is retained, which cannot be thus elimi-

nated, but which may, of course, be determined by calculation after the proportion of

caustic soda has been found, as shown before, each 31 grains of caustic soda contain-

ing 9 grains of water.

93. Besides the alkalimetrical processes which have been explained in the preceding
pages, the proportion of available alkali contained in the sample may be estimated
from the amount of carbonic acid which can be expelled by supersaturating the alkali

with an acid. The determination of the value of alkalis from the quantity of car-

bonic acid thus evolved by the supersaturation of the carbonate acted upon has long
been known. Dr. Ure, in the 'Annals of Philosophy,' for October, 1817, and then
in his 'Dictionary of Chemistry,' 1821, and more recently in his pamphlet 'Che-
jnistry Simplified,' described several instruments for analysing earthy and alfciline
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cartonates, and for a description of wliich tlie reader is referred to tlie article on
AciDisiETEY. The ingenious little apparatus of Drs. Fresenius and Will for tlie same
purpose, and to wliicli we have already alluded in the same article, gives accurate

results ; but it should be observed that when the potash or soda of commerce contains

any caustic alkali, or bicarbonate, or earthy carbonates, or sulphuret of alkali
—which,

as we have seen, is frequently, and, indeed, almost invariably, the case, the process is

no longer applicable without fixst submitting the sample to several operations—which
render this process troublesome and unsuited to unpractised hands. Thus, if caustic

potash is present, the sample must be first mixed and triturated with its o^wn -weight of

pure quartzoso sand and about one-third of its -weight of carbonate of ammonia. The
mass is then moistened -with aqueous ammonia, and then put into a small iron capsule

and evaporated to dryness, so as to expel completely

the ammonia and carbonate of ammonia. The mass is

then treated by -water, filtered, washed, and concen-

trated to' a proper bulk by evaporation, transferred to

the apparatus, and treated as -will be seen presently.

If the sample contains caustic soda, instead of one-

third, at least half of its -weight Of carbonate of

ammonia shoidd be employed. But for the estimation

of pure carbonates, Drs. Fresensius and Will's method
is both accurate and easy. The apparatus consists of

t-wo flasks, A and b ; the first should have a capacity

of from t^wo to t^wo ounces and a half ; the second,

or flask b, should be of a some^what smaller size,

and hold about one and a half or two ounces. Both
should be provided -with perfectly sound corks, each

perforated -with t-wo holes, through which the tubes

a, c, d are ;passing. The lo^wer extremity of the tube a
must be adjusted so as to reach nearly to the bottom

of the flask A, and its upper extremity is closed by means of a small pellet of wax, h ;

c is a tube bent t^wice at right angles, one end of which merely protrudes through
the cork into the flask a, but the other end reaches nearly to the bottom of the flask b.

The tube d of the flask b merely protrudes through the cork into the flask.

94. The apparatus being so constructed, a certain quantity—100 grains, for example
—of the potash or soda ash under examination (and -which may have been previously
dried) is weighed and introduced into the flask a, and water is next poured into this

flask to about one-third of its capacity. Into the other flask, or flask b, concentrated
ordinary sulphuric acid is poured, and the corks are firmly put in the flasks, which
thus become connected, so as to form a t^win-apparatus, which is then carried to a
delicate balance, and accurately weighed. This done, the operator removes the appa-
ratus from the balance, and applying his lips to tlie extremity of the tube d, sucks

out a few air-bubbles, which, as the other tube, a, is closed by the wax pellet, rarefies

the air in the flask a, and consequently causes the sulphuric acid of flask b to ascend
a certain height (after the suction) into the tube c ; and if, after a short time, the

column of sulphuric acid maintains its height in the tube e, it is a proof that the

apparatus is air-tight, and therefore as it should be. This being ascertained, suction

is again applied to the extremity of the tube d, so that a portion of the sulphuric acid

of the flask b ascends into the tube c, and presently falls into the flask A, the quantity

which thus passes over being, of course, proportionate to the vacuum produced by the

suction. As soon as the acid thus falls in the water containing the alkaline carbonate

in the flask a, an effervescence is immediately produced, and as the carbonic acid dis-

engaged must, in order to" escape, pass, by the tube c, through the concentrated sul-

phuric acid of the flask b, it is thereby completely dried before it can flnally make its

exit through the tube d. The effervescence ha^^ng subsided, suction is again applied

to the tube d, in order to cause a fresh quantity of sulphuric acid to flow over into

the flask a, as before ; and so on, till the last portion of sulphuric acid sucked over

produces no clfervescence, which indicates, of course, that all the carbonate is decom-
posed, and that, consequently, the operation is at an end, A powerful suction is now
applied to the tube d, in order to cause a tolerably large quantity of sulphuric acid,

but not all, to flow into the flask a, which thus becomes very hot, from the combina-
tion of the concentrated acid with the water, so that the carbonic acid is thereby

thoroughly expelled from the solution. The little wax pellet which served as a
stopper is now removed from the tube d, and suction applied for some time, in order

to sweep the flasks with atmospheric air, and thus displace all the carbonic acid in

the apparatus, which is allowed to become quite cold, and weighed again, together

with the wax pellet, the difibrence between the first and the second weighings—that is

to say, the loss—indicating the quantity of carbonic acid which was contained in the
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carbonate, which has escaped, and from which, of courso, the quantity of tJie car-

bonated alkali acted upon may be calculated. Suppose in effect, that the loss is 19

grains : taking the

Equivalent of soda . , . , . . . =31
do carbonic acid =22

1 eqxuvalent of carbonate of soda . . . = 53,

it is clear that the 19 grains of carbonic acid which have been expelled represent

4577 grains of carbonate of soda, or, in other words, 100 grains of soda ash operated

upon contained 4677 of real carbonate of soda, thus :

—

C02 NaO.CO' CO' NaO. CO'
22 : 63 :: 19 : x «= 4577

95. As the soda ash of commerce always contains earthy carbonates, and very fre-

quently sulphurets, sulphites, and occasionally hyposulphites, instead of putting the

100 grains to be operated upon directly into the flask a, it is absolutely necessary

first to dissolve them in boiling water, to filter the solution, and to wash the precipi-

tate which may bo left on the filter with boiling water. The solution and the wash-
ings being mixed together, should then bo reduced by evaporation to a proper volume
for introduction into the flask a, and the process is then carried on as described. If

sulphurets, sulphites, or hyposulphites are present, the ash should be treated exactly

as mentioned in §§ 83-91, previous to pouring the solution into the flask a, since

otherwise the sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphurous acid, which would be disengaged

along with the carbonic acid, would apparently augment the proportion of the latter,

and render the result quite erroneous.

96. The balance used for this mode of analysis should be capable of indicating

small weights when heavily laden.

AXiXAKXirE EARTHS

—

Baeyta, Lime, and Sthontia. These earths are so

called to distinguish them from the earths Magnesia and Alumina. They are soluble

in water, but to a much less extent than the alkalies. Their solutions impart a brown
colour to turmeric paper, and neutralise acids. They are, however, dastinguishod

from the alkalies, by their combination with carbonic acid being nearly insoluble in

water.

AImH-DlZiZ waste, a by-product obtained in the manufacture of soda-ash.

By heating sulphate of soda with chalk and carbonaceous matter, a mixture of car-

bonate of soda and sulphide of calcium is obtained. The former salt is dissolved out
on lixiviation, whilst the latter remains as an insoluble residue. It is this residue

which constitutes ' alkali waste.' The accumulation of this material is aften a source

of great annoyance to the manufacturer, especially by the evolution of sulphuretted
hydrogen. Several methods have, of late years, been introduced for the utilisation of

this product, and the recovery of the sulphur which it contains. For a description of

these processes see Soda.
AIiKAXTET.

(
Orcaneite, Fr. ; Orkanet, Ger.) Anchusa tinctoria. A species of

bugloss, or boragewort, cultivated in the neighbourhood of Montpellicr and in the

Levant. It is sometimes called the bugloss of Languedoc, or the dyer's bugloss.

The anchusa is a rough plant, with downy and spear-shaped leaves, and clusters of
small purple or reddish flowers, the stamens of which are shorter than the corolla.

It affords a fine red colour to alcohol and oils, but a dirty red to water. Its principal

use is for colouring ointments, oils, and pomades. The spirituous tincture gives to

white marble a beautiful deep stain
;
but, usually, "wax is coloured with the anchusa,

and then applied to the surface of warm marble. It sfciins it flesh-colour, and the
stain sinks deep into the stone. Oil coloured by .ilkanet is used for staining wood in

imitation of rosewood.
Alkanet root was analysed by Dr. John, who found the constituents to be a peculiar

colouring matter (pseudo-allcanium), 6"60 ; extractive, I'OO; gum, 6*25; matters
extracted by caustic potash, 65-00

; woody fibre, 18-00.

The colouring matter resides in the cortical part of the root, and was regarded by
Pelletier as a kind of fatty acid (anchusic acid) ; but it is now usually considered to
be a resinoid (anckusine), whose composition is C" H-" 0* (C" H'" O"). This root is

sometimes termed the spurious alkanet root {radix alkann<s spuria), to distingiush it

from the Al-kenna.
AIi-KEmrA, or AIi-HEXrirA, is the name of the roots and leaves of Lawsonia

inermis, which have been long employed in the East to dye the n.ails, teeth, hair,

garments, &c. The leaves, ground and mixed with a little limewater, serve for
dyeing the tails of horses in Persia and Turkey.

,
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It is tho same as the herb Henna frequently referred to by the Oriental poets.

The powder of the leaves, being -wet, forms a paste, which is bound on the nails for a
night, and the colour thus given will last for several weeks.

This plant is distinguished as the true alkanet root {radix alkannai vera).

AliliBMOWTITB. A native alloy of arsenic and antimony, containing Sb As'.

It is found at Allcmont, in Dauphiny (whence the name) ; at Przibram, in Bohemia;
and at Andreasberg, in the Hartz.

ALIiIGATIOW. An arithmetical formula, useful on many occasions for ascertain-

ing the proportion of constituents in a mixture, when they have undergone no change
of volume by chemical action, or for finding the price or value of compounds consist-

ing of ingredients of different values. Thus, if a quantity of sugar worth M, the

pound, and another quantity worth \Qd., are mixed, the question to be solved by
alligation is, what is the value of the mixture by the pound ? Alligation is of two
kinds

—

medial, and alternate ; medial, when the rate of mixture is sought from tho

rates and quantities of the simples
;
alternate, when the quantities of the simples are

sought from tho rates of the simples and the rate of the mixture.

—

Webster.

A.TmJiXO'Im'B. Alliole is obtained by distilling crude naphtha, and collecting all that

leaves the still in the first distillation before the boiling temperature reaches 194° F.

;

and on the second distillation, all below 176° F. It boils, when nearly free from
benzole, at a temperature of from 140° to 158° F., and possesses an alliaceous odotir

somewhat resembling that of bi-sulphide of carbon.

A.ltltXXJTtL, A genus of plants belonging to the Liliacea or lily-order. The bulbs

of many species are esculent. Allium Cepa is the onion ; A. sativum, garlic ; A. porrum.

the leek; A. Ascalonicuni, the shallot; A, Sckmioprasum, the chive. The so-called

' Spanish onions,' imported from Spain, Portugal, and Egypt, are merely the large

bulbs of varieties of tho common onion, which, cultivated in warm dry countries, lose

much of their pungency.

AIi:L0CIiASS. a mineral found in the Bannat—once regarded as a Cobalt-

glance. It appears to bo of a very complex and variable composition. Essentially

it is a compound of sulphur, arsenic, iron, zinc, and cobalt.

A-AXOPHAXTE—from SWos other, and ipaivoi to appear, in allusion to the change

of appearance which this mineral undergoes before the blowpipe flame. This mineral,

which is a hydrated silicate of alumina, consists essentially of silica 24'22, alumina

40'39, and water 35"39. It is generally found lining small cavities, and in veins in

marl or chalk. AUophanes have been found containing from 14 to 19 per cent, of

oxide of copper, which give them a green colour.

j&XiXiOTZlOPY. Mlotropic Condition. A name introduced by Berzelius to signify

anotherform of the same substance, derived from &\\os, another, and rpdiros, habit.

Carbon, for example, exists as the diamond, a brilliant gem, with difficulty combus-

tible ; as graphite, a dark, opaque mass, often crystalline, also of great infusibility

;

and as charcoal, a dark porous body, which burns with facility.

Sulphur, when molted, is at 230° F. perfectly liquid. Being heated to 430° F., it

becomes thick and so tenacious that it can scarcely be poured out of the vessel in

which it is melted. When heated to 480° it again becomes liquid, and continues so

until it boils. These examples are sufficient to explain the meaning of this term.

An extensive series of bodies appears to assume similar allotropic modifications.

The probability is tliat, with the advance of physical and chemical science, many of

the substances now supposed to be elementary -n-ill be proved to be but allotropic

states of some one form of matter. See Isomerism.

AXi&OT. {Alliage, Yr.
;
Legirung,QieT.) From the French aW/er, to unite or mix ;

or the Latin alligo, to bind. This term formerly signified mixing some baser metal

with gold and silver, and this meaning is still preserved in reference to coinage ;
but,

in chemistrj', it now means any compound of any two or more metals whatever. Thus,

bronze is an alloy of copper and tin ; brass, an alloy of copper and zinc ; and typo

metal, an alloy of lead and antimony. All tho alloys possess metallic lustre, even

when cut or broken to pieces
;
they are opaque ; are excellent conductors of heat and

electricity; are frequently susceptible of crystallising; are more or less ductile,

malleable, elastic, and sonorous. An alloy which consists of metals differently fusible

is usually malleable when cold, and brittle when hot, as is exemplified with brass and

gong metal.

Many alloys consist of definite or atomic proportions of the simple component

metals, though some alloys seem to form in any proportion, like combinations of salt

or sugar with water. It is probable that peculiar properties belong to the atomic

ratio, as is exemplified in tho superior quality of brass made in that proportion.

The experiments of Crookewitt upon amalgams appear to prove that the combina-

tion of metals in alloys obeys some laws of a similar character to those which prevail

between combining bodies in solution ; i.e. that a true combining proportion existed.
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By amalgamation and straining tlirougli chamois leather, he obtained crystalline

metallic compounds of gold, bismuth, lead, and cadmium, -with mercury, •which

appeared to exist in true definite proportions. With potassium he obtained two
amalgams, XH^-° and KHg-^. With silver, by bringing mercury in contact with
a solution of mtrate of silyer, according to the quantity of mercury employed, he
obtained such amalgams as Ag^Hg'^, AgHg-, AgHg", AgHg'.
Beyond those there are many experiments which appear to prove that alloys are

true chemical compounds
;
but, at the same time, it is highly probable that the

true chemical alloy is very often dissolved (mechanically disseminated) in that metal

which is largely in excess. In some cases, however, the alloy appears to be nothing

more than a mechanical mixture of the component metals.

Some years since, the Editor, at the request of Sir Henry De la Beche, and guided

by the advice of Professor Graham, carried out a series of experiments in the laboratory

of the Museum of Practical Geology, with the view of obtaining a good alloy for

soldiers' medals, and the results confirmed the views respecting the laws of definite

proportional combination among the metals. Many of those alloys were struck at the

Mint, and yielded beautiful impressions ; but there were many objections urged

against the use of any alloy for a medal of honour.

One metal does not alloy indifferently with every other metal, but it fs governed in

this respect by peculiar atiinities
;
thus, silver will hardly unite with iron, but it com-

bines readily with gold, copper, and lead. In comparing th« alloys with their

constituent metals, the following differences may be noted. In general, the ductility

of the alloy is less than that of the separate metals, and sometimes in a very remark-
able degree ; on the contrary, the alloy is usually harder than the mean hardness of

its constituents. The mercurial alloys or amalgams are, perhaps, exceptions to this

rule.

The specific gravity is rarely the mean between that of each of its constituents, but
is sometimes greater and sometimes less

;
indicating, in the former case, a closer

cohesion, and, in the latter, a recedure, of the particles from each other in the act of

their union. The aUoys of the following metals have been examined by Crookewitt,

nnd he has given their specific gravities as in the following Table ; the specific gravity
of the unalloyed metals being

—

Copper . 8-794 Zinc . . . 6-860

Tin . . 7-305 Lead . . 11-354

That of the alloys was

—

Cu= Sn» . 7-652 CuPb . . 10-375

Cu Sn . 8-072 Sn Zn^ . . 7-096

Cu» Sn . 8-512 SnZn . 7-115

Cu' Zn* . 7-939 Sn' Zn . . 7-235

Cu» Zn2 . . 8-224 Sn Pb== . . 9-965

Cu' Zn . 8-392 SnPb . . 9-394

Cu^ Pb' . . 10-753 Sn' Pb . . 9-025

The following Tables of binary alloys

detail :

—

Alloys having a density greater than the mean
of their constituents.

Gold and zinc

Gold and tin

Gold and bismuth
Gold and antimony
Gold and cobalt

Silver and 2dnc

Silver and lead

Silver and tin

Silver and bismuth
Silver and antimony
Copper and zinc

Copper and tin

Copper and palladium
Copper and bismuth
Lead and antimony
Platinum and molybdenum
Palladium and bismuth

exhibit this circumstance in experimental

Alloys having a density less than the mean of

their constituents.

Gold and silvep

Gold and iron

Gold and lead

Gold and copper

Gold and iridium

Gold and nickel

Silver and copper
Iron and bismuth
Iron and antimony
Iron and lead

Tin and lead

Tin and palladium
Tin and antimony
Nickel and arsenic

Zinc and antimony
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There are many points of great physical as well as chemical interest in connection

with alloys, which require a closer study than they have yet received. There are

some striking facts, brought forward by M. Wertheim, deduced from experiments

carried on upon fifty-four binary alloys and nine ternary alloys of simple and known
composition, which will be found in the ' Journal of the French Institute,' to which
the reader desiring information on this point is referred.

It is hardly possible to infer the melting point of an alloy from that of each of its

constituent metals ; but, in general, the fusibility is increased by mutual affinity in

their state of combination. Of this a remarkable instance is afforded in the fusible

metal consisting of 8 parts of bismuth, 5 of lead, and 3 of tin, which melts at the heat
of boiling water, or 212° F., though the melting point deduced from the mean of its

components should be 514° F. This alloy may be rendered still mora fusible by
adding a little mercury to it, when it forms an excellent material for anatomical injec-

tions. See Fusible Mbtai.

On the Melting Point of Certain Alloys,

Centigrade
Thermometer,

Lead ..... 334°

Tin 230°

Tin, 5 atoms
;
load, 1 atom . 194°

I) 4 „ „ 1 . 189°

„ 3 „ „ 1 „ . 186°

Centigrade
Thermometer.

Tin, 2 atoms; lead, 1 atom . 196°

„ 1 „ „ 1 „ . 241°

„ 1 „ „ 3 „ . 289°

„ 2 vols.; ,, 1vol. . 194°

In these experiments of M. Kupffer, the temperatures were determined with ther-

mometers of great delicacy, and the weighings were carefully carried out.

—

Ann. de
Chimie, xl. 285-302 ; Brewster's Edin. Jour. Sci. i. N.S. p. 299.

The colours of alloys do not depend in any considerable degree upon those of the
separate metals ; thus, the colour of copper, instead of being rendered paler by a large

addition of zinc, is thereby converted into a rich-looking yellow metal, brass.

By means of alloys, we multiply, as it were, the number of useful metals, and
sometimes give usefulness to such as are separately of little value. Since these com-
pounds can be formed only by fusion, and that many metals are apt to oxidise readily

at their melting temperature, proper precautions must be taken in making alloys to

prevent this occurrence. Thus, in combining tin and lead, resin or grease is usually

put on the surface of the melting metals, the carbon produced by the decomposition

of which protects them, in most cases, sufficiently from oxidation. When we wish
to combine tin and iron, as in the tinning of cast-iron tea-kettles, we rub sal-ammo-
niac upon the surfaces of the hot metals in contact with each other, and thus exclude

the atmospheric oxygen by means of its fumes. When there is a notable diflference

in the specific gravities of the metals which we wish to combine, we often find great

difficulties in obtaining homogeneous alloys ; for each metal may tend to assume the

level due to its density, as is remarkably exemplified in alloys of gold and silver made
without adequate stirring of the melting metals. If the mass be large and slow of

cooling, after it is cast in an upright cylindrical form, the metals sometimes separate,

to a certain degree, in the order of their densities. Thus, in casting large bells and
cannon with copper alloys, the bottom of the casting is apt to contain too much
copper and the top too much tin, unless very dexterous manipulation in mixing the

fused materials has been employed immediately before the pouring out of the melted
mass. When such inequalities are observed, the objects are broken and re-melted,

after which they form a much more homogeneous alloy. This artifice of a double

melting is often had recourse to, and especially in casting the alloys for the specula

of telescopes.

When we wish to aUoy three or more metals, we often experience difficulties,

either because one of the metals is more oxidisable, or denser, or more fusible, than the

others, or because there is no direct affinity between two of the metals. In the latter

predicament, wo shall succeed better by combining the three metals first in pairs,

for example, and then melting the two pairs together. Thus, it is difficult to unite

iron with bronze directly ; but if, instead of iron, we use tin plate, we shall imme-
diately succeed, and the bronze, in this manner, acquires valuable qualities from
the iron. Thus, also, to render brass bettor adapted for some purposes, a small

quantity of lead is sometimes added to it, but this cannot be done directly with
advantage ; it is better to melt the lead first along with the zinc, and then to add
this alloy to the melting copper, or the cop;per to that alloy, and fuse them together.

One of the alloys most useful to the arts is brass ; it is more ductile and less easily

oxidised than even its copper constituent, notwithstanding the opposite nature of the

fine, (See Brass.) This alloy may exist in many different proportions, under whicU
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it hag diffureut names, as tombac, similor, pinchbeck, &c. Copper and tin form

compounds of remarkable utility, known under tlie name of hard brass, for the

bushes, steps, and bearings of the axles, arbours, and spindles in machinery ; and

of bronze, bell-metal, &c. (See Beonzb, &c.) Gold and silver, in their pure state, are

too soft and flexible to form either vessels or coins of sufficient strength and dura-

bility ; but when alloyed with a little copper, they acquire the requisite hardness and
stiflEhess for these and other purposes. Aluminium has been found by Dr. Percy to

possess the same hardening property. See Alitminittm Bkonze.

When wo have occasion to unite several pieces of the same or of different metals,

we employ the process called soldering, which consists in fixing together the surfaces

by means of an interposed alloy, which must be necessarily more fusible than the

metal or metals to be joined. That alloy must also consist of metals which possess a

strong affinity for the substances to be soldered together. Hence each metal would
seem to require a particular kind of Bolder, which is, to a certain extent, true. Thus,

the solder for gold trinkets and plate is an alloy of gold and silver, or gold and copper

;

that for silver trinkets is an alloy of silver and copper ; that for copper is either fine

tin, for pieces that must not be exposed to the fire, or a brass alloy called hard
solder, of which the zinc forms a considerable proportion. The solder of lead and
tin plate is an alloy of lead and tin, and that of tin is the same alloy with a little bis-

muth. Tinning, gilding, and silvering may also be reckoned as species of alloys,

since the tin, gold, and silver are superficially united in these cases to other metals.

Metallic alloys possess usually more tenacity than could be inferred from their con-

stituents
;
thus, an alloy of 12 parts of lead with 1 of zinc has a tenacity double that

of zinc.

The cohesive force of alloys is well shown in the annexed Table (p. 94), in which the

results are mostly those obtained by Muschenbroek.'

Metallic alloys are generally much more easily oxidised than the separate metals, a

phenomenon which may be ascribed to the increased affinity for oxygen which results

from the tendency of the one of the oxides to combine with the other. An alloy of

tin and lead heated to redness takes fire, and continues to burn for some time like a
piece of bad turfc

Every alloy is, in reference to the arts and manufactures, a new metal, on account

of its chemical and physical properties. A vast field here remains to be explored.

Not above 60 alloys have been studied by the chemists out of many hundreds which
may be made ; and of these but few have been yet practically employed. Very slight

modifications often constitute valuable improvements upon metallic bodies. Thus,

the brass most esteemed by turners at the lathe contains from 2 to 3 per cent, of lead

;

but such brass does not work well under the hammer ; and, reciprocally, the brass

which is best under the hammer is too tough for turning.

M. Chaudet has made some experiments on the means of detecting the riietals of

alloys by the cupelling furnace, and they promise useful applications. The testing

depends upon the appearance exhibited by the metals and their alloys when heated

on a cupeL The following were Chaudet's results :

—

Metals.—^Pure tin, when heated this way, fuses, becomes of a greyish-black colour,

fumes a little, exhibits incandescent points on its surface, and leaves an oxide which,
when withdrawn from the fire, is at first lemon-yellow, but, when cold, white. Anti-

mony melts, preserves its brilliancy, fumes, and leaves the vessel coloured lemon-
yellow when hot, but colourless when cold, except a few spots of a rose tint. Zinc
burns brilliantly, forming a cone of oxide ; and the oxide, much increased in volume,

is, when hot, greenish, but, when cold, perfectly white. Bismuth fumes, becomes
covered with a coat of melted oxide, part of which sublimes, and the rest enters the

pores of the cupel ; when cold, the cupel is of a fine yellow colour, with spots of a

greenish hue. Lead resembles bismuth very much ; the cold cupel is of a lemon-
yellow colour. Copper melts, and becomes covered with a coat of black oxide ; some-
times spots of a rose tint remain on the cupel.

Alloys,—Tin 76, antimony 25, melt, become covered with a coat of black oxide,

have very few incandescent points ; when cold, the oxide is nearly black, in con-

sequence of the action of antimony ; a jggth part of antimony may be ascertained,

in this way, in the aUoy. An aUoy of antimony containing tin leaves oxide of tin

in the cupel ; a yJoth part of tin may be thus detected. An alloy of tin and zinc

gives an oxide which, whilst hot, is of a green tint, and resembles philosopher's wool
in appearance. An alloy containing 99 tin 1 zinc did not present the incandescent
points of pure tin, and gave an oxide of greenish tint when cold. Tin 95, bismuth 5
parts, gave an oxide of a grey colour. Tin and lead give an oxide of a rusty brown
colour. An alloy of lead and tin, containing only 1 per cent, of the latter metal, when

* Encyclopedia Britannica, Art. STOENaxn, and introduction ad Ftiiloso. Natime.
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Allot op Speciflo

Cohesion

Cohesion of
square inch

in lbs.

Avoirdupois

Specific

Gravity

PAIITS PAUTS
Gold . . 2 Silver . . .1 2-972 28,000
ditto . . 5 Copper . .1 5-307 50,000

Silver . , 5 ditto . . .1 5-li8 48,500
ditto . . 4 Tin . . .1 4-352 41,000

Brass . • 4-870 45,882
Copper '. 10 Tin . . .1 3-407 32,093
ditto . . 8 ditto . . .1 3-831 36,088
ditto . . 4 ditto . . ,1 4-687 44,071
ditto . . 6 ditto . . ,1 3-794 35,739
ditto . . 2 ditto . . .1 0-108 1,017
ditto . . 1 ditto . . , 1 0-077 725

Tin (English) . 10 Lead , , .1 0-733 6,904
ditto , . 8 ditto , , ,1 0-841 7,922
ditto . . 6 ditto , . .1 0-849 7,997
ditto . . 4 ditto . . .1 1-126 10,607
ditto . . 2 ditto . . .1 0-793 7,470
ditto , . 1 ditto . , .1 0-751 7,074
Tin (Banea) . 10 Antimony , . 1 1-187 11,181 7-359

ditto . . 8 ditto . . .1 1-049 9,881 7-276
ditto . . 6 ditto . . .1 1-341 12,632 7-228

ditto . . 4 ditto . . .1 1-431 13,480 7-192

ditto . . 2 ditto . , .1 1-277 12,092 7-105

ditto . . 1 ditto . , .1 0-338 3,184 7-060

ditto . . 10 Bismuth . . 1 1-347 12,688 7-576

ditto . . 4 ditto . . .1 1-772 16,692 7-613

ditto . . 2 ditto . , .1 1-488 14,017 8-076

ditto . . 1 ditto . . .1 1-276 12,020 8-146

ditto . . 1 ditto i . ,2 1-063 10,013 8-58

ditto . . 1 ditto . . .4 0-836 7,875 9-009

ditto . . 1 ditto . . .10 0-411 3,871 9-439

Tin (English) . 1 Zinc . . . 1 0-958 9,024
ditto , . 2 ditto . . .1 1-164 10,964
ditto . . 4 ditto . . .1 1-089 10,258
ditto . . 8 ditto . . .1 1-126 10,607
ditto . . . I Antimony . . 1 0-154 1,450 7-000

ditto . , . 3 ditto . . ,2 0-338 3,184

ditto . . 4 ditto . . ,1 1-202- 11,323

Lead (Scotch) . 1 Bismuth . . 1 0-777 7,319 10-931

ditto . . 2 ditto... 1 0-620 6,840 11-090

ditto . . 10 ditto . , ,1 0-300 2,826 10-827

heated, does not expose a clean surface, like lead, but is covered at times with oxide

of tin. Tin 75 and copper 25 gave a black oxide : if the heat be much elevated, the

underpart of the oxide is -white, which is oxide of tin ; the upper part is black, being

the oxide of copper, and the cupel becomes of a rose colour. If the tin be impure
from iron, the oxide produced by it is marked with spots of a rust colour.

The degree of affinity between metals may be in some measure estimated by the

greater or less facility with which, when of different degrees of fusibility or volatility,

they unite, or with which they can, after union, be separated by heat. The greater

or less tendency to separate into differently proportioned alloys, by long-continued

fusion, may also give some information upon this subject. Mr. Hatchett remarked,

in his elaborate researches on metallic alloys, that gold made standard with the usual

precautions, by silver, copper, lead, antimony, &c., and then cast, after long fusion,

into vertical bars, was by no means an uniform compound ; but that the top of the

bar, corresponding to the metal at the bottom of the crucible, contained the larger

proportion of gold. Hence, for a more thorough combination, two red-hot crucibles

should be employed, and the liquefied metals should be alternately poured from the

one into the other. To prevent unnecessary oxidisation from the air, the crucibles

should contain, besides the metal, a mixture of common salt and pounded charcoal.

The metallic alloy should also be occasionally stirred up with a rod of earthenware.
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When there is a strong affinity between the two metals, their alloy is generally

denser than the mean, and vice versa. This is exemplified, as previously shown, in

the alloys of copper with zinc and tin, on the one hand, and with copper and lead

on the other. When one of the metals, however, is added in excess, there result an

atomic compound and an indefinite combination, as would appear from Muschenbrook's

experiments. Thus :

—

1 of lead with 4 of silver give a density of 10'-±80

1 do 2 do 11-032

1 do 3 do 10-831

The proportion of the constituents is on this principle estimated in Franco by the test

of the ball applied to pewter ; in which the weight of the alloyed ball is compared with

that of a ball of pure tin or standard pewter cast in the same mould. Alloys possess

the elasticity belonging to the mean of their constituents, and also the specific heat.

According to M. Eudberg, while lead solidifies at 325° C, and tin at 228°, their

atomic alloy solidifies at 187°, which he calls the fixed point, for a compound Pb Sn'.

An alloy too slowly cooled is often apt to favour the crystallisation of one or more
of its components, and thus to render it brittle ; and hence an iron mould is preferable

to one of sand when there is danger of such a result.

It is not a matter of indifference in what order the metals are melted together in

making an alloy. Thus, if wa combine 90 parts of tin and 10 of copper, and to this

alloy add 10 of antimony; or if we combine 10 parts of antimony with 10 of copper,

and add to that alloy 90 parts of tin, we shall have two alloys chemically the same ; and
still it will be easy to discover that, in other respects—fusibility, tenacity, &c.—they

totally diflfer. Whence this result ? Obviously from the nature of their combination,

dependent upon the order pursued in the preparation, and which continues after the

mixture. In the alloys of lead and antimony also, if the heat be raised in combining
the two metals together much above their fusing points, the alloy becomes harsh and
brittle

;
probably because some alloy formed at that high temperature is not soluble

in the mass.

In common cases the specific gravity affords a good criterion whereby to judge of

the proportion of two metals in an alloy. But a very fallacious rule has been given

in some respectable works for computing the specific gravity that should result from
the alloying of given quantities of two metals of kno-\vn densities, supposing no
chemical condensation or expansion of volume to take place. Thus, it has been taught,

that if gold and copper be united in equal weights, the computed specific gravity is

merely the arithmetical mean between the numbers denoting the two specific gravities.

Wliereas, the specific gravity of any alloy must be computed by dividing the sum of

the two weights by the sum of the two volumes, compared, for convenience sake, to

water reckoned unity. Or, in another form, the rule may be stated thus :—Multiply
the sum of the weights into the products of the two specific-gravity numbers for a
numerator ; and multiply each specific-gravity number into the weight of the other

body, and add the two products together for a denominator. The quotient obtained

by dividing the said numerator by the denominator is the truly computed moan
specific gravity of the alloy. On comparing with tliat density the density found by
experiment, we shall see whether expansion or condensation of volume has attended
the metallic combination. Gold having a specific gravity of 19-36, and copper of 8-87,

when they are alloyed in equal weights, give, by the fallacious rule of the arithmetical

19*36 + 8*87
mean of the densities ^ =14-11

; whereas the rightly computed density is

only 12-16. It is evident that, on comparing the first result with experiment, we
should be led to infer that there had been a prodigious condensation of volume, though
expansion has actually taken place. Let W, w be the two weights ; P, p the two
specific gravities, then M, the mean specific gravity, is given by the formula

^_(W-Hw)Pp . .2 . ^ _(P-pF
Pw+pw "pTF

= twice the error of the arithmetical mean ; which is therefore always in excess.

Alloys of a somewhat complex character are made by Mr. Alexander Parkes, of
Birmingham, of a white or pale colour, by melting together 33^ lbs. of foreign zinc,

64 of tin, 1;^ of iron, and 3 of copper ; or 60 zinc, 48 tin, 1 iron, and 3 copper ; or any
intermediate proportion of zinc and copper may be used. The iron and copper are

first melted together in a crucible, the tin is next introduced, in such quantities at a
time as not to solidify the iron and copper ; the zinc is added lastly, and the whole
mixed by stirring. The fiux recommended for this alloy is, 1 part of lime, 1 part of
Cumberland iron ore, and 3 parts of sal-ammoniac.
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Another of his alloys is composed of 66 lbs. of foreign zinc, 33^ tin, 3| antimony;
or 70J zinc, 19

J-
tin, and 2J antimony ; or any intermediate proportions, and mth or

vdthout arsenic. lie uses black flux. When to be applied to the sheathing of ships,
from 8 to 16 oz. of metallic arsenic are added to every 100 lbs. of alloy. A tliird class
of alloys consists of equal parts of iron and nickel ; the copper is next added, and
lastly the 2dnc, or the copper and zinc may be added as an alloy. 100 lbs. may con-
sist of 45^ lbs. of iron and nickel {partes (squalcs), and lOj lbs. of foreign zinc ; or

30J lbs. of alloy of iron and nickel (p. cs.), 46 copper, and 26^ zinc ; or any interme-
diate proportions of zinc and copper. He uses also an alloy of 60 lbs. of copper, 20
of zinc, and 20 of silver ; or 60 copper, 10 nickel, 10 silver, and 20 zinc ; the copper
and nickel being first fused together. His fifth alloy is called by him a non-conductor
of heat ! It is made of 25 nickel, 25 iron, and 50 copper ; or 15 nickel, 25 iron, and
60 copper ; the last being added after the fusion of the others.

It may prove convenient to give a general statement of the more striking pecu-
liarities of the important alloys. More detailed information mil be found under the
heads of the respective metals.

Gold Seltee Allots.—The British standard for gold coin is 22 ;iarts pure
gold and 2 parts alloy, and for silver, 222 parts pure silver to 18 parts of alloy.

The alloy for the gold is an indefinite proportion of silver and copper : some coin

has a dark red colour from the alloy being chiefly copper ; the lighter the colour a
larger portion of silver is indicated, sometimes even (when no copper is present) it

approaches to a greenish tinge, but the proportion of pure gold is the same in either

case.

The alloy for silver coinage is always copper ; and a very pure quality of this

metal is used for alloying, both for the gold and silver coinage, as almost any other

metal being present, even in very smaU. quantities, would make the metils unfit

for coinage, from rendering the gold, silver, and copper brittle, or not sufficiently

malleable.

The standard for plate (silver) is the same as the coin, and requires the same
quantity of copper, and carefully melting with two or three bits of charcoal on the

surface while in fusion, to prevent the oxidation of the copper by heat and exposure

to the atmosphere.

The gold standard for plate and jewellery varies, by an Act of Parliament,

from the 22 carats pure, to 18, 12, and 9 : the alloys are gold and silver, in various

proportions according to the taste of the workmen ; the colour of the ai-ticles manu-
factured depending, as with the coin, on the proportions ; if no copper is used in

qualities under 22 carats fine gold, the colour varies from a soft green to a greenish

white, but a proportion of copper maybe tised so as to bring the colour to nearly that

of 22 fine, 1 silver, and 1 copper.

Wire of either gold or silver may be drawn of any quality, but the ordinary wire

for fine purposes, such as lace, contains from 5 to 9 pennyweights of copper in

the pound of 240 pennyweights, to render it not so soft as it would be with pure

silver.

Gold, silver, and copper may be mixed in any proportions without injiiry to the

ductility, but no reliable scale of tenacity appears to have been constructed, although

gold and silver in almost any proportions may be drawn to the very finest wire.

The alloys of silver and palladium may be made in any proportions ; it has been

found that even 3 per cent, of palladium prevents silver tarnishing so soon as without

it ; 10 per cent, very considerably protects the silver, and 30 per cent, of palladium

will prevent the silver being affected by fumes of sulphuretted hydrogen unless very

long exposed: the latter alloy has been found useful for dental purposes, and the

alloy with less proportions—say 10 to 15 per cent.—has been used for graduated

scales of mathematical instruments.

The aUoy of platinum and silver is made for the same purposes as those of palla-

dium, and, by proper care in fusion, are nearly equally useful, but the platinum docs

not seem to so perfectly combine with the silver as the palladium. Any proportion

of palladium with gold injures the colour, and even 1 per cent, may be detected by

sight, and 5 per cent, renders it a silver colour, while about 10 per cent, destroys it;

but the ductility of the alloy is not much iiyured.

Gold leaf for gilding contains from 3 to 12 grains of alloy to the ounce. The gold

used by respectable dentists is nearly pure, but necessarily contains about 6 grains of

copper to the ounce troy, or ^th part.

Antimony in the proportion of quite destroys the ductility of gold.

Gold and flatinum alloy forms a somewhat elastic metal. Hermstadt's imitation

of gold consists of 16 parts of platinum, 7 parts of copper, and 1 of zinc, put in a

crucible, covered with charcoal powder, and melted into a mass.—P. J,
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Dentist's Alloy. For the ordinary purposes of mounting artificial tooth a peculiar

metal is required. It must bo suiSciently hard and tough, and it must not bo liable

to corrosion by cither acid or acrid fluids. Experience has shown thn,t an alloy of

gold, silver, and copper most nearly meets all the required conditions. Dentists uso
16-carat gold, which is f fine gold and g- alloy, the alloy being nhvaj-s nearly equal

portions of silver and copper, which is not, for these purposes, in the slightest degree

injurious.—See Amaxgam.
Copper Alloys.—Copper alloyed with zinc forms Brass, and wath tin wo have

Bronze. (See those articles.) The best Kingston's Metal is an alloy of copper, tin,

and mercury; it is much used for bearings. (See Kingston's Mktai,.) The alloys

of tlio ancionts wore usually either brasses or bronzes. The following analyses of

ancient coins, &c., by Mr. John Arthur Phillips, are of great value :

—

Dal
Copppr Tin Lead Iron Zinc silver Suljli. Nitk<-1 Conn It

B.C. A.D.

/b,s .... 500 6!)*69 7*16 21*82 *47 trace t rn ce
.--

o6lni3 • a • • 500 62*04 7*66 29*32 •18 trace •
1

•')'(

Quftdmns • • • 500 72*22 7*17 19*56 •40 trace "JO

470 94*15 5*49 *32

Alexander the Great . 335 86*77 *06

3?hilippus IXI. • . 323 90*27 9*43

Philippus V. • * 200 85*15 11*12 •42 trace
Copper coin of Athens •) 88*34 •63 *26 trace
Egyptian, Ptolemy IX. 70 84**21 l'j*64 • • trace trace trace
Pompoy. First Brass 53 74*17 8*47 16^15 '29

Coin of the Atilia
Family • . • 45 68*69 4*86 25^43 •11 trnco trace

Julius and Augustus . 42 79*13 8*00 12*81 trace trace
Augustus and Agnppa 30 78*45 12*96 8*62 trace trace
Large Prass of tlie

Cassia Family • . 20 82*26 • * 17'31 • • trace
Sword-blade . • . 89*69 9*58 '• •33 •• trace
Proken sword-blade • 85*62 10*02 •44

Fragment of a sword-
blade .... 91*79 8*17 trace trace

Broken spear-head 99*71 •28

Celt .... 90*68 7*43 1*28 trace trace
Celt .... 90*18 0*81 trace
Celt .... 89*33 9*19 33 24
Celt .... 83*61 10*79 3**20 •68 traco
Large Brass of Nero . 60 81*07 1-05 17*81

Titus .... 79 83*04 •.^0 15*84

Hadrian 120 85*67 i-'u 1*'73 74 10*85

Faustina, Jun.
Greek Imperial Samo-

165 79*14 4-97 9*18 •23 6*27

sata .... 212 70*91 6*75 21*96 trace
Tictorinus, Sen. (No. 1) 262 95*37 •99 trace trace 1-60

Victorinus, Sen. (No. 2) 262 97*13 •10 trace 1*01 1-76

Tetrius, Sen. (No. 1) . 267 98*50 •37 trace 46 •76

Tetrins, Sen. (No. 2) . 268 98*00 •51 •05 1^15

Claudius Gothicus,
(No. 1) 81*60 7-41 8*11 1*86

Claudius! Gothicns, 268
(No. 2) 84*70 3-01 2*67 •31 trace 7-93

Tacitus (No. 1) . 86-08 3*63 4*87 4*42

Tacitus (No. 2) .
275

91*46 2*31 5*92

Probus (No. 1) . 90*68 200 2*"33 •61 1*39 2*24

Probus (No. 2) .
275

94*65 •45 •45 •80 3*22

Copper, when united with half its weight of lead, forms an inferior alloy, resem-

bling gun-metal in colour, but it is softer and cheaper. This alloy is called ^o^-mr/rt^

and coclc-mctal, because it is used for largo measures and in the manufacture of taps

and cocks of all descriptions.

Sometimes a small quantity of zinc is added to pot-metal ; but when this is consi-

derable the copper seizes the zinc to form brass, and leaves tho lead at liberty, a largo

portion of which separates on cooling. Zinc and lead are not disposed to units ; but
a little arsenic occasions them to combine.

It is not a little curious to find that some of the coins of high antiquity contain
zinc: this must have been introduced by tho use of calamine, since it does not appear
that zinc was known as a metal before 1280 a.d., when Albertus Magnus speaks of it

as a semi-metal, and calls the alloy of copper and zinc golden mnrcasifo ; or rather,

perhaps, he means to apply that name to zinc, from its power of imparting a golden
colour to copper. The probability is that calamine was known from tho earliest times
as a peculiar earth, although it was not thought to be an ore of zinc or of any othci
metal.—See 'Watson's Chemical Essays.'

Vol. I. H
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Lead AiLors.—Of the alloys of copper and lead, Mr. Holtzapfifel gives the following
description :—Tvo ounces lead to one pound copper produces a red-coloured and
ductile alloy.

Four ounces lead to 1 pound copper gives an alloy less red and ductile, ^seither

of these is so much used as those foUo-sring (p. 100), as the object is to employ as much
lead as possible.

Tabular Statement of the Physical Peculiarities of the Principal Alloys, adopted, with

some alterations, from the ' Encyclopedic Technologique.'

Arsenic

Witli Zinc, rendering it

brittle.

"With Iron- and Steel,

hardening, vhitening,

and rendering those me-
tals susceptible of a fine

polish : much used for

steel chains and other

ornaments.

With Gold, a grey metal,

very brittle.

^Vith Copper. Composed
of 62 parts of copper and
32 arsenic, a grey, bril-

liant, brittle metal. In-

creasing the quantity of

copper, the alloy be-

comes •svhite and slightly

ductile : used in the ma-
nufacture of buttons un-

der the name of white

copper, or Tombac.

With Silver. 23 of silver

and 14 arsenic form a

greyish - white brittle

metal.

With Lead. Arsenic ren-

ders lead brittle. The
combination is verj" in-

timate ; not decomposed
" by heat.

With Tix. Brittle, grey

lamellatcd ; less fusible

than tin.

With Mebcurt. Without
interest.

I

BRITTLE METALS

AXTUIOST

This alloy is very brittle.

30 of iron and 70 of anti-

mony are fusible
;
very

hard, and white. An
alloy of two of iron and
one of antimony is very

hard and brilliant.

Forms readily a pale yel-

low alloy, breaking with.

a fracture like porcelain.

Alloys readily : the alloys

are brittle. Those formed
with equal parts of the

two metals are of a fine

violet colour.

These have a strong af-

finity ; their alloys are

always brittle.

Antimony gives hardness

to lead. 24 parts of an-

timony and 76 of lead,

corresponding to Pb'-'Sb,

appear the point of satu-

ration of the two metals.

The alloys of antimony
and tin are very white.

They become brittle

when the arsenic is in

large quantity.

A gritty white alloy.

Bismuth

Unknown.

Doubtful.

Similar to antimony ; of a i

yellow-green colour.

Pale-red brittle metal.

Alloys brittle and lamel-

lated.

The alloys of bismuth and
lead are less brittle and
more ductile than those

with antimony ; but the

alloy of 3 parts of lead

and 2 of bismuth is

harder than lead. These

alloys are very fusible.

Tin and bismuth unite in

all proportions by fusion.

All the alloys arc more
fusible than tin.

MercurA" dissolves a large

quantity of bismuth with-

out losing its fluidity;

but drops of the alloy

elongate, and form a tail.
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DUCTILE METALS.

InoN

Witli Zinc. See

GaLVAN I SED
Iron.

With Iron or

Steel.

Gold

With Gold

With COPPF.R ..

Witli Lead, does

not appear to

form any alloy.

With Tin.
_
A

vniy little iron

diminishes the

malleability of

tin, and gives it

liardness.

With Mehcury.
Mercury has no
action on iron.

A greenish-yellow

alloy, which will

take a fine polish.

Gold and iron alloy

witli ciiso, and
form yellowish al-

loys, varying in

colour with the

proportions of the

metals. Three or

four parts of iron

united with one of

gold is very hard,

and is used in the

manufacture of

cutting instru-

ments.

Copper

A very brittle alloy.

A thousandth pt.

of lead is sufficient

to alter the duc-

tility of gold.

The alloys of gold

and tin are brit-

tle
;
they preserve,

however, some
ductilitywhen the

proportion of tin

does not exceed Jj.

Mercury has a most
powerful action on
gold. See Amal-
gam.

See Brass.

Iron *nd copper do
not form tnie al-

loys. Wlion fused

together, the iron,

however, retains a
little copper.—Se-

veral methods for

coating iron with
copper and brass

will be described.

Copper and gold al-

loy in all propor-

tions, the copper

giving hardness to

the gold. This al-

loy is much used

in coin and in the

metal employed in

the manufacture

of jewellery.

SILVEU

Do not appear to

form a true alloy.

Ofgreatimportance.
See Bbonze.

An amalgam which

is formed with dif-

ficulty, and with-

out interest.

Silver and zinc com-
bine easily, form-
ing a somewhat
brittle alloy.

When 1 of silver

and 600 of steel

are fused, a very

perfect button is

formed.— Stodart

and Faraday.

Gold and silver mix
easily together

;

but they do not

appear to form a
true combination.

Jewellers often

employ Uor vert,

which is composed
of 70 parts of gold

and 30 of silver,

which corresponds
very nearly to the

alloy possessing

the maximum
hardness.

Silver and copper

alloy in all propor-

tions. These al-

loys are much used

in the arts. The
maximum hard-

ness appears to be

produced when
the alloy contains

a fifth of copper.

Unite in all propor-

tions ; but a very

small quantity of

lead will greatly

diminish the duc-

tility of silver.

Alloys readily. A
very small quan-
tity of tin destroys

the ductility of

sihcr.

The amalgamation
of these two me-
tals is a little less

energetic than be-

tween mercury
and gold. See
A>r.\T,(iAMATION-,

h2
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Six ounces lead to one pound copper is the ordinary pot-metal, called dri/pot-metaJ,

as this quantity of lead will be taken up without separating on cooling ; this alloy is

brittle when warmed.
Seven ounces lead to one pound copper forms an alloy which is rather short, or

disposed to break.

Eight ounces load to one pound copper is an inferior pot-metal, called wet pot-

metal, as the lead partly oozos out in cooling, especially when the new metals are

mixed ; it is therefore always usual to fill the crucible in part with old metal, and to

add new for the remainder. This alloy is very brittle when slightly warmed. More
load can scarcely be used as it separates on cooling.

Antimony twenty parts and lead eighty parts form the printing-tj'pe of France

;

and load and antimony are united in various proportions to form the type-metal of

our printers. See Ttpe-jtbtal.

Mr. James Nasmyth, in a letter to the 'Athenaeum' (No. 1176, p. 611), directed

attention to the employment of lead, and its fitness as a substitute for all works of

art hitherto executed in bronze or marble. He says the addition of about 5 per cent,

of antimony to the lead will give it, not only great hardness, but enhance its capa-

bility to run into the most delicate details of the work.
Baron AVetterstedt's patent sheathing for ships consists of lead, with 2 to 8 per

cent, of antimony ; about 3 per cent, is the usual quantity. The alloy is rolled out
into sheets. "We are not aware that this alloy has ever been employed.
Emery wheels and grinding tools for the lapidary are formed of an alloy of anti-

mony and lead.

Organ pipes are sometimes made of load and tin, the latter metal being employed
to harden the lead. The pipes, however, of the great organ in the Town Hall a
Birmingham are principally made of sheet 2dnc.

Lead and arsenic form shot-metal. The usual proportions are said to be 401bs. of

metallic arsenic to one ton of load.

In addition to these, the alloys of iron appear of sufficient importance to require

some further notice.

Iron and Manganese. Mr. Mushet concludes, from his experiments, that the

maximum combinations of manganese and iron is 40 of the former to 100 of tlie

latter. The alloy 71'4 of tin and 28'6 of manganese is indifferent to the magnet.

Ibon and Silver ; Steel and Silver.—Various experiments have been made
upon alloys of iron and steel with other metals. The only alloys to which sufficient

importance has been given are those of iron and silver and steel and silver. M.
Guyton states, in the ' Annales de Chimie,' that he found iron to alloy with silver in

greater quantity than the silver with the iron. 'Iron can,' he says, 'therefore no
longer be said to refuse to mix with silver ; it must, on the contrary, be acknowledged
that those two metals, brought into perfect fusion, contract an actual chemical union

;

that, whilst cooling, the heaviest metal separatesfor the greatest part ; that notwith-

standing each of the two metals retains a portion of the other, as is the case in every

liquation, that the part that remains is not simply mixed or interlaid, but chemically

united
;

lastly, that the alloy in these proportions possesses peculiar properties,

particularly a degree of hardness that may render it extremely useful for various

purposes.'

The experiments of Faraday and Stodart on the alloys of iron and steel are of great

value ; the most interesting being the alloy with silver. The words of these experi-

mentalists are quoted :

—

'In making the silver alloys, the proportion first tried was 1 silver to 160 steel;

the resulting buttons were uniformly steel and silver in fibres, the silver being like-

wise given out in globules during solidifying, and adhering to the surface of the fused

button ; some of these, when forged, gave out more globules of silver. In this state

of mechanical mixture the little bars, when exposed to a damp atmosphere, evidently

produced voltaic action ; and to this we are disposed to attribute the rapid destruction

of the metal by oxidation, no such destructive action taking place when the two metals

are chemically combined. These results indicated the necessity of diminishing the

quantity of silver, and 1 silver to 200 steel was tried. Here, again, were fibres and
globules in abundance; with 1 to 300 the fibres diminished, but still were present;

they were detected even when 1 to 400 was used. Tho successful experiment remains

to be named. When 1 of silver to 600 steel were properly fused, a very perfect

button was produced ; no silver appeared on its surface ; when forged and dissected

by an acid, no fibres were seen, although examined by a high magnifying power.

Tho specimen forged remarkably well, although very hard ; it had in every respect the

most favourable appearance. By a delicate test every part of the bar gave silver.

This alloy is decidedly superior to the very best steel ; and this excellence is un-

questionably owing to a combination with a minute quantity of silver. It has been
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repeatedly made, and always with equal success. Various cutting tools havo been
made from it of the best quality. This alloy is, perhaps, only inferior to that of steol

and rhodium, and it may be procured at small expense ; the value of silver, where
the proportion is so small, is not worth naming; it will probably be applied to many
important purposes in the arts.'

Messrs. Faraday and Stodart show from their researches that not only silver, but
platinum, rhodium, gold, nickel, copper, and even tin, have an affinity for steel suffi-

ciently strong to make them combine chemically.

Ieon and Nickel unite in all proportions, producing soft and tenacious alloys.

Some few years since, Mr. Nasmyth drew attention to the combination of silicon with
steel. Fresh interest has been excited in this direction by the investigations of a
French chemist, M. St. Claire Deville, who has examined many of the alloys of
silicon. For other alloys of iron, see Ihon.

Ieon and Silicon combine to form an alloy, which is a sort of fusible steel in which
carbon is replaced by silicon. The siliciurets arc all of them quite homogeneous, and
are not capable of being separated by liquation.

Copper and Silicon united in various proportions, according to the same chemist.

A very hard, brittle, and white alloy, containing 12 per cent, of silicon, is obtained

by melting together three parts silico-fluoride of potassium, one part sodium, and one
part of copper, at such a temperature that the fused mass remains covered with a very
liquid scoria. The copper takes up the whole of the silicon, and remains as a white
substance less fusible than silicon, which may serve as a base for other alloys. An
alloy with 5 per cent, silicon has a beautiful bronze colour, and will probably receive

important applications.

Mr. Oxland and Mr. Truran have given, in ' Metals and their Alloys,' the follow-

ing useful tabular view of the composition of the alloys of copper. In addition to

those given, the alloy of copper and aluminium is now most important See Alu-
minium Beonze,
The principal alloys of copper with other metals are as follows :

—

Copper Zinc Tin Nickel Antimony Lead

Antique bronze sword 87-000 13,000

„ springs 97-000 3,000

Bronze for statues . 91-400 5-530 1-700 1-370

„ for medals . 90-000 10-000

„ for cannon . 90-000 10-000

„ for cymbals . 78-000 22-000

„ for gilding . 82-257 17-481 0-238 0-024

11 j» • • 80-000 16-500 2-500 1-000

Speculum metal . 66-000 33-000
Brass for sheet 84-700 15-300

Gilding metal . 73-730 27-270
Pinchbeck 80-200 20-000

Prince's metal . , , 75-000 25-000

Dutch metal

50-000 50-000

84-700 15-300

English wire . 70-290 29-260 0-17 0-28

Mosaic gold 66-000 33-000

Gun metal for bearings,

stocks, &c. , 90-300 9-670 0-03

Muntz's metal . 60-000 40-000

Good yellow brass .

Babbitt's metal for bushing

66-000 33-000

8-300 83-00 8-3

Bell metal for large bells . 80-000 20-00

Britannia metal 1-000 2'00 81-00 16-00

Nickel silver, English 60-000 17-8 22-'2

„ „ Parisian 50-000 13-6 19-3

German silver . 60-000 25-0 25-0

Some valuable researches on the nature of alloys wore undertaken by the late

Dr. Matthiessen, the results of which are embodied in his ' Beport on the Chemical
Nature of Alloys ' (Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

1863, p. 37), and in a discourse ' On Alloys ' delivered before the Cbemiciiil Society
{Journal of the Chm. Soc, 1867, p. 201).
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AXiIiOT, IVATZVE. Osmium and Iridium, in the proportions of 72-9 of the
former and 24'o of the latter. See Osmium, Iridium.

AIiIiSPICX:. Pimento, or Jamaica popper, so called because its flavour is thought
to comprehend the flavour of cinnamon, cloves, and nutmegs. The tree producing
this spice (Eugenia fiTiienta) is cultivated in Jamaica in what are called Pimento
walks. It is imported in bags, almost entirely from Jamaica. Mr. Montgomery
Martin informs us that pimento was exported in one year (1837) from the diflbreut

districts of Jamaica as follows. (See Pimento, Pepper.)

AIiXiUVXTTM. {Allm, to wash upon; or alluifio, an inundation.) Earth, sand,

gravel, stones, and other transported matter which has been washed away, and
thrown down—by rivers, floods, or other causes—upon land not permanently sub-
merged beneath the waters of lakes or seas.

—

Ia/cIL

AJCiIiTIi. C- H'" (C° H'"). This radical exists in the oils of mustard and garlic,

but is usually obtained by the decomposition of the iodide of allyl, which is obtained

by acting on glycerine with iodine and phosphorus.

AXiIiYIi, SirXiPHXDX: OF. This compound is contained in the essential oils

produced by distilling with water the leaves and seeds of various plants of the

liliaceous and cruciferous orders. It forms the principal constituent of the oil

obtained from the bulbs of garlic {Allium Cepa). It is also found with oil ofmustard
in the leaves and seed of Thlaspi arvense. The AlUaria officinalis distilled yields 90
per cent, of oil of mustard and 10 per cent, of oil of garlic ; small quantities are also

obtained from the Shepherd's purse, Capsella Bursa pastoris, and other plants. The
power of the sulphide of Allyl to precipitate some of the metals appears likely to render

it of use in the arts. The following are some of the more importent :

—

Gold precipitate, a beautiful yellow, and films of gold. Platinum precipitate, a
yellowish-brown precipitate, which forms a Kermcs brown with hydrosulphide of

ammonium. Silver precipitate, a dark brown, becoming eventually sulphide of

silver.

ILIiIiYIiAMlTKIl. See Acryxahixe.
AXiMACBEZtZTE. An anhydrous sulphate of zinc, described by Breithaupt.

It occurs in crystals belonging to the rhombic system, at the Barranca Jarosa Mine,
in the Sierra Almagrera, in Southern Spain.

A^MAn'DXN'S, or iron-alumina-garnet, is a silicate of alumina and iron, com-
bined in the following proportions : silica 3G'3, alumina 20'56, protoxide of iron 43'2.

It occurs in Greenland, Ceylon, and the Brazils ; when cut and polished, it forms a
beautiful gem.
The name is probably derived from the Alabandic carbuncles of Pliny, which were

cut and polished at Alabanda. Several localities for garnets in Devonshire and Cornwall
are given by Mr. Collins in his excellent ' Handbook to the Mineralogy ' of tliese

counties ; but it is doubtful if the specimens found in Cornwall are true almandine

—

therefore those localities are given under Garnet. See Garnet.
AXinXOXn). {Amande, Fr.

;
Mandcl, Gor.

;
Amygdalus communis.) De Candolle

admits five varieties of this species. A. amara, bitter almond ; A. diilcis, sweet

almond ; A. fragilis, tender-shelled almond ; A. macrocarpa, large-fruited almond

;

A. persicoides, peach almond. There arc two kinds of almond usually employed,

which do not differ in chemical composition, only that the bitter, by a curious chemical

reaction of its constituents, generates in the act of distillation a quantity of volatile

oil which contains hydrocyanic acid. Vogol obtained from bitter almonds 8'o per

cent, of husks. After pounding the kernels, and heating them to coagulate the albu-

men, he procured, by expression, 28 parts of an unctuous oil, which did not confcun

the smallest particle of hydrocyanic acid. The whole of the oil could not be extracted

in this way. The expressed mass, treated with boiling water, afforded sugar and gum,
and, in consequence of the heat, some of that acid. The sugar constitutes 6'5 per
cent, and the gum 3. The vegetable albumen extracted, by means of caustic potash,

amounted to 30 parts : the vegetable fibre to only 5. The poisonous aromatic oil,

according to Eobiquet and Boutron-Charlard, does not exist ready-formed in the bitter

almond, but seems to be produced under the influence of ebullition with water. These
chemists have shown

—

Kingston and Old Harbour . . .

Morant Bay and Port Morant

.

Port Antonio
Port Marva and Annotto Bay .

Falmouth, Eio Bueno, and St. Ann's Bay
Montego Bay and Lucca
Sav-la-Mar and Black Eiver ,

6,027 bags,

141 „
1,259 „
3,194 „

28,188 „
3,106 „
3,622 „
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1st. That neither bitter almonds nor their residuary cake yield any volatile oil by
pressure.

2nd. They yield no oil when digested in alcohol or in ether, though the volatile oil

is sohibic in both these liquids.

3rd. Alcohol extracts from bitter-almond cake, sugar, resin, and amygdalin ; when
the latter substance has been removed, the cake is no longer capable of furnishing the

volatile oil by distillation.

4th. Ether extracts no amygdalin, and the cake left, after digestion in ether, yields

the volatile oil by distillation with water ; but alcohol dissolves out a peculiar white

crystalline body, without smell, of a sweetish taste at first, and afterwards bitter, to

which they giivo the name of amygdalin. This substance does not seem convertible

into volatile oil.

—

Pereira. See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

Sweet almonds, by the analysis of Boullay, consist of 54 parts of the bland almond
oil, 6 of uncrystallisable sugar, 3 of gum, 24 of vegetable albumen, 24 of woody fibre,

5 of husks, 3'5 of water, 0'5 of acetic acid, including loss. We thus see that sweet

almonds contain nearly twice as much oil as bitter almonds do.

Throe varieties are known in commerce.
1. Jordan Almonds, which are the finest, come from Malaga. Of these there are

two kinds : the one above an inch in length, flat, with a clear brown cuticle, sweet,

mucilaginous, and rather tough ; the other more plump and pointed at one end, brittle,

but equally sweet with the former.

2. Valmitia almonds are about three-eighths of an inch broad, not quite an inch

long, round at one end, and obtusely pointed at the other, flat, of a dingy brown colour

and dusty cuticle.

3. Barbary and Italian almonds resemble the latter, but are generally smaller and
loss flattened.

—

Brande, Dictionary of Pharmacy.
Our importation and exportation of Axmonds in 1871 were as follows ;—

IjipoiiTs. 1871.

Countries from which imported Quantity Value

Cwta. £
France 4,428 15,261

Portugal and Azores 5,156 15,882
Spain and Canary Islands . , 18,309 76,395
Italy

_

7,943 26,564
Austrian Territories 1,788 7,932
Morocco 33,934 92,279
GibralUvr 266 550
Other Countries .... 1,075 3,210

Total . 72,899 238,073

EXPOETS.

Countiies to which exported Quantity Value

Cwts. £
Kussia 5,594 16,489

Germany 10,821 36,429

Holland 4,848 14,806

Belgium 1,609 4,645

Other Coxintries .... 5,820 19,717

Total .

1

28,692 92,086

AKMOXTD OXX, BZTTBR. Oilofbitter almonds. EssentialoUofbitter almonds,
{Oleum Amygdalm Amaree.)

After the fixed oil has been expressed from the bitter almonds, the residual cake
is mixed with water and distilled, A volatile oil comes over. It has been con-
vincingly proved that this fine-flavoured essential oil is produced during the process,

by some decomposition of the amygdalin and the emulsion of the seeds. It is highly
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poisonous, o-ning to the presence of hydrocyanic acid. See Benzoic Acid,

Bexzoie, &c.

AXiMOXTS OZIm, sweet. A Lland fixed oil, obtained by expression from
bitter or sweet almonds—usually from the former, on account of their cheapness as

well as the greater value of the residual cake. The average produce is from 48 to

62 lbs. from 1 cwt. of almonds.
This is commonly known as Oil of sweet almonds, the Oleum Amygdale of the

Pharmacopoeia. When first obtained it is opaque, and of a yellow colour ; but it

speedily becomes quite transparent, and is bleached by exposure to light. This oil

has a bland taste, and does not congeal at a temperature which solidifies olive-oil.

It is often sold for nut-oil, which is supposed to possess this property of remaining
fluid in an eminent degree.

AXinxoxrS POWDEH {farina amygdala) is the ground almond cake after the

oil has been expressed ; it is employed for washing the hands, aud it is used by chemists

as a lute to connect the parts of their distillatory apparatus together.

AIiOE. {Aloes, Fr. ;
Aloe, Ger.) In botany a genus of the order Liliacete.

There are many species, all natives of warm climates.

In Africa the leaves of the Guinea aloe are made into durable ropes. Of one species

are made lines, bowstrings, stockings, and hammocks ; the leaves of another species

are used to hold rain-water. A series of trials has been made, -witliin a few years, in

Paris, to ascertain the comparative strength of cables made of hemp and of the aloa

from Algiers ; and they are said to have all turned to the advantage of the aloe. Of
cables of equal size, that made of aloe raised a weight of 2,000 kilogrammes (2
tons nearly), that made of hemp a weight of only 400 kilogrammes. The fibre of the

aloe IS used extensively in Belgium for the ropes used for winding the coal from the

very deep coal-pits of Charleroi. The Belgium engineers state that they could not

raise the coal with equal facility and safety with any other kind of rope.

The following varieties of the inspissated juices of the Aloe—called Aloes, and
often Bitter Aloes—are known in commerce : Socotrine, Hepatic, Barbadoes, Cape,

Mocha, Catalline, and Indian. The Socotrine Aloes are regarded as the best kind,

but that from Barbadoes is the most abundant, and much of it is sold as Socotrine.

The Barbadoes Aloes are imported from Barbadoes or Jamaica, usually in gourds

weighing from 60 to 70 pounds, but sometimes in boxes holding about half a hundred-
weight.

It is believed that Socotrine aloes are obtained from Aloe Soeoirina, Barbadoes aloes

from A. vulgaris. Cape aloes from A, spicata and its allies, and Indian aloes from A.

Indica ; but the botanical source of some of the commercial varieties of aloes is not

definitely known.
A patent was taken (January 27, 1847) for certain applications of aloes to dyeing.

Although it has not been employed, the colouring matter so obtained promising to bo

very permanent and intense, it is thought advisable to describe the process by which
it was proposed to prepare the dye. It is as follows :

—

Into a boiler or vessel capable of holding about 100 gallons, the patentee puts 10
gallons of water, and 132 lbs. of aloes, and heats the same until the aloes are dissolved

;

he then adds 80 lbs. of nitric or nitrous acid in small proportions at a time, to pre-

vent the disengagement of such a quantity of nitrous gas as would throw part of the

contents out of the boiler. When the whole of the acid has been introduced, and the

disengagement of gas has ceased, lO'lbs. of liquid caustic soda, or potash of commerce,
of about 30°, are added to neutralise any undecomposed acid remaining in the mix-
ture, and to facilitate the use of the mixture in dyeing and printing. If the colouring

matter is required to be in a dry state, the mixture may be incorporated with 100 lbs.

of china-clay, and dried in stoves, or by means of a current of air. The colouring

matter is used in dyeing by dissolving a sufiicient quantity of water, according to the

shade reqiiirod, and adding as much hydrochloric acid or tartar of commerce as will

neutralise the alkali contained in the mixture, and leave the dye-bath slightly acidu-

lated. The articles to be dyed are introduced into the bath, which is kept boiling

until the desired shade is obtained.

When the colouring matter is to be used in printing, a sufl5.cient quantity is to be
dissolved in water, according to the shade required to be produced ; this solution is to

be thickened witli gum, or other common thickening agent, and hydrochloric acid, or

tartar of commerce, or any other suitable supersalt, is to be added thereto. After the

fabrics have been printed with the colouring matter, they should be subjected to the

ordinary process of steaming, to fix the colour.

—

Napier.

Algetic Acm. The colouring matter of the aloes depends on this acid, which has
been examined by Schunck and Mulder. Aloetic acid is deposited from nitric acid,

which has been heated with aloes, as a yellow powder : it dissolves in ammonia wiih.

a. violet colour ; when treated with protochloride of tin it forms a dark-violet heavy
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powder; and this again, when treated with potash, evolves ammonia, and assumes a

nolot-Lluo colour. This solution of aloetic acid in ammonia is violet.

ALPACA. {Alpaga, Fr.) An animal of Peru, of the Llama species ; also the

name given to a woollen fabric woven from the wool of this animal, or a mixture of

silky goat's hair with the harsher fibre of sheep's wool. See Llama.
AIiSTOZrXTE. A double carbonate of lime and baryta, crystallising in the

prismatic or orthorhombic system. It occurs at Fallowfield, near Hexham, in

Korthumborland ; and at Bromley Hill, near Alston, in Cumberland.
AXiVBEIi. The aludels of the earlier chemists were a series of pear-shaped pot.s,

generally made of earthenware, but sometimes of glass, open at both ends. Eiich

aludel had a short neck at top and bottom^ so that a series of them could be fitted

together, by means of the neck, in succession. The earthenware pear-shaped vessels

in which the mercurial vapours are condensed, at Almadon, in Spain, are also known
as aludels. See Meecuby.
JLImWI. {Alun, Fr.; Alaun, Get.) A saline body or salt, consisting of alumina,

or the peculiar earth of clay, united with sulphuric acid, and these again united

with sulphate of potash or of ammonia. In other words, it is a double salt, con-

sisting of sulphate of alumina and sulphate of potash, or sulphate of alumina and
sulphate of ammonia. The common alum crystallises in octahedrons, but there is a

kind which takes the form of cubes. It has a sour or rather subacid taste, and is

peculiarly astringent. It reddens the blue colour of litmus or red cabbage, and acts

like an acid on many substances. Other alkalis may take the place of the ammonia
or potash, and other metals that of the aluminium.

Alum was known to the ancients, who used it in medicine, as it is now used, and
also as a mordant in dyeing and calico-printing, as at the present day. Old historians

do not describe correctly, either the mode of obtaining it or its exact characteristics,

so that it is confounded with sulphate of iron, with which it seems generally to have
been mixed. But that some qualities were made with very little iron in it, is clear

from the fact that it was employed when white for dyeing bright colours. {Pliny,

XXXV. 15.) It is said by Pliny that the purchasers tested it \vith tannin (pomegranate
juice), in order to see if it blackened. He says that the white kind blackened as well

as the black ; but in all probability this was a test applied by the dyers to see which
blackened least, so as to obtain a good mordant for reds. Pliny's description,

although confused, leaves this fact perfectly clear—that there were men in whose
minds the knowledge was much clearer than in his, or a manufacture of such magni-
tude could not have existed. There is mention of some being made from stone, and
crystallising in fine hairs, but the characteristics given do not enable us to decide

that this was either alum or the peculiar sulphate of alumina which takes that form.

The aliim was sometimes boiled down to dryness, and heated till it was spongy or

like pumice-stone. It was used as burnt alum.
The ancients used it also for preventing the combustibility of wood and wooden

buildings. But although the knowledge of it was very accurate, their writers always
imagine that sulphate of iron was a kind of alum, because it is said that the black alum
was used for dyeing dark colours. They used iron as a mordant, and found its character

by galls or by pomegranate juice, which contains tannin. Their alum was chiefly a
natural production, and they removed the fine efflorescing crystals which first

appeared, or which gradually are raised above the rest, as the finest kind. ' It was
produced in Spain, Egypt, Armenia, Macedonia, Pontiis, and Africa ; the islands

Sardinia, Melos, Lipari, and Stromboli. The best was got in Egypt, the next in

Melos.' The word is probably Egyptian, as it was best and most abundantly
obtained in Egypt. It is not probable that it was the double salt in all cases, but
simply a sulphate of alumina. Pliny, indeed, says that a substance called in Greek
irypa, or watery, probably from its very soluble nature, and which was milk-white,

was used for dyeing wool of bright colours. This may have been the mountain
butter of the German mineralogists, which is a native sulphate of alumina, iron, &c., of a
soft texture, waxy lustre, and unctuous to the touch. The styptcria of Dioscorides

and the alumen of Pliny comprehended, no doubt, a variety of saline substances

besides sulphate of iron and alum.
It seems to have come to Europe in later times as alum of Eocca, the name of

Edessa, or that place where the Italians first learnt the art; but it is not impossible
that this name Avas an Italian prefix, which has remained to this day under the form
of Rock alum, Allume di rocca. The East has always had some manufactures
of it, and Phocis, Lesbos, and other places, were able to supply the Turks with
alum for their magnificent Turkey red. It was also made at Foya Nova, near
Smyrna, and at Constantinople. The Genoese and other trading people of Italy
imported alum into Western Europe for the use of the dyers of red cloth.

A Genoese merchant, Bartholomew Perdix, who had been in Syria, observed a
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Btone suitaLlc for alum in the island Iscliia ; ho burnt it, and obtained a good result,

being the first who Introduced the manufacture into Europe. This -was in the year
1450 ; about the same time John di Castro learnt the method at Constautino)3lo, and
manufactured alum at Tolfa. This discovery of the mineral near Civita Vecehia was
considered so important by John di Castro, that ho announced it to the Pope as a
great victory over the Turks, who annually took from the Christians 300,000 pieces

of gold for their dyed wool, A statue was erected to the ' Discoverer of Alum.'

—

Bcckman.
The manufacture of alum was then made a monopoly of the Papal Powers, and

instead of buying it as before from the East, it was considered Christian to obtain it

only from the States of the Church, and, as such, was made compulsory in the West.
The manufacture then went to Spain, to a spot near Carthagena. Germany began
so early as 1554 to make alum, although Basil Valentine seems to have known of its

existence there somewhat sooner. The first establishment knov/u was at Oberkauf-
ungen in Hesse-Cassel, where it still exists. It was not introduced as a manufacture
into England until the year 1600, when Sir Thomas Chalonor, the son of Queen
Elizabeth's minister of that name, found that his own estate of Guisborougli, in

Yorkshire, contained alum. This he is said first to have observed from the

vegetation, which had a very weak green. Di Castro had first been led to it

by the appearance of the holly, but neither can be said to be decisive tests of its

presence, nor are the geological features of Tolfa and Guisborougli at all alike. The
violent denunciations of the Pope did not prevent the manufacture from growing to

unexpected magnitude in England. The' mines of the same district have ever since

sent out alum, wliich is now known as Whitby alum, and oven those at Guisborougli

itself aro now at work, although for seventy years of the period since their discovery

they were disused. The manufacture was begun at Hurlot, in Scotland, by Nicholson
and Lightbody, in 1766, abandoned, and resumed by Macintosh and Wilson in 1797.

The chemical composition of alum varies with the nature of the bases present, but
all alums are constructed on a common type, expressed by the general formula
MO. S0^ M=0'. 3S03 + 24rHO. They are, therefore, double sulphates, containing both
a protoxide and a sesquioxido, combined with a constant number of molecules of water.

The protoxide is generally an alkali—usually potasli or ammonia—but other alums
are known, though at present of no importance in the arts, in which the metal of tho

protoxide is silver, thallium, ciEsium, or rubidium. On the other hand, the sesqui-

oxide, though generally alumina, may take the form of sesquioxide of iron, of

manganese, or of chromium. It is desirable to exhibit this relation between some of

the more important alums ;
and, as the forniulse representing these double salts aro

somewhat complex, it may be useful to compare their symbolic expressions con-

structed with both the old and the new atomic weights :

—

Old formuloa Now fdrmulse

Potash alum .

Soda alum
Ammonia alum
Iron alum
Chrome alum

.

Manganese alum

KO.SO.^Al-'O^SSO^ + 24HO
NaO.SO'.APO'.aSO' + 24HO
NH^O.SO^Al=0^3S03 + 24HO
KO.SO^Fo-0».3SO' + 24H0
KO.SO».Cr20l3SO» + 24H0
K0.S0^Mn=0\3S0'+ 24HO

B:A12(S0*)4-12H-0
XI'aA12(SO*) + 12H'^0
WH'AI2(SO^) + 12H=0
KFe2(S0<) + 12H'-0
XCr2(S0*)+12H-0
X»Xn2(SO') + 12H:o

r Sulphate of potash
>or< Sulphate of alumina

[Water

Per Cent.

. 18-32 or

. 36-21 „

. 45-48 „

atom 27

,, 172

„ 216

The composition of piu-o potash-alum may bo represented centesimally and atomi

cally as follows :

—

Per Cent.

Potash . . 9-89 or 1 atom 47
Alumina . 10-94 „ 1 „ 52
Sulphuric acid 33-68 ,,'4 „ 160
Water . . 45-49 „ 24 „ 216

Its specific gravity is 1-724.

100 parts of water dissolve, at 32 degrees Fahrenheit, 3-29 alum
60 „ „ 9-52

„ 86 „ „ 22-01

122 „ „ 30-92

„ 158 „ „ 90-67

212 „ „ 357-48

These TableB of Poggiale should be ro-examined, and gradations made more useful

for this country.
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One part of crystallised potash alum is soluble

—

At 54 degrees Fahrenheit in 13 -3 parts of water.

„ 70 ., „ 8-2

„ 77 „ ,,
4-5

,. 100 „ „ 2-2

„ 122 „ „ 2-0

, 145 „ „ 0-4

„ 167 „ „ 0-1

„ 189-5 „ „ 0-06

A solution saturated at 46^ is l'04o specific gravity. This difference in the rata

of solubility in hot and cold -water renders it easily separated from many other salts.

The crystals are permanent in the air, or nearly so, unless the air be very dry ; if

kept at 180° they lose 18 atoms of -srater, but alum deprived of its -water, and exposed

to the air of summer, took up 18 atoms in 47 days. It melts at a low temperature in

its -water of crystallisation. At 356° it loses 43'5 per cent, of -water, or 23 atoms ; the

last atom is only lost -when approaching red heat. At a red heat the sulphate of

alumina loses its acid, and the alumina seems then able to remove some acid from the

potash, losing it again by heat. Alum, -when heated -with common salt, acts like

stilphuric acid, and gives off muriatic acid ; the same -with chlorides of potassium and
ammonium. If boiled -with a saturated solution of chloride of potassium, hydrochloric

acid is formed and a subsulphate of alumina falls do-wn ; this occurs only to a small

extent -with chloride of sodium, and still less -with sal-ammoniac.

Ammonia-Alum, -which is now very extensively prepared, contains :

—

Ammonia ...... 3-75 per cent.

Alumina . . . . . . 11'34 „
Sulphuric acid 35-29 „
Water 49-62 „

100-00

This salt also occurs in octahedrons, and can only be kno-wn from potash-alum by
trial. The addition of caustic lime, soda, or potash gives out the ammonia, easUy
distinguished by the smell. Ammonia-alum readily loses all its ammonia -when

heated, and the sulphuric acid may bo driven off from the remaining sulphate of

alumina, so that the pure earth, alumina, -will remain.

The greater proportion of the alum at present used in this country is ammonia-alum
—an abundant and convenient source of ammonia being furnished by the ammoniacal
liquor obtained in the manufacture of coal-gas. In commerce ammonia and potash-

alums are sometimes found mixed.
Soda-alum is not an article of commerce, nor is it used in the arts. Nevertheless,

the great commercial value of compounds of potash or of ammonia renders it ob-

-\-iously desirable to replace them, if possible, by the cheaper compounds of soda. The
cost of sulphate of soda, for example, is trifling compared -with that of sulphate of

potash or of ammonia—^the latter salts being especially in demand by the agriculturist

as fertilising agents. Some experiments on the formation and crystaUisation of soda-

alum were undertaken a few years ago by ilr. J. Carter Bell. Up to the present

time, however, there appear to have been great difficulties in the manufacture of

this kind of alum, especially in respect to its crystallisation, but these difficulties

may not be altogether insuperable. Mr. J. Berger Spence, who has studied the

preparation of soda-alum, remarks that ' it may -ultimately, now that the practica-

bility of producing soda-alum on the commercial scale has been demonstrated, even
-with all the difficulty of crystallisation, be a more economical way of producing this

double salt.'

'

For the composition of potash-, soda- and ammonia-alums found ready formed in

nature, see Alttm, Native.
Applications of Alum.—Alum is an astringent. Its immediate effect on man is to

corrugate the fibres and contract the small vessels. It precipitates albuminous liquids

and combines -with gelatine. It causes dryness of the mouth and throat, and cheeks
the secretions of the alimentary canal, producing constipation—in large quantities,

nausea, vomiting, and purging. It is given in lead coUc, to convert the lead into

sulphate of lead, and is used externally. Its principal use is in dyeing
; calico-printers

print it as a mordant ; the cloth is then put into the dye, and the printed parts
absorb the colour.

It is largely employed by the calico-printer in the preparation of acetate of alumina

' On the Phenomena of the Crvstallisation of a Double Salt, by J. Berger Spence, F.C.S.—' Chem-
ical KewB," Toh rxii, 1870, p. ISl,
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by precipitating a solution of alum with sugar of load. Paper-makers use alum in

their size, and bookbinders in their paste. It is used in tanning leather, and some-
times, both in Asia and Europe, it is used for precipitating rapidly the impurities of
water. This is a dangerous process, unless there be a great amount of alkaline salts,

such as carbonate of lime or soda, to neutralise the acid. It is extensively used in

correcting the- baking qualities of bad flour, for •which the experience of many has
decided that it' is a valuable remedy

;
unfortunately, it is also used to make excellent

flour whiter, when there is no need of its presence. Liebig says that lime is equally

good, and of course much safer. It is also used in the adulteration of boor. From
time immemorial it has been used to prevent the combustibility of wood and cloth.

Milner's fire-proof safes are said to bo lined with a mixture of alum and sulphate of lime.

Alum heated with charcoal or carbonaceous substances forms Homberg's phos-

phorus, which inflames spontaneously. It is composed of alumina, sulphide of

potassium, and charcoal.

Burnt Alum, or dried alum, is made by gently heating alum till the water is driven

off. The alum first melts in its water of crystallisation, and is then dried. It has a
stronger action than the hydrated crystals, and is a mild esch arctic. It reabsorbs water.

Neutral Alum is a name sometimes given erroneously to alum which has had some
of its acid neutralised by an alkali. It is in fact a basic salt of alumina, wliich may
also be made by dissolving alumina in ordinary alum. It deposits a basic salt more
readily than ordinary alum, and may be of service in some cases of printing.

Properly speaking, the common alum is the neutral salt.

Testing of Alum.—Alum being generally in large crystals, any impurity is more
readily seen ; this is said to be the reason for keeping up the practice of making this

substance instead of the sulphate of alumina alone, which is loss bulky and fitted for'

nearly eyery purpose for which alum is used. But probably the ancient accidental

discovery of the potash form has determined its use to the present day. Iron is readily

found in it, by adding to a dilute solution forrocyanide of potassium or yellow prussiate

of potash, which throws down Prussian-blue. A very delicate test is sulphide of ammo-
nium, which throws down both the alumina and iron, but the blacking of the precipitate

depends on the amount of iron. The total amount of iron is got by adding pure
caustic potash or soda till the solution is strongly alkaline, washing and filtering off

the oxide. To look for lime, precipitate the alumina and iron by ammonia, boil

and filter—the lime and magnesia are in the solution—add oxalate of ammonia

;

add tartaric acid to keep up the iron and alumina, make alkaline by ammonia, then
precipitate the lime by oxalate of ammonia, filter, and precipitate the magnesia by a
phosphate. Silica and insoluble basic sulphates are obtained by simply dissolving the

alum in water and filtering. If silica, it is insoluble in acids ; if a basic sulphate, it

will dissolve in sulphuric acid, and the addition of sulphate of potash or ammonia wiU
convert it into potash- or ammonia-alum.
Pure alum gives a white precipitate with ammonia, no precipitate with sulphuretted

hydrogen gas, and no precipitate with oxalate of ammonia and ammonia, if tartaric

acid bo previously added.

The addition of ammonia to a solution of alum, or the addition of any other alkali,

in insufficient quantity, causes a precipitate, not of puro alumina, as one might
suppose, but of a subsulphate of alumina. Even an excess of alkali wiU not remove
all the sulphuric acid without heat being applied ; an excess, on the other hand, is

apt to dissolve some of the alumina, especially if few salts are present, and the

solution not much boiled. Sulphide of ammonium precipitates it thoroughly.

In a saturated solution of tersulphate of alumina, the crystals of alum are almost
insoluble.

If we dissolve alum in 20 parts of water, and drop this solution slowly into water of

caustic ammonia till this be nearly, but not entirely, saturated, a bulky white preci-

pitate will fall down, which, when properly washed with water, is pure aluminous
earth or hydrate of alumina ;

and, dried, forms lO'O-l per cent, of the weight of the

alum. If this earth, while still moist, be dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid, it will

constitute, when as neutral as possible, simple sulphate of alumina, which requires

only two parts of cold water for its solution. If we now decompose this solution, by
pouring into it water of ammonia, there appears an insoluble white powder, which is

subsulphate of alumina, or basic alum, and contains three times as much earth as

exists in the neutral sulphate. If, however, we pour into the solution of the neutral

sulphate of alumina a solution of sulphate of potash, a white powder will fall if the
solutions be concentrated, which is true alum ; if the solutions be dilute, by evapora-
ting their mixture, and cooling it, crystals of alum will be obtained.

When newly precipitated alumina is boiled in a solution of alum, a portion of the
earth enters into combination with the salt, constituting an insoluble compound which
falls in the form of a white powder. The samo combination takes place, if we decern-
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pose a boiling hot solution of alum -with a solution of potash, till the mixture appears

nearly neutral by litmus-paper. This insoluble or basic alum exists native in the

alum-stone of Tolfa, near Civita Vecchia. (See below.)

Ores or Saw Material.—The chief dif&culty in manufacturing alum has been the

solution of the alumina. This substance is generally combined vnth silica in such a

strong combination, that even powerful acids cannot, remove it without nssistanco.

The older methods, however, took no notice of these difficulties, and obtained the

alum more or less directly from nature. The method now practised at the Solfatara

di Pozzuoli and in the island Vulcano is simply to take the efHoresconco and the eartli

containing it, wash it with water, and concentrate. But it very seldom contains a

sufficient amount of potash to form alum. A salt of potash is then added, chiefly

a carbonate. To transform this into a sulphate, a portion of the sulphate of alumina

is decomposed. The use of a carbonate is a wasteful method of modern times ; the

ancients would have felt no difficulty, but boiled all down, and so obtained the whole
alumina there. Their product, therefore, would have been basic sulphate of alumina,

which it evidently was when this practice was resorted to. When they merely con-

centrated and then crystallised, they got pure alum ; but they lost a great deal of

their alumina.

Alum occurs ready formed in nature in the alum-stones of Italy, &c., as an efflo-

rescence on stones, and in certain mineral waters in the East Indies. (See Alum,
Native.) The alum of European commerce is manufactured artificially, either from
the alum-schists or stones, or from clay. The mode of manufacture diifors according

to the nature of these earthy compounds. Some of them, such as the alum-stone,

contain all the elements of the salt, but mixed with other matters, from wliich it

must be freed. The schists contain only the elements of two of the constituents,

namely, clay and sulphur, which are convertible into sulphate of alumina, and this

may be then made into alum by adding the alkaline ingredient. To this class belong

the alum-slates, and other analogous schists, containing brown coal. Alum has of

late years been very extensively prepared by Spence's process, in which the raw
material is a carbonaceous shale from the coal-measures. Quito recently a now
method of alum manufacture has been introduced, in which the raw material is a
siliceous phosphate of alumina and iron from Eedonda in the West Indies. Each of

these methods of manufacturing alum will now be separately described.

I. Manufacture of Alum from the Alum-Stone.—The alum-stone or alunite is a
mineral of limited occurrence, being found in moderate quantity at Tolfa (near Civita

Vecchia, in the Eoman States), and in larger quantity in Hungary, at Beregszaz and
Muszay, where it forms entire beds in a hard substance, partly characterized by
numerous cavities, containing drusy crystallisations of pure alum-stone or basic alum.
It is also found in the Isle of Milo and elsewhere in the Grecian Archipelago^
The alum-stone appears to be confined to volcanic districts, where it is formed by
the action of sulphurous acid gas and steam on trachytic and other felspathic rocks.

The ordinary alum-stone is a massive rock, often cellular in texture, and sometimes
sufficiently hard to be employed as a millstone.

The composition of ordinary alum-stone is fairly represented by the following
selection of analyses :

—

Klaproth Rammeleborg Klaproth Ceficotils Cordier

Tolfa, Tolfa, fieregszaz, ilontione. Mont d'Or,
Italy Italy Hungary Tuscany France

Silica . . . 56'5 1'94 62'3 28'4

Alumina . . 19'0 34'02 17'5 40-b 81-8

Sulphuric acid . 16'5 36-94 12-5 36'6 27-0

Potash . . . 4-0 10-38 1-0 13'8 5-8

Water . , . 3-0 16-72 5-0 10-0 3-7

Peroxide of iron 1-4

The older analysts examined the rock as a whole, including all impurities, and
hence the proportion of silica in their determinations appears touch higher than in
the more recent analyses, which relate to the alunite alone, separated as far as
possible from mechanically-associated quartzoso matter.
The purest specimens of alunite, which exhibit the mineral in rhombohedral

crystals, consist of a basic sulphate of alumina with sulphate of potash, referable to
the formula; KO. S0'-h3 (AP 0'. SO') + 6 HO (KAl' S' O" + 33= O).
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In preparing alum from the alum-stone, the ore is first sorted. The larger lumps

contain more or fewer flints disseminated through them, and are, according to their

quality, either picked out to make alum, or thrown away. The sorted pieces are

roasted or calcined, by which operation apparently the hydrate of alumina, associated

with the sulphate of alumina, loses its water and its affinity for alum. It becomes,
therefore, free ; and during the subsequent exposure to the weather the stone gets

disintegrated, and the alum becomes soluble in water.

The calcination is performed in common limekilns in the ordinary way. In the

regulation of the fire it is requisite, here, as with gypsum, to prevent any fusion or

running together of the stones, or even any disengagement of sulphuric or sulphurous
acids, which would cause a corresponding diminution in the produce of alum. For this

reason the contact of the ignited stones with carbonaceous matter ought to be avoided.

The calcined alum-stones, piled in heaps from 2 to 3 feet high, are to be exposed
to tlio weather, and meanwhile they must be continually kept moist by sprinkling

them with water. As the water combines with the alum the stones crumble down,
and fall, eventually, into a pasty mass, which must be lixiviated with warm water,

and allowed to settle in a large cistern. The clear supernatant liquor, being drawn
off, is to bo evaporated, and then crystallised. A second crystallisation finishes the

process, and furnishes a marketable alum. Thus the Eoman alum is made, which is

covered vnth a fine red film of peroxide of iron.

lioman Alum crystallises—partly in octahedrons, like other alums, partly in cubes.

If these cubes are dissolved in water of about 110° F., the evaporated liquid gives

crystals of common or octahedral alum. It was said that on heating, it deposited

.subsulphato of alumina ; but Loowel says that such crystals were impure, and he finds

no real difference of composition. All that seems to bo known \vith certainty is, that

it is formed when there is a salt of alumina in solution with the alum containing

more alumina than the neutral or common alum. This can very readily occur in the

lioman alum, where there is a great excess of alumina in the alum-stone. The
lioman alum is prized for its great freedom from iron ; it was said by MM. Thenard
and Eoard to contain only j^th of sulphate of iron, whilst the ordinary alum contained

II. Alum Manufacture from Alum-Schist.—The greater portion of the alum found

in British commerce was until recently made from alum-slate and analogous substances.

This slate contains more or less iron pyrites, mixed with coaly or bituminous matter,

which is occasionally so abundant as to render the schist somewhat combustible. In

the strata of brown coal and bituminous wood, where the upper layers lie immediately

under clay beds, they consist of the coaly substance rendered impure with clay and
pyrites. This triple mixture constitutes the essence of all good alum-schists, and it

operates spontaneously towards the production of sulphate of alumina. The coal,

besides burning, serves to make the toxtm-e open, and to allow the air and moisture

to penetrate freely, so as to change the sulphur and iron present into acid and oxide.

When these schists are exposed to a high temperature in contact with air, the pyrites

loses one-half of its sulphur, in the form of sublimed sulphur or of sulphurous acid,

and becomes a black sulphide of iron, which speedily attracts oxygen, and changes to

sulphate of iron, or green vitriol. The brown-coal schists contain, commonly, some
green vitriol crystals spontaneously formed in tliom. The sulphate of iron transfers its

acid to the clay, progressively, as tlio iron, by the action of the air with a little eleva-

tion of temperature, becomes poroxidised
;
whereby sulphate of alumina is produced.

A portion of the green vitriol remains, however, undecomposed, and so much the more

as there may happen to be less of other salifiable bases present in the clay-slate.

Should a little magnesia or lime be present, the vitriol gets more completely decom-

posed, and a portion of Epsom salt and gypsum is produced.

The producti/)n of alum from alum-stone, in wliieh the whole ingredients have been

found, has been far from enough for the supply of the world, and recourse has been

had to substances very different in composition,—alum-shale, or schist, and clay.

Until within a few years the only supply of alum in Britain has been from the lias

shales of Wliitby, and the lower coal-measures of Campsie and Hurlet, near Glasgow,

and they are still the only places where it is manufactured from the ' ore,' as it is

called.

The manufacture of alum from alum-schists may be described under the six follow-

ing heads:— 1. The preparation of the alum-shale. 2. The lixiviation of the shale.

8. The evaporation of the lixivium. 4. The addition of the saline ingredients, or the

precipitation of the alum. 5. The washing of the aluminous salts
;
and, 6. The

crystallisation.

1. Preparation of the Alum-Shale,—Some alum-shales are of such a nature that,

being piled in heaps in the open air, and moistened from time to time, they get spon-

taneously hot, and by degrees fall into a pulverulent mass, ready to bo lixiviated. The
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gfoator part, lio-vrovor, require tlie process of ustulation, from which they derive many
advantages. The cohesion of the dense shale is thereby so much impaired that its

decomposition becomes more rapid ; the decomposition of the pjTites is quickened by
the expulsion of a portion of the sulphur ; and the ready-formed green vitriol is partly

decomposed by the heat, with a transference of its sidphuric acid to the clay, and the

production of sulphate of alumina.

Such alum-shales as contain too little bitumen or coal for the roasting process must
bo interstratified with layers of small coal or brushwood over an extensive surface.

At Whitby the alum-rock, broken into small pieces, is laid upon a horizont-il bed of

fuel, composed of brushwood ; but at Hurlet small coal is chiefly used for the lower

bed. When about four feet of rock is piled on, lire is sot to the bottom in various

parts ; and whenever the mass is fairly kindled, more rock is placed over the top. At
Whitby this piling process is continued till the calcining heap is raised to the lieight

of 90 or 100 feet. The horizontal area is also augmented at the same time till it

forms a great bed nearly 200 feet square, having therefore about 100,000 yards of

solid measurement. The rapidity of the combustion is tempered by plastering up the

crevices with small schist moistened. When such an immense mass is inflamed, the

heat is sure to rise too high, and an immense waste of sulphur and sulphuric acid

must ensue. This evil has been noticed at the Whitby works. At Hurlet tlio height

to which the heap is piled is only a few feet, while the horizontal area is expanded

:

which is a much more judicious arrangement. At Whitby 130 tons of calcined

schist produces on an average 1 ton of alum. lu this humid climate it would be ad-

visable to pile up on the top of the horizontal strata of brushwood or coal and schist,

a pyramidal mass of schist, which, having its surface plastered smooth, with only a

few air-holes, will protect the mass from the rains, and at the same time prevent the

combustion from becoming too vehement. Should heavy rains supervene, a gutter

must be scooped out round the pile for receiving the aluminous lixivium, and con-

ducting it into the reservoir.

It may be observed, that certain alum-schists contain abundance of combustible

matter, to keep up a suitable calcining heat after the fire is once kindled ; and there-

fore nothing is needed but the first layer of brushwood, which, in this case, may bo
laid over the first bed of the bituminous schist.

A continual but very slow heat, with a smothered fire, is most beneficial for the

ustidation of alum-slate. When the fire is too brisk, the sulphide of iron may run
•nith the earthy matters into a species of slag, or the sulphur will be dissipated in

vapour, by both of whicli accidents the product of alum will be impaired. Those
bituminous alum-schists which have been used as fuel under steam boilers have
suffered such a violent combustion that their ashes yield almost no alum. Even the

best regulated calcining pipes are apt to burn too briskly in high winds, and should

have their draught-holes carefully stopped under such circumstances. It may be laid

down as a general rule, that the slower the combustion the richer the roasted ore will

be in sulphate of alumina. When the calcination is complete, the heap diminishes

to one-half its original bulk ; it is covered witli a light reddish ash, and is open and
porous in the interior, so that the air can circulate freely throughout the mass. To
favoxir this access of air, the masses should not be too lofty ; and in dry weather a
little water should be occasionally sprinkled on them, which, by dissolving away some
of the saline matter, •will make the interior more open to the atmosphere.

The following analyses of shales are by G. Kersten :

—

Heriii.mn-
Bchachte

GlUckanf-
gang

BlUclier-

scliachte

Carbonaceous mattei? . , 41'10 27-92 34-20

44-02 61-32 50-21

Peroxide of iron . . . 6'23 8-40 0-42

Alumina •. 5*60 7-62 6-21

0-32 0-26 0-63

1'25 2-89 1-72

Oxide of manganese . • • ^ 0-12 traces traces

traces traces traces

98-64 98-41 98-39

Messrs. Eichardson and Eonalds have given some very detailed analyses of the

Whitby and Campsie shales :— •
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Whitby Campsie

Top iiottoin Top Top jiottom
Kock Rock Hock Rock Rock

Sulphur ... 22-36 23-44 \
Iron ... 18-16 15-04J

9-63

Sulphuret of iron . , 4-20 8-60

Silica 62-25 61-16 15-40 15-40 0-47

Protoxide of iron . . , , 8-49 6-11 2-18

Alumina 18-75 18-30 11*35 11-64 18-91

Limo ...... 1-25 2-15 1-40 2-22 0-40

Magnesia ..... 0-91 0-90 0-50 0-32 2-17

Oxido of manganese . traces traces 0-15 0-55

Sulphuric acid .... 1-37 2-60 0-05

Potash 0-13 traces 0-90 1-26

Soda 0-20 traces ... 0-21

Chlorine traces traces

Carbon and loss .... 29-78
Carbon ...... 28-80

Coal 4-97 8-29 8-51

Loss 4 . . . 3-13 0-59

Water < . * . 2-88 2-bo 8-64

95-40 91-91 100-00 99-99 100 00

As the Top rock contains a larger excess of iron pyrites than the Bottom, they are

mixed so as to diffuse the sulphuric acid equally.

Erdmann has thus analysed his German specimens :

—

Gamsdorll W'ezelstcin

' Sulphuret of iron 7-533 10-166

Silica 0 060 0-100

Soluble in acid
Peroxide of iron .

Alumina

0-966
1-833

2-466
3-166

Lime . . . 0-400 1-000

Magnesia .

'Silica

trace 1-022

50-066 52-200

Alumina 8-900 17-900

Insoluble in acid •

Peroxide of iron .

Magnesia .

1-300

1-000

3-566

1-133

Lime . . . trace trace

Coal . 22-833 0-805

Water 2-208 5-080

Shalesfrom Freicnwalde, Shales from Pilzherg,

by Klaproth. by Bergemanur

Alumina 16 000 . . 10-80

Silica 40-00 . . 45-30

Magnesia 0-25

Sulphur . 2-86 . 8-94

Carbon . 19-65 . 6-95

Protoxide of iron . 6-40 . 6-50

Oxide of manganese 0-60

Sulphate of protoxide of iron . 1-80 !
'.

\ 5-73

„ „ alumina 1-20

„ „ lime 1-50 '.
\

'. 1-71

„ „ potash . . . 1-50 . 1-76

Chloride of potassium 0-60 . 0-36

Sulphuric acid . . . 0-47

Water . 10-75 .' \
10-50

101-20 89-70
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Here the sulphur has evidently existed in combination with iron, which 'has been
united to oxygen by the analysts. The amount of sulphate shows a partial disinte-
gration and other changes.

Lampadius gives another analysis with much more sulphur :

—

Alum-Shalefrom Siehda.

Sulphate of alumina ........ 2-68

Potash-alum , . . 0--t7

Sulphate of iron 0'95

Sulphate of lime ......... 1*70

Silica 10-32
Alumina 9-21

Magnesia traces

Oxide of iron 2-30

Oxide of manganese 0'31

Sulphur 7-13
Water 33-90

Carbon 31-03

100-00

When alum is made of such shale, the object is first of all to oxidise the sulphur,

forming sulphuric acid. This acid then dissolves the alumina. The result may bo
accomplished by allowing the shale to disintegrate spontaneously in the air, the

sulphur oxidising and dissolving the alumina. But in general, as at Whitby and
Campsie, combustion must be resorted to. This can be accomplished without the use
of coal, further than is needful simply to set fire to that portion which exists in the

shale itself. Indeed, the Campsie shale, having more coal than is desirable for slow
combustion, is mixed with some spent material, in order to diminish the force of the

heat.

The sulphur is united with the iron, forming a bisulphide, each atom of whicli

must, therefore, take up seven atoms of oxygen, FeS-' + 70 =FeO. SO' + SO^ Wlien
combustion takes place, the sulphur oxidises : if rapid combustion is permitted, sul-

phurous acid gas escapes ; if slow combustion, the sulphurous acid penetrates the

mass slowly, receives another atom of oxygen, unites to a base, and a sulphate is the

consequence. Sulphate of iron is formed, and free sulphuric acid. In the process it

is probable that the oxidation is completed by means of the iron. Protoxide of iron

readily becomes peroxide ; the sulphurous acid readily decomposes peroxide, forming
sulphuric acid and protoxide of iron. This protoxide of iron is again converted into

peroxide, and if not dissolved is rendered, to a great extent, difficult to dissolve, by
reason of the heat of the mass. For this reason partly, there is less sulphate of iron

in the alum than might be expected. To effect these changes it is desirable to burn

very slowly, so as to allow no loss of sulphurous acid, and, in washing, to allow

the water to stand a long time on the burnt ore. Another method, by which the

sulphuric acid is transferred to the alumina, is the peroxidation of the protoxide

in the sulphate of iron ; acid is by this means set free and begins to act on the

alumina.

The protosulphate of iron being formed, it is removed by boiling down the liquor

until the protosulphate of iron crystallises out, at the same time the solution becom-

ing saturated with the aluminous salt. The sulphate of iron is soluble in 0-3 of hot

water, the alum in 0-06. The liquid around the crystals on the remaining mother-

liquor contains iron also ; this is washed off by adding pure liquors.

The presence of lime or magnesia in the ores is, of course, a means of abstract-

ing acid, preventing the alumina being dissolved, and even precipitating it when
dissolved.

Knapp says that at Salzweiler, near Duttweiler, in Ehenish Prussia, the roasting

of the ore takes place in the pit or mine. The stratum of brown coal which lies

under it, having been accidentally sot fire to in 1660, has smouldered till the present

time without intermission.

When the ores are roasted, one-half of the sulphur is freed and sent into the mass,

or escapes as sulphurous acid ; and tha remaining protosulphide of iron is after-

wards converted into green vitriol.

When the calcined mineral becomes thoroughly cold, we may proceed to the

lixiviation. But as, from the first construction of the piles or beds till their com-
plete calcination, many weeks, or even months, may elapse, care ought to be taken

to provide a sufficient number or extent of them, so as to have an adequate supply

of material for carrying on the lixiviating and crystallising processes during the

Vol. I. I
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course of the year, or at least during tlie severity of tlie wintor season, when tlia

calcination may bo suspended, and the lixiviation becomes unsatisfactory. The beds
are known to bo suf5ciontly decomposed by the efBorescence of the salt which appears

upon the stones, from the strong aluminous taste of the ashes, and from the

appropriate chemical test of lixiviating an aliquot average portion of the mass, and
seeing how much alum it will yield with solution of sulphate of potash or chloride of

potassium.

2. The Lixiviation.—The lixi'\'iation is best performed in stone-built cisterns ; those

of wood, however strong at first, are soon decomposed, and need repairs. They
ought to be erected in the neighbourhood of the calcining heaps, to save the labour

of transport, and so arranged that the solutions from the higher cisterns may spon-

taneously flow into the lower. In this point of view, a sloping terrace is the best

situation for an alum work. In the lowest part of this terrace, and in the neighbour-

hood of the boiling-house, there ought to be two or more large tanks, for holding the

crude lixivium, and they should be protected from the rain by a proper shed. Upon
a somewhat higher level the cisterns of the clear lixivium may be placed. Into the

highest range of cisterns the calcined mineral is to be put, taking care to lay the

largest lumps at the bottom, and to cover them with lighter ashes. A sufficient

quantity of water is now to be run over it, and allowed to rest for some time. The
lixivium may then be drawn oif, by a stopcock connected with a pipe at the bottom of

the cistern, and run into another cistern at a somewhat lower level. Fresh water
must now be poured on the partly exhausted schist, and allowed to remain for a
sufficient time. This lixivium, being weak, should be run off into a separate tank.

In some cases a third addition of fresh water may be requisite, and the weak lixivium
which is drawn off may be reserved for a fresh portion of calcined mineral. In order

to save evaporation, it is always requisite to strengthen weak leys by employing them
instead of water for fresh portions of calcined schist. Upon the ingenious disposition

and form of these lixiviating cisterns, much of the economy and success of an alum work
depends. The hydrometer should be always used to determine the degree of concen-

tration which the solutions acquire.

The lixiviated stone, being thus exhausted of its soluble ingredients, is to be
removed from the cisterns, and piled up in a heap in any convenient place, where it

may be left, either spontaneously to decompose, or, after drying, subjected to another
calcination.

After calcining and washing the Campsie ores, the residue had the following com-
position :

—

Silica 38-40

Alumina 1270
Peroxide of iron 20-80

Oxide of manganese traces

Lime 2-07

Magnesia 2-00

Potash 1-00

Sulphuric acid 10-76

Water 12-27

100-00

It is, therefore, very far from being a complete process ; but it is not considered

profitable to remove the whole of the alumina. In some places the exhausted ore is

burnt a second time -(vith fresh ore, as at Campsie, but we are not told the estimated

exhaustion.

The density of the solution may bo brought, upon an average, up to the specific

gravity of from 1 -09 to 1-15. The latter density may always be obtained by pumping

up the weaker solutions upon fresh calcined mine. This strong liquor is then drawn

off, when the sulphate of lime, the oxide of iron, and the earths are deposited. It is

of advantage to leave the liquor exposed to air for some time, whereby the green

Titriol may pass into a persulphate of iron with the deposition of some oxide, when

the acid will act better on the clay present, so as to increase the quantity of sulphate

of alumina. The manufacture of alum is the more imperfect, as the quantity of sul-

phate of iron left undecomposed is greater, and therefore every expedient ought to be

tried to convert tlie sulphate of iron into sulphate of alumina.

3. The Evaporation of the Schist Lixivium.—As the aluminous liquors, however

well settled at first, are apt, on the great scale, to deposit earthy matters in the course

of thoir concentration by heat, they are best evaporated by a surface fire, such as that

employed at Hurlet and Campsie. A water-tight stone cistern must be built, haying

a layer of well-rammed clay behind the flags or tiles which line its bottom and sides.
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Tho cistern may be 4 or 6 feet wide, 2 or 3 feet deep, and 30 or 40 foot long, and it

is covered in by an arch of stone or brickwork. At one extremity of this tunnel, op

covered canal, a fire-grate is set, and at the other a lofty chimney is erected. The
cistern being filled to the brim -^vith tho alum ley, a strong fire is kindled in the ro-

verberatory grate, and tho flame and hot air are forced to sweep along the surface of

the liquor, so as to keep it in constant ebullition, and to carry off the aqueous parts in

vapour. The soot which is condensed in the process falls to the bottom and leaves

the body of the liquor clear. As the concentration goes on, more of the rough lixi-

vium is run in from the settling cistern, placed on a somewhat higher level, till the

whole gets charged with a clear liquor of a specific gravity sufficiently high for

transferring into the proper lead boilers.

At Whitby, the lead pans are 10 feet long, 4 feet 9 inches wide, 2 feet 2 inches

deep at the one end, and 2 feet 8 inches deep at the other. This increase of depth

and corresponding slope facilitates the decantation of the concentrated lixivium by
means of a syphon applied at the lower end. The bottom of the pan is supported by

a series of parallel iron bars placed very near each other. In these lead pans the

liquor is concentrated, at a brisk boiling heat, by means of the flame of a flue beneath

them. Every morning the pans are emptied into a settling cistern of stone or lead.

The speciflc gravity of the liquor should bo about 1'4 or 1'5, being a saturated solu-

tion of the saline matters present. The proper degree of density must vary, however,

with different kinds of lixivia, and according to the difierent views of tho manufac-

turer. For a liquor which consists of two parts of sulphate of alumina, and one part

of sulphate of iron, a specific gravity of 1 '25 may be sufficient ; but for a solution

which contains two parts of sulphate of iron to one of sulphate of alumina, so that the

green vitriol must be withdrawn first of all by crystallisation, a specific gravity of

1'4 may be reqmsite.

Tho construction of an evaporating furnace well adapted to the concentration of

aluminous and other crude lixivia is described under Soda. The liquor basin may
be made of tiles or flags puddled in clay, and secured at tho seams with a good
hydraulic cement, A mortar made of qmcklimo mixed with the exhausted schist in

powder, and iron turnings, is said to answer well for tliis purpose. Sometimes over

the roverberatory furnace a flat pan is laid, instead of the arched top, into which the

crude liquor is put for neutralisation and partial concentration. In Germany, such a

pan is made of copper, because iron would waste too fast, and lead would be apt to

melt. From this preparation-basin the under evaporating trough is gradually supplied

with hot liquor. At one side of this lower trough, there is sometimes a door, through
which the sediment may be raked out as it accumulates upon the bottom. Such a
contrivance is convenient for this mode of evaporation, and it permits, also, any
repairs to be readily made

;
but, indeed, an apparatus of this kind, well mounted at

first, will serve for many years.

In tho course of the final concentration of the liquors, it is customary to add some
of the mother-waters of a former process, the quantity of which must be regulated by
a proper analysis and knowledge of their contents. If these mother-waters contain

much free sulphuric acid, they may prove useful in dissolving a portion of the

alumina of tho sediment which is always present in greater or less quantity.

4. The Precipitation of the Alum by adding Alkaline Salts.—As a general rule, it is

most advantageous to separate, first of all, from the concentrated clear liquors, the

alum in the state of powder or small crystals, by addition of the proper alkaline

matters, and to leave the mingled foreign salts, such as the sulphate of iron or mag-
nesia, in solution, instead of trying to abstract those salts by a previous crystallisation.

In this way we not only simplify and accelerate the manufacture of alum, and leave

the mother-waters to be worked up at any convenient season, but we also avoid the

risk of withdrawing any of the sulphate of alumina with the sulphate of iron or mag-
nesia. On this account the concentration of the liquor ought not to be pushed so far

as that, when it gets cold, it should throw out crystals, but merely to the verge of

this point. This density may be determined by suitable experiments. The powder
of alum is also called j^owr.

Tho clear liquor should now be run off into the precipitation cistern, and have the
sulphate of potash or chloride of potassium, or impure sulphate or carbonate of am-
monia, added to it. The sulphate of potash, which is the most direct, forms 18"34

parts out of 100 of crystallised alum ; and therefore that quantity, or an equivalent
in chloride of potassium, or other potash, or ammoniacal salts, must be introduced
into the aluminous liquor. Since sulphate of potash takes 10 parts of cold water
to dissolve it, but is much more soluble in boiling water, and since the precipi-
tation of alum is more abundant the more concentrated the mingled solutions are, it

would be prudent to add the sulphate solution as hot as may be convenient : but, as
chloride of potassium is fully three times more soluble in cold water, it is to be pre-
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ferred as a precipitant, •when it can be procured at a clieap rate. It has, also, the
advantage of decomposing the sulphate of iron present into a chloride, a salt very
difficult of crystallisation, and, therefjro, less apt to contaminate the crystals of alum.
Of late years chloride of potassium has been largely obtained from carnallite, and
sulphate of potash has been procured from kainite, two minerals found in great
abundance in the salt-mines of Stassfurt, in Prussia. The quantity of alkaline salts

requisite to precipitate the alum, in a granular powder, from the lixivium, depends
on their richness in potash or ammonia, on the one hand, and on the richness of the
liquors in sulphate of alumina on the other ; and this must be ascertained, for each
large quantity of product, by a preliminary experiment in a precipitation glass. Here,

an aliquot measure of the aluminous liquor being taken, the liquid precipitant must
be added in successive portions, as long as it causes any cloud, when the quantity
added will be indicated by the graduation of the vessel. A very exact approximation

is not practicable upon the great scale
;
but, as the mother-waters are afterwards

mixed together in one cistern, any excess of the precipitant at one time is corrected

by excess of aluminous sulphate at another, and the resulting alum-meal is collected

at the bottom. When the precipitated saline powder is thoroughly settled and
cooled, the supernatant mother-water must be drawn off by a pump, or rather a
syphon or stopcock, into a lower cistern. The more completely this drainage is

effected, the more easily and completely will the alum be purified.

100 parts of alum are formed from the sulphate of alumina liquor,

by 18'32 of sulphate of potash,

„ 13'86 of sulphate of ammonia,
or 15"69 of chloride of potassium.

Sulphate of ammonia is soluble in 1 of hot and 2 of cold water ; sulphate of potash in

nearly 10, and chloride of potassium in 3, of water of ordinary temperature ; alum,

in 13 parts of water. A portion of the alum formed will remain in solution ; this

will depend on the quantity of liquid ; the rest falls as a powder.

This mother-liquor has generally a specific gravity of 1 '4 at a medium tempera-

ttire of the atmosphere, and consists of a saturated solution of sulphate or muriate of

black and red oxide of iron with sulphate of magnesia, in certain localities, and
chloride of sodium, when kelp salts have been used as a precipitant, as also a saturated

solution of sulphate of alumina. By adding some of it, from time to time, to the

fresh lixivia, a portion of that sulphate is converted into alum ;
but, eventually, the

mother-water must be evaporated, so as to obtain from it a crop of ferruginous

crystals ; after which it becomes capable, once more, of giving up its alum to the

alkaline precipitants.

When the aluminous lixivia contain a great deal of sulphate of iron, it may be good
policy to withdraw a portion of it by crj'stallisation before precipitating the alum.

With this view the liquors must be evaporated to the density of 1"4, and then run
off into crystallising stone cisterns. After the green vitriol has crystallised, the liquor

should be pumped back into tlio evaporating pan, and again brought to the density of

On adding to it, now, the alkalino-salino precipitants, the alum will fall down
from this concentrated solution, in a very minute crystalline powder, easy to wash
and purify. But this method requires more vessels and manipulation than the

preceding, and should only be had recourse to from necessity ; since it compels us to

carry on the manufacture of both the valuable alum and the lower-priced salts at tlie

same time ;
moreover, the copperas extracted at first from the schist liquors carries

with it, as we have said, a portion of the sulphate of alumina, and acquires thereby a
dull aspect ; whereas the copperas obtained after the separation of the alum is of a

brilliant appearance.

5. The Washing, or Edidcoration, of the Alum Powder.—This crystalline pulveru-

lent matter has a brownish colour, from the admixture of the ferruginous liquors ; but

it may be freed from it by washing with very cold water, which dissolves not more
than one-eighteenth of its weight of alum. After stirring the powder and the

water well together, the former must be allowed to settle, and then the washing

must be drawn off. A second washing will render the alum nearly pure. The
less water is employed and the more effectually it is drained off, the more complete

is the process. The second water may be used in the first washing of another

portion of alum powder, in the place of pure water. These washings may be

added to the schist lixivia. This powder is now extensively sold without further

manipulation.

6. The Crystallisation.—The washed alum is put into a lead pan, with just enough
water to dissolve it at a boiling heat ; fire is applied, and the solution is promoted by
stirring. Whenever it is dissolved in a saturated state, it is run off into the

crystallising vessels, which are called rocUng casks. These casks are about five
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feet high, three feet mde at the top, and somewhat •wider at the bottom
;
they are

made of very strong staves, nicely fitted to each other, and held together by strong

iron hoops, which are driven on -pro tempore, so that they may be easily knocked off

again, in order to take the staves asunder. The concentrated solution, during its

slow cooling in these close vessels, forms large regular crystals, which hang down
from the top, and project from the sides, while a thick layer or cake lines the whole
interior of the cask. At the end of eight or ten days, more or less according to the

weather, the hoops and staves are removed, when a cask of apparently solid alum is

disclosed to view. The workman now pierces this mass with a pickaxe at the side

near the bottom, and allows the mother-water of the interior to run off on the sloping «

stone floor into a proper cistern, whence it is taken and added to another quantity of

washed powder to be crystallised with it. The alum is next broken into lumps,

exposed in a proper place to dry, and is then put into the finished bing for market.

There is sometimes a little insoluble basic aliim (sub-sulphate) left at the bottom of

the cask. This, being mixed with the former mother-liquors, gets sulphuric acid

from them ; or, being mixed with a little sulphuric acid, it is equally converted into

alum.
Alum Liquors.—In the alum works on the Yorkshire coast, eight different liquors

are met with

:

1st. ' Eaw Liquor.' The calcined alum-shale is steeped in water till the liquor

has acquired a specific gravity of 9 or 10 pennyweights, according to the lan-

guage of the alum-maker.
2nd. ' Clarified Liquor.' The raw liquor is brought to the boiling point in lead

pans, and suffered to stand in a cistern till it has cleared ; it is then called

clarified liquor. Its gravity is raised to 10 or 11 pennyweights.

3rd. ' Concentrated Liquor.' Clarified liquor is boiled down to about 20 penny-

weights. This is kept merely as a test of the comparative value of the potash

salts used by the alum-maker.

4th. 'Alum Mother-Liquor.' The alum pans are fed with clarified liquor,

which is boUed down to about 25 or 30 pennyweights, when a proper quantity

of potash salt in solution is mixed with it, and the whole run into coolers

to crystallise. The liquor pumped from these rough crystals is called ' alum
mothers.'

6th. 'Salts Mothers.' The alum mothers are boiled down to a crystallising

point, and afford a crop of 'Eough Epsom,' which is a sulphate of magnesia
and protoxide of iron.

6th and 7th. 'Alum Washings.' The rough crystals of alum (No. 4) are

washed twice in water, the first washing being about 4 pennyweights, the

second about 2\, the difference in gravity being due to mother-liquor clinging

to the crystals.

8th. ' Tun Liquor.' The washed crystals are now dissolved in boiling water,

and run into the ' roching tuns ' (wood vessels lined with lead) to crystallise.

The mother-liquor of the ' roch alum ' is called ' tun liquor
:

' it is, of course,

not quite so pure as a solution of roch alum in water.

The alum-maker's specific-gravity bottle holds 80 pennyweights of water, and by
10 pennyweights he means 10 more than water, or 90.

The numbers on Twaddle's hydrometer, divided by 2*5, give alum-makers' penny-
weights.

The alum-maker tests his samples of potash salts comparatively by dissolving equal

weights of the different samples in equal measures of alum liquor at 20 pennyweights,
heated up to the boiling-point, and weighing the quantity of alum crystals produced
on cooling.

For the above information we are indebted to Mr. Maurice Scanlan, who super-

intended for some time the Mulgrave Alum Works.
According to him tons of the alum rock at the Mulgrave Works, to the north

of Whitby, yield, after calcination, &c., one ton of alum.
The true value of the Whitby alums consists in the amount of soluble alumina

which they contain, and for calico-printing also in their freedom from iron.

The alum-shales not being very generally found over the country, and nature
having interposed certain limits to the amount manufactured and the speed of the
process, many attempts have been made to obtain alum and sulphate of alumina from
other sources.

A number of these processes will be afterwards described in chronological order,
but the following are those only which are at present largely applied in this
country. One of the great advantages of the modern processes is the rapidity with
which the alum can be manufactured ; thus, an order can now be executed in three
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•weeks which formerly would have occupied many months. For certain purposes,

however, the old-fashioned Whitby alum is still preferred.

III. Alum Manufacturefrom Coal-Measure Shales.—The manufacture of alum has

of late years taken an entirely new shape, and the two processes of Mr. Spence and
Mr. Pochin have absorbed the whole of the manufacture in the north-west.

Mr. Spence, who has a manufactory of ammonia-alum at Newton Heath, near
Manchester, called the Pendleton Alum Works, has now become the largest maker of

this substance in the world, as his regular production amounts to upwards of 150
tons per week. His method of manufacture is also largely carried on at Goole, in

Yorkshire. In Spence's process, which he patented fifteen years ago, he uses for the

production of his sulphate-of-alumina solution the carbonaceous shale of the coal-

measures.' This substance contains from 5 to 10 per cent, of carbonaceous matter,

and, when ignited by a small quantity of burning coal, the combustion continues of

itself. The raw shale is piled in heaps about 20 feet long, 4 or 5 feet high, and 2 or

3 feet broad. To supply air during the calcination of the shale, a brick drain is con-

structed under each heap. The calcination occupies about ten days, and must be
conducted below a red heat ; at higher temperatures, the material has a tendency to

vitrify, and the alumina thus becomes insoluble in sulphuric acid. After calcination,

the shale is removed to the pans, in which it is treated with oil of vitriol. These
pans are each about 40 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 3 feet deep. They are constructed

of sheets of cast iron, screwed together, and lined with lead, and the bottom of each

pan before use is covered with earthen tiles about 9 inches square. A charge of 20

tons of calcined shale is introduced into each pan, and digested with about 10 tons of

oil of vitriol, of specific gravity 1'25, which dissolves out the alumina of the shale.

The digestion is conducted at a temperature of 220° P., this temperature being main-
tained partly by fires under the pans, and partly by the introduction of hot gaseous

ammonia evolved from the gas-liquor evaporated in boilers. A double sulphate of i

alumina and ammonia, or ammonia-alum, is thus formed. After being heated for

four or five days, the liquor is drawn off into the coolers, which are large shallow rec-

tangular vessels of lead, each about 29 feet long, 17 feet wide, and 1| feet deep. In
these vessels the liquid is kept in constant agitation by means of a long wooden arm,

worked by steam. The formation of large crystals is thus prevented ; but, after the

lapse of about fourteen hours, the small crystals, which then form a bed several inches

thick at the bottom of the vessel, are removed, and thrown into a largo square box,

lined with lead, in which they are washed with the mother-liquor, and having drained

are thrown upon an iron grating formed of bars set about half-an-inch apart. The
masses of crystals are thus broken, and the mother-liquor washed out. The crystals

are then transferred to a cylindrical vessel, two or three feet high, and about 2 feet

in diameter. This vessel has two divisions, one open and the other closed. The
alum is placed in the open compartment, and dissolved by means of steam, introduced

at a pressure of about 20 lbs. per square inch, through holes in a coil of leaden pipe

at the bottom of this division of the vessel. A pipe leads from the top of the cylinder

to a wooden vessel, called the dissolving box, which receives the solution of alum
before it is drawn off into the roching pans. This box is 3 feet deep, 14 feet long,

and 8 feet broad ; it is covered with boards, the joints between which are closely

packed with cotton waste. After the solution has remained for some hours in this

vessel, a quantity of size—about 4 quarts—is poured in, and the suspended impurities

are thus caused to settle. The clear solution is tapped off from the dissolving box
into the crystallising tubs ; each tub is about 6 feet high, and wider below than above.

At the bottom of each tub is a round flagstone, upon which the staves of the tub,

lined with lead, are built up and kept in place by strong iron hoops screwed together.

The hot solution is run into those tubs, and protected by a wooden cover. After

standing for about forty days, a sufficient thickness of alum will have crystallised to

allow the sides of the tub to be taken down. The block is allowed to stand for about

a fortnight longer, and a hole is then made in the lower part of the block, through

•which the mother-liquor runs out, and is received in tanks. On breaking open the

block, the sides of the internal ca'vity are found to be studded •with fine octahedral

crystals, presenting a slightly •sdolet tinge. These blocks weigh about 4 tons each.

IV. Alum Manufacture from Mineral Phosphates.—In 1870 Mr. Peter Spence
patented a novel process for manufacturing alum, using as his raw material a phos-

phate of alumina and iron obtained from the Island of Kedonda, near Antigua, in the

West Indies ; other mineral phosphates containing alumina may, however, be
employed.^ The process has special value, since not only ia the alumina of the

' This description of Spence's process is taken from a paper on 'The Past and Present History
of Alum,' by J. Carter Bell, Esq. P.O.S., Associate of the Royal School of Mines. ' Chemical News,'
vol. xii. 1866, pp. 221, 234.

' Specification of Patents, A.D. 1870, No. 1676.
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mineral dissolved out by sulphuric acid, and used in the manufacture of alum, but

the phosphoric acid set free forms a highly valuable by-product.

The following analysis may be cited as that of a good sample of the Eedonda
phosphate :

—

Phosphoric acid 42*6

Alumina 26'1

Peroxide of Iron 3'5

Silica 2-1

Water 25;2

99-5

The mineral is first calcined at a red heat, whereby the water is expelled, and the

material rendered porous, so as to be more freely acted on by sulphuric acid. If

desirable, the calcination may be dispensed with, and the raw material merely pre-

pared by grinding. In either case the phosphate is digested in leaden vessels with

sulphuric acid of specific gravity 1'6.

The proportion of sulphuric acid varies with the richness of the mineral in alumina

;

thus, if it contain 20 per cent, of alumina, an equal weight of acid will be used ; if

only 12 per cent, of alumina, about three-fifths its weight of acid ; and so forth. To
facilitate solution of the mineral by the acid, heat is applied—most conveniently by
blowing steam into the vessel. As solution proceeds, the density of the liquid rises,

and the strength of the liquor is then reduced by adding water, or weak liquors from
subsequent stages of the process, and the liquid is boiled until its specific gravity

ultimately reaches 1'45, or 90° Twaddle. This liquid is then transferred to a closed

leaden vessel, and ammoniacal vapour from gas-liquor is distilled into it. The
sulphate of ammonia thus formed combines with the sulphate of alumina to form
ammonia-alum. From 600 to 900 gallons of gas-liquor are used to each ton of

phosphate. After introduction of ammonia, the liquor is allowed to settle, and the

clear solution, which has now a specific gravity of I'i, or 80° Twaddle, is run into

leaden coolers, where the alum crystallises. When the phosphate contains 20 per

cent, of alumina, it yields about a ton-and-a-half of alum per ton. One of the great

difficulties in this process consists in completely freeing the alum from the associated

phosphoric acid.

Whilst the alumina of the phosphate is thus utilised for the production of alum,
the phosphoric acid, which is at the same time eliminated, forms a product of high
value to the agriculturist. Indeed the mother-liquor from which the alum is de-

posited consists chiefiy of a solution of phosphoric acid, with a small proportion of

sulphate of alumina, iron, and sulphate or phosphate of ammonia. This liquid may
be used as a fertilising agent either directly or made into an artificial manure by
being absorbed in sawdust and dried at a low heat.

We believe that Mr. Spence's new process is now carried out on a large scale at

the Pendleton Alum Works.

Ot?ier Methods of Alum Manufacture.—In addition to the four principal processes

of manufacture already described, numerous other methods have from time to time

been proposed, and in some cases worked to a limited extent. The more important
of these suggested improvements are included in the following notices, which are

arranged in chronological order.

In 1743, Ambrose Newton wished to economise the manufacture by boiling the

scum of the alum works, the muddy deposit in Yorkshire, and adding to the concen-

trated solution of 45 pennyweights, stale urine, which is ammonia, until the solution

became 27 pennyweights. The liquor stands ' for four days, and strikes out into

small allom, and afterwards melted and reached into casks, which stand 14 days, and
are taken down and the allom is finished.'

Another patent in 1765, by Holme, Cropper, and two Nicholsons, uses stale urine

and kelp liquor. They seem to use, by a mistake in names, iron pyrites only for their

alum, but no doubt it contained both iron and alumina. They took advantage of the
potash, and perhaps also of the soda, of the kelp.

In 1780, Matthew Sanderson patented a plan for making alum by burning the
metallic sulphurets, obtaining the sulphuric acid, and uniting it with aluminous earth
—a far-seeing plan, not till long after adopted.

In 1794 Lord Dundonald patented a process for ' washing aluminous, vitriolic, or
pyritous schist or materials with sea-water or solutions of salts containing muriate of
soda,' or mixing muriate of soda with aluminous or vitriolated salts or pyritous
substances. He also proposed the use of muriatic acid. It is probable, then, that
both a soda- and an ammonia-alum have been manufactured when the whole method
wae not very clearly understood.
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Macquer, Fourcroy, and Vauquelin having discovered the component parts of alum,

Chaptal made it from its elements, using clay. He says, ' Pure clay upon -which the
sulphuric acid is digested is dissolved -with difficulty.' He then says, 'I calcine my
clays, and reduce them into small pieces, -which I spread on the floor of my leaden
chambers. The sulphuric acid, which is formed by combustion of a mixture of
sulphur and saltpetre, expands itself in the cavity of these chambers, and exists for a
certain time in the vaporous form. In this form it has a stronger action than when
it has been -weakened by the mixture of a quantity of water more or less considerable,

so that it seizes the earths, combines -with them, causes them to increase in bulk by
the effervescence -which takes place, and at the end of several days the -whole

surface exposed to tlio vapour is converted into alum. Care is taken to stir these

earths from time to time, that they may successively present all their surfaces to the

action of the acid.' ' But whatever process may be used to combine the acid with
clay, it is necessary to expose the aluminised earths to the air during a greater or
less space of time, in order that the combination may be more accurate, and the satu-

ration more complete.' This is, in fact, the mode of making the sulphate of alumina.

It was then dissolved in water, drawn off clear, to free it from the silica and undis-

solved matter, mixed with sulphate of potash, evaporated, and crystallised.

The manufacture of the alum from clay seems to have been a good deal used in

France. Their method at present, according to Kegnault, is as follows :—
' They

choose clays, such as kaolins, which contain little iron. The clays are then calcined

at a low red heat in a furnace
; they are ground to powder in a mill, and mixed with

half their weight of sulphuric acid of 1-45 specific gravity. The mixture is then
heated in another furnace until the sulphuric aCid begins to evaporate. It is then

taken out, and left to stand for several days.' After some time the combination

becomes intimate, and the usual method of removing the sulphate of alumina from
the insoluble matter is resorted to, and the potash, or ammonia-salt, is added, to

convert it into alum.

The most usual method has been to allow it to stand some weeks, or months, until

the combination has been effected. This has partially arisen from a supposition of

the necessity of giving it as much time as is needful -with the shales, as it was not

known until lately how completely the acid may decompose the clays.

A patent was obtained in November, 1839, by Mr. William Wiesmann, of Dues-
burg, for improvements in the manufacture of alum. He subjects potters' clay

to a moderate red heat, grinds it, and subjects the powder, in leaden pans, to the

action of concentrated sulphuric acid (06° B.), taking care to use excess of clay

and a moderate heat. The mixture is to be stirred till it is dry, then treated -with

boiling water, in order to dissolve the sulphate of alumina formed. So far the pro-

cess is old and well known. The novelty consists in freeing the saline solution from
iron by ferrocyanide of potassium (prussiate of potash). When the iron has been all

thro-wn do-wn in the form of Prussian-blue, the liquor is allowed to settle, the super-

natant pure sulphate is dra-wn off, and evaporated till it forms, on cooling, a concrete

mass, which may be moulded into the shape of bricks, &c., for the convenience of

packing. This was manufactured at Lee-Moor, near Plympton, on a small scale

;

but it is no longer made in this country. Dr. Muspratt's analysis made it a basic

sulphate = 2AP0'. 6S0' + 33 Aq. ; and he adds that manufacturers objected to it

because it was impossible to judge of its purity by its merely physical appearance.

Mohr's analysis gave

—

Alumina 13-91

Sulphuric acid 36*24

Water 49-60

Sulphate of potash 1-50

By ha-ving an excess of clay, Wiesmann intended to have all his acid saturated.

He found that he could not dissolve all the alumina by using only its equivalent of

acid ; he preferred, therefore, to lose some of the alumina, as in the other processes.

Hervey's patent of 1839.-—Clay is dried, ground, and sieved; it is then mixed

-with sulphuric acid of from 10° to 80° Twad., and from
-J-

to an equal quantity of clay,

used according to its quality. The mixture is then well stirred ; a great ebullition

ensues, and after ebullition it is again stirred. This is the formation of the sulphate

of alumina, -n-hich is washed out, and made into alum in the ordinary way.

In 1842 Mr. Turner patented a method, said to be originally Sprengel's proposal, of

extracting the alumina and potash from felspar to make alum. The felspar is heated

with sulphate of potash to melting, then carbonate of potash is added. This gives a

soluble glass, which, in boiling water, takes up two-thirds of the silica and as much
potash as was added to the felspar. This being heated -with carbonic acid, gives a

gelatinous mass of silica. When dried, the carbonate of potash may be washed out.
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The insoluble portion of the glass contains the original felspar, minus two-thirds of

its silica—a light, porous substance, similar in composition to elseolite. This is

boiled with sulphuric acid of 1-2 specific gravity. The intense heat needed has pre-

vented the success of this process.

In 1842 Kagenbusch proposed to cover the schist over with a plastering of clay,

or mud, for several months, and wash with water ; then to have it burnt in kilns

fitted with air-holes. In this process turf is used, on which the schist rests. The
air-holes regulate the combustion, which lasts tliree days. He uses kelp to obtain the

alkali.

In 1850 J. T. Wilson proposed a method of collecting the ammonia from smoke,

and using it in making ammonia-alum. What is wanting, he supplements by potash

salts, causing a mixed potash- and ammonia-alum to be manufactured.

In 1854 Richardson adds iron pyrites, to increase the amount of sulphur, and, con-

sequently, of sulphuric acid, in the shale ; but it does not seem to have been used.

In 1855 Dr. Frankland precipitated the subsulphate of alumina, and added sul-

phuric acid, thus obtaining the base by a small expenditure of precipitant.

In 1856 J. Metcalf makes a cake similar to the alum-cake described at p. 122 ; but

he uses coarse clay.

In 1856 Henry Pease and Thomas Eichardson mix clay with chloride of potassium

or with common salt; they convert both into sulphates; the muriatic acid set free

dissolves the alumina, and the cliloride of aluminium formed is used as alum.
In 1856 Spilsburg's patent purposed to make alum from cryolite.

The Boghead Cannel-coal ash contains about 30 per cent, of alumina, which it has
been proposed to dissolve for making alum ; but it has not hitlierto been found a con-

venient material.

Among the modern methods adopted for manufacturing alum on the Continent,

some of the more interesting are those in which cryolite is the raw material (see

Cbtolite). According to Thomson's method the cryolite is ignited with carbonate of
lime, whereby aluminate of soda and fluoride of calcium are produced ; the former
being soluble and the latter insoluble in water. The aluminate is, therefore, dissolved

out, and a current of carbonic acid gas transmitted through the solution. A gelatinous

precipitate of alumina is thus thrown down, while carbonate of soda remains in

solution. Or bicarbonate of soda may be added to the solution of the aluminate, and
the .alumina thus precipitated in a compact form. The alumina obtained by either of
these methods is dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid, and the sulphate of alumina thus
formed is converted into alum.

In another process, introduced by Sauerwein, the cryolite having been powdered, is

boiled with water and lime
;
and, as before, aluminate of soda and fluoride of calcium

are obtained. The solution of aluminate is mixed with an excess of finely-powdered
cryolite, whereby alumina and fluoride of sodium are produced. The alumina is then
converted into sulphate, and this into alum, as previously described.

Sulphate of alumina may also be obtained from cryolite by treating it directly with
sulphuric acid.

Alum has likewise been prepared from the mineral called Bauxite, which, on igni-

tion with sulphate of soda and charcoal, yields sulphate of alumina. Again, blast-

furnace slag may be employed as the raw material ; the slag, treated with hydrochloric
acid, yields chloride of aluminium, from which alumina may readily be precipitated.

Alum has been made extensively in England and France from an artificial sulphate
of alumina, prepared from clays which are chosen as free as possible from carbonate
of lime and oxide of iron. They are calcined in a reverberatory furnace, in order to

expel the water, to peroxidise the iron, and to render the alumina more easily acted
•on by the acid. The expulsion of the water renders the clay porous and capable of
absorbing the sulphuric acid by capillary attraction. The peroxidation of tho iron

renders it less soluble in the sulphuric acid ; and the silica of the clay, by reacting on
the alumina, impairs its aggregation, and makes it more readily attracted by the acid.

The clay should therefore be moderately calcined ; but not so as to indurate it like

pottery-ware, for certain combinations would then bo effected which would make it

resist the action of acids. The clay is usually calcined in a reverberatory furnace,

the flame of which serves afterwards to heat two evaporating pans and a basin for

containing a mixture of the calcined clay and sulphuric acid. As soon as the clay
has become friable in the furnace it is taken out, reduced to powder, and passed
through a fine sieve. With 100 parts of the pulverised clay, 45 parts of sulphuric
acid, of specific gravity 1"45, are well mixed, in a stone basin, arched over with brick-
work. The flame and hot air of the reverberatory furnace are made to play along the
mixture, in the same way as described for evaporating alum-schist liquors. (See
Soda.) The mixtiu'o, being stirred from time to time, is at the end of a few days to

bo raked out, and to bo sot aside in a warm place, for tlic acid to work on the clay.
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during six or eight weeks. At the end of this time, it must be washed, to extract the

sulphate of alumina. With this view, it may be treated like the roasted alum ores

previously described, K potash-alum is to be formed, this sulphate of alumina is

evaporated to the specific gravity of 1'38 ; but if ammonia-alum, to the specific gravity
of only 1-24: ; because the sulphate of ammonia, being soluble in twice its weight of

water, will cause a precipitation of pulverulent alum from a weaker solution of sul-

phate of alumina than the less soluble sulphate of potash could do.

In preparing alum from clay or shale, it is of infinite importance that so much and
no more heat be applied to the clay or shale, in the fijst instance, as will just expel
the water of combination without inducing contraction. A temperature of 600° F. is

well adapted to effect this object, provided it be maintained for a sufficient period.

When this has been carefully done, the silicate of alumina remaining is easily enough
acted upon by sulphuric acid, either slightly diluted or of the ordinary commercial
strength. The best form of apparatus is a leaden boiler, divided into two parts by a
perforated septum or partition, also in lead

;
though on a very large scale, brickwork

set in clay might be employed. Into one of the compartments the roasted clay or

shale should be put, and diluted sulphuric acid being added, the bottom of the other

compartment may be exposed to the action of a well-regulated fiio, or, what is

better, heated by means of steam through the agency of a coil of leaden pipe. In
this way a circulation of the fluid takes place throughout the mass of shale ; and, as

the alumina dissolves, the dense fluid it produces, falling continually towards the

bottom of the boiler, is replaced by dilute acid, which, becoming in its turn saturated,

falls like the first ; and so on in succession, until either the whole of the alumina is

taken up, or the acid in great part neutralised. The solution of sulphate of alumina
thus obtained is sometimes evaporated to dryness, and sold under the name of ' concen-

trated alum ;

' but more generally it is boiled down until of the specific gravity of

about 1'35
; then one or other of the carbonates or sulphates of potash or ammonia,

or chloride of either base, or a mixture of these, is added to the boiling fluid, and
as soon as the solution is complete, the whole is run out into a cooler to crystallise.

The rough alum thus made is sometimes purified by a subsequent recrystallisation,

after which it is ' roched ' for the market—a process intended merely to give it the

ordinary commercial aspect, but of no real value in a chemical point of view.

Alum Cake.—This substance owes its value to the amount of sulphate of alumina

it contains, and is in fact another means of making soluble alumina accessible. We
have already seen the many attempts to obtain alumina from clay, and the tedious

nature of the operation of solution in acid, as well as the long rffter-processes of lixi-

viation and conversion into sulphate of alumina, or into alum, by reboiling or

crystallising. Mr. Pochin, of Manchester, has found a method of removing all the

difficulties, both of the first and after processes. He uses very fine china clay, free

from iron, heats it in a furnace, mixes it thoroughly with acid, and finds that, when
the process is managed carefully, the combination of the alumina and sulphuric acid

is not only complete, but so violent that he is obliged to dilute his acid considerably,

in order to calm the action. When mixed, it is passed into cisterns with moveable

sides,- where, in a few minutes, it heats violently and boils. The thick liquid

gradually becomes thicker, until it is converted into a solid porous mass—the pores

being made by the bubbles of steam which rise in the mass, which is not fluid enough

to contract to its original volume. The porous mass is perfectly dry, although

retaining a large amount of combined water. It retains, of course, all the silica of

the original clay, but this is in such fine division that every particle appears

homogeneous. The silica gives it a dryness to the touch not easily gained by the

sulphate only.

When pure sulphate of alumina is wanted in solution, the silica is allowed to pre-

cipitate before using it, but, in many cases, the fine silica is no hindrance ; then the

solution is made use of at once.

Some quantity of alum has been exported from China, chiefly to India, within a

short period. The Chinese use alum very largely in their cements.

The alum mines are in the neighbourhood of Peh-kwan harbour, 2° 9' 10'' N.,

12° 32' 6" E. Ten alum-making establishments appear to exist there, and the pro-

cess, as described in the North China Mail, is similar to that employed where, in this

country, the alum-shale is used.

AIiXTia x:.aRTH. A variety of aluminous schist found associated with the

lignites of the tertiary beds, especially on the Ehine.

AXiinvz, FEATH&B. A hydrated sulphate of protoxide and sesquioxide of iron,

called by Dana Halotrichite. The name ' feather alum ' is also sometimes applied to

a hydrated sulphate of alumina, known also as Alunogen. The latter is found

crystallised in a close mass of fine, white, flexible needles, of a feather or hair form,

and has been, like a few other substances, called hair-salt It is also found with
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various degrees of impurity, sometimes with a smaller amouat of water. Knapp has

collected the list of analyses shown in the Table :

—

Analyses of Natural Sulphate of Alumina or Feather Alum.

Sulphuric
acid

Alumina
Peroxide
of iron.

Protoxide
of iron

.

Protoxide
Man-
ganese

Potash
Soda .

Lime .

Magnesia
Muriatic
acid . .

Silica . .

Water

Bousiin-
gault

HartwcU H. Bote GSbel Bcr.
thier

Tb. Thomion Hera-
path

o

|2
|S
CO

li

ii
la
O

o

-a

a

&

s
<

« >>

Wn

Scotland I?

3G-400
16-000

40-31

14-98

36-97

14-G3

37-380
14-867

35-710
12-778

35-637

11-227

58-58

38-75
12-9
41-5

35-872
14-645

40-425

10-485

35-63

17-09

0-004 2-58

2-463 0-667 0-718 +SO»2-78

0-500 8-530

i

0-04

Oxide
ofCop-
per

O-602
0-004

0-26
1-lS

0-85 0-14

o'-'215

d-149

1-018

0-324

0-640

0-273

0-307
0-430

6-449
1-91?.

2-262
1-172

46-600

0-40
1-13

40-94

1-37

44-64 45"-i64 47-022
0-430

48-847

3-5

42-1

0-100
46-375 36*295

0-50

46-70

99-010 100-00 100-33 100-238 98-432 100-000 100-11 100-0 99-754 96-904 99-96

AImUTS, XTATZVE. This term includes several compounds of sulphate of

alumina with the sulphate of some other base, as magnesia, potash, soda, the pro-

toxides of iron, manganese, &c. They occur generally as efBorescences, or in fibrous

masses ; when crystallised they assume octahedral forms ; they are soluble in water,

and have an astringent taste. The following species are the chief native alums, but it

should be understood that the proportion of water of crystallisation is not the same in

all, and hence in some cases they cannot be brought -within the general formula given

under the article Ajsuu,

Kalinite, or Potash Alum, found as an efflorescence on alum-slate at Whitby, Hurlet
and Campsie.

Mendozite, or Soda-alum, fbund in South America. The following analyses may
be cited :

—

Soda-alumfrom Peru, by T, Thomson.

Sulphate of soda
Alumina
Sulphuric acid

Water .

Soda-alumfrom the Anoles.

. 6-50 Sulphuric acid , 36-199

. 22-55 Alumina . 11-611

. 32-95 Soda . . . . . 7-259

. 39-20 Water.... . 43-819

Silica . . . . . 0-180

101-20 Lime . . . ^ . 0-255

Peroxide of iron . . 0-199

Protoxide of iron

.

. 0-760

Tschermigite, or Ammonia-alum, found at Tschermig in Bohemia,
been made of specimens from Tschermig, by Stromeyer :

—

Alumina .

Ammonia .

Magnesia .

Sulphuric acid

Water

.

11-602

3-721

0-115

36-065

48-390

99-893

Sulphate of alumina
Sulphate of ammonia
Sulphate of magnesia

Water

.

100-162

Analyses have

. 38-688

. 12-478

. 0-337

. 48-390

99-893

Tkkeringite, or Magnesia-alum, found near Iquique in Peru, and in Nova Scotia.
Apjohnite, or Manganese-alum, from Lagos Bay in South Africa.
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Bosjemanite, a Manganese-alum, found near the Bosjeman Eiver in South Africa,

and at Alum Point, near the Salt Lake, Utah.
AXVItX, KOItXAir (AluTnen Itomanum. AUume di rocca, It.), called sometimes

Boch or Rock Alum. See Altoi.

AXVItX ROOT. The root of the Geranium macttlatum, a Korth American plant.

It contains a large proportion of tannin, and is used as a powerful astringent.

Al^intX-SHAXiE. The chief natural source from which the alum of commerce is

derived in this country. It occurs in a remarkable manner near Whitby, in York-
shire, and at Hurlet and Campsie, near Glasgow. A full description of tlie alum-

shale, and of the processes by -which the crystallisable alum is separated, will be

found under Alum.
AIiTmX-SIiATEi A clay-slate containing bitumen and sulphide of iron, found

in the North of England, in Scotland, in Scandinavia, and other places. The
common variety effloresces and acquires the taste of alum. The glossy Alum-slate

is of a bluish-black colour, with a semi-metallic lustre. It swells upon exposure

to the air, owing to the saline efflorescence formed between the foliations, and is

eventually disintegrated.

iLXtrnc-STOZrE or AKUITZTE. (Alun, Fr. ; Alaunstein, Ger.)—This mineral,

in its purest form, is composed of alumina 37"13, sulphuric acid 38'53, potash 11'34,

water 13'00. Silica is also frequently present as an impurity, sometimes to the extent

of 60 per cent. It is a white, greyish, or reddish mineral, aflfording a white streak,

and an uneven, flat, conchoidal fracture, which is splintery in the massive varieties.

It is transparent or subtranslucent.

Alum-stono is one of the sources of the alum of commerce, which is obtained from
' it in crystals after frequent roasting, and lixiviation in water. See Alum.

Alum-stone is found at Tolfa, near Civita Vecchia, in the Koman States (sometimes

in crystals) ; at Muszaly in Hungary ; at Pic do Sancy, in France, and in the Grecian

Archipelago. The compact varieties from Hungary are so hard as to be used for

millstones.

AKITAXZirA. (Al'O', atomk weight 51 "4). This is the only oxide which the

metal aluminium forms, and it is assumed to be a sesquioxide on account of its

isomorphism with sesquioxide of iron.

Alumina occurs in a native sUte, forming the gems known as the sapphire and the

ruhi/, and in a less pure form as the minerals corundum and enmry. In a state of

hydrate, or in chemical combination with water, alumina constitutes the species known
as diaspore, gibbsite, and hydrargyllite. Such of these minerals as are of economic

value will be noticed under their respective heads.

Alumi-'a is obtained in the state of hydrate from common alum (KO, SO' ; Al-0',

3S0'+ 24HO) by adding a solution of ammonia (or better, carbonate of ammonia) to

the latter salt and boiling. The precipitate is white, and gelatinous in a high
degree, and retains the salts, in the presence of which it has been formed, with
remarkable pertinacity, so that it is very difficult to wash.
By drying and igniting this hydrate, the anhydrous alumina is produced ; but it

may be obtained more readily by heating ammonia-alum (NH* 0, SO' ; A1'0'3S0' +
24HO). All the constituents of this salt are volatile, with the exception of the alumina.

Alumina is insoluble in water, but soluble both in acids and alkalis. Towards
the former it plays the part of a base, producing the ordinary alumina salts ; whilst,

with the latter, it also enters into combination, but in this case it is an acid, forming
a series of compounds which may be called aluminates.

The important application of alumina and its compounds in the arts of dyeing and
calico-printing depends upon a peculiar attraction which it possesses for organic

bodies. This affinity is so strong, that when digested in solutions of vegetable

colouring matters the alumina combines with and carries down the colouring matter,

removing it entirely from the solution. Pigments thus obtained, which are com-
binations of alumina with the vegetable colouring matters, are called ' lakes'

Alumina has not only an affinity for the colouring matters, but at the same
time also for the vegetable fibres, cotton, silk, wool, &c. ; and hence, if alumina be

precipitated upon cloth in the presence of a colouring matter, a most intimate union
is effected between the cloth and the colour. Alimiina, when employed in this way,
is called a ' mordant.'

Other bodies have a similar attraction for colouring matters, e.g. binoxido of tin

and sesquioxide of iron : each of these gives its peculiar shade to the colour or com-
bination, alumina changing it least.

_
Mr. Walter Crum' has discovered a peculiar soluble modification of alumina. The

binacetate of alumina has been found by Mr. Crum to possess tho very curious property

Chemical Society's Quarterly Jonmal, tI. 216,
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of parting -with its acetic acid until the whole is expelled, by the long-continued

application of heat to a solution of this salt ; the alumina remains in the solution, in

a soluble allotropic condition, forming what has been called meialumina. Its coagulum
with dyewoods is translucent, and entirely different from the opaque cakes formed by
ordinary alumina ; hence this solution cannot act as a mordant. But this solution of
alumina, which is perfectly colourless and transparent, has the alumina separated from
it by the slightest causes. A minute quantity of either an acid, an alkali, even of a
neutral salt, or of a vegetable colouring matter, effects the change. The precipitated

alumina is insoluble in acids, even boiling sulphuric ; this shows another allotropic

condition. But it is dissolved by caustic alkalis, by which it is restored to its

common state.

AMITt/lTlt^, .ACETATE OF. The acetates of alumina are extensively used in

the arts on account of the property which they possess of being readily decomposed
with deposition of their alumina on the fibre of cloth ; hence they are used as mor-
dants, in the manner described under Caiico-Pbinting ; and sc^etimes in dyeing
they are wixed with the solution of a colouring matter ; in this the textile fabric is

immersed, whilst, on heating, the alumina is precipitated upon the fabric, which, in

consequence of its affinities before alluded to, carries down the colouring matter with
it, and fixes it on the cloth.

The acetate of alumina thus employed is obtained by treating sulphate of alumina
with neutral acetate of lead, and filtering off the solution from the precipitate of sul-

phate of lead. Acetate of lime is also used ; but the sulphate in this case does not
leave the solution so clear or so rapidly.

According to Mr. Walter Crum,' the solution resulting from the decomposition of

sulphate of alumina Al-0', 3S0' (AP 3SO*) by monobasic acetate of lead contains

the salt Al'O^, 2(C'B:'0'. HO) [Al^O'. ^C-S'O^'] (binaeetate of alumina), together

with one equivalent of free acetic acid, the compound Al-'O', 3C«H»0« (m-eCWO^)
not appearing to exist. By evaporating this solution at low temperatures, e.ff. in a
very thin layer of fluid below 38° C. (100° F.), Crum obtained a fixed residue

completely soluble in water, the composition of which, in the dry state, approached
AVO', 2C«H»0»+ 4HO (A1'0». 4C'H<0» + aH20).
AKVlMCnrA, SXXiXCATES OI". Silicate of alumina is the chief constituent of

common clay; it occurs also associated with the silicates of iron, magnesia, lime,

and the alkalis in a great variety of minerals, which will be found described elsewhere.

The most interesting of these are the felspars and the zeolites. See Clay, Felspak,
Zeolite.

Of course, being present in clay, silicate of alumina is the essential constituent of
porcelain and earthenware. See Eabthenwahe and Poecelain.
Al^UMXM-A, SITXiPBATE OF. The neutral sulphate of alumina, A1<0^

3S0»+ 18H0 (Al^aSOHlSH^O), which is obtained by dissolving alumina in sul-

phuric acid, crystallises in needles and plates ; but sulphuric acid and alumina combine
in other proportions, e.y. a salt of the formula Al'^O', 3S0' + APO» (Al^SSO* + A1'0»)
was obtained by Mons, and the solution of this salt, when largely diluted with water,

splits into the neutral sulphate and an insoluble powder containing AW, 3S0'
+ 2A120' + 9HO (Al''3S0< + aAr-0» + 9H'0). This subsalt forms the mineral
aluminite, or Websterite, found near Newhaven, and was found by Humboldt in the

schists of the Andes.
The sulphate of alumina is now extensively used in the arts instead of alum, under

the name of ' concentrated alum ' (see p. 122). For most of the purposes for which alum
is employed, the sulphate of potash is an unnecessary constituent, being only added
in order to facilitate the purification of the compound from iron ; for in consequence of
the ready crystallisability of alum, this salt is easily purified. Nevertheless, Wies-
mann has succeeded in removing the iron from the crude solution of sulphate of
alumina obtained by treating clay with sulphuric acid, by adding ferrocyanide of
potassium, which throws down the iron as Prussian-blue ; the solution, when evapo-
rated to dryness, is found to consist of sulphate of alumina, containing about 7 per
cent, of potash-alum. About 1750 tons of this article were produced at -Newcastle-on-

Tyne alone in the year 1872. See also Alum.
AI.Tr»KZN-ATE OP SOBA. 3 NaO. APO' (3Wa'0. Al^O'). This salt is now

manufactured on a large scale for use as a mordant in dyeing and calico-printing

;

in the preparation of lakes for pigments ; in the manufacture of certain forms of
artificial stone ; and in candle and soap manufacture. The salt is generally obtained
by heating Bauxite with carbonate of soda in a reverberatory furnace. The
aliunina present in the Baxixite combines with the soda, while carbonic acid is

expelled. On lixiviating the product, the aluminate of soda is dissolved out ; the

• Cbemicftl Society's Quarterly Journal, vi. 21C.
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solution is then filtered, and tte filtrate evaporated to dryness. ThQ salt is thus
obtained as a -whitish, powder. See BAtrxiTE. ,

ATUUT/LSJSITS^ See "Webstehite.

AZiUBZXXTXUnc. {St/m. Al., at. wt. 137.) The name Aluminium is derived
from the Latin alumen, for alum, of which salt this metal is the notable constituent.

Aluminium, though never found in the free state, occurs extensively diffused in
nature in alumina and certain of its salts, especially the silicates.

The native varieties of anhydrous alimiina are, the sapphire, ruby, and corundum,
whilst the hydrate occurs in nature in the minerals, diaspore a:id gibbsite. But the
chief quantity of aluminium is found in the endless varieties of the mineral silicates

of alumina with other bases, such as the felspars, micas, many kinds of clay, the
zeolites, &c.

Alumina was first decomposed by Davy, who discovered the metal soon after
decomposing the other earths and alkalis ; but he never seems to have obtained it

without some mixture of potassium. It is evident, however, that the earth was
completely reduced to the metallic state by him.

"Wohlor obtained aluminium pure in 1827 ' by the reduction of the chloride

of aluminium in the form of a grey powder. Later (1846),^ he succeeded by the
same process in obtaining it in globules, which he describes as tin white, toler-

ably malleable and ductile, not materially oxidised by exposure to the air, of a
specific gravity of 2-5, but, when hammered, of 2'67 ; unacted upon by water at
the common temperature, but slowly disengaging hydrogen from water at the
boiling point.

In 1854 ' Deville's first experiments on the preparation and properties of alumi-
nium were published. The method ho adopted for the liberation of the metal was
essentially the same as that originally employed by Wohler. But, by dint of im-
provements in the details of the process, he succeeded in procuring the metal in

larger globules, which were silver-white, having a fusing point nearly approaching
that of silver, which were unoxidised when exposed to the air, even in a fused state,

and remaining bright even in boiling water, unattacked by either dilute or concentrated

nitric or sulphuric acid in the cold ; but dissolved by hydrochloric acid with evolu-
tion of hydrogen.

Oersted was undoubtedly the first to prepare the chloride of aluminium,* and it is

even stated that he also procured the metal by the following method :— ' Pure
alumina, intimately mixed with powdered charcoal, was introduced into a porcelain

tube ; through this, when strongly heated, a stream of chlorine was directed, and the

chloride of aluminium formed was collected in a separate vessel. By mixing this com-
pound with an amalgam of potassium, containing a large proportion of the latter

body, and immediately heating the mixture, chloride of potassium was found, and the

aluminium combined with the mercury. This, on being distilled out of contact with
the air, gave off the mercury, whilst aluminium remained in the form of a metallic

r button, closely resembling tin.''

Deville's researches raised the hope that the metal might be obtained in sufficient

quantity to become of high technical importance, since it was probable that the

chloride of aluminium might be decomposed by cheaper metals at a higher tempera-

ture ; and he obtained a grant from the late Emperor of the French for the purpose

of prosecuting his investigations on a sufficient scale.

Bunsen also showed in 1854* that aluminium could be obtained in reguline masses

by submitting the double chloride of aluminium and sodium or potassium to electro-

lysis in a fused state.

By fusing the chloride of aluminium (obtained by the pro<;es3 which will be found
described under the head of the chloride) with an equal equivalent of common salt,

he obtained a double chloride, which fused below 200° C. (360° F.), and from which
the metal is readily reduced by the same electrolytic process previously employed by
Bunsen in the case of magnesium. See Magnesium.
Bunsen pointed out that the discrepancy existing in the properties of the metal in

the two states, as obtained respectively by Wohler and Deville, arose from its physical

condition ; for Bunsen found that it was only the massive metal which possessed the

properties ascribed to it by Deville, that in fact the pulverulent modification does

decomposp water at 100° C, as stated by Wohler.

Almost at the same time Deville published the results of his experiments upon tho

production of aluminium on a larger scale.' He quite gave up the hope of succeeding

' PoggendorfE's Annalen, li. 1<6. ' Ann. Ch. et. Phanu. lili. 422,
' Comptes Rendus, xxxviii. 279.

* Ferussai, Bui. des. Sc. MathiSmat. &c. 1826, 275.
" Eecord of Mining and Metallurgy, Phillips and Darlington.

* Fogg- Aun. xcii. 618. ' Comptes Bendns, xxziz. 321.
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in effecting the reduction of the chlorides by any of the common metals. He ad-
hered to Wohler's and Bunsen's methods, carrying them out on a larger scale, •with

modifications and improvements in tlio details, which enabled him to obtain the metal
in such quantities, and thus to study its properties ynth. so much success, as to suggest
numerous applications, the probability of which never entered the minds of the ori-

ginal discoverers. Very great credit is therefore due to M. Dovillo, altliough it is the
practice amongst the German chemists to detract from, or even deny, his merit.

The following is the method described by M. Deville for the preparation of this

interesting metal :

—

Having obtained the chloride of aluminium, he introduces into a wide glass

(or porcelain) tube 200 or 300 grammes of this salt between two plugs of asbestos

(or in a boat of porcelain or oven copper), allows a current of hydrogen to pass
from the generator through a desiccating bottle containing sulphuric acid and
tubes containing chloride of calcium, and finally through the tube containing the

chloride ; at the same time applying a gentle heat to the chloride, to drive o£f any free

hydrochloric acid which might bo formed by the action of the air upon it. He now
introduces at the other extremity of the tube a porcelain boat containing sodium ; and
when the sodium is fused the chloride of aluminium is heated, until its vapour comes
in contact with the fused sodium. A powerful reaction ensues, considerable heat is

evolved, and by continuing to pass the vapour of the chloride over the sodium until

the latter is all consumed, a mass is obtained in the boat of the double chloride of

aluminium and sodium NaCl, AP CI' (ZITaCI. AI-Cl''), in which globides of the

newly-reduced metal are suspended. It is allowed to cool in the hydrogen, and
then the mass is treated with water, in which the double chloride is soluble, the

globules of metal being unacted upon.

These small globules are finally fused together in a porcelain crucible, by heating
them strongly under the fused double chloride of aluminium and sodium, or even
under common salt.

This process, which succeeds without much difficulty on a small scale, is performed
far more successfully as a manufacturing operation. Two cast-iron cylinders are

now employed instead of the glass or porcelain tube, the anterior one of wliich

contains the chloride of aluminium, whilst in the posterior one is placed tlie sodium
in a tray, about 10 lbs. being employed in a single operation. A smaller irou

cylinder intsrmodiate between the two former is filled with scraps of iron, which
serve to separate iron from the vapour of chloride of aluminium, by converting the

perchloride of iron into the much less volatile protochloride. They also separate

free hydrochloric acid and chloride of sulphur.

During the progress of the operation the connecting tube is kept at a temperature
of about 400° to 600° F. ; but both the cylinders are but very gently heated, since the

chloride of aluminium is volatile at a comparatively low temperature, and the reaction

between it and the sodium when onco commenced generates so much heat that

frequently no external aid is required.

Preparation of Alu7ninium hy Electrolysis.—Mr. Gore has succeeded in obtaining

plates of copper coated with aluminium by the electrolysis of solutions of chloride of

aluminium, acetate of alumina, and even common alum ; ' but the unalloyed metal
cannot be obtained by the electrolysis of solutions. Deville, however, produced it in

considerable quantities by the method originally suggested by Bunsen, \\z. by the

electrolysis of the fused double chloride of aluminium and sodium Na CI, Al^ CP
(ZXTaCI. Al^Cl*) ; but since this process is far more troublesome and expensive than

its reduction by sodium, it has been altogether superseded.

Preparation of Aluminiumfrom Cryolite. So earlyas March 30, 1855, a specimen of

aluminium was exhibited at one of the Friday-evening meetings of the Eoyal Institu-

tion, which had been obtained in Dr. Percy's laboratory by Mr. Allan Dick, by a

process entirely different from that of Deville, which promised, on account of its great

simplicity, to supersede all others.^ It consisted in heating small pieces of sodium,

placed in alternate layers with powdered cryolite, a mineral now found in consider-

able abundance in Greenland, which is a double fluoride of aluminium and sodium,

analogous to the double chloride of aluminium and sodium, its formula being 3Na F,

AP F* (6Wra P. AX^T^). The process has the advantage that one of the materials

is furnished ready formed by nature.

The experiment was only performed on a small scale by Mr. Dick in a platinum
crucible lined with magnesia ; the small globules of metal, which were obtained at

the bottom of the mass of fused salt, being subsequently fused together under chloride

of potassium or common salt.

Before the description of these experiments was published, M. Kose, of Berlin,

» Phil. Mag. vii. 207. = Ibid. s. 3fi4.
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published a paper in September, 1855, on the same subject.' In Rose's experiments
he employed cast-iron crucibles, in -which was heated ten parts of a mixture of equal

weights of cryolite and chloride of potassium -with 2 parts of sodium. The aluminium
was obtained in small globules, -which -were fused together under chloride of potassium,
as in Mr. Dick's experiments.

Hose experienced a slight loss of aluminium by fusion under chloride of potassium,

and found it more advantageous to perform this fusion under a stratum of the double
chloride of aliuninium and sodium, as Deville had done.

He never succeeded in extracting the -whole quantity of aluminium present in the

cryolite (13 per cent.), chiefly on account of the ready oxidisability of the metal
when existing in a very finely divided state, as some of it invariably does.

It does not appear that any attempt has since been made to obtain aluminium on
the large scale from cryolite, probably from the supply of the mineral not proving so

abundant as -was at one time anticipated.

In all the processes -which have been found practicable on any considerable scale,

for the manufacture of aluminium, the powerful afiinities of sodium are employed for

the purpose of eliminating it from its compounds. The problem of the diminution of

the price of aluminium therefore resolves itself into the improvement of the methods
for procuring sodium, so as to diminish the cost of the latter metal. M. Deville's

attention -was therefore directed, in the early steps of the inquiry, to this point ; and
very considerable improvements have been made by him, -which -will be found fully

described under the head of Sodium.
Deville* has since suggested the employment at once of the double salt of chloride

of aluminium and chloride of sodium (NaCl, AP CP), instead of the simple chloride

of aluminium, so as to obtain the metal by means of sodium. He uses 400 parts

of this double salt, 200 of common salt, 200 of fluor spar, and 75 to 80 of sodium.

The above-mentioned salts are dried, powdered, and mixed together ; then -with these

the sodium, in small pieces, is mixed, and the -whole heated in a crucible under a
layer of common salt. After the reaction is complete, the heat is raised so as to pro-

mote the separation of the aluminium in the form of a button. It -was found, ho-wever,

that cryolite was, -with advantage, substituted for the fluor spar.

C. Brunner ' employs artificially prepared fluoride of aluminium ; but this method
cannot offer any advantage over the employment of the chloride, -which is cheaper, or

the cryolite, which nature affords.

The follo-wing remarks on the manufacture of aluminium are from the pen of Mr.
Isaac Lo-wthian Bell of Newcastle, at whose works at "Washington this metal was,

until lately, produced :—
'Upon the introduction of its manufacture at Washington, the source of the

alumina was the ordinary ammonia-alum of commerce—a nearly pure sulphate of

alumina and ammonia. Exposure to heat drove off the water, sulphuric acid, and
ammonia, lea-ving the alumina behind. This was converted into the double chloride

of aluminium and sodium, by the process described by the French chemist, and
practised in France, and the double chloride was subsequently decomposed by fusion

with sodium. Faint, however, as the traces might be of impurity in the alum itself,

they to a great extent, if not entirely (being of a fixed character when exposed to

heat), were to be found in the alumina. From the alumina, by the action of chlorine

on a heated mixture consisting of this earth, common salt, and charcoal, those

impurities, or a large proportion thereof, found their way into the sublimed double

chloride ; and once there, it is unnecessary to say that, under the influence of the

sodium in the process of reduction, any silica, iron, or phosphorus found their v.'ay

into the aluminium sought to be obtained. Now, it happens that the presence of

foreign matters, in a degree so small as almost to be infinitesimal, interferes so

largely -with the colour as well as -with the malleability of the aluminium, that the

use of any substance containing them is of a fatal character. Nor is this all, for the

nature of that compound which hitherto has constituted the most important applica-

tion of this metal—aluminium-bronze—is so completely changed by using aluminium
containing the impurities referred to, that it ceases to possess any of those properties

which render it valuable. As an example of the amount of interference exercised by
very minute quantities of impurity, it is perhaps worthy of notice that very few
varieties of copper have been found susceptible of being employed for the manu-
facture of aluminium-bronze ; and hitherto we have not at Washington, nor have
they in France, been able to establish in what the difference consists between copper

fit for the production of aluminium-bronze, and that which is usually unsuitable for

the purpose. These considerations have led us, both here and in France, to adopt

the use of another raw material for the production of aluminium, which oitlier . does

' Poggentlorff's Annalen, and Phil. Mag. x. 233. " Ann. de Cbim. et Phys. xlvi, 415.
= Chemical Gazette,.1856, 338.
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not contain the impurities referred to as so prejudicial, or contains tliem in such a

form as to admit of tlieir easy separation. TIiis material is Bauxite, so called from
the name of the locality where it is found in France. The Bauxite is ground and
mixed -with the ordinary soda-ash of commerce, and then heated in a furnace. The
soda combines -with the alumina, and the aluminate of soda so formed is separated

from the insoluble portions—viz., peroxide of iron, silico-aluminato of soda, &c.—by
lixiviation. Muriatic acid or carbonic acid is then added to the solution, -which

throws down pure alumina. The remainder of the process is precisely that which is

described by Mons. St. Claire Deville. The alumina is mixed with common salt and
charcoal, made into balls the size of an orange, and dried. These balls are placed in

vertical earthen retorts, kept at a red heat, and through the heated contents chlorine

gas is passed. The elements of the earth, under the joint influence of carbon and
chlorine at that temperature, are separated, the carbon taking the oxygen and
the chlorine the aluminium. The latter substance accompanied by chloride of sodium
(common salt) sublimes over, and is collected as a double chloride of aluminium and
sodium. Sodium,—being required to effect the decomposition of this compound,—is

thus prepared. In small iron retorts kept at as high a temperature as iron can bear,

a mixture of soda (carbonate of soda) and carbonaceous matter with a little ground
chalk is placed. The metallic base of the alkali distils over, and is collected in coal

oil. A portion of the double chloride of aluminium and sodium, and the metallic

sodium, along with fluxes, is exposed to a full red heat in a reverberating furnace.

The sodium seizes the chlorine combined with the aluminium, and thus liberates the

latter metal, which falls to the bottom of the fixed mass. Aluminium is used in

sufficient quantity to keep the only work in England—viz., that at Washington

—

pretty actively employed. As a substance for works of art, when whitened by means
of hydrofluoric and phosphoric acid, it appears well adapted, as it runs into the most
complicated patterns, and has the advantage of preserving its colour, from the

absence of all tendency to unite with sulphur, or to become affected by sulphuretted

hydrogen, as happens with silver.' Aluminium has been used in the manufacture
of weights and scale-beams for chemists, and for opera- and field-glasses, for which
purposes it is exceedingly valuable, by reason of its lightness and its not being
liable to tarnish. A greatly increased activity has been given to the manufacture of

aluminium by its use in the manufacture of aluminium-bronze—a compound of

exceeding beauty, so much like gold that it can scarcely be distinguished from that

precious metal.

Properites—The metal is white, but with a bluish tinge, and even when pure has
a lustre far inferior to silver.

Specific gravity, 2-56, and when hammered, 2-67.

_
Conducts electricity eight times better than iron, and is feebly magnetic. It is

highly sonorous.

Its fusing-point is between the melting-points of zinc and silver.

By electrolysis it is obtained in forms which Deville believes to be regular octa-

hedra ; but Hose, who has also occasionally obtained aluminium in a crystalline state

(from cryolite), denies that they belong to the regular system.
When pure, it is unoxidised even in moist air ; but most of the commercial spe-

cimens (probably from impurities present in the metal) become covered with a bluish-
grey tarnish.

It is unaffected by cold or boiling water ; even steam at a red heat is but slowly
decomposed by it.

It is not acted upon by cold nitric acid, and only very slowly dissolved even by the
boiling acid

;
scarcely attacked by dilute sulphuric acid, but readily dissolved by

hydrochloric acid, ^vith evolution of hydrogen.
Sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphides have no action upon it ; and it is not even

attacked hj fused hydrated alkalis. Professor Wheatstone • has shown that in the
voltaic series, aluminium, although having so small an atomic number, and so low a
specific gravity, is more electro-negative than zinc ; but it is positive to cadmium, tin,

lead, iron, copper, and platinum.

_
Imimritks in Aluminium.—Many of the discrepancies in the properties of alumi-

nium, as obtained by different experimenters, are due to the impurities which are
present in it.

If the naphtha be not carefully removed from the sodium, the aluminium is liable
to contain carbon.

_ Frequently, in preparing aluminium, by the action of the chloride on sodium, by
Deville's original process, copper boats have been used for holding the sodium ; in
this case the metal becomes contaminated, not only with copper, but also with any

Vol. I.

' Phil. Ma?, s. 143.

K
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other metals -which may be present in the copper

—

e.g. Salm-Horstmar ' found cop^e?
in the aluminium sold in Paris, and Erdniann detected zinc ; ^ and in every case the
metal is very liable to become mixed with silicon, either from the earthenware
tubes, boats, or crucibles ; hence Salvetat found, even in the aluminium prepared by
Deville himself, 2'87 per cent, of silicon, 2-40 of iron, 6'38 of copper, and traces of

lead.

The following analyses of commercial aluminium -wore communicated to the British

Association, at its meeting in 1857, by Professor Mallet : —

Made in Paris Made in Berlin

Aluminium. . . . 92'969 . . . 96-2o3
Iron 4-882 . . . 3-293

Silicon- .... 2-149 . . . 0-454

Titanium .... trace . . . trace

100-00 100-00

Alloys of Aluminium.—Very small quantities of other metals suffice to destroy the

malleability and ductility of aluminium. An alloy containing only Jjth of iron or

copper cannot be worked, and the presence of -j^th copper renders it as brittle as

glass. Silver and gold produce brittlenoss in a less degree. An alloy of 5 parts

of silver "with 100 of aluminium is capable of being worked like the pure metal, but
it is harder, and therefore susceptible of a finer polish ; wliilst the alloy, containing

10 per cent, of gold, is softer, but, nevertheless, not so malleable as the pure metal.

The presence of even j^th part of bismuth renders aluminium brittle in a high

degree.

These statements by Tissier,' however, require confirmation ; for Debray states that

aluminium remains malleable and tough when containing as much as 8 per cent, of

iron, or 10 per cent, of copper, but that a larger quantity of either of these metals

renders it brittle.

It is curious that only 3 per cent, of silver are sufficient to give aluminium the

brilliance and colour of pure silvci; over which the alloy has the great advantage of not

being blackened by sulphuretted hydrogen.
On the other hand, small quantities of aluminium combined vnth. other metals

change their properties in a remarkable manner. Thus copper alloyed with only

^th of its weight of aluminium has the colour and brilliance of gold, and is still very
malleable (Tissier) ; and when the aluminium amounts only to |th (i.e. 20 per cent.)

the alloy is quite white (Debray). See Axtjminium Bronze.
An alloy of 90 parts of copper and 10 of aluminium is harder than common

bronze, and is capable of being worked at high temperatures easier than the best

varieties of iron. Larger quantities of aluminium render the metal harder and
brittle.

—

Debray.'^

An alloy of 100 parts of silver -with 5 of aluminium is as hard as the alloy

employed in the silver coinage, although the other properties of the silver

remain unchanged {Tissier). Similar alloys have likewise been prepared by
Dr. Percy.*

Messrs Calvert and Johnson describe ° an alloy of 25 parts aluminium to 75 of

iron, which has the valuable property of not oxidising by exposure to 7)wiM air.

Uses of Aluminium.—No very important application of aluminium has yet been
made : although, at the time M. Deville's experiments were commenced, sanguine

hopes were entertained that aluminium might be produced at a price sufficiently

low to admit of its practical application on a large scale, these anticipations have
not been realised ; and as yet, on account chiefly of its high price, the applications

which have been made of this interesting metal are but few.

Its low specific gravity, combined with sufficient tenacity, recommends it for many
interesting uses. The fractional weights used by chemists, which are made of plati-

num, are so extremely small that they are constantly being lost ; their much greater

volume in aluminium renders this metal peculiarly suitable. In the construction of

the beams of balances, strength combined -with lightness are desiderata ; and M.
Deville has had very beautiful balance-beams made of this metal ; but at present its

high price has prevented their extensive adoption.

These same qualities render this metal suitable for the construction of helmets and

other armoiir ; but at present these are but curiosities, and are likely to remain so,

' Journal pr. Chem. Ixvii. 493. ' Journal pr. Chem. kvii. 494.
' C. and J. Tissier, Comptes Eendus, xliii. 885. " Comptes Rendus, xliii. 925.
' Proceedings of the Royal Institution, Marcli 14, 185G. " Phil. Mag. x. 215.
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unless some cheaper method of eliminating the metal than by the agency of sodium

be discovered.

Mr. Gordon has shown that the amount of tension which aluminium wire was

capable of resisting will be found to be between that of the best iron and the best

steel wire.

Probably one of the most interesting of the applications of aluminium (at least in

a scientific point of view) that has been made, is that by Deville and Wohler, of

employing it in the production of crystalline allotropic modifications of certain other

elements previously unknown in that state

—

e.g. boron, silicon, and titanium. It

depends upon the fact that these elements, in the amorphous state, dissolve in fused

aluminium, and on cooling the molten solution, they slowly separate from the

aluminium in the crystalline state.

Alununium may be gilded by being dipped into a solution of the hyposulphite of

gold after it has been well cleaned by the successive use of potash, nitric acid; and

water. Aluminium is soldered with difficulty. The most successful method is to coat

the aluminium with copper by the electrotype process, after which .soldering can be

effected in the usual way.
AIiUMIwrXUlVT-BiaOIffZE. This alloy was a discovery of Dr. John Percy,

F.E.S., and it appears to be a true chemical compound. Mr. I. L. Bell, who manu-
factured this beautiful metallic compound on a large scale, thus describes its manufac-

ture :
—

' Copper is melted in a plumbago crucible, and, after being removed from

the furnace, the solid aluminium is added. The union of the two metals is attended

with such an increase of temperature, that the whole becomes white hot,. and unless

the crucible containing the mixture is of a refractory material, it is fused by the

intensity of the heat. A vessel which has resisted a heat sufficient to eifect the fusion

of copper has been melted when the aluminium has been added.'

The value of aluminium-bronze will be gathered from the following statement of

results obtained by Lieut.-Colonel A. Strange, P.E.A.S., and communicated by him
to the Astronomical Society. Liout.-Colonel Strange recommended this metal as a
valuable material for the construction of astronomical and other philosophical

instruments. Regarding the most important qualities as— 1. Tensile strength;

2. Resistance to compression ; 3. Malleability ; 4. Transverse strength or rigidity

;

5. Expansive ratio ; 6. Pounding qualities ; 7. Behaviour under files, cutting tools,

&c.; 8. Resistance to atmospheric influences ; 9. Pitness to receive graduation

;

10. Elasticity ; 11. Pitness for being made into tubes ; 12. Specific gravity—experi-

ments were made to determine each of those conditions.

Tensile strength.—The result of trials by Mr. Anderson of Woolwich was—the

average tenacity of this metal proved to be 22 tons 12 cwt. (60,624 lbs.) breaking
weight per square inch. Elongations did not take place until 4,300 lbs. in the

one case, and 3,600 lbs. in tlie other had been applied, when a permanent elonga-

tion was noticed of "009 of an inch in the fijst specimen and "034 of an inch in

the last.

Besistance to compression.—The ultimate amount of compression applied was
69 tons 2 cwt. 1 qr. 4 lbs. (132,416 lbs.), under which the specimen became much
distorted. ' The specimen subjected to this enormous pressure, distorted though it

is, does not exhibit the trace of a fissure. The cohesion of its particles is inviolate.'

Compression was not perceptible until 9 tons 2 cwt. per square inch (20,384 lbs.)

was applied, when the specimen gave way to the extent of '006 of an inch ; and on
the weight being removed an elasticity of '001 was observed, which gives the first

permanent compression as •005 of an inch.

Malleability.—The quality of this metal for forging purposes would appear to be
excellent. There were specimens in the International Exhibition of 1862, showing
that the alloy could be drawn out under the hammer almost to a needle-point.

Transverse strength.—These experiments were made by Messrs. Simms. The same
weight applied to these bars altered the index of the instrument as under :

—

Brass 2-22 divisions

Gun-metal 0"15 „
Aluminium-bronze 0-05 „

Hence aluminium-bronze is 3 times more rigid than gun-metal, and 44 times more
rigid than brass.

Expansive ratio.—Aluminium-bronze is affected by change of temperature a little

less than gun-metal, and much less than brass.

Founding qualities.-—The alloy produces admirable castings of any size.

Behaviour under files, cutting tools, ^-c.
—'In this respect it leaves nothing to ba
K. 2
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desired. It does not clog the file ; and in tlie lathe and planing-machine the tool

removes long elastic shavings, leaving a fine, bright, smooth surface.'

Eesistaiice to atTnospheric influences.—This alloy tarnishes much less readily than

any metal usually employed—viz. gun-metal, brass, silver, cast-iron, or steel.

Fitness to receive graduation.— The lines are remarkably pure and equable,

and very distinct under the microscope, notwithstanding the yellow colour of the

metal.

Elasticity.—No wires tried for the suspension of Foucault's pendulum for illus-

trating the rotation of the earth were so durable—not even those of steel—under that

severe ordeal, as wires of aluminium-bronze.

Fitnessfor being made into tubes.—It admits of every process necessary for this

purpose.

Specific Gravity.—The specific gravities of alloys of aluminium and copper are :—

3 per cent, of aluminium 8'691

4 „ „ 8-621

5 ., „ 8-369

10 „ „ 7-689

At the Elswick Works Captain Noble, E.A., confirmed previous experiments on the

capability of aluminium-bronze to resist longitudinal and transverse fracture ; and in

addition to this he ascertained that its position to withstand compression stood half-

way between that of the finest steel and the best iron.

The bronze, containing 10 parts of aluminium and 90 of copper, affords an alloy

endowed with the greatest strength, malleability, and ductility. The colour of

the copper is affected by a very trifling addition of the other constituent, and the

alloy gradually improves in these valuable qualities just mentioned, until the

proportions given above are reached. After this

—

i.e. when more than 10 per cent,

of aluminium enters into the composition of the bronze—the alloy gradually

becomes weaker and less malleable, and at length so brittle that it is easily pounded
in a mortar.

AIiVBXIirXITM, CRXiORZDE OP. A12C1' = 133-9 (Al'Cl^). Preparation.—
Chloride of aluminium cannot be prepared by treating alumina with hydrochloric acid,

as in tlie case of most chlorides ; for on evaporating the solution to dryness, hydro-

chloric acid is evolved and alumina alone remains.

The method at present used is, in principle, the same as that originally suggested

by Oersted, which has since found numerous other applications. It is impossible to

convert alumina into the chloride by the direct action of chlorine alone ; at any tem-
perature the chlorine is as incapable of displacing the oxygen from the alumina as it

would from lime. But if the attraction of the chlorine for the metal be supported by
the afl&nity of carbon for the oxygen, then the compound is, as it were, torn asunder

—

carbonic acid or carbonic oxide resulting on the one hand, and the chloride of alu-

minium on the other.

On the large scale the chlorine is passed over a previously ignited mixture of clay

and coal-tar, contained in retorts like those used in the manufacture of coal-gas,

which are heated in a furnace ; the chloride, which on account of its volatility is

carried off, being condensed in a chamber lined with plates of earthenware, where it

is deposited in a crystalline mass.

Properties.—It is a yellowish crystalline solid, readily decomposed by the moisture

of the air into hydrochloric acid and alumina, and volatile at a dull red heat. It is

very soluble in water, but cannot be recovered by evaporating the solution.—H.M.W.
Chloride of aluminium has been brought into use as a disinfectant under the name

of Chloralwn.

AIiTrMXNXTrM, F]L1TORXBE OP. APF' (A^P"). The existence of the

fluoride of aluminium in nature, in the form of the double fluoride of sodium and
aluminium, namely, 3Na F, APF^ (eXTaP. Al^P"), as cryolite, and the use of this

mineral in the manufacture of aluminium, have been already alluded to. The fluoride

of aluminium likewise exists in several other minerals, namely, the topaz, pycnite,

fluelHte, chiolite, pachnolite, gearksutite, &c.

The pure fluoride can only be obtained artificially by dissolving pure aluminium in

hydrofiuoric acid. It has a great tendency to form double salts with the fluorides of
potassium and sodium.—H. M. W.
AIiirnKOCAIiCITE. A milk-white mineral, from Eibenstock, in Saxony. It

appears to be an impure form of opal, containing—in addition to the hydrous silica

—

a notable proportion of lime and alumina.
AtVA or AXFA. See Esparto Grass.
AIiVITi:. A Norwegian mineral, described by Mr, David Forbes and Mr. T,
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Dahll, It is a hydrous silicate of complex constitution, containing yttria, thoria,

zirconia, gluoina, alumina, and sesquioxido of iron.

AMADOTT. {Amadou, Fr. ; Zunderschwamm, Ger.) The name of a spongy com-
bustible substance, prepared from a species of fungus, the Boletus igniarius, 'which grows
on the trunks of cherry-trees, ashes, beeches, &c. ; it is sometimes known as spunk,

and as touchwood, but commonly in this country it is called German tinder. It must
be plucked in the months of August and September. This plant grows horizontally

on the several trees on which it is indigenous ; when it makes its first appearance it

is a little round wart-like body, not larger than a pea ; it gradually increases in size

and hardness till it becomes of a darkish brown, and is as large as an apple. It after-

wards takes a horizontal direction, forms a border, and becomes covered with
numerous closely-packed tubes on its under surface. The Boletiis fomentarius is

another indigenous fungus, found on tlie oak and birch. This is also used in preparing
Amadou. It was formerly used in surgery, and has hence been called Surgeon's

Agaric. Amadou is prepared by removing the outer bark with a knife, and separating

carefully the spongy substance—of a yellow brown colour, which lies within it—from
the ligneous matter below. This substance is cut into thin slices, and beaten with a
mallet to soften it, till it can be easily pulled asunder between the fingers. In this

state the boletus is a valuable substance for stopping oozing haemorrhages, and some
other surgical purposes. To convert it into tinder it must receive a finishing prepara-

tion, which consists in boiling it in a strong solution of nitre, drying it, beating it

anew, and putting it a second time into the solution. Sometimes, indeed, to render it

very infiammable, it is imbued with gunpowder, whence the distinction of black and
brown amadou.

All the puff-balls of the lycopodium genus of plants, which have a fleshy or fila-

mentous structure, yield a tinder by soaking in gunpowder-water. The Hindoos
employ a leguminous plant, which they call solu, for the same purpose. Its thick

spongy stem, being reduced to charcoal, takes fire like amadou. See Agaric.
AIWAXiGAm. When mercury is alloyed with any metal, the compound is called

an amalgam of that metal
;
as, for example, an amalgam of tin, bismuth, &c.

Some amalgams are solids and others fluids ; the former are often crystalline, and
the latter may be probably regarded as the solid amalgam dissolved in mercury.

Silver Amalgam may be formed by mixing finely-divided silver with mercury. The
best process is to precipitate silver from its solution by copper, when wo obtain it in

a state of fine powder, and then to mix it with the mercury.

A native amalgam of mercury and silver occurs in fine crystals in the mines of

Moschellandsberg, in the Palatinate : it is said to bo found where the veins of copper
and silver intersect each other. Its existence is also recorded in Hungary and
Sweden ; at AUemont, in Dauphin^ ; Almaden, in Spain ; Kongsberg, in Norway ; and in

Chili ; and the following analyses have been quoted :

—

Silver Mercury
Moschellandsberg . . . 36'0 . . . 64-0 by Klaproth.

Ditto . . . 25-0 . . . 73-3 „ Heyer.

Allemont 27'6 . . . 72-5 „ Cordier.

If six parts of a saturated solution of nitrate of silver with two parts of a saturated

solution of the protonitrate of mercury are mixed with an amalgam of silver one part

and mercury seven, the solution is speedily filled with beautiful arborescent crystals

—the Arbor Diance, the tree of Diana,—or the silver tree.

Gold Amalgam is made by heating together mercury with grains of gold, or gold-

foil ; when the amalgam of gold is heated, the mercury is volatilised and the gold

left. This amalgam is employed in the process known as that of fire-gilding, although,

since electro-gilding has been introduced, it is not so frequently employed. A gold

amalgam is obtained from the platinum region of Columbia ; and it has been reported

from California, especially from near Mariposa. Schneider gives its composition,

mercury, 57"40
; gold, 38-89

; silver, 5'0.

Tin Amalgam.—By bringing tinfoil and mercury together, this amalgam is formed,

and is used for silvering looking-glasses. If melted tin and mercury are brought
together in the proportion of three parts mercury and one part tin, the tin amalgam
is obtained in cubic crystals. See Sixvehing Glass.

Electric Machine Amalgam.—Melt equal parts of tin and zinc together, and add
three parts of mercury ; the mass must be shaken until it is cold, and rubbed down
with some lard to give it the proper consistence.

Sodium Amalgam, used for separating gold from its ores. See Gold, Silvee,

Cofper Amalgam.—The French dentists have long made use of this for stopping
teeth. It is sold in small rolls of about a drachm and a half in weight ; it is covered
with a greyish tarnish, has a hardness much greater than that of bone, and its cohesion
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and solidity are considerable. When heated nearly to the point of boiling water this

amalgam swells up, drops of mercury exuding, which disappear again on the cooling

of the substance. If a piece, thus heated, be rubbed up in a mortar, a plastic

mouldable mass, like poor clay, is obtained, tlie consistence of which may, by con-

tinued kneading, be increased to that of fat clay. If the moulded mass be left for ten

or twelve hours, it hardens, acquiring again its former properties, without altering its

specific gravity. Hence the stopping, after it has hardened, remains tiglitly fixed in

the hollow of the tooth. Tlie softening and hardening may be repeated many times

with the same sample. Pettenkofer ascribes tliose phenomena to a state of

amorphism, into which the amalgam passes from tlie crystalline condition in the

process of softening. All copper amalgams containing between 0'25 to 0"30 of copper

exhibit the same behaviour. The above chemist recommends, as the best mode of

preparing this amalgam, that a crystalline paste of sulphate of suboxide of mercury
(prepared by dissolving merciiry in hydrated sulphuric acid at a gentle heat) be

sat^u'ated under water at a temperature of from 60° to 70°, with finely divided

roguline copper (prepared by precipitation from sulphate of copper with iron). One
portion of the copper precipitates the mercury, with formation of sulphate of copper

;

the other portion yields with mercury an amalgam : 100 parts of dissolved mercury
require the copper precipitated, by iron, from 232-5 parts of sulphate of copper. As
in dissolving the mercury the protoxide is easily formed instead of the suboxide, par-

ticularly if too high a temperature be maintained, it is advisable, in order to avoid an
excess of mercury in the amalgam, to take 223 parts of sulphate of copper, and to add
to the washed amalgam, which is kept stirred, a quantity of mercury in minute

portions, corresponding to the amount of suboxide contained in the mercury salt, until

the whole has become sufficiently plastic. This amalgam may be obtained by
moistening finely-divided copper with a few drops of a solution of nitrate of suboxide

of mercury, and then triturating the metal with mercury in a warmed mortar. The
rubbing may bo continued for some time, and may be carried on under hot water,

mercury being added until the required consistence is attained.

A remarkable depression of temperature during the combination of amalgams has

been observed by several chemists.

Doboreinor states that when 816 grains of amalgam of lead (404 moroiu-y and 412
lead) wore mixed, at a temperature of 68°, with 688 grains of the amalgam of

bismuth (404 mercury and 284 bismuth) the temperature suddenly fell to 30°, and by
the addition of 808 grains of mercury (also at C8°), it became as low as 17°; the total

depression amounting to 61°.

In certain proportions of mixture of the constituents of fusible metal (tin, lead, and
bismuth) with mercury, Dobereiner formed surprising depressions of temperature ; the

temperature, he records of one experiment, sank instantly from 65° to 14°.

illVSAIiSrAIWATIOW. See Gold and Silver.

A.^A'SiZC ACIB. A feeble acid obtained by decomposing caffeine with

chlorine.

AnXASTDIIfXi. An albiiminous compound, said to exist in sweet almonds.

AIHCASJITA KUSCAKXA. A poisonous fungus used in Kamtschatka and

Siberia as a narcotic and intoxicating agent. The specific name has reference to its

use^ when steeped in milk, as a fly-poison. An organic base, called amanitine, has

been separated from this fungus. By some authorities the poisonous properties are

referred to the presence of a peculiar acid called muscaric acid.

AV/IA.'S.TSI'S, or Bcnzoline. C^H'^N'-' (C-'H'^W-). An organic base obtained

by boiling hydrobenzamide with solution of caustic potash. The hydrobenzamide is

prepared by the action of ammonia on pure oil of bitter almonds.

AIHCAZOlir STOXTX:. A bluish-green variety of Felspar (Orthoclase). It is found

at Lake Ibnen in Eussia, of a verdigris-green variety. That from Baikal in Siberia

is composed of silvery spangles in a green base, of which small vases and other orna-

ments are made. See Felspae.

ASXBiLK, XXQVZD. {Ambre Liquide, Fr.) In former editions of this Dictionary,

the liquid-ambar, as it was called, was confounded with liquid storax or styrax. It

is obtained from the Liquidambar styradflua of Linnaeus, grooving in Louisiana and

Mexico, whereas the storax is procured chiefly—it is now entirely—from Trieste;

storax was originally extracted from the Styrax officinalis, which grows in various

parts of Greece, but this resin is lost to commerce, and the present commercial liquid

storax appears to be obtained from Liquidambar ori£ntale (Miiller). Pereira, quoting

Buchner's ' Eepertorium,' informs us that the storax is known in the East as buchuii-

jag. Liquid-ambar is rarely used in any art or manufacture. It is brownish ash-

grey, of the consistence of turpentine, dries up readily, smells agreeably, like benzoin,

has a bitterish, sharp, burning taste ; is soluble in 4 parts of alcohol, and contains

only 1*4 per cent, of benzoic acid.
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AMBXSRt {Sucoin, Fr.; Bernstein, Gor.) The Electron of the Greeks, to -whom
this substance appears to have been -vvoU known. From its peculiar property of

manifesting electrical phenomena, we have derived our word electricity. It appears

to have been known to the Eomans under the names of lyncurium (a name also

applied by Theophrastus to a gem-stone, perhaps either tourmaline or zircon), and,

because of its supposed vegetable origin, succinum. The ancients also gave the name
electrum to a yellow metal containing gold and silver. See Electetjm.

Amber is a mineral solid, of a yellow colour of various shades, which burns entirely

away with flame, and consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygon, in nearly the same

proportions, and in the same state of combination, as in vegetable resin. The chemical

composition of amber, according to Schrotter, is

—

Its specific gravity varies, by Dr. Ure's trials, from 1"080 to 1*085. It becomes
negatively and powerfully electrical by friction. When applied to a lighted candle

it takes fire, swells considerably, and exhales a white smoke of a pungent odour

;

but does not run into drops. Copal, which resembles it in several respects,

differs in being softer, and in melting into drops at the flame ; and mellite, or

honey-stone, which is a mineral of a similar colour, becomes white when laid on a

red-hot coal.

The texture of amber is resino-vitreous, its fracture conchoidal, and lustre glassy.

It is perfectly homogeneous
;
sufficiently hard to scratch gypsum, and to take a fine

polish. It is, however, scratched by calcareous spar. When amber is distilled in a

retort, crystalline needles of succinic acid sublime into the dome, and oil of amber
drops from the beak into the receiver. Fossil resins, such as that of Highgate,

found in the London-clay formation, do not afford succinic acid by heat ; nor does

copal.

It is now admitted that amber is not a simple resin. For the most part it

consists of a peculiar resin, which is said to resist the action of all known solvents

;

and it is to this substance that Dana has applied the term succinite, as a definite

mineral species. But in addition to this rosin—which forms from 85 to 90 per cent,

of amber—there are two other resins soluble in alcohol and ether, together with the

oil and succinic acid above mentioned. It would appear that several distinct resinous

substances, occurring in a fossil state, have been classed together under the common
name of amber, while in commerce copal and gum anima are occasionally sold for true

amber.
When amber is found embedded in its original position, it is usually in beds of the

brown-coal formation of lower tertiary age ; but fossil resins, apparently identical

with amber, also occur in upper cretaceous rocks, and in strata of even greater age.

As a rule, the amber is found almost uniformly in separate nodules, disseminated in the

sand, clay, or fragments of lignite of the plastic-clay formation. The size of these

nodules varies from that of a nut to a man's head ; but this magnitude is very rare in

true amber. It does not occur either in continuous beds, like the chalk-flints, or in

veins ; but it lies at one time in the earthy or friable strata which accompany or

include the lignites ; at another entangled in the lignites themselves. The pieces of

amber found in the sands, and other formations evidently alluvial, those met with on
the sea-coasts of certain countries, and especially Pomerania, come undoubtedly from
the above geological formation ; for the organic matters found stiU adhering to the

amber leave no doubt as to its primitive place.

The vegetable origin of amber is satisfactorily determined by its chemical composi-

tion, its optical properties,—as shown by Sir David Brewster,—and by the condition

in which insects and the remains of insects are found in this resin, along with frag-

ments of leaves and stalks. Certain families of insects occur more abundantly than
others. Thus the hymenoptera, or insects with four marked membranaceous wings,

as the bee and wasp, are not abundant. The diptera, or insects with two wings, as

gnats and flies, are more numerous. Then come the spider tribe, some coleoptera

(insects with crustaceous shells or elytra, which shut together and form a longitudinal

suture down the back), or beetles—principally those which live on trees, as the
elaterides, or leapers, and the chrysomelida. The insects appear evidently to have
struggled after being entangled in the then viscous fluid, and occasionally a leg or a
wing is found at some distance from the body, which had been detached in the efforts

of the insect to escape from the resin. Goppert has named the tree supposed to have
yielded most of the amber, Pinites succinifer, but he has shown that several other
coniferous trees, of older tertiary age, have also yielded this product.

Carbon
Hydrogen .

Oxygon

78-82

10-23

10-9
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Germar and Schweiger state that tlio insects enveloped in amber are in general
such as sit on the trunks of trees, or live in the fissures of their bark. These
naturalists have not been able to refer them to any living species ; but it has been
observed that they resemble more the insects of hot climates than those of the tempe-
rate zones. The Eev. F. W. Hope, F.E.S., in his paper on the ' Succinic Insects,'

states them to be altogether extra-European. D. T. Tossler sent to the Exhibition, in

1851, a piece of amber containing the leg of a toad.

Amber is found abundantly on the Prussian coast of the Baltic, occurring from
Dantzic to Memel, especially between Pillau and Dorfo Gross-Hubnieken. It is also

found in many of the lignite workings opened in the great plain of North Germany.
A rich and unexpected locality was discovered a few years ago in Kurland. It

occurs also on the coast of Denmark and Sweden ; in Gallicia, near Lemberg ; and at

Missan, in Poland; in Moravia, at Boskowitz ; in the Uralian Mountains, Eussia;
near Christiania, Norway ; in Switzerland, near Basle, and other places. Small
quantities are occasionally found in the clay of the Paris and the London basins.
' Amber is occasionally met with in the gravel-pits near London, and I have seen

specimens which were found in Hyde Park. At Aldborough after a raking tide it

is thrown on the beach in considerable quantities, along with masses of jet.'

—

Bev. F. W. Hope, Trans. Ent. Soc. On the Sicilian coast amber is sometimes found
having a peculiar blue tinge. Large discoveries of amber have been reported from
Australia.

Amber is collected on the coast of Prussia in several ways. It is found in the

beds of streams ; in the sand-banks of rivers ; in pieces thrown up by the sea and
rounded by the waves ; it is sought for in the clilFs, and in some places mining
operations for it are carried on.

The amber-fishers, clothed in leather dresses, wade into the sea, and seek to

discover the amber floating on its surface, which they secure -with bag-nets hung at

the ends of long poles. They conclude that much amber has been detached from its

bed, when they discover many pieces of lignite floating about. Mining is carried on
by sinking through the sand and superficial strata to the beds containing the amber
and lignite

;
many of these pits are sunk to the depth of 130 feet. The faces of the

precipitous cliffs are explored in boats, and masses of loose earth or rock supposed to

contain the object of search are detached with long poles having iron hooks at their

ends.

The most extensive use of amber is for the construction of mouth-pieces to pipes

;

these form an essential constituent of the genuine meerschaum and the Turkish pipe.

There is a current belief in Turkey that amber is incapable of transmitting infection,

and as it is a great mark of politeness to offer the pipe to a stranger, this supposed

negative property of amber accounts in some measure for the estimation in which it

is hold. Amber necklaces are not uncommon : the Eussian peasant girls adorn them-
selves with double and treble rows of amber beads, but it not unfrequently happens
that copal is substituted for the genuine article.

The Prussian Government is said to draw a considerable annual revenue from
amber. A good piece of a pound weight fetches 50 dollars. A mass weighing 13

pounds has been found, the value of which at Constantinople was said to be not loss

than 30,000 dollars.

Wlien amber is to be worked into trinkets, it is first split on a leaden plate at a

lathe, and then smoothed into shape on a Swedish whetstone. It is polished on the

lathe with chalk and water, or vegetable oil, and finished by friction with flannel.

Amber, after having been filed, may be polished with Trent sand, or scraped

Elanders brick on fiannel with water, or with rotten-stone with oil on flannel, or the

same material dry on the hand. Turned works are, however, generally polished first

with glass-paper and then with rotten-stone and oil. Necklaces and other ornaments

in amber are frequently cut into facets by the gold-cutters, those artisans who cut

and polish facetted works.

—

Holtzapffel.

From the electrical character of amber, it frequently during the process of polishing

becomes so excited as to crack and fly to pieces. The workmen, therefore, take

several pieces, and work them each for a short time and in regular order. These

men are said to be seized with nervous tremors in their wrists and arms from the

electricity thus developed.

Pieces of amber may be neatly joined by smearing their edges with linseed oil and
pressing them strongly together while they are held over a charcoal fire.

AMBER, ACXB OF. See SucciKic AciB.

AMBER, OXIm or. ( Oleum succini). This is obtained by distilling amber, for

which purpose chippings of amber and inferior pieces are used. Wlien it is distilled

with charcoal, the first product is the rectified oil of amber. The oil of amber has a

composition of C'"' H" (C'H'"). "When 1 part of rectified oil of amber is dissolved in
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24 parts of alcohol of '830, and 96 of caustic ammonia of '916, eau de litoe is formed.

Eau de luce was a celebrated old perfume, but it is now rarely made.

If nitric acid is poured into eau de luce a viscid resinous mass is formed, which, has
the smell of musk, and is known as artificial musk. Formerly this preparation, dis-

solved in alcohol, was considered as a specific in whooping-cough, and it was fre-

quently administered in spasmodic diseases.

AnXBEXC VARirXSB. A strong and durable varnish is made by dissolving

amber in drying linseed oil. The amber is, however, previously heated in an iron

pot, over a clear red fire, till it softens and assumes a semi-fluid form. The oil, which
has been also made hot, is to be poured on the melted amber, and the mixture dili-

gently stirred.

The following proportions are stated to be the best:—16 ounces of amber and 10

ounces of linseed oil. When these are, by the above method, thoroughly incorporated,

and the liquid is somewhat cooled, a pound of oil of turpentine must be added.

Black coachmaker's varnish is prepared by melting 16 ounces of amber and adding
thereto about half a pint of boiling-hot drying linseed oil, 3 ounces of asphaltum, and
the same quantity of resin. After these have been thoroughly mixed over the fire,

the vessel containing the varnish is removed, and, after cooling, a pint of warm oil of

turpentine is added.

Amber is composed of a mixture of resins, two of which are soluble in alcohol

other, and in certain hydrocarbons ; whilst the third, which forms by far the greater

part of the amber, is insoluble in all known solvents. Varnishes are prepared from
the soluble portions, and sold under the name of amber spirit varnishes ; but these are

frequently composed, of either copal or mastic. They have been much used for

varnishing collodion pictures.

. A9IBERCRIS. {Amhregris, Fr.; Ambra, Ger.) A morbid secretion from the

liver and intestines of the spermaceti whale {Physeter macroccphalus). It is found
usually swimming on the sea upon the coasts of Coromandel, Japan, the Moluccas,
and Madagascar, and also on various parts of the east coast of Africa. Ambergris
has not been found in any whales but such as have been dead or sick ; its production

has therefore been attributed to disease. As portions of the food of the whale are

invariably found in any large pieces of ambergris, there is little doubt that it origi-

nates in the intestines of that animal.

The best ambergris is ash-coloxired, with yellow or blackish veins or spots, scarcely

any taste, and very little smell unless heated or much handled, when it yields an
agreeable odour. Exposed in a silver spoon it melts without bubble or scum, and on
Uie heated point of a knife it vaporises completely away.
The Chinese try the genuineness of ambergris by scraping it fine upon boiling

tea ; it should dissolve and diffuse itself generally. Black or white is bad ; the smooth
and uniform is generally factitious. It has often a black streak, or is marbled yellow
and black ; has a fatty taste, is lighter than water, melts at 60° C. (140° F.), dissolves

readily in absolute alcohol, in ether, and in both fat and volatile oils.

The chemical composition of ambergris is represented by the following formula,
Q33 j£32 Q ||j;33 Truc ambcrgris is very rarely met with, by far the largest

proportion of that which is sold as ambergris being a preparation scented ^vith civet or

musk. The alcoholic tincture of ambergris is highly fluorescent in sunlight, exhibiting

a characteristic yellow green rim on the surface of the solution. This is a test by
which genuine ambergris may be distinguished from such as is spurious.

Capt. Alex. Hamilton, in his ' Thirty Years' Experience,' says, ' Sometimes, in the

south-west monsoons, they find ambergrease floating on the sea. I saw a piece in

Adda Eajah's possession as big as a bushel ; and he valued it at 10,000 rupees, or

1,260/. sterling.' This was at the Laccadive Islands, 170 miles from the Malabar
Coast.

—

New Account of the East Indies, 1688 to 1730.

In France the duty upon ambergris is 62 francs per kilogramme when imported in

French vessels, and 67 francs when imported in foreign vessels.

Mr. Temple, of British Honduras, speaks of an odorous substance thrown off by the

alligator, which appears to resemble ambergris.
AAXBO'X'N'A WOOD. A beautiful wood much used for inlaid work. Several

varieties are imported, but probably all are produced by one species—the Fterospcr-

mum Indicum, a tree belonging to the Byttneriacea, or chocolate order.

AMBREXITB. The fragrant substance of ambergris, which may be obtained by
digesting ambergris in hot alcohol, from which, on cooling, it is deposited in a
crystalline form. It is composed of C 88-37, H 3-32, 0 3-31.

AniBRZTE. A fossil resin occurring in large masses in New Zealand, and much
resembling the common resin of the Bammara Australis, with which it is often exported.

AMSBOSnrE, A resinous mineral found in the phosphatic beds near Charleston,
South Carolina, U.S.
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AIMIETHVSTii {Amethyste oecidentale, Fr.
;
Amethyst, Get.) One of the vitreous

varieties of quartz, of a clear purple or bluish-violet tint ; but the colour is frequently
irregularly diflPused, and gradually fades into white. The colour is supposed to

due to the presence of a small per-centage-of manganese, but Heintz attributes it to a
compound of iron and soda. The amethyst, from the beauty of its colour, has always
been esteemed and used in jewellery. It was one of the stones called by the ancients
aixiQuffTos, a name which they conferred on it from its supposed power of preserving
the wearer from intoxication. The most beautiful specimens are procured from
India, Ceylon, and Persia, where they occur in geodes and pebbles : it is also found
at Oberstein, in the Palatinate ; in Transylvania ; near Cork, and in the Island of
May, in Ireland.—H. W. B.

AIMCSSTHYST, OStXEITTAlt. {Amethyste orientate, Fr.
;

DeTnantspath, Gor.)

This term is applied to those varieties of corundum which ara of a violet colour. See
COEUNDTJM.—H. W. B.

.A.IMCIiiSJTH'US is the name given to the whiter and more delicate varieties of

asbestos, which possess a satin-like lustre, in consequence of the greater separation of

the fibres of which they are composed. A variety of amianthus (the amianthoide of

Haiiy) is found at Oisans, in France, the fibres of which are in some degree elastic.

The word amianthus (from a/xlavros, undefiled) is expressive of the easy manner by
which, when soiled, it may be cleansed and restored to its original purity, by being
heated to redness in a fire. See Asbestos.
AltXXDE. This term and amidogen are applied to a class of substances which

contain ammonia deprived of an atom of hydrogen.
A-nKIBXirZ!. A name given to the soluble portion of starch.

ADXXDOSr. The name for starch on the Continent.

AltKXn'XSS. Chemical substances resembling Amides, but containing basic radicals.

See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

AKraonrXA. 1S.W.at.wt.Vl. {Ammoniaque,'Ei.; Ammmiiak, Ger.) The name
given by Bergman in 1782 to the gas prepared by treating sal-ammoniac with lime or

a caustic alkali. It was first isolated by Dr. Black in 1756, and distinguished by
him from its carbonate, with which it had been previously confounded. The aqueous

solution had been long known, and is mentioned by Eaymond LuUy in the thirteenth

century. Ammonia being a product of the putrefactive decay, as well as of the

destructive distillation of organic substances containing nitrogen, is widely difPlised

in nature, but, from the very circumstances of its formation, it is rarely, if ever,

evolved in a free or uncombined state. It exists in the atmosphere, though the relative

quantity is small
;
according to Liobig, if all the ammonia were collected at the level

of the sea and had a density corresponding to the atmospheric pressure there, it would
form a stratum less than a quarter of an inch in depth ; yet he believes that the

nitrogen of plants is derived entirely from this source. The opinions of chemists

are, however, divided upon this point
;
Liebig's view is supported by Boussingault

and opposed by Mulder and Ville. The ammonia present in the air is carried down
by rain, sometimes partly in the form of nitrite or nitrate ; the maximum amount
of combined nitrogen found in numerous analyses by Lawes, and Gilbert, and Way,
being 0'032 part in 100,000 parts of rain-water. Eocent experiments by Dr. E.

Angus Smith have shown that the proportion of ready-formed ammonia varies with

the locality; thus, at Valentia, on the west coast of Ireland, it was as low as O'OIS,

whilst from the burning of coals and other causes, and the diminished area of ab-

sorbent soil and vegetation, it rises in large towns, London giving 0'345 and Glasgow
even 0'910 in 100,000. In addition there are certain nitrogenous bodies capable of

yielding ammonia, designated by Dr. Smith ' albumenoid ammonia,' since it is formed

when these bodies are treated with the same chemical reagents which evolve ammonia
from albumen.
Ammonia is found in many mineral and brine springs, some kinds of rock salt, in

deep well-water, river-, and sea-water. In volcanic districts its salts are at times

exhaled in such quantity as to form an article of commerce. The eruption of

Vesuvius in 1794 produced so much sal-ammoniac that the peasants collected it by
hundredweights ; in an eruption of Hecla in 1815 a similar phenomenon was observed

;

also at Etna it is sometimes found in suificient abundance to create a profitable trade.

Dr. Daubeny is of opinion that the volcanic animonia is produced by the action of

water upon mineral nitrides (perhaps the nitrides of silicon), similar in properties to

the nitrides of titanium and boron, which have been recently more carefully ex-

amined by M. St. Claire Deville. The suffioni of Tuscany yield, besides boracic acid

and several different salts, sulphate of ammonia as an important by-product. All

cultivable soils, especially those of ferruginous or argillaceous nature, contain an
appreciable quantity of ammonia, and a considerable evolution of its salts has been

observed recently on meadow-land being overflowed by a stream of lava. The
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chloride has also been found as a sublimate arising from the combustion of coal

strata. Salts of ammonia exist in plants, but to a much greater extent in the liquid

and solid excrements of some animals. As a urate it forms the chief constituent of

the excrement of the boa, as well as that of many birds : hence the large quantity of

animoniacal salts in guano. See Guano.
In the guano deposits of South America large quantities of bicarbonate have been

met with and exported to Europe. In several manufacturing processes ammonia is

generated as in the purification of caustic soda, by heating it with nitrate of soda,

and possibly in this process in sufB.cient quantity to pay for condensation ; but of all

sources of supply the so-called ' ammoniacal liquor ' of the gas-works is the most
important. This is produced during the dry distillation of coal for the manufacture
of illuminating gas, and consists mainly of an aqueous solution of sosquicarbonate of

ammonia with some sulphide and sulphocyanide of ammonium, &c.
Formation of Ammonia.—No process has yet been devised for inducing the direct

combination of nitrogen and hydrogen to produce ammonia ; but under the disposing

influence of the production of other compounds, in the presence of those elements, as

well as when these gases are presented to each, other in the nascent state, their union

is effected.

Thus, when electric sparks are passed through a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen
in the presence of hydrogen and aqueous vapour, nitrate of ammonia is generated.

If, while zinc is being dissolved in sulphuric acid, nitric acid bo added, much am-
monia is formed (Nesbit) ; so again, if hydrogen and binoxide of nitrogen bo passed

over spongy platinum, torrents of ammonia are produced, tlie hydrogen converting

tho oxygen of the binoxide into water, when the nitrogen, at the moment of its

liberation, combines with the hydrogen to form ammonia.
It has even been proposed to carry out this last method on a manufacturing

scale.

Messrs. Crane and Jullien, in their patent of January 18, 1848, describe a method
of manufacturing ammonia in the state of carbonate, hydrocyanato, or free ammonia,
by passing any of the oxygen compounds of nitrogen, together with any compound
of hydrogen and carbon, or any mixture of hydrogen with a compound of carbon or

even free hydrogen, through a tube or pipe containing any catalytic or contact sub-

stance, as follows :—Oxides of nitrogen (such, for instance, as the gases liberated in

the manufacture of oxalic acid), however procured, are to be mixed in such pro-

portion with any compound of carbon and hydrogen, or such mixture of hydrogen
and carbonic oxide or acid as results from the contact of the vapour of water with
ignited carbonaceous matters, and the hydrogen compound or mixture containing

hj'drogen may be in slight excess, so as to ensure the conversion of the whole of the

nitrogen contained in the oxide so employed into either ammonia or hydrocyanic
acid, which may be known by the absence of the characteristic red fumes on allowing

some of the gaseous matter to come in contact with atmospheric air. The catalytic

substance which Messrs. Crane and Jullien prefer is platinum, which may be in the

state of sponge, or it may be asbestos coated with platinum. This catalytic substance

is to be placed in a tube, and heated to about 600° P., so as to increase the tempera-

ture of the product, and at the same time prevent the deposition of carbonate of

ammonia, which passes onwards into a vessel of the description well known and
employed for the purpose of condensing carbonate of ammonia. The condenser for

this purpose must be furnished with a safety pipe, to allow of the escape of uncon-
densed matter, and made to dip into a solution of any substance capable of combining

with hydrocyanic acid or ammonia where they would be condensed. A solution of

salt of iron is preferable for this purpose.'

Chemical Characters.—The gaseous ammonia liberated from its salts by lime (in a
manner to be afterwards described) is a colom'less gas of a peculiar pungent odour.

It is composed, by weight, of 1 atom of nitrogen and 3 of hydrogen ; or, by volume,
of 2 measures of nitrogen and 6 of hydrogen, condensed to four ; and may be
resolved into these constituent gases by passing over spongy platinum heated
to redness, or by a current of electric sparks. By a pressure of 6-5 atmospheres at
50° F., it is condensed into a colourless liquid. It is combustible, but less so than
hydrogen on account of the incombustible nitrogen which it contains ; but its inflam-

mability may be readily seen by passing it into an argand gas flame reduced to a
minimum.
Ammonia is very soluble in water, water at 32° F. absorbing no less than 1,149

times its volume of this gas, and at 68° 681'8 times its volume ; and the solution has
a loss density and a lower boiling point than pure water. Tho following Table
of the density of solutions of ammonia in water, of different strengths, is by Dr.
Ure:

—

\ Phann. Journ. xiii, 114.
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Ammonia
in 100

Water in 100
Specific Gravity
by iKxpsriment

Ammonia
in 100

Water in 100
Specific Gravity
by Experiment

26-600 73-500 0-9000 13-250 86-760 0-9465

25-175 74-825 0-9045 11-925 88-075 0-9510
23-850 76-150 0-9090 10-600 19-400 0-9664
22-525 77-476 0-9133 9-276 90-726 0-9614
21-200 78-800 0-9177 7-960 92-050 0-9662

19-875 80-125 0-9227 6-625 93-376 0-9716
18-550 81-450 0-9276 6-300 94-700 0-9768

17-225 82-775 0-9320 3-975 96-025 0-9828
15-900 84-100 0-9363 2-650 97-350 0-9887
14-575 86-425 0-9410 1-326 98-676 0-9945

Upon this variation in density of solutions of ammonia in proportion to their

strength, Mr. J. J. Griffin has constructed a usefal instrument called an Ammonia-meter.
It is founded upon the folio-wing facts :—That mixtiu-es of liquid ammonia -with watoi;

possess a specific gravity -which is the mean of the specific gravities of their com-
ponents ; that in all solutions of ammonia, a quantity of anhydrous ammonia, -weigh-

ing 212J grains, which he calls a test-atom, displaces 300 grains of -water, and reduces

the specific gravity of the solution to the extent of -00125; and, finally, that the

strongest solution of ammonia -which it is possible to prepare at the temperature of
62° F. contains in an imperial gallon of solution 100 test-atoms of ammonia.
We extract the follo-wing paragraph from Mr. Griffin's paper in the Transactions

of the Chemical Society, explanatory of the accompanying Table :

—

' The first column shows the specific gravity of the solutions ; the second column the

weight of an imperial gallon in pounds and ounces ; the third column the per-centage

of ammonia by -weight ; the fourth column the degree of the solution, as indicated by
the instrument, corresponding -with the number of test-atoms of ammonia present in a
gallon of the liquor ; the fifth column shows the number of grains of ammonia con-

tained in a gallon ; and the sixth column the atomic vohime of the solution, or that

measure of it which contains one test-atom of ammonia. For instance, one gallon of

liquid ammonia, specific gravity 880, weighs 8 lbs. or 128 oz. avoirdupois ; its per-

centage of ammonia, by weight, is 33-117 ; it contains 96 test-atoms of ammonia in one
gallon, and 20400-0 grains of ammonia in one gallon

; and, lastly, 104"16 septems

containing one test-atom of ammonia. Although no hydrometer, however accurately

constructed, is at all equal to the Centigrade mode of chemical testing, yet the Ammo-
nia-meter, and the Table accompanying it, -will be found very useful to the manu-
facturer, enabling him not only to determine the actual strength of any given liquor,

but the precise amount of dilution necessary to convert it into a liquor of any other

desired strength, whilst the direct quotation of the number of grains of real ammonia
contained in a gallon of solution of any specific gravity -will enable him to judge at a
glance of the money-value of any given sample of ammonia."

Table of Liquid Ammonia (Griffin),

One Test-Atom of Anhydrous Ammonia=NH' weighs 212-5 grains.

Specific Gravity of Water= 1 -00000. One Gallon of Water weighs 10 lbs., and con-

tains 10,000 Septems. Temperature 62° F.

Specific Gravity
of the Liquid

-

Ammonia

Weight of an
Imperial Gallon in

Avoirdupois lbs.

and ozs.

Per-centage of
Ammonia by

Weight

Test-atoms
of Am-
monia in

one Gallon

Grains of
Ammonia in one

Gallon

Septems
containing one
Test-atom of
Ammonia

lbs. ozs.

-87500 8 12-0 34-694 100
' 21250-9 100-00

-87625 8 12-2 34-298 99 21037-5 101-01

•87760 8 12-4 33-903 98 20825-0 102-04

-87875 8 12-6 33-609 97 20612-5 103-09

-88000 8 12-8 33-117 96 20400-0 104-16
•88125 8 13-0 32-726 95 20187-6 105-26
•88250 8 13-2 32-335 94 19975-0 106-38

•88375 8 13-4 31-946 93 19762-5 107-53
•88500 8 13-6 31-558 92 19550-0 108-70
•88626 8 13-8 31-172 91 19337-5 109-89
•88760 8 14-0 30^785 90 19125^0 111-11
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Table of Liquid Am7nonia (continuod).

Specific Gravity ^

of the Liquid
Ammonia

Weight of an ,

mperial Gallon in

Ayoirdupoia lbs.

and ozs.

?Gr"centage of

Ammonia by
Weight

^

1

est-atoms
of Am-
monia in

Qe Gallon

Grams of

Lmiiionia in one
Gallon

Septems
containing one
Test-atom of

^Lunnonici

lbs. ozs.

•88875 8 14-2 30-400 89 18912-5 112-36

•89000 8 14^4 30-016 88 18700-0 113-64

•89125 8 14-6 29-633 87 18487-5 114-94

•89250 8 14-8 29-252 86 18276-0 116-28

•89375 8 15-0 28-871 85 18062-5 117-66
•89500 8 15-2 28-492 84 17850-0 119-05

•89625 8 15-4 28-113 83 17637-5 120-48
•89750 8 15-6 27-736 82 17425-0 121-95

•89875 8 15^8 27-359 81 17212-5 123-46

•90000 9 00 26-984 80 17000-0 125-00

•90125 9 0-2 26^610 79 16787-5 126-58
•90250 9 0-4 26-237 78 16575-0 128-21

•90375 9 0-6 25-865 77 16362-5 129-87
•90500 9 0-8 25-493 76 16150-0 131-58
•90625 9 1-0 25-123 75 15937-5 133-33

•90750 9 1-2 24-754 74 16725-0 136-13

•90875 9 1-4 24-386 73 16512-5 136-98
•91000 9 1-6 24-019 72 15300-0 138-99
•91125 9 1-8 23-653 71 15087-5 140-86
•91250 9 2'0 23-288 70 14875-0 142'86

91375 9 2-2 22-924 69 14662-5 144-93
•91500 9 2-4 22-561 68 14450-0 147-06
•91625 9 2-6 22-198 67 14237-5 149-26
•91750 9 2'8 21-837 66 14025-0 151-51
•91875 9 3-0 21-477 65 13812-5 153-85
•92000 9 3^2 21-118 64 13600-0 156-25
•92125 9 3-4 20-760 63 13387-5 158-73
•92250 9 3-6 20-403 62 13175-0 161-29
•92375 9 38 20-046 61 12962-6 163-93
•92500 9 4-0 19-691 60 12750-0 166-67
•92625 9 4-2 19-337 59 12537-5 169-49
•92750 9 4-4 18-983 68 12325-0 172^41
•92875 9 4'6 18-631 57 12112-6 175-44
•93000 9 4-8 18-280 66 11900-0 178-57

•93125 9 5^0 17-929 55 11687-5 181-82
•93250 9 5-2 17-579 54 11475-0 186'18
•93375 9 6-4 17-231 63 11262-5 188-68
•93500 9 5-6 16-883 52 11060-0 192-31
•93625 9 5-8 16-536 51 10837-5 196-08
•93750 9 6'0 16-190 50 10625-0 200-00
93875 9 6^2 15-846 49 10412-5 204-08
•94000 9 6^4 15-502 48 10200-0

•94125 9 6-6 15-158 47 9937-5 212-77
94250 9 6^8 14-816 46 9776-0 217-39
•94375 9 7'0 14-475 45 9562-5 222-22
•94500 9 7^2 14-135 44 9360-0 227*27
•94625 9 7^4 13-795 43 9137-6 232-56
94750 9 7-6 13-456 42 8925-0 238-09
94875 9 7^8 13-119 41 8712-5 243-90
•95000 9 8-0 12-782 40 8600-0 260-00

95125 9 8-2 12^446 39 8287-6 256-41
•95250 9 8^4 12-111 38 8076-0 263-16
•94375 9 8-6 11-777 37 7862-5 270-27
•95500 9 8^8 11-444 36 7660-0 277-78
•95625 9 9-0 11-111 35 7437-6 286-71
•95750 9 9-2 10-780 34 7225-0 294-12
•95875 9 9-4 10-4490 33 7012-5 303-03
•96000 9 9-6 10-1190 32 6800-0 312-50
•96125

1
9 9-8 9-7901 31 6587-6 822-58
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Table of Liqiiid Ammonia (continued).

Specific Gravity
of the Liquid
Ammonia

Weight of an
Imperial Gallon in

Avftirdupois lbs.

and ozs.

Per-centage o£
Ammonia by

Weight

Test-atoms
of Am-
monia in

one Gallon

Grains of
Ammonia in one

Gallon

Septemg
containing one
Test-atom of

Ammonia

lbs. 0Z8.
r

•96250 9 10-0 9'4620 30 6375-0 333-33
•96375 9 10-2 9^1347 29 6162-5 344-83
•96500 9 10-4 8-8083 28 6950-0 357'14
•96625 9 10-6 8-4827 27 6737-5 370-37
•96750 9 10-8 8-1680 26 6526-0 384-62
•96875 9 11^0 7-8341 25 6312-5 400-00
•97000 9 11-2 7-5111 24 6100-0 416-67
•97125 9 11^4 7-1888 23 4887-5 434-78
•97250 9 11'6 6-8674 22 4675-0 454-64
•97375 9 11-8 6-5469 21 4462-5 476-19
•97500 9 12-0 6-2271 20 4250-0 600-00
•97625 9 12-2 5-9082 19 4037-5 626-32

•97750 9 12'4 5-5901 18 3825-0 655-56
•97875 9 12-6 5-2728 17 3612-5 588-24
•98000 9 12-8 4-9563 16 3400-0 626-00

•98125 9 13^0 4-6406 15 3187-5 666-67
•98250 9 13-2 4-3255 14 2975-0 714-29

•98375 9 13-4 4-0111 13 2762-5 769-23
•98500 9 13"6 3-6983 12 2550-0 833-33

•98625 9 13-8 3-3858 11 2337-5 909-09

•98750 9 14-0 3-0741 10 2125-0 1000-00

•98875 9 14-2 2-7632 9 1912-5 1111-10

•99000 9 14-4 2-4531 8 1700-0 1250-00
•QQ1 9^1yy izo 9 14-6 9"1 il-^R X*±o t 0

99250 9 14-8 1-8352 6 1275-0 1666-70

•99375 9 16-0 1-6274 6 1062-5 2000-00

•99500 9 15'2 1-2204 4 850-0 2500-00

•99625 9 16-4 0-9141 3 637-5 3333-30

•99750 9 15^6 0-6087 2 425-0 6000-00

•99875 9 15-8 0-3040 1 212-0 10000-00

roooo 10 lbs. "Water 0

Ammoniacal gas combines directly -with, hydrated acids, forming a series of salts,

tlio constitution of which is peculiar, and must bo here briefly discussed, that the

formulse hereafter employed in describing them may be understood.

These compounds may be yiewed as direct combinationB of the ammonia with the

hydrated acids ; thus, the compound with

Hydrochloric acid as the Hydrochlorato (NHS SCl) (KTH'. HCl).
Hydrosulphuric acid ,, Hydrosulphate (NH', HS) (2WH^ H=S).
Sulphuric acid „ Hydrated sulphate (Nff

;
HO,SO^) (2lfH'. H^SO*).

Nitric acid „ Hydi-ated nitrate (NH'
;
HO,NO') (WH^ HWO^).

Carbonic acid „ Hydrated carbonate (NH'
;
HO, CO-). (2NHS H-O. CO=).

But the close analogy of these compounds, in all their properties, to the corre-

sponding salts of potash and soda has led chemists to the assumption of the exist-

ence of a group of elements possessing the characters of a metal, of a basyl or

hypothetical metallic radical, called ammonium (NH*), in these salts ; which theory

of their constitution brings out the resemblance to the potash and soda salts mora
clearly, thus :

—

Chloride contains And chloride contains

of potassium . KCl. (KCl) of ammonium . . NH^Cl (WH^Cl)
sulphide „ . KS. (K^S) sulphide „ . . NffS [(NH<), ^S].

sulphate of potassa KO,SO^ (K'SO^) sulphate of ammonia NH^O,SO' [(N-H')'SO<].

nitrate „ . KO, NO^ (BiWO') nitrate „ . NffO.NO* (N-H^WO^).
carbonate „ . KO, 00= (K'CO') carbonate „ . NH^O,CO= [(WH^)2C03].

Although it may be objected to this -view that the metal ammonium is not known,

yet a curious metallic compound of this metal with mercury has been obtained ;
and,
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after all, it is by no means necessary that the metal should be isolated, for the exist-

ence of numerous basic radicals has been assumed in organic chemistry -which have
never been isolated.

It is true, also, that the oxide of ammonium is unknown, but substitution-products

of it have been produced, which are solid bodies, soluble in water, exhibiting all the

characters of potash solution, being as powerfully caustic and alkaline. In fact,

ammonia is in reality but the type of a vast number of compounds. It is capable

of having its hydrogen replaced by metals (as copper, mercury, calcium, &c.), as

well as by metallic Or basic compound radicals, producing the endless number of

artificial organic bases, which are primary, secondary, or tertiary nitrides, according

as one, two, or three equivalents of the ammonia is replaced. When the substitu-

tion of the hydrogen in ammonia is effected by acid radicals, the compounds are

called amides.

Preparation of Ammonia.—Ammonia is obtained by the decomposition of ono of the

salts of ammonia, either the chloride of ammonium, NH* CI (sal-ammoniac), or the

sulphate, by a metallic oxide, e.g. lime.

KH^Cl + CaO.HO = CaCl + Nff + 2H0.

2(NH«C1) + CaH^O^ = CaCl^ + ZWH' + 2H^O.

On the small scale jn the laboratory the powdered ammoniacal salt is mixed with
slaked lime, in a Florence flask or a small iron retort, and gently heated ; the am-
moniacal gas being dried by passing it through a bottle containing lime. Chloride of

calcium must not bo employed in the desiccation of ammonia, since the ammonia is

absorbed by this salt, producing a curious compound, the chloride of caliammo-
nium.

It has been proposed by Knab to make use of the property of chloride of calcium
to absorb ammonia and give it up again when heated, for the purpose of storing and
transporting it. Solution of ammonia of the usual commercial strength, specific

gravity 0'880, contains only 33-12 per cent., whilst the chloride of calcium compound
is said to retain 60 per cent.

The gaseous ammonia must be collected over mercury, on account of its solubility

in water.

This operation is carried out on the large scale for the purpose of making the

aqueous solution of ammonia [liquor ammonics, or spirits of hartshorn).

Solution of Ammonia.

Preparation.—In preparing the aqueous solution, the gas is passed into water coH-

tained in "Woolfe's bottles, which on the small scale are of glass, whilst on the large

scale they are made of earthenware.

A sufficiently capacious still or retort of iron or lead should be employed, which is

provided -with a moveable neck ; and it is desirable to pass the gas through a worm,
to cool it, before it enters the first Woolfe's bottle. Each of the series of "Woolfe's

bottles should be furnished -with a safoty-funnel in the third neck, to avoid accidents

by absorption. The whole of the condensing arrangements should be kept cool by
ice or cold water.

Properties.—In the London and in the Edinburgh ' Pharmacopoeia ' two solutions

of ammonia are directed to bo prepared, the stronger having the specific gi-a-vity

0*882, and containing about 32-5 per cent, of ammonia ; the weaker of specific gravity

0'060, containing, therefore, about 10 per cent, of the gas.

Sometimes the commercial solution of ammonia is made by treating impure ammo-
niacal salts -with lime, and it then contains empyreumatic oils ; in fact, the various

volatile products of the distillation of coal which are soluble in or miscible with
water.

Pyrrol may be detected in ammonia by the purple colour which it strikes -with an
excess of nitric or sulphuric acid. If the residue of its distillation be mixed with
potash, Picoline is detected by its peculiar odour. Naphthaline is discovered not
only by its odour, but may also be separated by sublimation or heating, after con-
verting the ammonia in the solution into a salt by sulphuric or hydrochloric acid.

—

Dr. Maclogan.

"We imported into England of sulphate and liquor of ammonia as follows :

—

Ammonia, sulphate of . . 1856 . . lbs. 23,904

„ „ . . 1855 . . „ 343,609

Ammonia, liquor . . 1855 . . „ 22,400

Since, for the purpose of purification on tho large scale, ammonia is invariably
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converted into cliloride or sulphate, the details of the manufacture of the ammo-
niacal salts will be given under those heads. Por the determination of ammonia, see

Nitrogen.—H. M. W.
AMnxozriA, CARBOXATE OP. [The sesquicarbonaie of commerce,

2NIP, 3C0S 2H0 (ftWH^, SCO^, aH^O), at. wt. 118.] This salt was probably
known to Eaymond Lully and Basil Valentine, as the chief constituent of putrid

urine. The real distinction between ammonia and its carbonate was pointed out by
Dr. Black.

Carbonate of ammonia is formed during the putrefaction of animal substances,

and by their destructiye distillation. Its presence in rain-water has been before

alluded to.

The carbonate of ammonia of commerce is obtained by submitting to sublimation

a mixture either of sal-ammoniac or sulphate of ammonia with chalk.

This is generally carried out in cast-iron retorts, similar in size and shape to those

used in the manufacture of coal gas. The retorts are charged through a door at one

end, and at the other they communicate with large square leaden chambers, supported

by a wooden frame, in which the sublimed salt is condensed. Fig. 38.

38

The product of this first process is impure, being especially discoloured by the

presence of carbonaceous matter, and has to be submitted to resublimation. This is

carried out in iron pots surmounted by moveable leaden caps. These pots are either

set in brickwork, and heated by the flue of the retort furnace, or are placed in a water-

bath, ae shown in fig. 39. In fact, a temperature not exceeding 150° T. is found

Bufdcient.

39

The charge of a retort consists usually of about 65 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia (or

an equivalent quantity of the chloride) to 100 lbs. of chalk, which yield about 40 lbs.

of crude carbonate of ammOnia.

Modifications of the Process.—^h. Laming has suggested to bring ammonia and

carbonic acid gases into mutual contact in a leaden chamber having at the lower part

a layer of water, and then to crystalliBS the salt by evaporating this aqueous solution.
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He also proposes to prepare carbonate of ammonia from tlio sulphide of ammonium
of gas liquors, by passing carbonic acid gas into the liquor, which carbonic gas is

generated by heating a mixture of oxide of copper and charcoal, in the proportion of
twelve parts of the former to one of the latter.

Mr. Hills has described his mode of obtaining sesquicarbonate of ammonia from
guano. To effect this, the guano is first mixed with charcoal or powdired coke ; the
mixture is then heated, and the sesquicarbonate of ammonia obtained by sublimation.
The process does not appear to bo much employed.

Manufacture of Ammonia from Feat and Shale.—Mr. Hills, in his patent of August
11th, 18-16, specified the following method of obtaining ammonia from peat. The
peat is placed in an upright furnace and ignited ; the air passes through the bars as
usual, and the ammonia is collected by passing the products of combustion through a
suitable arrangement of apparatus to effect its condensation. This plan of obtaining
ammonia from peat appears to bo precisely similar to that patented by IVIr. RoesEeece
(January 23rd, 1849), and made to form an important feature in the operations of the

British and Irish Peat Company. The first part of Mr. Eeece's patent is for an in-

vention for causing peat to be burned in a furnace by the aid of a blast, so as to obtain

inflammable gases and tarry and other products from peat. For this purpose, a blast

furnace with suitable condensing apparatus is used. The gases, on their exit from the
condensing apparatus, may be collected for use as fuel or otherwise; and the tarry and
other products pass into a suitable receiver. The tarry products may be employed to

obtain paraffine and oils for lubricating machinery, &c. ; and the other products may
bo made available for evolving ammonia, wood-spirit, and other matters by any of tho

existing processes. Dr. Hodges, of Belfast, states that in his experiments he obtained

nearly 22|lbs. of sulphate of ammonia from a ton of peat. Sir Eobert Kane, who
was employed by Government to institute a series of experimental researches on the
products obtainable from peat, states that he obtained sulphate of ammonia at the rate

of 24j5lbs. per ton of peat. Messrs. Drew and Stocken patented, in 1846, the obtain-

ing ammonia from peat by distillation in close vessels, as practised in the carbonisation

of wood. It will thus be seen that the peat is a source of ammonia, but whether this

source is a profitable or economical one, in a commercial point of view, is a problem
which has not yet received solution.

Ammonia from Schist.—^Another source of ammonia is bituminous schist, which,
when submitted to destructive distillation, gives off an ammoniacal liquor which may
be employed in the manufacture of ammoniacal salts by any of the usual processes.

The obtaining of ammonia from schist forms part of a patent granted to Count do
Hompesch, September 4, 1841.

Chemical Co^nposition and Constitution.—The true neutral carbonate of ammonia,
NH^O, CO^ [(M'H')2CO'], does not appear to exist. The sesquicarbonate of ammonia
of the shops was found by Eose to have the composition assigned to it by Mr.
Philips, as given at the head of this article ; and it may be viewed as a compound of

the true bicarbonate {i.e. the double carbonate of ammonia and water), NH''0, CO'^

;

HO, CO^ [(N'H')-CO'
;
H^CO^] ; with a peculiar compound of anhydrous carbonic

acid with ammonia itself, NH', CO" [(lffH5)2C02].

It is invariably found that a certain quantity of water and ammonia are liberated

during the distillation, and hence the anomalous character of the compound. In fact,

in operating upon 3 equivalents of the sulphate or chloride of the 3 equivalents of tho

true carbonate of ammonia (NH'' 0, CO-) which may be supposed to be generated,

two are decomposed, one losing an equivalent of ammonia, tho other an equivalent of

water ; of course, the ammonia thus liberated, amounting to 14 parts for each 100 of

carbonate of ammonia obtained, is not lost ; it is passed into water to be saturated

with acid, and thus again converted into sulphate or chloride.

Properties.—Sesquicarbonate of ammonia (as it is commonly called) is met with
in commerce in the form of fibrous white translucent cakes, about two inches thick.

When exposed to the air tho constituents of the less stable compound NHS CO- are

volatilised, and a white opaque mass of the true bicarbonate remains. Hence the

odour of ammonia always emitted by the commercial carbonate. Mr. Scanlan has

also shown that by treatment with a small quantity of water, the carbonate is dissolved,

leaving the bicarbonate. It is soluble in four times its weight of cold water, but
boiling water decomposes it.

Imijurities.—The commercial salt is sometimes contaminated with empyreumatic
oil, which is recognised by its jnolding a brownish coloured solution on treatment
with water.

It may contain sulphate and chloride of ammonium. For the recognition of the

presence of these acids, see Sulphuric and Hydeochioeic acids.

Sulphide and hj-posulphito of ammonia are sometimes present, and likewise lead,

from the chambers into which tho salt has boon sublimed,
Vol. I. L
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Other Carbonates of Ammonia.—Besides the neutral or monocarbonate of ammonia
before alluded to, the true bicarbonate NH*0, C0=

;
HO, C0= [(WH^J-CO^

;
H-CO^]

and the sesquicarbonate of the shops, Eoso has described about a dozen other

definite compounds
; but, for their description, -we must refer to Watts's 'Dictionary

of Chemistry.'

AIUnXOUXACUBX, GUM. Gum-resin. {Gomme Ammoniaq%te,l!V.
;
Aviononiak,

Ger.) This is the inspissated juice of an umbelliferous plant (the Dorcma ammoniacum),
the gum-bearing heracleum, which grows in Persia, the East Indies, and Africa. In
the Prench colony of Algiers this plant grows naturally, and it appears likely to

become an object of cultivation. It comes to us cither in small wliito tears clustered

together, or in brownish lumps, containing many impurities. It possesses a peculiar

smell, somewhat like that of assafcetida, and a bitterish taste. It is employed in

medicine. Its only use in the arts is for forming a cement to join broken pieces of

china and glass, which may be prepared as follows :
' Take isinglass 1 ounce, distilled

water 6 ounces, boil together down to 3 ounces, and add \h ounce of strong spirit of

wine ;—boil this mixture for a minute or two ; strain it ; add while hot ; first, half

an ounce of milky emulsion of gum ammoniac, and then 5 drachms of an alcoholic

solution of resin mastic'

ABKIWOWXA.) xriTBATE OF.—This salt is not made on an extensive scale

;

but as it has a certain consumption for making the protoxide of nitrogen (laughing

gas), now largely used by dentists as an anaesthetic, a few remarks respecting it may
not be out of place here.

It is obtained by saturating solution of ammonia, or the carbonate, with nitric acid,

and then evaporating the solution till crystallisation takes place. It ought to be per-

fectly free from chloride of ammonium.
This salt crystallises in six-sided prisms, being isomorphous with nitrate of

potash.

Its composition is NH''0, NO^ [(IffH^)!?©'.] It is incapable of existing without the

presence of an equivalent of water, in addition to NH^ and NO*. If heat be applied,

the salt is entirely decomposed into protoxide of nitrogen and water ; thus

—

NH«0, NO* = 2N0 + 4H0.

(M'H<)N'0' = + 2H-0.

Besides its use in the laboratory for making protoxide of nitrogen, it is a con-

stituent of frigorific mixtures, on account of the cold which it produces on dissolving

in water.

Lastly, it is very convenient for promoting the deflagration of organic bodies, both

its constituents being volatile on heating.

AnxnXON'IA, SVI.PHATE OP. NH^O, SO' [(IirH<)2SO<]. This salt is found
native in fissures near volcanoes, under the name of Mascagnin, associated with sal-

ammoniac. It also forms in ignited coal-beds—as at Bradley, in Staffordshire—with
chloride of ammonium.

This salt is prepared by saturating the solution of ammonia, obtained by any of the

processes before described (either from animal refuse, from coal, in the manufacture

of coal gas, from guano, or from any other source), with sulphuric acid, and then
evaporating the solution till the salt crystallises out.

Frequently, instead of adding the acid to the ammoniacal liquor, the crude ammo-
niacal liquor is distilled in a boiler, cither alone or with lime, and the evolved am-
monia is passed into the sulphuric acid, contained in a large tun or in a series of

Woolfe's bottles ; or a modification of Coflfoy's still may be used with advantage, as

in the case of the saturation of hydrochloric acid by ammonia.
If Coffey's still be employed, a considerable concentration of the liquor is effected

during the process of saturation, which is subsequently completed generally in iron

pans ; but great care has to bo taken not to carry the evaporation too far, to avoid

decomposition of the sulphate by the organic matter invariably present, which reduces

it to the state of sulphite, hyposulphite, and even to sulphide, of ammonium.
The salt obtained by this first crystallisation is much purer than the chloride produced

under similar circumstances, and one or two recrystallisations effect its purification

sufficiently for all commercial purposes.

It is on account of the greater facility of purification which the sulphate affords

by crystallisation than the chloride of ammonium, that the former is often produced

as a preliminary stage in the manufacture of the latter compound, the purified

sulphate being then converted into sal-ammoniac by sublimation common salt.

The acid mother-liquor left in the first crystallisation is returned to be again treated,

together with some additional acid, with a fresh quantity of ammonia.
Preparation. Modifications in details and ])atenis.—Since it is in the production of
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the sulphate of ammonia that the modification of Coffey's tstill, called the ammonia
still, is generally employed, it may be well to introduce here a detailed account of its

arrangement.

This apparatus is an upright vessel, divided by horizontal diaphragms or partitions

into a number of chambers. It is proposed to construct the vessel of wood, lined

with lead, and the diaphragms of sheet iron. Each diaphragm is perforated wtU
many small holes, so regulated, both with regard to number and size, as to afford,

under some pressure, passage for the elastic vapours which ascend, during the use of

the apparatus, to make their exit by a pipe opening from the upper chamber. Fitted

to each diaphragm are several small valves, so weighted as to rise whenever elastic

vapours accumulate under them in such quantity as to exert more than a certain

amount of pressiu'e on the diaphragm. A pipe also is attached to each diaphragm,

passing from about an inch above its upper surface to near the bottom of a cup or

small reservoir, fixed to the upper surface of the diaphragms next underneath. This

pipe is sufiiciontly large to transmit freely downwards the whole of the liquid which
enters for distillation at the upper part of the upright vessel ; and the cup or reservoir

into which the pipe dips forms, when full of liquid, a trap by which the upward
passage of elastic vapours by the pipe is prevented. The vessel may rest on a close

cistern, contrived to receive the descending liquid as it leaves the lowest chamber,
and from this cistern it may be run off, by a valve or cock, whenever expedient. The
cistern, or in its absence the lowest chamber, contains the orifice of a pipe which
supplies the steam for working the apparatus. The exact number of chambers into

wliich the upright vessel is divided is not of essential importance ; but the quantity

of liquid and the surface of each diaphragm being given, the distillation, within certain

limits, will be more complete the greater the number of chambers used in the pro-

cess. The liquid undergoing distillation in this apparatus necessarily covers the

upper surface of each diaphragm to the depth of about an inch, being prevented from
passing downward through the small perforations by the upward pressure of the

rising steam and other elastic vapours
;
and, on the other hand, the steam being

prevented, by the traps, from passing upwards by the pipes, is forced to ascend by
the perforations in the diaphragms ; so that the liquid lying on them becomes heated,

and in consequence gives off its volatile matters.' When the ammoniacal liquid ac-

cumulates on one of the diapliragms to the depth of an inch, it flows over one of the

short pipes into the trap below, and overflows into the next diaphragm, and so on.

See D1STILLA.T10X.

The management of the apparatus varies in some measure with the form in which
it is desirable to obtain the ammonia. When the ammonia is required to leave the
upper chamber in the form of gas, either pure or impure, it is necessary that the

steam which ascends and the current of ammoniacal liquid which descends, should be
in such relative proportions that the latter remains at or near the atmospheric tempera-
ture during its passage tlirough some of the upper chambers, becoming progressively

hotter as it descends, until it reaches the boiling temperature ; in which state it

passes through the lower chambers, either to make its escape, or to enter a cistern

provided to receive it, and in which it may for some time be maintained at a boiling

heat. On the contrary, if the ammonia, either pure or impure, be required to leave

tlio upper chamber in combination vnth. the vapour of water, the supply of steam
entering below must boar such proportion to that of the ammoniacal liquid supplied

above, that the latter may be at a boiling temperature in the upper part of the

apparatus.'

The use of this apparatus was patented in the name of Mr. W. E. Newton,
Nov. 9, 1841.

Mr. Hills' process, patented Oct. 19, 1848, for concentrating ammoniacal solutions

by causing them to descend through a tower of coke through which steam is ascend-

ing, is, in fact, nothing more than a rough mode of carrying out the same principle,

which is more effectually and elegantly performed by the modification of Coffey's still

above described. The concentrated ammonia liquor is then treated with acid and
evaporated in the usual way.

Mr. Wilson patented, Dec. 7, 1850, another method of saturating the ammonia
with the acid by passing the crude ammonia vapour, obtained by heating the ammo-
niacal liquor of the gas-works, in at the bottom of a high tower filled with coke,

whilst the sulphuric acid descends in a continuous current from the top ; in this

manner the acid and ammonia are exposed to each other over a greatly extended
surface.

Dr. Richardson (patent, Jan. 26, 1850) mixes the crude ammonia liquors with
sulphate of magnesia, then evaporates the solution, and submits the double sulphate

' Fbarm. Jounml, siii. 64.

I, 2
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of magnesia and ammonia, which separates, to sublimation ; but it woiild not appear
that any great advantage is derived from proceeding in this way, either pecuniary or
otherwise.

Mr. Laming passes sulphurous acid through the gas liquor, and finally oxidises

the sulphite thus obtained to the state of sulphate, by exposure to the air. (Patent.

Aug. 12, 1852.)

Michiel's mode of obtaining sulphate of ammonia, patented April 30, 1850, is as

follows :—The ammoniacal liquors of the gas-works are combined with sulphate and
oxide of lead, which is obtained and prepared in the following way :—Suljjhuret of

load in its natural state is taken and reduced to small fragments by any convenient
crushing apparatus. It is then submitted to a roasting process, in a suitably arranged
reverberatory furnace of the following construction :—The furnace is formed of two
shelves, or rather the bottom of the furnace, and one shelf, and there is a communica-
tion from the lower to the upper. The galena or sulphuret of lead, previously

ground, is then spread over the surface of the upper shelf, to a thickness of about
2 or 2J inches, and there it is submitted to the heat of the furnace. It remains thus

for about two hours, at which time it is drawn off the upper shelf, and spread over the

lower shelf or bottom of the furnace, where it is exposed to a greater heat for a
certain time, during which it is well stirred, for the purpose of exposing all the parts

equally to the action of the heat, and at the same time the fusion of any portion of it

is prevented. By this process the sulphuret of lead becomes converted partly into

sulphate and partly into oxide of lead. This product of sulphate and oxide of lead

is to be crushed by any ordinary means, and reduced to about the same degree of

fineness as coarse sand. It is now to be combined with the ammoniacal liquors,

when sulphate of ammonia and sulphuret and carbonate of lead will be produced.

The sulphate of ammonia is separated by treatment with water, and the residuary

mixture of sulphide and carbonate of lead is used for the manufacture of lead

compounds.
Properties.—The sulphate of ammonia obtained by either of the methods above

described is a colourless salt, containing, according to Mitscherlich, one atom of

water of crystallisation. It is isomorphous with sulphate of potash.

It deliquesces by exposure to the air ; 1 part dissolves in 2 parts of cold water,

and 1 of boiling wat«r. It fuses at 140° C. (284° F.), but at 280° C. (536° F.) it is

decomposed, being volatilised in the form of free ammonia, sulphite, water, and
nitrogen.

Por the other sulphates, the sulphites, and those salts which are but little used in

the arts and manufactures—we refer to Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

Uses.—The chief consumption of ammoniacal salts in the arts is in the form of

sal-ammoniac, the sulphate of ammonia being principally used as a material for the

manufacture of the chloride of ammonium. It may, however, be employed directly

in making ammonia-alum, or in the production of free ammonia by treatment with

lime.

AIMCMOXritTIHC. (NH*) The radical supposed to exist in the various salts of am-
monia. Thus NH^O [(MTH*)-©] is the oxide, NH^Cl the chloride, of ammonium,
Ammonium constitutes one of the best established chemical types. See FoEMULiE,
Chemical.
AIwnXOXrXU'B'S, CH^LORXBE OF. Commonly called Sal-Ammoniac. {Sal am-

moniac, Fr. ;
Sahniah, Ger.) The early history of this salt is involved in much

uncertainty. It would appear that the sal aimnoiiiacus (&As aiMjxcoi/iaKds) of the ancients

was, in fact, rock salt. The earliest knowledge of the compound has been claimed

both for the Arabians and the Egj'ptians ; but the late Dr. Eoyle remarked, that ' the

salt must have been familiar to the Hindoos ever since they have burnt bricks, as

they now do, with the manure of animals, for some may usually be found crystallised

at the unburnt extremity of the kiln.'

This salt is formed in the solid state by bringing in contact its two gaseous consti-

tuents, hydrochloric acid and ammonia. The gases combine with such force as to

generate, not only heat, but sometimes even light. It may also be prepared by mix-

ing the aqueous solutions of these gases, and evaporating till crystallisation takes

place.

When ammoniacal gas is brought into contact with dry chlorine, a violent reaction

ensues, attended by the evolution of heat and even light. The chlorine combines

with the hydrogen to produce hydrochloric acid, which unites with the remainder of

the ammonia, forming chloride of ammonium, the nitrogen being liberated. The
same reaction takes place on passing chlorine gas into the saturated aqueous solution

of ammonia.
Manufacture of Chloride of Ammoniumfrom Camels' Bung.—In Egypt—^which un-

doubtedly was the groat scat of the manufacture' of this salt from the beginning of
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the thirteenth to the middle of the seventeenth century, and whence all the European

markets were supplied—the following is the process by which it is obtained :

—

The original source was the urine and dung of the camel, which are dried by plas-

tering them upon the walls, and burning, other fuel being very scarce in that country.

A fire of this material evolves a thick smoke, charged with chloride of ammonium,
part of which is condensed with the soot.

In every part of Egypt, but especially in the Delta, peasants are seen driving asses

loaded with bags of that soot, on their way to the sal-ammoniac works.

Hero it is extracted in the following manner :—Glass globes, coated with loam, are

filled with the soot, pressed down by wooden rammers, a space of only two or three

inches being left vacant, near their mouths. These globes are set in round orifices

formed in the ridge of a long vault or largo horizontal furnace flue. Heat is gradu-

ally applied by a fire of dry camels' dung, and it is eventually increased till the globes

become obscurely red. As the chloride of ammonium is volatile at a temperature

much below ignition, it rises out of the soot in vapour, and gets condensed into a
cake upon the inner surface of the top of the globe. A considerable portion, how-
ever, escapes into the air ; and another portion concretes in the mouth, which must
be cleared from time to time by an iron rod. Towards the end, the obstruction be-

comes very troublesome and must be most carefully attended to and obviated, other-

wise the globes would explode by the uncondonsed vapours. In all cases when the

subliming process approaches to a conclusion, the globes crack or split ; and when
they come to be removed, after the heat has subsided, they usually fall to pieces. The
upper portion of the mass is separated, because to it the white salt adheres

;
and, on

detaching the pieces of glass with a hatchet, it is ready for the market. At the

bottom of each balloon a nucleus of salt remains, surrounded with fixed pulverulent

matter. This is reserved, and, after being bruised, is put in along with the charge of

soot in a fresh operation.

The sal-ammoniac obtained by this process is dull, spongy, and of a greyish hue
;

but nothing better was for a long period known in commerce. Fifty years ago, it

fetched 25. 6d. a pound ; whereas now, perfectly pure sal-ammoniac may bo had at

one-fifth of that price,

Manufacture of Sal-Ammoniac from Bones and other Animal Matter.—Various
animal oflfals develop, during their spontaneous putrefactive fermentation, or their
decomposition by heat, a large quantity of free or carbonated ammonia among their
volatile products. Upon this principle many sal-ammoniac works have been esta-
blished.—Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

The first attempts made in France to obtain sal-ammoniac profitably in tliis manner
failed. A very extensive factory of the kind, which experienced the same fate, was
under the superintendence of the celebrated IJaume. It was established at Gravolle,
near Charenton, and caused a loss to the shareholders in the speculation of upwards
of 400,000 francs, which result closed the concern in 1787. For 10 years after that
event, all the sal-ammoniac consumed in France was imported from foreign countries.
Since then the two works of MM. Payen and Pluvinet were mounted, and seem to
have been tolerably successful. Coal soot was, prior to the introduction of the gas-
works, a good deal used in Great Britain for obtaining sal-ammoniac.

In France, bones and other animal matters are distilled in large iron retorts for the
manufacture of both animal charcoal and sal-ammoniac.

' The annexed numbers show the produce of a French manufactory of ammonia and
its salts, from the distillation of bones and other matters,

' The materials were—

46,76-1 tons of bones of various kinds.

30 „ silk waste and old leather,

11 J „ sulphuric acid.

80 ,, chloride of sodium.

2J „ sulphate of lime.

and the produce was—
2,400 tons of animal charcoal.

44 „ chloride of ammonium,
loo ,, sulphate of soda.

4 „ liquor ammonia,
tind 25 „ sulphate of ammonia.

—Muspraif.

These retorts are iron cylinders, two or tlireo feet in diameter and six feet long.
Figs. 40 and 41 show tlio form of the furnace, and the manner in which the cylinders
are arranged, the first being a longitudinal, the second a transverse section of it. a
the ashpits under the grates

;
b, the firo-placos, arched over at top

; c, the vault or
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bench of firc-bricts, perforated inside -mth. eight flues for distributing the flame ; b, a

groat arch, -with a triple voissoir n, d", d"', under -which the retorts are sot. The first

arch, D, is perforated with twenty vent-holes, the second -svith four vent-holes, through

which the flame passes to the third arch, and thence to the common cliimnoy-stalks.

The retorts are shut by the doors' {Jig. 41), luted, and made fast -with scre-w-bolts.

Their other ends e", terminate in tubes, /, /, /, which all enter the main pipe h. The
condensing pipe proceeds slantingly do-wn-wards from the further end of h, and dips

into a large sloping iron cylinder immersed in cold -n'ator.

The filters used in the large sal-ammoniac -works in Franco are represented in fy.
42. The apparatus consists— 1, of a -^voodon chest, a, lined -with lead, and -which is

42

turned over at the edges ; a socket of lead, b, soldered into the lo-wcst part of the

bottom serves to discharge the liquid
; 2, of a -wooden crib or grating, formed of

rounded rods, as sho-wn in the section c, c, and the plan d ; tliis grating is supported
one inch at least above the bottom, and set truly horizontal, by a series of wedges

;

3, of an open fabric of canvas or strong calico, laid on the grating, and secured over

the edges so as to keep it tense. A large wooden reservoir, /, lined -with lead, fur-

nished -with a cover, is placed under each of the filters ; a pump tlirows back once or

t-wice upon the filters what has already passed through. A common reservoir, g,

below the otl^rs, maybe made to communicate at pleasMe- -n-ith one of them by moans
of intermediate stopcocks.

The two boilers for evaporating and decomposing are made of lead, about one

quarter of an inch thick, set upon a fire-brick vaidt, to protect them from the direct

action of the flame. Through the whole extent of their bottoms above the vault,

horizontal cast-iron plates, supported by lodges and brick compartments, compel the

flame and burned air, as they issue from the arch, to take a sinuous course before

they pass up the chimney. This floor of cast-iron is intended to support the bottom
of the boiler, and to diffiise tho heat more equably. The loaden boilers are sur-

rounded -with brickwork, and supported at their edges -with a wooden frame. They
may bo emptied at pleasure into lower receivers, called crystallisers, by means of

leaden syphons and long-necked funnels.

The crystallisers are wooden chests lined -with lead, 15 inches deep, 3 or 4 foot

broad, and from 6 to 8 feet long, and may be inclined to one side at pleasure, A
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round cistern receives the drainings of the mother-vaters. The pump is made of

lead hardened vrith antimony and tin.

The subliming furnace is shown in figs. 43 and 44, by a transverse and longitudinal

section ; a is the ashpit ; b, the grate and fireplace ; c, the arch above them. This
arch, destined to protect the bottles from the direct action of the fire, is perforated

with vent-holes, to give a passage to the products of combustion between the sublim-

ing vessels ;
d, d, are bars of iron, upon which the bottom of the bottles rests ; e,

btoneware bottles, protected by a coaticg of loam from the flame.

Fiff. 45 shows the cast-iron plates, a, i, c, which, placed above the vaxilts, receive

each two bottles in a double circular opening.

At the extremity of the above furnace, a second one, called the drier, receives

the products of the combustion of the first at a, under horizontal cast-iron plates,

and upon which the bottom of a rather shallow boiler, b, rests. After passing

twice under these plates, round a longitudinal brick partition, b, b', b", the products of

combustion enter the smoke chimney, c. See plan, fig. 46.

The boiler set over this furnace should have no soldered joints. It may be 3^ feet

broad, 9 or 10 feet long, and 1 foot deep. The concrete sal-ammoniac may be
crushed under a pair of edge millstones, when it is to be sold in powder.

Bones, blood, flesh, horns, hoofs, woollen rags, silk, hair, scrapings of hides and
leather, &c., may be distilled for procuring ammonia. When bones are used, the

residuum in the retort is bone-black. The charcoal from the other substances will

ser\-e for the manufacture of Prussian blue. The bones should undergo a degree of

calcination beyond what the ammoniacal process requires, in order to convert them
into the best bone-black ; but the other animal matters should not be calcined up to

that point, otherwise they are of little use in the Prussian blue works. If the bones
be calcined, however, so highly as to become glazed, their decolorising power on
svrups is nearly destroyed. The other substances should not be charred beyond a
red-brown heat.

The condensed vapours from the cylinder-retorts afford a compound liquor holding

carbonate of ammonia in solution, mixed with a large quantity of empyreumatic oil,

which floats at top. Lest incrustations of salt should at any time tend to obstruct the

tubes, a pipe should be inserted within them, and connected with a steam-boiler, so as

to blow steam through them occasionally.

The whole liquors mixed have usually a density of 8° or 9^ Baume (1*060). The
simplest process for converting their carbonate of ammonia into the chloride of am-
monium is to saturate them with hydrochloric acid, to evaporate the solution in a
leaden boiler till a pellicle appears, to run it off into crystaUisers, and to drain the

crystals. Another process is, to decompose the carbonate of ammonia, by passing its

crude liquor through a layer of sulphate of lime, 3 or 4 inches thick, spread upon
the filters, fig. 42. The liquor may be laid on with a pump ; it should never stand

higher than 1 or 2 inches above the surface of the bruised gypsum, and it should be
closely covered with boards, to prevent the dissipation of the volatile alkali in the air.

"WTien the liquor has passed through the first filter, it must be pumped up on to the

second ; or the filters being placed in a terrace-form, the liquor from the first may
flow down upon the second, and thus in succession. The last filter should be formed
of nearly fresh gypsum, so as to insure the thorough conversion of the carbonate into

sulphate. The resulting layers of carbonate of lime should be washed with a little

water, to extract the sulphate of ammonia interposed among its particles. The am-
moniacal liquor thus obtained must be completely saturated, by adding the requisite

quantity of sulphuric acid ; even a slight excess of acid can do no harm. It is then
to be evaporated, and the oil must be skimmed off in the course of the concentration.
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Wlion tho liquid sulphate has acquired the density of about 1"160, sea-salt should be
added, with constant stirring, till the -whole quantity eqiiivalent to tho double decom-
position is introduced into the lead boiler.

The fluid part must now be drawn off by a syphon into a somewliat deep reservoir,

where the impurities are allowed to subside ; it is then evaporated by boiling till the

sulphate of soda falls down in granular crystals, as the result of the mutual reaction of

the sulphate of ammonia and chloride of sodium ; while the more soluble chloride

of ammonium remains in tho liquor. During this precipitation, the whole must be
occasionally agitated with wooden paddles ; tho precipitate being in tho intervals re-

moved to the cooler portion of the pan, in order to be taken out by copper rakes and
shovels, and thrown into draining-hoppers, placed near tho edges of tho pan. Tho
drained sulphate of soda must be afterwards washed with cold water, to extract all

tho adhering sal-ammoniac.

The liquor thus freed from the greater part of the sulphate, when sufficiently con-

centrated, is to bo drawn off by a load syphon into the crystaUisers, where, at the end
of 20 or 30 hours, it affords an abundant crop of crystals of sal-ammoniac. The
mother-water may then be run off, the crystallisors set aslope to drain the salt, and
tho salt itself must bo washed, first by a weak solution of sal-ammoniac, and lastly

with water. It must be next desiccated, by tho apparatus fig. 46, into a perfectly

dry powder, then put into the subliming stoneware balloons, by means of a funnel,

and well rammed down. The mouth of tho bottle is to be closed with a plate or in-

verted pot of any kind. The fire must bo nicely regulated, so as to effect the subli-

mation of tho pure salt from the under part of the bottle, with due regularity, into a

white cake in the upper part. Tho neck of tho bottle should bo cleared from time to

time with a long steel skewer, to prevent the risk of choking, and consequent bursting
;

but in spite of every precaution, several of the bottles crack almost in every opera-

tion.— tire.

The pots are of variable dimensions, but those most frequently employed are about

18 inches in height in the body, and the cups about 10 or 12 inches, with a breadth

of 16 inches at the widest part.

In Scotland a process somewhat similar is pursued, the salt being sublimed in cast-

iron pots lined with fire tiles ; the condensation being effected in globular heads of

green glass, with which each of the iron pots is capped.

Manufacture of Sal-Ammoniacfrom Gas-Liquor.—By far the largest quantity of the

ammoniacal salts now met with in commerce is prepared from ' gas-liquor,' the

quantity of which annually produced in the metropolis alone is quite extraordinary

—

one of tho London gas-works producing in ono year 224,800 gallons of gas-liquor, by
the distillation of 51,100 tons of coal; and tho total consumption of coal in London
for gas-making is estimated at about 840,000 tons.

Tho principle of the conversion of the nitrogen of coal into ammonia by destructive

distillation, as in tho manufacture of coal gas, will be found described in connection

with the processes of gas manufacture and the products produced by the destructive

distillation of coal.

In the purification of the coal gas, the bodies soluble in water are all contained in

tho 'gas-liquor' (see Coal Gas), together with a certain quantity of tarry matter.

The ammonia is cJiiefly present in the form of carbonate, together with certain

quantities of chloride, sulphide, cyanide, and sulphocyanide of ammonium, as well as

the salts of the conijiound ammonias.
For the purpose of preparing the chloride, if hydrochloric acid bo not too costly,

tho liquor is saturated with hydrochloric acid—the solution evaporated to cause tho

salt to crystallise, and then, finally, the crude sal-ammoniac is purified bj- sublimation.

Boforo treatment with tho acid, tho liquor is frequently distilled.

This is generally clfcctodin a wrought-iron boiler, the liquors passing into a modifi-

cation of the Coifey's still, by which the solution of ammonia is obtained freer from
tar and more concentrated.

The Saturation of the Ammoiiiacal Liquor with the acid is generally cfFoctod by
allowing tho acid to flow, from a largo leaden vessel in which it is held, into an under-

ground tank {fig. 47) containing tlie liquor, which is furnished with an exit tube,

passing into a chimney, to carry off the sulphuretted hydrogen and other offensive

gases which are disengaged.

Or, in other works, the gas-liquor is put into large tuns, and the acid lifted in gutta-

percha carboys by cranes, thrown into the liquor and stirred with it by means of an

agitator ; the offensive gases being in this case made to traverse tho fire of tho steam-

engine.

Sometimes the vapours produced in tho distillation of tho crude gas-liquor are

passed in at the lower extremity of a column filled "^ritli coke, dov.-n which the acid

trickles,
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The Evaporation of the crnde Saline Solution is gonorally performed in square or

rectangular cast-iron vats, capable of holding from 800 to 1,500 gillon^. They nre

encased in brickwork, the heat being applied by a fire, the fine of which takes a

sinuous course beneath the lining of brickwork on which the pan rests, as shown in

y^r. 48.

When the liquor is evaporated to a specific gravity of l'2o, it is transferred to the

crystxaUising pans ; but during tlie process of concentration a 'considerable quantity of

48

tar separates on the surface, which must be removed, from time to time, by skimming,
since it seriously impedes evaporation.

The crystallisation, which takes place on cooling, is performed in circidar tubs,

from 7 to 8 feet wide, and 2 to 3 deep, wliicji arc generally embedded entirely or

partially in the ground. To prevent the formation of large crystals, which would be
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inconvenient in the snbsequent process of sublimation, the liqnor is agitated from time
to time. The crude mass obtained, which is contaminated -ffith tarry matter, free

acid, and Trater, is nest dried, bv gently heating it on a cast-iron plate under a dome.
The sreyish-Trhite mass remaining is now ready to be transferred to the sublimers.

The method of suilimaiion generally adopted in this country consists in beating
down into the metal pots, shown in fig. 49, the charge of dry coarsely crystallised sal-

49

ammoniac. These pots are heated from below and by tlues roimd the sides. The
body of the subliming vessel is of cast-iron, and the lid usually of lead, or, less fre-

quently, iron. There is a small hole at the top, to permit the escape of steam,

sometimes loosely closed by a plug of sal-ammoniac, which is removed from time to

time to observe the progress of the sublimation
; great attention is requisite in the

management of the heat, for if it be applied too rapidly a large quantity of sal-am-

moniac is carried off with the steam, or even the whole apparatus may be blown up

;

whilst, if the temperature be too low, the cake of sal-ammoniac is apt to be soft and
yellow.

The sublimation is never continued until the whole of the salt has been volatilised,

sine* the heat required wotdd decompose the carbonaceous impurities, and they, emit-

ting volatile oUy hydrocarbons, diminish the purity of the product. In consequence

of this incomplete sublimation, a conical mass (shown in the fig. 49) is left behind,

called the ' yolk.' After cooling, the dome of the pot is taken off and the attached

cake carefully removed. This cake, which is from 3 to 5 inches thick, is nearly pure,

only requiring a little scraping, where it was in contact with the dome, to fit it for

the market.

Modifications of the Process.—If, as is often the case, sulphuric acid is cheaper or

more accessible than hydrochloric, the gas liquor is neutralised with sulphuric acid,

and then the sulphate of ammonia thus obtained is sublimed with common salt

(chloride of sodium), and thus converted into sal-ammoniac.

>*ffO. SO' + XaCl = CI + NaO. SO'.

(irH<)2SO* + WaCl = ZZrE'CI + Wa'SO'.

ilr. Croll has taken out a patent for converting crude ammonia into the chloride,

by passing the vapours evolved in the first distillation through the crude chloride of

manganese, obtained, as a by-product in the preparation of chlorine, for the manu-
facture of chloride of lime : crude chloride of iron may be used in the same way.

3Ir. Laming patented in July, 1843, the substitution of a solution of chloride of

calcium for treating the crude gas-Uquor, instead of the mineral acids. Sir. Hills,

August, 1846, proposed chloride of magnesium for use in the same way; and several

other patents have been taken out by both these gentlemen, for the use of various

salts in this way.
Manufacture of Sal-Atnmoniacfrom Guano.—Mr. Young took out a patent, ?Tovem-

ber 11th, 1841. in which he describes his method of obtaining ammonia and its salts

from guano. He fills a retort, placed vertically, with a mixture of two parts by weight

of guano, and one part by weight of hydrate of lime. These substances are thoroughly

mixed by giving a reciprocating motion to the agitator placed in the retort; a moderate

degree of heat is then applied, which is gradiially increased until the bottom of the

retort becomes red-hot. The ammoniacal gas thus given off is absorbed by water in

a condenser, whilst other gases, which are given off at the same time, being insoluble

in water, pass off. Solutions of carbonate, bicarbonate, or sesquicarbonato of ammonia
arc produced, by filling the condenser with a solution of ammonia, and passing car-
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bonlc acid through it. A solution of chloride of ammonium or sulphato of ammonia
is obtained by filling the condenser -with diluted hydrochloric or sulphiiric acid, and
passing the ammonia through it as it issues from the retort.

Dr. Wilton Turner obtained a patent, March 11th, 1844, for obtaining salts of am-
monia from guano. The following is his method of obtaining chloride of ammonium
in conjunction with cyanogen compounds :—The guano is subjected to destructive

distillation in close vessels, at a low red heat during the greater part of the opera-

tion ; but this temperature is increased towards the end. The products of distillation

are collected in a series of Woolfe's bottles, by means of which the gases evolved

during the operation may be made to pass two or three times through water, before

escaping into the air. These products consist of carbonate of ammonia, hydrocyanic

acid, and carburetted hydrogen, the first two of which are rapidly absorbed by the

water, with the formation of a strong solution of cyanide of ammonium and carbonate

of ammonia. After the ammoniacal solution has been removed from the AVoolfe's

apparatus, a solution of protochloride of iron is added to it, in such quantities as will

yield sufficient iron to convert the latter into Prussian blue, which is formed on the

addition of hydrochloric acid in sufficient quantity to neutralise the free ammonia

;

the precipitate thus formed is now allowed to subside, and is carefully separated from
the solution, and by being boiled with a solution of potash or soda, will yield the

alkaline ferroeyanide, which is obtained by crystallising in the usual way. Tho
solution (after the removal of the precipitate) should bo freed from any excess of iron

it may contain, by the careful addition of a fresh portion of the ammoniacal liquor, by
which means the oxide of iron will be precipitated, and a neutral solution of ammonia
obtained. When the precipitated oxide and cyanide of iron have subsided, tho solu-

tion of chloride of ammonium is drawn oiF by a syphon, and the sal-ammoniac ob-

tained from it by the usual processes ; the oxide of iron is added to the ammoniacal
solution next operated upon.

If sulphato of iron and sulphuric acid are used, sulphate of ammonia is the am-
moniacal salt produced, the chemical changes and operations being similar to the above.

Since the greater part of the nitrogen present in guano exists in the state of ammo-
niacal salts, which are decomposed at a red heat, nearly tho whole of tho ammonia
which it is capable of yielding is obtained by this method; still there cannot be a
doubt that the conversion of the urea, iiric acid, and other nitrogenised organic bodies
into ammonia, is greatly facilitated by mixing the guano vrith lime before heating it,

as in Mr. Young's process.

Manvfactm-c of Sal-Ammoniac from Urine.—The urea in the urine of man and
other animals is extremely liable to undergo a fermentative decomposition in the
presence of the putrefiable nitrogenous matters always present in this excrement, by
which it is converted into carbonate of ammonia.
By treating stale wine with hydrochloric acid, sal-ammoniac separates on evaporation.
Properties.—Chloride of ammonium (or sal-ammoniac) usually occurs in commerce,

in fibrous masses of the form of large hemispherical cakes, with a round hole in tho
centre, having, in fact, the shape of the domes in which it has been sublimed. By
slowly evaporating its aqueous solution, the salt may occasionally be obtoined in

cakes nearly an inch in height ; but it generally forms feathery crystals, which are
composed of rows of minute octahedra, attached by their extremities. Its specific

gravity is 1"45, and by heating it sublimes without undergoing fusion. It has a
sharp and acrid taste, and one part dissolves in 2'72 parts of water at 60° F., or in an
equal weight of water at 212° F.

It is recognised by its being completely volatile on heating, giving a white curdy
precipitate of chloride of silver on the addition of nitrate of silver to its aqiieous

solution, and by the copious evolution of ammonia on mixing it with lime, as well as
the production of the yellow precipitate of the double chloride of ammonium and
platinum NffCI, PtCP (ZWH^Cl. PtCl*) on the addition of bichloride of platinum.

Impurities.—In tlie manufacture of chloride of ammonium, if the purification of
the liquor be not effected befare crystallising the salt, some traces of protochloride
of iron are generally present, and frequently a considerable proportion. Even when
the salt is sublimed, the chloride of iron is volatilised together with the chloride of
ammoniiim, and appears to exist in the salt in the form of a double compound
(;^robably of FcCl, NH^Cl, analogous to the compound which chloride of ammo-
nium forms -w-ith zinc and tin) ; and this not only in tlie brown seams of the cake,
but likewise in tho colourless portion. This accounts for the observation so often
made in the laboratory, that a solution of Siil-ammoniae, which, when recently
prepared, was perfectly transparent and colourless, becomes gradually red from tlie

peroxidation of tho iron and its precipitation in the form of sesquioxide.

It is in consequence of the existence of the iron in the state of this double salt, that
Wurtz found that chloride of ammonium containing iron in this form gave no indi-
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cations of its presence by the usual reagents until after the addition of nitric acid ;

and it is curious that there like-wise exists a red compound of this class in -n-hieh the
iron exists in the state of perchloride similarly marked, in fact as XH'Cl, Fc-CP.
A very simple method of removing the iron, suggested by Hj. Brewer, consists in

passing a fe-v7 bubbles of chlorine gas tlirough the hot concentrated solution of the
salt, by vrhich the protochioride of iron is converted into the perchloride.

2FeCP + CI = Fe=CP.

2PeCl= -f Cl= = re=Cl^

The free ammonia always present in the solution decomposes this perchloride with
precipitation of sesquioside, and formation of an additional quantity of sal-ammoniac.

Fe-CP + SXH'O = Fe' 0' + 3XH< CI.

Pe^Cl^ -h 3(3)irH*)=0 = Pe= + en'H'Cl.

The sesquioxide of iron, which is of course present in the :^orm of a brown hydrate,

IS filtered off or separated by decantation, and a perfectly pure solution is obtained.

The only precaution necessary is to avoid passing more chlorine than is reqtiisite

to peroxidise the iron, since the ammonia salt itself will be decomposed with evolution

of nitrogen, and the dangerously explosive body, chloride of nitrogen, may result

from the union of the liberated nitrogen with chlorine.

Uses.—The most important use of sal-ammoniac in the arts is in joining iron and
other metals, in tinning, &c. It is also extensively used in the manufacture of am-
monia-alum, which is now largely employed in the manufacture of mordants instead

of potash-alum. A considerable quantity is also consumed in pharmacy.
Sal-ammoniac is one of those salts which possesses, in a high degree, the property

of producing cold whilst dissolving in water ; it is, therefore, a common constituent

of frigorific mixtxires. Sec Fheezixg ZMixttbes.

,&ZV£ZMC02I'nntK, STTZiFHXSES OP. When sulphuretted hydrogen gas is passed
into a solution of ammonia in excess, it is converted into the double sulphide of

ammonium and hydrogen— or, as it is frequently called, the hydrosulphate of

sidphide of ammonium.—^H-'S, HS (WH', HS).
This solution is extensively employed as a re-agent in the chemical laboratory, for

the separation of those metals the sulphides of which are soluble in acids—viz. nickel,

cobalt, manganese, zinc, and iron, which are precipitated by this reagent in alkaline

solutions.

By exposure to the air, the hydrosulphuric acid which it contains is decomposed,

the hydrogen being oxidised and converted into water, whilst the liberated sulphur

is dissolved by the sulphide of ammonium, forming the bisulphide, or even higher

sulphide.

This solution of the polysidphide of ammonium is a valuable reagent for dissolving

the sulphides of certain metals, such as tin, antimony, and arsenic, tlio sulphides of

which play the part of acids and form salts with the sulphide of ammonium.
By this deportment with sulphide of ammonium, these metals are separated, both on

the smaU. scale in the laboratory, and also on the large scale, from the sidphides of

those metals—such as lead, copper, mercury, &c.—the sulphides of which are insoluble

in sulphide of ammoniiim.

The higher sulphides, viz. the tersulphide and the pontasidpliide, are bodies

of pTirely scientific interest. They arc obtained by distilling the corresponding sul-

phides of potassium with sal-ammoniac.

All the sulphides of ammonium are soluble in water without decomposition.

Ammonia combines with all the inorganic and organic acids, but for an account

of these compound bodies we must refer to TVatts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry,' as they

have but few applications in the arts and manufactures.

.ajaOSFHOTTS, {Frivative a, destitute of
;

iJMpipr}, shape : without shape). Said

of mineral and other substances which occur in forms not easy to be defined. This

term may be regarded as the opposite of crj-staUine. Some elements exist in both

the crystalline and the amorphous states, as carbon, which is amorphous in charcoal,

but crystalline in the diamond.

The peculiarities which give rise to these conditions—evidently depending upon

molecular forces which have not yet been defined—present one of the most fertile

fields for study in the range of modern science.

AIOTGSA.XiXS'. C" H" N0- + 6 HO. (C^" I?0" + 3H= O.) A pcculiaf

substance, existing ready-formed in bitter almonds, the leaves of the GhErry-laurel',

the kernels of the plum, cherry, peach, and the leaves and bark of Primus padus, and

in the young sprouts of the P. domcstica. It is also found in the sprouts of several

species of Sorhus, such as <S. aucuparia, S. tor-minalis, and others of the same order.

To prepare it, the bitter almonds are subjected to strong pressure between hot plates
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of metal. This has the effect of removing the bland oil known in commerce as almond-
oil. The residue, when powdered, forms almond-meal. To obtain amygdalin from-

tho meal, the latter is extracted with boiling alcohol of 90 or 95 per cent. The
tincture is to be passed through a cloth and the residue pressed, to obtain the fluid

mechanically adherent to it. The liquids will be milky, owing to the presence of

some of the oil. On keeping the flmd for a few hours, it may be separated by pouring
off, or by means of a funnel, and so obtained clear. The alcohol is now to be removed
by distillation, the latter being continued until five-sixths have como over. The fluid

in the retort, when cold, is to have the amygdalin precipitated from it by the addition

of half its volume of ether. The crystals are to be pressed between folds of filtering

paper, and recrystaUised from concentrated boiling alcohol. As thus prepared, it

forms pearly scales, very soluble in hot alcohol, but sparingly when cold ; it is

insoluble in ether, but water dissolves it readily and in largo quantity. The crystals

contain six atoms of water of crystallisation. Most persons engaged in chemical

operations have noticed, when using almond-meal for the purpose of luting, that,

before being moistened with water, it has little odour, and what it has is of an oily

kind ; but, after moistening, it soon acquires the powerful and pleasant perfume of

bitter-almond oil. This arises from a singular reaction taking place between the

amygdalin and the vegetable albumen or emulsin. The latter merely acts as a

ferment, and its elements in no way enter into the products formed. The decomposi-

tion, in fact, takes place between one atom of amygdalin and four atoms of water
;

the product being one atom of bitter-almond oil, two atoms of grape-sugar, and one of

prussic acid.

In preparing amygdalin, some chemists add water to the residue of the distillation

of the tincture, and then yeast, in order to remove the sugar present, by fermentation,

previous to precipitating with ether : the process thus becomes much more complex,

because it is necessary to filter the fermented liquid, and concentrate it again by
evaporation, before precipitating the amygdalin.

The proof that the decomposition which is experienced by the bitter-almond cake,

when digested with water, is owing to the presence of the two principles mentioned,

rests upon the following considerations. If the marc, or pressed residue of the bitter

almond, be treated with boiling water, the emulsin—or vegetable albumen—-will

become coagulated, and incapable of inducing the decomposition of the amygdalin.

It is only the bitter almond which contains amygdalin ; the sweet variety is, there-

fore, incapable of yielding the essence by fermentation. But sweet almonds resemble
the bitter in containing emulsin ; and it is exceedingly interesting—as illustrating

the truth of the explanation given above—that if a little amygdalin be added to an
emulsion of sweet almonds, the bitter-almond essence is immediately formed. A
temperature of 100° is the most favoxu'able for the digestion.—C. G. W.

A.M'S'IiEn'E. This hydrocarbon, C" H'" (C^ H'"), is produced by the dehydra-

tion of amyHc alcohol by sulphuric acid ; also by the dry distillation of amyl-sulphate
of calcium. It is a colourless thin liquid, with a faint offensive odour. It has been
tried as a substitute for chloroform without success.

AnXTZiTTZVI nSAXTDZOC^:. Mandioca or Cassava starch. See Cassava and
MiNDIOCA.
AWACAKSZUSX KTUT. Dr. Bottyer, in the ' Bayerisches Industrie- und

Gewerbe-Blatt,' states that the juice of the Anacardium nut, Anacardium Orien-

tale, contains an oily matter, which, by exposure to the air, assumes a fine black

colour, which is quite permanent against the influences of acids or alkalies, chlorine or

cyanide of potassium. It is recommended for use as a marking ink ; and if the linen

be moistened with a little ammonia, the black is very intense and quite permanent.

ASrAIiVSZS. In chemistry, a term which is employed to signify the art of re-

solving a compound substance into its constituent parts. Every manufacturer should

1 so study this art, in the proper treatises and schools of chemistry, as to enable him
properly to understand and regulate his business.—See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chem-
istry.' See also Spectedm Anaitsis.

ii.Si'il.TASES. An oxide of titanium, of the same composition as Brookite and
Entile. It occurs in Dauphiny with felspar and ilmenite, in Devonshire in chlorite,

and in North "Wales with Brookite. It is said to be found in the slags from the iron

furnaces of Orange County, United States.

.asrCKOK. {Ancre, Fr.
;
Anker, Ger.) An iron hook, of peculiar construction

and of considerable weight and strength, for enabling a ship to lay hold of tho

j|
ground, and fix itself in a certain situation by means of a rope called the cable. Tho

I necessity for securing boats, canoes, or ships in a certain position, has led to the adop-
tion of anchors, of some description, amongst every nation dwelUng upon the shores of
seas, lakes, or rivers. They were often of tho rudest description. "We are informed

jl that the Greeks at first used stone anchors, but that thoy subsequently employed in-
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struments of iron, having one, two, and three teoth, -which were not apparently very

different from those wo now employ. The anchors which are used by many of the

races inhabiting the shores of the Indian Ocean are made of the so-called 'iron-wood,'

which is so dense that it sinks in sea-water. The anchor is an instrument of the

greatest importance to the navigator, since upon its taking and keeping hold depends

his safety upon many occasions, especially near a lee shore, whore he might be other-

wise stranded or shipwrecked. Anchors are generally made of wrought iron, except

among nations who cannot work this metal well, and who therefore use copper. The
mode in wliich an anchor operates will bo understood from inspection of Jiff. SO, where.

from the direction of the strain, it is obvious that tho anchor cannot move without

ploughing up the ground in which its hook or fluke is sunk. When this, however,

unluckily takes place, from tho nature of the ground, from the mode of insertion of

the anchor, or from tho violence of the winds or currents, it is called dragging the

anclior. "When the hold is good, the cable or the buried arm will sooner break than

the ship will diive. Anchors are of dilFerent sizes, and have different names, ac-

cording to the purposes they serve ; thus there are bower, stream, and hedge anchors.

Ships of the first class have seven anchors, and smaller vessels, such as brigs and
schooners, three.

The metal employed for anchors of wrought iron is known as ' scrap iron,' and for

the best anchors, such as Lenox's, they also use good ' Welsh mine iron.'

It is not practical, without occupying more space than can be afforded, to describe

in detail the manufacture of an anchor. It does not, indeed, appear desirable that we
should do so, since it is so special a form of mechanical industry, that few will consult

this volume for the sake of learning to make anchors. The following will therefore

sufi&ce. The anchor-smith's forge consists of a hearth of brickwork, raised about 9

inches above the ground, and generally about 7 feet square. In the centre of this

is a cavity for containing the fire. A vertical brick wall is built on one side of the

hearth, which supports the dome, and a low chimney to carry off the smoke. Behind
this wall are placed the bellows, with which the fire is urged ; tho bellows being so

placed that they blow to the centre of the fire. Tho anvil and the crane by which
the heavy masses of metal are moved from and to the fire are adjusted near the hearth.

The Hercules, a kind of stamping machine, or the steam hammer, need not be described

in this place.

To make the anchor, bars of good iron are brought together to be faggoted ; the

number varj-ing with the size of tho anchor. The faggot is kept together by hoops

of iron, and the whole is placed upon the properly arranged hearth, and covered up
by small coals, which are thrown upon a kind of oven made of cinders. Great care

and good management is required to keep this temporary oven sound during the

combustion ;—a smith strictly attends to this. When all is arranged, tho bellows

are set to work, and a blast xirged on the fire ; this is continued for about an hour,

when a good welding heat is obtained. The mass is now brought from the fire to tho

anvil, and the iron welded by the hammers. One portion ha%'ing been welded, the

iron is returned to fire, and the operation is repeated until the whole is welded into

one mass.

This will be understood by referring to the annexed figures {fig. 51), in which the

bars for the shanks, a. a, and the arms, b b, aro shown, in plan and sections, as bound
together, and their shapes after being welded before union ; and c c represents the

palm.
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The different parts of tlio anchor being made, the arniB are amited to the end of the

shank. This mutit bo done witli. great care, as the goodness of the anchor depends

entirely upon this process being effectively performed. Tlio arms being welded on,

61

the ring lias to bo formed and welded. The ring consists of several bars welded

together, drawn out into a round rod, passed through a hole in the shank, bent into a

circle, and the ends welded together. Wlien all the parts are adjusted, the whole

anchor is brought to a red heat, and hammered with lighter hammers than those used

for welding, the object being to give a finish and evenness to the surface.

The toughest iron which can bo procured should be used in the manufacture of an

anchor, upon the strength of which both the security of valuable lives and much
property depends.

The manufacture of anchors requires great knowledge
of the structure of iron, and skill in the art of working
it. The various parts of an anchor are thus named :

—

In fig. 62, a is the shank ; b, the arm or flulce ; c, tlie

fdlm ; D, tho hlade ; e, the square ; f, the nut
; g, the

ring ; h, tho crown,—tho proportional weights of tho

several parts being as follows :

—

The shank
Each arm
Two palms
Stock

Shackle .

^ths of tho whole,

^ths

ifeth

1th

ith

The bars and half the

The drawings on next page {fig. 53) show an anchor
on the old plan and the dissected parts of which it is

composed ; and {fig. 54), the patent anchor as invented

by Mr. Perring, with its several parts dissected as before.

Perring's improved anchor was a very ingenious one.

breadth of the anchor are first welded separately, and then placed side by side, when
the upper half is worked into one mass, while the lower part is left disunited, but it

has carrier iron bars, or fortcrs, as the prolongation rods (3, 3, fig. 53), are com-
monly called, welded to the extremity of each portion. The lower part is now heated

and placed in the clamping machine, which is merely an iron plate firmly bolted to a
mass of timber, and bearing upon its surface four iron pins. One end of the crown is

placed between tho first of these pins, and passed under an iron strap ; the other end
is brought between the other pins, and is bent by the leverage power of the elongated
rods or porters.

Thus a part of the arm being formed out of the crown gives much greater security,

when a true union of fibres is effected, than when the junction was made merely by a
short scarf.

The angular opening upon the side opposite is filled witJi the chock, formed of short
iron bars placed upright. When this has been firmly welded, the truss-piece is

brought over it. This piece is made of plates similar to the above, except that their
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edges are here horizontal. The trusa-pieoe is half the breadth of the arm ; so that,

when united to the crown, it constitutes, with the other parts, the total breadth of the
arms at those places.

The shank is now shut upon the crown ; the square is formed, and the nuts welded
to it; the hole is punched out for the ring, and the shank is then fashioned.

The blade is made much in the way above described. In making the palm, an iron

rod is first bent into the approximate form, notching it so that it may more readily take

the desired shape. To one end a porter rod is fastened, by which the palm is carried

and turned round in the fire during tlie progress of the fabrication. Iron plates are

next laid side by side upon the rod, and the joint at the middle is broken by another

plate laid over it. When the mass is worked, its under side is filled up by similar

plates, and the whole is completely welded
;
pieces being added to the sides, if neces-

sary, to form the angles of the palm. The blade is then shut on to the palm, after

which the part of the arm attached to the blade is united to that which constitutes the

crown. The smith-work of the anchor is now finished.

The junction—or shutting-on, as the workmen call it—of the several members of an

anchor is effected by an instrument called a Ilorculcs, which is merely a mass of iron
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raised to a certain height, between parallel uprights, as in the pile-engine or vertical

ram, and lot fall upon the metal previously brought to a welding heat.

The end of the shank is squared to receive and hold the stock steadily and keep it

from turning. To prevent it shifting along, there are two knobs or tonon-liko pro-

jections. The point of the angle h, between the arms and the shank, is sometimes
called the throat. The arm, u c, generally makes an angle of 56° with the shank a

;

it is either round or polygonal, and about half tlie length of the shank.

The stock of the anchor {fg. 50) is made of oak. It consists of two beams which
embrace the square, and are firmly united by iron bolts and hoops, as shown in the

figure. The stock is usually somewhat longer than the shank, has in the middle a
thickness about one-twelfth of its length, but tapers at its under-side to nearly one-

half this thickness at the extremities.

An ingenious form of anchor was made the subject of a patent, by Lieutenant
Eodger, of the Eoyal Navy, in 1828, and was afterwards modified by him in a second

patent, obtained in August, 1829. The whole of the parts of the anchor are to bo
bound together by means of iron bands or hoops, in place of bolts or pins.

Fig. 55 is a side view of a complete anchor, formed upon his improved construc-

tion, and Jig. 56 a plan of the same ; Jig. 57, an end view of the crown and flukes,

or arms
; Jig. 56 represents the two prin-

cipal iron plates, a a, of which the sliauk

is constructed, but so as to form parts of

the stump-arms to which the flukes are

to be connected.

The crown-piece is to be welded to

the stump-piece, c c,Jig. 58, as well as to

the end, I, of the centre-piece, h h, and
the scarfs, m in, are to be cut to receive

the arms or flukes. Previously, however,
to uniting the arms or flukes to the

stump-arms, the crown and throat of the

anchor are to be strengthened by the

application of the crown slabs, n. Jig,

58, which are to be welded upon each
side of the crown, overlapping the end of

the pillar, h, and the throat or knees of

the stump-arms and the crown-piece. The
stump-arms are then to be strengthened

in a similar manner, by the thin flat

pieces, f p, which are to bo welded upon
each side. The palms are united to the

flukes in the usual way, and tho flukes

are also united to the stump-arms by
means of tho long scarfs, m ?/?. When
the shank of the anchor has been thus
formed, and united with the flukes, the
anchor-smith's work may be said to be
complete.

Another of the improvements in the
construction of anchors, claimed under
this patent, consists in a now method of aflixing the stock upon the shank of the
anchor, which is efiected in the following manner : inJig. 55 tho stock is shown afiixed

to the anchor ; in fg. 58 it is shown detached. It may be made either of one or two
pieces of timber, as shall be found most convenient. It is, however, to be observed
that the stock is to be completed before fitting on to the shank. After the stock is

shaped, a hole is to be made through the middle of it, to fit that part of the shank to

which it is to be affixed. Two stock plates are then to be let in, one on each side of
the stock, and made fast by counter-sunk nails and straps, or hoops ; otner straps or
hoops of iron are also to be placed round the stock, as usual.

In place of nuts, formed upon the shank of the anchor, it is proposed to secure the
stock by means of a hoop and a key, shown above and below j, in fig. 66. By this

contrivance the stock is prevented from going nearer to the crown of the anchor than
it ought to do, and the key prevents it from sliding towards the shackle.

Since fitting the stock to the shank of an anchor by this metliod prevents the use
of a ring, as in the ordinary manner, the patentee says that he in all cases substitutes a
shackle for the ring, and which is all that is required for a chain cable ; but when a
hempen cable is to be used, he connects a ring to the usual shackle, by means of a
joining shackle, as in Jigs, 65 and 66. The stock is sJiowB in fig, 59.

Vol. I. JI
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Mr. Rodger proposes, under another patent, dated July, 1833, to alter tlie size and
form of the palms

;
having found from experience that anchors with, small palms will

not only hold better than with large ones, but that the arms of the anchor, even
without any palms, have been found to take more secure hold of the ground than
anchors of the old construction of similar weight and length. He has accordingly
fixed upon one-fifth of the length of the arm, as a suitable proportion for the length

or depth of the palm. He makes the palms, also, broader than they are long or deep.

Previously to the introduction of Lieutenant Eodger's small-palmed anchor, ships

wore supplied with heavy, cumbersome contrivances with long shanks and broad palms
extending half-way up the flukes. So badly wore they proportioned, that it was no
uncommon thing for them to break in falling on the bottom, particularly if the ground
was rocky. But, if once firmly imbedded in stiff holding ground, there was consi-

derable difficulty in breaking them out. The introduction of the small palm, there-

fore, forms an important era in the history of anchors.

The next important introduction was Porter's anchor, with moveable flukes or
arms. One grand object sought to be attained here, was the prevention of fouling by
the cable. It was considered, also, that as great injury was frequently occasioned by
a ship grounding on her anchor, the closed upper arm would remedy the o^-il. It was
found, however, that the anchor would not take the ground properly as at first con-

structed, and hence the ' shark's fin ' upon the outside of each fluke.

Eodger's invention was for some time viewed with distrust
;
but, from time to time,

improvements were introduced, until the patent, which gained the Exhibition prize,

was brought out. On this the jurors reported as follows :—
' Many remarkable improvements have been recently made by Lieutenant

Rodger, E.N., insuring a better distribution of the metal in the direction of the

greatest strains. The palm of the anchor, instead of being flat, presents two inclined

planes, calculated for cutting the sand or mud instead of resisting perpendicularly

;

and the consequence is, that these new anchors hold much better in the ground. The
committee of Lloyd's—so competent to judge of every contrivance likely to preserve

ships—have resolved to allow for the anchors of the ships they insure a sixth less

weight if made according to the plan of Lieutenant Rodger.'

The original Porter's anchor has -also undergone considerable modification
; and,

under the name of ' Trotman's anchor,' has now a conspicuous place.

Another invention is that of Miteheson's, which, in form and proportions, strongly

resembles Rodger's ; but the palm is that adopted in Trotman's, or Porter's anchor.

It is a trifle longer in the shank than Rodger's, and has a peculiar stock, which

—

although original in its form—lacks originality in its design, since Rodger had pre-

viously introduced a plan for an iron stock to obviate the weakness caused by making
a liole for the stock to pass through. Mr. Lenox was the inventor of an anchor which
differed somewhat from the Admiralty's anchor—a modification of Eodger's—in

being shorter in the shank and thicker in the flukes, the palms being spade-shaped.

Mr. J. Aylen, the Master-Attendant of Sheerness Dockyard, modified the Admiralty's

anchor. Instead of the inner part of the fluke, from the crown to the pea, being

rounded, as in the Admiralty plan, or squared as in Rodger's and Miteheson's, it is

hollowed. An American anchor, known as Isaac's, has a flat bar of iron from palm
to palm, passing the shank elliptically on both sides ; and from the end of the stock

to the centre of the shank two other bars are fixed to prevent its fouling.

AVith the anchors thus briefly described the Admiralty ordered trials to be made at

Woolwich, and at the Nore. The results of those trials—the particulars of which need
not be given here—were, that Miteheson's, Trotman's, Lenox's, and Rodger's were
selected as the best.

A competent authority, writing in the United Service Gazette, says :—
' The

general opinion deduced from the series of experiments is, that although Miteheson's

has been so successful, the stock is not at present seaworthy. Trotman's has come
out of the trial very successfully, but the construction is too complicated to render it a

good working anchor. When once in the ground, its holding properties are very

superior ; in fact, a glance at its grasp will show that it has the capabilities of an
anchor of another construction one-fifth larger. There are, however, drawbacks
not easily to be overcome. Its taking the ground is more precarious than with other

anchors ; and if a ship should part her cable, it would scarcely be possible to sweep
the anchor. It is also an awkward anchor to fish and to stow. Yet there are other

merits which render it, upon the whole, a most valuable invention, and no ship should

go to sea without one. Of Le7iox's it is sufficient to say that it has been found equal to,

and that it has gained an advantage over, Rodger's ; but so strong is the professional

feeling in favour of the latter, that it will ever remain a favourite. Our recom-

mendation would bo thus :—Lenox and Rodger for bower anchors, Mitcheson for a

sheet, and Trotraan for a spare anchor.'
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The following Table gives at one view the results of the experiments made by

the Admiralty upon breaking the trial-anchors, and the time occupied upon each

experiment :—
Anchors Weight

Proof-
strain

First

Crack
Broke Time in

Breaking

Lieut. Eodger's

Brown and Lenox's .

Isaac's . , . .

Trotman's
Honiball's

Admiralty's

Aylen's ....

Cwts. qrs. lbs.

19 0 8

20 3 14

21 0 14

21 1 10

20 3 7
20 2 6

21 1 0

Tons

19^

2U
21^
2l|

21i

21f

Tons
45
44i

58
61

64
40
44

Tons
73J-

47
63
53i

76i

56J

47i

Minutes

21

7

10

18

42
26

6

The history of the introduction of Lenox's anchors to the British navy was as follows :

After sundry attempts to induce the Admiralty to give up entirely the use of

hempen cable anchors, in consequence of their breaking when applied to chain cables,

Mr. Lenox, in 1832, was permitted to alter some of the old anchors to such propor-

tions and shape as woidd enable them to stand a proof-strain upon the machine in

Woolwich Dockyard. It was found, as previously apprehended and asserted, that

from the inequality of material in the old anchors, not above one in three was success-

fully altered, and Mr. Lenox was ordered to supply new anchors, which were proved,

and then approved of. This state of things continued until 1838, when Mr. Lenox
was requested to reconsider and complete the shape and proportions of anchors for

the navy, witl^ a view to a contract being given out for the supply of such anchors to

the service. Then was constructed the shape called the 'Admiralty,' or 'Sir

William Parker's Anchor ' (Sir William being then Store Lord). Mr. Lenox
suggested to Sir William the doing away with every sharp edge and line in an
anchor, and adopting the smooth long-oval (in the section) for the general shape of

shank and arm. This was approved of by Sir William, and he brought it out as his

anchor. An entire Table of proportions was furnished ; but that it might meet with
no opposition from the influence of dockyard authority, it was sent to the officers of

Portsmouth Yard for their approval. They returned it after a few months, with
some slight alterations in the proportions of some of the sizes, and recommended the

construction to be on 'Perring's principle' of the cushioned, or made-up, crown.
It was so adopted, and continued to be made by
Brown and Lenox for about a year or two, when /q

^

the great and unnecessary expense incurred by
the plan was pointed out. It was contended it _
was without any good

;
because, if the crown of = oO

,

the anchor, or any shut or weld, was made sound
and perfect, the amalgamation of the grain of the

iron would be complete, and assume its full power
or strength, whatever way it might be put to-

gether ; and the strongest form was that which
exposed the least surface of iron to the welding
heat, and consequently to injury. About the f

latter end of 1839, the subject was again opened.
Mr. Lenox renewed his objections, by letter to

Sir William Parker, to ' Perring's plan ' of shut-

ting-up, and the consequence was—a contract,

with specification, &c. &c. appeared, and an
improved or modified plan of shutting-up (as it

is called) was proposed by Mr; Tyler, master-
smith of Portsmouth Yard, which was adopted

;

and Mr. Lenox's shape and proportions (slightly

altered, as before said) came out as ' Sir William
Parker's,' or the ' Admiralty Anchor,' and continued, until after the trials in 1852,
with every success in actual service that a good anchor could maintain, and they were
made and sold in quantities to all the world.

In the navy of England, and in nearly all foreign navies, this anchor, of which
fig. 60 represents the form, was adopted. They are also largely employed in the mer-
chant service ; but those are not so nicely proportioned as the anchors made for the^
Government, nor are they so highly finished. Many merchant captains, however, take
Eodger's anchor, and our steamers almost invariably take Porter's or Trotman's anchor.'

M 3
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Trotman's Anchor is roprosentod in fig, 61, under its various positions. Although
for convonionco Trotman's anchor is, as -vre hare already stated, largely used by the

merchant steamers, wo cannot but feel that the separation of the fluko from the shaft,

although it may be in many cases unobjectionable, is attended with the risk that when,

in an emergency, the anchor is required, the means of connexion may bo at fault.

Captain Hall's anchor is a very valuable ene, from the circumstance that it is

capable of division, as shown in fig. 62, so that it can be taken out in boats.

There are various other shapes of anchors ; but attention has been confined to those

generally employed.
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Wo are not in a position to offer any opinion upon tlie value of the several anchors

•whieli have been named. Ha\-ing described thoir peouliarities, there remains but little

to be said. The solidity of Lenox's anchors—as shown in fig. 63, and again in their

more recent modifications, in plan and section, "with the now form of iron stock,

i\g. 64—has recommended them strongly, and hence thoir general use.

The weight of anchors for different vessels is proportioned tu tlio tonnage. The
following Tables show the number of anchors now carried, and the weights of each

anchor, by the ships of the Navy, under the Admiralty regulations, and by merchant
vessels by the regulation of Lloyd's :

—

Admihaltt Regulations.

Sailing Vessels.

Name oi Ship Tomiage

Number Weight

Bower Stream Kedge Bower Stream Eedge

Tons Cwt. Cwt. Cwt.

Queen .... 3099 4 2 99 25 12

Camperdown . 2404 4 2 94 23 12

Albion .... 3082 4 2 92 23 12

Vanguard 2609 4 2 85 21 10

Cambridge 2139 4 2 81 20 10

Revenge .... 1954 4 2 77 19 9

Edinbiurgh 1772 4 2 73 18 9

Southampton . 1476 4 2 61 15 8

Endymion 1277 4 2 53 14 7

Stag .... 1218 4 2 •50 13 6

Thalia .... 1082 4 2 47 12 0

Vestal .... 913 4 2 38 10 5

Dido .... 731 4 2 31 9 5

Volage .... 516 4 2 27 8 4

Columbine . , 492 4 2 23 7 4

Cygnet .... 350 4 2 , 18 6 3

Nautilus .... 233 4 2 13 5 3

Small brigs . . 3 1 11 4 2

Cutters .... 2 1 9 3 2
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Steam Frigates.

Name of Ship Tonnage

Number Weight

Bower Stream Kcdge Bower Stream Kedge

Tons Cwt. Cwt. Cwt.
Torriblo .... 1847 4 1 3 56 14 7
Retribution 1641 4 1 3 52 13 6

Penelopo.... 1616 4 1 3 62 13 6

Avenger .... 1444 4 1 3 35 11 6

Sampson.... 1297 4 1 3 35 11 6

Cyclops ... , , 1195 4 1 qo 66 10 0

Steam Sloops.

Inflexible 1124 4 1 3 32 10 5

Virago .... 1059 4 1 3 30 10 5

Medea .... 835 3 1
QO oo 9 5

Hecla .... 817 3 1 3 26 8 5
Ardent .... 801 3 1 3 23 7 4

Volcano .... 720 3 1 3 21 7 4

Steam Chin- Vessels.

Sydenham 596 3 1 3 20 6 4
Spitfire .... 430 3 1 3 16 6 4
Porcupine 382 3 1 3 13 5 24
Harp .... 345 3 1 3 11 ^2 H

For the following Tables I am indebted to the kindness of the Chief Constructor of

her Majesty's Navy :

—

Screw Frigaies, Ironclad.

Name Tonnage

Number Weight

Bower Stream Kedge Bower Stream Keilge

No. No. No. No. Cwt. Cwt. Cwt.

Achilles 6121 4 1 2 112 35 7 and 5

Warrior . . . 6109 4 1 2 112 35 7 and 5

BeUerophon 4270 4 1 2 70 ' 35 7 and 6

Hector 4089 4 1 2 95 35 7 and 6

Lord Warden 4080 4 1 2 70' 35 7 and 5
r Prince Consort . 4045 4 1 2 94 24 13 and 7

Defence 3720 4 1 2 95 35 7 and 5

Pallas 2372 4 1 2 65' 20 7 and 5

Screw Corvette, Ironclad.

Favorite . 2094 4 1 2 70 20 9 and 5

Screw Sloops, Ironclad.

Research . 1253 3 1 1 38 12 7
Enterprise 993 3 1 1 30 9 5

(For Screw Frigates, not Ironclads, see Table on p. 169.)

' Bodgcr's anchors.
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By Section 27 of the Rules, dated February 24, 1870, for the Building and Classification of Iron
Ships, it is provided that ' Their equipment is to he regulated by the JXumher protluced by the sum
of the addition of the halt moulded breadth of the vessel amidships, her depth from the upper part
of keel to the top of the upper deck beam, and the girth of her half midship section to the same
height, multiplied by the vessel's length, for one, two, and three-decked vessels, and for spar-decked
steam-vessels.'

For a vessel with an awning-deck, the equipment number to be increased one-sixth beyond
that which it would be if she were flush decked and without an awning-deck.

For a vessel with a partial awning-deck, poop, topgallant forecastle, or a raised quarter-deck, the
eqnipment number to be increased one-tenth beyond that which it would be if she were flush decked,
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By Section 27 of tlie Rules, dated February 24, 1S70, for the BiiiMin!? !vnd Classification of Iron

Ships, it is provided that ' Their oqnipnient is to be regulated by the Ntimbrr produced by the sum of

the addition of the half moulded breadth of the vessel amidships, her depth from the upper part of

keel to the top of the upper deck beam, and the girth of her half midship section to the same

height, multiplied by the vessel's length, for one, two, and three-decked vessels, and for spar-decked

For a vessel with an awnins-deck, the equipment number to be inrrcased one-sixth beyond that

•which it would be if she -were flush decked and without an awninp-deek.
* For a vessel with a partial awning-deck, poop, topgallant forecastle, or a raised quarter-deck, the

equipment number to be increased one-tenth beyond that which it would be it she were flush-decked.
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Screw Frigates, not Ironclad.

Number AVcight

Bower Stream Kedge Bower Btrcam Kedge

No. No. No. No. Cwt. Cwt. Cwt.

INIcrssy • • • 3733 4 1 3 78 20 9 and 5

^Emerald • • 2913 4 1 3 57' 24 9 and 5

Lifley . • . 2654 4 1 2 70 18 9 and 5

Doris • • 2483 4 1 2 70 and 67 19 9 and 5

TrnpGnGUSG > 2358 4 1 2 70 18 9 and 5

Ciirii^osi • • 1571 4 1 2 54 18 8 and 4

Screw Sloops, not Ironclad.

Niger . 1072 4 1 2 48 12 7 and 3

Greyhound . 880 3 1 2 33 8 5 and 3

J . 11 VX.^ VJi u. • « 862 3 1 2 23 9 5 and 3

Fawn . 751 4 1 2 30 9 5 and 3

Cormorant • 695 3 1 2 20 6 6 eacli

Petrel . 669 3 1 2 25 6 3 each

Cordelia 579 3 1 2 18 7 3 and 1

Syri.a . . 488 3 1 2 20 6 4 and 1

Screw Gun- Vessels, not Ironclad.

Two of 15

Wrangler 477 3 1 '{ and one of V 3

14

Espoir . 428 3 1 1 14^ 6 3

AXrCBOVTi {Anchois, Fr. ;
Accmghc, It.; Anschove, Ger.) The C'lupea

encrasicoltcs of Linnaeus (Engraulis encrasicolus), a small fish, common in the Medi-
terranean Sea. Anchovies are preserved as a delicacy, and used in the manufacture of

anchovy sauce. The Gorgona anchovy is considered the best. They are abundant
off the coasts of Oorn-wall and Wales, but the fishery is entirely neglected. See
Sardines.
AirCHirSIC ACID or AirCHtrSXXr. The colouring principle of the Alkanet

root {Anchusa tinctoria). See Alkaket.
AZTDAQVIES WAZ. A wax produced by a species of bee found on tho banks

of the Amazon and Orinoco rivers. It is used aS a substitute for ordinary bees'-wax in

the manufacture of candles.

AICDXROia'S, OP HAiarD-XROJrS, also called Kredogs. Before the introduc-

tion of raised and close fireplaces, these articles were in general use. Strutt, in 1775,
says, 'These awndirons are used at this day, and are called "cob-irons ; " they stand
on the hearth, where they burn wood, to lay it upon ; their fronts are usually carved,

with a round knob at the top ; some of them are kept polished and bright : anciently

many of them were embellished with a variety of ornaments.'

AZTXSniOinET&R. {&veij.os wind
;

utTpioi to measure). An instrument or

machine to measure the wind, its direction and force. Three descriptions of anemo-
meters are now usually employed— 1, Dr. Whewell's

; 2, Mr. FoUett Osier's; 3,

Dr. Eobinson's. This is not tho place to describe either of those most ingenious

instruments, a full account of which will be found in the ' Transactions of the British

Association ' and of the ' Eoyal Irisli Academy.' It is also an instrument designed for

measuring the force and velocity of currents of air in mines ; and our description of

those instruments will be confined to such as are so employed.

It has not been unusual to determine the rate at which the air travels in the gallery

or in the shaft of a mine, by the smoke of gunpowder, or by floating light bodies, such as
thistle-down, in the air. There is, however, but little accuracy in those methods. The
primitive mode of ascertaining the velocity of currents of air in mines was that of
choosing a part of the gallery forming the air-way, having as uniform sectional

' Rodger's anchors.
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dimensions as could be found, and after measuring off a distance of 100 to 150 yards
in length, taking a lighted candle and walking in the direction of the current,

holding the flame in such a position as to be fully exposed to the influence of the

current, but taking care to walk at the particular rate required, to cause the flame to

burn in an upright position, without being deflected from the vertical, either by the

current or by the progress of the person carrying it. The time required to traverse

the distance measured off, being noted by a seconds-watch, enabled the average rate

of walking to be determined ; and the average rate so found, from three or four trials,

was assumed to be the velocity of the air-current ; and this, multiplied by the average
sectional area of the part of the air-way selected for the experiment, was taken to

represent the quantity of air passing in the unit of tiipe. Formerly, when this mode
of measuring the air in mines was in use, it would afford a close approximation to the

truth
;
but, with the ventilation now existing in many of our large mines, it would

not be practicable to walk as quickly as the currents travel in the principal splits ; and
running is not a sufficiently steady pace. One of the objections to this, as well as to

all other methods that require a considerable distance to be traversed, over which to

observe the velocity, is the difiiculty of obtaining a gallery of equal area throughout
over a sufficient distance ; but in cases where this is attainable, this method admits of

great accuracy for velocities up to 400 feet per minute.

One of the principal of the second modes employed for the measurement of air,

consists in observing the velocity of the smoke from an exploded charge of gunpowder
in a part of the gallery, of nearly uniform sectional area ; and this, until recently, was
the means most generally adopted in the coal mines of this country, for ascertaining

the velocity of air-currents ; and although it has of late been largely superseded by
the use of the anemometer, the practice is still in considerable use, and, so far as

regards shaft-velocities, remains the only method. It is, therefore, desirable to

ascertain how far the results obtained by this, and similar methods of measuring air-

currents, can be relied upon for accuracy ; and to investigate the various sources of

error connected with them, with a view of either avoiding or making proper allowances

for their effects, so far as may be practicable.

The sudden explosion of gunpowder in the confined passages of mines produces

several effects, which tend to cause inaccuracies in the results obtained by noting the

passage of the smoke, as an index of the velocity of the current.

Experiments prove (as, indeed, might have been anticipated, considering the small

quantities of gunpowder used), that in general neither the increase of bulk due to the

introduction into the cvLment of theproducts of combustion, nor that due to the elevation

of temperature, have any appreciable effect on its velocity. But other experiments

show that the force of the explosion, when a considerable quantity of gunpowder is

used in a feeble current, gives an impulse to the current, and creates a velocity in

excess of the normal one. A revolving anemometer was placed in an air-passage

traversed by a feeble current, so regulated as to be just strong enough to produce

thirty revolutions of the instrument per minute. The explosion of a cubic inch of

gunpowder, at a distance of seventy feet, did not in any way affect the instrument;

but when the charge of gunpowder was increased to twenty cubic inches, the explo-

sion caused a sudden and violent increase of its rate of revolving, acting as a tem-

porary impulse, the revolutions very qidckly decreasing to the original number again.

The amount of error arising from this source, and which tends to increase the

apparent velocity, depends on the quantity of gunpowder used, the sectional area of

the air-way, and the velocity of the current, increasing with the quantity of gunpowder
employed.

These errors may be overcome by using anemometers, or apparatus of various

forms ; and these may be divided into three classes :

—

{a) Anemometers having vanes

or wands, made to revolve by the current of air impinging upon them, the rate at

which they revolve being indicated by pointers on dials forming a part of the instru-

ment—the pointers being made to revolve by means of wheels connecting them with

the axis of the vanes or wands. The anemometers of Combes, Biram, Whewell, Osier,

and Eobinson, are instances of this class of instruments now in use in this country, all

of which require a correction for friction, (i) Instruments which are affected by the

force or impulse of the wind, without being subjected to any continuous revolving

motion, such as Dr. Lind's, Henaut's, Bongui's, and Dickinson's anemometers, (c)

Anemometers of a more complex character, such as Leslie's.

One of the most common forms of anemometer is that devised by Mr. Combes.

This consists of a delicately mounted axle tiu-ning with the utmost freedom, upon

which are mounted four rectangular plane wings, equally inclined as to a plane

perpendicular to the axis. In the middle of the axle is an endless screw which drives

a wheel with a hundred teeth : this is adjusted so that it advances one tooth for each

revolution of the axle. The first wheel carries a cam, which acts upon the teeth of a
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second wheel which has fifty teeth. At each revolution of the first wheel with the

hundred teeth, the cam starts the second wheel with fifty teeth by one tooth. The
method ofusing this instru-

ment will bo understood

from this concise descrip-

tion. The wings and first

wheel are adjusted at zero,

and kept immovable until

the moment of commencing
the observation. Then for

every complete revolution

of the wings the first wheel

is advanced one tooth, and
when this wheel has com-
pleted its revolution, or

advanced a hundred teeth,

one tooth is moved forward

on the wheel of fifty teeth.

An index-pointer fixed upon
light uprights indicates the

number of revolutions of

the axle of the wings. The
manner of using this in-

strument is easily under-

stood. The limbs are

placed at zero, and the in-

strument in the axis of the

air-tubes, keeping the limbs

immovable by means of a

catch, which is loosened at

the moment of commencing
the observations, and fas-

tened at the end of the

same. The division of the

limbs does not admit of

counting over 5,000 turns,

which for a velocity of air

at 9'84 feet per second,

would correspond with a

duration of nearly 3

minutes.

The anemometer of Dr.

Eobinson is constructed on
the assumption that the

force of impact of the air

against hollow hemisphe-
rical cups is twice as great on the concave as on the convex side of the cups, and that

the vanes revolve at the rate of one-third the velocity of the current, except in so far

as the velocity of revolution is modified by friction.

The mechanism of this instrument is very strong, and allows of the revolutions

being recorded throughout the whole day ; it would, therefore, be a very suitable

anemometer to have near a furnace, or in the principal intake or return of a mine.

Pressure Anemometer.—Perhaps the best known of the pressure anemometers are

M. Bongui's, Dr. Lind's, that of Henaut, described by Ponson, and Dickinson's, one of

her Majesty's Inspectors of Mines. The anemometer of Bongui consists of an appa-

ratus like a spring balance, furnished with a float-board, or plain surface of given

area, and the pressure or impulse is indicated by marks on the sliding-rod of the

spring ; it is figured and described in the ' Edinburgh Encyclopaedia.'

The anemometer most generally used in the coal mines of England is that intro-

duced by the late Mr. Biram. It consists of a series of vanes, which revolve with the

action of the air-current—the number of revolutions, or, rather, numbers proportional

to the revolutions, being registered by pointers on the face of a dial forming a part of

the instrument itself. It is made of three sizes, 4, 6, and 12 inches ; is very portable

;

and is not, with proper care, liable to get out of order, especially the smaller size. A
certain force of current is required to overcome the friction, and put the instrument

into motion. Some of these instruments wiU continue to revolve in a current as low
as 30 feet per minute, but with the most of them a velocity of about 50 feet is required.
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Every one who has occasion to use this anemometer should be a-wara that it does not
register the actual velocity of the air, especially in feeble air-currents ; nor yet the

number of rovolutions of the -wands, but
66 only a number proportional to the latter

;

and although it is of great value, as indi-

cating an increase or decrease in the velocity

from time to time, such as the periodical

variations in any particular current, it is of

comparatively little value, as generally

used, for ascertaining real velocities, such,

for instance, as occur in changing or split-

ting air-currents, when it is of great impor-

tance to know the actual quantities. To
obtain, with this instrument, accurate

results, available for all purposes, it is

necessary, as with Combes' anemometer,
to apply a formula to its recorded revolu-

tions, or, rather, to the number indicated

by the index, in order to ascertain the actual

velocity of any current; each particular

instrument requiring special experiments to

be made witli it, in order to determine the

value of the constants required to be em-
ployed in the formula. These constants,

however, remain the same for the same
instrument, so long as it remains in the

same condition, and are independent of the

velocities of the currents of air in which it

is employed.
To obtain the constants of this formula, as applicable to any particular instrument,

it is absolutely necessary, in making the experiments, to know correctly the true

velocity, as a standard of comparison. As before explained, none of the ordinary

modes employed for ascertaining the real velocities are reliable ; the investigators,

67

therefore, had a Whirling Machine constructed, tho wand of which, in revolving,

described a circle of 25 feet in circumference ; the number of its revolutions being
indicated by a pointer on a dial.

In the first instance, this Whirling Machine was turned by the hand, but as this

did not give a sufficiently uniform velocity, a small drum, and a rope with a descending
weight attached to it, was employed, to give motion to the machine ; and worked thus,

it gave extremely accurate results, so far, at least, as regards the uniformity of its own
Telocity. By fixing the anemometer on the end of tho wand, the velocity with which
it passes through the air can be ascertained and compared -mth tho rovolutions of tho

anemometer, as indicated on its dial. Fig. 67 represents this machine.
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It has been stated by 6ome writers that there is a difference between the force or

impulse of air moving upon a body at rest, and the resistance whicli a body moving
through a still atmosphere meets vrith in its passage, supposing the velocity to be the

same in each case ; and besides this, the effect of a body moving in a circle, in a still

atmosphere, may not be the same as when moving in a straight lino. The experiments

of Hutton and others appear, however, to indicate that the force of impact of a wind

against a stationary body is always proportional to the resistance which a solid, moved
through a still atmosphere, meets with at the same velocity.

A valuable series of experiments were made with this instrument by the late Mr.
Atkinson, one of her Majesty's Coal Inspectors, and Mr. John Daglish, for which we
must refer to the Transactions of the North of England Institute of Mining Engineers.

The Tables that are given in connection with the Memoir there published are of the

highest possible value.

Water-gauges are sometimes used in determining the rate at which air passes

tlirough the shafts or galleries of a mine. They are ordinarily (J -shaped tubes with a

measured quantity of water, one limb of the tube being bent down, so as to be presented

to the current of air.

The anemometer of Dr. Lind resembles the photometer of Pitot ; it determines the

velocity of the wind by its action on a small quantity of water in a [J -shaped tube.

As the same instrument is much used in coal mines as a water-gauge for indicating

the difference of pressure between the down-cast and up-cast air-column, it will not be

at all necessary to give a detailed description of it. From numerous experiments. Dr.

Lind considered that the pressure of the wind in direct impulse is nearly proportional

to the square of its velocity.

Mr. John Daglish, F.G.S. introduced certain improvements in the construction of

the water-gauge, which he-communicated to the Manchester mooting of the North of

England Institxite of Mining Engineers, July 14th, 1865.
This communication was made in the following words :

—

' Every one who has been much occupied in

conducting experiments on the ventilation of
mines will have probably felt the inconve-
niences attending the use of the ordinary form
of water-gauge.

• The form of water-gauge introduced by Mr.
Daglish, and now extensively in use in the

North of England, is constructed with special

regard to portability, accuracy, and endurance.
' As the maximum pressure seldom exceeds

three inches of water-column, it is not neces-

sary that the travel of the index-scale should
exceed this ; the scale is divided simply on
cither side into inches and tenths, the pressure-

markings on the scale of the ordinary water-
gauge being not only useless but confusing,

and prevent the accurate determination of the

difference of the level of the water in eacli

tube. The upper end of one of the tubes is

bent over, and open to the external air only
by a contracted aperture. This prevents the

passage of dust into the tube, which is a fruit-

ful source of annoyance in the ordinary water-
gauge when placed permanently in exposed
situations in dusty mines. The scale is moved
by a threaded rod working tlirough a female
screw attached to the scale : this insures not
only the accurate adjustment of the scale in the
first instance, but its retention in situ, when
adjusted. In the ordinary form, if the brass spring-clips, whi'-li attach the scale to

the tubes, bo too strong, the scale cannot bo accurately adjusted, especially when the

water column vibrates much
;

if, on the other hand, they are too weak, the scale will

not remain in sitzi, but falls when released, and this latter is always the tendency after

much use ; and unless the tubes are perfectly parallel, the scale will be too stiff in

one position, and fall in another. The upper end of the other tube is bent at right

angles and fitted up with a short piece of flexible tubing, to the other end of which is

attached a short brass tube to be inserted into the aperture to wliich it is required to

attach the water-gauge ; this short piece of interposed flexible tubing between the

rigid brass and glass prevents the liability to fracture of the tubes, in fixing the
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apparatus, which is of such frequent occurrence Tvith tho ordinary form of Tvater-

gauge. The tube is contracted at the bottom bend to prevent the oscillations of the
water-column, especially when used near the ventilating shafts ; in tho original ane-

mometer of Dr. Lind, which was similar in principle to tho wator-gauge, this con-

traction was used.
' The tubes are fitted to the surface of a flat piece of wood, which entirely prevents

liability to fracture, and tho apparatus can safely be carried in tho pocket; a small
bulb-tube is fixed to the wood to allow of it being adjusted perfectly level when in use,

and this is of considerable importance, for any deviation from the perpendicular is

attended with an alteration in the level of the liquid in each tube. When in use, tho
writer generally mixes a drop of tincture of rosanilino in tho water : with this the

position of the surface of tho water in each tube is clearly distinguished, and tho specific

gravity of the fiuid not appreciably altered.

' Where any great accuracy is required, a vernier, worked by another threaded
screw, could readily be attached to the present scale.'

A new application of the water-gauge for ascertaining the pressure of tho ventilating

column in mines was made by Mr. John Daglish :

—

' The ordinary mode of using the water-gauge in mines, for ascertaining tho ventilating

pressure, is to place it between the intake and return currents, as near as possible to

the bottom of the shaft in the mine. The water-gauge, however, placed in this

position, does not give tho actual difference of pressure due to tho differences of tho

weight of the downcast and upcast columns of air at their different temperatures, but
only the excess of this amount of pressure over the pressure absorbed by tho friction of

the currents in the shafts.

' This loss of pressure from shaft-friction in deep pits, especially where largo

quantities of air are moving at high velocities in the shafts, reaches a considerable

amount, and very sensibly reduces the indications of the water-gauge as ordinarily

employed. By placing in the downcast shaft, however, a range of pipes closed at the

lower end by being connected to one leg of a water-gauge, tho other leg being open to

the upcast shaft, the loss of pressure due to the friction of tho air passing down tho

downcast shaft is avoided, and thus not only is the advantage gained of a greater

difference in the level of tho water in the two tubes than exists under ordinary cir-

cumstances, and thereby enabling the existing state of the ventilating pressure to be

more easily observed and recorded ; but inasmuch as tho velocity in the downcast shaft

diminishes with a diminished temperature of the upcast shaft, the increased difference

of level referred to above is not a constant quantity, but also varies with the heat of

the upcast shaft
;
hence, a water-gaugo so fixed, not only gives a greater extent of

scale under the ordinary state of the ventilation of the mine, but also a greater range

of scale under variation of temperature.
' Another advantage gained by this moda of using a water-gauge is its freedom from-

the momentary oscillations which are so objectionable in the water-gauge as ordinarily

used, and which prevent very accurate readings.
' But the chief benefit to be derived from the application of a long range of tubes in

the downcast shaft, is that of being able to place the water-gauge on the surface in any
position that may be most desirable, as its action is not interfered with by extending

the pipes to any length or in any direction, inasmuch as the column of air in tho pipe

is dormant and its pressure consequently not reduced by friction.

' At Seaton Colliery, belonging to Earl Vane, the depth of the shaft is 254 fathoms

to the furnace in the Hutton-seam ; the upcast shaft is 14 feet in diameter, and the

quantity of air going down the downcast shaft is 200,000 cubic feet per minute, and

69

this quantity becomes increased to 300,000 cubic feet per minute in the upcast shaft

by expansion due to the high temperature. The ordinary ventilating pressure of the
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mine, as indicated by a water-gauge fixed in the mine in the usual way, is 3 inches,

and becomes as low as 0'7 inches when the furnaces are out for repairs to the shaft.

' The dotted line on the preceding diagram {fi<j. 69) exhibits the range of the

water-gauge readings, placed in the ordinary position in the mine between the upcast

and downcast shafts, taken one each day for a fortnight. The black line exhibits the

readings of the water-gauge placed in the colliery office, by means of a pipe from the

bottom of the downcast shaft, on the principle pre%-iously explained.
' The office is 200 yards distant from the top of the pit, which is 508 yards deep

;

there is, therefore, 708 yards of pipe (in this case the ordinary half-inch gas-pipo).

' It will be observed that in the customary application of the water-gauge, the

height of the water-column due to the ventilating pressure is 3 inches, falling to 0'7

inches when the furnaces are out, being a range of little more than 2 inches ; whilst in

the new application, the ordinary reading is 5 inches, falling to a minimum of 1'5

inches, having, therefore, a range of 3 '5 inches, or nearly double.
' By the addition of a galvanic battery the instrument could be made, if this be

considered advisable, to ring a bell when the pressure became reduced below a fixed

point.'

AITEBOZD BAROnXETEB, This instrument was invented by M. Vidi, of

Paris. In its latest form it consists of a cylindrical case, about 4 or 6 inches in

diameter, and 2\ inches deep, in which lies a thin metel box, near to, and parallel

with, the curved boundary of the case, its two ends being distant about half an inch

from each other. From this box the air

has been partially exhausted, and the

pressure of the external atmosphere on

it causes it to alter its form. The ac-

companying figure (70) shows a section

of this box. It is made of thin cor-

rugated plates of metal, so that its

elasticity is great. By means of the

tube F, the air is partially exliausted,

when the box takes the form shown by the dotted lines. A small quantity of gas is

introduced after exhaustion, the object of which is to compensate for the varying

elasticity of the metal at different temperatures. The pressure of the air on the box
in ordinary instruments is between 40 and 50 lbs., and it will easily be understood

that any variation in this pressure will occasion the distances between the two platss

to vary, and consequently the stalk will have a free motion in or out. This is, by an
ingenious contrivance, changed from a vertical motion to a motion parallel to the face

of the dial, and this is converted into a rotatory one by the application of a watch-chain

to a small cylinder or drum. The original very slight motion is augmented by the aid

of levers. This is so effectually done, that when the corrugated surfaces move through

only the 250th part of an inch, the index-hand on the face turns over a space of three

inches. The extreme portability of this little instrument, and its comparative freedom
from risk of injury, render it exceedingly useful to the traveller. Its accuracy

is proved by the experiments of Professor Lloyd, who placed one under the re-

ceiver of an air-pump, and found that its indications corresponded with those of

the mercurial gauge to less than O'Ol of an inch ; and within ordinary variations

of atmospheric pressure the coincidences are very remarkable.

—

Lloyd, Nichol, Brew.
See Baeometee.
AHETHinVE GBAVEOXiE»rS. The common garden Bill. This plant is cul-

tivated in England and imported from the South of Eiurope. It is used medicinally

—

chiefiy on account of its hot and sweetish taste, and for flavouring spirituous cordials.

ASTGEXiXCA. {Angelique, Fr.
;

Angelika, Ger.) The Archangelica officinalis.

The dried angelica root is imported from Hamburg in casks. The tender stems,

stalks, and the midribs of the leaves, are made, with sugar, into a sweetmeat (candied

angelica). The angelica root and seeds are used by rectifiers and compounders in the

preparation of gin, and as an aromatic flavouring for ' bitters.' The quantity culti-

vated in some moist places in this country is sufficient to meet our requirements.

ASrci^E-XROXr. A piece of iron roiled out in the shape of 1_ to form joints.

AXrCKE-BAFTER or HZP-BAFTER. A piece of timber which runs from
the angle of the building to the ridge of the roof, into which it is framed.

AXTGXiE-STAFF. Strips of wood placed upon the vertical angles to protect the

plastering.

ANG^ESXTE. A sulphate of lead found native, generally produced by the

decomposition of galena {sulphide of lead). It was first found at Pary's mine in

Anglesea, whence the name.
AXTGORA WOOIi. (Poil de chevron d!Angora, Fr.) Called also angola and

angona. The wool of the Angora goat {Capra Angorensis), employed in the manu-
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facture of shawls, camlets, and fine cloth, &c., is obtained from the long-hairod goat

of Angora, to "which province this animal is peculiar. Lieutenant Conolly has given

an account of this goat and some other varieties, Capra lanigera, the Cashmere goat,

and Changra or the shawl-goat of Thibet .—
' The country where it is found was thus described to us—" Take Angora as a

centre, then Kizzil Ermak (or Haly's) Chomgere, and from eight to ten hours' march
(say thirty miles) beyond

;
Beybazar, and the same distance beyond, to near Nalaban •

Sevree, Hissar, Yoorrook, Tosiah, Costambool, Goredeh, and Cherkesh, from the

whole of which tract the common bristly goat is excluded, and the white-haired goat

alone is found." The fleece of the white Angora goat is called tiftik (the Turkish for

goat's hair), in distinction to yun, or ya-pak, sheep's wool. After the goats have com-
pleted their first year, they are clipped annually, in April or May, and yield pro-

gressively, until they attain full growth, from 150 drachms to 1-J ohe of tiftik (from

1 lb. to 4 lbs. English). The hair of the tiftik goat is exported from its native

districts raw, in yarn, and woven in the delicate stuffs for which Angora has been long
celebrated. The last are chiefly consumed in Turkey, while the yarn and raw material

are sent to France and England. It appears that the first parcels of Angora wool
were shipped from Constantinople for England in 1820, and it was so little appreciated

that it fetched only 10(Z. the pound.
' Within the last two or three years, a new texture made of goats' wool has, how-

ever, been introduced both into France and this country, which calls for particular

attention. This texture consists of stripes and checks expressly manufactured for

ladies' dresses, and having a soft feel and silky appearance. The wool of which this

article is made is chiefly the wool of the Angora goat. This wool reaches us through

the Mediterranean, and is chiefly shipped at Smyrna and Constantinople. In colour

it is the whitest known in the trade, and now more generally used in the manufacture

of fine goods than any other. There are, however, other parts of Asiatic Turkey from
which limited supplies are received ; but in quality not so good as that produced in

Angora. After the manufacture of shawls "with goats' wool declined in France, this

raw material remained neglected for a long while. About two or three years ago,

however, the French made another attempt, and brought out a texture for

ladies' dresses, in checks and stripes, which they call ^ poil de chevre.' The warp is a

fine spun silk, coloured, and the weft Angora or Sj-rian white wool, which was thus

thrown on the surface. This article has a soft feel, and looks pretty, but in wearing

is apt to cut. The price of a dress of French manufacture has been from 21. lOs. to

3/. ; but by adopting a cotton warp, the same article is now made in England and sold

for 15s. ; and it is found that the cotton warp, as a mixture, suits the goats' hair

best.'

—

Southey on Colonial Shtep and Wools, London, 1852.

The principal manufactures of 'pail de cMvre' in France are at Paris, Cronyen,

TheUe (Oise), Ecrus (Oise), Montataire (Oise), and Ledau. In England, the wool is

chiefly spun at Bradford, and partly manufactured there ; at Nor^vich, and also in

Scotland
;
part of the yarn is exported. Mr. Southey informs us, that the quantity of

goats' wool imported into the United Kingdom in 1848 was 896,865 lbs. ; in 1849 the

quantity rose to 2,536,039 lbs.

The quantity of goats' wool or hair, in which the alpaca wool is included, was :

—

Counti'ies 18 71 18

lbs. £ lbs. £
From France .... 253,638 11,977

„ Austrian Territories 72,357 6,813

„ Turkey .... 7,882,359 1,005,922

„ British Possessions in

South Africa 235,860 13,322

„ Other Countries 371,150 17,214

Total . 8,815,364 1,055,248 6,495,482 757,089

In France this article is now applied to the manufacture of a new kind of lace,

which in a great measure supersedes the costly fabrics of Valenciennes and Chantillj\

The Angora-wool lace is more brilliant than that made from silk, and costing only

half the price, it has come into very general wear among the middle classes. The
same material is also manufactured into shawls, which sell from il. to 161, each.

See M0HA.1B and Casukese.

» The details not obtainable for 1873.
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AITRVSI^ZJazs. A name now giron by cliemists to tlio so-called oxygon acids,

or those •which are clearly results of a combination of an element with oxygon.

Thus, the gaseous compound of sulphur and oxygon, commonly called sulphurous

acid (SO^), is now termed sulphurous anhydride ;
indeed, in its anhydrous state, the

gas does not exhibit any of the characteristic reactions of an acid, and hence in

modern chemistry the term sulphurous acid is restricted to the combination of the

anhydride with water (SO^ HO, or H'SO^).
AXTRTDRXTE. A mineral consisting of anhydrous sulphate of lime. It occurs

in granular masses ; in crystals belonging to the orthorhombic system ; in crystalline

masses presenting cleavage in throe rectangular directions, and hence termed dice-

spar ; and in certain curiously contorted forms known as tripc-stonc. Anhydrite is

frequently found in beds of rock-salt, where it is often associated with gypsum, or

hydrous sulphate of lime; indeed, anhydrite may readily pass into gypsum by
combination with water, and in certain localities—as at Box, in Switzerland—exten-

sive beds of anhydrite have been thus hydrated. The compact and granular varieties

of anhydrite are often worked into ornamental forms, and the coarser kinds, when
occurring in sufficient quantity, have boon used for building purposes. The mineral

is also useful to the agriculturist, like gypsum, for improving certain soils.

ASrilL. The name of the American species of the Indigo plant (Indigo/era). It

is a shrubby plant, growing from 2| to 3 feet high. Prom it the name Aniline is

derived. See Aniline and Indigo.

AXTXILEmrE. See Aniline-Vioi.et.

AXrZXiXia-E. (C'^H'N, or Unitary System, C H', HHN,* Phonylamine.) This
organic base having of late years met with an important application in the arts, in

the production of beautiful dye-colours, a description of the methods of preparing it,

and of some of its characters, becomes necessary
;
though for details of its more

interesting relations in scientific chemistry, we must refer to Watts's ' Dictionary of

Chemistry.'

Preparation.—There are few bodies which admit of being prepared in a greater

variety of ways—all of them interesting in tracing the chemical history of this most
curious body ; and we proceed to describe Dr. Hofmann's original mode of procuring
it from the basic oil of coal-tar, although this method is no longer resorted to for the
manufacture of aniline.

The oil is agitated with hydrochloric acid, which seizes upon t]).e basic oils ; after

decanting the clear liquor, which contains the hydrochlorates of these oils, it is

evaporated over an open fire until it begins to disengage acrid fumes, which indicate a
commencement of decomposition, and is then filtered, to separate any adhering neutral

compounds. The clear liquor is then decomposed with potash or milk of lime, which
liberates the bases themselves in the form of a brown oil, consisting chiefly of a
mixture of aniline (C H' N), and leucol or quinoleine (C N). This mixture is

submitted to distillation, and the aniline is chiefly found in that portion which passes

over at or about 360° F. (182° C.) : repeated rectification and collection of the product
distilling at this temperature purifies the aniline ; but to complete the purification, it is

well to treat the partially purified aniline once more with hydrochloric acid, to

separate the bases again by an alkali, and then to rectify carefully.

The violet reaction of aniline with solution of bleaching-powder enables the

operator to test the distillate from time to time, to ascertain when aniline ceases to

pass over, since leucol does not possess this property.

—

Hofmann.
Aniline may also be obtained from indigo.

When indigo-blue is dissolved by the aid of heat in a strong solution of potash,

and the mass, after evaporation to dryness, submitted to destructive distillation,

it intumesces considerably, and aniline is liberated, which condenses in the re-

ceiver in the form of a brown oil, together with a little water and ammonia disengaged
with it. The aniline is purified by rectification, as in the method before described.

By this process, the quantity of aniline obtained is about 18 to 20 per cent, of the

indigo used.

—

Fritzsche. (See Indigo.)

By treatment with potash, the indigo-blue (C H' NO) is converted into chrysa-
nilic acid and anthranilic acid (C H' NO^), and it is this latter body which, by
destructive distillation, yields carbonic acid and aniline.

C'H'N02 = C''H'N^-C02.

Nitrobenzol may bo converted into aniline, either by tho action of sulphuretted
hydrogen, or, more conveniently, as has been shown by M. Bechamp, by the action
of a basic acetate of iron.

» The fonnulse employed throughout this article, and in the following articles on aniline colours,
are constructed with the Inodern atomic weights, although not printed in bla<!k type.

Vol. I. N
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For this purpose, the following proportions have heen found Convenient by tho

writer ; mix in a retort ^ lb. of iron filings, 'with aboiit 2 ounces of acetic acid, then
add about an equal volume of nitrobenzol. After a few minutes a brisk effervescence

sets in, and the aniline distils over together with water. The reaction may require

to bo aided by the application of a very gentle heat ; but it takes place with the

greatest ease, and an ordinary condensing arrangement should be employed. The
aniline having so nearly the density of water, does not readily separate on the

surface, but the addition of a small quantity of salt, which dissolves in the water,

brings it to the surface. It may then be decanted off, dried by standing for a
short time over chloride of calcium, and then purified by rectification, as before

described.

Properties.—^Aniline is one of tho organic basic derivatives of ammonia. In fact,

it may be viewed as ammonia in which one equivalent of hydrogen is replaced by
the compound radical Phenyl (C° H*), thus ;

—

f C» H'

u
Just as phenyl is one of a series of homologous radicals, so anilino is the first of

a series of homologous bases, in wliich the one equivalent of hydrogen is replaced by
these radicals respectively, thus :

—

Homologous Radicals. Homologona Bases.

Phenyl . C« - Aniline , . N

Toluyl . . C H' - Toluidine . . N

Xylyl . . . H» - Xylidine . N

Cumyl , . C H" - Cumidine . , N

Cymyl . COH'^ - Cymidine , . N

fC° H»

t

W
CIO H13
W

When pure, it is a colourless liquid of a high refractive power, density r028, and
of an aromatic odour. It is slightly soluble in water, and mixes in all proportions

with alcohol and ether. It boils at 360° F. (182° C.). It dissolves sulphur and
phosphorus when cold and coagulates albumen. It has no action on litmus-paper,

but turns delicate vegetable colours, such as dahlia-petal infusion, blue.

Its basic characters are well developed ; thus it precipitates the oxides from the

salts of iron, zinc, and alumina, just like ammonia, and yields, with chloride of

platimmi, a double salt similar to ammonia, the chloro-platinate of aniline (20° H'
NCI, PtCl'), which on ignition is entirely decomposed, leaving only a residue of

platinum. Those characters, together with the beautiful blue colour which it strikes

with solution of bleaching-powder, or the alkaline hypochlorites generally, are sufS.-

cient for the recognition and distinction of this body. (See Phejtyi,, &c. &c.)

Salts of Aniline.—Aniline combines with acids, forming a long series of salts

which are in every respect analogous to the corresponding salts of ammonia. They
are nearly all soluble and crystallisable, and are decomposed by the mineral alkalies

with liberation of aniline. They are generally colourless, but become red by expo-

sure to the air.

Sulpliate of Aniline. (C H' N ; H- SO*.)—This salt is employed in the manu-
facture of Mr. Perkins' aniline colours. It is prepared by treating aniline with
dilute sulphuric acid, and evaporating gently till the salt separates. It crystallises

from boiling alcohol in the form of beautiful colourless plates of a silvery lustre, for

the salt is scarcely at all soluble in cold alcohol. It is very soluble in water, but

insoluble in ether.

The crystals redden by exposure to the air
;
they can be heated to the boiling point

of water without change, but when ignited they are charred with disengagement of

aniline and sulphiirous acid.

Oxalate of Aniline. (20" H' N; C^ 0«.)—This is one of the best defined

Baits of aniline : it separates as a crystalline mass on treating an alcoholic solution of

oxalic acid with aniline. It is very soluble in hot water, much less so in cold, only

slightly soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in ether.

A large number of other salts are known : the hydrochlorato, hydrobromate,
hydriodate, nitrate, several phosphates, citrate, tartrate, &c. &c. ; but they are of

purely scientific interest. The same remark applies to the various products of tho
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decomposition of aniline, wliicli have been so ably investigated by Fritzscho, Zinin,

Hofmann, Gerhardt, and other chemists.

Since this -was written, the aniline dyes have received such an important develop-

ment, that it is necessary to give a more detailed description of these beautiful colours.

It appears desirable that a Dictionary of the Arts should comprehend a succinct

history of the discovery of a body -which has performed so important a part in the

advancement of a special industry as Aniline has done.

In 1826 Unverdorben, a German chemist, when exposing indigo to destructivo

distillation, discovered an oily substance which formed crystalline compounds with

acids, to which he gave the name, of Crystalline. Eungo, also a German, subsequently

observed in coal-tar oil a substance capable of forming saline compounds, and of

striking a violet-blue colour with chloride of lime. To this he gave the name of

Kyanol, blue oil. At a later period, Fritzsche, when investigating the action of

potash on indigo, obtained a quantity of a basic oil, which he analysed, and to which
he gave the name of Aniline. Zinin, about the same time, found that Nitrohenzol,

when submitted to the action of sulphuretted hydrogen, was converted into a peculiar

and, as he thought, a new substance, to which he gave the name of Bcnzidam (an

ammonia derived from Benzol). Hofmann was the first who submitted crystalline,

kyanol, aniline, and benzidam to careful experimental comparison, and proved them
to be identically the same substance, which now took its place in chemistry under
the name of aniline.

In 1826 Michael Faraday, during an examination of the oily products separated

in the compressed oil-gas holders—then largely used—discovered Benzol, which ho
then described as a bicarbuxetted hydrogen. On this important discovery, Dr.

Hofmann remarks : ' In this investigation, as indeed throughout the whole series of

his immortal researches, Faraday's object was the elaboration of truth for its own
intrinsic value and beauty ; and in the same spirit has the work been continued by
those, who, after Faraday, engaged in the further scientific examination of this subject.

Nobody in those early days of benzol, when the substance simply existed as a
laboratory curiosity, dreamed of the brilliant career looming in the distance for this

body, nor of the marvellous transformation it was destined to undergo. But the

experience of the last few years in this matter has only corroborated the old axiom,
which cannot be too often repeated, that the search after the true, for its own sake,

leads on to the discovery of its natural corollaries, the useful and the beautiful. For
those, indeed, lie folded up in truth, to be in due time evolved therefrom, even as the

great tree unfolds itself from out the little seed.'

Mitscherlich, some years later, found that benzoic acid, distilled with caustic

potash, gave a colourless volatile liquid, identical with the hydrocarbon discovered by
Faraday; and hence the name this substance now retains—Benzol. Dr. Hofmann,
in 1846, proved the presence of benzol in coal-tar oil, and in 1848 Mansfield showed
that an inexhaustible quantity of it could bo procured from that source. See
Benzol.

Now, the crude tar of the gas-works ia subjected to regulated distillation. Thus is

obtained separately naphtha or liqht oil (oily liquid lighter than water), and then dead
oil or heavy oil (oily liquid heavier than water), and finally remaining in the retort

pitch. From the light oil, benzol is separated by further fractional distillation.

Mitscherlich showed, if this benzol is dissolved in fuming nitric acid, and the clear

liquid mixed with water, a compound (nitrobenzol) is precipitated as a dense yellow

liquid. This is the well-known artificial oil of bitter almonds, which is now prepared

easily and economically on a large scale. It was Zinin, already named, who dis-

covered that sulphuretted hydrogen converted this nitrobenzol into aniline, and who,
believing the substance thus produced to be a new one, described it under the name of

benzidam, or an ammonia derived from benzol. (See Nitrobenzol.)
The successive changes of benzol are thus expressed in chemical symbols,

First change.

Transformation of benzol into nitrobenzol.

Cff H- HNO' = C'ffNO^ + H^O

Benzol. Nitric Nitrobenzol, Water.
Acid.

Second change.

Transformation of nitrobenzol into aniline.

C^H'NO' + SffS = CH'N + 2W0 + 3S

Nitro- Sulphuretted Aniline. Water. Sulphur
benzol. Hydrogen.

N 2
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Dr. Hofmann remarks tliat siilphTiretted hydrogen is not by any moans tlio most
convenient reducing agent to effect this conversion, and he has shown that when
nitrobenzol is placed in contact with metallic zinc and hydrochloric acid, it is

rapidly converted into aniline. Bechamp submitted nitrobenzol to the action of

metallic iron and acetic acid, and thus transformed it into aniline. This process is

now almost universally adopted. Equal weights of nitrobenzol, acetic acid, and
cast-iron turnings are very gradually mixed in cast-iron vessels, so that the heat pro-

duced by the reaction does not raise the temperature of the mixture too high. The
semi-solid mass which is produced consists of acetate of iron and acetate of aniline.

This is distilled sometimes alone, or by some manufacturers with the addition of lime ;

the distillate consisting generally of acetone, aniline, unaltered nitrobenzol, and
several other products arising from the impurity of the nitrobenzol. The crude

aniline mixture is redistilled, and the aniline obtained sufficiently pure by collecting

the products distilling between 175° C. and 190° C. Thus produced, aniline is a
slightly brownish liquid, a little heavier than water.

i&M'XXiXIirE-BXiACK. This colour can scarcely be said to have been satisfac-

torily produced. The green tints (see Anilinb-Gbeen) are turned black, according

to a process devised by Messrs. Wood and Wright, by mixing chlorate of potash
with a metallic salt and a salt of aniline ; for the metallic salt they prefer ferric

salts. Aniline-black may also be produced by treating the colour on the fabric by solu-

tions of bichromate of potash, or of weak bleaching-powder. Nitrate of copper

may be mixed with hydrochlorate of aniline, without the addition of chlorate of

potash, and the mixture printed on the fabric, when gradually a black tint is

produced.

According to Brandt aniline-blacks are very variable in their composition and
properties. Some of them resist the action of light and of reagents much better than
others. Some turn of an unpleasant greenish hue if exposed to air charged with acid

or sulphurous vapours. The more intense an aniline-black the better it resists

reagents. It is true that this intensity depends partly on the degree of concentration

of the colour, but other circumstances influence its solidity. A black developed in

presence of an excess of aniline is always faster than one of the same degree of

concentration which is developed in presence of an excess of acid. In the latter case,

beside weakening the tissue, blacks are obtained which turn green, and cannot stand
the application of bleaching-powder. In this case, if the gas used for lighting the

premises contains a little sulphur, the fumes cause the folds of every piece in the

warehouse to turn green.

With excess of base a black is produced which shows less disposition to turn green,

and bears chlorine better. Such a black must be developed rapidly enough to avoid
the volatilisation of the aniline. For this end clilorate of aniline is used instead of

chlorate of potash, diminishing the amount of the aniline salt by a corresponding

amount. Chlorate of potash, in presence of an excess of aniline, does not decompose

Anilme-blacks result from two distinct reactions. There is, firstly, decomposition
of the chlorate of aniline ; and secondlj', oxidation of the other salt of aniline mixed
with the chlorate. The decomposition of the former gives rise to chlorinised products
derived from aniline. There are probably various stages of substitution—a fact which
explains the diversity of the results. Besides these, there is formed another product,

the result of the oxidation of the salt of aniline.

Aniline-black consists, therefore, of two distinct blacks : the one, formed of the

chlorine substitution of aniline, is exceedingly fast, and resists almost all chemicals,

hxit it is not so fine as that produced by a judicious mixture of the two blacks, as it

does not acquire its lustre and effect without the aid of the second. This latter is an
intense violet-blue, which appears black when concentrated. It is less solid than the

former, and turns greenish -flath the smallest amount of acid. It resists the action of

soap very well. The brown-black and blue-black mixed together form a fine aniline-

black. The object of the maker is to combine the maximum of beauty with the

maximum of solidity. This depends on the due proportion of the chlorate.

Comparative trials have been made with pure aniline on the one hand, and, on the

other, with anilines containing toluidine and pseudo-toluidine. The results were
similar in each case.

AnriX^IN'XI-BIiUE. MM. Girard and De Laire, in M. Pelouze's laboratory, dis-

covered the reactions which give rise to the aniline-blues. This reaction consists in

heating a salt of rosaniline, or a mixture of substances capable of giving rise to its

formation, for several hours with an excess of aniline. The blue colouring-matters

thus obtained are the Bleu dc Paris and the Bleu de Lyons. The operation on a large

scale is carried out by allowing the mixture of a salt of rosaniline, with an excess

of aniline, to digest at a temperature of 160° or 160° for a considerable time. K a
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mixtiire of 2 kilogrammes of dry hydrochlorate of rosaniline and 4 kilogrammes of
aniline be employed, the operation is completed in four hours. The crudo blue is

purified, by treating it successively -with boiling water, acidulated with hydrochlorie

acid, and with pure water, until it presents the purest possible hue. Mr. Nicholson

has devised and patented a process of piu-ifjring the blue colouring-matter, which he
dissolves for this purpose in concentrated sulphuric acid, afterwards digesting the

solution for half an hour at a temperature of 150° C. On adding water to this

solution, the blue colouring-matter is precipitated in a modified condition, having, in

fact, become soluble in pure water.

Dr. Hofmann has determined the nature of aniline-blue, which he thus describes :

—

'The blue colouring-matters, as might have been expected, are saline compounds
of a colourless base, which may be obtained in a state of perfect purity by dissolving

one of the salts (the hydrochlorate, for instance) in alcohol, and filtering the solution

into alcoholic ammonia. The deep blue immediately disappears, and the slightly

reddish solution yields the free base on addition of water, in tho form of a white
curdy precipitate, which gradually assumes an indistinctly crystalline character.

Dried in vacuo, this substance remains colourless, or assumes a slightly bluish tint

;

at 100° it cakes, and becomes brown ; and is found by analysis to contain

—

C'*H5»N^O = C38H3>N', H^O.

This formula exhibits an extremely simple relation between aniline-blue and aniline-

red ; indeed, aniline-blue is triphenylic rosaniline :

—

Aniline-rod C^" W,WO Eosaniline.

AniHne-blu3C^o[-H^y 0

The salts of the triphenylic derivative correspond to the rosaniline salts. Tho
composition of the hydrochlorate, which Mr. Nicholson prepared in a state of perfect

purity, is analogous to that of the monacid hydrochlorate of rosaniline :

—

Hydrochlorate of rosaniline H'» N', HCl,

Hydrochlorate of triphenylic rosaniline C^" j^^a^sJN^HC1.

The genesis of aniline-blue is represented by the following equation ;

—

C2»H'°N',HCl + 3[^^°^2jNj =C"> [^'cH^y J
N»,HC1 + 3H»N.

Hydrochlorate of Aniline Hydrochlorate of Ammo-
Bosaniline Triphenylic nia..

Eosaniline.

Aniline-blue, when submitted to the action of redudng agents, such as nascent

hydrogen or sulphide of ammonium, is converted into a colourless, difScultly crys-

tallisable substance, which in composition corresponds to leucaniline. It contains

The recognition of the nature of aniline-blue led Dr. Hofmann to some experiments

which soon became of great industrial importance. Seeing that the substitution of

three atoms of phenyl for three atoms of hydrogen in rosaniline induces a change

from red to blue, the idea naturally suggested itself to replace the hydrogen by other

radicals, such as methyl, ethyl, and amyl. Experiment fLirnished results of much
interest. Eosaniline is readily attacked by the iodides of these radicals : a scries of new
substances being produced, obviously the salts of trimethyl, triethyl, andtriamyl rosani-

line, the blue and violet colours of which are similar to that of tho phenylated com-

pound. These new colouring-matters are now manufactured on a largo scale by Messrs.

Brooke, Simpson, and Spiller, of London.
Under the title of ' Improvements in preparing Colouring-Matters for Dyeing and

Printing,' jyr. Hofmann patented (sealed August 29th, 1863) the following processes :

—

'I take the substance now well known as " rosaniline," being the base obtained from the

various salts of rosaniline found in commerceunder the names of " roseine," "magenta,"
and also by other names, and which is usually prepared from aniline and the homo-
logues thereof, and I mix it with the iodides, bromides, or other salts of the "alcohol

radicals," such as iodide of ethyl, methyl, or amyl, or bromides of the same. I em-
ploy the substances, by preference, in the proportion of one equivalent of rosaniline

to three equivalents of the salt of the alcohol radical ; I then heat the mixture, either

alone or together with methylated spirit, to a temperature between 212° and 300° F.
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in a close vessel under pressure ; it is convenient to use an iron boiler provided -with

a safety-valve. I continue tlio heat until the desired result is obtained. During the
heating the mixture passes through several phases of colouration, being eventually con-

verted into a blue substance. If the process is stopped before the whole is converted
into the blue, the mixture is then of a violet or purple colour. For thn purpose of

dyeing and printing the mixture maybe used in the same manner as that in which the
aniline colours are employed.'

Nicholson's method of making aniline-blue soluble in water was discovered in 1862,

but other soluble aniline-blues are now in the market. Sulphuric acid acting upon
aniline-blue can give a series of products varying according to the intensity of the re-

action. All are sulphacids of triphenylrosanilino. Bulk has proved the existence of

four of these bodies. Sulphuric acid gives, according to circumstances, sulphate of

triphenylrosaniline, or its mono- bi- tri- or tetra-sulphuric acid. When we treat

hydrochlorato of triphenylrosaniline with strong sulphuric acid and cool the mixture,

we obtain a deep red liquor, and hydrochloric acid is liberated. On putting this mix-
ture into water, sulphate of triphenylrosaniline is precipitated unaltered in the form of

a fine blue powder. If, instead of cooling the mixture, it is heated and kept for five

or six hours at a temperature of 30° C, it yields equally, when poured into water, a
blue precipitate, insoluble in that liquid, but which differs from the last-mentioned

blue precipitate in being soluble in a solution of soda, in which it gives a red solution.

This latter precipitate is the monosulphuric compound of aniline-blue. When re-

cently prepared, it forms deep blue masses, which, when dried in the water-bath, take

a fine metallic lustre. It is a monobasic acid, forming with the alkalies salts soluble

in water ; those of the earths are sparingly soluble. To obtain these salts it is need-

ful to treat the freshly-prepared acids with caustic alkalies. They are scarcely

soluble in cold water, and dissolve in hot water with a feeble colouration. The soda
salt of this acid is known in commerce as Nicholson's or alkali-blue. It is prepared
by digesting the monosulphuric acid of triphenylrosaniline with a solution of caustic

soda, not enough to saturate the acid. It is then filtered and evaporated down to dry-

ness at 100° C. It is an amorphous black-grey mass. It dissolves in hot water with
a blue colour. The colour of the aqueous -solutions of the salts in question is very
feeble, but becomes strong if the acid is set free. If acetic acid is used the colour

is unalterable by air in the cold. It is decomposed by hot acetic acid and by cold

mineral acids. Wool extracts these salts from their solutions in a colourless state

if borax or silicate of soda is added. The salt thus fixed on the wool adheres

very firmly, and cannot be removed by washing. When the wool is plunged into an
acid bath, the colour appears in its full beauty and intensity. The bisulphuric com-
pound is formed by dissolving the aniline-blue in six times its volume of sulphm-ic

acid, and keeping it for five hours at 60° G. It is then poured into water. The
greater part is precipitated, but a little remains dissolved, forming a blue liquid.

The blue precipitate is bisulphuric acid, and the liquid is the trisulphuric. The bi-

sulphuric compound is scarcely soluble in water, but dissolves in alkalis forming salts

soluble in cold water. The soda-salt is known in commerce as ' soluble blue.' It is

more soluble than the soda-salt of the former acid. The salts of the heavy metals

are mostly insoluble. The trisulphuric acid is prepared by decomposing the blue

liquid formed along with the bisulphuric, by means of hydrochloric acid. The preci-

pitate is soluble in water and in alcohol. The highest compound, the tetrasulphuric,

is formed by digesting aniline-blue in fuming sulphuric acid at 140° C. The liquid,

when poured into water, forms a blue solution, from which the free sulphuric acid

may be withdrawn by means of carbonate of lead. On filtering and evaporating we
obtain a salt of lead saturated with the tetra-acid. It is soluble in water, and preci-

pitable by alcohol. Its alkaline salts are soluble in water and in excess of alcohol.

Those of the heavy metals are soluble in water, but not in alcohol. Silk scarcely

withdraws the colour from alkaline and neutral solutions of this acid, but is readily

dyed in an acidulated bath. The sulphuric compounds of aniline-violet are analogous,

but as their colours are not fine, they are less interesting.

jO.lO'XXinrB-G'REEir. Aniline assumes a beautiful indigo-blue colour by the

action of chlorate of potash, to which a quantity of hydrochloric acid has been

added, and also under the influence of a solution of chlorous acid. Dr. Grace Calvert

and Messrs. Lowe and Glift have produced similar blues, and described them under

the name of Azurine. Most of these blues possess the property of acquiring, under the

influence of acids, a green tint called Emeraldine, Dr. Galvert obtains this colour

directly upon cloth by printing with a mixture of an aniline salt and chlorate of potash,

and allowing it to dry. In about twelve hours the green colour is developed.

This colour may be converted into blue by being passed through a hot dilute alkaline

solution, or through a bath of boiling soap. See Vbedinb.
In the process of forming the bluer shades of ethylated violet by Hofmann's patent,
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described above, there is always produced simultaneously a certain quantity of a green
colouring-matter, which may be purified by taking advantage of the circumstance that

it is freely soluble in alkaline solutions. When crystallised or precipitated by suitable

reagents, it is commonly known by the name of ' iodino-green,' and may be regarded

chemically as a double compound, resulting from the union of iodide of ethyl with the

already ethylated rosanilino. The colour has an afSnity for silk and wool, it is re-

markably brilliant, and is much used on that account for dyeing bright green, the

shades being modified at pleasure by developing with picric acid. This body under-

goes a remarkable alteration by heat, which resolves it again into its constituents, the

colour changing from green to violet.

The following method of applying the aniline-green dye on straw will bo useful.

The straw is laid for some time in boiling water and then washed in cold water. It

is next bleached in a bath containing 20 grammes of chloride of lime, and 7 to 9

grammes of sulphuric acid. No more water is used than is needful to give sufficient

room for the straw to be well covered and turned about. It is then well washed in

cold water. A mordant is then made up of sumach, alum, and tartar. In this it is

well worked, and allowed to steep for 1 5 minutes. Half the mordant is then run off,

and the vessel is filled up with pure water. The straw having been taken out, aniline-

green, and, if necessary, picric acid, are added, and the straw is worked in this till the

right shade is obtained.

AlfXIiXirE-ItED. The discovery of this colour is clearly due to Dr. Hofmann.
In 1858 this chemist wrote, in the 'Proceedings of the Eoyal Society' (vol. ix.

p. 284) as follows :—
' The aqueous solution yields, on addition of potassa, an oily

precipitate containing a considerable portion of unchanged aniline ; on boiling this

precipitate with dilute potassa in a retort, the aniline distils over, whilst a viscid oil

remains behind, which generally solidifies with a crystalline structure. Washing
with cold alcohol, and two or throe crystallisations from boiling alcohol, render
this body perfectlpr white and pure, a wry soluble substance of a magnificent crimson
colour remaining in solution. The portion of the black mass, which is insoluble

in water, dissolves almost entirely in dilute hydrochloric acid, from which it is re-

precipitated by the alkalies in the form of an amorphous pink or dingy precipitate

soluble in alcohol, with a rich crimson colour. The greater portion of this body
consists of the same colouring principle, which accompanies the white crystalline

substance.'

This red colouration was indeed noticed in 1843 by Dr. Hofmann, while studying
the action of fuming nitric acid upon aniline. In 1856 Natanson observed it when
examining the action of Dutch liquid upon aniline. The industrial discovery of

aniline-red was made in 1859 by Slessrs. Verguin and Eenard Brothers, of Lyons.
Their process for obtaining it was as follows :—A mixture of ten parts of aniline,

and from six to seven parts of tetrachloride of tin, either anhydrous or hydrated, is

heated to ebullition for fifteen or twenty minutes. The liquid first becomes yellow,

and then gradually more and more red, until at last the colour is so intense that the

mass appears black. The mixture is allowed to cool, and then treated with a large

quantity of boiling water, which acquires a magnificent red colour, and, without any
other preparation, forms a splendid dye hoth for silk and wool. It is found advis-

able to previously purify the red colouring-matter, for which purpose its insolubility

in saline solutions is made available. If the concentrated red liquid be partially

saturated with carbonate of soda, and a quantity of common salt added, the

aniline-red is precipitated in a solid state, and constitutes the fmhsine of the chemist.

This has only to be dissolved in water, alcohol, or acetic acid to prepare the dye-

bath.

Eenard and Franc stated, at the same time, that anhydrous mercuric, ferric, and
cupric chlorides might be used in the place of the chloride of tin.

Several other processes for obtaining aniline-red were suggested, and some of

them used. Gerber-Keller treated aniline with the nitrates of mercury. Lauth
and DepouiUy used nitric acid ; and six months before the discovery by these French
dyers, two English chemists—Medlock and Nicholson—had separately patented,

within a few days of each other, as the result of their experiments, a similar

process.

Medlock and Nicholson, and Girard and De Laire, all, in 1860, patented the use of

arsenic acid. This process, being now almost exclusively employed, must be described.

Arsenic acid is combined with a slight excess of aniline; the crystalline mass is

heated by means of a slow fire to about 120° to 140° C, care being taken not to

exceed 160° C. The operation, according to the scale on which it is carried on,

requires from four to nine hours for completion. A perfectly homogeneous mass, fluid

above 100° C, is thus obtained, which on cooling solidifies to a hard substance, with
metallic bronze-coloured lustre. When dissolved in boiling water it produces a
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solution of great richness and purity of colour. If, in the treatment of aniline \rith

arsenic acid, the latter be considerably beyond tlio proportion of aniline employed,
violet and blue dyes may bo formed. The production of such has been patented by
Girard and Do Laire.

Laurent and Casthelaz have obtained aniline-red direct from benzol, without the

preliminary isolation of aniline. Nitrobenzol is treated with a mixture of iron and
hydrochloric acid, or with ferric chloride. On heating the mixture, the ferric chloride

reacts on the aniline contained in the mixture, transforming it into aniline-red. It is

doubtful if the colouring-matter obtained by this process is equal in beauty to that

procured from the aniline, and the process is no longer employed. The name of

erythrobenzol was given by the discoverers to the colouring-matter thus obtained, but
it probably consists principally of rosaniline.

The processes described are amongst the best yet devised for the preparation of

crude aniline-red. Numerous other methods have been patented, amongst others the

following :—

•

Messrs. Eenard Brothers include in their patent the ebullition of aniline with
stannous, stannic, mercurous, and mercuric sulphates, with ferric and uranio nitrates

and nitrate of silver, and with stannic and mercuric bromides.

Messrs. John Dale and Caro patent the action of nitrate of lead upon aniline, or

hydrochlorate of aniline.

Mr. Smith claims the ebullition of aniline with perchloride of antimony, or the

action of antimonic acid, peroxide of bismuth, stannic, ferric, mercuric, and cuprio

oxides upon hydrochlorate or sulphate of aniline at the temperature of 180°.

M. Gerber-Keller (Heilmann in England) claims the production of aniline red from
all the metallic salts of the oxacids of nitrogen, sulphur, chlorine, bromine, iodine,

phosphorus, arsenic, and, in fact, almost every compound within the range of chemistry.

It may well be said of such patents, that ' scientific men cannot speak otherwise than

in terms of reprehension. Their claims are founded on random guesswork, not on the

results of patient investigation. They are attempts to pre-occupy the whole field, and
forestall all the rewards wliich should be left open to real inventive genius to cultivate

and win.'

These processes have reference to the preparation of crude aniline-red. The crude

colours contain some undecomposed aniline, mostly in the form of salts. They con-

tain also tarry matters, some insoluble in water and dilute acids ; others soluble in

bisulphide of carbon, naphtha, or in caustic or carbonated alltalis. If, therefore, the

crude red be boiled with an excess of alkali, the undecomposed anilino is expelled,

the acid which exists in the product being fixed. On treating the residue with

acidulated boiling water, the red is dissolved, while certain tarry matters remain

insoluble. If now the boiling solution be filtered, and then saturated with an alkali,

the colouring-matter is precipitated in a tolerable state of purity. By re-dissolving the

precipitated red in an acid, not employed in excess, a solution is obtained which

frequently crystallises, or from which a pure red may be thrown down by a new
addition of chloride of sodium, or other alkaline salt. The hydrochlorate of aniline-

red is employed in dyeing in France, while the acetate is used in England.

To Dr. Hofmann we are principally indebted for the investigation into the nature

of aniline-red. In his paper on the ' Formation of Aniline-Eod,' he says, he is

'painfully aware of the imperfections of his researches upon this subject : as yet only

a corner of the veil which conceals the truth is raised. The genesis and constitution

of aniline-red still remain to be investigated, though the chemical nature and compo-

sition of the substance itself are no longer doubtful.'

Aniline-reds are salts of a very remarkable compound, which plays the part of a

well-defined base, and to which Dr. Hofmann gave the name of rosaniline. This

compound, in its anhydrous state, is represented by the formida ofC H' 'N^. (See

EOSANILINB.)

The formation of aniline-red wiU be best given in Dr. Hofmann's own words :

—

' It had been observed by many manufacturers that some varieties of commercial

aniline yield much more rosaniline than others. Samples of aniline, boiling at tem-

peratures much higher than the boiling point of the pure compound, are found to be

particularly adapted for the production of the red. This observation led Dr.

Hofmann to examine carefully the deportment of jpure aniline under the influence of

the several agoots by which commercial aniline is converted into aniline-red. To this

examination ho subjected a gample of pure anilino derived from indigo, and other

samples made from pure benzol ; this being derived in some cases from benzoic acid,

in other cases from coal-tar. These experiments elicited the remarkable fact, tlutt

pure aniline, from whatever source obtained, is incapable offurnishing the red dye—

a

result fully confirmed by Mr. E. 0. Nicholson, who indeed had been long acquainted

with this circumstance. It thus became obvious that commercial aniline must contain
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B.nother base, the presence of -which determines the formation of the colouring-matter.

The idea very naturally suggested itself that toluidine—-H-hich, owing to the difficulty

of separating toluol from benzol, is always present in commercial aniline—might be

the true source of the coloiunng-matter. Experiments made with pure toluidine

showed, however, that this base is not more capable of yielding the red than piire

aniline itself. But the red colouring-matter is instantaneouslyprodiwed when a mixture

ofpure aniline and pure tohddine is treated with the chlorides of mercury or tin, or with

arsenic acid, plainly showing that the two bases must co-operate in the formation of

the red.'

This result. Dr. Hofmann believes, contains the clue by which may be explained

not only the genesis of aniUne-red, but also that of the tinctorial ammonias generally.

It points, moreover, to the necessity of ascertaining how far the formation of the

violet and other colouring-matters, hitherto believed to be exclusively derived from

aniline, require the co-operation of toluidine.

Eeturning to the red derivatives of aniline obtained by the different processes

above described, we may state broadly that all these products are composed essentially

of rosaniline salts. The red, prepared by the process of Messrs. Ecnard and Franc,

or fuchsine, consists chiefly of hydrochlorato of rosaniline. The azaleine, or aniline-

red prepared by nitric acid, is principally nitrate of rosaniline.

In the crude red, produced by the action of arsenic acid, we should find the arsoniate

of rosaniline, which, by the subsequent treatment, for the sake of pm-ification, is con-

verted into hydrochlorato or acetate of rosaniline.

This is the place to record the fact that for some time past a colourless (or at least

slightly rose-coloured) paste, with an alkaline reaction, has been delivered into com-
merce from Mulhouse, in France ; which paste has only to be treated with acetic acid,

in which it dissolves with the greatest facility, in order to obtain an extremely rich

and beautiful carmine solution, capable of being at once employed for printing stuffs.

Now that the characters of rosaniline are known, there cannot be the least doubt that

this colourless paste, and certain pink powders of similar properties, consist almost
entirely of rosaniline more or less pure, and that they have been prepared by preci-

pitating a solution of a rosaniline salt by an excess of a powerful base, such as soda

or lime.

Eemarks on the Phenomena observed in the Applications ofAniline-Red.
—"Wo are now,

moreover, enabled to explain perfectly what takes place when a stuff which has been
dyed with anilino-rod is acted upon by a powerful acid or alkali. On printing -mill a
powerful acid, the stuff is decolorised with the formation of a yellowish stain, because

a rosaniline salt with three equivalents of acid is formed ; the triacid salts of this

substance being in fact all yellowish, and possessing but little colour. AVlicn the

material is washed with water, the excess of acid is removed, and the monacid salt

reproduced, the red colour being restored.

On printing with a powerful base, for example, with caustic soda, the rod disappears

as the red rosaniline salt is decomposed, and rosaniline liberated in a colourless con-

dition. But on washing out the soda with water, the red colour reappears, the

rosaniline becoming probably carbonated.

If a powerful volatile base be employed, as ammonia, the red also disappears, on
account of the liberation of the colourless rosaniline ; but in proportion as the

ammonia evaporates the red colouration returns, particularly on slightly warming—as

the rosaniline, which is a fixed base, expels the ammonia, and re-forms the primitive

salt of rosaniline with its peculiar colour. If the rosaniline-dyod fabric be left for a
considerable length of time (from twelve to twenty hours) in contact with weak
ammonia, the colour, as has been pointed out by Mr. W. Crum, scarcely returns on
rinsing with water. This is obviously due to the increased solubility of rosaniline in

water containing ammonia, which separates the colouring-matter oven from the

mordant.

The salts of rosaniline, which are chiefly employed for dyeing silk and wool,

are the acetate and the hydrochlorato, and their application is simple in the
extreme. The silk is dyed by passing it through a warm aqueous solution of the salt

:

for the dyeing of wool the solution is heated to a temperature varying between 50°

and 60° 0.

The force and rapidity with which rosaniline is fixed by silk and wool is the only
difficulty to be encountered in this branch of dyeing. In fact, this magnificent colour
is precipitated and fixed with such avidity and promptitude by silk and wool, that it

is necessary to take particular precautions, and to operate with solutions that are
at first comparatively weak, and are only gradually strengthened, to prevent the
dyeing being unequal, and the portions first immersed in the bath being more
strongly coloured than those afterwards introduced. Cotton is also difficult to dye
with rosaniline salts, but for the exactly opposite reason—that it does not present any
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attraction for this oolouring-matter. The fixation of the colour on cotton can there-

fore only be eflfected by first treating the cotton with gome animal mordant, or -with

tannic acid.

There are two modes of proceeding for this purpose :

—

1. The fabric is printed with the thickened organic mordant ; for goods intended to

be dyed throughout the mordant is uniformly spread on the whole surface of the stuff,

and fixed either by drying or steaming before the fabrics are introduced into the dye-

bath. The colour is only fixed on the mordanted portions, and the shades themselves
may be varied according to the nature and composition of the mordant.
Among the substances employed as organic mordants for rosaniline are :—Albu-

men, whether made from white of egg or from blood
;
prepared gluten, prepared casein,

gelatine, and tannin—this latter being used either in its combinations with the

metallic oxides (as antimonic, stannic, or plumbic), or as tannate of gelatine. For
some time oily preparations were employed, as, for example, the sulphomargaric and
Bulpholoic acids.

2. The mordant is thickened, and at the same time some aniline-red is dissolved in

it ; the stuiF is printed therewith, dried, and steamed ; the whole is then fixed on the

fabric, which then has only to be washed and dried.

This method is principally employed when using albumen, in which acetate of ros-

aniline is dissolved. Latterly tannin has been employed in preference for fixing

aniline-red, particularly in dyeing ordinary articles ; for the mordanting of which
albumen, although giving the most satisfactory results, is too costly an article.

It is to Mr. Perkin that we are indebted for the first application of tannin for fixing

aniline colours upon cotton.

MM. Kuhlmann and Lightfoot have called attention to the advantages presented

by the use of tannate of gelatine ; and Mr. Walter Crum has minutely indicated the

treatment by which gluten, the cheapest substitute for albumen, may be rendered
available in printing and dyeing with aniline colours.

AlffXIiXKrE-VXOIiET. To this colour in its varieties the names of Mauve, Ani-
leine, Indisine, Phenameine, Violinc, Eosolane, Tt/roline, &c. have been given. Mr,
Perkin's patent dates from 26th August, 1856, and this was the original of all

the numerous colorific compounds commercially produced. Aniline-violet was first

obtained in the crystalline condition in 1860 by M. Scheurer-Kestner, who used mono-
hydrated acetic acid as a solvent. Dr. Hofmann informs us that in 1862 Kestner
obtained ' splendid well-developed prisms of perfectly pure aniline-violet, which that

chemist produced by operating on a very large scale.' The chemical composition of
this colour has not yet been definitely established, but the aniline-purple prepared by
Perkin's process is the sulphate of a base called Mauvoine, having the composition

C^'ff 'N''. The process of manufacture is as follows :—A cold and dilute solution of

sulphate or any other salt of commercial aniline is mixed with a solution, also cold

and dilute, of bichromate of potash. The mixture is well stirred, and allowed to

stand for ten or twelve hours. A black precipitate is produced, which is collected

upon a filter, washed with cold water, and dried. The black matter is digested with
light coal-tar oil, when a brownish-black tarry substance is dissolved from the

colouring-matter obtained in the precipitate. The insoluble residue is then dried and
digested with wood-spirit or alcohol, or indeed with any liquid capable of dissolving

the colouring-matter. The clear solution is separated by filtration or decantation, and
distilled in order to recover the alcohol or wood-spirit ; the residue left in the retort

is Mr. Perkin's aniline-violet.

The black precipitate, after having been washed with cold water, is extracted by a
prolonged ebullition with large quantities of water (sometimes acidulated with from
one to two per cent, of acetic acid), an operation which effects the solution of the

colouring-matter. The filtered solutions are concentrated as much as possible, and
while boiling are precipitated by the addition of caustic soda. The precipitate is

filtered off and washed for some time with an alkaline solution, which facilitates the

extraction of the excess of bichromate of potash, and removes a reddish colouring-

matter aflFecting the purity of the aniUne-violet. It is then treated with cold water

until the alkali is removed, and the washings become coloured. The violet is thus

obtained in the form of a paste.

The following processes have also been proposed for the production of aniUne-violet :

—

1. Oxidation of an aniline salt by a solution of permanganate of potassium.

—

WUliayns.

2. Oxidation of an aniline salt by a solution of ferrieyanide of potassium.

—

Smith.

3. Oxidation of a cold and dilute solution of hydrochlorate of aniline by a dilute

solution of chloride of lime.

—

Bolley, Beale, and Kirkman.
4. Oxidation of a salt of aniline in an aqueous solution by peroxide of manganese,

—Kay.
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5. Oxidation of a salt of aniline by the perojdde of lead under the influence of an

acid.

—

Price,

6. Oxidation of a salt of aniline by free chlorine or free hypochlorous acid.

—

Smith.

7. Oxidation of a salt of aniline by the double chloride of copper and sodium.—

•

Dale and Caro.

The only processes which are employed industrially are those in which bichromate

of potash, chloride of Ume, and chloride of copper are used. The dyeing of silk or

wool by means of aniline-violet is a process of the easiest description.

Dyeing SilJc.—An alcoholic solution of the violet purple is diluted with eight times

its volume of hot water previously acidulated with tartaric acid. This liquid is

poured into the dyeing-bath of cold water slightly acidulated. Through this the silk

is passed until the required shade is attained. The tint is rendered bluish by means

of indigo-carmine. Sulphuric acid added to the dye-bath causes the violet to assume

a greyish shade. This may be increased until a very beautiful grey (gris perle) is

obtained. This colour is much used by the silk-dyers of Lyons.

Dyeing Wool.—This is conducted at a temperature of 60° or 60° C, the dye-bath

consisting simply of a dilute aqueous solution of colouring-matter, without any acid.

Printing upon Silk and Wool.—The paste of aniline-violet is dissolved in about five

times its weight of acetic acid (specific gravity, r060), and mixed with enough gum-
water to form a printing material. The fabrics when printed are submitted to the

action of steam, and then washed.

Dyeing Cotton—Since cotton does not, like silk or wool, present much attraction for

the aniline colours, the dyer employs albumen, soluble gluten, or tannin. In some
cases the oxides of tin, of aluminium, of lead, or of antimony are used. Sulphuric

acid has also the property of fixing the aniline-violet on cotton. The animal or tannin

mordants are printed on the cotton, which is steamed so as to fix it, and it is then dyed

in an acidulated solution of the colour.

Violet Imperial.—This violet, which is essentially difierent from the mauve, is

formed by modifications of the aniline reds and blues. It is produced thus :—Equal
quantities of aniline and dry hydrochlorate of rosaniline are heated to a temperature

of 180° C. for about four hours. MM. Girard and De Laire first patented this colour,

and on account of its great beauty it is much used, although not quite so permanent as

the mauve. Mr. "E. C. Nicholson forms another violet by heating aniline-rod in a

suitable apparatus to a temperature between 200° and 215° 0. This mass is exhausted

with acetic acid, and the deep-violet solution diluted with enough alcohol to give to the

dye a convenient strength.

Aniline-violet resists the action of light to a very considerable extent, although
Chevreul has shown that it is inferior in this respect to either madder, cochineal, or

indigo.

.A.M'ZIiXH'E-'X'EZiXiOVr. In the 'preparation of aniline-red there arises a great

number of secondary products. Amongst others, a yellow colouring-matter has been
separated by Mr. Nicholson and examined by Dr. Hofmann. The name of Chrysaniline

has been given to this very beautiful yellow colour, which has been proved to be a
weU-defined base. The preparation of chrysaniline is simple. The residue from which
the rosaniline has been extracted is submitted for some time to a current of steam,

when a quantity of the base passes into solution. Addition of nitric acid to this solu-

tion precipitates the chrysaniline in the form of a difiicultly soluble nitrate.

Hofmann has shown that chrysaniline is intimately related to rosaniline and
leucaniline, only differing from the first by two equivalents, and from the second by
four equivalents of hydrogen :

—

ChrysaniUne C2''H"N».

Eosaniline C=°H»»N».

Leucaniline C-^H^'N'.

Chrysaniline forms two series of salts, the greater number of which are well crys-

tallised. The most remarkable salt of chrysaniline is the nitrate, which is so insolulale

in water that nitric acid may be precipitated, even from a dilute aqueous solution, by
means of the more soluble hydrochlorate or acetate of chrysanilino. These, when
poured into a nitric solution, rapidly give rise to the formation of an orange-red
chrysaniline precipitate of nitrate of chrysaniline. This chrysaniline and its salts dye
silks and wools a splendid golden-yellow colour. Such is the general character of the
aniline colours. They have been used as printing-inks, which are very permanent.
See ' Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry.'

E. Waller, E.M.,intJi6 'American Chemist,' gives the following list of the names of
the various coal-tar colours, both commercial and chemical, together with their
chemical formulae, when those could be found. (It should be observed that the old
notation has been employed throughout). 'Many of the compounds here men-
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tioned aw not now in use as dves, either because thev are too expensive, or because

their use is inconvenient, requiring too complicated a treatment or rare chemicals to

fix them upon the goods, or because thev have been superseded by dyes of better

qualitv. Several colours, black especially, are usually produced on the fibre of the

g.XKis bv printing them "with various salts of aniline and rosaniline, and then with

salts of copper, chlorates, && Most of the dyes called amline-blacks give, when
dissolved, deep green solutions. Of those to which the formulse are not given, the

chemical formula are not as yet known, or they have not been given by those works to

which I liave resorted on the subject. The derivatives of amline and toluidine are

given together, as the two are with difficulty separated from each other, and in course

of manuiacture the separation is never attempted.'

CoXOrBS DEBITED FEOII A>TXIXE OB PHEXTXAiCDTK (C'-H'i\) A>D TOLnDIXE OB

Seds.

Hydrochlorate of rosaniline

—

C*Hl«^"^ HCl.
Called also aniline red, new red, ma-
genta, solferino, fuchsine, anileine rouge,

roseine, and azaline.

Acetate of rosaniline—

C"H">'', HO, C^H'0».

Known also by the same names as the

above.

2sltrate of Tosamline

—

C"H'-°:5s»,H0,X0\

Ejiown by the same names as the hydro-

chlorate ; also as rabine and rubine im-

perial.

Dicodhydrate of trimethvlchrvsaniline

—

C"H-xc'H»)'2^^2^;H0i).
Called also chrysamline red.

i^itrosophenyline, C*H'X-0.
Chemical formiLla unknown

—

Xylidine, tar red, soluble ruby.

Blues and Violets.

These shade into one another so gradu-

ally that they cannot well be separated.

Hydfochlorate of monophenvlrosaniline,

C^H'^C^H*) X',HC1.

Called also rosaniline violet, red mono-
phenylrosaniline, and Hofmann's violet.

Hydrochlorate of diphenylrosaniline

—

C"H''(C'=H=)'X',HCL
Also known as rosaniline violet and Hof-
mann's violet.

Triphenylrosaniline, or triphenyl ros-

aniline, C"H'«(C'=ff7,X».

Called also aniline blue, rosaniline blue,

Hofmann's blue ; bleu de Paris, bleu de

Lyons, bleu de Mulhouse, bleu de ilex-

ique, bleu de nuit, bleu Inmiere, blenine,

azurine, and night blue.

Hydrochlorate of triphenylrosaniline

—

C«H'«(C'-H'/X»,HCL
Known also by the same names as the

above.

Acetate of triphenylrosaniline

—

C«H?«(C'=H')='X»,H0,C<H'0'.

Known also by the same names as the

above.

Bisulphotriphenylrosaniline acid

—

C-»H'XC' -ff)'N',4S0'.
Called also Nicholson's blue ^d soluble

blue.

Hvdrochlorate of monethvlrosaniline

—

C"'H^^(C'-ff)X^HCL
Called also Hofmann's red violet,

Hydriodate of ethvlrosaniline

—

C"H'\C<H=^)X',HL
Called also Hofmann's red violet

Ethyliodate of ethylrosaniline

—

C"H'^(C*ff)X'C'H'L
Called also fuchsine with a blue tint,

and Hofmann's violet red,

Hydrochlorate of diethvlrosaniline

—

C"H'-(C^ff)-N',HCL
Called also Hofmann's blue.

EthvUodate of diethvlrosaniline

—

C"H'XC'ff)-X',C'ffL
Called also Hofmann's red violet and
ethylic rosaniline violet,

Hydrochlorate of triethylrosaniline

—

C"Hi^C<ff)'2s',HCL
Called also Hermann's blue,

EthyUodata of triethvlrosaniline

—

CaUed also Hofmann's blue and ethylic

rosaniline violet.

Ethylbromate of triethylrosaniline

—

C40H'XC'H^)'X^G*ffBr.
Called also brimula.

Hydrochlorate of methylrosaniUne

—

Hydriodate of methylrosaniiine

—

C«H?^(C-ff)^'^HL
Hydrochlorate of dimethvLrosaniline

—

C"ffXC-H')=X^HCL
Hydrochlorate of trimethvlrosaniline

—

C"H'=(C=ff)^X^HCL
ilethylaniline, C'-H«(C=ff)X.

Called also methyUc rosaniline violet and
violet de Paris.

Mauvaniline, C^'H^'X'.

Voilanile, C^WSK
ilauveine, C^^ff'X*.

Called also mauve, aniline purple, Per-
kin's violet, indisine, analeine harmalinc,

violine, and mauve rosolane.

Hydrochlorate of mauveine

—

C"H-*X*,HCL
Known also by the same names as mau-
veine.

Hydrochlorate of ethylmauveine

—

C5^H-3(C*H*)^'^HC1.
Called also dahlia.

Ditolylrosaniline. C"H"(C"H')'2f».
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Called also toltiidine blue.

TritolylrosaniUne, C^'E'^CCH'^N^.
Chemical formulEe unknown—

•

Eegina blue, opal blue, regina purple,

bleu de FayoUe, violet de Mulhouse,

Britannia violet, geranosine, violet im-

perial.

Greens,

C"H"(C'ff)N',2H0.
Known as Aldehyde green, aniline green,

viridine, and emeraldiie.

C"H''(C^ff)''X',2H0.

Known as iodine green and iodide of

methyl green.

Chemical formulae unknown

—

Iodide of ethyl green. Parkin's green.

Yellows.

Chrysaniline, C"H"N'.

Called also Phosphine, aniline yellow,

and yellow fuchsine,

Nitrophenyldiamine. C=''H«0',HC1.

Chrysotoluidine, C<-H=°2^'.

Zinaline, C"'H''N=0,'(?).

Chemical formulae unknown

—

Dinitroaniline, Pield's orange (?).

Browns.

Chemical formulae unknown.
Havanna brown, Bismarck brown, ani-

line brown, aniline maroon, Napoleon
brown.

Grei/s.

Chemical formula unknown

—

Aniline grey, argentine.

Black.

Chemical formulae unknown

—

Aniline black.

Colours dehived feosi Naphthat.int. ob Naphthtlhtdbate—(C-'H').

Ecds.

ChloroxynaphthyHc acid, C'offClO^.

Called also pseudoalizarine, naphthylic

red, and chloronaphthaline acid.

Chemical formulse unknown

—

Boseonaphthaline, carminaphtha.

Yellows.

Binitronaphthaline, C=»H«(NO<)^

Called also binitronaphthal, naphthala-

mino yellow, naphthylic yellow, golden

yellow, and Manchester yellow.

Binitronaphthylic acid

—

C=''ff(NO*)=0,HO.
Known also by the same names as the

above.

Trinitronaphthylic acid

—

C-oH^CNO'fO.HO.

Colours derived from; Carbolic Actd ksd Phemc Aero, Phextlhtdrate
OR Phexol—{C'-H«02).

Called also trimtrophenic acid and car-

bazotic acid.

Aurine, C'^H'^O^.

Called also rosolic acid.

Browns.

Picrate of ammonia

—

NH'0,C'"-H'(NO')=0.
Isopurpurate of potash.

Chemical formulae unknown.
Phenyl brown, or rotheine, or pheni-

cienne.

Azuline (blue), C='H"NO<, and another
viridine (formula unknown), are both an
aniline and a carbolic acid colour, being
produced by the action of carbolic acid on
a derivative of aniline.

Cyanine (blue), C^oH^'N^I, is described

in some works among the coal-tar colours,

but is derived from chinchonine.

Among the blues and violets, the names Hofmann's blue or Hofmann's violet arc

seen frequently to occur. These are distinguished in commerce by suffixing the letters

B or E the number of times that either is repeated, showing the relative blueness or
redness of the dye. They range from BBBB to EEEE. The reddish shades are
those in which the least substitution has taken place, as in the monethyl- or mono-
phenyl-rosaniUne, &c., while the bluest of these are those which are tricthyl- triphenyl-

rosanilines. &c. The series of names given for triphenylrosaniline and the hydro-
chlorate of the same base are frequently interchanged. On the ethyliodat«s and
ethylbromates. authorities appear to differ as to whether they really are ethyliodates,

&c., or not. The colours are prepared by the action of iodide of ethyl, &c. upon
rosaniline or some of ita salts, and iodine is given off in the operation ; but whether one

Beds.

Picramic acid, C'=ff(N0«)2N0^
Called also picramine acid.

Coralline, C^°H«0^
Called also peonine.

Coralline amide, C-offNO-.

Called also red coralline.

Blue.

Isopurpuric acid, C'=H'(N0')^0',2C1.
CaUed also bicyanide of picramyl and
Grenat.

Green.

Chemical formulae unknown

—

Chloropicrine.

Yellows.

Picric acid, C"ff(NO^)'0,HO.
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eqniraleTit of the iodide of etliyl remains behind or not in a state of chemical com-
bination, does not appear to he fully established. Were the latter supposition the
case, the C'ffI of those formulae would be replaced by 2H0, and the chemical
name would necessarily be changed to correspond. The same question might be
raised regarding some of the Hofmann violets witli their equivalent of HCl or IIO, C*
H'O', but as one of these acids is used in the solution when purifying the colour, the
probabilities are that the base unites with it, and the colour goes to market as a salt

and not as an isolated base. The terms, direct blues and purified blues, are simply
commercial terms indicating the amount of purification which the dyes have received,

the first-named being the most impure. Among the greens the torms aniline-green

and emeraldine are synonymous terms applied to a colour formed in the fibre of the

goods. Viridine is a name applied to a true green, but the term has also been used for

a mixture of indigo and picric acid, wliich cannot properly be called an aniline colour.

AHXnXAZi BXiACK. Eefuse animal matters are placed in a retort, and sub-

mitted to destructive distillation. The gases, evolved on decomposition, are usually

burnt, while water, oily matter, and ammoniacal compounds distil over, and are

condensed. There remains in the retort a carbonaceous mass, which, when levigated

and ground in a mill, forms ' animal black.' It is in a more finely-divided state than
bone-black, and is used in the preparation of blacking and of printing-ink.

ANXMAI. CHARCOAXi. See Eoxe-Blacs:.

ATTXAXE, A resin of a pale brown yellow colour, transparent and brittle. It

exudes from a large American tree, called by Piso, jetaiba ; and by the Indians coiir-

haril. It appears to be a species of Hynieticea. It occurs in pieces of various sizes,

and it often contains so many insects belonging to living species, as to have merited

its name, as being animated. It contains about a fifth of 1 per cent, of a volatile oil,

which gives it an agreeable odour. Alcohol does not dissolve the geniune anim^, as

I have ascertained by careful experiments, nor does caoutehoueine ; but a mixture

of the two, in equal parts, softens it into a tremulous jelly, though it wiU not produce

a liquid solution, '\^^len reduced to this stete, the insects can be easily picked out,

without injury to their most delicate parts. On the contrary, Dr. E. D. Thomson says,

anim6 resin is distinguished from copal by its ready solubility in alcohol ; and that

when digested in cold alcohol a portion remains undissolved, which may be dissolved

in hot alcohol, from which it crystallises on cooling. Sir E. Kane gives C'H'^O
(C^H""©), as the composition of this gum-resin.—See 'Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry.'

The specific gravity of the different specimens of anime varies from rOoi to 1'057.

When exposed to heat, in a glass retort over a spirit-flame, it softens, and, by careful

management, it may be brought into liquid fusion without discolouration. It then ex-

hales a white vapour of an ambrosial odour, which being condensed in water, and the

liquid being tested, is found to bo succinic acid.

It is extensively used by the varnish-makers, who fuse it at a pretty high heat, and
in this state combine it with their oils or other varnishes. It is also employed, on
account of its agreeable smell when burning, in the mnnufacture of pastilles.

Gum-anime is sometimes mistaken for amber, but the fossil resin can generally be

distinguished by its greater hardness. The gum-animd of Zanzibar is a Bemi-fossil

resin, believed to be the produce of a species of Trachylohium.

AlffXSEx:!}. {Anis, Fr.
;
Anist Ger.) The fruit or seed of the Pimpinella anwum,

largely cultivated in Malta, Spain, and Germany ; used in the preparation of the oil

of anise {okum anisi), the spirit of anise {spiritus anisi), and anise-water {aqua anisi).

It is also used in cordials. In 1855, 963 cwts. were imported. The oleiMn badiani, or

the oil of star anise (illicium ani-satum), has the colour and taste of the oil of anise
;

but it preserves its fluidity at 35*6° F, It is sometimes fraudulently substituted for

oleum anisi,—Percira,

AltrKSR. A liquid measure of Amsterdam, which contains 82 gallons English.

During the war, when communication with Holland was constant, and sailors and

soldiers were constantly passing from one country to the other, the anker was as com-

monly used as a measure in our seaports as in those of Holland. The anker of brandy

was frequently smuggled into this country.

ANlfBAXiXirc or ifBAXiING. (Le recuit, Pr.} das Anlassen, Ger.) A process

by which glass is rendered less frangible ; and metals which have become brittle,

either in consequence of fusion or long-continued hammering, are again rendered

malleable. When a glass vessel is allowed to cool immediately^ after being made, it

will, if a small splinter of flint, or an angular fragment of quartz, is dropped gently into

it, fly to pieces with great violence, sometimes immediately, sometimes after a few

minutes. This extreme fragility is prevented by annealing, or placing the vessels

in a hot oven, where they take several hours, or even some days, to cool.

Similar phenomena are exhibited in a higher degree by glass-tears, or Prince

Eupert's drops, produced by letting drops of melted glass fall into cold water. Their
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fom resembles that of a pear, rounded at one extremity, and tapering to a very

slender tail at the other. If a part of the tail be broken off, the whole drop flies to

pieces with a loud explosion ; and yet the tail of a drop may be cut away by a glass-

cutter's wheel, or the thick end may be struck smartly with a hammer, without the fear

of sustaining any injury. AVhen heated to redness, and permitted to cool gradually in

the open air, they lose these peculiarities, and do not diifer sensibly from common glass.

The peculiar brittloness of unannoaled glass is, by many manufacturers, referred to

the following conditions. The exterior surface of the glass cooling quicker than the

layers of glass beneath, the two portions of glass are supposed to bo in different

degrees of tension ; as they technically express it, a stretched skin of glass is formed

;

and as the arrangement of the particles is different in this film from their disposition

in those parts which have cooled more slowlj', there is a constant tendency to fracture,

the slightest scratch upon this ' skin ' disturbing the entire molecular arrangement.

If any mass of glass or of metal cools rapidly, there will be, according to the

thickness of the mass, a greater or less difference between the arrangement of the

constituent particles on the outer and inner sections. The process of annealing

secures an equal arrangement throughout the mass.

When metals have been extended to a certain degree under the hammer, they

become brittle, and incapable of being further extended without cracking. In this

case the workman restores their malleability, sometimes by annealing, or, in other

cases, by heating them red-hot and allowing them to cool slowly. The rationale of

this process seems to be, that the hammering and extension of the metal destroys

the kind of arrangement which the particles of the metal had previous to the ham-
mering; and that the annealing, by softening the metal, enables it to recover its

original structure.

Of late years a mode has been discovered of rendering cast-iron malleable, without
subjecting it to the action of puddling. The process is somewhat similar to that

employed in annealing glass. The metal is kept imbedded in ground charcoal, or in

powdered haematite, for several hours at a high temperature, and then allowed to cool

slowly. In this manner vessels are made of cast-iron which can sustain considerable

violence without being broken. See Iron, Malleable.
iVXrirOTTO or AXTATTO. See Aenatto.
ANORTHZI'Ea A lime felspar. See Felspab.
AlirTBXiOPZ! HORir is used occasionally for ornamental knife-handles. See

HoHN.

^
Asrl^SnaCfiXre. C'2«II"'(C»H"'). a hydrocarbon, known also as paranaphtha-

line, discovered by J. Dumas in 1831. It has become of considerable commercial
importance since Messrs. Graebe and Liebermaun discovered, in 1869, that anthracene
could be converted into a Valuable colouring^matter identical with the natural alizarine

of the madder-root.

Anthracene is produced in tte dry distillation of coal, bituminous shale, or wood ;

and is found in the heavy semi-fluid portion of the tar which comes over towards the
close of the distillation. The substance known as 'green grease,' obtained by dis-

tilling coal-tar, and used as a common lubricating agent for machinery, contains about

20_ per cent, of anthracene associated with naphthaline and other hydrocarbons. From
this product, crude anthracene may be obtained by the use of the hydro-extractor,
and by submitting the raw product to strong pressure. The crude anthracene is

pMified by solution in hot coal-tar naphtha and repeated rocrystallisation. A yellow
tint, due to the presence of chrysogen, may be expelled by exposure to sunliglit, and
the anthracene is finally purified from any other hydrocarbons by boiling -nith alco-

holic picric acid.

Thus obtained, the pure anthracene appears in small, well-defined, lustrous crystalline

laminae of a clear white colour, and exhibiting, when pure, a beautiful violet fluo-

rescence. The specific gravity of anthracene is 1-149. It melts at about 415° F.,

and sublimes at higher temperatures. Anthracene is insoluble in water, but readily

soluble in boiling alcohol, in ether, benzole, volatile oils, and bisulphide of carbon.

By prolonged exposure to light it passes into an isomeric modification known as

'garanthracene, tJnder the influence of oxidising agents it is converted into anthra-

quinone, from which artiflcial alizarine may be prepared. See Alizaeine.
AXfTHRACExrE-RED. A name for artificial alizarine. See Alizaeine.

_
AXTTHUACXTEi {&u0pa^, coal.) A variety of coal containing a larger propor-

tion of carbon and less bituminous matter than common coal.

—

De la Bechc,

'We see the same series of coal-bods becoming so altered in their horizontal
range, that a set of beds bituminous in one locality is observed gradually to change
into anthracitic in another. Taking the coal-measures of South Wales and Monmouth-
shire, we have a series of accumulations in which the coal-beds become not only more
anthracitic towards the west, but also exhibit this change in a plane which may
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bo considered as dipping SSE. at a moderate angle, tlie amount of whicli is not yet

clearly ascertained, so that in the natural sections aflForded wo have bituminous coals

in the high grounds and anthracitic coals beneath. This fact is readily observed
either in tlio Neath or Swansea valleys, whoro we have bituminous coals on the south
and anthracite on tho north ; and more bituminous coal-beds on the heights than
beneath, some distance up these valleys—those of the Nedd and Tawe. Though the

terms bituminous coal and anthracite havo boon applied to marked differences, the

changes are so gradual that there is no sudden modification to be seen. To some
of tho intermediate kinds the term ' froo-btirning ' has been given, and thus three chief

diflforences have been recognised.'

—

Memoirs of the Geological Survey.

Tho term Culm is applied both to an inferior kind of anthracite only worked for

making lime, or for mixing with clay, and to the small pieces of good anthracite ob-

tained in working the true anthracite beds. It is also caUed Blind Coal, Glance Coal,

and Kilkenny Coal.

The term Culm is applied generally to anthracite in our parliamentary returns.

There are three very distinct ' trades ' in anthracite. There is, first, that where
the coal is sold exactly as it is worked, ' through and through,' as it is termed, or

Through Culm, which is used entirely for lime-burning. This coal is not of so pure a
kind as that from which the large coal is picked out, and is sometimes called Bastard
Stone Coal. The trade in the Neath district is entirely of this kind. In Swansea
and Llanelly it is partly of this kind, and partly of the kind where the large coal is

picked out, and sold as Stone Coal for the various purposes to which that coal is

applied, loa^dng the small to bo shipped, also for lime-burning purposes, under the

name of Stone Coal Culm. In Pembrokeshire no ' through culm ' is shipped. There
is one curious lot of 4,000 tons annually shipped in Swansea under the name of Lamb-
skin, which is almost dust ; it is sent to one market—Cardiganshire, where it is used
entirely for mixing with clay ; tho mixture, under the name of Fireballs, being used

for household purposes. This mixture, made of the ordinary Stone Coal Culm, is also

very commonly used in parts of Pembrokeshire and Caermarthenshire.

Anthracite coal is obtained in the western divisions of the South Wales coal-field,

at Bideford in Devonshire, at Walsall in Staffordshire, in Ireland, and in Scotland,

in Switzerland, Savoy and Italy. Commencing at the top of the Neath valley, and
following the north crop of the South Wales coal-field downwards to Kidwelly, from
east to west, there are 48 anthracite collieries—and in Pembrokeshire there are 16

of these collieries. It is found abundantly in America. Professor H. D. Roger's
' Transactions of American Geologists ' states that in tho great Apalachian coal-field,

extending 720 miles, with a chief breadth of 180 miles, the coal is bituminous towards

the western limit, where it is level and unbroken, becoming anthracitic towards the

south-west, where it is disturbed. Anthracitic coal is also found in the coal-fields of

France, especially in the departments of Isere, the High Alps, Gard, Mayenne, and of

Sarth ; about 42,271,000 kilogrammes (of 2'2046 avoirdupois pounds each) are

produced annually. Anthracite is also raised in Belgium.

The following analyses of bituminous and anthracite coals will sufficiently show the

differences ;

—

Locality Name of Coal Carbon
Volatile

Matter
Ashes

BrruMiKotfs

Birtley Works, ffeW-

castle-on-Tyne • •tit*. 60'50 35-50 4-00

Alfreton, Derbyshire 62-46 42-50 2-04

Anthracite
Neath Abbey . . Pwlferon Vein, 5th bed 91-08 8-00 0-92

Swansea . Peacock Coal .... 89-00 7-50 3-50

Ystalyfera Brass Vein . . . , 92-46 6-04 1-50

Cwm Neath Nine-feet Vein .... 93-12 5-22 1-50

Prance Anthracite, common . 79-15 7-37 13-25

Cote-d'Or 82-60 8-60 8-80

Pennsylvania .

Mais Saize 83-80 7-50 9-50

Beaver Meadow.... 92-30 6-42 1-28

M • • Shenoweth Vein.... 94-10 1-40 4-50

)» • • • Black Spring Gap 80-57 7-15 3-28

)t • •

Massachusetts .

Nealey's Tunnel.... 89-20 6-40 5-40

Mansfield Mine .... 97-00 3-00

Rhode Island . Portsmouth Mine 85-84 10-50 3-66

Westphalia Schafberg, Alexander Seam 82-02 8-69 9-29
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Anthracite is not an original variety of coal, but a modification of the same beds
which remain bituminous in other parts of the region. Anthracite beds, therefore,

are not separate deposits in another sea, nor coal-measures in another area, nor inter-

polations among bituminous coals ; but the bituminous beds themselves, altered into

a natural coko, from which tho volatile bituminous oils and gages have been driven

oflf".

—

J. P. Lesley, on Coal.

Anthracite—now exclusively used for iron-making, steam-engines, and for domestic

purposes in the United States—was some 60 years since regarded as iacombuBtible
refuse, and thrown away.

Principal Localities of Anthracite and Anthracitic Coal, §c.

Specific Weight of a
ETJEOPE. Gravity. Cubic Yard in lbs.

South "Wales c—Swansea • • • • . I ZOO •
01 Ql

• . ZLoi
U3aartnia . . . . 1'337 . . . 2256
Yniscedwin . . . . 1"354 . , , 2284

Average . . . . 1'445 . . 2278
Ireland, mean 1'445 . 2376
J.< ranee, Ailier ....... 1*380 . . . 2207

xanuai ...... 1 .90A
i oyu .

OOQ 9

Brassac 1*430 . . 2413
Belgium :—Mons ...... 1*307 . . 2105
Westpnalia ...... 1*305 . . 2278
Prussian Saxony ...... 1*466 . . . 2474
Saxony ....... 1*300 . . 2193

Average of Europe . . . . • • . 2281

AMBBICA.
Pennsylvania:—Lykens Valley . . , 1*327 , 2240

Lebanon co., grey vein 1*379 . . . 2327
Schuylkill co., Lorberry Creek 1*472 . . 2484
Pottsville, Sharp Mountain 1-412 . . 2382

„ Peach . 1*446 . . 2440

„ Salem Vein 1*574 . . 2649
Tamaqua, north vein 1*600 . . 2700
Manch Chunk 1-550 . . 2615
Nesquehoning . . . . 1-558 . . 2646
Wilkesbarre, best . 1*472 . . 2884
West Mahoney . . . 1*371 . , 2313
Beaver Meadow . . 1*600 . . 2700
Girardville 1-600 . . 2700
Hazelton.... . 1-550 . . 2615
Broad Mountain 1-700 . . 2869
Lackawanna . . 1-609 . . 2715

Massachusetts:—Mansfield . . 1-710 . . 2882
Rhode Island :—Portsmouth , 1*810 . . 3054

Average iii United States . 2601

The calorific value of anthracite coal is well shown by the following results from
Dr. Fyfe's experiments to compare Scotch and English bituminous coals with anthracite,

in regard to their evaporative power, in a high-pressure boiler of a 4-horse engine

having a grate with 8*15 square feet of surface ; also in a waggon-shaped copper

boiler, open to the air, surface 18 feet, grate 1-55.
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lliddlerig Scotch 81-33 9 45° 6-66 7*74 10-00 44*27 Pressure 17 lbs.

coal. per sq. inch.
Scotch coal, dif. 108 5 170 6-C2 6-89 13-25 33*33 Ditto.

ferent variety
from preceding

AXTHI1.4.CITK 47-9i 8»

84

45 8-73 10*10 5-88 76-09 Ditto.
Scotch coal, from 8-24 50 5*38 6-90 5-31 436-89 Low pressure,
nearEdinburgh open copper

boiler.
English bitumi- 6'07 8*4 60 7-84 9*07 8*01 603*08 3-06 Ditto.
nous coal.

Vol. I. 0
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Space will not admit of our entering fully into the question of the evaporative power
of anthracite ; but its advantages under certain conditions are fully established.

In this country anthracite coal is used in the manufacture of iron in the following

furnaces :

—

Ystalyfera in Glamorganshire . . .11 furnaces in blast in 1871

Yniscedwyn in Brecknockshire ... 2 „ „

The quantity of anthracite-iron made in 1871 being 34,761 tons.

The following table shows the progress of production in America of anthracite from

1862 to 1871 inclusive, from Schuylkill, Lehigh, and Wyoming:

—

Years Tons Years Tons

1862 7,387,422 1867 11,725,588
1863 9,187,588 1868 12,912,751

1864 9,657,723 1869 12,746,938

1865 8,814,995 1870 14,266,190

1866 10,498,970 1871 13,855,307

Mr. P. W. Sheafer, in an address recently delivered to the students of the Pardee
Scientific Department in Lafayette College, says :

—

' In our estimates of the areas of the anthracite coal-fields of Pennsylvania, we place

that of the

Southern coal-field at 146 square miles

Of the Shamokin district 50 ,,

Of the Mahanog district 41 „
Of the Upper Lehigh field 35 „
Of the Wyoming and Lackawanna field . , ,198 „

Total, 470 square miles,

or 300,800 acres.

' Averaging the total coal thickness of the southern coal-field at 75 feet, and that of

the middle and northern fields at 45 feet, we have a total content (one cubic yard
equalling one ton) of say 26,361,076,000 tons

Deduct one-half for waste in mining, preparing,

and faults 13,180,538,000 tons

and we have a net result of 13,180,538,000 tons

'The amount mined from 1820 to 1870, the first fifty years of the anthracite coal-

trade, was 206,666,325 tons ; so that we have yet in store 12,973,878,675 tons. The
progress of our coal-trade is thus shown :—

•

In 1820 the production was 365 tons

from 1820 to 1830 533,194 „
„ 1830 to 1840 5,406,711 „

„ 1840 to 1850 15,952,893 „
„ 1850 to 1860 42,088,644 „
„ 1860 to 1870 50,337,354 „

' The production of anthracite coal in Pennsylvania in the year 1872 was unpre-

eedently large, as will bo seen by the following Table, illustrating the progress of

the extraction year by year during the last thirty years :

Year Tons Year Tons

1843 1,263,598 1858 6,839,369

1844 1,630,850 1859 7,808,255

1845 2,013,013 1860 8,513,123

1846 2,344,005 1861 7,954,264

1847 2,882,309 1862 7,869,407

1848 3,089,238 1863 9,566,006

1849 3,242,966 1864 10,177,475

1850 3,358,899 1865 9,652,391

1851 4,448,916 1866 12,703,882

1852 4,993,471 1867 12,988,725

1853 6,195,151 1868 13,834,132

1854 6,002,334 1869 13,723,030

1855 6,608,567 1870 15,849,899

1856 6,927,580 1871 15,113,407

1857 6,644,941 1872 18,400,000
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ANTHRAPUBPITRXSr. A colouring-mattor recently obtained by Mr. W. H.
Perkin from commercial artificial alizarine. The crude alizarine is dissolved in

dilute solution of carbonate of soda, and the product well agitated with freshly-

precipitated alumina, which combines with the alizarine, leaving the anthrapurpurin

in solution. This solution, having been filtered and heated to the boiling point, is

acidified with hydrochloric acid, whereby the colouring-matter is precipitated ; this

may be purified by repeated boiling in alcohol.

As a dyeing agent anthrapurpurin greatly resembles alizarine, giving red colours

with alumina, and purple and black with iron mordants. The shades of colour, however,

are different with the two materials ; the anthrapurpurin reds being much purer

and less blue, whilst the purples are bluer and the blacks more intense than those

with alizarine. (See ' Journ. Chem. Soc' May, 1873.)

ANTX-A.'STS.ZTZOir, or, .ajfTI-FRXCXXOKT COBXPOSZTZOK'. Various
preparations have been, from time to time, introduced for the purpose of removing, as

much as possible, the friction of machinery. Black lead, or plumbago, mixed with a

tenacious grease, has been much employed. Peroxide of iron, finely divided haematite,

&c., have also been used.

AITTXCHXiOBS:. A term employed by bleachers to the means of obviating the

pernicious after-effects of chlorine upon the pulp of paper, or stuffs, which have been
bleached therewith. Manufacturers have been in the habit of using sulphite of soda,

whose action upon the adhering bleaching salt, which cannot be removed by washing,

gives rise to the formation of sulphate and hydrosulphate of soda and chloride of

sodium. Chloride of tin has been recommended by some chemists for this purpose.

Hyposulphite of soda is now extensively used as an antichlore, as also are certain

salts of lime, as sulphide of calcium.

AZl'TX-FKXCTjCOK' BSSSTAlj, Tin and pewter are often employed as anti-

friction metals for the bearings of locomotive engines. One-half of each tin and copper
is now used at some of the large railway works.

Babbet's metal is prepared by taking about fl.fty parts of tin, five of antimony, and
one of copper.

Tin, or pewter, used alone, owing to its softness, spreads out and escapes under the

superincumbent weight of the locomotive, or other heavy machinery. It is usual,

therefore, to add antimony, for the purpose of giving these metals hardness.

Fenton's anti-friction metal, which is much employed, is a mixture of tin, copper,

and spelter. Its advantages are stated to be cheapness in first cost, low specific

gravity, being 20 per cent, lighter than gun-metal ; and being of a more unctuous or

soapy character than gun-metal, less grease or oil is required.

The softer metal is often supported by brasses cast of the required form, the tin

alloy being cast upon them. The brasses, or bearings, being properly tinned, and
an exact model of the axle having been turned, the parts are heated, put together in

their relative positions, luted with plastic clay, and the fluid anti-friction metal poured
in, which then becomes of the required form, and effectually solders the brass.

The following compositions are recommended to railway engineers as having been
employed for several years in Belgium. In those cases where the objects are much
exposed to friction, 20 parts of copper, 4 of tin, 0'5 of antimony, and 0'25 of lead.

For objects which are intended to resist violent shocks, 20 parts of copper, 6 of zinc,

and 1 of tin. For those which are exposed to heat, 17 parts of copper, 1 of zinc, 0'5

of tin, and 0'25 of lead. The copper is added to the fused mass containing the other

metals. See Azxoy and Kingston's Metal ; Antimony.
AM'TI-GirGGZiEB. A small syphon of metal, which is inserted into the mouths

of casks, or large bottles called carboys, to admit air over the liquor contained in

them, and thus to facilitate their being emptied without agitation or a guggling

noise.

AUTZHaoinr. [Antimoine, Fr. ; Antimon, Spiessglanz or Spiessglas, Ger.)

Symbol Sb. {Stibium, LaX.); Atomic Weight, 122; Specific Gravity, 6715. The sul-

phide or sulphuret is the only ore of this metal found in sufficient abundance to

be largely smelted, and therefore forms the chief and most common source of the

antimony of commerce, and of the greater number of the pharmaceutical preparations

of that metal.

A'litimony Glance, Antimonite, Stibnite, or Grey Antimony Ore, sometimes occurs

compact, but usually in very long prismatic or acicular crj'stals, or in a fibrous form.

It is of a lead or steel-grey colour, sometimes with an iridescent lustre, sectile and
flexible when in thin laminae. It may be distinguished from a similar ore of man-
ganese by its perfect diagonal cleavage and easy fusibility. Grey antimony is com-
posed of antimony 72, sulphur 28, corresponding to the formula SbS' (Sb-S*). It fuses
readily in the flame of a candle, to which it imparts a greenish tint. On charcoal, in

the flame of a blowpipe, it gives out a strong smell of sulphur, with white fumes, and
o 2
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yields a white slag. When pure, it is perfectly soluble in muriatic acid. Its specific

gravity is 4'5.

The most celebrated localities of this ore are Pelsobanya, Sehemnitz, and Kremnitz,

in Hungary, where it occurs in diverging prisms several inches long. It is also

found in the Hartz, at Andreasberg; in Cornwall, at Padstow and Tintagel; at

New Cumnick, in Ayrshire; in Victoria and South Australia; and abundantly in

Borneo.

This ore was called by the ancients irXaTviipBaKfiov—nXaTxis broad <p6a\fihs eye

—from the use to which it was applied in increasing the apparent size of the eye, as

is still practised among Oriental nations, by staining the upper and under edges of the

eyelids. It was also used as a hair-dye and to colour the eyebrows.

It was the Lupus Metallorum of the alchemists. ' Crude antimony ' is obtained

from it by simple fusion, and from this product the pure metal is extracted.

The other principal ores of antimony are the following :—
Native Antimony is a mineral of a tin-white.colour and streak, and of a metallic

lustre ; it sometimes contains silver, iron, and arsenic, 'nith which last it is com-
monly associated. It is brittle, and possesses a specific gravity of 6'62 to 672. It is

generally lamellar, sometimes botryoidal, or reniform. Before the blowpipe it soon

melts, and continues to burn after the heat is removed ; but if the heat be continued,

it evaporates in white fumes, and is redeposited around the globule.

Native antimony occurs at Sahlberg in Sweden, Andreasberg in the Hartz, Allemont
in Dauphiny, in Mexico, in Borneo, &e.

Allemontite, or Arsenical Antimony. See AI^SE^^c.

Dyserasite, or AntimonidL Silver, is a silver-white metallic minei-al of somewhat
variable composition, containing from 15 to 27 per cent, of antimony, and from 73 to

85 per cent, of silver. It is a rare mineral, occurring at Andreasberg in the Hartz,

at Allemont in Dauphiny, in Bolivia, &c.

Breithauptitc or Antinumial Xiciel is a mineral containing 67"5 of antimony, and
32 '5 of nickel, found at Andreasberg in the Hartz.

Oxides of Antimony.—Three mineral species consist wholly of native oxides of

antimony—the result of the alteration of grej' antimony, native antimony, and other

ores of that metal. Valentinitc, teroxide of antimony, or antimonious oxide, SbO*
(Sb^O'), occurs in rectangular plates and acicular prisms belonging to the orthorhombic
system. It possesses a shining pearly lustre and a snow-white colour, but is some-
times pinkish, or ash-grey, or brownish. It affords a white streak. It is composed
of antimony 8i'32, oxygen 15"68. Specific gravity = o'56. It is found in tabular

crystals in veins traversing the primary rocks at Przibram in Bohemia, near Freiberg

in Saxony, Allemont in Dauphinj', &c. Senamwntite.—This also consists solely of

teroxide of antimony SbO' (Sb-O*)
; but, unlike Valentinite, crystallises in regiilar

octahedrons : hence the native oxide is dimorphous. The crystals are colourless or

greyish, with a resinous or subadamantine lustre. The per-centage composition is,

of course, the same as that of Valentinite. Senarmontite occurs in the province of

Constantino in Algeria ; at Pemick in Hungary ; at Endellion in Cornwall ; and at

South Ham in Canada. Cervantite, or Antimony Ochre.—This is an oxide containing

Sb 0' (Sb-O*), probably a combination of antimonious and antimonic oxides (SbO' +
SbO*). It occurs as a crust or powder, or in acicular crystals, ^rith a greasy or earthy

lustre, and of a pale yellow or nearly white colour. Specific gravity= 4'08. It is

found at Cervantes, in Spain ; in Hungary, and the Auvergne.
Eed Antimony {Kermexite) is a compound of oxide of antimony 30'2, and sulphide

of antimony 69'8 ; or antimonj' 7-l"-i5, oxygen 5'29, and sulphur 20'49. It occurs

generally in capillary six-sided prismatic crystals of a cherry-red colour, affording a

brownish-red streak. It has a specific gravity of from 4'o to 4'6. It is feebly trans-

lucent, and possesses an adamantine lustre. It occurs at Malaezka in Hungary,
Braunsdorf in Saxony, and at Allemont in Dauphiny.
Antimony also occurs in a large number of other minerals, which are for the most

part double sulpliides, such as Jamesonite, Zinckenite, Bournonite, Plumosite, Bou-
langerite, Wolfsbergite, Panabase, Berthierite, Miargyrite, Pj-rargyrite, &c.

AssATCS'G OF A_NTiMO>T Oees.—The chief mineral or ore which has to be submitted

to assay is the sulphide of antimony (SbS^), sometimes the oxides of antimony (SbO",

SbOS and SbO^), and occasionally native antimony.
I. SvXpMde of Antimony.
(a.) Estimation of the Sulphide of Antimony when it occurs intermixed with more or

less of vein-stuff.—About 2,000 to 7,000 grains of the ore are broken into fragments

from about § to 1 inch in diameter, so as to produce as little dust as possible. Two
crucibles are selected, so that the bottom of the upper one can be inserted into the

mouth of the lower one to the extent of about 1 inch ; a hole is made in the bottom

of the upper crucible. This hole is partially closed by placing over it a small lump
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of the ore or a fragment of charcoal. The ore is then introduced
;
portions of charcoal

about the size of the ore being intermixed during the clinrging, the fine ore placed on
top, a layer of charcoal afterwards added, and the crucible-cover fitted and well

luted down. The bottom of the pot thus charged is inserted into the mouth of the

lower one. Heat is now applied ; the two pots thus arranged being placed so that

the lower pot is under the bars of the furnace and the upper one surrounded -nith hot

fuel. The temperature should be carefully regulated, and the operation completed in

about 1 to 1^ hours. When cold, the liquated regulus or sulphide of antimony will

be fouud in the lower crucible, and from its weight the per-centage of pure ore con-

tained in the sample operated on can be calculated. The regulus should be well

fused, bluish grey in colour, and the fracture bright and fibrous-crystalline. When
pure, sulphide of antimony contains 71 '76 per cent, of metallic antimony; so that, if

desirable, from tlie weight of the regulus obtained the quantity of met;il in the sample
operated on can readily be calculated. The residual vein-stulF in the upper crucible

should be examined, to see that it is practically free from sulphide of antimony.
(h.) Assay of Ore rich in Bulphide of Antimony, or Ecgulus obtained by Liquation («)

or otherwise, by roasting, ^c.—100 to 500 grains of the finely powdered ore are placed

in a crucible or roasting-dish, and roasted at a very low and carefully regulated

temperature, with frequent stirring, especially at the first part of the operation, so as

to prevent clogging or loss from antimony fume being given off. The roasted product,

which is generally grey or greyish white in colour, is then mixed with carbonate of

soda and charcoal powder, or tartar, or with black flux, and the assay made as for oxide

of antimony.

(c.) By Cyanide ofPotassium.
—

"With 100 to 200 grains of the finely powdered ore are

mixed about four times its weight of coarsely powdered cyanide of potassium, the

mixture transferred to a crucible, and the whole submitted to a low red heat for about

20 to 30 minutes. The fused contents are poured out into a mould, and when cold

the slag detached and the button of metallic antimony weighed. It should be bright,

bluish white, brittle, and break with a largely crystalline fracture.

II. Oxides of Antimony.

(«.) By Carbonate of Soda and Carbon.—100 to 500 grains of the finely powdered
ore are mixed with from 300 to 500 grains of carbonate of soda, and from 20 to 60
grains of charcoal powder, and the mixture submitted in a crucible to a temperature
gradually increasing to a red heat at the end of from 20 to 30 minutes. When thn

fused contents are tranquil, it is poured out into a mould, and when cold the slag

cautiously detached, and the button of antimony cleaned and weighed.
(b.) By Cyanide of Potassium.—100 to 200 grains of the ore are weighed and

mixed with about four times its weight of cyanide of potassium, and from 20 to 30
grains of charcoal powder, the whole exposed in a crucible to a low red heat for about

20 to 30 minutes, and the process completed as before described for the assay of

sulphide of antimony with cyanide of potassium.

Professor Henry Eose, of Berlin, in a memoir on the natural, not oxidised, com-
binations of antimony and arsenic, gives the following analyses : '—

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8

Sulphur 22'58 21-95 22-15 22-53 19-72 16-42 20-31 17-04

Antimony . 44'39 39-14 34-40 34-9 31-04 14-68 26-28 5-09

Lead . 31-8i 40-75 36-71 46-87 40-84

Silver 36'40 68-54 64-29

Copper 0-'42 1-06 0-13 0-19 0-64 12-65 9-23

Iron . 0-62 2-30 2-65 1-30 0-06

Lime . . . 0-08

Arsenic 3-74

99'23 99-17 99-73 96-17 99-01 100-28 100-08 100-15

1 . Zinkcnite, from Wolfsberg, in the Eastern Hartz.

2. Miargyrite, from Braunsdorf, in Saxony.

3. 4. Jamcsonite, from Cornwall.

6. Plumose Grey Antiinony, from Wolfsberg, in the Eastern Hartz.

6. Brittle Silver Glance, from Schemnitz, Hungary.
7. Boiirnonite, from the Pfalfenberg mine. Eastern Hartz.

8. Polybasite, from Mexico.

» Brewster's Edin, Journ, ij, 369 ;
Pogg, Ann, sv.
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Metailuegy of Antimony.—In treating certain ores to obtain the metal, the first

object is to separate the gangue, which was formerly done by filling crucibles with the

mixed materials, placing

them on the hearth of an
oven, and exposing them
to a moderate heat. As
the sulphide easily melts,

it runs out through a hole

in the bottom of the cru-

cible into a pot placed

beneath, and out of the

reach of the fire. But
the great loss from the

breakage of the crucibles has caused another method to be adopted. In this, the broken

ore, being sorted, is laid on the bottom of a concave reverberatory hearth, where it is

reduced.

Figs. 71 and 72 represent a wind or flame furnace, for the reduction of anti-

mony. The hearth is formed of sand and clay solidly beat together, and slopes from

all sides towards the middle, where it is connected with the orifice a, which is closed

with dense coal-ashes ; b is the air-channel up through the bridge ; c, the door for

introducing the prepared ore, and running off the slags
; d, the bridge

;
c, the grate

;

/, the fire or fuel-door
; g, the chimney. With 2 or 3 cwts. of ore, the smelting pro-

cess is completed in from 8 to 10 hours. The metal thus obtained is not pure

enough, but must be fused under coal-dust, in portions of 20 or 30 pounds, in crucibles

placed upon a reverberatory hearth.

At Malboac, in the department of Ardeche, in France, the separation of the sulphide

ofantimony from its associated gangue is, or

was, effected by means of a peculiar appara-

tus (fig. 73). The mineral is placed in large

retorts, h e, of which four are set in each

furnace. An aperture is left at the bottom
of each of these cylinders, which corre-

sponds with a similar opening by which they

are supported. Beneath these, in tlio

chambers, c c, are placed earthen pots, p p,

in which is received the melted sulphide as

it descends through the openings in the

cylinders. The fuel consumed on the grate

consists of fir-wood ; and the sulphide ob-

tained is converted into metallic antimony
by roasting in a reverberatory furnace, and
subsequent reduction by a mixture of 20

per cent of powdered charcoal which has

been saturated with a strong solution of the

carbonate of soda.

Metallic antimony, as obtained by the

preceding process, is the antimony of commerce, but is not absolutely pure ; con-

taining frequently minute portions of iron, lead, and even arsenic, the detection

and separation of which belong to the province of analytical chemistry ; but
considerable purity may bo secured by repeatedly fusing the metal, mixed with a
little of its sulphide and some carbonate of soda, in a crucible. From 100 parts of

the impure metal in this way 94 of pure antimony are obtained. The addition of

sulphide serves the purpose of making fluid compounds of the sulpirides of iron, arsenic,

and copper, with the soda. Wohlcr purifies antimony completely from arsenic (not from
iron and copper) by deflagrating 10 parts of the crude ore with 12 of nitre and 15 of

carbonate of soda
;
washing away the arsenic salt, and then smelting the residuary anti-

moniate of potash with black flux. Lead can be separated only by the humid analysis.

To obtain antimony free from iron, it should be fused with some antimonic oxide

in a crucible, whereby the iron is oxidised and separated. The presence of arsenic

in antimony is detected by the garlic smell, emitted by such an alloy when heated at

the blowpipe
;

or, better, by igniting it with nitre in a crucible ; in which case

insoluble antimonite and antimonate of potash will be formed along with soluble

arsenate. Water digested upon the mixture, filtered, and then tested with nitrate of

silver, vnW afford the brown-red precipitate characteristic of arsenic acid.

According to Berthior. the following materials aflfbrd, in smelting, an excellent

product of antimony. From 100 parts of sulphide, 60 of protoxide of iron from the
shingling or rolling mills {Hammerschlag), 45 to 50 of carbonate of soda, and 10 of
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charcoal powder, from 65 to 70 parts of metallic antimony or regulus should bo

obtained. Glauber salts may be used advantageously instead of soda. Another for-

mula is, 100 parts of sulphide of antimony, 42 of metallic iron, and 10 of dry sulphate

of soda. The product thence is said to be from 60 to 64 parts of metal.

In the works where antimonial ores are smelted, by means of tartar (argol,

bitartrate of potash), the alkaline scoriae which cover the. metallic ingots are not

rejected as useless, for they hold a certain quantity of antimonial oxide in combination

—a property of the potash flux which is propitious to the purity of the metal. These

scoriae, consisting of sulpliide of potassium and antimonate of potash, being treated

with water, undergo a reciprocal decomposition ; the elements of the water act on

those of the sulphide, and the resulting alkaline hydrosulphide reacts on the

antimonial solution so as to form a species of kermes mineral, which precipitates.

This is dried, and sold at a low price as a veterinary medicine under the name of

kermes, by the dry way.

Metallic antimony is now largely obtained from the native sulphide by the reducing

action of iron. A quantity of scrap-iron or of tin-plate clippings is thrust into the

molten sulphide, previously separated from the gangue, and the antimony is thus

reduced, with formation of a regulus of protosulphide of iron (ferrous sulphide). The
process of smelting antimony by means of iron resolves itself into three distinct

operations, which may be thus described :—

'

1. Singling.—A charge of about 40 lbs. of the ore, broken up into pieces each

about half the size of an egg, is introduced into a red-hot crucible, with a quantity of

slag obtained in the operation of douhling^ at a previous smelting. Above this ore

and slag is placed a mass of refuse iron, consisting generally of tin-plate in the form

of old kettles and saucepans, and beaten for convenience' sake into the shape of a

cone. Assuming that the ore contains from 50 to 55 per cent, of antimony, about 20

lbs. of iron would be added to the quantity of ore and slag specified above. When
the charge has melted, the iron cone is pressed into the molten mass, and the reduction

thus effected by action of the metal on the fused sulphide. The crucible is then

removed from the fire, and the contents poured into a large conical cast-iron mould.

On the cooling of the mass, a button of crude antimony is found below the regulus,

from which it is readily separated by a tap with the hammer.
2. Doubling.—The ' singles,' or buttons of metallic antimony from the first melting

are sorted, so that those which contain an excess of sulphur may be melted with
those which have an excess of iron. Seventy or eighty pounds of these sorted singles

are put into a crucible with a little salt-cake (crude sulphate of soda) and melted.

This re-melted antimony is then poured' into a cast-iron bowl, where it solidifies, and
forms the product known as ' bowl metal.'

3. Bcfining or Frenching.—^A charge of from 60 to 70 lbs. of bowl metal is intro-

duced into a red-hot crucible, with a pound or two of American potash and about 10

lbs. of slag from the previous refining. When melted, the mass is stirred with an
iron bar, and the character of the slag adhering to the stirrer enables the workman to

judge whether the refining be complete or no. The refined metal is poured into

moulds, where it slowly cools and acquires the crystalline structure characteristic of

this metal ; to favour this crystallisation the metal, while cooling, is covered with
slag, and should be left quite undisturbed.

It was shown by the late Dr. Matthiessen that the tendency of antimony to

crystallise is due to the presence of a small proportion of impurity; antimony, in a
pure state, cannot be readily caused to crystallise.

Antimony is a brittle metal, of a silvery white colour, with a tinge of blue, a
lamellar texture, and crystalline fracture. When heated at the blowpipe, it melts with
groat readiness, and diffuses white vapours, possessing somewhat of a garlic smell. If

thrown in tliis melted state on a flat sheet of paper, the globule sparkles and bursts

into a multitude of small spheroids, which retain their incandescence for a long time,

and run about on the paper, leaving traces of the white oxide produced during the

combustion. When this oxide is fused with borax, or other vitrifying matter, it

imparts a yellow colour to it. Metallic antimony, treated with hot nitric acid in a

concentrated state, is converted into a powder, called antimonious acid, which is alto-

gether insoluble in tho ordinary acid menstrua—a property by which the chemist can
separate that metal from iron and copper. According to Bergmann, the specific

gravity of antimony is 6'86 ; but that of the purest is 6715. The alchemists had
conceived the most brilliant hopes of this metal ; the facility with which it is alloyed
with gold, since its fumes alone render this most ductile metal immediately brittle,

led them to assign to it a royal lineage, and distinguished it by the title of regulus, or
the little king.

' The substance of thig description is talten from some ' Notes on Antimony,' in tlje ' Mining and
Smelting Magazine," vol. iil. p. 136,
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Its chief employment is in making the alloys called type metal, stereotype metal,

music plates, and Britannia metal ; the fixsfc consisting of 6 of lead and 2 of antimony

;

the second of 6 of lead and 1 of antimony ; the third of lead, tin, and antimony ; and
the fomth also of lead, tin, and antimony, Tith occasionally a little copper, bismuth,
and nickel. Antimony is much used in alloys with tin, tin and lead, and in some cases

copper, in various proportions, for machinery bearings, instead of gun-metal. In
cases of rapid and continuous revolution, as the shafts of scre'w-steamers, these are

found much, better than gun-metal. It is also used by the Ordnance in hardening
bullets and shot.— Wafis's Dictioiiary of Chemistri/.

ilelted vrith tin, antimony has of late been used as an antifriction alloy for railway

axles, and other bearings ; in metallic rings, or collars, for machinery. As this alloy

is not so much heated by friction as the harder metals, less grease is consumed. See

AiiOTS ; Aktifbictiox Metal.
The shipments of Antimony Ore and Eegulus from Victoria have been as follows :

—

1866 530 tons valued at £3.382
1867 518 ., „ 5,106

1868 649 „ „ 8,810
1869 593 „ „ 11,258

1870 3,118 „ „ 32,870

1871 No returns given

From Borneo the shipments Tere :—In

1866 316 tons valued at £3,859
1867 336 „ „ 3.449

1868 1,154 „ „ 15,409

1869 1,072 „ „ 15,080

1870 3,578 „ ., 26,888

1871 Included in ' Ores vjicnumerated.'

AK'TZMOirS', CHZiORZSSS OP. Two chlorides are known—the tercMoride,

or antunonious chloride (Sb CP), and the pentachloride. or antimmiic cMwide (Sb CP).

The former, known to the older chemists as butter of antimony, may be prepired by
distilling metallic antimony with corrosive sublimate, or by acting on the tersulphide

of antimony with hydrochloric acid, and distilling the product. The pentachloride is

olitained by passing chlorine over metallic antimony, and separating the mixed
chlorides by distillation. The old Powder of Algaroth was an oxychloride of

antimony.

AZCTZKOZTT, CHOCUS OP. An impure sulphide of antimony and sodium,

forming the scoria which is produced in smelting antimony by heating the roasted

sulphide with charcoal and carbonate of soda.

AXllTULOTirY dAirCE. Native tersulphide of antimony, the principal ore of

this metal. See Axtimoxv.
AXTTlMOITSr, GXiASS OP. This substance, according to M. Soubeiran. con-

tained:—Teroxide of antimony, 91 "5
;

silica, 4 '5
;
peroxide of iron, 3 '2 ; sulphuret

of antimony, P9. = 101'l.

AXrrxnsoirS' VERKZZiIOST. A red pigment consisting of artificial ter-

sulphide of antimony, formed by pouring a solution of chloride of antimony in hydro-

chloric acid into a dilute solution of hyposulphite of lime in excess ; when the liquid

is heated, a yellow precipitate falls, and this gradually assumes an orange-red

colour.

AIS'TZSEPTXCS. (From on-l against : mjirrbj putrid.') Substances which
prevent the spontaneous decomposition of animal and vegetable substances. These
are chiefly the mineral acids, charcoal, chloride of lime, chlorine, culinary salt, nitre,

spices, sugar, creosote, and yeast—which operate partly by inducing a change in the

animal or vegetable fibres, and partly by combining with and rendering the aqueous
constituent unsusceptible of decomposition. See Disijtfecta^-ts ; Food ;

Pkovisioxs,

crEixG of; and Pkeserved ^JIeats.

AXrvxii. A mass of iron, having a smooth and nearly flat top-.«urface of steel,

upon which blacksmiths, and various other artificers, forge metals with the hammer.
The common anvil is usually made of seven pieces : 1. the core, or body; 2, 3. 4. 6.

the four comer-pieces, which serve to enlarge its base
; 6, the projecting end, which

has a square hole for the reception of the tail, or shank of a chisel, on which iron bars

may be cut through ; and the beak, or horizontal cone, round which rods or slips

of metal may be turned into a circular form, as in making rings. These six pieces

are welded separately to the first, or core, and then hammered into a uniform body.

In manufacturing large anvils, two hearths are needed, in order to bring each of the
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two pieces to be welded to a proper heat' by itself; and several men are employed in

working them together briskly in the -welding state, by heavy swing hammers. The
steel facing is applied by welding in the same manner. The anvil is then hardened,

by heating it to a cherry red, and plunging it into cold water—a running stream being

preferable to a pool or cistern. The facing should not be too thick a plate
;

for, when
such, it is apt to crack in the hardening. The face of the anvil is now smoothed
upon a grindstone, and finally polished with emery and crocus, for all delicate pur-

poses of art.

The blacksmith, in general, sets his anvil loosely upon a wooden block, and in pre-

ference, on the root of an oak tree. The cutlers and file-makers fasten their anvils

to a large block of stone, their peculiar work rendering it an advantage to have the

anvil fixed as firmly and solidly as possible.

The whitesmith, or brightsmith, when working at the anvil, unless the piece under
the hammer should be very light, is assisted by a striker, who wields a sledge-hammer.
In forging round articles, such as bolts, axles, &c., the smith makes use of swages

—

pieces of steel formed somewhat like hammer-heads—with a groove in one corre-

sponding with a hollow in the other. In forging small spindles, the boss, or lower
piece, is permanently fixed upon the anvil. For convenience in managing heavy
articles, a crane is so fixed in the workshops, that the arm traverses between the fire

and the anvil.

APATITE. {aTtardw to deceive). A name proposed by "Werner, in 1786, for the

native crystallised phosphate of lime of Saxony, and since extended to all minerals of

like chemical composition. The name is suggestive of the deceptive appearances
which the mineral often presents, and which naturally enough led the early minera-

logists into the error of mistaking many of its varieties for widely-different sub-

stances. As apatite, when occurring in sufficient quantity to be advantageously
worked, has always a high economic value, it is desirable to describe the species

somewhat in detail.

Apatite crj-stallisos in forms belonging to the hexagonal system, frequently in

short six-sided prisms, each terminated either by a pyramid of as many faces, or by
a simple flat plane. The horizontal edges at the ends of the crystal are often variously

modified, and the lateral faces of tlie prism frequently exhil^it vertical striae. Clea-

vage is generally not well marked. In colour the mineral varies from white to various

shades of green and blue, passing sometimes into violet and brown ; but the ' streak,'

readily seen on scratcliing the mineral, is invariably white. The lustre is generally

glassy, but rather inclined to resinous. Some varieties of the mineral are trans-

parent, while others are quite opaque : it is notable that a bluish opalescence may
occasionally be detected in the direction of the vertical axis of the crj'stal. For a
salt of lime, apatite is rather hard, readily scratching glass, but being itself scratched

by felspar. Its specific gravity varies from 2-92 to 3-25. In chemical composition
all apatite consists mainly of phosphate of lime (calcium phosphate), but it was
shown by Eose in 1827 that this phosphate is almost invariably associated to a
greater or less extent with either chloride or fluoride of calcium, or with both. The
general composition of apatite maybe thus formulated: 3 (3CaO, P0^) + Ca (C1,F)

;

[3 (Ca''P^O^)-l-Ca(Cl-, r^)]. The amount of phosphoric acid (phosphoric anhy-
dride) in apatite usually varies from 40 to 45 per cent. Heated before the blowpipe,

the mineral fuses, with difficulty, on the edges. Many massive varieties emit a phos-

phorescent glow when heated, and are hence termed phosphorite.

Among the minerals commonly found in association with apatite, may be specially

mentioned tin-stone, topaz, and tourmaline. It is with sucli associates that apatite

occurs in veins in St. Michael's Mount, and in several Cornish tin-mines ; and it is

also found under similar conditions in the tin-deposits on both the Saxon and the

Bohemian sides of the Erzgebirge, especially at Ehrenfriedersdorf, Zinnwald, and
Schlaggonwald. A variety in small white crystals, with curved faces, and in crystal-

line masses, occurring at Huel Franco and Fowey Consols, in Cornwall, has been
termed Francolite. Near Bovey Tracey, in Devonshire, apatite was formerly found
in large white crystals, associated with fine specimens of black tourmaline. At
Carrock Fells, in Cumberland, it occurs in green crystals, -nith smoky quartz, molyb-
denite and gilbertite. The dark greenish-blue crystals found in Norway and else-

where have been termed Moroxitc. Snarum, in Norway, yields large white crystals,

apparently decomposed. A crystalline apatite, flesh-red in colour, and looking mucli

like a felspar, is found at Kragerfie in Norway, where it has been largely worked for

export to England. The variety termed by Werner Spai-gelstcin (' asparagus stone ')

occiurs in beautifully formed clear yellowish-green crystals, associated with specular

iron-ore, in a peculiar rock, apparently volcanic, at Jumilla, in the province of Murcia,
Spain. A proposal was lately made to work the rock containing these crystals. At
I^ogrossan, in the province of Estremoduro, there are vast deposits of massive or con«
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crotioniiry hard phosphate of lime, known as phosphorite. Those deposits •were de-

scribed iu 1844 by the late Dr. Daubeny, and have been worked for many years on a
very extensive scale. In the neighbourhood of Staifel, near Limburg, on the Lahn,
and elsewhere in Nassau, valuable deposits of phosphorite have been actively worked.
At Staffel the phosphorite is sometimes incrusted with a peculiar mineral, generally

in botryoidal or reniform masses, termed Staffelite. This may have been derived

from the alteration of the phosphorite, and is said to contain, in addition to phosphate
of limo, upwards of 9 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and is further peculiar in con-

taining traces of iodine. Phosphorite is also worked at Amberg, Dicz, and other

localities in Bavaria. The mineral called Osteolite is said by Professor Church to be
an altered impure form of apatite. In the United States there are a large number of

localities yielding apatite. Crystals of considerable size have been found in St.

Lawrence co., in Orange co., in Rossie, and elsewhere in the State of New York. At
Hurdstone, in Sussex co., Now Jersey, ' a shaft has been sunk, and the apatite mined

;

masses brought out weigh occasionally 200 lbs., and some cleavage prisms have the

planes 3 in. wide' (Dana). Apatite is widely disseminated through many of the

crystalline limestones of tho Laurentian series in Canada
;
indeed, in some parts of

the limestone it is so abundant as to form a large proportion of the rock. The most
remarkable deposits of Laurentian apatite are in the townships of Burgess and
Elmsley. ' In North Elmsley it forms an irregular bed parallel to the stratification of

the limestone ; the breadth of the bed seems to be about 10 feet, of which 3 feet are

nearly pure crystalline apatite, sea-green in colour, and with a small admixture of

black mica. Masses of this gave ah average of 88 per cent, of phosphate of lime
'

(T. Sterry Hunt).

When apatite or phosphorite occm's in sufficient quantity to be systematically worked,

it becomes a mineral of great commercial value. Treated with oil of vitriol, it is

converted into superphosphate of lime, and in this soluble form is highly valued by
the agriculturist as a fertilising agent for the soil. Apatite has also been used, in

the place of bone-ash, as a constituent of certain lands of soft porcelain. For other

mineral substances containing phosphate of lime, see Sombrekite, Copeoiitbs, and
GrANo.—RW.E.
jfLPPKESi The fruit of the Pyrus malits (apple-tree). Employed in the manu-

facture of cider. See Cideh.
APPIiE-TRZiE. {Pyrus malus.) The wood of the apple-tree is much used in

the Tunbridge turnery manufacture, and the millwright employs the wood of the

crab-tree for the teeth of mortice wheels.

APPXiE-'WIM'E. Cider. Winckler finds that the wine from apples is dis-

tinguished from the wine from grapes by the absence of bitartrate of potash and of

cenanthic acid, by its containing a smaller amount of alcohol and more tannin, but

especially by the presence of a characteristic acid, which he regards as lactic acid,

notwithstanding that this opinion is not confirmed by the degree of solubility of its

salts with oxide of zinc, lime, and magnesia. See Cideh.
AQVAFOHTXS. Nitric acid, somewhat dilute, was so named by the alchemists

on account of its strong solvent and corrosive action upon many mineral, vege-

table, and animal substances. It is still employed as the commercial name of nitric

acid. See Nitric Acid.

This acid is usually obtained by distilling either common nitre or cubic nitre with

sulphuric acid.

It may, however, be usefully borne in mind, that this term of aquafortis, or strong

water of the old chemist, was also applied to solutions which answered their special

purposes. Thus Salmon, in 1686, gives the composition of aquafortis from certain

mixtures of acids, not nitric, and salts, and distinctly refers to the Pharmacopoeia for

the other kind. This may be of service when applying old recipes for processes in

the arts. Aquafortis did not always mean nitric acid.

AQUAMAKIlfS is the name given to those varieties of beryl which are of clear

shades of sky-blue, or greenish-blue. It occurs in longitudinally-striated hexagonal

crystals, sometimes a foot long, and is found in the Brazils, Hindostan, and Siberia.

See Bbrti.
AQXTA REGXAi Boyd Uoater, The name given by the alchemists to that mix-

ture of nitric and muriatic acids which was best fitted to dissolve gold ; it is now
called nitro-muriatic acid, or nitro-chlorohydrio acid, or hypochloro-nitric acid.

Aqua regia, prepared under diflTerent conditions, appears to give diflfercnt results.

Gay-Lussac observed that aqua regia, when heated in a water-bath, evolves a gaseous

body which, dried and exposed to a frigorific mixture, separates into chlorine and a
dark lemon-yellow liquid, boiling at 70° P. This yellow liquid was found to contain
60'4 per cent, of chlorine, the calculated quantity for the formula, NO-CP, being 70'2,

Gay-Lussac refutes the assertion of E. Davy and Baudrimont, that the properties of
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aqua regia are due to its containing a compound of cMorine, nitrogen, and oxygon,

and confirms the generally received view, that its action depends upon free chlorine.

From the vapour evolved in the action of nitric upon hydrochloric acid, a liquid

may bo condensed which is nearly of the composition NO^CP (WOCP), containing,

however, no free chlorine : this compound, in the gaseous form, is known as ch'.oro-

nitric gas.

The hest proportions for forming aqua regia appear to be about one volume of

strong nitric to three of hydrochloric acid. Aqua regia is used for dissolving both

gold and platinum.

ilQITA VXT^. The name given to alcohol when used as an intoxicating beve-

rage. It is derived from the alchemists, who, having obtained—in all probability

from the Arabian physicians, since Avicenna uses the term—the product by distilla-

tion of saccharine fermentation, al-kohol (alcohol), gave, upon the same principle as

guided them in calling the nitro-muriatic acid aqua regia, the name of aqua vitts to

several ardent spirits ; and it has been retained especially with reference to whisky
and brandy.

ARABIC, GITZa, Gum Arabic exudes from several species of Acacia, as A. vera.

It is also found in the roots of the mallow, comfrey, and some other plants. Gum
Arabic never crystallises, is transparent, and has a vitreous fracture.

AHABIir. The principal constituent of Gum Arabic. If gum is treated with

hydrochloric acid and alcohol, the lime, magnesia, and potash, in combination, are

decomposed, and the arabin is separated as a gum, exhibiting the properties of an
acid. In the moist state it dissolves in cold water, forming mucilage, from which it

is precipitated by alcohol. After drying, it no longer dissolves, but swells into a

gelatinous mass. Dried at 212° F. it has the composition Ci2H"0" (C'^H"©").
See Acacia, Cbrasini;, Dextrine, Gum.
ARAGOXrXTz:. So called from Aragon, in Spain, whore it was first discovered.

A carbonate of lime, crystallised in rhombic prisms, or in forms derived from the

same. Sometimes written Areagonite. See Lime.

ARBOR VXT.S. Several species of Thuja, found in America and China, are

called arbor vita. It is a light, soft, and fine-grained wood, which is used in several

kinds of carpentry.

ARCH. As this dictionary is not intended to include articles connected with
engineering or with architecture, it would be out of place to describe the conditions

required to ensure the stability of the arch, which is manifestly one of great impor-

tance to the practical builder. (For the theory of the equilibrium of the arch, Gwilt's

treatise on the subject should be consulted, or the article Arch, ' Encyclopaedia

Britannica.') It simply remains to define the arch as a structure of stone or brick,

supported by its own curve ; or of wood or iron, supported by the mechanical arrange-

ments of the work.

The curvature of an arch may vary very considerably. Where the arch is low, tho

circle it belongs to becomes very large ; and the strength of arches varies greatly with
their forms

;
they may be either segments of a circle, a parabola, an ellipse, an

hyperbola, or a catenary.

The arch in architecture is the means of passing from one pillar to another ; and
we have the circular form, which was succeeded by the pointed arch, and all its

modified forms of foliation, &c.
ARCKER7 BOW. These are divided into the ' single-piece bow ' and the ' back

or union bow.'

The single-piece bow is made of one rod of hickory, lanee-wood, or yew-tree, which
last, if perfectly free from knots, is considered the most suitable wood.
The union bow is made of two or sometimes three pieces glued together. Tho

back ' piece, or that furthest from tho string, is of rectangular section, and always of

lance-wood or hickory ; the ' belli/,' which is nearly of semicircular section, is made of

any hard wood that can be obtained straight and clean, as ruby-wood, rose-wood,

green-heart, king-wood, snake-wood, &c. Sometimes the union bow is imitated by
one solid piece of straight cocoa-wood of the West Indies (not that of the cocoa-nut

palm), in which case the tough fibrous sap is used for the back. The Palmyrea is

also used for bows.

—

Holtzapffel.

ARCHXXi. {Orseille, l*!:
;

Orseille, Ger. ; Oriccllo, Ital.) The name of archil is

given to a colouring-matter obtained, by tho simultaneous action of the air, moisture,

and an ammoniacal liquor, from many of the lichens, the most esteemed being the

Eoccella.

It appears in commerce in three forms : 1, as a pasty matter called archil ; 2, as a
mass of a drier character, named persis ; and 3, as a reddish powder called cudbear.
The lichen from which archil is prepared is known also as the canary weed or

orchilla weed. It grows iu groat abundance on some of the islands near tho African
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coast, particularly in the Canaries and several of the islands of the Archipelago. Its

colour is sometimes a liglit and sometimes a dark grey.

There appears to be good evidence for supposing that archil was known to the

Eomans, and Beckmanu is disposed to believe that the ancient Greeks were familiar

with this dye. This ingenious and industrious author gives the following account of

the modern introduction of the archil.

' Among the oldest and principal Florentine families is that known under the name
of Oricellarii or KuceUarii, Ruscellai or Eucellai, several of whom have distinguished

themselves as statesmen and men of letters. This family is descended from a German
nobleman, named Ferro or Frederigo, who lived in the beginning of the 12th century.

One of his descendants, in the year 1300, carried on a great trade in the Levant, by
which he acquired considerable riches, and returning at length to Florence with his

fortune, first made known in Europe the art of dyeing with archil. It is said that a
little before his return from the Levant, happening to make water on a rock covered

with this lichen, he observed that the plant, which was there called respio or rcspo, and in

Spain orciglia, acquired by the urine a purple colour, or, as others say, a red colour.

He, therefore, tried several experiments, and when he had brought to perfection the

art of dyeing wool with this plant, he made it known at Florence, where ho alone

practised it for a considerable time, to the great benefit of the state. From this

useful invention the family received the name of Oricellarii, from which at last was
formed Eucellai.'

—

History of Inventions.

For more than a century Italy possessed the exclusive art of making archil, obtiiin-

ing the lichens from the islands of the Mediterranean. TenerifFe furnished annually

500 quintals (of 110 lbs. each) of lichen; the Canary Isles, 400; Fuerta Ventura,

300 ; Lancerot, 300 ; Gomera, 300 ; Isle of Ferro, 800. This business, in the islands

of TenerifFe and Canary, belonged to the Crown of Spain, and in 1730 brought in a

revenue of 1500 piastres. The farmers paid from 16 to 20 reals for the right to gather

each quintal.

Since 1402 the largest quantity of the lichens for the preparation of archil has been
obtained in the Canary Islands ; a smaller quantity has, however, been procured from
the Cape de Verde Islands. It is stated that the archil from the lichens of the latter

place dye wool of a deeper colour than the archil from the Canaries, but that the dye
is not so rich. The labour of collecting these lichens is very groat, and men are ox-

posed to the greatest risks, being suspended by cords over the face of stupendous

cliffs. Upon the coasts of Spain, Scotland, and Ireland, the peasantry have for a very
long period used lichens for the purpose of dyeing red.

The chemical constitution of archil was first investigated by M. Cocq (' Annales de

Chimie,' vol. Ixxxi.) ; and subsequently, yet more extensively, by Eobiquet ('Annales
de Chimie,' vol. xlii. 2nd series).

From the Variolaria, Eobiquet obtained Orcine, by digesting the lichen in alcohol,

evaporating to dryness, dissolving the extract in water, concentrating the solution to

the thickness of a syrup, and setting it aside to crystallise. It forms, when quite pure,

colourless prisms, of a nauseous sweet taste, which fuse easily, and may be sublimed
unaltered. Its formula is C'*H^O' (CH"©') ; when crystallised from its aqueous

solution it contains 5 Aq.

If orcine be exposed to the combined action of air and ammonia, it is converted into

a crimson powder orccine, which is the most important ingredient in the archil of

commerce. Orcuine may be obtained by digesting dried archil in strong alcohol,

evaporating the solution in a water-bath to dryness, and treating it with ether as long as

anything is dissolved ; it remains as a dark blood-red powder, being sparingly soluble

in water or ether, but abundantly in alcohol. Its formula is C'H'NO^ (C'H'ITO').

Orceine dissolves in alkaline liquors with a magnificent purple colour ; with metallic

oxides it forms lakes, also of rich purple of various shades. In contact nith de-

oxidising agents, it combines with hydrogen as indigo does, and forms louc-orceino.

When bleached by chlorine, a yellow substance is formed, c/^for-orceine.

Dr. Schunck, by an examination of several species of Lecanora, has proved that,

although under the influence of ammonia and of air, they ultimately produce orceine,

those lichens do not cont;iin orcine ready formed, but another body, Lecanorine, which,

under the influence of bases, acts as an acid, and is decomposed into orcine and car-

bonic acid. If lecanoric acid bo dissolved in boiling alcohol, it unites with ether,

forming lecanoric ether, which crystallises beautifully in pearly scales. In the RocccUa

tinctoria and the Evernia prunastri erythric acid is found By the oxidation of this

acid amarythrine or eryfhrinc bitter is formed. These substances have been carefully

examined by Schunck, Stenhouse, and Kane. The chemical history of these and some
other compounds is of great interest; but as they do not bear directly upon the

manufacture of archil; or its use in dyeing, further space cannot be devoted to theiy

consideration,
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Kane found archil and litmus of commerce to contain two classes of colouring-

matters, as abeady stated, orcine and orceine, derived from it. Beyond these there

were two bodies, one containing nitrogen, asoerythrine, and the other destitute of

nitrogen, erythroleic acid. This latter acid is separated from the other bodies present

in archil by means of ether, in which it dissolves abundantly, forming a rich crimson

solution. It gives with alkalis purple liquors, and with earthy and metallic salts

coloured lakes.

Beyond those already named there are several other species of lichen which might
be employed in producing an analogous dye, were they prepared, like the preceding,

into the substance called archil. Hellot gives the following method for discovering

if they possess this property. A little of the plant is to be put into a glass vessel ; it is

to be moistened with ammonia and lime-water in equal parts ; a little muriate of

ammonia (sal-ammoniac) is added, and the small vessel is corked. If the plant be of

a nature to afford a red dye, after three or four days the small portion of liquid which
will run off on inclining the vessel, now opened, will be tinged of a crimson red, and
the plant itself will have assumed this colour. If the liquor or the plant does not

take this colour, nothing need be hoped for ; and it is useless to attempt its prepara-

tion on the great scale. Lewis says, however, that he has tested in this way a great

many mosses, and that most of them afforded him a yellow or reddish-brown colour ; but

that he obtained from only a small number a liquor of a deep red, which communi-
cated to cloth merely a yellowish-red colour.

Prepared archil gives out its colour very readily to water, ammonia, and alcohol.

Its solution in alcohol is used for filling spirit-of-wine thermometers ; and when these

thermometers are well freed from air, the liquor loses its colour in some years, as

Abb6 Nollet observed ; but the contact of air restores the colour, which is destroyed

anew, in vacuo, in process of time ; but the watery infusion loses its colour, by the

privation of air, in a few days ; a singular phenomenon, which merits new researches.

The infusion of archil is of a crimson bordering on violet. As it contains ammonia,
which has already modified its natural colour, the fixed alkalis can produce little

change on it, only deepening the colour a little, and making it more -snolet. Alum
forms in it a precipitate of a brown red ; and the supernatant liquid retains a yellow-

ish-red colour. The solution of tin affords a reddish precipitate, which falls down
slowly ; the supernatant liquid retains a feeble red colour.

The researches on the lichens, as objects of manufacture, by Westring, of Stock-

holm, are worthy of attention. He examined 160 species, among which he found
several which might be rendered useful. He recommends that the colouiing-matter

should be extracted in the places where they grow, which woxdd save a vast expense

in curing, package, carriage, and waste. He styles the colouring substance itself

cudbear, persio, or turnsole; and distributes the lichens as follows :— 1st. Those which,

left to themselves, exposed to moderate heat and moisture, may be fixed without a
mordant upon wool or silk; such are the Lichenes cinereus, csmatonta, ventosus,

corallinus, Westringii, saxatilis, conspassiis, barbatus, plicaius, vulpinus, &c.

2. Those which develop a colouring-matter fixable likewise without mordant, but
which require boiling and a complicated preparation ; such are the Lichenes subcarneus,

dillenii, farinaceus, jubatus, furfuraceus, pidmonareus, comigatus, cocciferus, digitatus,

ancialis, aduncus, &c. Saltpetre or sea-salt is requisite to improve the lustre and
fastness of the dye given by this group to silk.

3. Those which require a peculiar process to develop their colour, such as those

which become purple through the agency of stale urine or ammonia. Westring em-
ployed the following mode of testing :—He put 3 or 4 drachms of the dried and
powdered lichen into a flask, moistened it with 3 or 4 measures of cold spring water,

put the stuff to be dyed into the mixture, and left the flask in a cool place. Some-
times he added a little salt, saltpetre, quicklime, or sulphate of copper. If no colour

appeared, ho then moistened the lichen with water containing ;ijth of sal-ammoniac and
ith of quicklime, and set the mixture aside in a cool place from 8 to 14 days. There
appeared in most cases a reddish or violet coloured tint. Thus the Lichene cinereus

dyed silk a deep carmelite and wool a light carmelite ; the £.^%6'ocZes gave a yellowish-

grey ; the pustulatus, a rose red
;
sanguinarius, grey ; tartareus, found on the rocks of

Norway, Scotland, and England, dyes a crimson-red. Cudbear is made from it in

Jutland by grinding the dry lichen, sifting it, then setting it to ferment in a close

vessel with ammonia. The lichen must be of the third year's growth to yield an
abundant dye ; and that which grows near the sea is the best. It loses half its weight
by drying. A single person may gather from 20 to 30 pounds a day in situations

where it abounds. No less than 2,239,686 pounds were manufactured at Christiansund,
Flekkefiord, and Fakrsund, in Norway, in the course of the six years prior to 1812.
Since more solid dyes of the same shade have been invented, the archil has gone much
into disuse.
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To prepare archil, the lichens employed are ground up with water to a uniform
pulp, and this is then mixed with as much water as will make the whole fluid

;

ammoniacal liquors from gas or from ivory-black works, or stale urine, are from time
to time added, and the mass frequently stirred so as to promote the action of the air.

The orcine or erj-thrino wliich exists in the lichen absorbs oxygen and nitrogen, and
forms orceine. The roccolline absorbs oxygen and forms crythroleic acid ; these being
kept in solution by the ammonia, the whole liquid becomes of an intense purple, and
constitutes ordinary archil.

—

Kane.
Archil alone is not used for dyeing silk, unless for lilacs ; but silk is frequently

' passed through a bath of archil, either before dyeing it in other baths or after it has
been dyed, in order to modify different colours or to give them lustre. It is sufficient

here to point out how white silks are passed through the archil bath. The same
process is performed with a bath more or less charged with this colour, for silks

already dy«l.

Archil, in a quantity proportioned to the colour desired, is to be boiled in a copper.

The clear liquid is to be run off quite hot from the archil bath, leaving the sediment
at the bottom, into a tub of proper size, in which the silks, newly scoured with soap,

are to be turned round on the skein-sticks with much exactness, till they have attained

the wished-for shade. After this they must receive one beetling at the river.

Archil is, in general, a very useful ingredient in dyeing; but as it is rich in colour,

and communicates an alluring bloom, dyers are often tempted to abuse it, and to ex-

ceed the proportions that can add to the beauty without at the same time injuring, in

a dangerous manner, the permanence of the colours. Nevertheless, the colour

obtained when solution of tin is employed, is less fugitive than without this addition :

it is red, approaching to scarlet. Tin appears to be the only ingredient which can

increase its dm-ability. The solution of tin may be employed, not only in the dyeing

bath, but for the preparation of the silk. In this case, by mixing the archil with

other colouring substances, dyes may be obtained which have lustre with sufficient

durability.

To dye wool with archil, the quantity of this substance deemed necessary according

to the quantity of wool or stuff to be dyed, and according to the shade to which they

are to be brought, is to be diffused in a bath of water as soon as it begins to grow
warm. The bath is then heated till it be ready to boil, and the wool or stiiff is passed

through it without any other preparation except keeping that longest in which is to

have the deepest shade. A fine gridelin, bordering upon violet, is thereby obtained;

but this colour has no permanence. Hence archil is rarely employed with any other

view than to modify, heighten, and give lustre to the other colours. Hellot says, that

having employed archil on wool boiled with tartar and alum, the colour resisted

the air no more than what had received no preparation. But he obtained from

herb archil {I'orseille cClierhe) a much more durable colour, by putting in the bath some
solution of tin. The archil thereby loses its natural colour, and assumes one

approaching more or less to scarlet, according to the quantity of solution of tin

employed. This process must be executed in nearly the same manner as that of

scarlet, except that the dyeing may be performed in a single bath.

Archil is frequently had recomse to for varying the different shades and giving

them lustre ; hence it is used for violets, lilacs, mallows, and rosemary-flowers. To
obtain a deeper tone, as for the deep soupes au vin, sometimes a little alkali or milk

of lime is mixed with it The suites of this browning may also afford agates, rose-

mary-flowers, and other delicate colours, which cannot be obtained so beautiful by
other processes.

The herb archil, just named, called especially orceille de terre, is found upon the

volcanic rocks of the Auvcrgne, on the Alps, and the Pyrenees.

These lichens are gathered by men whoso whole time is thus occupied ;
they scrape

them from the rocks with a pecvdiarly shaped knife. They prefer collecting the

orceille in rainy weather, when they are more easily detached from the rocks. They
gather about 2 kilogrammes a day, or about 4^ pounds. When they take their

lichens to the makers of archil or litmus for the purpose of selling them, they submit

a sample to a test, for the purpose of estimating their quality. To this end they

put a little in a glass containing some urine, with a small quantity of lime. As the

lichens very rapidly pass into fermentation if kept in a damp state, and thus lose

much of their tinctorial power, great care is taken in drying them ; when dry they

may be preserved without injury for some time.

Archil is perhaps too much used in some cloth factories of England, to the dis-

credit of our dyes. It is said, that by its aid ird of the indigo may be saved in the

blue vat ; but the colour is so much the more perishable. The fine soft tint induced

upon much of the black cloth by means of archil is also deceptive. One half pound

of cudbear will dye one pound of woollen cloth. A crimson red is obtained by
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adding to the decoction of archil a little salt of tin (muriate), and passing the cloth

through the bath after it has been prepared by a -mordant of tin and tartar. It must

bo afterwards passed through hot water.

Dyeing with archil with the aid of oil has been patented by Mr. Lightfoot, on the

same principle as has been so long used in the Turkey-red cotton dyo, who also has

recourse to metallic and earthy bases. See Cudbeae and Litmus.

Under the names of archil carmine and archil p2crple, or French Purple, two bril-

liant dyes wore introduced about a dozen years ago; these contained the colouring

principles of the lichens in a very pui'o form. But since the introduction of the brilliant

and stable colours derived from coal-tar, archil and the other dye-stuffs jielded by

lichens have greatly fallen into disuse.

ARCHZTSCTuns. The art of constructing buildings, which involves the con-

sideration of very dissimilar points.

1. Utility,— as it regards any specified object, as

—

a. Domestic accommodation in a dwelling-house.

b. Acoustic arrangements in all buildings intended for public purposes. This

consideration is entirely lost sight of by many modern architects.

c. Ventilation, -which is a matter upon -which a very large amount of empiri-

cism has been expended with exceedingly small results.

2. DuBABiLiTY.—If we examine the walls of our ruined abbeys and castles, we
shall find that the stones employed still retain the marks of the workman's tool ; and
that in numerous eases the ornamental work is as sharp as if it had been executed but

yesterday. This should prove to us that the selection of stone was of great importance.

ARDEIffT SPIRITS—called formerly Aqua ardens—are the spirituous products

of a considerable variety of fermentable substances. The term is more strictly

applicable to those spirits which, by careful distillation, have been deprived of a

large quantity of the water in combination. Rectified spirit is alcohol with 1 6 per cent,

of water. Proof spirit is 5 pints of rectified spirit -with 3 pints of distilled water.

AJtECA, A genus of palms, containing two species— 1. Tho Areca catechu, pro-

ducing the betel nut, which is so universally chewed in the East Indies. 2. Tho
Areca oleracea, or cabbage-palm ; the cabbage is eaten in the West Indies, both raw
and boiled ; and the trunk, which is often 100 feet long, is used in Jamaica for water-

pipes, which are said to become, when buried, almost as hard as iron.

A. catechu is one of the most beautiful palm-trees growing in India. It is chiefly

cultivated in Malabar, Ceylon, and Sumatra. One tree will produce, according to

situation, age, and culture, from 200 to 800 nuts. See Acacia Catechu.
AREOMETER. An instrument to measure the densities of liquids. (See Alco-

HOLOjiETRY.) T]i6 principle will be well understood by remembering that any solid

body will sink further in a light liquid than in a heavy one. The areometer is usually

a glass tube, ha-ving a small glass bulb loaded -with either shot or quicksilver, so as to

set tho tube upright iu any fluid in which it -will s-wim. Within the tube is placed a
graduated scale : we -will suppose the tube placed in distilled water, and the lino cut

by the surface of the fluid to be marked ; that it is then removed and placed in strong

alcohol—the tube will sink much lower in this, and consequently we shall have t-^vo

extremities of an arbitrary scale, on which we can mark any intermodiate degrees.

The areometer of Baume is used in France, and the following scale is adopted by
the French chemists :

—

Specific Gravity Numbers corresponding with Baume's Areometrio Degrees.

Liquids denser than -Water
j

Less dense than -Water

De- Specific De- Specific De- Specific De- Specific De- Specific
grees Gra-rity grees Gravity grees Gravity grees Gravity grees Gravity

0 1-0000 26 1-2063 52 1-5200 10 1-0000 36 0-8488
1 1-0066 27 1-2160 53 1-5353 11 0-9932 37 0-8439
2 1-0133 28 1-2258 64 1-5510 12 0-9865 38 0-8391
3 1-0201 29 1-2358 55 1-5671 13 0-9799 39 0-8343
4 1-0270 30 1-2459 56 1-5833 14 0-9733 40 0-8295
5 1-0340 31 1-2562 57 1-6000 15 0-9669 41 0-8249

6 10411 32 1-2667 58 1-6170 16 0-9605 42 0-8202
7 1-0483 33 1-2773 59 1-6344 17 0-9542 43 0-8156
8 1-0556 34 1-2881 60 1-6522 18 0-9480 44 0-8111
9 1-0630 35 1-2992 61 1-6705 19 0-9420 45 0-8066
10 1-0704 36 1-3103 62 1-6889 20 0-9359 46 0-8022
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Liquids denser than Water Less dense, tlian Water

De- Specific De- Specific De- Specific De- Specific De- Specific

grees Gravity grees Gravity grees Gravity grees Gravity grees Gravity

1

1

1"0780 37 1-3217 63 1-7079 21 0-9300 47 u vyyo
12 l'08o7 38 1-3333 64 1-7273 22 0-9241 48 0-7935

13 1-0935 39 1-3461 65 1-7471 23 0-9183 49 0-7892

14 1-1014 40 1-3571 66 1-7674 24 0-9125 50 0-7849

16 1-1095 41 1-3694 67 1-7882 25 0-9068 61 0*7807

16 1*1176 42 1-3818 68 1-8095 26 0-9012 62 0-7760

17 1-1259 43 1-3945 69 1-8313 27 0-8957 63 0-7725

18 1-1343 44 1-4074 70 1-8537 28 0-8902 54 0-7684

19 1-1428 45 1-4206 71 1-8765 29 0-8848 55 0-7643

20 1-1515 46 1-4339 72 1-9000 30 0-8795 56 0-7604

21 1-1603 47 1-4476 73 1-9241 31 0-8742 67 0-7666

22 1-1692 48 1-4615 74 1-9487 32 0-8690 68 0-7526

23 1-1783 49 1-4758 75 1-9740 33 0-8639 69 0-7487

24 1-1875 50 1-4902 76 2-0000 34 0-8588 60 0-7449

25 1-1968 61 1-4951 35 0-8638 61 0-7411

ABEIO'A.C^SOTTS. (Arena, ea,nd.) Sandy. Eocks composed of particles of sand,

or containing much sand, as the grits and sandstones, are said to be arenaceous. If

they contain lime they are called arenaceo-calcareous.

ARGAXr on. An oil expressed from the kernels of the Argania Sideroxylon, a
shrub growing in Morocco.

A,RGXIiXiil.CSIOVS. Composed of clay, or clayey. This name is applied to all

rocks composed of clay. If containing also sand or lime, they are distinguished as

argillo-arenaceous or argillo-calcareous. Argillaceous rocks, -when breathed on, have a
peculiar earthy odour, by -which they may be distinguished.

il.BGZIiI.ACEOUS EARTH. {Argilla, clay, Lat.) The earth of clay, called

in chemistry, alumina, because it is obtained in greatest purity from alum. See

Alumina, China Clay, Clay, Kaolin.
ARGOK, or ABCAIi.

(
Tartre, Fr. ; Weinstein, Ger.) The tartrate of potash

is known in commerce as the white and red argol ; the white being the crust let faU

by white wines, which is of a pale pinkish colour, and the red the crust deposited

from red -wines, and of a dark red colour. See Taetae, Ceeam of Tartar, &c.

ARXCZZrE. An alkaloid discovered by Pelletier and Corriol in a cinchona bark
from Arica in Peru. It is separated by the same process as quinine.

ARiaEnrXASr BOIiE. See Bole.
ABMCEXrXAN' STOXTE. ABIKEirXTE. A name formerly given to an earthy

copper ore mixed -with limestone, of an azure colour, or to quartz coloured with car-

bonate of copper. See Lapis Lazuli.

ARMOVB-PIiATES. Massive wrought-iron plates used for coating ships of

war. The iron for these plates should be as tough and soft as possible ; and steel,

though possessing high tensile strength, should not be used. It is an object of the

manufacturer to produce a plate of considerable thickness, as it is known that the

resistance of a single solid plate is greatly superior to that of a number of super-

imposed plates of the same aggregate thickness, however carefully the several plates

may have been fastened together. It is difficult, however, in manufacturing thick

jilates, to completely squeeze out the liquid cinder interposed between the several

layers of iron which are welded together ; and hence armour-plates, when exposed to

the impact of hea^'7 shot, often exhibit a tendency to lamination. The large plates

are manufactured either by rolling in a miU or by forging under the steam-hammer :

it is said that the structure of a hammered plate is more likely to be uniform than

that of a rolled plate. ' The desideratum in all armour-plates is that they shall

bulge -with the least possible amount of cracking. Large radiating fractures at the

back indicate brittleness, and should immediately condemn a plate.'

—

{Percy.)

ABITATTO, AKXrOTTO, or AWXTOTTO. {Eocou or rouccm, Fr.
;

Orleans,

Ger.) A somewhat dry and hard paste, brown -without and red -within. It is

usually imported in cakes of two or three pounds weight, -wrapped up in leaves of

large reeds, packed in casks, from America, where it is prepared from the seeds of a
cerbiin tree, called the amatio tree ; it is the Bixa orellana of Linnaeus.

The shrub producing the arnatto is originally a native of South America ; it is
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now cultivated in Guiana, St. Domingo, and in tlio East Indies. In tho ' Annalos de

Chimio ' we have the foUowng description of the arnatto tree :
—

' The tree produces

oblong bristled pods, somewhat resembling those of a chestnut. These are at first

of a beautiful rose-colour, but, as they ripen, change to a dark brown ; and bursting

open, display a splendid crimson farina or pulp, in which are contained from thirty to

forty seeds, somewhat resembling raisin-stones. As soon as they arrive at maturity,

these pods are gathered, divested of their husks, and bruised. Their pulpy substance,

which seems to bo tho only part which constitutes the dye, is then put into a cistern,

with just enough water to cover it, and in this situation it remains for seven or eight

days, or until the liquor begins to ferment, which, however, may require as many
weeks, according to circumstances. It is then strongly agitated with wooden paddles

or beaters, to promote the separation of the pulp from the seeds. This operation is

continued until these have no longer anj' of the colouring-matter adhering to them
;

it is then passed through a sieve, and afterwards boiled, the colouring-matter being

thrown to the surface in the form of scum, or, otherwise allowed to subside : in either

case, it is boiled in coppers till reduced to a paste, when it is made into cakes and
dried.'

Instead of this long and painful labour, wliich occasions diseases by the putrefac-

tion induced, and which affords a spoiled product, Leblond proposed simply to wash
the seeds of the bixa till they are entirely deprived of their colour, which lies

wholly on their surface ; to precipitate the colour by means of vinegar or lemon-

juice, and to boil it up in the ordinary manner, or to drain it in bags, as is practised

with indigo.
* The experiments which Vauquolin made on the seeds of the bixa, imported by
Leblond, confirmed the efficacy of the process which he proposed ; and the dyers

ascertained that the arnatto obtained in this manner was worth at least four times

more than that of commerce
;
that, moreover, it was more easily employed ; that it

required less solvent ; that it gave less trouble in the copper, and furnished a purer

colour.

Arnatto dissolves better and more readily in alcohol than in water, when it is

introduced into the yellow varnishes for communicating an orange tint.

The decoction of arnatto in water has a strong peculiar odour, and a disagreeable

taste. Its colour is yellowish-red, and it remains a little turbid. An alkaline solution

renders its orange-yellow clearer and more agreeable, while a small quantity of a
whitish substance is separated from it, which remains suspended in the liquid. If

arnatto be boiled in water along with an alkali, it dissolves much better than when
alone, and the liquid has an orange hue.

The acids form with this liquor an orange-coloured precipitate, soluble in alkalis,

which communicate to it a deep orange colour. The supernatant liquor retains only

a pale yellow hue.

When arnatto is used as a dye, it is always mixed with alkali, which facilitates its

solution, and gives it a colour inclining less to red. The arnatto is cut in pieces, and
boiled for some instants in a copper with its own weight of crude pearl-ashes, provided

the shade wanted do not require less alkali. The cloths may be afterwards dyed in

this bath, either by these ingredients alone, or by adding others to modify the colour

;

but arnatto is seldom used for woollen, because the colours which it gives are too

fugitive, and may be obtained by more permanent dyes. Hellot employed it to dye a

stuff prepared with alum and tartar ; but the colour acquired had little permanence.

It is almost solely used for silks.

For silks intended to become aurora and orange, it is sufficient to scour them at the

rate of 20 per cent, of soap. When they have been well cleansed, they are immersed
in a bath prepared with water, to which is added a quantity of alkaline solution of

arnatto more or less considerable, according to the shade that may be wanted. This
bath should have a mean temperature between that of tepid and boiling water.

When the silk has become uniform, one of the hanks is taken out, washed, and
WTung, to see if the colour be sufficiently full ; if it be not so, more solution of

arnatto is added, and the silk is turned again round the sticks : the solution keeps

without alteration.

When the desired shade is obtained, nothing remains but to wash the silk, and give

it two beetlings at the river, in order to free it from the redundant arnatto, which
would injure tho lustre of the colour.

When raw silks are to be dyed, those naturally white are chosen, and dyed in tho

arnatto bath, which should not be more than tepid, or even cold, in order that the
alkali may not attack the gum of the silk, and deprive it of the elasticity which it is

desirable for it to preserve.

What has now been said regards the silks to which the aurora shades are to be
given : but to make an orange hue, which contiiins more red than \ho am^ora, it is

Vol,. I. P
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requisite, after dyeing wltli arnatto, to redden the silks •with vinegar, alum, or lemon-
juice. The acid, by saturating the alkali employed for dissoh-ing the arnatto, destroys
the shade of j'ellow that the alkali had given, and restores it to its natural colour,

which inclines a good deal to red.

i'or the deep shades, the practice at Paris, as Macquer informs us, is to pass the
silks tlirough alum ; and if the colour bo not rod enough, they are passed through a
faint bath of Brazil wood. At Lj-ons, the dyers who use carthamus sometimes employ
old baths of arnatto for dipping the deep oranges.

When the orange hues have been reddened by alum, they must be washed at the
river ; but it is not necessary to beetle them, unless the colour turns out too red.

. Shades may be obtained also by a single operation, which retain a reddish tint, em-
ploying for the arnatto bath a less proportion of alkali than has been pointed out.

Giihliche recommends to avoid heat in the preparation of arnatto. He directs it to

be placed in a glass vessel, or in a glazed earthen one ; to cover it with a solution of
pure alkali ; to leave ihe mixture at rest for 24 hours ; to decant the liquor, filter it,

and add water repeatedly to the residuum, leaving the mixture each time at rest for

two or three days, till the water is no longer coloured ; to mix all these liquors, and
preserve the whole for use in a well-stopped vessel.

He macerates the silk for 12 hours in a solution of alum, at the rate of an eighth of

this salt for one part of silk, or in a water rendered acidulous by the aceto-citric acid

above described, and he wrings it well on its coming out of this bath.

Silk thus prepared is put into the arnatto bath quite cold. It is kept in agitation

there till it has taken the shade sought for ; or the liquor may be maintained at a heat
far below ebullition. On being taken out of the bath, the silk is to be washed and
dried in the shade.

For lighter hues, a liquor less charged with colour is taken ; and a little of the

acid liquor which has served for the mordant may be added, or the dyed silk may be
passed through the acidulous water.

We have seen the following preparation employed for cotton velvet :— 1 part of

quicklime, 1 of potash, 2 of soda.

Of these a ley is formed, in which one part of arnatto is dissolved ; and the mixture

is boiled for an hour and a half. This bath affords the liveliest and most brilliant

auroras. The buiF (chamois) fugitive dye is also obtained with this solution. For
this purpose only a little is wanted ; but we must never forget that the colours arising

from arnatto are all fugitive.

Dr. John found in the pulp surrounding the unfermented fresh seeds, which are

about the size of little peas, 28 parts of colouring resinous matter, 26'5 of vegetable

gluten, 20 of ligneous fibre, 20 of colouring extractive matter ; 4 formed of matters

analogous to vegetable gluten and extrjictive, and a trace of spicy and acid matters.

The Gloucestershire cheese is coloured with arnatto, in the proportion of 1 cwt.

to an ounce of the dye : butter is sometimes coloured with it.

When used in calico-printing, it is usually mixed with potash or ammonia and
starch.

Arnatto was considered to contain two distinct colouring-matters, a yellow and red,

till it was shown by M. Preisser that one is the oxide of the other, and that they may
be obtained by adding a salt of lead to a solution of arnatto, which precipitates the

colouring-matter. The lead is separated by sulphuretted hydrogen ; and the sub-

stance being filtered and evaporated, the colouring-matter is deposited in small

crj'stals of a yellow-white colour. These crystals consist of bixine
;
they become

yellow by exposure to the air, but if they are dissolved in water they undergo no

change. AVhen ammonia is added to bixine, with free contact of air, there is formed
a fine deep red colour, like arnatto, and a new substance, called hixeinc, is produced,

which does not crystallise, but maybe obtained as a red powder ; this is coloured blue,

liy sulphiiric acid, and combines with alkalis ; it is bixine with addition of oxygen.

When arnatto, in the form of paste, is mixed from time to time with stiile urine, it

appears probable that the improvement consists in the formation of bixcine from the

bixine by the ammonia of the urine. It has hence been suggested that, to improve
the colour of arnatto, it might be mixed with a little ammonia, and subsequently

exposed to the air, previously to its being used for dyeing.

A solution of arnatto and potash in water is sold under the name of Scott's Nan-
keen Bye.

Flag arnatto paid a duty of 18«. 8(7. per cwt., and the other sorts 5/. 12^., previously

to 1832. The duty was subsequently reduced to \s. per cwt. on the former and 4«.

on the latter. It was repealed in 1845.

ARKXCA. A genus of plants belonging to the Natural order Composite, and Sub-
order Corymhifera. The Arnica montana, called Leopard's Bane, or Mountain
Tobacco, is a native of the North of Europe, and of the Alps. The plant contains a
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volatile oil, oil of Arnica ; and an alkaline bitter principle, Arnicinc. It is used

occasionally in medicine.

AROaiATIC VIXfEGAH. {Acehim aromatlcitm.) This is a compound of strong

acetic acid with certain powerful essential oils or aromatic herbs. The 'Edinburgh
Pharmacopoeia ' orders it to be made with concentrated acetic acid, 1|- pints

;
rosemary

and thyme dried, of each 1 oz. ; lavender, also dried, ^ oz. ; cloves, bruised, ^ drachm.
Macerate for seven days, strain, and express strongly, and filter the liquor. Henrifs
aromatic vinegar is prepared by dissolving oils of cloves, lavender, rosemary, and the

like, in concentrated acetic acid. Camphorated acetic acid is sometimes substituted for

the acetum aromaticum. These preparations have been in great repute as prophy-

lactics in contagious fevers. The name of ' Le vinaigre des quatrc voleurs ' has been

given to aromatic vinegar in France—it is said from the confessions of four thieves

who, during the plague at Marseilles, plundered the dead bodies with perfect impunity
after protecting themselves with aromatic vinegar.

AKQITEZIITE. A silver amalgam from the mines of Arqueros, near Coquimbo.
It occurs crystalline. Domeyko finds it to consist of silver 86'49, mercury 13'51.

ARRACS. A spirituous liquor from the East Indies. This term, or its corrup-

tion, rack, is applied to any spirituous liquor in the East. The true arrack is said to

be distilled from toddy—the fermented juice of the cocoa-nut tree. It is, however,
frequently distilled from rice and sugar, fermented with the cocoa-nut juice.

ABROBA. A measure of capacity and weight in general use throughout all

those parts of South America which ever belonged to Spain. It is also used in

Manilla and the East. According to Spanish standard weight it should be 25'36 lbs.

English. As a wine measure it is equal to 3'54: imperial gallons ; as an oil measure
it is but 2"78 imperial gallons.

ARROPE. Sherry boiled to a syrup ; used for colouring other wines.

ARROWROOT. {Eacine flechiere, Fr. ; Pfeilwurz, Ger.) The rhizome of the

Maranta arundiiiacea, a plant which grows in the West Indies, and furnishes, by
pounding in mortars, and elutriation through sieves, a peculiar species of starch, com-
monly, but improperly, called arrowroot. It is reckoned more nourishing than the

starch of wheat or potatoes, and is generally also freer from peculiar taste or flavoiir.

The fresh root consists, according to Benzon, of 0'07 of volatile oil ; 26 of starch (23
of which are obtained in the form of powder, while the other 3 must be extracted

from the parenchyma in a paste by boiling water); ToS of vegetable albumen; 0-6

of a gummy extract ; 0'25 of chloride of calcium ; 6 of insoluble fibrine ; and 65'5 of
water. This plant was brought from the Island of Dominica, by Colonel James
Walker to Barbadoes, and there planted. From thence it was sent to Jamaica. The
root appears to have been used by the Indians to yield a poison with which to smear
their arrows, and hence its name.

This plant has been lately cultivated with great success, and its root manufactured
in a superior manner, upon the Hopewell estate, in the Island of St. Vincent. It

grows there to the height of about 3 feet, and it sends down its tap roots from 12
to 18 inches into the ground. Its maturity is known by the flagging and falling

down of the leaves, which tiikes place when the plant is from 10 to 12 months old.

The roots being dug up with the hoe, are transported to the washing-house, where
they are thoroughly freed from all adhering earth, and next taken individually in

the hand, and deprived by a knife of every portion of their skins, while every
unsound part is cut away. This process must be performed with great nicety, for

the cuticle contains a resinous matter which imparts colour and a disagreeable flavour

to the fecula which no subsequent treatment can remove. The skinned roots are

thrown into a large cistern, with a perforated bottom, and there exposed to the action

of a copious cascade of pure water till this runs off quite unaltered. The cleansed

roots are next put into the hopper of the mill, and are subjected to the powerful

pressure of two pairs of polished rollers of hard brass, the lower pair of rollers being

set much closer together than the upper. (See fig. 74.) The starchy matter is thus

ground into a pulp, which falls into the receiver placed beneath, and is thence trans-

ferred to large fixed copper cylinders, tinned inside, and perforated at the bottom with
numerous minute orifices, like a kitchen drainer. Within these cylinders, wooden
paddles are made to revolve with great velocity, by the power of a water-wheel, at

the same time that a stream of pure water is admitted from above. The paddle-arms
beat out the fecula from the fibres and parenchyma of the pulp, and discharge it in

the form of a milk through the perforated bottom of a cylinder. This starchy water
runs along pipes, and then through strainers of fine muslin, into large reservoirs,

where, after the fecula has subsided, the supernatant liquid is drawn off, and
fresh water being let on, the whole is agitated and left again to repose. When
the water ceases to remove anything from the arrowroot, all the deposits of fecula
are collected into one cistern, covered, and agitated with a fresh charge of water, and

P 2
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left until the following morning. The -water being allowed to run off, tlie surface

of the deposit is carefully scraped with German-silver palette-knives, to remove
any impure or coloured parts, and the lower portions only are dried and prepared

for the market. The greatest care is taken in drying ; and when dry, the fecula is

packed in tin-cases for exportation.

Fig. 74, plan of arrowroot gi-inding mill, and two sots of copper cylinder

wasliing-machines, Nnth the connecting machinery for driving them, the washing-
agitator being driven from the connecting shaft with leathern belts. Fig. 75, end-
elevation of copper washing-cylinder, with press framing, &c. The washing-cylinders
are 6J feet long and 3^ in diameter. The mill rollers are 3 feet long and 1 foot in

diameter. Fig. 76, end-elevation of arroMToot mill, with wheels and pinions, dis-

engaging lever, ficc,
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Arrowroot is brought into tho market from Bermuda, St. Vincent, Jamaica, Brazil,

tho East Indies, Natal, and Sierra Leone. It is subject to a duty of is. per m-t. The
Bermuda arro-wroot was in 1865 sold wholesale at Is. 2d.

the pound, the other sorts varying from 2|(?. to 6d.

The uses of arro^vToot are too well known and acknow-
ledged to require recounting here. It is the most elegant

and the richest of all the feculas. Liebig places the

powers of arrowTOOt, as a nutriment to man, in a very re-

markable point of view, when he states that 15 pounds of

flesh contain no more carbon for supplying animal heat

by its combustion into carbonic acid in the system than 4

pounds of starch ; and that if a savage, wjth one animal
and an equal weight of starch, could maintain Ufa and
health for a certain number of days, he would bo compelled,

if confined to flesh alone, in order to procure the carbon

necessary for respiration during the same time, to consume five such animals, All

tho starches are readily converted into sugar and fat, but they are low in their flosli-

producing power.
In commerce, tho term arrowroot is frequently used generically to indicate a starch

or fecula, as :

—

East India arrowroot, prepared from tho Curcuma angustifoHa.
Brazilian arrowroot or Cassava, the fecula of Jatropha '>nanihot. English arrovrooi,
the starch of the potato {Solatium tuberosurn). Portland arrowroot, a white
amylaceous powder, formerly prepared in the Isle of Portland, from the Arum,
maculatum, tho convnon Cuckoo-pint, called also Wake-robin and Lords and Ladies.
Tahiti arrowroot, the fecula of Tacca oceanica, which has been imported into London
and sold as ' arrowroot prepared by the native converts at the missionary stations in
the South Sea Islands.'

The presence of potato-starch in arrowroot, with which it is often adulterated,
may be discovered by the microscope. Arrowroot consists of regular ovoid particles

of nearly equal size, whereas potato-starch consists of particles of an irregular ovoid
or truncated form, exceedingly irregular in their dimensions, some being so largo as

TiJoth of an inch, and others only j^th. Their surfaces in the arrowroot are
smooth and free from the streaks and furrows to be seen in the potato-particles by a
good microscope. Tho arrowroot, moreover, is destitute of that fetid unwholesome
oil extractable by alcohol from potato-starch. But the most convenient test is dilute
nitric acid of TIO (about the strength of single aquafortis), which, when triturated in
a mortar with the starch, forms immediately a transparent, very viscid paste or jelly.

Flour-starch exhibits a like appearance. Arrowroot, however, forms an opaque
paste, and takes a much longer time to become viscid.

AHSEITATES. Compounds of arsenic acid with alkaline and metallic bases.
ABSSn'XC, derived from the Greek apcreviKhv, masculine, a name applied to orpi-

mcnt on account of its potent powers. Arsenic occurs native, in veins, in crystalline
rocks, and the older schists ; it is found in tho state of oxide, and also combined with
sulphur, when it is known under the names of yellow and red arsenic (orpimcnt and
realgar). Arsenic is associated with a great many metallic ores ; in this country chiefly
\vith those of tin, but on the Continent arsenical cobalt is the chief source of the
compounds of arsenic.
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The follomng are the principal ores of arsenic :—

•

Native Arsenic—The most common form of native arsenic is that of renifonn and sta-

lactitic masses, often mammillated, and splitting off in thin successive layers like those

of a shell. It possesses a somewhat metallic lustre, and a tin-white colour and streak,

which soon tarnishes to a dark grey. Its specific gravity is 5'93. Before the blow-
pipe it gives out an alliaceous odour, and volatilises in white fumes. It is found in

the silver mines of Freiberg, Annaberg, Marienberg, and Schneeberg in Saxony ; also at

Joachimstahl in Bohemia, Andreasberg in the Hartz, Kapnik in Transylvania, Orawitza,

in the Bannat, Kongsberg in Norway, Zimeoff in Siberia, in Alsace, in Borneo, and,

according to Dana, at Haverhill, and at Jackson, N. H. in the United States.

Arsenical Antimony.—Tliis mineral occurs at Allemont ; also at Przibram in

Bohemia, where it occurs in metallic veins associated with blende, antimony, and
spathic iron ; at Schladming in Styria ; and Andreasberg in the Hartz. Its com-
position is :—Arsenic, 63'62; antimony, 36'38. When exposed to the action of the

blowpipe, this mineral emits fumes of arsenic and antimony ; and fuses to a metallic

globule, which takes fire and burns away, leaving oxide of antimony on the charcoal.

White Arsenic or Arsenious Acid {Arsenolite) is often formed by the decomposition

of other arsenical ores, and is composed of arsenic 75'76, and oxygen 24'24. It occurs

either in minute radiating capillary crystals and crusts investing other substances, or

in a stalactitic or botryoidal form. Before the blowpipe it volatilises in white fumes

:

in the inner flame it blackens and gives out an alliaceous odour ; its specific gravity is

3"69. It is white, sometimes with a yellowish or reddish tinge, and has a silky or

vitreous lustre. It possesses an astringent, sweetish taste.—H. W. B.

Bcalgar (anciently called Sandaraca), red orpiment, or ruby sulphur, is a stdphidc

of arse7iic,'ha.y\-ag a composition, sulphur 29'91, arsenic 70'09 =AsS^ (As'S-). It

occurs in Hungary, Saxony, Switzerland, and China.

Orpiment (a corruption of its Latin name, awripigmentum—golden paint), yellow

sulphide of arsenic : its composition is, sulphur 39, arsenic 61 = AsS^ (As-S',) Burns
with a blue flame on charcoal, and emits fumes of sulphur and arsenic. Dissolves

in nitro-muriatic acid and ammonia. It is found in Hungary, the Hartz, &c.
Both realgar and orpiment are artificially prepared and used as pigments. See

Orpiment, Eeaigae.
Absenic is a brittle metal, of an iron-grey colour, with a good deal of brilliancy.

It may be prepared by triturating arsenious acid, or the white arsenic of com-
merce, with black flux (charcoal and carbonate of potash), and subliming in a tube.

If arsenical pyrites bo ignited in close tubes, metallic arsenic sublimes, and sul-

phuret of iron remains. This metal, when exposed in the air, gradually absorbs

oxygen, and falls into a grey powder (suboxide). This is sold on the Continent as

Jly-powder.

To prepare arsenic on a larger scale, mispichel, or the other ores employed, are

pounded ; some pieces of old iron are mixed with the ore, to retain the combined
sulphur, and the mixture placed in retorts between four and five feet in length, to

which receivers are adapted. The retorts are moderately heated by a fire placed

beneath them ; the ores are decomposed, and metallic arsenic is sublimed and con-

densed in the receivers. The arsenic obtained in this way is purified by a second

distillation with a little charcoal. The atomic weight of arsenic is 75 ; its

symbol As.

Arsenic is used in small quantities in the preparation of several alloys ; whilst

arsenious acid is employed in the manufacture of opal glass ; and is much used in the

manufacture of shot, to which the reduced arsenic imparts a certain degree of hard-

ness ; and, by preventing the distortion of the falling drops of metal, and thus securing

regular globules, the manufacture is greatly facilitated. It is also used inpyrotochny.

ASSEirXC ACXD. AsO*. 3H0 (H^AsO'). This acid was first produced on a

large scale by M. G. Kopp. He employs nitric acid to convert arsenious acid by
oxidation into arsenic acid, and by passing the nitrous acid fumes evolved, together

with air, over coke moistened with water, he recovers two-thirds or three-fourths of

the nitric acid employed. The proportions he adopts are 303 kilogrammes {nearly

2\ lbs. avoirdupois each) of nitric acid of r35 sp. gr. to 400 kilogrammes of arsenious

acid, and by adding the nitric acid gradually, the oxidising action may be accomplished

without the application of heat.

Arsenic acid is now almost imiversally employed in the manufacture of Rosaniline,

and is therefore an article of great consumption. It is also largely used for the white

discharge of Turkey red.

M. Kopp has noticed, that without any injury to the general health, a natural ten-

dency to stoutness was produced whilst working with arsenic acid. In the course of

ten weeks, while engaged on experiments with arsenic acid, M. Kopp himself increased

in weight considerably more than twenty pounds, which he lost again when the expe-
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Timents were concluded. Tlio -workpeople engaged in the manufacture of Eosaniline

are similarly affected.

Arsenate of Potash is prepared, in the small way, hy exposing to a moderate licat,

in a crucible, a mixture of ecjual parts of white arsenic and nitre in powder. After

fusion the crucible is to be cooled ; the contents being dissolved in hot water, and the

solution filtered, will afford regular crystals on cooling. It is an acid salt, usually

called the binarsenate of potash. This article is prepared upon a great scale, in

Saxony, by melting nitre and arsenious acid together in a cylinder of cast-iron. A
neutral arsenate also is readily formed by saturating the excess of acid in the above

salt with potash ; it does not crj-stallise. The acid arsenate is occasionally used in

calico-printing, for preventing certain points of the cotton cloth from taking on the

mordant ; with which view it is mixed up with gum-water and pipe-clay into a paste,

which is applied to such places with a block.

Arsenate of Soda.—An acid arsenate of soda, prepared by heating wliite arsenic and

nitrate of soda, is now used in calico-printing.

AKSENZC, STTKPHZBSS OF. See Oepijiext ; Eealgae.
ARSENXXiXiO. Ground atacamite, or nativo oxychloride of copper, sometimes

used in Chili as sand for letters.

ABSETirZOirs ACXD. White Arsenic, Flowers of Arsenic. AsO' (As'O').

—

This is the white arsenic of commerce, usually called Arsenic. It is obtained in this

country from the arsenical ores of iron, tin, &c., and on the Continent from those of

cobalt and nickel. It is prepared by heating the ores containing arsenic on the sole

of a reverberatory furnace, through which a current of air, after passing through the

grate, is allowed to play. The following ores are the more remarkable of this class

—the quantity of arsenic in 100 parts is given in each case.

ilfis^icM, or arsenical iron . . . . . 42-88

LoUngite, arsenical pyrites . . . . .65-88
Kiipjernickel, arsenical nickel .... .54'73

Rammelsbcrgite, white arsenical nickel . . 72-64

Smaltine, tin-white cobalt ..... 74-22

Safflorite, arsenical cobalt 70-37

In the roasting of tin ores, a considerable quantity of arsenious acid is collected in

the flues leading from the furnaces in which this process is effected.

The extraction of white arsenic from the cobalt ores is performed at Altenberg and
at Reichenstein, in Silesia, -with an apparatus excellently contrived to protect the

health of the smelters from the vapours of this poisonous sublimate.

Figs. 77 to 80 represent the arsenical fiirnaces at Altenberg. Fig. 77 is a vertical

section of the poison tower; fig. 78, a longitudinal section of the subliming

furnace a, with the adjoining vault b, and the poison tower in part at n; fig. 79, the

transverse section of the furnace a, of fig. 78 ; fig. 80 ground-plan of the furnace a,

where the left half shows the part above, and the right the part below the muffle or

oblong retorts ; b' is the upper view, b" the ground plan of the vault b, of fig. 78

;

m, n, the base of the poison tower. In the several figures the same letters denote the

same objects ; a is the muffle ; b is its mouth for turning over the arsenical schlich, or

ground ore
;

c, c, c, fire-draughts or flues
;
d, an aperture for charging the muffle with

fresh schlich ; e, the smoke chimney
; /, two channels or flues for the ascent of the

arsenious fumes, which proceed to other two flues g, and then terminate both in h,

which conducts the fumes into the vault b. They issue, by the door i, into the con-

duit k, thence by I into the spaces w, n, o, p, q, r, of the tower. The incondensable

gases escape by the chimney ^. The cover t is removed after completion of the

process, in order to push down the precipitate into the lower compartments.
The arsenious schlichs, to the amount of 9 or 10 cwt. for one operation (1 roast-

post, or roasting round), are spread 2 or 3 inches thick upon the bottom of the muffle,

and heated with a brisk fire to redness, then -with a gentler heat, in order to oxidise

completely, before subliming, the arsenical ore. With this view the air must have free

entrance, and the front aperture of the muffle must be left quite open. After 11 or 12

hours, the calcined materials are raked out by the mouth of the muffle, and fresh

ones are introduced by the openings indicated above, whicli are closed during the

sublimation.

The arsenious acid found in these passages is not marketable till it be resublimed
in large iron pots, surmounted vith a series of sheet-iron drums or cast-iron cylinders,

upon the sides of which the arsenic is condensed in its compact glassy form. The top
cylinder is furnished with a pipe which terminates in a condensing chamber.

Figs. 81, 82, represent the arsenic-refining furnaces at Eeichenstein. Fig. 81 shows
at A, a vertical section of the furnace, the kettle, and the surmounting drums or
cylinders ; over b it is seen in elevation

; fig. 82 is a ground-plan of the four fire-
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places, a is the grate ; b, the asli-pit ; c, the openings for firing
; d, the fire-place

;

e, iron pots or kettles which are charged with the arsenious powder
; /, the firo-fliies

proceeding to the common cliinincy
ff ; h

iron cylinders ; i, caps
;

Jc, pipes leading to

the poison-vent I; m, openings in the pipes

for introducing the probing--\\-ires.

The conduct of the process is as follows :

The pot is filled nearly to its brim witli

3.} cwt. of the arsenic meal ; the cylinders

are fitted on by means of their handles, and
luted together with a mixture of loam,

blood, and hair; tlien is applied first a

gentle, and after half an hour, a strong

fire, whereby the arsenic is raised partly

in the form of a white dust, and partly in

crystals ; which, by the continuance of the

heat, fuse together into ahomogeneous mass.

If the fire bo too feeble, only a sublimate

js obtjvinod ; but if too violent, much of the arsenic is volatilised into the pipes. The

.workmen judge by the heat of the cylinders whether the operation bo going on well or
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not. After 12 hours the furnace is allowed to cool, provided the probc-wiros show-

that the sublimation is over. Tlie C3'linders are then lifted off, and the arsenious

glass is detached from their inner surface. According to tlio quality of the poison-

flour, it yields from fths to |th» of its weight of the glass or enamel. Should any

dark particles of metallic arsenic be intermixed with the glass, a fresh sublimation

must bo had recourse to.

In these operations, if any sulphur is present it is converted into sulphurous acid,

which escapes through the chimney, while the arsenious acid is condensed in proper

chambers, placed in the flues to receive it. Freshly prepared arsenious acid is a

perfectly transparent solid mass; but by exposure it becomes transformed into an
opaque body resembling porcelain.

White arsenic is extensively used in the preparation of various pigments, as the

bisulphide, or realgar, the icrswlphide, or orpinient, and also in the mineral greens

used by paper-stainers. It has been stated that paper stained with the arsenical

greens is injurious to health. Verj- much has been said on this subject ; but the

following remarks by Mr. Alfred Fletcher appear to settle the question :
—'Kow, it is

stated that in a medical work an instance is noted in which injurj- has been received

by those living in rooms decorated with these colours : surely, were the proximity of

such materials injurious, it would not be necessary to search in recondite books for

the registry of isolated cases. The fact of the large extent to which such materials

havo always been employed is a suflicient proof that there is no danger attending

their use
;
moreover, workmen who have been daily employed for many years in manu-

facturing large quantities of these colours, under the necessity of constantly handling
them, are in the regular enjoyment of perfect health, though exposed also to the

general influences of a chemical factory. Let blame be laid at the right door, and let

the public be assured that it is not the looking at cheerful walls, the fingering of

brightly ornamented books, nor the wearing of tastefully coloured clothing, that will

hurt them, but the dwelling in ill-ventilated rooms.'

Arsenite of Copjycr.—Scheeh's green is a combination of arsenious acid with oxide of

copper, or an arsenite of copper. See Scheelb's Greex.

Arsenic, Poisoxino by.—This poison is so commonly the cause of death, by
accident and by design, that it is important to name an antidote which has been em-
ployed with very great success.

This is the hydratcd pcroxid/: of iron. This preparation has no action on the

system, and it may therefore be administered as largely and as quickly as possible.

The following statement will render the action of this hydrated salt intelligible.

When hydrated peroxide of iron is mixed in a thin paste -\vith the solution of arse-

nious acid, this disappears, beingchangedinto arsenic acid (a far less active oxide), and
the iron into protoxide, 2Fe- 0^ and As 0^, producing -iFe O -i- As 0*. The hj-drated

peroxide of iron may be made in a few minutes by adding carbonate of soda to

any salt of the red oxide of iron (perchloride, acetate, &c.). It need not be washed,
as the liquor contains only a salt of soda, which would bo, if not beneficial, certainly

not injurious.

—

Kane.

Detection of Arsenic in Cases of Poisoning.

Arsenious acid, which is almost always the form in which the arsenic has entered

the system, possesses the power of preventing the putrefaction of animal substances
;

and hence the bodies of persons that have been poisoned by it do not readily putrefy.

The arsenious acid combines vAth. tlie fatty and albuminous tissues to form solid

compounds, which are not susceptible of alteration under ordinary circumstances.

It hence has frequently occurred that the bodies of persons poisoned by arsenic

have been found, long after death, scarcely at all decomposed ; and even where the
general mass of the body had completely disappeared, the stomach and intestines

had remained preserved by the arsenious acid which had combined with them, and
by its detection the crimes committed many years before have been brought to light

and punished.

—

Kane.
The presence of arsenic may bo determined by one of the following methods :—
1. Portions of the contents of the stomach or bowels being gently heated in a glass

tube, open at both ends, the arsenic, if in any quantity, •nill be sublimed, and collected

as minute brilliant octahedrons of arsenious acid.

2. Or if the ignition is effected in a tube closed at one end, metallic arsenic sub-
limes, forming a steel-grey coat, and emitting a strong smell of garlic.

3. Ammoniacal Nitrate of Silver produces a canary-yellow precipitate of arsenite of
silver in a solution of arsenious acid. The tribasic phosphate of soda produces a
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yellow precipitate of tribasic phospliato of siltor, -ffhich exactly resembles the

arsenite. The phosphate is, however, the more soluble in ammonia, and when heated

gives no volatile product ; while the arsenite is decomposed into white arsenic and
oxygen, leaving metallic silver behind.

4. Ammmiiacal Sulphate of Copper produces a fine apple-green precipitate of

arsenite of copper, which is dissolved in an excess of either acid or ammonia. It

is, however, uncertain, unless the precipitate be dried and reduced.

5. The Reduction Test.—Any portion of the suspected matter, being dried, is mixed
with equal parts of cyanide of potassium and carbonate of potash, both dry. This

mixture is to be introduced into a tube terminating in a bulb, to which heat is

applied, when metallic arsenic sublimes.

6. Marsh's Test.—This is one of the most delicate and useful of tests for this poison,

and when performed with due care there is little liability to error. The liquid con-

tents of the stomach, or any solution obtained by boiling the contents, is freed as

through the other the bent tube c, whicli is expanded at e into a bulb about an
inch in diameter. This bulb serves to collect the particles of liquid which are thrown
up from the contents of the bottle, and which drop again into the latter from the

end of the tube. The other end of the tube is connected, by means of a cork, with the

tube d, about six inches long, which is filled with fused chloride of calcium, free from
powder, destined to retain the moisture. In the opposite end of the tube d is fixed,

air-tight, another tube, e, made of glass free from lead, 12 inches long, and, at most,

pth of an inch in internal diameter. It must be observed that the funnel-tube d is

indispensably necessary to introduce the fluid to the pieces of perfectly pure metallic

zinc already placed in the bottle. Hydrogen gas is at once formed, and if arsenic be

present, in even the smallest quantity, it combines -with the hydrogen, and escapes

as arseniuretted hydrogen. If the gas as it issues from the jet is set on fire, no

product but water is generated if the hydrogen be pure ; and by holding against the

flame a cold white porcelain basin, or piece of glass, or of mica, no steam is produced,

and a dew is formed upon the cold surface. If arsenic be present, a deposit is ob-

tained, which, according to the part of the flame in which the substance to receive it

is placed, will be either a brown stain of metallic arsenic, or a white one of arsenious

acid. If the quantity of arsenic is too small to be detected in this way, it will be well

to ignite the horizontal part of the tube. All the arseniuretted hydrogen will, in

passing that point, become decomposed, and deposit its arsenic. The heat will drive

this forward, and a little beyond the heated portion metallic arsenic will be con-

densed. Several precautions are necessary to be observed ; but for the details of

those we must refer to works especially directed to the consideration of this subject.

One source of error must, however, lie alluded to. A compound of antimony and
hydrogen is formed under similar circumstances ; and this gas in many respects re-

sembles the compound of arsenic and hydrogen. If the stain foi-med by the flame

' is arsenic, it will dissolve, when heated, in a drop or two of sulpho-hydride of am-
monia, and a lemon-yellow spot is left ; if antimony is present, it leaves a yellow

stain.— Wohler.

If a drop of bromine is placed on a saucer, and a capsule containing arsenical spots

inverted over it, the spots take a very bright lemon-yellow tinge in a short time. Anti-

monial spots, under the same circumstances, are acted on mucli more rapidly (in about

five seconds at a temperature of 52° F.), and assume an orange sliade. Both become

colourless if exposed to the air, and are again restored if treated with a strong solu-

tion of sulphuretted hydrogen. The secondary yellow of the arsenical spots, as

observed by Lassaigne, disappears on the addition of ammonia, whilst that of the an-

timonial spots remains untouched. A concentrated solution of iodate of potash turns

83

e

much as possible from animal

matter by any of the well-

known methods for doing so.

This fluid is then rendered

moderately acid by sulphuric

acid, and introduced into a
bottle properly arranged.

Fig. 83 is the best form
for Marsh's apparatus:— a

is a bottle capable of holding

half, or, at most, a pint. Both
necks are fitted with new
perforated corks, which must
be perfectly tight. Through
one of these the funnel-tube

h is passed air-tight, and
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arsenical spots of a cinnamon-red and dissolves them almost immediately. On anti-

monial spots it has no visible action within three or four hoiirs. Solutions of the

hypochlorites (chlorides) of soda and lime and chlorine-water dissolve arsenical spots

instantaneously, leaving those of antimony. A concentrated solution of the chlornto

of potash gradually acts upon arsenical spots, but not upon those of antimony. The
nitroprusside of potassium, on the other hand, slowly dissolves antimony, producing

no perceptible effect upon arsenic. The statement of BischofF, that arsenical spots

were soluble, antimonial insoluble, in a solution of the chloride of sodium, could not

be verified, as, after repeated trials, it was found to leave both not perceptibly affected.

The chloride of barium, the hypochlorate and the sulphite of ammonia, afforded like-

wise no distinguishing action. The nitrate of ammonia dissolves arsenical more rapidly

than antimonial stains. Of these reactions the most decisive are tliose of iodate of

potash, hypochlorites of soda and lime, and frosh chlorine-water.

It is well known that fluids mixed witli glutinous matter are very liable to froth up
when hydrogen is disengaged in them, from the m.utual action of zinc and a dilute

acid ; and that the froth obstructs the due ^

,

performance of the experiment of Marsh.

A committee appointed by the Prussinii

Government contrived an ingenious modi-

fication of Marsh's apparatus, the annexed
form {fig. 84) representing a convenient

simplification of it by Dr. Ure :

—

^a, is a

narrow glass cylinder, open at top, about

10 inches high, and li or \\ inch diameter

inside; b is a glass tube, about 1 inch dia-

meter outside, drawn to a point at bottom,

and shut with a cork at top. Through the

centre of this cork the small tube c passes

down air-tight, and is furnished at top with

a stopcock, into which the bent small tube

of glass (without lead) e is cemented. The
bent tube f is joined to the end of e with a

collar of caoutchouc, or a perforated cork,

which will be found more convenient.

The manner of using this apparatus is

as follows :—Introduce a few oblong slips

of zinc, free from arsenic, into b, and then

insert its air-tight cork with the attached

tubes. Having opened the stopcock, pour
into A as much of the suspected liquid,

acidulated with dilute hydrochloric or sul-

phuric acid (each pure) as will rise to the

top of the cork, after b is full, and imme-
diately shut the stopcock. The generated

hydrogen will force down the liquid out of the lower orifice of b into A, and raise the

level of it above the cork. The extremity of the tube r being dipped beneath the

surface of a weak solution of nitrate of silver, and a spirit-flame being placed a little

to the left of the letter e, the stopcock is then to be slightly opened, so that the gas

which now fills the tube b may escape so slowly as to pass off' in separate small bubbles

through the silver-solution. By this means the whole of the arsenic contained in the

arseniuretted hydrogen will be deposited either in the metallic state upon the inside

of the tube e, or with the silver in the characteristic black powder. The first charge

of gas in b being expended, the stopcock is to be shut till the liquid be again ex-

pelled from it by a fresh disengagement of hydrogen. The ring of metallic arsenic

deposited beyond e may be chased onwards by placing a second flame under it, and
thereby formed into an oblong brilliant steel-like mirror. It is evident that by tho

patient use of this apparatus the whole arsenic in any poisonous liquid may be

collected, weighed, and subjected to every kind of chemical verification. K f be
joined to e by means of a perforated cork, it may readily be turned about, and its

taper point raised into a position such as when the hydrogen issuing from it is kindled,

the flame may be made to play upon a surface of glass or porcelain, in order to produce
the arsenical mirror,

7. Beinsch's Test.—Professor Eeinsch proposed an entirely different method of
detecting arsenic, which consists in acidulating any suspected fluid with hydrochloric
acid, heating in it a thin plate of bright copper, upon which the arsenic is deposited in
the form of a thin metallic crust, and then separating the arsenic from the copper in
the state of oxide by subjecting tho copper to a low rod heat in a glass tube. Organic
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finids and solids snspectsd to contain arsenic, maj be prepared for this pnrpose by
boiling them for half an hour -srith. a little hvdrocMoric acid ; solid matters being ent

into small shreds, water being added in sufficient qnantifcy to let the ebnllition go on
quietly, and care being taken to continue the boiling until the solids are either dis-

solved, as generally happens, or are reduced to a state of minute dirision.

The metiod of Eeinsch is exceedingly delicate, for it is adequate to detect, a

2o0,000l1i part of arsenic in a fluid. It is also perfect in another respect : it does not

leave any arsenic in the subject of analysis : none, at least, which can be detected by
any other means, even by the most delicate process yet proposed, that of !Mj.

Cut ths copper on which the arsemc is deposited into small chips, so that they
may be easily packed in the bottom of a small glass tube, and apply a low red heat.

A white crystalline powder sublimes ; and if this be examined in the sunshine, or

with a candle near it, a magnifier of four or five powers will enable the observer to

distinguish the equilateral triangles composing the facets of the octahedral crystals,

which are formed by arsenious acid when it sublimes. Sometimes the three equal

angles, composing a comer of the octahedron, may be seen by turning the glass in

various directions. If triangnlar &cets cannot be distinguished, owing to the minute-
ness of the crystals, then shake out the copper chips, dose the open end of the tube
with the finger, and heat the sublimed po^wder over a very minute spint-Iamp flame,

chasing it up and do^wn the tube till crj^tals of adequate size are formed. Next boU
a little distilled water in the tube over the part where the crystalline powder is

collected; and when the solution is cold, di-vide it into three parts, to be tested

with ammoniacal nitrate of silver, ammoniacal sulphate of copper, and sulphuretted
hydw^n, either in the state of gas or dissolved in water.

8. HeitmafM's Test.—li a solution containing arsenic be mixed with a large excess

of conoenlzated solution of potassa, and boiled with fragments of granulated zinc,

arseniur^ted hydrogen is evolved, and may be easily recognised by allo^wing it to

pass on to a piece of filter paper spotted over with solution of nitrate of silver. These
spots assume a pnrplish-blact colour, even when a small quantity of arsenic is present.

Kiis experiment may be performed in a small flask, furnished with a perforated

cork carrying a -psce of ^ass tube of about J inch diameter. It -will be observed
that this test serves to distinguish arsenic firom antimony.

The following remarks on the Toxicological Discovery of Arsenic deserve atten-

tion:

—

' This active and easily administered poison is fortunately one of those most easily

and certainly discovered; but the processes require great precaution to prevent mis-

taken inferences : if due care is taken, arsenic can be found after any lapse of time, as

well as after the most complete putrefection of the animal-remains. The longest time

after which it has been discovered by myself is eight years, which w^as the case of an
infant ; nothing but the bones of the skeleton remained, the coffin was full of earth,

and large roots of a tree had grown through it. The metal •was obtained from the

bones, and in the earth immediately below where the stomach had existed. Many
cases have occurred in my experience, where one, two, three, four, and five years

have elapsed ; in one case, after fourteen months, where the body of a boy had been
floating in a coffin full of water. The poison is given in one of three states, white

arsenious acid, yellow sulphuret (" orpiment "), or '• realgar," red snlphuret of arsenic

:

and it is worthy of notice that putrefection wtU turn either white or red into yellow,

but will never turn yellow into either white or red ; this is owing to the hydrosnl-

phuret of ammonia disengaged during decomposition.
' Modem toxicologists have abandoned all the old processes for the detection of this

poison, and have adopted one of two, which have been found more expeditions, as well

as more certain. The first was proposed by Marsh, of "Wool^wich : it is founded upon
the principle that nascent hydrogen will absorb and carry off any arsenic which may
be present, as arseniuretted hydrogen ; but as I prefer the principle first proposed by
Eeinsch, and have always acted upon it, I shall confine my description to the pro-

cesses founded upon it. The principle is this : arsenic mixed or combined with any
organic matter -wiR, if boiled -with pure hydrochloric acid and metallic copper, be de-

pt^ited upon the copper ; but as this depositing property is also possessed bymercury,
<;

- antimony, bismuth, lead, and tellurium,
' subsequent operations are required to

C ^^^^sg-g I discriminate between the deposits. I
— take pieces ofcopper wire, about No. 13

size, and inches long ; these I hamme r upon a polished plane with a polished hammer,
for half their lenath ( Jiff. 85), and ha^ving brought the suspected matters to a state of

dryness, and boil^ the copper blade in the pure hydrochloric acid, to prove that it

contains no metal capable of depositing, I introduce a portion of the suspected matter
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and euntinuo the boiling ; if the copper becomes now either steel-grey, blue, or black,

I remove it, and wash it free of grease in another vessel in which there is hot diluted

hydrochloric acid ; I now dry it, and, with a scraper with a fine edge, take off the

deposit with some of the adhering copper, and repeat the boiling, washing and scraping,

so as to have four or five specimens on copper ; one of these is sealed up hermetically

in a tube for future production. I now take a piece of glass

tube, and having heated it in the middle, draw it out, as in

fig. 86, dividing it at a, each section being about 2 inches

long, the wide orifices being about ^ths of an inch in dia-

meter, and
}i
an inch long, the capillary part Jth of an inch in

diameter and 1 \ inch long
;
now, by putting one portion of

the scrapings into one of the tubes at u, and holding it upwards over a very small

flame, so that the volatile products may slowly ascend into the narrow portion

of the tube, we prove the nature of the deposit : if mercury, it condenses in minute
white shining globules ; if lead or bismuth, it does not rise, but molts into a yel-

lowish glass, which adheres to the copper ; if tellurium, it would fiiU as a white

amorphous powder ; if antimony, it would not rise at that low temperatiire ; but ar-

senious acid condenses as minute octahedral crystals, looldng wth the microscope like

very transparent grains of sand. I make three such sublimates, one of which is

sealed up like the arsenic for future production. I now cut the capillary part of

another of the tubes in pieces, and boil it in a few drops (say 10) of distilled water,

and when cold drop three or four drops on a plate of white porcelain, and with a glass

rod drop one drop of ammoniacal sulphate of copper in it : and now to make the

colours from this and the next tost more conspicuous, I keep a chalk-stone, planed
and cleaned, in readiness, and placing ou it a bit of clean white filtering paper, I con-

duct the drops of copper-test upon the paper, which permits the excess of copper-solu-

tion to pass through into the chalk, but retains the smallest proportion of Scheele's

green ; the other few drops of the solution are treated the same way with the am-
moniacal nitrate of silver. When I get the yellow precipitate of arsenite of silver,

the papers, with these two spots, are now dried and sealed up in a tube as before,

and that with the silver must be kept in the dark, or it will become black. I have
still one of the tubes with the arsenical sublimate remaining

;
through this I direct

a stream of hydrosulphuric acid gas for a few seconds, which converts the sublimate

into yellow orpiment. I have now all five tosts : the metal, the acid, arsenite of cop-

per, arsenite of silver, and yellow sidphurot ; and the looouo^^^ <'' gi'^iin of arsenic

is sufficient in adroit hands to produce the whole ; but all five must be present, or

there is no positive proof, for many matters will cause a darkness of the copper in the

absence of arsenic,—sulphurets even from putrefaction ;—but there is no sublimate in

the second operation, because the sulphur burns into sulphurous acid and passes oflf

upwards. Corn, grasses, and earth slightly darken it from some unknown cause, but

produce no sublimate
;

so, if the solution of suspected arsenious acid is tested witli

the copper-test while hot, it will produce a greenish deposit of oxide of copper, througli

the heat dissipating a little ammonia, or if the copper blade has not been deprived of

grease by the diluted hydrochloric acid, the sublimed acid from the grease will pre-

cipitate copper from that test ; but as much of the sulphuric acid of commerce, and
nearly all such hydrochloric acid and some commercial zinc contains arsenic, nothing

can excuse a toxicologist who attempts to try for arsenic if he has not previously ex-

perimented with all his reagents before he introduces the suspected matters. I

should also mention that this metal is to be fcund in all parts of the body, but longest,

and in greatest quantity, in the liver, where it is frequently found many days after it

has disappeared from the intestines.'— ^T. Herapath.

Arsenious acid of commerce is frequently adulterated with chalk or plaster of

Paris. These impurities are very easily detected, and their proportions estimated.

Arsenious acid is entirely volatilised by heat, consequently it is sufficient to expose

a weighed quantity of the substance to a temperature of about 400° F. in a capsule or

crucible. The whole of the arsenic will pass off in fumes, while the impurities will

be left behind as a fixed residuum, which can, upon cooling, be weighed.

The mines of Cornwall and Devonshire produced in 1871. 4,147 tons, 15 cwt. of

arsenic, the value of which was 15,519Z. 18s.; a considerable quantity is also produced
at Swansea, from the roasting of arsenical copper ores.

AliSIsrs. A name used by some modern chemists for arseniraetted hydrogen.
AaTESIAW WBI^Ii. This is a description of well or borehole in which

water is obtained by means of a perforation bored vertically down through imperme-
able strata to an underlying stratum of a more or less permeable character, such
stratum to be charged with water and to exist either in the shape of a basin-shaped
depression, or to be so inclined as to reach, at some distance from the point at which
the borehole may be made, the surface of the earth. The name is derived from the
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fact that wells of this description -were first kno-sv-n in North-Western Europe, in

the province of Artois in France, where this method of olitaining water has been
practised from a very early period. Properly speaking, an Artesian well is one in

which the water from the lower stratum rises aboiv the surface of the superincumbent
impermeable stratum ; but by extension the phrase has been applied of late years to

any well in which the waters of a lower stratum are enabled to rise sufficiently

near to the surface to allow of their being economically used. It will be seen here-

after that in many instances, borings, which were originally strictly Artesian, have
at a later period lost the characteristic property of yielding waters ilowing over the

surface.

When the water falls upon the exposed surface of the outcrop of the permeable
stratum from which the supply for any Artesian well is derived, it passes under the

edge of the overlapping impermeable stratum, and over such inferior retentive stratum
as it may meet with. Then if it cannot find, or make to itself an outlet, it will

follow the surface of the impermeable upholding stratum, in strict accordance with
the laws which regulate the flow of water above ground. If, under these circum-

stances, an opening should be made through the overlying impermeable stratum,

the water will rise to a height corresponding to the level at which it passed under
such stratum, excepting in so far as it may be affected by friction, or by the existence

of any natural overflows, created by interruptions of the containing basin, or by any
disturbance of the lower retentive strata of a nature to place the water-bearing stratum
in contact with still lower strata having no communication with the surface.

M. Lefebvre (' Comptes Eendus de I'Acad. des Sciences, 1838,') describes several very
ancient Artesian wells, which were discovered by M. Ayme in the Oasis of Thebes.

These appear to have been sunk through 80 feet of clay and marls, and then through
300 feet of limestone. M. Ayme states that in the Libyan desert, where there are

no rivers or springs, and upon which rain never falls, formerly a large population was
supplied with water by Artesian wells, several of which have been cleared out and
restored by this French engineer with perfect success, The 'Wells of Solomon,' in

the plains of Tyre, are supposed to be of this description.

The first Artesian well in London was put down in the year 1794. This description

of well has been used for a long period in the East and in Italy,

The term Artesian may really be applied to all wells or borings which may be put
down, having for their special purpose the obtaining of water ; and the advisability

of endeavouring to find water by means of such wells will depend xipon several

considerations, namely:—on the quantity and quality of water required; on tlie

physical position of the strata existing in the district where the water-supply is

required, and of the surface of the ground where the water-bearing rocks are known
to come to the surface, and on the outcrop of such rocks being denuded or covered

with any description of drift ; on the mechanical formation of the rocks to be perfo-

rated, with, special reference to their compactness or porosity as tlie case may be, and
on the lithological character and thickness of the water-bearing deposit

;
lastly, on

the application of the processes by means of which the impermeable strata can be
passed through, and the water-bearing strata reached.

The first three of these considerations will now be dealt with ; the fourth point, which
comprises the engineering of the work, -will be brought into notice under the head of

BoBiNG. Overflowing wells owe their origin, as a rule, to the infiltration of tlio

waters falling upon the surface of the globe, which, percolating through tlio various

pores and fissures of the strata, are passed into, and held by such strata of sand or

gravel as will contain water in very large quantities. If the water bo carried in this

manner from some high point on the surface of the globe to some subterranean point

where the surface of the ground is at a lower level than the point at which the source

of the water is formed, the hydrostatic pressure is sufficient in case a connection witli

the surface is formed, either by faults or fissures in the strata, or by a borehole put

down from the surface, tx) cause the water to rise and overflow in a stream more or

less constant.

In the case of all borings used for the purpose of obtaining water, the chief consi-

derations are naturally as follows :

—

1st. To obtain a cerbiin quantity of water.

2nd. To have such water pure.

3rd. To have the position of the borehole so fixed as to make a constant supply

over a certain period of time to be depended upon.

The site of a boring for water may of necessity have to be fixed upon within a

certain limited space. The strata to be passed througli, and the pli3'sical character of

the surface of the ground adjacent to the site of the boring, will probably partake of

one of the following conditions :

—

1st. Tha ground to be passed through may have a steep inclination extending to
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the bottom of the water-bearing beds. In this case the quantity of water which can

be obtained by the borehole is necessarily limited. A large quantity of water may,
however, be obtained

under these condi-

tions (which are illus-

trated by fig. 87)
should the water -

bearing strata be very
porous, and have a
considerable lateral

extension.

2nd. On the other

hand the inclination

of the strata may bo

verygradual, as shewn
in fig. 88, and in this

case the area of sur-

face receiving the

rainfall is much greater. This is duo not only to the surface of the water-bearing

rocks ha^'ing a larger superficial area, but also to the fact that near to the surface

the overlying rocks are generally found to be more open than they are at a consider-

able depth from the surface. Hence, whilst in fig. 87 the rainfall from z to y is the

SS

most that can be expected to reacli the borehole, in fig. 88 it is probable that most of

the rainfall on the area from c to d will percolate through to the water-bearing strata.

This is the condition under which the largest quantity of water may be expected to

be obtained in the prosecution of Artesian wells.

3rd. Another condition is where a boring has to be made to water-bearing strata

through other rocks, which, though compact in their nature, are not impermeable.
This condition naturally affects the quantity of water obtainable, and in such a case

it is important to obtain increased hydrostatic pressure.

4th. In some cases several qualities of water may be met with in one boring, some
of whicli may be found chemically objectionable. When satisfactory water has been
found, the impure water can only be kept back by the insertion of tubes in the bore-

hole. With the third condition mentioned above, the application of tubes will also

sometimes be found advantageous. They are always necessary where running sand
or very loose strata are met with.

5th. Another case occurs when the water met with by a boring hag so little

hydrostatic pressure that it will not rise in the borehole to the surface. In this case

the water has to be raised, when its level is -vvithin 30 feet of the surface, by some
description of pump. When the level of the water is at a greater distance than this

from the top, a plunger-pump has to be used.
In cases 1 and 2 a bed of impermeable rock is assumed to intervene between the

surface and the water-bearing strata. It need hardly be mentioned that the quantity
of water found in any class of strata does not depend only on the surface of such
strata exposed to the rainfall, but is much influenced by the degree of porosity of the
strata, which is the test of its saturative capability.

An illustration of this is afforded by the results of the sinkings of many of the
deepest coal-mines in Great Britain, where such sinkings have passed through the
Permian beds before reaching the coal-measures. Between the mignesian limestone
and coal-measures is found in nearly every instance a bed of red sand, varying in

thickness from a few inches to 12 feet. Whilst feeders of water of a few hundred
gallons per minute only have been encountered wliilst passing through the limestone,
the feeders met with on reaching the more porous sand-bed referred to, have fre-

quently been enormous, in several instances amounting to over 4,000 gallons per
minute. In such cases tho quantity of water can doubtless be traced to the principles
indicated on fig. 88.

Under the conditions referred to in the fifth head, may be mentioned cases where
water may be obtained by short holes, bored a few yards into tho ground, the object
being to collect the surface-drainage, and the water being obtained by small pumps.
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Wlieria gravel only is found, water cannot generally bo procurocl by short holes, but
whore gxavol rests on an impervious clay, success is almost certain.

In cases whore there is apparently a considerable hydrostatic pressure, there is a

condition which will prevent any large quantity of water falling upon porous strata,

passing to subterranean deptlis. Should any river emanate from, or pass through,

such strata, the river will probably carry away a large proportion of the water which
otherwise would have saturated the permeable rocks.

It will be understood that the geological formations in which Artesian explorations

can be made with most prospects of success are those which combine compact and
impermeable strata with porous and open rocks. The particular systems of rocks

which appear to present as a rule these conditions are those contained by and lying

adjacent to the chalk series, embracing the London clay, the chalk, \ipper greensand,

the gault, and the lower greensand. These rocks present the necessary conditions,

and in the sites where they are chiefly found, the north of Franco and south-east of

England, a large number of wells have been put down, many of which are producing
large volumes of water.

In older formations it is much more difficult to discover rocks of sufficient openness

to carry large quantities of water, and further than this, as the older rocks lie very

irregularly, and frequently at a hea\-y inclination, thej- are not so suitable for the

purpose of obtaining water by means of boring. Hence it is usual in districts Avhero

such rocks prevail to obtain the water-supply, where river-water either is not used or

is not obtainable, from reservoirs situated at some high level where they can be
arranged to catch the surface-drainage.

The hot springs which burst out of the ground in districts where tlie so-called

primary formations are found, came undoubtedly from a great depth beneath the

surface, and derive their heat from an exalted subterranean temperature ; but it

would not be practicable to bore to such extreme depths as would be necessary in these

rocks. A miniature representation of such springs is exhibited in the intermitting

fountains of fresh water on the shoulder of Vesuvius.

It will bo interesting to record the results of some of the chief artesian borings

which have been made in this and other countries. Tlie most famous example is that

of the boring commenced in 1 833 at Grenello, a suburb of the SW. of Paris where there

was a great scarcity of water. Hero the chalk was overlaid by gravels, marls, and claj-s,

which were known to be capable of intercepting the passage of water. Hence, as it

was known that below the chalk water-bearing sand would be mot with, M. Mulot, the

engineer of the well, supported by the authority of MM. Arago and "Walferdin,

resolved to seek a supply of water by boring through the chalk into the sub-cret<vceous

strata. At Elbceuf the chalk had been traversed in this manner, and the water had
risen to a height of 82 feet above the level of the ground, or 109 feet above the level

of the sea, and it was considered that as the surface of the ground at Grenello was
about 104 feet above the level of the sea, and as the outcrop of the water-bearing

strata was nearer to the proposed borehole than at Elbceuf, the water at Grenello

might be expected to flow over the surface. This reasoning was found to bo correct,

and in February, 1841, after eight years' labour, the rods suddenly descended several

yards, having pierced into the vault of the subterranean waters so long sought after

by the indefatigable engineer. A few hours afterwards he was rewarded for all his

anxious toils ; for the water, rising to the surface, discharged itself at the rate of

881,884 gallons in every twenty-four hours ; the temperature of the water being

nearly 82° F. At first it brought up so great a quantity of sand that the tube was

several times choked up by it, and even now it is not free from occasional though

rare interruptions, but the force of the column of water has always proved sufficient

to clear its way after a short interval. The water flows in a clear, continuous stream,

and is carried by pipes to a reservoir near the Pantheon, whence it is distributed over

the adjacent parts of the city, as well as along the line of tlie Boulevards from the

abattoir to the Observatory. By means of small pipes, the Eeole MiliUiire, the Inva-

lides, and two or three other public establishments, are also supplied with this water.

The surface of the ground at the well is 102 feet above the level of the sea, and the

water is capable of being carried above this to a height of 120 feet. Tlie exposed

surface of the water-bearing beds which supply the well of Grenello is about 117

square miles ; the subterranean area in connection %vith these lines of outcrop may
possibly be about 20,000 square miles, and the average thickness of the sand of the

gres verts, serving in their underground range as a reservoir for the water, does not

probably exceed thirty or forty feet.

—

Prcstwich on the Water-bearing Strata of

London.
After the completion of the Grenelle well others were quickly undertaken. Amongst

the most important of these were the borings undertaken in the Ehenish provinces

for bringing to the surface the waters of the brine-springs of that district, some of
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wliich BTon exceeded the depth of 2,400 feet from the surface. M. Degouss^e

mentions in his ' Guide do Sondeur ' (1847), that he himself had executed no less than

sixteen deep borings in the Departement do I'lndre et Loire, of which ten are in the

town of Tours and six in its neighbourhood, presenting an average depth of about

500 feet. Two of these borings were, however, unsuccessful, and it appears that the

conditions under which they occurred with respect to the great watercourses of the

district, led to the supposition that the underground course of the waters was inter-

rupted by means of a fault or upheaval.

At Calais the results obtained by the great artesian well there sunk were even more
striking than those obtained near Tours ; for after having in this place passed through

the drift above the chalk, the chalk itself and the whole of the sub-cretaceous strata,

the boring was continued in the transitmi rocks until it had attained a total depth

from the surface of about 1,160 feet. It will be necessary hereafter to refer to this

well, and to the abnormal state of the geological formations under this district.

An important Artesian well was also put down at Chichester, being carried through

the great Hampshire tertiary basin to the upper greensand, where it was stopped at

a depth of 1,054 feet from surface. Very little water was obtained.

At Southampton the upper and lower chalk and chalk-marl were passed through,

but at a depth of 1,317 feet no valuable supply of water was obtained. A great

number of Artesian wells had in the meantime been sunk in the tertiary basins of

both London and Hampshire, and the drain thus established upon the subterranean

water-courses of those formations was so great that the waters which originally had
flowed over the surface of the ground, were no longer able to reach that height ; and
it became evident that the demand upon these water-bearing strata was rapidly

exceeding the supply. Under these circumstances the Hampstead and Highgate
"Waterworks Company resolved to renew under London the attempt which had been

abandoned at Southampton ; and their advisers argued that, inasmuch as the outcrop

of the sub-cretaceous formations was continuous around the margin of the cretaceous

basin surrounding and underlying the London tcrtiaries, excepting on the eastern

border, those sub-cretaceous strata would be found under London just as they had
been actually found at Paris.

This reasoning proved to bo correct so far as the chalk-marl, the upper greensand,

and the gault were concerned ; but when those formations had been traversed (to a
depth of 1,113,1 feet), the boring tools, instead of entering upon the lower greensand,

which theoretically liad been expected, entered upon and traversed, to a total depth of

1,302 feet, a series of marls, clays, and sandstones, which appear in all probability to

belong to the new red-sandstone series : all the intermediate strata being absent.

A boring at Harwich also proved the existence of transition rocks of an early

period at a depth of 1,200 feet from the surface ; various rocks from the tertiaries to

the upper greensand and gault having been passed through.

Prom the above data the interesting fact will be observed that no borehole in the

London basin has as yet succeeded in proving and obtaining water from the lower

greensand rocks ; the Southampton, Calais, Highgate, and Harwich wells having all

proved failures in this respect. It is a question to be proved by experiment whether
to the north-west of London the tertiary rocks would not be less likely to give place

to rocks of older formations, as they appear to do in the boreholes referred to. It

will be understood from the particulars given of the few boreholes, how much un-

certainty attends the art of boring, at least, as regards the obtaining of water by this

means.

Some particulars may now be given of a number of the chief Artesian boreholes

put down in France and England. The following Table shows the depth and cost of

several of the Prench Artesian wells :—

Grenelle, Dept. Seine . 1,798 feet . . £14,500
Calais „ Pas do Calais 1,138 „ . 3,560

Douchery „ Ardennes . 1,215 „ . 3,045

St. Fargeau ,, Yonne 666 „ . 1,216

Lille Nord . , . 592 ., . 320
Crosne ,, Seine et Oise 333 „ . 190
Brou ,, Marne 246 „ . 200
Ardres ,, Nord 155 „ . 64
Claye

,, Seine et Marne 108 „ . 78
Chaville ., Oise . 65 „ . 15

The deep wells of London are all in the chalk. The depths of some of the most
important are given in the following Table, which has been compiled from data given
by Mr. W. "Whitaker, 'Memoirs of the Geological Survey,' vol. iv. (1872) :

—

Vol. I. Q
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Sections of some of the Beep Wells in Tjondon and the adjoining Country.
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IX. ft. ft. ft. ft. tl.

114 48 44 218 76
Bank of England ..... 26 111 581 39 2341 100

BlackwaU, Trinity Wliarf.... 63 68 34 72 237 10

Bow........ 19 48 56 51 174 150

Broad Street, Golden Sg^uare IO5 98 58 25 19U 25
1 Q Tn ("1 an G'f-o f-T.rnv^ttiLLUcii ouition . . • . . 18 144 64 8 234' 106

Castleboar BjII, near Ealing . 300 60 360
Cbis"wick, Gnffin Bre"wery 40 140 90 29" 299
Colnej Hatcli Lunatic Asylum . 137 27 25 189 X-tL

Eulliam 25 135 90 250 66

Hackney Road 14 48i 48 42 152i 259

HaggerstonG ...... 1 IXio o6i 44| 164^ 256

Sampstead, Ix)T»rer Heath 289 89 0 / 0 72

Hampst-ead !Road . , . • • 23 59 39i 24i l-iG 37

rra7TU"pn Tjimr>1"ir» A qt'Iittti . . 21 194 75 zyu 30

Harro"w AVatcr^vorks . • • 111 48 254

Hayerstock Hill , . * • • 223 61 28 312 78

Hayes 14 134 88i 231 88

HiglilDury 106 57i 16^ 180 134

Hollo'w^ay City Prison . . . • 135 69" 13 102

J-l^iJji. LvJ J_l . « . . * * 18 69 34 30 151

66 34| 37

TTvdp "Pflflr (^nPTiPi* . . 5 229 64 21' 319 18

Isle of Do*^'"s . . • • • 39 43 124i 239i

-LOJJiJ^ HJU Vli Ceil . • • * 12 48 100? 16 176 144'

Kensington, Horticnltiiral Societ}' . • 40 198 54 25 Oil 84

JLi-tJUoiiigHJIl vTelH-lcllO) . . • • • 2 172 56 33 263 58

J-i-OUl/lbli J. (J VV U \ \ OrLCl *> Uiji-b . • • 236 61i 27 324J 645'

1 iPl fiPotpT" Sl/^n'iT'a a "2 148^ 60 28 L±-±. 101

Eimeliouse . • • •
• 29 19 47 44i

1 ,C\'T\ Cf A (TPA 20 120i 58* 24" III 258=

13 86" 63 40i Of\0 1 22

j\Iile End Boad (City of London Union) 35 60i 41 38i 1 7^"i-iO 10

rPllfr^nxn Hp "'\rArl p1 "Pvi ci'^nJ. L llLUii \ lliU -.tXUU.cl XlisUll • • • 17 113 54i 35 219^ 151

rTmllPA SiTYiT^crm <; "Ffi of'AT'T (T-tthTt^pTI fiT ri/^JlClJ. liiiiimj, kJilliUoUii to J; dLLOl \ ; VTXUo > i-ilUX J-WOiVL 26 112 67i 25i 100

Bmner . . . 3i 29 27i 60 80

Bonder's End . . .
" •

13' 15 49i 35? 290i

"Rpt-rliflrp 14 56 26" 54 150 102"

S^iinT*Pfiif"/*li Tr'nTii'in « T^pp'nrPT'\'kJHUlUUJLH.il, XXLLllicill O JJlfcJWtJi \ • • • 22^ 80i 53 43 331

Slioreditcli "Woi'klioiise .... is" 6O" 40 39 157 100

33 267 79 369 154

2 68 60 120 SO

'Pntt.PTilinTn 20 52 61 15 148 250=

Tottenham Court Eoad (IMeiix"s) 22 64 5U 21 158 207'

To-n-er Hill (Eoyal Mint) .... 24 94 57 20'- 195^ 202

Trafalgar Square 23 142 41 42 248 147

T-^vrford, near Ealing .... 211 41

Uxbridge Union . . . . • 12 94 75 175 'ss

Westbourne Estate Watcrsvorks 217 62 18 297 15

West Drayton 32 88 66 186 100

"Westminster, EUiofs Brewery .
32 140 67-1 sii- 271 127

„ Thome's Brewery 271 100 66i 36 230 70

SVinchmoro Hill 186 44 230

' Tliis boring -was carried down 332 feet bc-low the bottom of the chalk,

= Or more. ' 2iIore since,
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StTnHEY, Hertfoedssihe, Essex
Soil,

made

Ground,

Brick

Earth

and

Gravel

London

Clay

Woolwich

and

Beading

Beds

Thanet

Sand

Depth

to

the

Chalk

In

Chalk

ft. ft. ft. ft. ft. ft.

UcLLi±<lLl± J llllj IXvtXi. \^ LtX ULLcilJJ. \J\J111L11KJ11 • 15 239 53 40
32 127 65 35 249

BGrmoDclsGy •••••• 30 38i 91^ 140|
60 450 60? ..."? 660"

Horselydown 32 51 75 158 104

Kingston on Thames .... 13 245 88 25 371 99

Lambeth. (Bedlam) ..... 98 35i 47
IMitcham . . ..... 4 lOl" 46 38 189 72

Mortlake Brewery ..... 58 Zb i 6

Jfew Barnet Eailway Station 115 44 159 280
23 51 48 125 25

Penge (Crystal Palace) .... 259 47^ 54i 361 149

Eichmond 191 85 276 103

J.\iU Olit^X 1X1 Ullo 29 35 43 107 145

Southwark, Barclay's Brewery . 27i 77i 62 36 203 f
over

tlOO

Wandsworth, County Lunatic Asylum 231 60
{

over

40

over

330

West Ham 33 42 57 132 306

The Artesian wells in Essex which overflow, are of the following depths, according

to Dr. Mitchell :—Foulness Island, 450 foot; Mersey, and adjoining islands, 300 feet;

Wallis Island, 400 feet; Little Wigborough, 250 feet; Woodham, 350 feet; North
Ockenden, 80

;
Fobbing, 100 feet; Bulpham Fen, 70-80.

The difficulty of maldng any calculation, even in a well-known district, as to the

quantity of water which can be expected to drain to any one borehole, is considerable,

since, though it may be possible to judge of the breadth of siu'faco over which the

rainfall may bo expected to sink into the water-bearing strata, it is impossible to tell

with any degree of exactness the lateral extension of the drainage, except the condi-

tions happen to be those in which the borehole is put down in the centre, or some
part of a basin. Nat^lrally the more porous and saturable the water-bearing strata

are, the greater the proportion of the drainage which may be expected to bo conveyed

to any one point.

Some years ago Mr. Prestwich computed the quantity of rain falling over the dis-

trict siurrounding London with a view to estimate the supply of water which a boring

through the chalk to the lower greensand formation would furnish. The following

Table exhibits the results of his investigation :

—

Lower Tertiaries .

Upper Greensand

.

Lower Greensand

Probable
extent of

effective

Area

Quantity of Rainwater
received

Probable Quantity
absorbed

Sq. miles

24

70

230

Inches Gallons in
annually 24 hours

25 = 23,749,656
28 = 77,660,660

26^=241,500,920

Inches Gallons in
annually 24 hours

12= 11,411,352

10= 27,735,960
16 = 145,811,720

' These calculations, although offered as only very general approximations, give

results sufficiently marked and decided, that oven admitting the necessity of not incon-

siderable corrections, I think they establish strong pritnci facie evidence in favour of

the upper and lower greensands beneath London containing unusually large quanti-

ties of water, which may be rendered available for the supply of the metropolis by
means of Artesian wells. Wliat their yield might bo could only bo determined ex-

actly by actual experiment ; but, judging from analogy, if the lower tertiary sands,

with dimensions comparatively so limited, can nevertheless fiu'nish not less than
3,000,000 to 4,000,000 gallons daily (and if. as is probable, thoy supply much of the

q2
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water found in tlie upper beds of the cballi bonoatli London, tboir yield may amount
to 8,000,000 or 10,000,000), then, I submit, that there is a reasonable probability,

after allowing for tho present over-drainago, of the tortiaries of the upper greensand,

with an effective area and a thickness 3 times greater than those of the lower ter-

tiaries, yielding daily, and without diminution, from 6,000,000 to 10,000,000, and of the

lower greensands, which exceeds by 10 times the lower tertiaries in both respects, of

their yielding daily and without diminution from 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 gallons of

water in the twenty-four hours, taken at about surface level.

' Since the beds of the lower greensand are 200 feet thick, and they occupy an area

above and below ground of 4,600 square miles, and since a mass of one mile square

and one foot thick will hold more than 60,000,000 of gallons of water, it is evident that

a year's consumption of water by tho population of London would not occasion a fall

of one foot in the water-level over the entire area ; that is, supposing no rain had
fallen during tho year. Such wells, too, would have the advantage of adding to tho

adornment of tho metropolis, as if the water of tlie lower greensand was liberated by
means of Artesian wells, fountains would be at once formed, projecting their water
from 100 to 150 feet above tho level of Trinity high-water mark.' '—E. B.

ARTESZAU WEIi3LS, Negative. Borings into tho earth which are intended to

carry off the waters from the surface. They have been proposed for the purpose of

draining large tracts of swampy country. Especial information on this subject will

be found in the ' Society of Arts' Journal' for 1866, and Ansted's ' Geology.'

ARTICHOKE.
(
Cynara Scolymus). A thistle-like plant, a native of tho South of

Europe, cultivated for tho sake of tho flesliy sweet receptacle of its flowers. Jbrtj-

SALEM AnTiCHOitES are tho tubers of the Hdianthus Tuherosus, and derive their name
by a corruption, from tho Italian girasole, sunflower.

AIITXC'U']LXTE. A namo proposed by Dr. Wetherill for flexible sandstone, in

aUuBion to tho articulated structure of the stone, seen on microscopic examination.

ARTXFZCIAX^ STONE. See Stone, Aetificial.

ARTXXiZiERlT, The earliest European artillery of large size consisted of ' ser-

pentines ' and ' bombards,' both being formed of longitudinal bars of wrought- iron,

arranged like the staves of a cask, and hooped all over, or nearly so, with wrought-
iron rings, shriink-on hot upon the bars. The serpentine was of small calibre, but of

enormous length. A gun of this character, taken by the Swiss from Charles le

T^mdraire, at the battle of Granson, in 1476, is described and figured in the Emperor
Napoleon's work, ' Pass6 et I'Avenir dArtillorie.' This example is preserved in

the collection of the Arsenal of Neuville, Canton of Berne ; it is only about two
inches calibre, but about ten feet in length of chase, formed with wrought-iron, with

rings shrunk-on at some inches apart. It is embedded to its horizontal diameter, and.

for its whole length, in a timber bed.

The bombard was usually a much shorter piece, often of immense calibre. The
great gun of Glient, known as DuUe Griettc, or the Kaging Meg, is of this character.

Voisin thus describes it:
—

' This enormous cannon, or ancient bombard, is one of the

most curious pieces of artillery known, both in dimensions and construction, which is

a chcf-d'aim'c of the art of forging. It is 18 feet in length, by 10 feet 6 inches in

circumference ; the mouth is 2| feet in circumference ; it is forged from bars of iron,

and weighs 33,606 lbs., and throws a stone ball of 600 lbs. weight. Its construction

appears to date from the early years of the invention of artillery ; in all probability

it was forged while Philip Van Artevelde, Eiswacrt of Flanders, was besieging Oude-
nardo, in 1382. It is certain that tho people of Ghent, at war with their Duke,
Philippe, used it in 1411, and at the attack of Oiidenardc, in 1462.'

In the arsenal of St. Petersburg is a bombard which is 21 feet long ; but it only

weighs 17,436 lbs., and its calibre is only 68 lbs.

The Mons Meg of Scotland, which now quietly reposes on the ICng's Bastion,

Edinburgh, is formed of longitudinal stave bars, in one ply only, and of superimposed

rings, driven and shrunk-on upon the taper. This will bo understood from the accom-
panying figures (89, 90). This gun was mado by one M'Kin, to whom tho people of

Krkcudbright contributed the bars of iron. Mons Meg was used at tho siege of

Dumbarton, in 1489 ; at ISTorham, in 1497 ;
it was used to fii-o a salute in 1648 ; and

in 1682, when firing a salute in honour of tho Duke of York, the iron rings, which are

now partly wanting near tho breech, were blown away without much disturbing the

longitudinal bars. The gun actually discharged balls of Galloway granite against

• Consult Prcstwich, ''Water-bearing Strata of the Country round London ; ' ' Mylne's Sections of

the London Strata ;
' M. Gariiier's ' Trait6 sur les Puits Artcsieus ;

' Swindell, ' Rudimentary Treatise
on Well Digging and Boring;' Bucldand's 'Bridgewater Treatise on Geology and Mineralogy;'
De la Decile's ' G eological Observer ; ' Hericart de Thury's ' Considerations snr la Cause du Jallisse-

ment des Eaux des Puits Forces ; ' Degousse andLaiurent, ' Guide du Sondenr ;
' Whitaker, ' Geological

Survey Memoirs,' vol. Iv., 1872, etc. etc.
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Threave Castle, The weight of a granite ball of 19i inches diameter is about
330 lbs.

Colonel Symea, in his 'Embassy to Ava, in 1795,' informs us that he found that

cannon formed of prismatic bars of wrought hoop-iron hooped together were known

89

in India from a remote antiquity. In Meyer's ' Historical Manual ' will be found a

curious history of the progress of wrought-iron cannon, from 1494—when Charles VIII.

suppressed wrought-iron bombards, and had no other artillery than that of bronze—to

the present day. In 1856, Daniel Troadwell published a memoir ' on the Practica-

bility of constructing Cannon of Groat Calibre, capable of enduring long-continued

Use under full Charges.' In this he proposes a very largo wrought-iron gun, which
should bo capable of projecting a shot or shell of a ton weight through the space of

six miles. He says, in a note to this paper, ' Between the years 1841 and 1 846, 1 made
upwards of twenty cannon of this material (wrought-iron). They were all made up
of rings, or short hollow cylinders, welded together endwise. Each ring was made
of bars wound upon an arbour spirally, like winding a ribbon upon a block, and, being

welded and shaped in dies, were joined endwise when in the furnace and at a weld-

ing heat, and afterwards pressed together in a mould by a hydrostatic press of 1,000

tons force.' Finding in the early stage of the manufacture that the softness of the

wrought-iron was a serious defect, he formed those made afterwards with a lining

of steel, the wrought-iron bars being wound upon a previously formed steel ring.

Mr. Nasmyth undertook, in 1854, an enormous wrought-iron gun, of 13 inches

calibre ; but there was some failure in the forging.

In 1 856, Messrs. Horsfall, of Liverpool, completed, and proved with a solid shot of

300 lbs. and 45 lbs. of powder, a wrought-iron gun, 13 inches calibre, and 13^ feet

length of chase, perhaps the largest and most remarkable forging over made. Two
wrought-iron mortars, of 36 inches calibre, built up of separate pieces, were constructed

about the same time for the Government, from the designs of Mr. Mallet. A detailed

account of this monster mortar is given at page 235.

Cast-iron Guns.—The date of the introduction of cast-iron guns is very uncertain.

Blast furnaces for smelting replaced the old Catalan methods about the commence-
ment of the fifteenth century, were known in the Hartz, in Westphalia, in Flanders,

and seem to have come to us thence, and were not uncommon about the middle of the

century. There is in the repository at Woolwich an 18-inch Pierriere, captured at

Corfu, with the date 1684 upon it, an early example of cast-iron.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the average sizes of guns in England
were as follow :

—

Length Calibre Weight
feet lbs. . lbs.

The cannon royal, or piece of eight . 12 . 48 . 8,000

The demi-cannon . 12 . 36 . 6,000

The culverin .... . 12 . 20 . 4,800

The demi-culverin . 11 . 10 . 2,700

The saker . 10 . 6 . 1,500

The smaller sizes were called minion, falcon, falconet, rabinet, and base, the last of

which only carried a 6-ounce ball of lead.

Cannon of Bronze.—The earliest bronze guns appear to have been cast in Europe
about 1370. Between that and 1400, bombards were cast (after the more ancient

models of iron) in bronze with separate and with attached chambers {canons a boUe),
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the ancestors of all modern breech-loading guns ; and culverins, which replaced the
iron serpentines, and were of enormous length, 35 to 60 calibres, and great strength
towards the breech, but of small calibre. Many examples remain of a later date : one
at Dover Castle, another in tlie Dial Square, Woolwich Arsenal, and the celebrated
one of Nancy (1698), above 21 feet in length, carrying about an 18-pound iron ball.

In England the earliest bronze guns are said to have been cast by one John Owen,
in 1635.

_
Few examples are met with of g-uns formed of metal in strictly atomic propor-

tions ; but alloys are found therein presenting every formula, from 7Cu + Snupto
83Cu + 4Sn. The projMrtions most approved of in the arsenals of Europe appear to
vibrato between 100 by weight of copper to 9 of tin, up to 100 of copper and 12 of
tin. In France, 100 copper -i- 11 tin by weight is tho proportion fixed by law, and
invariably aimed at. In tho United States, 100 copper +12-5 tin is adopted for certain
species of guns.

The proportions of tin and copper used in making bronze guns in the United

Tin, 1 part
Density Tenacity

. 7-297 . 2,122
Copper, 8 parts . 8-672 . 24,252
Mean proportional . . 8-619 . 21,793
Mean of 83 guns

, . 8-761

Mean of 83 gun-heads . . 8-623 . 29,655

Bronze guns are liable to drop at the muzzle ; this is duo to the unequal tempera-
ture of the inside and of the outside of the gun.

Brass ordnance are made of what is called gun-metal, composed of about 10 parts

of copper and 1 of tin.

One of the first inquiries of importance in connection with the construction of
pieces of artillery is that of the liability to fracture in the metal. Upon this point

the researches of Mr. Mallet furnish much important matter. He tells us, as tho

result of his investigation, that it is a law of the molecular aggregation of crystalline

solids, that when their particles consolidate under the influence of heat in motion, their

crystals arrange and group themselves with their principal axes in lines perpendicular to

the cooling or heating surfaces of the solid : that is, in the lines of the direction of the

heat-wave in motion, which is the direction of least pressure within the mass. And this

is true, whether in tho case oi he&t passing fro7n. a previously fused solid in the act of

cooling and crystallising in consolidation, or of a solid not having a crystalline

structure, but capable of assuming one upon its temperature being sufficiently raised,

by heat applied to its external surfaces, and so passing into it.

Cast-iron is one of those crystallising bodies which, in consolidating, obeys, more
or less perfectly according to conditions, the above law. I?i castings of iron the

planes of crystallisation group themselves perpendicularly to the surfaces of external con-

tour. Mr. Mallet, after examining the experiments of Mr. Fairbairn—^who states

('Trans. Brit. Ass.' 1863) that the grain of tho metal and the physical qualities

of the casting improve by some function of the number of meltings ; and he fixes on

the thirteenth melting as that of greatest strength—shows that the size of crystals,

or coarseness of grain in castings of iron, depends, for any given 'make' of iron

and given mass of casting, upon the high temperatxire of the fluid iron above that just

necessary to its fusion, which iyrfluenoes the time that the molten mass takes to cool down
and assume again the solid state.

The very lowest temperature at which iron remains liquid enough fully to fill

every cavity of the mould -ndthout risk of defect, is that at which a large casting,

such as a heavy gun, ought to be ' poured.' Since the cooling of any mass depends

upon the thickness of the casting, it is important tliat sudden elianges of form or of

dimensions in tlie parts of cast-iron guns should be avoided. In the sea and land

service 13-inch mortars, where, at the chamber, the thickness of metal suddenly

approaches twice that of the chase, there is evidently a malconstruction.

Tho following statements of experiments made to determine the effect produced on

the quality of the iron in guns, by slow or rapid cooling of the casting, are from tho

report of Major W. Wade, of the South Boston Foundry, to Colonel George Bomford,

of the Ordnance Department of the United States. Three six-pounder cannon were

cast at the same time from the same melting of iron. The moulds were similar and

prepared in the usual manner. That in which No. 1 was cast was heated before

casting, and kept heated afterwards by a fire which surrounded it, so that the fiask

and mould were nearly red hot at the time of casting ; and it was kept up for three

days. Nos. 2 and 3 were cast and cooled in the usual way.

At the end of the fourth day the gun No. 1 and flask were withdrawn from the

heating cylinder while all parts were yet hot. Nos. 1 and 2 wore bored for 6-

pounders in the usual way; No. 3 for a 12-pounder howitzer, with a 6-pounder
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chamber. The fii-ing of the guns was in every respect the same. Nos. 1 and 2

were fired the same number 'of times with similar charges. No. 1 burst at the

27th fire, and No. 2 at the 25th. It appears from these results, that no material

effect is produced on tlie quality of the iron by those different modes of cooling the

castings.

A very extensive series of experiments was made, by the order of the United

States' Government, on the strength of guns cast solid or hollow. In these it was con-

firmed that the guns cast hollow endured a much more severe strain than those cast

solid. Considerable differences were also observed, whether the casting was cooled

from within or without ; and Lieutenant Rodman's method of cooling from the interior

is regarded as tending to prevent injurious strains in cooling.

Major Wade informs us that time and repose have a surprising effect in removing

strains caused by the unequal coolings of iron castings.

Great advances have Ijoen made in improving the quality of iron guns. Guns
cast prior to 1841 had a density of 7'148, with a tenacity of 23,638. Guns cast in

1851 had a density of 7-289, with a tenacity of 37,774.

The following Table gives the results of all the trials made for the United States

Government, showing the various qualities of different metals :

—

Torsion

Transverse
Strength

Com-
Eard-
nes3

Metals Density Tenacity
At Half;

Degree
Ultimate

pressive
Strength

Cast-iron :

—

Least 6-900 9,000 5,000 3,861 6,605 84,592 4-57

Greatest . 7-400 45,970 11,500 7,812 10,467 174,120 33-51

Wrought-iron :

—

Least 7-704 38,027 6,500 3,197 40,000 10-45

Greatest . 7-858 74,592 4,298 7,700 127,720^ 12-14

Bronze :

—

Least 7-978 17,698 2,021 5,511 4-57

Greatest . 8-953 56,786 5-94

Cast-steel :

—

Least 7-729 198,944

Greatest , 7-862 128,000 23,000 391,985

The following analyses of the metal of iron guns of three qualities are important

Influence of Single Ingredients.

Classes

Mechanical Tests Chemical Constituents

Specific

Gravity
Tensile
Strength

Combined
Carbon Grapliite Silicium Slag

Phos-
phorus

Sulphur
Earthy
Metals

1

2

3

7-204

7-140

7-088

28,865

24,767

20,176

-0977

•0819

•0726

•0507

0576
0560

•0417

0538
•0531

0215
•0200

•0219

•0239

•0300

•0321

•0017

•0021

•0021

•0117

•0094

•0144

Influence of Two or more Ingredients.

Mechanical Tests Chemical Constituents

Classes

Specific

Gravity
Tensile
Strength

Silicium
and

Carbon

Silicium
and Slag

Grapliite

and Slag

Graphite,
Silicium,

and Slag

Graphite,
Slag, Silicium,
and Phos-
phorus

Total
Carbon

1

2
3

7-204

7-140

7-088

28,865

24,767
20,176

1394
•1357

•1257

•0632

•0738

•0750

•0722

•0776

80 •

•1139

•1314

•1311

•1378

•1614

•1632

•1484

•1395

•1286
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An inspection of the first of the foregoing Tables, representing the average amount
of each foreign ingredient in gun-metal deduced from all the analyses, shows a con-

siderable difference in the proportions of those ingredients in each of the three classes

into which gu.ns are divided. It will be observed, that while the proportion of com-
bined carbon diminishes from the 1st to the 3rd class, that of silicium similarly

increases, so that their united amounts are nearly the same. In other words, it

appears that silicium can replace the carbon to a certain extent ; but that the quality

of the metal is injured where the amount of the silicium approaches that of the car-

bon. Karsten made a similar observation in determining the limits between cast-irou

and steel, biit did not notice the influence of that substitution.

But the differences become more striking by combining the ingredients variously

together, as in the second of those Tables ; and especially by comparing the extremes,

which are each derived from a larger number of observations than the mean.
After showing the total amount of carbon (both combined and uncombined), sili-

cium and combined carbon are thrown together, which indicates the replacement by
silicium of that portion of carbon set free in the form of graphite. The column ' sili-

cium and slag ' shows the general depreciation of the metal as the siUcious metal

increases.

—

From the Beport of Campbell Morjit and James C, Booth to the Ordnance

Office, United States' Army.
The following analyses (rejecting those substances of which only a mere trace

has been discovered), from the same chemists, are selected as showing striking

peculiarities :

—

Clas>
B
a .a

esium

S
d

3

|a
s-»

a if
n.

n 1 S
fl

(liu otas

CO
a

K a

1. 32-poimder, wliich en-

. dured the extreme
proof .... •93520 •02000 •02200 •0077G •00250 •00036 •02100 •00028 •00106

2. 32-pomider, which en-
dured the extreme
proof. Hot blast iron •88480 •02800 •00200 •02000 •00400 •00666 •05212 •00072 •00043 •00034

2i-pounder, which en-
dured the extreme
proof. Hot blast iron •92400 •03000

•03200

•01200 •01790 •00200 •00626 •02244 •00080 •00028 •00234

3. 42-pounder . •92155 00700 •01130 •00100 •00800 •01448 •00074 •00086 •00310 00220
32-ponnder , •92540 02800 •00150 •00730 •00200 •00738 •U2317 oooci •00057 •00170

32-pounder . •93450 02900 •00900|^00900 •00200 •01290 •01810 ? •00158 •00026

Comparison of Weight, Strength, Extensibility, and Stiffness ; Cast-Iron being unity

wilhin practical limits to staticforces only.

Material
Weight for
- Volume Strength Extensibility Stiffness Torsion

Cast-iron . TOO TOO TOO 1-00 TOO
Gun -metal

.

1^18 0-65 1^27 0-63 0^55

Wrought-iron . 1-07 3-00 2^20 1-11

Steel .... 1-07 4^75 0-32 3^15 2^11

"We find that wrought-iron guns are more than fivefold as durable as those of

gun-metal, and twenty-two times as durable as those of cast-iron. And taking first

cost and durability together, gun-metal cannon are about seventy-seven times, and
cast-iron guns about thirty times, as dear as wrought-iron artillery. Again : the cost

of horse-labour, or other means of transport for equal strength (and, of course, there-

fore, for equal effective artillery power), is about five times as great for gun-metal,

and nearly three times as great for cast-iron as for wrought-iron guns. In every

respect in which we have submitted them to a comparison, searching and rigid, and
that seems to have omitted no important point of inquiry, wrought-iron stands pre-

eminently superior to every other material for the fabrication of ordnance.— United

States' Beport.

The advantages possessed by rolled bars for the construction of artillery are thus

summed up by Mr. Mallet, in his ' Memoir on Artillery
;

'

—
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1. The iron constituting the integrant parts is all in moderate-sized, straight, pris-

matic pieces, formed of rolled bars only
; hence, with its fibres all longitudinal, per-

fectly uniform, and its extensibility the greatest possible, and in the same direction in

which it is to be strained ; it is, therefore, a better material than any forged iron can,

by possibility, be made.

2. The limitation of manufacture of the iron, thus, to rolling, and the dispensing

with all massive forgings, insures absolute soundness and uniformity of properties in

the material,

3. The limited size of each integrant part, and the mode of preparation and com-
bination, aflford unavoidable tests of soundness and of perfect workmanship, step by
step, for every portion of the whole: unknown or wilfully concealed defects are

impossible.

4. Facility of execution by ordinary tools, and under easily obtained conditions,

and without the necessity either for peculiarly skilled labour on the part of ' heavy
forgemen,' or for steam or other hammers, &c., of unusual power, and very doubtful

utility ; and hence very considerable reduction in cost as compared with wrought-iron

artillery forged in mass.

5. Facility of transport by reduction of weight, as compared with solid giins of the

same or of any other known material.

6. A better material than massive forged iron, rolled bars are much more scien-

tifically and advantageously applied ; the same section of iron doing much more resist-

ing work, as applied in the gun built-up in compressed and extended plies, than in

any solid gun.

7. The introduction thus into cannon of a principle of elasticity, or rather of elastic

range (as in a carriage-spring divided into a number of superimposed leaves), greater

than that due to the modulus of elasticity of the material itself; and so acting, by dis-

tribution of the maximum eifort of the explosion, iipon the rings successively recipient

of the strain during the time of the ball's trajet through the chase, as materially to

relieve its effects upon the gun.

Considerable attention has been given, of late years, to the construction of very
powerful pieces of ordnance. Cast-iron cannon are usually employed, but these very

soon become useless when exposed to the sudden shocks of rapid firing. Cast-iron is,

comparatively speaking, a weak substance for resisting extension, or for withstanding

the explosive energy of gunpowder, compared with that of wrought-iron, the proportion

being as 1 is to 5
;
consequently, many attempts have been made to substitute wrougLv

iron cannon for cast.

A gun, exhibited in 1851 by the Belgian Government, made of cast-iron 'jpre'^ared

with coke and wood,' was said to have stood 2,116 rounds, and another, 3,6 17 rounds,

without much injury to the touch-hole or vent. Another is said to have been twice
' rebouched,' and has stood 6,002 rounds without injury. As few guns of cast-iron

will stand more than 800 rounds without becoming unserviceable, this mode of pre-

paring the iron appears to be a great improvement. At St. Sebastian 2,700 rounds
were fired from the English batteries, but, as was observed by an eye-witness, ' you
could put your fist into the touch-holes.'

—

Colonel James, E.E.
In Prussia they have for some time made cannon of ' forged cast-steel.' To get over

the di£B.culty of forging the gun with the trunnions on, the gun has been made without

them, and a hollow casting with trunnions afterwards slipped over the breech, and
secured in its proper position by screening in the cascable. The tenacity of this metal
must be very great.

Casting of Guns.—Guns have long been cast in a vertical position, and with a cer-

tain amount of ' head of metal ' above the topmost part of the gun itself. One object

gained by this (of great value) is to afford a gathering-place for all scoria, or other

foreign matter ; an end that might be much more effectually accomplished were the

metal always run into the cavity of the mould by ' gaits ' leading to the bottom, or

lowest point, in place of the metal being thrown in at the top, with a fall, at first, of

several feet, as is now the common practice, by which much air and scoria are carried

down and mixed with the metal, some of which never rises up again, or escapes as
' air-bubbles.'

The value of the ' head of metal ' in casting of guns is shown by the following

Table, constructed by Mr. Eobert Mallet, after a series of carefully conducted ex-

periments, which he published in a paper entitled ' On the Physical Conditions involved

in the Construction of Artillery

'

:—
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General Classijwation of the Principal Makes of British Cast-Irons as applicahU to
ArtiUert). {Ml deduced from equal Pieces, cast One Inch thick and Five Inches
square,)

Hot Com.
Clas; of Ir\)!i or

Cold So. [

Apedale . Cold No. 2
Hardest Pro- Scrap

1

curable.

OldbeiTT Hot No. 3
Ponker'

.

Cold No. 3

Pentwvn Hot No. 2
Calder' . Hot No. 4
Shorts • Hot No. 4
Dowlais Hot No. 4
(Pinery Pig).

Arigna . CoM No. 1
Bim±ill'3 Cdd No. 1
"WnirVirlr , Hot No. 2
Pentwyn (pe- Hot No.l
culiar)

ArisTia . . Cdd No. 3
Apedale (Cy- Hot No. 2
linder Iron).
Pentwm . Hot No. 2
Calder' No. 1,
4- Pentwm.

Do. No. 2, '-r p
Grey Cast-iron
(BlaenaTon
No. 2 Scrap).

HotMonkland No. 4
ClTde Cold ; No. 1
Partfield Cold No. 1

Apedale . Hot No.l
Deron . Cold

I
No. 3

Calder . Hot No. 1

Scrap i.

Calder J, .. ]

Scrap 1.

Gartsherrie . Hot No. 2
Low Hoor Cold No. 2

^^locts . • Hot No. 2
Blaina . Cold No. 3
Arigna . Cold No. 3
Gartshaiie Hot No. 1
Shotts . Hot No. 3
TartegBill . Hot No. 2
Calder . Hot No. 3

Sommerlie Hot No. 2
itadeley \\ ood Cold No. 1
Elsecar . Cold No. 1
Cinderford Cold No.l
Carron . Hot No. 2
Gartsherrie . Hot No. S

Slmriirk . . Hot No. 3
1 Monilands Hot No. 3

1
Dowlais . Hot No.l

j

Aiigna . Cold No. 2

Sbotis . Hot No. 1
raieshall Cold No.l
ShoTis . Hot No. 2

,
Coed Talon . Hot No. 2
Butterly Hot No. 1
Coed Talon . Cold No. 2

Hicaceons

HotUed

Bright Grey

DnllGiey

Ciaiacter in Workirg

^ Least fnable ; thick-
ening rapidly when
flnid by a sponta-
n eons ' puddling,' re-
sicular, often crys-

talline, incapable ofJ
bang cut by chisel

)

or file ; ultimate co-
"

hesion a ma^ximnm,
and elastic range
generally a mini-
mnm,

Tery soft; feels greasy;"

peculiar micaceous
appearance, gene-
rally owing to erc^
of manganese ; soils }•

the Sngeis strongly,

cr\gia ir' large ; runs
Tery fluid ; oontrac- I

tion large. J

Tough and hard, can
be -Kiih difficulty filed

orcut; crystals large
. and small mixed
sometimesrunsthick;
contraction on cool-

ing a masimum.

Tonghnes and haid-
nes most suitable for
vrorktng; ultimate
cobesion and elastic

- range generally are-
balanced most ad-
vantageonsly; crj^
tals nniform, very
minute.

Sp. Gr. How Cast PbTsical Maxims
and Mia ^"^^

tongh and hard
t^ian the preceding,
other characteis

.

alike ; contraction on"
cooKng generally a
TniniTn-nm.

i *603 UHLLieu
7-624 Sand

T'oOl Sand
7-233 Sand

7-629 Chilled
7-527 Rand
7*15S Stiiid,

6-S78 Sand

7-015 Sand
6-928 Sand
6-9S0 Sand
7-000 Sand

7-30S ChlUed
7-Ufi Band

7-017 Sand
7-168 Sand

7-138 Sand

7-294 Sand
7-140 Sand
7-248 Sand
7-268 Sand
7-280

7-079 Chilled
7-134 Chilled

6*329 ChiBed

7-115 Sand
7-150 Sand
7-152 Sand
7-159 Sand
7-141 Sand
7-001 Sand
7-183 Sand
7-074 Sand
7-064 Sand
7-156 Sand
7-115 Sand
7-097 Sand
7-049 Sand
7-081 Sand
7-047 Sand

6-838 Sand
7-124 Sand
7-164 Sand
6-809 Sand

7-109 Sand
7-205 Sand
7-152 Sand
7-030 Sand
7-063 Sand
7-0-20 Sand

Maximmn den-
sity.

Maximum ulti-

mate strength.

Pun of micro-
scopic vesicles.

"KrATiTiiTmi con-
traction in

cooling.

Masmum.

^fiT^iTmrm den-
sity forms as

No. 8.

"MiTiimTTTn den-
sity, solid.
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Class of Iron
Hot

Cold

Com-
mercial

ISO.

51 Carron . Cold No. 2
52 Dowlais , Cold No. 3

53 Dowlais . Cold No. 1

54 Blaenavon Cold No. 1

55 Muirkirk Cold No. 2

56 Milton . Hot No. 1

57 Calder . Hot
58 Calder *, Pen-

twyn J.

59 Arigna i,Pen-
twyn j'

Fracture

Dark Grey

character in Working

Most fusible ; remains
long fluid, exudes
graphite in cooling

;

soilsthe fingers; crys-
- tals large and lamel--

lar ; ultimate cohe-
sion a minimum, and
elastic range gene-
rally a maximum.

Sp. Gr How Cast

7-107 Sand
7-159 Sand
7-192 Sand
7-U3 Sand
7-076 Sand

7-073 Sand
7-027 Sand
0-978 Sand

7*050 Sand

Physical Maxima
and Uiniiua

Minimum ulti-

mate strength.

Table showing the Increase of Density iyi Castings of large Size, due to their Solidifi-
cation under a Head of Metal, varying from tiuo to fourteen Feet

:

—

•

1

1
Calder Cast-iron, No. 1,

Hot Blast
Blaenavon, No. 1,

Cold Blast
Apedale, No. 2,

Hot Blast
p

No.

of

Expei-i

Depth

of

Cast-

ing

in

Inches

Specific

Gravity
First

Difference

Depth

of

Cast-

ing

in

Inches

Specific

Gravity
First Difference

Depth

of

Cast-

ing

ill

Inches

Specific

Gravity
First

Difl'ercnce a e)

c ^ p.

<y

1 0 6-9551 0 7-0479 0 7^0328 •0

2 24 6-9633 •0082 24 7-0576 •0097 24 7-0417 •0089 6-4

3 48 7-0145 •0512 48 7-0777 •0201 48 7-0558 •0141 12-8

4 72 7-0506 •0361 72 7-0890 •0113 72 7-0669 •0111 19-2

6 96 7-0642 •0136 96 7-1012 •0122 96 7-0789 •0120 25-6

6 120 7-0776 •0134 120 7-1148 •0136 120 7-0915 •0126 32-0

7 144 7-0907 •0131 144 7-1288 •0140 144 7-1046 •0131 38-4

8 168 7-1035 •0128 168 7-1430 •0142 168 7-1183 •0137 44-8

The experiments -were made upon cylindrical shafts of cast-iron, cast vertically i n

dry sand-mould, under heads gradually increasing up to fourteen feet in depth, and
all poured from ' gaits ' at the bottom.

These experiments show an increase of density due to fourteen feet head, about
equal to a pressure of 44-8 lbs. per square inch on the casting; from 6-9551 to 7-1035

for Scotch cast-iron.

About the latter end of 1854, the attention of Mr. Eobert Mallet, C.E., -svas directed

to the mathematical consideration of the relative powers of shells in proportion to

their increase of size or of diameter. His inquiries resulted in a memoir presented

by him to Government, in which he investigated the increase of power in shells with
increase of diameter, under the heads of:— 1. Their penetrative power. 2. Their

increased range and greater accuracy of fire. 3. Their explosive power. 4. Their
power of demolition, or of levelling earthworks, buildings, &c. 5. Their fragmentary

missile power. 6. and lastly, their moral effect,—in every case vie-wing the shell, not

as a weapon against troops, but as an instrument of destruction to an enemy's works.

The result so convinced Mr. MaUet of the rapid rate at which the destructive powers

of a shell increase -with increase of size, that he was induced to propose to Govern-
ment the employment of shells of a magnitude never before imagined by any one,

namely, of a yard in diameter, and weighing, when in flight, about a ton and a quarter

each : and to prepare designs, in several respects novel and peculiar, for the construc-

tion of mortars capable of projecting these enormous globes. Such a mortar was
made, and on the 19th of October, 1857, the first of those colossal mortars, constructed

from Mr. Mallet's design {fig. 91), was fired on Woolwich Marshes, -with charges (of

XJrojection) gradually increasing up to 70 lbs. ; and -with the latter charge a shell

weighing 2,650 lbs. was thrown a horizontal range of upwards of a mile and a half, to

a height of probably three-quarters of a mile, and falling, penetrated the compact and
then hard dry earth of the Woolwicli Eangc to a depth of more than 18 feet, thro-wing

about cartloads of earth and stones by the mere splash of the fall of the empty shell.
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The drawing of this remarkable piece of artillery is presented—although, except

experimentally, the mortar has never been used. It certainly is a remarkable example

of engineering skill. Mallet's mortar is formed -wholly of wrought-iron in concentric

rings, and each mortar is separable at pleasure with 13 pieces, the heaviest weighing

about 11 tons, the entire mass being 52 tons.

The position attained by Rifled Ordnance manufactured on the principles advocated

by Sir William Armstrong is such, that it appears desirable to describe the mode of

constructing those guns. Sir William Armstrong himself describes the principles by
which ho has been guided in the construction of his guns, in his paper communicated
to the ' British Association,' and reprinted in ' The Industrial Resources of the Tyne,

Wear, and Tees. ' With some slight alteration this has been retained as the best possible

source of information.

'In the month of December, 1854, my friend Mr. Rendell, the well-known engineer,

submitted to Sir James Graham a communication he had received from me suggesting

the expediency of enlarging the ordinary rifle to the standard of a field-gun, and using

elongated projectiles of load instead of balls of cast-iron. This communication was
handed by Sir James Graham to the Duke of Newcastle, then Minister of War, with

whom I had an interview on the subject in company with Mr. Eendell.
' At this interview I was authorised by his Grace to carry my views into effect, by

constructing, upon the plan I had suggested, one or more guns, not exceeding six in

number, and to make the necessary experiments in connection with the subject.
' In acting upon the authority thus received, I deemed it expedient to confine myself,

in the first instance, to the production of a single gun, but to make that one gun the

test, not only of the principles I had recommended, but also of the feasibility of load-

ing field-pieces at the breech, and applying certain mechanical arrangements to

counteract recoil, and facilitate the pointing of the gun.
' The substitution of elongated solid projectiles for spherical bullets is an essential

step to the attainment of very extended range in artillery-practice ; but the lengthen-

ing of a solid projectile involves the necessity of strengthening the gun to enable it to

resist the greater intensity of force which becomes necessary to give the required

velocity ; and this object can only be effected, consistently with lightness, by construct-

ing the gun of steel or wrought-iron instead of cast-iron or bronze. The tensile strength

of these several materials is exhibited in the following Table :

—

Breaking strain per
square inch of section.

Cast-steel, about 60 tons.

Sheer-steel 42 „
Wrought-iron 26 „
Bronze or gun-metal, about . , . . 16 ,,

Cast-iron 8 ,,

' The first and strongest of these substances, viz. cast-steel, may be set out of the

question, as it appears impracticable, in the present state of mamd'acture, to produce
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it in masses sufficiently large without the occurrence of flaws, which, in the great

majority of cases, would destroy its efficiency. Sheer-steel may be forged, like

wrought-iron, into large pieces : but in a gun made from a solid mass of either of

these substances, the full strength of the material can never be realised, because the

tenacity of wrought-iron or steel is always less in the lateral than in the longitudinal

direction : and it is the lateral strength which, in a gun so manufactured, would be
chiofly brought into action. There is also much uncertainty in the lateral strength

of wrought-iron or steel, because the flaws or imperfections of welding which exist

in all thick masses of those materials almost invariably run in the direction of the

length, and in general, therefore, only detract from the strength in the transverse

direction. It is for these reasons that the barrels of muskets and sporting guns are

formed by twisting long slips of iron into spiral tubes, and then welding together the

edges, by which means the longitudinal strength of the slip becomes opposed to the

explosive force of the powder, and the weldings being transverse with the bore, have
no important influence in lessening the strength of the barrel. It is also to be ob-

served, in reference to the strength of steel or wrought-iron cannon, that the resistance

of a cylinder to internal pressure does not increase in the ratio of its thickness. If

the cylinder be regarded as made up of a number of concentric layers, each capable of

sustaining without injury a degree of extension proportionate to its length, it is obvious,

that the greater the circumference of each layer, the less viU. it be stretched by a given

distention of the bore, and, consequently, the less will it contribute to the general

strength of the cylinder. The ratio of this decrease is very rapid, being as the

square of the circumference, or distance from the centre inversely
; and, consequently,

when the cylinder is thick, the deficiency of strength from this cause becomes very great.
' Now this defect can only be remedied by giving to the external portion of the

cylinder a certain initial tension, gradually decreasing and finally passing into com-
pression towards the centre ; and although this condition cannot be effected by any
known process of forging or casting, yet where wrought-iron or steel is the material

used, it may in a great measure be attained by shrinking an outer cylinder upon an
inner one, and in like manner superadding others until the requisite thickness has
been acquired.

' The method, however, of forming steel or wrought-iron guns, by simply forging

the material into the required form, and boring it in the usual manner, was so much
recommended by its facility, that I was induced to make some experiments to test its

sufficiency.

' With this view a number of cylinders were forged, each twelve inches long and
five inches in the outward diameter. These were bored to an internal diameter of

one and three-quarter inches, and tested in the following manner :—Each cjiinder

was entirely filled with gunpowder, and the open end was pressed by screws against a
very thick iron tube bored to the same diameter, and containing a cylindrical shot of

lead equal in weight to about three spherical shot of the same diameter and material.

Several of the cylinders burst on the iirst discharge, and those which remained un-
injured were afterwards reduced in thickness, and tested a second time. If they still

resisted the explosion, the thickness was further diminished ; and this mode of pro-

ceeding was continued until fracture took place in all of them.
' The results obtained in this manner showed, as had been apprehended, great un-

certainty in the strength of the material, and rendered it impossible to define the
thickness necessary to resist a given charge of powder. I felt compelled, therefore, to

dismiss this mode of construction, and to adopt another more correct in principle, but
more difficult of execution.

' In the above experiment it was found that steel was more subject to defects of

welding than iron ; but being a harder substance, and therefore more fitted to form
the surface of a bore, I determined to apply it as an internal lining, and to obtain the

necessary strength by encircling it with twisted cylinders of wrought-iron, tightly

contracted upon the steel core by the usual process of cooling after previous expan-
sion by heat. Considerable difficulties were encountered in carrying tliis plan into

practice ; but I ultimately succeeded in completing a gun, of which the following is

a description.

' The gun, when fired, recoils upon an ascending slide without displacing the
carriage, and then returns to its place by gravity. The slide-frame turns upon a
pivot, which permits the gun to be pointed to either side without moving the carriage.

The gun is elevated and depressed by means of a screw, which is fixed to and moves
with the slide, and a similar screw is applied for the traversing or horizontal move-
ment. The arrangement for loading at the breech may be described as foUows :—At
the back end of the gun a powerful screw is applied, having a hole through the centre,

forming a prolongation of the bore, and through which hole the bullet and charge are
delivered into the gun. A ' breech-piece ' with a mitred face, fitting a Bimilar facQ
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at the end of the bore, is then dropped into a recess, and by the action of the screw
pressed tightly into its seat, so as effectually to close the bore.

' In order to facilitate the loading, the bullet and cartridge are placed in a tube,

from which they are thrust into the gun by means of a rammer.
' The breech-piece contains a vent, \nth a cavity for receiving a small quantity of

powder to ignite the charge ; and as the breech-piece is prepared for firing while the
gun is being loaded, no time is lost in subsequent priming.

'Several of these breech-pieces accompany the gun, some being arranged to fi.re by
percussion-caps, and others by friction-tubes or port-fires.

' The bore of the gun is one and three-quarter inches in diameter, and contains
eight spiral grooves, having an inclination equal to one turn in twelve feet. These
grooves terminate at a distance of fourteen inches from the breech, and the bore then
gradually expands in a length of three inches, from one and tliree-quarters inches to

one and seven-eighths inches in diameter. The bullet, in the operation of loading,

passes freely through this widened space ; but its diameter being a little in excess

of the bore, it lodges in the tapered contraction at the commencement of the grooves.
' The mode in which the gun is made up of separate parts consists in surrounding the

steel centre with twisted cylinders of '^vrought-iron, made in a similar manner to gun-
barrels, and being shrunk upon the steel, they are in that state of initial tension

which is necessary to bring their entire strength into operation.
' The weight of the gun by itself is about 6 cwts. ;

but, including the carriage, its

weight is nearly identical with that of a light 6-pounder with its carriage complete.

It is probably heavier than necessary, but recoil might be inconveniently increased if

the weight were much reduced.
' Having now described the gun and its carriage, I shall proceed to speak of the

projectile.

' The resistance which a projectile encounters in passing through the air is mainly
dependent upon the area of its cross-section, and the advantage of lengthening a
bullet consists in augmenting the weight without increasing this sectional area ; but

in order to realise this advantage it is essential that the bullet be guided endways in

its course, and this can only be effected by causing it to rotate rapidly upon its longer

axis, which is accomplished by firing it from a rifled bore.
' This peculiar influence of rotation, in giving persistency of direction to the axis of

a projectile, is entirely distinct from that which it also possesses of correcting the ten-

dency to aberration arising from irregular form or density ; and in order to investi-

gate experimentally the nature of this action, I constructed an apparatus by which a

cylindrical bullet could be put into extremely rapid rotation, and be then suspended

in a manner which left it free to turn in any direction.

' When thus suspended, the rotating bullet exhibited the same remarkable properties

as are possessed by the revolving disc in the recently invented instrument called the
' Gyroscope.' When pressure was applied to either end of the axis, the movement
which took place was not in the direction of the pressure, but at right angles to it.

Thus a vertical pressure deflected the axis horizontally, while lateral pressure de-

flected it vertically. But the important point elicited was this, that the time required

to produce these indirect movements became greater as the velocity was increased,

and, consequently, that the amount of deflection produced in a given time by a given

pressure, diminished as the rotation was accelerated. Now, all distm'bing forces

which operate upon a projectile during its flight must necessarily be of very short

continuance, and can therefore have but little influence in diverting the axis when
thus stiffened by rapid rotation.

' I also found that a cylindrical bullet with tapered extremities was more easily de-

flected than one of equal weight with flat or merely rounded ends, because the mean
diameter of the bullet, and consequently the mean velocity of rotation, were thereby

diminished. So far, therefore, as accuracy of flight depends iipon the rigidity of the

axis, it would appear that the nearest practicable approach to a plain cylinder is the

most desirable form for a projectile, but there are other considerations which modify

this conclusion.
' It is also to be observed, that since the rigidity of the axis (relatively to the

magnitude of the projectile) depends upon the moan velocity of rotation, the inclina-

tion of the spiral grooves in a rifled gun should vary inversely with the diameter of

the bore. Thus, if one turn in eight feet be assximed as sufficient for a rifled bore of

one inch in diameter, one turn in forty-eight feet should be suflicient for a bore of

six inches, provided the same form of projectile bo used.

' The forms of bullet which I actually tried with the gun were exceedingly nume-

rous, and the materials used for these bullets was in all cases lead hardened by an

intermixture of antimony and tin ; and the weight varied from two to three and a

half pounds.
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' In trying these various bullets, a number of each kind was fired against a vertical

bank at a distance of 436 yards. The gi;n was constantly pointed at the same object ,and

the closeness of the bullet-holes to each other "was taken as the criterion of accuracy,

while the drop below the level of the aim furnished an indication of comparative range.

' The conclusions arrived at from these and other experiments may be concisely

stated as follows :

—

' 1st.—A pointed form at the front end of the bullet is unfavourable to accuracy of

flight, unless the cylindrical part of the bullet be of considerable length ; but, on the

other hand, a pointed or conoidal form behind, has the effect of increasing the accu-

racy attained. This may be explained upon the very probable supposition that the

blast from the mouth of the gun, impinging upon the rear of the bullet, will operate

more unfavourably upon a flat or hollow end than upon a rounded or conical one.

' 2nd.—Increase of length in the cylindrical part of a bullet always increases

precision
;
but, when carried beyond a certain limit, lessens the initial velocity, even

where the charge is proportionately augmented.
' 3rd.—Both range and accuracy were affected in an important degree by the manner

in which the bullet fitted the contraction in the gun. When the fitting part was in

front of the bullet, the pressure of the gas operating upon its sides compressed it, and
the same effect was produced, though in a less degree, when the conical, or rounded

end at the back, projected too far into the powder-chamber.
' These effects were rendered apparent by inspection of bullets recovered after firing,

many of which were found in nearly the precise condition in which they quitted the gun.
' The bullet ultimately selected is a little longer and heavier than those experimented

with, and differs from the pointed bullet, in being longer in the cylindrical part and
having a coned, instead of a rounded, end behind ; and although its drop in a range

of 435 yards is considerably more than that of several of the shorter bullets, yet there

is little doubt it will excel them in range at higher elevations of the gun ; because I

have found that a pointed front only operates in sustaining the flight of the bullet

when the range is long ; and a high initial velocity, which materially lessens the

drop in short distances, does not produce the same effect, in a corresponding degree,

when the distance is increased.
' Great improvements were efffected in the accuracy of the firing, by modifying the

shape of the projectile ; but although the experiments were very protracted, I feel

that they require to be further prolonged in order to arrive at the greatest attainable

perfection in the form of the bullet.

• The ranges at different elevations were not ascertained with the form of bullet

ultimately adopted ; but with a three-pound pointed bullet and charges of twelve

ounces of powder, they were as follows :

—

Ranges with the rificd gun and thrcc-2mtnd bullets.

Elevation. Range in Yards.

408^

770
1,112

1,500

1,840

Measured to first graze

_upon a plane about five

feet below the centre of

2,056
I

the gun.

2,300

2,60oJ

1°

2°
3° . . .

4°

6°
6°

7°

' The powdar used was a mixture of blasting and ' double-seal ' powder in equal

proportions. The distances given are in most cases averages of several shots ; but

in some instances they were only approximately determined. When the gun had
more elevation than 7° the bullets could only bo fired out to sea, and the range could

not be ascertained.

'By way of comparison with these results, an extract is hero given from the last

edition of Sir H. Douglas's ' Naval Gunnery,' specifying the ranges obtained with a

68-poundcr thro\ving shot with full charges, which ranges, it will bo seen, are, upon
the whole, no greater than those of the three-pound bullet fired from the rifled gun :

—

Bangcs with a Q%-poundcr.
Elevation. Range in Yards.

340
1° 833
2° 1,247

1,558
4° 1,737

b° 2,035
6^ 2,337
7° 2,440
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•In trying tlio initial velocity of the shot by means of a ballistic pendulum, I was
enabled to observe its penetrating power. When fired with charges of 13 oz. of
powder, a 3-lb. bullet passed through 2 feet 2 inches of hard elm timber, and flattened
against a cast-iron block forming the back of the pendulum. The initial velocity was
similar to that generally obtained with round shot fired with proportionate charges,
viz. about 1,550 feet per second.

' In the cotirse of the experiments made with the gun, upwards of 500 rounds woro
fired ; and ample opportunity was thus afforded of judging as to the durability of the
parts affected by the loading at the breech. At first the fitting siufaces wliich closed
the bore were of unhardcned steel ; but these soon failed, being cut away in nume-
rous small channels by the ignited gases. The steel was then hardened ; but instead
of being rendered more durable, it yielded to the action of the powder more rapidly
than before. Conceiving, therefore, that the erosion was not a mechanical action, but
a chemical effect of combustion, and that a metal which was a better conductor of heat
than steel or iron would be less liable to burn on the surface, I was led to substitute

copper as the material of the parts affected, and no further difficulty was experienced.

The copper fittings applied for this piirpose consist of two annular pieces, one of
which is screwed into the breech end of the gun, and the other fixed upon the breech-
piece. These fittings can very easily and quickly bo repaired, when necessary, by
means of a tool provided for that purpose, and can also be removed and replaced by
others kept in readiness for use ; and there is nothing to prevent these operations

being performed by the gunners when on service, if they bo previously instructed.
' The advantages of loading at the breech may be stated as follows :—
' 1st.—It permits of a buUet being used of a larger diameter than the bore, by which

means accuracy of fit is secured, and the material of the bullet is forced into the

grooves of the bore.
' 2nd.—Any ignited matter remaining in the gun after fi.ring may with ease and cer-

tainty be removed, or, if left in the gun, it will be thrust forward from the part where
its presence would be dangerous, by the insertion of the succeeding brdlet.

' 3rd.—In the arrangement which I have adopted, the perishable part of the gun,

viz. the vent and its vicinity, is comprised in the moveable breech-piece, which may be
easily replaced when worn or otherwise injured.

' 4th.—A rifled gun loaded at the breech maybe more rapidly fired than a rifled gun
loaded at the muzzle, because the fouling of the bore presents no impediment to the

insertion of the bullet when introduced from behind ; but as compared with smooth
bored ordnance of the ordinary description, there is probably nothing to gain in poir t

of quickness of firing.

' The gun was remarkably free from tendency to become heated by firing, a fact

wliich can only be explained upon the supposition that the heating of a cannon is

occasioned, not by the contact of the flame, but by some molecular action of the

metal, produced by the explosion, and more effectually resisted by wrought-iron than

by cast-iron or bronze ; but possibly the compound structure of this gun may also

operate to deaden vibration, and prevent the evil in qixestion.

' It may, perhaps, be objected to this gun, that from the smallness of the bore, it

cannot be applied for throwing shells as well as solid projectiles ; but the fact is,

these two purposes are incompatible with each other, unless both bo imperfectly at-

tained, for while the one necessarily requires a large bore, the other demands a small

one ; and it therefore seems preferable to have separate guns specially adapted for

each application. As a civilian, I speak with diifidence iipon the advantages which I

believe the long range of this description of field-gun will afford in its military ap-

plication ; but I may be permitted to observe, that the incident which chiefly con-

tributed to direct my attention to this subject still appears to furnish a forcible illus-

tration of its importance. I allude to the memorable service rendered at Inkermann,

by means of two 18-pounders, laboriously dragged from the batteries, and ultimately

directed with great gallantry and success against the Eussian artillery, at a distance

from which the numerous but lighter guns of the enemy could not effectually reply.

Now, these two battery-guns were but a chrnisy substitute for light, long-range guns,

which would have rendered the same important service with more promptitude and

ease, and could have operated at a greater distance from the enemy's fire. It is, per-

haps, chiefly as ' guns of position,' commanding important points at great but as-

certained distances, that these rifled guns would be valuable, because long range can

only be made available where distance can be determined, which it cannot easily be

in the rapid operations for which ' field-pieces ' are employed. It is, therefore, as

adjuncts to, and not as substitutes for, the present description of field ordnance that

I propose the adoption of these guns ; and when fully brought to perfection, I believe

they will furnish a most important addition to the artillery of an army.
' With respect to the construction of hea-vy ordnance by the process of twisting
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wrought-iron bars into cylinders and combining them in the manner describpd, there

appears to be no great difficulty in so doing, if proper apparatus be provided for the

purpose. It would not, however, be advisable (except in peculiar cases) to apply the

principle of loading at the breech except to guns of small dimensions, because in heavy

ordnance the moveable parts would become too cumbrous to be conveniently handled.'

The essential features of the Armstrong method of construction are :

—

1st. The disposal of the fibre of the metal round the bore by coiling, so as to

resist the tangential strain, the welds running in the direction of the least strain as

regards their separation,

2nd. The employment of a brooch-piece, to support the bottom of the bore, with

the fibre running lengthwise so as to resist longitudinal strain.

3rd. Tlie shrinking-on the different portions, so that the exterior of the gun takes

a duo share of the strain. Mr. Whitworth's method of building-up is as follows :

—

' The tube of the gun is made taper, being in the 5i-inch-bore gun 1 inch larger in

diameter at the breech end than at the muzzlo end ; then a series of hoops are made,
which are screwed together so as to form another tube, that is put on by hydraulic

pressure ; each layer is put on a little tighter than the succeeding one.'

—

Evidence

Beport 011 Ordnance.

The method of closing the bore of a built-up gun is an important question. The
inner tubes of some of the large M. L. ordnance lately constructed in the Royal Gun
Factories, as well as those of some of Blakely's guns, have what are termed closed

ends, that is, the tube is not bored through to the bottom ; the solid end of the tube

in service-guns is supported by a cascable screwed into the breech-piece, and in

some of them also by a shoulder in the breech-piece. Sir W. Armstrong, Mr. Whit-
worth, and Major PalUser use open tubes and close them by a plug of wrought-iron

or copper. The cascable in the Whitworth guns is not, like Armstrong's, cylin-

drical in form, but is shaped into two or more (screwed) cylinders, their respective

diameters increasing from bore to breech.

92 93

Breech ot Armstrong's 10*5-inch gun. Breech o£ Whitworth's 7-inch gun.

In closing the bore of a M, L. or B. L. gun, one important principle should not be

neglected, viz. that as the gas exerts an equal force in every direction, the thickness of

the metal shouldbe as great, or nearly so, behind as over the charge. Inattention to this

principle, or its sacrifice to other considerations, is a source of weakness in many B. L.

guns. One advantage of an open end is, that the metal of the inner tube is relieved

to some extent from longitudinal strain.

The relative cost of large ordnance made in different ways was, when the last

edition was published, as follows :— £
Cast-iron guns 21 per ton.

Armstrong built-up ditto . . . . 100 „ (lately 87?.)

Krupp's steel ditto 170 „
Gun-metal ditto 187 „

and, excepting the variation due to the price of the metal, it continues relatively about
the same.

Bronze guns are valuable for recasting. Mr. Frazer has introduced modifications,

by which it is said the cost of built-up ordnance will be much reduced, viz. to 40/. a ton
with a coiled inner tube, and to 55/. a ton with a steel tube. Mr. Whitworth told

the Committee on Ordnance that his 5^-inch gun weighing 4 tons, and made of homo-
geneous metal (soft steel) cost 700/., which is about 175/. per ton. The question of the

relative advantages of breech- and muzzle-loading ordnance has been frequently dis-

yoi,.L B
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cussed. The subject appears very fairly put by Major C. H. Owen, Professor of

Artillery, at Woolwich. Ho says :—
' Various opinions are held as to the relative

advantages of breecli- and muzzlo-loadiug ordnance, but the latter would appear to bo

the best adapted to general scr\'ice, as they are stronger for equal woiglits of metal

and simpler in construction. The advantages of loading cannon at the breech are,

tliat a projectile of larger diameter than the bore win bo used, and its axis will con-

sequently be stable ; that the gun can be loaded when run-up, the gunners being

therefore less exposed ; that the gun can be worked in a smaller space (than a M. L.

piece) ; the clearing of the boro can bo more readily effected, and any ignited sub-

stance left in the bore can be seen and removed ; also tliere is no danger of the shot not

being }oomc. This plan, however, is attended wth the following disadvantages, viz.

that the construction is more complicated than that of a muzzle-loading piece ; that

if the gun bo of large calibre, the breech-loading apparatus, when sufficiently strong

and heavy, will be unwieldy ; and that with tho same weight of metal, the breech-

loading is a weaker and less enduring construction than the muzzle-loading. On the

other hand, a muzzle-loading gun has a simpler and stronger construction, but tho gun
detachments are more exposed than with a breech-loading gun, and if loaded carelessly,

the shot may not bo rammed homi, in which case the metal of the gun may be fractured

by the suddenly condensed gas.'

On the Systems of Rifling, Major Owen, R. A., one of our best autliorities, writes :

—

'In what does a system of rifling consist? Essentially in the method of giving

the rotatory motion to the projectile. This definition will not satisfy some inventors,

who wish to claim a particular twist as a part of their system, of rifling. It would,

however, be quite as reasonable to claim a particular charge. The rotatory motion,

as you all know, is given to prevent the projectile from turning over in flight ; and
tho velocity of rotation required depends upon the form, length, and weight of tlio

projectile, no matter what the system of rifling may be ; in fact, tho number of re-

, . , , , initial velocity , , „ . , , , ,

volutions made by a shot =,——n

—

„ . , , and therefore, -mth the same charge, the
length 01 twist °

same twist must be obviously necessary.'
' A twist, like a charge, may suit a particular rifled gun, but this is quite anotlier

thing. A gaining twist is advantageous, for, by employing it, the initial strain upon tho

gun is reduced, the rotatory motion not being given when the shot is sot in motion, but

gradually acquired as it moves dow the bore. It is better to give rather more twist

than is required under ordinary circumstances at the expense of a little extra strain
;

for should the twist be merely sufficient to impart the necessary rotatory motion with
tho service-charge, the velocity of rotation will probably be too low with a reduced

charge to keep the projectile steady in flight.' -

The diameter of the bore has also been often mixed up with tho system of rifling,

with which it can have nothing whatever to do. As the diameter is decreased, so

\vill the elongated projectile oppose a less surface (in proportion to its weight) to tho

resistance of the air, or that of the substance flred at ; but, on the other hand, it will

expose a less area to the force of the gas, and will therefore have a lower initial

velocity ; it will have less capacity as a sliell ; its cartridge must be elongated, thereby
throwing the strain forward ; the amount of powder that can be usefully employed
will be less ; and if the length of the bore be not increased, the expansion of the gas
will be more limited. This question has been discussed, and should be thoroughly
understood. In the Table below the loss of initial velocity by decrease in the sizo of

tho bore is clearly shown :

—

Ordnance Charge

Projectile

Initial

Weight Diameter
Velocity

Britten's (32-pounder rifled) .

Armstrong's 40-pounder

„ 3-groovod shunt

,

Whitworth's 70-pounder , , ,

lbs.

6

"9

lbs.

50-36

41-25

68-40

68-56

inches

6-24

4-75

6-4

\5- J

1,209

1,197

1,283

1,132

Armstrong's 70-pounder 10 74-60 6-4 1,271

Whitworth's 70-pounder . . . 68-56 1,199

' The Initial Velocity is very little affected by the system of rifling.
' This was partipularly shown by the inaccurate practice of the 600-pounder, when firal with a

PW>\\ charge,
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Mr. Whitworth and his admirers have constantly asserted that his small-bore gives
a flatter trajectory than the larger bores cliosen by Armstrong, Britten, and others.

This is, however, not the case under all circumstances, and arose partly from the fact

of the Whitworth guns first tried being fired with charges of ^th of the weight of the

projectile, whereas the greater number of other rifled guns used charges of only itli or
^ijth. Mr. Whitworth is quite right to use as large a charge as he can, but it must be
taken into account in drawing comparisons. In practice from two rifled guns of different

calibres, but firing projectiles of the same weight with equal cliarges, the large bore
will give a lower trajectory ; but as the projectile with the smaller diameter is less

retarded, its trajectory will gradually become lower, as compared with the other,

until beyond a certain range the small bore vnll give the lower trajectory. Small
bores have found little favour on the Continent, and it is for the authorities to demand
cither a large or a small bore as circumstances may require.

The following conditions are requisite in any rifled gun to ensure accuracy of
fire :—a rotatory motion must be given to the projectile round an axis parallel to,

or coincident with, that of the bore ; and the velocity of rotation imparted to the

projectile must be sufficient to counteract the pressure of air tending to turn the shot

over or render it unsteady in flight.

Great numbers of rifled guns with projectiles to correspond have been proposed,

but most of the systems of rifling that have been adopted by any service, or tried on
the practice-ground, may be divided into the following classes :

—

(1.) Muzzle- or breech-loading guns, having projectiles of iron fitting the peculiar

form of the bore mechanically.

(2.) Muzzle-loading guns, with projectiles having soft-metal studs or ribs to fit the

grooves.

(3.) Muzzle-loading guns, with projectiles having a soft-metal envelope, coating, or

cup, which is expanded by the gas in the bore.

(4.) Breech-loading guns, with projectiles liaving a soft-metal coating larger in

diameter than the bore, but which is compressed by the gas to the form of the bore.

The effects of those guns, and consequently their relative values, will be best shown
by extracting from the ' Proceedings of the Eoyal Artillery Institution ' some of the

results as officially stated by the officers in charge of the experiments. The more
important of the targets have been selected, as representing the actual conditions of

our ships at the time (186G), and of the power which can be brought to bear upon
the armour-clad ships of an enemy.

' Warrior ' Target.

This target was 10 feet by 12 feet, consisted of three plates, made at the Park Head
forge, all 4i inches thick, and varying from 12 feet by 3 feet to 12 feet by 3 feet

4 inches.

The Horsfall gun used weighed 24 tons 3 qrs. 2 lbs., diameter of bore 13'014 inches,

diameter of shot 12-8 inches. It was first fired at 200 yards' range, with a solid

cast-iron shot, weighing 279 lbs. and a charge of powder 74'40 lbs., which gave an

initial velocity of 1,630 feet, reduced at 40 yards to about 1,610 feet per second.

The shot completely pierced the target through and through, making an irregular

hole in the armour 2 feet square, and cracking but not buckling it.

From this and other similar experiments it appeared that the ' Warrior ' ship at

200 yards would be completely pierced by the Horsfall shot. A solid shot of an-

nealed cast-iron weighing 285 lbs. was fired at the same target with the same charge

as before, from a range of 800 yards. This grazed the ground 17 yards short, and

struck the target in the junction of two plates, breaking a large hole about 2 feet

square through the armour, and burying itself in the timber backing. This proves

that at 800 yards the real ' Warrior ' would be severely injured, but tlie skin would

not be penetrated by an individual shot.

Mr. Whitworth made a series of experiments to prove the penetration of his pro-

jectiles. The shot and shell were fired from a 12-poundcr breech-loader, a 70-pounder

muzzle-loader, and a 120-pounder muzzle-loader. Most of the shot and shell pierced

the target ; the following were the more remarkable results. A target was made in the

form of a box, with the object of putting to the test Mr. Whitworth's boast that he

could drive a shell through the side of an armour-clad ship, and make it burst

between decks. The shell fired on this occasion, with an initial velocity of 1,275

feet, passed completely through the 4-inch armour-plate and its oak backing, and ex-

ploded on the rear side of the box, the plate of which was indented 2^ inches, bursting

the box and blowing all six sides outwards.

A shell of homogeneous metal, weighing 127 lbs., with a bursting charge of 3 lbs.

8 oz, and without a fuse, was fired at the same range with a charge of 25 lbs, of

b2
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po^wder, giving a terminal velocity of about 1,263 feet. This shell went complotoly

through everything, much to the astonishment of every one present.

Some experiments were made on the ' Warrior ' target to prove the efifect of steel

shell fired from a 13'3" Armstrong M. L. w-rought-iron shunt rifled gun at 2,000 yards'

range. The initial velocity of the shell, with oik lbs. charge, is about 990 feet, and
the striking velocity 940'.

Mean weight of shell empty . , , 585 lbs.

Burster 24 „
Diameter of shell

^-^KofleU
Mean recoil

13"24 „
23"

19-75

6 feet 1 inch

The third round struck about 10 yards short, and ricochetted onto centre of target,

striking centre plate i' 2" from left side ; hole in plate 16" x 13^", centre plate started

forward 6^" at top and 4;^' at bottom on right side, and 3" at top, and 0-5" at bottom
on left side ; 11 armour-plate bolts started in centre plate and one in bottom plate.

Upper plate blown off and lying at foot of target in front ; all the bolts (except three)

of this plate broken at nut—the three being drawn bodily out of the plate ; bottom
of upper plate, where shell entered, indented I J" in length of 1 foot. At the back
ragged hole 4' x 2' 3" between third and fourth ribs from right side ; two ribs broken
and forced out, second rib from right bulged, angle-iron cracked ; skin cracked and
opened for length of 3' below hole. Seventeen armour-plate holes, twenty-one rivets,

and thirteen backing bolts broken. A great many splinters of iron, timber, bolt-

heads, &c., on raft. Shell on platform in rear of target broken up into four pieces.

The ' Bellcrophon ' Target,

The part of the ship which was tested by the target is that situated between the

main and lower decks, and not in the line of ports, the object being to test the

strength of the general side of the ship. Special arrangements are made to strengthen

the side in the vicinity of the ports, which will be few in number, as the ' Bellerophon

'

carries a small number of very large guns. These few ports are strengthened by
the introduction of additional iron to an extent which would not be practicable if the

number of ports were large.

Each frame of the target was made of angle-iron 10" x 3J" x and two angle-irons

3|" X 3^" X ^" riveted together ; to the double angle-irons of this frame the skin,

which is composed of two thicknesses of J" plating, making together IJ", with a

layer of painted canvas between, is riveted. On the outside of the skin-plating, four

horizontal angle-iron stringers are attached, two under the upper armour-plate

9J" X 3J" X -J", the broad flange being square to the skin, and not reaching out to

the armour by half an inch ; the other two are placed behind the lower plate

10" X 3 J" X \". The breadth of the broader flange being the same as the thickness of

the backing, it reaches out to, and comes in contact with, the armour. Wood backing
10" thick, is worked longitudinally on the skin-plating and between the angle-stringers,

bolted with nut and screw bolts through the skin-plating. The armour consists of

two rolled plates, 6" thick, manufactured at the Millwall works, weighing upwards
of 9 tons each. The upper armour-plate is bolted with bolts 2^" diameter, and the

lower plate with bolts 2|" diameter. In one half of the target, divided vertically, the

armour-bolts have elastic washers, and are clenched on single nuts. In the other halt"

the bolts have common washers with double nuts, and bolts not clenched. In erect-

ing the target, care was taken to support it behind wth beam-ends, &c., so that the

actual condition of the proposed ship's side might bo approximated to as closely as

possible. All the portions of the target were carefully weighed, and the weight, as

reported by the Admiralty overseer, was 389 lbs. per square foot.

The range was 200 yards, and the shot named below struck the target. The most
decided effects were, however, produced by the guns named in the Table on the next

lbs. weight

From 10'6" Armstrong rifled gun:—
Spherical cast-iron solid shot, me 150

„ steel solid shot, one 165

Cylindrical cast-iron solid shot, one 308

From 7'1" Ordnance Select Committee gun :

—

Steel shell, one 119

From 7" Whitworth rifled gun :

—

Steel ehell, one ... , .... 149
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From 5}/' Wliitworth rifled gun :

—

Steel shell, one

From llO-poiindor Armstrong breech-loading rifled gun:
Solid cast-iron shot, four . . . . .

From 68-pounder smooth-bore gun :—
Solid cast-iron shot, three

lbs. weight

. 69

66 J

Nature of

Ordnance
Weight in lbs.

of Projectile

Whitwortli

gun.

10-5"

Armstrong
gun.

10-5"

Armstrong
gun.

69

Steel shell

150
Solid cast-

iron shot.

Forms of

Projectile

Ci/lindrical

Bursting

cliargo

2 lbs. 6 oz.

Spherical.

10-36 diam.

Charge
in lbs.

AVli itworth
rifled-Kun.

308
Solid cast-

iron shot.

149-5

Steel Shell

Cylindrical

Cylindrical,

Bursting

charge

5 lbs. 8 oz

in flannel

bag.

12

35

35

27

Eemarlcs

Struck the lo-vver plate 8" from top and
6" from right side, on a bolt ; nar-

ro-w crack on face of indent

;

armour-plate bolt driven in -J-inch ;

nut on bolt loose ; one balk of

timber in backing split through.

Struck the upper plate 6" from the

lo-wer edge on a bolt
;
plate cracked

from bolt to bottom ; crack 9" long

on face of indent; crack 10'' long

and 1" -wide at 5" from circum-

ference of indent on right side

;

also two small cracks from bottom
of plate at 6" and 10'' respectively

from left side of circumference

;

plate driven in 3^ at lower edge in

length of 3'
;
plate started out 0'3"

at top on left side, and 0-2" from
lower plate. At the back a through
armour-plate bolt driven out 2''

;

the heads of two backing-bolts and
one rivet broken off; one backing

bolt driven out I5" ; skin bulged
slightly over area 1^ square.

Struck the armour-plate on the third

bolt from the right side, lower row
;

plate driven in 2-1" at bottom in

a length of 5'; a crack 18" long

through a bolt hole at 2' from im-

pact plate, started at 0-4" from the

backing on the right side for a

length of 2' at top. At the back one

through armour-plate bolt driven

out 2", the heads of four rivets and

one backing-bolt broken off ; vertical

frame-piece cracked tlirough and

bent out slightly; beam-knee

crushed ; skin slightly bulged.

Struck lower plate; head of shell

remained in hole
;
depth to nearest

point of shell 9i inches. At the

back of the skin bulged at junction

of skin plates, bottom plate 2";

upper plate 1"; rib bulged out 2" at

2' from ground ; two deck-knees se-

parated from angle-iron 0-3
; one

armour-plate bolt and three back-

ing-bolts broken ; burst in backing.

* Minotaur ' Target,

The armour is 5,i inches thick, the thickness of the teak backing is reduced from

18 inches, as in the 'Wan-ior,' to 9 inches, which is considered as equivalent to 1 inch

of wrought-ircn. The target used July 7, 1862, constructed on those principles, pre-
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sented a front of three <armour-platcs, one mado by Messrs. Brown, of Sheffield,

another by the Thames Iron Works, and tlie third by Messrs. Beale.

The guns iised against this target were the 12-ton Armstrong muzzle-loading gun,

throwing spherical 150-lb. cast-iron, and 162-lb. wroiight-iron shot, with 50-lb. charges

of powder, the former haying an initial velocity of 1,750 feet, and the latter of about

1,700 feet per second; and a serv-ice 68-pounder throwing 67-lb. cast-, and 71-lb.

wrought-iron shot, ^vith 16 lbs. of powder; the cast shot having an initial velocity

of 1,580 foot, the wrought-iron about 1,530 feet per second; all at 200 yards' range.

The first 150-11\ cast shot struck the Tliames Iron Company's plate, and made a
hole about a foot square through the armour, and bedded itself deep in the teak. The
plate was l)ucklod considerably, several bolts were started, two ribs cracked, the skin

mucli bulged in, four bolts were broken, and a number of rivets.

The second 150-lb. shot struck the Sheffield plate, made a hole 13 inches by 12

inches in the armour, and sent pieces of the armour-plate, shot, and teak, through a

large irregular hole in the skin, the armour-plate was buckled, three bolts broken,

and other daninge done. The third 150-lb. shot struck Messrs. Bealo's plate, and did

similar injury. These were the more important of the trials made upon this armour,
proving tli.it the powers of resistance in the ' Minotaur ' were inferior to tliose of the
' Warrior.'

The ' Lord Warden ' Target.

The target, 20 feet by 9 inches, represented the ordinary construction of a wooden
ship, armour-plated, with the addition of a thick iron skin worked outside of tlie frame-

timbers of the ship. The following were the scantlings ; frame-timbers moulded
12^ inches ; iron diagonal riders connecting t!io frame-timbers, 6 inches by 1^ inches:

inner planking 8 inches thick ; iron skin, l^Hnchos thick ; outside planking 85 inches

thick ; rolled armour plates 20 feet x 4 feet 6 inches x 4'5 inches manufactured by the

Millwall Company. The guns used were as follows {see Table, p. 247)

:

Weight
Tons c-n-t. qrs. lbs.

One 68-pounder smooth-bore muzzle-loading gun . . 0 96 0 0

One 9'22 inches' muzzle-loading rifle gun 11 foot long, 6

grooves 611211
One 9-22-inch muzzle-loading rifled gun 13 feet 3 inches long,

6 grooves . . . , 12 2 2 0

One 10'5-inch muzzle-loading rifle gun 11 feet 7 inches long,

10 grooves 11 15 2 0

One 7-inch muzzle-loading rifled gun, 10 foot 9 inches long,

6 grooves 6 13 3 0

Some experiments were made to tost the resistance of some rolled armour-plates

made by Messrs. John Brown and Co., Sheffield.

The plates wore of the following dimensions :

—

One 13 foot 4 J inches, by 3 feet 7 inches, and h\ inches thick.

One 12 „ 1% „ „ 3 „ 7* „ „ 6.} „
One 11 „ 9 „ „ 3 „ 8J „ „ 7i „

They were secured by 2i-in. screw-bolts to the skin and frame of Sir. Samuda's
old target ; one-half of each plate had a backing of from 7 inclics to 9 inches of teak,

and at tlio back of the other half, it was left hollow for an equal interval between the

plates and the skin. India-rubber washers were used under the nuts.

The guns in position for trial were :

—

One 300-pounder Armstrong muzzle-loading sliunt gun.

One 9-inch Lynall Thomas gun.

One 7-inch Whitwortli rifle gun.

One 110-pounder Armstrong breech-loader.

One 68-pounder service 95-cwt. gun.

All were fired at a range of 200 yards.

The first three shots (all cast-iron) were fired from the 68-pounder ; one shot struck

each plate and made indents \\ inches deep in the 6J-inchand 7i-inch plates, and 2

inches deep in the 52-inch plate.

These were followed by throe shots from the 1 10-pounder, also of cast-iron; the

indent upon the 5.5-inch plate was r9 inch deep, that upon the 6J-in. was 2'05 inches

deep, that upon the 7i-inch was l'G5 inches deep. There was scarcely any other

effect visible.
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The most remarkable effects were as follows :

—

247

Nature of

Ordnance

10 ft. 5 in.

Armstrong
rifled gun.

10 ft. 5 in.

rifled gun.

Projectiles

Nature

Steel

solid

shot.

Steel

solid

shot.

Weight In

lbs.

168-25

301

Form and
Diameter

Charge
in lbs.

Spherical.

10-43

Cylindrical.

10-46

50

45

Bemarks

Struck upper plate 10 ft. from
bottom, and 9' 6" from left

side on a bolt, penetrated the

armour-plate, making a hole

in plate 11-5" x 11, depth to

surface of shot 12", plate

driven in 1' 8" at bottom
;

much damage was done at

the back ; two inner timbers

were rent and splintered and
thrust out, fragments pro-

jecting about 1'. Shot re-

mained in hole apparently

whole.

Struck at junction of plates
5'10" from left of target;

bolts at 15", 13" and 14"

from hole started 0-8", 0-7"

and 0-4" respectively ; both
plates laminated round the

circumference of the hole,

and two small cracks on
front of lower plate from
edge of hole. At the back,

iron knee broken right off,

and lower limb (4' long with
three bolts in it), driven 50'

to the rear. Area of damage
8' X 4', five or six plank bolts

started and heads off; inner

timbers rent in fragments

and thrust out 1'6"; large

splinters of wood scattered

all around. Shot struck a

large block of granite in

rear, and broke itself into

four pieces.

The next shot was from the Armstrong 300-pounder, with a cylindrical steel shot
weighing 301 lbs., and fired with a 45-lb. charge of powder. This shot had a velocity

of 1,295 feet per second at 30 yards in front of the target, and struck the 7i-inch plate

whore it had the teak backing. The indent made was 6-2 inches deep, and its diameter

about 12 inches, or rather a circular piece of this diameter was driven in to a depth of
6-2 inches, and nearly, if not quite, separated from the plate, which was of very good
quality. There is, therefore, here, a well-defined measure of the full force of this

shot. Besides this local effect, the target had evidently received a serious shake

;

one rib was cracked through and bent out; a number of small rivets were broken;

the plate struck was buckled about 1^ inch and slightly cracked. The shot, which
rebounded from the target, was set up about 2^ inches, and was of excellent material.

A cylindrical steel shell, with a cast-iron head, made on a principle designed by
Sir William Armstrong for the purpose of penetrating iron plates by directing the

force of the explosion of the bursting chargo forward, was next fired from the same
gun. It weighed 288 lbs., had a bursting charge of 11 lbs., and was fired with a

charge of 45 lbs. of powder, wliich gave at 25 yards in from the target, a velocity of

1,320 feet per second. It struck the 5i-inch plate on the part supported by the teak
backing. It completely penetrated the armour-plate, leaving a hole about 14 inches

in diameter, burst in the teak backing, tearing away the inner skin, and breaking a

rib, and carried a shower of fragments and splinters in board. The teak was set on
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fire by the explosion, but easily extinguished ; one bolt was broken, and other injuries

done.

Altogether, for completeness of penetration and for the destructivo eflEbcts which
would have been produced both upon the ship and crew, this experiment carries with

it great significance.

After this a cylindrical flat-headed homogeneous metal shell, weighing 148 lbs,,

with a bursting charge of 5 lbs. 12 oz., was fired from the Whitworth 7-incii gun, with

a charge of 25 lbs. of powder, which gave velocity at 30 j^ards in front of the target

of 1,265 feet per second. This shell struck the 65-inch plate near the hole made by
the last Armstrong shell, punched out a clean-cut hole about 9 inches in diameter,

and burst in the teak backing; beyond blowing out some of the timber, it added very
little indeed to the injury done by the Armstrong shell.

Lynall Thomas's 9-inch gun next missed the target with a round-headed solid stool

shot weighing 327 lbs., fired with a charge of 50 lbs. of powder, which at 546 foot

from the gun, gave a velocity of 1,220 feet per second.

The same gun next fired a wrought-iron solid flat-headed shot, weighing 302 lbs.,

with a charge of 60 lbs. of powder. The velocity of this shot was not obtained with
certainty, it struck partly on the 6j'-inch and partly on the TJ-inch armour; the

greatest depth of impression on the latter plate was 6 inches, and on the former 4

inches. The 7J-inch plate was cracked through a bolt-hole and round the indent,

as was also the 6|-inch plate, but altogether the injury done was less than had boon

expected.

A hardened steel shot was next fired from the same gun ; it weighed 330 lbs., was
round-headed, was fired with a charge of 60 lbs. of powder, which gave a velocity

of 1,220 feet per second at 25 yards in front of the target. It struck close to the

lower edge of the 7i-inch plate, and made an irregular indentation, measuring about

1 foot by 1 foot 8 inches, and 7 inches deep ; two bolts were broken, one rib broken

through, two others much bent, and the skin bulged in. The shot itself broke in half

lengthways.

After this the 300-pounder Armstrong shunt gun fired a spherical wrought-iron

solid shot, weighing 163 lbs. with a charge of 46 lbs., which at 30 yards in front of

the target, gave a velocity of 1,630 feet per second. It struck the 74-inch plate where
it had no teak backing, and made an indent 3| inches deep and 13 inches in diameter,

with a crack on the face of the indent; the plate was considerably bulged in ; and at

the back it showed a large starred crack. The shot was flattened out to a diameter

of 13 inches.

The material of which these armour-plates was made proved itself to be of uniform

and excellent quality.

The practical lessons to be learnt from such experiments seem to be these :

—

1st. That guns are already in existence which can completely penetrate with shot

the best 7i-inch armour that can be made, and which can, with shell, pierce tho side

of a ship built, as to frame, much more strongly than our best ship, and protected

with our best 5|-inch armour.

2nd, That iron plates can now, with the improved manufacture of the country and
the energy brought out by the occasion, be made of dimensions hitherto quite im-
attainable, and yet without losing anything in quality.

With the exception of America, other nations have done little or nothing in tho

manufacture of guns throwing projectiles over 100 lbs. in weight. The United States

also boast the possession of two large rifled guns.

1st, an 8-inch gun . . . 175 lb. projectile, 16 lbs. charge.

2nd, a 10
,

260 lb. „ 25 lbs. „

The Table (p. 249) gives the comparative values of the British muzzle-loading

built-up ordnance and the American smooth-bore ordnance.

All cast hollow except the 10-ineh of 5'35 tons.

All shell-guns except 10 -inch 125-pounder.

20-inch gun only, at present experimental.

Solid shot are only to be fired from tho 15-inch N. S. gun at iron-clad vessels, and
then with 50 lbs. ; 20 rounds may, however, be fired with 60 lbs.

The S. B. guns are formidable weapons, although they arc merely cast-iron shell-

guns. Our guns being made of wrought-iron will not, on failure, break up like cast-

iron or steel ordnance ; and from their accuracy of fire, the capacity of their shells,

and the power these latter have of maintaining a comparatively high velocity (in con-

sequence of their elongated form) the British are in all probability greatly superior

as weapons to the American guns.

Professor Major Owen, K.A., has ably dealt with tho following important question :

» One of the most important questions at the present time is tliis : are monster guns
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British Muzsle-Loading Built-up Ordnance.

Gun Projectile

Nature Weight Charge Weight Burster

Rifled ;

—

13-3"(600-pounder)

10-5" (300-pounder)

9-2"

7" L. S.

.

7" N. S.

64-poundcr .

SMooTH-BonE :

—

150-poundcr .

lOO-poundcr .

Tons

23

12

12

7

3i

12

6

lbs.

7

35

44

25

25

8

I 20 J

[D

lbs.

f Steel shot. . . 603
< „ shell . . 685

L Cast-iron shell . . 654
/Steel shot. . .301
\ „ shell . . 297

( Steel shot . . .221
< „ shell . . 206

t Cast-iron shell . . 202
f Steel shot. . .100
< Cast-iron shot . .100
t „ „ shell . . 93
Ditto.

/Cast-iron shot . . 63.

J

\ „ „ shell . . 60

f Steel shot. . .168
\ Cast-iron shot . .150
L „ „ shell . .104
[ Steel shot.

< Cast-iron shot . . 94

t „ „ shell . . 66

lbs.

24
42>

15

11

n

6J

Smooth-Bore Cast-Iron American Ordnance.

Gun Weight of

Gun

Charge
Weight of

Shot
Weight of

Shell

Bursting
Charge of

ShellService Minimum

Tons lbs. lbs. lbs. IbB. lbs.

20-in. L.S. . 61-42 100 1,000

„ N.8. . 44-64 100 1,000

lo-in. L.S. . 21-91 60 440 330 17

„ N.S. . 18-75 35 60 400
13-in. L.S. . 14-61 30 300 224 7

„ N.S. . 16-07 40 280 224
11-in. N.S. . 7-14 15 20 170 130

10-in. L.S. . 6-72 / 16 shell ^

\ 18 shot /
172i 100 3

„ N.S. . 5-35 12i 16 125 100

(or 125-pounder) /
7-36 40 125 100

required ? Opinions arc divided ; but let lis turn to facts, and see •what has been done.

I have endeavoured in the following Table (p. 250) to arrange some of the leading

facts in order, so as to give an idea (necessarily a rough one) of the projectiles and
charges necessary to actually penetrate certain structures at different ranges. I have
not chosen the targets in preference to any others, but simply believing that they
represent the average resistance offered by sea-going vessels, and also for convenience

of comparison.
' It appears then, from what has been already accomplished, that there is at present

no occasion to employ monster ordnance for the destruction of ordinary plated
vessels.

' The guns we are now making, ftrhich will throw projectiles of 200 or 300 lbs. weight
with charges of 45 lbs. are, if properl}' used, which no doubt they will be, quite
sufficient for the purpose. Further than this, however, it is probable that few iron-
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Target Penetrated hy Steel Elongated Projectiles,

Range Weight o!
Projectiles

Charge Targetgun
Nature Diameter

Yards CU'tS. lbs. in. lbs.

200 . 8

"

12 shot

12 shell

3 2y iron plate.

2^'' iron plate and
12" "wood bacliing.

81 110 shot 7 12 5^ iron plate.

134 104 „ 25 "Warrior.

600 ". '.

'.

148

tons

130 „ 6-4 25 »f

800 . 130 „ 27 n
1,500 '

. 12 221 „
9'2 44 Small plate.-

3 301 „ 10-5 45
Warrior.2,000 . 22 610 shell 13 70

pliited soa-goiug vessels (now afloat) could withstand the fire of onr rifled 7" guns of
130 cwt., fired with 25-lbs. charges, at 800 or even 1,000 yards' range ;

< for wo must
remember that in actual warfare, vessels are constantly subjected to a continual fire,

and not merely a few blows delivered at certain intervals of time ; and that a structure

may thus be kept in a constant state of vibration by the repeated impacts of shots,

and will offer less resistance than when time is allowed between the rounds, for the

metal of the armour to resume its former condition of repose. We should also

remember that the few plates upon which experiments are usually made, are in all

probability of sounder construction than those produced in quantities for the plating

of several vessels ; also that when a ship has been for some time at sea, and may in

addition have been in action, the armour (bolt-plates and fastenings) will have been
subjected to many shocks and strains, and will, therefore, have been considerably

weakened,'

One of the most extraordinary of these large guns is the so-called ' Woolwich In-

fant,' which has been recently (1873) severely injured by the heavy charges which
have been fired from it. The report of the Inspector of Ordnance upon the state of

the interior of the first 35-ton muzzle-loading rifled gun built for the ' Devastation,'

after 38 horizontal discharges from its 12-inch bore, is illustrated by the accompanying

diagram, in which a section of the inner portion is shown to scale. A i.< the inner end of

the bore, where the maximum pressure, varying from 20 to 66 tons per square inch

from identical powder-charges, was registered by crusliing gauge, b is the vent, where
the lowest pressures in the chamber were generally rcgistorcd. c shows the base of

tlie shot six inches in advance of its seat, whore it experienced the greatest pressure,

varying from 18 to 53 tons per square inch from similar powder-charges. The posi-

tions of the 700-lbs. shot are shown with 120-lbs. powder-charge, 1st, in its seat;

2nd, registering the greatest pressure ; and, 3rd, with the rear-studs coming into

' Ascertained tor this range by using a 30-lb3. charge at 200 yards.
' r>J inches of Iron and 'J7 inches of wood ; the wood and iron not disposed in such an advantageous

manner for resistance as in the ' Warrior' target.
" Ascertained for this range by using a 35-Ibs. charge at 200 yards.
' The result of a recent experiment sliows ' that a strncttire suoli as the '

' Warrior " can be penetrated
at 200 yards' range with elongated shot, and shot cast in chill when the form of the latter is elliptical,

fired from a 7-inch rifled gun mth J charges ;
' and the report adds, ' but it is probable that had the

7-inch steel shot been elliptical-headed, instead of hemispherical-headed, penetration would also be
effected at the longer range (1,200 yards.)

'
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•drmng ' bearing eight inches in advance of their seat. This latter point corresponds

nearly with that at which the front-studs hammer at starting. With shorter powder-

charges these several positions of the shot would be nearer the chamber.

The longitudinal positions of the four cracks, four fissiu-cs, and the deep roughness

or erosion caused by the escaping gases, are shown by dark lines ; that of the greatest

enlargement of the bore by dark shading, at d ; those of the burrs on the edges of the

grooves are not stated in the official report. The nature of those injuries would be

hardly visible on so small a scale, and the vertical positions could not be shown in a

section. Two of the cracks were on the lower side of the bore, all the other injuries

on the upper side, and their centres were 3^ to 4 feet from a, where the greatest

powder-pressure occurred, but coincided with the point where the front-studs hammer
and the rear-studs come into ' driving ' bearing. The gun is being rebuilt, at a cost

of about 700?. or 800?.

In detail, the drawing shows the following effects :—Four cracks, aa, 15i inches

long, centre 44^ inches from the rear end of the bore at a ;
bh, 3 inches long, centre

47 inches from a; cc, 5^ inches long, centre 45 inches from a; dd. inches long,

centre 48f inches from a ; four fissures, c, 1| inches long, centre 40|^ inches from a
;

/, Ij inches long, centre 42| inches from a; g, 2^ inches long, centre 44^ inches from
A ; 2 inches long, centre 485 inches from a

;
rr, a roughness extending from 1 inch

in front of the seat of the shot (28^ inches from a), to 65 inches from a
;
x, burrs, of

wliicli the position is not specified, but approximately about 50 to 52 inches from A.

The powder-pressure is relieved at c, 33^ inches from a (6 inches in front of seat of

shot) ; the greatest enlargement of the bore is at d, 42 inches from a (14 J inches in

front of seat of shot); the hammering of front-stud is located 15j inches away from

seat of shot, at 43^ inches from a ; and the rear-studs come into drinng contact \ of

an inch further on.

In tlio 'Philosophical Magazine,' Captain Noble, of the Elswick "Works, published

an elaborate paper on the influence of the spiral in rifled ordnance. The following

abstract of that paper, freed from its mathematical formulae, with the critical re-

marks, is from an experienced liand,

'Every one is aware that elongated rifled projectiles are the subjects of two prin-

cipal motions during their exit from the bore, viz., a motion of translation and a
motion of rotation. If the rotation be efficiently accomplished, no other considerable

motion ought to take place. But if unmechanical devices be resorted to for the pur-

pose of effecting the revolution of the elongated projectile, other undesirable move-
ments are set up within the gun. However, under any sound mechanical arrange-

ment for supporting and rotating heavy elongated projectiles, it is an ascertained

experimental fact, that the force necessary to impart rotation is only a small fraction

of that required to give a high velocity of translation. Hence it follows, both in

theory, and as an ascertained experimental fact, that the increment of gaseous
pressure due to rifling is quite insignificant. It is with this small fraction of expul-

sive force, and this insignificant increment of gaseous pressure, that Captain Noble
deals in his very neat mathematical investigation. He takes two utterly unmechanical
systems of rotating heavy projectiles—one with an uniform angle of spiral, and the

other with an ever-changing angle—both employing studs, and he yields the un-
mechanical precedence to tlie stud acting in an uniform spiral. Whether this be so

or not, is a pliilosophical question which appears to us to have been decided by Captain

Noble on erroneous data. Still, the formulas adduced will strike mathematicians as

particularly neat
;
and, if they leave out of sight the wiiole of the practical objections

to the increasing spiral, these formulas cannot fail to form most instructive beacons to

all mathematical artillerists.

' Captain Noble assumes that the action of studs within their grooves is uniform in

all the grooves. Now this cannot be, unless the major axis of the projectile coincides

with that of the gun throughout the whole of its transit. He also assumes that,

previous to starting, the studs are all in "driving" bearing, and at equal depths in

their several grooves ; whereas the lower studs, on which the shot rests, and which
are the only points in contact wth the bore, are then touching the "loading" side of

their groove, and all the other studs are more or less on the same, or " off" side of

their grooves. Before they can come into " driving" bearing, the shot must move
forward, slightly in the case of the uniform spiral, and about six or eight inches in

the parabolic groove. In the former case, the so-called "pressure " is a succession of

light blows all round the bore ; and in the latter, the shot having attained about one-

third of its velocity, it is a succession of very heavy blows. Now these successive

blows are concentrated on one-inch points of each groove, and, constantly recurring

upon the same spot, produce slight enlargements and roughnesses, wliich prevent the

smooth stud slipping away easily. The tendency of the shot's momentum, acting on
a circle of points near the centre of gravity and of figure, is to exert an effort of rota-
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tion round those points, or, in other words, round the minor axis. Thus several os-

cillating motions arc sot up, the force of which varies •with the amount of the obstacle

and the suddenness of the force applied ; i.e., with the amount and nature of the

powder-charge. Moreover, in the case of the increasing spiral, further mechanical
forces are brought into operation at the muzzle, whieli have escaped Captain Noble's

investigation. An ever-changing angle of groove cannot be conformed to by a constant

angle of shot, anj' more than a male screw of one pitch can work into a female screw
of a different pitch. To meet this obvious mechanical difficulty, only one stud, one
inch long, bears in each groove all along the bore ; but when within twelve inches

of the muzzle, an angle of twist is reached which coincides with the angle formed by
the front and rear studs on the shot. Now as this is the spot where most of the
" increasing spiral " guns give way, a mathematical examination of the forces brought
into play near the muzzle would be fraught -with much interest. But these and
other mechanical inquiries find no place in Captain Noble's formula. He assumes
that the original action on the stud is a pressure, not a blow, and that this pressure

follows a uniform law throughout the gun. Granting this singular hypothesis, the

conclusions are rather of a philosophical than practical character, dealing, as we have
said, with but a small fraction of the force of translation, and a quite insignificant

increment of gaseous pressure. Subject to those deductions, his conclusions are worthy
of note.

' Captain Noble educes from his formulas wliat is, we doubt not, the fact, that in a
uniform twist the pressure on tho studs is a constant fraction of the pressure of the

base of the shot, the value of the fraction depending on tho angles of the rifling.

The tension of tho powder-gases at the muzzle being very small wheis compared with
their tension at the seat of the shot, the studs have, on the uniform system, scarcely

any work to do at the muzzle, while they may be severely strained at the commence-
ment of motion. He estimates tho pressure on the studs due to rifling as, in this

case, about 2 J per cent, of that required to impart translation to a 400-lb. shot in the

10-inch 18-ton gun, or about 68 J tons' pressure when it has moved four inches,

and 9 tons at tho muzzle ; whereas the substitution of tho parabolic curves for

the uniform angle of spiral, according to Captain Noble's formulas, reduces this

pressure one-half, so that when the stud has moved four inches (i.e., before it touches

at all on tlie " driving" side), it sustains 31'2 tons' pressure, gradually rising to 3G

tons at the muzzle !

'As Sir William Armstrong certifies that " the maximum pressure " (in the powder-
chamber) " causes the failure of the stud," the difference of powder-pressure arising

from a change of spiral is noteworthy. Captain Noble tells us that, small as the in-

crement in gaseous pressure due to rifling is, it is still less in the parabolic than in the

uniform spiral. Whereas tlie maximum bursting pressure is reduced from 19'7 tons

per square inch to 19'5 tons per square inch, by suppressing the rifling altogether in

the case of uniform spirals, the decrement of pressure due to the suppression of the

parabolic rifling is a reduction from 19'7 tons to 19'62 tons per square inch. Tho
gain then, to the powder-chamber,. from the employment of the increasing spiral, is

•12 of a ton per square inch. AVe commend this philosophical fraction to ourartillory

philosophers, and would make tliem a present of this mathematical advantage. When,
however, wo turn to the Tables of Pressures registered by the Committee on Explo-

sives in the 10-ineh lo-ton, which is the subject of Captain Noble's learned investi-

gation, wo are rather puzzled to which of the pressures we are to apply the '12 of a

ton. We find similar powder-charges fired under identical conditions producing most
unlike results. We find these anomalous pressures with every description of powder

;

and we observe that the gun has this parabolic system of rifling, with its consequent

stud agency. Yet, with those great philosopliieal advantages, the powder-pressures

registered in the 10-inch gun, with 87i lbs. P. charges and 400-lbs. shot, varied from

25 tons on the square inch to 63'4 tons, tho latter expulsive force resulting in the least

velocity and striking force in tho projectile. Again 60 lbs. K.L.G. charges registered

powder-pressures varying from 36'5 tons to 57"8 tons on the square inch, under

identical conditions, the highest expulsive force imparting the lowest velocity to the

projectile. Yet it is on the register of pressures within this gun that Captain Noble's

calculations are based ; true, lie does not select any of the above figures for liis

formulas, but on the pressures registered with 85 lbs. P. charge, wliich happened to be

19-7 tons on the square inch. But, ifa selection must be made between pressures varying

from 197 tons to 63'4 tons on the square inch, it might bo quite as well to close the

Report of tho Committee on Explosives, and assume any number of tons at haphazard.
' Captain Noble has shown a matliematieal gain of '12 of a ton pressure on the square

inch by the adoption of the parabolic or increasing spiral. What if tho greater part

of this astounding variation of pressure from 19'7 to 63*4 tons on the square inch was

iittributablo to the parabolic curve, or, to speak more accurately, to the stud system
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which that curve nocessitates ? That gunpowder varies in explosive power in this

way in mines, shells, or torpedoes, or anywhere, except in a stud-rifled gun, is stoutly

denied. If the variation of powder-pressures be not due to the gunpowder it must

be due to the shot ; and if to the shot, then to the oscillations of the axis round the

points of contact with the bore, which are exclusively the studs ; but the studs are a

necessity of the increasing spiral or parabolic groove. Hence it appears, that, while

saving '12 of a ton pressure on the square inch, by employing this most unmeclianical

contrivance, we are adding at least 4 tons, and, probably, more, pressure occasionally

to the gun. These are the deductions which we draw from Captain Noble's formulas,

and from the Report of the Committee on Explosives.'

—

Iron.

After the siege of Paris inquiries and experiments were made in all directions into

the relative qualities of bronze and steel for cannon
;
amongst the metals tried was

phosphorised bronze, of which MM. Montefiore, Levy and Kunzel claimed to bo the

inventors. This claim is now refuted, and it appears that sixteen years ago the very

same alloy was introduced to the French artillery by two officers, MM. de Eoulz and
A. de Fontenay. In the years 1870 and 1871 a series of experiments were made at

Liege, in presence of a commission of artillery officers of all nations, and the results

were described in a pamphlet by M. L^vy, as highly favourable to the alloy in question.

It is stated in that work, that an ordinary bronze gun founded at Liege, having been

fired forty-nine times with a charge of one kilogramme of powder and a shot, was so

seriously injured that itwas impossible to continue the experiments with it, while another

gun of the same calibre (4)made of the new phosphorised bronze, and fired ^vith the same
charge, and the same number of times, exhibited no sensible injury whatever. Fur-
ther comparative trials with bursting charges gave results equally favourable to the

new metal. In this ease, guns of each kind were fired under the same conditions, five

times each, commencing with one kilogramme of powder and a single shot, and carried

as high as Ij kilogrammes, with a cylinder of the weight of 3 shot, with one charge

of \\ kilogrammes of powder, and 2 shot, and still more so with the same amount of

powder, and a cylinder equal to 3 shot. The interior of the chamber of both guns
was visibly enlarged, but rather more so in the case of the old than of the now metal

gun. Finally, the phosphorised bronze gun burst with a charge of l\ kilogrammes of

powder, and a cylinder of equal weight. These experiments seemed conclusive, but

the French Government ordered further trials to be made at Bourges and other places

by a commission of artillery officers, with bronze guns of various alloys, and of foreign

as well as French make. The results as between ordinary and phosphorised bronze
are very different from those obtained at Lifege.

The projectiles used at Bourges wore long solid shot, weighing from 10 kilogrammes
to 20 kilogrammes for guns of 4, with charges of powder ranging from the ordinary

quantity to 1,700 grammes, the bursting charge. With a charge of 1,150 grammes,
and a 10-kilogramme shot, the phosphorised bronze gun began to show cracks, while the

ordinary gun exhibited no serious injury whatever. The experiments wore after-

wards continued with full charges of powder and 20-kilogrammes projectiles : at the

seventeenth or eighteenth firing the phosphorised bronze gun burst, and produced a
number of small fragments, wthout any appearance of enlargement of the circum-
ference. At the nineteenth round, the ordinary bronze-metal gun also burst, nearly half

the piece being blown off in one mass, which, as well as the rest of the gun, exhibited

expansion of the metal with longitudinal fissures. The conclusion the Commission
arrived at, after these absolutely conflicting results, was, that the ordinary bronze used
for guns exhibits at least as much resisting power as phosphorised bronze, and is in-

comparably more malleable and less brittle.

Shells.—The hollow explosive projectiles that we call shells, or bombs, are a very
old invention. Under the name of ' coininges,' they consisted of rudely formed globes
of plate-iron soldered together, filled with gunpowder and all sorts of miscellaneous
' mitraille.' These were thrown to short distances both from ' piorriers ' (a sort of
mortar) and from catapult*, as early as 1495 at Naples, 1510 at Padua, 1520 at Heils-

berg, 1522 at Ehodes, and 1542 at Boulogne, Lifege. About the middle of the 15th
century bombs of cast-iron seem to have come into use ; an Englishman, named
Malthus, learned the art of throwing them from the Dutch, and perfected the system
for the French armies—being the first to throw shells in France, at the siege of La
Mothe, in 1643. The diameter of the bomb seems at that time to have become fixed
at 13 inches—the old Paris foot; and at this it remains (with very few exceptional
cases) down to the present day.
A few attempts to increase the size and power of these projectiles have been made

at different periods, but never with the practical skill necessary to success ; for
example, 18-inch shells were thrown by the French at the siege of Tournay, in 1745 ;

whereas, just a century before, the Swedes threw shells of 462 lbs. weight, and
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holding 40 lbs. of powder. The French, when thoy occupied Algiers in 1830, found
numbers of old shells of nearly 900 lbs. in weight ; and in almost every arsenal and
fortress in Europe one or two old 16-inch and 18-inch shells are to be found. No
attempt was made in modern days to realise the vast accession of power that such
large shells confer, until the year 1832, when the ' monster mortar,' as it was then
allied, of 24 inches calibre, designed by Colonel Paixhans (the author of the Paix-
hans gun), was constructed by order of Baron Evain, the Belgian Minister of War,
and attempted to be xised by the French at the siege of the citadel at Antwerp, but
with the worst possible success. The mortar, a crude cylindrical mass of cast-iron,

sunk in a bed of timber weighing about 8 tons, and provided neither with adequate
means for ' laying ' it, nor for charging it—the heavy shells weighing, when filled

with 99 lbs. of powder, 1,015 lbs. each—could with difficulty be firad three rounds in

two hours, while the shells themselves were very badly proportioned.

One of these shells fell nearly close to the powder-magazine, but did not explode

;

had it fallen upon the presumed bomb-proof arch of the magazine, containing 300,000

lbs. of powder, it would have pierced it, according to the opinion of aU the military

engineers present at the siege, and so closed the enterprise at a blow. The ill-

success of this mortar prevented for several years any attempt to develop bombs
into their legitimate ofiico—as the means of suddenly transferring mines into the

body of fortified places—of a power adequate to act with decisive effect upon their

works
; although some years afterwards a 20-inch mortar was made in England for

the Pacha of Egypt, and proved at Woolwich.
But another circumstance still more tended to the neglect of large shells thro-wn

by vertical fire. After repeated trials and many failures, it was found practicable to

throw 10-inch (and since that even 13-inch) shells from cannon, or ' shoU-guns,' by
projecting them nearly horizontally, or at such low angles that they should 'rico-

chet ' and roll along the ground before they burst
;
and, thus fired, it was soon seen

that their destructive power as against troops was greater than if fired at angles

approaching 45° of elevation from mortars. Paixhans and his school had pushed a

good and useful invention beyond its proper limits, and had lost sight wholly of the

all-important fact that horizontal shell-fire, powerful as it is against troops or shipping,

is all but useless as an instrument of destruction to the works (the earthwork and
masonry, &c.) of fortified places ; for this end, weight and the penetrative power due

to the velocity of descent in falling from a great height are indispensable.

A 13-inch shell, weighing about 180 lbs., is thrown, by a charge of 30 lbs. of

powder, barely 4,700 yards. While, with not much more than double this amount of

powder, the 36-inch shell, of more than 14 times its weight, can be thrown 2,650 yards,

or much more than half the distance.

The explosive power, it is obvious, is approximately proportionate to the weight of

powder ; but, by calculations, of which the result only can here be given, Mr. Mallet

has shown that the total power of demolition—that is to say, the absolute amount of

damage done in throwing down buildings, walls, &c. &c.—by one 39-inch shell, is

1,600 times that possible to be done by one 13-inch shell ; and that an object which
a 13-inch shell could just overturn at one yard from its centre, will be overthrown by
the 36-inch shell at 40 yards' distance.

A 13-inch shell penetrates, on falling upon compact earth, about 2^ feet. The
Antwerp shell penetrated 7 feet. The 36-inch shell penetrated 16 to 18 feet. The
funnel-shaped cavity, or ' crater,' of earth blown out by the explosion of a buried

shell, is always a similar figure, called a ' paraboloid
;

' its diameter at the surface,

produced by the 13-inch shell, is about 7 feet, and by the 36-ineh shell about 40 feet.

No bomb-proof ardi (so called) now exists in Europe capable of resisting the

tremendous fall of such masses, and the terrible powers of their explosion when 480

lbs. of powder, fired to the very best advantage, puts in motion the fragments of more

than a ton of iron. No precautions are possible in a fortress, no splinter-proof,

no ordinary vaulting, perhaps no casement, exists capable of resisting their fall and

explosion. Such a shell would sink the largest ship or floating battery.

A single 36-inch shell in flight costs 25/., and a single 13-incli 21. Is., yet the

former is the cheaper projectile ; for, according to Mr. Mallet's calculations, to transfer

to the point of effect tho same weight of bursting powder, we must give

—

55 shells of 13 inches, at 2Z. 2s 115 10 0

Against 1 shell of 36 inches 25 0 0

Showing a saving in favour of the large shell of . 90 10 0

In 1871 we have tho following return of Cannon and Mortars exported :

—

41
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Cwts. Value.

To France.

„ Italy . .
_

.

„ Austrian Territories

Egypt .

Other Countries

4,276

24,060

1,200

664
3,224

£19,236
63,000

7,500

6,685

11,494

33,424 107,865

ARVMt VUXiGAStE. A. mamdatum ; The WaTce-rolin ; Lords and Ladies. In

tlie island of Portland a kind of arrowroot was prepared from this plant. See Abuow-
BOOT.

ASBESTOS, from Sff/SetTTos, tmconsumable. (Asbeste, Fr.: Asbest, Ger.) When
the fibres of the fibrous varieties of amphibole are so slender as to be flexible, it is

called asbestos, or amianthus. It is found in Piedmont, Savoy, Salzburg, the Tyrol,

Dauphin^, Hungary, Silesia ; also in Corsica so abundantly as to have been made use

of by Dolomieu for packing minerals ; in the United States, St. Kevern in Cornwall,

in Aberdeenshire, in some of the islands north of Scotland, and Greenland. Asbestos

was manufactured into cloth by the ancients, who were well acquainted with its

incombustibility. This cloth was used for napkins, which could be cleansed by
throwing them into the fire ; it was also used as the wick for lamps in the ancient

temples ; and it is now used for the same purpose by the natives of Greenland. It

has been proposed to make paper of this fibrous substance, for the preservation of

important matters. An Italian, Chevalier Aldini, constructed pieces of dress which
are incombustible. Those for the body, arms, and legs were formed out of strong

cloth stooped in a solution of alum ; while those for the head, hands, and feet wore
made of cloth of asbestos. A piece of ancient asbestos cloth, preserved in the Vatican,

appears to have been formed by mixing asbestos with other fibrous substances ; but

M. Aldini has executed a piece of nearly the same size, which is superior to it, as it

contains no foreign substance. The fibres were prevented from breaking by the action

of steam. The cloth is made loose in its fabric, and the threads are about the fiftieth

of an inch in diameter. The Society of Encouragement, of Paris, proposed a
prize for the improvement of asbestos cloth. The use of it was publicly exhibited in

London in 1858.

Common Asbestos is found in fibres of a dull greenish colour, and of a somewhat
pearly lustre. In the Serpentine formations at the Lizard Point, in Cornwall, it is

common. Dr. M'Culloch found it in the limestone of Glentilt in a pasty state, but
it hardened upon exposure.

Mountain Leather, or Mountain Paper, is not in parallel fibres like the preceding,

but the fibres are interwoven. The thinner pieces bear the latter name. Wanlock
Head is the best known locality in this country.

Elastic Asbestos, or Mountain Cork, floats on water. It has, like the preceding, an
interlaced fibrous texture. It varies in colour, being white, grey, yellow, or brown.
In appearance and feel it is not unlike common cork, and it has a certain degree of

elasticity, hence its name.
Mountain Wood, or Ligniform Asbestos. This variety is usually massive, and of a

brown colour, having much the appearance of wood. It is found in several localities

in Scotland.

ASH. (Fraxinus excelsa.) Ash is superior to any other British wood for its

toughness and elasticity. It is therefore used for the frames of machines, for agricul-

tural implements, and the felloes of wheels. This wood is split into pieces for the

springs of bleachers' rubbing-boards. Handspikes, hammer-handles, rails for chairs,

&e., are made from the ash. All these and similar works are much stronger when
they follow the natural fibre of the wood. Hoops are also frequently made of the

young branches of the ash. Eankine gives its tenacity as 17,000, and its modulus of

elasticity, or resistance to stretching, as 1,600,000.

Certain species of Fraxinus in the South of Europe yield a sweet exudation knoivn
as Manna.
ASHES. In commerce, the word ashes is applied to the ashes of vegetable sub-

stances from which the alkalis are obtained. Seo Kelp, Barilla, &c.
It is the popular name of the vegetable alkali, potash, in an impure state, as

procured from the ashes of plants by lixiviation and evaporation. The plants which
vield the greatest quantity of potash are wormwood and fumitory. See Potash,
Peaelash, and, for the mode of determining the value of ashes, Aikalimetey.

Commercially ashes aredivided into soap-ashes, wood-ashes, and lyeed-ashes.
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ASHES OF PXiAXTTS. The aslics of all species of woods and woods are found

to contain sorao alkali ; henco it is that the residuary matter, after the combvistion of

any vegetable matter, acts as a stimulant to vegetable growth.

The following analyses of plants have been selected from the Tables which have
been published by Messrs. Thomas Way and G. Ogston, in tho ' Journal of the Agri-

cultural Society
:

'

—

Peas Boani
Red

Cloicr
Sain-
Ibiu

Wheat
Grain Straw Barley Oati

Turnip
Hoot

Turnip
Leave*

Boot-
Hoot

Carrol
Rout

Potassa . 42-43 3G-73 18-44 31-90 29-76 10-51 20-07 17-70 33-70 11-56 31-68 37-55

Soda 3-27 0-14 i-79 5-26 1-03 4-36 3-84 14-75 12-43 3-13 12-63

Lime • 5-78 S5-03 34-30 2-88 5-91 1-48 3-64 11-83 28-49 1-90 9-70

Magnesia

.

S-9U (J-OO 11-91 5-U3 11-08 1-25 7-45 7-33 3'28 2-62 1-79 3-78

Sesquioxido of
0-61 0-07iron . . 0-44 0-65 0-98 0-23 0-51 0-49 0-47 3-02 0-52 0-74

Sulphuric acid

.

6-2S 4-28 3-91 3-28 0-11 2-14 0-79 1-10 16-13 10-36 3-14 6-34

Silica • > 1*74 1*52 4*03 S'->'2 73-57 33*73 3S'48 '*-C9 8-04 0*76

Carbonic acid . 4-38 1-63 1-3-92 15-20 0"22 '.. 10-47 6-18 15-23 15-15

Phosphoric acid 29-93 33-74 5-82 9-35 48-21 s-'ai 31-69 26-46 9-31 4-85 1-05 8-37

Cliloridc oJ po-
0-24 0-92

Chloride of so-

dium .
3-26 4-13 0-78 7-05 12-41 49-51 4-91

Total amount . 99-90 100-00 99-95 99-90 99-96 99-90 99-98 99-96 99-93 99-96 99-96 99-99

Pur-centnge of

ash in the dry
substance 2-60 2-90 7-87 0-37 2-05 2-50 3-50 6-00 10-40 11-32 5-12

Per-centRge of

ash in the fresh
substance 2-24 2-54 C-77 5-65 1-81 3-25 2-27 0-75 1-97 1-02

I

0-77

A few additional analyses, by Prof. Way and other chemists, are given for the pur-

pose of showing the variations which exist in the constituents of plants as determined

by the analysis of their ashes :

—

Potatoes'
Lettuce

Leaves and
Stalk'

OliTe-tree

Wood

'

Hops* Hay'
Sprouts

:

Clupea
Sprotus

"

Potassa . 25-41 22-37 20-60 24-88 11-93 17-23

Soda 18-50 1-07 1-19

Lime . . ,
2-34 10-43 63-02 21-59 14-76 23-57

Magnesia 4-17 5-68 2-31 4-69 6-30 3-01

Sesquioxide of iron . 0-50 2-82 1-75 2-75 0-28

Sulphuric acid 4-71 3-85 3-09 7-27 0-20

Silica 3-64 11-86 3-82 19-71 63-43

Carbonic acid . 2-17

Phosphoric acid 10 -3 8 9 -'3
8 4-77 14-47 6-34 43-52

Chloride of potassium 12-40 1-09

Cliloride of sodium . trace 15-09 3-42 2-27 11-19

Total amount .

Por-centage of ash in

tho dry substance .

Por-centage ofash in

the fresh substance

100-00

4-86

99-99 100-00

0-58

99-95

5-95

100-00

6-97

6-15

100-00

The large amount of silica found in the grasses, constituting, as it does, much of their

outer coating, cannot fail to be noticed. The variations in tho quantities of phosphoric

acid are instructive.

A vast number of analyses of the ashes of plants have been collected and systema-

tically arranged by Dr. Emil WoMf in his ' Aschen-Analyson von landwirthschaftlichen

Producten, Fabrik-Abfallon und wildwachsenden Pflanzen.' 4to., Berlin, 1871.

» Griepenkorl, ' Griepenkerl. ' A. MUllcr. * Way. • Hubert. " Way.
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ASHXiAS or ASKXiEB. When stones are worked in regular beds and joints,

and are dressed for facing work, they are called ashlar. The stone used as ashlar is

called ashlaring, when in thin slabs, and made to servo merely as a case to the regular

body of the wall.

ASHIiSRXIO'G, in carpentry, are the short upright pieces of timbering or quar-

tering fixed, in garrets, to the floor and rafters, to cut oflE" the acute angle which they
form.

ASPARAGISTE. Syn. Asparamide, altheine. C'ffN-0= + 2Aq. (CH^lff^O^

+

H'''0.) A beautifully crystallised substance, firstfound in asparagus juice, byVauquolin
and Eobiquet, in 1805. It not only exists in a great number of vegetables, but some
which do not contain it naturally may bo made to afford it by being grown in dark
damp cellars. Many plants normally containing only small quantities of it may bo
made to yield more by being allowed to germinate in that manner. Among tlio

vegetables from which it can bo directly obtained may be mentioned the follo-ning :

—

Althtea officinalis. Asparagus acutifolins, A. off., Atropa belladonna, Convallaria majalis,

C. muliiflora, Cynodon dactylon, Glycyrr}d:a glabra, Lactuca satimt, Oniitkogalum
caudatum, Paris qiiadrifolia, Rohinia pseudacacia, Solanum tuberosum, and Hyoiphytum

off. The following list contains the names of somo plants normally containing no
asparagine, but yielding it when allowed to germinate in darkness in damp cellars :—

:

Colutea arhorescens, Cytisus laburnum, Ervum lens, Genista juncea, Hedysarum
onobrychis, Lathyrus odoratus, L. latifolius, Fhaseolus vulgaris, Pisum sativum, Tri-.

folium pratense, Vicia Faha, and V. saliva.

Preparation.—Perhaps the most convenient and economical mode of procuring

asparagine is from the etiolated (blanched) shoots of vetches. When they have
acquired a length of two inches—which, under favourable circumstances, will be in,

about three weeks—they are to be crushed, and the juice pressed out. The quantity

yielded will be rather less than three-fourths of the weight of the plant. It is then

to be boiled for a short time, to coagulate the vegetable albumen, and strained. This
clarified fluid is to bo evaporated until almost syrupy, and put aside to crystallise.

The product is at fijst brown, but by washing with cold water, afterwards dissolving

in boiling water, and subsequent crystallisation, it may be obtained pure. If, previous

to putting the hot fluid aside to crj'stallise, a little pure animal-charcoal be added,

and the whole bo digested a short time, and then filtered, the crystals \\\\\ be obtained
brilliantly white at one operation. Some chemists ad^-iso the germination to be
allowed to go much fiu'ther than was mentioned above, so that the shoots may bo as

long as 15 inches. The crystals obtained by the process given have the formula

H' N- 0''+2 Aq., but the water is expelled at 212°. Asparagine possesses the

peculiarity of behaving like a base towards strong oxides and like an acid towards
bases. The crystals obtained by the method given contain, in tlio 100 parts, carbon

82-00, hydrogen 6-67, nitrogen 18-67, oxygen 42-66. Dried at 212°, it has the fol-

lowing composition: carbon 36-36, hydrogen 6-06, nitrogen 21-21, oxygen 36-37.—
C. G. W.
ASPABAGOIiXTEi A name given to a variety of apatite of the colour of

asparagus.

ASPABAGTrs OFFXCXIVAIiIS. An esculent vegetable belonging to the

natural order Liliacca. The young shoots sent up from the underground stem aretho

parts used.

ASPEH'. The Popvius tremula. A tree native of almost all parts of Europe as

far north as Siberia. The wood is white, and is applied to many useful purposes.

The charcoal prepared from the aspen is said to be well adapted for gunpowder. See

Poplar Tkee.
ASPHAI.T, ASPHAILTVM, or MXITEKAXi PITCH. (Asphalte, Fr. ;

Asphalt, Bergpech, Ger.) A name applied to the solid varieties of bitumen. In

its purest form asphalt presents the appearance of a black or brownish-black

solid substance, possessing a bright conchoidal fracture. It fuses at 212° F., burning

with a brilliant flame and emitting a bituminous odour. Specific gravity = 1 to

1-2. Asphalt is insoluble in alcohol, but soluble in about five times its weight of

naphtha.

The mineral substances included under the rather wide term of asphalt appear to

differ considerably in chemical composition. They may generally be resolved proxi-

mately into certain oils, resins, and pitch-like solids ; whilst ultimately they j-ield

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, associated with a small proportion of nitrogen

and mineral matter. The asphalts appear to have been formed by the evaporation,

solidification, and consequent partial oxidation of certain liquid hydrocarbons,

such as petroleum. Their ultimate origin may no doubt be traced to organic

sources.

Asphalt is found in small quantity in the carboniferous limestone of Derbyshire,
Vol. I. S
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StafiFordsliire, and elsewhere. It is generally said that masses of asphalt float on the
siirfaee of the Dead Sea, or Lake Asphaltites—whence the name—but according to

modern observers, the quantity found at present is but small. The vast deposit

of asphalt in the Great Pitch Lake of Trinidad is described under the head of

BrmiEX. A substance known as cha^apote, or Mexican asphalt, is imported from
Cuba.
Large masses of rock impregnated with asphalt are found in certain localities on

the Continent, and are important as furnishinsr most of the asphalt used commercially.
Perhaps the best known of these deposits is the great mass of Jurassic limestone in

the Tal de Travers, at Seyssel, on the Ehone. Similar rocks occur at Limmer, near
Hanover ; in the Isle of Brazza in Dalmatia ; at HoUe, near Heide, in Holstein ; in the
Tyrol, and in Alsace.

L'nder the head of Bitujiex will be found some historical notices of the ancient

use of asphalt and kindred substances for building purposes. In modern times
attention has frequently been directed to the utilisation of the asphaltic rocks of

Switzerland, especially as a source of asphalt for paving. "Witliout following the

vicissitudes of the Swiss workings since they were originally commenced by Erinus,

in 1712, it may suffice to say that within the last few years considerable attention has
been directed to their development, and that thej- are now actively worked. Originally

the asphalt obtained from the rocks of these quarries was employed in the form of a
liquid, melted out from the limestone, and spread over the pavement—durability

being imparted to the material by admixture of coarse sand and by sprinkling sand
or gravel over the surface. The following is the modem method of laying down
asphaltic foot-paths, as practised in Paris :—A foundation is first formed by a layer

of concrete, the surface of which is carefully flattened. On this even surface, when
dry, the melted asphalt is spread. This asphalt is melted in a cauldron, and a proper

proportion of sand added—the mixture being kept stirred to prevent subsidence of

the sand. The asphalt is spread with a wooden trowel over the concrete, and the

surface is finally smoothed over.

Of late, a very great improvement in the construction of asphalt roads has been
introduced, the merit of the new method being due to M. A. Merian, of Basle. The
asphalt is laid down in the form of a hot powder, and the powder is then beaten into

a compact mass. The process has been thus described by il. Leon Malo :
—

' The
asphalt stone is brought direct from the quarries, and broken up into small pieces

about the size of those used for macadamized roads ; it is then heated over a stove, in

a drum-shaped iron vessel with feet, till it crumbles into powder ; and in order that

the powder may not lose its heat, the whole apparatus is conveyed on to the street

where it is to be applied. Then a foundation of hctm (concrete) is laid, about 4 inches

deep, which may, however, be thicker or thinner according to the nature of the soLL'

The concrete having hardened, its sirrface is brought to the required curve, and a

layer of powdered asphalt, 16 to 20 inches thick, laid down and compressed by
stamping, the siutfaee being finally smoothed by a heavy roller.

The Val de Travers asphalt quarries are now largely worked, and several experi-

mental patches of paving with this asphalt have been laid down in some of the main
thoroughfares of London, and have in general proved highly successfuL

In addition to the use of asphalt for pavements and roadways, the material is of

value as a waterproof lining for cisterns, and as a cement. It also finds application

in the arts as a component of certain varnishes. See BixracEX and Pavemiist,

Asphalt.
A.SPB.a.XiTEIirE. A product obtained from asphaltum by volatilising the oily

and volatile product pctrolene.

ASPHAZiTZC aiASTZC, used in Paris for large works, is brought down the

Phone from Pyrimont, near Sej-ssel. It is composed of nearly pure carbonate of

lime, and about 9 or ten per cent, of bitumen.

When in a state of powder it is mixed \rith about 7 per cent, of bitumen or

mineral pit^h, found near the same spot. The powdered asphalt is mixed with

the bitumen in a melted state along with clean gravel, and consistency is given to

pour it into moulds. Sulphur added to about 1 per cent, makes it very brittle.

The asphalt is ductile, and has elasticity to enable it, with the small stones sifted

upon it, to resist ordinary wear. Walls having cracked, and parts having fallen,

the asphalt has been seen to stretch and not crack. It has been regarded as a

sort of mineral leather. The sun and rain do not appear to affect it ; and it answers

for abattoirs and barracks, keeps vermin do^vn, and is uninjured by the kicking of

horses.
AS'PWAT.T oili. An oil obtained from asphaltum by dry distillation.

ASPBAXiTtriVX. See Aspualt.
AsPHAiTiTi, Gas-Tab, or Aetiiiciai.. When, -srith the thick pitchy residue.
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obtained by evaporating off tho more volatile portions of gas-tar, sand, chalk or lime

arc mixed, it is called artificial asplialtum. The mineral substances are strongly

heated to expel all moisture, and tlien added to the pitch while in tho molted state.

This is used for pavements, for lining tanks, &e.

ASPlRiLTOS. An apparatus used for drawing a stream of air through a tube

or other vessel. There are several varieties used by chemists in the analyses of air.

One or two only need be mentioned here.

Brumier's consists of two equal ejdindrical vessels placed one above another

and communicating by tubes, which can be opened or closed, so that when tho water
has run from the upper to the lower vessel, the apparatus, turning for tlio purpose
on a horizontal axis, may be inverted, so as to repeat the process.

An aspirator devised some years ago by Mr. M. W. Johnson is of considerable

interest, as the principle of its action has of late received extensive application

in the construction of certain forms of exhausting apparatus. The arrangement
of Jolmson's aspirator will be readily understood from tho accompanying figure

{fig. 95). A tap in connection with a supply of water is fitted by moans of a piece of

india-rubber tubing to a small cylinder. A, opening below into a long straight glass

tube, IS, and communicating by means of a lateral branch, c, with the vessel through
which the stream of air is to bo drawn. On opening the tap, the water runs down
the tubes ab, carrying with it air, which it sucks in through the branch-tube, c ; in

this way a stream of air continues to flow in at c as long as water is allowed to run
through A B. An aspirator of this form was fitted up by Mr. Joimsun at the Eoyal
College of Chemistry, and was desciibed before the Chemical Society in 1862. (' Journ.

Cliem. Soc' vol. iv. p). 186.)

Johnson's aspirator is similar in gg
principle to tlio water-blowing machine
known as tho trompe, xised with tho old

Catalan iron-furnaces, still working
in the Pyrenees and other parts of

Southern Europe. In the trompe, a
cistern of water is connected with
wooden pipes having small openings
called aspiratcurs, communicating with
the external atmosphere. As the stream
of water descends from the cistern

95

tlirough the pipes, it draws down with it a current of air entering through these
aspirateurs, and tho mixed air and water passes into a vessel below, whence the
water flows out through a special aperture, whilst tho air passes to the tuyere.
On referring to the previous figure of Johnson's aspirator, it is clear that if the

s 2
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lateral tube, c, instead of being connected -svith an open tube through which air can

bo drawn, be connected with a closed receiver, the air wiU be gradually sucked out of

this vessel by the descending current of water, and a vacuum, more or less perfect,

may be thus obtained. This is, indeed, the principle of the admirable, though simple,

exliausting apparatus introduced by Dr. Sprengel, in whicli a vacuum is obtained by
•the descent of a column of mercury. The mercury is placed in a large funnel,

A {fig. 96), which communicates vntXx a glass tube, c, d, longer than the tube

of the mercurial barometer, and open at both ends. The receiver, n, to be exhausted,

is connected with a lateral tube, opening into the main tube at x. On pressing a

spring-clamp attached to the india-rubber connection below c, the mercury flows down
the tube, c, d. As the lower end of this tube opens a little below the lateral spout of

the bulb, B, the first portions of mercury hermetically seal this open end, and prevent

any ingress of air. The descending column of mercury is broken up into detached

cylinders separated by columns of air sucked in from the vessel h. The mercury and
air pass out at the lateral aperture of the bulb b ; and to economize the merciiry, it is

from time to time poured back from the vessel h to the funnel a. As rarefaction

proceeds, the quantity of air enclosed with the mercury becomes less and less, and as

the exhaustion approaches completion the mercurial column is almost uninterrupted

by any air. At this stage of the operation, the falling mercury makes the character-

istic sound of a liquid moving in a vacuum, familiar in the common water-hammer.

When the exhaustion is complete, about 30 inches of mercury will l)e supported in

the tube, c, d, and the remaining part of the tube, together vnth the lateral branch x
and receiver h, is in the condition of the Torricellian vacuum—that is to say, it is a

space containing nothing but vapour of mercury at very low tension. By means of

this mercurial pump a higher degree of rarefaction can be attained than with the

ordinary air-pump. Dr. Sprengel found no difl&culty, even with common cold mercury,

in rarefying the air to one-millionth of its original density. The inventor recommends
the use of an exhausting-syringe to remove the bulk of the air, employing the

mercurial pump only as an auxiliary in completing the exhaustion. In practice, the

Sprengel pump is not so simple in construction as that previously figured, but is

furnished with certain accessory parts, which do not, however, affect the general

principles of its action. Some improvements in the pump have been introduced by
Prof. McLeod. (For Sprengel's original researches, see ' Journ. Chemical Soc' 1865,

p. 9 : for McLeod's improvements, see same journal, 1867, p. 307).

Dr. Sprengel, in explaining the action of his mercurial pump, says :
' My instru-

ment is merely the reverse of the trompe, with this addition, that the supply of air is

limited, while that of the trompe is unlimited.'

An important application of the principle of the Sprengel pump has been recently

made by Professor Bunsen, in his new method of filtering. The operation of filter-

ing is usually very tedious, and in many branches of manufacture a rapid method of

filtration is highly desirable. Bunsen's great improvement consists in accelerating

the operation by filtering into a flask from which the air has been partially with-

dra'sTO : the pressure of the atmosphere on tlie surface of the liquid in the filter

forces the liquid through the pores of the paper, and the partial vacuum on the other

side oflfers but little resistance to its passage. To effect the exhaustion, the vessel

which receives the filtered solution is placed in connection with a water air-pump,

that is, an apparatus on Sprengel's principle, but working with water instead of

mercury. This water air-pump is recommended by Bunsen, not only for washing pre-

cipitates, but for crystallising substances from syrupy mother-liquors. Both the

mercurial and water air-pumps may become of great use in the arts, where a ready
and perfect means of exhaustion may be needed.

(For translation of Bunsen's paper on filtration -n-itli the filter-pump, see 'Philo-

sophical Magazine,' Jan. 1869, p. 1.)

The following form of spirator, devised by Professor Gutlirie, will be found useful

in establishing a current of air for an indefinite length of time, by means of a con-

tinuous current of water. It may be employed either as aspirator in drawing, or as

expirator in forcing air through an apparatus. Its action wiU be readily understood
by referring to the accompanying diagram (Jig. 97.).

A is a wide-mouthed 12-ounce bottle, whose bottom is covered with a few milli-

metres of mercury, in. Through its well-fitting cork, c, fom* holes are bored. Into
the first of these, the wide tube open at both ends, g, is fitted, so that its lower
end is a little above the mercury, m. The upper end of g is provided with a cork,

through which the syphon-tube ./' passes. In the second hole of c the bent tube h is

fixed, in such a manner that its lower end dips beneath the surface of th« mercury, m.
Through the third hole of the cork c, a straight tube, c, is passed, whose office is

to convey water into the bottle, a ; the lower end of c is a little above the mercury, w.
Through the fourth hole in c a narrow tube, e, is fastened, whoso longer exterior
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limb dips under the surface of tlio mercury, n, in the tube b. b is a small test-tube,

widened at the bottom in three directions, and confciining a few millimetres in depth

of mercury, ?«. It is fastened ^vitli sealing-wax to A, and is provided with a cork,

the one orifice of which admits the tube c
;
through the other passes the bent

tube d.

The lower extremity of the tube / being placed far down a sink, and a gradual

stream of water being allowed to enter by c, as indicated hy (1), the water in a rises

(2), the air is driven out of A (3), bubbles through the mercury, n, and passes l)y d

(4), through the apparatus employed. During this filling of A with water, tlie mer-

cury, m, prevents the retrograde flux of water through After a is filled, tlie water

97

rises in the tubes /and e until it reaches the top of/, when this tube acts as a syphon
(.")'), and being ivider than the ingress tube c, gradually empties the bottle A (6). To
supply the place of this water, the air must enter by h (7'), and may thus be drawn
through the apparatus in use, while the mercury n, in b, prevents the regression of

the air through e.

The instrument has of course a simpler form when required to act only as an
aspirator, for then the tulje b and its appendages may be dispensed irith.

When an increased resistance has to be overcome (the instrument being used cither

as aspirator or as expirntor), the tube/ is drawn further out of the tube
ff.

Tliis form of spirator lias been found to be certain in its action ; for -with, a con-

tinuous stream of water, the volume of air which passes through is in definite pro-

portion to the volume of water employed
;
and, indeed, the slower stream of water

the more nearly equal are these volumes, for in this CJiso the amount of water passing
through c during the action of the syphon/', is inconsiderable.

ASSATiBTXSA. {Assus, dried
;
fafidiis, fetid.) A fetid gum-resin obtained

from the root of the Narlhcx Assafmtida, and probably from some other species belong-
ing to the IJmhcllifera.

ASSAMAR. {Atisarc, to roast ; Amarus, bitter.) A name given to the bitter
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substance produced vrhen gurfl, sugar, starch, or broad aro roasted until thoy turn

broivn. See Cabajiel.

ASSATSC. {E.^sai, Fr., Prohe, Gcv.) ASSATSnrC. (Docimasie, Fr., Prohirhimst,

Ger.) Assaying is tlio art of estimating tlie proportion of metals in minerals, ores,

metallurgical products, and various alloys used for monetary and other purposes.

It is generally regarded as a branch of met;illurgy, and should occupy an important

place in metallurgical instruction. A knowledge of chemistry is essential to a correct

understanding of the nature of tlie operations, and of the reactions which occur in

the various assay-processes. To the practical metallurgist it is essential that the ores

under treatment at smelting works should be submitted to assay, to afford a clear

indication of the quantity of metal obtainable, and that the products of furnaces, &c.,

obtained at various stages of tlie operations should also bo tested, so as to exercise a

salutary control over the working of the various processes. To the miner, also, it is

indispensable to have the various parcels of ore submitted to assay, to ascertain their

economical value. Assaying may likewise be advantageously employed to test the

working capabilities of dressing machinery, or to control the dressing processes. It

is also of the utmost importance that the alloys employed for monetary and other

purposes should bo submitted to careful and exact assay, to ascerRiin that they aro

of the correct standard, and to prevent fraud. To the colonist and explorer, a know-
ledge of assaying would often prove of great service, in enabling them to ascer-

tain the nature and economical value of mefcilliferous minerals, or ores which they

may discover. Assaying has been practised for many generations
;
formerly the

assays were made by tlie agency of fire, and were, more or less, but miniature

smelting processes. Since the study of chemistry has advanced, and within com-
paratively recent times, other methods by the use of liquid roiigonts have been intro-

duced. The various methods of assaying, exclusive of tliose made by tlie blowpipe,

are, therefore, conveniently divided into (1) assays by the dry way, (2) assays by
the wet way.

1. Assays by the Dry Way.—These assays are made by the agency of fire, by
fusion of the ores or other substances, with or without the addition of appropriate

fluxes and reagents in crucibles or other suitable vessels of iron, clay, or black-lead

;

the requisite temperature being obtained in an air-furnace, mriffle-furnacc, or small

blast-furnace.

2. Assays by the Wet Way.—These assays are made by the agency of water,

or liquid reagents.

1. By volumetric methods.
2. By analysis.

3. By mechanical means.

1. The Volumetric Methods of assay are of comparatively recent introduction.

These assays are made by the use of standard solutions of knowi strength, supplied

from graduated vessels, as burettes, alkalimeters, or inpdtcs ; unfortunately only

a few of the numerous volumetric methods which aro known can be applied practi-

cally for the purposes of assaying, as they are not suflftciently reliable, consume too

much time, or do not work with the requisite degree of accm-acy.

2. Analysis.—Tlie methods of assay by analysis are only used when other methods
aro not available, or in special cases.

3. Mechanical Methods.—These assnys consist in the separation, by the agency of

water, of the substances associated or occurring with metalliferous minerals and
ores, and are performed by hand-washincj on a vannincj-shovcl, or in a itmshing-bowl

of wood or metal. A known quantity of the pulverised ore is put on a shovel, or in

a bowl witli water, and by certain rotary and other movements, to bo acquired only
by practice, the lighter substances arc separated from those of greater specific gravity.

The vanning-shovel is usually employed for tin ores, and the washing-bowl, or tin

dish, for gold ores. Washing may also be practised to ascertain the nature and pro-

portion of certain minerals, as galena, iron pyrites, &c. present in samples of ores.

It may likewise be had recourse to for ascertaining the proportion of metallic grains

present in slags or otlier furnace-products, and which may be afterwards extracted

from them by stamping and washing on the largo scale.

Explanation op I^erms used in Assaying (by the Dry Method).

Fusion.—Eendoring fluid by the aid of heat. The torm fritting, or semi-fusion, is

applied to materials wliicli have softened sufficiently by lieat to become f-emonted
together.

Eednction.—Wlien a mefcil is separated from its compounds by another agent,

it is said to be reditced, and the operation is called reduction. Thus the reduction of
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giilona occurs when it is hcatod with iron, tho J)l'oducts being inotalUc lead and sul-

phide of iron ; the iron in this instance is called the raduchifj agent. When a metallic

oxide passes from a higher to a lower state of oxidation, it is also said to be re-

duced.

Calcination, Boasting.—When a powdered substance is exposed to the oxidising

action of heat and air, in order to expel the sulphur, arsenic, carbonic acid, and other

matters, t!ie process is called roasting, or calcination. If it is continued until practi-

cally complete, it is said to bo roasted sweet or dead. Accidental softening of tho

particles, so that they cohere, is called clotting.

Scorification.—A roasting-fusion process, employed in assaying silver ores,

Cupellation.—An oxidising-fusion process conducted on a porous vessel called a
cupel, used in silver assaying.

Distillation When a metal is volatilised by heat, and afterwards condensed in the

liquid form, tho process is called distillation. The term suhlimation is applied when
condensation occurs in tho solid state.

Liquation.-—When an ore or other substince, part of which is fusiblo and the other

infusible, or fusible at a higher temperature, is exposed to a temperature sufficient to

melt one portion and not tho other, tlio fused product is said to be liquated, and tho

operation is named liquation. For example, when sulphido of antimony is liquated

out from associated vein-stuff.

Flux.—Tho substance which is added to another to render it fusible by the applica-

tion of heat, is called a flux. Thus protoxide of lead or litharge is a flux for silica,

tho melted product being silicate of protoxide of lead.

Slag.—The product resulting from the fusion of an ore or other substance, which
floats on the top of the metal, regulus, or speiss. Those obtiiinod in assay processes

are very variable in composition, such as silicates, boro-silicates, metallic alkaline

sulphides, metallic oxides, fluo-silicates, &c.

Eegulus.—A compound of one or more metals with sulphur.

Speiss.—A compound of one or more metals with arsenic.

Button of Metal.—The metal, or alloy, the result of assay, whicli is found at the

bottom of the crucible or ingot mould, after cooling. The small more or less rounded
metallic particles are called shots, or globules, or

For an explanation of the terms used in tho wet way, such as filtration, precipita-

tion, &c., the reader is referred to works on chemical analysis.

FtrENACEs, Impleieents, Appakattjs, &c. used in Assaying.

Furnaces.—They aro of three kinds. For a description of an air-furnace, see

CoppEB ; of a cupellation furnace, see Silvek ; of a small blast-furnace, see Iron.
Crucibles.—Open-mouthed vessels of clay, iron, or black-lead. Clay crucibles

should be well dried before use. When a crucible is charged with the assay mixture,

it should not be more than from }^ to ^rds full. Tlio following may be noticed :

—

Cornish Crucibles.—These crucibles are the best for general assay purposes, as

they withstand great and sudden alternations of temperature without cracking. They
also resist fairly the corrosive action of fluxes, and although they soften when exposed
to extreme temperatiires, yet iron assays can be made in them, provided the precau-

tion be taken of lowering tho temperature somewhat, so that they become firm before

removal from the furnace. They aro greyish-white, coarse in grain, and composed
chiefly of silica. They aro generally sold in nests of two, and sometimes three, each

as used by copper assayers. The larger size aro 3 inches diameter at top, and 3J
inches high, outside measure. They may now be obtained of various shapes and
sizes.

Hessian Crucibles.—These crucibles, when genuine, have nearly the same qualities

as Cornish pots, to which they approximate in composition. They are reddish-brown

in colour, generally triangular at the top, and are sold in nests of six crucibles, which

fit successively into each other.

London Crucibles.—These pots vary somewhat in shape and quality. They aro

light reddish-brown in colour, close in grain, and have a smooth surface. They
resist tho corrosive action of litharge and fluxes very well, but require care in using

to prevent cracking. They resist high temperatures well enough to be employed in

assaying iron ores. Crucibles known as ' skittle pots,' and made of tho same materials

as London crucibles, aro still used by some assayers. They aro deep, drawn in to-

wards the top, to allow of plenty of room for effervescence during fusion, especially

when undriod materials aro used.

French Crucibles.—These crucibles have a greyish-white or cream colour, are
thin, firm, very perfect in form, and smooth externally. They withstand the highest
temperature of ordinary furnaces, and resist well the action of fluxes. They
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ai-e more expensive than other varieties of clay crucibles. The so-called white

flvxing pots made in London of French fire-clay have the same shape, but are rather

thicker than the true French crucibles. They also answer very well for assay

purposes.

Black-lead, or Plumbago Crucibles.—These pots are made of a mixture of plum-
bago and fire-clay. The best varieties withstand sudden alternations of tempera-

tures ; resist the highest temperatures without softening or cracking, but they

slowly burn away externally by repeated use. They are employed in iron and tin

assaying.

Iron Crucibles.—Wrought-iron pots of various sizes and shapes are used in lead

assaying. Those made out of one piece of iron, without a weld, are preferable ; but

tliey cost more than those made from boiler-plate, or iron-tubing by hammering and
welding.

Porcelain Crucibles.—These crucibles are made of various sizes and shapes. They
are chiefly used in assays by analysis.

Boasting Dishes.—Flat, shallow, thin circular vessels of fire-clay of various sizes,

used for the calcination of ores, &c., in muffles. The most useful sizes vary from 2 to

3 inches in diameter, and from f to |^ of an inch in depth, inside measure.

Scorificrs.—Cup-shaped vessels of fire-clay used in assaying silver ores
;
they

should withstand sudden alternations of temperature, and resist the corrosive action

of litharge and metallic oxides. Those commonly used are from 1^ to 2;^ inches

diameter at top, and from | to ^ of an incli in depth, inside measure.
Cupels.—Small circular vessels, having a shallow hemispherical cavity. They are

generally made of bone-ash, or other material which is porous, and resists the corro-

sive action of litharge at the required temperature. They vary from ^ inch to 2

inches in diameter, according to circumstances.

Tongs, Scoops, Stirring Bods, Ingot Moulds, ^r.—^For a description of these imple-

ments, see the assays of the various metals.

Balances.—For general assay purposes, three kinds of balances will suffice. (1.)

To carry 600 grains, and turn with ^ujoth of a grain : this may be used for gold and
silver assays, and for all purposes of exact weighing. (2.) To carry 1000 grains, and
turn with from ^th to j^th of a grain. This will be found suitable for the dry assay

of copper, tin, lead, &c. (3.) To carry 10,000 grains, and turn with ^th to ^th of

a grain. Used for weighing out fluxes and other substances. In special branches of

assaying, where a largo number of assays of the same kind have to be made, it is de-

sirable to have balances constructed suitable for that specific work.
Weights.—For general assay purposes the grain weights divided on the decimal

system are most convenient. Special weights are used by tin assayers, copper as-

sayers, bullion assayers, and others, to facilitate calculation. These will be noticed

tinder the respective metals when necessarj'.

Burettes, pipettes, and any special apparatus employed in wet assays, or otherwise,

will be described under the assays of the several metals, when necessary.

Fluxes, Eeagents, and othek Substances used in Assaying.

They should be kept in covered earthenware jars, or in a covered long rectangular

wooden box divided into compartments ; all fluxes, when practicable, should bo xised

in the dry state. Those employed in the dry way may be classified as follows :

—

FiuxBS. Carbonate of Soda, dried.—Crystallised carbonate of soda contains about

63 per cent, of water, which it loses on heating. Bicarbonate of soda is a convenient

substitute. Carbonate of potash may also bo used instead. The alkaline carbonates

form fusible compounds with silica, &c.

Borax or Biborate of Soda, dried or calcined.—Crystallised borax contains about

47 per cent, of water; when heated it loses this water, and swells up to a

very light bulky mass, which is dried or calcined borax. If the temperature is in-

creased, it melts into a clear, colourless liquid, which on cooling constitutes glass of
borax. It forms fusible compounds with earthy and metallic oxides, as lime, oxide

of iron, &c.

Glass.—White glass, free from oxide of lead, sueh as plate-glass or window-glass,

is suitable for some purposes. Green bottle-glass may also be used where the presence

of oxide of iron is not objectionable. It serves to increase the fusibility of earthy

silicates, &c., and in some cases as a substitute for borax.

Silica.—White sand, or powdered quartz ; it serves as a flux for oxides of iron, lime,

&c.

, Fliwr Spar, Fluor^ or Fluoride of Calcium.—It should bo selected free from galena,

copper pyrites, and other minerals. It forms very fusible compounds with sulphate

of baryta, sulphate of lime, phosphate of limej silica, &c.
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China Clay, Kaolin, or Hydratcd Silicate of Alumina.—When pure it contains

about 12 per cent, of wator. It can be deprived of this water by heating the po^vdered

clay to a strong red heat. Fire-clays and shale are sometimes used as substitutes

for china clay.

lAme.—Unslaked lime is preferable. It forms fusible compounds with silica, sili-

cates of alumina, &c.

Litharge, or Protoxide of Lead.—It forms fusible compounds with silica, and earthy

and metallic oxides, &c. Eod lead, or white lead, or carbonate of lead may also be

employed.

Oxides of Iron.—Haematite, or iron-scale, may be used as a flux, for silica, and

difficultly fusible silicates, &c.

Black Flux may be practically regarded as a mixture of carbonate of potash and

charcoal. It is prepared as follows : 1 part of nitre, and from 2 to 3 parts of tartar,

by weight, are mixed, and deflagrated by stirring with a hot iron rod until action

ceases, or by projecting portions of the mixture from time to time into a hot crucible.

The product is reduced to powder and kept in a closely covered jar, as it is liable to

absorb moisture rapidly. The quantity of carbon in the product varies with the pro-

portion and purity of the tartar, or argol, employed. Very convenient substitutes are

now used by mixing carbonate of soda with from 5 to 10 per cent, of charcoal powder,

or with larger proportions of tartar, starch, or floiir.

White Flux is essentially carbonate of pohish. It is prepared in the same way as

black flux, by deflagrating a mixture of equal parts by weight of nitre and tartar.

The nitric acid of the nitre converts the carbon of the tartaric acid in the so-called

bi-tartrato of potash into carbonic acid, which combines with the alkali, and carbonate

of potash is formed.

Refining Flux is a variety of white flux, generally made in a similar manner, with

salt intermixed. It is used by copper-assayers for refining impure copper.

Ebducing Agents. Charcoal Powder.—Coke dust, and culm or anthracite powder,

are also used for some purposes, as they burn away less rapidly than charcoal powder.
Tartar.—Cream of tart^lr, known in the crude state as red argol and white argol,

and when purified, as bitartrate of potash. Starch and flour form convenient sub-

stitutes.

Cyanide of Potassium.—Two varieties are used, one known as gold cyanide, and the

other common, which contains a large amount of carbonate of potash. As cyanide of

potassium has little fluxing power, for some purposes the latter variety is preferable,

as the carbonate of potash forms fusible compounds with silica, &c.
Iron.—Wrought-iron in the form of iron nails, iron rod, or hoop-iron.

Oxidising Agents. Atmospheric Air.—This is the chief agent which acts in

roasting processes, in removing sulphur, as sulphurous acid, &c.
Nitre, cm Nitrate of Potash.—It is an anhydrous salt, and acts as a powerful oxidising

agent, on account of the large proportion of oxygen which it contains. Nitrate of
soda may also be used.

Litharge. Bed Lead.—These are also used for oxidising sulphur, &e.
Salt, or Chloride of Sodium.—It acts as an oxidising agent upon metallic copper.

By some assayers it is used in nearly every dry assay process, to top-up with, or

cover the other ingredients. On account of its easy fusibility and comparative!}' low
specific gravity, it floats on the top of the products of fusion, and allays effervescence

or ebullition when fused. It also acts as a lubricator to the interior of the crucibles,

and enables the particles of matter to run down more freely. However, it can readily

be dispensed with, and as in most cases its use injuriously affects the result of the

assay methods, it is not advisable to employ it.

SriPHUEisiNG Agents, used for forming metallic sulphides, or regulus. Sulphur.—

•

Flowers of sulphur or powdered brimstone may be used.
Iron Pyrites.—For some purposes it should be selected free from copper.

Sulphide of Iron.—Made by heating iron and sulphur together, or by fusing iron

pyrites with hoop-iron.

Desulphurising Agents, used for tlio removal of sulphur by forming other sul-

phides, or by oxidation into sulphurous acid. Iron.—Hoop-iron, thin bar-iron, iron
rod, or nails, may be used.

Cyanide of Potassium.
Carbonate of Soda, dried, or bicarbonate of soda.
Litharge or Sed Lead.
Arsenicising Agents, used for forming metallic arsenides or spciss. Arsenic,

metallic.

Arsenious Acid, in admixture with carbon.
Deaesenicising Agents, used for the removal of arsenic as a speiss, or by oxidation.

Iron, hoop-iron, &c.
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Jtmospkcric Air, in roasting.
Nitre, by conversion into arsenate of potash.
Collecting Agents, xised for collecting or dissolving gold and silver in an assay.

Lead, granulatod.

Litharge, or galena, wliich yields lead when heated with carbon or iron respectively.
Mercury,

Eeagents, &c., employed in the AVkt Way.

Solvents, or agents used in dissolving various substances.

—

Nitric Acid. Hydro-
chloric Acid. Sulphuric Acid.
Ebducing Agents, or substances used to reduce a metallic compound in solution to

it lower state of combination. Zinc, granulated.—That in the form of bean shot,

obtained by pouring the metal into hot water, is preferable.
Sidphite of Soda. Protochloride of Tin.
Metallic Pbecipitants. Zinc, in form of sheet, /ro)!.—Wrought-iron, in form of

thin clean sheet, or round or flat bar. Protochloride of Tin.
Special Eeagents, as permanganate of potash, sulphide of sodium, iodide of potas-

sium, &c., will be noticed when necessary.

For the methods of assaying the various metals, see Coppeu, Lead, Gold, &c.—E.S.
ASTERXA. {Starstonc). The name first used by Pliny to denote those

varieties of sapphire which display diverging rays of light.

A.STRA.GA.li. An ornamental moulding, generally used to conceal a
junction in either wood or stone.

ASTRACAX. PIiAXriiS. Planes fitted with cutters for forming
astragal mouldings. They are commonly known as moulding-planes.
ASTRAGAXi TOOXi, for turning. By using a tool shaped as in fig. 98,

the process of forming a moulding or ring is greatly facilitated, as one
member of the moulding is completed at one sweep, and we are enabled to

repeat it any number of times with exact uniformity.

ASTRAIiXTE. A glass resembling Aventuhine, but containing

crystiils of a compound of copper, which by reflected light exhibit a
dichroic iridescence of dark red and greenish-blue. It is said to be made
with 80 parts of flint, 120 parts of oxide of lead, 72 parts of carbonate of

soda, and 18 parts of anhydrous borax. Tl this are added 24 parts of scale

oxide of copper, and 1 part of scale oxide of iron. These are melted in

a Hessian crucible, at the heat of an ordinary air-furnace, and left to cool

slowly without being moved.
ATACAZWXTE. A native oxychloride of copper, originally found in

the desert of Atacama in Peru. It forms small rhombic crystals, varying in coloiir

from leek to emerald green. Splendid examples of this mineral have been found at

Wallaroo, on Yorke Peninsula, and at Burra Burra, in South Australia.

ATHERXsrA. Sec Sardine.
ATMOnSETER. (ciT/ifis, vapour ; fxirpov, a measure.') An instrument to measure

the quantity of water evaporated in a given time under ordinary atmospheric

conditions.

ATMOSPHERE. The gaseous envelope surrounding this globe. The term is

also applied to any gaseous body enveloping any mass of matter.

The extent of the earth's atmosphere has not been determined witli any great

degree of accuracy. The height of the air above the surface of the earth should vary

with the increase of the attractive force at the poles, and its diminution at the

equator, and the variations of temperature also affect the mass, but, owing to the

influence of centrifugal force, the spheroidal mass of air has a diameter shorter at the

poles than at the equator. The volume which a given quantity of air occupies

is directly dependent upon the pressure to which it is subjected—and upon the

temperature—so that the density diminishes as the distance from the earth's surface

increases.

All the influences having been carefully examined and allowed for, calculations

have been made which appear to show that the atmosphere reaches, in a state of

density, which can be measured, to the height of about 45 miles. It may be assumed

that in a state of continually increasing tenuity, it extends to a considerably greater

ilistance from the earth's surface.

The composition of the air has been detemiined under a considerable number of

conditions, the mean result being to show that it is a chemical mixture of about 20

volumes of oxygen and 80 volumes of nitrogen (see AVatts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry
'

for a fuU account of the chemical examinations of the air.) Carbonic acid exists in
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the atmosphere in variable proportions ; the mean aTcrago being about 4 volumes of

carbonic acid in 10,000 of air. Ammonia and all the exhalations from tlio earth exist

as mixtures in the air, and on the presence or absence of these depends its healtliful-

ness or otherwise.

The follo-^ving remarks arc from ' Travels in the Air,' by Mr. Jam.es Glaisher, F. E. S.,

and as giving the results of his practical experience and careful observations

made during tlio numerous balloon ascents by that gentleman, they have considerable

value :

—

' Everj' one knows that the pressure of the atmosphere is measured by means of the

barometer. A column of air extending to its limit, of the same area as the barometer
tube, is balanced by the column of mercury in the tube ; and if -we weigh the mercury,

we know the weight or pressure of the column of atmosphere upon that area. K the

area of the barometer tube be one square inch, then this would tell us the pressure

of the atmosphere on one square inch. The length of a column of mercury thus

balanced by the atmosphere, near the level of the sea, is usually about 30 inches,

and if this be weighed, it will bo found to be nearly 15 lbs. ; therefore the atmo-
spheric pressure on every square inch of surface is about 15 lbs., just one-half as

many pounds as the number of inches which expresses the height of the column of

mercury.
' Now, in ascending into the air, part of the atmosphere is below, and part above

:

the barometer, therefore, has to balance that which is above only, and will, therefore,

read less.

'At the height of throe miles and three-quarters, the barometer will read about 15
inches ; there is, therefore, as much atmosphere above this point as there is below,
and the pressure on a square inch is 7i lbs.

'At a height of between five ami six miles from the earth, the barometer-reading
will be about ton inches ; one-third of the whole atmosphere is then above and two-
thirds beneath, and the pressure of a square inch is reduced to 5 lbs.

' The reading of the barometer varies with the altitude at which it is observed, and
indicates, by its increasing or decreasing readings, corresponding changes in the

pressure of the atmosphere.

'At the height of 1 mile the barometer reading is 2-l'7 inches.

„ „ 2 miles „ 20-3 „
3 „ „ 16-7 „
'i „ 13-7 „
5 „ „ 11-3 „

10 ,. „ 4-2 „

., „ I'J „ „ 1-6 „

20 „ „ 1-0 less.

' By thoreading of the barometer in the balloon, the distance from the earth is known;
and if the balloon bo situated above clouds, or in a fog, the reading of the barometer

indicates the near approach of the earth, and acts as a warning to the occupants of

the car to prepare accordingly. In addition to this temporary use, the readings com-

bined with those of temperature enable us to calculate the height of the balloon at

every instant at which such readings have been fciken.

' The tcmperatiire of the dew-point also deserves a few explanatory words.
' There is always mixed with the air a cerbiin quantity of water, in the invisible

shape of vapour, sometimes more, sometimes less, but there is a definite amount
which saturates the air at every temperature, though this amount varies considerably

with different temperatures.
' A cubic foot of air at the temperature of

—

30° is saturated with 2 grains of vapour of water.

49° „ „ 4 „
70° „ „ 8 „

92J° „ „ 16 „

' The capacity of air for moisture, therefore, doubles for every increase of temperature

of about 20 degrees. The temperatiire of tho dew-point is the temperature to which
air must be reduced in order to become saturated by tho water then mixed with it

;

or it is that temperature to which any substance, such as the bright bulb of a

hygrometer, must be reduced before any of tho aqueous vapour present will be

deposited as water, and become visible as dow. Tho temperature at which this first

bedewing or dulling of bright surfaces takes place is the temperature of the dew-point
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For instance, I have already said that two grains of water saturate a duhic foot of air

at 30°
; if, therefore, the temperature of the air be 40°, and there be two grains of,

moisture in a cubic foot of air, tlion if the bulb of the hygromoti^r be rodueed to 30°,

a ring of dew will appear on it, caused by the deposition of tlio water in the air.

The determination of the dew-point at once tells us, therefore, tlie amoimt of water
present, and, combined with the temperature, enables us to determine the hygrome-
trical state of the atmosphere.

' If the air bo saturated with moistiirc, the temperature of the air and that of the

dew-point are alike ; if it be not saturated, the temperature of tlio dew-point is lower
than that of the atmosphere ; if there bo a great difference between the two tempera-
tures, the air is dry, and if this happen when the temperature is low, there is very
little water present in the air. By the careful simultaneous readings of two thermo-
meters, one with a moistened bulb, and the otlier drj', or by the use of a Daniell's or

Eegnault's hygrometer, the amount of water present in the air in the invisible shape
of vapour can be determined, as well as the temperature of the dew-point and the

degree of humidity.
' The degree of Immidiiy of the air expresses the ratio between the amount of water

then mixed with it, and the greatest amount it could hold in solution at its then
temperature, upon the supposition that the saturated air is represented by 100, and
the air deprived of all moisture by 0. Thus : Suppose the water present to bo
one-half of the quantity that could be present, the degree of humidity in this case

will bo 60. If the air were at the temperature of 30°, and there were two grains of

moisture in the air, it would be saturated, and the degree of humidity would be 100.

If there were one grain, that is, one-half of the whole quantity that could be
present, the air would be one-half saturated, and the degree of humidity would be

represented by 60.

' At 49° with 4 grains of moisture T mi • •
i. l ^ i

_QO g I
The air is saturated and the

02.'
" 16 " "

J
degree of humidity is 100.

But at 49° with 2 grains of moisture ^ ^j^^ ^.^ saturated,^

"
92.' ° " 8 " "

i
^^^^ degree of humidity is 50.'

ATOM, {a, not; Te/xvu, I cut.) An iudivisilile particle.

AVith few exceptions, the views promulgated by Br. Balton are received by chemists.

They may be thus expressed : All elementary bodies are formed of individual atoms,

tlie different species of which unite, generally by twos, in a small number of groups,

constituting compound atoms of the first order, always mechanically indivisible, but

chemically divisible, and, in their turn, constituting all the other orders of composition

by a series of analogous combinations.

We are not enabled by direct experiment to determine the condition of any ultimata

atom of matter ; but the results furnished by chemical science clearly point to the

existence of clemenbiry units, from which all the infinite varieties of matter are

formed. Sir Isaac Newton tluis expresses himself :
—

' All things considered, it seems

probable that God, in tlie beginning, formed matter in solid, massy, hard, impene-

trable, movable particles, of such sizes, figures, and vrith such other properties, and

in such proportions to space, as most conduced to the end for which He formed them
;

and that these primitive particles, l^eing solids, are incomparably harder than any

porous bodies compounded of thom
; even so hard as never to wear or Ijreak to

pieces ; no ordinary power being able to divide wliat G(xl Himself made oue in the

first creation. While the particles continue entire, they may compose bodies of one

and the same nature and texture in all ages ; but should they wear away, or break in

pieces, the nature of things depending on them would bo changed. Water and earth

composed of old worn particles would not be of tlie same nature and texture now
with water and earth composed of entire particles at the beginning. And therefore,

that nature may be lasting, the changes of corporeal tilings are to be placed only in

various separations, and new associations, and motions of these permanent particles;

compound liodies being apt to break, not in tlio midst of solid particles, but where

those particles are laid together and touch in a few points.'

—

Hordei/s Newton.

With the metaphysical theories, wdiich would lead us to regard all matter as mere

accumulations of force, it would not be proper at present to deal.

Experimental philosophy has proved to us tliat the conditions of matter are deter-

mined by certain polar-attractive forces ; and that these are opposed or balanced by

heat, electricity, and the force which regulates chemical combination. Consequently,
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every ultimate atom of matter may be regarded as tlie centre of sucli a set of physical

forces surrounding it as an atmospliero.

In modern chemistry an atom is defined to be the smallest particle of any clement

vhich can exist in combination. The atom is thus distinguished from the molecule,

the latter term being now applied to the smallest quantity of tlie substance capable

of existing in a free state. The molecule and the atom may coincide, or the molecule

may be made up of two or more atoms. Thus, an atmn of chlorine, or 35"5 parts by
weight, is represented by the symbol CI, since this denotes the smallest quantity of

chlorine capable of existing in any of its compounds—hydrochloric acid (HCl) for

example ; while the molecule of chlorine, or smallest quantity set free in any reaction,

will be represented by two atoms, or C1-.

ATOniXCXT'V, or EQVXVAXiXIM'CE. Terms employed by modern chemical

witers to denote the combining capacity of an element, or a radical, as determined by
the number of atoms of hydrogen, or other monatomic element, with which it can

combine. Thus chlorine, oxygen, boron, carbon, and phosphorus (using the atomic

weights, Cl= 35'5, 0 = 16, B = 11, C = 12, andP = 31) maybe said to be respectively

monatomic, diatomic, triatomic, tetratomic, and pentatomic elements
;

or, to use equi-

valent expressions, they may be described as univalent, bivalent, tervalent, quadri-

valent, and quinquivalent : in other words, the elements just cited maybe termed

respectively a monad, diad, triad, tetrad, and pentad. The atomicity, or equivalence,

is often indicated by dashes or by Eoman numerals, placed at the upper right-hand

side of the symbol
;

tlius, B'" indicates the triad boron, P' the pentad phosphorus, and
so forth. It should be remembered, however, that mineralogists were formerly in the

habit of employing dashes in this way to represent so many atoms of sulphur, just

as they used, and still use, dots placed above a symbol to denote so many atoms of

oxygen. Hence, to a mineralogical reader, sucli expressions have now become am-
biguous

;
Sb'", for instance, may either represent tersulphide of antimony, or merely

indicate that the metal antimony is a triad.

Elements of equal atomicity are termed artiads ; and those of iinequal atomicity

perissads. For a full discussion of the modern doctrine of atomicity, see Watts's
' Dictionary of Chemistry,' and the supplementary volume.

ATOIffiZC THEOR'7. The question as to whether matter be or be not infinitely

divisible, has been debated from the earliest times, and is probably as far from a

settlement as ever ; we can, however, scarcely conceive of the existence of matter at

all, if there be no limit to its divisibility. It is easy to demonstrate that a mathe-
matical line is infinitely divisible, but a mathematical line is only an ideal thing

;

having only one dimension, it can have no physical existence. We have, therefore, no
hesitation in admitting the existence of atoms of matter—of particles infinitely small,

it is true, as regards our perceptions, far exceeding in minuteness the finest sub-

division to whicli we can submit a body, but yet incapable of further subdivision. To
SMch. inscctible molecules the term atom has been applied.

If we take any substance chemically complex, we may suppose the existence of

atoms in this body, held together by the force of cohesion, whicli are themselves
heterogeneous, being made up, in fact, of atoms of the elementary chemical con-

stituents.

Dr. Dalton suggested the happy idea, which has been most fruitful in its results, of

accounting for the constancy of chemical combinations by assuming that tliey were
composed of one or more atoms of the several elements, the weight of which atoms is

represented by the combining proportions ; that carbonic oxide, for instance, contains

single atoms of carbon and oxygon, wliilst carbonic acid is composed of one atom of

carbon and two of oxygen.

It must always be remembered tliat the combining proportions are purely the

results of experiment, and, therefore, incontestable, whatever may be the fate of this

theory, which, however, has now stood its ground for many years, and done excellent

service to science.

This theory offers a most satisfactory explanation of the diifereut laws of chemical

combination.

The fact of bodies uniting only in certain proportions, or multiples of tliose pro-

portions, is a necessary consequence of the assumption that the weight of the
elementary atoms is represented by the combining proportions

;
for, if they united in

any other ratio, it would involve the splitting up of these atoms, which are assumed
to be indivisible.

And, of course, the combining proportion of a compound must be the sum of the
combining proportions of the constituents, since it coutiiius witliin itself one or more
atoms of the several constituents.

The term atom is, therefore, very often used instead of combining proportion, a body
being said to contain so many atoms of its elements.
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All that is assiimoJ in this theory is, that the atoms arc of constant raluo hri weight

;

the same atoms may bo arranged in a different way, and hence, although any par-
ticular compound contains ahvays the same elements in the atomic ratios, yet the same
atoms may, by difference in arrangement, give rise to bodies agreeing in composition
by weight, but diflfering essentially in properties. See Isomerism.
The atomic theory is further confirmed by the observation, that if tlio specific heat

of the elements be compared, it is found that in a largo number of cases the specific

heats of quantities of the bodies represented by their atomic weights coincide with each
other in a remarkable manner.
For a full examination of this subject, consult ' An Introduction to the Atomic

Theory,' by Charles Daubeny, M.D. ; and ' Memoirs of John Dalton and History of

the Atomic Theory,' by Eobert Angus Smith, Ph. D.'

A.TOBSXC VOXiVMSS. Of late years it has been assumed that the elements,

when in the gaseous state, unite invariably in equal volumes, or, in other words, that

the atoms of bodies have always the same volume. If this doctrine be'maintiiinod, it

becomes necessary to alter the atomic weights or combining numbers of certain

elements. E"or example, water contains two volumes of hydrogen to one of oxygon
;

but, according to the old idea, it consists of single atoms of each element ; it is clear,

therefore, that if we arc to assume that the atoms of hydrogen and oxygen have the

same volume, we must either halve the atomic weight of hydrogen or double that of
oxygen.

Borzelius suggested that all the atomic weights should remain the same, except

those of hydrogen, nitrogen, phosphorus, chlorine, bromine, and iodine, which should
halve their present values. Gerlmrdt, on the other hand, adopted the more convenient

practice of allowing hydrogen and its congeners to retain their present atomic weiglits,

doubling those of oxygen, sulphur, tellurium, and carbon. This practice has of late

years been extended to many other elements. See Atomic AViiiGiiTS, and AVatts's
' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

ATOMXC -WEZGHTS, COSVIBSSTXITG 'WZSXJI'HTS or PHOPOS&TXON-S.
The atomic weights of the elements represent the proportions in which they severally

combine with each other, referred to some standard element as unity. In accordance

with Dalton's atomic theory, explained in a previous article, it is supposed that the

numbers assigned to the elements as tlieir respective combining proportions represent

the relative weights of their atoms, and hence the adoption of the term atomic wtii/id

—a term extremely convenient to retain whatever views may bo held as to the

ultimate constitution of matter. By Borzelius, oxygen was selected as the standard

to which all atomic weights were referred, but it is now almost universal among
chemists to take hydrogen as the standard of comparison, since it is found that of all

the elements hydrogen has the smallest combining, number. It was believed by
Prout that the atomic weights of all substances were nuiltiplos of the atomic weight

of hydrogen, but it has boon shown by Stas—who has made the most refined oxpeii-

ments on this subject—that the theory is only approximately true.

In establishing the atomic weights, or proportional numbers, of the elements, it is

not only necessary to determine exactly the ratios in which they severally combine—
which is merely a matter of accurate experiment—but also to interpret these ratios

by the light derived from an extensive range of physical and chemiciil phenomena—
such as isomorphism, specific heat, combining volume of vapour, and the like.

Hence, as science has advanced, the necessity has been recognised by most chemists,

of altering the numbers assigned to certain of the elements as their atomic weights,

and, in fact, within the last few years many of these numbers have been doubled.

It has, however, been considered, in the preparation of the new edition of this

Dictionary, that the convenience of manufacturers and others accustomed to the use of

the old atomic weights would bo best served by retaining these familiar figures ; and

hence in all cases throughout this work, unless otherwise stated, the formului are

' Dr. Angus Smith, in his ' Memoirs of Dalton,' tlius sums up the labours of this deep thinker :

—

'This Dalton did. He gave the first idea of atomic weights. Under this head came Riehter and
Fischer's numbers. Riehter, grappUng with those numbers, never could obtain a rational theory

from the phenomena. Dalton's plan explains these numbers with the greatest case, and looks on
such as a necessity of the fundamental law, instead of the beginning of the inquiry, as it Wiis to them.

It seems to me, then, that what happened historically happened also iutellectually. Dalton had
included his predecessors in his more extensive system. lie had gone to the snnimit of tlie hill, and

when coming down found proofs that they had been making good progress upwards, lliggins had
gone at once to the top, as it appears to me, but took no heed to make the needful observations

when he was up, or he found the prospect entirely obscured. "We are compelled to put reciprocal

proportions in a secondary position, as it seems to me it cannot be called a law, but one of the con-

sequences of a law ; and the evidence brought to support it, otlierwise than empirically, presupposes

some of the principles on which the general laws depend. It was by a careful mechanical juxta-

position of parts that Dalton arrived .at the idea ; it is eminently mechanical, and it is remarkable that

all progressive views on the subject have been so. JIc inlrodticed proportional Keiijhls into the theory,

and found it to arjree tcilh facts. Uis is, therefore, the jitantilative atomic theory'
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constructed with tho old system of atomic weights. At the snmo time it appears

desirable also to introduce the use of the modern atomic weights
;
and, therefore, in

almost evoiy chemical expression in this work both the old and the new formulae are

given—the latter being printed, for sake of distinction, in a thick black type.

In the followng comparative Table the first column of figures gives (approximately)

the old combining weights of the elements, whilst tho second column gives the

modern atomic weiglits, as cmploj-ed hy the most advanced chemists of the present

day. A glance at this Table is therefore sufficient to show which of the elements have
retained their old atomic weights, and which have had them doubled. Moreover,

it is easy from these data to translate any of the formulae on the old system into

formulae constructed with the recent values of the atomic weights. For example,

in our article Alcohol, that compound is said to be composed of C* 0- ; but

reference to the Table shows the atomic weights of carbon and of oxygen have been
doubled, whilst that of hydrogen remains unaltered. It is, therefore, obviously

necessary to halve tho number of atonjs of carbon and of oxygen in the old formula,

and consequently the symbolic expression for alcohol, instead of being H.*^ 0'-,

becomes on the modern system C- O.

Elements SymlJoLs
Old

lit, weights
New

ixt, weights

Aluminium ..... Al '13-75 27-5

Antimony ..... bb 122 122
Arsenic ...... As 75 75
Barium . ..... x)a 68'5 137
Bismuth Bi 210 210
Boron B 11 11

Bromine ..... Br 80 80
Cadmium Cd o(y 112
Caesium Cs 133 133
Calcium...... Ca 20 40
Carbon C 6 12
Chlorine ..... CI 35-5 35-5

Chromium ..... Cr 26-25 52-5

Cobalt Co 29-5 50
Copper Cu 31-75 63-5

Fluorine ..... F 19 19
Gold Au 98-5 197
Hydrogen .....
Indium

H 1 1

In 76 76
Iodine I 127 127
Iridium Ir 98-5 197
Iron Fe 28 06
Lead Pb 103-5 207
Lithium ..... Li 7 7
Magnesium Mg 12 24
Manganese ..... Mn 27-5 55
Mercury ..... Hg 100 200
Molybdenum..... Mo 48 96
Nickel Ni 29-5 59
Nitrogen ..... N 14 14
Osmium Os 99-5 199
Oxygen 0 8 16

Palladium ..... Pd 63 106

Phosphorus P 31 31

Platinum Pt 98-5 197
Potassium ..... K 30 39
Rubidium ..... Kb 85 85
Selenium ..... So 39-75 79-5

Silicon ...... Si 21 28
Silver ...... Ag 108 108
Sodium ...... Na 23 23

Strontiimi ..... Sr 43-75 87-0

Sulphiir S 16 32
Tellurium Te 64-5 129
Thallium Tl 204 204
Tin Sn 59 118
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'
• Elements Symbols Old New

Titanium ..... Ti 25 50
Wolfram W 92 184
Uranium U 60 120
Vanadium ..... V 51 51

Zinc ...... Zn 32-5 65
Zirconium Zr 4-1-5 89

The term ' atomic weight ' was formerly employed as synonymous with ' cliemical

equivalent,' but the ideas involved in the two terms, as applied in modern chemistry,

are essentially distinct.

Every chemical manufacturer should be thoroughly acquainted ^rith the combining
ratios, whicli are, for the same two substances, not only definite, but often multiple

;

two great truths, upon wliich are founded, not merely tlio rationale of his operations,

but also the means of modifying tliem to useful purposes. The discussion of the

doctrine of atomic weights belongs to pure chemistry; but several of its happiest

applications are to bo found in the processes of art, as pursued upon the largest

scale.

The following propositions may be regarded as the laws regulating atomic com-
bination :

—

1. The combining proportions of elementary bodies rcp-escnt the snudlcst .proportions

ill which they enter into combination with each other.

2. The combining proportion of a compound body is the sum of the combining pro-

portions of its elements.

3. Combination takes place, whetlier between elements or compounds, either in the

proportions of their combining weights, or in multiples of these propmrtions, and never

in sub-multiples. ....
4. The law of definite proportion teaches that individual coinpounds always contain

exactly the same proportions of their elements. See Equivalents, Chemical. See also

Watts's ' Dictionary of Cliemistry.'

ii.TBAMlSM'TVnX. An old name for iron-vitriol, or sulphate of iron. A
product of the partial oxidation of iron pyrites, which is sometimes- used in making
ink.

JLTZtOPXiarE, or DATirRXXrE. C^^H-'NO''- (C'H^'WO'). An exceedingly

poisonous alkaloid, found in deadly nightshade {Atropa Belladonna) and in stramo-

nium {Datura Stramonium), and probably in some other plants-. One-sixth of a grain

of atropine produces unconsciousness and delirium. To the freslily prepared extract

of belladonna add a strong solution of caustic potash, and well mix in a mortar.

Digest the resulting mass at a temperature of 80° ^nth benzole
;
separate the latter,

and distil off the hydrocarbon in a retort on the -water-bath. The residue in the

retort is to be treated with water acidulated with sulphuric acid ; the acid solution is

to be precipitated by carbonate of soda, and the resulting atropine may tlien lie ob-

tained pui'o by crystallisation from alcohol. Atropine is used- in medicine, ^jLth of a

grain being a full dose, and it is applied externally for producing dilatation of the

pupil of the eye. The smallest portion of a very dilute solution rubbed on tlio eyelid

suffices to produce the result. •

ATTAXSA. A.funifera yields the coquilla nut mxich used in turnery. It was
formerly supposed that tliis species of Attulea also yielded the Piassaba fibre used

in Brazil for ropemaking, and in this country for tlie maimfaeture of bast-brooms, but

it is now known that the Piassaba fibre is the produce of another palm—the L'-opol-

dina Piassaba. See Coquilla.

ATTAR OP BOSES, more commonlj-, OTTO OT HOSES. An essential oil,

obtained in India, Turkey, and Persia, from some of the finest varieties of roses. It

is procured by distilling rose-leaves with water, at as low a temperature as jiussible.

It is said that this perfume is prepared also by exposing the rose-leaves in wafer tu

the sun ; but, from the fact that under the circumstances fermentation would be

speedily established, it is not probable that this is a method often resorted to. I'y

dry distillation from salt-water baths, no doubt the finest attar is obtained. This

essential oil is only used as a perfume. Attar of roses is adulterated with spermaceti

and with castor-oil dissolved in strong alcohol.

This adulteration may bo detected by putting a small drop of the otto of roses on a

piece of clean writing-paper
;
by agitation in the air, the volatile oil soon evaporates,

leaving no stain if pure ; if any fixed oil is present, -a greasy spot is-left on the paper.
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ATTEMPEBATOR, Ir

ATTEinjATIOI» .

alcoiol sni air": i::

ATTIiE. A — iz;r :

heap ' is the n;- e- : zrr

:

^:rr : -i - :o that made in wiiiKr. In ail

= :;L;r; Tlrj'-ji:; "e" t~ signirf thfi'weaLk-

;;--;:5::z :: t&0 sugar into

Lis ' or refnse-matter of amine. Tie 'attJe-

rl-r either wood or 8aHi& The satgle-lip

coiled, into an open spiral, *itli tlie

cr is forged ; it is twisted i^-hot : the end
rr is gradnally dra-vm into the Tfork as in
; 5':i=— ?i to cot at the RxtrcnTB ends, and

i auger has a cylindrical shafts

:

-
; -iii £led into a -worm, as nsnal,

i; r :r nortiee is foimed for Uie
T ihisel-edae of flie cenfTO-lit.

AVCZTE. i. The name is com-

:asaltie, doleiitic, and
bnt itis nerer fonnd

z. alumina. The
—

- l pyroxene. For

lenol, or carbolic aeid. It

; a he^e^reen In^ze, and

ATTSATSS. L— ::-r:i-i5 :::^;T;r:
ATJSIC ACn>. 'a- - ; - : rzi =

ATTBJnSSOUS. C:z-._:^-; .. ; :

&c.

ADTtrWE. A red colouring-man er :1 fr

afpeais in oci2:nier-:e as a brittle rrsiz::is si^i, ii

yieldrng a red po-srder. See Cxebqiic Acid.

ATTBUas SCUSXVnac or BCOSAZCTHVI. Mosaic Gou>.—Forthepreparation
of Mosaic gold the following Tr:;;;; is r;:

:

—

t

ended by Woolfe. An amajgam of
2 parts of tin and 1 part of mercer- ; ; -r^t ire in a hot cmcible, and fritnrated widi
1 part of sal-ammoniac, and 1 par: :: £:— :: j-iThnr; the mistore is suhlimed in

a glass flask npon the sand-bath. ' if >:^^- :lr issk after the operation, the sub-
limate is foond to consist, superficially, of sal-ammomae, then of a layer of dnnabar,
and then of a layer of mosaic gold.

Beigmann mentions a natiTe (mnat mtisivtim &(HnSberia, contaunng tin, sulphur,

and a small propcstion of copper. I^. John DaTy gaxe the eoanpoEition as—tin, 100 ;

sulphur, 56-2.3 ; and Serzelins, as tin, 100 ; sulphur, 52-3.

Mosaic gold is employed as a bronang powder &g pla^rfOT flgnies, and it is said to

enter sometimes into the eompositicHi of aitifioal aTentnrine.

ATTSTS ftTiEJTE, :r A' r-zt/Ttdtntiaie. A liquid hydrocarbon resemMiiig tcre-

brnthi::?. c cT^iiirl ":7 z;"Tr;_:;irLg £n^ish turpentine oil with an ^kaline carboQate»

AUTOGEirO'D'S SOXiSERnrc A process of soldering by which metals aro

Y ;i. i,

-:^:n air.

: -sing air and hydro-
;d in France, by tiie

^niont, Hydit^n gas

r: someter, to which
^

- nnecfced, and air is

-
— — rrked by tiie

1 : : r : .1 e, ^id on to

"-1:1; ;nr hydiogen is

leans of the flexible

can be moTed up and
:: inv joint, and the

r^elted. Fiff. 99.

his been a good deal employed lo; iln-Ll-

T
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naval arsenals. In Devonport dockyard, the autogenic process has been largely

used.

AUTOMATIC! A term employed to designate such economic arts as are carried

on by self-acting machinery. The word is employed by the physiologist to express

involuntary motions.

The term automatic is now applied to self-acting machinery, or such as has within

itself the power of regulating entirely its own movements, although the moving force

is derived from without ; and to what pertains to such machinery ; as automatic opera-

tions or improvements.

—

Webster.

The word ' manufacture,' in its etymological sense, means any system or objects

of industry executed by the hands
;
but, in the vicissitude of language, it has now

come to signify every extensive product of art which is made by machinery, with
little or no aid of the human hand, so that the most perfect manufacture is that which
dispenses entirely with manual labour. It is in our modern cotton and flax mills that

automatic operations are displayed to most advantage ; for there the elemental power
Heat has been made to animate complex organs, imparting to forms of wood, iron, and
brass, an agency of seeming intelligence. And as the philosophy of the fine arts,

poetry, painting, and music, may be best studied in their individual master-pieces, so

may the philosophy of manufactures in these its noblest creations.

The constant aim and effect of these automatic improvements in the arts are philan-

thropic, as they tend to relieve the workman either from niceties of adjustment, which
exhaust his mind and fatigue his eyes, or from painful repetition of effort, which
distort and wear out his frame. A well-arranged power-mill combines the operation

of many work-people, adult and young, in tending with assiduous skill a system of

productive machines continuously impelled by a central force. This great era in the

useful arts is mainly due to the genius of Arkwright. Prior to the introduction of

his system, manufactures were everywhere feeble and fluctuating in their develop-

ment; shooting forth luxuriantly for a season, and again withering almost to the roots

like annual plants. Their perennial growth then began, and attracted capital, in

copious streams, to irrigate the rich domains of industry. When this new career

commenced, about the year 1770, the annual consumption of cotton in British manu-
factures was under four millions of pounds' weight, and that of the whole of Cliriston-

dom was probably not more than ten millions. In 1850 the consumption in Great
Britain and Ireland had risen to flve hundred and eighty-eight millions of pounds,

and that of Europe and the United States together to one thousand and ninety-two
millions. In our spacious factory apartments the benignant power of Steam summons
around him his myriads of willing menials, and assigns to each the regulated task,

substituting, for painful muscular effort upon their part, the energies of his own
gigantic arm, and demanding in return only attention and dexterity to correct such

little aberrations as casually occur in his workmanship. Under his auspices, and in

obedience to Arkwright's policy, magnificent edifices, surpassing far in number, value,

usefulness, and ingenuity of construction, the boasted monuments of Asiatic, Egyptian,

and Roman despotism, have, within a short period, risen up in this kingdom, to show
to what extenfcapital, industry and science may augment the resources of a State,

while they ameliorate the condition of its citizens. Such is the automatic system,

which promises, in its futiu'e growth, to become the great minister of civilisation to

the. terraqueous globe, enabling tliis country to diffuse, along with its commerce, the

life-blood of knowledge to myriads of people.

A1TTOIVEA.TXC ARTS. Such arts or manufactures as are carried on by self-

acting machinery.

ATTTOIUATOU. (auT<i^aTos—automates

—

self-moving.) In the etymological

sense, this word (self-worldng) signifies every mechanical construction which, by
virtue of a latent intrinsic force, not obvious to common eyes, can carry on, for some
time, certain movements more or less resembling the results of animal exertion,

without the aid of external impulse. But the term automaton is, in common language,

appropriated to those mechanical artifices in which the purposely concealed power is

made to imitate the arbitrary or voluntary motions of living beings. Human
figures, of this kind, are sometimes styled Androidcs, from the Greek term, like a

man.
Although, from what has been said, clockwork is not properly placed vinder the

head Automaton, it cannot be doubted that the art of making clocks, in its progressive

improvement and extension, has given rise to the production of automata. The most

of these, in their interior structure, as well as in the mode of applying the moving
power, have a distinct analogy with clocks ; and tlioso automata are frequently mounted
in connection with watchwork. Towards the end of tlie 1 3th century, several tower clocks,

such as those at Strasburg, Liibeck, Prague, and Olmiitz, had curious mechanisms
attached to them. The most careful historical inquiry proves that automata, pro-
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porly speaking, are not older than w^ee^clocks ; and that the more perfect structures

of this kind are subsequent to the general introduction of spn'M^-clocks. Many ac-

counts of ancient automata, such as the flying pigeon of Archytas of Tarentum, appear
to have been but poor mechanical contriTances. ' The Pneumatics of Hero of Alexan-
dria ' have been rendered accessible to the English reader by the translation of Mr.
Bennett Woodcroft. In this work will be found descriptions and drawings of several
curious contrivances which must bo included amongst automata. The following,

amongst others, may be quoted :

—

' An automaton which drinks at certain times only, on a liquid being presented
to it.

' An automaton which may be made to drink at any time on a liquid being pre-
sented to it.

' An automaton which will drink any quantity which may be presented to it.

' An automaton, tho head of which continues attached to the body after a knife
has entered the head at one side, passed completely tlirough it, and out at the other

;

which animal will drink immediately after the operation.'

Beckmann informs us, quoting from Plato, that Dffidalus made statues which
could not only walk, but which it was necessary to tie, in order that they might not
move; and, on the authority of Aristotle, he speaks of a wooden Venus, and
remarks, that the secret of its motion consisted in quicksilver having been poured
into it,

The moving power of almost all automata is a wound-up steel spring
; because,

in comparison with other means of giving motion, it takes up tho smallest room, is

easiest concealed and set a-going. "Weights are seldom employed, and only in a par-
tial way. The employment of other moving powers is more limited

; sometimes fine
sand is made to fall on the circumference of a wheel, by which the rest of the mecha-
nism is moved. Por the same purpose water has been employed

; and, when it is

made to fall into an air-chamber, it causes sufficient wind to excite musical sounds in
pipes. In particular cases quicksilver has been used, as, for example, in the Chinese
tumblers, which is only a physical apparatus to illustrate the doctrine of the centre of
gravity.

Fig. 100 exhibits the outlines of an automaton, representing a swan, with suitably
combined movements. The mechanism may be described, for the sake of clearness
of explanation, under dis-

tinct heads. The first re-

lates to the motion of the

whole figure. By means of

this part it swims upon the

water, in directions changed
from time to time without
exterior agency. Another
construction gives to the

figure the faculty of bend-

ing its neck on several occa-

sions, and, to such an extent,

that it can plunge the bill

and a portion of the head
under water. Lastly, it is

made to move its head and
neck slowly from side to

side.

On the barrel ofthe spring

exterior to the usual ratchet

wheel, there is a main-
wheel, marked 1, which works into the pinion of the wheel 2. Tho wheel 2 moves a
smaller one, shown merely in dotted lines, and on the long axis of tho latter, at either

end, there is a rudder, or water-wheel, the paddles of which are denoted by tho letter

a. Both of these rudder-wheels extend through an oblong opening in the bottom of

tho figure down into the water. They tiirn in tho direction of tho arrow, and impart
a straightforward movement to the swan. The chamber in which these wheels re-

volve is made water-tight, to prevent moisture being tlirown upon the rest of the

machinery. By the wheel 4, motion is conveyed to the fly-pinion 6 ; the fly itself,

6, serves to regulate the working of tho whole apparatus, aud it is provided with a
stop bar, not shown in the engraving, to bring it to rest, or set it a-going at pleasure.

Here, as we may imagine, the path pursued is rectilinear, when the rudder-wheela
are made to work in a square direction. An oblique bar, seen only in section at b,

movable about its middle point, carries at each end a web foot c, so that tho direction

t2
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of the bar h, and of both feet towards the rudder-wheols, determines the form of the

path which the figure -will describe. The change of direction of that oblique bar is

eiFected without other agency. For this purpose the wheel 1 takes into the pinion 7,

and this carries round the crown-wheel 8, which is fixed, with an eccentric disc 9,

upon a common axis. While the crown-wheel moves in the direction of the arrow, it

turns the smaller eccentric portion of the elliptic disc towards the lever m, which,
pressed upon incessantly by its spring, assimies, by degrees, the position corresponding
with the middle line of the figure, and afterwards an oblique position ; then it goes
back again, and reaches its first situation : consequently, through the reciprocal

turning of the bar h and the swim-foot, is determined and varied the path which the

swan must pursue. This construction is available with all automata which work by
wheels ; and it is obvious, that we may, by different forms of the disc 9, modify, at

pleasure, the direction and the velocity of the turnings. If the disc is a circle, for

instance, then the changes will take place less suddenly ; if the disc is an outward and
inward curvature, iipon whose edge the end of the lever presses with a roller, the

movement will take place in a serpentine line.

The neck is the part which requires the most careful workmanship. Its outward
case must be flexible, and the neck itself should therefore be made of a tube of spiral

wire, covered with leather, or with a feathered bird-skin. The double line in the

interior, where we see the triangles e e e, denotes a steel spring made fast to the

plate 1 0, which forms the bottom of the neck ; it stands loose, and needs to be merely
so strong as to keep the neck straight, or to bend it a little backwards. It should not

be equally thick in all points, but it should be weaker where the first graceful bend is

to be made ;
and, in general, its stiffness ought to correspond to the curvature of the

neck of this bird. The triangles c are made fast at their base to the front surface of

the spring; in the points of each there is a slit, in the middle of which a movable
roller is set, formed of a smoothly turned steel rod. A thin catgut string /, runs

from the upper end of the spring, where it is fixed over all these rollers, and passes,

through an aperture pierced in the middle of 10, into the inside of the rump. If the

catgut be drawn straight back towards /, the spring, and consequently the neck, must
obviously be bent, and so much the more, the more tightly/ is pulled and is shortened

in the hollow of the neck. How this is accomplished by the wheel-work will pre-

sently bo shown. The wheel 1 1 receives its motion from the pinion s, connected

with the main wheel 1. Upon 11 there is, moreover, the disc 12, to whose circum-

ference a slender chain is fastened. When the wheel II turns in the direction of the

arrow, the chain will be so much pulled onwards through the corresponding advance
at the point at 12, till this point has come to the place opposite to its present situation,

and, consequently, 1 1 must have performed half a revolution. The other end of the

chain is hung in the groove of a very movable roller 14 ; and this will be turned
immediately by the unwinding of the chain upon its axis. There turns, in connection

with it, however, the large roller 13, in which the catgut/is fastened; and as this is

pulled in the direction of the arrow, the neck will be bent until the wheel 11 has

made a half revolution. Then the drag ceases again to act upon the chain and the

catgut ; the spring in the neck comes into play: it becomes straight, erects the neck
of the animal, and turns the rollers 13 and 14 back into their first position.

The roller 13 is of considerable size, in order that through the slight motion of the

roller 14, a sufficient length of the catgut may be wound off, and the requisite shorten-

ing of the neck may be effected ; which results from the proportion of the diameters

of the rollers 11, 13, 14. This part of the mechanism is attached as near to the side

of the hollow body as possible, to make room for the interior parts, but particularly

for the paddle-wheels. Since the catgut/ must pass downwards on the middle from
10, it is necessary to incline it sideways and outwards towards 13, by means of some
small rollers.

The head, constituting one piece with the neck, will be depressed by the complete

flexure of this ; and the bill, being turned downwards in front of the breast, will

touch the surface of the water. The head will not be motionless ; but it is joined on
both sides, by a very movable hinge, with the light ring which forms the upper part

of the clothing of the neck. A weak spring, g, also fastened to the end of the nock,

tends to turn tho head backwards ; but in the present position it cannot do so, because

a chain at g, whose other end is attached to tho plate 10, keeps it on the stretch.

On the bending of the neck, this chain becomes slack ; the spring h comes into

operation, and throws the head so far back that, in its natural position, it wiU reach

ihe water.

Eiaally, to render the turning of tho head and neck practicable, the latter is not

«losely connected with the rump, while the plato 10 can turn in a cylindrical manner
Jipon its axis, but cannot become loose outwardly. Moreover, there is upon the axis

of tliQ wheel 1, and behind it (shown merely as a circle in the engraving) a bevel
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wheel, which works into a second similar wheel, 15, so as to turn it in a hori-

zontal direction. The pin, 16, of the last wheel works upon a two-armed lever, 19,

movable round the point h, and this lever moves the neck by means of the pin 17.

The shorter arm of the lever 19 has an oval aperture in which the pin 16 stands. As
soon as this, in consequence of the movement of the bevel-wheel 16, comes into the

dotted position, it pushes the oval ring outwards on its smaller diameter, and thereby
turns the lever upon the point h, into the oblique direction shown by the dotted

lines. The pin 16, having come on its way right opposite to its present position, sets

the lever again straight. Then the lever, by the further progress of the pin in its

circular path, is directed outwards to the opposite side; and, at last, when 15 has
made an entire revolution, it is quite straight. The longer arm of the lever follows,

of course, these alternating movements, so that it turns the neck upon its plate 10, by
means of the pin 17 : and, as 18 denotes the bill, this comes into the dotted position.

It may be remarked, in conclusion, that the drawing oifg. 100 represents about half

the size of which the automaton may be constructed, and that the body may be formed
of thin sheet copper or brass,

In the former edition another example of an automaton was given, but it is thought
unnecessary to retain it. In many of the machines now employed, we have examples
of useful automata, superior in correctness of action to any of those which are at the
best only scientific toys.

AVTOTVPE. See Photography.
AVEITA. A genus of corn-bearing grasses. The A. sativa is the common oat.

AVENTITBIXTS. (Aventurine, Tr.) A variety of quartz, which is minutely
spangled throughout with yellow scales of mica, is known as Aventurine quartz. It

is usually translucent, and of a grey, brown, or reddish-brown colour. There is also

an Aventurine felspar {Feldspath aventurine, Fr.), frequently termed sunstone {Pierre

de soleil) ; some lapidaries, however, calling this stone by the name of Aventurine
orientate. Aventurine quartz occurs at Capa de Gata, in Spain ; and the aventurine
felspar, or sunstone, at Tvedestrand, in Norway.

Aventurine, Artificial, or Glass, called also Gold Flux, has been manufactured
on a large scale, for a long period, at the glass-works of Murano, near Venice.

According to Wohler's examination, aventurine glass owes its golden iridescence

to a crystalline separation of metallic copper from the mass coloured brown by the
peroxide of iron. C. Karsten analysed the artificial aventurine from the glass manu-
factory of Bigaglia, in Venice, and found it to contain

—

These numbers agree in a remarkable manner with the results formerly obtained by
Peligot, and may therefore be regarded as truly representing the composition of the

glass.

Aventurine Glaze, for porcelain, exhibits a crystalline separation of green oxide

of chromium from the brown ferruginous mass of the glaze producing a similar effect

to the glass. This glaze is prepared as follows, according to A. "Wachtor :

—

are stirred up with 300 parts of water, and by repeated straining through a linen

sieve, uniformly suspended in it, and intimately mixed. To tliis paste are added, under
constant agitation, and one after the other, aqueous solutions of

and then so much solution of ammonia that the iron is completely separated. The
salts of potash and ammonia are removed by frequent decantation with spring water.

The baked porcelain vessels are dipped into the pasty mixture obtained as above

Silicic acid .

Lime .

Protoxide of iron

Binoxide of tin

Protoxide of lead

Metallic copper

Potash
Soda ,

67-3

9-0

3-4
2-3

1-0

4-0
5-3

7-0

31 parts of fine lixiviated dry porcelain-earth from Halle,

43 „ „ dry quartz sand,

14 „ ,, gypsum,
12 ,, „ fragments of porcelain,

19 parts bichromate of potash,

100 „ protosulphate of iron,

47 acetate of lead.
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described, in the same manner as with other glazes, and then fired in the porcelain

fiirnace. After this thoy are covered with a brown glaze, which in reflected light

appears to bo filled with a countless number of light gold spangles.

A thin fragment of the glazo appears, under the microscope, by transmitted light,

as a clear brownish glass, in which numerous transparent green six-sided prisms of

oxide of chromium, and some brownish crystals, probably of oxide of chromium and
peroxide of iron, are suspended. The oxide of chromium, therefore, separates on the

slow cooling of the glaze in the porcelain furnace, from the substance of the glaze

—

a silicate of potash, lime, and alumina, saturated with the peroxide of iron—and
shines through the brownish mass with a golden colour. When the aventurine glaze

is mixed with an equal amount of colourless porcelain glaze, the glassy mass no
longer has a brown colour after the burning, but a light greenish-grey, and the

eliminated crystalline spangles likewise exhibit in reflected light their natural gToen

colour.

AVERRITN'CATOR. A pair of pruning shears, which, on being mounted on a
pole some ten feet long, and actuated by a string of catgut, can be used for pruning

at a considerable distance above the head.

AVOCADO-PEAR OXIi. An oil obtained from the oleaginous fruit, the Avocado
pear-tree {Persca gratissima), a native of Trinidad. A portion of this oil having been
submitted to Dr. Hofmann by the Governor of Trinidad, he reported on its character

:

—
' According to my present experience, the oil of the Avocado pear is less valuable

as a lubricating material. To make it fit for the higher classes of macliinery, its

mucilaginous constituents must be removed by the same refining process reqiusite for

its adaptation in illuminating purposes,
' On the other hand, the oil of the Avocado pear is very applicable for the pro-

duction of good soap. I have the honour of transmitting to your Excellency specimens

prepared with the oil : the smaller one, which possesses a yellow colour, is prepared

with the oil in its original condition ; the larger one is made with a portion of oil

which had previously been bleached by chlorine. From this specimen it is ob^-ious

that the oil, although poor in stearine, nevertheless furnishes a soap which is tolerably

hard and solid. I have even now no hesitation in stating that, for the piu?poses of

the soap-maker, the oil of the Avocado pear will have, at least, the same value as

palm oil.'

AXE. A tool much used by carpenters for cleaving and roughly fashioning

blocks of wood. It is a thin iron wedge, with an oblong steel edge, parallel to which,

in the short base, is a hole for receiving and holding fast the end of a strong wooden
handle.

AXE-STOITE. A sub-species oijade, found in Corsica, Saxony, and on the banks

of the Amazon. It is a silicate of magnesia and alumina, coloured by oxide of

chromium. See Jade.

AXXIfXTE, called also Thwnitc. A silicate of magnesia, alumina, and iron, con-

taining boracic acid. It derives its name from the axe-like bevelling of its

lateral edges. This mineral is harder than felspar, and varies in colour from a

violet-brown to a leek-green. It is found in many parts of the Continent, and at

Botallack, St. Just, and at Trewellard, Cornwall, in fine brilliant clove-brown

crystals.

AXKE-CREASE; Several kinds of unguents employed to reduce the friction of

wheels circulating on their axles. See Anti-atteition.
AXXiES, of carriages. See Wheel Caeeiages.
AXUXTCE. Hog's lard. See Fat and Oils.

ATR STOIffE, called also Scotch stone and snake-stone, is much in request as a

polishing stone for marble and for copper plates. These stones are always kept

damp, or even wet, to prevent their becoming hard.

The harder varieties of Ayr stone are now employed as whetstones.

AZAKE (from Azala, Arabic for madder). A colouring-matter obtained from
' flowers of madder,' perhaps crude alizarine. It has been proposed to introduce azala

in France as a dye-stidf.

AZAXEXXrE. A name for aniline-red,

AZXBXTTTH COIttPASS. The azimuth compass is used chiefly to note the

actual magnetic azimuth, or that arch of the horizon intercepted between the azimuth,

or vertical circle passing through the centre of any heavenly body, and the magnetic

meridian.

The card of the azimuth compass is subdivided into exact degrees, minutes, and
seconds. To the box are flxed two ' sights,' through which the sun or a star may bo

viewed The position into which the index of the sights must be turned to see it,

will indicate on the card the azimuth of the star. When the observations are intended

to bo exact, telescopes tako the place of the sights. By this instrument we note the
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actual magnetic azimuth : and as we know the azimuth calculated from the N. and
S, line, the variation of the needle is readily found.

AZOBEia'ZEN'E, AZOBEH'ZXDE, or AZOBETTZOIi. C^^H'^N- (C^^-WK^-).

A peculiar substance formed by acting with an alcoholic solution of potash

upon nitrobenzole, or, as it is sometimes called, artificial oil of bitter almonds.

If nitrobenzole, dissolved in alcohol, with the addition of soHd potash, be distilled,

a complex and by no means well understood reaction occiu's. The azobenzide

distils over mixed with aniline. The fluid treated with hydrochloric acid, to

dissolve the aniline, is passed through a wet filter ; the aniline salt passes through,

leaving the azobenzide as a red oil, which in a few moments solidifies into a mass of

rich golden-brown crystals of considerable size, even when working on a very small

quantity. The alcohol enters into the reaction, and oxalic acid is formed, which unites

with the potash. Four equivalents of nitrobenzole and two equivalents of alcohol

appear to jield one equivalent of azobenzide, two equivalents of aniline, four equiva-

lents of oxalic acid, and eight equivalents of water. See NiTBOBKS-zorE.

Azobenzene yields numerous derivatives. With filming nitric acid it gives two
nitro-compounds

; viz., nitroazobenzide and binitroazobenzide. Azobenzide, treated

with sulphide of ammonium, yields an alkaline called benzidine, G^^W^'S- (C'-H'-lfl^).

—C. G. W.
AZOBEirzOZSE. "When bitter almonds are distilled, per descenmra, an oil is

obtained ; if the latter be treated with ammonia, and the substance thus formed bo
treated with ether, a white powder remains, which is probably impure hydroben-
zamide.—C. G. W. See ' Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry.'

AZOBEN'ZO'Z'^LE. A substance formed simultaneously with hydrobenzamide
and benzydramide, when oil of bitter almonds is treated with ammonia.—C. G. "W.

AZOTEi An old name for Niteogex.
AZOTXSEB, said of certain vegetable substances, which, as containing azote,

were supposed at one time to partake, in some measure, of the animal nature. The
vegetable products, indigo, caffeine, gluten, and many others, contain abundance of azote.

AZURE. This term was applied by PUny to the blues of the ancients. ' Cseru-

leum, or azure, is of three kinds : the Egyptian (artificial) ; the Scythian (natural),

which is inferior ; the Cyprian, the best.'

—

TheiypJirastus, also PUny. Girardin,

writing of the ancient colours, says, ' This azure, which has thus endured above

1,700 years, may be cheaply and easily made thus : 15 parts, by vjeight, of carbonate

of soda, 20 parts of opaque flints, and 3 parts of copper filings, are strongly heated for

two hours, and the mixture will result in a fine deep sky-blue.' The Egyptian blue,

or Alexandrian frit, is a pulverised blue glass ; it was once thought to contain cobalt,

but all analyses prove it to contain silicate of copper.

The term Azure has been applied to smalts. See Cobaxt, Siiixx, and Uitea-
ItAEDTE.

AZTTItXUE. See AOTLmE-Bi,TiE and A^nuNE-GEEEjr.
AZURZTE. This term is now usually restricted to the blue carbonate of copper,

otherwise known as Chessylitc. It is a mineral of fine blue colour, crystallising in

the oblique system. The old mines of Chessy, near Lyons, in Erance, were famous
for yielding groups of magnificent crystals of this species. It is also found in the

shallow workings of many other copper mines, often associated with malachite, or

green carbonate of copper. Azurite contains, when pure, 5o"16 per cent, of copper,

and hence forms a valuable ore. It has also been used as a blue pigment, though too

liable to turn green, the absorption of carbonic acid readily converting it into

malachite.

It is right to remark that the term Azurite has also been applied to certain other

blue minerals, such as the phosphate of alumina and magnesia, usually known as

Lasvlite, and even to the lapis lazuli.

The want of agreement between mineralogists—leading them to adopt names
independent one of the other (names frequently taken from some locality in which
the writer knows the mineral to be found)—produces great confusion, and retards the

progress of knowledge.

B
SASBIT'S IMCETAX. An alloy which, from its smoothness of surface, is called

an anti-attrition metal. It is composed of 25 parts of tin, 2 parts of antimony, and

J a part of copper.

BABXWGTOITITE. An anhydrous silicate of iron and lime, found in small,

greenish-black, doubly-obUque crystals, at Arendal, in Norway. A fibroxis variety,
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m-uch resembling hornblende, was discovered in a railmy-cutting in Deyonshire, in

1854, and was sufficiently abundant to be -worked as an ore of iron. A specimen re-

ceived from the late Mr. S. Blackwell was analysed by Mr. David Forbes, -svith the

following results :—Silica, 49'12
;
alumina, 1'60; peroxide of iron, 9'78

;
protoxide of

iron, 12-87; protoxide of manganese, r25; lime, 20-87; magnesia, 3-67; loss on

ignition, 0-73.

BABKAK. The rind or shell of the fruit of the Mimosa cineraria. It is brought

from tho East Indies under the name of Nch-Neb. On account of the tannin it

contains, it has been used for dyeing cotton, and for producing various shades of

drab.

BABITlt Cirnc. Tho gum of the Babul tree, a species of tho Acacia, growing in

Bengal. It is sometimes imported as Bengal gum.
Bahd Bark is extensively used in India as a tanning material, and has occasionally

been imported into this country.

BACK. In mining, that side of an inclined mineral lode which is nearest the

surface of the ground. The back of a level is the ground between it and the level

above it. In brewing, a brewer's utensil, a large vessel for receiving the wort. In
building, that part of a stone opposite the face.

BACK.-nCIXi£. A fulling mill.

BACUXilTS. A forked branch of hazel, used by the superstitious -with a view to

the discovery of springs and mineral lodes. See Divining Eod.
BADGER. (Blaireau, Pr. ; Dachs, Ger.) A genus of carnivorous animals be-

longing to the family Mustelidm. The common badger, Meles Taxus, inhabits the

nortJiorn parts of Europe and Asia. The hide of the badger is employed for pistol

furniture. The fine hair is used for making brushes for the iiso of tho artist, and for

tho best class of shaving-brushes. The hind-quarters, salted and smoked, make ex-

cellent hams.
BADXGEOir. A mixture for stopping holes in wood or stone. Tho badigoon

for stonework is composed of plaster of Paris and freestone ground together. That
for wood is usually sawdust and glue, or sometimes putty and chalk.

BAG. A measure equal to a striked Winchester bushel. Twenty-five bags of

lime make a ton. A bag of plaster of Paris is fourteen pounds. Eight bags are

considered to equal a bushel.

BAGASSE. The sugar-cane, in its dry crushed state, much employed for fuel

in the colonial sugar-houses.

BAXNT-IUARXE. A vessel of water in which saucepans, &c. are placed to warm
food, or to prepare it and some pharmaceutical preparations.

BAIZE. A coarse woollen stuff with a long nap, sometimes friezed on one side.

BAKERS' SAIiT. The sesquicarbonate of ammonia, so called because it is often

used as a substitute for yeast in bread and pastry.

BAKIXTG. {Cuire, Fr. ; Backen, Ger.) The exposure of anybody to such a

heat as will dry and consolidate its parts without wasting them. Thus wood, pottery,

and porcelain, are baked, as well as bread and meat. See Biscuit ; Bread.
BAIi. An ancient Cornish miner's term for a mine.

BAXi-IVXAIDEXI', BAXi-BOV. A girl or boy working at a mine.

BAZiACHOKG. An article of food much used in the Eastern Archipelago, con-

sisting of fish and shrimps pounded together.

BAXiSNA. A genus of cetacean mammals, including the Greenland, or Eight

Whale {Balana mysticctus), and the Southern Whale {B. australis). The former

inhabits the Arctic Seas, and its capture forms the object of the Northern whale-

fishery, while the latter is found in the Antarctic, South Pacific, and Indian Oceans.

These species, in the adult state, are destitute of teeth, but the mouth is furnished

•with numerous plates of a horny substance, called baleen, or whalebmie, which hang
freely from each side of the palate, and thus form a sieve for straining off the

water from the small prey taken into the mouth. Large quantities of oil are

obtained from the blubber, or thick layer of fat which immediately underlies the

naked skin, and serves to protect the warm-blooded whale from the cold of the

surrounding medium. The Esquimaux not only eat the flesh of the whale, but use

some of the internal membranes in the preparation of certain articles of clothing,

and of a curious semi-transparent substance serving instead of glass for the

windows of their huts. The species of Balana, or true Whalebone Whales, are to

be distinguished from the Sperm Whales, wliich belong to a totally distinct genus,

and though possessing teeth, and- therefore not yielding whalebone, are nevertheless

valued for the sake of their spermaceti and ambergris. See Ambeegeis ; Speemacexi ;

Whalebone.
BAJjAXrCE. To conduct arts and manufactures -with judgment, recourse must

be had to a balance. Experience proves that all material bodies existing upon the
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surface of tlie earth are constantly solicited by a force which tends to bring them to-

wards its centre, and that they fall to the earth when they are free to move. This

force is called gravity. Though the bodies be not free, the effort of gravity is still

sensible, and the resultant of all the actions which it exercises upon their material

points constitutes what is called their weight. "Weights are, therefore, forces which
may be compared together, and by means of machines may be made to correspond or

be counterpoised.

To discover whether two weights be equal, we must oppose them to each other in a
machine where they act in a similar manner, and then see if they maintain an equi-

librium ; for example, we fulfil this condition if wo suspend them at the two extremities

of a lever supported at its centre, and whose arms are equal. Such is the general idea

of a balance. The beam of a good balance ought to be a bar or double cone of metal,

of such strength as to secure perfect inflexibility under any load which may be fitly

applied to its extremities. Its arms should be quite equal in weight and length upon
each side of its point of suspension ; and this point should be placed in a vertical lino

over the centre of gravity ; and the less distant it is from it, the more delicate mil
be the balance. Were it placed exactly in that centre, the beam would not spon-

taneously recover the horizontal position when it was onco removed from it. To
render its indications more readily commensurable, a slender rod or needle is fixed to

it, at right angles, in tho line passing through its centres of gravity and suspension.

The point, or rather edge, of suspension, should be made of perfectly hard steel, and
turn upon a bed of the same, For common uses tho arms of a balance can be made
sufficiently equal to give satisfactory results

; but, for the more refined purposes of

science, that equality should never be presumed nor trusted to ;
and, fortunately, exact

weighing is quite independent of that equality. To weigh a body is to determine how
many times the weight of that body contains another species of known weight, as of

grains or pounds, for example. In order to find it out, let us place the substance, sup-

pose a piece of gold, in the left hand scale of the balance
;
counterpoise it with sand

or shot in the other, till the index needle be truly vertical, or stand in the middle of

its scale, proving the beam to be horizontal. Now remove gently the piece of gold,

and substitute in its place standard multiple weights of any graduation, English or

French, until the needlo again resumes the vertical position, or until its oscillations

upon either side of the zero-point are equal. These weights will represent precisely

the weight of the gold, since they are placed in the same circumstances with it, and
make the same equilibrium with the weight laid in the other scale.

This method of weighing is obviously independent of the unequal length as well as

the unequal weight of the arms of the beam. For its perfection two reqidsites only are

indispensable. The first is that the points of suspension should be rigorously the same
in the two operations ; for tho power of a given weight to turn the beam being unequal,

accordingly as we place it at different distances from the centre of suspension, did that

point vary in the two consecutive weighings, we should require to employ, in the

second, a different weight from that of the piece of gold, in order to form an equi-

librium with the sand or shot originally put in the opposite scale ; and as there is

nothing to indicate such inequality in the states of the beam, great errors would result

from it. The best mode of securing against such inequality is to suspend the cords

of the scales from sharp-edged rings, upon knife-edges, at the ends of the beam, both

made of steel so hard-tempered as to be incapable of indentation. The second condition

is, that the balance should be very sensible—that is, when in equilibrium and loaded,

it may be disturbed, and its needle may oscillate, by the smallest weight put into

either of the scales. This sensibility depends wholly upon the centre of suspension;

and it will be the more perfect the less friction there is between that knife-edge surface

and the plane which supports it. Both should therefore be as hard and highly

polished as possible ; and should not bo suffered to press against each other, except

at the time of weighing. Every delicate balance of moderate size, moreover, should

be suspended within a glass case, to protect it from the agitations of the air, and the

corroding influence of the weather. In some balances a ball is placed upon the index

or needle (whether that index stand above or below the beam), which may be made
to approach or recede from the beam by a fine-threaded screw, with the effect of varying

the centre of gravity relatively to the point of suspension, and thereby increasing, at

will, either the sensibility or the stability of the balance. The greater the length of

the arms, the less distant the centre of gravity is beneath the centre of suspension,

the better polished its central knife-edge of 30°, the lighter the whole balance, and
the less it is loaded, the greater will be its sensibility'. In all cases the arms must be

quite inflexible. A balance made by Eamsden for the Eoyal Society is capable of

weighing ten pounds, and turns with one hundredth of a grain, which is tho seven-

millionth part of the weight. See "Weighing Machine.
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' BAIiAirCE. FOR WEZCHXlVG COXIT, introduced at the Bank of England in

the year 1841, requires an especial notice.

Mr. "Williani Cotton, then Deputy-Governor, and during the two succeeding years

Governor of the Bank, had long regarded the mode of weighing by common hand-
balances with dissatisfaction, on account of its injurious effect upon the ' teller,' or

weigher, owing to the straining of the optic nerve by constant watching of the beam-
indicator, and the necessity of reducing the functions of the mind to the narrow office

of influencing a few constantly repeated actions. Such monotonous labour could not
be endured for hours together without moments of forgetfulness resulting in errors.

Errors more constant, although less in amount, were found to be duo to the rapid

wearing of the knife-edges of the beam ; currents of air also acting upon the pans
produced undesired results ; and even the breath of the ' teller ' sometimes turned the

scale ; gp that in hand-weighing the errors not unfrequently amounted to g-rd, and
even

-J-
grain. At the very best, the hand-scale working at the rate of 3,000 per six

hours could not indicate nearer than ^th grain.

Upon taking into consideration the inconveniences and defects of the hand-weighing
system, Mr. Cotton conceived the idea that it might be superseded by a machine de-

fended from external influences, and contrived so as to weigh coins as fast as by hand,
and within the fourth of a grain. He subsequently communicated his plan to Mr.
David Napier, of York Eoad, Lambeth, engineer, who undertook the construction of

an experimental machine. Its capabilities were tested and reported upon by Mr.
William Miller, of the Bank. The result was most satisfactory : more ' automaton
balances ' were ordered ; and from time to time further additions have been made, so

that at present there are ten in daily operation at the Bank of England. But it was
not withoiit a struggle that the time-hallowed institution of ' tellers ' passed away.
There were interests opposed to the introduction of improved, more ready, and less expen-

sive methods ; and it required all Mr. Cotton's energy of character, the influence of
his intelligence in mechanics, as well as that arising from his position in the Direction,

to obtain the adoption of an invention by which a very large annual saving has been
effected.

The mechanical adaptation of the principles involved in the Automaton Balance, as

contrived by Mr. Napier, may be shortly explained :—The weigliing-beam, of steel, is

forked at tlie ends, each extremity forming a knife-edge ; and in the centre the fulcrum
knife-edge extends on each side of the plate of the beam, and rests in hollows cut in

a bowed cross-bar fixed to the under side of a rectangular brass plate, about 12 inches

square, which is supported at the corners by columns fixed to a cast-iron table raised

a convenient height on a stand of the same metal. To form a complete enclosing

case, plates of metal or glass are slid into grooves down the columns. When the beam
is resting with its centre knife-edge in the hollows of the cross-bar just referred to,

its upper part is nearly on a level with the under-side of the brass plate, in which a
long slot is made, so that the beam can be taken out when the feeding slide-box, and
its plate, which covers this slot, are removed. On the top of the covering plate of

the feeding slide a tube-hopper is placed, and a hole in the plate communicates with
the slide ; another hole is pierced in the same plate exactly over one end of the beam,
upon the knife-edges of which a long rod is suspended by hollows formed in a cross-

bar close to its upper end, where the weighing platform is fitted. A rod is also sus-

pended at the other end of the beam in a similar manner ; but instead of a weighing-

plate, it has a knob at top, which, when the beam is horizontal, comes into contact

with an adjustable agate point. The lower end of this pendent rod is stirrup-shaped,

for holding the counterpoise. Two displacing slides are provided, one on each side of

the feeding-slide, and at right angles to each other ; and a gripping apparatus is fixed

to the under side of the brass top-plate, arranged so as to hold the pendant on which
the scale-plate is fitted during the change of the coin. A dipping-finger is also at-

tached to the frame of the gripping apparatus, its end passing into a small slot in the

pendent rod, and acting upon a knife-edge at the lower end of the slot. There are

four shafts crossing the machine ; the one through which the power is applied is

placed low and at the centre, and carries a pinion which gears with a wheel of twice

its diameter on a shaft above ; this wheel gears with two similar wheels fixed to shafts

on each side of the centre. Cams for acting upon the feeding slide, through the

medium of a rocking frame, are carried by the shaft placed at the end of the machine
where the counterpoise hangs, and the other two shafts on the same level bear cams
for working the gripping apparatus, the dipping-finger, and the displacing slides.

Having described, as clearly and as popularly as we can, the general features of the

mechanism, we will proceed to indicate its manner of action. Suppose, then, the
hopper filled, and a hollow inclined plane about two feet long, which has been added
to the hopper by the inventive genius of one of the gentlemen in the woighing-room,
also loaded its whole length with the pieces to be weighed, the machine is set in
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motion, and the feeding elide pushes the lowest piece forward on to the weighing-

plate, the grippers meantime holding fast by the necls: of the pendant, so as to Iceep

the plate perfectly steady; the dipping-finger is also at its lowest position, and

resting upon the knife-edge at the bottom of the slot in the pendent rod, thus keeping

the beam horizontal, and the knob on the counterpoise-pendant in contact -^vith the

agate point already mentioned. "When the coin is fairly placed on the weighing-plate,

the grippers let go their hold of the pendent rod, and the dipping-finger is raised by
its cam ; if then the coin is too light, the coin end of the beam will rise along with the

dipping-finger, and the counterpoise end will descend ; if heavy, the beam will remain

without motion, the agate point preventing it. As soon as the dipping-finger attains

the proper height, and thus has allowed sufficient time for the weight of the coin to

be decided, the grippers close and hold the pendant, and consequently the scale or

weighing-plate, at the high level, if the coin has proved light, and been raised by the

excess of weight in the counterpoise ; and at the low or original level, if the coin has

proved heavy. One of the displacing slides now comes forward and passes under the

coin, if it is light, and tliorefore raised to the high level ; but knocks it off, if

remaining on the low level, into the 'heavy box.' The other displacing slide then

advances. This strikes higher than the first, and removes the light piece which the

other has missed, into the receptacle for the light coin. During these operations the

feeding-slide has brought forward another coin, and the process just described is

repeated. The attendant is only required to replenish the inclined plane at intervals, and
remove the assorted coin from the boxes. The perfection of the workmanship, and the

harmony of the various actions of the machine, will be best appreciated from the fact,

that 25 pieces are weighed per minute to the fineness of j^th of a grain. This com-
bination of great speed and accuracy would not have been possible with a beam made
in the ordinary way, having the centre of gravity below the centre of action ; and it

was pronounced to be so by the late Mr. Clement, the constructor of Mr. Babbage's
Calculating Machine. But Mr. Napier overcame the difficulty by raising the centro

of gravity so as to coincide with the centre of action, which gave it much greater sen-

sibility ; and he provided the dipping-finger, to bring the beam to a horizontal position

after each weighing, instead of an infiuencing weight in the beam itself.

The wear and tear of these machines is found to be very small indeed ; those sup-
plied in 1842 and 1843, and in daily use ever since, weigh with the same accuracy as

at first, although they may be said to have cost nothing for repairs. The principal

cause of this long-continued perfection is that the beam does not oscillate, unless the
coin is light, and even then the space passed through does not exceed the thickness of
the coin.

In 1851, when the Moneyers were no longer masters of the Koyal Mint, and the
new authorities began to regard the process of weighing the coin in detail by hand as a
laborious, expensive, and inaccurate method, the firm of Napier and Son, at an inter-

view with Sir John Herschel, the Master, and Captain Harness, the Deputy-Master,
received an order for five machines, to be designed to suit the requirements of tho
Mint, which involved a complete change in the mechanical arrangement of tho
machine as used at the Bank, it being necessary to divide the ' blanks,' or pieces

before they ai;e struck, into three classes, ' too light,' ' too heavy,' and ' medium,' or
those varying between certain given limits. It would occupy too much space to

attempt a description of the mechanical disposition of this machine, and it could not
be satisfactorily accomplished without the aid of drawings ; let it suffice, then, to say
that the displacing-sUdes are removed, and a long vibrating conducting-tube receives

the blanks as they are in turn pushed off the weighing-plate by the on-coming blanks

;

but, according to the weiglit of the blank, so the lower end of the tube is found to be
opposite to one of three openings loading into three boxes. The tube is sustained in

its proper position, during the descent of the blank last weighed through it, by a
stop-finger, the height of which is regulated by a dipping-finger, which comes down
upon a knife-edge at the lower end of a slot in the pendent rod just when the grippers
have laid hold of the rod after the weighing is finished ; this finger thus ascertains

the level which the knife-edgo has attained, and as it brings down the stop-finger with
it, the guide-tube, which is furnished with three rests, as steps in a stair, vibrates
against the stop-finger, one of the three steps coming in contact with it, according to

the level of the stop-finger ; and the end of the guide-tube takes its place opposite the
channel leading to the box in which the blank should be found. The counterpoise
employed is less than the true standard weight, by the quantity which may be
allowed as the limit in that direction ; and in case a blank is too heavy, not only is

the counterpoise raised, but a small weight, eqiial to the range allowed between the
'too light' and 'too heavy,' is raised also; this small weight comes to rest on
su-pports provided for it when the beam is horizontal, and is only disturbed by a too

heavy blank.
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These machines have proved even more accurate and rapid than those made for the

Bank ; and Professor Graham, the late Master, amongst the improvements introduced

by him into the system of the Mint, added to the number, and dispensed entirely -with

the hand-weighing. It is said that the saving accruing from this change alone

amounts to nearly 2,000?. per annum. See Hydrostatic BALiNCE ; Weighing Ma-
chine.

BAIiAS, BAXiIiVS, or BAXiAXS RUBY. The names applied to the rose-

red and reddish-white varieties of spinel. See Euby.
Bii^E, A package of silk, linen, or -svooUen, is so called.

BAXiXiESTEHOSITB. A variety of iron pyrites found in Asturia.

BAliIilSTIC FSXJDUIiUnS. An instrument for measuring the force of cannon-

balls. The ballista was an instrument used by the ancients to throw darts, &c. The
ballistic pendulum derives its name from this : it consists of an iron cylinder, closed

at one end, suspended as a pendulum. A ball being fired into the open end, deflects

the pendulum according to the force of the blow received from the ball, thus measuvlug

its power.

BAXiZiOOST. In Franco, a quantity of glass. Of white glass, 25 bundles of six

plates each; of coloured glass, 12^ bundles of three plates each, are called balloons.

Chemists call receivers and flasks of a spherical form balloons.

BAXaSiOOn'S. See Aeeostation.
BAXiXi SOBA, BXiACZC BAlbliS, or BDbACBl ASHi Crude carbonate of

soda, obtained in the manufacture of soda-ash. See Soda.
BAXinZ OF CI^XIAB. See Balsam, Mecca.
BAXiSASX. (Batime, Fr. ; Balsmn, Ger.) A native compound of ethereal or

essential oils, with resin, and frequently benzoic acid. Most balsams have the con-

sistence of honey ; but a few are solid, or become so by keeping. They flow either

spontaneously, or by incisions made in trees and shrubs in tropical climates. They
have peculiar and sometimes powerful smells, aromatic hot tastes, but lose their

odoriferous properties by long exposure to the air. They are insoluble in water

;

soluble to a considerable degree, in ether; and completely in alcohol. Wlien distilled

vAth water, ethereal oil comes over, and resin remains in the retort.

BAXSAIffi, CAN'ADA. See Canada Balsam.
BAXiSABI COPAIVA, or CAPXVX, or CAPAXBA. [Bamiie de Copahu, Fr. ;

Kopcciva Balsam, Ger.) Capaiva balsam, balsam of copahu, or capivi, is obtained

from incisions made in the trunk of the Copaifera officinalis, a tree which grows in

Brazil and Cayenne. It is also very frequently obtained from the C. multijuga,

C. Langsdorfi, and C. Coriacea. It is pale yellow, semi-liquid, clear and transparent,,

has a bitter, sharp, hot taste ; a penetrating disagreeable smell ; a specific gravity of

from 0"950 to 0-996. It dissolves in absolute alcohol, and partially in spirits of nine,

and forms with alkalis crystalline compounds. It consists of 45'59 othereous oil,

52-75 of a yellow brittle resin_, and 1'66 of a brown viscid resin. The oil contains no
oxygen, has a composition like that of oil of turpentine ; it dissolves caoutchouc

(according to Durand), but becomes oxidised, in the air, into apoculiar species of resin.

This substance is extensively used in medicine. It was formerly often adulterated
;

some unctuous oil being mixed with it, but as this is easily discovered by its insolu-

bility in alcohol, castor-oil lias since been used. The presence of this cheaper oil

may be detected,— 1, by agitating the balsam with a solution of caustic soda, and
setting the mixture aside to repose, when the balsam will come to float clear on the

top, and leave a soapy thick magma of the oil below ; 2, when the balsam is boiled

with water, in a thin film for some hours, it wiU become a brittle resin on cooling ; but

it will remain viscid if mixed with castor-oil
; 3, if a drop of the oil on white paper

bo held over a lamp, at a proper distance, its volatile oil will evaporate, and leave the

brittle resin, without causing any stain around, which the presence of oil will pro-

duce ; 4, when three drops of the balsam are poured into a watch-glass, alongside of one
drop of sulphuric acid, it becomes yellow at the point of contact, and altogether of a
saffron hue when stirred about with a glass rod ; but if sophisticated with castor-oil,

the mixture soon becomes nearly colourless, like white honey, though after some time

the acid blackens the whole in either case
; 5, if tliree parts in bulk of the balsam be

mixed with one of good water of ammonia (of 0'970 specific gravity) in a glass tube,

it will form a transparent solution if it be pure, but will form a white liniment if it

contain castor-oil
; 6, if the balsam be triturated with a little of the common mag-

nesia alba, it will form a clear solution, from which acids dissolve out the magnesia,
and leave the oil transparent if it bo pure, but opaque if it be adulterated. When
turpentine is employed to falsify the balsam, the fraud is detected by the smell on
heating the compound.

This balsam is used in the manufacture of some varieties of tracing paper ; and
many lacquers and varnishes have the balsam of copaiva as one of their constituents.
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It is no longer poBsiblo to ascertain the quantity of Balsam Copaiva imported
;
by,

as it appears to us, a very mistaken regulation of tho Custom-house, it, and a great

many other articles, are entered under the head of ' Drugs uncnxmierated!

EAIiSiVMITO and WKXTX: BilXiSAnx. By digesting tho fruit of the Balsam

of Peru tree in rum, a liquid having a bitter taste, a light sherry colour, and the

odour of the tonquin-bean, is produced, called Balsamito. It is taken internally, and

used as an application to sloughing sores—especially those of the chigoe. By sub-

jecting this fruit to pressure, without heat, Whita Balsam is obtained. It resembles

strained Bordeaux turpentine, and is sometimes confounded with balsam of Tolu.

BAXiSAM, MECCA. {Baume de la Mecque, Baume dii Judee, Fr.) Mecca

balsam, or opobalsam, or Balm of Gilead, is obtained both by incisions in, and by
boiling, the branches and leaves of tho Balsamodendron opobalsamum, a shrub which

grows in Arabia Felix and Egypt. When fresh it is turbid and whitish, but becomes by

degrees transparent, yellow, thicldsh, and eventually solid. Its smell is peculiar, but

agreeable ; it tastes bitter and spicy ; does not dissolve completely in hot spirit of

wine, and contains 10 per cent, of ethereal oil of the specific gravity 0'876. It is also

obtained from B. GHleadense.

BAIiSAM OP Px:rv. {Baume du Perou, Er. ; Peruvianiscker Balsam, Ger.)

Balsam of Peru is extracted from the Myroxylon Peruiferim, a tree which grows in

Peru, Mexico, &c. ; sometimes by incision, and sometimes by evaporating the decoc-

tion of the bark and branches of the tree. The former kind is very rare, and is im-

ported in the husk of the cocoa-nut, whence it is called balsam cn coque. It is brown,

transparent only in thin layers of the consistence of thick turpentine, of an agreeable

smell, an acrid and bitter taste ; formed of two matters, the ono liquid, the other

granular, and somewhat crystalline. In 100 parts it contains 12 of benzoic acid, 88

of resin, with traces of a volatile oil.

Tho second sort, the hlack balsam of Peru, is much more common than tho pre-

ceding; translucent, of the consistence of well-boiled syrup, very deep red-brown
colour, an almost intolerably acrid and bitter taste, and a stronger smell than the other

balsam. Stoltze regards it as formed of 69 parts of a peculiar oil, 207 of a rosin

little soluble in alcohol, of 6 '4 of benzoic acid, of 0-6 of extractive matter, and 0'9 of

water.

The celebrated Pomade Divine, which was a few years since very celebrated, con-

tained a considerable quantity of tho balasm of Peru. One of the best recipes for its

preparation was the following :—

This, with some bruised nutmegs and cinnamon, was macerated in a water-bath for

throe hours, and then filtered.

A French authority states that, dissolved in four times its weight of alcohol, and
spread upon sarsanet abeady covered with a layer of isinglass, it formed the taffetas

d'Angleterre.

One thousand parts of good balsam should, by its benzoic acid, saturate 75 parts of

crystallised carbonate of soda. It is employed as a perfume for pomatums, tinctm-es,

lozenges, sealing-wax, and for chocolate and liqueurs, instead of vanilla, when this

happens to be very dear.

M. Victor le Nouvel, who has been engaged in collecting this balsam since 1836,
gives the following as the process used by the Indians to obtain it. An incision is

made into the tree of about two or three inches broad, and three to four inches long.

They raise the bark from the wood and apply cotton rags to it ; a fire being lighted

round the tree to liquefy the balsam. Fresh incisions are made higher and higher up
the tree, till the cotton rags are quite saturated. It takes from ten to twelve days to

effect this. The rags are next boiled, and when the liquor is cold, the balsam collects

below.

—

Pereira's Materia Medica.

Balsam of Peru has been for some years exported from the State of Salvador On
the coast of Chiquimulilla (Guatemala) there are many trees of tho description that
yield the balsam, but hitherto it has not attracted the attention of the people to
collect it.

The Balsam of Peru of Salvador is procured within the department of Sonsonate.
The British Consul thus describes its production :

—

In the district of Cuisnagua there are .3,574 trees, which yield altogether only
600 lbs. of the gum annually. With proper care in tho extraction, each tree would
yield 2 lbs. to 3 lbs,, making the total quantity capable of being produced in the

Fine olive oil ,

Balsam of Peru
Orris-root

Strained Storax

18 ozs.

1 oz.

6 drachms.

1 drachm.
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before-mentioned district about 10,000 lbs. When the season has been more rainy
than usual the product is much lower ; but in order to meet this diiiiculty, the Indians
heat the body of the tree by fixe, by tliis means causing the gum to exude more freely

;

but this operation invariably causes the decay of the tree.

The Indians employed in collecting the gum say that such trees as are -well shaded
yield a greater quantity ; but that those which have been planted by hand yield the

most. This has been proved by experience, particularly in Calcutta, "where a con-

siderable quantity is yearly, collected from trees -which have been so planted. During
the months of December and January the gum oozes away spontaneously. This class

of gum is called ' calcawzate.' It is orange-coloured, -weighs less than the other, and
emits a strong odour ; is volatile and pungent.
BAXiSAia STOBAX. See Stubax.
BAXiSAIVI or TOZiXT, {Bmime de Tolu, Fr. ; TolutaniseJier Balsam, Ger.)

Balsam of Tolu flo-ws from the trunk of the Myrospermum toluiferum, a tree -which

grows in South America, on the mountains of Tolu, Timbaceo, &c. It is, when
fresh, of the consistence of turpentine ; is bro-wnish-red, dries into a yello-wish or

reddish brittle resinous mass, of a smell like benzoin ; is soluble in alcohol and ether

;

affords, -with water, benzoic acid. It appears probable that both the balsams of Peru
and of Tolu are obtained from one tree. Balsam of Tolu is used to manufacture Tolu
lozenges, and the Syrup of Tolu for irritating coughs. It is sometimes employed by
confectioners to flavour sweetmeats, by perfumers, and in the formation offumigating
pastils.

BAXiTXMORZTEi A variety of fibrous serpentine found at Baltimore.

BAMBOO. {Bamhou, Fr. ; Indianisches Bohr, Ger.) A species of cane, the

Bamhusa arundinacea of botanists. A most important vegetable product in the East,

where it is used in the construction of houses, boats, bridges, &c. Its grain is used

for bread ; its fibre is manufactured into paper. "Walking-sticks are said to be of

bamboo ; they are the ratan, a different plant. A siliceous secretion called tabasheer

is frequently found in the joints of the bamboo. See Eatan and Tabasheee.
BAKXiXTE. A silicate of alumina found at Bamle, in Norway.
BANASTA. An herbaceous endogenous plant, Musa sapientum, gro-wing in the

West Indies, East Indies, and generally throughout the tropics. The Plantain has a

fruit which is used for food to an immense extent by the inhabitants of hot climates,

forming, indeed, a necessary article of diet.

BANBAXrirA. A style of calico-printing, in which white or brightly-coloured

spots are produced upon a red or dark ground. It seems to have been practised from
time immemorial in India, by binding up firmly -with thread those points of the cloth

which were to remain white or yellow, while the rest of the surface was freely sub-

jected to the dyeing operations.

The European imitations have now far surpassed, in the beauty and precision of the

design, the Oriental patterns, ha-ving called into action the refined resources of me-
chanical and chemical science. The white spots are produced by a solution of chlorine

made to percolate down through the Turkey-red cotton cloth, in certain points defined

and circumscribed by the pressure of hollow lead types in plates, in an hydraulic press.

Fig. 101 is an elevation of one press ; a, the top of the entablature ; b b, the cheeks

or piUars ; c, the upper block for fastening the upper lead perforated pattern to ; d,

the lower block, to which the fellow pattern is afSxed, and which moves up and down
-with the piston of the press

;
e, the piston or ram

;
f, the sole or base ; G, the water-

trough for the discharged or spotted calico to fall into ; h, the small cistern for the

aqueous chlorine or liquor-metre, -with glass tubes for indicating the height of liquor

inside the cistern ; c c, glass stopcocks, for admitting the liquor into that cistern from

the general reservoir
; / /, stopcocks for admitting water to wash out thff chlorine

;

g g, the pattern lead-plates, -with screws for sotting the patterns parallel to each

other; 711m, projecting angidar pieces at each corner, perforated -with a half-inch

liole to receive the four guide-pins rising from the lower plate, which serve to secure

accuracy of adjustment between the two faces of the lead pattern-plates ;
/* h, two

rollers, which seize and pull through the discharged pieces, and deliver them into

the water-trough. To the left of d there is a stopcock for filling the trough with

water; I is the waste tub for chlorine-liquor and water of washing. Tlie contrivance

for blo-wing a stream of air across the cloth through the pattern holes is not repre-

sented in the figure.

Sixteen engines, similar to the above, each possessing the power of pressing -with

several hundred tons, are arranged in one line, in subdivisions of four, the spaces

between each subdi-vision serving as passages to allow the workmen to go readily from

the front to the back of the presses. Each occupies 25 feet, so that tlie total length

of the apartment is 100 feet.

To each press is attached a pair of patterns in lead (or plates as they arc called), thg
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manner of forming -wliieli Trill be described in the sequel. One of these plates is fixed

to the upper block of the press. This block is so contrived that it rests upon a kind

of universal joint, "which enables this plate to be applied exactly to the under fellow-

plate. The latter sits on the movable part of the press, commonly called the sill.

When this is forced up, the tvo patterns close on each other very nicely by means of

the guide-pins at the corners, Tvhich are fitted vnih the utmost care,

101

The power -whicli impels this great hydrostatic range is placed in a separate apart-

ment, called the machinery-room. This machinery consists of tivo press-cylinders of

a peculiar construction, having solid rams accurately fitted to them. To each of these

cylinders three little force-pumps, worked by a steam-engine, are connected.

The piston of a large cylinder is eight inches in diameter, and is loaded with a top

weight of five tons. This piston can bo made to rise about two feet through a leather

st.nffing or coUar. The other cylinder has a piston of only one inch in diameter, which
is also loaded with a top weight of five tons. It is capable, like the other, of being

raised two feet through its collar.

Supposing the pistons to be at their lowest point, four of the six small force-pumps

are put in action by the steam-engine, two of them to raise the large piston, and two
the little one. In a short time so much water is injected into the cylinders that the

loaded pistons have arrived at their highest points. They are now ready for working
the hydrostatic discharge-presses, the water-pressure being conveyed from the one
apartment to the other, under ground, through strong copper tubes of small calibre.

Two valves are attached to each press, one opening a communication between the

large driving cylinder and the cylinder of the press, the other between the small
driving cylinder and the press. The function of the first is simply to lift the under
block of the press into contact with the upper block ; that of the second is to give
the requisite compression to the cloth. A third valve is attached to the press for the

purpose of discharging the water from its cylinder, when the press is to be relaxed
in order to remove or draw throiish the cloth.
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From 12 to 14 pieces of cloth, previously dyed Turkey red, are stretclied over eadi
other as parallel as possible, by a particular machine. These parallel layers are then
rolled round a Trooden cylinder, called by the -vrorkmen a dmin. This cylinder is now
placed in its proper situation at the back of the press. A portion of the 14 layers

of cloth, equal to the area of the plates, is next drawn through between them by hooks
attached to the two comers of the webs. On opening the ralve connected with the

eight-inch driTing cylinder, the water enters the cylinder of the press, and instantly

lifts its lower block so as to apply the under plate with its cloth close to the upper one.

This valve is then shut and the other is opened. The pressure of five tons in the one-

inch prime cylinder is now brought to bear on the piston of the press, which is eight

inches in diameter. The effective force here wUl therefore be 5 tons x 8"= 320 tona,

the areas of cylinders being to each other as the squares of their respective diameters.

The cloth is thus condensed between the leaden pattern-plates with a pressure of

320 tons in a couple of seconds.

The nest step is to admit the bleaching or discharging liquor (aqueous chlorine,

obtained by adding sulphuric acid to solution of chloride of Ume) to the cloth.

This liquor is contained in a large cistern in an adjoining house, from which it is run
at pleasure into small lead cisterns, h, attached to the presses, which cisterns have
graduated index-tubes for regulating the quantity of liquor awording to the pattern

of discharge. The stopcocks on the pipes and cisterns containing this liquor are aU
made of glass.

From the meastrre-cistem, h. the liquor is allowed to flow into the hoUows in the
upper lead plate, whence it descends on the cloth, and percolates through it, extracting

in its passage the Turkey-red dye. The liquor is finally conveyed into the waste

pipe from a groove in the under block. As soon as the chlorine liquor has passed

through, water is admitted in a similar manner to wash away the chlorine, othenrise

upon relaxing the pressure, the outline of the figure discharged would become ragged.

The passage of the discharge liquor, as well as of the water through the cloth, is

occasionally aided by a pneumatic apparatus, or blowing machine, consisting of a

large gasometer from which the air, subjected to a moderate pressure, maybe allowed

to issue and act, in the direction of the liquid, upon the folds of the cloth. By an
occasional twist of the air-stopcock, the workmen also can ensure the equal distribu-

tion of the discharging liquor over the whole excavations in the upper plate. TNTien

the demand for goods is very brisk, the air apparatus is much employed, as it enables

the workman to double his product.

The tune requisite for completing the discharging process in the first press is suffi-

cient to enable the other three workmen to put the remaining fifteen presses in play.

The discharger proceeds now from press to press, admits the liquor, the air, and the

water : and is followed at a proper interval by the assistants, who relax the press, move
forwards another square of the cloth, and then restore the pressure. Whenever the

sixteenth press has been liquored, &c., it is time to open the first press. In this routine

about ten minutes are employed, that is, 22i handkerchiefs (16 x 14) are discharged

every ten minutes. The whole cloth is drawn successively forward, to be successively

treated according to the above method.

"When the cloth is removed from the press it is passed between the two rollers in

front, from which it falls into a trough of water placed below. It is finally carried

off to the washing and bleaching department, where the lustre of both the white and
the red is considerably brightened.

By the above arrangement of presses, 1,600 pieces, consisting of 12 yards each =
19,200 yards, are converted into bandannas in the space of ten hours, by the labour

of four workmen.
The patterns, or plates, which are put into the presses to determine the white

figures on the cloth, are made of lead in the following way :—A trellis frame of cast

iron, one inch thick, with tnmed-up edges, forming a trough rather larger than the

intended lead-pattern, is used as the solid groundwork. Into this trotigh a lead plate,

about one haH-inch thick, is firmly fixed by screw-nails passing up from below. To
the edges of this lead plate the borders of the piece of sheet lead are soldered, which

covers the whole outer surface of the iron frame. Thus a strong trough is formed,

one inch deep. The upright border gives at once great strength to the plate and

serves to coi^e the liquor. A thin sheet of lead is now laid on the thick lead plate,

in the manner of a veneer on toilette tables, and is soldered to it rotmd the edges.

Both sheets must be made very smooth beforehand, by hammering them on a smooth

stone table, and then finishing with a plane ; the surface of the thin sheet (now

attached) is to be covered with drawing-paper, pasted on, and upon this the pattern is

drawn. It is now ready for the cutter. The first thing which he does is to fix down
with brass pins aU the parts of the pattern which are to be left solid. He now pro-

ceeds with the little tools generally used by block-cutters, which are fitted to tho
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different curvatures of the pattern, and he cuts perpendicularly quite through the tliin

sheet. The pieces thus detached are easily lifted out, and thus the cliannels are

formed which design the white figures on the red cloth. At the bottom of the chan-

nels a sufficient number of small perforations are made through the thicker sheet lead,

so that the discharging liquor may liave free ingress and egress. Thus one plate is

finished, from which an impression is taken in the hydrostatic press, by means of

printers' ink, on paper pasted upon another plate. Each pair of plates constitutes a

set which may be put into presses and removed at pleasure.

BAWDOXiXXri:, called also di/sphitique and fixature, a mucilage of Carrageen
moss ; used for stiffening the hair and keeping it in order.

BAXrC or BH.A.WG. When common hemp {Cannabis saliva) is grown in tropical

countries, its fibre becomes much less valuable, but its peculiar narcotic resin is

much more abundantly secreted. The leaves and capsules of such hemp furnish

the substance known as hang, whicli is largely used in the East as an intoxicating

drug,

BAnrTAlHC-WORK. Carved and painted work in imitation of Japan ware.

BA.OBAB TREE, Seo Adaxso>ia.
BAP or BAT. In Leicestershire a dark bituminous shale is so named.
BAHBADOES TAK. A mineral pitch of a peculiarly odorous character. This

bitumen was formerly obtained from Barbadoes ; but several kinds now pass under
the name.
BARBART GITItX. Sometimes called Morocco gum. The product of the

Acacia gummifera. Imported from Tripoli, Barbary, and Morocco. Seo Aeabic,

Gum,
BARBERR7. {Berheris, Lat.

;
Efine-vinette, Fr.) It is probable that this name

has been given to this plant from its spines, or barbs. The name, Oxycanthus, also

given to it, indicates a like origin.

The barberry is a shrubby plant, common in hedges in England; sometimes called

the pipporidge bush. The berries are used in housewifery. The wood and bark of

this plant contain a yellow colouring-matter which is soluble in water and alcohol,

and is rendered brown by alkalis. The solution is employed in the manufacture of

morocco leather. The yellow crystalline colouring-principle of the barberry is

termed Beberine.

It is a common notion among farmers that barberry bushes cause the neighbouring
wheat to become blighted. This was long regarded by botanists as nothing more than
a popular prejudice, but the recent researches of Oersted and De Bary have shown
that it really has foundation in fact. It is now proved that the two kinds of fungus, of

which one infests the barberry and the other the wheat, though so different as to be
placed in distinct genera, are really alternating forms of one and the same species.

In one condition of its existence the fungus grows only on the barberry bush, but at

a later period of its development it gives rise to an organism which produces the rust

of wheat. Hence, a scientific relation is established between the appearance of the
disease and the presence of the barberry.

BARXXfliA. (Sonde, Barille, Fr. ;
Barilla, Ger.) A crude soda, proeiu-ed by

the incineration of the Salsola soda, a plant cultivated for this purpose in Spain,

Sicily, Sardinia, and the Canary Islands. In Alicante the plants are raised from
seed, which is sown at the close of the year, and they are usually fit to be gathered

in September following. In October the plants are usually burned. For this pur-

pose holes are made in the earth, capable of containing a ton or a ton and a half of

soda. Iron bars are laid across these cavities, and the dried plants, stratified with
dry reeds, are placed upon them. The whole is sot on fire. The alkali contained in

the plants is fused, and it flows into tlio cavity beneath, a red-hot fluid. By con-

stantly heaping-on plants, the burning is continued imtil the pits are full of barilla
;

they are then covered up with earth and allowed to cool gradually. The spongy
mass of alkali, when sufficiently cold, is broken out, and, without any further

preparation, it is ready for sliipment. Good barilla usually contains, according

to Dr. Ure's analysis, 20 per cent, of real alkali associated with muriates and sul-

phates, chiefly of soda, some lime, and alumina, -with very little sulpluu-. Caiistic

leys made from it wore formerly used in the finishing process of the hard-soap manu-
facture.

The manufacture of barilla has greatly declined since the introduction of Le Blanc's

process for artificially manufactxu-ing soda from common salt.

BARZIiXiA SB COBRE. (Copper Barilla.) A commercial name for tlie

native copper of Corocoro in Bolivia. The copper is obtained in tlie state of powder
by crushing and washing the red Permian sandstone, which contains the metal.

BARXTE. A form of spelling adopted by Dana for the ipineral usually called

Vol. I. . U
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baryies or licavy spar. Professor Dana has proposed tliat a distinction should be
established between the names of minerals and those of rocks, by terminating tlie

former in -ite and the latter in -yte. Hence the change of spelling frojii baryic to

barite.

BiillXTmX. (From $apvs, heavy.) The metallic basis of tlic earth baryta was
obtained by Davy, in 1808, by the voltaic decomposition of the moistened carbonate
of baryta in contact with merciu-y. It may likewise be procured by passing potassium
in vapour over baryta heated to redness in an iron tube, and afterwards withdra-wing
the reduced barium wliich the residuum contains, by means of mercury. The latter

metal is separated by distillation in a glass retort, care being taken not to raise the

temperature to redness, for the barium then decomposes glass. Mr. Crookes has
prepared metidlic barium by adding a saturated solution of chloride of barium to liis

sodium-amalgam, and heating it to about 200° F. The sodium is thus replaced by
barium, and this barium-amalgam, when pm-ified, is heated under naphtha, and the

merciu:y thus distilled off, leaving metallic barium.
Barium is a white metal, like silver, fusible under a red heat, and denser than

oil of vitriol, in which it sinks.

—

Graham.
BARZirnx, OSSXSES Of. There are two oxides of barium, a protoxide BaO

(baryta) and a peroxide BaO-. The protoxide will be described under Babyta.
The peroxide may be obtained by passing oxygen over caustic baryta heated to dull

redness ; the oxygen thus absorbed may be expelled at a higher temperature, and the

peroxide thus reduced to the state of protoxide. Availing himself of these reactions,

Boussingault has proposed to prepare oxygen gas on a largo scale by first forming
peroxide of barium by the passage of atmospheric air over baryta at a low red heat,

and tlion decomposing this peroxide by ignition. The oxygen would thus be really

derived from the air, and the barium-oxide would merely act as a medium for its

alternate absorption and evolution, and might therefore be used over and over again

indefinitely. Though economy seems to recommend this process, there are practical

difficulties which have hitherto interfered with its working. See Baryta.
BARXVnC, SAJbTS OF :—
BnoMiDE OF Barium. Prepared by saturating baryta water with hydrobromic

acid.

Chloride of Barium. Made from the native sulphate (heavy spar), by igniting

it in a crucible with pounded coal, and then dissolving this sulphide in hydrochloric

acid, or by fusing the native sulphate Avith chloride of calcium. The commercial

chloride frequently contains small quantities of the chlorides of strontium and calcium.

Chloride of barium is especially used for the detection and estimation of sulphuric

acid.

Fltjobide of Barium. Prepared by neutralising baryta-water by hydrofluoric

acid.

Iodide of Baiuum is formed when hydriodic acid is passed over baryta at a rod

heat.

BAAK. The outer rind of plants. Many varieties of barks are known to com-
merce, but tlio term is especially used to express either Peruvian or Jesuits' bark, .a

pharmaceutical remedy, or Oak bark, which is very extensively used by tanners and
dyers. The varieties known in commerce are :

—

Cork Bark. (Fr. Licyc ; Kor/c. Ger.). Oak Bark. {Tan brui, Fr. ; Eickcurlndc,

Ger.). Perdviax Bark. (Qidnqvina, i^r. ; Chinarinde, Gei:). Quercitron Bark.
Wattle Bark. See tliese respectively.

BABK BBBAS, A kind of broad prepared in many parts of Norway by the

poorer peasants from the inner bark of the Finns sylvestris. See Pinus.

BAI&XiEV.
(
Ot-gc, Fr.

;
Gcrstc, Ger.) Hordcum, Linn. This term is supposed

to Ije derived from hordus, heavy, because the bread made from it is very heavy.

Barley belongs to the class Endogcns, or Monocotyledons ; Glumcl Alliance, of Lindley :

natural order, Graminaccce.

There are four species of barley cultivated in this country :—

•

1. Hordeuiii hexastichon. Six-rowed barley, or Winter barley.

2. Hordeum vulgare. The Scotch bere or bigg ; tlie four-rowed barley.

3. Hordeum ccocriton. Putney, fan, sprat, or battledore barley.

4. Hordeimi distichon. Two-rowed long-eared barley, or Summer barley.

. Barley and oats are the cereals whose cultivation extends fiirthest north in Eraopo.

Tlie specific gravity of English barley varies from r25 to 1-33
; of bigg from 1-227

to 1-265
; the weight of the husk of barley is i, that of bigg =. Specific gravity of

barley is 1-235, by Dr. Ure's trials. 1,000 parts of barley-flour contain, according to

Einhof, 720 of starcli, 56 sugar, 50 mucilage, 36-6 gluten, 12-3 vegetable albumen,
100 water, 2'5 phosphate of lime, and 68 fibrous or ligneous matter.

From the examination instituted by the Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, and
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carriod out under the directions of Messrs. Way and Ogston, the follo-sving resultt

have been arrived at :

—

Kind o£ Barley employed
Moisture in
lOU Parts ol:

Grain

Specific

Gravity of
Grains

Ash in
100 Parts of
dried Grain

Unknown
Chevalier barley

Ditto

Ditto, from Molda\-ia , . . .

Ditto

Grains of Chevalier barley , . , ,

12-00

1000
16-00

11-00

16-00

15-00

1-260

1-234

1-268

2-43

2-50

2-82

2-38

2-75

14-23

The analyses of several varieties gave as the composition of tlio ashes of the grains

of barley :

—

Unknown Chevalier From Chevalier
Barley Moldavia Barley

Potash 21-14 20-77 37-55 7-70

Soda ..... 4-56 1-06 0-36

Lime ..... 1-65 1-48 1-21 10-36

Magnesia .... 7-26 7-45 10-17 1-26

Sosquioxide of iron

.

2-13 0-51 1-02 1-46

Sulphuric acid

Silica

1-91 0-79 0-27 2-99

30-68 32-73 24-56 70-77

Phosphoric acid 28-53 31-69 28-64 1-99

Chloride of sodium 1-01 1-47 1-10

In the ' Synopsis of the Vegetable Products of Scotland,' by Peter Lawson and
Son, -will bo found the best description of all the different varieties of barley

; and,

since the Lawsonian collection is in the museum of the Eoyal Botanic Gardens at

Kow, the grains can be examined readily by all who take any interest in the subject.

A few only of the varieties will be noticed.

The true six-rowed Barley, known also as Pomeranian and as six-rowed white winter

barley.—Tliis is a coarse barley, but hardy and prolific. It is occasionally sown in

Franco, and also in this country, sometimes as a winter and sometimes as a spring

barley, and is found to answer pretty well as either.

Naked two-rowed.—Ear long, containing twenty-eight or thirty very largo grains,

which separate from the palote, or cliafT, in the manner of wheat. This variety has

been introduced to the notice of agriculturalists at various times, and under difl'erent

names, but its cultivation has never been carried to any great extent.

Common Bere, Bigg, orroiujh Barley.—This variety is chiefly cultivated in the High-
lands of Scotland, and in the Lowlands on exposed inferior soils.

Victoria.—A superior variety of the old bigg, compared with which it produces

longer straw, and is long-eared, often containing 70 or 100 grains in each. Instances

have been known of its yielding 13 quarters per acre, and weighing as much as 96 lbs.

per bushel.

Beyond these there are the winter black ; the winter white ; old Scottishfour-rowed ;

naked, golden, or Italian ; Suffolk or Norfolk, and Short-necked ; cultivated in various

districts, and with varying qualities. See Beee,

Total Acreage of Barley grown in Great Britain in each yearfrom 1868 to 1872,

Barley 18C8 1869 1870 1871 1872

England .
'

. 1,780,201 1,864,088 1,963,744 1,964,210 1,896,403

Wales . 151,608 157,582 163,853 169,751 168,014

Scotland . 219,515 229,810 244,142 251,822 251,915

i

Great Britain . . 2,151,324 2,251,480 2,371,739 2,385,783 2,316,332

u2
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Statement of Quantities of Barley ^roiiiced in Foreign Countries in tlie following :

years :
—

Tears Countries Qnantity

Bushels

1870 Sweden .... 12,377,827

1870 Norway 3;749,872

1871 . ' . Prussia •. ; . ; 113i920,223
1871 Wiirtemberg 6,028,400
1863 .

• Bavaria . •. ; 16,910,539
1870 •. . Holland ; ; ; ; 5 OSS 68")

1866 ••. Belgium ; . . ; 3,665,643
1869 France .... 56,495,697
1865 Portugal .... 1,925,000

1857 . . Spain , . 76,427,587
1871 Austria .... 44,933.867
1865 Italy .... 20,634,907
1867 Greece .... 2,128,430

1871 United States . 26.718,500

BARXiST, SCOTCH, SraXIiED, POT, and PZL&aX.. ^en barley is

deprived of its husk by a mill, it forms the Scotch, Hulled, or Pot Barley. When all

the integuments of the grains are removed, and the seeds arc rounded and polished,

they constitute Pearl-Barley, The flour obtained by grinding pearl-barley to powder
is called Patent Barley.

BARIiEY-STTCAR. Sugar boiled, formerly in barley-wa'ter, until it is quite

transparent and crisp. It is flavoured with either orange or leinon peel.

bAsm. (Derived from the Saxon beorme ; or from heer-rahm, beer-cream.) The
yeasty top of fermenting beer. It is used as leaven in bread, and to establish fer-

mentation in liquors. See Beer, pEEirEXTATiox.

BAB-M.&STER. In Derbj-shire, the authority to whom all disputes in lead-

mining are referred. He has charge of the standard ' dish ' or measure used for

measiiring the ore. It is the same as Bargli-mastcr.

B.&RnxOTE or BABCBXOTE. A court held for determining such questions as

may arise in lead-mining. It is usually held in Derbyshire t'nice a year.

BAR OP CROTTIS'D. A course of rock dissimilar to the ordinary vein-stone

—

which runs across a mineral lode.

BAROMETER. This name signifies a measurer of weigltt—the column of mer-
cury in the tube of the barometer being exactly balanced against the weight of a
column of air of the same diameter, reaching from the surface of the earth to the

extreme limits of the atmosphere. The length of this column of merciury is never

more than thirty-one inches ; below that point it may vary, according to conditions,

through several inches. There have been many useful applications of the baro-

meter, but the only one witli which this Dictionary has to deal appears to be the

use of the instrument in coal mines. It is now necessary, under the Coal Mines'

Regulation Act, that a barometer and a thermometer should be found in every collierj-.

This has arisen from a prevailing idea that the explosions of Hre-damp have, ia

numerous instances, arisen from the alteration of atmospheric pressure.

The relation between the state of the barometer and the occurrence of colliery ex-

plosions has been investigated by Messrs. E. H. Scott, F, E. S., and "W". Galloway, in

a paper ' On the Connection between Explosions in Collieries and Weather.'

—

Pro-

clings of the Royal Society, April 18th, 1872.

Mr. T. Dobson read a paper ' On the relation between Explosions in Collieries and
Eevolving Storms ' at the meeting of the British Association at Glasgow in 1855,

which is printed in the Eeports for that year. Mr. Bunning has given in the
' Transactions of the Xorth of England Institute of Mining Engineers ' diagrams

showing the meteorological records from the observatories of Kew and Glasgow, and
the explosions in collieries reported in those years. It is not possible in this place to

examine a question complicated as this one is by the numerous conditions which
surround the operations of working coals, and ventilating a collierj-. The results of

the examinations made from time to time before Committees of the House of

Commons, and other Committees, and by individuals, many of which are carefully

recorded in the paper already referred to, go to show that meteorological changes are

the proximate causes of a large majority of colliery explosions, and hence, therefore,

the necessity of carefully watching the changes of the barometer, and of regulating
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tliG Tentilation in obedienco to its indications. So strongly was this felt by tho

,

Meteorological Committee who, in 1868, carefully examined the question, that they

proposed to send telegraphic intelligence of storms—arising as they always do from

'

disturbances of the atmospheric pressure—to colliery proprietors.
,
Messrs. Scott and

Galloway conclude their paper—above referred to—in the following words :
—

"

' Whether, therefore, the barometer falls or the temperatm-e rises, it is absolutely

necessary to keep a most careful watch over the amount of air passing through the

workings, in order to prevent the formation of dangerous accumulations of e,\plpsiya

mixtures of air and fire-damp in all mines in' which the" margin between danger and
safety is very small. . . . The one cry—whether we look to securityagainst explosion,

or to afford to miners an atmosphere which is respirable without injury to health

—

is more air.' See Coai-Mining and Ventilation of Mines.

BAStBECE. A woollen fabric, in both warp and woof, which takes its name
from the district in which it was first manufactured—the especial locality being a
little village named Arosons, in the beautiful valley of Barreges. ' It was first em-
ployed as an ornament for the head, especially for sacred ceremonies, as baptism and
marriage. Paris subsequently became celebrated for its barreges, but these were,

generally woven with a warp of silk. Enormous" quantities' of cheap barreges are

now made with a warp of cotton.

bAbreXi. {Baril, Fr.) A round vessel, or cask, of greater length than breadth,

made of staves, and hooped. . .

,

The English barrel—wine measure contains 3 gallons.

,, (old) beer ,, ,, ,36 „ , ,
' r -

'

„ . (old) ale „ ,, , 32 , „ , .

„ beer vinegar „ 34 . „ .

„ contains 126 Paris pints, , . , . . f., /

The ale and beer barrels were equalised to 34 gallons by a statute of William and
Mary. The wine gallon, by a statute of Anne, was declared to be 231 cubic inches

;

the beer gallon being usually reckoned as 282 cubic inches. The imperial gallon is,

277"274 cubic inches. The old barrels now in use are as follows :

—

Wine barrel . . . . .. 26i imperial gallons.
' Ale „ (London) . , / ' ,''

33|f

,

Beer „ . . .
.'' 362|„

Ale and beer, for England 34f| „

The baril de Florence \s eqmvalont to 20 bottles.

The Connecticut barrel for liquors is 31^ gallons, each gallon to contain 231 cubic
inches. The statute barrel of America mxist be from 28 to 31 gallons. The barrel of
flour, New York, must contain either 195 lbs. or 228 lbs. nett weight. The barrel of
beef or pork, in New York and Connecticut is 200 lbs. A barrel of Essex butter is

106 lbs. A barrel of Suffolk butter is 256 lbs. A barrel of herrings should hold
1,000 fish. A barrel of salmon should measure 42 gallons. In machinery, anything
hollow and cylindrical.

BARROWS. In mining, heaps of waste stuff raised from the mine
;
rubbish,

called in Cornwall ' deads.'—Tlie conical baskets into which salt is put.
BARWOOD. An African red .dye-wood, the produce of the Baphita nitida,

belonging to the Zej'MMiMOS® or pea-order—a tree which also yields Camwood. Al-
though distinctions are made between sandal or saunders wood, camwood, and bar-
wood, they appear to be very nearly allied to each other—at least, the colouring-
matter is of the same composition. They come, however, from different places. See
Camwood and Sandai, Wood.

MM.,,Girardin and Preisser thus describe barwood :—
•

'.
.

,
This wood, in the state of a coarse powder, is of a bright red colour, without any

odour or ^mell. It imparts scarcely any colour to the saliva.

Cold water, in contact with this powder, only acquires a fawn tint after five days'
maceration. 100 parts of water only dissolve 2-21 of substances consisting of 0-85
colouring-matter and of 1-36 saline compounds. Boiling water becomes more strongly
coloured of a reddish yellow

; but, on cooling, it deposits a part of tho colouring-
principle in the form of a red powder. 100 parts of water at 212° dissolve 8-86 of
substances consisting of 7"24 colouring-principle, and 1 -62 salts, especially sulphates
and chlorides. On maceratinjj the powder in strong alcohol, the liquid almost imme-
diately acquires ^ very dark vinous rod colour. To remove the whole of the colour
from, fifteeti grains of this powder, it was necessary to treat it several times with boil-
ing alcohol. The alcoholic liquid contained 0-23 of colouring-principle and 0-004 of
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salt. Barwood contains, therefore, 23 per cent, of rod colouring-matter; 'wlulst

saundcrs -n-ood, according to Pelletier, only contains 16'75.

The alcoholic solution behaves in the follo^^nng manner toirards reagents :

—

Distilled wat«r added in great quantity . Produces a considerable yellow opales-

cence. The precipitate is re-dissolveil

by the fixed alkalis, and the liquor ac-

quires a dark vinous colomr.

Turn it dark crimson, or dark violet.

Ditto.

Darkens the colour to a cochineal red.

Acts like water.

Blood-red precipitate.

Brick-red precipitate.

Dark violet gelatinous precipitate.

Very abundant violet precipitates.

Violet-brown gelatinous precipitates.

An abundant precipitate of a brick-red

colour.

Gives a light and brilliant crimson red.

Bright red fiocculent precipitate.

An abundant precipitate of a dark cherry
colour.

Act like pure water.

Dark violet-lirown precipitate.

Brownish-yellow oehreous precipitate.

Brings back the liquor to a light yellow,

with a slight yellowish-brown precipitate,

resembling hydrated peroxide of iron.

Pyroxylic spirit acts on barwood like alcohol, and the strongly coloured solution

behaves similarly towards reagents. Hydrated ether almost immediately acquires

an orange-red tint, rather paler than that with alcohol. It dissolves 19'-i7 per cent, of

the colouring-principle. Ammonia, potash, and soda, in contact with powdered barwood,

assume an extremely dark violet-red colour. These solutions, neutralised with hydro-

chloric acid, deposit the colotiring-matter in the form of a dark reddish-brown powder.

Acetic acid becomes of a dark-red colour, as witli saunders wood.

Barwood is but slightly soluble ; but the difficulty arising from its slight solubility

is, according to Mr. Napier, overcome by the following very ingenious arrangement

:

—The colouring-matter while hot combines easily with the proto-compounds of tin,

forming an insoluble rich rod colour. The goods to bo dyed are impregnated with

proto-chloride of tin combined with sumach. Tlie proper proportion of barwood for

the colour wanted is put into a boiler with water and brought to boil. The goods

thus impregnated are put into this boiling water containing tlie rasped wood, and
the small portion of colouring-matter dissolved in the water is immediately taken up
by the goods. The water, thus exhausted, dissolves a new portion of colouring-

matter, which is again taken up by the goods, and so on till the tin upon the cloth

has become (if we may so term it) saturated. The colour is then at its brightest and
richest phase.

BARTTAi (Baryfc, Fr.) One of the simple earths, protoxide of barium (BaO).

It may be obtained most easily by dissolving the native carbonate of baryta in nitric

acid, evaporating the neutral nitrate till crj'stals be formed, draining and then cal-

cining these, by successive portions, in a covered plat ina cracible, ata bright red heat.

A less pure baryta may be obtained by igniting strongly a mixture of the carbonate

and charcoal, both in fine ]X)wdor and moistened. It is a greyish-white earthy

looking substance, fusible only at the jet of the oxy-hj-drogen blowpipe, has a sharp

caustic taste, corrodes the tongue and all animal matter, is poisonous even in small

quantities, has a very powerful alkaline reaction ; a specific gravity of 4"0
; becomes

hot, and slakes violently when sprinkled with water, falling into a fine white powder,

called the hydrate of barj-ta, which contains 10^ per cent, of water, and dissolves in

10 pirts of boiling water. This solution lets fall abundant columnar crystals of

h3-drato of barj-ta as it cools ; but it still retains onc-twontieth its weight of baryta,

and is called barj'ta water. The aliove crj-stals contain 61 percent, of water, of which,

by drviiig, they lose 50 parts. This hydrate may be fused at a red heat without

losing any more water. Of all the bases, barj-ta has tlie strongest affinity for sul-

phuric acid, and is hence employed—either in the state of the above water, or in that

of one of its neutral salts, as the cliloride—to detect the presence and determine the

quantity of that acid present in any soluble compound.

Fixed alkalis .

Lime-water ...
Sulphuric acid

Sulphuretti d hydrogen .

Salt of tin . . .

Chloride of tin . .

Acetate of lead

Salts of the protoxide of iron

Copper salts , , . •

Chloride of mercury .

Nitrate of bismuth
Sulphate of zinc .

Tartar emetic

Neutral salts of potash .

Water of baryta .

Gelatine . . . .

Chlorine • . . .
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BARYTA, CABBOlTATia OE*. Tho composition of tho native carbonate of

barya, called WitJicritc, after AVithering, who described it ('Phil. Transactions,' 1784),

may bo regarded as baryta, 77''59, and carbonic acid 22'-ll. It is found in Shropshire,

Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Northumberland. The carbonate of baryta is em-
ployed in our colour-manufactories as a base for some of the more delicate colours ; it

is also used in tho manufacture of plate-glass, and of AVedgwood-waro ; and, in Franco,

it is much used in the preparation of beet-root sugar.

A small quantity only of carbonate of baryta is now produced in this country ; in

1870 about 2,613 tons, 19 cwt., were raised in Northumberland; a few tons were sold

from Alston Moor, and from Snailbeach, in Shropshire.

BARTTA, irXTRATB OP. This salt is used in pjTotcchny for making green

fire. Tho best mixture is nitrate of baryta 77 parts, sulphur 13 parts, chlorate of potash

0 parts, metallic arsenic 2 parts, charcoal 3 parts. Tho nitrate is prepared bj' dis-

solving carbonate of baryta in nitric acid.

BARVTA, SVXiPKATE OF. This compound occurs native, forming the

mineral-species known variously as baritc, haryte, or harytcs. Its comparatively high
density for a non-metallic mineral (4'7) led to its recognition by tho older minera-

logists as spathum pondcrosum, or terra pondcrosa, and it is still commonly known as

heavy spar. The mineral frequently occurs in large crystals, nsually tabular in form.

Massive varieties, common in many of tho lead-mines worked in the mountain lime-

stone of Derbyshire and Shropshire, are usually termed cawJc ; certain columnar
varieties from Saxony are known to German mineralogists as Stangenspath ; and a
pecidiar form occurring, near ]5ologna, in nodules which present a radiated struc-

ture, is called Bologna stone. Tliis Bologna spar is notable for the phosphorescence

which it exhibits when heated; the so-called 'Bologna Phosphorus' was made by
powdering this stone, and cementing the powder into tho form of sticks, by means
of gum.

Sulphate of baryta is composed of baryta G5"63, sulphuric acid 34'37) with some-
times a little iron, lime, or silica.

This salt of baryta is very extensively spread over various parts of the British

islands. It might be obtained in very large quantities in Devonshire, Cornwall, and
other places, if the demand for it sufficiently increased the pirice, so as to render the

working of it profitable. It is worked in Derbyshire, Yorkshire, Shropshire, the Isle

of Arran, and in Ireland.

Cawk, or massive sulphate of baryta, was introduced by Josiah Wedgwood as an
important ingredient in his celebrated ' jasper ware,' and is still employed by tho

potter in producing a similar fino paste. But tho mineral is chiefly used as a pigment,

or rather for adulterating other pigments.

Tho white varieties are ground after being heated and thrown into water, and the

hcavj' white powder is employed in adulterating white lead. On this account it is

very difficult to obtain correct returns. Tho production of 1871 'was :—

•

Tons Cwts.

Derbyshire 2,189 5

Shropshire 695 1

Northumberland 1,690 0

Isle of Arran 400 0

Cumberland 67 15

BARVTES. Heav7,' spar, or native sulphate of baryta.

BASAZiT. One of the most common varieties of trap-rock. It is a dark green

or black stone, composed ehiofly of augite and labradorite-felspar, very compact in

texture, and of considerable hardness, often found in regular pillars of three or more
sides, called basaltic columns. Eemarkable examples of this kind are seen at tho

Giant's Causeway in Ireland, and at Fingal's Cave, in Staffii, one of the Hebrides.

Messrs. Chance (brothers), of Birmingham, at one time adopted the process of melting

tho Rowley rag, a basaltic rock forming the plateau of tho Eowley hills, near Dudley,

South Staffordshire, and then casting it into moulds for architectural ornaments, tiles

for pavements, &c. Not only the Eowley rag, but basalt, greenstone, whinstone, or

any similar mineral, might be used. The material was molted in a reverberatory

furnace, and when in a sufficiently fluid state poured into moulds of sand encased in

iron boxes, these moidds having been previously raised to a red heat in ovens suitable

for the purpose. The object to be attained by heating the moulds previous to their

reception of the liquid material is to retard the rate of cooling; as the result of slow
cooling is a hard, strong, and stony substance, closely resembling tho natural stone,

while the result of rapid cooling is a dark brittle glass.

BASXXiXCOSr. The name given by the old apothecaries to a mixture of oil, wax,
and resin, which is represented by tho Ccrat nsince of tho present day.
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BASKETS. Weaving of rods into baskets is one of the most ancient of the arts

amongst men ; and it is practised in almost every part of the globe, ivhether inhabited

by civilised or savage races. Basket-making requires no description here.

Bii,SS, or BAST. Tlie Russian mats used by gardeners and upholsterers, made
from the bark of the Lime or Linden tree, are called Bast mats. The name is also

used for the bark or tough fibres of the flax and hemp plants of •which Bast brooms
are made. The thick mat or hassock used by persons to kneel on at church is called

a Bass.

BASSST. A minor's term for the outcrop of strata. When a seam of coal

comes to the surface, it is said to ' basset.'

BASSOBA CrWL, A gum obtained from the Acacia leucophlcea, brought from
Bassora. It has a specific gravity of 1'3591, and is yellowish vhite in colour.

BASSORXXTE. A constituent part of gum Bassora, as also of gum tragacantli.

It is semi-transparent, difficult to pulverise, s-svells considerably in cold or boiling

water, and forms a thick mucilage without dissol^ring.

BATEA. A dish made slightly conical, which is employed for -washing soLL or

gravel, in search of gold. It is usually about 20 inches in diameter, and 2J- inches

deep. Before using the hatea, to ascertain if there be any gold, and -what amount, it

is necessary to be very careful in the selection of the sample to be experimented upon.

The usual manner of obtaining such a sample is as follo^ws :—The produce of gold is so

very irregular that it is necessarj', in the first place, to break from the rock several

hundred^weights to secure a good average sample ; all of -which should be broken in

pieces about the size of a walnut, the n-hole well mixed together, and made into a
round flat lieap ; this heap is cut through the middle, and an equal quantity of stuff

being taken from each side of the trench formed by the cutting, may, for a rough es-

timation, be at once pulverised and subjected to washing in the batea or horn-spoon
;

but if greater accuracy be desired, it is well to take about half a hundredweight from
each side of the trench, and this be again reduced to pieces of about the size of a pen,

then formed in a heap, and cut as before, and about t^wo pounds should be taken from
each side the trench, and this after pulverisation, and being passed through a very

fine wire sieve, is ready for a very accurate trial with tlie batea ; or is quite fit for

assay. This is, indeed, the process by which samples are taken of the poorer copper

ores in Corn-wall.

BATH BRZCK. A brick made of calcareous and siliceous earth, used in clean-

ing knives and for polishing purposes. They are made very extensively at and near

Bridge-water from a deposit found in the estuary there ; a similar deposit is also

-worked at Cum-wick, at the entrance of tlie Parrot Eiver, and at Highbridge. At
Bridge-water the average make is about 3,000,000 scouring bricks annually, -which sell

at about 21. per thousand.

BATB ZKETAXf. An alloy in nearly equal quantities of copper and zinc, Bath
metal consists of 3 oz. of zinc to 1 lb of copper. See Brass,
BATHS. {Bains, Fr.

;
Baden, Ger.) The importance attached by the Greeks

and Eomans to bathing is sufficiently attested by the remains of magnificent structures,

-which still exeito the admiration of the beholder, and by the beautiful specimens of

fresco-painting and sculpture discovered in their baths'.

It is computed that in the batlis of Caracalla", as many as three thousand people

could bathe at the same tiriie, in -watei? at various degrees of temperature, to suit their

inclinations. The -warm and hot baths -were, ho-wever, almost exclusively in use

under the Emperors.
During the Republic the baths -were cold. Maecenas -was the first to erect -warm and

hot ones for public use
;
they -were called Thermse. and -were placed under the direc-

tion of aediles, -who regulated the temperature, enforced cleanliness in the establish-

ment, and order and decorum among the visitors. Agrippa, dm-ing the time ho -was

aedile, increased the number of therma; to 170, and in the course of t-wo centuries,

there -were no less than eight hundred in imperial Eomc. Tlie inhabitants resorted

to the baths at particular hours, indicated by striking a bell or gong. Adrian forbade

their being open before eight in the morning, except in cases of sickness ; -wlicreas

Alexander Severus not only permitted them to be open during the -wliole day, but

also to be used tlirough the night in the great heats of summer.

It -was a common practice -with the Romans to bathe to^wards evening, and parti-

cularly before supper : some of the more luxurious made use of the bath oven after

tliis meal. We are told of many citizens of distinction -who -n-ere in the habit of

bathing four, or five, and even eight times a day. Bathing constituted a part of public

rejoicings, equally -with the other spect^icles, and like them -was prohibited -when the

country suffered under any calamity. All classes resorted to the baths
; the emperors

themselves, such as Titus, Adrian, and Alexander Severus, -wore occasionally seen
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and for the use of them at a very cheap rate in public establishments, render it quite
unnecessary to retain the remarks made by Dr. TJro.

Public baths and -wash-houses have now become common amongst us, and with
them an increased cleanliness is apparent, and improved health throughout the popu-
lation.

The steady increase of the revenue derived from the baths and wash-houses in
London, from the commencement of the undertaking in 1846, shows the practical
utility of these institutions, and their effect on the physical and social condition of the
industrious classes ; viz. :

—

The aggregate receipts of nine establishments, during £ s. c7.

1853, amount to 18,213 5 8
1852. Eight establishments 15,629 5 8
1851. Six ost;iblishments 12,906 12 5
1850. Four establishments 9,823 10 6
1819. Three establishments 6,379 17 2
1848. Two establishments 2,896 5 1

1846]}
^^^^ '^-22 1 5

A similar increase has continued to the present time, the receipts being now, 1865,
above 25,000?. Those conveniences—now, indeed, become absolute necessities—are
extending in every part of the country.

Baths, as curative agents, are of various kinds. Turkish Baths, for Eheumatism
and other complaints—in which are adopted all the processes which have been so
much extolled in the Oriental bath system—have been introduced with success during
the last few years. Although much lauded by some, they have not been so satis-

factory to others ; and do not therefore appear to bo extending. Vapoue Baths are
stimulant and sudorific

; they may be either to be breathed, or not to be breathed. Dr.
Pcreira lias given the following Table as a comparative yiow of the heating powers of
vapour and of water :—

Kind of Bath Water
Vapour

Kot breathed Breathed

Tepid bath .

AVarm bath .

Hot bath

85° to 92°

92 „ 98
98 „ 106

90° to 106°

106 „ 120

120 „ 160

90° to 100°

100 „ 110

110 „ 130

Local vapour baths are applied in affections of the joints, and the like.

Vajmir douche is a jet of aqueous vapour directed on some part of the body.

Medicated, vapour baths are prepared by impregnating vapour with the odours of

medicinal plants.

Sulphur, cldorine, sulphurous acid, iodine and camphor, are occasionally employed
in conjunction with .aqueous vapour.

Warm, tepid, and hot baths are sufficiently described above.

BATH STOXTB. A building stone raised in the vicinity of the city of Bath. See

Oolite.

BATHVXXiXiXTEi Dr. C. Groville Williams, who has been largely employed in

the distillation of bituminous minerals, and amongst others of the Torbanitc from
Torbano Hill, near Bathgate, in Scotland, has discovered a brown friable substance

occasionally filling the hollows of the above mineral. This is inflammable, and has

been named liath viJlitc by its discoverer.

BATT. A name given to a highly bituminous shale, which is often found intor-

stratified with the coal. It occurs in the South StufTordshire coal-field, and has been

well described by Jukes in liis ' Geology of the South Staffordshire Coal-Fiold.' In

Lancashire this shale is called Black Bass, and in Flintshire, where thoy are distilling

it in considerable quantities, it is known as Black Slag.

Batt or hat is also a term applied by the potter to a plate of gelatine, used in

printing on to pottery, or porcelain over the glaze. In hat-printinf/, the impression is

transferred from an engraved copper plate to a bat of gelatine or glue, whence it is

printed on the glaze, in oil or tar. Enamel powder being then dusted over the print,

adheres to the oiled surface, and the porcelain is then fired at a low temperature. See

POTTEIIY.

BATTER. In metallurgy, a process of flattening a piece of iron by a blow
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with a hammer, so as to compress it inwardly, and spread it outwardly on all sides

around the place of impact. See Stamps,

BATTERT. In mining, a stamping mill. In electricity, a combination of

glass plates or jars, with both surfaces coated with tinfoil. A combination of zinc

and copper, or of other dissimilar metal plates, which are placed in an acid solution,

or some other exciting fluid. The galvanic battery. Sec Electeicity.

BATTXiK. A piece of timber—the whole trunk of a tree. Tlio term is applied by
London timber-merchants to wood in lengths of from 20 to 25 feet and 10 inches

square.

BAirXXTE. A mineral which was at one time regarded as an ore of iron. It is so

called from Baux, near Aries, the name of one of the localities in France where it is

found. Its composition varies, but the following analysis of a specimen from Revest,

near Toulon, may be taken as typical .

—

Silica 2-8

Oxide of titani^im 3*1

Sesquioxido of iron 25'5

Alumina . .
' o7"4

Carbonate of lime ..... 0'4

Water 10 '8

It is used as the source from which to obtain aluminium with the most facility and
in the greatest purity. See Altjmikium.

BAV SA£T. The larger crystalline salt of commerce. See Salt.

BAT, THE SWEET. (Lmirus nobilis.) Bay-leaves have a bitter aromatic

taste, and an aromatic odour, which leads to their use in cookery.

BATADOirXTE. A hydrated arsenate of lead and copper from Cornwall. It

occurs in little concretions of a grass-green colour; and was described by Prot.

Church in the 'Journal of the Chemical Society' for 1865.

BATS, Olli OP. This oil is imported in barrels from Trieste. It is obtained

from the frosli and ripe berries of the bay^tree by bruising them in a mortar, boiling

them for three hours in water, and then pressing them. When cold, the expressed oil

is found floating on the top of the decoction. Its principal use is in the preparation

of veterinary embrocations.

BSE]bIiXTTIVX. Two gum-resins pass in commerce by this name. One is the false

myrrh (the Bdellium of Scripture), the produce of the Amyris commiphora. The other

is the African Bdellium, obtained from Hciidolatia Africana. Pelletier gives the

composition of the African bdellium as—resin, 59'0 ; soluble gum, 9'2
; bassorine, 30"6

;

volatile oil and loss, 1'2.

BEADS. {Grain, Fr.) Perforated balls of glass, porcelain, or gems, strung and
worn for ornaments. Amongst some of the uncivilised races, beads are employed
instead of money.

The use of beads is of the highest antiquity. They are found in the tombs of

Thebes and in the ruined temples of Assyria. They are discovered buried with the

mighty dead of Greece. The Eoman lady had them placed -with her in her grave

;

and even in the burial-places of the ancient Britons we flnd beads, and these, too, of

a similar pattern to such as we have every reason to believe are as old as Mose.s.

Indeed, the peculiar ornamented zigzag pattern of the most ancient beads has been
always, and still is manufactured at Venice, and found over the entire continent of

Africa.

Glass beads have long been made in very large quantities in the glass-houses of

Murano, at Venice.

Glass-tubes, previously ornamented by colour and reticulation, are drawn out in

proper sizes, from 100 to 200 feet in length, and of all possible colours. Not less than
200 shades are manufactured at Venice. These tubes are cut into lengths of about 2

feet, and then, with a knife, are cut into fragments, having about the same length

as their diameter. The edges of these beads are, of course, sh.-irp ; and they are sub-

jected to a process for removing this. Sand and wood-ashes arc stirred with the beads,

so that the perforations may be filled by the sand ; this prevents the pieces of glass

from adhering in the subsequent process, which consists in putting them into a
revolving cylinder and heating them. The finished beads arc sifted, sorted in various
sizes, and strung bj' women for the market.

In the Jurors' Eeport of the Great Exhibition of 1851, are the following remarks on
this niauufacturo :

—

'The old A^cnetian manufactures of glass and glass-wares fully sustain their im-
portance ; and those of paper, jewellery, wax-lights, velvets, and laces, rather
exceeded their ordinary production. The one article of beads employs upwards of

0,000 people at the principal labric ou the jslund of Murano ; and the annual value is
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at least 200,000?. They are exported to London, Marseilles, Hamburg, and thence

to Africa and Asia, and the great Eastern Archipelago.' The pcrlcs a la lune are a
finer, and, consequently, more expensive bead, which are prepared by twisting a small

rod of glass, softened by a blow-pipe, about an iron wire. The preparation and
cutting of gems into beads belong especially to the lapidary. The production of beads
of Paste, and of artificial Pearls, -vnW be noticed under those heads respectively. In
India beads of rock-crystal are often very beautifully cut. In 1871 we imported
2'204,241 lbs. of glass beads. See Paste ; Pearls.

BEAM TREE. {Pi/rus Aria.) The wood is used for axle-trees, naves of

wheels, and the cogs of machinery.

BEAN. {Faba and Phaseolus.) See LEGUiliN'OSiE.

BEAir ORE. {Bohncrz, Ger.) Brown iron ore occurring in ellipsoidal con-

cretions.

BEARXSreS. The parts of a machine upon which the movable portions are

supported. Upon the correct adaptation of the rubbing surfaces to each other

depends the value of a machine. If, for example, there should be much friction

between the axles of a railway-carriage 'and its hearings, there would be a large

amount of power lost in overcoriiing that friction.

It has, therefore, been 'the study ' of engineers to produce bearings which should

offer great resistance to pressure, and from their smoothness produce as little friction

as possible. Kingston's metal has been lately used in the large engines for our iron-

clad fleet. Some of the railway companies are using an alloy of equal parts of tin

and copper. Gun-mBtal is, however, cominonly employed for the bearings of machines.

See Bronze ; Copper ; Kingston's Metal ; Unguents.
BEAT-AWAT. In mining, the process of working away hard ground by a

rougli method—with wedges and sledge-hammers—in the process of excavation.

.
BEAVXXTE. t^ee Battxite.

BEAVER. {Castor Fiber.) This animal is captured for its skin, and for the

Castor [castorcuni), which is employed medicinally. See Furs.
BEBXRIXSTE, or BEBEERXWE. C'SH^'NO" (C'H^'NO^). An alkaloid dis-

covered by Dr. Eodie, of Demerara, in the bark of the bebeern tree. It was examined
more minutely by Madagan and Tilley, and still more recently by Von Planta, who
lias determined its true formula. It is very bitter, and highly febrifuge.

BEDS. In miiu7)g, a name given to a peculiar kind of pickaxe.

BEECH, (Hctre commun, Ft. ; Gemeinc Buchc, Ger.) The beech-tree (the

Fagus sylvatwa of Unnseus) is one of tlie most magnificent of our English trees,

attaining, in about sixty or seventy years, in favourable situations, a lieight of from

70 to 100 feet, and its trunk a diameter of 5 feet. The wood, when green, is the

hardest of British timbers, and its durability is increased by steeping in water ; it

is chiefly used by cabinet-makers, coopers, coach-builders, and turners.

BEEF WOOB. An Australian wood, of rod colour, the produce of certain species

ot Casuarina, It is used for inlaying and marqueterie work.

BEER. The fermented infusion of malted barley, flavoured by hops, constitutes

the best species of beer ; known also as ale, bitter ale, porter, or brown stout, accord-

ing to its varied flavour, colour, and strength. But there are many beverages of

inferior quality to which the name of beer is given ; such as spruce-beer, ginger-beor,

&e., all of which consist of a saccharine liquor, partially advanced into the vinous

fermentation, and flavoured with peculiar subsUmces.

The ancients were acquainted with beer, and the Eomans gave it the appropriate

name of Cerevisia (quasi Ceresia), as being the product of corn, the gift of Ceres.

The most celebrated liquor of this kind in the old time was the Pelusian potation,

so called from the town where it was prepared, at the mouth of the Nile. Aristotle

speaks of the intoxication caused by beer, and Theophrastus justly denominated it

the wine of barley. We may, indeed, infer, from the notices found in historians, that

drinks analogous to beer were in use among the ancient Gauls, Germans, and, in fact,

almost every people of our temperate zone ; and they are still the universal beverage

in every land whore the vine is not an object of rustic husbandry.

In the production of beer, the raw IJarloy, and Hops, which are the only materials

necessary, have to undergo various processes whicli will be more fully described under

the separate articles on Malting and Brewing, but the changes which take place in

those operations will now be considered.

1. The Materials.

Barley.—Barley, wheat, maize, and several other kinds of grain, are capable of

undergoing those changes which develop tlie saccharine principle from which boor

.can bo made ; but the first-named is by far the most fit, and in this country is almost
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exclusively used. There are two species of barley ; the ' Hordcmn vulgarc,' ov common
barley, having its corns arranged in two rows on its spikes ; and the ' Hordcmn
hexastichon' in which three seeds spring from one point, so that its double row has
apparently six corns. The former is the proper barley, and is much the larger sized

grain, The latter is little known in England, but is much cultivated in Scotland

under the name of here, or bigg, being a hardy plant, adapted to a colder climate. Bigg
is a less compact grain than barley, the weight of an imperial bushel (2218'192 ins.)

of the former being only 48 lbs., while that of the latter will bo from 52 to 58 lbs.

Their constituents are, however, similar.

By chemical analysis, 100 parts of barley-meal appear to consist of—

Gluten
Starch

Sugar
Gum

3-76

72-00

5-60

5-00

Albumen

.

Phosphate of lime

Water
Loss . .

2-23

0-25
10-00

1-16

Another analysis gives :

—

• Gluten . . ... 3-62

Hordeum, or starch and gluten

intimately combined . . 67*18

Sugar . . . . . 5-21

Gum 4-62

Albumen 1-16

Phosphates
Oil .

Vegetable fibre

Water
Loss

0-24

0-30
7-29

9-37

1- 12

Hermstadt gives the mean of several analyses of barley to be :

—

Gluten
Starch .

Sugar
Gum
Albumen

.

4-92

60-50

4-66

4-51

0-35

Oils

Phosphates
Husk .

Water .

Loss

0-35

0-36

11-56

10-48

2-31

Proust thought he had discovered in barley a peculiar principle, to which he gave
the name of Hordeine,imd which he separated from the starch by the action of both cold

and boiling water. He found that, by treating barley-meal successively with water,

he obtained from 89 to 90 parts of a farinaceous substance, composed of from 32
to 33 of starch, and from 57 to 58 of hordeine. His analysis also gives, gluten, 3-0

;

sugar, 5-0; gum, 4"0
; and resinous extract, 1"0.

Dr. S. Thomson gives no hordeine, but the starch as 88 per cent., sugar 4.

Einhof gives the constituents of barley as 70-05 flour; 18-75 husk; and 11-20

water.

The hordeine of Proust is a yellowish powder, contains no nitrogen, and is, therefore,

dissimilar to gluten. In the process of malting the proportion of hordeine is greatly

diminished by its conversion into starch and sugar, so that many chemists view
hordeine as only an allotropic condition of sugar; but the subject -will evidently bear
yet more extended and careful research.

In giving the foregoing analyses, it may be remarked that they are not intended as

a basis for any estimate of the value for brewing purposes of even the various samples
from which they have been draw, as the quality of the extract is affected by every

variation of the soil on which the barley was grown, the quality of the seed, the

climate, the season, and the care bestowed on its proper cultivation.

The quality of barley is much influenced by the soil on which it is grown ; the

best being from a light calcareous soil, or that known by farmers as good turnip-

land ; and crops of excellent quality are also grown on a rich land.

Much also depends on the seed, the climate, and the care of the husbandmen in tlie

harvesting, stacking, and the threshing at the proper season.

The barley shoiild have a thin, bright, clean, wrinkled husk, closely adhering to

a plump, well-fed kernel, which, when broken, appears white and chalky, with
a full uninjured germ of a pale yellow colour. It' it breaks hard and flinty, it

sliould be avoided
;

and, although not in a proper condition for malting until it

has sweated or seasoned in the stack or mow, care must be taken that it has not
heated so as to destroy the -vitality of the germ. Mixed or uneven samples should
also be avoided, as it is important that all should grow simultaneously or evenly on
the floors.

The Saale district of Germany is generally considered to produce the finest quality
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of barley, although its weight per imperial bushel is less than the average of English
barley, and much less than the Scotch.

The Saale weiglis from 50 to 5i per bushel
The English „ „ 52 „ 58
The Scotch „ „ 54 „ 59

And as barleys, -when equally -well malted, yield the valuable saccharine principle

nearly in proportion to their weight, the heavier English or Scotch barley, in a
favourable season, is of the most value to the brewer of strong mild ales, whore
peculiar delicacy of flavoiu* is not so much required.

Hops.—The female flowers, or catkins, of a dicecious plant {Rumulus lupuliis)

belonging to the natural order Vrticaccce, which grows wild in many English hedge-
rows, but requires the most careful cultivation to produce the highly odoriferous

and cordial properties so valued by the brewer. The plant springs up annually

from the old roots in April, flowers the latter end of Juno, and ripens towards the

end of August and September, when they are gathered, dried, and packed verj'

tightly in pockets or bags, for preservation and use. Hops are grown to the greatest

extent in Kent and Sussex ; but a strong hop is also grown in the north clay-district

of the county of Nottingham, and a very grateful mild hop in the Worcestershire

'

district.

The flavour of the Goldings, or Faruham hop, a district in Surrey, is rich, and in

high estimation ; but the plant is one of the most tender cultivated, the flower small,

but heavy with the farina, and the crop very uncertain. The Canterbury grape-hop

is much cultivated in the districts of Kent and Sussex, and deservedly esteemed as a
good useful hop.

The Flemish plant produces a large flower, but of light weight and of inferior

flavour ; it is considered a hardy kind, and very productive. Hops require a rich

soil, well manured and cleaned, a sunny aspect, and to be sheltered from the east

\vinds, which not only check tlie growth of the plants, but cause them to be infested

with vermin, which are sometimes so numerous as to destroy nearly the entire crop.

The flower, during the ripening season, is also sometimes attacked by the red or blue

mould, which often consumes a considerable portion of the farina, and may be dis-

covered by the strig of the flower being bare of leaf. The catkins or strobils of the

hop consist of the scales, or large and persistent bracts, which, in the early period of

their growth, are of a light green colour (afterwards changing to a pale yellow), at

the bottom of which are small round seeds, that, when ripe, have a hard shell of a
brown or reddish colour. They are imbedded in the farina, or yellow powder, which
is the most valuable part of the hop. No hop should be gathered till the seed

is matured ; not for the sake of the seed itself, but the nectarium, or farina, techni-

cally known as ' the condition,' will bo in larger particles, and its essential

aromatic and bitter qualities more perfectly developed when ripe. Good hops, when
rubbed in the hand, leave an oily, or resinous, and rather clammy feeling, wth a
pungent and gratifying odour ; the sailes should also be even in colour, and
without any green specks, or any appearance of mould on the sprig, or small stem of

the flower.

The drying of the hop is an important part of its management, and requires groat

care ; it is performed in kilns, in Sussex, termed oast-houses.

The heat should be moderate and regular, in no case exceeding 120° F., as to over-

dry them would injiu'e the flavour, and if not sufficiently dry they are liable to become
mouldy.
The general practice is to try the strig or stalk of the flower, which, if it snaps

from brittleness, is sufBciently dried, but if it bends without breaking, more drj'ing is

necessary.

In the process of drying every means should be used to avoid separating the farina

from between the scales of the hop, and the practice of passing the hops, after drying,

through what is termed a mill, for the piu'pose of giving more evenness to the ap-

pearance of the sample, must be highly injurious, as it breaks up the hop and exposes

to loss the most valuable part of the plant. The packing has also much influence in

the preservation of the valuable but volatile aroma. Tlie finer flavoured and pale

hops are well rammed into sacks of c;vnvas, called pockets, which weigh about \^ cwt.

each ; the stronger and dark-coloured hops into sacks of a coarser textm-e, called hop-

bags, and weigh from 2i cwts. t6 3 cwts. each.

If intended for export, the bags are sometimes subjected to the action of the

liydraulic press ; and if not required for immediate use, the simple screw-press may
be used with great advantage.

Dr. Ives first directed attention to the yellow pulverulent substance that has been
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alluded to as the fariua or poUon of tho liop, which in good saiiiplcs will amount to

ono-sixth of their weight. This powder bears some resemblance to lycopodium ; and
its analysis by Dr. Ives gives, tannin, <1'16

;
extractive, 8'33 ; bitter principle, 9-16

;

wax, 10-00 : resin, 30-00
;
lignin, 38-33 ; and loss, 0-02. About 65 per cent, of tho

fiirina is soluble in alcohol, and the solution, distilled -vdtli water, leaves a resin

amounting to 52-5 per cent, which has no bitter taste, and is soluble in alcohol or

ether. The distillate from which tho resin has thus been separated contains the

bitter principle, which has been called lupulinc (by Payen and Chevallier), mixed
with a little tannin and malic acid.

To obtain this in a state of purity, the free acid must bo saturated with lime, the

solution evaporated to dryness, and tho residuum treated with ether, which removes

a little resin ; after which the lupuline is dissolved out by alcohol, leaving tho malato

of lime. On evaporating the alcohol, the lupuline remains, weighing from 8-3 to 12-5

per cent. It is sometimes white, or slightly yellowish, and opaque, sometimes orange-

yellow and transparent.

At ordinary temperatures it is inodorous, but when heated omits the peculiar smell

and possesses tho characteristic taste and bitterness of the hop. Water dissolves it in

tho proportion of about 1 part to 20, or 5 per cent., and acquires a yellow colour. It

is quite soluble in alcohol and slightly so in other.

Lupuline is neither acid nor alkaline, nor is it acted upon by solutions of the metallic

salts ; it contains only a small quantity of nitrogen, and an essential oil.

The analysis by Payen and Chevallier gives the follo'\\'ing :—Volatile oil, 2-00;

lupulino, 10-30; resin, 55-00; lignin, 32-00; loss, 0-70. There are also traces of

fatty, astringent, and gummy matters, malic and carbonic acids, and various salts.

The volatile oil was procured by Dr. Wagner by distilling fresh hops with water.

It constituted about 8 per cent, of tho air-dried flowers, it possessed a clear brownish-
yellow colour, had an acrid tasto and a stroi\g odour of the hop. Its specific gravity

is about 0-910
; it is partially soluble in water, but more so in alcohol and ether, and

becomes resinified by keeping. Tho tannin of the hop is also important in brewing,

as it servos to precipitate the nitrogenised or albuminous matter of the barley, and
assist the clearing of the liquor. Ives thought the scales of the hop, when freed

from the yellow powder, contained no principles analogous to it ; but it is almost

impossible to free thom entirely from tho lupulinic grains ; and Payen and Clieval-

lier found the same principles in tho different parts of the hop, but in different

proportions,

2. The Preparation of the Bahley isy the Peooess of Malting.

In this process (for the conduct of which we refer to tho article Maltixg)
the raw grain is steeped in cisterns of water until it has imbibed sufficient to cause
it to germinate ; it is then spread on the floor of the malt-house, and frequently

turned, until the germination has advanced to the stage when tho plumula is about to

make its appearance, and its further germination is stopped by being rapidly dried

on the malt-kiln.

During germination a remarkable change has taken place in the substance of tho

grain. The glutinous constituent has almost entirely disappeared, and is supposed to

have passed into the matter of tho radicles, or roots, which during the process -H-ill

have grown rapidly to nearly one and a half the length of the grain, whilo a portion

of the stxirch is converted into sugar and mucilage.
The change is similar to that which starch undergoes when dissolved in water and

digested in a heat of about 160° P. along with a little gluten. The thick paste be-
comes gradually liquid, transparent and sweet-tasted, and the solution contains now
sugar and gum, with some unaltered starch. Tho gluten suffers a change at tho
same time, and becomes acescent, so that only a small quantity of starch can thus
be converted by a quantity of gluten.

By the artificial growth upon the malt-floor all tho gluten and albumen present in
barley arc not decomposed, and only about one-half of the starch is converted into

sugar, as a continuance of the germination would exliaust the grain, and the valuable
products would bo taken up by tho growth of tlie roots and stems of the plant. It is,

therefore, the chief art of the maltster to regulate the germination and stop it at the
point when the utmost conversion is attained with the least loss. This is generally
considered to bo done when the plumula, technically known as the acrospire, has
advanced two-thirds the entire length of the grain, starting from the germ and pro-
ceeding under the skin toward the other end of the gi-ain, beyond which it must never
bo suffered to protrude ; the conversion of the hordeine into starch and sugar keeping
pace with tho growth of tho acrospire, and being thus prepared for its nearly com-
plete conversion in tho subsequent operations of tho brewer.
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Malt is generally distingiiislied Ly its colour—as pale, amber, brown, or black malt.

—arising from the diiferent degrees of heat and management in the process of
drying. The first is produced wlion the Iiighest licat to -n-hich it has boon subjected

is from 90° to 100° F., the amber-coloured when the heat has been raised to 120°
or 125°, and the brown at a lieat of from 150° to 170°. The black malt, commonly
called patent malt, is prepared by roasting in cylinders, like coffee, at a heat of from
360° to 400°, and is the only legal colouring-matter that may bo used in the brewing
of porter.

The action of the kiln in drying is not confined to the mere expulsion of the

moisture from the germinated seeds, but it servos to convert into sugar a portion of

the starch which remained unchanged, not only by the action of the gluten upon the

fecula at an elevated temperature, but also by the species of roasting which the

starch undergoes, which renders it of a gummy nature. We have a proof of this

if we dry one portion of the malt in a naturally dry atmosphere, and another
portion in a moderately warm kiln ; wo shall find the former yield a less saccharine

extract than the latter. Moreover, kiln-dried malt has a peculiar, agreeable, and
faintly-burned taste, probably from a small portion of empyreumatic oil formed in

the husk, which not only imparts its flavour to the beer, but also contributes to its

preservation.

As the quality of the malt depends much on that of the barley, so its skilful pre-

paration has the greatest influence both on the q\iantity and quality of the worts made
from it. If the germination has been imperfect or irregular, a portion of the malt
will be raw, and too much of its substance remain unchanged and flinty ; if it has

been pushed too far, a part of the extractible matter is wasted.

If not thoroughly dried, the malt will not keep, but becomes soft and liable to

mildew ; and if too highly kiln-dried, a portion of its sugar will be caramelised and
become bitter.

Good malt possesses the following characteristics :—The grain is round and full,

breaks freely between the teeth, and has a sweetish taste, an agreeable smell, and
is full of a soft flour from end to end. It affords no unpleasant flavour on being

chewed ; is not hard, so that when drawn along an oaken board across the fibres it

loaves a white streak like chalk. It swims upon water, while unmalted barley sinks

in it.

The bulk of good malt exceeds that of the barley from which it is made by from
5 to 8 per cent., but at the same time it becomes lighter in weight, 100 lbs. of good
barley, judiciously malted, weighing, after being dried and screened, no more than

about 80 lbs., the loss being about 12 per cent, of water, 5 per cent, waste, and about

3 per cent, by the growth of the roots, which, in drying, have been rendered brittle,

and are removed by passing the malt over a wire screen.

The change which the barley has undergone by malting will be readily seen in the

following comparative analysis by Proust:

—

Barley Malt
Gluten . 3 , . 1

Hordoino . 65 . . .12

Starch . 32 . . 56
Sugar.... . 5 . . 15

Mucilage . 4 , . 15

. . . 1 . 1

100 100

Wo tlius see the amount of the convertible starch and sugar has been nearly doubled

at the expense of the hordeine, a portion of whieli has also passed into the condition of

mucilage, or a soluble gum, while the gluten is much diminished.

The researches of Payen and Persoz show there is also a new proximate principle

formed during the malting, which may bo considered as a residuum of the gluten or

vegetable albumen, in the germinating grain.

If we moisten the malt-flour for a few minutes with cold water, press it out strongly,

filter the solution, and heat the clear liquid in a water-bath to the temperature of 158°,

the greater part of the albuminous azotised substance will bo coagulated, and should

be separated by a fresh filtration, after wliich the cloar liquid is to be treated vrith

alcohol, when a flocky precipitate appears, to which has been given the name of

diastase. To purify it still further, especially from tho nitrogenous matter, we should

dissolve it in water, and precipitate again with alcohol. When dried at a low tem-

perature it appears as a solid white substance, which contains no nitrogen, is insoluble in

alcohol, but dissolves in water and proof spirit. Its solution is neutral and tasteless
;

it changes with greater or less rapidity according to the temperature, and becomes
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sour at a temperaturo from 149° to 167°. It has tho property of converting starch

into gum, or dextrine (so called by the French chemists, from its polarising light to

the right hand, whereas common gum does it to the left) and sugar
;
and, indeed,

when sufficiently pure, the diastase operates with such energy that one part of it dis-

poses 2,000 parts of dry starch to that change, but it operates the quicker the greater

its quantity.

Whenever tho solution of diastase with starch is heated to the boiling point, it loses

the converting property.

One hundred parts of tho starch solution from good malt appear to contain about
one part of this substance, which is of the greatest importance in effecting the further
changes which take place in the process of brewing.

3. The Foemation of a Sacchaeinb Liqtjid, on "Wort,

from the malt and hops, and •production of the fnished beer, is the province of the

brewer ; and the process will be found at length under tho article Brewing.
The peculiar properties contained in wort do not exist ready formed in malt, but

are the result of the joint action of water and heat which is employed in the initiatory

process of the brewer on that substance, and is termed the mashing.

The Mashing.-—This operation requires the greatest care, as on it, almost as much
as on the malt employed, depends the character of the liquor.

Payen and Persoz, already alluded to, show that the mucilage formed by the reaction

of malt upon starch may be either converted into sugar or be made into a permanent
gum, according to the temperature of the water in which the materials are digested.

We take of pale barley-malt, ground fine, from 6 to 10 parts, and 100 parts of starch
;

we heat, by means of a water-bath, 400 parts of water in a copper to about 80° F. ; we
then stir in the malt, and increase the heat to 140° F., when we add the starch, and
stir well together. We next raise the temperature to 158°, and endeavour to maintain
it constantly at that point, or, at least, to keep it within the limits of 167° on the one
side and 158° on the other. At the end of twenty or thirty minutes the original milky
and pasty solution becomes thinner, and soon after as fluid nearly as water. This is

the moment when the starch is converted into gum or dextrine. If this merely
mucilaginous solution, which seems to be a solution of gum with a little liquid starch

and sugar, bo suitably evaporated, it may serve for various purposes in the arts to

which gum is applied ; but, with this view, it must be quickly raised to the boiling

point, to prevent further change. If we wish, on the contrary, to produce a sac-

charine fluid, such as the wort for beer, we must maintain the temperature at bo
tween 158° and 167° for three or four hours, when the greatest part of the starch

will have passed into sugar, and by evaporation of the liquid at the same temperature,
a starch syrup may be obtained like that procured by the action of sulphuric acid
upon starch.

In the operation of mashing, the finished and mellowed malt, having been well
cleansed from all extraneous matters by screening, is coarsely ground, or better if

only crushed between iron rollers, as is now generally practised. It is then gradually
mixed with water in the mash-tun, at the proper heat, and intimately blended by
stirring with the mashing-rakes, so that it may be uniformly moistened and no lumps
remain. After being allowed somo time to stand and settle, the liquor is drawn off,

and more water at a higher temperature is added, again intimately blended with the
malt—now termed the ' goods '—again allowed to rest, and drawn off ; the operation

being repeated until the complete exhaustion of the saccharine and amylaceous sub-
stances of the malt is effected.

We can now see, from Payen and Persoz's experiment just given, the temperature
at which the liquor ought to be maintained in this operation

;
namely, the range

between 158° and 167° ; and it has been ascertained, as a principle in mashing, that

the best and soundest extract of the malt is to be obtained, first, by beginning to work
with water at the lowest of these heats, and to conclude with water at the highest

;

secondly, not to operate the extraction at once with tho whole of tho water that is to

be employed, but with separate portions and by degrees.

The first portion has the task of penetrating equally the crushed malt, extracting

the more soluble ingredients and subjecting the dissolved starch to the action of the

diastase and free sugar ; tho second and fiu'ther portions are for the purpose of con-
verting the remaining starch and completing the extraction of all tho available pro-
ducts. By this means also the starch is not allowed to run into a cohesive paste, or,

as it is termed, ' lock up the goods,' and the extract is more easily drained from the
mass, and comes off a nearly limpid wort. The thicker, moreover, or the less diluted

the mash is, so much the easier is the wort fined in the boiler or copper by the coagu-
Voi.1, X
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lation of the albuminous matter. Tliese principles indicate the true mode of conducting

the mashing process, but different kinds of malt require a different treatment; pale and
slightly kilned malt requires a somewhat lower heat than malt highly kilned, because

the former is more ready to become pasty, and, for the same reason, needs a more
leisurely infusion than the latter; and this is still more applicable to the case of a
mixture of raw grain with malt, for it requires still gentler heats and more cautious

treatment.

It is quite practicable to obtain from 1 part of malt and 8 parts of barley, a wort
precisely similar to that procured from 9 parts of pure malt alone. But, of course,

this could not be done without modifying considerably the process of mashing; and
it happens, unfortunately, that the practice of the present day, amongst brewers, is to

maintain, as closely as possible, one uniform system of mashing, whatever may be the

nature or quality of the malt employed. Thus a difference in the malt is made to

produce a difference in the wort, and all the energy and skill of the practical brewer
are sometimes insufficient to compensate for the alterations which this difference

induces in the subsequent working of the beer. With a regular and certain com-
position, as to the constituents of his wort, the operations of the brewer would assume
a fixed and definite character, which, at present, they are very far indeed from pos-

sessing ; and by which he not unfrequently suffers the most severe pecuniary loss and
mental anxiety. With the exception of a trifling quantity of vegetable albumen, the

only solid ingredients of beer-wort are dextrine and sugar ; the latter of which fer-

ments with groat ease and rapidity, whilst the dextrine, though capable of fermenta-

tion, enters into the process only with difficulty, and requires, for its successful

termination, not only much more yeast, but also a much higher temperature in the

fermenting vat. At the same time, it is this very sluggishness in the fermentative

quality of dextrine which is essential to the production of good beer
;

for, with sugar
alone, the fermentation cannot be checked at ordinary temperatures, until the full

measure of its decomposition has taken place, and it has become either a vapid admixture
of alcohol and water, or, by the absorption of oxygen, is resolved into vinegar. It is

indeed a notorious fact, that beer made with sugar will not keep so well as that made
from malt

;
though, for rapid consumption, the use of sugar is, under some circumstances,

to be commended, more especially on the small scale and in cold weather. The pecu-

liarity of dextrine is, however, as we have stated, to undergo fermentation only with
difficulty and by slow degrees ; hence its decomposition spreads over a long space of

time, and, in very cold weather, amounts to nothing; so that for months, or even years,

after all the sugar of the wort has been destroyed, the evolution of carbonic acid gas
from the still fermenting dextrine, keeps up a briskness and vitality in the beer ; and,

by excluding oxygen, all chance of acidification is shut off. A perfect beer-wort should

therefore have reference to the period of its consumption : if this be speedy and pressing,

the proportion of sugar ought to be large ; if remote, the dextrine should greatly

predominate. Under the first condition, the attenuation would proceed quickly, and,

provided the temperature of the fermenting vat was not allowed to exceed 78°, the beer

would soon cleanse and become ripe and bright ; under the second, the attenuation in

the vat would be slow and trifling, and require, perhaps, several years for its completion

in the cask. Nevertheless, if the attenuation in the vat had gone on to the complete
destruction of all the sugar, this kind of beer would prove in the end both the better and
more healthy beverage of the two ; for by the mode of its formation the presence of

oenanthic ether or fusel oil is avoided. The importance therefore of placing in the

hands of the brewer a moans of determining the relative amounts of sugar and dextrine

in his wort is sufficiently obvious. Now, this may be done in two ways : either by
ascertaining, in wort of a determinate strength, the proportion of the one or the other

of these substances. The dextrine is easier of calculation than the sugar, in a rough
or approximate way ; but the sugar can be determined with much more minute
accuracy than the dextrine. Yet, in practice, the former plan is preferable, from its

simplicity, as we shall proceed to show. If, to a certain volume of strong wort (say

of 30 lbs. per barrel), wo add an equal amount of alcohol or spirits of wine, the whole
of the dextrine will precipitate as a dense coagulum ; and by examining the bulk of

this deposit in the tube, its weight may be inferred pretty nearly if the tube has been
previously graduated, so as to indicate, from actual experiment, the weight of the dif-

ferent measures of the coagulated dextrine. With weaker wort, more alcohol must
be used, and with a denser wort, loss alcohol,—the relations of which to each other

may easily be kept recorded on a small card or scale affixed to the tube. This in-

strument is very easy of application, and has been found extremely useful to more
than one practical brewer of the present day ; and the accompanying record of

brewing operations has reference to this mode of analysing wort. The determina-

tion of sugar in wort is best effected by boiling 100 grains of it with about half a
pint of the following solution, and collecting and weighing the red-coloured pre-
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cipitate whicli ensues,—every tliree grains of which indicate one grain of grape-sugai

in the •wort.

Grape-Sugar Test-Solution.

Sulphate of copper in crystals 100 grains,

Bitartrate of potash 200 „

Carbonate of soda in crystals ..... 800 ,,

BoUing water, one pint, or 8,750 „

First dissolve the sulphate of copper, then the bitartrate of potash, after which add
the carbonate of soda, and filter if necessary. This solution is not affected when
boiled with cane-sugar, dextrine, gum, or starch.

"We have retained from Dr. Ure's original article the result of two brewings, taken

from one mash at two different periods, and analysed to determine their relative

contents of dextrine and sugar, according to the tube or alcohol process :—March 28th,

1851, proceeded to mash for experimental brewings ; weather clear and open ; ther-

mometer outside at 51°,—in fermenting room 58° ; difference between wet and dry

bulb, 5'750°; barometer, 39'4 inches. Composition of the malt:—Moisture, 6'1 ; in-

soluble matter, 27 ; extract, 66'9. Quantity of malt employed, 70 bushels ; of water at

180° 3?., 700 gallons ; made the mixture with a common mashing-oar, and finished in

15 minutes. One hour afterwards, drew off 200 gallons of wort; and three hours

from commencing to mash, drew off 200 gallons more,—continuing the mash for

table-beer wort. The first-drawn wort contained 7'o parts of dextrine to 1 of sugar
;

the second, 6'3 parts of dextrine, 2-2 of sugar;—their densities were, respectively,

30 and 36"5 lbs. per barrel. They were each boiled separately, with relative amount
of hop,—the first having 30 and the second 863 lbs. added ; and the boiling in each

case was kept up for three hours. At the end of this time both were cooled and
diluted with water to a gravity of 274 lbs. per barrel, and 250 gallons of each let

down into separate fermenting-vats placed side by side ; after which, they both

received three quarts of good yeast,—the temperature being at 68° F. Two hours

afterwards, the following observations commenced :—No. 1 being the wort containing

7'5 parts of dextrine to 1 of sugar, and No. 2 the wort having 6'3 of dextrine to 2'2

of sugar.

1851.

March 28, 5 p.m.

„ „ 10 P.M.

„ 29, 9 A.M.

„ 6 P.M.

„ 30, 9 A.M.

., ,, 6 P.M.

„ 31, 2 P.M.

April 2, 2 P.M.

„ 11, 2 p.m.

13, 2 P.M.

No. 1.

No action

Light thin cream
White head
Fine white head
Thick tough head
Tough brown head
Ferment well roused up

Attenuation of No. 1. .

(Skimmed off yeast)

Temp.

67o°
67-5

70-0
71-0

74-0

75-0
75-0

10-0

15-0

15-5

March 28, 5 p.m.

„ „ 10 P.M.

„ 29, 9 A..M.

„ „ 6 P.M.

„ 30, 9 A.M.

„ „ 6 P.M.

„ 31, 2 p.m.

April 2, 2 P.M.

11, 2 P.M.

„ 13, 2 P.M.

No. 2.

No action

Fine white head .

Thick yeUow head
Fine tough brown head
High roused-up rocky head
In rapid fermentation .

Throws up much yeast (skimmed off yeast)

Attenuation of No. 2

68-0

70-0

74-0

77-0

770
76-5

760

12-7

15-5

17-5
18-2

The temperature of both had now faUen to 69° F., though each had been roused

repeatedly ; the yeast was therefore again skimmed off, and the beer run into barrels,

and fiUed up with reserved wort tliree times a day as it worked over. On April the

18th the barrels were closed, having then lost, by attenuation—No. 1, 16-2 lbs., and

No. 2, 19-6 lbs. Sis weeks afterwards these ales were examined :—No. 1 was found

X 2
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muddy and unpleasant ; -whilst No. 2 had a fine fragrant aroma, a brisk, lively ap-
pearance, and was perfectly bright. On January 2iid, 1852, the casks were again
examined;—No. 1 had now loSt 17"9 lbs., and was bright, rich, and fine-flavoured;

whilst No. 2, though bright and pleasant, had contracted a little acidity, and was
becoming flat: it had lost, in all, 21 ^ lbs.

Two similar experiments, made about the same time in another quarter, gave
almost exactly the same results ;

and, consequently, there can be little doubt that,

where a quick sale and rapid consumption of beer can be ensured, the great object of

the brewer should be to convert as much of the dextrine of his wort into sugar as is

proportional to the rapidity of that consumption ; whereas, for beer intended to keep,

the opposite practice should be followed.

The conversion of any given amount of the dextrine-wort into sugar may be effected

either by keeping up the temperature of the mash-tun, and prolonging the operation of

mashing
; or, which is better and simpler, by merely preserving the wort for a few

hours at a heat of 165° F., either in the underback or any other convenient vessel.

"We have found from experiment that a wort which when run out from the mash-tun
had only 3 parts of sugar to 16 of dextrine, became by 10 hours' exposure to a heat

of 165° converted almost altogether into sugar,—the proportions then being 17"8 of

sugar to 1 '2 of dextrine.

A very important part of the duty of a brewer should therefore be, first, the deter-

mination of the relative amounts of dextrine and sugar required to suit the taste of his

customers, or the circumstances of the market, and next, the continued careful ex-

amination of his wort, so as to ensure that these proportions are regularly maintained

;

for by no other plan is it possible to ensure that certainty of result and uniformity
of quality which are essential to the proper conducting of an expensive business

like brewing. Far too little attention has hitherto been given to the fluctuating

qualities of beer-wort ; in warm weather, this wort should probably contain at least

twice as much dextrine as in winter ; yet this is the very period when, from the in-

creased temperature of the air and materials, the largest quantity of sugar must be
formed by those who mash upon a fixed and unvarying principle. Hence the prone-

ness of the wort to ferment violently in summer is still further increased by the pre-

sence of an extra proportion of sugar ;—whereas prudence would suggest, under such
circumstances, a predominance of dextrine, and seek to effect this purpose by a low
temperature in the mash-tun, and by shortening the period of mashing. As a general

tn\e, in the management of wort, more sugar is requisite where small quantities are

brewed at a time, than where large operations are conducted, for the loss of heat is

relatively larger in small masses than in large ones ;
and, from what has been stated,

it must be apparent, that, as the fermentation of dextrine is more easily checked by
cold than that of sugar, the beer brewed in trifling quantities could not preserve a
fermentative temperature, but would become chilled and dead from the excessive

radiation of heat, unless a principle existed in it capable of fermentation at the

most ordinary temperatures of this country. If, therefore, beer-wort consisting chiefly

of dextrine be fermented in very cold weather, or with an insufficiency of yeast, or if

the temperatiure happen to rise too high, so as to destroy or impair the fermentative

power of the yeast, then a dull languid action will ensue, accompanied by what has

been called the viscous fermentation, and beer becomes permanently ropy, and is

spoiled.

Although, clearly, it would be impossible to lay down any specific rule for the

proper proportion of dextrine and sugar in beer-wort, yet there could be no difficulty

in each brewer determining for himself, and for the conditions of quantity, time of sale,

time of year, and other contingencies, the requisite ratio to be established in his own
case ; and, as we have shown, nothing can be simpler than the means proposed for

ascertaining the composition of wort, remembering that, though a dextrine-wort may
be thought to have a superior keeping property, it should be rather said that it is

slower in arriving at maturity, whereas a full saccharine wort can be fermented more
readily, is more under control, and the beer sooner becomes a brilliant and matured
beverage.

The quantity of extract per barrel weight, which a quarter of malt yields to wort,

amounts to about 84 lbs. The wort of the first extract is the strongest ; the second

contains, commonly, one-half the extract of the first ; and the third, one-half of the

second, according to circumstances.

To measure the degrees of concentration of the worts drawn off from the tun, a

particular form of hydrometer, called a saceharometer, is employed, which indicates

the number of pounds' weight of liquid contained in a barrel of 36 gallons imperial

measure. Now, as the barrel of water weighs 360 lbs., the indication of the instrument,

when placed in any wort, shows by how many pounds a barrel of that wort is heavier

than a barrel of water
;
thus, if the instrument sinks with its poise till the mark 10 is
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upon a line with the surface of the liquid, it indicates that <a barrel of that «-ort weighs

ten pounds more than a barrel of water. See Sacchaeojieter.

Or, supposing the barrel of wort weighs 396 lbs., to convert that number into

specific gravity, we have the follovnug simple rule :—

•

360 : 396:: 100 : i-ioo ;

at which density the wort contains about 25 per cent, of solid extract.

Now the ordinary German chemical thermometer, as supplied irom all laboratories

is by far the more reliable and useful instrument ; some men have for years used them
in the mashing, and are quite proud of the exactness and facility with which they are

enabled thereby to manage the process. The hair stem is enclosed along with a paper

scale (properly adjusted and accurately divided) within a glass tube annealed at the

top, and the lower end on to the upper portion of the bulb
;
thus, with certainty, ex-

posing the bulb alone to the influence of apparent heat. By fine copper wire twisted

round the top and lower portions, this tube is attached to a long wood stick 1 inch

X 1 J, cheeked on either side with a lath of 3 or 4 feet long, and rising to tho

front nearly J of an inch, to protect the thermometer from actual contact in the

event of an accidental knock
;
upon the lower end of the stick I attach a small tin

box or cover about 4 inches long, just the width of the stick, and about an inch in

depth. This covers the bulb, and is fitted at the lower end with a simple tin trap-

door valve arrangement, which opens upward on the inside, whenever the slightest

pressure is applied underneath it by contact with the mash, and the instrument is

complete.

When this apparatus is thrust into the goods, their upward pressure pushes open
the valve, and allows them to pass over the bulb, and immediately on attempting to

withdraw the instrument the valve again closes. This of course can be repeated at

pleasure, and changes the goods in immediate contact with the bulb, with every fresh

motion of the hand, be it ever so slight, and these are distinctly marked by the click

of the valve as it closes being felt. By this simple and inexpensive arrangement, the

brewer has a trusty, useful thermometer, with which he can easily obtain a sample of

Ms mash from any part of his tub whatever. Tho thermometer can be read with the

greatest deliberation ; its indications are almostinstantaneous and quite reliable, and a
slight jerk is all that is required to free it entirely from every grain the box contains,

when reading the stem.

We will here give a few moments' consideration to the amount of extract to be ob-
tained from a certain quantity of malt, and for practical purposes let us say eight

bushels, or one imperial quarter.

It is ascertained from experiment that, on an average, 60 lbs. of ordinary glucose
(grape-sugar) are equal to 2 bushels of malt in producing a barrel of beer. A bushel
of malt usually weighs about 40 lbs. ; if it weighs less, on account of being more
thoroughly malted, it is all the better. This proves that 80 lbs. of dry malt, at least

60 lbs., or 75 percent., are taken up by the brewing liquor. It has been further ascer-
tained by experiment that the amount of these substances just given, namely 60 lbs.

of glucose, or 80 lbs. of malt, will produce a barrel of beer of 20 lbs. per barrel
gravity.

From this the practical brewer may deduce that, to ascertain the amount of dry extract
taken from the malt he has been brewing, he must multiply the lbs. per barrel gravity
by 3,_ and even this will but show the proportion of dry extract taken up by the
brewing liquor alone. This multiplier is somewhat more than that allowed by the
Excise, theirs being 2-6 instead of 3 ; but it must be borne in mind that their Tables
were framed upon the basis of cane-sugar instead of malt, and that 90 parts cane-
sugar are equal in atomic equivalent to 95 parts pure glucose. On this account, there-
fore, also, their multiplier ought to be 2-7368 instead of 2'6. The knowledge of this

is of course extremely galling to the export brewer. It will at once be seen that, in
order to determine by a rough and ready estimate what a certain amount of malt
should produce, simply divide the total number of lbs. of malt by 4. This will give
the_ total gravity of extract obtainable from good malt for common beers, and if it is

desired to know the lbs. per barrel that should be obtained for a particular brewing,
simply divide this total extract gravity by the number of barrels brewed; thus
20 quarters of malt at 40 lbs. per bushel = 6,400 lbs. malt :

—

4) 6400

1600 lbs. gravity of extract.

When cooled down and got into the fermenting-tun, if there were 66 barrels of it,

1600^66 = 24-2 lbs. per barrel, would be the weight of the beer. This is found
practically correct, though it must not bo contended that you have here an account
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of all that has been obtained from the malt ; there is no account of all the losses

that are inevitable in the process of brewing, and these of course vary according

to tlie peculiarities of each brewing. As to the amount a quarter of malt ought
to yield, there is much diversity of opinion, and of a necessity this must continue

to be so according to the circumstances and class of trade of a brewer, and the

kind of ale most suitable to him ; but to ale adapted to the prevailing taste of the

present day, the experienced brewer will find that the more he can aiford to be
below 80 lbs. per quarter when cooled down and got into the fermenting-tun, the

quicker and more certain will be his profits, and the less annoyances will he have

;

indeed, for ale that is not vatted it is most advisable, and for those that are, it is

prudent, especially in warm weather.

The object of boiling the wort is not merely evaporation and concentration, but
extraction, coagulation, and, finally, combination with the hops

;
purposes which may

bo accomplished in a deep confined copper, by a moderate heat, or in an open shallow

pan with a quick fire.

The copper, being encased above in brickwork, retains its digesting temperature

much longer than the pan could do. The waste steam of the close kettle, more-

over, can be economically employed in communicating heat to water or weak worts,

whereas the exhalations from an open pan would prove a nuisance, and would need

to be carried off by a hood.

The boiling has a fourfold efibct: first, during the earlier stages of heating, it

converts the starch into sugar, dextrine, and gum, by means "of the diastase
;
secondly,

it concentrates the wort
;
thirdly, it extracts the substance of the hops diffused through

the wort
;
fourthly, it coagulates the albuminous matter present in the grain, or pre-

cipitates it by means of the tannin of the hops.

The degree of evaporation is regulated by the nature of the wort and the quality

of the beer. Strong ale and stout, for keeping, require more boiling than ordinary

porter or table-beer, brewed for immediate use. The proportion of the water carried

off by evaporation is usually from a seventh to a fourth of the volume.

The hops are introduced at the commencement of the process. They serve to

give the beer not only a bitter aromatic taste, but also a keeping quality, as they

counteract its natural tendency to become sour—an effect partly due to the pre-

cipitation of the albumen and starch, by their resinous and tanning constituents,

and partly to the antifermontable properties of the lupuline, bitter principle, ethereous

oil, and resin. In these respects, there is none of the bitter plants which can be

substituted for hops with advantage.

For strong beer, powerful fresh hops should be selected ; for weaker beer an older

and weaker article will sufl&ce.

The stronger the hops are, the longer time they require for the extraction of their

virtues ; for strong hops an hour and a half, or two hours' boiling may be proper

;

for a weaker sort, an hour may be sufficient ; but it is never advisable to push this

process too far, lest a disagreeable bitterness, without aroma, be imparted to the

beer. In some breweries it is the practice to boil the hops with a part of the

wort, and to filter the decoction through a drainer, called the hop-back. The pro-

portion of hops to malt is very various ;
but, in general, from 1^ lbs. to Ij lbs. of

the former are taken for 100 lbs. of the latter in making good table-beer.

For porter and strong ale, 2 lbs. of hops are used, or even more : for instance, from

2 lbs. to 2^ lbs. of hops to a bushel of malt, if the beer be destined for consump-

tion in India.

During the boiling of the two ingredients, much coagulated albuminous matter, in

various stages of combination, makes its appearance in the liquid, constituting what
is called the breaking or curdling of the wort, when numerous minute flocks are seen

floating in it. The resinous, bitter, and oily ethereous principles of the hops combine

with the sugar and gum or dextrine of the wort ; but for this effect they reqmre time

and heat
;
showing that the boil is not a process of mere evaporation, but one of

chemical reaction. A yellowish green pellicle of hop-oil and resin appears upon the

surface of the boiling wort, in a somewhat frothy form ; when this disappears the

boiling is presumed to be completed, and the beer is strained off into the cooler. The

residuary hops may be pressed and used for an inferior quality of beer ; or they may
be boiled with fresh wort, and be added to the next brewing charge.

Many prefer adding the hops when the wort has just come to the boiling point.

Their effect is to repress the passage into the acetous stage, which would otherwise

inevitably ensue in a few days. In this respect no other vegetable production hitherto

discovered can be a substitute for the hop.

The odorant principle is not so readily volatilised as would at first be imagined ;

for when hop is mixed with strong beer-wort, and boiled for many hours, it can still

impart a very considerable degree of its flavour to weaker beer.
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By mere infusion in hot beer or water, •without tolling, the hop loses very littlo of

its soluble principles. The tannin of the hop combines, as wo have said, with the

vegetable albumen of the barley, and helps to clarify the liquor.

If the hops be boiled in the wort for a longer period than five or six hours, they

lose a portion of their fine flavour ; but if their natural flavour be rank, a little extra

boiling improves it. Many brewers throw the hops in upon the surface of the boiling

wort, and allow them to swim there for some time, that the steam may penetrate

them, and open their pores for a complete solution of their principles when they are

pushed down into the liquor.

The quantity of hop to be added to the wort varies according to the strength of the

beer, the length of time it is to be kept, or the heat of the climate where it is intended

to be sent.

For weak beer 4j lbs. of hops are required to a quarter of malt ; but when it is

intended to be highly aromatic and remarkably clear, and for the stronger kinds of

ale and porter, the rule, in England, is to take 1 lb. of hops for every bushel of malt,

or 8 lbs. to a quarter. Common beer has seldom more than ^ lb. of hops to a bushel

of malt.

The form, size, and setting, the extent of fire-bod and dimensions of the flues, as

also the power of draught procurable of a wort copper, are each and all of such

importance that none but men of experience should bo entrusted with the work of

placing it.

With respect to the first of these qualifications, the rapid evaporation required

will suggest an open shallow basin, turned in at the top, so as to roll violent

ebullition into the pan ; the fine should not expose the lower part of the pan higher

than can be covered by the first charge run off from the mash-tun, or the thin edge

of its contents are liable to burn and thereby colour and perhaps fiavour the

brewing.

It should be set so that the whole bottom is freely exposed to the fire, and the

bridge so placed as to direct the flame straight up against it, midway between the

centre and edge in front. In size it should be capable of boiling away one-fourth of

the brewing ; a pan, say of 60 barrels contents, would turn out, after boiling, 45

barrels.

In estimating for a copper of any size, it is usual to reckon thus : suppose you
desire a copper to boil for a 60-barrel brewing, the contents of the copper should be

80 barrels, and this will only just allow for expansion of bulk and the violent

ebullition.

The extent of flre-bed and power of draught should be such as would enable

the boiling to be finished within two hours from the time the pan was fully charged.

All beers should be boiled at least two hours, or much more of the value of the hops
will be thrown away than is necessary : it will not endanger either the colour

or the flavour of the palest ales, and it is time sufficient to ensure much of the

benefit arising from the depuration of the flocks by the coagulation consequent on
boiling.

The colour desired should also partially regulate the time required for boiling

;

for pale ales about two hours is sufficient, but not too much : for deep amber, two and
a half to three hours ; for rich brown ales from three to four hours will not be found
too long ; but in deciding this, the colour of the malt-extract, of the hops, and the

gravity of the wort must each be considered.

The following considerations are submitted for the guidance of the brewer in this

operation.

In the first place, except in steam-tight boilers, you cannot raise the heat above
212°, however hard you boil ; by increasing the fire, therefore, you gain rapidity of

concentration, and colour is obtained not by hard, but by long boiling.

Secondly, if wort, boiled either with or without hops, be examined by any of the

simple tests for the albumenoids at different times in the process of boiling, it will be
found that the longest boiled will be the most free from the albuminous constituents,

and that it is almost impossible to boil wort long enough to free it entirely from them
;

in this, again, a good boiling proves of value, for it enhances the keeping power of

the beer by ejecting from it those constituents which are so troublesome to the

brewer.

Again, the more concentration that can be permitted in the pan, the more of the
valuable properties that most deep-spring waters contain are utilised, and these assist

greatly the clarifying and soundness of the ultimate product.

Thirdly, with regard to the boiling with hops, the same, almost precisely, may be
said, for the lupuline and tannin of the hop are very difficult to draw from their
covert, but as this is being accomplished, it does its work of depuration, eeparating
with its load of albuminous flocks, as tannate of albumen.
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In apportioning the hops that are to be boiled with the wort, quantity must be con-
sidered quite as much as quality, for it is on the amount of tannin utilised that the
clarifying, and therefore the keeping power of the beer, depends.
The hops used for this purpose may be mixed with yearlings and a small propor-

tion of old hops, but these latter must be carefully selected, for in very old hops the
tannin is apt to degenerate into the gallic form, and then it is useless as an agent to

precipitate the albuminous flocks from the wort.

Eefrigerators have now become so generally used, that the slow process of cooling
is quite the exception in breweries, but the great benefit resulting from the quiet
separation of the flocks as it rested on the cooler should not be lost sight of ; but it is

very much feared that the great advantages derivable from using powerful refrige-

rators have led many away from the slow but prudent course, for by allowing the
sediment to pass into the fermenting tun, the soundness and qualities of the beers
concerned are very much impaired. But by the exercise of a little ingenuity and
careful management, all the best benefits expected from using the most powerful
refrigerators may be obtained without any additional risk.

In the fli-st place, let the hop-back be provided with some arrangement which shall

include a guard to keep the hops, with ports to prevent a disturbance of the sedi-

ment settled under the plates, and a floating syphon provided with a flattened tin

mouth-piece.

After the wort is discharged from the copper, allow it to rest in the hop-back until

such time as the whole of the flocks and hops shall have settled to the bottom, open
the ports, and push the mouth of the syphon below the surface ; it will then draw ofiF

all the wort clean, bright, and freed from every particle of flocks at any speed
desired.

Now this is a simple and not expensive arrangement.

About an hour will be found long enougli for a 90 or 100 barrel brewing to stand.

It should then be passed through the refrigerator ndthin two hours after, the machine
of course being of such actual power as to be capable of cooling a whole brewing, no
matter what the size, in that time.

It will then be found that the brewing has passed on to the refrigerator before

the wort in the hop-back has fallen even to 150 degrees, and this precludes all pro-

bability of the wort attaining acetaucy from exposiu-e on account of cooling.

Another very excellent mode of fermentation, very general in the Northern Counties
and .Scotland, is that known as the stone-square sj'stem, and it has certainly a claim
to the most serious consideration of the practical brewer on account of its many
merits. It is very cleanly and simple in process, thorough in its work, most easily

and perfectly under control, will prepare the beer for consumption in less time than
any other process, and is worked at heats far removed from all dangerous tendencies,

and these are all qualities which must greatly commend the system in a commercial
point.

It is thus conducted :

—

The stone square is a cistern made of hard blue stone or slate nearly six feet deep.

This is for the reception of the wort to be fermented : it should hold from 20 to 26
barrels. Upon it is placed another stone cistern of sufiicient dimensions to contain the

whole of the yeast head that may be made. This is called the yeast-back. It is usually

capable of holding about half the contents of the wort square ; it has a man-hole in

the centre, surroxmded on the top by a circular stone ring of a section of about six

inches square. Some twelve inches in front of this man-hole is another hole, about fiA'o

or six inches diameter, fitted with a valve arrangement, to the underside of which is

screwed a large tin pipe called the organ-pipe, conducting the wort to within about

two inches from the bottom. There is also in the corner another hole, fitted with a

plug at the top, and having a pipe attached to conduct the yeast (after the fermenta-

tion is finished) to the yeast waggon in the cellar below ; the yeast-back usually pro-

jects some eighteen inches around the wort cistern, and is from thirty to thirty-six

inches deep.

The wort cistern is contained within another stone cistern as deep as itself, within

3 or 4 inches from the top. This is called the .shell; it allows of a free space all around

the outside of the wort square of about 5 or 6 inches. This is to allow of the applica-

tion of a suitable bath of warm or cold water, as may bo required, to control the

temperatiu-e of the fermenting wort; to assist in this operation a_ notch is cut at the

back of the shell, at the top of the side slab : from this the water is allowed to overflow

as required.

All the slabs composing theao cisterns should be sawn plain and parallel on both

sides. The bottom slab, of course, serves for both the wort cistern and shell : it has

two taps let into it to drain each respectively, and in front, about 1^ or 2 inches up
from the bottom, a racking pipe with tap attached is let in horizontally through the
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shell and wort-back slabs. To this a hose pipe is screwed, aud the wort is thus drawn
from the cistern into the casks to be sent out to the consumer, bright, clean, and quite

free from the sediment settled at the bottom of the square.

There are two ways of working the stone-square system : in the one, or what we
may call the quiet process, as the wort is run into the square the yeast is added, and

the whole remains undisturbed till the fermentation is finished (this is known by the

falling of the yeast), when it is allowed to run off through the yeast-pipe in the

corner, the wort remaining in the square till perfectly quiet, when it is also bright

and ready for racking into the casks to be sent out to the consumer.

In the other process, after the wort and yeast are mixed in the square, it is allowed

to rest and work of itself till there is an evidence of the head just beginning to fall.

This will usually occur about thirty-six hoiu's after the square has been filled, sooner

with light, later with heavy ones. Hand-pumps are then placed in the man-hole, and
the wort is pumped on to the back above, well mixed with the new head, and let

down into the bottom of the square again by the means of the valve and organ-pipe.

This is repeated every 1| or 2 hours, and the attenuation watched by the aid of the

brewer's saccharometer. 'When it is desired to stop the progress of the fermentation,

it is merely allowed to rest 6 hours ; when the yeast is let oflF the back and the wort
in the square allowed to rest till it is bright and ready for racking. The time occupied

by the pumping varies with the character and gravity of the beer in the square from
12 to 30 hours ; and the time for rest afterwards from 30 to 48 or 90 hours, according

as it is required to be ready for the consumer, sooner or otherwise.

As to the amount of yeast to be apportioned to the setting on, the brewer must be

principally guided by his experience, for in addition to the gravity of the wort and
the amount of attenuation required, many other points have to be considered, as the

particular kind of ale, the state of briskness in which it is most acceptable to the

consumer, the character of the malt, and the extent to which exhaustion has been
carried, the amount of hops and the length of time it has boiled, the age and constitu-

tion of the yeast, the season and state of the atmosphere—all these considerations

make it nearly impossible to construct a table of quantities, or even give a general

rule as a guide that may be relied on by the brewer.

From circumstances peculiar to every brewer's trade, it will be seen at once how
much difficulty there is in framing a table for the quantities of the yeast to be added to

the wort at the setting on. In order to render this article as complete and practical

as possible, it may be stated for wort mashed in the latter of the processes described,

and fermented by the second of the processes of the stone-square systems, the extent

of extract being about 83 lbs. per quarter when cooled down and got into the squares

(this, of coiirse, being less than the real amount taken from the malt), that for a

gravity of about 24 lbs. per barrel, 2f Y-)S. of yeast per barrel has been found to be the

quantity answering the requirements best, the ale generally becoming bright in the

square within six days, racking bright and in first-class condition for sending out within

a week afterwards.

As the gravity per barrel decreases, the proportion of yeast to be added must de-

crease in greater ratio, owing to the constitution of the wort being of a more albu-

minous nature, and for porters more so still, and vice versa, as the gravity is increased

so must .the quantity of yeast added be increased, but in a greater ratio, on account of

the more saccharific quality of the wort.

The malt used in experimental trials was made from good Yorkshire barley, and
weighed about 39J lbs. per bushel. It was dried a nice high amber, was three

months old, and the time of the year was March, April, May.
For reasons very similar to those applied to yeast, it is equally difficult to make a

rule as to the stopping-point in the process of fermentation, and the amount of at-

tenuation necessary, other than this, the longer a beer has to remain on tap the further

should attenuation be carried.

In porter it should be to nearly § of the original gravity.

In common and mild ales at least §• of the original gravity.

In strong ales nearly ^ of the original gravity.

In bitter alea quite J or nearly | of the original gravity.

It will be Well here to consider some of the influences which act so adversely upon
the reputation of the brewer from the quality of the materials ho may have to use.

Every brewer should make malt and malting his anxious study, quite as much as he

should any other portion of his operations, for on it mainly depends the quality of his

productions, and he should not forget that it costs much less in time, care, and
money, to make bad malt than good, and that it is easy to make bad malt yield over-

measure or overweight, just as it is desired by the local customs of the market : there-
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fore it is necessary for the brewer to be very careful in his selection and examination

of all malt that comes to his liand, for ho is yery soon made to feol that any evil

result from using it is not the fault of the maltster, but of his mismanagement in

brewing ; therefore he must neglect nothing that will enable him to secure to his use a
suitable and trustworthy article.

In an early paragraph of this article, under the head of Materiaxs, is the

description of good malt, and we will hero state the characteristic appearances of

barley that has been improperly malted.

First, there is a deficiency in the growth of the acrospire ; the cause of this is

generally an insuf&cient steep in the cistern ; the inducements to it are two—it will

require less turning on the malting floor, and pay somewhat less duty. The results

are a plumpness and weight in the malt, but with it a perceptible deficiency in the

sweetness and saccharine constituent in the product, though an apparently greater

gravity of extract is obtainable from the excessive proportion of the albuminous

constituent present. It may be observed in brewing it, there is a large amount of

sediment and flocks, and in the fermenting-tun abundance of yeast ; the beer from it

will be fretful and soon turn off.

In the crushing of such malt in the rolls, it will be perceived there is an abundance
of hard rice-like ends, and the more of these the more harm and loss to the brewer,

for he is either deprived of the use of them if not crushed well up, or disappointed by
the fretfulness of his ale if he crushes them so as to gain a greater apparent gravity

from his mash-tun. Another common fault is the tendency of the maltster to crowd
his floors. This increases the evil begun with the inadequate steep, for the heat gene-

rated forces up the acrospire beyond what the real state of the grain would warrant,

causing it to appear in an advanced state when really not so.

The maltster, taking advantage of this forward appearance, puts in on the

kiln at seven or eight days old, which is utterly at variance with the interests of

the brewer, to whom the development of the saccharine principle is the true value

of malting.

The treatment described above involving heavy sprinkling on the floor encourages

acidity and mould, and it is not possible to eradicate this tendency when once fairly

set in.

Perhaps it may be practically impossible to produce malt without a trace of acetic

acid, but the trace should be all that should be there, and where mould has occurred,

the consequences are much worse, for much of the sugar of the malt has become lactic,

and of-irreparable lactic tendency ; a sound wort can never be made from such malt.

Malt of this description will have a close-fitting skin that good malt should not

have, and many of the mouldy grains nill have a dark spot where the mould has

been attached before it was rubbed oiF by the screening. Acidity is not always to be

perceived by the taste, but mould is much easier of detection and should be most
rigidly rejected.

We will next consider the results arising from injudicious drying. As in the former

instance, the desire to tax to its utmost the working ability of the kiln is the incentive,

and the kiln is therefore overloaded, sometimes to the depth of 15, 16, or 18 inches

;

but it is not always tho depth that is at fault—it is often the irregularity of density of

different parts of the floor, an improper pack generally, unevenness in the distribution

of the heat, want of draught power to penetrate tho raw floor, or too much heat at-

tained at first and insiiflScient at last. All these things have very baneful effects on

the malt, varying according to the circumstances, and doing injury to the extent and
degree of the irregularity—but the most common and serious among them are,

overloading and insufficient fire at the finish. By the first of these, grain that has

been in all other respects properly treated, and would have been turned off the

kiln a first-rate article, will be disappointing in tho mash-tun, and almost useless

;

the moisture that should pass quickly away is retained in the upper portion of the

malt when it is permanently injured according to tho extent of over-loading.

It is at all times difficult to detect this kind of malt, but it may be observed that

there is a sort of biscuity crispness in breaking it with tho toeth, quite unlike the soft

friableness of good malt. Moreover, many of the grains will appear hard and glossy,

as, from being subjected to an excess of heat at first, the outside has become hard
before the moisture has been efficiently expelled from the interior.

In conclusion, let it be remembered that no art of tho brewer can make a first-class

quality of extract from inferior or unsound malt. Great weights of extract may be

obtained from the worst quite as easily as from tho best of malts, but it is certain

tho less got the bettor, for svith increase of extract out of indifferent samples of

malt, there will bo increase of trouble, anxiety, and loss, whilst by duo care in the

selection and use of good sound malt and healthy well-cuied hops, no brewer need
fail of procuring a sound and satisfactory ale.
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Beer in ita perfect condition is an excellent and healthful beverage, combining, in

some measure, the virtues of water, of wine, and of food, as it quenches thirst, stimu-

lates, cheers, and strengthens. The vinous portion of it is the alcohol, proceeding

from the fermentation of tho malt-sugar. Its amount, in common strong ale or

beer, is about 4 per cent., or four measures of spirits, specific gravity 0'825, in 100

measures of the liquor. The best brown stout porter contains 6 per_ cent., the

strongest ale even 8 per cent., but common beer only one. The nutritive part of

the beer is the undecomposcd gum-sugar, and the starch-gum not changed into

sugar. Its quantity is very variable, according to the original starch of the wort,

the length of the fermentation, and the ago of the beer.

The main feature of good beer is fine colour and transparency ; the production of

which is an object of great interest to tho brewer. Attempts to clarify it in the cask

seldom fail to do it harm. The only thing that can be used with advantage ior fining

foul or muddy beer, is isinglass. For porter, as commonly brewed, it is frequently

]iad recourse to. A pound of good isinglass will make about 12 gallons offinings. It

is cut into slender shreds, and put into a tub with as much vinegar or hard beer as

will cover it, in order that it may swell and dissolve. In proportion as the solution

proceeds, more beer must be poured upon it, but it need not be so acididous as the

first, because, when once well softened by the vinegar, it readily dissolves. The
mixture should be frequently agitated with a bundle of rods, till it acquires the uniform

consistence of thin treacle, when it must be equalised still more by passing through a

tammy-cloth, or a sieve. It may now be made up with beer to the proper measure

of dilution. The quantity generally used is from a pint to a quart per barrel, m6re or

loss, according to the foulness of the beer. But before putting it into the butt, it

should be diffiised through a considerable volume of the beer with a whisk, till a

frothy head be raised upon it. It is in this state to be poured into the cask, and briskly

stirred about ; after which the cask must be bunged down for at least 24 hours, when
the liquor should be limpid. Sometimes the beer will not be improved by this treat-

ment ; but this should be ascertained beforehand, by drawing off some of the beer

into a cylindric jar or phial, and adding to it a little of the finings. After shaking

and setting down the glass, we shall observe whether the fecidencies begin to collect

in flocky parcels, which slowly subside ; or whether the isinglass falls to the bottom

without making any impression upon the beer. This is always the case when the

fermentation is incomplete, or a secondary decomposition has begun. Mr. Jackson

has accounted for this clarifying effect of isinglass in the following way.
The isinglass, he thinks, is first of all rather diffused mechanically, than chemically

dissolved, in the soiir beer or vinegar, so that when the finings are put into the foul

beer, the gelatinous fibres, being set free in the liquor, attract and unite with the

floating feculencies, which before this union were of the same specific gravity with
the beer, and therefore could not subside alone ; but having now acquired additional

weight by the coating of fish-glue, precipitate as a flocculent magma. This is Mr.
Jackson's explanation ; to which we might add, that if there be tho slightest disengage-

ment of carbonic acid gas, it will keep up an obsciu:e locomotion in the particles,

which will prevent the said light impurities, either alone or when coated with isinglass,

from subsiding. The beer is then properly enough called stubborn by the coopers.

The true theory probably of the action of isinglass is, that tlie tannin of the hops com-
bines with the fluid gelatine, and forms a flocculent mass, which envelops tho muddy
particles of the beer, and carries them to the bottom as it falls, and forms a sediment.

When, after the finings are poured in, no proper precipitate ensues, it may be made to

appear by the addition of a little decoction of hop.

Mr. Eichardson, the author of the well-known brewer's saccliarometer, gives tho
following as the densities of different kinds of beer :

—

Beer Pounds per Barrel Specific Gravity

Burton ale, 1st sort 40 to 43 1-111 to 1-120

2nd „ ... 35 to 40 1-097 to 1-111

3rd „ ... 28 to 33 1-077 to 1-092

Common ale 25 to 27 1-070 to 1-073

Ditto ditto 21 1-058

Porter, common sort 18 1-050

„ double .... 20 1-055

„ brown stout 23 1-064

„ best brown stout . 26 1-072

Common small beer . . 6 1-014

Good table beer .... 12 to 14 1-033 to 1-039
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It may bo remarked that Mr. Eicliardson somewhat underrates the gravity of
porter, which is now seldom under 20 lbs. per barrel. The criterion for transferring
from the gyle-tun to the cleansing butts is the attenuation caused by the production
of alcohol in the beer: when that has fallen to 10 lbs. or 11 lbs., which it usually does
in 48 hours, the cleansing process is commenced. The heat is at this time generally
75°, if it was pitched at 65° ; for the heat and the attenuation go hand in hand.
About forty years ago, it was customary for the London brewers of porter to keep

immense stocks of their beer for eighteen months or two years, vnth the view of improving
its quality. The beer was pumped from the cleansing butts into store-vats holding from
twenty to twenty-five ' gyles ' or brewings of several hundred barrels each. The store-

vats had commonly a capacity of 5,000 or 6,000 barrels ; and a few were double, and
one was treble, this size. The porter, during its long repose in these vats, became
fine, and by obscure fermentation its saccharine mucilage was nearly all converted into

vinous liquor, and partly dissipated in carbonic acid. Its hop-bitter was also in a great
degree decomposed. Good hard beer was the boast of the day. This was sometimes
softened by the publican, by the addition of some mild new-brewed beer. Of late

3'ears, the taste of the metropolis has undergone such a complete revolution in this

respect, that nothing but the mildest porter -svill now go down. Hence, six weeks is

a long period for beer to be kept in London ; and much of it is drunk when only a
fortnight old. Ale is for the same reason come greatly into vogue ; and the two
greatest porter houses, Messrs. Barclay, Perkins, and Co., and Truman, Hanbury,
and Co., have become extensive and successful brewers of mild ale, to please the
changed palate of their customers.

We shall add a few observations upon the brewing of Scotch ale. This beverage is

characterized by its pale amber coloiu- and its mild balsamic flavour. The bitterness

of the hop is so mellowed with the malt as not to predominate. The ale of Preston

Pans is, in fact, the best substitute for wine which barley has hitherto produced.

The low temperature at which the Scotch brewer pitches his fermenting tun restricts

his labours to the colder months of the year. He does nothing during four of the

summer months. He is extremely nice in selecting his malt and hops ; the former

being made from the best English barley, and the latter being the gro^vth of Farnham
or East Kent. The yeast is carefully looked after, and measured into the fermenting

tun in the proportion of one gallon to 240 gallons of wort.

Only one mash is made by the Scotch alo brewer, and that pretty strong ; but the

malt is exhausted by eight or ten successive sprinklings of liquor (hot water) over

the goods (malt), whicli are termed, in the vernacular tongue, sparges. These

waterings percolate through the malt on the mash-tun bottom, and extract as much
of the saccharine matter as may bo sufficient for the brewing. By this simple method
much higher specific gravities may be obtained than would be practicable by a second

mash. With malt, the infusion or saccharine fermentation of the diastase is finished

with the first mash ; and nothing remains but to wash away from the goods the matter

which that process has rendered soluble. It will be found on trial that 20 barrels of

wort drawn from a certain quantity of malt, by two successive mashings, will not be

so rich in fermentable matter as 20 barrels extracted by ten successive sparges of two

barrels each. The grains always remain soaked with wort like that just drawn ofiF,

and the total residual quantity is three-fourths of a barrel for every quarter of malt.

The gravity of this residual wort will on the first plan be equal to that of the second

mash ; but, on the second plan, it will be equal only to that of the tenth sparge, and

will bo more attenuated in a very high geometrical ratio. The only serious objection

to the sparging system is the loss of time by the successive drainages. A mash-tun

with a steam-jacket promises to suit the sparging system well, as it would keep up

an uniform temperature in the goods, without requiring them to be sparged with very

hot liquor.

The first part of the Scotch process seems of doubtful economy; for the mash
liquor is heated so high as 180°. After mashing for about half an hour, or till every

particle of the malt is thoroughly drenclied, the tun is covered, and the mixture left

to infuse about three hours ; it is then drained off into the underback, or preferably

into the wort-copper.

After this wort is run off, a quantity of liquor (water), at 180° of heat, is sprinkled

uniformly over the surface of the malt ;
being first dashed on a perforated circular

board, suspended horizontally over the mash-tun, whcrefrom it descends like a shower

upon the whole of the goods. The percolating wort is allowed to flow off by three or

more small stopcocks round tlie circumference of the mash-tun, to insure the equal

diffiision of the liquor.

The first sparge being run off in the course of twenty minutes, another similar one

is affused ; and thus in succession t ill the whole of the drainage, when mixed with tlie

first mash-wort, constitutes the density adapted to the quality of the ale. Thus, the
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strong worts are prepared, and the malt is exhausted either for table beer, or for

a return, as pointed out above. The last sparges are made 5° or 6° cooler than the

first.

The quantity of hops seldom exceeds four pounds to the quarter of malt. The
manner of boiling the worts is the same as that above described ; but the conduct of

the fermentation is peculiar. The heat is pitched at 50°, and the fermentation con-

tinues from a fortnight to three weeks. Were three brewings made in the week,

seven or eight working tuns would thus be in consbint action
;
and, as they are usually

in one room, and some of them at an elevation of temperature of 15°, the apartment

must be propitious to fermentation, however low its heat may be at the commence-
ment. No more yeast is used than is indispensable : if a little more be needed, it is

made effective by rousing up the tuns twice a day from the bottom.

When the progress of the attenuation becomes so slack as not to exceed half a

pound in the day, it is prudent to cleanse, otherwise the top barm might re-enter the

body of the beer, and it would become yeast-bitten. When the ale is cleansed, the

head, which has not been disturbed for some days, is allowed to float on the surface

till the whole of the then pure ale is drawn off into the casks. This top is regarded

as a sufficient preservative against the contact of the atmosphere. The Scotch do not

skim their tuns, as the London ale brewers commonly do. The Scotch ale, when so

cleansed, does not require to be set upon close stillions. It throws off little or no
yeast, because the fermentation was nearly finished in the tun. The strength of the

best Scotch ale ranges between 32 and 44 pounds to the barrel ; or it has a specific

gravity of from 1'088 to 1'122, according to the price at which it is sold. In a good
fermentation, seldom more than a fourth of the original gravity of the wort remains

at the period of the cleansing. Between one-third and one-fourth is the usual degree

of attenuation. Scotch ale soon becomes fine, and is seldom racked for the home
market. The following Table will show the progress of fermentation in a brewing
of good Scotch ale :—

•

20 barrels of mash-worts of 42^ pounds gravity = 860-6

20 „ returns 6^^ » » =122

12)982-6

pounds weight of extract per quarter of malt = 81

Fermentation :—

•

March 24, pitched the tun at 51° : yeast 4 gallons.

Temp. Gravity.

25. 52 degrees. 41 pounds
28. 56 „ 39 „
30. 60 „ 34 „
1. 62 32 „
4. 65 „ 29 added 1 lb. of yeast.

6. 66 25 pounds.

6. 67 „ 23 „
7.

8.

67 „
66

20 „
18 „

9. 66 „ 15 „
14-5 cleansed.'10. 64

Dr. Ure was employed to make experiments on the density of worts, and the

fermentative changes which they undergo, for the information of a Committee of the

House of Commons, which sat in July and August, 1830: the following is a short

abstract of that part of his evidence which bears upon the present subject :

—

' My first object was to clear up the difficulties which, to common apprehension, hung
over the matter, from the difference in the scales of the saceharometers in use among
the brewers and distillers of England and Scotland. I found that one quarter of good
malt would yield to the porter brewer a barrel imperial measure of wort, at the

concentrated specific gravity of 1-234. Now, if the decimal part of this number be
multiplied by 360, being the number of pounds weight of water in the barrel, the
product will denote the excess, in pounds, of the weight of a barrel of such concentrated

wort over that of a barrel of water, and that product is, in the present case, 84-24

pounds.

']VIr. Martineau, jun., of the house of Messrs. Whitbread and Company, and a

• 'Brewing,' Society for PifEusing Useful Knowledge, p. 166.
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gentleman connected with another great London brewery, had the kindness to

inform me that their average product from a quarter of malt was a barrel of 8i lbs.

gravity. It is obvious, therefore, that by taking the mean operation of two sucli great

establishments, I must have arrived very nearly at the truth.

' It ought to be remarked that such a high density of wort as r23-l is not the result

of any direct experiment in the brewery, for infusion of malt is never drawn oif so

strong ; that density is deduced by computation from the quantity and quality of

several successive infusions
;
thus, supposing a first infusion of the quarter of malt to

yield a barrel of specific gravity ril2, a second to yield a barrel at 1-091, and a third

a barrel at 1'031, we shall have three barrels at the mean of these three numbers, or

one barrel at their sum, equal to 1'234.

' I may here observe that the arithmetical mean or sum is not the true mean or sum
of the two specific gravities ; but this difference is either not known or disregarded by
the brewers. At low densities this difference is inconsiderable, but at high densities

it would lead to serious errors. At specific gravity r231, wort or syrup contains

one-half of its weight of solid puro saccharum, and at 1-1045 it contains one-fourth

of its weight ; but the brewer's rule, when here applied, gives for the mean specific

gravity 1-1155 = ^ ^^1 + 1 000
^

r^^^
contents in solid saccharine matter at that

2i

density are, however, 275- per cent,, showing the rule to be 1\ lbs. wrong in excess on
100 lbs., or 9 lbs. per barrel.

' The specific gravity of the solid dry extract of malt-wort is 1-264 ; it was taken in

oil of turpentine, and the result reduced to distilled water as unity. Its specific

volume is 0-7911, that is, 10 lbs. of it wiU occupy the volume of 7'911 lbs. of water.

The mean specific gravity, by computation of a solution of that extract in its own
weight of water, is 1-1166

; but, by experiment, the specific gravity of that solution is

1-216, showing considerable condensation of volume in the act of combination with

water.
' The following Table shows the relation between the specific gravities of solutions

of malt-extract and the percentage of solid extract they contain :—

Extract of Malt "Water ilalt-Extraot in 100 Snsair in 100 Specific Gravity

600 + 600 50-00 47-00 1-2160

600 + 900 40-0 37-00 1-1670

600 + 1,200 33-3 31-50 1-1350

600 + 1,500 28-57 26-75 1-1130

600 + 1,800 25-00 24-00 1-1000

' The extract of malt was evaporated to dryness, at a temperature of about 250° F.,

without the slightest injury to its quality or any empyreumatic smell. Bate's tables

have been constructed on solutions of sugar, and not -with solutions of extract of malt,

as they agree sufSciently well "with the former, but differ materially from the latter.

Allen's tables give the account of a certain form of solid saccharine matter extracted

from malt, and dried at 175° P., in correspondence to the specific gra-vdty of tho

solution ; but I have found it impossible to make a solid extract from infusions of malt,

except at much higher temperatures than 175° F. Indeed, the numbers on Allen's

saecharometer-scale clearly show that his extract was by no means dry : thus, at 1 • 1 00

of gravity he assigns 29-669 per cent, of solid saccharine matter ; whereas there is at

that density of solid extract only 25 per cent. Again, at 1-135, Allen gives 40 parts

per cent, of solid extract, whereas there are only 33^ present.'

The Table (p. 319) shows the origin and effect of fermentation in tlie reduction of

g^i^^•ity, in a number of practical experiments.

The second column here does not represent the solid extract, but the pasty extract

obtained as the basis of Mr. AUen's saccharometer, and therefore each of its numbers

is somewhat too high. The last column, also, must be in some measure erroneous, on

account of the quantity of alcohol dissipated during the process of fermentation.

It must be like-wise incorrect, because the density due to the saccharine matter will bo

partly counteracted by the effect of the alcohol present in the fermented liquor. In

fact, the attenuation does not correspond to the strength of the wort
;
being greatest

in the third brewing and smallest in the first. The quantity of yeast for the ale

bre-wings given in the Table was, upon an average, one gallon for 108 gallons ; but it

varied with its quality, and -with the state of the weather, which, when warm, permits

much less to be used with propriety.

The good quality of the malt, and the right management of the mashing, may be
tested by tho quantity of saccharine matter contained in the successively dra-wn worts.
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Original Gravity
of the Worts

IbSi per Btirrcl

of Saccharine
Matter

Specific Gravity
01 tne AiQ

lbs. per Barrel
of Saccharine

Matter

attenuation or
Sacchanim decom-

posed

1-O9o0 88-75 1-0500 40-25 0-478

1-0918 85-62 l-0i20 38-42 0-552'

1-0829 78-125 1-0205 16-87 0-787'

1-0862 80-625 1-0236 20-00 0-757

1-0780 73-75 1-0280 24-25 0-698

1-0700 65-00 1-0285 25-00 0-615

1-1002 93-75 1-0400 36-25 0-613

1-1025 95-93 1-0420 38-42 0-600

1-0978 91-56 1-0307 27-00 0-705

1-0956 89-37 1-0358 32-19 0-640

1-1130 105-82 1-0362 31-87 0-661

1-1092 102-187 1-0302 26-75 0-605

1-1171 110-00 1-0400 36-25 0-669

1-1030 96-40 1-0271 23-42 0-757

1-0660 61-25 1-0214 17-80 0-709

With tliis view, an aliquot portion of each, of them should be evaporated by a safety-

bath heat to a nearly concrete consistence, and then mixed -mth twice its volume of

strong spirit of wine. The truly saccharine substance will be dissolved, while the

starch and other matters will be separated ; after which the proportions of each may
be determined by filtration and evaporation. Or an equally correct, and much more
expeditious, method of arriving at the same result would be, after agitating the viscid

extract with the alcohol in a tall glass cylinder, to allow the insoluble fecula to subside,

and then to determine the specific gravity of the supernatant liquid by a hydrometer.

The additional density which the alcohol has acquired will indicate the quantity of

malt-sugar which it has received. The following Table, constructed by Dr. Ure, at

the request of Henry "Warburton, Esq. M.P., chairman of the Molasses Committee
of the House of Commons in 1830, will show the brewer the principle of this im-
portant inquiry. It exhibits the quantity in grains' weight of sugar requisite to raise

the specific gravity of a gallon of spirit of different densities to the gravity of water
= 1-000.

Specific Gravity of Grains' 'Weight of Sugar in the
Spirit. Gallon Imperial

0-995 -980

0-990 1-890

0-985 2-800

0-980 3-710

0-975 4-690

0-970 5-600

0-965 6-660
0-960 7-070

0-955 8-400

0-950 9-310

The immediate purpose of this Table was to show the effect of saccharine matter in

disguising the presence or amount of alcohol in the weak feints of the distiller. But
a similar Table might easily be constructed, in which, taking a uniform quantity of
alcohol of 0-825, for example, the quantity of sugar in any wort-extract would be
shown by the increase of specific gravity which the alcohol received from agitation

with a certain weight of the wort, inspissated to a nearly solid consistence by a safety-

pan made on the principle of Dr. Ure's patent sugar-pan. (See Sugab). Thus, the

normal quantities being 1,000 grains' measure of alcohol, and 100 grains by weight of

inspissated mash-extract, the hydrometer would at once indicate, by help of the Table,

first, the quantity per cent, of truly saccharine matter, and next, by sulstraction, that
of farinaceous matter present in it.

The advance of the arts is gradually assuming a character which -will no longer
permit any manufacturer to neglect the assistance of science ; and those who first take
advantage of the power of knowledge will assuredly leave their fellow-labourers
behind. From being an uncertain and hazardous operation, brewing must ere long
become a fixed and definite principle based upon facts well understood, and capable
of perpetual repetition and reproduction at will. To sum up briefly the general details

of ale-brewing, we may state, that, for most kinds of ale, the attenuation in the fijst

instance should be finished in from six to twenty-one days, according to the strength
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of the wort ; that this attenuation should approach to two-thirds of the whole weight

;

and that after tunning and cleansing, the ale itself should weigh about one-fourth of
the original gravity of the wort. Thus, if the fermenting tun be set vnth wort of 27 lbs.,

then the attenuation sliould bring it down to 9 or 1 0 lbs., and the subsequent operations
produce an ale weigliing from 6 to 7 lbs. When these conditions are fulfilled, without
much extra trouble or attention, the ale is pretty certain to turn out well, though, in

some localities, ale is never attenuated to more than one-half its original gra^^ty

:

this kind of ale is, however, very apt to become sour in hot weather and ropy
in cold.

Some additional remarks on the brewing of porter, which differs from that of ale both
in the nature of the materials used and in the mode of finishing the fermentation, are

required. Porter owes its peculiar colour and flavour to burnt saccharine or starchy

matter ; and this was formerly obtained by burning sugar until it exhaled the odour
called by French writers caramel. At present, however, nothing but highly-torrefied

malt is used ; and of this there are several kinds, as brown malt, imperial malt, and
black malt ; all of whicli are used by some brewers, whilst others employ only the

brown and black, and a few the black alone, for giving colour and flavour. The
fermentative quality or saccharine is, however, the same as that of ale, and is derived

from pale or amber malt. As a general rule, the ratio of the colouring and flavouring

malts are to the saccharine as about 1 to 5 or 1 to 4 ; but where black malt only is

used, the proportion does not exceed 1 to 10.

The employment of these burnt malts permits a singular act of injustice on the part

of the Excise, as regards the drawback on exportation. By the Excise regulations, it

is assumed that a quarter of malt will produce four barrels of ale brewed from wort of

the sp. gr. 1'054, or 19 -4 lbs. per barrel ; but, altho^gh this is hopeless even with pale

malt, yet with an admixture of brown and black malt the assumption becomes absiu-d

in the extreme. Admitting that, by good management, on the average, four barrels

of wort, weighing 20 lbs., can be obtained from one quarter of fine pale malt, yet, in

the operations of cooling, fermenting, tunning, skimming, and cleansing, a loss of fully

10 per cent, occurs under the most vigilant superintendence
;
and, taking the groat

bulk of our metropolitan breweries, it would be nearer the truth to estimate this loss

at 12 per cent. In plain words, 100 gallons of wort will not, by any management,
produce more than about 88 gallons of saleable beer, though no allowance is made for

this by the Excise ; and the brewer who has paid duty upon 100 gallons gets a draw-

back upon but 88. This, however, is the most favourable view of the case ; and we
solicit attention to the force with which the argument returns in the instance of

porter.

If a quarter of pale malt be assumed at 84 lbs. of saccharine strength, then such an

admixture of brown and black malt as is usually employed by brewers of porter will

not give more than about 24 lbs. ; and as this constitutes at least one-fifth of the whole

bulk used in porter-brewing, we see that a quarter of such mixed malt can never give

more than 70 lbs. ; that is to say, 80 parts of pale malt, mixed with 20 of brown and

black, instead of giving at the rate of 84 lbs., as pale malt alone does, would give but

70 lbs., or produce a difference between the actual return and that taken for granted

by the Excise authorities, of no loss than 16'6 per cent. ; to which, if we add the loss

previously mentioned as arising from fermentation, yeast, &c., and which we have

called 12 per cent., a total difference ensues of 28'6 per cent, between the duty paid

by the brewer and the drawback allowed by Act of Parliament. But the grievance

does not stop here ; for the only return allowed by Act of Parliament is based upon the

malt duty, and notliing whatever is said of the duty on hops. This, however, is at

the rate of 19s. "Jd. per cwt. ; and since hops yield only about 35 per cent, of their

weight of soluble matter, it would require 168 lbs. of hops to produce a barrel of fluid

or wort weighing 19"4 lbs., or having the requisite parliamentary specific gravity

of 1'054. Upon this barrel, when exported, the drawback is bs. ; but, as may
easily be seen on calculation, the duty paid by the brewer has been 29s. Zd. In fact,

upon every 168 lbs. of hops consumed by the export brewer, he suffers a dead loss of

24s. Zd. independently of the waste incidental to his various processes. These things

may seem startling ; but the whole Board and Staif of the Excise are unable to prove

that they are in the least over-estimated. At the same time, the intelligent reader will

gather that the profits of brewing are not by any means so large as a cursory glance at

the subject might appear to warrant. No cloubt the brewing business is at times very

remunerative ; but a continued high price of the raw materials sometimes proves ruinous

to the large brewer, as it must not be forgotten that the capital required is large, and

invested in very perishable materials, such as casks and other wooden utensils, the

wear and tear upon which is a very large item ; nor, again, as we have shown, must a

speculator begin by assuming, with the Excise authorities, that a quarter of malt ^v-ill

produce four barrels of beer, for he will be much nearer the truth if he estimates his
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saleable produce at three barrels. As, however, it forms no part of our present tisfe

to enter into the financial statistics of brewing, we return to the object more imme-
diately in view, merely throwing out, ere 'passant, the above hints for the benefit of
those whom they may concern.

i

If the analyses of malt and malt-wort are requisite to enable the brewer to perform
his operations with safety and success, the analysis of beer is not less indispensable
to qualify him for the harassing labour of competition with his neighbours, and for the
protection of his interest against Excise confiscation. Although beer may have been
brewed of the requisite gravity for justifying a drawback on exportation, yet this is

very far indeed from ensuring a return of the malt-duty, even to the limited extent

awarded by law. The question is, How are the Excise oificials to know the real

weight of the wort from which the beer was brewed ? This may be ascertained by
the following method, which should take the place of the present indefinite system :

—

Having agitated a portion of the ale or beer so as to dissipate its carbonic acid gas,

measure out exactly 3,600 grains' measure of it, and pour these into a retort ; then
distil with great care into a receiver s^irrounded by ice-cold water about one-third of
the whole fluid, or rather more than this if the ale or beer is known to be highly
alcoholic. Next weigh the distilled fluid, and then ascertain its specific gravity,

from whence, by any of the proper tables of alcoJiol, the total quantity of absolute

alcohol in the distilled fluid may be known. This alcohol is to be converted by cal-

culation into its equivalent of sugar, at the rate of 171 parts of sugar for every 92 of'

alcohol found; after which the sugar must be brought into pounds per barrel by the

rule before given, which is b2\ lbs. of sugar for every 20 lbs. of gravity. The amount
of vinegar is next to be determined by any of the known forms of acidimetry. (See

AcEDiMETET.) This vinegar, or acetic acid, must, like the alcohol, be also converted

into its representative of sugar, by assigning 171 of sugar to every 102 of anhydrous
acetic acid present in the beer, this sugar being, as before, converted into pounds per

barrel. To the beer remaining in the retort, sufficient distilled water is then to be
added, that the entire bulk of fluid may once more be equal to 3,600 grains' measure

;

and the temperature of the mixture having fallen to 60° F., its specific gravity must
be determined in the usual way, and this reduced to pounds per barrel, by multiplying

the excess above 1,000 by 360, and dividing the product by 1,000. The whole of these

weights, added together, gives the original weight of the wort. Thus, for example,

we will suppose that 3,600 grains of a particular beer have given 1,300 grains of a
dilute alcohol, of specific gravity 0'9731, and consequently containing about 17-2 per
cent, by weight of alcohol

;
again, that the same quantity of beer, when tested by

ammonia, has indicated 30 grains of acetic acid ; and lastly, that the spent wash, when
filled up with distilled water to its primary bulk, has, at 60°, a specific gravity of

1 '016 ; then the total alcohol would be in 360 grains, or the representative of a barrel,

22f grains, and the acetic acid in the same quantity, 3 grains : hence we have the

following results :

—

Grs. of sugar. Brewers' lbs.

Alcohol, 22| grains, equal to . . . 42'2 or 16.

Acetic acid, 3 grains . , . . 5' 1*9

Spent wash, of specific gravity 1 '01 6 . ... „ 5'76

Total weight . . 23'66

It might be thought that the proper kind of sugar to select in this instance as the

representative of alcohol and acetic acid should be grape-sugar, whose atomic weight

is 180 ; but it has been shown by Dr. Uro that the kind of sugar actually employed
in the construction of our saccharometer tables must have been cane-sugar, the

atom of which is 171 ; and hence the reason why it must be employed in this cal-

culation.

Ale, Pale or Bitter ; brewed chiefly for the Indian market and for other tropical

countries.—It is a light beverage, with much aroma, and, in consequence of the regula-

tions regarding the malt-duty, is commonly browed from a wort of specific gravity

1'055 or upwards; for no drawback is allowed by the Excise on the exportation of

beer brewed from worts of a lower gravity than 1'054. This impolitic interference

with the operations of trade compels the manufacturer of bitter beer to employ wort

of a much greater density than he otherwise would do ; for beer made from wort of

the specific gravity 1"042 is not only better calculated to resist secondary fermentation

and the other effects of a hot climate, but is also more pleasant and salubrious to the

consumer. Under present circumstances the law expects the brewer of bitter beer to

obtain four barrels of marketable beer from every quarter of malt he uses, which is

just barely possible when the best malt of a good barley year is employed. AVith

Vol. I. Y
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every quarter of such malt 16 lbs. of the best hops are used ; so that, if we assume
the cost of malt at 60s. per quarter, and the best hops at 2s. per lb., we shall have, for

the prime cost of each barrel of bitter beer—in malt, 15s. ; in hops, 8s.
;
together, 23s.

;

from which, on exportation, wo must deduct the drawback of 6s. per barrel allowed
by the Excise, which brings the prime cost down to 18s. per barrel, exclusive of the

expense of manufacture, wear and tear of apparatus, capital invested in barrels,

cooperage, &c., which constitute altogether a very formidable outlay. As, however,
this ale is sold as high as from 60s. to 65s. per barrel, there can be no doubt that the

bitter-ale trade has long been, and still continues, an exceedingly profitable specula-

tion, though somewhat hazardous, from the liability of the article to undergo decom-
position ere it finds a market.

The East Indian pale ale, or bitter beer, is now brewed in large quantities for the
homo market at Burton-on-Trent, Loudon, Glasgow, and Leeds, but differs slightly

from that exported, as being less bitter and more spirituous. It is brewed solely from
the best and palest malts and the finest and most delicate hop, and much of its success

depends on the care taken in selecting the best materials for its composition. It also

requires the utmost care and attention at every stage of its progress to preserve the

colour, taste, and other properties of this ale in their fulness and purity.

Eor further description of the brewhouse and its appliances, with the various modes
of operations, see the article Brewing.
The English ale-drinkers were a few years since startledby a public report, apparently

well authenticated, that the French chemists were largely engaged in preparing immense
quantities of that most deadly poison strychnine for the purpose of drugging the pale

bitter ale, in such great vogue at present in Great Britain and its colonies. The follow-

ing are a few amongst many reasons which might be quoted, to show the absurdity of

this report:—1. Strychnine is an exceedingly costly article. 2. It has a most un-

pleasant metallic bitter taste. 3. It is a notorious poison, and its use in any brewery
being known would ruin the reputation of the brewer. 4. It cannot be introduced

into ordinary beer brewed with hops, because it is entirely precipitated by infusions

of that wholesome and fragrant herb. In fact, the quercitannic acid of hops is in-

compatible with strychnia and all its kindred alkaloids. Hence hopped beer becomes
in this respect a sanitary beverage, refusing to take up a particle of strychnia and
other noxious drugs of like character. "Were the nux vomica powder, from -which

strychnia is extracted, even stealthily thrown into the mash-tun, its dangerous prin-

ciple would be all infallibly thrown down with the grounds in the subsequent boiling

with the hops.

The varieties of beer depend either upon the difiference of their materials, or upon
a different management of the brewing processes. With regard to the materials, beers

differ in the proportion of their malt, hops, and water, and in the different kinds of

malt or other grain. To the class of ' table ' or ' small beers' all those sorts may be

referred whose specific gravity does not exceed 1"025, which contain about 5 per

cent, of malt extract, or nearly 18 lbs. per barrel. Beers of middling strength may
be reckoned those between the density of 1'025 and 1'040, which contain, at the

average, 7 per cent., or 26 lbs. per barrel. The latter may be made with 400 quarters

of malt to 1,600 barrels of beer: stronger beers have a specific gravity of from
1-060 to 1'080, and take from 450 to 760 quarters of malt to the same quantity of beer.

The strongest beer found in the market is some of the English and Scotch ales, for

which from 18 to 27 quarters of malt are taken for 1,500 gallons of beer: good

porter requires from 16 to 18 quarters for that quantity. Beers are sometimes made
with the addition of other farinaceous matter to the malt ; but when the latter con-

stitutes the main portion of the grain, the malting of the other kinds of corn becomes

unnecessary, for the diastase of the barley-malt changes the starch into sugar during

the mashing operation. Even with entirely raw grain, beer is made in some parts of

the Continent, the brewers trusting the conversion of the starch into sugar to thai

action of the gluten alone, at a low mashing temperature, on the principle of

Saussure's and Kirchoffs researches.

The colour of the beer depends upon the colour of the malt and the duration of the

boil in the copper. The pale ale is made, as we have stated, from steam- or sun-dried

malt and the young shoots of the hop ; the deep yellow ale from a mixture of pale-

yellow and brown malt ; and the dark-brown beer from well-kilned and partly car-

bonised malt, mixed with a good deal of the pale to give body. The longer and

more strongly heated the malt has been in the kiln, the less weight of extract, cateris

paribus, does it aflTord. In making the fine mild ales, high temperatures ought to be

avoided, and the yeast ought to bo skimmed off, or allowed to fiow very readily from

its top, by means of the cleansing-butt system, so that little ferment being left in it to

decompose the rest of the sugar, the sweetness may remain unimpaired. With regard

to porter, in certain breweries each of the three kinds of malt employed for it is
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Beparately mashed, after -whicli the first and the half of the second -wort is boiled along

mth the whole of the hops, and thence cooled, and set to ferment in the gyle-tun.

The third-dra-mi -wort, -with the remaining half of the second, is then boiled with

the same hops, saved by the drainer, and, after cooling, added to the former in the

gyle-tun, when the two must be well roused together.

It is obvious from the preceding development of principles, that all amylaceous and

saccharine materials, such as potatoes, beans, turnips, as well as cane- and starch-

syrup, molasses, &c. may be used in brewing beer. When, however, a superior

quality of brown beer is desired, malted barley is indispensable, and even with these

substitutes a mixture of it is most advantageous. The washed roots of the common
carrot, of the red and yellow beet, or of the potato, must be first boiled in water, and
then mashed into a piilp. This pulp must be mixed with water in the copper along

with wheaten- or oat-meal and the proper quantity of hops, then boiled during eight or

nine hours. This wort is to be cooled in the usual way, and fermented with the addi-

tion of yeast. A much better process is that now practised on a considerable scale

at Strasbourg, in making the ale for which that city is celebrated. The mashed
potatoes are mixed with from a twentieth to a tenth of their weight of finely-ground

barley-malt and some water. The mixture is exposed in a water-bath to a heat of

160° F. for four hours, whereby it passes into a saccharine state, and may then be

boiled with hops, cooled, and properly fermented into good beer.

Maize, or Indian corn, has also been employed to make beer ; but its malting is

somewhat difficult, on account of the rapidity and vigour with which its radicles and
plumula sprout forth. The proper mode of causing it to germinate is to cover it a

few inches deep with common soil, in a garden or field, and to leave it there till the

bed is covered with green shoots of the plant. The corn must be then lifted, washed,

and exposed to the kiln.

The Board of Excise, or Inland Eevenue, having, a few years ago, been permitted

by the Legislature to grant leave to use sugar in the place of barley-malt in breweries,

an extensive sugar-merchant in London, hoping, under this boon, to acquire a new
and wealthy class of customers, employed &. L"re to ascertain by experiment the

relative values of malt and sugar for the manufacture of beer. Ten samples of

Muscovado sugar, of several qualities, were examined, and were found to vary
very slightly in the proportions of alcohol they could famish by fermentation in a
brewer's tun, the average being 12 gallons of proof spirit for 112 lbs. of the

sugar ; whereas an equal quantity of proof spirit could be obtained from 4^ bushels

of malt. One pound of malt yields f lb. of extract capable of making as much
beer as that weight of sugar. On comparing the actual price of sugar and malt,

we shall see how ruinous a business it would be to use sugar instead of malt in

a brewery, and hence the delusiveness of the Excise generosity towards the beer

trade.

Although the object of the brewer is not the formation of a mere saccharine wort,

as we have already shown (and malt contains other substances necessary to the

formation of a sound beer), the amount of proof spirit producible from various sub-

stances will be some index to their relative value and it has been found that, with
proper management, a quarter of good malt, weighing 42 lbs. per bushel, or 336 lbs.

per quarter, will yield 18 gallons of proof spirit ; a quarter of barley, weighing 53 lbs.

per bushel, or 440 lbs. per quarter, will yield from 18 to 20 gallons. An equal quan-

tity of spirit, say 18 gallons at proof, can be obtained from 175 lbs. of best West
India sugar; from 234 lbs. of inferior Jamaica raw sugar; from 275 lbs. of West
India molasses ; or from 295 lbs. of refined or sugar-house molasses. Bauerstock
gave the average of sugar 200 lbs., and of honey 226 lbs., as equivalent to a quarter

ofmalt,
Eopiness is a morbid state of beer, which is best remedied, according to Mr. Black,

by putting the beer into a vat with a false bottom, and adding, per barrel, 4 or 5
pounds of hops, taken away after the first boilings of the worts ; and to them may be
added about half a pound per barrel of mustard-seed. Eouse the beer as the hops are

gradually introduced, and, in some months, the ropiness will be perfectly cured. The
beer shoxild be drawn off from below the false bottom.

For theoretical views, see FfrR^rFiNTATioy ; and for wort-cooling apparatus, see

Ekfeigeratoe.
BSER, BAVARZAK'. {Baicrisches Bur, Gev.) The Grermans from time imme-

morial have been habitually beer-drinkers, and have exercised much of their technical

and scientific skill in the production of beer of many different kinds, some of which
are little known to our nation, while one at least, called Bavarian, possesses excel-

lent qualities, entitling it to the attention of all brewers and consumers of this beverage.
The peculiarities in the manufacture of Bavarian beer some time ago attracted the
attention of the most eminent chemists in Germanv, especially of the late Professor

t2
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Liebig, and much ne-sv light vas thereby thro'\ni upon this curious portion of vegetable

chemistry.

The follomng is a list of the principal beers bre'wed in Gtermany :

—

1. Brown beer of Merseburg ; of pure barley malt.

2. ,, „ ,, and beet-root sugar.

3. „ barley malt, potatoes, and beet-root syrup.

4. „ refined beet-root syrup alone.

6. Covent or thin beer.

6. Berlin white beer, or the champagne of the north.

7. Broyhan, a famous Hanoverian beer.

8. Double beer of Griinthal.

9. Bavarian beer : 1. Summer beer ; 2. Winter beer.

10. ,, Bock beer.

11. Wheat Lager-heeT (slowly fermented).

12. White bitter beer of Erlangen.

Considerable interest among men of science, in favour of the Bavarian beer process,

has been excited ever since the appearance of ' Liebig's Organic Chemistry.' In the

introduction to this admirable work, he says, ' The beers of England and France, and
for the most part those of Germany, become gradually sour by contact of air. This

defect does not belong to the beers of Bavaria, which may be preserved at pleasure in

half-full casks, as well as full ones, without alteration in the air. This precious

quality must be ascribed to a peculiar process employed for fermenting the wort,

called in German TJntergdhrung, or fermentation from below ; which has solved one of

the fijiest theoretical problems.
' Wort is proportionally richer in soluble gluten than in sugar. When it is set to

ferment by the ordinary process, it evolves a large quantity of yeast, in the state of

a thick froth, with bubbles of carbonic acid gas attached to it, whereby it is floated to

the surface of the liquid. The phenomenon is easily explained. In the body of the
wort, alongside of- particles of sugar decomposing, there are particles of gluten being

oxidised at the same time, and enveloping, as it were, the former particles, whence
the carbonic acid of the sugar and the insoluble ferment from the gluten being simul-

taneously produced, should mutually adhere. When the metamorphosis of the sugar

is completed, there remains stUl a large quantity of gluten dissolved in the fermented

liquor, which gluten, in virtue of its tendency to appropriate oxygen, and to get

decomposed, induces also the transformation of the alcohol into acetic acid (vinegar).

But were all the matters susceptible of oxidisement as well as this vinegar ferment

removed, the beer would thereby lose its faculty of becoming sour. These conditions

are duly fulfilled in the process followed in Bavaria.

'In that country the malt-wort is set to ferment in open backs, with an extensive

surface, and placed in cool cellars, having an atmospheric temperature not exceeding
8° or 10- C. (46|-° or 50° F.) The operation lasts from three to four weeks : the car-

bonic acid is disengaged ; not in large bubbles that burst on the surface of the liquid,

but in very small vesicles, like those of a mineral water, or of a liquor saturated

with carbonic acid, when the pressure is removed. The surface of the fermenting

wort is always in contact with the oxygen of the atmosphere, as it is hardly covered

with froth, and as all the yeast is deposited at the bottom of the back, under the form
of a very viscid sediment, called in German JJnterhefe.

' In order to form an exact idea of the difference between the processes of fer-

mentation, it must be borne in mind that the metamorphosis of gluten, and of azotised

bodies in general, is accomplished successively in two principal periods, and that it is

in the first that the gluten is transformed in the interior of the liquid into an insoluble

ferment, and that it separates alongside of the carbonic acid proceeding from the

sugar. This separation is the consequence of an absorption of oxygen. It is, how-
ever, hardly possible to decide if this oxygen comes from the sugar, from the water,

or even from an intestine change of the gluten itself; or, in other words, whether the

oxygen combines directiy with the gluten, to give it a higher degree of oxidation, or

whether it lays hold of its hydrogen to form water.
* This oxidation of the gluten, from whichever cause, and the transformation of the

sugar into carbonic acid and alcohol, axe two actions so correlated, that by an exclu-

sion of the one, the other is immediately stopped,'

The superficial ferment {Oberhefe in Grerman) which covers the surface of the fer-

menting wca"ks, is gluten oxidised in a state of putrefaction ; and the ferment of de-

jposit \s the gluten oxidised in a state of eremacausis, or slow combustion.

The surface yeast, or barm, excites in liquids containing sugar and gluten the
same alteration which itself is undergoing, whereby the sugar and the gluten suffer

a rapid and tumultuous metamorphosis. We may form an exact idea of the different
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states of these two kinds of yeast by comparing the superficial to vegetable matters

putrefying at the bottom of a marsh, and the bottom yeast to the rotting of wood
in a state of eremacausis. The peculiar condition of the elements of the sediment

ferment causes them to act upon the elements of the sugar in an extremely slow

manner, and excites the change into alcohol and carbonic acid, without affecting the

dissolved gluten.

If to wort at a temperature of from 46^° to 60° P. the top yeast be added, a quiet

slow fermentation is produced, but one accompanied with a rising-up of the mass,

while yeast collects both at the surface and bottom of the backs. If this deposit be
removed to make use of it in other operations, it acquires by little and little the cha-

racters of the Unterhcfe, and becomes incapable of exciting the phenomena of the first

fermenting period, causing only, at 69° F., those of the second, namely, sedimentary
fermentation. It must be carefully observed that the right Unterhcfe is not the pre-

cipitate which falls to the bottom of backs in the ordinary fermentation of beer, but
is a matter entirely different. Peculiar pains must be taken to get it genuine, and in

a proper condition at the commencement. Hence the brewers of Hesse and Prussia,

who wished to make Bavarian beer, found it more to their interest to send for the

article to Wurzburg, or Bamberg, in Bavaria, than to prepare it themselves. When
once the due primary fermentation has been established and well regulated in a
brewery, abundance of the true UnterJufo may be obtained for all future operations.

In a wort made to ferment at a low temperature with deposit only, the presence of

the Unterhcfe is the first condition essential to the metamorphosis of the saccharum,

but it is not competent to bring about the oxidation of the gluten dissolved in the

wort, and its transformation into an insoluble state. This change must 'be accom-
plished at the cost of the atmospherical oxygen.

In the tendency of soluble ghiten to absorb oxygen, and in the free access of the

air, all the conditions necessary for its eremacausis are to be found. It is known that

the presence of oxygen and soluble gluten are also the conditions of acetification

(vinegar-making), but they are not the only ones ; for this process requires a tem-
perature of a certain elevation for the alcohol to experience this slow combustion.
Hence by excluding that temperature, the combustion (oxidation) of alcohol is ob-
structed, while the gluten alone combines with the oxygen of the air. This property
does not belong to alcohol at a low temperature, so that during the oxidation in this

case of the gluten, the alcohol exists alongside of it, in the same condition as the gluten
alongside of sulphurous acid in the muted wines. In wines not impregnated with tho
fumes of burning sulphur, the oxygen which would have combined at the same time
with the gluten and the alcohol does not seize either of them in wines which have
been subjected to mutism, but it unites itself to the sulphurous acid to convert it into

the sulphuric. The action called sedimentary fermentation is therefore merely a
simultaneous metamorphosis of putrefaction and slow combustion ; the sugar and the

Unterhcfe putrefy, and the soluble gluten gets oxidised, not at the expense of tho

oxygen of the water and the sugar, but of the oxygen of the air, and the gluten then
falls in the insoluble state. The process of Appert for the preservation of provisions is

founded upon the same principle as the Bavarian process of fermentation, in which all

the putrescible matters are separated by the intervention of the air at a temperature
too low for the alcohol to become oxidised. By removing them in this way, the

tendency of the beer to grow sour, or to suffer a further change, is prevented.

Appert's method consists in placing, in presence of vegetables or meat which we wish
to preserve, the oxygen at a high temperature, so as to produce slow combustion, but

without putrefaction or even fermentation. By removing the residuary oxygen after

the combustion is finished, aU. the causes of an ulterior change are removed. In the

sedimentary fermentation of beer, we remove the matter which experiences the com-
bustion

; whereas, on tho contrary, in the method of Appert, we remove that which
'produces it.

The temperature at which fermentation is carried on has a very marked influence

upon the quantity of alcohol produced. It is known that the juice of beets set to

ferment between 86° and 95° F., does not yield alcohol, and its sugar is replaced by a
less oxygenated substance, mannite, and lactic acid, resulting from the mucilage. , In
proportion as the temperature is lowered the mannite fermentation diminishes. As
to azotised juices, however, it is hardly possible to define the conditions under which
the transformation of the sugar will take place, without being accompanied with
another decomposition which modifies its products. The fermentation of beer by
deposit demonstrates that by tho simultaneous action of the oxygen of the air and
a low temperature, the metamorphosis of sugar is effected in a complete manner

;

for the vessels in which the operation is carried on are so disposed that the oxygen
of the air may act upon a surface great enough to transform all the gluten into

insoluble yeast, and thus to present to the sugar a matter constantly undergoing de-
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composition. Tlie oxidisement of tho dissolved gluten goes on, but that of the alcohol
requires a higher temperature, whence it cannot suffer acotification, or conversion into

vinegar.

In several States of Germany the favourable influence of a rational process of
fermentation upon the quality of the beers has been fully recognised. In the
Grand Duchy of Hesse considerable premiums were proposed for the brewing of

beer according to the process pursued in Bavaria, which were decreed to those brewers
who were able to prove that their product (neither strong nor highly hopped) had
kept six months in the casks without becoming at all sour. "When the first trials

were being made, several thousand barrels were being spoiled, till eventually experi-

ence led to the discovery of the true practical conditions which theory had foreseen

and prescribed.

Neither the richness in alcohol, nor in hops, nor both combined, can hinder ordi-

nary beer from getting tart. In England, says Liebig, an immense capital is sacri-

ficed to preserve the better sorts of ale and porter from souring, by leaving them for

several years in enormous tuns quite full, and very well closed, while their tops are

covered with sand. This treatment is identical with that applied to wines to make
them deposit the wine-stone. A slight transpiration of air goes on in this case

through the pores of the wood ; but the quantity of azotised matter contained in the

beer is so great, relatively to the proportion of oxygon admitted, that this element

cannot act upon the alcohol. And yet the beer thus managed will not keep sweet
more than two months in smaller casks, to which air has access. The grand secret of

the Munich brewers is to conduct the fermentation of tho wort at too low a tempera-

ture to permit of the acetification of the alcohol, and to cause all the azotised matters

to be completely separated by the intervention of the oxygen of the air, and not by
the sacrifice of the sugar. It is only in March and October that the good store beer

is begun to bo made in Bavaria.

The following Table exhibits the results of the chemical examination of the under-

mentioned kinds of Beer :

—

Quantity in 100 parts by weight

Name of the Beer Analyst

Water Malt cxtr. AJoohol Carb. acid

Augustine double beer—Mu-
nich ..... 88-36 8-0 3-6 0-14 Kaiser.

Salvator beer—do. 87-62 8-0 4-2 0-18 Do.

Book beer from the Eoyal
Brewery—do. 88-64 7-2 4-0 0-16 Do.

Schonk (pot) boor, from a Ba-
varian country brewery; a

kind of small beer 92-94 4-0 2-9 0-16 Do.

Bock beer, of Brunswick, of

the Bavarian kind 88-60 6-50 5-0 Balhorn.

Lager (store) beer, of Bruns-
wick, of the Bavarian kind

.

91-0 5-4 3-60 Otto.

Brunswick sweet small beer . 84-70 14-0 1-30 Do.

Brunswick mum . 59-2 39-0 1-80 0-1 Kaiser.

Malting in Munich.—The barley is steeped till the acrospiro, embryo, or seed-germ

seems to be quickened, a circumstance denoted by a swelling at that end of the grain

which was attached to tho foot-stalk, as also when, on pressing a pile between two
fingers against the thumb-nail, a slight projection of the embryo is perceptible. As
long, however, as the seed-germ sticks too firm to tho husk, it has not been steeped

enough for exposure on the under-ground malt-floor. Nor can deficient steeping be

safely made up for afterwards by sprinkling the malt-couch with a watering-can,

which is apt to render the malting irregular. The steep-water should be changed re-

peatedly, according to the degree of foulness and hardness of the barley : first, six

hours after immersion, having previously stirred the whole mass several times : after-

wards, in -winter every 24 hours, but in summer every 12 hours. It loses none of its

substance in this way, whatever vulgar prejudice may think to the contrary. After

lotting oif the last water from the stone cistern, tho Bavarians leave the barley to

drain in it during 4 or 6 hours. It is now taken out, and laid on the couch floor

in a square heap, 8 or 10 inches high, and it is turned over, morning and evening,

tvitli dexterity, so as to throw the middle portion upon the top and bottom of tho new-

made couch. When the acrospire has become as long as the grain itself, the malt is
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carried to the withering (
Welkboden) or drying floor, in the open air, -where it is exposed

(in dry -weather) during from 8 to 14 days, being daily turned over three times -with

a -winno-wing sho-y-el. It is nest dried in a -well-constructed cylinder or flue-heated malt-
kiln, at a gentle clear heat, -without being browned in the slightest degree, -while it

turns into a fine friable white meal. Smoked malt is entirely rejected by the best

Bavarian brewers. Their malt is dried on a series of wove -wire horizontal shelves,

placed over each other, up through whoso interstices, or perforations, streams of air,

heated to only 122° F., rise, from the surfaces of rows of hot sheet-iron pipe-flues,

arranged a little way below the shelves. Into these pipes the smoke and burned air

of a little furnace on the ground are admitted. The whole is enclosed in a vaidted
chamber, from whose top a large wooden pipe issues for conveying away the steam
from the drying malt. Each charge of malt may be completely dried on this kiln in

the space of from 18 to 24 hours, by a gentle uniform heat, which does not injure the
diastase or discolour the farina.

The malt for store beer should be kept three months at least before using it, and
be freed by rubbing and sifting from the acrospires before being sent to the mill,

where it should be crushed pretty fine. The barley employed is the best distichon or

common kind, styled Hordeum vidgare.

The hops are of the best and freshest gro-wth of Bavaria, called the fine spalter, or
saatser Bohemian townhops, and are t-wice as dear as the best ordinary hops of the rest

of Germany. They are in such esteem as to be exported even into France.
In Munich the malt is moistened slightly 12 or 16 hours before crushing it, -with

from two to three Maas ' of water for every bushel, the malt being well dried, and
several months old. The mash-tun into which the malt is immediately conveyed is, in

middle-sized breweries, a round oaken tub, about 4J feet deep, 10 feet in diameter at

bottom and 9 at top, outside measure, containing about 6,000 Berlin quarts. Into this

tun cold water is admitted late in the evening, to the amount of 25 quarts for each

scheffcl, or 600 quarts for the 26 sckeffels of the ground malt, which are then shot in

and stirred about, and worked well about -with the oars and rakes, till a uniform paste

is formed without lumps. It is left thus for three or four hours ; 3,000 quarts of water
being put into the copper and made to boil; and 1,800 quarts are gradually run down
into the mash-tun and worked about in it, producing a mean temperat-ure of 142-5° F.

After an hour's interval, during which the copper has been kept full, 1,800 additional

quarts of water are run into the tun, -with suitable mashing. The copper being now
emptied of water, the mash-mixture from the tun is transferred to it, and brought
quickly to the boiling point, with careful stirring to prevent its settling on the bottom
and getting burned, and it is kept at that temperature for half an hour. When the

mash rises by the ebullition, it needs no more stirring. This process is called, in Ba-
varia, boiling the thick mash, dickmeisoh Koohcn. The mash is next returned to the

tun, and well worked about in it. A few barrels of a thin mash-wort are kept ready
to be put into the copper the moment it is emptied of the thick mash. After a quarter

of an hour's repose the portion of liquid filtered through the sieve part of the bottom
of the tun into the wort-cistern is put into the copper, thrown back boiling hot into

the mash in the tun, which is once more worked thoroughly.

The copper is next cleared out, filled up -with water, which is made to boil for the

after, or small-beer, bre-wing. After two hours' settling in the open tun, the worts are

dra-wn ofif clear.

Into the copper, filled up one foot high -with the wort, the hops are introduced, and
the mixture is made to boil during a quarter of an hour. This is called roasting the

hops. The rest of the wort is now put into the copper, and boiled along with the hops

during at least an hour or an hour and a half. The mixture is then laded out through

the hop-filter into the cooling cistern, where it stands three or four inches deep, and
is exposed upon an extensive surface to natural or artificial currents of cold air, so as

to be quickly cooled. For every 20 barrels of Lagerhier there are allowed 10 of small

beer ; so that 30 barrels of wort are made in all.

For the winter or pot-beer the worts are brought do-wn to about 69° F. in the cooler,

and the beer is to be transferred to the fermenting tuns at from 54'5° to 59° F. ; for

the summer or Lagerhier, the worts must be brought down in the cooler to from 43° to

45J°, and put into the fermenting tuns at from 41° to 43° F.
A few hours beforehand, while the wort is still at the temperature of 63|° F., a

quantity of lobh must be made, called Vorstdlcn {fore-setting) in German, by mixing
the proportion of Unterhefe (yeast) intended for the whole bre-wing -with a barrel or a
barrel and a half of the worts, in a small tub called the Gahr-tiene, stirring them well

together, so that they may immediately run into fermentation. This lobb is in this

stage to be added to the worts. The lobb is known to be ready when it is covered

' A Bavarian maas='ll quarts EngliBh measurei
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with a white froth from one quarter to one half an inch thick, during which it must
le well covered up. The large fermenting tun must in like manner be kept covered
even in the vault. The colder the worts, the more yeast must be used. Eor the above
quantity, at

From 57° to 59° F 6 Maas of Vnterhefe,

„ 53° to 65° . . . .8 „
„ 48° to 60° . . . . 10 „ „

„ 41° to 43° .... 12 „

Some recommend that wort for this Idnd of fermentation (the (Jnterg'dlirung) should

be set with the yeast at from 48° to 67° ; but the general practice at Munich is to sot

the summer or Lagerbier at from 41° to 43° F.

By following the preceding directions, the wort in the tun should, in the course of

from 12 to 24 hours, exhibit a white froth round the rim, and even a slight whiteness

in the middle. After another 12 to 24 hours, the froth should appear in curls ; and,

in a third like period, these curls should be changed into a still higher frothy brownish
mass. In from 24 to 48 hours more, the barm should have fallen down in portions

through the beer, so as to aUow it to be seen in certain points. In this case it may bo
turned over into the smaller ripening tuns in the course of other five or sis days.

But when the worts have been set to ferment at from 41° to 43° F., they require from
eight to nine days. The beer is transferred, after being freed from the top yeast by a
skimmer, by means of the stopcock near the bottom of the large tun. It is either

first run into an intermediate vessel, in order that the top and bottom portions may be

well mixed, or into each of the Lager casks, in a numbered series, like quantities of the

top and bottom portions are introduced. In the ripening cellars the temperature can-

not be too low. The best keeping beer can never be brewed unless the temperature of

the worts at setting, and of course the fermenting vault, be as low as 50° F. In
Bavaria, where this manufacture is carried on under Government inspectors, a brewing
period is prescribed by law, which is, for the under-fermenting Lagerbier, from Michael-
mas (29th September) to St. George (23rd April). From the latter to the former period

the ordinary top-barm boer alone is to bo made. The ripening casks must not be

quite full, and they are to be closed merely with a loose bung, in order to allow of the

working over of the ferment. But should the fermentation appear too languid, after

six or eight days, a little briskly fermenting Lagerbier may bo introduced. The store

Lagerbier tuns are not to be quite filled, so as to prevent all the yeasty particles from
being discharged in the ripening fermentation ; but the pot Lagerbier tuns must be made
quite full, as this beverage is intended for speedy sale within a few weeks of its being

made.
As soon as the summer-beer vaults are charged with their ripening casks and with

ice-cold air, they are closed air-tight with triple doors, having small intervals between,

so that one may be entered and shut again before the next is opened. These vaults

are sometimes made in ranges radiating from a centre, and at others in rooms set off

at right angles to a main gallery, so that in either case, when the external opening is

well secured with triple air-tight doors, it may be entered at any time, in order to in-

spect the interior without the admission of warm air to the beer-barrels. The wooden
bungs for loosely stopping them must be coated with the proper pitch, to prevent the

possibility of their imparting any acetous ferment.

The Government has taken great pains to improve this national beverage, by en-

couraging the growth of the best qualities of hops and barley. The vaults in which

the beer is fermented, ripened, and kept, are all under ground, and mostly in stony

excavations called Felscnkeller, or rock-cellars. The beer is divided into two sorts,

called summer and winter. The latter is light, and, being intended for immediate retail

in tankards, is termed Schenlcbier. The other, or the Lagerbier, very sensibly increases

in vinous strength in proportion as it decreases in sweetness, by the judicious manage-

ment of the Nachgdhrung, or fermentation in the casks. In several parts of Germany

a keeping quality is communicated to beers by burning sulphur in the casks before

filling them, or by the introduction of sulphite of lime ; but the fiavour thus imparted

is disliked in Munich, Bayreuth, Kogensburg, Niirnberg, Hof, and the other chief

towns of Bavaria, instead of which a preservative virtue is sought for in an aromatic

mineral, or Tyrol pitch, with which the inside of the casks are carefully coated, and

in which the ripe beer is kept and exported. In December and January, after the

casks are charged with the summer or store beer, the double doors of the cellars aro

closed, and lumps of ice are piled up against them, to prevent all access of warm air.

The cellar is not opened till next August, in order to take out the beer for consump-

tion. In these circumstances the beer becomes transparent like champagne wine ;
and,

since but little carbonic acid gas has been disengaged, little or none of the additionally

generated alcohol is lost by evaporation.
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The •winter or Bchenk (pot) beer is brewed in the months of October, November,
March, and April ; but the summer or store beer, in December, January, and Feb-
ruary, or the period of the coldest weather. For the former beer, the hopped worts
are cooled down only to from 61^ to 65°, but for the latter to from 41° to 42-J° F.

The winter beer is also a little weaker than the summer beer, being intended to be
sooner consumed ; since four bushels' (Berlin measure) of fine, dry, sifted malt, of

large heavy Hordeum vulgare distichon, affords seven Eimers of winter beer, but not

more than from five and a half to six of summer beer.^ At the second infusion of

the worts small beer is obtained to the amount of 20 quarts for the above quantity of

malt. For the above quantity of winter beer, 6 lbs. of middling hops are reckoned
sufficient ; but for the summer boor, from 7 to 8 lbs. of the finest liops. The winter

beer may be sent out to the publicans in barrels five days after the fermentation has
been completed in the tuns, and, though not quite clear, it will become so in the

course of six days
;
yet they generally do not serve it out in pots for two or three

weeks ; but the summer beer must be perfectly bright and still before it is racked off

into casks for sale.

Bock Beer of Bavaria.—This is a favourite double-strong beverage of the best

lager description, which is so named from causing its consumers to prance and tumble
about like a buck or a goat ;—for the German word Bock has both these meanings.
It is merely a beer having a specific gravity one-third greater, and is therefore made
with a third greater proportion of malt, but with the same proportion of hops, and
flavoured with a few coriander seeds, It has a somewhat darker colour than tho

general Lagerbier, occasionally brownish, tastes less bitter on account of the pre-

dominating malt, and is somewhat aromatic. It is an eminently intoxicating beverage.

It is brewed in December and January, and takes a long time to ferment and ripen
;

but still it contains too large a quantity of unchanged saccharine matter and dextrine

for its hops, so that it tastes too luscious for habitual topers, and is drunk only from
the beginning of May till the end of July, when the fashion and appetite for it are

over for the year.

On the Clarifying or Clearing of Beers.—Clarifiers act either chemically,—by being
soluble in tho beer, and by forming an insoluble compound with a vegetable gluten,

and other viscid vegetable extracts
;
gelatine and albumen, under one shape or other,

have been most used : the former for beer, the latter, as white of egg, for wine,—or

mechanically, by being diffused in fine particles through the tuibid liquor, and, in their

precipitation, carrying down with them the floating vegetable matters. To this class

belong sand, bone-black (in some measure, but not entirely), and other such articles.

The latter means are very imperfect, and can take down only such matters as exist

already in an insoluble state ; of the former class, milk, blood, glue, calves'-feet jelly,

liartshorn shavings, and isinglass, have been chiefly recommended, Calves'-feet jelly

is much used in many parts of Germany, where veal forms so common a kind of

butcher-meat ; but in summer it is apt to acquire a putrid taint, and to impart the

same to the beer. In these islands, isinglass, swollen and partly dissolved in vinegar,

or sour beer,' is almost the solo clarifier, called finings, employed. It is costly,

when the best article is used ; but an inferior kind of isinglass is imported for the

brewers.

The solvent or mediimi tlirough or with which it is administered is eminently inju-

dicious, as it never fails to infect the beer with an acetous ferment. In Germany their

tart wine has been used hitherto for dissolving tho isinglass ; and this has also the

same bad property. Mr. Zimmermann professes to have discovered an unexception-

able solvent in tartaric acid, one pound of which dissolved in 24 quarts of water is

capable of dissolving two pounds of ordinary isinglass
;
forming finings which may-

be afterwards diluted with pure water at pleasure. Such isinglass imported from
Petersburg into Berlin costs there only 3s. per lb. These finings are best added, as

already mentioned, to the worts prior to fermentation, as soon as they are let into tlie

setting-back, or tun, immediately after adding the yeast to it. They are best adminis-

tered by mixing them in a small tub with thrice their volume of wort, raising the

mixture into a froth with a whisk {twig-besom in German), and then stirring it into

the worts. The clarification becomes manifest in the course of a few hours, and when
tho fermentation is completed, the beer will bo as brilliant as can be wished ; the test

of which with tho German topers is when they can read a newspaper while a tall glass

beaker of beer is placed between the paper and the candle. One quart of finings of

the above strength will be generally found adequate to tho clearing of 100 gallons of

well-brewed lager-beer, though it will be surer to use double that proportion of finings.

The Carrageen moss, as finings, is to be cut in fine shreds, thrown into the boiling

' An.English quarter of grain is equal to 5 bushels (scheffel) and nearly one-third Prussian measure.
" 1 Eimer Prussian=15i English imperial gallons ; 1 Munich sclieffel is equal to 4 Berlin scheffds;

1 Lib. Munich=l*235 EngUsh pounds avoird. ; 1 Lib. BerUa=l-031 pounds avoird.
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thin wort, wlien the flockB begin to separate, and before adding the hops ; after ^hich
the boiling is continued for an hour and a half or t'wo hours, as need be. The clarify-

ing -with this kind of finings takes place in tho cooler, so that a limpid vort may be
diawTi off into the fermenting back.

Zimmermann assumes the merit of haying introduced Carrageen moss as a elarifier

into the beer manufacture. He says that 1 ounce of it is sufficient for 25 gallons of

beer ; and that it operates, not only in the act of boiling -with the hops, but in that of

cooling, as also in the squares and backs before the fermentation has begun. "WTien-

ever this change, however, takes place, the commixture throws up the gluten and
moss to the surface of the liquid in a black scum, which is to be skimmed off, so that

the proper yeast may not be soiled with it. It occasions the separation of much of

the vegetable slime, or mucUage, called by the German brewers Pech (pitch).

Berlin White or Pale Beer (Weiss-bier).—This is the truly national beverage of

Prussia Proper. It is brewed from 1 part of barley malt and 5 parts of wheat malt,

mingled, moistened, and coarsely crushed between rollers. This mixture is worked up
first with water at 95° P., in the proportion of 30 quarts per schcffcl of tho malt, to

which pasty mixture 70 quarts of boiling water are forthwith added, and the whole is

mashed in the tun. After it has been left here a little to settle, a portion of the thin

liquor is drawn off by the tap, transferred to the copper, and then for each bushel of

malt there is added to it a decoction of half a pound of Altmark hops separately pre-

pared. This hopped wort, after half an hour's boiling, is turned back with the hops

into the mash-tun, of which the temperature should now be 162j° P.. but not more.

In half an hour the wort is to be drawn off from the grains, and pumped into the

cooler. The grains are afterwards mashed with from 40 to 50 quarts of boilingwater

per scheffel of malt, and this infusion is drawn off and added to the former worts. Tho
whole mixture is set at 66° P. with a due proportion of top yeast or ordinary barm,

and very moderately fermented.

Potato Beer.—The potatoes being weU washed are to be rubbed down to a pulp

by such a grating cyHndei machine as is represented in fig. 102, where a is the

102

hopper for receiving the roots (whether potato or beet, as in the French sugar

factories) ; b is the crushing and grinding drum ;
c, the handle for turning the spur-

wheel d, which drives the pinion e, and the fly-wheel /; g, h, is the frame. The
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•dotted lines above c are the colander through which the pulp passes. For every

scheffel of potatoes 80 quarts of water are to be put with them into the copper, and
made to boil.

Crushed malt, to the amount of 12 scheffels, is to be well worked about in the mash-
tun with 360 quarts, or 90 gallons (English), of cold water, to a thick pap, and then

840 additional quarts, or about 6 barrels (English), of cold water are to be succes-

sively introduced, with constant stirring, and left to stand an hour at rest.

The potatoes having been meanwhile boiled to a fine starch paste, the whole malt-
mash, thin and thick, is to be speedily laded into the copper, and the mixture in it is

to be well stirred for an hour, taking care to keep the temperature at from 144° to

156° F. all the time, in order that the diastase of the malt may convert the starch

present in the two substances into sugar and dextrine. This transformation is made
manifest by the white pasty liquid becoming transparent and thin. Whenever this

happens the fire is to be raised, to make the mash boil, and to keep it at this heat for

10 minutes. The fire is then withdrawn, the contents of the copper are to be trans-

feiTod into the mash, worked well there, and left to settle for half an hour
;
during

which time the copper is to be washed out, and quickly charged once more with
boiling water.

The clear wort is to be drawn off from the tun, as usual, and boiled as soon as

possible with the due proportion of hops ; and the boiling water may be added in any
desired quantity to the drained mash, for the second mashing. Wort made in this

way is said to have no flavour whatever of the potato, and to clarify more easily

than malt-wort, from its containing a smaller proportion of gluten relatively to that

of saccharum.

A scheffel of good mealy potatoes affords from 26 to 27^ lbs. of thick well-boiled

syrup, of the density of 36° Baume (see Aeeojietee) ; and 26 lbs. of such syrup are

equivalent to a scheffel of malt in saccharine strength. Zimmermann thinks beer so

brewed from potatoes quite equal, at least, if not superior, to pure malt beer, both in

appearance and quality.

Fig. 103 is the stopcock used in Bavaria for bottling beer.

103

The following analyses of German beers are by Leo :

—

Lichtenhain
Upper
"Weimar

Ilmenau Jena Double Jena

Alcohol . 3-168 2-567 3-096 3-018 2-080

Albumen . 0-048 0-020 0-079 0-045 0-028

Extract . 4-485 7-316 7-072 6-144 7-153

Water 92-299 .90-097 89-753 90-793 90-739

100-000 100-000 100-000 100-000 100-000

Under the term ' extract,' in these analyses, is meant a mixture of starch, sugar, dex-

trine, lactic acid, various salts, certain extractive and aromatic parts of the hop, gluten,

and fatty matter.
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Hofifstedt's process for the detection of spurious bitters in beer is applicable to the

detection of picrotoxin, absinthin, menyanthin, quassin, and colocynthin. The bitter

principles likely to occur in beer may be divided into two classes :

—

I. Peecipitabib by Acetate op Lead.

Lupulin.—It is not precipitablo by tannin. It is soluble in alcohol and ether, but
not in water.

II.

—

Not peecipitated by Acetate of Lead.

With tannin, after removal of lead by means of sulphuretted hydrogen.

a. Not precipitated by tannin

:

Picrotoxin.—Soluble in water, alcohol, and ether.

Absinthin,—Soluble in alcohol and ether, not in water.

b. Precipitated by tannin :

Menyanthin.—Sparingly soluble in ether and cold water
;
easily in hot water.

Turns brown and then violet with strong sulphuric acid.

Quassin.'—Sparingly soluble in ether ; soluble in 222 parts of cold water

;

not coloured by sulphuric acid.

Colocynthin.—Insoluble in ether; soluble in cold water. Turns first rod and
then brown with strong sulphuric acid.

The quantities needful for examination are six litres of Bavarian or bitter beer, or

four of porter. This may seem excessive, but it must be remembered that a very
small quantity of the above-mentioned drugs will impart a strong bitter taste to a
large volume of liquid

; and, again, that the hop is never entirely omitted, since its

peculiar efficacy in preventing spurious or secondary fermentation appears to be

possessed by no other bitter. The beer in question is to be evaporated down, first

over the naked fije, and afterwards on the water-bath. Great care must be taken

that it does not dry or burn on the sides of the vessel, or bitter principles may be
generated which mask the reactions to be sought for. The thick mass is well

treated with alcohol in a tall beaker. At the bottom will be found a thick gummy
mass, and a somewhat turbid stratum of liquor over it : this is set aside to become
clear ; it is then poured off and the alcohol distilled off; the residue is concentrated to

a syrup and dissolved in alcohol. The solution is mixed with ten times its bulk of

ether, which precipitates sugar ; when clear, the liquid is decanted from the sediment

and distilled. The residue is dissolved in warm water and a portion of it tested with
tannin. A pure, well-hopped beer never gives a clear aqueous solution ; a beer con-

taining little of the hop may ; if the solution does not clear up add a trace of alcohol.

Besides lupulin, absinthin is insoluble in water. Filter off the resinous matter which
may have been deposited, then precipitate the warm filtrate with acetate of lead, which
must not be too aeid

;
lupulin is then thrown down. Excess of lead must be carefully

avoided, or menyanthin may fall down also : allow it to settle, filter, and wash the

precipitate with hot water.

Filtrate.—Treat with sulphuretted hydrogen till all the lead is precipitated

;

filter and wash, first with warm water and then with alcohol ; remove sulphuretted

hydrogen and free acetic acid by evaporation almost to dryness. If the residue is

free from bitterness no adulteration is present ; absinthin never gives a clear aqueous
solution, and menyanthin never a clear cold one. A turbid solution may contain all

the spurious bitters ; add a little alcohol till the solution becomes clear, and then

tannin.

1. The precipitate formed is dried up along with hydrated oxide of lead suspended
in water, and extracted with boiling spirit. In the residue of this extract colocynthin,

menyanthin, and quassin are separated by means of their behaviour with ether and
water.

2. The precipitate is freed from tannin by means of acetate of lead, the precipitate

filtered off, the lead removed by means of sulphuretted hydrogen and evaporated.

Picrotoxin separates out in crystals ; absinthin remains as a yellow mass.

Levin Ender recommends the following procedure :

—

1. Precipitate with acetate of lead.

Lupulin.—It gives no mirror with ammoniacal solution of silver.

2. Not precipitated by acetate of lead, but by tannin.

A. Soluble in ether: Absinthin. Gives a mirror with the silver solution.

B. Sparingly soluble in ether. Menyanthin; Quassin. The former gives a
mirror ; the latter not.

Picrotoxin, absinthin, menyanthin, edocynthin, reduce solution of silver ; lupulin

and quassia do not.
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Beer and Ale,—Exports.

uonQuTiGs tjO wnicD. ©xportcd 1871 1872

Barrels £ Barrels

To Eussia .... 4,253 16,131

„ Germany .... 6,168 18,613

,, Belgium .... 3,714 13,432

,, France .... 10,152 34,149

„ China .... 4,209 21,472

„ Japan .... 2,421 12,454

„ United States :

—

Atlantic ....
Pacific .... 29,446

6,956

147,010

34,185
i 44 360 223 579

„ Foreign West Indies 16,080 82,503

„ Peru 11,965 63,998

„ Chili 7,107 36,223

„ Brazil 13,267 71,903

,, Uruguay .... 2,388 12,447

,, Argentine Confederation 5,342 26,846

„ Channel Islands . 8,531 26,327

„ Gibraltar .... 11.432 38,198

„ Malta .... 6,742 22,162

„ British Possessions in South

Africa .... 15,669 64,777

„ British India :

—

Bombay and Sciude . 59,264 165,929

Madras .... 24,354 69,050 i 167,597 522,593
Bengal .... 66,365 214,674 J

,, Straits'-Settlements . . 3,287 13,133

„ Ceylon .... 8,589 30,199

,, Hong Kong .... 7,417 28,717

„ Australia .... 80,511 324,021 88,184 359,701

,, British North America . 11,941 60,542

., British "West India Islands

and British Guiana . 28,013 106,243 27,199 102,491

„ Other Countries 28,537 110,605 194,616 876,219

Total 483,120 1,853,733 521,956 2,084,583

Beer and Ale.—Imports in 1872.

Countries whence imported Quantities Value
Entered for

Home Con-
sumption

Gross
Amount
received

Mum—From all Countries
Barrels

2
&
6

Barrels

2
£
2

Spruce—From Germany
„ Other Countries .

1,813

7

14,688

30

Total 1,820 14,718 1,720 2,062

Other sorts—From Germany

,,
Belgium .

,, Other Countries

326
841

1,277

1,349

2,853

3,303

Total 2,444 7,605 2,436 1,088

BEER-STOXTE. A peculiar stone, composed cliiefly of carbonate of lime, which,

is quarried extensively at Beer, in Devonshire.

BEES'-W.^X. The solid matter forming the cells of the honeycomb, secreted,

jiccording to Hiiher, by an organ situated in the abdomen of the bee. Seo Was.
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BEETIiE. A name usually given to the insects of the Coleopterous order, espe-
cially to those of a dark colour. The species of Coleopterous insects known amount
to nearly 40,000. The cantharides, or blistering-flies, are used medicinally. The
larva of Ceramhyx licros was regarded by the Eomans as a delicacy. The Ajnerican
Indians eat the larva of Calandra palmarum. The name is applied to the annoying
insects which infest the kitchens of houses in large towns

; they are the blatta or
coclcroach, and belong to the Orthoptcrous order.

Beetle's Wings, The elytra or wing cases of the more brilliantly coloured beetles

(Colcoptcra), are used in making head-dresses for ladies, and for decorating muslins,
scarfs, and ball dresses. In Brazil especially, those wings are used for ornaments,
and much art is bestowed in their production. Since the Exhibition of 1862, when
Brazil exhibited a collection of the beetle's wing ornaments, they have been regularly

imported.

BEETLE, or Maul. A large mallet, with a handle about three feet in length,

used for knocking the corners of framed work, and setting it in its proper position.

Also a mallet used for driving piles, raised by ropes and pullies—sometimes called

Boytle.

BEETZiE STOUES. A name given in South "Wales to septarian nodules of the

clay ironstone from the coal-measures.

BEETIilM'G MACHINE. A machine used for producing ornamental figured

fabrics by pressure from corrugated or indented surface rollers.

BSET-ROOT. {Bettcrave, Fr. ; rothe Rilbe, Ger.) The large fleshy root of the

beet, a plant of the genus Beta. There are two distinct species cultivated, each con-

taining several varieties. One called Horiensis, producing succulent leaves only ; the

other, the Vulgaris, distinguished by its long fleshy root. The variety of the Vulgaris,

known as the red beet, is much cultivated in our gardens, and used as a vegetable.

The white beet is in much repute in Belgium and France for the manufacture of sugar.

See Sttgae.

The common field beet, for cattle, which has been long known in Germany, was
introduced into England at the latter end of the last century ; and its introduction is

generally attributed to the late Dr. Lettsom, a physician of great repute, and one of

the Society of Friends. The German name is mangold wurzel, or mangold root, but

is commonly pronounced mangel wurzel, which means scarcity root ;
and, by a strange

translation, it is called in French racine d'abondance, or root of plenty, as well as

racine de disette, or root of scarcity. The name field beet is much more appropriate.

—

Penny CyclopcEdia.

The Analyses of Way and Ogston give tlm following Composition for two Varieties of
the Beet-root, and the Analysis of Griepenkerl for another.

Substances contained

Yellow Globe
Mangold Wurzel

Long Red
Mangold Wurzel

Red Beet

Boot Leaves Boot Leaves Root

Potassa .... 25-64 8-34 21-68 27-90 51-10

Soda 19-08 12-21 3-13 3-01

Lime ..... 1-78 8-72 1-90 8-17 2-45

Magnesia .... 1-76 9-84 1-79 7-03 2-94

Sosquioxide of iron

Sulphuric acid

0-74 1-46 0-52 0-96 0-35

3-68 6-54 3-14 4-60 3-31

Silica ..... 2-22 2-36 1-40 2-26 0-19

Carbonic acid 18-14 6-92 15-23 6-45

Phosphoric acid 4-49 5-89 1-65 6-19 10-77

Chloride of sodium 24-64 37-66 49-51 34-39 17-04

Total amount 99-96 99-95 99-95 99-96 99-99

Por-centage of ash in the dry

substance .... 11-32 14-00 7-10 17-90 7- 8

Per-centage of ash in the fresh
1-40 0-64 1-79substance .... 1-02

The quantity of beet-root used in the Zollverein States of Germany in the manu-

facture of sugar was as follows :

—
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Centners of 110 lbs. Eng.

For tho year 1849-50 .... 11,626,678

1850-51 .... 16,000,000

1851-52 .... 20,000,000

1870-71 .... 25,750,000

1871-72 .... 26,660,000

The centner varies, in diiFeront localities, from 100 to 112 avoirdupois pounds.

The cultivation of the sugar-lieet has been introduced into tho northern United

States and California.

BSIiIiADONrirA. {Belledame, Fr.) The Atropa Belladonna, or deadly night-

shade, a poisonous plant belonging to the Solanacem or potato-order. It is employed

in medicine, as an anodyne, and also for dilating tho pupil of the eye in operation for

cataract. It has been used in the preparation of an Italian cosmetic, whence the

specific name

—

Belladonna {' fvnQ lady'). The active principle of this plant is an
alkaloid called atropine or atropia.

BEXiIi-IUCETA.Ii. An alloy of copper and tin. The proportions of these con-

stituents vary within certain limits. Tho older bell-founders appear to have aimed
at producing an alloy of 3 parts of copper to 1 of tin ; these proportions yield a metal

of high density—a good casting having a specific gravity of 8'9, or equal to that of

the unalloyed copper—but rather too brittle to be used for large bells. An alloy of

3^ of copper to 1 of tin has been largely employed, and being easy to tune is a

favourite metal with bell-founders. AVhen i of copper to 1 of tin is used, a soft alloy

is obtained, such as is ordinarily used for small house-bells. The large bells in the

Now Houses of Parliament at Westminster were cast in an alloy of 22 of copper to

7 of tin ; but Mr. Denison, who superintended the construction of these bells, has since

suggested that the ratio of 13 to 4, or 85- parts of copper to 1 of tin, would probably form

a better alloy, since these proportions exactly represent 6 equivalents of copper to 1 of

tin. Such an alloy, being a definite compound, with its constituents in atomic propor-

tions, would be more likely to remain homogeneous throiighout—the component metals

having less tendency to separate from each other during tho cooling of the molten

mass. 'I should now,' says Mr. Denison, speaking after his experience of the West-
minster bells, 'require largo bells to be of this 76'6 copper to 23-6 tin, or Cu^Sn

;

and they should then be rejected as unhomogeneous if any part of the bell is proved to

be beyond the limits of either 77 per cent, of copper or 23 of tin.'

In addition to the two chief constituents of bell-metal, small quantities of other

metals have occasionally been introduced into the alloy, but apparently without any
decided advantage. Thus some celebrated old bells contain a small proportion of

antimony—Old Tom of Lincoln containing about '03 per cent. The uso of silver has
also been recommended, but seems unwarranted.

An alloy of cast-iron and tin, called ' Stirling's Union Metal,' has been employed
for bells

;
but, though emitting a fair sound, is far inferior to ordinary bell-metal.

The same remark applies to cast-steel bells. See Bronze and Coppbk.
BEZiZi-lVXETAIi ORE, or Stannine ; a sulphide of tin, copper, and iron.

{Etain sulplmrl', Haiiy
;
Zinnkies, Hausmann.)

The composition of the ordinary variety of tliis ore is—

Copper ....... 30-0

Iron 12-0

Tin 26-5

Sulphur 80'6

09'0

It was found in many of the Cornish mines, and especially at Cam Brea, but is now
rare.

BEIiIiOWS. See METAXLtTESY.
BEXiXiS. Church bells are said to have been originated in Italy ; but bells were cer-

tainly cast at a very early period in the East. They were evidently used by the ancient

Egyptians, and at a very early date amongst the Chinese. All the taore celebrated
bolls are manufactured of bronze, or bell-metal (these alloys are described under their

respective heads).

The following are the weights of a few of the largest bolls :

—

lbs.

The great bell of Moscow 443,772
The bell of St. Ivan . . . . . . 127,836
Another bell in the same city 39,827
Ditto ditto, cast in 1819 .... 112,000
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lbs.

The bell in the cathedral, Paris
Ditto ditto Vienna
The bell in the church at Erfiirt

Great Tom of Oxford
Ditto Lincoln
The beU of St. Paul's, London
Big Ben of "Westminster, London

38,800

39,648

30,800

17,000

9,894

8,400

30,352

The Big Ben of the New Houses of Parliament was designed by Mr. Denison, Q,.C.,

who undertook all the responsibility of its construction, except the casting. The
metal, as already stated, was an alloy of 22 parts of copper to 7 of tin. The original

bell was cast on August 6, 1856, by Messrs. Warner, at Norton, near Stockton-on-

Tees. It was thicker than the prescribed pattern, and exceeded the intended weight
by 2 cwt. Moreover, the casting was defective, and when the bell was subsequently
broken up, a natural crack, 18 inches long, was found in the sound-bow. In order to

bring out the full sound, a clapper of 13 cvA,. was required, and the bell was conse-

quently cracked within a year after it had been cast.

On April 10, 1858, Big Ben was recast, with certain alterations of shape, by
Mr. Mears. Soon after it had been placed in the clock-tower it was found tbat this

gecond casting was much more defective than the first—the metal exhibiting a nimiber
of superficial cavities and still more internal blisters. Dr. Percy and Prof. Tyndall
were instructed to report officially on the bell. It was found that instead of containing

22 of copper to 7 of tin, as required by contract, two fragments from the sound-bow
contained respectively 19'4 of copper to 7 of tin, and 19'9 copper to 7 tin ; whilst a
sample taken from the top yielded 22-3 of copper to 7 of tin. Thus, in addition to

the porous structure of the casting, the alloy was far from being uniform throughout,

and the lower part^which is, of course, the most important part of a bell—was harder

and more brittle than the specified alloy. Both castings, therefore, were decided

failures.

With regard to the general form of bells, Mr. Denison made the following remarks
in a lecture at the Koyal Institution :—

•

' Now, from these and other experiments, I have come to the conclusion that bells

of the common and weU-known shape, with a thick lip or sound-bow, are the most
effective known instruments for producing a loud and musical sound, such as you
want when you erect a large public clock, or put up a peal of church bells. And I

confess, also, that after trying, at Messrs. Warners', a number of experiments with

bells of the usual general form, but with various deviation in the details, I am equally

satisfied that there is nothing to be gained by deviating materially from the esta-

blished proportions of the best old bells. And I think it is some confirmation of my
views to tell you that Professor "Wlieatstono, having been commissioned by the Board
of Works with Sir C. Barry, on his own suggestion, to collect information at the late

Paris Exhibition respecting the most esteemed chimes in France and Belgium, and
whether there are in those countries makers acquainted with the traditions of the art,

or who have applied the discoveries of science to the improvement of bells, or to

efficient substitutes for them, has come back with the conclusion that no such efficient

substitutes have been discovered ; nor is there any known improvement on the esta-

blished mode and materials for easting them. Sir 0. Barry and he, indeed, seem to

have been rather impressed with the merits of the cast-steel bells, which you have

seen noticed in the newspapers. I have not heard them myself, but I have heard

such condemnation of their harshness of sound from other persons, of probably more
experience in such matters, that I do not the least believe in their being received

generally as an efficient (though they may be a cheap) substitute for the more
expensive compound of copper and tin

;
and, on the whole, that seems to be Pro-

fessor Wheatstone's opinion also.'

BEXTGAIL STRIPES. Ginghams ; a kind of cotton cloth woven with coloured

stripes, so called from the cottons which we formerly imported from Bengal.

BEIT I7VTS. (JVow de ben, Fr. ;
Salbniisse, Ger.) The tree which furnishes

these nuts is the G-uilandina moringa of Linnseus, a native of India, Ceylon, Arabia,

and Egypt.
BEIT OTLli. The oil of ben, which may be obtained from the decorticated nuts, is

said to be far less liable than other oils to become rancid, and hence it is much
used by watchmakers. At a low temperature, the oil of ben separates into two
parts—one solid and one fluid ; the latter only is used for watch-work. At one time

oil of ben was employed as a base for the enflemage process of making perfumed
oils from flowers in the south of France, brought thenco from the Levant, but from

some unknown reason it has long since ceased to be imported, and oil of ben is now
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a very rare article of commerce. An attempt has been made in Jamaica, by Mr.
Kemble, to raiss the moringa for the sake of this oil, ljut the samples there produced
remained a perfectly solid fat in England throughout the whole year.—S.P.

SEirZIDZNTE, An alkali, discovered by Zinin, in acting with reducing agents

on arzobenzide and azoxibenzido.—C.G.W.
BEN'ZZia'S. See Benzole.
BSirZOXC ACip. CMH«0^ (C'H«02). This acid may be obtained by placing

benzoin powdered, with sand, in an evaporating basin, and above it a paper cap ; on
applying heat carefully to the sand, acid vapours arise from the resin, and they are

deposited in the form of fine light crystals -(vithin the paper cap. Stolze recommends
the following process for extracting the acid :—The resin is to bo dissolved in three

parts of alcohol, the solution is to be introduced into a retort, and a solution of car-

bonate of soda dissolved in dilute alcohol is to be gradually added to it, till the free

acid be neutralised ; and then a bulk of water equal to double the weight of the benzoin

is to bo poured in. The alcohol being drawn off by distillation, the remaining liquor

contains the acid, and the resin floating upon it maybe skimmed off and washed, when
its weight will be found to amount to about 80 per cent, of the raw material.

Benzoic acid is also obtained by boiling hippm-ic acid, or the urine of cows or

horses which contains this acid, ynih hydrochloric acid.

BENZOZir, or BEWJ'a.iaXN'. {Bcnjoin, Fr. ; Bensoe, Ger.) A species of resin,

used chiefly in perfumery; improperly called a gum, since it is quite insoluble in

water. It is extracted by incision from the trunk and branches of the Styrax hencoin,

or LUhocarpiis benzoin, which grows in Java, Sumatra, Santa Fe, and in the kingdom
of Siam. The plant belongs to the natural family of the Styracacece. The benzoin

flows in small quantities sji&ntaneously from the trees ; but it is collected by making
incisions in the stem, just below where the branches are given off, as soon as the tree

has attained an ago of five or six years. These incisions are repeated each year

for about twelve years, when the tree becomes exhausted. The resin flows out as

a white fluid. It hardens readily in the air, and comes to us in brittle masses, whoso
fracture presents a mixture of red, brown, and white grains of various sizes, which,

when wliite, and of a certain shape, have been called amygdaloid, from their resem-

blance to almonds. The henzoe in sortis is very impure, containing portions of wood
and bark.

The fracture of benzoin is conchoidal, and its lustre greasy ; its specific gravity

varies from 1'063 to 1'092. It has an agreeable smell, somewhat like vanilla, which
is most manifest when it is ground. It enters into fusion at a gentle heat, and then

exhales a white smoke, which may bo condensed into the acicular crystals of benzoic

acid, of which it contains 18 parts in the hundred. Ether does not dissolve benzoin

completely. The fat and volatile oils dissolve very little of it.

Unverdorben has found in benzoin, besides benzoic acid and a little volatile oil, no

less than three different kinds of resin, none of which has, however, been turned, as

yet, to any use in the arts.

Benzoin is principally used in perfumery ; it enters into a number of preparations,

among which may bo mentioned fumigating pastilles, fumigating cloves (called also

nails), poudre a la marichale, &c. The alcoholic tincture, mixed with 20 parts of

rose-water, forms the cosmetic virginal milk. Benzoin enters also into the composi-

tion of certain varnishes employed for snuff-boxes and walking-sticks, in order to

give these objects an agreeable smell when they become heated in the hand. It is

added to the spirituous solution of isinglass, with wliich court-plaster is made.
BEirzoXiE. Syn. Benzine, benzene, benzol, hydruret of phenyl, C'H" (C"H^).

A compound of carbon and hydrogen discovered by Faraday in the products of the

destructive distillation of whale-oil. The more volatile portion of coal-naphtha has

been shown by Mansfield to consist chiefly of this substance. It is produced in a

great number of reactions in which organic bodies are exposed to high temperatures.

It may at once be obtained in a state of purity by distilling benzoic acid -nith excess

of quicklime. The lime acts by removing two atoms of carbonic acid from the

benzoic acid. The method of obtaining benzole from coal-naphtha will bo found fully

described under the head of Naphtha, Coax. Benzole is also contained in considerable

quantity in bone-oil ; but it is accompanied by peculiar nitrogenised volatile fluids,

which are diflScult of removal. The latter, owing to their powerfiil and fetid odour,

greatly injure the quality of the bone-oil benzole. Benzole is an exceedingly volatile

fluid, boiling at ordinary pressures at 187° F. Its density is O'SoO. Owing to the

levity of benzole being regarded by manufacturers as a proof of its purity, it is not

uncommon to flnd it adulterated with the naphtha from the Torbanehill mineral, or

Boghead coal, which has a density as low as 0-750. Any benzole having a lower

density than 0-850 is impure. Benzole is excessively inflammable, and its vapour
mixed -srith air is explosive. Niunerous lives have been lost owing to these properties,

Vol. I. Z
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among thom that of Mr. Mansfield, to whom wo aro indebted for an oxeollont in-

vestigation on coal-naphtha. Benzole is greatly used in commerce, owing to its

valuable solvent properties. It dissolves caoutchouc and gutta-percha readily, and,

on evaporation, leaves them in a state "well adapted for waterproofing and many other

purposes. Its power of dissolving fatty, oily, and other greasy matters, has caused

it to become an article of commerce under the name of ben::uline. It readily extracts

grease even from the most delicate fabrics, and, as it soon, on exposure to the air,

evaporates totally away, no odour remains to betray the fact of its liaving been used.

It dissolves readily in very strong nitric acid, and, on the addition of water, it is

precipitated as a heavy oil, having the composition C'^H'NO^ (CH^OTO^). The latter

compound is nitrohcn~ole ; it is regarded as benzole in which one atom of hydrogen is

replaced by hyponitric acid. Nitrobenzole, in a state of tolerable purity, is a pale-

yellow oil, having a sweetish tasto, and an odour greatly resembling bitter almonds.

Owing to its comparative cheapness, it is employed in perfumer3\ Nitrobenzole can

be prepared with nitric acid of moderate strength, sucli as is ordinarily obtained in

commerce ; but it then becomes necessary to distil the acid and the hydrocarbon

together several times. The product so obtained is darker in colom*, and in otiier

respects inferior to that obtained with highly concentrated acid. By treatment with
acetate of protoxide of iron, nitrobenzole becomes transformed into aniline. This
change may be effected, but far less conveniently, by means of sulphide of ammonium.
Benzole is extremely valuable in many operations of manufactiu'ing chemistry. It

dissolves several alkaloids, and, on evaporation, leaves them in a stito of purity. It

dissolves quinine, but not cinchonine, and may therefore be employed as a means of

separation. Morphia and stryclmine are also dissolved by it, but not in gTeat quan-
tity. To obtain many natural alkaloids existing in plants, it is merely necessary to

digest the dry extract with caustic potash and then %vith benzole. The latter is to be

decanted, and then distilled off on a water-bath. The alkaloid will be left behind in

a state well adapted for crystallisation or other means of purification. Benzole is

becoming much used as a solvent in researches in organic chemistry. Many sulj-

Btances, such as ehrysene and bichloride of naphthaline, crystallise better from benzole

than from any other solvent.

Benzole may be employed in many ways for illuminating purposes. It is so easily

inflamed that great care is necessary in using it. It does not require a -wick to enaljle

it to burn. If poured, even on an uninflammable sur&ee and a light be applied, it takes

Are like a train of gunpowder, and bivrns with a brilliant flame, emitting dense clouds

of smoke, which, soon condensing into soot, presently fall in a shower of blacks. Even
on the surface of water it burns as freely as anywlicre else. If a draclim or two bo
poured on water contained in a pan, and a pellet of potassiimi be thrown in, the ben-

zole inflames, and rises in a column of flame of considerable height. A method of

destroying enemies' shipping has been founded on this principle. In consequence of

the smoky nature of the flame of benzole (caused by the comparatively larger per-

centage of carbon), it is often convenient to burn a mixture of one volume of

benzole and two volumes of alcohol. A stream of air driven through benzole

becomes so inflammable as to serve for the purposes of illumination. For this mode
of using the hydrocarbon, it should bo kept slightly warm to assist its vaporisation.

A machine on this principle, of American invention, has been employed to illuminate

houses. The air is driven through the benzole by a very simple contrivance, the

motive power being a descending weight. See Gas, Air.

When quite pure, benzole freezes at 32° to a beautiful snow-white substance, resem-

bling camphor. The mass retains the solid form until a temperature of 40° or 41° is

reached. This property of solidifying under the influence of cold may bo made
use of to produce pure benzole from the more volatile portion of coal-naphtha. To
obtain it perfectly pure, it should be frozen at least three times, the portion not

solidifying being removed by filtriition through calico. The unfrozen portion con-

tains hydrocarbons, homologous witli olefiant gas.

Benzole dissolves free iodine and bromine, and has even been used in analysis to

separate them from kelp and other substances containing them. They must of coiu-se

be set free before acting witli the hydrocarbon. The presence of benzole in mixtures

may easily be demonstrated, oven when j)resent in very small qxiantity, by converting

it into aniline, and obtaining the characteristic reaction with chloride of lime. For
this purpose the mixture is to be dissolved in concentrated nitric acid and the nitro-

benzole precipitated by water. The fluid is then agitated with ether, which dissolves

the nitro-compound. The ethereal solution is mixed with an equal bulk of alcohol and
hydrochloric acid : a little granulated zinc being added, hydrogen is evolved, and, \>y

acting in a nascent state on the nitro-compound, reduces it to the state of aniline. Tho
base is then to be separated by an excess of potash, and the alkaline fluid is shaken
with ether to dissolve the base. The ethereal fluid being evaporated, leaves tho aniline.
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On adding water and then a fow drops of solution of chloride of lime, the piirplo

colour indicative of aniline is inim«diately produced.

—

Tlofiiiann. Tho witer of this

article has hy this process detected minute traces of benzole in mixtures consisting

almost eiitirclj' of homologues of olefiant gas.—C. G. W,
BEKTZOIiXXrE. See Bekzole.
SSRGAItZOT. {Bergamottc, Fr.) The Citrus bergamia, a citron cultivated in tho

centre and south of Europe. By distillation from the rind of the fruit is obtained

the -well-known essence of bergamot. See Oils, Essential.

The ottoes, or essential oils, from fruits such as the bergamot, the lemon, and tho

orange, may all be procured by distillation, but these products thus procured are not

valued by the manufacturing perfumer so much as when they are obtained by rasp-

ing tho peel of the fruit and collecting the essence thus disengaged, and finally filtering.

The rasps employed for this purpose are hollow cones filled with spikes, in which the

fruit is dexterously revolved by hand. All essences that are distilled are modified

in their composition by the presence of the watery vapour and high temperature.

—S. P.

Bergamot. A coarse tapestry, said to have been invented at Bergamo, in Italy,

made of ox and goats' hair, with cotton or hemp.
BEBmr SliACK. A black varnish, drying with almost a dead surface, used

for coating tho better kinds of iron-ware.

BERXiXXr BXiVE. A fine variety of the Prussian Blue.

BERKXir CASTIxrcS. Delicate ornamental objects cast in a very fluid iron,

smelted from bog-ores, and containing much phosphorus. These castings were
formerly imported from Prussia, and used for personal decoration.

BERRY. The term is commonly applied, not only to small fruit, but in some cases

to seeds. The following is Professor Lindley's definition of a berry :
—

' A succulent

or pulpy fruit containing naked seeds, or, in more technical language, a succulent or

pulpy pericarp, or seed-vessel without valves, containing several seeds, which are

naked, that is, which have no covering but the pulp and rind. It is commonly round
or cval. But in popular language, berry extends only to smaller fruits, as strawberry,

gooseberry, &c,, containing seeds or granules. An indehiscent pulpy pericarp, many-
celled and many-seeded ; the attachment of the seeds lost at maturity, and the seeds

remaining scattered in the pulp.'

Berries are used in some of the processes of manufacture, but they are not of much
importance.

Bay Berries.-—The fruit of the Laurus nobilis, or the sweet bay. Both tho leaves

and tho fruit are employed as flavourings. A volatile oil, the oil of sweet bay, is

obtained by distillation with water ; and a fixed oil, by bruising the berries, and
boiling them for some hours in water; this oil, called also Laurel fat, is imported
from Italy. See Bays, Oil of.

Turkey Yellow Berries.—The unripe fruit of the Ehamnus infectorious. They are

used in ciilico-printing, producing a lively but fugitive yellow colour.

Persian Yellow Berries.—These are said to be produced by the same species of

plant ; but tho colour is considered more permanent, and they fetch higher prices.

Berries of Avignon.—Another name given to the Turkey and Persian berries.

Juniper Berries.—The fruit of the Junipcrus communis. They arc chiefly used for

flavouring gin and some spirituous cordials, and in tho preparation of some pharma-
ceutical articles, as the oil of juniper and the compound spirits of juniper.

Bear Berry.—The fruit of the Uva tirsi. The loaves only are used medicinally.

Myrobolans.—The fruit of a tree which grows in India. It has a pale-yellow colour

when new, but becomes darker by age, and then resembles dried plums. It contains

tannin, and has hence boon used in dyeing. Seo Juniper Berries, &c.
In 1871 we imported of Myrobolans 146,450 cwt., of the value of 100,695/.

BERTBOXil^ETXA. A plant of the natural order Leeythidece. The BerthoUctia

excelsa is a tree of large dimensions, forming extensive forests on the banks of

tho Orinoco. The Portuguese of Para have for a long time driven a great trade -nith

the nuts of this tree, which the natives call luvia, and tho Spaniards Almcndron.
They send cargoes to French Guiana, whence they are shipped for England and
Lisbon. These are tho common Brazil Nuts. Tho kernels yield a large quantity of

oil well suited for lamps.

—

Humboldt and Bonpland.
BERVXi. {Beril, Fr. ;

Beryll, Ger. ;
Berillo, Ital.) A beautiful mineral or

gem, usually of a green colour of various shades, passing into honey-yellow and
sky-blue.

Beryl and emerald are varieties of the same species, tho latter including the rich
green transparent specimens which probably owe their colour to oxide of chrome

;

the former those of other colours produced by oxide of iron, Gmolin gives the
composition of a Swedish beryl as ;

—

z 2
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Silica

Alumina .

Glucina

Peroxide of iron

69-70

16-83

13-39

0-24

'Beryls of gigantic size have been found in the United States, at Acworth and
Grafton, New Hampshire, and Eoyalston, Mass. One beryl from Grafton weighs

2,900 lbs ; it is 32 inches through in one direction, and 22 in another transverse, and

is 4 feet 3 inches long. Another crystal from this lociility, according to Professor

Hubbard, measures 45 inches by 24 in its diameters, and a single foot in length
; by

calculation, weighs 1,076 lbs., maldng it, in all, nearly 2^ tons. At Eoyalston, one

crystal exceeded a foot in length.'

—

Vana. See Eiieeaxd.

Some of the natural crystals of phosphate of lime, or apatite, were formerly taken

for beryls, and called the Saxony beryl.

BESSEMER PKOCESS. A process for making steel, invented by Mr. Henry
Bessemer. See Steel.

BETEL A compound, in universal use in the East, consisting of the leaf of the

betel-pepper, with the betel-nut, a little catechu, and some chunam (lime obtained by
calcining shells). This is almost universally used throughout central and tropical

Asia ; the people are unceasingly masticating the betel. The leaf of the pepper vino

{Ckavica hetd) is extensively cultivated throughout tropical Asia, and forms a largo

article of Eastern traffic. See Pepper ; Betei.
BETEl-WUT, or Areca. The fruit of the Areca catechu, which is eaten both

in its ripe and its xinripe state. A tooth-powder used in this country is prepared by
charring the areca nut, and is sold as ' areca-nut charcoal.'

BETOir, The French name for concrete. Self-slaked hydraulic lime is mixed with

sand, and when the mixture is complete it is beaten up with the ballast. See Conceetk.
BEITHE-S-^. A mining term, signifying a living stream. It is applied by the tin-

miners to any portion of a lode or of the rock which is impregnated -nith tin.

BEZOAB. (The most probable etymology of the word is from the Persian Pad-
:ahr, i. e. expelling poison.

—

Penny CyclojxBdia.^ A concretion found in the stomach
of animals of the goat kind ; it is said to be especially produced by the Capra gazellu.

The finest bezoar is brought to India from Borneo and the shores of the Persian

Gulf ; the Capra jEgagrus, or wild-goat of Persia, producing this concretion, which
by way of eminence was called the Lapis bezoar orientalis. The bezoars, which
were supposed to cure all diseases, have been found by the analyses of Fourcroy and
Vauquelin, and of Proust, to bo nothing more than some portions of the food of the

animal agglutinated into a ball with phosphate of lime.

FossU bezoars are found in Sicily, in sand and clay pits. They are concretions

of a purple colour around some, usually organic, body, and of the size of a walnut.

Eossil bezoar is sometimes called Sicilian earth,

Bezoar Mineral.—An old preparation of the oxide of antimony.
BHAXrC See Bang.
BXANCO-SECCO. A carefully slaked lime, mixed -with powdered marble, em-

ployed in fresco-painting.

BXBXRV and BIBIBIM-E. See Geeenheart Tree.
BXCABBON-ATES. The ordinary carbonates of potash and soda have a strong

alkaline reaction and caustic taste, making them imfit for many piu-poses where a
soluble carbonate is required. Moreover, there are many uses to which they are

applied, rendering it desirable that as largo an amount of gas as possible should bo
given off on the addition of a stronger acid.

Bicarbonate of Potash.—There are several modes of converting the carbonate into

bicarbonate. The most economical is by exposing the salt to a cm-rent of carbonic

acid. For this purpose some manufacturers place it, slightly moistened, on stoneware
trays, and allow the vapours of burning coke to travel slowly over it. The soiu-ces

of the gas used in this manufactm-e will vary according to the locality in which it is

undertaken. It is not unusual to produce it by the action of sulpliiu-ic acid on lime-

stone. The gas generated in fermentation has been employed, and oven that which
in some places issues from the earth. The bicarbonate of potash is far less soluble

than the carbonate, as it requires four parts of cold water for solution, whereas the

carbonate dissolves in 0-9 of its weight of water at 54° E. Consequently, if a strong

solution is satiirated with carbonic acid, tlio bicarbonate crystallises out. When
common pearl-ashes are dissolved in water, and the gas is passed in, a large quantity
of a white precipitate is often thrown down ; it consists chiefly of silica, but often

contains alumina and other matters. Considerable heat is developed when moistened
carbonate of potash is exposed to a current of carbonic acid gas. "VVlien carbonate of
potash is dissolved in water, and gradually treated with acetic acid, so as to form
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acetate of potash, by no means the -whole of the carbonic acid is expelled, and a point

is arrived at when a considerable quantity of crystals is deposited
;
they consist of

very pure bicarbonate of potash. In making acetate of potash on the largo scale, the

quantity of crystalline precipitate obtained in this manner is sometimes very largo.

Bicarbonate of potash is usually tolerably pairo. If -well crystallised, all the im-

purities remain in the mother-liquor, and on heating to redness almost exactly the

theoretical amount of residue is left, viz. 69-05 per cent. Crystallised bicarbonate

of potash al-svays contains one atom of water, its formula being KO, 200^ + 110

(KHCO').
Bicarbonate of Soda.—This salt is obtained by the same methods as the salt of

potash. The crystals have a corresponding formula to the potash salt
;
namely, NaO,

200^ + HO (WaHCO'). It reqiiires about 13 parts of water at 60° to dissolve it.

When pure, 100 parts leave 63-18 of NaO,CO= (Na^CO^), on ignition.

The bicarbonates of potash and soda lose carbonic acid by the boiling of an aqueous

solution.

Many chemists regard carbonic acid as being bibasic, the true formula being CO^,
instead of CO^. This -view is probably the correct one, and it explains why tho bicar-

bonates are neutral instead of acid salts. Moreover, CO* corresponds to 4 volumes,

like organic substiinces generally ; whereas, if we assume CO^ as one atom of the gas,

we are complied to admit a 2-volume formula. This view has, however, been con-

siderably modified by our modern theoretical chemists.

BXCE. A light blue colour prepared from smalt. There is a green bice prepared

by mixing some yellow orpiment -with smalt.

BXSER7. An Indian alloy of considerable interest, named Bidory, from Bider, a

city N.E. of Hyderabad. Many articles are made, remarkable for elegance of form
and for gracefully-engraved patterns. Although the groundwork of this composition

appears of a blackish colour, its natural tint is that of pe-vrter or zinc.

Dr. Heyne says it is composed of, copper, 16
;
lead, 4 ;

tin, 2 ; and to every 3 ounces

of alloy 16 ounces of spelter (that is, of zinc) are added, when the alloy is melted for

use. To give the esteemed black colour and to bring out the pattern, it is dipped in

a solution of sal-ammoniac, saltpetre, common salt, and blue -vitriol. Dr. Hamilton
saw, zinc, 12,360 grains, copper 400, and lead 414, melted together under a mixture

of resin and bees'-wax, introduced into the crucible to prevent calcination ; it was then
poured into moulds of baked clay, and tho articles handed over to be turned in a lathe.

Though called bidery and sometimes vidry, it is manufactured in other places. In
some parts of the Nizam's dominions, specimens were obtained, for the Exhibition of

1861, of great beauty. Bidery does not rust, yields little to the hammer, and breaks
only when violently beaten. According to Dr. Hamilton, bidery is not nearly so

fusible as zinc or tin, but melts more easily than copper.

—

Br. Boyle, Lecture on the

Great Exhibition o/" 1851.

BXTOTTTRT. (Bijouterie, Pr.) Jewellery;—tho manufacture of and dealing in

jewellery. This work is not the place in which to describe the almost endless variety

of articles which come under this denomination. The principal place for the manu-
facture, in England, is Birmingham, but formerly tho trade was largely carried on in

Derby, Edinburgh, and London. During the last twenty-five years the jewellery trado

of Birmingham has made rapid progress. It has been estimated that the value of the

gold annually consumed in the jewellery and gilt-toy trade of that town amounts to

between 600,000^. and 700,000^., and of the silver to from 100,000^. to 150,000;.,

whilst tho precious stones and their imitations have been valued at a quarter of a
million sterling. (See papers by Mr. J. S. Wright in ' The Eesources, Products, and
Industrial History of Birmingham,' 1866 ; and by Mr. W. Gr. Larkins in ' Journal of

the Society of Arts,' March 1, 1872.)

The trade in jewellery forms one of the most important branches of French com-
merce ; on which a French -writer says :

' La bijouterie est une des branches les plus

importantes du commerce Fran9ais, et c'est ello que constate, de la maniere la plus

e-vidente, notre sup^riorite dans les arts du dessin et les progres toujours croissans

de I'industrie Parisienne. Dans cette partie essentielle, elle n'a pas de rivaux, et elle

rend tributaire do notre pays presque toute I'Europe et une grande partie de I'Asie et

de I'Amerique.' Of late years, however, the Parisian trade has been declining ; but
French jewellery has still so high a reputation that English manufacturers often find

it to their interest to affix French labels to their goods. A quantity of cheap jewellery
is also imported from Germany. See Agate.
The ordinary practice has been to divide articles of this character into two prin-

cipal kinds—fine jewellery and false jewellery (bijoiitier en fin and bijouticr en faux).
Another division, among the French jewellers especially, has been to adopt four
classes: 1, fine jewellery, which is all gold; 2, silver jewellery ;. 3, false jewellery;
and, 4, jewellery of steel or iron.
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In the article Alloys will bo found the quantity of tlio baser metal -wliicli is per-

mitted to bo combined -witli gold ; and also tho proportions of the alloys forming the

brasses which are employed in tho false jewellery.

Under their respective heads the true gems will bo described (soe Diamond,
Emerald, &c.) ; and under Gejis, Artificial, the imitations of them

;
many of tlie

false so nicely representing tho peculiarities of the true gems as to deceive even tho

practised ej-e. The hardness is, however, an unfailing test
;

if, therefore, any gem is

found to bo scratched with a steel lile, wo may depend on its being artificial. See

also Peaisls, Artificial ; Lapidary Work ;
Glass, &c.

BXXH, BZSH, or irABEE. An Indian poison prepared from the root of tho

Acoiiitum fcrox, a native of Nepaul, and from other species of aconite. It is said to

possess tho concentrated power of all the European aconites. This is doubtful

;

the poisonous properties of some of the monkshoods are little known. Recently (1873),

some children from the Falmouth Workhouse, playing on the beach at Maint'orth,

found some roots washed on shore, and four of them ate small portions—"\vithin two
or three hours three of tho boys died, and tho life of the other was only saved by
the greatest attention. See Aconitum.
BXXiE. (Bile, Fr.

;
Galle, Ger.) The secreted liquor of the liver in animals.

Bile (ox's j is composed, according to Berzelius, of—biline, fellinic acid, and fat of

gall, 8"00
;
mucus, 0'30; alkali combined with biline, &c., 0'41 ; muriate of soda,

extractive matter, 0'74
;

phosphate of soda, do. of lime, &c., 0"11
; water, 90 44

= 100-00.

Thenard's analysis gives—resin of bile and picromel (acid gallenate of soda), 10'o4 ;

colouring-matter, O'oO
;
soda, O'oO

;
phosphate of soda, 0'25 ; muriate of soda, 0"40

;

sulphate of soda, O'lO ; sulphate of lime, 0'16 ; traces of oxide of iron, water, 87'o6 ;

= 100-00.

The analyses of Benach ('Ann. Cli. Phar.') give tho following as the composition

of the gall of several animals :

—

Carbon Hydrogen Nitrogen Sulphur Ash
Calves . . 55-4 . . 7-7 . . 3-3 . . 4-9 . . 13-15

Sheep . 57-3 . . 7-8 . . 3-9 . . 5-7 . . 11-86

Goats . 57-3 . . 8-2 . ,
5-2 . . 13-31

Bears . 57-7 . . 8-3 . . 5-8 , . 8-42

Fowls . 57-5 . . 8-3 . . 3-5 . . 5-0 . . 10-99

Fish . . . 56-0 , . 8-1 . . 2-5 . . 5-6 . . 14-11

Strecker and Mulder have published two treatises on ox-gall. The views advo-
cated by these chemists will be found in tho ' Annual Keport of the Progress of
Chemistry of Liobig and Kopp,' translated by Hofmann and De la Rue.

It has been shewn by Strieker's researches that bile is largely composed of the

soda-salts of two peculiar acids called glycocholic and taurocholic acids. Glycocholie

acid may 1)0 prepared by extracting ox-bile with cold absolute alcohol, and treating

tho filtered extract with ether, when crystals of alkaline glycocholatos are obtained
;

these were formerly termed crystallised bile. When tho salts are decomposed by
sulphuric acid, glycocholic acid is set free. This acid contains C^-H"NO'^ (C-^H^M-O").
Boiled •with a solution of potash, it is resolved into cholio acid and glycocine. The
second acid of tho bile

—

taurocholic acid, formerly called hiliii—has not hitherto been
isolated in a state of purity. AVheu boiled -vritli alkalies the impure product is

resolved into cholic acid, and a substance called taurin, which contains C''H'NS-'0*

(C-H'xrso^). A fatty matter, known as cholcstcrin is also present, to a small
extent, in the bile, and forms tho chief ingredient in biliary calculi.

It is notible that the liver is capable of developing, in the blood which circulates

through it, an amyloid substance called glycogen, which is readily changed into

liver-sugar, or glucose.

Heintz remarks (PoggendorfTs 'Annalen'), that the change of colour somctinios

produced—for it does not appear always—by nitric acid in liquids containing bile

(first green, then blue, violet, red, and lastly, j'ollow), is occasioned only hy tlie

colouring-mattor, which Berzelius has named cholcpyrrhin, and not by tho essenlial

constituents of the bilo, and can therefore bo regarded only as a test for the presence

of this substance.

Pettenkofer's test for bilo consists in adding a drop of sulphuric acid and a
solution of .sugar, when a purplo-violet colour is produced if bile bo present.

For the further chemical examination of bile, sec ' Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry
;

'

for its uses in tho arts, see Gaix.

BIXiE-PXCnXEN'TS. A scries of colouring matters produced from bile by Dr.
Thudichum. See ' AVatts's Dictionary of Chemistry.'
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BXSI'S. Tlio namo by which many of the coal-measure shales are locally known
in some districts. Thoy are generally more or less Litnminous and calcareous.

Since so much attention has been directed to the production of petroleum, many
of those ' binds ' have been subject to distillation, with variable results. See

Petroleum.
BZBTDXN'G COAX.. See Coal.

BXBDIiXIUCE. (GZw, Fr. ;
Vogclleim, Gav.) The best birdlime may be made from

the middle bark of the holly Ijoiled seven or eight hours in water, till it is soft and
tender, then laid by heaps in pits under ground, and covered with stones after the water

is drained from it. There it must be left during two or three weeks, to ferment, in the

summer season, and watered, if necessary, till it passes into a mucilaginous state. It

is then to be pounded in a mortar to a paste, washed in running water, and kneaded
till it be free from extraneous matters. It is next left for four or five days in earthen

vessels to ferment and purify itself, when it is fit for use. Birdlime may be made by
the same process from the mistletoe (

Visciuh album), young shoots of elder, and
the barks of other vegetables, as well as from most parasitical plants.

Good birdlime is of a greenish colour and sour flavour, somewhat resembling that

of linseed oil—gluey, stringy, and tenacious. By drying in the air it becomes
brittle, and may be powdered ; but its viscosity may be restored by moistening it. It

contains resin, mucilage, a little free acid, colouring and extractive matter. The resin

has l)ecn called vicc/nc.

Macairo has examined a substance which exudes from the receptacle and involucre

of the Atractylis gicmmifera, and describes it as the pure matter of birdlime, which lie

calls ^^scine. Common birdlime may be regarded as a mixture of visciiie, vegetable

niucilago, and vinegar.

The mistletoe yields a peculiar viscid gluey substance, consisting of a green wax
and birdlime.

BISCUITS. Biscuit-baking constitiites two separate branches of manufacture,
—namely, that of ordinary biscuit, or, so to speak, biscuit ' proper,' for maritime
purposes, and that of fancy biscuits. Ordinary, or sailors' biscuit consists of only
flour and water kneaded into a paste, cut in the proper shape, docked, and baked
in an oven

;
fancy biscuits consist also of flour and water, but with an addition of

butter, sugar, eggs, spices, or 'flavourings,' all or either of them according to the

kind.

Ships' biscuits are now made by machinery, and one of the reasons for this has been
that the manual preparation of them was too slow and too costly. A landsman
knows very little of the true value of a biscuit : with a seaman, biscuit is the only
liread that he eats for months together. There arc many reasons why common loaves

of bread could not be used during a long voyage : because, containing a fermenting
principle, they would soon become musty and unfit for food if made previous to

the voyage, while the preparation of them on board ship is subject to insuperable objec-

tions. Biscuits contain no leaven, and, when well baked throughout, they suffer little

change during a long voyage.
The allowance of biscuit to each seaman on board a Queen's ship is a pound per day

(averaging six biscuits to the pound). The supply of a man-of-war for several

months is, consequently, very large ; and it often liappened during the long war that
the difficulty of making biscuits fast enough was so great, that at Portsmouth waggon-
loads, brought from a distance, wore unpacked in the streets and conveyed to the ships.

AVe shall now describe the mode of making biscuits by hand, and afterwards speak
of the improved method. The bakehouse at Gosport contained nine ovens, and to

each was attached a gang of five men,—the ' turner,' the ' mate,' the ' driver,' the
' breakman,' and the 'idleman.' The requisite proportions of flour and water were
put into a largo trough, and the ' driver,' with his naked arms, mixed the whole up
together into tlio form of dough—a very laborious operation. The dough was then
taken from the trough, and put on a wooden platform called the break : on this plat-

form worked a lever called the break-staff, five or six inches in diameter, and seven
feet long ; one end of this was loosely attached by a kind of staple to the wall, and
the breakman, riding or sitting on the other end, worked this lever to and fro over
the dough by an uncouth jumping or shuffling movement. When the dough had
become kneaded by this barbarous method into a thin sheet, it was removed to the
moulding board and cut into slips by means of an enormous knife ; these slips were
then broken into pieces, each largo enough for one biscuit, and then worked into a
circular form by the hand. As each biscuit was shaped it was handed to a second
workman, who stamped the King's mark, tlio number of the oven, &c., on the biscuit.

The biscuit was then docked, that is, pierced with holes by an instrument adapted to
the purpose. The finishing part of the process was one in which remarkable dex-
terity was displayed, A man stood before tlic open door of the oven, having in his
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hand the handle of a long shovel called a peel, the other end of -which was lying flat

in the oven. Another man took the biscuits as fast as they were formed and stamped,
and jerked or threw them into the oven with such undeviating accuracy that they
should always fall on the peel. The man with the peel then arranged the biscuits side

by side over the whole floor of the oron. Nothing could exceed (in manual labour
alone) the regularity with which this was all done. Seventy biscuits were thrown
into the oven and regularly arranged in one minute, the attention of each man being
vigorously directed to his own department ; for a delay of a single second on the part
of any one man would have disturbed the whole gang. The biscuits do not require

many minutes' baking ; and as the oven is kept open during the time that it is being
filled, the biscuits first thrown in would be overbaked were not some precaution

taken to prevent it. The moulder therefore made those which were to be first

thrown into the oven larger than the subsequent ones, and diminished the size by a

nice gradation.

The mode in which, since about the year 1831, ships' biscuits have been made by
machinery invented by T. T. Grant, Esq., of the Koyal Clarence Yard, is this :—The
meal or flour is conveyed into a hollow cylinder four or five feet long and about three

feet in diameter, and the water, the quantity of which is regulated by a gauge,
admitted to it ; a shaft, armed with long knives, works rapidly round in the cylinder,

Avith such astonishing effect, that in the short space of six minutes, 450 lbs. of dough
are produced, infinitely better made than that mixed by the naked arms of a man. The
dough is removed from the cylinder and placed under the breaking rollers ; these latter,

which perform the ofl&ce of kneading, are two in number, and weigh 15 cwts. each

;

they are rolled to and fro over the surface of the dough by means of machinery, and
in five minutes the dough is perfectly kneaded. The sheet of dough, which is about
two inches thick, is then cut into pieces half a yard square, which pass under a second

set of rollers, by which each piece is extended to the size of six feet by three, and
reduced to the proper thickness for biscuits. The sheet of dough is now to be
cut up into biscuits ; and no part of the operation is more beautiful than the mode by
which this is accomplished. The dough is brought under a stamping or cutting-out

press, similar in effect, but not in detail, to that by which circular pieces for coins are

cut out of a sheet of metal. A series of sharp knives are so arranged that, by one

movement, they cut out of a piece of dough a yard square about sixty hexagonal

biscuits. The reason for an hexagonal (six-sided) shape is, that not a particle of waste

is thereby occasioned, as the sides of the liexagonals accurately fit into those of the

adjoining biscuits, whereas circular pieces cut out of a large surface always leave vacant

spaces between. That a flat sheet can be divided into hexagonal pieces without any
waste of material is obvious.

Each biscuit is stamped with the Queen's mark, as well as punctured with holes, by
the same movement which cuts it out of the piece of dough. The hexagonal cutters

do not sever the biscuits completely asunder, so that a whole sheet of them can be

put into the oven at once on a large peel, or shovel, adapted for the purpose. About
16 minutes are sufficient to bake them

;
they are then withdrawn and broken asunder

by the hand.

The corn for the biscuits is purchased at the markets, and cleaned, ground, and
dressed at the Government mills ; in quality it is a mixture of fine flour and middlings,

the bran and pollard being removed. The ovens for baking are formed of fire-brick

and tile, with an area of about 160 feet. About 112 lbs. weight of biscuits are put

into the ovens at once. This is called a suit, and is reduced to aboiit 110 lbs. by the

baking. Erom 12 to 16 suits can be baked in each oven every day, or after the rate

of 224 lbs. per hour. The men engaged are dressed in clean check shirts and white

linen trousers, apron, and cap, and every endeavour is made to observe the most scru-

pulous cleanliness.

We may now make a few remarks on the comparative merits of the hand and the

machine processes. If the meal and the water with which the biscuits are made be

not thoroughly mixed up, there will be some parts moistcr than others. Now, it was
formerly found that the dough was not well mixed by the arms of the workman ; the

consequence of which was, that the dry parts became burnt up, or else that the moist

parts acquired a peculiar kind of hardness which the sailors called ' flint
:

' these

defects are now removed by the thorough mixing and kneading which the ingredients

receive by the machine.

Wo have seen that 450 lbs. of dough may be mixed by the machine in throe

minutes and kneaded in six miniites; we need hardly say how much quicker this

is than men's hands could effect it. The biscuits are cut out and stamped 60 at

a time, instead of singly : besides the time thus saved, the biscuits become more
equally baked, by the oven being more speedily filled. The nine ovens at Gosport

used to employ 45 men to produce about 1,500 lbs. of biscuit per hour ; 16 men and
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boys ffill now produce, by the same number of ovens, 2,240 lbs. of biscuits (one ton)

per hour.

The comparative expense is thus stated :—Under the old system, wages and wear
and tear of utensils cost about Is. 6d. per cwt. of biscuit; under the new system, the

cost is 5d,

The bakehouses at Deptford, Gosport, and Plymouth could produce 7,000 or 8,000

tons of biscuits annually, at a saving of 12,000/. per annum from tho cost under the

old system. The advantages of machine-made over hand-made biscuits, therefore, are

many—quality, cleanliness, expedition, cheapness, and independence of Government
contractors.

Figr. 104 represents the biscuit-machinery as executed beautifully by jMossrs.

Eennie, engineers, a is tho breaker roller, table, and toller ; b, the finishing roller,

104

table, and toller ; c c, docking machines, for stamping out the biscuits
;
d, mixing

machine for making the dough ; e, spur-pinion to engine-shaft
; /, spur-wheel

;
gi g,

bevel mitre wheels, to give the upright motion ; k h, bevel wheels for working the

mixing machine; i i i, ditto, for communicating motion to the rolling machines, y^;
k, tho crank shaft ; 1 1, connecting rods ; m m, pendulums forgiving motion to rollers

;

n n, clutches for connecting either half of the machinery to the other.

The manufacture of fancy biscuits, which in former times was confined to the

pastrycook and confectioner, has of lato years assumed considerable importance, and
several firms are now exclusively engaged in this branch of industry, the products
of which are sold under an extraordinary variety of names. Some of these, namely,
the ' plain biscuit, arrowroot, captain, brown meal, cinnamon, caraway, vanilla biscuits,'

&c., are intelligible enough
; but, if we except ' Abernethy biscuit, macaroons, and

cracknels,' with tho names of which tho public, from long usage, are familiar, tho
rest of the products of the modern biscuit-baker, ' Africans, Jamaica, Queen's routs,

ratafias, Bath and other sorts of Olivers, exhibition, rings and fingers, picnics, cuddy,'

&c., &c. form a list of iipwards of eighty fanciful names, all expressive of articles of
difForent form, appearance, and taste, made of nearly the same materials, with but
little variation in the proportion in which they are used,—the principal ingredients

in all being flour and water, butter, milk, eggs, and caraway, nutmeg, cinnamon,
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mace, ginger, essence of lemon, neroli, or orange-flower water, called in tcehnicjil

language, ' flayourings.' The kneading of these materials is always performed by
a. kneading or mixing machine. The dough or paste produced is passed several
times between tv.-o revolving cylinders adjusted at a proper disfcinco, so as to obtain
a flat, perfectly homogeneous mass, slab, or sheet. This is transferred to a stamping
or cutting machine, consisting of two cylinders, through which the sheet of homo-
geneous paste has to pass, and by which it is laminated to the proper thickness,
.-md at the same time pushed under a stamping and docking frame, which cuts it into

discs, or into oval or otherwise shaped pieces, as occasion may require. The stamps
or cutters in the frame being internally provided -svith prongs, pusli the cut pieces
of dough, or raw cakes, out of the cutting frame, and at the same time dock the
cakes, or cut pieces, -with a series of holes, for the subsequent escape of the moisture,
which, but for these vents, would distort and spoil the cake or biscuit when put in

the oven. The temperature of the oven should bo so regulated as to be perfectly

xiniform, neither too liigh nor too low, but just at such a heat as is sufficient to give
the biscuits a light brown colour. For such a piurposc the hot-water oven of Mr.
Perkins, or that of Mr. Eoland, is the best that can possibly l)e used. (See Bread.)
Eoland's oven offi'rs the peculiar advantage that, by tiirning the screw, the solo of
the oven can bo brought nearer to the top, and a temperature is thus obtained suitable

for baking thoroughly, witliout burning, the thinnest cakes.

One of the most curious branches of the baker's craft is the manufacture of

gingerbread, which contains such a proportion of molasses that it cannot be fer-

mented by means of yeast. Its ingredients are flour, molasses or treacle, butter,

common potashes, and alum. After the biitter is melted, and the potashes and alum
are chssolved in a little hot water, these three ingi-edients, along with the treacle, are

poured among the flour which is to form the body of the bread. The whole is then
incorporated by mixture and kneading into a stiff dough. Of these five constituents

the alum is the least essential, although it makes the bread lighter and erisper, and
renders the process more rapid ; for gingerbread, dough requires to stand over for

several days, some 8 or 10, before it acquires the state of porosity which qualifies it

for the oven ; the action of the treacle and alum on the potaslics, in evolving carbonic

acid, seems to be the gasifying principle of gingerbread ; for if carbonate of potash

is withheld from the mixture, the bread, when baked, resembles in hardness a piece

of wood.
Treacle is always acidulous. Carbonate of magnesia and soda may be used as

substitutes for the potashes. Dr. Colquhoun has found that carbonate of magnesia

and tartaric acid may replace the potashes and the alum -with great advantage,

affording a gingerbread fully as agreeable to the taste, and much more wliolesomo

than the common kind, which contains a notable quantity of potash. His pro-

portions are 1 lb. of flour, ^ of an ounce of carbonate of magnesia, and ^ of an ounce

of tartaric acid, in addition to the treacle, butter, and aromatics, as at present

used. The acid and alkaline earth must be well diffiised through the whole

dough ; the magnesia should, in fiict, be first of all mixed -svith the flour. The molted

butter, the treacle, and the acid dissolved in a little water, are poured all at once

amongst the flour, and kneaded into a consistent dough, which being set aside for half

an hour or an hour, will be ready for the oven, and should never bo kept unbaked for

more than 2 or 3 liours. The following more complete recipo is given by Dr. Colqu-

houn for making tliin gingerbread cakes :—Flour 1 lb., treacle {, lb., raw sugar ^ lb.,

butter 2 ounces, carbonate of magnesia ounce, tartaric acid ^ ounce, ginger ^ ounce,

cinnamon ^ ounce, nutmeg 1 ounce. This compound has rather moro butter than

common thin gingerbread. In addition to these, yellow ochre is frequently added Ijy

cheap gingerbread makers, and altogether this preparation, moro generally consumed

by children, is very objectionable.

Within the last few years there has been a very remarkable development of the

trade in biscuits. Biscuits of all sorts, and really many curious and agreeable

varieties, are noM' manufactured on a large scale, and machinery has been created to

facilitite the process.

SXSnxUTB. {Bismuth, Fr.
;

Wismuth, Gor.) Symbol, Bi. ; Atomic weiplit, 210.

Tlie metal bismuth occurs chiefly in a native stite, but is also found in certain combi-

nations, forming the ores noticed in the follo^Hng list of bismuth-bearing minerals :

—

ISativc Bismuth is whitish, -with a faint reddish tingo, and a metallic lustre which

is liable to tarnish. 8trcak, silver-white. Hardness, 2 to 2-o
;
specific gravity, 9'727.

It is brittle when cold, but slightly nialleablo when heated. It generally occurs crys-

tallised or in a dendritic form. It fuses readily at 476° F. Beautiful crystals can bo

formed artificially by fusion and subsequent slow cooling. The native metal frequently

contains silver, arsenic, or tellurium. It is the source of all the metal used in the

arts.
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Native bismuth has been found, associated with other minerals, in Cornwall, at

Dolcoath near Camborne ; at Huel Sparnon, near Eedruth, when that mine was
worked ; at Trugoo Jlino, near St. Colomb (Greg), and at the Consolidated Mines,

St. Ives ; Caldlieck Fells, in Cumberland, with ores of cobalt. But the most abun-

dant soui'ces of native bismuth are the silver and cobalt mines of Saxony and Bo-
hemia, especially those of Schneeberg, Annabcrg, Marionberg, Altenberg, Joachimsthal

and Johanngoorgonstadt. It is also found at Sorato, in Bolivia.

Bismuthinc, Bismuth (/lance, or sulphide of bismuth, occurs either in acicular crys-

tals, or with a foliated, fibrous structure. It is isomorphous with stibnito, or sulphide

of antimony. Hardness, 2 to 2'r5 : specific gravitj', 6"1 to 6'9. It is composed of

bismuth, 81"25; sulphur, 18'75. It fuses in the flame of a candle.

Bismuthino occurs in Cornwall, at Bobillack, and associated with tin at St. Just,

and with copper at the mines near Eedruth and Camborne. Large quantities are now
worked and smelted in South Australia.

Acicular Bis?7iuth, or Ai/cifiitc, called also Needle Ore, is a plumbo-cupriforous

sulphide of bismuth, composed of sulphur, 16
;
bismuth, 3-l'62

;
lead, 35'69

;
copper,

11-79.

Emj^lectitc, or Tanncnite, is a rare mineral, containing sulphur, 18'83
; bismuth,

62-16; copper, 18-72.

Telluric Bismuth, or Tctradymite, occurs in Cumberland, at Brandy Gill, Carrock
Fells (Greg), and at Dolgelly in Merionethshire.

Tlio purest varieties contain only bismuth and tellurium, in proportions represented

by the formula, Bi- Te^ corresponding to tellurium, 48-1, and bismuth, 51-9 per cent.

Other varieties contain sulphur and selenium. It is notable that tctradymite is often

found associated with gold.

Bismuth Ochre.—A dull earthy mineral, found in the Eoyal Ecstormel Iron Mine,
and in small quantities in the parish of Eoach, in Cornwall. Its composition is stated

by Lampadius to be :—Oxide of bismuth, 86-4
; oxide of iron, 5-1

; carbonic acid, 4-1

;

and water, 3-1.

Carbonate of Bismuth, or Bismutite. This ore is composed of a mechanical mixture
of the carbonates of bismuth, of iron, and of copper.

Eulytine or hismuth-hlcnde is a silicate of bismuth, occurring in small crystals in

the mines of Schneeberg, in Saxony.
Bismuth, which was formerly known as Marcasite and a^s tin-glance, was shown to

be a metal ' somewhat different from lead' by G. Agricola, in 1546. It was studied

by Stahl and Dufay, and still more minutely by Pott and Geoffroy, about the middle
of the last century.

This metal, the demand for which is limited, is chiefly procured in Saxony, from
the mines of - Schneeberg ; where it occurs mixed with cobalt speiss, in the proportion

105 106

of about 7 per cent. In the metallurgical works at Schneeberg the metal is obtained
by means of a peculiar furnace of liquation. This furnace is represented in figs. 105
and 106, of which the first is a view from above, the second a. view in front; and
fig. 107 is a transverse section on the dotted lino a, h, of fi^. 106. a is the ash-pit;

the fire-place
;

c, the eliquation pipes
; d, the grate, of masonry or brickwork, upon

which the fuel is thrown through the fire-door, e e. The anterior deeper-lying
orifice of the eliquation pipes is closed with the clay-plate, /, which has beneath a
small circular groove, through which the liquefied metal flows off; g is a wall extend-
ing from the hearth-sole nearly to the anterior orifices of the liquation-pipes, in
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•wMcli wall there are as many fire-holes, h, as there are pipes in the furnace ; i are

iron pans 'which receive the fluid metal
;

k, a wooden water-trough, in which the

bismuth is granulated and cooled
;

I, the posterior and higher-lying apertures of the

eliquation pipes, shut merely with a sheet-iron cover. The granulations of bismuth
drained from the posterior openings fall upon the flat surfaces m, and then into the

water-trough, n n are draught-holes in the vault between the two pipes, which serve

for increasing or diminishing the heat at pleasure.

The ores to be eliquated (sweated) are sorted by hand from the gangue, broken into

pieces about the size of a hazel nut, and introduced into the ignited pipes ; one charge

consisting of about j cwt. ; so that the pipes are filled to half their diameter, and
three-fourths of their lengtli. The shee1>iron door is shut, and the fire strongly urged,

whereby the bismuth begins to flow in ten minutes, and falls through the holes in the

clay-plates into hot pans containing some coal-dust. Wlienever it runs slowly, the

ore is stirred round in the pipes, at intervals during half an hour, in which time the

liquation is usually finished. The residuum, called bismuth barley
(
Graicpen), is

scooped out with iron rakes into a water-trough ; and the pipes are charged afresh

;

the pans, when full, have their contents cast into moulds, forming bars of from 25 to

50 lbs. weight. About 20 cwt. of ore are smelted in 8 hours, with a consumption of

63 Leipsic cubic feet of wood. The bismuth thus procured by liquation upon the great

scale contains no small admixture of arsenic, iron, and some other metals, from which
it may be freed by solution in nitric acid, precipitation by water, and reduction of the

sub-nitrate by black flux. By exposing the crude bismuth for some time to a dull

red heat, under charcoal, arsenic is expelled.

Bismuth is also obtained as a by-product in treating certain ores of cobalt and
silver. A solution of the nitrate or chloride of bismuth is precipitated by addition

of water, and the basic salt thus obtained is dried and reduced with carbonate of soda

and charcoal.

Bismuth is white, and resembles antimony, but has a reddish tint ; whereas the

latter metal has a bluish cast. It is brilliant, and crystallises readily in small cube-

like forms, often hollow, which are really rhombohedra, though long mistaken for true

cubes. The beautiful iridescence often seen on specimens of crystallised bismuth is pro-

duced artificially. The metal is very brittle, and may be easily reduced to powder.

Its specific gravity is 9'83
; and it is said that by hammering it with care, the density

may be increased to 9-8827. It melts at 515° F. (268-3° C. Eiemsdijk), and may be

cooled 6° or 7° below this point without fixing ; but the moment it begins to solidify,

the temperature rises to 480°, and continues stationary till the whole mass is con-

gealed. Bismuth, like cast-iron, expands dmnng solidification.

When heated from 32° to 212°, it expands in length. When pure it affords a

very valuable means of adjusting the scale of high-ranged thermometers. At strong

heats bismuth volatilises, may be distilled in close vessels, and is thus obtained in

crystalline laminae.

Bismuth is readily soluble in nitric acid, but is almost unacted on by hydrochloric

or by sulphuric acid.

Several alloys of bismuth are used in the arts. The alloy of bismuth and lead in

equal parts has a density of 10-709, being greater than the mean of the constituents
;

it has a foliated texture, is brittle, and of the same colour as bismuth. Bismuth, with
tin, forms a compound more elastic and sonorous than the tin itself, and is, therefore,

frequently added to it by the pewterers. With 1 of bismuth and 24 of tin, the alloy

is somewhat malleable : with more bismuth it is brittle. When much bismuth is

present, it may bo easily parted by strong muriatic acid, which dissolves the tin, and
leaves the bismuth in a black powder. It has been said that an aUoy of tin, bismuth,

nickel, and silver hinders iron from rusting.

The alloy of bismuth with tin and lead was first examined by Sir I. Newton, and
has been called ever since fusible metal. Tlie French give to this alloy the name of

metal fusible de D'Arcet, and thus claim for him the merit of the discovery of it.

8 parts of bismuth, 5 of lead, and 3 of tin, melt at the moderate temperature of

202° F. ; but 2 of bismuth, 1 of lead, and 1 of tin, melt at 200-75° F., according to

Rose. A small addition of mercury, or of cadmium, aids the fusibility. Such alloj-s

serve to take casts of anatomical preparations. The value of these bismuth-alloys for

taking casts is due in great measure to their expansion in cooling—a sharp impression

being ihixs secured. Indeed, the behaviour of fusible metal on exposure to heat is

quite anomalous. It is said to dilate regularly from 32° to 96° F., then to contract

to 131°, when it expands rapidly till it reaches 176°, and from that point again

expands iiniformly until it fuses.

An alloy of 1 bismuth, 2 tin, and 1 lead, is employed as a soft solder by the

pewterers ; and the same has been proposed as a bath for tempering steel instruments.

Cake-moulds for the manufacture of toilet soaps are made of the same metal ; as also
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excellent cliches for stereotype, of 3 lead, 2 tin, and 5 bismutli—an aUoy -wliieh melts

at 199° F. This compound should be allowed to cool upon a piece of pasteboard till

it becomes of a doughy consistence, before it is applied to the mould to receive the

impress of the stamp. This alloy is also used for the metallic pencils for writing on

the prepared paper of pocket-books.

The employment of plates of fusible metal as safety rondcllcs to apertures in tlie

tops of steam boilers was proposed in France, on the assumption that they would melt

and give way at elevations of temperature under those which would endanger the

bursting of the vessel, the fusibility of the alloy being proportioned to the quality of

Bteam required for the engine. It has been foimd, however, that boilers, apparently

secured in this way, burst, while the safety discs remained entire ; the expansive force

of the steam causing explosion so suddenly, that the fusible alloy had not time to

melt or give way.
^Bismuth is interesting as being a highly diamagnetie metal. The distinction

between magnetic and cliamagnetic bodies was established by the late Dr. Faraday.

This may be familiarly explained, by stating that one class of bodies is influenced

by magnets, as iron is, being magnetic. That is, if a bar of iron was hung up
between the poles of a horse-shoe magnet, it would arrange itself along the line which
unites the two poles ; which line has been called the axial line. But if another

class of bodies be selected, bismuth being at the head of this class, and suspended

in the same way between the poles of the magnet, thev arrange themselves across

the axial line, or, as Faraday has termed it, eqicatorially, these bodies being called

in distinction diamagnetie bodies. See Magnetism, for a further account of these

phenomena.
The mines of Schneeberg produce annually about 4,000 kilogrammes of metallic

bismuth ; those of Johanngeorgenstadt and the cobalt mines of Saxony, about 600
kilogrammes—equal to about 10,500 avoirdupois pounds.

In 1844 bismuth was sold at from 'iOd. to 2s. the pound ; in 1872 it had reached

the high price of 30s. the pound ; for some time this price was maintained. Up
to 1844 a large quantity of bismuth was produced in this country from cobalt ores in

the old way of refining, but a new method was then introduced which necessitated the

loss of nearly all the bismuth. In 1845 there was a largo demand for a composi-

tion to make rollers for calico-printers, which advanced the price. In 1858 the supply
began to fall off, and in 1861-2 there was an increased demand for this metal for

medicinal purposes, but there has been recently a considerable reduction. A company
was formed in London, under the guidance of a German, who professed to have the
secret of transmuting the baser metals into gold. This company had works in the

Belvedere Eoad, Lambeth, and as bismuth was considered essential in the process,

they bought all they could lay hands on. This, it is believed, more than anything
led to the rapid increase in the price of the metal. The supply of bismuth is in but
very few hands, and great care is taken to prevent any excess over the demand from
coming into the market

;
by this means the price is kept iip.

Solid compounds of bismuth, when heated before the blowpipe with carbonate of
soda and charcoal, yield a bead of metallic bismuth, surrounded by an incrustation of

yellow oxide. Salts of bismuth in solution are recognised by becoming milky white
when diluted with water, owing to the formation of sparingly soluble basic salts.

These basic precipitates may be distinguished from similar sub-salts of antimony by
being insoluble in tartaric acid, and by becoming black when acted on by sulphuretted
hydrogen.

In ' Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry ' will be found various methods for the

determination of bismuth. The following processes, however, appear so useful as to

warrant their insertion in this place :—To detect small quantities of lead in bismuth,
or in bismuth compounds, Chapman brings the somewhat flattened bead, reduced
before the blowpipe, in contact with some moist basic nitrate of teroxide of bismuth,
when, in a short time, in consequence of the reduction of the bismuth by the lead,

arborescent sprigs of bismuth are formed around the test specimen. Since zinc and
iron interfere with this reaction, they must bo previously removed, the former by
fusion with soda, the latter with soda and borax, in the reducing flame.

Lead and bismuth can easily bo quantitatively separated from each other by the
following method, proposed by UUgren :—The solution of the two metals is pre-
cipitated by carbonate of ammonia, and the carbonates are then dissolved by acetic

acid, and a blade of pure lead, the weight of which is ascertained beforehand, is

plunged in the solution. This blade must be completely immersed in the liquor.

The vessel is then corked up, and the experiment is left for several hours at rest.

The lead precipitates the bismuth in the metallic form. When the whole of it is

precipitated, the blade of lead is withdrawn, washed, dried, and wcigliod. The
Bismuth is collected on a filter, washed witli distilled water which has been pre-
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viously LoiloJ, and cooled out of contact of tJie air ; this metal is then treated ^rith

carbonate of ammonia, and the precipitate which is left, attei -wiishiug and ignition,

is then weighed. The total loss of tlie metallic lead employed indicates how much
oxido of lead must be subtracted from the total weight of the protoxide of lead

obtained,

BisiiuTH, Oxides of.—There are two well-defined oxides of bismuth—the teroxide

and the pentoxide, with an unimportant intermediate oxide. Of these compounds it is

only necessary to notice the teroxide or bismuthous oxide BiO^ (Bi-O'). This is found
native as bismuth-ochre, and may be readily formed by exposing the metal to a red-

white heat in a muffle, when it takes fire, burns with a faint blue liame, and eniits fumes
which condense into a yellow pulverulent oxide. Eut an easier process is to ignite the

nitrate or carbonate. The oxide thus obtained has a straw-yellow colour, and fuses

at a high heat into an opaque glass of a dark-brown or black colour ; but wliich

becomes less opaque and yeUow after it has cooled. Its specific gravity is as high
as S-211. It consists of 89-87 of metal and 10-13 of oxj-gen in 100 pirts. The only

salt of this oxide used in the arts is the nitraie, whicli is obtained by dissolving metallic

bismuth in warm nitric acid. On largely diluting a solution of the nitrate -with water,

a sub-nitrate or basic-nitrate is precipitated. This precipitate -was termed by the

older chemists, • magestery of bismuth,' and is now sometimes ecdled pearl-white, and
is employed as a flux for certain enamels, as it augments their fusibilit}-, -without

imparting any colour to them. Hence it is used sometimes as a vehicle of the colours

of other metallic oxides. AMien well -washed, it is employed in gilding porcelain

;

being added in the proportion of one-fifteenth to the gold. But pearl-white is most
used by ladies, as a cosmetic for giving a delicate whiteness to a faded complexion.

It is called blaac defard by the French. If it contains, as bismuth often does, a little

silver, it becomes grey or dingy-coloured on exposure to light. Another sort of pearl-

powder is prepared by adding a very dilute solution of common salt to the above nitric

solution of bismuth, -wherebj' a pulverulent sub-chloride of tlie metal is obtained in a

light flocculent form. A similar powder of a mother-of-pearl aspect may be formed
by dropping dilute muriatic acid into the solution of nitrate of bismuth. The arsenic

always present in the bismuth of commerce is converted by nitric acid into arsenic

acid, which, forming an insoluble arsenate of bismuth, separates from the solution

unless there be such an excess of nitric acid as to re-dissolve it. Hence the medi-
cinal oxide, prepared from a rightly-made nitrate, can contain no arsenic. If we
-write -with a pen dipped in that solution, the dry invisible traces -wiU become legible

on plunging the paper in water.

The nitrate of bismuth, mixed -nith a solution of tin and tartar, has been employed
as a mordant for dyeing lilac and -violet in calico-printing.

TMien the oxide is prepared, by dropping the nitric solution into an alkaline lye

in excess, if this prccipit.-ite is well washed and dried, it forms an excellent medicine
;

and is given, mixed -with gum tragacanth, for the relief of cardialgia, or burning and
spasmodic piiius of the stomach.

This sub-nitrate of bismuth is now commonly employed as a remedial agent, under
circumstances which are especially liable to attack the emigrant; it is, therefore,

thought advisable to give some aecount of its action. The following is extracted from
Pereira's • Elements of Materia Medica,' by Bentley and Eedwood :

—

• Physiological Effects.—In small doses it acts locally as an astringent, diminishing

secretion. On account of the frequent relief given by it in painful affections of the

stomach, it is supposed to act on the nerves of this -riscus as a sedative. It has also

been denominated tonic and antispismodic. Vogt says, that when used as a cosmetic,

it has produced a spasmodic trembling of the face, ending in paralysis.
' Large medicinal doses disorder the digestive organs, occasioning piin, vomiting,

purging, &c. ; and sometimes affecting the nervous system, and producing giddiness,

insensibility, -with cramps of the extremities. On the other hand, IM. ilomeret states,

after severil years' trial of this medicine, that it may be given in much larger doses

than are usually administered, and that it i i then of the greatest value in gastro-

intestinal affections, especially those attended -\dth fluxes.

' Therapeutics.—It has been principally empl.yed in those chronic affections of the

stomach which are unaccompanied by any organ-'c disease, but which apparently depend
on some disordered condition of the nerves of this viscus ; and hence, the efficacy of

the remedy is referred to its supposed action on these parts. It has been particularly

used and recommended to relieve gastrodynia and cramp of the sK)mach, to allay

sickness and vomiting, and as a remedy for pyrosis or water-bi-ash. In the latter

disease I give it in the form of a powder, in doses of twenty grains thrice dailj-, in

conjunction -with hydrocj-anic acid mixture, and the patient rarelj- fails to obtain

marked benefit from its use. It is also used in ulcer of the stomach. Dr. Theophilus

Thompson recommends it in doses of five grains, combined -with gum arable and
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magnesia, in the diarrlicea aceompanj-ing phthisis, and he thinks that both in efficacy

and safety, it surpasses our most approved remedies for that complaint. I have used

it -with advantage, in the form of ointment, applied to tlie septum nasi, in ulceration

of this part, and as a local remedy in chronic skin diseases.'

Much of the sub-nitrate of bismuth of the shops has been found to contain nitrate

of silver.

BZSTBE. {Bistre, Fr.
;
Bister, Gcr.) A brown colour -n-hich is used in -n-ater-

colours, in the same way as- China ink. It is prepared from wood-soot, that of beech

being preferred. The mos-t compact and best-burned parcels' of soot arc collected

from the chimney, pulverised, and passed through a silk sieve. • This powder is

infused in pure water, and stirred frequently with a glass rod, then allowed to settle,

and the water decanted. If the salts are not all washed away, the process may be

repeated -n-ith warm water. The paste is now to be poured into a long narrow
vessel filled with water, stirred well, and left to settle for a few minutes, in order to

let the grosser parts subside. The supernatant part is then to be poured off into a

similar vessel. This process may be repeated t^vicc or thrice, to obtain a vorj' good
bistre. At last the settled deposit is sufficiently fine, and, when free from its super-

natant water, it is mixed nith gum-water, moulded into proper cakes and dried. It

is not used in oil-painting, but has the same effect in water-colours as brown pink has

in oil.

Dr. MacCulloch objects to soot as a source of bistre, both from the carelessness

used in collecting it, and the uncertainty of tone and colour. If the liquids resem-

Ijling tar, obtained from the distillation of wood, be again carefully distilled, water,

acetic acid, and hydrocai-bonaceous substances, as naphtha, pass over, and leave a resi-

duum—brown or black, pitch-like, or brittle—according to the time and temperature

employed
;
by prolonging the heat •\\\th. care, the brittle substance becomes a powder.

Dr. MacCulloch states that, by care, bistre from wood-tar may be obtained, ha^^-ing the

fine properties of sepia nith great depth of colour.

The remarkable bronze-liko varnish, with almost a metallic lustre, seen upon the

interior of Highland cottages, are bistre-deposits from the smoke of peat.

SZTTZm-aj.niON'D OXXi. See Almo>-i> Oil.

BXTTER-AZiIMCOIfD WATEK. Water containing the oil of bitter almonds in

solution. It should be prepared by distillation from the bitter almonds. It is how-
ever frequently made by first rubbing the essential oil of bitter almonds with mag-
nesia and mixing this with water ; or a solution of the oil in spirits of wine is simply
added to the water and they are shaken together.

BXTTEK CUPS. "Wooden cups in which water or other liquid is allowed to

stand until it acquires a bitter taste, and thus serves medicinally as a tonic. These
cups are turned in ' bitter wood,' or wood from a "West Indian tree—the Ficrcena

excelsa, Ldl.,—and from other plants belonging to the quassia order.

SZTTEKXr. The mother-liquor of sea-water left after the crj'stallisation of the'

less soluble salts. The bittern is used as a source of bromine.
BITTER PRrrrCXPXE. {Amcr, Fr.

;
Bitterstoff, Ger.) The ' bitter principles

'

consist of bodies which may be extracted from vegetable productions by the agency
of water, alcohol, or ether. These are not of much import<inee in the arts, v,ix\\ a few
exceptions. Ltipulin, the bitter principle of the hop, for example, is used for pre-

serving beer.

Quassin is the bitter principle of quassia
;

Absinthin, that of wormwood ; and
Gentianin, that of Gentian. These are sometimes substituted for the hop.

For particulars of these, and numerous other bitter principles, see ' "Watts's Dic-

tionary of Chemistry.'

The following list gives the more important of the bitter substances -n-hich have
been used in the arts and in medicine. (See the articles respectively)

—

Xame Part employed CoantiT Observations

Quassia . "Wood Surinam, E. Indies Powerfully bitter

"Wormwood Herb Great Britain Ditto

Aloe Inspissated juice South Africa Ditto

Angustura Bark South America Ditto
Orange South of Europe . Aromatic bitter

Acorus Eoot Ditto . Ditto
Carduus benedictus . Herb Greek Archipelago
Cascarilla Bark Jamaica Ditto
Centaury Herb Great Britain
Camomile . , Flowers Ditto . Ditto
Colocyntb Fruit Levant

.

Intolerably bitter
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Part employed Country Obserrations

Colombo . Eoot East Africa . Very bitter
Fumitorr . Herb Great Britain Ditto
Gentiana lutea . Eoot Switzerland . Ditto
GrouBd Itj . , Herb Great Britain Ditto
Walnut . Peel Ditto . Ditto with tannin
Iceland moss . . Plant Ditto . Ditto with starch
Hops Scales of the fe- Ditto . Aromatic bitter

male flowers

Milfoil . Herb, flowers . Ditto
Satrrion, large-leayed Herb Ditto
Etubarb . Eoot China, Turkey Disagreeable odr.

Hue , , . Herb Great Britain Bitter and sharp
Tansy Herb, flowers . Ditto . Bitter fijofPensive
Trefoil, bitter . Herb Ditto .

Simarouba , . Bark Gniana

.

Bryony . Eoot Great Britain Sharp.bitter, nau-
seous

CoSbe Seeds Arabia Agreeable

BITTER SPA2t. A carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia. See Dolo-
mite.

S1TUA1£29', (Bitume, Fr. ; Erdpech, Ger.)—This term, as commonly applied,
comprises a number of solid viscid and liquid substances, resembling pitch, tar,

naphtha and the like, and consisting mainly of native hydrocarbons, more or less

oxygenated. Most of these appear to be too variable in composition to take rank as
distinct mineialc^cal species, and our knowledge of the chemical constitution of many
of them is stiU very imperfect. Professor Dana, in the last edition of his ' System of
Mineralogy' (1868), has proposed a valtiable scientific classification of the numerous
hydrocarbons occurring in nature. It seems convenient, however, for practical

purposes to adhere to the older and more popular, if less philosophical arrangement.
Bitumen comprises several distinct varieties, of which the two most important are

asphaltum and naphtha.

Asphaltum or Tnineral pitch is solid, and of a black, or brownish-black, colour,

with a conchoidal brilliant fracttrre. It is sometimes called Bitumen of Judea, from
its occurrence on the Dead Sea, or Lake Asphaltites. See Asphat.t.

2\aphiha.—^Liquid and colourless when pure, with a bituminous odour. See
XiPHTHA. The darker-coloured varieties are faUy described under Peteolextm:.

Springs, of which the waters contain a mixture of petroleum, and the various

minerals allied to it—as bitumen, asphaltum, and pitch—are very numerous, and are,

in many cases, undoubtedly connected with subterranean heat, by the agency of which
organic remains undergo some of those remarkable changes which ultimately result

in the formation of coaL "Within a few years many discoveries have been made of

sources of fluid bitumen and petroleum in both the Old and Inew "Worlds. The im-

portance of these natural products renders it advisable to comprehend a description of

them under one general head. In one locality there are said to be 520 wells, which
yield annually -400,000 hc^heads of petroleum. See PEXEOiior.

Fluid bitumen is seen to ooze from the bottom of the sea on both sides of the island

of Trinidad, and to rise up to the surfece of the water. It is stated that, about

seventy years ago, a spot of land on the western side of Trinidad, nearly half-way

between the capital and an Indian village, sank suddenly, and was immediately

replaced by a small lake of pitch. In this way, probably, was formed the celebrated

Great Pitch Lake. Sir Charles Lyell remarks :
—

' The Orinoco has for ages been

rolling down great quantities of woody and vegetable bodies into the surrounding sea,

where, by the influence of currents and eddies, they may be arrested and accumtilated

in particular places. The frequent occurrence of earthquakes, and other indications

of volcanic action in those j)arts, lend countenance to the opinion that these vegetable

substances may have undergone, by the agency of subterranean fire, those trans-

formations or chemical changes which produce petroleum ; and this may, by the same
causes, be forced up to the surface, where, by exposure to the air, it becomes inspissated,

and forms the different varieties of pure and earthy pitch, or asphaltum, so abundant

in the island.'

The Pitch Lake is one and a half miles in circumference ; the bitumen is solid and
cold near the shores, but gradually increases in temperature and softness towards the

centre, where it is boiling. The solidified bitumen appears as if it had cooled, as the
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to pave the carriage-way near the east end of Oxford Street, and especially at a moist
season, most unpropitious to the laying of bituminous mastic. Being formed of

blocks not more than three or four inches thick, many of which contained much
siliceous sand, such a pavement could not possibly resist the crash and vibration of

many thousand heavy drays, waggons, and omnibuses daily rolling over it. This
failure can alFord, however, no argument against rightly-constructed foot-pavemonts

and terraces of asphalt. Numerous experiments and observation's have led mo to

conclude that fossil bitumen possesses far more valuable properties for making a
durable mastic than the solid pitch obtained by boiling wood or coal tar. The latter,

when inspissated to a proper degree of hardness, becomes brittle, and may be readily

crushed into powder ; while the former, in like circumstances, retains sufficient tena-

city to resist abrasion. Factitious tar and pitch being generated by the force of fire,

seem to have a propensity to decompose by the joint agency of water and air, whereas
mineral pitch has been known to remain for ages without alteration.

Bitumen alone is not so well adapted for making a substantial mastic as the native

compound of bitumen and calcareous earth, which has been properly called asphaltic

rock, of which the richest and most extensive mine is unquestionably that of the

Val de Travers, in the canton of Neufchatel. This interesting mineral deposit occurs

in the Jurassic limestone formation, the equivalent of the English oolite. The mine
is very accessible, and may be readily excavated by blasting with gunpowder. The
stone is massive, of irregular fracture, of a liver-brown colour, and is interspersed with
a few minute spangles of calcareous spar. Though it may be scratched with the nail,

it is difficult to break by the hammer. When exposed to a very moderate heat, it ex-

hales a fragrant ambrosial smell, a property which at once distinguishes it from all

compounds of factitious bitumen. Its specific gravity is 2'114:,—water being I'OOO,

—

being nearly the density of bricks. It may be most conveniently analysed by digesting

it in successive portions of hot oil of turpentine, whereby it affords 80 parts of a white
pulverulent carbonate of lime, and 20 parts of bitumen in 100. The asphalt rock of

Val de Travers seems therefore to be far richer than that of Pyrimont, which, ac-

cording to the statement in the specification of Claridge's patent of November, 1837,

contains ' carbonate of lime and bitumen in about the proportion of 90 parts of car-

bonate of lime to about 10 parts of bitumen.'

The calcareous matter is so intimately combined and penetrated with the bitumen
as to resist the action not only of air and water for any length of time, but even of

muriatic acid ; a circumstance partly due to the total absence of moisture in the

mineral, but chiefly to the vast incumbent pressure under which the two materials

have been incorporated in the bowels of the earth. It would indeed be a difficult

matter to combine, by artificial methods, calcareous earth thus intimately with bitu-

men, and for this reason the mastics made in this way are found to be much more
perishable. Many of the factitious asphalt cements contain a considerable quantity

of siliceous sand, from which they derive the property of cracking and crumbling down
when trodden upon. In fact, there seems to be so little attraction between siliceous

matter and bitumen, that their parts separate from each other by a very small disrup-

tive force.

Since the asphalt-rock of Val de Travers is naturally rich enough in concrete bitu-

men, it may be converted into a plastic workable mastic of excellent quality for foot-

pavements and hydraulic works at very little expense, merely by the addition of a very

small quantity of mineral or coal tar, amounting to not more than 6 or 8 per cent.

The union between these materials may be effected in an iron cauldron, by the appli-

cation of a very moderate heat, as the asphalt-bitumen readily coalesces with the tar

into a tenacious solid.

The mode adopted for making the asphalt pavement at the Place de la Con-

corde in Paris was as follows :—The ground was made uniformly smooth, either in

a horizontal plane or with a gentle slope to carry off the water ; the curb-stones

were then laid round the margin by the mason, more than 4 inches above the level of

the ground. This hollow space was filled to a depth of 3 inches with concrete,

containing about a sixth part of hydraulic lime, well pressed upon its bed. The sur-

face was next smoothed with a thin coat of mortar. When the whole mass had be-

come perfectly dry, the mosaic pattern was set out on the surface, the moulds being

formed of flat iron bars, rings, &c., about half an inch thick, into which the fluid

mastic was poured by ladles from a cauldron, and spread evenly over.

The mastic was made in the following way :—The asphalt rock was first of all

roasted in an oven, about 10 feet long and 3 broad, in order to render it friable.

The bottom of the oven was sheet-iron, heated below by a brisk fire. A volatile

matter exhaled, probably of the nature of naphtha, to the amount of one-fortieth the

weight of asphalt ; after roasting, the asphalt became so friable as to be easily reduced
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to powder, and passed through a sieve having meshes of about one-fourth of an inch
square.

The bitumen destined to render the asphalt fusible and plastic was melted, in small
quantities at a time, in an iron cauldron, and then the asphalt in powder was gradually

stirred in to the amount of 12 or 13 times the weight of bitumen. Wlien the mixture
became fluid, nearly a bucketful of very small, clean gravel, previously heated apart,

was stirred into it
;
and, as soon as the whole began to simmer with a treacly con-

sistence, it was fit for use. It was transported in buckets, and poured into the moulds.
For the reasons above assigned, I consider this addition of rounded, polished, sili-

ceous stones to be very injudicious. If anything of the kind be wanted to give soli-

dity to the pavement, it should be a granitic or hard calcareous sand, whose angular
form will secure the cohesion of the mass. I conceive also, that liquid bitumen in

moderate quantity should be used to give toughness to the asphaltic combination, and
prevent its being pulverised and abraded by friction.

In the able report of the Bastenne and Gaujac Bitumen Company, drawn up by
Messrs. Groldsmid and Eussel, these gentlemen have made an interesting comparison
between the properties of mineral tar and vegetable tar : the bitumen composed of the

latter substance, including various modifications extracted from coal and gas, has, so

far as they were able to ascertain, entirely failed. This bitumen, owing to the quali-

ties and eflfects of vegetable tar, becomes soft at 115° of Fahrenheit's scale, and is

brittle at the freezing point ; while the bitumen into which mineral tar enters will sus-

tain 170° of heat without injury. In the course of the winter, 1837-38, when the cold

was at 14:^° below zero C, the bitumen of Bastenne and Gaujac, with which one side

of the Pont Neiif at Paris is paved, was not at all impaired, and would, apparently,

have resisted any degree of cold ; while that in some part of the Boulevard, which was
composed of vegetable tar, cracked and opened in white fissures. The French Go-
vernment, instructed by these experiments, has required, when any of the vegetable

bitumens are laid, that the pavement should be an inch and a quarter thick
;
whereas,

where the bitumen composed of mineral tar is used, a tliickness of three-quarters of

an inch is deemed sufficient. The pavement of the bonding warehouses at Bordeaux
has been laid upwards of 15 years by the Bastenne Company, and is now in a condition

as perfect as when first formed. The reservoirs constructed to contain the waters of

the Seine, at Batignolles, near Paris, have been mounted six years, and notwithstanding
the intense cold of the winter of 1837, which froze the whole of their contents into one
solid mass, and the perpetual water-pressure to which they are exposed, they have not

betrayed the slightest imperfection in any point. The repairs done to the ancient for-

tifications at Bayonne have answered so well, that the Government many years ago
entered into a very large contract with the company for additional works, while the

whole of the arches of St. Germain and St. Cloud railways, and the pavements and
floorings necessary for these works, have been laid with Bastenne bitumen.

The mineral tar in the mines of Bastenne and Gaujac is easily separated from the

earthy matter with which it is naturally mixed, by the process of boiling, and is then
transported in barrels to Paris or London, being laid down in the latter place to the

company at 17^- per ton, in virtue of a monopoly of the article purchased lay the Com-
pany at a sum, it is said, of 8,000?.

Mr. Harvey, the superintendent of the Bastenne Company, was good enough to

supply me with various samples of mineral tar, bitumen, and asphaltic rock for

analysis. The tar of Bastenne is an exceedingly viscid mass, vdthout any earthy im-

purity. It has the consistence of baker's dough at 60° of Falirenheit ; at 80° it yields

to the slightest pressure of the finger; at 160° it resembles a soft extract; and at

212° it has the fluidity of molasses. It is admirably adapted to give plasticity to the

calcareous asphalts.

A specimen of Egyptian asphalt which he brought me gave, by analysis, the very

same composition as the Val de Travers, namely 80 per cent, of pure carbonate of

lime, and 20 of bitumen. A specimen of mastic prepared in France was found to

consist, in 100 parts, of 29 of bitumen, 52 of carbonate of lime, and 19 of siliceous

sand. A portion of stone called the natural Bastenne rock afforded me 80 parts of

gritty siliceous matter and 20 of thick tar. The Trinidad bitumen contains a consi-

derable portion of foreign earthy matter : one specimen yielded me 25 per cent, of

siliceous sand ; a second, 28 ; a third, 20 ; and a fourth, 30 ; the remainder was pure
pitch. One specimen of Eg3rptian bitumen, specific gravity 1-2, was found to be perfectly

pure, for it dissolved in oil of turpentine without leaving any appreciable residuum.

As the specific gravity of properly made mastic is nearly double that of water, a
cubic foot of it will weigh from 125 to 130 lbs. ; and a square foot, three quarters of

an inch thick, will weigh very nearly 8 pounds.
It has been thought advisable to preserve these remarks on bitumen, although

written several years ago, especially as the recent attempts to introduce bituminous

A A 2
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substances fur paring seem likely to be successful. During tlie last few years, several

experimental patches of asphalt-paving have been laid down in some of the most
active thoroughfares of the metropolis. Such paving recommends itself by being

much cleaner and quieter under heavy traffic than an ordinary granite pavement, but

has the disadvantage of becoming extremely slippery when the surface is slightly

moistened by rain. It is said, however, that this slipperiness only lasts while the

pavement is moderately damp, and that but few horses fall on the asphalt during

either dry or thoroughly wet weather. The liquid Val de Travers asphalt, the

Limner asphalt, and Barnett's liquid asphalt are all mixed with grit or sand, and thus

present rougher surfaces than those pavings which consist of asphalt alone—such as

the ordinary compressed asphalt of the Val de Travers Company. See Pavemekt,

Asphalt and Mastic.

BXTUnxXITOXTS COAX. Coal rich in bituminous matter. Pitch or caking coal,

cherry coal, splint coal, cannel coal, coking coal, and some others, are varieties of

bituminous coal. See Coal.

BIXXXfE and BIXSIXTE. Two conditions of the colouring-matter of Arnatto,

according to Preisser. See Aenatto.
BIiACK AKXBER. Pitch coal is so called by the amber-diggers of Prussia,

and it is manufactured by them into jet-liko ornaments.

BIiACK BAITD. A variety of the carbonate of iron, to which attention was first

called by Mr. Mushet at the commencement of the present century. The iron manu-
facture of Scotland owes its present important position to the discovery of the value

of the black-band ironstone. This ore of iron is also found in several parts of the

coal-basin of South Wales, and in the north of Ireland. The chemical composition of

the black-band iron ores will be given in connection with that of other minerals of

the same class. See Iron Oees.

BXACK CHAXiK. A kind of clay containing a large amount of carbon. It is

found in Carnarvonshire and in the Island of Islay.

BXACK COAX. Slate coal, cannol coal, and foliated coal, were so called by
Jameson and other mineralogists of his day.

BXiACK-COBAXT OCHRE. See ConALT, Earthy.
BXACX COPPER. An impure black oxide of copper. See Copper.

BXACK BYE. {Teinte noire, Fr. ; Schuiarze Farbe, Gev.) Textile fabrics are

dyed by various processes, according to the quality of the black required, and the kind

of stuff on which the dye is to be produced. Under Aniline-Black the process by
which that black dye is prepared is already described ; but the following process for

using an aniline-black as a dye for cotton goods by M. J. Persol properly finds its

place here :

—

' Chemists have long tried to make use of the beautiful black precipitate produced
by the action of bichromate of potassa for the solution of certain aniline salts as a
dye for calicoes, but -without success ; if the solution was concentrated, the black was
soon precipitated to the bottom of the bath ; if, on the other hand, it was dilute, the

black, owing to the absence of a sufficiently powerful oxidation, was not formed at

all, or in insufficient quantity.

' This trouble it was attempted to remove by cooling down the solutions nearly to

zero. But this produced another difficulty, the chromate of aniline crystallising out

at that temperature when the solutions were sufficiently concentrated to produce the

desired dye. AVherever these spots existed in the cloth on subsequent drying, a mutual
reaction took place between the constituents of the chromate of aniline, causing such

a rise of temperature as not unfrequently to set fire to the cloth.

' To overcome these various difficulties the following expedients were adopted:

—

By means of a horizontal brush, to which a reciprocating motion was given in a vertical

direction, the solutions, either togetlier or one after the other, were cast upon the

cloth, while tightly stretched, in the form of a fine spray. By this means, however
rapidly the reaction took place, it could not possibly do so until the solutions were
intimately mixed together upon the cloth, the latter being at the same time thoroughly
wetted with it.

' The salts found to be most suitable for this reaction are the sulphate, hydrochlo-
ride, and the nitrate. No black is obtainable with the acetate ; and the tartrate,

oxalate, and citrate are more or less unfitted for the production of a good colour.
' If a too nearly neutral solution is used there is great difficulty in producing the

colour ; if the solutions are too acid the black is formed so rapidly that the solutions

have not time to mix sufficiently and to penetrate the cloth.

' As the result of numerous experiments with hydrochloric, sulphuric, and nitric

acid salts, the author came to the conclusion that:— 1. The employment of neutral

aniline salts was ineffective. 2. The bi-aeid aniline salts, especially the bi-sulphate,

give good results. Of the tri-acid salts the hydrochloride is the best. 3. The sul-
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phates give a reddish black ; the hydrochloric and nitric acid salts jiold a black with

a blue lustre. 4. Equal volumes of bi-sulphate and bi-hydrochloride of aniline give

excellent results. 6. The bi-chromate of potash solution must be concentrated, con-

taining not less than 80 grammes of salt to the litre.

' A dark green is first produced on passing the clotli into a hot-soap bath. After

washing it thoroughly this passes into piire black.
' By printing the cloth with fatty matters or resins, previous to tlie application of

the dyeing solutions, white patterns on a black ground can bo obtained.'

The following processes for dyeing woollen stulF will be found to produce excellent

results. For 1 cwt. of cloth previously dyed blue :—There is put into a boiler of

middle size, 18 lbs. of logwood, with the same quantity of Aleppo galls, the whole
being enclosed in a bag ; this is boiled in a sufficient quantity of water for 12 hours :

one-third of this decoction is transferred into another boiler with 2 pounds of verdi-

gris ; and the stuff is passed through this solution, stirring it continually during two
hoiirs, taking care to keep the bath very hot without boiling. The stuff is then lifted

out, another third of the bath is added to the boiler, along with 8 pounds of sidphate

of iron or green vitriol. The fire is to be lowered while the sulphate dissolves, and
the bath is allowed to cool for half an hour, after which the stuff is introduced, and
well moved about for an hoiu", and then it is taken out to air. Lastly, the remain-

ing third of the bath is added to the other two, taking care to squeeze the bag well.

18 or 22 lbs. of sumach are thrown in; the whole is just brought to a boil, and
then refreshed with a little cold water ; 2 pounds more of sulphate of iron are added,

after which the stuff is turned through for an hour. It is next washed, aired, and
put again into the bath, stirring it continually for an hour. After this, it is carried to

the river, washed well, and then fulled. Whenever the water runs off clear, a

bath is prepared with weld, which is made to boil for an instant ; and after refresh-

ing the bath, the stuff is turned in to soften, and to render the black more fast.

In this manner a very beautiful black is obtained, without rendering the cloth too

harsh.

Commonly, more simple processes are employed. Thus the blue cloth is simply
turned through a bath of gall-nuts, where it is boiled for two hours. It is next passed

through a bath of logwood and sulphate of iron for two hours, without boiling, after

which it is washed and fulled. But in all cases the cloth, after passing through the

blue vat, should be thoroughly washed, because the least remains of its alkalinity

would injure the tone to be given in the black copper.

Hellot found that the dyeing might be performed in the following manner :—For
20 yards of dark blue cloth a bath is made of 2 lbs. of fustic (Madura tinctoria), lbs.

of logwood, and 11 lbs. sumach. After boiling the cloth in it for three hours it is

lifted out, 11 lbs. of sulphate of iron are throwoi into the boiler, and the cloth is then
passed through it during two hours. It is now aired, and put again in the bath for

an hour. It is, lastly, washed and scoured. The black is less velvety than that by
the preceding process. Experience convinced him that the maddering prescribed in

the ancient regulations only gives a reddish cast to the black, which is obtained finer

and more velvety without madder.
According to Lewis, the proportions which the English dyers most generally adopt

are, for 112 lbs. of woollen cloth, previously dyed of a dark blue, about 5 lbs. of sul-

phate of iron, as much gall-nuts, and 30 lbs. of logwood. They begin by galling the

cloth ; they then pass it through the decoction of logwood to which the sulphate of

iron has been added.

When the cloth is completely dyed, it is washed in the river, and passed through the

fulling-mill till the water runs off clear and colourless. Some persons recommend, for

fine cloths, to fuU them with soap-water. This operation requires an expert workman,
who can free the cloth thoroughly from the soap. Several recommend, at its coming
from the fulling, to pass the cloth through a bath of weld, with the view of giving soft-

ness and solidity to the black. Lewis says, that passing the cloth through weld, after

it has been treated with soap, is absolutely useless, although it may bo beneficial when
this operation has been neglected.

The following German process is cheap and good. 100 lbs. of cloth or wool are

put into the copper with sufficient water and 15 lbs. of Salzburg vitriol (potash-sul-

phate of iron) and 5 lbs. of argol, heating the bath gradually to boiling, while the

goods are well worked about for two hours, taking them out, and laying them in a
cool place for twenty-four hours. They are then to be put in a lukewarm bath of
from 25 to 30 lbs. of logwood, and 10 lbs. of fustic, and to be worked therein while-

it is made to boil during two hours. The goods are now removed, and there is put
into the copper 1;^ lbs. of verdigris dissolved in vinegar ; the goods are restored into

the improved bath, and turned in it for half an hour, after which they are rinsed and
dried.
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The process for Jyeing merinos black is, for 100 lbs. of them to put 10 lbs. of cop-

peras into the bath of pure water, and to work therein for a quarter of an hour, as

soon as it is tepid, one-third of the goods ; then to replace tliat portion by the second,

and after another quarter of an hour, to put in the last third. Each portion is to be
laid aside to air in the cold. The bath being next heated to 140° F., the merinos

are to be treated as above piecemeal ; but the third time it is to be passed through

the bath at a boiling heat. Being now well mordanted, the goods are laid aside to air

till the following day. The copper being charged with water, 50 lbs. of ground log-

wood, and 2 lbs. of argol, and heated, the goods are to be passed through, while boiling,

for half an hour. They are then rinsed.

Different operations may be distinguished in dyeing silk black : the boiling of the

silk,—its galling,—the preparation of the bath,—the operation of dyeing,—the

softening of the black.

Silk naturally contains a gummy substance, which gives it the stifihess and elas-

ticity peculiar to it in its native state ; but this adds nothing to the strength of the

silk, which is then styled raw ; it rather renders it, indeed, more apt to wear out by
the stiffness which it communicates ; and although raw silk more readily takes a black

colour, yet the black is not so perfect in intensity, nor does it so well resist the

reagents capable of dissolving the colouring particles, as silk which is scom-ed or

deprived of its gum.
To cleanse silk intended for black, it is usually boiled four or five hours with one-

fifth of its weight of white soap, after which it is carefully beetled and washed.
For the galling, nut-galls equal nearly to three-fourths of the weight of the silk

are boiled dm-ing three or four hours ; but on account of the price of Aleppo galls,

more or less of the white gall-nuts, or of oven an inferior kind called galon, berry or

apple galls, are used. The proportion commonly employed at Paris is two parts of

Aleppo galls to from eight to ten parts of galon. After the boiling, the galls are

allowed to settle for about two hours. The silk is then plunged into the bath, and
left in it from twelve to thirty-six hours, after which it is taken out and washed in

the river.

Silk is capable of combining with qiiantities, more or less considerable, of the astrin-

gent principle ; whence results a considerable increase of weight, not only from the

weight of the astringent principle, but also from that of the colouring particles, which
subsequently fix themselves in proportion to the quantity of the astringent principle

which had entered into combination. Consequently, the processes are varied accord-

ing to the degree of weight which it is wished to communicate to the silk ; a circum-

stance requiring some illustration.

The commerce of silk goods is carried on in two ways : they are sold either by
the weight, or by the surface, that is, by measure. Thus the trade of Tours was
formerly distinguished from that of Lyons ; the silks of the former being sold by
weight, those of the latter by measure. It was therefore their interest to surcharge
the weight at Tours, and, on the contrary, to bo sparing of the dyeing ingredients at

Lyons ; whence came the distinction of light black and heavy black. At present,

both methods of dyeing are practised at Lyons, the two modes of sale having been
adopted there.

Silk loses nearly a fourth of its weight by a thorough boiling, and it resumes, in the

light black dye, one-iialf of this loss ; but in the heavy black dye, it takes sometimes
upwards of a fifth more than its primitive weight—a surcharge injurious to the beauty
of the black and the durability of the stuff. The surcharged kind is denominated
English black, because it is pretended that it was practised in England. Since silk

dyed with a great surcharge has not a beautiful black, it is usually destined for weft,

and is blended with a warp dyed of a fine black.

The peculiarity of the process for obtaining the hea'\'y black consists in leaving the

silk longer in the gall-liquor, in repeating the galling, in passing the silk a greater

number of times through the dye, and even letting it lie in it for some time. The first

galling is usually made with galls which have served for a preceding operation, and
fresh gall-nuts are employed for the second. But these methods would not be suffi-

cient for giving a great surcharge, such as is found in what is called the English

black. To give it this weight, the silk is galled without being ungummed
;
and, on

coming out of the galls, it is rendered supple by being worked on the jack and pin.

The silk dyers keep a black vat, and its very complex composition varies in different

dye-houses. These vats are commonly established for many years ; and when their

black dye is exhausted it is renovated by what is called in France a brevet. When
the deposit which has accumulated in it is too great, it is taken out, so that at the end
of a certain time nothing remains of the several ingredients which composed the

primitive bath, but which are not employed in the brevet.

For the dyeing of raw silk black, it is ' galled ' cold, with the bath of galls
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•which has already served for tho black of boiled silk. Tor this purpose, silk, in its

native yellow colour, is made choice of. It should be remarked, that when it is de-

sired to preserve a portion of the gum of the silk, which is afterwards made flexible,

the galling is given with the hot bath of gall-nuts in the ordinary manner. But here,

where the whole gum of the silk, and its concomitant elasticity, are to be preserved,

the galling is made cold. If the infusion of galls be weak, the silk is left in it for

several days.

Silk thus prepared and washed takes very easily the black dye, and tho rinsing in

a little water, to which sulphate of iron may be added, is siifB-cient. The dye is

made cold
;
but, according to the greater or less strength of the rinsings, it requires

more or less time. Occasionally three or four days are necessary ; after which it

is washed, it is beetled once or t'wice, and it is then dried without wringing, to avoid

softening.

Any of these processes will produce a black without the goods being previously dyed
blue, but generally when such common blacks, as they are technically termed, are dyed,

more of the dye drugs are required, and also a little modification in the operations.

Sometimes they are ' bottomed ' or ' rooted,' by first working them in a decoction of

walnut-husks, and then dyed as above ;—or, a good black may be dyed without any
previous rooting, by working 1 cwt. of the stuff, for an hour, at a heat of 190°, in 6

lbs. of camwood : 6 lbs. of copperas are then added, and the stuif worked for another

hour ; the fire is then withdrawn from the boiler, and the stuff allowed to remain in

the liquor for 10 or 12 hours. It is washed from this, and worked in a second bath
with 60 lbs. of logwood for an hour and a half, then add 3 lbs. of copperas, and after

another hour's working, it is washed.

Bichromate of potash is also used for dyeing blacks upon wool. A very good colour

may be dyed direct by working, for 2 hours, 1 cwt. of the stuff in a solution of 5 lbs. of

bichromate, 4 lbs. of alum, and 3 lbs. of fustic, then exposing it for an hour and wash-
ing well. It is again wrought for 2 hours, in a second bath, made up with 45 lbs. of

logwood, 3 lbs. of barwood or camwood, and 3 lbs. of fustic ; then adding 3 lbs. of

copperas, and after half an hour's longer working, the dye is finished. A much
cheaper blue black than that produced by previously dyeing the stuff in the indigo vat,

is obtained by using a Prussian blue, and then proceeding as directed above.

Raw silk may be more quickly dyed by shaking it round the rods in the cold bath
after the galling, airing it, and repeating these manipulations several times, after

which it is washed and dried.

Macquer describes a more simple process for the black by wliich velvet is dyed at

Genoa : and he says that this process, rendered still simpler, has had complete suc-

cess at Toms. The following is his description.

For 1 cwt. (50 kilogrammes) silk, 22 lbs. (11 kilogrammes) of Aleppo galls, in

powder, are boiled for an hour in a sufficient quantity of water. The bath is allowed
to settle till the galls have fallen to the bottom of the boiler, from which they are

withdrawn ; after which 32 lbs. of copperas are introduced, and 22 lbs. of country
gum, put into a kind of two-handled colander, pierced everywhere with holes. This
kettle is suspended by two rods in the boiler, so as not to reach the bottom. The
gum is left to dissolve for about an hour, stirring it from time to time. If, after this

time, some gum remains in the kettle, it is a proof that the bath, which contains two
hogsheads, has taken as much of it as is necessary. If, on the contrary, the whole
gum is dissolved, from 1 to 4 lbs. moro may be added. This colander is left constantly

suspended in the boiler, from which it is removed only when the dyeing is going on

;

and afterwards it is replaced. During all these operations the boiler must be kept
hot, but without boiUng. The galling of the silk is performed with one-third of

Aleppo galls. The silk is left in it for six hours the first time, then for twelve hours;

The rest, secundum artem.

Lewis states that he has repeated this process in the small way ; and that, by adding

sulphate of iron progressively, and repeating the immersion of the silk a great number
of times, he eventually obtained a fine black.

Astringents differ from one another as to the quantity of the principle which enters

into combination with the oxide of iron. Hence, tho proportion of the sulphate, or

of any other salt of iron, and that of the astringents, should vary according to the

astringents made use of, and according to their respective qiiantities. Gall-nut is tho

substance which contains most of the astringent principle
;
sumach, which seems

second to it in this respect, throws down (decomposes), however, only half as much
sulphate of iron.

The most suitable proportion of sulphate of iron appears to be that which corresponds

to the quantity of the astringent matter, so that the whole iron precipitable by the
astringent may be thrown down, and the whole astringent principle may be taken
up in combination Mdth the iron. As it is not possible, however, to arrive at such
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precision, it is better that the sulphate of iron should predominate, because the as-

tringent, when in excess, counteracts the precipitation of the black colouring par-
ticles, and has the property ef even dissolving them.

This action of the astringent is such that, if a pattern of black cloth be boiled with
gall-nuts, it is reducible to grey. An observation of Lewis may thence be explained.
If cloth be turned several times through the colouring bath, after it has taken a
good black colour, instead of obtaining more body, it is weakened, and becomes
brownish. Too considerable a quantity of the ingredients produces the same effect

;

to which the sulphuric acid, set at liberty by the precipitation of the oxide of iron,

contributes.

It is merely the highly oxidised sulphate which is decomposed by the astringent

;

whence it appears that the sulphate will produce a dilFerent effect according to its

state of oxidation, and call for other proportions. Some advise, therefore, to follow
the method of Proust, employing it in the oxidised state ; but in this case it is only
partially decomposed, and another part is brought, by the action of the astringent,

into the lower degree of oxidation.

The particles precipitated by the mixture of an astringent and sulphate of iron have
not at first a deep colour ; but they pass to a black by contact of air while they are

moist.

Black dye is only a very condensed colour, and it assumes more intensity from
the mixture of different colours likewise deep. It is for this reason advantageous
to unite several astringents, each combination of which produces a different shade.

But blue appears the colour most conducive to this effect, and it corrects the

tendency to dun, which is remarked in the black produced on stuffs by the other

astringents.

On this property is founded the practice of giving a blue ground to black cloths,

which acquire more beauty and solidity the deeper the blue. Another advantage of

this practice is to diminish the quantity of sulphuric acid which is necessarily disen-

gaged by the precipitation of the black particles, and which would not only counteract

their fixation, but would further weaken the stuff, and give it harshness. For common
stuffs, a portion of the effect of the blue ground is produced by the rooting.

The mixture of logwood with astringents contriljutes to the beauty of the black in

a twofold way. It produces molecules of a hue different from what the astringents

do, and particularly blue molecules, with the acetate of copper, commonly employed
in the black dyes ; which appears to be more useful the more acetate the verdigris

'

made use of contains.

The boil of weld by which the dye of black cloth is frequently finished, may also

contribute to its beauty, by the shade peculiar to its combination. It has, moreover,

the advantage of giving softness to the stuffs.

The processes that are employed for wool yield, according to the observation of

Lewis, only a rusty black to silk ; and cotton is hardly dyed by the processes proper

for wool and silk. Let us endeavour to ascertain the conditions which these three

varieties of dyeing demand.
Wool has a great tendency to combine with coloiu-ing substances ; but its physical

nature requires its combinations to be made in general at a high temperature. The
combination of the black molecules may therefore be directly effected in a bath, in

proportion as they form
;
and, if the operation be prolonged by subdividing it, it is

only with the view of changing the necessary oxidation of the sulphate and

augmenting that of the colouring particles themselves.

Silk has not the same disposition to unite with the black particles. It seems to be

assisted by the agency of the tannin, with which it is previously impregnated, espe-

cially after it has been scoured. A very deep black may be obtained iipon 100 lbs.

of silk, by working it for two hours in a solution of 20 lbs. of copperas and 3 pints

of nitrate of iron. Wash from this thoroughly, and then wash for two hours more in

a decoction of 100 lbs. of logwood and 20 lbs. of fustic. Lift up, and add to the bath

a solution of 3 lbs. of copperas, and work half an hour longer, and wash. A beau-

tiful rich blue-black is produced by dyeing the silk a deep royal blue, then working

for an hour in a solution of copperas (2 ounces to the pound of silk), washing from

this, and working in a bath of logwood, using half a pound to each pound of silk,

and adding, after an hour's working, a few ounces of copperas; working half an

hour longer, and finishing.

Cotton has no affinity for the black dye, and has always to be impregnated or com-

bined with astringent substances, in order to produce the dye. A good deep black

will be imparted to 100 lbs. of cotton by stooping it in a decoction of 30 lbs. of

sumach, at a boiling heat, and allowing it to stand till perfectly cool ; then passing it

through lime-water, and, immediately after this, working for an hour in a solution of

20 lbs. of copperas. After this, expose for an hour to the air ; then pass through lime-
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water again, and wash and work for an hour in a bath of 30 lbs. of logwood and 10 lbs.

of fustic; lift, and add 2 lbs. of copperas, and work 30 minutes longer, and finish.

BIiACK TIiVX. See Assatimg.

BIiACS H2:nXATXTE. An ore of Manoajstese.

B^ACXmC FOR SHOES. {Giraffe des bottes, Ft.; Schuhschwdrse, Ger.)

Blacking consists of a black coloiiring-mattor, generally bone-black, and substances

that acquire a gloss by friction, such as sugar and oil. The usual method is to mix

the bone-black with sperm-oil
;
sugar, or molasses, with a little vinegar, is then well

stirred in, and strong sulphuric acid is added gradually. The acid produces sulphate

of lime and acid phosphate of lime, which is soluble : a tenacious paste is formed by
these ingredients, which can bo smoothly spread ; the oil serving to render the leather

pliable. This forms a liquid blacking. Paste blacking contains less vinegar. In

Germany, according to Liebig, blacking is mado by mixing bone-black with half its

weight of molasses, and one-eighth of its weight of liydrochloric acid, and one-fourth

of its weight of strong sulphuric acid, mixing with water, to form an unctuous paste.

The following method for making liquid and paste blacking is given by "William

Bryant and Edward James : 18 ounces of caoutchouc are to be dissolved in about

9 lbs. of hot rape-oil. To this solution 60 lbs. of fine ivory-black and 45 lbs. of

molasses are to be added, along with 1 lb. of finely ground gum arabic, previously

dissolved in 20 gallons of vinegar of strength No. 24. These mixed ingredients are

to be finely triturated in a paint-mill till the mixture becomes perfectly smooth. To
this varnish 12 lbs. of sulphuric acid are to be now added in small successive quan-

tities, with powerful stirring for half an hoiur. The blacking thus compounded is

allowed to stand for 14 days, it being stirred half an hour daily ; at the end of which
time 3 lbs. of finely ground gum arabic are added ; after which the stirring is re-

peated half an hour every day for 14 days longer, when the liquid blacking is ready

for use. In making the paste blacking, the patentees prescribe the above quantity of

india-rubber oil, ivory-black, molasses, and gum arabic, the latter being dissolved in

only 12 lbs. of vinegar. These ingredients are to be well mixed and then ground
together in a mill till they form a perfectly smooth paste. To this paste 12 lbs. of

sulphuric acid are to be added in small quantities at a time, with powerful stirring,

which is to be continued for half an hour after the last portion of the acid has been
introduced. This paste will be found fit for use in about seven days.

BIiACK-TACK. The miner's name for blende, or sulphide of zinc. See Zixc.

BIiACK IiEAD. The common name of PirMBAGO or Graphite.
BXiACK-XiEAD PEBTCXXiS. See Pencil Manxtfactuee.
BIiACK TIM'. The miner's name for tin ore ready for the smelter. See Tix.

BXiACK WADD. One of the ores of manganese. See Manganese.
BIiADDEB. ( Vessie, Pr.

; Blase, Ger.) A bag or sack, in animals, which serves

as the receptacle of some secreted fluid. Bladders are chiefly employed for securing

jars, bottles, &c.

BLANKET. {Blanchet. Fr.) A cover for a bed made of coarse wool loosely

woven. Among printers the woollen cloth which is placed between the tympans is

called a blanket.

Blankets are largely used in Californian gold-quartz mining, for catching the par-

ticles of metal as they escape from the stamping mill. These blankets are generally

of a coarse grey wool, and are woven expressly for the miner, at the woollen mills on
the coast. They are made about 30 inches wide, and are spread over blanket-boards,

or shallow wooden troughs, each about 16 inches wide, 3 inches deep, and from 9 to

12 feet long, and inclined in the direction of their length at an angle of from 3° or 4°

to 15° to the horizon. The finely pulverised ore, suspended in water, is carried in a
current, from the battery-box, over the surface of a series of these blankets. In this

way a larger proportion of the gold and auriferous pyrites, or of the gold-amalgam if

mercury has been used in the battery, becomes entangled in the fibres of the fabric.

Any particles that may escape are finally retained by a system of amalgamated copper
riffles over which the current of water is generally caused to fiow after leaving the

blankets. The blankets, charged with finely-divided metal, are frequently washed
(the upper ones, on which the heaviest sand is deposited, being in some cases washed
every quarter of an hour), and the residue from the washings is then amalgamated.
It has been attempted, but without success, to substitute ox-hidos or sheepskins for

the blankets. See Woollen Manufactures.
BIiAST. The current of air driven into a furnace ; it may bo either cold or hot

air. See Hot Blast.
BliAST-PURWACB. A furnace into which air is forcibly blown. See Iron,

Metallurgy.
BIiAST-HOIiBS. A mining term. The holes through which the water enters

the bottom of a pump in the mines.
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BSiASTXITG. The process of rending rocks by the use of some oxplosiva com-
pound, as gunpowder. See Mining.
BZiEAGHIBTG' (Blanclmncnt, Fr. ;

Bleichen, Ger.) is the process by -which the
textile filaments, cotton, flax, hemp, wool, silk, and the cloths made of them, as well
as various vegetable and animal substances, are deprived of their natural colour, and
rendered nearly or altogether white. The term bleaching comes from the Prench
verb hlanchir, to whiten.

The principal bleaching agents, besides allcalis, are chlorine, sulphurous acid, and
the combined action of air and light. These are destroyers of colour. The chief

agents for removing colours which do not require to be previously decomposed, are

alkalis. The principal amount of the colouring-materials are removed from the cloth

by washing with alkalis : the last tint of whiteness is not removable by this means,
and it is to this last tint that the word bleaching has been more definitely applied.

In ancient times bleaching, washing, and fulling were not distinctly separated

;

they were all practised. We read in the Scriptures of ' fine linen, white and clean,'

and in Greek authors, of 'raw linen,' of which towels were made, as well as of
' shining fine linen,' for the same purpose, thus at once making the distinction.'

The pure white was apparently not so common as with us. A pure surface was,

however, needful, in order to produce good colours, for which we are bound to give

the ancients credit, as wo know they were acquainted with them as pigments, and
are not, therefore, to be suspected of being unable to distinguish good from bad,

when transferred to textile fabrics. As their words for white and for colour are

plain enough in general, we must conclude that they had the power of obtaining

both fine whites and finely-dyed cloth ; handkerchiefs were tied about the head
in various ways, as now in Lancashire, white and coloured. The Babylonians wore
white cloaks.^ By their method of washing, the discovery of bleaching was inevitable,

the cloth being washed and dried several times in the sun. But it was not left in the

state of an accident only ; the word insolation shows that the effects of the sun had
been observed and classified, and this is stated to have been the chief method, as it is

now, of bleaching wax. Egypt and the East seem to have been the teachers in

bleaching. Prom Egypt were obtained alkalis, and soda mixed with lime. Both lime

and alkalis were used in the process. Potashes, or the ashes of plants, were also used,

and soap-plants, in all probability of various kinds, as it is not easy to decide on one.

The Saponaria officinalis, soap-wort, is still used, and the wake-robin or cuckowpint,

Arum macidatum ; the Gypsophila Struthium was considered by Linnseus to be the

ancient one, and is still called Lanaria in Italy. Nor do we require to suppose that

this plant was first incinerated, as has been supposed, in the case of Borith, the fuller's

soap of the Bible. Vegetable decoctions are still used in China to bleach silk, and in

Franco also ; some have been patented even in England, although but little used.

The Latin method of obtaining white cloth is very well preserved, and as they got their

caustic soda from Egypt, it is probable that they got also their process thence ; nor is

it at all likely that Nicias of Megara invented fulling, as it was evidently well known
before the existence of any well-founded Greek tradition. Pictures exist in Pompeii

of men dancing the fuller's dance, or stamping cloth with their feet, as women now
practise in Scotland. Moderate-sized tubs were used : the clothes seem occasionally

to have been taken up by the hand, in order that they might be well turned. They
were then treated with ammoniacal liquors and soda. Urine was highly esteemed for

the purpose. Tlie fullers obtained it by placing vessels at the corners of the streets,

which were removed when filled ; this practice acting at the same time as a sanitary

precaution. The same method of carefully collecting this fiuid, or 'old lant,' as it is

called, exists in the woollen districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire. A tax was laid

on it by Vespasian, so that the fullers might not receive it without payment. The
cloth was then sulphured, if it was intended to be white : this process was performed

under a conical frame like a small tent, the cloth being spread round the frame, and
a vessel of sulphur burned under it.' Potter's earth was then used according to cir-

cumstances. The fuller seems to have been a bleacher as well as domestic laundry-

man. He had, therefore, white as well as coloured dresses to deal with. Por the

first he used Sardinian potter's earth, which could not be employed for prints or such

colours as easily changed (versicolores). For coloured cloth, sulphur was not used

by the potters, but fine CimoHan earth. The potter's earth seems to have been used

both before and after sulphuring, according to circumstances. This second process is

allied partly to our mode of chalking white dresses, still somewhat in use : but more

strongly allied to what is called dressing, stiffening, and finishing. Pliny says that

the Umbrian earth was only used for polishing vestments, also that it softened fine

colours and gave lustre to those that were faded in sulphuring. This shows that

' Philoxenus in AthensEus, Ix. 77. ° Herod, i. 196.
' Pompeii drawings ; see Smith's Dictionary, Lardner's Cyolopsedia,
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they used sulphur in washing, and not merely in preparing for the bleaching pro-

cess.' They then gave a finish of very fine clay, gypsum being used instead of

clay in Greece, as amongst ourselves. If a nap was wanted, it was raised after

sulphuring, by brushing, by carding, by the skin of a hedgehog, or by thistles and
teasels. They seem to have got a fine nap on their woollen cloth, as garments of this

kind once washed were considered less valuable, as would bo the case with our broadcloth

for outer dresses. "Wool for under dresses could not have been injured by one washing,

especially as the fuUones seem in old Italy to have been more attentive than our

washerwomen, and to have formed a college, or at least a guild. The washing was
seldom done at home, except in large establishments, especially in the country.

Whiteness was very much esteemed, and great pains taken to obtain it. Coloiired cloth

seems a later invention. This love of whiteness was so groat, that those who were
too poor to have their cloths fulled, rubbed them with a white fuller's earth, so as on

holidays to appear clean and bright.

Clothes in ancient times required a good deal of wasliing, so much oil being used

;

alkalis alone could remove this, and people that used soft feather-beds, and pillows

that sank under the weight of the head, would not be behind in having them also

whitened. In India the mode was different from that used in the western world.

The preparation for printing was a series of washings, beatings, and exposure to the

sun, as well as wearing next the skin, and steeping in goats' and sheeps' dung.

"Wearing next the skin was probably instead of the oiling process in Turkey red.

Bleaching with boiled rice-water was practised in India. In Jamaica the aloe was
used, and in China a bean is employed : this is smaller than the Turkey bean ; five

parts are used to five of salt, six of flour, and twenty-five of water : this is for raw
silk. The exact action of the vegetable method on the colouring-matter is not well

known ; but it must not be ignored. The decompositions of fermentation and putre-

faction have a great power of propagating themselves ; we can, in fact, readily

conceive the decomposition of gums by such means, provided they are not resinous

matters, consisting chiefly of carbon and hydrogen. Mucilaginous plants are even
now in some places used, and have been recommended also in the most modern times.

^

It is, therefore, not easy to see why so much difEiculty has been raised amongst
chemical historians as to the use of plants in washing and bleaching. Vegetable pro-

ducts, such as oatmeal, &c., have powerful detergent qualities, and leave the skin

exceedingly soft. In general wo may conclude that these vegetable infusions and
alkalis were the means of bleaching in ancient times, the influence of the sun being
also employed. At present, alkalis are more generally used. "Washing with alkalis is

really the most important part of the process. The soaps of the ancients were also

vegetable, or alkaline, or both
;
they were a trfi5)7yua, but not a true soap, in general at

least.

—

Pauhis Mgincta, Notes by Adams.
Until modern times no improvements of great importance took place aflfecting the

principles of bleaching ; and even now the only modern changes consist in the intro-

duction of chlorine and machinery, to which may be added the greater abundance of

soap. In the last century, Holland obtained the best name for bleaching. The process

passed then to Ireland and Scotland, and thence into England. It was even customary
to send goods from this country to be bleached in Holland. The first attempt to vie

with Holland was made in Scotland in 1749.

"We find in the patent lists many crude efforts made to improve the art. Alkalis

and acids are recommended in various forms, and such a variety of substances as

tartar, saltpetre, sal-ammoniac, marl, loam, clay, mud, chalk, fuller's earth, oyster-

shells, soot, turf, and ashes, with a great variety of washing machines.

The value of the plan in Holland was ascribed to the ashes of Muscovy (Eussian
potash) and the sea-water; but it is evident from the description, that it was not sea-,

but very pure fresh water which was used. The Dutch process is thus described :

—

' "When a piece of linen is to be bleached, it is in the first place steeped in a lixivium,

or lye, where other cloth has been trod ; afterwards it is trod in a new lye of ashes
poured upon it boiling hot. This is boiled in large copper cauldrons, and is never
poured upon the cloth till it is as clear as wine. The linen is left eight days in this

lye, after which it is washed and pressed in this manner :—They empty some buckets
of butter-milk into wooden vessels fixed in the ground ; then they throw in a piece

of linen, which three men tread with their feet as much as possible. Afterwards
they pour in more butter-milk, and then another piece of cloth, proceeding thus
alternately till the vessels are nearly filled, when they lay planks over the linen, upon
which they raise a large round piece of wood, or great stake, tou.ching the lower side

of a beam, between which and the stake they drive wedges to press the cloth. Six
or seven days after they take the cloth out of these vessels, and if it be not white
enough, they steep it as we have described above. Afterwards it is washed and spread

' Nat, Hist, xxsv, 67, &c. " See Giobert's process.
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out upon the ground to bleach. It must be remarked that after every dipping the

cloth is washed first with black soap, then with clear water, and after each of the

operations it is wrung by means of a machine that turns by means of a wheel.

.... The whitening grounds are cut with canals in some places, that there may be no
trouble of fetching water from a distance. The cloth is watered with long narrow
shovels made in shape of a scythe. The water of these canals comes from the dams,
and it is that which contributes most to the lustre of the Dutch cloth. To prevent
the water from becoming thick and muddy, they are extremely careful in cleaning

these canals. The washing tubs are built with bricks, with two trap-doors or sluices

for admitting or excluding the water according as it is necessary.'

—

Select Essays,

quoted by Parke.

The chief advantage here consists in the facility of obtaining soap, which in ancient

times was either scarce or badly made. This improvement began to bo more and
more used from the time of its earliest introduction. Modern times have begun to ex-

clude it to a great extent again, finding it so much cheaper to work with the alkali

alone without combining it with fatty matter.

The process of bleaching then became a series of operations, consisting of, 1st,

steeping in water for about three or four days, or in weak alkali for forty-eight

hours. 2nd, boiling in an alkaline lye, or, in other words, bucking or bowking : in

this operation the hot lye was poured on the cloth ; it then ran through it, was drawn
off by a tap below, and then pumped up again. 3rd, crofting, or exposure to sun and
air on the grass. 4th, souring : this was done by the butter-milk ; it lasted several

weeks. These operations were repeated four or five times, or until the goods were
pure. The whole lasted from March to September. The best months for crofting

were found to be March, April, and May. It was not known that it was the acid of

the butter-milk which acted ; but when sulphuric acid became cheaper. Dr. Home
applied it instead of butter-milk, and caused a great revolution in bleaching, as the

souring could now be done in a day which before had occupied weeks, exposing the

cloth to much danger of decay by decomposition or putrefaction. Great fear was
expressed in the country lest the vitriol should burn the cloth, when Dr. Home stated

that he had kept linen in acid of the required dilution for some months without
having it injured. Berthollet also said that the acid made a better white.

In 1784 Berthollet made known some investigations on chlorine, and in 1787
communicated them to the French Academy. By these investigations it was found
that chlorine had the power of destroying colouring-matters. The use of chlorine

was brought to this country by the Didio of Gordon and Professor Copeland of

Aberdeen, who then gave the process to be carried out by Messrs. Milnes, of the firm

of Gordon, Barron, and Co., of that place. In this discovery the theoretical portion is

due, first, to Scheelo, who discovered tlio chlorine
;
and, secondly, to Berthollet, who

discovered the peculiar property. The practical mode of effecting the object is the

part which we claim ; but it consists of such a long series of expensive trials and
ingenious contrivances, that it will take a much longer time to describe them than
to give the first idea only. As the invention was at first applied only to cotton,

which at that period was rising into importance, we shall begin the description of

modern bleaching with the mode adopted for that material.

James Watt at the date given was in intimate communication with Berthollet, and
did not rest until he had made the process successful at the bleach-field of Macgregor,

near Glasgow, requesting the results to be communicated to a meeting of manufac-
turers to be called together at Manchester ;— so quick was Watt to see what would be

for the permanent interest of a country, and so ready to act on it ! Dr. Henry did

much to make it known to the manufacturers about Manchester. This is one of the

early instances of scientific men being directly applied to by manufactm-ers for as-

sistance—an application seldom made unless under great difficulties.

In 1798, Charles Tennant, of Glasgow, introduced chloride of lime, wliich is pre-

ferred above all other compounds as a means of applying chlorine.

The true theory of bleaching has not been entirely agreed upon, but there can be
little doubt of the principal operations. It is known that oxygen deprives substances

of colour ; this may be performed by many high oxides
;
by nitric acid, manganic

and chromic acids, chlorous acid, and even lower oxides which hold their oxygen
lightly, as hypochlorous acid. The same effect may be produced by chlorine, bromine,

and iodine. It has been said that chlorine unites with the hydrogen of the water
whicli is present, gives off oxygen, and so acts just as oxygen would. Davy found

that it would not act in dry air, so that water was needful : but Dr. Wilson found
that it would act, although slowly, in dry air, if exposed to the rays of the sun. This
might show that water is not necessary in order to supply oxygen, but only to allow

the chlorine to be brought into tliorough contact with the colouring-matter. It has
also been supposed that the chlorine removes the hydrogen, or, rather, simply takes
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its place by an act of substitution. Now, whether the chlorine or tho liberated

oxygon removes the hydrogen, the result will bo the same—the destruction of the

compound. Chlorine so readily performs these changes, that we should at once decide

on calling it the active agent, were it not for the fact that oxygen acts so readily, even

when chlorine is not present : for example, peroxide of hydrogen, as well as the oxides

just mentioned, and ozone also, which has no chlorine to help it. It is, then, certain

that oxidation bleaches ; and it is certain that dehydration bleaches, if performed by
chlorine, and that the sun aids it by its active rays. We know also that water aids

it : water aids bleaching or oxidation by air, partly because it contains air in solution.

It aids also the bleaching performed by solutions in contact with porous bodies, be-

cause these bodies have a power of condensing gases in their pores and of compelling

combinations. The next question is, Does it aid the bleaching by chlorine in the same
way, by assisting the union mechanically, or by decomposing water ? Chlorine acts

slowly, unless water be present. The theory, therefore, does not demand tho decom-
position of water, and the known powerful affinities of chlorine do not require to be

supplemented by oxygen. But, in order to see exactly the state of the case, let us look

at the action of chlorine in hypochlorites or in chloride of lime, and we find that it is

a direct oxidation. We obtain by it peroxides of metals, and not chlorides. Here we
seem to be taught directly by experiment, that bleaching by hypochlorites is an
oxidation of the colouring-matter. Bleaching by moist chlorine may therefore be
looked on as the same

;
indeed, we oxidise by it ; but in such cases we may obtain

the base at the same time united to chlorine, giving another turn to the question, as

Kane showed. The oxidation theory, therefore, seems to be sufficient when water is

present. We are, however, finally to deal with dry chlorine in the sun ; and in that

case it is fair to conclude that it acts by direct combination with hydrogen or the

colouring-matter or both. We have, then, two modes of bleaching ; but the usual

mode in the air becomes by that explanation an oxidation, and the direct action of

chlorine obtainable only with difficulty. When sulphurous acid is used, another
phenomenon may be looked for, as we find a substance whose chief quality is that of

deoxidising. The removal of oxygon also decomposes bodies, and sulphuretted

hydrogen can scarcely be supposed to act in any other way. Sulphurous acid, when
it decomposes sulphuretted hydrogen, really acts as an oxidising agent, and we can
therefore imagine it as such in the bleaching process. Investigation has not told us
if it enters into combination as SO^, and, like oxygen, destroys colour, altering the

compound by inserting itself.

We may fairly conclude that the processes by chlorine and sulphurous acid are

performed in a manner as different as the mode in which a salt of ammonia acts on
chlorine or an oxacid, or, in Dr. Wilson's general terms, ' specific differences may bo
expected to occur with all the gases named, as to their action on any one colouring-

matter, and with different colouring-matters, as to their deportment with any one of
the gases.'— Treww. R. S. E., 1848.

It has been attempted to introduce manganates, chromates, chlorates, chlorochromic
acid, and sulphites, but without success, as bleaching agents.

Bleaching op Cotton.

Substances dealt with in Bleaching.—Tho object of bleaching is to separate from
the textile fibre all the substances which may mask its intrinsic whiteness, or, which,
in the course of dyeing or printing, may produce injurious effects on the colours.

The substances present in cotton goods, and to be treated in bleaching, are as follows :—

a. The resinous matter natural to the filaments,

h. The colouring-matter of the plant.

c. The paste of the weaver.

d. A fatty matter.

e. A cupreous soap.

f. A calcareous soap.

g. The filth of the hands.

h. Iron rust, earthy matters, and dust.

i. The cotton fibre itself.

j. The carbonaceous matter caused by singeing.

k. The seed-vessels.

a. Cotton is covered with a resinous matter, which obstructs its absorption of
moisture. This alone would prevent it receiving colour, and it is known that if this
could be removed, some of tho darker colours could be dyed witliout any bleaching,
providing also tho impurities arising from manipulation wore absent, although the
finest colours could not be produced in this manner on cotton in general. M. Bolly,
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however, has proposed the use of acetic acid, or of a sour bran liquor, as substances
which are absorbed by the cotton and render it capable of absorbing colour or solii-

tions. The matter which prevents tlio moistening has not been thoroughly examined.
It is found to be soluble in alcohol or ether, and some of it in turpentine : it is there-

fore called a resinous, waxy, or fatty body. It is dissolved by alkalis, and thrown
down by acids in strong solutions. The alcohol solution leaves thin yellowish scales,

which may be dissolved in acid, or even in much water. But information concerning

it is indistinct. For a long time the process commenced by removing this resin by
means of alkali. It is called scouring.

b. The whole colouring-matter is not soluble in alkalis, but it becomes so after

being altered by the action of chlorine, or by insolation or croft-bleaching. It is not

even capable of being bleached, or at least but slowly, unless it be previously acted

on by alkalis. The amount of colour is much less mth cotton than linen. The
former is so white naturally, that washing and bleaching might be dispensed

with, were it not for the substances which, during its manufacture, come in contact

with it, if the gum were removed which prevents the moistening. The alkaline solution

from the raw linen, when precipitated by acids, throws down a nearly black resinous

mass, and the total loss of weight is very great.

c. The weaver's dressing is composed chiefly of farinaceous, glutinous, or gelatinous

substances, starch, flour, or size. They are usually allowed to become sour before

using. They are all dissolved by water or alkaline solutions, including lime. When
the. dressing gets dry, the hand-weaver occasionally renders his warp-threads more
pliant by rubbing some cheap kind of grease upon them. Hence it happens that tlie

cloth which has not been completely freed from this fatty matter will not readily im-

bibe water in the different bleaching operations ; and hence, in the subsequent pro-

cesses, these greasy spots, under peculiar circumstances—somewhat like lithographic

stones—strongly attract the aluminous and iron mordants, as well as the dyestuffs,

and occasion stains which it is almost impossible to discharge. The acids act dif-

ferently upon the fatty matters, and thence remarkable anomalies in bleaching take

place. When oil is treated with the acetic or muriatic acid, or with aqueous cliloriiio,

it evolves no gas, as it does with the sulphuric and nitric acids ; but it puts these

substances into a condition in which they cannot be dissolved by a strong boiling lye

of caustic soda. Carbonic acid is said to have a similar action with oil.

d. Both cotton and linen contain a little fatty matter, which is removed in the same
manner as the resinous. Some of it comes from the mode of treating the warp, which

is occasionally greased for weaving. This prevents, like resinous matter, the thorough

saturation by solutions which are not alkaline, and soap, soda, or potash may be used

to remove it by solution. Lime makes an insoluble soap, and is therefore not suited

to the operation. If, however, lime has been used, the insoluble soap may be removed

by treating with carbonate of soda, which forms a carbonate of lime, and leaves the

fat in combination with the alkali. The carbonate of lime is then removed by an acid.

This is, however, an indirect method ; and the mode universally used is to decompose

the lime-soap by an acid, and remove the lime, leaving the fat in the cloth ; then to

wash out the fat by an alkali, or by soap and alkali mixed, as is the custom almost

everywhere. The soap used is in great measure a resinous one, for cheapness, and it

is mixed with carbonate of soda.

e. When the hand-weavers' grease continues in contact for a night with the copper

dents of his reed, a kind of cupreous soap is formed, which is sometimes very difficult

to remove from the web. Lime-water does not dissolve it ; but dilute sulphuric acid

carries off the metallic oxide, and liberates the margaric acid, in a state ready to be

acted on by alkalis.

/. When cloth is boiled with milk of lime, the grease which is uncombined unites

with that alkaline earth, and forms a calcareous soap, pretty soluble in a great excess

of lime-water, and still more so in caustic soda. But all fats and oils, as well as the

soaps of copper and lime, cease to be soluble in alkaline lyes when they have remained

a considerable time upon the goods, and have been in contact -with acetic, carbonic,

or muriatic acids, or chlorine. Those results have been verified by experiment.

g. Cotton goods are sometimes much soiled, from being sewed or tamboured with

dirty hands ; but they may easily bo cleansed from this filth by hot water.

h. Any ferruginous or earthy matters which get attached to the goods in tho course

of bleaching are readily removable, if not allowed thoroughly to penetrate the cloth
;

but tho fine ferruginous clay found in suspension in water is very difficult to wash off,

and it probably cannot, by any means, be removed from printed goods without spoiling

tho colours.

i. In all these operations it is needful to consider the most important substance of

all—the fibre. Each of the operations may weaken or destroy it, if managed unwisely.

Caustic lime may be allowed to act for a long time on cloth without any injury, but
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if allowed to act on it witli free access of air, it destroys it in a few hours. Neither
can cloth stand the action of alkalis of any kind very long : if very strong, they
rapidly destroy it. The same thing may, in a still stronger sense, be said of acids

;

and chloride of lime or bleaching-powder acts in the same direction. Linen, although
mechanically much stronger than cotton, has not an equal chemical resistance to de-

composition. It has not, therefore, been possible to use chloride of lime so as entirely

to complete the process of bleaching linen, but only to hasten it, the completion being
still nearly in all cases made by crofting. The bleacher has found out these things by
expensive experience, and every day shows the importance of guarding against the

excessive action of any one of the bleaching agents. Goods are continually suffering

from the desire of speed on the part of the trade, and especially of the buyer ; nor is

it easy to find them absolutely uninjured by the process of bleaching, although it

seems possible to conduct the process so that no weakening will ensue. The pre-

cautions taken are such as cause the processes to appear very long and tedious. The
boiling with lime is continued as long as it is safe ; the cloth is then at once washed
and scoured, so as to remove all the caustic earth from the fibre. The acid is not al-

lowed to remain long, but is, within from two to four hours, washed out by machines
which cause the cloth to bo frequently and rapidly saturated with water ; and when
one of these processes is not enough, it is found better to return to it again than com-
pletely to finish it at once, to the danger of the fibre ; in the same way as workmen,
if they find it needful to put their hands into hot water, do it rapidly and for a short

time, but bring them out to cool before they return to the charge. To dry the goods
with even a very small amount of acid would infallibly render them rotten. When
the chlorine has oxidised or otherwise acted on the colouring-matter, so as to render

it soluble, it is washed out with alkalis, but the whole may not be acted on by tlie

first process, and a second may be needful. Again, as to crofting : one exposure may not

be found enough ; another washing and another crofting are then needed, and a third,

and so on, according to the method employed and the nature of the material used.

The som-ing by vegetable substances or by fermentation may also injure the cloth,

not by the amount of acid existing in the solution, but the decomposition which be-

comes communicated from the vegetable matter to the cloth, and so renders it weak
and rotten. The same is peculiarly the case when putrefactive action is allowed to

commence. This was often the case when the gluten of the paste was removed by
fermentation. It has been said that the action of carbonic and acetic acid on the fats

is a great objection to the fermentation process, as they are thought to render the fat

insoluble, and produce an indelible mark.
Experiments undertaken for the purpose have shown that the strength of the fibre

is not impaired by being boiled in milk of lime for two hours, at the ordinary pressure,

provided it is not exposed at the same time to air ; but bleachers consider that, prac-

tically, the goods are not injured by boiling with lime for sixteen hoiirs at the strength

of 40 lbs. to 100 gallons. It has also 'been proved that caustic soda of the specific

gravity of 1030' does not hurt them, oven boiled under the pressure of 140 lbs. to the

square inch, or immersion for eight hours in chloride of lime solution containing

3 lbs. to 100 gallons, and afterwards in sulphuric acid of the specific gravity of 1067',

or eighteen hours at the specific gravity of 1035".

j. The carbon left by the singeing is entirely removed, but it is not clear what be-

comes of it. It disappears in the alkaline solution, as no traces seem to exist after

this action. Probably the blackness or darkness is not caused by any pure carbon,

but by compounds soluble in alkalis. If any elementary carbon exist, it is carried

away almost entirely, no doubt, by mechanical means.

Ic. The same method gets rid of the particles of pod which remain in the cotton,

and after the first washing they seem to stand out vorj' prominently, swelling up into

large dark spots. The alkali probably renders them soft, and allows them to mix
readily with liquids, if not altogether actually dissolved.

General Process of Bleaching.—The process of bleaching, from what we have seen,

resolves itself into treatment with alkalis, and the action of chlorine or of light. In
describing the operations they seem to be very numerous

;
but, as explained, some

require to be repeated gently, instead of being finished by one decisive operation, so

as not to injure the fibre ; and some are intermediate operations, such as the fre-

quent washings needed in passing from one process to the other. The alkaline solu-

tion in which the goods are boiled does not contain above 250 lbs. of carbonate of soda

to 600 gallons, but nearly always less. Lime is, however, used much more frequently

than soda, which it will bo seen is only employed in the second process, and the third

if there be one. It is less hurtful to the cloth, and is much cheaper than the alkalis.

The chloride of lime is used at i Twaddle, or 1002"5. It is not considered so im-
portant now as formerly, and where 300 lbs. were formerly employed, 30 to 40 are now
used. The goods are made nearly white by the alkalis. The chlorine gives only
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the last finish, and is sometimes used to whiten the ground on coloured goods. The
whole process may be expressed thus :—Wash out the sohible matter ; boil with lime
to dissolve still more, and to make a fatty compound with the oily matter ; wash out
the lime by acids ; wash out the fat with a soda-soap ; clear the white by chloride

of lime.

The impurities in the cloth have a certain power of retaining colour upon them.
Mud and dirt, as well as grease, gluten, and albuminous matters, have this property,

and fatty soaps, such as limo-compounds of fatty acids. The pure fibre, however,
has no power of taking up solutions of such colouring-matter as madder. When,
therefore, it is desired to try the extent to which cloth has been bleached, it is dyed
or boiled up with madder exactly as in the process of dyeing. It is then treated with
soap, as the madder-dyed goods are treated, and if it comes out without a stain, or

nearly piire white, the goods are ready. Dyers or calico-printers who dye printed

goods are exceedingly particular as to the bleaching, the dyeing and printing having
now approached to such exactness, that shades invisible to any eye not very much
experienced are suf&cient to diminish in a material degree the value of the cloth.

Any inequality from irregularity of bleaching, which causes a similar irregularity of

dyeing, is destructive to the character of the goods. Many patterns, too, have white
grounds ; these grounds it is the pride of a printer to have as white as snow. If

delicate colours are to be printed, they will be deteriorated if the ground on which
they are to be printed is not perfectly white.

The stains which come out upon maddered goods in consequence of defective

bleaching are sometimes called spangs. Their origin is such as I have described

above, as the following statements of facts will show. The weaver of calicoes receives

frequently a fine warp so tender, from bad spinning, or bad staple in the cotton, that

it will not bear the ordinary strain of the heddles, or friction of the shuttle and reed,

and ho is obliged to throw in as much weft as will compensate for the weakness or

thinness of the warp, and make a good marketable cloth. He of course tries to gain

his end at the least expense of time and labour. Hence, when his paste dressing be-

comes dry and stiff, he has recourse to such greasy lubricants as he can most cheaply

procure, which are commonly either tallow, or butter in a rancid state, but the former,

being the lowest priced, is preferred. Accordingly, the weaver having heated a lump
of iron, applies it to a piece of tallow held over the warp in the loom, and causes the

melted fat to drop in patches upon the yarns, which he afterwards spreads more evenly

by his brush. It is obvious, however, that the grease must be very irregularly applied

in this way, and be particularly thick on certain spots. This irregularity seldom fails

to appear when the goods are bleached or dyed by the common routine of work.

Printed calicoes, examined by a skilful eye, will be often seen to be stained with large

blotches, evidently occasioned by this vile practice of the weaver. The ordinary

workmen call these copper stains, believing them to be communicated in the dyeing-

coppor. Such stains on the cloth are extremely injurious in dyeing with the indigo-vat.

Old Methods still in use.—As a specimen of the older processes, we shall give the

foUo^ving, adding, afterwards, a minute account of some of the plans adopted by the

most successful bleachers. When grease stains do not exist, as happens with the

better kind of muslins, or when goods were not required to be finely finished, the fol-

lowing has been adopted :—After singeing, 1. Boiling in water. 2. Scouring by the

stocks or dash-wheel. 3. Bucking with lime. 4. The bleaching properly so culled,

viz., passing through chlorine or crofting. 5. Bucking or bowking with milk of lime.

These two latter processes employed alternately several times, till the whole of the

colouring-matter is removed. 6. Souring. 7. Washing.

Another routine has been, 1. Cleansing out the weavers' dressing, by steeping the

cloth for twelve hours in cold water, and then washing it at the stocks or dash-wheel.

2. Boiling in milk of lime, of a strength suited to the quality of the goods, but for a

shorter time than with the soda lye ; two short operations with the lime, with inter-

mediate washing, being preferable to one of greater duration. 3 and 4. Two conse-

cutive lyes of ten or twelve hoiu:s' boiling, with about 2 lbs. of soda crystals for 1 cwt.

of cloth. 6. Exposure to the air for six or eight days, or the application of chloride

of lime and then sulphuric acid. 6. A lye of caustic soda. 7- Exposure to the air

for six or eight days, or chlorine and acid as above. 8. Caustic soda lye as before.

9. Chlorine and the sour. 10. Einsing in hot water, or scouring by the dash-wheel.

The Processes used in Bleaching. Singeing.—The singeing is performed by passing

the cloth over a red-hot plate of iron or copper. The figure 108 shows this apparatus

as improved by Mr. Thom. At a there is a cylinder, with the cloth wound round

it to be singed ; it passes over the red-hot plate at b, becomes singed, passes over a

small roller at c, which is partly immersed in water, and by this means has all the

sparks extinguished ; then is wound on to the roller d, when the process is finished.

As the products of combustion from the singeing are sometimes very unpleasant,.they
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are carried by this apparatus into the fire-place, where they are consumed. The
arrows show the passage of those vapours from the surface of the cloth downwards
into the hearth, and thence into the fire.

For goods to be finely printed both sides are singed ; for market bleaching, one

side. Sometimes, however, singeing is not at all desired.

The use of a line of gas jets instead of a red-hot plate was introduced by Mr.
Samuel Hall. It has not, however, found its way generally into bleach-works : the

plate is preferred. Gas jets are used necessarily in singeing threads. See Singeing.

Shearing.—For fine printing, it is by some considered needful to shear tlio nap of

the cloth instead of singeing it. The method is more expensive than singeing.

Messrs. Mather and Piatt have made a machine which wiU shear 60 to 80 yards per

minute.

Bucking or Bowking,—This is the process of boiling goods. It is performed in

alkaline liquids, generallj^ lime, or soda, or both. The kier for bowking is a cylin-

109
drical iron vessel, the chief peculiarity of which is

a method of preventing the cloth from being burnt
on the bottom of the vessel, or allowed to dry on
the vessel, or so to be pressed on the bottom as

to prevent the boiling of the liquid in a uniform
manner. This is done by simply having a false

bottom to the kicr, or a wooden perforated bottom,

about eight or ten inches above the actual bottom.

The boiler, such as i^,fig. 109, has a stopcock,

H G, at bottom, for running off the waste lye.

Kiers are commonly made of cast-iron, and are

capable of containing from 300 to 600 gallons of

water, according to the extent of the business

done. In order that the capacity of the boilers

may be enlarged, they are formed so as to admit
of a crib of wood, strongly hooped, or, what is

preferable, of cast-iron, to be fixed to 'the upper
rim or edge of it. To keep the goods from the

bottom, where the heat acts most forcibly, a strong iron ring, covered with netting

made of stout rope, c, is allowed to rest six or eight inches above the bottom of

the boiler. Four double ropes are attached to the ring e, for withdrawing the goods

when sufficiently boiled, which have each an eye for admitting hooks from tho

running tackle of a crane. Wliore more boilers than one are employed, the crane

is so placed that, in tho range of its sweep it may withdraw the goods from any of
Vol. I. BE
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them. For this purpose, tlie crane turns on pivots at top and bottom; and the

goods are raised or lowered at pleasure, with double pulleys and sheaves, by means
of a cylinder moved by cast-iron wheels. The lid is secured by the screw bolts D d,

and rings b b. f is a safety-valve.

To avoid the excessive heating needful to drive the liquid through the goods, Mr.
John Laurie invented the kicr shown at fig. 110.

In this figure, a b c d is the wooden kieve, or kier, containing the cloth ; c E r D
represent the cast-iron boiler ; g o, the pump

; g, k, the pipe of communication
between the kier and the boiler. This pipe has a valve on each of its extremities :

that on the upper extremity, when shut, prevents the lye from running into the

boiler, and is regulated by the attendant by means of the rod and handle g b. The
valve at k admits the lye : but, opening inwards, it prevents the steam from escaping

through the pipe g k. The boiler has a steam-tight iron cover, g l ; and at o d in

the kier is a wooden grating, a small distance above the cover of the boiler.

At MO is a broad plate of metal, in order to spread the lye over the cloth. It

is hardly necessary to say that the boiler has a furnace, as usual, for similar

purposes.

While the lye is at a low temperature, the pump is worked by the mill or steam-

engine. When it is sufficiently heated,

the elasticity of the steam forces it

up through the valves of the pump, in

which case it is disjoined from the

moving power.

N p is a copper spout, which is re-

moved at the time of taking the cloth

out of the kier.

In order still further to avoid labour,

the pumping has been entirely done
away with.

A simple modification of the bowking
apparatus is shown in7?9's. Ill, 112, 113

;

the first being a vertical section, the

second a horizontal section in the line x

of the first. It consists of two parts : the upper wide part, a a, serves for the reception

of the goods, and the lower or pot, h, for holding the lye ; c c is an iron grating, shown
apart in 113. The grating has numerous square apertures in the middle of the

«^c, to which the rising pipe d is screwed fast. The upper cylinder is formed of
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cast-iron, or of shcot-iron well riveted at the edges ; or sometimes of wood, tliis

being secured at its under edge into a groove in the top edge of the lye-pot. The
mouth of the cylinder is constructed usually of sheet-iron, e c is the fire-grate,

whose upper surface is shown in fig. Ill: it is made of cast-iron in three pieces. The
flame is parted at/, and passes through the two apertures g g, into the flues h li, so

as to play round the pot, as is visible in 112, and escapes by two outlets into the

chimney. The apertures i i serve for occasionally cleaning out the flues h h, and are,

at other times, shut with an iron plate. In the partition /, which separates the two
openings g g, and the flues h h, running round the pot, there is a circular space at the

point marked with k,fig. 112, in which the large pipe for discharging the waste lye is

lodged. The upper large cylinder should be encased in wood, with an intermediate

space filled with sawdust, to confine the heat. The action of this apparatus is exactly

the same as that already explained.

Besides the boiling, bucking, and other apparatus above described, tho machinery
and utensils used in bleaching are various, according to the business done by the

bleacher.

The kier of Messrs. Mather and Piatt is veiy complete. The first figure (114)
is the kier when shut or screwed down. The second (115, p. 372) is the section

114

of the kier, which is very like tliat before given ; but in this case it is steam-tight,

and heated by steam which issues from a steam-pipe communicating beneath the
false bottom. The dangers attending the kier before mentioned are by this means
entirely averted, and all the inventions which give the washing liquid a separate and
distinct place for heating are at once done away with.

An exact description of these kiers is required, a, b, c, d, represent the body of the
kier, which is a cylindrical vessel, generally made of cast-iron, but sometimes of wood,
or wrought iron, h represents the false bottom ; a cast-iron grating, sometimes covered
with boulder stones, and sometimes with wood

; g, a cylindrical disc, of ^^Tought-iron,
placed on the top of ' puffer-pipe ' to spread the liquor over the cloth, q,

' puffer-

pipe,' standing on false bottom, h. s, cylindrical casting for supporting false bottom
B B ;2
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and ' piiffer-pipe,' whoso periphery is 'slotted,' to admit of the liquor passing

through, n, cover for kior ; the flancli on which this cover rests is grooved a little

to admit of 'gasldng' being inserted, so as to form a 'joint.' k, k, swivel-bolts,

holding down the cover, i, a small aperture, covered with a lid capable of being

removed easily, to enable the attendant to see that the cloth does not rise too high

in the kier to endanger its worldng ; if such happens, he checks the steam until

115

the cloth settles, after which it does not again attempt to rise, n, steam-valve;

I, water-valve ; both communicate with pipe w, leading to kier. p, pipe communi-
cating with kier for supplying steam and water—also serves as escape-pipe

; /,
escape-valve for letting off Ider ; e, wheel for opening ditto

; m, steam-pipe from boiler.

0, p, foundation for Ider.

The process of cleansing is very various. Some use lime for the first process

;

some use soda alone ; some use them mixed. Of course when carbonate of soda and
lime are used, caustic soda is at once formed, and the carbonate of lime is left idle.

Tlie practices and fancies of bleachers are numerous ; and we have only to say that
the principle consists in the use of alkaline lyes. Some use lime to the amount of

3 per cent. ; others go as high as 10. The lime is slaked first and a portion thrown
in ; a portion of cloth is laid upon it, and a portion of lime again covers that : but
on no account must the goods be allowed to lie in contact with the atmosphere and
the lime.

When removed from the kiers the goods must bo washed. Now if they are to be
washed in dash-wheels, it is needful that they be in separate pieces, and in this state

they are sometimes boiled in the kiers ; but if they are to be washed in the washing-
machines, they are lifted out of the kior in the same manner as a piece of string is

drawn out of the canister in which the coil is kept.

M. Metz, of Heidelberg, has attempted to perform the work of boiling by merely
extracting the air from the cloth. For this purpose the cloth is simply put into a

strong upright cylinder, the top screwed down, and the air taken out by an air-pump.

We have no knowledge as to the advantages gained by this process, or whether it

has been found actually capable of putting cloth in a condition to be bleached for a

very fastidious market.

High-Pressure Steam-Kicrs.—These Iders greatly hasten the process of bleaching,

and at the same time improve it. Fig. 116 (p. 373) is an elevation showing the original

arrangement of those (which are recommended to be made of strong boiler-plate iron).

One of these is shown in section, a and b are the kiers ; c is a perforated platform,

on which the goods to be bowked are laid ; k k is the pipe connecting the bottom of the

kier h with the top of the adjoining Ider a ; and I I, the corresponding pipe

connecting the opposite ends of the kiers a and h; mm are draw-off cocks, connected

with the pipes h and I, by which the kiers can lio emptied of spent liquor, water, &c.

;

n and o are ordinary two-way taps, by which the steam is admitted into the

respective kiers from the main pipe, p, and the reversing of which shuts off the steam

communication, and admits the bowking liquor as it becomes expelled from tha
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adjoining kier; q 'iB a blowing-oflf valve or tap; r, the pipe through -which the
bowking liquor enters into the kier

; s, manhole (closed by two cross-bars, secured by
bolts and nuts) through which the goods are introduced and removed ; 1 1 are gauges

116

by which it is ascertained when the liquor has passed from one kier and has entered
the other.

The process adopted for bleaching is as foUows

:

1. The box or wator-trough of the washing-machine is then half filled with milk
of lime of considerable consistence, and the goods are run through it, being carried

forward by the winches and deposited in the kiers. The whole of the cloth in a
kier is in one length, and a boy enters the vessel to lay it in regular folds until the

kier is filled. All the cloth before entering the kier must pass through the lime.

2. When the kiers are filled, a grid of movable bars is laid on the top of the cloth,

and the manhole of the kiers is closed. High-pressure steam is then admitted at the

top ; this presses down the goods and removes the lime-water, which is drawn oif at

the bottom. At the same time the air is also removed from the goods and replaced

by steam. When this is driven off, and nothing but steam issues from the tap at the

bottom, 40 lbs. of lime, which have been previously mixed with 600 gallons of water,

are introduced into the first kier in a boiling state. High-pressure steam is again ad-
mitted, which forces the lime-liquor through the goods to the bottom of the vessel, then
up the tube I, and on to the goods in the second kier. The tap is then closed which
admits steam into the first kier, and the steam is now sent into the second. The same
process occurs, only in this case the liquid is sent again on to the top of the goods in

the first kier. This process is continued about eight hours.

High-pressure and Distributing Kiers.—Mr Barlow has effected an important im-
provement in his original high-pressure kiers by the addition of distributors.

Fig. 117 (p. 374) is an elevation showing a pair of kiers, fitted with distributors, &c.
A and B are the kiers (which it is preferable to make of strong boiler-plate iron), the
kier A being shown in section, and exhibiting the distributors, &c.
At the bottom of the kier is a plate of an umbrella shape, c. This plata spreads
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over about three-fourths of the bottom of the kier ; it is perforated with holes all

around its outer ridge, at d d, which rests upon the bottom of the kier ; all the rest

of the plate being solid. This plate is fastened in the centre to an iron block, e,

which stands upon the bottom of the kier in the centre, over the outlet hole. The
block e is pigeonholed at the bottom, so as to allow the liquor to pass from the kier.

A socket is left in the upper part of the block e, to admit the insertion of the dis-

tributor /. This distributor is made of dimensions corresponding to the size of the

kier ; it is solid for some distance from the bottom, and above that is hollow and
perforated as full as possible with holes until within a few inches of the top of the
kier, where it is connected with the tap g (an ordinary two-way tap, which admits
either steam or liquor, or shuts off both) by an inlet pipe, which dips for some dis-

tance inside the distributor, o o is the pipe connecting the top of the kier a with
the bottom of kier b, and f p is the pipe which connects the top of kier b with
the bottom of kier a.; q q are steam-pipes from the main pipe r ; 7» is the man-
way, through which the goods are introduced and removed; n the pipe and tap,

tlirough which the working liquor enters the kier ; s s are gauges, by which it is

seen when the liquor has passed from one kier and lias entered the other ; h h are
draw-off taps connected with the pipes o and "p, by which the kiers can bo emptied
of spent liquor, water, &c.

117 118

Fig. 118 is a modification oi fig. 117. The various parts of the kiers correspond
with the description of fig. 117 ; the principle and mode of working are precisely the

same the only difference is, that kier b is reduced in size to about one-third that of

kier a ; it is not charged with goods and is only intended to receive the liquor when
forced through the goods in kier A. The liquor is boiled in kier b by a modified dis-

tributor ; and this is repeated until the goods in kier A are sufiiciently worked.
This modification is only recommended where small quantities are done, and the

kiers required would be too small for working in conveniently.

The distributors give a circulation of liquor and steam from the centre of the

kiers to the goods all around, while by the action of the ximbrolla-plate the liquor is

prevented escaping until all the goods are thoroughly saturated with it every time the

liquor is forced through them
;
they also greatly accelerate the circulation of the

liquor through the goods, and there is no necessity for anything being laid upon the

goods to keep them in their place. Tlie kiers may be crammed full of goods, and
either high or low pressure steam may be used in working them.

The process adopted for bleaching is as follows : it is the shortest and simplest in use.

1. Alter singeing, the water-box or trough of the washing-machine is half filled

with milk of lime of considerable consistence, and the goods are run througli it,

being carried forward by the winders and deposited in the kiers, a boy being in

each kier, who lays the goods in regular folds until the kior is filled.

2. When the kiers are filled, the manholes are closed. High-pressure steam is

then admitted at the top ; this presses down the goods and removes the lime-water,

which is drawn off at the bottom ; at the same time the air is also removed from the

goods and replaced by steam. When this is driven off and nothing but steam issues

from the tap at the bottom, 40 lbs. lime, which have been previously mixed with 600
gallons of boiling water, are introduced into the first kier in a boiling state. High-
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pressure steam is again admitted, which forces the lime-liquor through the goods to the

bottom of the vessel, then up the pipe o, and on to the goods in the second kier. The
tap is then closed, which admits steam into the first kier, and the steam is now sent

into the second. The same process occurs, only in this case the liquid is sent again on
to the top of the goods in the first kier. This process is continued about five hours.

In this method each 7,000 lbs. of cloth take into the kiors 2 cwts. of limo, which is

equally distributed. The clear lime-water which is blown out of the steam at the

commencement contains only 3 to 4 lbs. of lime in solution. At the close of the

operation the liquor has a specific gravity of 3j to 4° Twaddle (101 7'5 to 1020),

instead of half that amount, or to 2° Twaddle (1007"5 to 1010), as is usual.

3. When the liming is completed the steam-pressure in the kiers is removed, the

manway opened, and the cloth in the kier attached to the washing-machine, which
draws the goods out of tho kiers and washes them.

4. The pieces are then passed by the winches through the souring machine, or soured

by having muriatic acid of 2° Twaddle (1010) pumped upon them. They must
remain with the acid two to three hours, either steeped in it, or after having passed

through it.

5. Again attach the cloth to the washing-machine, and wash it well, passing it on
by winches, as before, into the kier.

6. Introduce steam and drive off the air and the cold water ; these are let out by
the tap at the bottom : add then 210 lbs. of soda-ash and 70 lbs. of resin, boiled in

600 gallons of water, for 7,000 lbs. of cloth. Work the kiers by driving the liquid

from one to the other as before ; about five hours is a sufiicient time. These pro-

portions of soda may be varied. If the cloth is very strong a little more may be
used (or if the cloth has been printed upon in the grey state, from having been used
to cover the blanket of the calico-printing machine).

7. After this the cloth is passed through the washing-machine, and then submitted
to chloride of Hme. This may be done either by the machine or by pumping. In
either case it is an advantage to warm the bleaching-liquid up to 80° or 90° F. Tho
strength of the solution when the machine is used may be about ^° Twaddle, or 1 002'5

specific gravity ; but if the pump is used it must be much weaker. When the bleaching

is for finishing white, milk of lime is added to the chloride, in order to retard the

operation ; the goods are also washed from tlio bleaching-liquor before souring them.
This causes a smaller escape of chlorine, and is a more careful method : it tends to

preserve the headings, or the coloured threads, which are often put into the ends of

pieces of cloth in order to see if the bleaching has been performed roughly or not.

The original use of this has almost been forgotten, but these headings are still care-

fully preserved. This method preserves also the cloth, which is also less apt to be
attacked by the chlorine.

If the cloth has been well managed, it will be almost white when it leaves the

second kier containing the resinate of soda ; it will therefore require very little de-

colourising. If the goods have been printed on, more chloride will bo needed. The
cloth should lie from two to eight hours in the liquor, or after saturation with iti The
action is quickened if warmth is used. They are soured then, as before, in muriatic

and sulphuric acid, at 2° TVaddle, for three or four hours ; then wash for drying.

The patentee claims for these kiers considerable advantages over the old, amongst
others—that they are not more costly—occupy less room, and whilst the goods are

more thoroughly 'bottomed' or cleansed, considerable saving is effected in fuel,

water, labour, chemicals, and time. ' As regards boiling of goods in bleaching, there

is, as compared vnth the ordinary kier, a sa-\'ing of three-fourths of the coal by using

these kiers.' They are perfectly safe in their action and the fibre is not ' tendered.'

From what has been said, it will be seen that the operations of the bleacher are not

so numerous as at first sight appears, when we call every washing a separate process
;

and although it really is so, it is managed so rapidly that it can scarcely bo said to

occupy time, and as it is carried on at the same time as the other processes, it scarcely

can be said to give trouble. The work may be divided into

—

1. Singeing. 2. Bowking with limo. 3. AVashing, souring, and washing. 4. Bowking
with resinate of soda. 5. Washing and chlorinating. 6. Souring, washing, and drying.

Ste&ping.—Instead of boiling in the kier at first, the goods are sometimes, though
now rarely, steeped from one to two days in water, from 100° to 150° F., for the pur-

pose of loosening the gummy, glutinous, and pasty materials attached to the cloth.

Fermentation ensues, and this process is dangerous, as the action of the ferment some-
times extends to tho goods, especially if they are piled up in a great heap without
being previously washed. The spots of grease on the insoluble soaps become thereby
capable of resisting the caustic alkalis, and are rendered in some measure indelible

;

an effect due, it is believed, to the acetic and carbonic acids generated during fer-

mentation. Some persons throw spent lyes into the fermenting vats to counteract tha
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acids. The spots of grease are chiefly to be found in hand-loom goods, and the diffi-

culty concerning the fats is not therefore commonly felt where power-loom goods are

chiefly used, as in Lancashire.

Washing.—If the cloth is to be washed without having the pieces strung together,

the following methods may bo adopted. The stocks are still used, but not in any large

establishments in Lancashire.

Figs. 119, 120, represent a pair of wash-stocks. A. A. are called the stocks or

feet. They are suspended on iron pivots at b, and receive their motion from wipers

on the revolving-shaft c. The cloth is laid in at d, and, by the alternate strokes

of the feet, and the curved form of the turnhead b, the cloth is washed and

gradually turned. At the same time an abundant stream of water rushes on the

cloth throughout holes in the upper part of the turnhead. Wash-stocks are much
used in Scotland and in Ireland. In the latter country they are often made with

double feet, suspended above and below two turnheads, and wrought with cranks

instead of wipers. Wash-stocks, properly constructed, make from 24 to 30 strokes

per minute.

This mode of washing is now entirely given up in Lancashire, where a preference is

given to dash-wheels and washing-machines with squeezers. The dash are small

water-wheels, the inside of wliich is divided into four compartments, and closed up,

leaving only a hole in each compartment for putting in the cloth. There are, besides,

small openings for the free admission and egress of the water employed in cleansing.

The cloth, by the motion of the wheel, is raised up in one part of the revolution of the

wheel ; while, by its own weight, it falls in another. This kind of motion is very

effectual in washing the cloth, while, at the same time, it does not injure its strength.

The plan, however, where economy of water is of any importance, is very objection-

able ; because the wheel must move at by far too great a velocity to act to advantage

as a water-wheel,
l^''- The wash or dash-wheel,

now driven by steam-power
in all good bleach- and
print-works, is represented

in fg. 121, upon the left

side in a back view, and
upon the right side in a

front view (the sketch being

halved). Fig. 122 is a
ground plan.

a a is the washing-wheel

;

b b its shaft-ends ; c c their

brass bearings orplummer-
blocks, supported upon the

iron pillars d d. The frame
is made of strong beams of

wood, e e, bound together

by cross-bars with mortices.

//, two of the circular

each leading to a quadrantal compartment within the dash-wheel. Inapertures,
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122

the back view (the left-hand half of the figure) the brass grating, g g, of a enr-

Tilinear form is seen, through which the jets of water are admitted into the caTity of the

wheel ; h h are the round
orifices, through which
the foul water runs off,

as each quadrant passes

the lower part of its re-

volution ; i, a water-pipe,

with a stopcock for regu-

lating the washing-jets;

Ic k, the lever for throwing
the driving-crab /, op

coupling-box, into or out
of gear with the shaft of

the wheel. This machine
is so constructed, that the

water-cock is opened or

shut by the same lever-

^

age which throws the
wheel into or out of gear.

m, a wheel, fixed upon
the round extremity of

the shaft of the dash-wheel which works into the toothed pinion connected with
the prime mover. "Wlien the end of the lever Ic, whose fork embraces the coupling-

box upon the square part of the shaft, is pushed forwards or backwards, it shifts the
clutch into or out of gear with the toothed wheel m. In the latter case, this wheel
turns with its pinion without affecting the dash-wheel, n n, holdfasts fixed upon the

wooden frame, to which the boards o o are attached, for preventing the water from
being thrown about by the centrifugal force.

The dash-wheel is generally from 6 to 7 feet in diameter, about 30 inches wide, and
requires the power of about two horses to drive it.

A dash-wheel has one piece of cloth in each of the four compartments ; these are

washed in eight minutes, being 30 pieces an hour, or 300 pieces a day; sometimes
two pieces are put in, when double the time is given. It generally requires 60
gdUons of water per minute to feed it, 36,000 gallons a day, or 120 to a piece.

Always after washing, the squeezers are applied, as they remove at once the super-

fluous water.

The machine made by ilr. Mather {fgs. 123 and 124) washes 800 pieces per hour,

or 8,000 pieces per day of ten hours, using iOO gallons per minute, or 120,000 gallons

per day, or 20 gallons to a piece. This class of machine is nowin its turn superseding
the dash-wheel.

This washing-machine will he understood by the general plan (Jig. 124, and corre-

sponding section,/^. 123). a and 6 represent the squeezing-bowls. a, is 18 inches

diameter and 8 feet 3 inches long ; it is made of deal timber. (The lapping of

strong canvas at a" is for the purpose of giving the 'cut-coming' pieces an extra

squeeze, in order to prepare them for the kiers.) b is 24 inches diameter and of the

same length as a, making 100 revolutions per minute ; it is generally made of deal,

sycamore, however, being better, c, d, a strong wooden raU, in which pegs are placed

in order to guide the cloth in its spiral form from the edge to the centre of the
machine, h, h, the water-trough, through which the piece passes round the roller e.

p {fig. 123), water-pipe, t, water-tap. m, m, pot-eyes, which may be adjusted to

any angle, to guide and regulate the tension of the piece on entering the machine.
I, side frame, for carrying bowls, &e. g. engine (with cylinder, 8 inches diameter)

and gearing for driving machine, to, weight and lever for regulating pressure on the

bowl.

This machine washes 800 pieces per hour, and requires 400 gallons of water per
minute. It will serve also to represent the eheynick and souring mrichine, the only

difference being that the bowls are 3 feet 6 inches, instead of 8 feet 3 inches, in

length.

The chemich and sour are brought by turns into the trough, or into similar separate

troughs, by a leaden pipe from the mixing cisterns, and are run in to 6 or 8 inches

deep.

The washing-machine of ilr. Bridson (fig. 125, p. 379) is worth attention. In its

action the course of the cloth in the water is easily seen ; it is chiefly horizontaL This
motion had been given by Hellewell and Fearn in 1856 ; but they had a very com-
plicated machine, and they did not attain the flapping motion which is given to the
cloth when it becomes suddenly loose, and is driven violently against the board a a
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as often as i e and e d are in one line. It is not shown by the drawing that the cloth

passes eight times round these wheels. There is a constant stream of water from

the pipe /, which is flattened at the mouth about one and a half inch in one diameter.

and about 10 inches in the other. This machine can wash 900 pieces in an hour. It

requires about twice as much water as a dash-wheel, but washes seven and a half

times more pieces. Its length is 9 feet.

Souring.—After boiling in the first kier and washing, the goods are soured in

muriatic acid of 1010' specific gravity, or 6|- gallons of the usual acid, which contains

33 per cent, of real acid, mixed with 100 gallons of water. This is equal to 2°

Twaddle. Muriatic acid may be replaced by sulphuric acid of 1024- specific gravity,

i.e. 3| gallons liquid acid to 100 of water ;—or the amount of the acid may be doubled
in either case, and a shorter time allowed for the souring. The souring is performed
in wooden or stone cisterns, where the cloth is laid regularly as it falls over one of the

rollers of the calender ;—or it is passed through the acid solution by the movement
of the calender in the same manner as described in the process of washing. If this

method is used, it is allowed to lie on the stillages from two to throe hours to allow

tlie acid to act. The acid decomposes any lime-soap formed, and washes out the lime.

Hydrochloric or muriatic acid has been preferred in tlie process described, as the

chloride of calcium is so much more soluble than the sulphate. After souring, of

course the goods must be thoroughly washed as before.

The sixth operation with soda removes the remaining fatty materials. If lime be
ussd, it may be allowed to settle ; and it is better to allow it to do so, and tlnis to

use pure caustic soda, which will with the resin remove the impurities in a more
soluble form. If, instead of adding 170 lbs. of soda crystals to 600 gallons of water,

4'6 lbs. of liquid caustic soda of specific gravity 1320' were added, the effect would be

the same.

The solution of resin and carbonate of soda is a half-formed soap, which is con-

sidered to act beneficially in removing the soluble matter. It would not appear, from
theory, to be capable of doing so well as the soda which has its carbonic acid removed

;

but tender goods will not allow the action of caustic soda, and the carbonate is there-

fore safer.

Fowder-hlcacliing.-—Chloride of lime is added in stone vessels whore the goods are

allowed to lie. It is universally called chemick in the manufactories. The strength

used at Brickacre is half a degree Twaddle, or 1002'5. This is sometimes very much
increased, so as to be even 5° in some establishments, according to the goods
bleached ; but it is not safe to allow the cloth to lie long in such strong solutions. In
such cases it is needful to pass them rapidly through -with the calender, so as to soak
them thoroughly, and then to pass them on to the acid, and forward to be washed.
It may be remarked that the use of the calender for these operations renders it pos-
sible to use strong solutions, even for tender goods, as there is no time given for
injurious action on the fibre.

Great care is to be taken to make the solution of the chloride of lime perfectly

clear. The powder does not readily wet with water, and it must therefore be pressed
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or agitated. This may bo done by putting it in a revolving barrel with water, until

complete saturation of tlio powder with moisture ; the amount required is then thrown
into the cistern, and the insoluble matter allowed to sink. This insoluble matter must
not be allowed to come into contact with the cloth, as it will be equal of course to a con-

centrated solution of the liquor, and will produce rottenness, or burn the cloth, so as to

leave holes. When removing from the trough, the cloth is drawn through squeezing

rollers, which press out any excess of chloride of lime.

Squeezing.-—The squeezing rolfers or squeezers, for dischar^ng the greater part of

the water or any liquid from the yarns and goods in the process of bleaching, are re-

presented in /^s. 126, 127, the former being a side view, to show how the roller

126 127

gudgeons lie in the slots of the frame, and how the shaft of the upper roller is pressed

downward by a weighted lever, through a vertical junction rod, joined at the bottom
to a nearly horizontal bar, on whose end the proper weight is hung. In fig. 128,

these rollers, of birch-wood, are shown in face ; the under one receiving motion through
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the toothed wheel on its shaft from any suitable power of water or steam. Upon the

shaft of the latter, between the toothed wheel and the roller, the lever and pulley for

putting the machine into and out of gear is visible. The under roller makes about 25

revolutions in the minute, by which time three pieces of goods, stitched endwise, mea-

suring 28 yards each, may be run through the machine, from a water-trough on one

side to a wooden grating upon the other.

A squeezing machine, with a small engine attached, is shown in fig. 128, for the

drawing of which we are again indebted to the maters, Messrs. Mather and Piatt.

d, f, represent the squeezing-bowls. They are as large in diameter as possible, and

are generally made of sycamore ; but the bottom one is better made of highly com-

pressed cotton, a, h, are the engine and frame for driving ; g, frame for carrying

bowls
;

I, I, compound levers for regulating the pressure ; s is a screw for the same
purpose, and a is the cloth passing through the bowls.

The white-squeezers, or those used before drying, should have a box, supplied with

hot water, fixed so that the piece may pass through it before going to the nip of the

bowl.

When the goods are run through, they are carried off upon a grated- wheelbarrow
in a nearly dry state, and transferred to the spreading machine, called at Manchester

a candroy. In many bleach-works, however, the creased pieces are pulled straight by
the hands of women, and are then strongly beat against a wooden stock to smooth out

the edges. This being done, a number of pieces are stitched endwise together, prepa-

ratory to being mangled.

This squeezing machine is small, but, as will be seen, the rollers are introduced so

as to act as long and as rapidly as cloth of whatever length is drawn through them.

The following figure (129) represents a pair of squeezers, for squeezing the cloth

after several of the processes named, and are shown as being driven by a small

I

high-pressure engine, a is the fiy-wheel of engine ;
h, crank of ditto

;
c, frame of

engine ;
d, spur-wheels connecting the engine and squeezers ; e and f, sycamore

squeezing bowls.

The cloth when passed over the steamed rollers is not dry ; but it is not smooth
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and ready for tlie market. If tlio cloth is wanted for printing, no further operation Is

needed ; but if to bo sold as white calico, it is finished by being starched and
calendered.

The starch at large works is prepared by the bleachers themselves. At Messrs.

Bridson's it is made with the very greatest care from flour. Of course it would be
more expensive for them to buy it, as the manufacturer would dry it, and they would
require to dissolve it. They are able also, in this manner, to obtain the purest starch.

This is mixed with blue, according to the finish of the goods. A roller, which dips

into the starch, laj's it regularly and evenly on the cloth in the same manner as

mordants are communicated in calico-printing, whilst other rollers expel the excess of

the starch. The cloth is then dried over warm cylinders, or by passing into a heated
apartment. It receives the final finish generally by the calender ; but muslins receive

a peculiar treatment.

Calender.—Fig. 131 is a cross-section of this machine, zndfigs. 130, 132, are front

views broken oflP, The goods are first rolled upon the wooden cylinder a, near the

130 131 132

ground
;
by the tension-roller, b, upon the same cylinder, the goods receive a proper

degree of stretching in the winding-off. They then pass over the spreading-bars,

c c c, by which they are still more distended ; next round the hollow iron cylinder,

16 inches diameter, and the paper cylinder, c, of like dimensions ; thence they proceed

under the second massive iron cylinder, /, of 8 inches diameter, to be finally wound
about the projecting wooden roller, g. This is set in motion by the pulleys h

( fig. 1 32),

and « (/^f. 131), and receives its proper tension from the hanging roller k; lis a.

pressing cylinder of 14 inches' diameter, made of plane-tree wood. By its means we
can at all times secure an equal degree of pressure, which would be hardly possible

did the weighted lever press immediately upon two points of the calender-rollers.

The compression exercised by the cylinders may be increased at pleasure by the bent

lever, in, weights being applied to it at n. The upper branch of the lever, o, is made
fast, by screws and bolts at p, to the upper press-cylinder. The junction-leg, q, is

attached to the intermediate piece, r, by left- and right-handed screws, so that ac-

cording as that piece is turned round to the right or the left, the pressure of the

weighted roUer will be either increased or diminished. By turning it still more, the

piece will get detached, the whole pressure will be removed, and the press-roller may
Ise taken off, which is the main object of this mechanism.

The unequable movement of the cylinders is produced by the wheels s, t, u, of which
the undermost has 69, the uppermost 20, and the carrier-wheel, t, either 33, 32,

or 20 teeth, according to the difference of speed required. The carrier-wheel is bolted

on aXv, and adjusted in its proper place by means of a slot. To the undermost iron

cylinder, the first motion is communicated by any power, for which purpose either a
rigger (driving pulley) is applied to its shaft at w, or a crank motiont If it be desired
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to operate witli a heated calender, the undermost hollow cylinder may bo filled with
hot steam, admitted through a stuffing-box at one end, and discharged through a
stuffing-box at tho other, or by a red-hot iron roller.

Before passing through the press they are slightly damped ; this is done by a roller

of brushes, which dips into the water, and throws it regularly on the cloth. They are

then subjected to tlio powerful pressure of the calender rollers. Tho calendered

pieces, by the powerful pressure of the rollers, are smooth and somewhat shining.

There can be no doubt that cloth in this state looks to the best advantage. The pieces

must, however, be put into a compact form. This is done by folding them into par-

cels, which are pressed by hydraulic power into firm and solid masses. Each parcel

has the mark of the manufacturer, or any deface that he may choose to liave, stamped
upon it, or bound round it.

Finishing.—Pure starch is not always used for tho purpose of finishing. Fine clay,

gypsum, or Spanish white is mixed with the cloth ; and if weight is desired to be given,

sulphate of baryta is employed. Silicate of soda was patented for this purpose, but
its use has not been attended with success. Freedom from colour is of course a re-

quisite property in whatever be added, or the excellency of the bleach is impaired.

There can, however, be no doubt, that too much attention is given to this finish for

home goods, or for all purposes which require the goods to be washed : they assume
a solidity of appearance which they do not possess when the finishing material is

removed from the pores, 'and the cloth appears without disguise. In some instances,

however, this finish is a peculiarity of tho goods, and is almost as important as the

cloth itself. For example : in the case of muslins, when they are dried at perfect

rest, they have a rigid inelastic feeling, somewhat allied to that of thin laths of wood,

and feel very rough to the touch. They are therefore dried by stretching tho cloth,

and moving the lines of selvage backward and forward, so as to cause the threads of

weft to rub against each other and so as to prevent them becoming united as one

piece. Goods dried in this manner have a peculiar spring, and such thick muslins

are for a time possessed of great elasticity. Several pieces folded up in a parcel

spring up from pressure like caoutchouc.

Mr. Eidgeway Bridson invented an apparatus for giving this peculiar finish to

muslins. Formerly it was done entirely by the hand, and in Scotland only. Since

the invention of this machine, this trade has become a very important one in the

Manchester district.

Sometimes goods are finished by the beetle, which acts by repeated hammering.
This peculiar action has been transferred to a roller by T. K. Bridson, and called

the ' Eotatory Beetle.' It consists of a cylinder having alternately raised and de-

pressed surfaces, and two other cylinders which press upon it, and alternately press

the cloth and give a freedom as it passes between the rollers. This is similar to the

rise and fall of the hammers or mallets in the beetling process.

Sometimes a stiff finish is wanted ; then muslins are dried in the usual way.
Drying.—Figs, 133 and 134 represent a drying machine, with eleven cylinders,

each 22 inches in diameter, capable of drying 1,000 pieces of bleached calico in a day.

«, represents cylinders heated with steam ; v, vacuum-valves in ditto
; /, frame for

carrying cylinders ; c, folding apparatus ; s, steam-pipe
; g, gearing.

Wlien goods are dried having a raised pattern, such as brocades, or any other,

such as striped white shirting, only one side of the cloth is to be exposed ; tho pattern

rises up from the heated surface on which tho cloth is dried. For this reason, cylin-
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dcrs such as those just described cannot be used. Large wheels of cast-iron are
employed, consisting of two concentric cylinders, between which is a closed space
heated by steam. The cloth is by this means heated on one side only, not passing
from cylinder to cyUndor, in which case the side next to the heating surface would be
changed every time. The larger the cylinder or wheel, the more rapid is the drying,

134

as there is more surface of cloth exposed to it at a time ; it can, for the same reason,

be turned more rapidly round. Well -finished goods will not rise when heated, except

on the pattern. Messrs. Bridson have a large business in jacconets for artificial

flowers on account of this peculiar finish. They are formed of a plain cotton cloth,

but stand the pressure of hot irons without curling.

No essential difference is made in bleaching muslins, except that sometimes weaker
solutions are employed for very tender goods. Mr. Barlow makes no difference as a

rule in the strength given in describing his process ; with very strong goods, he some-
times uses the liquids stronger.

It is desired occasionally to bleach goods which have coloured threads woven into

them, or colours printed on thom. In these cases great caution must be used. It

is needful to use weak solutions, but more especially not to allow any one process to

be continued very long, but rather to repeat it often than to lengthen it. This may
be stated as a general rule in the bleaching of goods. It would indeed be possible to

do the whole bleaching in one operation, but the cloth would be rotten. This arises

from the fact that, at a certain strength, bleaching -liquor or soda is able to destroy

the fibre ; but another and less strength does not act on the fibre, but only on such

substances as colouring-matters. This care is needed when printed goods which have
a white groxmd are treated. The white ground takes up colour enough to destroy its

brilliancy, and soaping does not always remove it. The bleaching then is effected by
using bleaching-liquor at |- Twaddle. Some persons put a Turkey-red thread into

the ends of the pieces. The original use of this seems to be scarcely known among
the manufacturers. It was used as a test of the mode of bleaching employed. If

strong solutions be used, which are apt to spoil the cloth, the colour of the dyed
tlireads will be discharged. When the separate system is employed, this is evaded

easily ; it is the practice to keep the ends containing the red threads out of the liquid,

allowing them to rest on the side of the vessel.

Sometimes chlorate of potash is used for the same purpose, souring as with the

bleaching-powder. The colours may, in this manner, be made much more brilliant

than before, although a little excess will discharge them. A good deal of the effect

may be owing to the better white given to the ground. Besides these processes for

bleaching, another was at one time introdiiced, which consisted of immersing the cloth

in a solution of caustic alkali, and afterwards steaming in a close vessel. It is not

now in use. Alkali of 1020' specific gravity was used.

The new or continimis Process.— This method owes its introduction to David
Bentley, of Pendleton, who patented it in 1828. It consists in drawing the goods in

one continuous lino through every solution with which it is desired to saturate them.

This is done by connecting the ends of all the pieces. The motion of rollers draws

the chain of cloth thus formed in any desired direction, and tlrrough any number of

solutions any given number of times. We shall allow him to uso his own words.
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Fig. 135 is an end view of two such calenders, each having two larger rollers, b

and B 1, a smaller driving-roller c, two racks d and d 1, placed upon two cisterns a

136

Jr4

and G 1, inside of which cisterns are two rollers e and e i, which rollers have four
square ribs upon each, to shako the goods as they pass through the cisterns. At f
is a frame, upon which the batches of goods are placed

upon rollers shown vafig. 136, where they are marked
K, K, K, K. The calender-cheeks are made fast at the

feet, at the middle, and to the top of the building,

having levers and weights h to give pressure to the

calender-bowls.

Near the end-walls of the building are two rollers,

one of which is shown at a
;
upon each of these is a

soft cord used as a guide for conducting the goods
through the machinery and cisterns. The operation

is commenced by passing one end of the cord through
the rollers b and c, down to cistern g, under roller e,

through the furthermost division of rack d, and again

through calender-rollers at b and c, repeating the same,

but observing to keep the cord tight, and to ap-
proach one division nearer in rack d each revolution

until each division is occupied, when the end must pass

over c, under and round b 1, down to and over the
guide-roller i 3, through the nearest division of rack

D 1 into cistern g 1, under roller e 1, over guide-roller

I 2, and again over roller c, under and round b 1. This course must be repeated, ob-
serving as before to keep the cord tight, and to receive one division of rack d 1 every
revolution, until each division of rack d 1 is occupied, when the end must pass over

from B 1 under i 4. The cord now forms a sort of spiral worm round and through
the machinery and cisterns, beginning at b, c, and ending at the top of b 1 to i 4, the

number of revolutions being governed by the number of divisions in the racks d and
D 1, so that if there were fifteen divisions in each rack there would be fifteen

revolutions under c, round b through g, under e through d, and fifteen revolutions

over c round b 1, over i 3 through d 1 and G 1, under e 1 over i 2, and again over

c, passing from the top of b 1 to i 4 ; and by this means, if one end of the back of

goods marked k, and placed upon the frame f {fig. 136), is fastened to the end of the

guide-eord, the goods will, when the calender is put in motion, be conducted and
washed thirty times through the water in the cisterns, and squeezed thirty times

through the calenders. As the operation proceeds and the guide-cord passes through
the calender, it is wound by hand upon roller A to prevent it from becoming en-

tangled, and to keep it in readiness for the next operation. As soon as tlie first end of

the goods has passed tlirough fig. 136, and arrives at the guide-roller i 4, it is detached

from the end of the guide-cord and attached to the guide-cord at the other end, or

with the opposite set of calenders. After this, by putting these in motion, the

goods are washed and squeezed through its cisterns, which cisterns are supplied with

hot and strong lime-lye, and the goods passing over guide-roller i 9, they are

convoyed over other guide-rollers to bo placed for the purpose, and taken down
Vol. I, C C
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by somo person or some proper machinery into one of the boiling vessels, where,

steam or fire heat being added, they are suffered to remain while the limo-boiling

talies effect.

We need not follow the inventor into all the particulars. When the goods were

sufficiently acted on by one solution, another solution was used, so that this mode of

calendering not only was a method of moving the goods from place to place by means
of rollers, but it was a method also of saturating goods thoroughly with a solution

and of washing them.

It was by a similar method that Mr. Bentley bleached skeins of yarn, of linen, or

of cotton. The skeins are looped together by tying any soft material round the

middle of the first skein, which will leave the loops from one end of the next skein

to pass half way through, and which will always leave other two loops, and by re-

peating which any quantity of skeins may bo looped together, tying the last loop

with another soft material.

The mode of saturating the goods with solutions is effected by the arrangement

shown in fig. 137. Eapid motion and frequent pressure are introduced instead of a

still soaking process.
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A is a roller for the guide-cords ; b, b, b are eleven washing-rollers
; c, c, c are

speed-rollers ; e, e, e are twelve rollers immersed in twelve divisions of the cis-

tern G. The eleven staple-formed irons which pass through the frame rails on each
side of the centres of the cloven rollers b, b, b, and the eleven rollers c, c, c, servo

to stay these rollers in their places, at the same time allowing the eleven washing-
rollers B, B, B, to rise and fall according to the pressure by which they are held down
by tlie eleven weights attached to these irons at h, and upon the bottom rail may be
placed such staves, brushes, or rollers, as may be found necessary for holding and
brushing the goods in the best manner to keep them straight during the different

washings in water and bleaching-liquors. The goods are prepared by steeping, as

before described, and placed in batches at f, and passing under the immersing
rollers e and the twelve divisions of cistern g, between the eleven speed-rollers c

and the eleven washing-rollers b, as seen at ic, are taken down straight and open
into one of the vessels, and are then boiled by steam, which is succeeded by repeated

washings alternately in water and bleaching-liquors, until they are sufficiently

bleached, as before described.

The elevation and ground-plan of a bleach-house and machinery capable of

bleaching 800 pieces of 4 lbs. cloth per day (for best madder work), with the labour

of one man and three boys, working from 6 until 4 o'clock, exclusive of singeing

and drying, are represented in figs. 138 and 139 (p. 387). The letter d represents

two lengths of cloth of 400 pieces each (end of pieces being stitched together by
patent sewing-machine made by Mather and Piatt), making together 800 pieces,

passing through washing-machine g, and from thence delivered over winch w, into

kier c,—this operation occupies one hour,—where they are boiled for twelve
hours in lime. They are then withdra\vn by the same washing-machine g, washed,
and passed into second kier h (operation occupying one hour), whore tliey are boiled
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for twelve hours in ashes and resin
;
again withdrawn by the same machine g,

washed, squeezed (see plan at u), and passed over winch e, and piled at h (this

operation occupies one hour). They are then taken from pile h, and threaded

through sour-machine e, soured, passed over winch e", and piled at k (operation,

one hour), where it remains in the pile for three hours. It is then squeezed at tj,

and washed through machine g (an hour's operation), delivered into third kier a,

boiled for six hours, washed at g, squeezed at v (an hour's operation), and passed

througli chemick-machine (an hour's operation), and piled for one hour ; after which
it is soured again (an hour's operation), squeezed, and washed at g (an hour's opera-

tion), squeezed again at / (an hour's operation), and dried by machine at p {fig.

138).

There are several advantages in using the squeezing process so often in the above
arrangement :—Firstly, the bowels of the washing-machine are not so much damaged
by the heavy pressure which is required to be applied, if no squeezers are used, in

order to prepare the pieces for the sour and chemick machines. Secondly, a drier

state of the cloth than can possibly be produced by the washing-machine alone, thus

fitting it to become better saturated with the chemick or sour. Thirdly, the piece

passing from the souring to the washing-machine, in this arrangement, carries with
it less of the acid, and thus ensures a better washing, with less water.

It may be observed, that the velocity of the above-mentioned machines is much
higher than usual, experience having shown that the various operations are thus

better performed than when running slower. The reason of this appears to be, firstly,

that the piece, running at such velocity, carries with it, by reason of capillary attrac-

tion, a greater quantity of liquid to the nip of the bowels
;
secondly, the great velocity

of the bowels, together with the greater quantity of water carried up, produces a more
powerful current at the nip and down the ascending piece, thus penetrating to every

fibre of it.

It may also be remarked, that the above-mentioned machines are not adapted to

the bleaching of linen ; for the latter cloth, not having the same elasticity as cotton,

if it should become tight, would either be pulled narrow or torn.

In illustration of the continuous process as at present used, the plan of proceeding

at Messrs. McNaughten, Barton, and Thom's, at Chorley, may be described.

1. In order that there may be no interruption in the process, the pieces are united

m one continuous piece—each piece being about 30 yards, the whole varying with the

weight of cloth—about 300 yards long. Each piece is marked with the name of the

printer. This is sometimes done in marking-ink of silver, and sometimes in coal-tar,

at the extremity of the piece. The pieces are rapidly tacked together by girls, who
use in some establishments a very simple sewing-machine. (See Sewing-Machine.)
The whole amount to be bleached at a time is united in one piece, and is drawn from
place to place like a rope. To give them this rope-form, the goods are drawn through

an aperture whose surface is exceedingly smooth, being generally of glass or earthen-

ware. Of these many are used in transferring the cloth from place to place. They
serve instead of pulleys. The cloth when laid in a vessel is not thrown in at random,

but laid down in a carefully made coil. The rope-form enables the water to penetrate

it more easily.

2. The pieces are singed.

3. They are boiled in the first kier. In this, 3,600 lbs. of cloth have added to them
250 lbs. of caustic lime, 1 lb. of lime to 14 of cloth. The kier is cylindrical, 7 feet

deep and 8 feet in diameter ; as much water is added as will cover the cloth, about

600 gallons. This boiling lasts thirteen hours.

4. They are washed in tho washing-machine. Eobinson and Young's machine
is used.

5. They are soured in a similar machine with hydrochloric acid of specific gravity

lOlO', or 2° of Twaddle.
6. The same amount of cloth being supposed to be used, it is bucked in a solution

of soda-ash and resin, 170 lbs. of soda-ash to 30 lbs. of resin. The boiling lasts

sixteen hours, the same amount of water being used.

7. Washed as before.

8. Passed through chloride of lime, or chemicked. The cloth is laid in a stone or

wooden cistern, and a solution of bleaching-powder is passed through it, by being

poured over it and allowed to run into a vessel below ; this is managed by continued

pumping. This solution is about half a degree Twaddle, or specific gravity 1002'5.

The cloth lies in it from one to two hours,

9. "Washed.

10. Boiled again in a kier for five hours with 100 lbs. of carbonate of soda

crystals.

Jl. Washed,
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12. Put in chloride of lime as before.

13. Soured, in hydrochloric acid of 1012'5 specific gravity, or 2|° Twaddle.

14. Lies six hours on stillages.—A stillage is a kind of low stool used to protect the

cloth from the floor.

15. Washed till clean.

16. Squeezed in rollers.

17. Dried over tin cylinders heated by steam.

This is the process for calico generally ; some light goods must be more carefully

handled. The usual time occupied by all these processes is five days. They are

sometimes dried in a hydro-extractor ; after singeing, laid twenty-four hours to steep,

tlicn washed before being put into the lime-kier.

Bleaching of Linen.

Linen contains much more colouring-matter than cotton. The former loses nearly

a third of its weight, while the latter loses not more than a twentieth. The fibres of

flax possess, in the natural condition, a light grey, yellow, or blond colour. By the

operation of rotting, or, as it is commonly called, water-rotting, which is employed

to enable the textile filaments to be separated from the boon, or woody matter, tho

colour becomes darker, and, in consequence probably of tho putrefaction of tlie green

matter of the bark, the colouring-substance appears. Hence, flax prepared without

rotting is much paler, and its colouring-matter may be in a great measure removed
by washing with soap, leaving the filaments nearly white. Mr. James Lee obtained a

patent in 1812, as having discovered that the process of steeping and dew-retting is

unnecessary, and that flax and hemp will not only dress, but will produce an equal if

not greater quantity of more durable fibre, when cleaned in the dry way. Mr. Leo
stated that, when hemp or flax-plants are ripe, the farmer has nothing more to do

than to pull, spread, and dry them in the sun, and then to break them by proper

machinery. This promising improvement has apparently come to nought, having

been many years abandoned by the patentee himself, though he was favoured with a

special Act of Parliament, which permitted the specification of his patent to remain

sealed up for seven years, contrary to the general practice in such cases.

The substance which gives steeped flax its peculiar tint is insoluble in boiling

water, in acids, and in alkalis ; but it possesses the property of dissolving in caustic

or carbonated alkaline lyes, when it has by previous exposure been acted on only by
chlorine. This process is eflfected in great measure by the influence of air in combina-

tion with light and moisture acting on the linen cloth laid upon the grass : but chlorine

hastens the operation. In no case, however, is it possible to dissolve tho colour com-
pletely at once, but there must be many alternate exposures to oxygen or chlorine,

and alkali, before the flax becomes white. It is this circumstance alone which renders

the bleaching of linon an apparently complicated business.

Old Method.—A parcel of goods consists of 360 pieces of those linens which are

called Britannias. Each piece is 35 yards long, and weighs, on an average, 10 lbs.;

the weight of the parcel is, in consequence, about 3,600 lbs. avoirdupois weight. The
linens arc first washed, and then steeped in waste alkaline lye, as formerly described

under these processes
;
they then undergo the following operations :

—

1. Bucked with 60 lbs. pearl-ashes, washed, exposed on the field.

2. Ditto 80 ditto ditto ditto ditto.

3. Ditto 90 potashes ditto ditto ditto.

4. Ditto 80 ditto ditto ditto ditto.

6. Ditto 80 ditto ditto ditto ditto.

6. Ditto 50 ditto ditto ditto ditto.

7. Ditto 70 ditto ditto ditto ditto.

8. Ditto 70 ditto ditto ditto ditto.

9. Soured one night in dilute sulphuric acid

;

washed.

10. Bucked with 60 lbs. pearl-ashes, washed, exposed on tlio field.

11. Immersed in the chloride of potash or lime 12 hours.

12. Boiled with 30 lbs. pearl-ashes, washed, exposed on the field.

13. Ditto 30 ditto ditto ditto ditto.

14. Soured, washed.

Tlio linens are then taken to the rubbing-board, and well rubbed with a strong
latlier of black soap, after which they are well washed in pure spring-water. At this

period tliey are carefully examined, and those which are fully bleached are laid aside

to be blued, and made up for the market ; while those which are not fully white are
returned to be boiled, and steeped in the chloride of limo or potash ; then soured,

until they are fully white,
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By the above process, 690 lbs. weight of alkali is taken to bleach 360 pieces of linen,

each piece consisting of 35 yards in length ; so that the expenditure of alkali would
be somewhat less than 2 lbs. for each piece, were it not that some parts of the linens

are not fully whitened, as above noted. Two pounds of alkali may therefore be stated

as the average quantity employed for bleaching each piece of goods.

What is called the old method, or that used from about the introduction of bleach-

ing-powder, at the beginning of the century, till within ten or fifteen years, required

bleaching on the grass ; and the mode in which it was managed in Ireland and Scot-

land, where it held its ground longest, is as follows :

1. They were rot-steeped in a weak solution of potash, at about 130° F., for two
days, until the dressing used in manufacturing the cloth was removed.

2. AVashed.

3. Boiled or bowked in potash-lye at ^° Twaddle, for ten hours.

4. Washed, and the ends turned so that the whole might bo equally exposed to

the lye.

6. Boiled or bowked in a similar lye to the above for twelve liours.

6. Washed well.

7. Exposed on the grass for three days, and watered.

8. Taken up and soured with sulphuric acid, at 2° Twaddle, for four hours.

9. Taken up and washed well.

10. Boiled again for eight hours in potash-lye, at 1° Twaddle, to which had been

added black or soft soap, about 20 lbs. to a kier of about 300 gallons.

11. Washed.
12. Crofted, or exposed on the grass, as before.

13. Treated with chloride of lime at H° Twaddle, for four hours.

14. Washed.
15. Soured in sulphuric acid, at 2° Twaddle, for four hours.

16. Washed.
17. Boiled for six or seven hours with soap and lye, using in this case more soap

and one-third less lye than in the former bowkings.
18. Drawn out and put tlirough rub-boards. This is a kind of washing-machine,

made of blocks of wood, with hard-wood teeth. The goods are washed by it in a soapy
liquid. The teeth moving rapidly, drive the soap into the cloth.

19. Boiled in the lye alone for six hours.

20. Washed.
21. Crofted, keeping them very clean, as this is the last exposure.

22. Treated with chloride of lime.

23. They are then starched, blued, and beetled, to finish them for the market.

These operations last six weeks.

New System, as practised in Scotland and Ireland.—Directions given by an extensive

Bleacher,

1. Wash.
2. Boil in lime-water ten or twelve hours.

8 Sour in muriatic acid, of 2° Twaddle, for three, four, or five hours.

4. Wash well.

6. Boil with resin and soda-ash twelve hours.

6. Turn the goods, so that those at the top shall be at the bottom, and boil again

as at No. 5.

7. Wash well.

8. Chemick, at ^° Twaddle, or 1002-5, four hours.

9. Sour, at 2° Twaddle, or lOlO" specific gravity.

10. Wash.
11. Boil in soda-ash ten hours.

12. Chemick again.

13. Wash and dry.

Tliis is the system chiefly adopted wlion the goods are to be printed.

Tlie following is the system practised in the neighbourhood of Perth, where the

chief trade is in plain sheetings :

—

1. Before putting them into operation, they are put up into parcels of about 35cwts.

2. They are then steeped in lye for twenty-four hours.

3. Then washed and spread on the grass for about two days.

4. Boiled in lime-water.

6. Turned, and boiled ngain in lime-water, those at the top being put at the bottom.

60 lbs. of lime are used at a time, and about 600 gallons of water.

6. Washed, then soured in sulphuric acid of 2° Twaddle, or 1010' sp. gr., for four

hours, then washed again.
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7. Boiled with soda-asli for ten liours; 110 lbs. used.

8. Washed and spread out on the green, or crofted.

9. Boiled again in soda as before.

10. Crofted for three days.

11. They are then examined: the white ones are taken out; those that are not

finished are boiled and crofted again.

12. Next, they are scalded in water containing 80 lbs. of soda-ash, and -washed.

13. The chloride of lime is then used at 1° Twaddle, or 1002-5 specific gravity.

14. Washed and scalded,

15. Washed and treated with chloride of lime.

16. Soured, for four hours, wth sulphuric acid, at 2° Twaddle, or 1010' specific

gravity.

17. Washed.
If cloths lighter than sheetings are used, the washing liquids arc used weaker. The

great point is to observe them carefully during the process, in order to see what
treatment will suit them best.

It will be seen that the process of bleaching linen is still very tedious ; and although

it may be managed in a fortnight, it is seldom that this occurs regularly for a great

length of time. The action of the light introduces at once an uncertain element,

as this varies so much in our climate. If, again, linen be long exposed to the

air in a moist condition, it is apt to become injured in strength. To shorten the pro-

cess, therefore, is important ; and if no injurious agents are introduced, a shortening

promises also to give increased strength to the fibre. It has not been found possible

to introduce chlorine into Unen-bleaching at an early stage, as in the case of cotton
;

and the processes for purifjang it without any chlorine, render it so white that un-
skilled persons would call it as wliite as snow. The chlorine is introduced nearly at

the end of the operation, after a series of boilings with alkalis, sourings, and ex-

posures on the gi-ass. K introduced at an earlier stage, the colour of the raw cloth

becomes fixed, and cannot be removed. The technical term for tliis condition is ' set.'

Mr. F. M. Jennings, of Cork, has patented a method which promises to obviate

the difficulty. The peculiarity consists in using the alkali and the chloride of alkali

at the same moment, thus giving the alkali opportunity to seize on the colouring-

matter as soon as the chloride has acted, and thereby preventing the formation of an
insoluble compound. He prefers the chlorides of potash or soda. His plan is as

follows :

—

1. He soaks the linen in water for about twelve liours, or boils it in lime or alkali,

or alkali with lime, and then soaks it in acid, as he uses soaps of resin in other mix-
tures—the alkalis being from 3° to 5° Twaddle, 1015 -1025' specific gravity.

2. Boils in a similar alkaline solution.

3. Washes.
4. Puts it into a solution of soda, of 5° Twaddle, 102o' specific gravity, adding

chloride of soda until it rises up to from 6°-7° Twaddle. It is allowed to remain in

this solution for some hours, and it is better if subjected to heating or sijuoczing be-
tween rollers, as in the washing-machine.

5. Ho then soaks, sours, and washes.

6. He then puts it a second time into the solution of alkali and chloride.

7. Then washes, and boils again with soda. These operations, 6 and 7, may be
repeated until the cloth becomes almost white.

The amount of exposure on the grass by this process is said to bo not more than
from one-half to one-fourth that required by the usual method, or it may be manoged
so as entirely to supersede crofting.

Chevalier Claussen has opened up the filaments of flax by the evolution of gas from
a carbonate in which the plant is steeped, and at the same time bleached by chloride

of magnesia, but this has not been successful.

BtEACHixa OF Silk.

Silk in its I'aw state, as spun by the worm, is either white or yellow of various
shades, and is covered with a varnish which gives it stiffness and a degree of elasticity.

Por the greater number of purposes to which silk is applied, it must be deprived
of this native covering, which was long considered to be a sort of gum. The
operation by which this colouring-matter is removed is called scouring, cleansing,
or boiling. A groat many different processes have been proposed for freeing the silk

fibres from all foreign impurities, and for giving it the utmost whiteness, lustre, and
pliancy

; but none of the new plans has superseded, with any advantage, the one
practised of old, which consists essentially in steeping the silk in a warm solution
of soap ; a circumstance placed beyond all doubt by the interesting experiments of
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M. Board. The alkalis, or alkaline salts, act in a marked manner upon the varnisli

of silk, and eflfect its complete solution ; the prolonged agency even of boiling water
or soap and water destroys the brimpncy of silk. It would appear, however, that

the Chinese do not employ this method, but something that is preferable. Pro-
bably the superior beauty of their white silk may be o-^ving to the superiority of tlieir

raw material.

The most ancient method of scouring silk consists of three operations. For tlie

first, or tlio uiigumming, thirty per cent, of soap is dissolved in clean water at a

boiling heat ; then the temperature is lowered by the addition of a little cold water,

by withdrawing the fire, or at least by damping it. The hanks of silk suspended
tipon liorizontal poles over the boiler are now plunged into the soapy solution, kept at

a heat somewhat under ebullition, which is an essential point
;

for, if hotter, the soap

would attack the substance of the silk, and not only dissolve a portion of it, but de-

prive the whole of its lustre. The portions of the hanks plunged in the bath got

scoured by degrees : the varnish and the colouring-matter are removed, and the silk

assumes its proper whiteness and pliancy. Whenever this point is attained, the hanks
arc turned round upon the poles, so that the portion formerly in the air may be also

subjected to the bath. As soon as the whole is completely ungummed, they are taken
out, wrung by the peg, and shaken out ; after which the next step, called the boil, is

commenced. About 25 lbs. or 35 lbs. of ungummed silk are enclosed in bags of coarse

canvas, called pockets, and put into a similar bath with the preceding, but witli a

smaller proportion of soap, which may therefore be raised to the boiling-point with-

out any danger of destroying the silk. The ebullition is to be kept up for an hour
and a half, during which time the bags must be frequently stirred, lest those near

the bottom should suffer an undue degree of heat. The silk experiences in these two
operations a loss of about 25 per cent, of its weight.

The third and last scouring operation is intended to give the silk a slight tinge,

which renders the white more agreeable, and better adapted to its various uses in

trade. In this way we distinguish the China white, which has a faint cast of red, the

silver white, the azure white, and the thread white. To produce these different

shades, we begin by preparing a soap-water so strong as to lather by agitation ; we
then add to it for the China white a little arnotto, mixing it carefully in ; and then,

passing the silk properly through it, till it has acquired the wished-for tint. As to

the other shades, we need only azure them more or less with a fine indigo, which has

been previously washed several times in hot water, and reduced to powder in a

morUir. It is then diffused through boiling water, allowed to settle for a few minutes,

and the supernatant liquid, which contains only the finer particles, is added to the

soap bath, in such proportion as may be requisite. The silk, on being taken out of

this bath, must be wung well, and stretched upon perches to dry ; after which it is

introduced into the sulphuring chamber, if it is to be made use of in the white state.

At Lyons, however, no soap is employed at the third operation ; after the boil, the

silk is washed, sulphured, and azured, by passing through very clear river-water

properly blued.

The present practice in the silk-works in Lancashire is as follows :

—

The Italian silk arrives in this country -with a little soap in it, put in by the

throwsters there, amounting to one drachm to a pound of silk. It is received here in

hanks, and bleached in that state. The hanks are hung on sticks or small poles, about

three pounds of silk being on each stick. The sticks being laid across a vessel, the

silk hangs down, and in this way may be immersed in any liquid. The treatment of

silk is then much more tender than that of cotton.

1. The hot lather is made with 3 lbs. of soap in 50 gallons of water ; to this is

added 1 lb. of soda crj'stals. The silk is kept in this lather at a temperature of from
175° to 190° r. for tliree-quarters of an hour. It is tlien wrung or dried in the hydro-

extractor (called hydro or whizzor in Lancashire works). 2. It is then, for the pur-

pose of straightening it, rolled on a cocoa-nut roll-pin 4 in. in diameter, a little turn

Iseing given it occasionally, by the finger and thumb, to prevent entangling. 3. It is

then put into bags of one yard square. The hanks are laid flat, and the bags stitched

down. In this state they are boiled for 3^ hours, using for the same amount of water

as before, 3 lbs. of soap to 20 lbs. of silk. 4. Tlie silk is then washed or moved about

by the hand in a cistern one yard wide and one deep, retaining as much soap as will

make a pretty permanent lather. To this there is generally added a small quantity

of archil, about
;f

oz. to 4 lbs. of silk. 6. It is then dried in the hydro-extractor.

6. It is then straightened and sulphured. The sulphuring is done in a small .apart-

ment, which should bo very high. The size is frequently 10 feet square by 20 in

height. The silk is hung up in it, and 4 lbs. of sulphur for each 40 lbs. of silk are

put on the floor and set fire to. The room is closed as well as possible, and the silk

18 allowed to remain 4 hours. This is the bleaching, and it requires now only to be
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washed by rinsing three to four times in cold water, A little indigo blue is used to

give it a pearly appearance. The use of archil, which has been mentioned, depends
upon the shade of white, so to speak, which is wanted. 7. The silk is now dried by
the hydro-extractor first, and then by exposing to a temperature of 85°-90°. If

heavily laden with gums, silk must be dried at a still cooler temperature. In this

operation of bleaching, 1 lb. of good silk loses 4 oz. ; but as it seldom arrives very

pure, the usual loss to the pound of silk is 5 oz.

The first, or simmering operation, mentioned here, is not necessary for the whito

silk of China.

The silks intended for the manufacture of blondes and gauzes are not subjected to

the ordinary scouring process, because it is essential in these cases for them to

preserve their natural stilfness. We must therefore select the raw silk of China, or

the whitest raw silks of other countries
;
steep them, rinse them in a bath of pure

water, or in one containing a little soap
;
-wring them, expose them to tlio vapour of

sulphur, and then pass them through the azure water. Sometimes this process is

repeated.

Before the memoir of M. Eoard appeared, extremely vague ideas were entertained

about the composition of the native varnish of silk. He has shown that this sub-

stance, so far from being of a gummy nature, as had been believed, may be rather

compared to bees'-ivax, -with a species of oil and a colouring-matter which exist only

in raw silks. It is contained in them to the amount of from 23 to 24 per cent., and
forms the portion of weight which is lost in the imguinming. It possesses, however,

some of the properties of vegetable gums, though it diflTers essentially as to others.

In a dry mass, it is friable and has a ^^treous fracture ; it is soluble in water, and
affords a solution which lathers like soap ; but when thrown upon burning coals, it

does not soften like gum, but burns with the exhalation of a fetid odour. Its solu-

tion, when left exposed to the open air, is at first of a golden yellow, becomes soon

greenish, and ere long putrefies, as a solution of animal matter would do in similar

circumstances. M. Eoard assures us that the city of Lyons alone could furnish

several thousand quintals of this substance per annum, were it applicable to any use-

ful purpose.

The yellow varnish is of a resinous nature, altogether insoluble in water, very

soluble in alcohol, and contains a little volatile oil, which gives it a rank smell. The
0010™* of this rosin is easily dissipated, either by exposure to the sun or by the action

of chlorine : it forms about one fifty-fifth of its weight.

Bees'-wax exists also in all the sorts of silk, even in that of China ; but the whiter
the filaments, the less wax do they contain.

M. Eoard has observed that, if the silk be exposed to the soap-baths for some time

after it has been stripped of its foreign matters, it begins to lose body, and has its

valuable qualities impaired. It becomes dull, stiflf", and coloured in consequence of

the solution, more or less considerable, of its substance ; a solution which takes place

in all liquids, and even in boiling water. It is for this reason that silks cannot bo
alumed with heat ; and that they lose some of their lustre in being dyed brown, a
colour which requires a boiling hot bath. The best mode, therefore, of avoiding
these inconveniences, is to boil the silks in the soap-bath no longer than is absolutely

necessarj' for the scouring process, and to expose them in the various dyeing operations

to a temperature as moderate as may be sufficient to communicate the colour. When
silks are to be dyed, much less soap should be used in the cleansing, and very little

for the dark colours. According to M. Eoard, raw silks, white or yellow, may bo
completely scoured in one hour, with 1/5 lbs. of water for one of silk, and a suitable

proportion of soap. The soap and the silk should be put into the bath half an hour
before its ebullition, and the silks should be turned about frequently. The dull silks,

in which the varnish has already undergone some alteration, never acquire a fine

white until they are exposed to sulphurous acid gas. Exposure to light has also a
very good efifect in whitening silks, and is had recourse to, it is said, with advantage,

by the Chinese.

Baume contrived a process which does not appear to have received the sanction of

experience, but which may be a guide in the right way. He macerates the yellow raw
silk in a mixture of alcohol at 36° (sp. gr. "0837) and one thirty-second part of pure
muriatic acid. At the end of forty-eight hours, it is as white as possible, and the

more so, the better the quality of silk. The loss which it suffers in the menstruum,
is only one-fortieth

; showing that nothing but the colouring-matter is abstracted.

The expense of this menstruum is the great obst;icle to Baume's process. The alcohol,

however, might be in a very great measure recovered, by saturating the acid with
chalk, and redistilling.
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Blbachixg of "Wool.

Wool, liko tho procaJiug fibrous matter, is covered with a peculiar v.arnisli, wliich

impairs its qualities, and prevents it from being employed in tlio raw state for tho

purposes to which it is well adapted when it is scoured. The English give tho namo
yolk, and the French suint, to that native coat : it is a fatty unctuous matter, of a
strong smell, which apparently has its chief origin in the cutaneous perspiration of

the sheep ; but which, by the agency of external bodies, may have undergone some
changes which modify its constitution. It results from tlie experiments of M. Vauque-
lin, that the yolk is composed of several substances ; namely, 1, a soap with basis of

potash, which constitutes the greater part of it
; 2, of a notable quantity of acetate of

potash
; 3, of a small quantity of carbonate, and a trace of chloride of potassium ; 4,

of a little lime in an unknown state of combination
; 5, of a species of sebaceons

matter, and an animal substance to which the odour is due. There are several other

accidental matters present on sheep's wool.
Tho proportion of yolk is variable in dilferont kinds of wool, but in general it is

more abundant the finer the staple; the loss by scouring being 45 per cent, for the

fl.nest wools, and 35 per cent, for the coarse.

The yolk, on account of its soapy nature, dissolves readily in water, with the

exception of a little free fatty matter, which easily separates from the filaments, and
remains floating in the liquor. It would then appear sufficient to expose tho wools to

simple washing in a stream of water; yet experience shows that this method never
answers so well as that usually adopted, which consists in steeping the wool for somo
time in simple warm water, or in warm water mixed with a fourth of stjile urine.

From 15 to 20 minutes of contact are sufficient in this case, if we heat the bath as

warm as the hand can bear it, and stir it well with a rod. At tho end of this time
the wool may be taken out, set to drain, then placed in large baskets, in order to bo

completely rinsed in a stream of water.

It is generally supposed that putrid urine ticts on the wool by the ammonia whicli

it contains, and that this serves to saponify tho remainder of the fatty matter not

combined with the potash, althongli M. Vauquelin gave another opinion. Fresh iirino

contains a free acid, which, by decomposing the potash-soap of tho yolk, counteracts

the scouring operation.

If wools are better scoured in a small quantity of water than in a great stream, we
<^an conceive that this circumstance must depend upon the nature of the yolk, which,

in a concentrated solution, acts like a saponaceous compound, and thus contributes

to remove the free fatty particles which adiiere to the filaments. It should also bo

observed that too long a continuance of the wool in the yolk water, hurts its quality

very much, by weakening its cohesion, causing the filaments to swell, and even to

split. It is said then to havo lost its nerve. Another circumstance in the scouring of

wool, that should always be attended to, is never to work the filaments together to

such a degree as to occasion their felting ; but in agitating we must merely push
them slowly round in the vessel, or press them gently under tho feet. Were it at all

felted, it would neither card nop spin well.

As the hoat of boiling water is apt to decompose woollen fibres, we should bo careful

never to raise the temperature of the scouring bath to near this point, nor, in fact, to

exceed 140° F. Somo authors recommend tho use of alkaline or soapy baths for

scouring wool, but practical people do not deviate from the method above described.

When the washing is completed, all tho wool which is to be sent white into the

market, must be exposed to the action of sulphurous acid, either in a liquid or a

gaseous state. In the latter case, sulphur is burned in a close chamber, in which tho

wools are hung up or spread out ; in the former, the wools are plunged into water

moderately impregnated with the acid. (See Sulfiiueixg.) Exposure on tho grass

may also contribute to tho bleaching of wool. Somo fraudulent dealers aro accused

of dipping wools in buttermilk, or chalk-and-water, in order to whiten them and
increase their weight.

Wool is sometimes whitened in the fleece, and sometimes in the state of yarn ; tho

latter affording the best means of operating. It lias been observed that tho wool cut

from certain parts of the sheep, especially from the groin, never bleaches well.

After sulphuring, tlie wool has a harsh crispy feel, which may be removed by a

Weak soap-bath. To this also the wool-comber has recourse when he wishes to

cleanse and whiten liis wools to the utmost. He generally uses a soft or potash soap,

and after the wool is well soaked in the warm soap-bath, with gentle pressure ha

wings it well with the help of a hook, fixed at the end of his washmg-tub, and hangs
it up to dr}'.

Tho actual operations of purifying wojI are so blended with the methods of Weay*
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mg and working it, that, to show it fully, I shall give hero the process of preparing

flannels, out of which the parts relating to cleansing may be taken.

1. The wool is weighed out into parcels of 120 lbs. Add, on an average, 20 to 21 lbs.

or 10 quarts of oil—rape-oil or olive, or mixed, or, as is very common now, oleic

acid, which may be so used as not to be hurtful to the macliiuory in this condition.

This was introduced by Mr. M'Dougall.

2. It is then devilled or willowed, carded, slubbed, and spun.

The warp portion is made at this stage if wanted.

3. Scoured in the warp with urine and hot water, occasionally using a little ammonia.
4. Sized with a mineral sizing, and put into the looms.

5. If spun for weft, it is soaked, when on the bobbin, with cold water in a cistern, an
air-pump being used to extract the air from the threads and to compel the water to

enter.

6. The water is then removed by a revolving water-extractor. This process

leaves the weft full and soft.

Skin-wool, so called, is taken from the skin by means of lime, which makes the

oil stiff, forming a compound.
7. The piece being now woven is grey. It is sent to the finishing or fulling mill,

sprinkled over with urine and pigs' dung, and put under the fulling hammers until

equally wet.

8. It is then washed out or scoured with cold water, raised with teasels, dried out

of doors or in a stove.

Treated a little differently, accordingly as AVelsh or Lancashire is wanted.
9. It is then sprinkled again with soap-and-water, and milled one to two hours in

the fuUing-stock.

Three-quarters to 1 lb. of soap is given for each piece.

10. Cleared with cold water.

11. Hung up wet in a sulphur-stove ; several pots of sulphur lighted. The door is

shut till morning. Washed four to six hours in cold water, treated with finely-

ground indigo, dried, and a little further raised, pressed, and rolled up for sale.

If the flannel is Welsh, it is dried and sprinkled -witli fullers' earth (instead of the

soap-and-water used for the Lancashire), well milled for some time, and then cleared

in cold water. It is then put into a cistern filled with water, having some soap

thrown in as well as a few cakes of Prussian blue. This dipping is repeated three

or four times, and between each the flannel is milled in the fulling-stock. This

levels the colour. AVhen blue enough, the pieces are dried and made up for sale.

It appears that Welsh flannel is not sulphured ; the cleaning is done entirely by
ammonia.

Sulphuring.—In the usual mode of sulphuring the cloth is hung on pegs or rails in

rooms which are called the sulphur chambers or stoves. An iron pot containing

sulphur is placed in each corner of the room, and the sulphur inflamed. The door is

then shut and clayed. By the morning the process is finished, and the door is opened.

This mode is objected to, because the sulphur, not being properly burnt, lodges in the

cloth, and acts injuriously on it in the processes of dyeing or printing. Sparks also

are apt to rise up and injure the pieces, the sulphur not being pure, and burning
irregularly. Drops also of water impregnated strongly with sulphurous acid are apt

to fall from the roof, doing injury to the cloth.

To avoid these inconveniences Mr. Thom has invented a method by which the

cloth is rapidly carried through the sulphuring chamber, and subjected to the in-

fluence of the vapour on the principle of the washing-machine. A great deal of time

and space is of course saved ; it is on the same principle as the washing apparatus,

vapour being used instead of water. This has not yet been applied to thick woollen.

See Calico-Pkinting.

Bleaching of Matebiais fok Paper.

The bleaching of paper is conducted on the same principle as the bleaching of

cotton. Paper is made principally of two materials, cotton and flax, generally mixed.

The cotton-waste of the mills, which is that inferior portion which has become too

impure for spinning, or otherwise deteriorated, and cotton rags, are the principal, if

not the only, sotirccs of the cotton used by paper-makers. The waste is sorted by
hand, the hard and soft being separated, and all accidental mixtures which occur

in it are removed. This is done at first roughly on a largo lattice, which is a
frame of wire cloth, having squares of about three-quarters of an inch, through

which impurities may fall. It is then put into a duster, which is a long rectangular

box,—it may be ten feet long,—lying horizontally, the inside diameter about two feet,

and covered with wire gratings running horizontally, leaving openings of half aa
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inch in -width. As this tovolves, the waste is thrown from one angle to the other,

and throws out whatever dust or other material falls into the holes or spaces. The
fibrous matter has little tendency to separate from the mass, which is somewhat
agglutinated by being damp, chiefly from the oil obtained during the processes in

the cotton -mill. A second duster, however, is used to retain whatever may be of

value ; it is a kind of riddle. It is then transferred to the lattices, which are a series

of boxes covered with wire gauze, the meshes of which are about half an inch

square, and so arranged as to form a series of sorting tables. The sorting generally

is done l;iy j'oung women. Each table has a large box or basket beside it, into which
the sorted material is thrown ; this is removed when filled; by being puslied along a

railroad or tramway. Pieces of stone, clay, leather, wood, nails, and other articles, are

taken out. The cotton is then put into a devil similar to that which is used in cotton

machinery, but having larger, stronger teeth, which tear it up into small fragments.

The rags are sorted according to quality, woollen carefully removed, and all the

unavailable material sent back to the buyer. They are then chopped up by a knife, on
the circumference of a heavy wheel, into pieces of an inch wide, devilled, and dusted.

The rags and the cotton waste are bleached in a similar manner. The cotton is

put into kiors of about ten feet in diameter, of a kind similar to those described, and
boiled with lime. The amount of lime used is about 6 lbs. to a cwt. of cotton or

rags, but this varies according to the impurity. The limo removes a, great amount
of impure organic matter, and, as in bleaching cotton cloth, lays hold of the fatty

matter, of which there is a great deal in the waste. When taken out, it is allowed to

lie from two to three hours. The appearance is not much altered ; it appears as im-

pure as ever.

It is then put into the rag-engine and washed clean. This is a combined washing-
machine and filter, the invention of Mr. Wrigley, near Bury, The washing may last

an hour and a half, or more. See Paper.
The cotton has now a bright grey colour, and looks moderately clean. It is full

of water, which is removed by an hydraulic press, the cotton being put into an iron

cylindrical box with perforated sides. It is then boiled in kiers or puffing boilers,

where soda-ash is used, at the rate of 4 to 6 lbs. a cwt. Only as much water is used
as will moisten the goods thoroughly. Much water would weaken the solution and
render more soda necessary. It is then washed again in the rag-engine ; afterwards

put into chloride of lime, acidified as in cotton-bleaching, and washed again in the

mg-engine.

The cotton rags are treated in a similar manner. The coloured rags are treated

fecparately, requiring a different treatment according to the amount of colour ; this

consists chiefly in a greater use of chloride of lime.

Some points relating to bleaching are necessarily treated of under Calico-

Pktnting.

The following were the countries to wliich our bleaching materials were exported in

1871, and the quantities exported to each:

—

Cwts.

To Russia 49,092

„ Sweden . 4,168

„ Denmark 11,059

„ Germany 61,207

„ Holland 12,698

„ Belgium 16,046

„ France 4,258

„ United States, Atlantic .... 294,224

„ British North America .... 9,085

„ Other Countries 14,293

Total . . . 476,120

BKEACBISTG-KIQITZXIS. These liquids, manufactured for the bleacher, con-

lain metallic chlorides and hypochlorites. The most important are the liquid

' chlorides ' of lime, magnesia, soda, and potash. See Chlorides.

BXiEACHXZrG-POWDER. See Chloride of Lime.

BILEAK. {Cyprinus albiirnus.) The scales of this fish are used for making the

' essence of pearl,' or essence d'oricnt, with which artificial pearls are manufactured. In

the scales of the fish the optical effect is produced in the same manner as in the real

pearl, the grooves of the latter being represented by the inequalities formed by the

margins of the concentric laminae of which the scales are composed. These fish are

caught in the Seine, the Loire, the Saone, the Rhine, and several other rivers. They
are about four inches in length, and arc sold Very cheap after the scales are washed
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off. It is said that 4,000 fish are necessary for the production of a pound of scales,

for which the fishermen of the Chalonnois get from 18 to 25 livres.

The pearl essence is obtained merely by well washing the scales which have been

scraped from the fish in water, so as to free them from the blood and mucilaginous

matter of the fish. See Pearls, Aetificiai.

BILEWBE, from Blenden, Ger., to dazzle. Sulphide or sulphurot of zinc is a com-

mon ore of zinc, composed of zinc 67, sulphur 33 ; but it usually contains a certain

proportion of the sulphide of iron, which imparts to it a dark colour, whence the name
of ' Black Jack,' applied to it by the Cornish miner. The ore of this country gene-

rally consists of zinc 6r5, iron 4'0, sulphur 33'0. Blende occurs either inabotryoidal

form or in crystals (often of very complex forms), belonging to the tetrahedal division

of the cubic or monometric system. H= 3'5 to 4. Specific gravity =3'9 to 4. See

Zinc—H.W.B.
In some districts the presence of the sulphide of zinc is regarded by the minors as

a favourable indication, hence we have the phrase, ' Black Jack rides a good horse'

In other localities it is thought to be equally unfavourable, and the miners say,

'Black Jack cuts out the ore.' For many years the English zinc ores were of little

value, the immense quantity of zinc manufactured by the Vioillo Montague Company,
and sent into this country, being quite sufficient to meet the demand. Beyond this,

there was some difficulty in obtaining zinc which would roll into sheets, from English

sulphides.

Much of the zinc obtained from blende is used in the manufacture of brass.

Pure blende is a mineralogical rarity ; the white and colourless variety {Cleiophane)

of New Jersey, United States, was analysed by the late T. H. Henry, and found to

be absolutely pure, with the exception of a trace of cadmium. Blende nearly always
contains sulphide of iron. The following analyses of varieties of blende illustrate

this :— Sulphide Sulphide
of Zinc of Iron

Charente 82-76 13-71

English 91-8 6-4

Production of Zinc Ore in the United Kingdom in the years 1870 and 1871 1
showing

the produce of each district.

1870 1871

No. of
Places

Mines
Zinc Ore Value

No. of
Mines Zinc Ore Value

Tons cwt. qr. & s. d. Tons cwt. qr. & s. J.
Englakd :

10 Cornwall . . , 926 16 3 2,523 10 0 8 952 7 2 2,325 10 6

2 Cumberland . 581 18 2 1,739 10 0 2 798 8 2 2,394 10 0
1 Devonshire . , 346 3 1 970 6 0 1 570 11 3 1,562 1010

Derbyshire . 57 0 0 196 13 0 57 0 0 228 0 0
3 Shropshire , . . 399 11 0 1,274 13 0 3 380 12 0 969 6 0
1 Staffordshire

Wales :

76 0 0 262 4 0 1 45 0 0 168 15 0

1 Brecknockshire 48 0 0 165 12 0 1 15 0 0 60 0 0
1 Carmarthenshire . 57 0 0 201 13 0 1 60 0 0 210 0 0
5 Cardiganshire 212 16 0 530 16 0 12 629 11 1 2,119 3 3
1 Carnarvonshire . . 61 17 2 213 10 0
2 Denbighshire 2,919 0 0 9,069 0 0 3 3,516 0 0 14,430 4 0
3 Flintshire 2,711 0 0 7,732 5 0 5 3,187 4 0 8,139 10 0
7 Montgomeryshire . 700 0 0 2,378 0 0 5 1,405 0 0 3,630 15 0
2 Isle op Man . 4,176 19 1 13,834 0 3 2 5,768 5 0 19,014 19 9
1 Ireland 312 8 0 937 1 0 2 321 10 0 964 10 0

Scotland 1 30 0 0 112 10 0

40 13,586 10 0 41,058 13 3 47 17,736 10 0 50,330 410

Metallic zinc produced, 1870, 3,936 tons
; 1871, 4,966 tons.

Impoets.
Year Tons Tons
1870 Zinc or Spelter 28,775 Zinc Ore 44,553
1871 Crude Zinc 20,929 Ditto 29,418

EXPOBTS.
1870 Zinc,British& Foreign 10,331 ...

1871 Ditto ditto 6,452 Zinc ore 184

Tons
Oxide of Zinc 2,328

Manufactured 8,765

Oxide of Zinc 1,385

In 13 out of 16 analyses of blende from different localities recorded by Rammels-
berg, iron is present in proportions varjdng from 1-18 to 18-1 per cent. Copper occa-
sionally occurs in blende, but rarely above 1 per cent. Cadmium is a frequent, if not
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a general constituent of blende. The cadmiferous varieties are termed Przihramite.

The blende from the King William mine at Clausthal contains, according to Kuhle-
mann, 0'63 per cent, of antimony, 0'79 of cadmium, and 0'13 of copper, besides 1'18

of iron. Blende is met •with in association with galena, iron-pyrites and copper-py-

rites, from which it should be dressed as clean as possible, although in this there is

some diflBculty, owing to the very close approximation of the specific gravities of these

ores. Blende is occasionally argentiferous, and sometimes sufiiciently so to allow of

the profitable extraction of the silver. In one of the mines in the Chivcrton district,

near Truro, Cornwall, some very fine examples of this Argentiferous blonde have been
discovered. In one of the zinc ores of Silesia, the now metal Indium has been dis-

covered by tlie aid of spectrum analysis. Plattner states that blonde occasionally

contains traces of tin and manganese.

—

{Percy's Metallurgy.) The red varieties of

blende often contain from 2 to 3 per cent, of sulphide of cadmium, especially that

which is found at Marmato, near Popayan. Dana has quoted the foUowng analyses of

varieties of blonde :

—

Sulphur Zine Iron Cadmium

Carinthia 32-10 64-22 1-32 trace

New Hampshire . 32- 6 62-00 10-0 3-2

New Jersey 32-22 67-46 trace

Tuscany 32-12 48-11 11-44 1-23

See IiroiUM ; Maematite.
SSiEXl DB IjVOIirs. See Aniline-Bltje.

BXiEV DE PARIS. See Akilike-Blve.

BIiXCrBT. A disease in plants frequently produced by atmospheric, or by physical

agencies. A peculiar blight has been referred to the action of the extra-spectral heat

rays. Blight is sometimes of insect origin, but more frequently it arises from parasitic

fungi. Seo Pahathehmic Hays and Fungi.

BIiZXTD COAIi, a name given to anthracite in some parts of Scotland. See An-
thracite.

B3&XSTER COPPER-ORE. A botryoidal variety of copper-pyrites, which

has been found at the copper mines in the neighbourhood of Camborne, in remark-

ably fine masses. Of late years it has been but rarely found in those mines. See

CopfER.
BSjXSTSR-STEEK. Bars of steel which exhibit blister-like protuberances.

See Steel.

B^OCK nZAXnri'ACT'URE. Though the making of ships' blocks belongs

rather to a dictionary of engineering than of manufactures, it may be expected that

some account should be given of the automatic machinery for making blocks, so ad-

mirably devised and mounted by Sir M. I. Brunei, for the British Navy, in the dock-

yard of Portsmouth.

The series of machines and operations are as follows :

—

1. The straight cross-cutting saw.—The log is placed horizontally on a very low

bench, which is continued through the -window of the mill into the yard. The saw

is exactly over the place where the log is to bo divided. It is let down, and suifered

to rest with its teoth upon the log, the back still being in the cloft of the guide. The
crank being set in motion, the saw reciprocates backwards and forwards with exactly

the same motion as if worked by a carpenter, and quickly cuts tlirough the tree.

When it first begins to cut, its back is in the cleft in the guide, and this causes it to

move in a straight line ; but before it gets out of the guide, it is so deep in the wood

as to guide itself; for, in cutting across the grain of the wood, it lias no tendency to be

diverted from its true lino by the irregular grain. When the saw has descended

through the troo, its handle is caught in a fixed stop, to prevent its cutting the bench.

The machine is thrown out of gear, the attendant lifts up the saw by a rope, removes

tlio block cut off, and advances the tree to receive a fresh cut.

2. The circular cross-eutting saw.—This saw possesses universal motion ; but the

axis is always parallel to itself, and the saw in the same plane. It can be readily

raised or lowered, by inclining the upper frame on its axis ; and to move it side-wise,

the saw-frame must smng sidewiso on its joints which connect it vrith the upper frame.

Those movements are effected by two winches, each furnished with a pair of equal

pinions, working a pair of racks fixed upon two long poles.
_
The spindles of those

winches are fixed in two vertical posts, which support the axis of the upper frame.

One of these pairs of poles is jointed to the extreme end of the upper frame ; there-

fore, by turning the handle belonging to them, tho frame and saw are elevated or de-
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pressed ; in like manner, the other pair is attached to the lower part of the saw-frame,

so that the saw can bo moved sidewise by moans of their handles, which then swing

the saw from its vertical position.

These two handles give the attendant a complete command of the saw, which wo
suppose to be in rapid motion, the tree being brought forward and proporlj' fixed. By
one handle, he draws the saw against one side of the tree, which is thus cut into (per-

haps half through) ; now, by the other handle, ho raises the saw up, and by the first-

montionod handle he draws it across the top of the tree, and cuts it half tlirough from

the upper side ; ho then depresses the saw and cuts half through the next side ; and

Lastly a trifling cut of the saw, at the lower side, completely divides the tree, which is

tlien advanced to take another cut.

The great reciprocating saw is on the same principle as the saw-mill in common use

in America.

3. The circular ripping saw is a thin circular plate of steel, with teeth similar to

those of a pit saw, formed in its periphery. It is fixed to a spindle placed horizontally,

at a small distance beneath the surface of a bench or table, so that the saw projects

a few inches above the bench through a crevice. The spindle being supported in

proper collars has a rapid rotatory motion communicated to it by a pulley on the oppo-

site end, round which an endless strap is passed from a drum placed overhead in the mill.

The block cut by the preceding machine from the end of the tree is placed with one
of the sides flat upon the bench, and thus slides forward against the revolving saw,

which cuts the wood with a rapidity incredible to any one who has not seen these or
similar machines.

4. Boring-machine.—The blocks prepared by the foregoing saws are placed in the
machine represented in jig. 140. This machine has an iron frame, a a, with three

legs, beneath which the block is introduced, and the screw near b being forced down
upon it, confines it precisely in the proper spot to receive the borers d and e. This
spot is determined by a piece of metal fixed perpendicularly just beneath the point of
the borer e, shown separately on tho ground at x ; this piece of metal adjusts the
position for the borer d, and its height is regulated by resting on the head of the
screw X, which fastens the piece x down to the frame. The sides of the block are

kept in a parallel position, by being applied against tho heads of three screws tapped
into the double log of tho frame a. The borer d is adapted to bore the hole for tho
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eentro-pin in a direction exactly perpendicular to the surface resting against the three

screws ; the other, at e, perforates the holes for the commencement of the sheave
holes. Both borers are constructed in nearly the same manner

;
thoy are screwed i

upon the ends of small mandrels, mounted in frames similar to a lathe. These frames,

G and H, are fitted with sliders upon the angular edges of the flat broad bars, i and k.

The former of those is screwed fast to the frame ; the latter is fixed upon a frame of

its own, moving on tho centre-screws at l l, beneath the principal frame of the ma-
chine. By this means the borer e can be moved within certain limits, so as to bore
holes in different positions. These limits are determined by two screws, one of which
is seen at a ; the other being on the opposite side, is invisible. They are tapped
through fixed pieces projecting up from the frame. A projecting piece of metal from
the underside of the slider k of the borer b, stops against the ends of these screws,

to limit the excursion of tho borer. The frames for both borers are brought up to-

wards the block by moans of levers m and n. These are centred on a pin, at the op-

posite sides of the frame of tho machine, and have oblong grooves through them,
which receive screw-pins, fixed into the frames g and h, beneath tho pulleys p p, which
give motion to the spindles.

6. "Tfie iiiortising-machine is a beautiful piece of mechanism, but too complicated for

description within tho limits prescribed to this article.

6. The corner saw, Jig. 141, consists of a mandrel mounted in a frame a, and carrying

a circular saw, l, upon the extreme end of it. This mandrel and its frame being

exactly similar to those at g and H, fig. 140, do not require a separate view, although

tliey are hidden behind tho saw, except the end of the screw, marked a. This frame

is screwed down upon the frame b b of the machine, which is supported upon foiur

columns, c c, D D, is an inclined bench, or a kind of trough, in which a block is laid,

as at E, being supported on its edge by the plane c c of this bench, and its end kept

up to its position by the other part of the bench d d.

By sliding the block along this bench, it is applied to the saw, which cuts off its

angles, as is evident from the figure, and prepares it for the shaping engine. All the

four angles are cut off in succession, by applying its different sides to tho trough or

bench. In the figure, two of them are drawn as being cut, and the third is just marked
by the saw. This machine is readily adapted to different sizes of blocks, by tho simple

expedient of laying pieces of wood of different thickness against the plane d d, so as to

fill it up, and keep the block nearer to

or farther from the saw ; for all the

blocks are required to be cut at the

same angle, though, of course, a

larger piece is to be cut from largo

than from small blocks. The block

reduced to the state of e is now taken

to

7. The shaping-machine.—A great

deal of the apparent complication of

this figure arises from tho iron cage

which is provided to defend the work-

men, lest the blocks, which are re-

volving in the circles or chuck with an

immense velocity, should be loosened

by the action of the tool, and fly out

by their centrifugal force. Without
this provision, the consequences of

such an accident would be dreadful,

as the blocks would be projected in

all directions, with an inconceivable

force.

8. The scoring-engine receives two
blocks as they come from the shaping-

engine, and forms the groove round

the longest diameters for tho reception

of their ropes or straps, as represented

in the two snatch blocks and double

block, unAevfigs. 140, 141.

A, B, fig. 142, represent the above

two blocks, each held between two

small pillars a (the other pillar is hid behind the block), fixed in a strong plate d, and

pressed against the pillars by a screw h, which acts on a clamp d. Over the blocks a

pair of circular planes or cutters, E e, are situated, both being fixed on the same
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spindle, which is turned by a pulley in the middle of it. The spindle is fitted in a
frame f f, moving in centres at e c, so as to rise and fall when moved by a handle /.

This brings the cutters down upon the blocks ; and the depth to which they can cut

is regulated by a curved shape g, fixed by screws upon the plate d, between the

blocks. Upon this rests a curved piece of metiil h, fixed to the frame f, and inclosing,

but not touching, the pulley. To admit the cutters to traverse the whole length of

the blocks, the plate d (or rather a frame beneath it) is sustained between the points

of two centres. Screws are seen at I, on these centres. The frame inclines when the

handle i is depressed. At ai is a lever with a weight at the end of it, counter-

balancing the weight of the blocks, and plate d, all which are above the centre on
which they move. The"frame f is also provided with a counterpoise to balance the

cutters, &c. The cutters e e are circular wheels of brass, with round edges. Each
has two notches in its circumference, at opposite sides ; and in these notches chisels

are fixed by screws, to project beyond the rim of the wheel, in the manner of a plane-

iron before its face.

This machine is used as follows :—In order to fix the block, it is pressed between
the two pins (only one of which, at a, can be seen in this view), and the clamp d,

screwed up against it, so as just to hold the block, but no more. The clamp has two
claws, as is seen in the figure, each furnished with a ring entering the double prints

previously made in the end of the block. These rings are partly cut away, leaving

only such a segment of each as will just retain the block, and the metal between them
is taken out to adinit the cutter to operate between them, or nearly so. In putting

the blocks into this machine, the workman applies the double prints to the ends of

the claws of the clamps, but takes care that the blocks are higher between the pins a
than they should be ; ho then takes the handle /, and by it presses the cutters e k

(which we suppose are standing still) down upon the blocks, depressing them between
their pins at the same time, till the descent of the cutters is stopped by the piece h

resting on the shape g. He now turns the screws b h, to fix the blocks tight. The
cutters being put in motion cut the scores, which will be plainly seen by the mode of

adjustment just described, to be of no depth at the pin-liole ; but by depressing the

handle l, so as to incline the blocks, and keeping the cutters down upon their shape g,
by the handle /, they will cut any depth towards the ends of the blocks, which the

shape g admits.

By this means one quarter of the score is formed ; the other is done by turning both
blocks together half round in this manner. The centres I are not fitted into the plate d
itself, but into a frame seen at e beneath the plate, which is connected with it by a
centre-pin, exactly midway between the two blocks An. A spring-catch, the end of

which is seen at r, confines them together ; when this catch is pressed back, the plate

D can be turned about upon its centre-pin, so as to change the blocks, end for end, and
bring the unscored quarters (i. e. over the clamps) beneath the cutters ; the workman
taking the handles ./' and l, one in each hand, and, pressing them down, cuts out the

second quarter. This might have been efifected by simply lifting up the handle i,

;

but in that case the cutter would have struck against the grain of the wood so as to

cut rather roughly ; but by this ingenious device of reversing the blocks, it always
cuts clean and smooth, in the direction of the grain. The third and fourth quarters

of the score are cut by turning the other sides of the blocks upwards, and repeating

the above operation. The shape g can be removed, and another put in its place, for

different sizes and curves of blocks ; but the pins a and holding-clamps d will suit

many different sizes.

By these machines the shells of the blocks are completely formed, and they are

next polished and finished by hand labour ; but as this is performed by tools and
methods which are well known, it is needless to enter into any explanation : the

finishing required being only a smoothing of the surfaces. The machines cut so per-

fectly true as to require no wood to be removed in the finishing ; but as they cut

without regard to the irregularity of the grain, knots, &c., it happens that many parts

are not so smooth as might be wished, and for this purpose manual labour alone can
be employed.

The lignum vitae for the sheaves of the blocks is cut across the grain of the wood
by two cross-cutting saws,_ a circular and straight saw, as before mentioned. These
machines do not essentially differ in their principle from the great cross-cutting saws
we have described, except that the wood revolves while cutting, so that a small saw
will reach the centre of a large tree, and at the same time cut it truly flat. These
machines cut off their plates from the end of a tree which are exactly the thickness for

the intended sheave. These pieces are of an irregular figure, and must be rounded
and centred in the crown saw,

9. The crown saw is represented in fig. 143 (p. 402), where a is a pulley revolving
by means of an endless strap. It has the crown or trepan saw a fixed to it, by a

Vol. I. D D
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screw cut within the piece, upon which tlie saw is fixed, and wliicli gives the ring or
liook of the saw sufficient stability to perform its ofiice. Botli the pulleys and saw
revolve together upon a truly cylindrical tube b, which is stationary, being attached by
a flanch c to a fixed puppet n, and on this tube as an axis the saw and pulley turn,

and may be slid endwise by a collar

fitted round the centre-piece of the pulley,

and having two iron rods (only one of

which can be seen at d in the figure),

passing through holes made through the

flanch and puppet b. When the saw is

drawn back upon its central tube, the

end of the latter projects beyond the

teeth of the saw. It is by means of this

fixed ring or tube within the saw, that

the piece of wood e is supported together

during the operation of sawing, being

pressed forcibly against it by a screw d,

acting through a puppet fixed to the
frame of the machine. At the, end of

this screw is a cup or basin which applies

itself to the piece of wood, so as to form
a kind of vice, one side being the end of

the fixed tube, the other the cup at the end
of the screw d. Witliin the tube J is a

collar for supporting a central axis, which
is perfectly cylindrical. The other end of this axis (seen at /) turns in a collar of

the fixed puppet e. The central axis has a pulley r, fixed on it, and giving it motion

by a strap similar to the other. Close to the latter pulley, a collar
ff

is fitted on the

centre-piece of the pulley, so as to slip round freely, but at the same time confined

to move endwise with the pulley and its collar. This collar receives the ends of the

two iron rods d. The opposite ends of these rods are, as above mentioned, connected

by a similar collar with the pulley A of the saw a. By this connection, both the

centre-bit, which is screwed into the end of the central axis /, and the saw sliding

upon the fixed tube b, are brought forward to the wood at the same time, both being

in rapid motion, by their respective pulleys.

10. lyie coaking-engine.—This ingenious piece of machinery is used to cut the three

semicircular holes which surroimd the hole bored by the crown saw, so as to produce

a cavity in the centre of the disc.

11. Facc-hirning lathe.—The sheave is fixed against a flat chuck, similar to that in

the coaking-engine, except that the centre-pin, instead of having a nut, is tapped into

the flat chuck, and turned by a screw-driver.

A complete set of this block machinery has since been made, by Messrs. Maudslay
and Field, for the Spanish Government, from the original drawings and models.

Iron blocks and sheaves have been introduced with great advantage by Messrs.

Brown and Lenox, and are used extensively in the naval and merchant services. See

Ikon.

BXiOCX Tm. Metallic tin cast into a block, the weight of which is now about

3 \ cwts. Formerly, when it was the custom to carry the blocks of tin on the backs of

mules, the block was regulated by what was then considered to be a load for the mule,

at 2^^ cwts. Subsequently, the block of tin was increased in size, and made as much
as two men could lift, or 3 cwts. It was the custom to order so many blocks of tin,

and the smelter, being desirous of selling as much tin as possible, continued to in-

crease the size of the block, so that, although Z\ cwts. is the usual weight, many
blocks are sold weighing 3| cwts. The term is also applied to articles made of tinned

iron. See Tin.

BZiOXTS IM[ETA]L. A Clayband ironstone found near Wodnesbury. It is used,

when smelted, for making tools.

B£OOS. {Sang, Fr. ; Blut, Gor.) The liquid which circulates in the arteries

and veins of animals
;
bright red in the former and purple in the latter, among all

the groups whose temperature is considerably higher than that of the atmosphere. Its

specific gravity varies with the nature and health of the animal, being from 1-0527 to

1'0570 at 60° F. It has a saline sub-nauseous taste, and a smell peculiar to each

animal. It consists of a transparent, nearly colourless liquid, called the liquor san-

guinis, or plasma, in which vast numbers of microscopic corpuscles are suspended.

These corpuscles are of two kinds, some being white or colourless transparent cells,

whilst others, far more numerous, are of a red tint, and impart the characteristic

colour to the blood. The rod corpuscles are present only in the blood of vertebratod
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animals, and vary considerably in size and shape in different groups of the vertebrata.

They are always, however, flattened disc-like bodies, oval or circular in outline, and
with or without a nucleus. These corpuscles consist apparently of an albuminoid

substance, enclosing a red fluid. This fluid is now recognised as a definite crystallisablo

compound, containing iron, and termed Imnioglohin, hcBmoglohuUn or hamatoglobulin.

Haemoglobin may be resolved into two substances called globulin and hamatin. The
so-called blood-crystals vary in shape, and are in many cases characteristic of the

animal from which the blood was taken. The haemoglobin of the dog has been found
to contain

—

Carbon 53-85

Oxygen 21-84

Hydrogen , 7-82

Nitrogen 16-17

Sulphur 0-39

Iron 0-43

100-00

The liquor sanguinis, or colourless liquid in which the corpuscles freely float,

contains fibrin (or rather two albuminous substances -which readily form fibrin, and
are called paraglobulin and fibrinogen), albumen, fatty matter, and certain saline sub-

stances. On the coagulation of blood, the fibrin separates in a gelatinous form,

carrying with it the red corpuscles ; this mixture of fibrin and corpuscles forms the

clot, or crassamentum, whilst the remainder of the blood constitutes the liquid known
as serum. If the warm blood be switched with a bundle of twigs as it flows from the

veins, the fibrin concretes and forms long fibres and knots, while it retains its usual
appearance in other respects. The clot contains fibrin and colouring-matter in various

proportions. Berzelius found, in 100 parts of the dried clot of blood, 35 parts of

fibrin, 58 of colouring-matter, 1-3 of carbonate of soda, 4 of an animal matter soluble

in water, along with some salts and fat. The specific gravity of the serum varies from
1-027 to 1-029. It forms about three-fourths of the weight of the blood, has an
alkaline reaction, coagulates at 157° F. into a gelatinous mass, and has for its leading
constituent albumen to the amount of 8 per cent., besides fat, potash, soda, and salts

of these bases. Blood does not seem to contain any gelatine. Fat and sugar are

found in blood, the quantities varying with the health of the animal. For a very full

account of the researches made by chemists on blood, see ' Watts's Dictionary of
Chemistry.'

The red colouring-matter called hematosine may be obtained from the cruor, or

haemoglobin, by washing with cold water and filtering. Professor Stokes, in a paper
' On the Eeduction and Oxidation of the Colouring-Matter of the Blood' has published
some very curious results. By spectrum-analysis he has been led to infer that the
colouring-matter of blood, like indigo, is capable of existing in two states of oxida-

tion, distinguishable by a difference of colour and a fundamental difference in the action

on the spectrum. It may be made to pass from the more to the less oxidised state, by
the action of suitable reducing agents, and recovers its oxygen by absorption from
the air. This colouring-matter in its two states of oxidation, Professor Stokes
proposes to call scarlet oruorine and furple cruorine,—Proceedings of the Royal Society,

vol xiii. p. 355 (1864).
Mr. Sorby has also published in the ' Quarterly Journal of Science.'' No. VI., April

1865, a paper ' On the Detection of Blood Stains by 82Kctrmn-Analysis' in which ho
shows how it may be employed with great reliance in cases of the highest judicial

importance. These two papers should be consulted.

Blood may be dried by evaporation at a heat of 130° to 140°, and in this state has
been transported to the colonies for purifying cane-juice. It is used for making
animal charcoal in the Prussian-blue works, and, by an after-process, a decoloiu-ing

carbon. It is employed in some Turkey-red dye-works. Blood is a powerful manure.
Mr. Pillans, in 1854, took out a patent for the separation of thecolom-ing-matter of

the blood, by -which he obtained readily— 1st, the clot, in a comparatively dry state,

comprising hsematosine, -with a portion of serum and all the fibrin ;
2nd, a portion of

serum, highly coloured with haematosine
; 3rd, the clear serum.

The blood, in small fragments, is dried on wirework or trays, at a loss temperature
than will coagulate the haematosiue, so that, -when dry, it may be soluble in water

;

110° to 115° is the temperature recommended.
The clear serum is dried and ground and in a fit state to be used as albumen, and

may be employed by the printers of textile fabrics for fixing ultramarine blue and
other colours, or as a substitute for egg albumen, both in printing colours and in

refining liquids.

s D 2
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BXOOSSTOBrE. A very hard, compact variety of haematite iron ore, -which,

when reduced to a suitable form, fixed into a liandle, and well polished, forms the best
description of burnisher for producing a high lustre on gilt coat-buttons. The gold
on china is burnished by the same moans.

Bloodstone is a name also applied to the jasperj' variety of quartz known as tlie

heliotrope, coloured deep green, with interspersed blood-red spots like drops of blood.

BliOOnX. The name given to a mass of iron after it leaves the puddling furnace.

See Iron.
SlbOOIVEAItV. The old iron-furnaces were so called.

.TSIiOWITu & mCACHXHi: and FASTS. See Iron, Metai.luhgy, Vkntilation.
BXiOAVPXPE. {Ohab(mca>(,'Vv. •j'Lofh'mhr, Gav.) Jewellers, mineralogists, che-

mists, cnamellcrs, &c., muliu fre€^uenfc use of a tube,—usually bent near the end,

—

terminated witli a finely-pointed nozzle, for blowing through the flame of a lamp,
candle, or gas-jet, and producing thereby a small conical

flame possessing a very intense heat.

- The-blowpipo is so extremely useful to the manufacturer
and to the miner that a more exact description of the in-

strument is required.

When we propel a flame by means of a current of air

blown into or upon it, the flame thus produced may be
divided into two parts, as possessing different properties

—that of reducing under one condition, and of oxidising

imder another.

The reducing flame is produced by blowing the ordinary
flame of a lamp or candle simply aside by a weak current

of air impinging on its outer surface ; it is therefore un-
changed except in its direction. Unconsumod carbon, at

a white heat, giving the yellow coloiu? to the flame, coming
in contact with the substance aids in its reduction.

The oxidising flame is formed by pouring a strong blast

of air into the interior of the flame ; combustion is thus
thoroughly established, and if a small fragment of an
oxidisablo body is held just beyond the point of the

flame, it becomes intensely heated, and, being exposed
freely to the action of the surrounding air, it is rapidly

oxidised.

The best form of blowpipe is the annexed {fig. 144),

which, with the description, is copied from Blanford's

excellent translation of Dr. Theodore Scheerer's ' Introduc-

tion to the Use of the Mouth Blowpipe.'

The tube and nozzle of the instrument are usually made
of German silver, or silver with a platinum point, and a

trumpet-shaped mouth-piece of horn or ivory. Many blow-

pipes have no mouth-pieces of this form, but are simply
tipped with ivory, or some similar material. The air-

chamber A serves in some degree to regulate the blast and
receives the stem b, and the nozzle a, which are made
separately, and accurately ground into it, so that they may
be put together or taken apart at pleasure. The point b is

best made of platinum, to allow of its being readily cleaned,

and is of the form shown in the woodcut. Wlien the in-

strument is used, the mouth-piece is pressed against the

lips, or, if this is wanting, the end of the stem must be

held between the Hps of the operator. The former mode is far less wearying than
the latter ; and whereas, with the trumpet mouth-piece, it is easy to maintain a

continued blast for five or ten minutes, without it it is almost impossible to sustain an
unbroken blast of more than two or three minutes' duration. "While blowing, the

operator breathes through his nostrils only, and, using the epiglottis as a valve,

forces the air through the blowpipe by means of the cheek muscles.

Some years since, Mr. John Prideaux, of Plymouth, printed some valuable ' Sug-

gestions ' for the use of the blowpipe by working miners. Some portions of this

paper appear so useful, especially under circumstances which may preclude the use of

superior instruments, &c., that it is thought advisable to transfer them to those pages.

For ordinary metallurgic assays, the common blowpipe does very well. A mere
tapering tube, 10 inches long, i inch diameter at one end, and the opening at the

other scarcely equal to admit a pin of the smallest kind, the smaller end curved ofi" for

1 J inch to a right angle. A bulb at the bend, to contain the vapour condensed from
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tho breath, is useful in long operations, but may generally be dispensed with. In
selecting the blowpipe, tlio small aperture should be chosen perfectly round and
smooth, other'W'ise it will not command a good flame.

A common candle, such as the miner employs under ground, answers very well for

the flame.

To support the subject of assay, or ' the assay,' as it has been happily denomi-

nated by Mr. Children, two diiferent materials are requisite, according as we wish to

calcine or reduce it. For the latter purpose, nothing is so good as charcoal ; hxit that

from oak is less eligible, both from its inferior combustibility and from its containing

iron, than that from alder, willow, or other light woods.

For calcination, a very convenient support, where platinum wire is difficult to pro-

cure, is white-baked pipe-clay or china-clay, selecting such as will not fuse nor become
coloured by roasting with borax.

The supports are conveniently formed by a process of Mr. Tennant. The clay

is to be beaten to a smooth stiff body ; then a thin cake of it being placed between a
fold of writing-paper, it is to be beaten out with a mallet to the thickness of a wafer,

and cut, paper and all, into squares of fths inch diameter, or triangles about the same
size. These are to be put in the bowl of a tobacco-pipe, and heated gently till dry,

then baked till the paper is burnt away, and tho clay left perfectly white. They
should be baked in a clear fire, to keep out coal dust and smoke as much as possible,

as either of these adhering to the clay plates would colour the borax in roasting. A
small fragment of the bowl of a new tobacco-pipe will serve instead in the absence of

a more convenient material.

A simple pair of forceps {Jiff. 145), to move and to take up the hot assay, may be made
of a slip of stilF tin plate, 8 inches long, -| inch -wide in the middle, and ith inch at the

ends. The tin being rubbed off the points on a rough whetstone, tho slip is to be
bent until they approach each other within -| an inch and the two sides are parallel

;

thus there will be spring enough in the forceps to open and let go the assay when
not compressed by the finger and thumb.

A magnetic needle, very desirable to ascertain the presence of iron, is easily made
of the requisite delicacy where a magnet is accessible. A bit of thin steel wire, or a
long fine stocking-needle, having A inch cut of at the point, is to be heated in the

middle that it may be slightly bent there {Jiff. 146). While hot, a bit of sealing-wax

is to be attached to the centre, and the point which had been cut off, being heated at

the thick end, is to be fixed in the sealing-wax, so that the sharp end may serve as a
pivot, descending about ^th inch below the centre, taking care that the ends of the

needle fall enough below the pivot, to prevent it overturning. It must be magnetised,

by sliding one end of a magnet half a dozen or more times from the centre to one end
of the needle, and the other end a similar number of times from the centre of the

needle to its other end. A small brass thimble (not capped with iron) will do for the

support, the point of the pivot being placed in one of the indentations near the

centre of tho tap, when, if well balanced, it will turn until it settles north and south.

If one side preponderate, it must be nipped until the balance be restored.

A black gun-flint is also occasionally used to rub the metallic globules (first attached,

whilst warm, to a bit of sealing-wax), and ascertain the colour of the streak which
they give. Thus minute particles of gold, copper, silver, &c., are readily discriminated.

A little refined borax and carbonate of soda, both in powder, will complete the

requisites.

Having collected these materials, the next object for the operator is to acquire the

faculty of keeping up an unintermittent blast through the jiipe whilst breathing freely

through the nose.

A very sensitive and, for most purposes, sufficiently delicate balance {fff. 147, p.

406) was also devised by Mr. Prideaux, of which tho follo-iving is a description.

The common marsh-reed, gro^ring generally in damp places throughout the king-

dom, will yield straight jointa, from 8 to 12, or more, inches long ; an 8-inch joint

will sen'e, but the longer the better. Tho joint is to be split down its whole length,

so as to form a trough, say ^ inch wide in the middle, narrowed away to jrd inch at

the cuds. A narrow slip of writing-paper, the thinner the better (bank-post is very

145 146
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convenient for the purpose), and as long as the reed trough, is to be stuck \nth common
paste on tlie face of a carpenter's rule, or, in preference, that of an exciseman,—as the

inches are divided into tenths instead of eighths ;—in either case observing that the

divisions of tho inch on the rule be left uncovered by the paper. When it is dry,

lines must be drawn tho whole length of it, gth inch apart, to mark out a stripe -ill

inch wide. Upon this stripe the divisions of the inch are to be ruled oS by means of

a small square.

The centre divsion being marked 0, it is to be numbered at every fourth line to the

ends. Thus tho fourth from the centre on each side will bo 10 ; the eighth, 20 ; the

twelfth, 30 ; tho sixteenth, 40, &c. ; and a slip 10 inches long, graduated into

tenths of an inch, \vill have on each arm 50 lines, or 125 degrees, divided by these

lines into quarters. While the lines and numbers are drying, the exact centre of the

reed-trough may bo ascertained, and marked right across, by spots on the two edges.

A lino of gum-water, full ith inch wide, is then laid with a camel-hair pencil along tho

hollow, and the paper being stripped from the rule (which it loaves easily), the gra-

duated stripe is cut out with scissors, and laid in the trough, with the lino 0 exactly in

the centre. Being pressed to the gummed reed, by passing the round end of a quill

along it, it graduates the trough from the centre to each end. This graduation is very
true, if well managed, as the paper does not stretch with the gum-water after being

laid on the rule with tho paste,

147
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A very fine needle is next to be procured (tliose called icat^-necdles are the finest)

and passed through a slip of cork tho -nndth of the centre of tho trough, about J-th

inch square, ith thick. It should bo passed through with care, so as to bo quite

straight. Tho cork should then be cut until one end of it fits into the trough, so that

the needle shall bear on tho edges exactly in the spots that mark the centre, as it is

of importance that the needle and the trough be exactly at right angles with each
other. The cork is now to be fixed in its place with gum-water, and, when fast dry,

to bo soldered down on each side with a small portion of any soft resinous cement, on
tho point of a wire or knitting-needle ; a little cement being also applied in tho same
manner to the edges of tho cork whoi'o the needle goes through, to give it firmness,

the beam is finished. It may be balanced by paring the edges on the heaviest side :

but accurate adjustment is needless, as it is subject to vary with the dampness or dry-

ness of tho air.

The support on which it plays is a bit of tin plate (or, in preference, brass plate),

Igths inch long, and 1 inch wide. The two ends are tiu-nod up square |ths of an
inch, giving a base of |ths of an inch wide, and two upright sides |ths high. The
upper edges are then rubbed down smooth and square upon a Turkey stone, letting

both edges bear on the stone together that they may exactly correspond. For use, the

beam is placed evenly in the support, with the noodle resting across the edges. Being
brought to an exact balance by a bit of writing-paper, or any other substance, placed

on the lighter side, and moved toward tlie end until the equilibrium is produced, it

"vvill turn \\ith extreme delicacy, a bit of horsehair, 1th incli long, being sufficient to

bring it down freely.

It must not bo supposed that any such instrument as this is recommended as in any
way substituting the beautiful balances which are constructed for tho chemist, and
others requiring to weigh with great accuracy. The object is merely to show the

minor a method by which he may construct for himself a balance which shall be suf-

ficiently accurate for such blo'wpipe investigations as it may be important for him to

learn to perform for himself. If the suggestions of the chemist who devised the above

balance had been carried out, much valuable mineral matter which has been lost might

have been turned to profitiiblo account.

Tho blowpipe is largely used in manufactures, as in soldering, in hardening, and
tempering small tools, in glass-blowing, and in enamelling. In many cases the blow-

pipes are used in tho mouth, but frequently they are supplied with air from a bellows

moved by the foot, by vessels in which air is condensed, or by means of pneumatic

apparatus.

A simple form of regulator for giving a perfectly constant blast has lately been

devised by Messrs. ibrmin, Junge, and Mitzopulos, of Freiburg, The apparatus is thus
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described : ' A common wide-mouthed bottle is carefully fitted with a caoutchouc cork

bored with two holes, into each of which passes a piece of glass tube bent at a right

angle. On to one of these tubes is slipped the caoutchouc tube coming from an
ordinary caoutchouc bellows, whilst the other is put in communication -with the

blowpipe nozzle by means of four pieces of caoutchouc tubing joined by throe pieces

of glass tube, drawn to a fine point at each end. This forms tlie main peculiarity of

the arrangement. AVhen air is forced into the bottle by the blower in jerks, it finds

a difficulty in escaping as fast as it comes in, on account of the six fine openings in

the glass tubes that it has to pass through on its way from the bottle to the nozzle,

and it thus acquires a certain pressure in the bottle, and flows out towards the nozzle

as a regular blast. The bottle may be about 6 inches high by 3^ inches wide, with a

neck inch in diameter; but the dimensions are of no great importance. On the

whole a somewhat large bottle is better than a small one. The pieces of glass tube

we employ are 2 inches long by Ird inch in diameter. The apparatus will be stronger

if instead of a glass bottle a tin cylinder is used, about 4 inches high by 2 inches in

diameter, with two tin tubes opening into its top. Small metal cylinders with a fine

hole at each end may be used instead of the little glass tubes.'

Many blowpipes have been invented for the employment of oxygen and hydrogen,
by the combustion of which the most intense heat which we can produce is obtained.

Professor Hare, of Philadelphia, was the first to employ this kind of blo-wpipe, -when

he was speedily followed by Clark, Gurney, Leeson, and others. The blowpipe, fed

with hydrogen, is employed in many soldering processes with much advantage.

The general form of the ' workshop blowpipe ' is that of a tube open at one end,

and supported on trunnions in a wooden pedestal, so that it may be pointed vertically,

horizontally, or at any angle as desired. Common street gas is supplied through
one hollow trunnion, and it escapes through an annular opening, while common air is

admitted through the other trunnion, which is also hollow, and is discharged in the

centre of the hydrogen through a central conical tube ; the magnitude and intensity

of the flame being determined by the relative quantities of gas and air, and by the

greater or loss protrusion of the inner cone, by which the annular space for the hy-

drogen is contracted in any required degree. See Autogenous Soldering.
BIiUBBERi The cellular membrane of the whale, containing the oil. See

Oil.

BKVE COPPERAS, or BIiUE STOITE. ' The commercial or common names
of sulphate of copper. See Coppee, Sulphate of.

BXilTE CUM. The Eucalytus globulus (Lab.), a tree common in Tasmania and
South-Eastern Australia, and valuable for its timber and for the gum which it

secretes.

BX.VE XBOSr-ORE. See Vivianite.

BXiTTE TOKBT. A beautiful variety of fluor spar, found at Tray Cliff, near Castle-

ton, Derbyshire, from which vases and other ornamental articles are wrought. It is

now becoming scarce. See Fluoe Spae.
BIiUE XEAB. A name used sometimes by the miners to distinguish galena from

the carbonate, or white lead. A variety of galena, to which this name has been applied,

and which is pseudomorplious after pyromorphito, has been found at Herodsfoot
mine, and Huel Hope in Cornwall, and at some mines in Saxony and France. The
specimens from Huel Hope would burn in the flame of a candle like the supersulphide

of lead.

BZiTTE PZG'lMIEn'TS. The blues of vegetable origin, in common use, are indigo

and litmus. The blue pigments of a metallic nature found in commerce are the fol-

lowing ;

—

Prussian blue ; sesqui-ferrocyanide of iron, called also Berlin blue ; moun-
tain blue, a carbonate of copper mixed with more or less earthy matter ; Bremen blue,

or verditer, a greenish-blue colour obtained from copper mixed with chalk or lime
;

iro7i blue, phosphate of iron, but little employed ; cobalt bhie, a colour obtained by cal-

cining a salt of cobalt with alumina or oxide of tin
;
smalt, a glass coloured with

cobalt and ground.

Molybdenum blue is a combination of this metal and oxide of tin, or phosphate of

lime. A blue may also be obtained by putting into molybdic acid (made by digesting

sulphuret of molybdenum with nitric acid), some filings of tin, and a little muriatic

acid. The tin deoxidises the molybdic acid to a certain degree, and converts it into

the molybdous, which, when evaporated and heated with alumina recently precipitated,

forms this blue pigment.
Ultramarine is a beautiful blue pigment.
TurnbuUs and Chinese blues are both double cyanides of iron.

King's blue.—A carbonate of cobalt.

Saxon blue.—A solution of indigo in sulphuric acid.

BIiVE VXTRlOIi. Sulphate of copper. When found in nature, it is due entirely
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to the decomposition of tlie sulphides of copper, especially of tlio yellow copper pyrites,

wliich are liable to this change when placed under the influence of moist air, or of
water containing air. See Copper.
BOCr. The name given to accumulations of peat-earth. See Peat.
BOG-BUTTEB. A hydrocarbon compound, like spermaceti, found in the bogs

of Ireland. See Adipoceee.
BOG-EARTH. A soil formed of vegetable fibre and sand.
BOCHBAB COAIi, and other Brown Scotch Cannel Coals. The brown cannels

arc chiefly confined to Scotland, and have been wrought, with the exception of the
celebrated Boghead, for the last forty years. They are found at Boghead, near
Bathgate

;
Eocksoles, near Airdrie

; Pirnie, or Methill
;

Capeldrea, Kirkness, and
Wemyss, in Fife. The first-named coal, about which there has been so much dispute
as to its nature, has only been in the market about fourteen years. It is considered the
most valuable coal hitherto discovered for gas- and oil-making purposes

;
but, strange

to say, the middle portion of the Pirnie, or Methill, scam, which was unnoticed for
a long period, is nearly as valuable for both purposes.
Boghead. Amorphous ; fracture subconchoidal, compact, containing impressions

of the stems of Sigillaria, and its roots {Stigmarim), with rootlets traversing the mass.
Colour, clove-brown, streak yellow, without lustre ; a non-electric ; takes fire easily,

splits, but does not fuse, and burns with an empyreumatic odour, giving out much
smoke, and leaving a considerable amount of white ash. H 2'5. Specific gravity,
1-2.

According to Dr. Stenhouso, F.E.S., its composition is :

—

Carbon 65-72

Hydrogen 9-03

Nitrogen 072
Oxygen 4-78

Ash 19-76

100-00

Dr. Stenhouse's analysis of the ash of Boghead coal (the mean of three anal;

was as follows :

—

Silica 58-31

Alumina 33-65

Sesquioxide of iron 7-00

Potash 0-84

Soda 0-41

Lime and sulphuric acid traces.

Dr. Andrew Pyfo, F.E.S.E., found on analysis that the coal yielded, from a picked

specimen, 70 per cent, of volatile matter, and 30 per cent, of coke and ash. From a

ton he obtained 14-880 cubic feet of gas, the illuminating power of which was deter-

mined by the use of the Bunsen photometer, the gas being consumed by argands

burning from 2-^ to 3 J feet per hour, according to circumstances. The candle referred

to was a spermaceti candle, burning 140 grains per hour.

Cubic Feet of

Gas per Ton of

Coal

Specific

Gravity

Condensation
by Chlorine
in 100 Parts

Durability 1

foot burns

Illuminating
Power 1 foot
= Light of

Candles

Pounds of

Coke per Ton
of Coal

14-880 •802 27
Min. Sec.

88 25 7-72 760

The Pirnie or Methill brown cannel, on examination, gives the following results :

—

Specific gravity....
Gas per ton ....
Illuminating power .

Coke and ash ....
Hydro-carbons condensed by bromine

Sxllphuretted hydrogen
Carl ionic acid ....
Carbonic oxide

Volatile matter in coal

Specific gravity of gas « .

1-126

13,500 feet

28 candles

36 per cent.

20
JL

1 4 1)

65
•700 „
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The Boghead coal occurs in the higher part of the Scotch coal-field, in about tho

position of the ' slaty band ' of ironstone ; its range is not more than 3 or 4 miles in tho

lands of Torbano, Inchcross, Boghead, Capper's, and Batlivale, near Bathgate, in the

county of Linlithgow. In thickness it varies from 1 to 30 inches, and at the present

rapid rate of consumption, it is feared it cannot last many years.

The following section of a pit at Torbane shows that the cannel occurs in ordinary

coal-measures, and under circumstances common to beds of coal :

—

Ft. In.

Boghead house-coal 2 7
Arenaceous shale ....... 6 0

Slaty sandstone ....... 0 7
Shale and ironstone, containing remains of plants

and shells 0 10
Cement stone (impure ironstone) . . . ,04
Boghead cannel ....... 1 9

Fire-clay, full of Siigraarim . . . . .05
Coal (common) . . . . . . .06
Black shale . 0 Of
Coal 0 1

Shale 0 Of
Coal 0 0|
Fire-clay . . .0 1^
Hard shale 0 3

Thin laminaj of coal and shale . . . . . 0 3|-

Common coal . .06
Fire-clay 0 0

One of the chief characters of this cannel is its indestructibility under atmospheric

agencies ; for whether it is taken from the mine at a depth of fifty fathoms, or at the

outcrop, its gas- and oil-yielding properties are the same. Even a piece of the

mineral taken out of the drift-deposits, whore it had most probably lain for thousands

of years, appears to be just the same in quality as if it had been but lately raised from
the mine.

In the earth the seam lies parallel to its roof and floor, like other beds of coal ; and
it is traversed by the usual vertical joints, dividing it into the irregular cubes which
so generally characterize beds of cannel. Tho roof lying above the cement-stone

contains remains of Calamites ; and the ironstone nodules, fossil shells of the genus
Unio. The floor of the mine contains Stigmarim ; and tho coal itself affords more
upright stems of Sigillaria;, and its roots {Stigmaria:) and their radicles, running
through the seam to a considerable distance, than the majority of coals show. In these

respects it entirely resembles tho Pirnie or Methill seam. Most cannels afford

remains of fish ; but in Boghead no traces of these fossils have yet been met with,

although they have been diligently sought after.

Tho roots in the floors, and the upright stems of trees in the seam itself, appear to

show that the vegetable matter now forming tho coal grew on the spot where it is

found. If the mangroves and other aquatic plants, at the present day found growing in

the black vegetable mud of the marine swamps of Brasstown, on the west coast of Africa,

were quietly submerged and covered up with clay and silt, we should have a good
illustration of the formation of a bed of carbonaceous matter showing no structure,

mingled with stems and roots of trees showing structure, which is the case with Bog-
head coal, the structure being only detected in those parts showing evidence of stems

and roots, and not in the matrix in which those fossils are contained.

The chemical changes by which vegetable matter has been converted into Boghead
cannel will not be here dwelt on ; but the chief peculiarity about the seam is its close

and compact roof, composed of cement-stone, and shale. This is perfectly water- and
air-tight, so much so that, although the mine is troubled with a great quantity of water,

it all comes through the floor, and not the roof. This tight covering of the coal has

doubtless exercised considerable influence on the decomposing vegetable matter after

the latter had been submerged. It is worthy of remark that, above the Pirnie or

Methill seam,—the coal nearest approaching Boghead,—a similar bed of impure iron-

stone occurs.

Away from whin dykes which traverse the coal-field, there are no appearances of

the action of an elevated temperature, either upon the coal or its adjoining strata, to

give any sanction to the hypothesis, that tho cannel has resulted from the partial

decomposition of a substratum of coal by the heat of underlying trap, the volatile

matters having been retained in what has probably been a bod of shale. First, it must
be understood that Boghead cannel, even when treated with boiling naphtha, affords
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scarcely a trace of bitumen
;
and, secondly, when the seam of coal is examined in the

neighbourhood of a whin dyke, whore hoat has e^-idently acted on it, it is found
nothing like cannel, but as a soft sticky substance, of a brown colour, resembling burnt
india-rubber. Besides these facts, tlio scams of coal and their accompanying strata.,

both above and below the cannel, shtjw no signs of the action of heat, but, on the

contrary, exhibit every appearance of having been deposited in the usual way, and
of remaining without undergoing any particular alteration.—E. W. B. See Canxel
Coal.

BOGHEAD XTAPHTHA {syn. Bathgate naphtha), naphtha from the Boghead
coal. See Naphtha, Boghead.
SOC-XROir ORE is an example of the recent formation of an ore of iron, arising

from tlie decomposition of rocks containing iron, by the action of water charged with
carbonic acid. The production of this ore of iron in the present epoch, explains to

us many of the conditions under which some of the more ancient beds of iron ore

have been produced.
Bog-iron ore is common in the peat bogs of Ireland and other places. See Iron

Oees and Irox.
BOG nXAXTGAXTESE. Wad, or earthy manganese. See Manganese.
BOGWOOD. The trunks and larger branches of trees dug up from peat bogs.

The black oak of the bogs of Ireland, which is so largely employed in the manufac-
ture of ornaments, is so called.

BOHEA. A Idnd of black tea. See Tea.
BOHEMXAN' BOXiE. A yellow variety of bole.

BOKEnXXAN GARNETS. Garnets belonging to the mineralogical species

Fyropc. They occur embedded in serpentine at Zoblitz in Bohemia, and also loose in

the sands of some of the rivers of Bohemia. These garnets are of a rich dark-red
colour, and have been largely employed in cheap jewellery. They are cut and
polished in mills worked by water-power, and are mounted by working jewellers at

Prague.

BOXIiEB OXIi. Linseed oil boiled with litharge, which removes some of its olea-

ginous parts, and renders the oil moro ' drying,' that is, it solidifies more readily.

BOXXiER. See Steam Boiler.
BOXXiER PIiATE. Sheets of iron used for making boilers, and now largely em-

ployed for constructing railway bridges, ships, tanks, &c. The average resistance of

boiler plates is reckoned at 20 tons to the square inch, and the weight which they can
carry safely is about 5 tons on the square inch. Eiveting is calculated to reduce the

strength to a degree corresponding to that of the area which the rivets occupy. Such
are the principles by which the Eailway Department of the Board of Trade are

guided. See Iron.

BOXS SVRCX. Finely powdered sawdust, and turnings of hard wood, such as

rosewood, ebony, mahogany, and the like, are made into a paste with blood, which is

pressed into moulds or formed by dies. It receives a beautiful polish, equal to jet,

which it mTich resembles. This was first introduced to England in 1862 by M.
Latry, senior.

BOIiE. A kind of clay, often highly coloured by iron. It usually consists of

silica, alumina, iron, lime, and magnesia. It is not a well-defined mineral, and, con-

sequently, many substances are described by mineralogists as bole. Armenian hole

is of a bright rod colour. This is frequently employed as a dentifrice, and in some
cases it is administered medicinally. Bole of Blois is yellow, contains carbonate of

lime, and effervesces with acids. Boliemian hole is yellowish red. French hole is

of a pale red, with frequent streaks of yellow. Lemnian hole and Silcsian hole are, in

most respects, similar to the above-named varieties. The following analyses are

by C. Von Hauer. Capo di Bove—Silica, 4o'6-i ; alumina, 29-33
;

peroxide of iron,

8-88; lime, 0-60; magnesia, a trace; water, 14-27 = 98-72. New Holland—Silica,

38'22
;
alumina, 31-00; peroxide of iron, ll'OO; lime, a trace; magnesia, a trace,

water, 18-81 = 99-03.

BOKET1TS. A genus of the mushroom order. See Amadoi'.

BOKOGNXAN STOITE. A variety of sulphate of baryta, found in roundish

masses, which phosphoresces when, after calcination, it is exposed to the solar rays.

Bolognian phosphorus was formerly made from this stone. See Baryta, Sulphate of.

BOnXBASXICE. A worsted stuff mixed with silk ; it is a t^villed fabric, of which

the warp is silk and the weft worsted.

BOMBVX nxORX. The moth to which the silkworm turns. The caterpillar

(silkworm) is at first of a dark colour ; but gradually, as with all other caterpillars,

it becomes lighter coloiu-ed. This worm is about eight weeks in arriving at maturity,

during which time it frequently changes its colour. When full grown, the silkworm

commences spinning its web in some convenient place. The silkworm continues
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dra-sving its thread from various points, and attaching it to otliers ; it follows, there-

fore, that after a time the body becomes, in a groat measure, enclosed in the thread.

Tlie work is then continued from one thread to another, the silkworm moving its

head and spinning in a zigzag way, bending the forepart of the body back to spin

in all directions within reach, and shifting the body only to cover with silk the part

which was beneath it. As the silkworm spins its web by thus bending the forepart

of the body back, and moves the hinder part of the body in such a way only as to

enable it to reach the farther back with the forepart, it follows that it encloses itself

in a cocoon much shorter than its own body ; for soon after the beginning, the whole

is continued with the body in a bent position. During tho time of spinning the

cocoon, the silkworm decreases in length very considerably ; and after it is completed

it is not half its original length : at this time it becomes quite torpid, soon changes

its skin, and appears in the form of a chrysalis. The time required to complete the

cocoon is five days. In the chrysalis state tho animal remains from a fortnight to

three weeks : it then bursts its case, and conies forth in the imago state, the moth
having previously dissolved a portion of the cocoon by means of a fluid which it ejects.

The true silkworm {Bomhyx mori) is a native of tho North of China. Another
species, B. cynthia, occurs in India.

The late Colonel Sir AVilliam Eeid reported as follows on the Bomhyx cynthia :
—

' 1 made several reports on the Bomhyx cynthia silkworm, which feeds on the castor-

oil plant, for the information of tho Society of Arts. It had been introduced into

Malta from India, and appeared both hardy and wonderfully prolific
;
yet it failed

in Malta in 1855.
' 2. I had, however, previously distributed a great number of eggs, by sending

them to Italy, France, and Algeria ; and I contrived to watch the accounts of the

trials made in those countries. I found that it had spread there, and had been carried

to Spain and Portugal, and was creating considerable interestwherever it had been tried.

' 3. I was, therefore, induced to reintroduce it into Malta. At tho end of July

last, I received a few eggs by post, in a quill, from Paris, and those have multiplied

in an extraordinary manner, so that I have not attempted to have thom counted. The
temperature of the winter season, now December, seems, however, to be aficcting

them, even in Malta, inasmuch as they grow more slowly than they did in the summer

;

but, nevertheless, they appear healthy.
' 4. A very interesting paper, on the progress making in different countries in

rearing the Bomhyx cynthia, toU be found in the last number of the papers of the

French Societe d'Acclimation. This paper is by the able President of that Society,

M. Geoffroy Saint Hilaire.

' 5. I had, in 1854, successfully sent the insect to the West Indies. The French
Society have sent it to Brazil, to the Southern United States, and into Egypt. It is

being introduced into Germany, and we are now sending more eggs and worms from
Malta to Sicily.

'6. Experiments are making in France on spinning the silk, which is found to Iw

very fine, very strong, and to take dyes well. In France tho cocoons are corded, and
afterwards spun, as in Malta. It is said that tho chrysalis, on extricating itself from
tlio cocoon, and becoming a moth, does not, as was supposed, cut the thread ; and the

French have partially succeeded in unwinding the cocoons.
' 7. The groat interest I find taken in other countries in the attempts making to

naturalise the Bomhyx cynthia, has induced me to report to you its re-introduction

into Malta, with the view of begging you to make this known to the Society of Arts.

I enclose an extract from my despatch, dated 7th of July, 1855, which explains the

manner in which I successfully sent the insect to the West Indies ; and in the same
manner it may be easily conveyed from any one country to another. It may be found
difficult to preserve the silkworm throughout the winter season, as well as difficult to

grow the Eicinns, its proper food, in the climate of Europe. The proper climate for

the Buinhyx cynthia is within, or on the borders of, tlio tropics. But the attempts

now making ought not to be the less encouraged on that account, for they are pro-

ducing a new raw material for thread and clothing within reach of men of skill and
science; and 127,000 cocoons have recently been sent from Algeria to be manufactured

in Alsace.
' 8. The extraordinarymanner in which the Bomhyx cynthia multiplies, together with

the abundance of food produced for it without culture in warm climates, renders

the study of the habits of this insect, and the nature of its cocoons, of considerable

importance.
' 9. I send herewith a small sample of the cloth made from tho worms reared in

Malta. I have the honour to be, Sir,

' Your most obedient humble servant,
'WmiAM Rbid, Governor.'
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Additional information on tlie Bomhyx cynihia, or Eria Silkworm, will be found in

the ' Society of Arts' Joiirnal' of June 4, 1858.

Mr. Wells, WTiting from Grenada, in the West Indies, says of those silkworms for-

warded to him by Sir William Eeid :
—

' I have the eighth generation of worms now
hatching, having had seven crops of cocoons within the year. These worms multiply
one hundredfold in each generation ; and there is no doubt of their being easily fed

to any amount.' They are fed on the castor-oil plant, Eicinus comviunis, which grows
rapidly, can be cultivated without much expense, and yields a good return in its very
abundant seeds. Srn Silk.

BOir-BONS. Comfits and other sweetmeats of various descriptions pass under
this name. Tliey are manufactured largely in France, and a considerable quantity

regularly imported into this country. The manufacture of sweetmeats, confectionery,

&c,, does not enter so far into the plan of this worlc as to warrant our giving any
special detail of the various processes employed ; a general notice will, however,,be
found under the head of Confectionery.

Liqueur bon-bons are made in the following manner. A syrup evaporated to the

proper consistence is made, and some alcoholic liqueur is added to it. Plaster-of-

Paris models of the required form are made ; and these are employed, several being

fastened to a rod, for the purpose of making moulds in powdered starch, filling

shallow trays. The syrup is then, by means of a funnel, poured into these moulds,

and there being a powerful repulsion between the starch and the alcoholic syrup, the

upper portion of the fluid assumes a spherical form ; then some starch is sifted over

the surface, and the mould is placed in a warm closet. Crystallisation commences
on the outside of the bon-bon, forming a crust enclosing the syrup, which constantly

gives up sugar to the crystallising crust until it becomes sufficiently firm to admit of

being removed. A man and two boys will make three hundredweights of bon-bons in

a day.

Crystallised bon-bons are prepared by putting them witli a strong syrup contained

in shallow dishes, placed on shelves in the drying chamber, pieces of linen being

stretched over the surface, to prevent the formation of a crust upon tlie surface of the

fluid. In two or three days the bon-bons are covered with crystals of sugar ; the

syrup is then drained off, and tlie comfits dried.

Painted bon-bo7is.—Bon-bons are painted by being first covered with a layer of

glazing
;
they are then painted in body colours, mixed with mucilage and sugar.

The French have some excellent regulations, carried out under the ' Prefet de
Police,' as to the colours which may be employed in confectionery. These are to the

following effect :—

•

' Considering that the colouring-matter given to sweets, bon-bons, liqueurs, lozenges,

&c., is generally imparted by mineral substances of a poisonous nature, which impru-
dence has been the cause of serious accidents ; and that the same character of acci-

dents have been produced by chewing or sucking the wrapping paper of such sweets,

it being glazed and coloured with substances which are poisonous ; it is expressly

forbidden to make use of any mineral substance for colouring liqueurs, bon-bons,

sugar-plums, lozenges, or any kind of sweetmeats or pastry. No other colouring-

matter tlian such as is of a vegetable character shall be employed for such a purpose.

It is forbidden to wrap sweetmeats in paper glazed or coloured with mineral sub-

stances. It is ordered that all confectioners, grocers, dealers in liqueurs, bon-bons,

sweetmeats, lozenges, &c., shall have their name, address, and trade, printed upon tlie

paper in which the above articles shall be enclosed. All manufacturers and dealers

are personally responsible for the accidents which shall be traced to the liqueurs, bon-

bons, and other sweetmeats manufactured or sold by thorn.'

If similar provisions were in force in this country, it would prevent the use, to an
alarming extent, in our cheap confectionery, of such poisonous substances as

Arsenite of copper,

Acetate of copper,

Chromate of lead,

Sulphide of arsenic,

Oxide of lead,

Sulpliide of mercury, &c.

The colouring-matters allowed to be used in France are indigo, Prussian blue,

saffron, Turkey yellow, quercitron, cochineal, Brazil wood, madder, and the like.

BONES.
(
Os. Fr.

;
Knochen, Ger.) They form the framework of animal bodies,

commonly called the skeleton, upon which the soft parts are suspended, or in which
they are enclosed. Bonos •are invested with a membrane styled the periosteum, which
is composed of a dense tissue affording glue ; whence it is convertible into jolly, by
ebullition with water. Bonos are not equally compact throughout their whole sub-

stance : the long ones have tubes in their centres, lined witli a kind of periosteum of

more importance to the life of the bones than oven their external coat ; the flat, as
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woll as tho short and thick, bones exhibit upon their surface an osseous mass of a dense

riituro, while their interior presents a cavity divided into small cellules by their bony

partitions.

In reference to the composition of bones, we have to consider two principal con-

stituents : the living portion or the osseous cartilage, called ussdn, and tho inorganic

or the earthy salts of the bones.

The osseous cartilage is obtained by suspending bones in a large vessel full of dilute

muriatic acid, and leaving it in a cool place at about 50° F. The acid dissolves the

earthy salts of the bones without perceptibly attacking the cartilage, which, at the

end of a short time, becomes soft and translueid, retaining the shape of the bones

;

whenever the acid is saturated before it has dissolved all the earthy salts, it should

bo renewed. The cartilage is to be next suspended in cold water, which is to be

frequently changed till it has removed all the acidity. By drying the cartilage

shrinks a little, and assumes a darker hue, but without losing its translucenoy. It

becomes, at tho same time, hard and susceptible of breaking when bent, but it pos-

sesses great strength.

This cartilage is composed entirely of a tissue passing into gelatine. By boiling with

water, it is very readily convertible into glue, which passss clear and colourless

through the filter, leaving only a small portion of fibrous matter insoluble by further

boiling. This matter is produced by the vessels which penetrate the cartilage, and
carry nourishment to the bone. We may observe all these phenomena in a very
instructive manner, by macerating a bone in dilute muriatic acid, till it has lost about

the half of its salts ; then washing it with cold water, next pouring boiling water
upon it, leaving the whole in repose for 24 hours, at a temperature a few degrees

below 212° F.

The cartilage, which haS beeil stripped of its earthy salts, dissolves, but the small

vessels which issue from the uridecomposed portion of the bono remain under the form
of white plumes, if the water has received no movement capable of crushing or breaking

them. We may then easily recognise them with a lens, but the slightest touch tears

them, and makes them fall to the bottom of the vessel in the form of a precipitate ; if

we digest bones with strong hot muriatic acid, so as to accelerate their decomposition,

a portion of the cartilage dissolves in the acid with a manifest disengagement of car-

bonic acid gas, which breaks the interior mass, and causes the half-softened bone to

begin to split into fibrous plates, separable in the direction of their length. According to

Marx, these plates, when sufficiently thin, possess, like scales of mica, the property of

polarising light, a phenomenon which becomes more beautiful still when we soak them
with the essential oil of the bark of the Laurus Cassia. The osseous cartilage is

formed before the earthy part. The long bones are then solid, and they become hol-

low only in proportion as the earthy salts appear. In the new-born infant, a large

portion of the bones is but partially filled with these salts ; their deposition in the
cartilage takes place round certain mYanahXe points of ossification, auA begins at a
certain period after conception, so that we may calculate the age of the fcetus accord-

ing to the progress which ossification has made.

Composition of Bones.

Heintz Berzelius

Ox
Femur Sheep Man

Forearm
Human
Tooth

Animal matter

Phosphate of lime ....
Fluoride of calcium ....
Carbonate of lime ....
Phosphate of magnesia

30-58

57-67

2-69

6-99

2-07

26-54

61-99

2-97

6-92

1-58

31-11

59-14

2-23

6-32

1-20

28-00

1 04-30

5-30

1-40

Ileintz found that the fixed bases in the bones were sufficient to saturate completely
the acids contained in them, so that the phosphate of lime, as well as the phosphate of

magnesia, which the bones contain, is composed according to the formula 3K0, PO^.
Bone phosphate of lime is, therefore, the tribasic or ortliophosphate 3CaO,PO'
(Ca^P-C). True bony structure is perfectly free from chlorides and from sulphates,
these salts being only found when the liquid pervading the bones has not been com-
pletely removed. Tho bones in youth contain less earthy constituents than those of
adults ; and, in advanced age, the proportion of mineral matters increases. Von
Biria found more bone-earth in the bones of birds than in those of mammals ; ho
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found also the ratio of tlio carbonate of lime to the phosphate to be generally greater.

In the bonos of amphibia, he found loss inorganic matter than in those of mammals
and birds ; and in the bones of fishes, the earthy matters vary from 21 to 57 per cent.

Tlie scales of fishes have a composition somewhat similar to that of bone, but they

contain phosphate of lime in small quantity only.

In certain diseases (the craniotahcs in children), the earthy salts fall in tlie spongy
portion of the bone as low as 28'16 per cent, of the dry bone ; and in several cases the

proportion of earthy matter was found by Schlossbergor as low as 50 per cent. At
the age of 21 years, the weight of the skeleton is to that of the whole body in tlio

ratio of lO'o '. 100 in man, and in that of 8"5 : 100 in woman, the weight of the body
being about 125 or 130 lbs.

The quantity of organic matter in fossil hones varies very considerably : in some
cases it is found in as large a quantity as in fresh bones, while in others it is alto-

gether wanting. Carbonate of lime generally occurs in far larger quantity in fossil

than in recent bones, which may arise from infiltration of that salt from without, or

from a decomposition of a portion of the phosphate of lime by carbonic acid or car-

bonates. Magnesia often occurs in larger quantities in the fossil remains of verte-

brated animals than in the fresh bones of the present animal world. Liebig found
in the cranial bones excavated at Pompeii a larger proportion of fluoride of calcium

than in recent bones ; while, on the other hand, Girardin and Preisser found that this

salt had greatly diminished in bones wliich had lain long in the earth, and, in some
cases, had even wholly disappeared.

The gelatinous tissue of bones was found by Von Biria to consist of—

Recent ox bones Fossil bones

Carbon ..... 50-401 . . . 50-130

Hydrogen .... 7111 . . . 7-073

Nitrogen .... 18-154 . . . 18-449

Oxygen 24-119 . . . 24-348

Sulphur 0-216 —
This is the same composition as that of the gelatinous tissues.

In the arts bones are employed by turners, cutlers, manufacturers of animal char-
coal, and, when calcined, by assayers, for making cupels. In agriculture, they are em-
ployed as a manure. Laid on in the form of dust, at the rate of 30 to 35 cwts. per acre,

they have been known to increase the value of old pastures from 10s. or \bs. to 30^«.

or 40s. per acre ; and after the lapse of 20 years, though sensibly becoming less valu-

able, land has remained still worth two or three times the rent it paid before the bonos
were laid on. In the large dyeing establishments in Manchester, the bones are boiled

in open pans for 24 hours, the fat skimmed off and sold to the candle-makers, and tlie

size afterwards boiled down in another vessel till it is of suiRcient strength for stiffen-

ing the tliick goods for which it is intended. The size liquor, when exhausted or no
longer of sufficient strength, is applied with much benefit as a manure to the adjacent

pasture and artificial grass-lands, and the exhausted bones are readily bought up by
the Lancashire and Cheshire farmers. When burned bones are digested in sulphuric

acid, diluted -with twice its weight of water, a mixture of gypsum and acid phosphate
of lime is obtained, which, when largely diluted vntli water, forms a most valuable

liquid manure for grass-land and for crops of rising corn
;

or, to the acid solution,

pearl ashes may be added, and the whole then dried up, by the addition of charcoal

powder or vegetable mould, till it is sufficiently dry to be scattered with the hand
as a top-dressing, or buried in the land by means of a drill.

In lYance, soup is extensively made by dissolving bones in a steam heat of two or

three days' continuance. Kespecting the nutritive property of such soup, Liebig has
expressed the following strong opinion :

—
' Gelatine, even when accompanied by tlie

savoury constituents of flesh, is not capable of supporting the vital process ; on the

contrary, it diminishes the nutritive value of food, which it renders insufficient in quan-

tity and inferior in quality, and it overloads tlie blood with nitrogenous products, the

presence of which disturbs and impedes the organic processes.' The erroneous

notion that gelatine is the active principle of soup arose from the observation tliat

soup made, by boiling, from meat, when concentrated to a certain point, gelatinises.

The jelly was taken to be the true soup until it was found that the best meats did not

yield the finest gelatine tablets, which were obtained most beautiful and transx^arent

from tendons, feet, cartilage, bones, &c. This led to an investigation on nutrition

generally, the results of which proved that gelatine, which by itself is tasteless, and
when eaten excites nausea, possesses no nutritive value whatever.

The following Table exhibits the relation between the combustible animal matter
and the mineral substances of bones, as found by different obseryers ;—

.
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Organic Portion Inorganic Portiou Observers

Ox bones . .

r 1 20 Berzelius.

1 2-1 Marcliand.

1 20 Berzelius.

Human bones

1 1-8 to 2-3 1
Frericlis.

1 2'0 in mean J
1 1-6 to 2-2 1

1 I'D in mean > Von Biria.

Bird bones 1 2-3 to 2-6 J

Prior to the use of bones by tlie turner or carver, they require the oil, Tvith -whicli

they are largely impregnated, to bo extracted, by boiling them in water and bleaching

them in the sun or otherwise. This process of boiling, in place of softening, robs

them of part of their gelatine, and therefore of part of their elasticity and contracti-

bility likewise, and they become more brittle.

The forms of the bones are altogether unfavourable to their extensive or orna-

mental employment : most of them are very thin and curved, contain large cellular

cavities for marrow, and are interspersed with vessels that are visible after they

are worked up into spoons, brushes, and articles of common turnery. The buttock

and shin bones of the ox and calf are almost the only kinds tised. To whiten the

finished works, they are soaked in turpentine for a day, boiled in water for about an
hour, and then polished with whitening and water.

Holtzapffel also informs us that after the turning tool, or scraper, has been iised,

bone is polished, 1st, with glass-paper
;
2nd, with Trent sand, or Flanders brick, with

water on flannel
;

3rd, with whiting and water on a woollen rag ;
4th, a small

quantity of white wax is rubbed on the work with a quick motion ; the wax fills the

minute pores, but only a very minute portion should bo allowed to remain on the

work. Common bone articles, such as nail- and tooth-brushes, are frequently polished

with slaked lime used wet on flannel or woollen cloth. See ' On Bone and its Uses,'

by Arthur Aitkin, ' Trans, of Society of Arts,' 1832 and 1839.

Bones have recently been imported into this country, from Australia, in the form
of bone-dust tiles, made by crushing the bones and compressing the powder into the

form of cakes.

The importance of the trade in bones will be seen from the following statement of

imports of the bones of animals and fish—not whalebone.

Bones of all Jcinds (rxcept Whalefms) imjwrted.

1867 11868 18119 1870 1871 1872

Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons
Quantity . 246,767 245,120 229,223 215,748 302,079

£ £ £ £ £
Value . 437,436 430,442 600,019 629,619 659,416

Tons Tons Tons
Bones, whether burnt or not for manure 92,032 94,212 97,778

BOXl'E-BIiil.CK {Noir d'os, Fr. : Knochenschwarz, Ger.), or Animal Charcoal, as
it is less correctly called, is the black carbonaceous substance into which bones are

converted by calcination in close vessels. This kind of charcoal has two principal

applications—to deprive various solutions, particularly syrups, of their colouring-

matters, and to furnish a black pigment. The latter subject will be treated of under
Ivory Black.
The discovery of the antiputrescent and decolouring properties of animal charcoal

in general is due to Lowitz, of Petersburg ; but their modifications have occupied the
attention of many chemists since his time. Kels published, in 1798, some essays on
tlio decolouring of indigo, sal&on, madder, syrup, &c., by means of charcoal ; but he
committed a mistake in supposing bone-black to have less power than the charcoal of
wood. The first useful application of charcoal to the purification of raw colonial

sugar was made by M. Guillon, who brought into the French markets considerable
quantities of fine sjTups, which he discoloured by ground wood-charcoal, and sold them
to great advantage, as much superior to the cassonadcs (brown sugars) of that time. In
1811, M. Figuier, an apothecary at Montpellier, published a note about animal char-
coal, showing that it blanched vinegars and wines with much more energy than vege-
table charcoal; and lastly, in 1812, M. Derosncs proposed to employ animal charcoal,
in the purification of syrups and sugar-refining. The quantities of bone-black left in
the retorts employed by MM. Payen, for producing crude carbonate of ammonia,
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furnished abundant materials for making tlio most satisfactory experiments, and enabled
those gentlemen soon to obtain ten per cent, more of refined sugar from the raw
article than had been formerly extracted, and to improve, at the time, the characters
of the lumps, bastards, treacle, &c. .

'
.

The calcination of bones is effected by two different systems of apparatus
;
by

heating them in a retort similar to tliat in wliich coal is decomposed in the gas-works,
or in small pots piled up in a kiln. On the second pilan, which furuislics the best
charcoal, the liones, broken into pieces, are put into small cast-iron pots of the form
shown in fig. 148, about three-eighths of an inch thick, two of which are dexterouslj'

placed witli their mouths in contact, and then luted together with loam. The lip

of the upper pot is made to slip inside the under one. These double vessels, con-

taining together about fifty pounds of bones, are arranged alongside, and over each
other, in an oven like a potter's kiln, till it is filled. The oven or kiln may be either

oblong or upright. The latter is represented in figs. 149, 150, 151. a is the fire-

place or grate for the fuel ; c c are the openings in the dome of tlio furnace througli

which the flame flows; the divisions of these orifices are shown in fig. 151. b is the
wall of brick-work, d the space in which the pots are distributed, e is the door
by which the workman carries in the pots, which is afterwards built up with fire-

l^ricks, and plastered over Avitli loam. This door is seen in fig. 149. f f are the
lateral flues for conveying the disengaged gases into the air.

Fig. 152 is a longitudinal section, and fig. 153 a ground plan of a horizontal kiln

for calcining bones, a is the fire-chamber, lying upon a level witli the sole of tlio

kiln ; it is separated by a pillar b, from the calcining hearth e. In the pillar or wall,

several rows of holes, d, are left at different heights ; e is the entrance door
;

/", the

outlet-vents for the gases, vapours, and smoke, into the chimney g ; h, a, sliding

damper-plate for regulating the admission of the air into the fire in the space a.

By this arrangement the ofifonsivo emanations are partly consumed, and partly car-

ried off with the smoke. To destroy the smell completely, the smoke should be made
to pass through a second small furnace.

The number of pots that may be put into a kiln of this kind depends, of course,

upon its dimensions; but, in general, from 100 to 160 are piled up over each other, in

columns, at once ; the greatest heat being nearest the roof of tlio kiln, -which resembles,

in many respects, that used for baking pottery^vare.

In both kilns the interior walls are built of fire-bricks. In the oblong one, the

fiercest heat is near the vaulted roof ; in the upright one, near the sole ; and the pots,

containing the larger lumps of bones, should be placed accordingly near the top of the

former and the bottom of the latter. Such a kiln may receive about seventy double

pots, containing in the whole thirty-five cwts. of bones.

After the hearth is filled with tlie pots, and the entrance door is shut, the fire is

applied, at first moderately, but afterwards it must be raised, and maintained at a brisk

heat for eight or ten hours. The door of the asli-pit and tlie damper may now be

nearly closed, to moderate the draught, and to keep up a steady ignition for six or

eight hours longer, without additional firing ; after which the doors must bo all

opened to cool the furnace. When this is done, the brickwork of the entrance-door

must be taken down, the kiln must be emptied, and immediately filled again with a

set of pots previously filled with bones, and luted together: the pots wliich have

been ignited may, in the course of a sliort time, be opened, and the contents put into

the magazine. But in operating with the large decomposing cylinder retort, the

bones being raked out hot, must bo instantly tossed into a receiver, which can be

covered in air-tight till they are cool.
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The bones lose upon an average about one-half of their weight in the calcination.

In reference to the quality of the black, experience has shown that it is so much moro
powerful as a decolouring agent, as the bones from which it was made have been
freer from adhering fatty, fleshy, and tendinous matters.

The charcoal is ground in mills with grooved rollers, in order to prevent the forma-

tion of dust. The bones are tlu-own into a long quadrangular box, furnished at its

lower aperture with moveable steel cheeks, between which the roller revolves ;
they

are thus coarsely broken up, and the granulation is completed by another pair of

bluntly grooved rollers, which can be placed nearer to, or furtTier from, each other at

pleasure. The crushed charcoal is collected on sieves, which separate the dust from
the grains.

The composition of perfectly dry bone-black of average quality is as follows :

—

Phosphate of Ume, with carbonate of lime, and a little sulphuret of iron, or oxido of

iron, 88 parts ; iron in the state of silicated carburet, 2 parts ; charcoal containing

about ifh of nitrogen, 10 parts. None of the substances present, except the charcoal,

possess separately any decolourising power.

It was formerly supposed that the peculiar absorbing and decolouring power of

animal charcoal was only exerted towards bodies of organic origin ; but it was found,

by Graham, that inorganic substances are equally subject to this action ; and later

experiments have demonstrated that there are few, if any, chemical compounds which
altogether resist the absorbing power of charcoal. The action is of a mechanical
nature, and in some cases it is sufficiently powerful to overcome chemical affinities

of considerable power. It is not confined to charcoal, though pre-eminent in this

substance, in consequence of the immense extent of surface which its porous structure

presents. The action of charcoal in sugar-refining has been particularly studied by
Liidersdorf. TVhen the defecated saccharine juice is allowed to flow upon a moist
and firmly compressed charcoal filter, pure water is the first product that passes

through ; but a considerably larger quantity is obtained than was employed for mois-

tening the charcoal. "Water is then obtained of a decidedly saline character, which
increases in strength, and after this has passed through for some time, a sweet
taste becomes perceptible, which gradually increases, and at last entirely masks the

saline. This purely sweet fiuid continues to flow for some time ; after which, the
liquid acquires an alkaline reaction from the presence of caustic lime ; it then becomes
coloured, the liquor getting gradually darker, till the action of the charcoal ceases.

Lime is completely abstracted from lime-water by bone-charcoal
;
and, according to

the experiments of Chevallier, lead-salts are likewise entirely absorbed, the acetate

the most readily. It has also been shown hj Graham, that iodine even is separated
from iodide of potassium. The commercial value of animal charcoal has usually been
estimated by its decolouring power on sulphate of indigo ; its absorbent power, which is

a property of equal, perhaps of greater importance, may, according to M. Corenwinder,
be determined, approximately, by the quantity of lime which a given weight will

absorb. For this purpose he employs a solution of saccharate of lime of known
strength. An acid liquor is first prepared, composed of 20 grammes of pure oil of
vitriol diluted with water to exactly 1 litre. A solution of saccharate of lime is then
prepared, by dissolving 125 to 130 grammes of white sugar in water, adding thereto

15 to 20 grammes of quicklime, boiling the liquid, and then filtering to separate the
undissolved Ume. This solution is prepared of such a nature, that it will be exactly
saturated by the same volume of the dilute sulphuric acid. By adding the latter to

50 cubic centimetres of the liquid filtered from the animal charcoal, it is easy to see

how many degrees of the burette are required to complete the saturation of the lime.

Suppose 35 are required for this purpose, 100 — 35 = 65, which represent the propor-
tion of lime absorbed by the charcoal : this is, therefore, the number representing the

standard, By operating with a burette graduated from the bottom, the degree of the
charcoal experimented upon may be read directly.

This decolourising power does not belong alone to bone-black ; different varieties of

lignite, or even coal, when well carbonised in close vessels, afford a decolouring char-
coal of considerable value. By reducing 100 parts of clay into a thin paste with
water, kneading into it 20 parts of tar, and 500 of finely-ground pit-coal, drying the

mixed mass, and calcining it out of contact of air, a charcoally matter may be obtained

not much inferior to bone-black in whitening syrups.

The restoration of animal charcoal from burnt bones, for the purpose of sugar-

refining, has been long practised in France. Mr. W. Parker has made the following

process the subject of a patent. The charcoal, when taken from the vessels in which
it has been employed for the purposes of clarifying the sugar, is to be thoroughly
washed with the ;^urest water that can be obtained, in order to remove all the saccha-

rine matter adhering to it. When the washing process has been completed, the char-

coal is laid out to dr\-, either in the open air or in a suitable stove ; and when per-

Tor. 1.
' EE
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feetly free from tnolsture, it is to be separated into small pieces, and sifted tlirougli a

sieve, the wire or meshes of which are placed at distances of about two and a half in

every inch. This sifting •will not only divide the charcoal into small pieces, but will

cause any bits of wood or other improper matters to be separated from it.

The charcoal thus prepared is then to be packed lightly in cylindrical vessels

called crucibles, with some small quantity of bones, oil, or other animal matter, mixed
with it. The crucibles are then closed by covers, and luted at the joints, leaving no
other opening but one small hole in the centre of the cover, through which any gas

generated within the vessel when placed in the oven or furnace may be allowed to

escape.

The crucibles are now to be ranged round the ovon, and placed one upon another,

in vertical positions ; and when the oven is properly heated, gas will be generated

within each crucible, and issue out from the central hole. The gas thus emitted,

being of an inflammable quality, will take fire, and assist in heating the crucibles ;

and the operation being carried on until the crucibles become of a red heat, the oven
is then to bo closed, and allowed to cool ; after which the crucibles are to be removed,
when the charcoal will be found to have become perfectly renovated, and as fit for use

as before.

A process for the restoration of bone-black, or animal charcoal, was made the

subject of a patent by Messrs. Bancroft and Maclnnes of Liverpool, which consists in

jgg jgg wnsliing the granular charcoal,

or digesting it, when finely ground,

with a weak solution of potash or

soda, of specific gravity 1 "06. The
bone-black, which has been used

in sugar-refining, may bo thus

restored, but it should be first

cleared from all the soluble filtli

by moans of water.

Mr. F. Parker's method, patented

in June, 1839, for effecting a like

purpose, is by a fresh calcination,

as follows :—

•

Fiff. 155 represents a front sec-

tion of the furnace and retort

;

and Jiff. 156 a transverse vertical

section of tho same, a is a retort,

surrounded by the flues of tho fur-

nace b ; c is a hopper or chamber,
to which a constant fresh supply

of the black is furnished, as the

preceding portion has been with-

drawn from the lower part of a.

^_ ^ ^^y^
^ '^^ '^'^ cooling vessel, which is

'
yp"? '^V^':. l'^ U ,

connected to the lower part of the

retort a by a sand-joint c. Tho
cooler d is made of thin sheet-iron, and is large ; its bottom is closed witli a slide-

plate,/. The black, after passing slowly through the retort a into the vessel d, gets

so much cooled by the time it reaches ./', that a portion of it may be safely with-

drawn, so as to allow more to fall progressively down
; g is the charcoal-meter, with

a slide door.—H.M.N.
BOIfE-EARTH. The residue of bones after calcination ; it is chiefly phosphate

of lime. It finds many uses in the art^.

BON'E-ItXQirOR. The liquor obtained by distilling bones. It is an impure
solution of ammonia—a poor spirit of hartshorn.

BOXTE-OZXi. See Dippel's Oil.

BOOKBIITDXSrG' 'in all its branches' includes ever}' process by which the sheets

as received from the printer (from the pamphlet of a few pages to tho folio of enormous

size and thickness) are arranged in duo order, and the leaves of wliich each sheet is

composed secured and prepared, either simply or elaboratelj', for the use of the

reader. It thus includes every gradation of style and finish, from tho stitched and
wrappered periodical to tho costly and elaborate binding of tho most magnificent

library.

The sheets of paper on which books are printed are of various dimensions, beginning
with the 'pott' and 'foolscap' (the smallest sizes tliat come from the paper-miikor)

up to tho 'crown,' 'demy,' 'royal,' 'imperial,' ' atlas,' &c. Tho printer arranges each

of his pages so as to occupy, with the required margin, tho half, the fourth, tho
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eighth, or the twelfth, and so on down to tlio forty-oighth, of each sheet, such

divisional pages being called respectively folio, quarto, octavo, duodecimo, &c., down
to 48mo. ; and it will be manifest that as the sheets themselves are larger or smaller

from the atlas down to the pott as before stated, so their divisions will vary in

proportion, thus, an 8vo. volume may bo either a ' foolscap 8vo.,' a ' cro-wn 8vo.,' or a
' demy Svo.,' &c., and will be larger or smaller accordingly.

The ' gathering' of the sheets that form a volume—that is, the collecting together,

in consecutive order into one or more 'gatherings,' of a copy of each of the sheets

forming such volumes, is generally done by the printer before they are delivered to

the binder. In such cases the first operation at the bookbinder's is that of folding

(whether in folio, 4to., or 8vo., &c., as before said). In this operation the margin of

the type, and not the margin of the paper, is the guide for the folder, who has to see

that the head and sides of the printed matter of each page range or ' register

'

accurately with those of the opposite page. The work of folding is done by women
and girls, who use a bone or ivory folding stick to press the folds of each sheet closely

together, and by continued practice the process is so rapidly performed by them, that

except in the Ciise of newspapers and other publications where there are enormous
numbers of the same sheet requiring no readjustment of machinery, little, if anything,

is gained, either in speed, accuracy, or economy, by the use of folding machines, of

which various kinds worked by steam-power have been introduced.

When the type of each leaf in a sheet is thus made to coincide it will be almost
universally found that the outer edges of some of the leaves project more or less

considerably beyond others, so that in order to give the book a neat and regular

appearance, even if the edges are not intended to bo cut all round, the Yore-edge and
tail have to be ' trimmed,' that is, the rough and irregularly projecting edges are,

after the book is sewn. p,ared with a knife.

The folded sheets are then ' collated,' that is, examined and laid together in proper

consecutive order, in which arrangement the letter or ' signature,' as it is termed, at

the foot of the first page of each sheet, and not the general numerical paging of the

book, is the collator's guide. IS the volume about to be bound has belonging to it

plates or maps, printed on distinct paper from that used for the letterpress, each such
plate or map is secured by paste to the back edge of its appropriate page of letter-

press, or to a special strip of paper termed a ' guard.' Each volume being thus ' folded,'

'collated,' and (if needful) ' placed,' is subjected with others to hydraulic or other

pressure to make the leaves lie smoothly and compactly together. The volume is

then, if cords arc to be used as the cross bands, slightly indented with saw cuts at

regular intervals across its back, six such cuts being used for folios, five for quartos,

and four or three for smaller sizes. If tape is to be used for the bands, pencil-marks

are substituted for the saw cuts.

The book is now ready to bo fastened together. The simplest mode of doing this

is by stabbing through each volume three or four holes a short distance from its

hinder edge, and passing a needle and thread alternately in and out through the

holes, securing the ends of the thread together by a knot. A book so fastened

(' stitched,' not ' sewn ') is of course prevented by the pressure of the thread from
opening* freely to its back edge, and if the thread is cut or broken at any one part

157

y y

lo8

the whole falls to pieces. This rough and ready process is confined to pamphlets,

periodical publications, or some of the commoner school books.

The process of 'sowing' (as distinct from the before-named operation of stitch-

EE 2
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ing) is that mostly employed for securing tlio folded sheets together. Por this

purpose the sewing press is employed.
Fig. 157 represents the sewing press as it stands upon the table before which the

workwoman sits. Fig. 158 is a ground plan without the parts a and n in the

former figure, a is the base board supported upon the cross bars m n marked with
dotted lines in fig. 158.

Upon the screw rod rr, fig. 157, the nuts td serve to fix the flat upper bar n at

any desired distance from the base. That bar has a slit along its middle through
which the hooks below z s pass down for receiving the ends of the sewing cords or

tapes (from two or throe to six in number according to the size of the volumes under
operation)^p fixed &tyy and stretched bythe thumbscrews zz. The bar yy is let

into an oblong space cut out of the front edge of the base board and fixed there by a
moveable pin a and a fixed pin at its other end round which it turns. The cords or

bands are fixed at distances and in numbers corresponding to the saw or pencil-marks

before named, made in the backs of the folded sheets, and the cross cords be-

come embedded in the saw-marks by the pressm-e of the sewing thread. This is

drawn through the middle of each sheet and turned round each band beginning at

the first sheet and proceeding to the last. The first sheet being thus sewn and
secured to the bands, the second sheet is laid upon it, the thread carried from the

first sheet to the second, and the process is repeated, and so on to the concluding

sheet of tlie volume, the whole being connected together by the cross bands (whether
of cord or tape) round which the thread passes, first through one sheet, and then from
each sheet to its successor.

A third method of securing the leaves of a book was some years ago introduced by
Mr. "W. Hancock, namely, by the adhesion of the back edges of each leaf of the book
to a coating of Ciioutchouc and its superimposed lining cloth. In this method, instead

of the fold of each sheet or section (consisting of 4, 8, 12, 16, or 24 pages) forming a
back through which the needle of the sewer passes, as before described, the whole of

the back of the book is cut through by a plough knife or guillotine so as to present a
smooth level surface formed of the back edges of the book, which, if separated, would
then consist of single detached leaves.

This smooth surface is slightly rasped so as to give greater facility for the adhesion to

the edge of each leaf of the caoutchouc, a solution of which is applied in two or three

coats, at intervals sufficient to allow each coat to become firmly adhesive. Strips of cloth

lining are laid over this, and fastened on with caoutchouc, the outermost strip being

so mucli wider than the back of the book as to form a fiy or projecting strip at each

side for the purpose of securing the volume to the boards which form, ivith cloth or

leather, the cover of the book. We thus see that, instead of leaves attached by thread

at certain points or intervals, each single loaf is agglutinated continuously along the

whole length of its back edge to the caoutchouc and cloth lining before described.

Books bound in this way open so perfectly flat upon a table without strain or resi-

lience, that they are equally comfortable to the student, the musician, and the merchant.

And where a book consists of paper at once thick, tough, and absorbent, the adhesion

of each single leaf by its back edge to the caoutchouc coating and lining is generally

perfect, and, with careful usage, moderately durable. On the other hand, when the

paper composing the book is thin or non-absorbent, tlio adhesion of each lea/ is very

uncertain ; and moreover, by frequent use, and especially under the chemical cflToct of

atmospheric and climatic changes, the caoutchouc sooner or later loses its adhesive

power over paper of any quality, hardens, cracks, and shrinks, and leaf after leaf

Ibecomcs more or less insecure and detached. TIio use of caoutchouc for book-

binding has therefore become far less general than was at one time anticipated, and

the noodle and thread of the workwoman is still the general medium for connecting

the leaves of a book together.

Hitherto we have dealt with the preliminary processes of securing the separate portions

of a volume—processes which are common to all kinds of binding, from the simple

pamphlet with, or without its paper wrapper, to tlio most elaborately bound A'olume

in russia or morocco
;
except that in the more expensive styles of binding, additional

care is taken in the process of sewing ; the thread being more frequently passed through

each section, round the cross bands, and from section to section, and more elaborately

secured.

The next process is that of inserting the volume into its cover ; and in this, two

systems are adopted : one, the original plan of attaching the boards of the cover by
drawing tho cross cords or bands through holes pierced through each board at its

back edge, then fastening tho leather or other material used for covering the book
over the board, and subsequently adding the lettering and ornament required ; the

other that of tho more modern ' case-binding.' This is now, from its comparative
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cheapness and adaptation to the rapid execution of large numbers, the method uni-

versally adopted for the groat inass of books, as they issue from the publisher's

warehouse. We will deal with this Last-named process in the first instance. In
' case-binding ' the case or cover (generally formed of mill-boards covered with cotton

cloth) is made, stamped and lettered with the desired amount of ornament, all complete

before it is placed upon the volume. Thus (the exact size of the volume having been
first ascertained) the whole process of ' case-making ' and ' blocking ' can go on
simultaneously with or in anticipation of the processes of folding, sewing, and back-
ing up.

The boards used in bookbinding are formed of the pulp obtained from refuse brown
paper, old rope, straw, or other vegetable material more or less fibrous ; which pulp
is pressed into sheets of varying size and thickness, to suit the requirements of the

binder ; from the sheet scarcely thicker than cartridge paper used for ' limp ' book-
covers, to the thick substance now extensively used for books on which a cover with
' bevelled edges ' (after the antique style of the old wooden book-covers used by early

bookbinders) is prepared.

The size and style of the volume being ascertained, the board-cutter selects his

mill-boards accordingly ; and having with his shears ' squared,' i.e. cut of at right

angles the rough outer edge of two adjoining sides of each board, adjusts the gauge
of his cutting-machine to the exact requirement successively of tlio length and breadth
of the volume, until ho has completed the tale of 60 or it maybe 6,000 pairs of boards
for which his order is given. See Board Cutting Machine (jiff. 169, as manufactured
by F. Ullmer),

169

In the meantime, the cloth-cutter in like manner cuts up the corresponding numbers
of covers of the dimensions proper for the book. The bookbinders' cloth now so

extensively used, is a cotton fabric generally woven in Lancashire, and sometimes
dyed and finished there ; but these later processes are carried on to a considerable

extent, also, in London. The dyed cloth is passed through heated rollers, which being
engraved with some grain or pattern, (sometimes in imitation of the grains of russia

or morocco leather, sometimes with other patterns) impress the pattern or embossing
upon the cloth. A third essential is a supply of a corresponding number of 'hollows.'

These are strips of thick paper or of pasteboard, cut to the exact height and thickness

required for the book for which the boards and cloth are intended, and which act as
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gauges for the guidance of the case-makers, and as stiffners for the cloth at the back
of the book, between the boards.

Those three materials are then passed on
to the case-makers : one of whom takes

possession of the pile of cloth covers, laid

face downwards before him, rapidly passes

the glueing brush from the pot of heated

and diluted glue standing by his side upon
the uppermost piece of the pile, lifts, and
passes the glued piece of cloth to his right-

hand neighbour, who being provided with
the pile of pairs of boards and corresponding

hollows, lays, in succession, a board (1), a
hollow (2), and a board (3) {fig. 160), on the

glued surface of the cloth, which is cut of a size sufficient to leave a margin to turn
over the edge of the boards and the requisite distance beyond. A narrow space,

proportioned to the size and thickness of the volume, is left between the inner edge
of each board and the ' hollow,' so as to allow space for the liinge of the case to

turn round and be pressed into the ridge which is formed at each side of the back
of a volume when prepared for the case.

This done, the second caje-maker then rapidly and lightly (so rapidly as not to

allow the hot glue to soak too much into the cloth and spoil its grain and gloss, and
so lightly as not to produce the same defect by too much pressure) passes the palm of

his hand or a folding-stick over the cloth, to make it adhere smoothly to the boards
and the intermediate hollow, and r\t once passes each to his right-hand neighbour.

The third case-maker in his turn quickly snicks out, with a pair of scissors, the sujjcr-

fluous cloth at each of the four corners, folds the over-lapping margin of cloth round
the edge of the boards and the top and bottom of the hollow, rubs the edges and inner

margin smooth with a folding-stick, and each case is then taken by an attendant boy
and hung up to dry. This process is soon accomplished, and the batch of cases is

next passed on to the blockers.

The blocks or stamps used for lettering and ornamenting the cases of books are

of metal, generally of brass, cut in relief, and, besides the letterings, are of various

kinds ; border frames, bands for the back, corner or centre ornaments, &e.
; adapted

to the various characters of books, and the tastes of publishers and purchasers. In
many instances, special designs, pictorial, emblematical or otherwise, are cut for some
particular books ; and the number and variety of blocks that accumulate in any large

bookbinding establishment thus becomes very great, and absorbs a considerable capital.

161

The requisite block, or group of blocks required for the cases in hand being prepared,
they are accurately adjusted and seciured (with the stamping surface downwards) to
the upper bed of an arming press (fg. 161, as manufactured by F. Ullmer), which bed
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is porforatod by cliannels. for the admission of a jot of gas or steam, sufficient to give

the required lioat to the metal blocks suspended : heat being needful to give distinct-

ness and permanence to the impression on the cloth case. Beneath tlie stamping

block 60 prepared and suspended, is a table on which has to be fixed a frame or

gauge, adjusted to the exact proportions of the case about to be stamped; and the

table is then brought by means of regulating screws, to the exact position under the

stamping-block, to receive the required imjwession on the back and sides of each case.

The application of a lever, moved either by hand or steam-power, brings the super-

incumbent and heated block forcibly upon the cloth case ; and when the pressure (which
has to be carefully adjusted so as not to give too faint an impression on the one hand,
or on the other to burn too deeply and injure the fabric and colour of the cloth) the

case is withdrawn with the required impression stamped upon it ; another is substi-

tuted, and the process is repeated throughout the required number of the sort. An
impression given simply as above described, is technically termed 'blind blocking,'

and is a mere indentation in the cloth case of the pattern of the block applied.

Wlien gold or other metal for lettering or ornament is required, the cover of the

book has to undergo the previous process of ' laying on ' as follows :

—

Gold-leaf is laid on a leather cushion and dindod by the gentle pressure of a knife-

edge into slips of the requisite size, which are then deftly and smoothly lifted by
adhesion to a slightly greased pad and transferred from it to the part or parts of the
cloth case about to be lettered or ornamented in gold. The case, with the gold-leaf
thus laid on, is then subjected to the pressure of the arming-press as in blind blocking

;

the gold-loaf is pressed by tho heated block into the case of the book, which, on being
withdrawn from the lower table of the press, is gently wiped ivith a rag or brushed

;

this removes the metal-leaf from ever}' unpressed part, leaving the impressio-n of tho

lettering or ornament clear and distinct.

Tho cases are then ready to bo fixed upon tho books to which they belong, and
which having been, as before described ' folded, collated, placed and sewn,' and after-

wards ' papered' (this last term being given to the pasting of tho end papers with a
fly-leaf to the beginning and end of eachvohime) have to undergo the further processes
,noedful to fit them for insertion into the cases. In the first place the edges of each book
aro either cut at top, tail and fore-edge, or only ' trimmed.' This last operation merely
pares down the rough and projecting leaves at the fore-edge and tail nearly to the
level of those leaves which present a double or quadruple fold, technically termed ' tho
bolt,' and leaving tho top of the book entirely uncut, so that without reducing the general
margin of the book a neat and tolerably uniform edging is presented. The backs of the

162

books are then coated with glue, on which is laid a strip of strong paper, and again

over that a lining cloth or webbing of tougli but loose and elastic texture, which
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projects beyond the fridtli of the Lack so as to form two -vnngs
;

these, -with the

projecting ends of the cross-cords or Lands and the end papers, form the comLined
material for securing the Look in the case. The Lack of the book, however, Lefore its

insertion in the case, is rounded, either by a peculiar manipulation with the left hand
and the use of the liammer in the right hand of tlie workman, or Ly the use of

the rounding-machino. By this operation a concave surface is presented at tlio fore-

edge of tlio Look corresponding to the convex surface produced Ly rounding its Lack,

and lastly each volume is tightly nipped (its Lack slightly projecting beyond the pros-

sure) either Letween ' Lacking boards,' or Ly the jaws of a backing macliine {fig. 162,

as manufactured by F. Ullmer). The whole surface of the back is then hammered and
pressed till it spreads out beyond the thickness of the rest of the volume, and a
projection is produced along each edge of the back, forming two ridges, which fit into

the space before described as being left Ly the case-makers Letween each hoard and
the hollow of the case, thus comLining to form a hinge and give the needful play to

the opening and shutting of the lid of the Look.

As Lefore indicated, the end papers, the flap of tlie lining cloth and the ends of the

cords or Lands are then pasted to the inside of the case first on one side and then

on the other, the projecting ridges of the Lack Leing at tlie same time pressed Ly
the workman into the space left for them Letween the band and the hollow of the case

—the volumes are carefully laid between pressing-Loards with their rounded backs put
outside the edges of each pressing-board so as to escape the coming squeeze and the

pile of boards and books is then subjected to pressure for a needful period, either in

an hydraulic or screw-press. After a suiSeient space of time and pressure to allow

the paste to dry, the press is emptied of its contents, each volume opened and ex-

amined to see that it is correctly inserted, and the lot is then ready for delivery to

the publisher.

Such, with some variations of detail in different establishments, are the processes

by which the myriads of books issued Ly the large puLlishing houses throughout the

year are Lound with great rapidity, at a low price, and in endless varieties of style

to suit every taste.
j

We turn now to the more elaLorate and complete style of Linding, (technically

termed ' extra Linding,') which is suLstantially, with certain modifications, the system
adopted ever since the Look proper, with its rectangular figure, and its distinct leaves

united together at their Lack edge, superseded the extended sheet or series of sheets

which in ancient times were rolled round a cylinder and formed the ' volumen ' or roll,

from which our term ' volume,' no longer strictly applicable, is derived.

Instead of a case completely fitted and finished being pasted or glued upon the

book prepared for it, as previously described, the cover of the book in extra Linding

is generally fitted on piecemeal, drawn over the hoards, and the lettering or ornament
added last when the cover has Leen fitted and attached to the Look. The edges of a

Lound Look after being cut round are generally either sprinkled, wholly coloured,

marbled, or gilt. In the first, a brush slightly charged with colouring fluid is struck

smartly over the edges of the books so as sprinkle them nith a uniformly distributed

shower of small spots ; in the second a sponge or brush dipped in colour is applied to

tlie edges, which are tightly compressed so as not to allow the colour to ptenfetrate the

margin of the books ; in the third, the edges are applied to colours which by a peculiar

process are made to float on water in patterns combined so as to produce a marbled
effect, and which are transferred by contact from the surface of the water to that of

the book-edge which is afterwards burnished ; in the fourth, gold-leaf is laid upon
the edges which have Leen previously coated with a solution of white-of-egg, &c.

termed 'glaire,' to which the gold-leaf adheres, and is then burnished with a
polishing tool, tipped with agate.

The ends of the cords are then drawn by the ' forwarder ' through holes pierced in

the boards, near their back edge, unravelled, spread out and hammered down to the

level of the board so as to present no unsightly lump under the leather. The leather

for the cover is pared round its edges, softened by manipulation and the application

of paste-water to make it pliable, and is then pasted evenly and smoothly over the

boards and back of the book, worked well into the hinge and round the ' raised bands,'

(if there are any), turned neatly over the edges and round the corners, and ruLLed

down with a folding-stick ;
' head-Lands ' giving a neat and finished appearance and

additional security to the turning in of the leather at the Lack are then added to the

top and tail of the Look. Sometimes lettering-pieces of a difierent colour to the rest of

the Look are used, Leing pared very thin so as to avoid any unsightly swelling, and
pasted and ruLLed down on that part of the Look which is to receive the lettering.

K the Look is ' half-bound,' instead of ' whole-bound,' the leather is limited to a strip

at the back and a short distance from the back on each side, and to the corners

;

the sides of the book being covered with cither marbled or coloured paper or cloth.
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apd tooled where the last material slightly overlaps the leather back and corners, so

as to hide the join. ' Eaised bands ' are formed of strips of pasteboard or parch-

ment placed at regular intervals across the back of the book, leaving a space termed
' panels ' between them, and the pliable leather is stretched and worked over and
round the edges of the bands, so as to give to the whole back a neat and uniform
appearance.

The 'forwarder' then passes the book on to the ' finisher,' whose duty it is to add
the required lettering and ornament.

The tools used by him, whether single letters or figures, or ' pallets ' (that is, the

title of a book, &c., cut in a single metal block) are mounted on wooden handles, and
applied before use to a gas burner, in order to obtain the requisite heat.

If the impression of the tool is intended to be gilt, the finisher lays on gold leaf in

a manner similar to that described in case-blocking, and the tool moderately heated
is applied, not by an arming press, but by the finisher, on whose steadiness of hand
and accuracy of eye the proper and even application of the various tools succes-

sively used in lettering or ornament is dependent. Additional pressure is given when
needful for the larger tools, by the finisher's leaning his shoulder or chin against the

end of the handle to assist the action of his hand. The superfluous gold-leaf is then
cleaned off as in case blocking, by a greasy rag or a piece of India-rubber, after

which the book is carefully examined, roughnesses smoothed down, and defective

workmanship corrected, and a coating of polish or glaize given where required. Lastly,

the end papers are pasted down, and after a final examination as to accuracy of
lettering and other details, the book, after having a final squeeze to make it lie square
and solid, is turned out complete.

The implement generally used by the extra binder for cutting the edges of single

books is the plough {figs. 163 to 168).

The plough {fi^, 163) is made to receive two knives or cutters, and which are

situated in the plough in the following manner :—The plough is composed of three

principal parts—namely, the top, and it two sides. The top, o, is made the breadth

of the cross piece a, and with a handle made fast thereon. The sides, pp, are bolted

thereto with bolts and nuts through corresponding holes in the top and sides. The
figures give inside views and cross sections of the details of the manner in which the

cutters and adjustments are mounted. A groove is cut down each cheek or side, in

which are placed screws that are held at top and bottom from moving up and down,
but, by turning, they cause the nuts upon thorn to do so

;
they are shown at q q.

These nuts have each a pin, projecting inwards, that goes into plain holes made in the

top ends of cutters r r.

The cutters and the work for causing them to go up and down are sunk into the

cheeks, so as to be quite level with their inner surfaces. Fig. 164 shows one of these

screws apart, how fijsed, and with moveable nut and projecting pin. The top of each

screw terminates with a round split down, and above it a pinion-wheel and boss

163
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thoroon, also similarly split. This pinion fits upon tlio split pin. Above, there is

cross section of a hollow coupling cap, with steel tongue across, that fits into both the
cuts of the screw pin and pinion boss, so that, when lowered upon each other, they
must all turn together. In the middle and on the top of the upper piece, o, the large

wheel s, runs loose upon its centre, and works into the two pinion wheels, 1 1 (fig. 168).
The wlieel s has a fly nut with wings mounted upon it.

It will now be seen, when the plough is in its place, as aifig. 165, that if it be pushed
to and fro by the right hand, and the nut occasionally tiu-ned by the left, the knives,

or cutters, will be protruded downwards at the same time, and these either will or will

not advance as the coupling caps, ii, u, are on or oif.

169

When the edges of a number of copies of the same book have to bo cut, the opera-

tion is greatly accelerated by the use of Wilson's, or other cutting machines {fig. 169),

which are adapted for working either by hand or by steam-power.

The cutting machines consist of an iron sliding table fitted with an upright plate at

light angles to the surface of the table, against which the backs of the pile of books

about to have their fore-edges cut are placed. By means of a turning wheel the fore-

edges of the pile of books are then brought in the exact position proper to receive the

descending knife-edge. This knife, long enough to roach from side to side of the

table, and therefore along the whole range of books placed upon it, is fitted into a
frame so as to act on the principle of the guillotine, and either by a directly downward or
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by a diagonal movement. A few turns of a fly-wlioel, worked cither by hand or

stoam-power, bring the heavy pressure of an iron bar upon the pile of Looks whea
thus brought into their proper position under the guillotine, by which the pile is

squeezed into a firm compact mass, upon which, and simultaneously, the knife-edgo:

is by the same power brought down, and the rough and superfluous fore-edges are at

one stroke severed from the rest, leaving a smooth and polished surface on the fore-

edges of the books, instead of the rough and uneven one before presented. The posi-

tion of the pile is then carefully shifted so as to bring in succession the tops and the

tails of the pile of books to the like action of the guillotine, and in a very short space

of time (varying according to the size and thickness of the volumes operated on) the

edges of many hundreds of books are cut smooth and in readiness for the sprinkler,

the colourer, the marbler, or the gilder.

BOOKtrnX "WOOD. An Indian wood, used for dyeing red, the produce of the

Sappan tree, Ctssalpmia Sappan.
BOHJ9LCIC ACID, or BORIC ACIB. {Acide horiqiie, Er. ;

Bors'dure, Ger.)

Composition of the anhydride, BO' (B^O') ; of the crystallised acid, BO^ 3H0
(B=0», 3H'0).
The chief sources of this acid and its salts—the borates—are the hot vapom-s, or

soffioni, which issue from the ground in certain parts of Tuscany, and are utilised by
a process fully described below. In addition to its occurrence in these vapours,

boracic acid is found native in a solid state, forming the mineral Sassoline or Sassolite,

so called from Sasso, in Tuscany, the locality in which it was originally discovered by
Mascagni. Sassoline is usually found in the form of small white pearly scales,

with a soapy feel. Theoretically, the pure mineral should contain dG'i per cent, of

boracic acid (anhydride) and 43'6 of water. Klaproth, in examining the Sassoline of

Sasso, found 80 per cent, of boracic hydrate, with 11 per cent, of protosulphate of

manganese, and 3 per cent, of sulphate of lime, together with silica, carbonate of lime,

and other mechanically-mixed impurities. Sassoline also occurs abundantly in the crater

of Vulcano, one of the Lipari Islands, forming a layer on the sulphur and around the

fumaroles, or exits of the sulphurous exhalations.

Among the numerous compounds of boracic acid occurring ready formed in nature,

the most important are native borax, or biborate of soda, and tincal, or crude borax :

substances fully described under the head of Boeax, Of the other native borates,

the following are the more interesting species :

—

Boracite, a borate of magnesia with chloride of magnesium, containing when pure
62*5 per cent, of boracic acid (anhydride). It crystallises in the cubic sj'stem, often

in hemihedral or totraliedral forms, and is remarkable for being pyro-electric—that

is, for exhibiting electrical polarity when exposed to a change of temperature. Tlie

mineral is further notable for its anomalous optical properties ; thus, a ray of light

in passing through a crystal of boracite suffers double refraction, contrary to the

general rule that crystals belonging to the cubic system are not capable of thus

affecting light. The probable explanation of this anomalous behaviour on the part of

boracite is beyond the scope of this article.

Boracite is usually found in association with deposits of rock-salt and gypsum.
The mineral occurs crystallised at Liineburg in Hanover, and at Stassfurt near
Magdeburg ; the latter locality also yields a massive boracite called Siassfurtiic.

Ulexite or Boronatrocalcite is a hydrous borate of lime and soda, occurring in white
reniform masses, from the size of a hazel-nut to that of a potato, scattered over the

dry plains of Iquique, in Southern Peru, and in the Province of Tarapaca, where it is

called tim. It is also found in Nova Scotia and in Nevada. A specimen from Peru
yielded—boracic acid, 45"46 ; lime 14'32; soda, 8'22; potash, 0'51

;
sulphuric acid,

riO ; chloride of sodium, 2'65
;
sand, 0'32. This analysis was made by Mr. A Dick,

in the metallurgical laboratory of the Museum of Practical Geology. The term
Hayesine was formerly applied to this mineral, but some confusion has arisen in the

application of this name. According to Hayes the pure species contained no soda,

and was simply a hydrous borate of lime. Mr. David Forbes discovered a borate of

lime in the form of white silky flakes suspended in the waters of the hot springs

called the Banos del Toro, in the Cordilleras of Coquimbo. The formation of this

substance was instructive, as throwing light upon the probable origin of the same
compound elsewhere. When the hot vapours, emanating from the neighbouring
volcanoes, passed into springs of water highly charged with carbonate of lime, the

boracic acid of the vapours combined with the lime to form borate of lime, whilst

carbonic acid gas was set free. The term Bechilite has been applied by Dana to a
borate of lime from Tuscanj'.

Howlite or Silicoborocalcite is a hydrous boro-silicato of lime, containing about 43 per
cent, of boracic acid, and occurring in nodular forms in gypsum and anhydrite in Nova
Scotia,
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Cryptomorphite is a hydrated borate of limo and soda, with 58'5 per cent, of

boraoic acid, closely related to Ulexite. It has been found in Nevada.

Lardarellite is a borate of ammonia found in the lagoons of Tuscany, and named
after the late Count Lardarel—the founder of the Tuscan boraeic acid industrj'.

Lagonite is an earthy borate of peroxide of iron, also found in these lagoons.

In addition to the species noticed above, in which boraeic acid forms a main
constituent, there are several minerals which contain this acid in subordinate quantity.

Thus, boraeic acid is present in Danburite to the extent of about 28 per cent. ; in

Datolite to about 22 per cent. ; in Tourmaline in variable proportions up to 12 per

cent. ; and in Axiniie it is present in quantity ranging from 2 to 5 per cent. But of

all the boraeic minerals it is only the borates of soda, lime, and magnesia, which
have hitherto been found in sufficient abundance to be economically employed in the

preparation of boraeic acid and the alkaUne borates.

The great supply of boraeic acid, however, is derived from the boraeic acid

lagoons of Tuscany. Before the discovery of this acid, in the time of the Grand-
Duke Leopold I., by the chemist Hoffor, the fetid odour developed by the sulphuretted

hydrogen gas and the disruptions of the ground occasioned by the appearance of now
soffioni, or vents of vapour, had made the natives regard them as a diabolical st oui-ge,

which they sought to remove by priestly exorcisms ; but since science has oxplaiiiod

the phenomena, the fumaochi have become a groat boon to the district, and a source

of public prosperity.

The hot vapours of the soffioni consist of a mixture of permanent gases,

condensible vapours, and mochanically-suspondod solid particles. Among the usual

constituents may be mentioned carbonic acid gas, nitrogen, oxygen, sulphuretted

hydrogen, watery vapour, ammonia, sulphate of ammonia, hydrochloric acid, organic

matter, and boraeic acid. To collect this boraeic acid, which is never present in more
than very minute quantity, the soffioni are enclosed by low walls of coarse masonry,

or brick-work, glazed on the inside, and forming a series of circular basins, the

diameter and depth of <7hich vary greatly in different works. The larger basins may

170

enclose several distinct vents. A series of these circular basins is arranged in

terraces on the side of a hill, as represented in jig. 170. A small stream of water,

from an adjacent spring, is introduced into the uppermost basin a b, thus forming a
small pool or artificial lagoon. By the escape of the hot vapours rising from below,

171

the water of this lagoon becomes more or loss agitated and gradually heated, and nt

the same time impregnated with the boraeic acid. After standing for 24 hours iu the
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upper basin a b, the weak solution is run out, tlirough the channel a into the second
basin c D. Here it takes up another dose of boracic acid, and after 24 hours is run
off into the next lower basin e f. After having in this way traversed six or eight of

the lagoons, the solution acquires a specific gravity of r007, and contains about one-

half per cent, of boracic acid. This solution passes from the last basin g h {fy. 171)
into a series of clarifiers and evaporating vessels, represented in section in fiff. 171,

and in plan in fy. 172. In the large square brick vessel i, called a vasco, the

solution d'eposits much of the mud which it holds in suspension. After subsidence of

a great part of its mechanical impurities, the comparatively clear liquor is drawn olF

into other settling tanks j, k, and thence into a long succession of square leaden

evaporating pans, of which half-a-dozen are represented by l, m, n, o, p, q. The heat

for effecting this evaporation was formerly obtained by the combustion of wood, but
Count Larderel's capital improvement—an improvement without which the Tuscan
soffioni could never have been profitably utilized—consisting in dispensing altogether

with the use of artificial fuel, and conducting the evaporation by means of the natural

heat of the volcanic emanations. Accordingly, jets of steam issuing from the ground
are introduced through flues under the evaporating pans, and conducted successively

from the lowest to the highest of the series. The solution during its passage through
the system of evaporating vessels, which lasts about 62 hours, gradually becomes
concentrated, and by the time it reaches the last vessel is sufficiently strong to be
passed to the crystallising tubs, s s. Fig. 173 represents an improved form of

evaporating apparatus, in which tlio liquid from the vasco b passes to a shallow

boiler, c, whence it runs slowly over an inclined table of sheet lead, d e, about 150

feet long, and having its surface corrugated so as to form a series of channels tlirough

which the solution flows. During its passage, the solution slowly evaporates, by the

heat of the soffioni introduced below, and
flnally reaches the vessel f in a sufficiently

concentrated form.

The concentrated solution, obtained by
either of these methods of evaporation, is

mixed with some of the mother-liquor of the

pans, and set to crystallise in the round tubs

s s {figs. 171, 172, 174), each having a capacity

of about 8 cubic feet, and being made of wood,
lined with lead. The small crystals on re-

moval are drained in baskets j, at the top of

the tub, and while still moist are spread out
in a layer on the floor c c of the drying
chamber {fig. 174), which is heated by steam circulating in a space included between
this floor and another floor below.
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The boracic acid of the Tuscan lagoons is^obtained from nine different works

Sasso, Larderollo, Lervazano, Monte Cerboli, Castel Nuovo, Monto Eotondo, San
Erederigo, Lustignano, Lago ;

producing 163,855 avoirdupois pounds per month.

The late Count Larderel furnished Mr. "W. P. Jervis with the following statement

of the production of boracic acid, from the commencement of the works to the year

1859
Tons CwtB. Tons Cwts.

From 1818 to 1828 . 621 16 1849 . . 1,043 13

„ 1829 „ 1838 . . 4,870 6 1850 . . 1,043 13

1839 . 748 13 1851 . 1,140 0

1840 . 878 13 1852 . . 1,156 19

1841 . , • 886 6 1853 . . 1,208 19

1842 . 923 15 1854 .. . 1,319 7

1843 . 923 16 1855 . 1,332 19

1844 . 923 16 1856 . . 1,427 1

1845 . 923 15 1857 . . 1,711 4

1846 . . 1,043 13 1858 . , 2,026 10

1847 . . 1,043 13 1859 . . 1,803 18

1848 . . 1,043 13

Society of Arts' Journal,

Although the boracic acid in the lagoons of Tuscany was discovered in 1777 by
Peter HoefFer, apothecary to the Grand-Duke of Tuscany, until 1818 all the efforts

made to render it profitable to obtain it were of the most desultory character, and
generally failures. In 1818 Count Larderel established the first works at Monto
Cerboli, and used artificial heat to effect the evaporation. In 1828 he began to use

the natural heat of the soffioni to evaporate the boracic waters of the lagoons, effecting

thus an enormous saving and greatly extending the works.
The late Professor Graham, in his ' Eoport on the Chemical Products of the Great

Exhibition of 1851,' thus speaks of Larderel's discovery :

—

' The preparation of boracic acid by Count F. de Larderel, of Tuscany, was re-

warded by a Council medal. Although this well-known manufacture is not recent,

having attained its full development at least ton years, still the bold originality of its

first conception, the perseverance and extraordinary resources displayed in the suc-

cessful establishment, and the value of the jiroduct wliich it supplies, will alwaj-s place

the operations of Count de Larderel among the highest achievements of the useful arts,

and demand the most honourable mention at this epoch. The vapour issuing from

a volcanic soil is condensed, and the minute proportion of boracic acid which it con-

tains (not exceeding 0'3 per cent.) is recovered by evaporation, in a district without

fuel, by the application of volcanic vapour itself as a source of heat. The boracic

acid thus obtained greatly exceeds in quantity the old and limited supply of borax
from the upper districts of India, and has greatly extended the use of that salt in the

glazes of porcelain, and recently in the making of the most brilliant crystal, when
combined with the oxide of zinc instead of the oxide of lead.'

—

Reports of the Jurors of
the Great Exhibitio7i of 1851.

Various hypotheses have been advanced to explain the origin of the boracic acid

in the heated vapours of the Tuscan lagoons. Boracic acid is not known in an un-

combined state as a constituent of any rock, but it seems likely that the deep-seated

rocks whence the vapours issue may contain certain borates—such as boracite—and
by the action of hot aqueous vapour on these compounds boracic acid may be elimi-

nated.

The processes of chemical alteration taking place beneath the crater of Vulcano,

already spoken of, may, according to the statement of HofRnann, depend upon con-

ditions very similar to those existing in Tuscany. There, likewise, sulphuretted

hydrogen is associated with the boracic acid,, and, it would appear in much greater

quantity, since the fissures tlirough which the vapour issues are thickly lined with

sulphur, which is in sufficient quantity to be collected for sale. A profitable factory

is established at the place, which yields daily, besides boracic acid and chloride of

ammonium, about 1,700 lbs. of refined sulphur and about 600 lbs. of pure alum.

—

Bischof.

The boracic acid obtained from the waters of the Tuscan lagoons by the process

previously described is always more or less impure. M. Payen has given the fol-

lowing as the composition of this crude boracic acid for 100 kilogrammes :
—

Pure crystallised boracic acid .... 74 to 84

Sulphate of ammonia, magnesia, and lime . . 14 to 8

Sand and sulphur 2'5 to l'2r)

Hygroscopic water disengaged at 35° C. . . 7 to 5'7o

Azotic matter, hydrochlorate of ammonia, &c. , 2'5 to 1
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According to Wittstein, the commercial boracic acid

Sulphate of manganese

„ iron ....
„ alumina ....
„ lime ....
„ magnesia....

. „ ammonia....
„ soda ....
„ potash. ....

Sal ammoniac .....
Silica (in solution) ....
Sulphuric acid (with the boracic)

Crystallisable boracic acid .

Water

s composed as follows :

a trace

0-365

0-320
1-018
2-632
8-508

0-917

0-369
0-298
1-200
1-322

76-494

6-557

100-000

To obtain pure boracic acid, the crude commercial product should be converted into

borax by saturating its solution with carbonate of soda, and a hot solution of this

borax be then decomposed by addition of oil of vitriol, when sulphate of soda is

formed, and boracic , acid set free. Pure boracic acid crystallises in pearly, white,

greasy scales, sparingly soluble in cold water, but dissolving in three times their

weight of boiling water, and forming a sohition possessing but feebly acid properties.

It is more soluble in alcohol, and the solution burns with a characteristic green flame.

This flame examined by the spectroscope presents a peculiar system of green bands.

At a moderate temperature boracic acid loses part of its water of crystallisation, and
forms a compound known as metaboric acid. By further heating, the remainder of

the water is expelled, and the anhydrous oxide (^BO') left. This anhydride is readily

fusible to a transparent glass of specific gravity 1-83. Many of the borates are also

eminently fusible, and hence their value as fluxes. At a higher temperature, boracic

anhydride volatilises.

Boracic acid was formerly called Homhcrgs sedative salt, but is not now officinal.

It is sometimes used by the druggist to increase the solubility of cream of tartar.

BOBACXTE. See Boracic Acid.

BORATE OP SiXnCE. See Boeacic Acid.
BORATE OF SODA. See BoBAx.
BORATES. Salts of boracic acid. See ' Watts'-s Dictionary of Chemistry.'

BORAX. {Borax, Fr.
;
Borar, Ger.) Supposed to be the chrysoeolla of Pliny.

In the seventh century, Geber mentions borax ; and it was described by Geoffroy and
by Baron in the early part of the eighteenth century. Borax is a compound of

boracic acid and soda (biborate of soda), found native in Thibet, in China, in Persia,

the island of Ceylon, California, and in South America ; it has also been found in

small quantities in Saxony. The crude product from the former locality was imported
into Europe under the name of tincal. Tincal was originally brought from a salt

lake in Thibet ; the borax was dug in masses from the edges and shallow parts of the

lake ; and in the course of a short time the holes thus made -were again filled. The
imported tincal was pm-ified from some adhering fatty matter by a process kept a
long time secret by the Venetians and the Dutch, and which consisted chiefly in

boiling the substance- in water with a little quicklime.

Attention has been directed within the last few years to some extraordinary de-

posits of borax in Borax Lake, California. This lake is a small body of water, form-
ing a narrow arm on the eastern side of Clear Lake, from which it is separated by a
low ridge of loose volcanic materials. It is situated about 66 miles N. W. of Suisan

Bay, and about 36 miles from the Pacific coast. Borax Lake was first described in

1856, by Dr. Veatch, who detected the presence of borax in the water, and some
months afterwards a large bed of crystals of borax was discovered at the bottom.

Some of these crystals are microscopic, but others are unusually large, some of the

faces measuring from 2 to 3 inches across. They form a layer of variable thickness,

intermixed with blue mud at the bottom of the lake, from which they are collected

during the dry season. A sample of water from the lake, collected in September
1863, and analysed by Mr. G. E. Moore, contained 2401-56 grains of solid matter per

gallon, of which about one-half was chloride of sodium, one-fourth carbonate of soda,

and the rest chiefly borax. Indeed, the water contained per gallon 281-48 grains of

anhydrous biborate of soda, equivalent to 635-08 grains of crystallised borax.

Samples collected from a coffer-dam sunk in the middle of the lake were even richer.

The borate of soda has also boon found at Potosi, in Peru ; and it has been discovered
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by Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, of the Geological Survey, in Canada, from whose report the
following extract is made :

—

' In the township of Joly there occurs a very interesting spring on the banks of the
Euisseau Magnenat, a branch of the Eivi^re Souci, about five miles from the mills of
Methot at Saint Croix. The spring furnishes three or four gallons a minute of a
water which is sulphurous to the taste and smeU, and deposits a white matter along
its channel, which exhibits the purple vegetation generally met with in sulphur springs.

The temperature of this spring in the evening of one 7th of July was 46° F., the air

being 52° F. The water is not strongly saline, but when concentrated is very alka-
line and salt to the taste. It contains, besides chlorides, sulphates, and carbonates,
a considerable proportion of boraeic acid, which is made evident by its power of
reddening paper colored by turmeric, after being supersaturated with hydrochloric
acid. . . . The analysis of 1,000 parts of the water gave as follows :

—

Chloride of sodium 0"3818

,, potassium 0'0067
Sulphate of soda 0-0215
Carbonate and borate of do 0'2301

„ of lime 0-0620

„ magnesia 0 0257
Silica 0-0245

Alumina a trace

07523

'The amount of boraeic acid estimated was found to be equal to 0*0279.'

The following is the mode of purifying borax. The crude crystals are to be broken
into small lumps, and spread upon a filter lined vnth. a lead grating, under which a

piece of cloth is spread upon a wooden frame. The lumps are piled up to the height

of 12 inches, and washed with small quantities of caustic soda-lye of 5° B. (specific

gravity r033) until the liquor comes off nearly colourless; they are then drained, and
put into a large copper of boiling water, in such quantities that the resulting solu-

tion stands at 20° B. (specific gra\T[ty .1'160). Carbonate of soda equivalent to 12

per cent, of the borax must now be added ; the mixed solution is allowed to settle,

and the clear liquid is syphoned off into crystallising vessels. AYhcnevor the mother-
waters get foul, they must be evaporated to dryness in cast-iron pots, and roasted, to

burn away the viscid colouring matter.

The following process for refining the native Indian borax, or tincal, has been pub-
lished by MM. Eobiquet and Marchand :—

•

It is put into largo tubs, covered with water for 3 or 4 inches above its surface, and
stirred through it several times during six hours. For 400 lbs. of the tincal there

must now be added 1 lb. of qmcklime diffused through two quarts of water. Next
day the whole is thrown upon a sieve, to drain off the water with the impurities, con-

sisting, in some measure, of the fatty matter combined with the lime, as an insoluble

soap. The borax, so far purified, is to be dissolved in 2-J times its weight of boiling

water, and 8 lbs. of muriate of lime are to bo added for the above quantity of borax.

The liquor is now filtered, evaporated to the density of 18° or 20° B. (1-14 to 1-16

specific gravity), and set to crystallise in vessels shaped like inverted pyramids, and
lined with lead. At the end of a few days, the crystallisation being completed, the

mother-waters are drawn off, the crystals are detached and dried. The loss of weight

in this operation is about 20 per cent.

Borax is sometimes adulterated with alum and common salt : the former addition

may be readily detected by a few drops of water of ammonia, which will throw down
its alumina ; and the latter by nitrate of silver, which will give with it a precipitate

insoluble in nitric acid.

The native boraeic acid obtained from the lakes of Tuscany, being manufactured in

France into borax, has greatly lowered the price of tliis article of commerce. "When

MM. Payen and Cartier first began the business, they sold the crystals at the same price

as the Dutch, viz., 7 francs the kilogramme (2^ lbs. avoird.) ; but, in a few j'ears,

they could onlj' obtain 2 francs and 60 centimes, in consequence of the market getting

overstocked. Tho mode of making borax from the acid is as follows :—The lake water

is evaporated in graduation houses, and then concentrated in boilers till it crj-stallises.

In that state it is carried to Marseilles. About 1,100 lbs. of water are made to boil

in a copper, and 1,320 lbs. of crystallised carbonate of soda are dissolved in it by

successive additions of about 40 lbs. The solution being maintained at nearly tlio

boiling point, 1,100 lbs. of the crystallised boraeic acid of Tuscany are introduced, in

successive portions. At each addition of about 22 lbs. a lively effervescence ensues,

on which account the copper should be of much greater capacity than is sufficient to
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contain the liquors. When the whole acid has been added, the fire must be damped
by being covcrod up with moist ashes, and the copper must be covered with a tight

lid and blankets, to preserve the temperature uniform. The whole is left in this state

during 30 hours ; the clear liquor is then drawn off into shallow crystallising vessels

of lead, in which it should stand no higher than 10 or 12 inches, to favour its rapid

cooling. At the end of throe days in winter, and four in summer, the crystallisation

is usually finished. The mother-water is drawn off, and employed, instead of simple

water, for the purpose of dissolving fresh crystals of soda. The crystals are carefully

detiiched with chisels, re-dissolved in boiling water, adding for each 220 lbs. of borax,

22 lbs. of carbonate of soda. This solution marks 20° B. (specific gravity 1'160);

and, at least, one ton of borax should be dissolved at once, in order to obtain crystals

of a marketable size. "Whenever this solution lias become boiling hot, it must be run
off into largo crystallising lead chests of the form of inverted truncated pyramids,

furnished Avith lids, inclosed in wooden frames, and surrounded with mats to confine

the heat. For a continuous business there should be at least 18 vessels of this kind,

as the solution takes a long time to complete its crystallisation, by cooling to 30° C.

(86° F.) The borax crystals are taken out with chisels, after the liquor has been
drawn off and the whole has become cold.

One hundred parts of the purest acid, usually extracted from the lakes of Tuscany,
contain only 50 parts of the real boracic acid, and yield no more, at the utmost, than
140 or 150 of good borax.

A considerable saving of expense in manufacturing borax, and a more ready appli-

cation of the borax to use, has been proposed by Saulter, as follows :—Take about 38
parts of pure crystallised boracic acid, pounded and sifted ; mix them well -svith 45
parts of crystals of carbonate of soda, in powder

;
expose the mixture upon wooden

shelves to heat in a stove-room ; and rake it up from time to time. The boracic acid

and the alkali thus get combined, while the carbonic acid and water are expelled ; and
a perfect dry borax is obtained.

Borax is an acid borate or biborate of soda, usually crj'stallised in oblique prisms,

with 10 atoms of water. Under certain conditions it may also be obtained in octa-

hedra, containing only half this proportion of water; and by application of heat the

whole of the water may be expelled with intumescence. The composition of these

three forms of the salt may be thus exhibited :

—

Prismatic Borax (NaO, 2B0^ lOHO).

2 atoms of boracic acid . . . . .70 or 36'6

1 „ soda 31 „ 16-3

10 „ water 90 „ 47-1

191 100-0

70 or 47-9

31 „ 21-2

45 „ 30'9

146 100-0

Anhydrous Boi-ax (NaO, 2B0').

2 atoms of boracic acid 70 or 69-4

1 „ soda 31 „ 30-6

101 100-0

Borax has a sweetish, somewhat lixi^^al taste, and affects vegetable colours like an
alkali ; it is soluble in 12 parts of cold, and in 2 parts of boiling water. It effloresces

and becomes opaque in a dry atmosphere ; it appears luminous, by friction, in the

dark. It melts at a heat a little above that of boiling water, and gives out its water
of crystallisation, after which it forms a spongy mass, called calcined borax. The
octahedral borax, which is prepared by crystallisation, in a solution of 1-255 specific

gravity, kept up at 145° F., is not efflorescent. When borax is ignited, it fuses into

a glassy-looking substance.

Dry borax acts on the metallic oxides, at a high temperature, in a very remarkable
manner, melting and vitrifying them into very beautiful coloured glasses. On this

account it is a most useful re-agent for the blowpipe. Oxide of chrome tinges it of an
emoraUl green ; oxide of cobalt, an intense blue ; oxide of copper, a pale green ; oxido

Vol. I. F F

Octahedral Borax (NaO, 2B0^ 5H0).

2 atoms of boracic acid

1 ,, soda.......
5 „ water
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of tin, opal; oxido of iron, bottle green and yellow; oxide of manganese, violet;

oxide of nickel, pale emerald green. Tlie white oxides impart no colour to it by
themselves. In the fusion of metals, borax protects their surface from oxidisement,

and even dissolves away any oxides formed upon them
; by which twofold agency it

becomes an excellent flux, invaluable to the goldsmith in soldering the precious

metals, and to the brazier in soldering copper and iron.

Borax absorbs muriatic and sulphurous acid gases, but no others, whereby it be-

comes, in this respect, a useful means of analysis.

The strength or purity of borax may be tested by the quantity of sulphuric acid

requisite to neutralise a given weight of it, as indicated by tincture of litmus.

When mixed with shellac in the proportion of one part to five, borax renders that

resinous body soluble in water, and forms with it a species of varnish.

The applications of borax in the manufacture of enamels, glazes, and of glass, will

be noticed in the articles devoted to the consideration of those special industries.

BOItlWG. Whether for the purpose of searching for coal or other minerals, or

for obtaining water for the supply of towns or for land irrigation, the import-

ance of boring as a branch of mining science is so important as to command careful

consideration in a work of this description.

Under the head of Artesian Wells, the various physical conditions under which
water may bo obtained by means of boreholes, have been described. It is now pro-

posed to give an account of the different modes of prosecuting boreholes, and to refer

to the purposes, other than the finding of water, for which the science of boring is

resorted to.

It may be stated generally, that beyond the question of water supply, the boring of

holes is chiefly carried out with the object of proving the existence, or otherwise, of

rocks or minerals of more or less value. Whilst in putting down holes for the discovery

of water, a simple hole, in a firm and durable condition, is all that is required, in the

proving of minerals it is very important that the result of the borings should indicate

very accurately the character and section of the strata passed through. The extent

to which this end has been accomplished will be hereafter referred to.

Boring for water appears to have been in use from tlie earliest periods, in Egypt
and in Asia. In many of the desert tracts there are remains of borings, which served,

evidently at one period, to supply the wants of extensive populations which once in-

habited those now deserted regions. In the ' Guide du Sondeur,' by M. J. Degoussde,

we find it stated, mth reference to China : ' There exists in the canton of Ou-Tong-
Kiao many thousand wells in a space of ten leagues long by five broad. These
wells cost a thousand and some hundred taels (the tael being of the value of 6s. Qd.),

and are from 1,500 to 1,800 feet deep, and about 6 inches in diameter. To bore

these wells, the Chinese commence by placing in the earth a wooden tube of 3 or

4 inclies diameter, surmounted by a stone edge, pierced by an orifice of 5 or 6 inches
;

in the tube a trepan is allowed to play, weighing 300 or 400 lbs. A man mounted
on a scaffold, swings a block, which raises the trepan 2 feet high, and lets it fall

by its own weight. The trepan is secured to the swing-lever by a cord made of reeds,

to which is attached a triangle of wood ; a man sits close to the cord, and at each

rise of the swing seizes the triangle and gives it a half turn, so that the trepan may
take in falling another direction. A change of workmen goes on day and night, and
with this continuous labour they are sometimes three years in boring wells to the re-

quisite depth.'

Hand boring.—The surface arrangements usually required for boring by hand, are

shown by fig. 175. In ordinary practice, a well is first sunk of such a depth that the

boring apparatus can be fixed in it ; and thus a stage, raised from the surface of the

ground, is dispensed with. A stout plank fioor, well braced together by planks nailed

transversely, and resting on putlocks, forms the stage. In the centre of the fioor is

,a square hole, through which the boring rods pass. The plant required consists of a

spring pole A, to assist in giving the necessary motion to the rods when at work, the

three legs with pulley blocks, chain, and roller, or windlass for drawing and lowering

the rods, and the several lengths of rods required, with the various chisels, pumps,

&c.
The borehole is usually commenced by digging a small pit about 6 feet deep, and

over this is set up the three legs, with pulley, &c. A few feet of iron tubing are also

sometimes inserted at the commencement, to protect the sides of the boreliole.

The boring rods are usually from 10 to 20 feet long. The chisel is first inserted,

then I'ods added as the work progresses. At the top of the rods are attached two

handles about 4' 0" long, placed at right angles to each other. By means of these

the borers work the rods up and down, at the same time giving them a circular motion

in order to alter the position of the chisel at each stroke.

, As the depth increases, the men at the handles or cross-bar are assisted by means
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of a pole or lever at the surface ; one end being firmly fixed in the ground between two
posts, the other being allowed to pass over the hole. From the end of this pole the

bore-rods are attached by means of a chain ; thus every time the borers strike the

chisel, the lever enables them to lift the rods high enough to give the necessary impetus

to the rods for the next blow. The chisel is occasionally withdrawn, and a long

bucket -svith a hinged valve at the bottom opening upwards, is attached to the rods,

and lowered into the hole. The borers press this down upon the material broken up
by the chisel, so that a quantity of debris becomes enclosed in the bucket, and is

drawn up to the surface. This process is repeated until the hole is made clear, and
ready again for the chisel.

The rods are drawn by means of a windlass attached to the three legs, and are un-
screwed at every second joint, until the whole of them are drawn out. They have
to be again screwed together when they have to be lowered.

This style of boring is limited to a small depth ; the weight of boring rods becomes
so great with an increasing depth, that the borers, even when assisted by a lever, are
unable to lift them. A depth of about 300 feet may be safely bored in this way.
The nature of strata bored through is ascertained from the material brought up by

the bucket ; and the borers having constantly hold of the cross-bar, any change of
strata is at once indicated by the stroke of the chisel against the various beds met
with, being imparted to the hands of the men, who acquire by experience great deli-

cacy of touch. A new description of spring has lately been used with the hand-
boring machine. This consists of several layers of india-rubber, about 1 inch square,
and 2 feet 6 inches lon^, increasing the number of layers as the weight of rods be-
comes greater. Each end of the india-rubber is fixed in strong iron clamps, one

FF 2

175

A
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attached by a chain to the three legs, and the other coupled to the top of the rods;

the elasticity of the india-rubber is thus brought to play upon the motion of the rods.

Horizontal Boring by Hand.—Fov boring in the sides of mountains, quarries, or

other places where long horizontal holes are required, the machine illustrated by

fig. 176, is sometimes used. The rods, chisels, pumps, &c., are all of the same de-

scription as those used for yertical boring, except that they are of somewhat lighter

make. The rods are drawn out of the hole by means of the rope A, the weight c,

which hangs in a small pit suspended by the rope b, being raised at the same time.

The rope a is then slipped, and the falling weight c drives the rods into the hole again.

The rods are kept steady and horizontal by being caused to run over a small roller

fixed on the frame, and also by moving in a slide block, adjusted by a screw and nut.

After using the chisel for a short time, the rods are withdrawn, and the pump or

scourer introduced to clear away the debris, the other work being carried on as mth
ordinary vertical hand-boring.

Boring by Steam Power.—Where boreholes are required of any considerable depth,

and where speed is of importance, hand-labour lias been superseded in recent years
in a variety of modes ; the best of

177 which is probably the system largely

adopted in America in searching for

petroleum. This machine, which is

shown by fig. 177, is driven by a small
engine, and consists of a lever or

wooden beam, connected at one end to

a small crank with a reducing slide, by
means of which the stroke can be made
either short or long.

The chisels used are screwed into

a connecting piece, wliich is attached
to an iron-wire rope, and which is

constructed with a slide (see fig. 34,

p. 439), so that after the cliisel strikes

the bottom of the hole, the top part of
the connecting rod slides down, keeping
the rope taut in the hole ; when again

lifted up, it rises until it catclufS the part to which the chisel is connected. This

apparatus prevcuta the ropo iroiu becoming slack in the hole when the tool falls.
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The chisels employed are of the ordinary description : whilst by hand Loring, holes

of not more than a fow inches diameter can bo put down, witli this apparatus holes of

any diameter to 18 inches can be bored witliout any difficulty.

The rope is attached to the connecting piece by the clips, and is passed at the top

of the hole through strong jron clamps, a, over -which it liangs loosely to allow for

the upward and downward motion of the boring-tools. Tlie iron clamps are also

connected to a screw and slide, a, Jiff. 177, hanging from the end of the wood lever or

,beam, this screw being used to adjust the length of the rope after it has been attached

securely into the iron clamp.

The rope is drawn up by a small drum, d, driven from the same shaft as the

crank used for working the beam ; a brake being attached to the drum for the purpose
of lowering the chisel and connections into the bottom of the hole. This brake con-

sists of two pieces of timber, e e, which are draAvn together by means of a rod and
screw.

After the chisel has been at work for a short time, it is drawn up by means of tho

drum I), and the pump f is then introduced, being lowered by the small drum g, which
has also a brake attached. This pump is worked up and down a fow times, then
drawn up by the wire rope h, driven by the wheel on the main driving shaft.

The engine used is an ordinary portable engine, with a cylinder 9 inches in dia-

meter.

The boring rope is usually f inch in diameter, and is covered with tarred hemp rope
for protection.

The depth from the surface, and thickness of the various strata passed through is

ascertained by observing tlio wire rope, and by carefully noting the nature of tho
samples drawn up by tho steel pump.

In boring with this machine, a small hole is sometimes kept in advance a distance

of about 4 feet, the sides of the hole being removed by the larger chisel, and the
pieces thus broken off are brought up by the pump, and kept in sample boxes.
The average rate of boring varies from 10 to 20 feet per day of twenty-four hours.

It is usual, whether in boring by hand or steam power, to line the hole from the sur-

face down to the solid strata with tubes ; and should any loose strata, as sand, be
afterwards met with, tubes of smaller diameter than those first introduced are put
down, this necessarily causing a contraction of the hole, and also of the tools.
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Fig. 2 is the brace-head, or cross-head, "with the four handles held by the borers.

Fig. 3 is a catch for raising the rods from tlie borehole.

Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7, are spanners, used for screwing the rods together, and holding

them steady at the top of the borehole. The shoulders of the rods rest between the

claws.

Fig. 8 is the ordinary chisel used for boring.

Figs. 9, 10, II, and 12, are various forms of chisels used for making the hole

cylindrical, and for breaking up hard fragments of rock at the bottom of the hole.

Figs. 13 and 14 are also tools used for the latter purpose.

Figs. 15, 16, and 17, are chisels used for breaking off projections from the sides of

the halQ'.jigs, 16 and 17 showing two views of the same tool.

28

The implements used in extracting debris from boreholes are as follow :

—

Figs. 18, 19, 20, and 21, are augers or wimbles, used for bringing up argillaceotis

strata.

Fig. 22 is an auger for boring through clay, generally used in commencing the
borehole.

Figs. 23 and 24 are pumps or scourers, for bringing up the debris broken up by the
chisels.

Fig. 25 is a scourer with valves, which are closed by turning the rods round, the
action of the screw b causing the part d to descend.

Fig. 26 is an arrangement of pincers for extracting pieces of rock which are too
large to enter the pump.

The instruments employed for rectifying accidents are as follow :—
Ftq. 27 is a special screw for drawing out broken rods or tools.

Fig. 28 is a spring catch for extracting broken rods.

Figs. 29 and 30 are catches used for extracting broken lining tubes. One of the
branches of the appliance shown by fig. 30 is fixed, and the other moveable.

Fig. 31 is a screw tap, also used for extracting tubes.
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33 36
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Firj. 32 is a tool iised for cutting lining tubes wlien it is found that tliey cannot bo

drawn out all at onco. c exhibits a plan of the cutter.

Fiff. 33 is a plug used for driving down lining tubes.

In some cases it is required after the tubes have been inserted, to recommence
boring the hole, a nd make it of the same size as the outside diameter of the tubes.

To accomplish tliis object several ingenious devices have been designed.

In most of these the chisel intended to form the large diameter of the hole is passed

down through the tube flush with the sides of the tool, and when reaching the

bottom of the tube it is brought into position in several different ways. In one

case, a screw when turned, forces out the cutters. In another, the chisels are pushed
out by springs.

Another mode is to attacli to the moveable chisels a dry hemp cord, the contraction

of which when soaked in water draws up the chisels.

In boreholes of a considerable diameter, a ' free falling ' arrangement, as shown by

fS'^- 35 and 36, is sometimes adopted, a a are pins, holding in a fixed position two
long clutches, which hold the end of the boring

rods at e. The disc d is of the same diameter as the

hole being put down. When the sliding arms reach

the bottom of the stroke, the arrow-head e is caught,

and is drawn up to the top of the hole, as shown
by Jiff. 35. Immediately the down stroke commences,
the resistance against the disc, caused by the water

standing in the borehole, causes it to open the

clutelies and disengage the tool. It will be seen tlif^t

this apparatus is only applicable where a column of

water is present.

Having now described the tools used in the ordinary

modes of Boring, attention may be drawn to various

modern improvements in this science.

A method of boring with hollow rods, combined
with a force-pump, was introduced aboixt the year
1846 by M. Fauvelle, in order to obviate the neces-

sity of using the shell, the detritus produced by the

tool being removed continuously by a downward
current of water forced by the pump through the

interior of the rod, and rising in the annular in-

cluded space between the exterior of the rod and the

lining tube. In spite of the apparent advantages of

this method, namely, the maintenance of a clear face

of rock for the cutting tool to work on, and the saving
of time due to the abolition of the shell, and the

adoption of the metliod of continuous discharge,

it does not appear to have come much into use.

Recentlj', however, a modification in whicli tlie dis-

charge of the detrition is effected by an upward
current of water through the rod, has been employed
to advantage in borings for petroleum in AVestcrn

Canada.
Tauvelle's system of boring is probably the most

simple in existence, and has the power of boring at a quicker speed than other

machines. A short description of its mode of working may therefore be desirable.

The machine is driven by engine-power, in the manner shown in Jiff. 178, p. 441.

The boring rods consist of ordinary steam tubing, 2 inches diameter, and jointed

together by union boxes. The chisels are welded into short lengths of tubing, small

holes being left at the bottom of the tube. AVater is forced in at the top of the bore-

rods by means of a small force-pump, worked by a crank on a pinion-wheel, which is

connected to a larger pinion on the main shaft. The water from this pump is first driven

into an air-chamber, and is taken thence by india-rubber tubing to the top of the bore-

rods, from which it escapes at the bottom of the rods a few inches above tlie chisel point.

It is forced thence to the surface, carrying vnth it all the debris cut up by the cliisel.

This debris is caught in pots or settling troughs, and from an examination of these

the nature of the strata passed through is ascertained.

Independently of this test, however, the man in charge of the machine constantly has
his hands upon the rods, and in this way can tell bj- the cliaracter of the stroke any
change of strata, which is at once marked upon the rods.
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The boring rods aro allowed to have a percussive fall ; and arc connected by iron

clamps to the rope, which passing over a wheel iixed in the shear legs, is fastened to

the lever d. An up-and-down motion is imparted to this by the wheel e, which has

two blocks or cams fixed in its periphery.

The action of these cams gives two full strokes of the rods for every revolution of

the wheel e.

The stroke at commencing a borehole is about 1 foot 3 inches, but as the depth

178

increases, the stroke is shortened by attaching the rope nearer to the centre of the

lever.

At a depth of 800 feet this stroke would be not more than a few inches, the weight
of rods being sufficient to drive the chisel forward, with a very short stroke.

When the rods have to be drawn for changing the chisel they are attached to the
hook F, and arc drawn up by means of a small drum on the main shaft to the height of

the small wheel h ; the first length is then unscrewed and put on one side, the hook f
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being again lowered, connected to the rods and drawn as above until the whole of tlio

rods are drawn out. There is a brake attached to the drum on the main shaft, whicli

is used for lowering the rods into the hole.

In cases where the strata passed through are of a soft character, tubes are

sometimes driven forward as the hole progresses, these at first being about 4^ inches

diameter and faced with steel. They are driven forward by a large iron weight,

and should the first pipe meet with anything that it cannot drive through, smaller

sized tubes are introduced.

The chisel wsed is about ^th of an inch smaller than the lining tubes.

This machine has bored in chalk a depth of 76 feet in 12 hours.

Tfic Diamond Boring Machine.—In all the modes of boring described above, the

borer or drill acts by percussive impact against the face

of the strata, producing a volume of powdered rock equal

to the solid contents of the borehole. In the diamond
machine, invented by M. Leschot, the cutting tool is of a
tubular form and receives a uniform rotating motion

;

the result being the production of a cylindrical core from
the rock of the same size as the inner periphery of the

tube, showing to great depths the different stratification

through which the boring tube passes. The general prin-

ciples on which the machine is constructed are as follow :

—

A continuously revolving and progressing boring head,

having projecting diamond points, works in combination

with a tubular boring bar.

The boring bit (^. 179, is a steel thimble, about 4 inches

in length, having two rows of Brazilian black diamonds
(such as are used by lapidaries) in their natural rough state

firmly imbedded therein, the edges projecting slightly from the outer and inner peri-

pheries respectively. The diamonds in the centre row cut the path of the drill in

its forward progress, while those upon the outer and inner periphery of the tool

enlarge the cavity around the same and admit the free egress and ingress of the
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water as hereafter described. As the. drill passes into the rock, cutting an annular
channel, the portion of stone, encircled by this channel is, when of a compact nature,

undisturbed, and the drill rod passing down over it preserves it intact until the solid

cylindrical core thus formed is withdrawn with the rods.

The diamonds are placed at intervals of about ^rd of an inch apart both inside and
outside the tube, the projection beyond the surface of the metal being not more than
^th of an inch.

The diamond teeth are the only parts of the tool which come in contact with the
rock, and their hardness is such that more than 2,000 feet have been drilled by the

same points with but little appreciable wear.

The drill rods are made hollow, in order that a volume of water may be conducted

to the boring bit, at once moistening the rock, washing the cuttings away, and
preventing the over heating of the diamonds.
The machinery for boring great depths is shown by fig. 180, p. 442, and consists of

a portable engine having two oscillating 6-inch cylinders with a 6-inch stroke. The
boiler is tubular, 3-J feet x 7 feet, and with flues 3 inches in diameter, the steam
capacity being about 16 h. p.

The pump p and water hose h are connected by rubber hose with any convenient
stream or reservoir of water, and also with the outer end of the drill pipe by similar

hose having a swivel joint. Through this hose a stream of water is forced, by M.
Fauvelle's system, into the hollow drill rod, from which it only escapes at the bottom
of the diamond pointed bit.

The drill rods may be extended to any desirable length by simply adding fresh

pieces of tubing. The successive lengths are quickly coupled together by an inside

coupling 4 inches long, the drill being held firmly in its place by the chuck g at the

bottom of the screw shaft.

The speed of drilling depends chiefly of course tipon the character of rock met with

:

in ordinary rock the drill being fed at the rate of 300 revolutions to the inch

—

the diamonds cutting the one three-hundredth part of an inch at each revolution, and
in marble, hard sandstone, &c., at the rate of an inch for every 200 revolutions.

The progress of the diamond bit or crown does not depend upon the pressure of the
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rods, which is arranged to be always the same. The diamonds work their way Ly
steady and gentle attrition.

These machines will bore holes from one to three inches in diameter.

The adyanco per mimito in pure Mount Cenis quartz equalled
2-J-

inches, in

granite about 2 inches, and in very hard calcareous dolomite 3 inches.

The diamond machine shown by figs. 181 and 182 has lately been perfected by
Messrs. Appleby and Beaumont.
The boring bit with diamonds set therein is exactly similar to that used in the

machine described, but the boring machinery is of a different description. This
machine is worked by n:i independent engine, and driven by leather or other belts,

the circular motion given to the boring rods being conveyed by bevel gear. To this

machine appliances are attached for the dri\dng forward of the lining tubes. This is

done by means of a series of weights n attached to a chain passing round the wheel m,
and connected to the sliding clutch g ; this is made to press upon the tubes. At the

same time an ordinary chisel is attached to the boring rods and worked from the table

A A, the rods passing down the centre of the tubes.

182

The dibris is washed out at times by means of the pump fixed upon the machine.

After the lining tubes are made secure and water tight (it being an essential point

that all water forced down the boring rods should come up on the i7iside of the lining

tubes, so that all washings or indications of change of strata may bo at once noticed),

tlio diamond drill is introduced and boring proceeded with in the usual manner.

The rods are drawn by means of a chain passing over shear legs about 45 feet high

and wound upon a drum fixed on the machine. Tlie rods arc unscrewed in lengths,

and placed on one side of the machine.

The rods, by this system, are seldom drawn, except for the purpose of extracting the

core made ; the core tube being usually about 14' 0" long, with a small spring at the

bottom for the purpose of redlining the core while drawing the rods. The cores made
in these machines are usually from 1 inch to l^ inch in diameter.
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The boring rods are of the best steel, and jointed together by unions or coupling

boxes.

In soft strata it is somewhat difficult to obtain a core by the diamond borer, but in

boring through hard rocks for which this machine is specially suitable a very perfect

core is produced. The best average speed accomplished by this machine in hard rock

equals about 50 feet per day of 12 hours.

Mather and Piatt's System of Boring.—The Chinese method of boring with ropes,

instead of rigid rods, has been tried at different times in Europe, but without any
great amount of success ; the system of rigid suspension being preferred for working,

not only the cutting tool, but also the shell. A very important modification of this

principle has, however been introduced by Messrs. Mather and Piatt of Salford, who
have succeeded in carrying bores of considerable size (8 or 10 inches in diameter) to

depths of 1,200 feet and upwards.

In this system, instead of the implements beiug attached to rods, as in the previous

systems, they are suspended by a flat hemp rope about ^ inch thick and 4^- inches

broad, such as is commonly used at collieries, and tlie boring tool and shell pump are

raised and lowered as quickly in the boroliole as the cages in a colliery shaft.

The flatropo A h,fig. 183, from v/hich the boringheads is suspended, is wound upon

183

a large drum c, driven by a steam-engine d with a reversing motion, so that one man
can regulate the operation with the greatest case. All the working parts are fitted

into a wood or iron framing e, rendering the whole a compact and complete machine.
On leaving the drum c, the rope passes under a guide pulley f, and then over a large

pulley G, carried in a fork at the top of the piston-rod of a vertical single-acting

steam-cylinder h.

This cylinder, by which the percussive action of the boring head is produced, is

fitted with a piston of 15 inches diameter, having a heavy cast iron rod 7 inches
square, which is made with a fork at the top carrying a flanged pulley.

The boring head having been lowered by the winding drum to the bottom of the
borehole, tlie rope is fixed securely at that length by the clamp j ; steam is then ad-
mitted underneath the piston in the cylinder h by the steam-valve, and the boring
tool is lifted by the ascent of the piston-rod and pulley g ; and on arriving at the top
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of tlie stroke, the exhaust valye is opened for the steam to escape, allo^wing the

piston-rod and carrying pulley to fall freely -with the boring tool, •which falls with its

full weight to the bottom of the borehole. The exhaust port is 6 inches above the

bottom of the cylinder, while the steam port is situated at the bottom ; and there is

thus always an elastic cushion of steam retained in the cylinder of that thickness

for the piston to fall upon, preventing the piston from striking the bottom of tlie

cylinder. The steam and exhaust valves are worked with a self-acting motion by
tappets, which are actuated by the movement of the piston-rod ; and a rapid

succession of blows is thus given by the boring tool on the bottom of the borehole.

As it is necessary that motion should be given to the piston before the valves can
be acted upon, a small jet of steam is allowed to be constantly blowing into the

bottom of tlio cylinder ; this causes the piston to move slowly at first, so as to take up
the slack of the rope and allow it to receive the weight of the

ISi boring head gradually and without a jerk. An arm attached to the

piston-rod then comes in contact with a tappet which opens the

steam-valve, and the piston rises quickly to the top of the stroke
;

another tappet worked by the same arm then shuts off the steam,

and the exhaust valve is opened by a corresponding arrangement
on the opposite side of the piston-rod. By shifting these tappets

the length of stroke of the piston can be varied from 1 to 8 feet

in the large machine, according to the material to be bored tlirough

;

and the height of fall of the boring head at the bottom of the

borehole is double the length of stroke of the piston. The fall of

the boring head and piston can also be regulated by a weighted

valve on the exhaust pipe, checking the escape of the steam, so as

to cause the descent to take place slowly or quickly as may bo
desired.

The boring head bJic/. 184 consists of a wrought-iron bar about
4 inches diameter and 8 feet long, to the bottom of which a cast-

iron cylindrical block c is secured. This block has numerous
square holes through it, into which the cliisels or cutters are

inserted with taper shanks so as to be very firm "when working,

but to be readily taken out for repairing and sharpening. A little

above the block c another cylindrical casting e is fixed upon the

bar B, which acts simply as a guide to keep the bar perpendicular.

Higher still is fixed a second guide f. To effect the rotation of

the boring tool, two cast-iron collars g and h are cottered fast to

the top of the bar b, and placed about 12 inches apart. The upper
face of the lower collar g is formed with deep ratchet-teeth of

about two inches pitch, and the under face of the top collar h is

formed with similar ratchet-teeth set exactly in line with those on

the lower collar. Between these collars and sliding freely on the

neck of the boring bar b is a deep bush j, which is also formed
of corresponding ratchet-teeth on both its upper and lower faces ;

but the teeth on the upper face are set half a tooth in advance of

those on the lower face, so that the perpendicular side of each

tooth on the upper face of the bush is directly above the centre of

the inclined side of a tooth on the lower face. To this bush is

attached the wrought-iron bow k by which the whole boring bar

is suspended with a hook and shackle from the end of the flat rope.

The rotary motion of the bar is obtained as follows : when tlie

boring tool falls and strikes the blow, the lifting bush j, which

during the lifting has been engaged with the ratchet-teeth of the

top collar H, falls upon those of the bottom collar g, and thereby

receives a t^wist backwards through the space of half a tooth ; and
on commencing to lift again, the bush rising up against the

ratchet-teeth of the top collar h receives a further t^wist backwards

through half a tooth. The flat rope is thus twisted backwards

to the extent of one tooth of the ratchet ; and during the lifting of

the tool it unt^wists itself again, thereby rotating the boring tool forwards through

that extent of fwist between each successive blow of the tool. The amount of the

rotation may be varied by making the ratchet-teeth of coarser or finer pitch. The

motion is entirely self-acting, and the rotary movement of the boring tool is ensured

with mechanical accuracy. This simple and most effective action taking place at

every blow of the tool produces a constant change in the position of the cutters,

thus increasing their effect in breaking the rock.

The Shell-Pump, for raising the material broken up by the boring head, is shown

"TT-Tili
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185

in fiq. 185, and consists of a cylindrical shell or barrel p of cast-iron, about 8 feet

long and a little smaller in diameter than the size of the borehole. At the bottom is

a cluck A opening upwards, some-vvhat similar to that in ordinary pumps ; but its

seating, instead of being fastened to the cylinder p, is in an

annular frame c, which is held up against the bottom of the

cylinder by a rod d passing up to a WTOUght-iron bridge e at

the top, whore it is secured by a cotter f. Inside the cylinder

works a bucket b, similar to that of a common lift-pump, having

an india-rubber disc valve on the top side ; and the rod d of

the bottom clack passes freely through the bucket. The rod

G of the bucket itself is formed like a long link in a chain, and
by this link the pump is suspended. The bottom clack a is

made with an india-rubber disc which opens sufficiently to

allow the water and smaller particles of stone to enter the

cylinder ; and in order to enable the pieces of broken rock to

be brought up as large as possible, the entire clack is free to

rise bodily about 6 inches from the annular frame c, as shown
in fig. 185, thereby affording ample space for large pieces of rock

to enter the cylinder when drawn in by the upstroke of the

bucket.

The general working of the boring machine is as follows :

—

The boring head is hooked on to the end of the rope, and lowered

to the bottom of the borehole, the rope is then secured l)y a

clamp to prevent it from being drawn olF the winding drum.
Steam is admitted to the percussion cylinder, and the boring

bar kept at work until it has broken up a certain quantity of

material in the borehole. After this operation, the steam is

shut off, the rope undamped, and the boring head withdrawn.

The shell-pump is next lowered down by the rope, and the

debris pumped into it by lowering and raising the buckets in

the pump about three times, by means of the winding engine,

while the pump barrel rests upon the bottom of the borehole.

These operations are repeated every fifteen or twenty minutes.

Three men are required to work the machine and sharpen the

implements.

Cost of Boring.—It will be understood that the advantage
of putting down boreholes, as comp;ired with wells or shafts

of large tliametor, consists not only in the general convenience

in the small size, but also in the relative cost, wliich may be
said to vary according to the area of the perforation, but in an
uneven ratio.

The cost of boring shallow holes is naturally much less per
foot than the rate of charge for borings at a considerable

depth. The general cost of boring by hand or by lever may
be taken as follows :

—

First 30 feet .

Second 30 „ .

Third 30 „ .

Fourth 30 „ .

\s. per foot.

2s.

3«.

4s. „

And so on, adding Is. per foot for each additional 30 feet.

In very hard strata the cost of boring may be taken at 50 per cent, more than the

above prices.

The cost of boring by the ' Diamond ' machinery amounts to no less than 13s. 6«r. per

foot for the first 100 feet, and for each additional 100 feet 7s. %d. per foot is added.

The ' Diamond ' machinery, however, is capable in hard strata in a day of twelve hours
of boring a distance of 50 feet, whereas by hand boring, the average speed in similar

rocks cannot be taken at more than 10 feet per day. This refers to a depth of, say
200 feet, but in the ordinary system of boring wth rods, whether by hand or

machinery, where the rods have to be disconnected and the debris has to be drawn
from great depths, an important element has to be considered. Whilst the weight of

the apparatus, consequent upon an increased depth, tends to augment the speed of

boring, the drawing, disconnecting, and connecting of great lengths of rods for the

purpose of clearing the hole, takes at a depth of about 250 feet really more time than
is occupied in the actual boring, and at great depths these processes absorb no less

than jths of the total working time. This serious difficulty is obviated in two systems
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of boring:— 1st, the mode supposed to have been originated in China, of using ropes

for working the boring tools, in place of rods. This sj'stem, which has been success-

fully carried out in America and elsewhere in the boring Jbr petroleum, us previously

described ; but the principle has been most thoroughly adapted and re-arranged by
Messrs. Mather and Piatt. 2nd, by the invention of M. Fauvelle, by means of which
the bcaten-up rock at the bottom of the borehole, instead of having to be drawn up
by rods or ropes, is continuously removed by a current of water forced down the bore-

hole by means of a pump placed at the top.

The foregoing brief reference to certain modes of boring lias been made for the

purpose of drawing attention to the chief conditions iipoa which economical boring

depends.

On the Application of Boring to the Sinking of Shafts.—The science of boring has
recently been applied in a manner, the practical economy of which is of great impor-

tance as bearing upon the investment of capital in the sinking of coal-mines through

aqueous strata. M. Kind has within the past twelve years in Germany and France

put down a number of shafts, var3dng in diameter from 9 to 14 foot, a considerable

distance. These pits have been sunk through strata yielding immense volumes of

water, and the whole process has been conducted under water. To enable such

shafts to bo sunk down to their full dejith by shutting off the feeders of waters met
with, by means of tubing placed in the shaft, M. Chaudron, a Belgian engineer,

came to M. Kind's aid, and by the appliciition of several simple, but ingenious con-

trivances, hereafter to be described, has succeeded in fixing the necessary tubing under

water, and in providing a perfectly efficient joint at the base of the tubing, between

the water-bearing and the dry strata.

Of the future coal-fi.olds of England, it is probable that nearly half of the remaining

deposit of coal will have to be obtained by sinkings through newer formations than

the coal-measures, where very large quantities of water will have to be encountered.

This indicates the importance to this country of some economical system of piercing

such strata.

The ordinary system of sinking through strata containing large quantities of water

has been to provide a large pumping plant, and to pump each feeder of water out as

met with, fixing on the rock forming the barrier for each feeder a firmly wedged iron

curb, and making it the base of the tubing which is built in segments, such segments

186 187

being generally about 4 feet long by 2 feet 9 inches high. The joints between

these segments are made secure by moans of wooden sheeting wedged tightly. Where
the feeders are large, several sets of pumps have sometimes to bo introduced into the

pit, and the workmen have almost continually to be working in water, and at a groat

disadvantage. This difficulty, combined with the heavy cost of fuel, cost of buckets

and powder, the great liability of accidents to the pumping plant, the cost of fixing

the curbs and segmental tubing, and the risk entailed in the large number of joints

in the tubing, constitute the chief disadvantages of this system of sinking pits througli

watery strata.

The Kind-Chaudron system may be briefly described by pointing out the various

processes adopted :

—

1st. The opening of the mine is commenced by erecting the plant shown liy

fgs. 180 and 187, which exhibit two sectional elevations of the surface arrangements
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required. The general plant con.sists of the boring machine, this being ,i cylinder

having steam applied to the upper side of the piston only. The piston-rod is attached

to one end of a massive beam, to the other end of which the boring tools are sus-

pended. The capstan engine c, is used for lowering and raising the boring tools, and
for raising the debris made by the boring.

2nd. When the stage b b, on which the borers stand, has been erected, the boring'

of the pits is commenced. Supposing that the pit to be sunk has a diameter of 13 feet, •

the first process is to put down a borehole, with a diameter varying from 3 to 5 feet,
\

and the tool used for this hole progresses in ordinary strata, at the rate of about

8 feet per diiy. When this hole has been put down, say a distance of 60 feet, the •

larger trepan used for the purpose of making the pit its full size is applied. This
.

instrument is shown by Jigs. 188 and 189 ; it is made of wrought iron, is furnished with

28 teeth or chisels, and weighs about 16 tons. The smaller trepan is of similar design*

The ordinary speed of the boring when worked by the large trepan may be taken at

about 3 feet per day. It will be observed that the faces of the chisels incline to the centre

of the pit ; this tends to assist the passing of the debris made in the large boring into

the cavity formed by the small boring tool, whence it is extracted by the ordinary

scourer. This process is continued to the bottom of the aqueous strata, the small

borehole being kept about 60 feet in advance of the larger hole. Shoiild broken tools

fall into the shaft, the instruments shown by figs. 190 and 191 are used, the former,

by means of internal teeth, clutches with ease broken bars, &c., having no shoulder,

and which cannot be taken hold of by means of the ordinary extractor. Fig. 191 is

the 'grapin,' used for the purpose of raising broken teeth or other small objects

which may have fallen to the bottom of the shaft, This tool has one part sliding into

Vol. I, G a
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the other, and is lowered with the claws closed. An arrangement of light ropes

handled from the surface enables the engineer to work this instrument.

3rd. Placing the Tubing,—Instead of being in small segments, the tubing is cast in

complete cylinders, about 5 feet high, with inside flanges at both top and bottom,

which are turned and faced. The tubing is suspended in the pit by rods, and is

lowered down as each new cylinder is added. When the bottom of the water-bearing
strata is reached, the arrangement shown hj fig. 193 is adopted. A sliding mom-6oj;,

placed inside the base of the tubing, is allowed to rest on the rock floor made for the

reception of the tubing, at the point below which no feeders of consequence are ex-

pected. The full weight of the tubing resting on this box, causes the moss to protrude

at the back, and form a perfectly water-tight joint at the base of the tubing. To
render this joint more secure, a few feet of tubing in segments resting upon two strong

wedged curbs, are placed in the pit below the rtioss-hox.

190 191 192 193

4th. The Securing of the Eigidity of the Tubing.—The tubing now, as it were,

stands in the pit, resting on the foundation afforded by the moss-box, but without any
lateral support. It is secured in its position by means of cement, which is dropped
down behind the iron tubing by means of a cement-box with a moveable piston, worked
by a rope from the surface. {See fig. 192).

5th. The shaft having now been made secure, the extraction of the water is pro-

ceeded with, and the pit is then ready to be sunk either by the ordinary method or

otherwise.

The labom' and time taken in the changing of the rods becomes so great at consi-

derable depths that the ordinary system of sinking has generally to be resorted to.

Boring in Coal.—An important operation in coal-mines, where explorations have to

be made in the direction of old workings, or goofs, which may be holding large quanti-

ties of inflammable gas, or water, is horizontal boring. In this work only very light

rods are used, as tlio position of the hole makes the strength of the rods a question of

secondary importance. Tlio important points to consider are the driving of the hole

exactly parallel with the strata, and arranging sufficient holes to render it impossible

for the advancing ' heading ' to come suddenly upon any old workings or narrow adits.

In many cases water of immense pressure has to be bored against. The ordinary

mode of boring is shown by fig. 194. Here the advancing head, a, may be assumed
to be 8 feet wide, and the minimum width of any old headings may be taken at 4

feet. Supposing the pressure anticipated is such that it is only necessary to ascertain
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the solidity of a thickness of 12 feet ot coal on each side of the advancing rod, it is

usual to boro throe holes, one in the line of the heading, and two flank holes, which
can either bo driven from the corners, or as shown in the sketch. The flank holes are

194

bored at such an angle as will enable them to detect, within a given distance, the pre-
sence of any old works which may be in advance of them. Thus it will be seen on

fy. 194, that the direction of the hole is such that no old head could exist without
being discovered by the borers.

Where no extraordinary pressure exists, it is usual for the centre holes to be bored
a distance of about 9 yards, after which the heading is advanced, say 3 yards farther,

by ordinary mining ; hence it will be seen that the use of the centre hole can be con-
tinued, while new flank or side holes have to be bored every few yards. The usual
size of the holes driven for proving old works is about inch diameter, and the cost
of boring varies from 9d, to 2s. per yard, according to the length of the hole.

In some cases, where a heavy pressure of water has to be encountered, the rush of
water is so rapid, that it is impossible for the borers to stem its progress by means
of plugs.

In an important boring conducted under the superintendence of the writer, the
arrangement shown \>yfy. 195 was adopted. Here the bore-rod nearest to the handle

195

is of turned steel, working through a stufiing-box, s, which is attached to a tube, the

end of the tube being wedged tightly into the borehole. Near the stuf&ng-box is a
short elbow, in which is a valve or cock. When the old workings are pricked, and
the water is reached, the cock is closed to prevent the occurrence of any serious

consequences. About the centre of the tube a disc-bracket is placed, bearing against

two beams, one above, the other below the tube, the end of these beams being wedged
tightly into the sides of the coal heading. The adoption of this mode not only ensures
safety, but conduces to the accuracy witli which the hole is driven.

Norton's Patent Well Tubes.—A method of well sinking, patented by llr. J. L.
Norton, of London, by which a supply of water can be obtained in a very short space
of time, provided the geological conditions of the part selected for the sinking are

favourable, deserves notice.

The arrangement consists of a wrought iron tube, about 11 feet long and to 3

e u 2
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inches diameter, terminated at one end by a sharp steel point, and perforated -with

numerous small holes for a distance of about 2 feet above the point. This tube is

driven into the ground by repeated blows from a ' monkey,' or heavy weight, which
slides freely on the tube, falling on a shoidder clamped to the lower end of the tube.

The monkey is raised by ropes running over a pulley attached to a tripod, which at

the same time preserves the upright position of the tube. When the clamp reaches the

level of the eartli, it is unscrewed and refixed higher up the tube, and the driving is

continued as before, additional lengths of piping being added as required. As soon

as it is found, by plumbing the tube, that water has been reached, a cleansing

pump is screwed to the top of the tube, which brings up the sand and loose earth

from the bottom of the tube and immediately around the end of the same, forming a

reservoir for the water. "Where the water has to be drawn from a sandy soil, a filter

is attached to the perforated end of the well-tube, which prevents even the finest

sand from being pumped up with the water.

It will be seen at once that this method of obtaining water is not adapted for a
rocky country ; but for purposes where the water is to be obtained within a compara-
tively short distance from the surface, and where the strata to be passed through are

not of a very hard natwe, these wells are very useful, especially as they can be sunk
in light soils at the rate of 10 to 12 inches per minute. The quantity of water they

can supply must depend upon the yield of the stratum to which they are sunk, but
wells of this kind have been known to give a quantity of upwards of 800 gallons per

minute.

The greatest depth at which these wells have been used is 120 feet.

Villcpique Perforator.—This apparatus consists of two principal parts, namely, a
standard or column, and a driving screw with its accessories. The column is formed
of stout stoel tube, fitted at its lower extremity with a twin claw working on a rocking

joint, and at the upper end with a nut fixed inside, in which a screw works, which screw

is terminated by a steel point. On this steel tube is a metal clip collar, free to slide

from one end to the other, or to revolve around it. This collar can be clamped at

any required point. To this collar is attached a malleable iron box, enclosing the

mechanism for giving an automatic feed to the screw, and for carrying the driving or

main screw. The weight of the whole apparatus is from 60 to 60 lbs. The time

required for fixing the perforator in its place is about one minute. The steel augers

are mechanically twisted, and have cutting ends to suit the material to be acted on.

The following figures are taken from a valuable paper in the ' Transactions of the

Noi'tli of England liistitute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers,' vol. xx.

Nature of Material
Dia-

meter of

Hole
Depth Bored Time Eate per

Minute

inches min.

Cleveland ironstone .... 18 and 25 2 and 7

Tough ' Blue Bind ' . . . . !! 19i 4 Inches

niin, sec. 4-87

Silkstone coal 2 21 2 18

Strong stone bind n 22 6 30 34

Coal and stone 2 34 4 15 8

Grey shale band If 13i 1 10 111

Iron ball in shale 1^
6'

1 40 34

Shale and sandstone .... H 124 1 20 na

Magnesian limestone .... 14 74 5 14

Hard sandstone 2 18 74
02

1

Ford's Borer.—A boring machine was invented by Mr. E. G. Ford, of Sandhurst,

Victoria, about the year 1868, and patented in England on August 10, 1869. The

motion of the tool is reciprocating, and the motive power compressed air, or steam,

applied at a pressure of 60 lbs. per square inch. This pressure is constantly exerted

on a small annular space in front of the piston, and intermittingly on tlie whole area

of the back of the piston. The ports for the alternate admission of the pressure fluid,

and for the exhaust, are opened and closed by a valve, worked by a small piston.

The air ports and the movement of the valve are so arranged that the piston cannot

strike the front and back of the cylinder.

The rotation of the boring tool is caused by the piston-rod, working a ratchet and

paul round a cylinder attached to the front of the working cylinder ; and as the piston

reciprocates, it carries itself around the cylinder, and makes a complete revolution

every twenty-one blows, by which means the machine bores a round hole. The feed
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is self-advancing, and self-adjustable, cifected by the working cylinder being provided

witli an exterior cylinder, in -which it can slide. The motive pressure is constantly

tending to propel the working cylinder forward, but is retained by a screw, which is

prevented from turning by a paul, which the piston strikes when it makes a full

stroke, thus releasing the screw, and permitting the working cylinder to advance for-

ward as the hole increases in depth. The weight of blow which can be struck by this

machine is 500 lbs.; number of blows per minute 20 to 600.

The inventor claimed the construction of rock boring machines, in whicli the piston

of the main cylinder distributes and exhausts the motive fluid to and from other cylin-

ders at distinct portions of the stroke. For further particulars and illustration, see

Specification No. 2,387, a.d. 1869.

BtrgstrbnCs Borer.—This machine, used at the Perscberg Mines, near Philipstad,

in Sweden, is a modification of that constructed by Schumann, of Freiberg. The
machine consists of a cylinder 44 inches diameter, and a balanced slide valve. The
movement of the piston and valve is automatic, tlie advance of the apparatus is

effected by the hand. The length of stroke is 7 inches, cubic inches of air or steam

required per stroke 200, or 8^ strokes per cubic foot. Speed from 200 to 350 blows

per minute. Pressure required to drive borer, 15 to 20 lbs. per square inch.

Weight of machine, 122 lbs. For additional particulars and illustrations, seo

paper by 0. Lo Neve Foster, Miners' Association of Cornwall and Devonshire, 1867.

Sack's Borer.—The lightness, suitability, and economical working of this drill, have

induced Prussian engineers to use it somewhat extensively, both in metalliferous

mines and collieries. Fig. 196 illustrates an arrangement of the drill and stand,

employed both in shaft and winze

sinking. The cylinder is 2^ inches

diameter, borer rod l|ths inch di-

ameter, back rod 1 inch diameter,

valve rod fths inch diameter. The
valve is a simple plate ; one face

being on the portways leading to

and from the cylinder, the other

retained by a plate carrying the

valve arbor. The top of the back

rod carries a ring, to which is

attached a small rod for rocking

the valve-shaft. To this valve-

shaft is also attaclicd a horizontal

rod, which carries two pauls, one

for turning the borer, the other for

advancing the cylinder through

the medium of a nut travelling on

the screw side bar. At a pressure

of 25 lbs. per square inch, the borer

makes 400 strokes per minute, the

length of stroke being 5 inches.

The blow pressure is 116 lbs.,

return pressure 72 lbs. About 45

cubic inches of air or steam are

required per stroke, or 38 strokes

per cubic foot. The area of steam

portway is ^ths of a square inch.

The rate of boring per minute in

basalt is 3 inches, coal sandstone

3 inches, quartz grauwacke 2 inches,

carbonate of iron H inch. One
borer requires about ono horse-

power to drive it.

Boering's Borer.—This machine is worked by compressed air or steam, at a pres-

sure of about 35 lbs. per square inch. The pressure fluid acts alternately on the front

and back of the main piston. The valve for the admission of compressed air, and for

the exhaust, is worked by two chambers in the main piston, one of these chambers
being always in communication with the main inlet of compressed air, the other

chamber in communication with the outer atmosphere. The valve has a separata

piston to work it ; on the smaller side of the piston a constant pressure of air is main-
tained, a passage connects the other end of the cylinder, in which the valve-piston

works, with a certain point of the main cylinder. The chamber with compressed air
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passing over this port causes a pressure on the larger area of tte valve-piston, -wlilcli

overcomes the constant pressure on the smaller area, and reverses the valve so as to

admit compressed air to the opposite end of the main piston. Eotation of the borer

is effected by means of a twist bar and ratchct--wheol, the feed or advance is automatic.

This machine -was employed at Tincroft, and bored 277 holes from the 9th to the 30th
of January 1868, or at the rate of 13 holes per 20 hours. In coal sandstone, at 270
strokes per minute, the rate of boring was Ifths inch per minute. See Specifications

of Patents, November 9, 1866, No. 2,922; January 7, 1867, No. 43; June 10, 1867,
No. 1,704.

Osterkamp's Borer.—About four years ago, the machine engineer, Osterkamp of

Eschweiler, near Aix-la-Chapelle, Prussia, contrived a light-boring machine, with a
steam or air-moved valve. He also added a portable stand, with the object of dis-

pensing with the columnar apparatus used in connection with Sach's Borer. The
workmen lield and directed the machine and also advanced the tool for deepening
the hole.

The weight of a cylinder, having a piston-rod 2^ths and piston 3 inches diameter,

was 60 lbs. Weight of supporting stand, from 40 to 56 lbs.

This machine bored a hole in coal sandstone 1 \ inch diameter, ^gths of an inch deep,

in a minute ; and in the same time a second hole | inch diameter, 1:^ to \\ inch. The
speed of the macliine at 30 lbs. pressure is about 210 strokes per minute. Length
of stroke, 5 inches. Cubic inches of steam or air required per stroke, 40 or 43 strokes

per cubic foot. Pressure for blow 135 lbs., for returning piston 76 lbs. For par-

ticulars and illustration of Borer, see Specification, No. 1,466, a.d. 1870.
The McKean Rock-drill.—This rock-drill is worked either by steam or compressed

air, and can be adjusted to any required position, so that holes may be drilled at any
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angle, the machine working with equal facility in every direction. The valve is

adapted to deliver from 400 to 1,000 blows per minute, while the stroke of tlie piston

and fall of the cutter bar is only 2\ inches or 3 inches ; the shock to the cutter bar and
piston when striking the rock is cushioned by the steam or air in the cylinder.

The C3'linder, valve-chest, and frame for carrying the guides and bearings for the

piston, valve-rods and other parts of the machine are cast in one piece. The per-

cussion cylinder is marked a and the valve-chest b ; the valve seating is formed of a

.small cylinder c placed within the valve-chest—situate on one side of the cylinder a.

The valve d is cylindrical, its axis is parallel to that of the piston-rod, and on one

side there is formed a projecting curved face d', forming the working part of the valve

which alternately covers and uncovers the admission ports e e, that extend the whole

length of the valve-chest c. The exhaust port is formed between the admission ports,

and opens into the centre of the cylindrical valve.

The oscillating movement required for actuating the valve is given by the spindle

through the key d^, and the groove. At the bottom of the valve a shoulder d* is also

formed, fitting tightly in the cylinder. By this means the escape of steam or air is

prevented, and sufficient friction is produced to avoid any excessive motion of the

valve from the action of the tappets which actuate the spindle. These tappets are

shown at I I', where it will be seen that they are attiiched to a sleeve fastened xipon

the valve spindle, and at such an angle on each side of the centre line passing through

the valve spindle, and piston-rod, that they may be struck by the enlarged portions of

the latter X'' k'. The piston / is formed of stool, in one piece with the piston-rod

g^, and the tool holder Grooves are formed in the piston, as shown at /', to

receive metallic piston-rings. The rod in advance of the piston is of a diameter

larger than that at the roar, in order that sufficient strength may be obtained for
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caiTyIng the cutting bar. The piston-rod passes tliroiigli a stuffing box in tlio

cylinder, and takes a bearing at tlio end of tlie frame of the drill as shown at i ; and
as the rod on the front side of the piston also passes tlirough a stuffing box, the chief

moving part of the machine is supported at three places in its length. Upon the

piston-rod an enlargement, Z;', k-, Ic^, is made with two conical faces ; the yalvo

tappets I V are in contact with these faces, and the reciprocating motion or the piston-

rod imparts to them the necessary motion for actuating the valve. The angle of the

tappets can be adjusted at "will to regulate the distribution of the steam or air.

Between the sloping or conical surfaces of the enlargement of the piston-rod there is a

straight length k^, in which are cut ratchet-teeth in an oblique direction around the

surface ; these teeth come in contact with a grooved bar m, the grooves m' being cut

to correspond with the teeth in Jc^. In the frame of the drill is formed a recess, in

which a spring m- is placed, the centre of the spring pressing against the back of the

grooved plate m. At the forward stroke of the piston, the enlargement k^ pressing

against m depresses it, forcing it into the recess ; but at the return stroke, the tectli of'

k' engaging in the grooves of m, give it a rotating movement to the j)iston-rod,

piston, and cutter bar, so that a slow and constant turning of the cutter is effected.

The amount of rotary motion imparted during each stroke is about one-sixteenth of a
revolution.

The automatic feed arrangement for keeping the end of the cutter in contact with
the rock consists of a double tlireaded screw, with a key way in it, as shown, extending
from end to end of the machine, the rear bearing being formed by a bracket. On the

outside of the cyUrtder a, two stops are cast, and between these stops is placed a
nut which is prevented from turning by being made with a flat side bearing

against the outside of the cylinder a. Through this nut the screw n passes
;
fitting

into the ratchet ^j' is a second ratchet q, with an arm g' that is attached to the tappets

/Z', which gives a reciprocating motion to the ratchet q, and a constant revolving

motion to the sleeve p ; the key in which drives the screw, which turns the nut n'

and -with it the whole drill, v^'hilst the screw n travels freely through the sleeve p.
By this means a constant and regular feed is obtained. The end of the screw at o' is,

however, made square for the reception of a lever, by which the automatic feed can
be replaced by a hand movement. The cutter bar is made adjustable by means of a
screw thread and nut, the face of the nut against the key being grooved, so that when
it is screwed up tight and the key driven in, there is no possibility of the key shaking
loose and the cutter becoming unfastened.

The machine of the size ordinarily used for quarry work or open cutting weighs
about 160 lbs. A smaller, and for many purposes a still more convenient form is'

manufactured, which can be handled by one man.
With a steam pressure of 75 lbs. to the inch, it will drill as a maxim^am, a 2:i-inch

hole to a depth of 10 inches per minute in Aberdeen granite ; but the average duty may
bo estimated at from 6 inches to 9 inches per minute, and the number of strokes from
500 to 1,000.

For sinking shafts the machine is mounted on a column placed cross^wise in the
shaft, and fixed rigidly by the telescopic and screw adjustment above mentioned, from '

wliich column any required direction may be readily given to the boring tool, or the
drill may be mounted upon adjustable stand or frame, as is designed for quarry and
open work.

For dri-\T[ng tunnels where one or more machines may be worked against the face,

the machines are mounted upon moveable and adjustable columns, supported upon a
carriage moved upon rails. .

In reference to this drill Sir George William Denys states as follows :

—

(1) Weight of machine without stand, largo size 1^ cwt., small do. 1 cwt. (2)
Length of drill 38 inches. (3) Diameter of piston 5 inches, length of stroke 2 to 4
inches. (4) Strokes per minute, 500 to 1,000 ad libitum. (6) Pressure required 25
to 75, average 60 lbs. (6) Advance of drill, automatic or by hand; but where only
one macliino is working the hand is preferable, for it obliges the miner to pay
attention and see that the drill advances regularly. (7) The nature of the stone-

varies ; We ha-re lime, chert, and grits of every degree of hardness. (8) Diameter of
water-wheel 38 feet or 28 feet would have done as well ; bucket 4 feet wide ; breadth'
of water trough 2 feet

;
depth of water varies with the supply from 3 to 8 inches.

(9) Compression wet, a half-inch pipe carries the water up the level, and squirts the
water -with great force into the holes, and keeps them quite clean. (10) Dimensions
of level 6 feet high clear of the rails, and about 6 feet wide. (11) The air-pipes are!

2 inches in diarneter, biltlthink 1 inch «-ould suffice. (12) The level forehead is now
nearly 400 fathoms from the compressor ; the ventilation excellent, the air being as'

good inside the mine as out.

Some special measurements and particulars of this drill arc as follow :—Diameter
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of cylinder 4 inches, piston-rod 2^ inches, diameter of back rod l^ths inch, area for

blow 10 square inches, for return Tj^tlis square inches, pressure forlslowat 50 lbs. per

square inch 500 lbs., and for return of piston 380 lbs. Stroke of slide-yalve 5 to 1

inch, opening of steam port ji;thto l inch, length of steam port 6 inches, area of steam
port l| inch, diameter of stoam-pipe 11 inch, stroke of piston-rod 2 to 4 inches.

Turning motion one revolution to sixteen blows. The consumption of steam and air

for a 4-inch stroke including port-way clearances is about 90 cubic inches, or 19 strokes

per cubic foot. Sec Specifications of Patents, No.1,104, April 14, 1870, and No. 3,131,

Nov. 20, 1870.

Tlie Burleigh Drill in its general arrangements does not differ essentially from
some of thoso which have been described. It has been used in several mines and
quarries in this country, and rather extensively in America. See Specification and
Illustration of Drill, No. 3,065, a.d. 1866.
The main elements of this drill are tho cage, the cylinder, and the piston. The

cage is merely a trough, with ways on either side in which tho cylinder, by means of

a feed-screw and an automatic fcod-levor, is moved forward as the drill cuts away
tho rock.

Tho piston moves backwards and forwards in the cylinder, and is propelled and
operated on substantially like tho piston of nn ordinary steam-engino. The drill

point is attached to tho end of the piston-rod, which is a solid bar of stool.

The forward motion of the cylinder in the trough is regulated by an automatic feed,

as the rock is cut away.
It is driven by steam or compressed air as a motive power, and with a pressure of

50 lbs. to the inch, strikes from 200 to 300 blows per minute, according to tho sizo

of the machine.

The valvo used to control the entrance into and egress from tho cylinder of tho

impelling medium is the ordinary D or locomotive slide-valve, which is operated by a

valve-rod attached to a pivoted piece made sufficiently heavy to possess considerable

momentum when put in motion.

Tho body of the machine is made in one casting, and constitutes the steam or air

cylinder and covers and protects most of tho feeding and turning mechanism. This

body has two wings forming part of a support or carriage, so that the drilling machine
may be presented to its work in any direction and at any angle.

The cylinder a has its front ond closed by a head c. into which a long stuffing box
d is screwed.

To prevent any injurious variation between the amount of the feed and the pene-

tration of tho drill, mechanism is introduced which automatically preserves a practical

uniformity of feed and penetration. When the feed of the cylinder is in excess of

the penetration of the drill, in which case the tappet r does not in the forward stroke

of the piston reach and displace the paul—and consequently no feed takes place until

the penetration of the drill equals the previous feed or advance of tho cylinder. As
it may occur when a feed of the cylinder takes place, that the piston on its back
stroke might possibly come in contact with the back cylinder head g, a rubber

cushion c' is placed against the rear-head to act as an elastic cushion to check the

back stroke of the piston by impact of the tappet on the piston-rod with the pro-

tecting plate facing the cushion.

There are several forms of carriages for mounting drills for tunnel work. That
used for the Burleigh drills consists of a trolly on four wheels, with a moveable support,

which is actuated horizontally across the trolly and the face of the drift by means of

a screw. The hollow bar or stretcher which fixes the carriage when it is in position

for work, is held by a moveable support, and fixes itself by means of a screw at the

bottom. To this hollow shaft or upright stretcher the drill is attached by a clamp

;

the drill is raised or lowered by moans of a lever, having for its fulcrum a pin in

eithgr of tho holes in the two bars of iron attached to the moveable support at their

bottom ends, and to the hollow shaft at the top ends. Wlien the drill is fixed in

position, these bars are allowed to fall back by the removal of the pin at tho top

which connects them to tho hollow shaft.

It is designed to be worked by one man, and may run on rails laid for the pur-

pose.

The compressed air for those machines has been carried through 7*150 feet of an

8-inch iron pipe ; and tho average difference in pressure at the compressors, and the

heading of the tunnel, with an average of six drills in operation, was but 2 lbs. to tho

inch.

IngcrsoVs Brill.—This drill, the invention of an American, is entirely automatic in

its movements, that is, the borer is turned by a twist bar arrangement, as in Jordan

and Darlington's Borer, patented in 1866, while tho advance of tho tool and movomont
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of the valvo are effected by tappet gear, struck by the head of the piston. In connection

with this drill, tlio following particulars have been obtained :—Diameter of cylinder
3t inches, diameter of piston-rod 2 inches, dimensions of valve portway 1 1" x |".

Length of cylinder in the clear 22 inches, with attachments 39 inches. Pressure of

steam required to drive the drill, 45 lbs. per square inch. Length of stroke 6 inches,

speed of boring bar 280 strokes per minute, consumption of steam or air, forward
stroke 81, backward 64, or together 145 cubic inches. Pressure for blow 373 lbs., for

return 231 lbs. Time required to bore 1
J-

inch hole 1 inch deep in Cornish granite,

30 seconds. Strokes required to bore 1 inch deep, 140. Cubic feet of steam or air,

consumed per inch of hole in granite, 1 1 ^ths. Advance of machine on screw without
change of borer, 18 inches.

Length of stroke necessary to advance borer 5|ths inches. Number of strokes required
to make one revolution of tool 10. For illustration, see Specification No. 2,008, A. d.

1872.

Power Jumper.—This machine, the joint invention of Brydon, Davidson and
Warrington, consists externally of a long cylinder and valvo. The valve and turning
gear are automatic ; the advance of the tool is performed by hand. The pressure of

steam required to work the drill is from 40 to 50 lbs. per square inch, the number of

strokes from 300 to 400 per minute. See Specifications No. 3,507 and 3,921, A. d.

1872.

Darlington's Borer, Fig. 198,—The inventor, Mr. Darlington, obtains recipro-

catory motion in rock-boring machinery without the intervention of a valvo or
valvular gear. In one modification a cylinder and motive piston are employed. The
cylinder itself has an ordinary inlet portway, a long induction passage, and an
outlet portway. The deptli and length of the motive piston is proportioned to the
position of the several portways, so that the induction and exhaust portways are

alternately uncovered by the body of the piston which thus distributes the air or
steam. The elastic fluid exerts its force continually against the smaller surface of
the piston referred to. This piston, in moving in one direction, first covers the exhaust,
then uncovers the induction portway and permits the air or steam to exert its force on
the opposite side of the piston, which has a superior area to that on which the

pressure is constant. In the return movement which follows, the induction portway
is first covered, and immediately afterwards the exhaust is uncovered, releasing the
superior area of the piston from the pressure, and allowing tho constant pressure on
the small area to eflTect the opposite stroke.

In a second modification, which gives a like action, instead of keeping the fluid

pressure continually against the smaller surface of the motive distributing piston,

tho pressure is alternately admitted to and exhausted from both sides of tho piston.

To effect this, the piston is made of sufiicient length to admit of a groove being
turned in it of such a length as to always bo in communication with the pressure

portway formed about the centre of the length of tho cylinder. Two induction

passages and two exhaust portways are also formed in tho cylinder. The motive
piston, in its passage across these said portways, admitting the pressure to one
induction portway, communicating with one end of the cylinder, at the same time as
it uncovers one exhaust portway and releases tho pressure from the opposite end of
the cylinder.

Beyond these two modifications of ono and the same invention, two other modes of

distributing the steam or air have been devised. The objects gained by tho foregoing

method of obtaining reciprocatory motion for rock-boring and coal-cutting machines
ore—(1) There is only one working part used in obtaining tho motion of the

piston, with its rod attached, both being in one solid piece, without any loose or

attached part to be destroyed by the effect of rapid reciprocation and percussion. (2)
Being enabled to use large portways and passages, which are opened and closed

quickly, without having any reference to or being dependent on the movement of a
valve, greater rapidity of motion and efficiency of blow are given. (3) Control of

speed, weight of blow, and length of stroke given by the machine, and great limit of

variation in the range of stroke, total freedom from stoppages due to displacement of

valves, as hy this arrangement while the pressure is on the piston can never be in

equilibrium, but must start at any part of tho stroke. (4) Economy in working, as

there is no clearance space to be filled with pressure and exhausted to waste at every

stroke, the pressiire being worked expansively to nnj degree required. The followinj;

are the dimensions of a machine designed to work in ordinary mine levels. Weight
of cylinder and piston-rod without frame, 70 lbs

;
length of cylinder over all 14 inches,

diameter of cylinder 3^ inches, speed 1,000 blows per minute, length of stroke from
li to 3 inches, cubic inches of air or stcnm per stroke 34, number of strokes per cubic

foot of steam or air 50, weiglit pf blow oselusivo of cffoct due to tho weight and
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momentum of tlio tool at 30 lbs. pressure per square inch 150 lbs. In this machine
the movements are automatic, and completely free from striking gear. For drawings,
see Specification No. 1,734, a. n. 1873.

In machine- or hand-boring it is of great importance to employ suitable stool,

properly sharpened.

For tough slate of variable hardness the cast steel should be of the very best quality.

For hard brittle siliceous rock, steel of slightly inferior brand will afford good
working results. The pointing of steel is a matter of great moment, overheating,

or a whito heat, must be avoided. The borer point should be formed with a
hammer, well beaten from rod to a black heat ; a file, or grinding instrument, ought
never to be used. The temper should be established at a dull red heat, the point, if

dipped in oil or grease, is said to be toughened, as well as hardened. The hardest

temper is indicated by a light straw colour, the softest by blue. The best vrorking

198
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temper is considered by some smiths to be just past jstraw, scarcely red purple ; the

tool at this colour to be instantly cooled in water.

The proper cutting angle of borers is a suliject on which there is a great diversity

of opinion, which probably .irises from the circumstance that rocks differ even in one

and the same mine, and will differ more widely in mines far distant from each other,

and also from the fact that smiths do not readily change their practice. But it is

self-evident that for soft argillaceous stone the point may be comparatively thin and_

flat, and that for flinty tough rock it should be well supported by lowness of angle..

In machine-drilling, borer points do much more service than in hand-boriftg. In the

former this is due to the uniform conditions of the blow. In the lattor the blow is

frequently an upset one, its effect being expended mostly on one side of the point.

In hand-boring the chisel is almost invariably employed ; but with boring machines the

'crown,' and Z or 'set' point is used; the crown for starting a hole, and both the

crown and Z for boring in cavernous ground. The Cornish miner is in favoured

striking the borer both lightly and quickly. A single handed mallet or hammer
weighs 4-5 lbs., a double handed one from 6-8 lbs. Each man gives about 20 blows

per minute; the size of steel employed is from 3 to lith inch diameter, and

yvhon sharpened will present points fully one quarter of an inch wider : that is, a
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boring bar |-inch diameter, when sharpened, will cut a hole 1 inch to 1 ^th inch

diameter.

Figs. 199, 200, 201 show chisel-point borers
; fig. 202 a crown borer ; and fi^. 203

a Z borer.

The rate of hand-boring must necessarily depend on the workman, quality of steel,

and hardness of rock, also on other minor circumstances. In a shaft 9x5^ feet

nine men sunk 15 feet in a period of 26 days of twenty-four hours per day. The
average number of holes \^ inch diameter bored per shift of eight hours was 3,

average depth of each hole 2 feet. During the run of 78 shifts tlie aggregate depth

of the various holes was 468 feet ; total cost of removing the ground, TJl. The
average weight of rock removed per blast was 3 J cwts. In another shaft the rate of

boring per minute, one man striking, was '17 inch, two men striking '25 inch. Tlio

number of blows required for a hole 30 inches deep was 4,500, number of borers

blunted 7 ;
depth bored per borer 4J inches. In machine-boring the progress varies

chiefly with the rapidity of the blow and toughness of the rock, or from ^ to 6 inches

per minute.

The boring machines employed in underground work are best driven by compressed

air. The air-pumps should be well constructed ; and the pistons or rams worked in

connection with water, with the double object of keeping down the temperature of tho

air, and expelling into the receiver a volume equal to tho cubic contents of the air-

pump stroke. Jordan's compressor is a cheap and well-contrived apparatus. Low has
also devised an efficient pump ; while Ford of Melbourne, and Angstrom of Sweden,
have produced simple and effective pumps worked in combination with ordinary pump
rods.

In order to obtain the fuU effect of boring machines, the stuff must be removed
rapidly after each blast. This object can only be accomplished by emplojing pneu-
matic tackles in connection with underground sinks, and having good forwarding ways.
The advantages of using machine-borers in mining operations are—(1) Decided
economy of time and money; (2) Diminution of the number of skilled miners, who
can be advantageously employed in other parts of the mine; (3) Excellent venti-

lation of shafts, sinks, and levels
; (4) Possibility of making the roof, floor, and

sides of a level more regular than can be effected by hand-boring; (5) Eate of
driving levels or sinking shafts two to four times greater than is practicable by hand-
boring.

BORirxirx:. See Teteadtmite, oe Telltoic Bismuth.
BORXriTE. Purple copper ore or Bunt Kupfererz. See Coppee.
It is to be regretted that names so similar as Bominc and Bornitc, both compU*

mentary to Von Born, should have been bestowed upon widely different minerals,
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BOROCA3[iCZTE. A borate of lime. See Boracic Acid.

One of the non-metallic elements ; it exists in nature in the form of

boracic acid, and as borax, tincal, boracite, borocalcite, &c.
Homberg is said to have obtained boron from borax in 1702; if so, his discovery

appears to hare been forgotten, since it was unknown, except hypothetically, to the

more modern chemists until, in 1808, it was obtained by Gay-Lussac and Thenard,
and by Davy in 1808, who decomposed boracic acid into boron and oxygen.

Boron is best obtained from the double fluoride of boron and potassium (BF^.KF),
which is prepared by saturating hydrofluoric acid with boracic acid, and then gradually

adding fluoride of potassium. The difiicultly soluble double compound thus produced
is collected and dried at a temperature nearly approaching to redness. This compound
is then powdered and introduced into an iron tube closed at one end, together with
an equal weight of potassium, whereupon heat is applied sufficient to melt the latter,

and the mixture of the two substances is effected by stirring with an iron wire. Upon
the mass being exposed to a red heat, the potassium abstracts the fluorine. The
fluoride of potassium may afterwards bo removed by heating the mass with a solution

of chloride of ammonium, which converts the free potassa into chloride of potassium,

and thus prevents the oxidation of the boron, which takes place in the presence of

potash ; tlie chloride of ammonium adhering to the boron may be afterwards

removed by treatment with alcohol. Boron thus prep.ared is a dark greenish-brown

powder, tasteless, and inodorous ; its atomic weight is 11 -0.

MM. Wohler and Doville have, by fusing boracic acid, or amorphous boron, with
aluminium, succeeded in obtaining boron in the crystallised state. The form of the

boron crystals thus obtained has been the subject of a remarkable enquiry by M.
Quintino Sella. They are octahedra, belonging to the pyramidal or square prismatic

system. They refract light powerfully, have a specific gravity of 2'68, and seem to

bo almost as hard as diamond. From the close resemblance of this form of boron to

the diamond, it is generally known as Adamantine or Biamond Boron.

Accompanying this octahedral boron , as it crystallises from its solution in

aluminium, are certain copper-coloured six-sided scales, strongly resembling graphite,

and hence called graphxtoidal boron. It has been lately shown, however, that this

substance, instead of being an allotropic form of boron, is really a definite compound
of boron and aluminium. See Boracic Acid.

BOROKTATZiOCAI^CSTS. A synonym of Ui'c.vife. See Boracic Acid.

BOSJTEMja.M'ITE. A name given to Manganese Alum. See Alum, Native.

BOTi^XiXidacSXTB. An oxychloride of copper found at Botallack Mine, in St.

Just, Cornwall.

BOTTIiB BSitkM'vr'ACTVRB. See Glass and Stone AVare.
BOUGXE. A smooth, flexible, elastic, slender cylinder, introduced into the

urethra, rectum, or oesophagus, for opening or dilating it, in cases of stricture and
other diseases. The invention of this instrument is claimed by Aldereto, a Portuguese

physician ; but its form and uses were first described by his pupil Amatus, in the

year 1554, Some are solid and some hollow, some corrosive and some mollifying.

They owed their elasticity, as formerly made, to linseed oil, inspissated by long boiling,

and rendered dry by litharge. This viscid matter was spread upon a very fine

cord or tubular web of cotton, flax, or silk, which was rolled upon a slab, when it

became nearly solid by drying, and was finally polished.

Pickel, a French professor of medicine, published the following recipe for the com-

position of bougies :—Take 3 parts of boiled linseed oil, 1 part of amber, and 1 of oil

of turpentine ; melt and mix these ingredients well together, and spread the com-

pound at 3 successive intervals upon a silk cord or web. Place the pieces so

coated in a stove heated to 150° F. ; leave them in it for 12 hours, adding 16 or 16

fresh layers in succession, till the instruments have acquired the proper size. Polish

them flrst with pumice-stone, and finally smooth with tripoli and oil. This process

is the one still employed in Paris, with some slight modifications ; the chief of which

is dissolving in the oil one-twentieth of its weight of caoutchouc, to render the sub-

stance more solid. For this purpose the caoutchouc must be cut into slender shreds,

and added gradually to the hot oil. The silk tissue must be fine and open, to admit

of the composition entering freely among its filaments. Every successive layer

ought to bo dried in a stove, and then in the open air, before another is applied. This

process takes 2 months for its completion, in forming tlie best bougies called by dis-

tinction elastic hoiigiett ; which ought to bear t-ndsting round the finger without crack-

ing or scaling, and extension without giving way, but retracting when let go. "Wlien

the boup;ies are to be hollow, a mandrel of iron wire, properly bent, with a ring at one

end, is introduced into the axis of the silk tissue. Some bougies are made with a

hollow axis of tinfoil rolled into a slender tube. Bougies are now usually made entirely

of caoutchouc, by the intervention of a solution of this substance in sulphuric ether, a
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menstruum suf&ciently cheap in France, on account of the low duty upon alcohol, or of

naphtha. There arc medicated bougies, the composition of which belongs to Surgical

Pharmacy, The manufacture of these instruments of various kinds forms a separate

and no inconsiderable branch of industry at Paris. Very superior bougies are now
made by the surgical-instrument makers, and by the workers in caoutchouc, in this

country.

BOVXiBER CXtATC, The fine laminated clays of the Pleistocene epoch, which

immediately overlie the true Boulder day of geologists—so called from the boulders

and pebbles interspersed through their mass.

SOVXiBSKXN'G' STOHTE. A name given by the Sheffield cutlers to the smooth

flint pebbles with which they smooth down the faces of buff and wooden wheels.

BOURITOZ7XTE. A sulphide of antimony, lead, and copper. According to

Eammelsberg, sulphur 1977, antimony 2'l-34, load 42'88, copper 13'06. It is found

iu several parts of Cornwall and Devonshire, and in many of the mining districts of

Europe.
BOVEY CO&.'Si, A lignite found in large deposits at Bovey-Tracey, in Devon-

shire, whence its name. See Lignite.

BOW PEir. A drawing pen. The parts which hold the ink is formed of two
pieces, which are bowed out and adjustable by a screw.

BOWSTRING' HEMP. A fibre prepared from the Sanseviera Zeylanica, See

Hemp.
BOS WOOD. {Buis, Fr. ;

Buchshaum, Ger.) Buxits sempcrvirens.—Two
varieties of box wood are imported into this country. The European is brought from
Leghorn, Portugal, &c., and the Turkey box wood from Constantinople, Smyrna,
and the Black Sea. English box wood grows plentifully at Box Hill, in Surrey, and
in Gloucestershire. The English box wood is used for common turnery, and is

preferred by brass finishers for their lathe-chucks, as it is tougher than the foreign

box, and bears rougher usage. It is of very slow growth, as in the space of 25 years it

will only attain a diameter of 1| to 2 inches. Boxwood is used for making clarionets

and flutes, carpenters' rules, and drawing scales, and is exclusively employed by the

wood engraver. Its sawdust is used for cleaning jewellery. See Engeaying ox
Wood.
BRACES. {Bretcllcs, Fr. ;

Hosentrdger, Ger.) Narrow fillets or bands of leather

or textile fabrics, which pass over the shoulders, and are attached behind and before

to the waistbands of trousers, for supporting their weight. Braces are now made of

an elastic material, into the structure of which Indian-rubber fibre enters.

BRAHBSIST'S BE&SS. The seeds of a species of Elaocarfus, which are capped
with silver and made into necklaces and bracelets.

BRAID. A plaited, twisted or woven trimming.
SRAIDIXTG AKACBIxrE. {Machine a lacets, Fr.

;
Bortenwerlccrstuhl, Ger.)

This being employed, not only to manufacture stay-laces, braid, and upholsterers' cord,

but to cover the threads of caoutchouc for weaving brace-bands, deserves a description

in this work. Three threads at least are required to make such a knitted lace, but 1 1

,

13, or 17, and even 29 threads are often employed, the first three numbers being

preferred. They are made by means of a frame of a very ingenious construction,
which moves by a continuous rotation. Wo shall describe a frame with 13 threads,
from which the structure of the others may be readily conceived. The basis of the
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machine consists of four strong wooden upriglits, a, figs. 204, 205, 206, occupying the
four angles of a rectangle, of which one side is 14 inches long, the other side 18 inches,
and the height of the rectangle about 40 inches. Fig. 204 is a section in a horizontal

,

plane, passing through tlie line a 6 of fig. 205, which is a vertical section in a plane
passing through the centre of the machine c, according to the line c d, fig. 204, The
side X is supposed to be the front of the frame ; and the opposite side, Y, the back,
B, six spindles or skewers, numbered from 1 to 6, placed in a vertical position upon
the circumference of a circle whose centre coincides with that of the machine at the

point c. These six spindles are composed— 1, Of so many iron

206 shafts or axes d, supported in brass collets e {fig. 205), and ex-

tended downwards within 6 inches of the ground, where they rest in

\£^fi"^ brass steps fixed upon a horizontal beam, 2, Wooden heads, made of

horn-beam or nut-tree, placed, the first upon the upper end of each
spindle, opposite the cut-oiifc beam f, and the gecond opposite the
second beam G. 3, "Wooden-toothed wheels, h, reciprocally working
together, placed between the beam g and the collet-beam e. The

>CSIIB toothed wheels and the lower heads for each spindle are in one
^-*hIIB§ piece.

The heads and shafts of the spindles No. 1 and 6 are one-fifth

stronger than those of the other spindles ; their heads have five

somi-circular grooves, and wheels of 60 teeth, while the heads of the

others have only four grooves, and wheels of 48 toeth ; so that the

number of the grooves in the six spindles is 26, one-half of which are

occupied with the stems of the puppets i, which carry the 13 threads

from No. 1 to 13.

The toothed wheels, which give all the spindles a simultaneous

movement, but in different directions, are so disposed as to bring

their grooves opposite to each other in the course of rotation,

K, the middle winglet, triple at bottom and quintuple at top,

which serves to guide the puppets in the direction they ought to

pursue,

T, three winglets, single at top and bottom, placed exteriorly,

which serve a like purpose.

M, two winglets, triple at bottom and single at top, placed like-

wise exteriorly, and which serve the same purposes as the preceding

;

m, are iron pins inserted in the cut-out beam g, which serve as stops

or limits to the oscillations of the exterior winglets.

Now, if by any moving power (a man can drive a pair) rotation be
impressed upon the large spindle No. 1, in the direction of the

arrow, all the other spindles will necessarily pursue the rotatory

movement indicated by the respective arrows. In this case the 13

puppets working in the grooves of the heads of the spindles wiU be
carried round simultaneously, and will proceed, each in its turn, from one extremity

of the machine to the opposite point, crossing those which have a retrograde move-
inont. The 13 threads united at the point n, situated above the centre of the machine,

will form at that point the braid, which after having passed over the pulley o, comes

between the two rollers p q, and is squeezed together, as in a flatting-mill, where the

braid is calendered at the same time that it is delivered. It is obvious that the

roller p receives its motion from the toothed wheel of the spindle No. 3, and from the

intermediate wheels, e, s, t, as well as from the endless screw z, which drives at

proper speed the wheel w, fixed upon the shaft of the roller p.

The braid is denser in proportion as the point n is less elevated above the tops of

the puppets, but in this case, the excontric motion of these puppets is much more
sensible in reference to that point towards which all the threads converge than when
it is elevated. The threads, which must be always kept equally stretched by means
of a weight, as we shall presently see, are considerably strained by the traction

occasioned by the constantly excentric movement of the puppets. From this

cause, braiding machines must be worked at a moderate velocity. In general, for

fine work, 30 turns of the large spindle per minute are the utmost that can safely be

made.
The puppet or spindle of this machine, being the most important piece, I have

represented it in section, upon a scale one-fourth of its actual size, fig. 206. It is

formed of a tube, a, of strong sheet iron well brazed ; ?> is a disc, likewise of sheet

iron, from which a narrow fillet c, rises vertically as high as the tube, where both

are pierced with holes, d e, through which the thread /is passed, as it comes from the

bobbin, g, which turns freely upon the tube a. The top of this bobbin is conical and
toothed. A small catch or detent h, moveable in a vertical direction round i, falls by
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its own weight into the teeth of the crown of the bobbin, in which case this cannot

revolve ; but when the detent is raised so far as to disengage tho tooth, and at tho

same time to pull the thread, tho bobbin turns, and lets out thread till the detent falls

back into these same teeth.

A skewer of iron wire, h, is loaded with a small weight, melted upon it. Tho top

of this skewer has an eye in it, and the bottom is recurved, as is shown in fig. 206, so

tliat supposing the thread comes to break, this skewer falls into tlio actual position in

the figure, where we see its lower end extending boyond tho tube a, by about \ of an

inch ; but as long as the thread is unbroken, the skewer h, which serves to keep it

always tense during the excentric movement of tho puppet, does not pass out below

the tube.

This disposition has naturally furnished tho means of causing the machine to stop

whenever one of the threads breaks. This inferior protrusion of the skewer pushes in

its progress a detent, which instantly causes the band to slide from the driving pulley

to the loose pulley. Thus tho machine cannot operate unless all the threads be entire.

It is the business of the operative, who has 3 or 4 under her charge, to mend the

threads as they break, and to substitute full bobbins for empty ones, whenever the

machine is stopped.

BRAN' [hon, Fr. ;
Klele, Ger.) The husky portion of ground wheat, separated

by the boulter from the flour. It is advantageously employed by the calico printers,

in the clearing process, in which, by boiling in bran-water, tho colouring matters

adhering to the non-mordanted parts of maddored goods, as well as the dun matters

which cloud the mordanted portions, are removed. A valuable series of researches

by M. Daniel Koechlin-Schouch, justified tho following conclusions :—
1. The dose of two bushels of bran for 10 pieces of calico is the best, the ebullition

being kept up for an hour. A boil for tho same time in pure water had no effect in

clearing either the grounds or the figures.

2. Fifteen minutes boiling are suf&cient when the principal object is to clear white

grounds, but in certain cases 30 minutes are requisite to brigliten the dyed parts. If,

by increasing the charge of bran, the time of the ebullition could ba shortened, it

would be, in some places, as Alsace, an economy ; because in tho passage of the 10

pieces through a copper or vat heated with steam, 1 cwt. of coal is consumed in fuel,

which costs from 2
J-
to 3 francs, while 2 bushels of bran are to bo bought for 1 franc.

3. By increasing the quantity of water from 12 to 24 hectolitres with 2 bushels of

bran, the clearing effect upon the 10 pieces was impaired. It is therefore advan-
tageous not to use too much water.

4. Many experiments concur to prove that flour is altogether useless for the clearing

boil, and that finer bran is inferior for this purpose to the coarser.

5. Tho white ground of the calicoes boiled with wheat bran is distinguishable by
its superior brightness from that of those boiled with rye bran, and especially with
barley bran ; the latter having hardly any effect.

6. There is no advantage in adding soap to the bran boil
;
though a little potash or

soda may bo properly introduced when the water is calcareous.

7. The pellicle of the bran is the most powerful part ; the flour and the starch are of
no use in clearing goods, but the mucilage, which forms one-third of the weight of tho

bran, has considerable efficacy, and seems to act in the following way :—In proportion

as the mucilaginous substance dissolves tho colouring and tawny matters upon tho
cloth, the husky surface attracts and fixes upon itself the greater part of them. Ac-
cordingly, when used bran is digested in a weak alkaline bath, it gives up the colour

which it had absorbed from the cloth.

From bran, Peligot obtained 8'0 per cent, of cellulose. Millon succeeded in ex-

tracting considerable quantities of glutinous substances from the bran with acetic acid

and alcohol. He found in 100 parts, starch, dextrine, and sugar, 50"0
;
sugar, TO;

gluten, 14-9; fat, 3'6
; cellulose, 9"7

;
salts, 67; water, 13'9; and of odorous and

resinous matters, r2 per cent.

BRAirCH COAXi. A term applied in Yorkshire to cannel and other kinds of
coal, which occurs in layers traversing the ordinary coal of the district. Tho
branching coal of South Wales derives its name from the peculiar swelling which
takes place in the operation of coking, after which it becomes very light.

BRAITDS, Imperfectly carbonised pieces of wood taken from a charcoal heap.
BRA.XTDY. {Eau de vie, Fr. ;

Branntwein, Ger.) Tho name given in this

country to ardent spirits distilled from wine, and possessing a peculiar tasto and
flavour, due to a minute portion of a volatile oil. Each variety of alcohol has an
aroma characteristic of the fermented substance from which it is procured ; whe-
ther it be the grape, cherries, sugar-cane, rice, corn, or potatoes ; and it may be
distinguished even as procured from different growths of the vine. The brandies of
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Langiiedoe, Bordeaux, Armagnac, Cognac, Aiinis, Saintonge, Eooliolle, Orleans,

Barcelona, Naples, &c., being each readily recognisable by an oxporieucod dealer.

Aubergier showed by experiments, that the disagreeable taste of tlie spirits distilled

from the marc of the grape is owing to an essential oil contained in the skin of the

grape ; and found that the oil, when insulated, is so energetic that a few drops are

sufficient to taint a pipe of 600 litres of fine-flavoured spirit. See Fusel Oil.

The most celebrated of the French brandies, those of Cognac and Armagnac, are

slightly rectified to only from 0'935 to 1'922 : they contain more than half their

weight of water, and come over therefore highly charged with the fragrant essential

oil of tlie husk of the grape. When, to save expense of carriage, the s^jirit is rectified

to a much higher degree, the dealer, on receiving it at Paris, reduces it to the market
proof by the addition of a little higlily flavoured weak brandy-and-water ; but ho
cannot in this way produce so finely-flavoured a sjjirit as the weaker product of

distillation of the Cognac wine. If the best Cognac brandy be carefully distilled at

a low heat, and after distillation the strong spirit be diluted with water to restore

it to its original strength, it will be found that the brandy has suffered much in

its flavour.

Genuine French brandy evinces an acid reaction with litmus-paper, owing to a

minute portion of vinegar ; it contains, besides, some acetic ether, and, when long kept
in oak casks, a little astringent matter.

The constituents of brandy are alcohol, water, volatile oil, acctio acid, acetic ether,

colouring matter, and tannin.—Pereira.

Palo brandy acquires the slight colour which it possesses from the cask in which it

is kept. Brown brandy is coloured by caramel. Brandy is sold of various strengths,

Viut it is usually about 10 per cent, under proof. The quantities of brandy imported,

and its computed value, have been as follow :

—

1867 18G8 18G9 1870 1871
Proof Galls. Proof Galls. Proof Galls. Proof Galls. Proof Galls,

Quantity . . . 4,849,832 4,062,885 3,937,266 7,942,965 5,228,568

& & & S, &
Value .... 1,376,360 1,309,413 1,249,579 2,153,699 1,895,378

For the last three years the returns are given, showing the quantity retained for

home consumption :

—

1870 1871 1872
Proof Galls. Proof Galls. Proof Galls.

Imports .... 9,942,965 5,372,486 3,519,413

Home consumption . . 3,526,132 3,715,675 3,944,725

The duty on brandy was reduced in 1860 to %s. Qd. per gallon.

BBAM'D'S', BRITISH. Dr. Ure gave the following formula for its prepara-

tion :—Dilute pxire alcohol to the proof pitch ; add to every hundred pounds weight of

it from half a pound to a pound of argol, dissolved in water, a little acetic ether, and

French wine vinegar, some bruised French plums, and flavour stuff from Cognac

;

then distil the spirit with a gentle fire in an alembic furnished with an agitator.

British brandies are now sold as pure grain spirits, flavoured and coloured with

caramel. See Alcohol.
BRASS. {Laiton, cuivre jaune,'Ev. ;

Messincf, Got.) An alloy of copper and zinc.

The brass of the ancients appears, in very early times, to have chiefly consisted of a

mixture of copper and tin, and to have consequently, been a species of bronze or boll

metal. See Alloys.

Brass was formerly manufactured by cementing granulated copper, called bcati-

shot, or copper clippings, with calcined calamine (native carbonate of zinc) and char-

coal in a crucible, and exposing them to bright ignition. Three parts of copper wore

used for 3 of calamine and 2 of charcoal.

James Emerson obtained a patent, in 1781, for making brass by the direct fusion

of its two metallic elements, and it is now usually manufactured in this way.

It appears that the best proportion of the constituents to form fine brass is 2

equivalents of copper=63^ + 1 of zinc= 32-3; or very nearly 2 parts of copper to 1

of zinc.

In the process of alloying two metals of such different fusibilities as copper and

zinc, a considerable waste of the latter metal by combustion might be expected ; but

in reality, their mutual affinities seem to prevent the loss, in a great measure, by the

speedy absorption of the zinc into the substance of the copper. Indeed, copper plates

and rods are often brassed externally by exposure, at a high temperature, to tlio

fumes of zinc, and aftersvards laminated or drawn. The spurious gold wire of
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Lyons is made from such rods. Copper vessels may bo superficially converted into

brass by boiling them in dilute muriatic acid containing some tartar and zinc

amalgam.
The first step in making brass is to plunge slips of copper into melted zinc till an

alloy of somewhat difficult fusion bo formed, to raise the heat, and add the remaining
proportion of the copper.

The brass of the first fusion is broken to pieces, and molted with a fresh quantity

of zinc, to obtain tho finished brass. Each melting takes from 8 to 9 hours. The
metal is now east into plates, about 40 inches long by 26 broad, and from one-third

to half an inch tliick. The moulds were formerly slabs of granite mounted in an
iron frame. Granite appears to have been preferred as a mould, bocauso it preserves

the heat, whilst, by tho asperities of its surface, it keeps hold of the clay lute applied
to secure the joinings.

The modernmethod of making brass, by the direct mixture of the component metals,

is largely practised at Birmingham in small square furnaces, built of fire-brick, and
measuring from 10 to 12 inches in the side, and about 2 feet in depth. Crucibles of

Stourbridge fire-clay, or, rarely, of plumbago, are placed on the iron bars at the

bottom of the furnace, and packed round with coke. The ingot copper is first intro-

duced into the crucible, and when this is melted the proper proportion of zinc is

cautiously added, the mixture being stirred with an iron poker to ensure union
of the metals. As soon as the mixture is thoroughly effected, the crucible is

withdrawn, and the molten brass is cast, either into moulds of sand, or into iron

ingot moulds, slightly oiled inside, and dusted over with charcoal powder. In the

manufacture of the variety of brass called ' Muntz's metal,' an alloy extensively made
for sheathing the bottoms of ships, the mixture of metals is generally effected in a
roverberatory furnace, instead of in crucibles. See Muntz's Metax.
The cast plates of brass are usually rolled into sheets. For this purpose they are

cut into ribands of various breadths, commonly about 6
J-
inches. The cylinders of the

brass rolling mill are generally 46 inches long and 18 inches in diameter. The ribands
are first of all passed through the cylinders cold ; but the brass soon becomes too hard
to laminate. It is then annealed in a furnace, and, after cooling, is passed afresh

through the rolls. After paring off the chipped edges, the sheets are laminated, two
at a time ; and if they are to be made very thin, even 8 plates are to bo passed
through together. The brass in these operations must be annealed 7 or 8 times before

the sheet arrives at the required thickness. These successive heatings are expensive
;

and hence mamifacturers have been led to try various plans of economy. The an-
iiealing furnaces are of two forms, according to the size of the sheets of brass. The
smaller are about 12 feet long, vrith a fire-place at each end, and about 13 inches wide.

The arch of the furnace has a cylindrical shape, whose axis is parallel to its small
side. The hearth is horizontal, and is made of bricks set on edge. In the front of
the furnace there is a large door, which is raised by a lever, or chain and counter-

weight, and slides in a frame between two cheeks of cast-iron. This furnace has, in

general, no chimney, except a vent slightly raised above the door, to prevent the
workmen being incommoded by the smoke. Sometimes the arch is perforated with a
number of holes. The sheets of brass are placed above each other, but separated by
parings, to allow the hot air to circulate among them, the lowest sheet resting upon
bars of cast-iron placed lengthwise.

The larger furnaces are usually 32 feet long, by 6J feet wide, in the body, and 3

feet at the hearth. A grate 13 inches broad extends along each side of the hearth,

through its whole length, and is divided from it by a small wall, 2 or 3 inches high.

The vault of the furnace has a curvature, and is pierced with 6 or 8 openings, which
allow the smoke to pass off into a low bell-chimney above. At each end of the fur-

nace is a cast-iron door, which slides up and down in an iron frame, and is poised by
a counterweight. On the hearth is a kind of railway, composed of two iron bars, on
which the carriage moves with its load of sheets of brass.

These sheets, being often 24 feet long, could not be easily moved in and out of the

furnace ; but as brass laminates well in the cold state, they are all introduced and
moved out together. With, this view an iron carriage is framed with bars, which rest

on four wheels. Upon this carriage, of a length nearly equal to that of the furnace,

are laid the sheets, with brass parings between thein. The carriage is then raised by
a crane to a level with the furnace, and entered upon the grooved bars which lie upon
the hearth. That no heat may be lost, two carriages are provided, the one being
ready to put in as the other is taken out ; the furnace is meanwhile uniformly kept
hot. This method, however convenient for moving the sheets in and out, wastes a
good deal of fuel in heating the iron carriage.

The principal places in which brass is manufactured on a large scale, in England,'
are Bristol and Birmingham, and at Hol)^ell, in North Wales.

Vol,. I. H H
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At the brass manufactory of Hegermlihl, upon tho Knon Caual, near Potsdam, the

following are the materials of one charge :—41 pounds of old brass, 55 pounds refined

copper (Garkupfcr) granulated, and 24 pounds of zinc. This mixture, weighing 120

pounds, is distributed in four crucibles, and fused in a wind furnace with pitcoal fuel.

The waste, upon tho whole, varies from 2^ to 4 pounds.

Fiff. 209 represents the furnace as it was formerly worked with charcoal ; a, the

laboratory, in wliicli tho crucibles were placed. It was walled with fire-bricks. Tho
foundations and the fiUing-in walls

207 209
were formed of stone rubbish, as

being bad conductors of heat ; sand
and ashes may be also used ; b, cast-

iron circular grating plates, pierced

with 12 holes (see fc/, 208), over

them a sole of loam, c, is beaten

down, and perforated with holes

corresponding to those in the iron

discs ; d, tho ash-pit
;

e, the bock,

a draught flue which conducts the

air requisite to the combustion,

from a sunk tunnel in communica-
tion with several melting furnaces.

The terrace or crown of the furnace,

/, lies on a level with the foundry
floor, k h, and is shut -natli a tile

of fire-clay,
ff,

which may be moved
in any direction by means of hooks
and eyes in its binding iron ring.

Fiff. 209 the tongs for putting in and
taldng out the charges, as viewed
from above and from the side.

The following description of a Continental brass manufactory, by Dr. Ure, it has

been thought advisable to retain, with only a few verbal alterations.

Figs. 210, 211, represent tho furnaces more recently constructed for tho use of

pitcoal fuel; fig. 210 being an upright section, and fig. 211 the ground plan. In
this furnace the crucibles are not surrounded with tho
fuel, but receive the requisite melting heat from the
flame proceeding from the grate upon which it is burnt.

The crucibles stand upon seven arches a, which unite in

the middle at the keystone, b, fig. 211; between the

arches are spaces, through which the flame rises from the

grate, c ; d, is the fire door ;
e, a sUding tile or damper

for regulating or shutting off the air-draught
; / an in-

clined plane, for carrying off the cinders that fall through
the grate, along the draught tunnel g, so that the air in

entering below may not be heated by them.
The crucibles are 16 inches deep,

9-J- wide at tho mouth,

6J at the bottom ; with a thickness in the sides of 1 inch

above and 1^ below; they stand from 40 to 60 meltings.

The old brass, which fills their whole capacity, is first put
in and melted down ; the crucibles are now taken out and
charged with the half of the zinc in pieces of from 1 to

3 inches in size, covered over with coal-ashes ; then one-

half of the copper is introduced; again dust; and thus
the layers of zinc and copper are distributed alternately

with coal-ashes betwixt them, till the whole charge be-

comes finally fused. Over all, a thicker layer of car-

bonaceous matter is laid, to prevent oxidation of the

brass. Eight crucibles filled in this way are put into the

furnace between the 12 holes of the grate ; and over them
are laid two empty crucibles to bo heated for the casting

operation. In from to 4 hours the brass is ready to be poured. Fifteen English

bushels of coals are consumed in one operation ; of which six are used at the intro-

duction of the crucibles, and four gradually afterwards.

When sheet brass is to be made, the following process is pursued
An empty crucible is taken out of the furnace through the crown with a pair of

tongs, and kept red hot by placing it in a hollow hearth surrounded with burning
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coals ; into this crucible the contents of four of the melting pots are poured ; the dross
is raked out with an iron scraper. As soon as the melting pot is emptied, it is im-
mediately re-charged in the manner above described, and placed in the furnace. The
surface of the molted brass is swept with the stump of a broom, and then stirred about
with the iron rake, to bring up any light foreign matter to the surface, which is then
skimmed with a little scraper ; the crucible is now seized with the casting tongs, and
emptied in the following way :

—

The mould orform for casting sheet brass consists of two slabs of granite, a a, figs.

212, 213. These are 6^ feet long, 3 feet broad, 1 foot thick, and, for greater security,

girt with iron bands, bb,2 inches broad, thick, and joined at the four corners with

bolts and nuts. The mould rests upon an oaken block, c, 3
J-
feet long, 2^th broad, and

\\ thick, which is suspended at each end upon gudgeons, in bearing blocks, placed

under the foundry floor, d d, in the casting pit, e e. This is lined with bricks ; and
is 6| feet long, 65 broad, and 2 deep

;
upon the two long side walls of the pit are

laid the bearing blocks which support the gudgeons. Tlie swing blocks are 10 inches

long, 18 inches broad, 15 inches thick, and somewhat rounded upon their back edge,

60 that the easting frame may slope a little to the horizon. To these blocks two cross

wooden arms, //, are mortised, upon which the under slab rests freely, but so as to

project about 5 inches over the block backwards, to secure an equipoise in the act of

casting, g g are bars, placed at both of the long sides, and one of the ends, between
the slabs, to determine the thickness of the brass plate. Upon the other slab the gate

h is fastened, a sheet of iron 6 inches broad, which has nearly the shape of a parallel

trapezium (lozenge), and slopes a little towards the horizon. This serves for setting

the casting pot upon in the act of pouring, and renders it more convenient to empty.

The gate is coated with a mixture of loam and hair. The upper slab is secured to

the under one in its slanting position by an armour or binding. This consists of

tension bars of wood, i, k, I, m, of the iron bars n, (3 to 3A- inches broad, 1^ inch thick,

see the top Yiow, fig. 213) of a rod with holes and pins at its upper end, and of the

iron screw spindle 0. The mode in which these act may be understood from inspec-

tion of the figure. In order to lift the upper slab from the under one, which is

effected by turning it round its edge, a chain is employed, suspending two others,

connected with the slab. The former passes over a pulley, and maybe pulled up and
down by means of a wheel and axle, or the aid of a counterweight. Upon each of

the two long sides of the slab are two iron rings, to which the ends of the chains

may be hooked. The casting faces of the slab must be coated with a layer of finely

ground loam ; the thinner this is the better.

When calamine is employed,
-J
cwt. of copper, | cwt. of calamine, and ^rd the volume

of both of charcoal mixed, are put into seven crucibles, and exposed to heat during

11 or 12 hours ; the product being from 70 to 72 lbs. of brass.

Brass-Plate Rolling.—At Hegermiilil there are two re-heating or annealing furnaces,

one larger, 18 feet long, and another smaller, ; the hot chamber is separated from
the fireplace by iron beams, in such a way that the brass castings are played upon by
the flames on both their sides. After each passage through the laminating rolls, they

are heated anew, then cooled and laminated, until they have reached the proper length.

The plates are smeared with grease before rolling.

Fig. 214 shows the ground plan of the furnace and its railway; fig. 215, the cross

section ; and fig. 216 the section lengthwise ; a a, the iron way bars or rails upon
the floor of the foundry for enabling the wheels of the waggon to move rapidly back-

wards and forwards ; b b, the two grates ; c c, the ash-pits ; d d, the fire beams

;

H H 2
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e e e, vents in the roof of the hot chamber /; g, g, two plates for shutting the hot
chamber

; h, the flue ; i, the chimney. After rolling, the sheets, covered with black

oxido of copper, are plunged for a few minutes into a mother-water from the alum

works, then washed in clean water, and lastly, smeared with oil, and scraped with a
blunt knife.

For musical purposes, the brass wire of Berlin had acquired great and merited

celebrity ; but that of Birmingham and of Cheadle is now preferred by foreigners.

The Table on the opposite page, for the compilation of which wo are indebted to

Mr. Eobert Mallet, F.E.S., presents, in a very intelligible form, the chemical and
physical conditions of the various kinds of brass.

It is known that common brass, containing from 27'4 to 31'8 per cent, of zinc and
from 71"9 to 6o'8 per cent, of copper, is not malleable wliile hot, but that articles of

it must be made by casting. As it would be of great advantage in many branches of

industry to have an alloy of this kind that could be worked while hot, like malleable

iron, the information that such an alloy exists must be welcome to artists.

By melting together 33 parts of copper and 25 parts of zinc, there was a loss of 3

parts, thus making 60 per cent, copper and 40 per cent. zinc. It differs from the

English specimens by containing a larger proportion of zinc, and possesses, according

to M. Machts, the proprietor of a brass foundry in Hanover, the precious property of

malleability in a higher degree than the English specimens.

A piece of ' yellow metal,' similar in colour to this alloy, was found on analysis to

contain 60'16 copper and 39'71 zinc, which is the composition of malleable brass. It

also showed great density or soliditj'.

An alloy was prepared by molting together 60 parts copper and 40 parts zinc, which
had the following properties :—The colour was between that of brass and tombak, it

had a strong metallic lustre, a fine close-grained fracture, and great solidity (density).

Its specific gravity at the temperature of 10° C. was 8"44
;
by calculation it ought

only to have been 8"08 ; thus showng that in the formation of the alloy a condensa-

tion must have taken place. Calculation shows that the alloy may be considered as

a determinate chemical combination, for the results of the analysis very nearly accord

wtli the assumption that it may be considered as composed of three atoms by weight

of copper and 2 atoms by weight of zinc (3Cu + 2Zn). The hardness of the alloy

is the same as that of fluor spar ; it can be scratched by apatite (phosphate of lime),

consequently its hardness is = 4. The alloy is harder than copper, very tough, and
is, in a properly managed fire, malleable ; so much so that a key was forged out of a

cast rod.

These important properties of this alloy warrant an expectation of its application

to many purposes in the arts, and it would appear that they depend on 'its definite

chemical proportions.

Wo learn some fiirther particulars from the ' Gewerbeverein,' of Lower Austria.

The commission obtained from an English specimen 65*03 of copper and 34"76 zinc.
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Eisner analysed a malleablo brass, and found it to contain 61'16 copper and 39'71

zinc. Those numbers approximate to the composition Cu-'Zn* (69'4 per cent, copper

and 40'6 zinc).

—

Licbig and Kopp's Ecport.

The alloy noticed in the preceding paragraphs is identical with that kno-wn as

' Muntz's patent sheathing ' (see table on preceding page).

The chief properties of value in brass, are its colour, hardness (which is superior

to that of copper), and power of taking delicate impressions when cast in a mould.

The malk'ubility of brass varies greatly with its chemical composition, and witli

the temperature at which it is worked. As a rule, the malleability diminishes with

the increase in the quantity of zinc.

The effect of the admixture of foreign metals on brass is somewhat similar to that

produced by them in copper. Antimony is most injurious, as it renders the metal

brittle and liable to crack at the edges in rolling.

Lead also has a hardening effect on brass, and is useful for all work that requires

to be turned or filed ; as the addition of about two per cent, causes the turnings to

break short, and thus prevents the tool from becoming clogged. The same effect is

produced in brass for engraving by the addition of a small quantity of tin.

Brass is apt to undergo a gradual molecular change, especially if subjected to vibra-

tion, and thus becomes extremely brittle. Hence, it liappens that brass chains used

for suspending heavy objects, like chandeliers, occasionally snap without any external

violence.

Thin sheet brass may be readily stamped into shape, and in this way ornamental

brass objects are now extensively made : the sheet brass being subjected to heavy
blows delivered by steel dies. The metal requires, however, to be frequently an-

nealed during the stamping, and the film of oxide which is formed on the surface by
the annonling, requires to be removed by dipping in aquafortis ; the objects are then

washed with water, and lacquered. By varjring the strength of the aquafortis, the

colour of the brass may be consideralaly modified.

The surface of brass work requires to be protected from the action of the air, by a

coating of a less oxidisablo metal, or a resinous varnish or lacquer. The metal is

first brought up to a clean face by tlie process of ' dipping ' or immersion into weak
nitric acid, whereby the adherent scale or oxide formed during annealing is removed.

By varying the strength of the acid employed, and repeating the dipping, the metal

may be made to assume a ' matt,' dead, or frosted appearance. After dipping, the

metal is Trashed in water, and dried by imbedding it in hot sawdust. The lacquer,

which is an alcoholic solution of shellac, more or less coloured with dragon's blood,

according to the tint desired in the finished work, is brushed over the article when
in a heated state, and dried over a stove. The colour in the lacquer helps to produce

a higher or more golden tint than that due to the metal alone.

Brass work is bronzed in several different ways : the most iisual are, immersion in

a solution of arsonious acid, in hydrocliloric acid, or in bichloride of platinum. The
former is chiefly employed for cheap work, such as common gas fittings, while the

latter is used for blacking or bronzing telescopes, mathematical instruments, and

similar fine work. The effect, in either case, is the production of a film of dark

coloured metal on the surface of the brass, namely, arsenic in the former, and

platinum in the latter case. This operation is performed after dipping, and before

lacquering.

Another method now extensively used, is to apply a coating of a solution of cor-

rosive sublimate (bichloride of mercury) in water, mixed with vinegar. A film of

mercury is thus formed on the surface of tho brass.

For the method of covering lirass with a film of tin, see Pin Manufacture.
Brass Foil. Dutch leaf, called Knitter or Eaiischgold in Germany, is made from

a very thin sheet brass, beat out under a hammer worked by water-power, which gives

from 300 to 400 strokes per minute, from 40 to 80 leaves being laid over each other.

By this treatment it may be reduced to leaves not more than jojoo*'^ mA\ thick.

The metal employed is one rich in copper.

Brass, Yellow. The following Table exhibits the composition of several varieties

of this species of brass. No. 1 is a cast brass of uncertain origin ; 2, the brass of

Jemappes ; 3, the sheet brass of Stolberg, near Aix-la-Chapelle ; 4 and 5, the brass

for gilding, according to D'Arcet ; 6, the sheet brass of Eorailly
; 7, English brass

wire ; 8, Augsberg brass wire
; 9, Brass wire of Neustadt-Eberswald, in the neigh-

bourhood of Berlin :—

•
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Copper •

Zinc ,

Ijead .

Tin .

61-6

35-3

2-9

0-2

64-6

33-7

1-4

0-2

64-8

32-8

2-0

0-4

63-70

33-55

0-25

2-50

64-45

32-44

2-86

0-25

70-1

29-9

70-29

29-26

0-28

0-17

71-89

27 63

0'85

70-16

27-45

0-20

0-79

100-0 99-9 1000 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-37 98-60

TombaJc, or Rod Brass, in the cast state, is an alloy of copper and zinc, containing

not more than 20 per cent, of the latter constituent. The following varieties are dis-

tinguished :— 1, 2, 3, tombak for making gilt articles
; 4, French tombak for sword-

handles, &c. ; 5, tombak of the Okar, near Goslar, in the Hartz
; 6, yellow tombak of

Paris, for gilt ornaments ; 7, tombak for the same purpose from a factory in Hanover

;

8, chrysochalk
; 9, red tombak from Paris

; 10, red tombak of Vienna.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 » 10

Copper , 82-0 82 82-3 80 85 85-3 80 90-0 92 97-8

Zinc • 18-0 18 1-75 17 15 14-7 14 7-9 8 2-2

Lead .
1-5 3 1-6

Tin . 3-0 1
0*2 3 trace

104-5 104 100-0 100 100 100-0 100 99-5 100 1000

Mr. Holtzapffel, in his ' Mechanical Manipulation,' has given some very important

descriptions of alloys. Prom his long experience in manufacture, no ono was more
capable than Mr. Holtzapffel to speak with authority on the alloys of copper and zinc

;

and from his work, the following particulars have been obtained :

—

The red colour of copper slides into that of yellow brass at about 4 or 5 ounces

of zinc to the pound of cop]5er, and remains little altered unto about 8 or 10 ounces
;

after this it becomes whiter, and when 32 ounces of zinc are added to 16 of copper,

the mixture has the brilliant silvery colour of speculum metal, but with a bluish

tint.

The alloys—from about 8 to 16 ounces to the pound of copper—are extensively

used for dipping, a process adopted for giving a fine colour to an enormous variety

of furniture work. The alloys with zinc retain their malleability and ductility well

unto about 8 or 10 ounces to the pound ; after this the crystalline character slowly

begins to prevail. The alloy of 2 zinc and 1 copper may be crumbled in a mortar

when cold. In the following list, the quantity of zinc employed to 1 lb. of copper

is given :

—

1 to 1-J-
oz. gilding metal for common jewellery.

3 to 4 oz. Bath metal, pinchbeck, Mannheim gold, Similor ; and alloys bearing

various names, and resembling inferior jewellers' gold.

8 oz. Emerson's patent brass.

10| oz. Muntz's metql, or 40 zinc and 60 copper. ' Any proportions,' says the

patentee, 'between the extremes, 50 zinc and 50 copper and 37 zinc and 63
copper, -will roll and work well at a red heat.'

16 oz. soft spelter solder, suitable for ordinary brass work.

16J oz. Hamilton and Parker's patent mosaic gold.

Brass is extensively employed for the bearings of machinery. Several patents have
been taken out for compositions varying but slightly. The following, for improve-
ments in casting the bearings and brasses of machinery, appears important :—Mr.
W. Hewitson, of Leeds, directs, in his patent, that the proper mixture of alloy, copper,

tin, and zinc, should be run into metal or ' chill ' moulds, in place of the ordinary

moulds. In large castings, it is found more especially that the metals do not mix
intimately in cooling, or, rather, they arrange themselves into groups when cast in

sand, and the bearings are found to wear out more quickly ; but if the bearings are

cast so that the alloy comes in contact with metal, the mixture is more intimate, and
the bearings last longer than if cast in dry or green sand moulds.

Mr. Hewitson generally only applies those chill-metal surfaces of the moulds to

those parts of a brass, or bearing, that are to receive the shaft or bear the axis of a
machine. The chills are preferred of iron, perforated with holes (^gth to gth inch)
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for the passage of air or vapours ; tlio surface should be thinly coated with loam, and
heated to about 200°.

'Fentons patent metal consists of copper, spelter, and tin : it has less specific gra-
vity than gun-metal, and is described as being ' of a more soapy nature,' by -which,
consequently, the consumption of oil or grease is lessened.

Many of the patentees of bearing metals assure us, that tlie metals they now use
dififer very considerably from the statement in their specifications. Surely this requires
a careful examination.

"We cxjported of our Bea^ Maxutactuhes, in 1864, as foUows :

—

Cwts. £
Brass wire of all sorts, and manufactures of wire . 10,950 .54.648

Brass tubiug 8,077 41,554
"Wrought brass of aU other sorts, not being ordnance, \ oqcia iq-oh
and not otherwise described . . . . j

^"^'^^^ lc!/,8n

In the same year we imported

:

—
Brass manufactures, unenumerated .... 4,643 49,802
Brass, old, fit only to be re- manufactured . . . 3,085 6,325

SRASS CO^OTTK, for staining glass, is prepared by exposing for several days
thin plates of brass upon tiles in the Icci; or annealing arch, of the glass house, till

they are oxidised into a black powder, aggregated in lumps. This being pulverised

and sifted, is to be again well calcined for several days more, tiU no particles

remain in the metallic state, when it will form a fine powder of a russet-brown
colour. A third calcination must now be given with a carefully regulated heat, its

quality being tested from time to time by fusion with some glass. K it mates the

glass swell and intumesce, it is properly prepared ; if not, it must be still further

calcined. Such a powder communicates to glass greens of various tints, passing into

turquoise.

"When thin narrow strips of brass are stratified with sulphur in a crucible, and cal-

cined at a red heat, they become friable and may be reduced to powder. This being
sifted and exposed upon tiles in a reverberatory furnace for 10 or 12 days, becomes
fit for use, and is capable of imparting a chalcedony—red or yeUow—tinge to glass

by fusion, according to the mode and proportion of using it.

The glassmakers' red colour may be prep.tred by holding small plates of brass in

a moderate heat in a reverberatory furnace till they are thoroughly calcined. "When
the substance becomes pulverulent, and assumes a red colour, it is ready for imme-
diate use.

Brass colour, as employed by the colourmen to imitate brass, is of two tints—the

red or bronze, and the yellow, like gilt brass. Copper filings mixed with red ochre,

or bole, constitute the former ; a powdered brass, imported from Germany, is used for

the latter. Both must be worked up with varnish after being dried by heat, and
then spread flat with a camel-hair brush evenly upon the surface of the object. The
best varnish is composed of 20 ounces of spirits of wine, 2 ounces of shellac, and 2

ounces of sandarach, properly dissolved. (See "V'akntsh.) Only so much of the

brass powder and varnish should be mixed at a time as is wanted for immediate use.

See Broxze PowDEn.
BRASSES, COAXi, or BBASS OF COAIi, or BRASSEV COAIi. Names

given to iron pyrites found in the coal-measures. In 1872 it was estimated that the

following quantities were produced and used :

—

NoBTHorBEUi-AND and Dcehaii , . . 3,2.50 tons.

yoekshiee 3,700 „
Laxcashirb 2,400,,
Staffobdshiee 3,700 „

These sulphur ores are emploj-ed in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and on the Tyne, in the

manufacture of the protosulphate of iron (copperas.) For this purpose they are ex-

tended in wide-spread heaps, and thus exposed to atmospheric influences. The
result is the conversion of the sulphur into sulphuric acid, which re-uniting with the

iron forms the sulphate of the protoxide of iron, which is dissolved out and crystal-

lised. The presence of iron pyrites in coal (Brasses), often gives the tendency

to spontaneous combustion. A large number of the ships which are sent from South

"U'ales to Chili, with coals, which are used for smelting the copper ores of that

country, take fire when they reach the tropics. This arises mainly from carelessness.

In the first place, the coals are not carefully selected. They are bought cheaply,

and being small, are put on board the ships, without being washed or picked, and
frequently damp. During the voyage, decomposition goes on, and by the time they

reach the warmer latitudes, a temperature sufficiently high to occasion actual com-
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bustion is produced. By carefully washing the coal and drying it, these casualties

might be almost entirely prevented. Brass is a name given to an iron ore found in

the coal-measures of South Wales, -which is not a pyritic ore, although for a long

period mistaken for it. See Coal Brass.
BBASSIIi. A name given to iron pyrites in Derbyshire, ' a hard substance, and

fiery, but yields no metal.'—Hodson, Complete Derbyshire Miner.

BRASSXITG XROSr. Iron ornaments are covered with copper or brass by pro-

perly preparing the surface, so as to remove all organic matter, which would prevent

adhesion, and then plunging them into melted brass. A thin coating is thus spread

over the iron, and it admits of being polished or burnislied. The electro-magnetic

process is now employed for the purpose of precipitating brass on iron. This process

was first mentioned in Shaw's 'Metallurgy,' in 1844, where he remarks: 'In depo-

siting copper upon iron, a solution of the cyanide or acetate of copper should

be employed. The only value of these salts is, that the surface of iron may bo

immersed in their solutions without receiving injury by the corrosion consequent upon
the deposition of a film of metal by chemical action.' The following solutions are

recommended by Dr. Woods, in the 'Scientific American,' for coating iron with
copper, zinc, or brass, by the electrotjrpe process :

—

To make a Solution of Cofper or Zinc.—Dissolve 8 ounces (troy) cyanide of potas-

sium and 3 ounces of cyanide of copper or zinc in 1 gallon of rain or distilled water.

These solutions to be used at about 160° F. with a compound battery of from 3 to 12

cells.

To prepare a Solution of Brass.—Dissolve 1 lb. (troy) cyanide of potassium, 2

ounces of cyanide of copper, and 1 ounce of cyanide of zinc, in one gallon of rain or

distilled water; then add two ounces of muriate of ammonia. This solution is to be

used at 160° F. for smooth work, and from 90° to 120°, with a compound battery of

from 3 to 12 cells. See Electro-Metaxlurgy.
BRATTXCX:. The division made in a shaft of a colliery is so called. It is used

to ensure an up and a down-cast current of air. Brattices may be also used in any
of the levels for the same purpose. They may be of metal, of wood, or tarred canvas.

Mining engineers speak of a natttral brattice, i.e. one independent of any artificial

arrangement—when the currents separate naturally in a shaft or a level—and thus

produce a natural ventilation.

BRATTHXTE. A sesquioxide of manganese, composed when pure of nearly 70
per cent, of manganese, and 30 per cent, of oxygen.
BBAZXIiIiiir ARROWROOT. See Arrowroot.
BRAZXIi VTUTS. The hard-shelled fruit of the Berthollctia cxcelsa, which is

roundish and about six inches in diameter, contains about two dozen of the elongated

wrinkled triangular seeds—these are the ' nuts' of the shops. See Para Nuts.
BRAZIIi WOOD. {Bois de Pernambouc, Fr. ; Brasilicnholc, Ger.) This dye-

wood gives its name to the part of America whence it was first imported. It has

also the names of Pernambuca, Wood of St. Martha, and of Sapan, according to the

places which produce it. Linnseus distinguishes the tree which furnishes the Brazil

wood by the name of CcBsalpinia crista. It commonly grows in dry places among
rocks. Its trunk is very large, crooked, and full of knots. It is very hard, suscep-

tible of a fine polish, and sinks in water. It is pale when newly cleft, but becomes
red on exposure to the air. The following is a very exact description of the tree pro-

ducing this wood :

—

The ibiripitanffa, or Brazil wood, called, in Pernambuco, ^ji7o da rainlia (Queen's

wood), on account of its being a Government monopoly, is now rarely to be seen within

many leagues of the coast, owing to the improvident manner in which it has been

cut down by the Government agents, without any regard being paid to the size of the

tree or its cultivation. It is not a lofty tree. At a sliort distance from the ground,

innumerable branches spring forth and extend in every direction in a straggling,

irregular, and unpleasing manner. The loaves are small and not luxuriant ; the wood
is very hard and heavy, takes a high polish, and sinks in water ; the only valuable

portion of it is the heart, as the outward coat of wood has not any peculiarity. The
name of this wood is derived from brasas, a glowing fire or coal ; its botanical name
is CcBsalpinia Brasileto. The leaves are pinnated, the flower white and papilionaceous,

growing in a pyramidal spike : one species has flowers variegated with red. The
branches are slender and fuU of small prickles. There are nine species. See Bell's
' Geography.'

The species Brasileto, which is inferior to the crwto, grows in great abundance in the
West Indies. The demand for tho Brasileto, a few years ago, was so great, o^nnng to its

being a little cheaper than tho crista, that nearly the whole of tho trees in tho British

possessions were cut down and sent liomc, which Mr. Bell very justly terms improvi-

dence. It is not now so much used, and is consequently scarcer in the English market.
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Tlio wood known in commerce as Pcrnambuco is most esteemed, and has the

greatest quantity of colouring matter. It is hard, has a yellow colour when newly
cut, but turns red by exposure to the air. That kind termed Lima wood is the same
in quality. Sapan wood grows in Japan, and in quality is next the two named above.

It is not plentiful, but is much valued in the dyehouse for red of a certain tint ; it

gives a very clear and superior colour. The quantity of ash that these two qualities

of wood contain is worthy of remark. Lima wood, as imported, gives the average of

2'7 per cent., while Sapan wood gives 1'6 per cent. ; in both, the prevailing earth is

lime. Tlie quantity of moisture in the wood averages about 10 percent. ; that in the

ground wood in the market about 20 per cent.

Sapan wood is yielded by Casalpinia Sapan, and Lima wood by C. echinata.

Brazil wood has diflferent shades of rod and orange. Its goodness is determined
particularly by its density. When chewed, a saccharine taste is perceived. It may
bo distinguished from red saunders wood by its colouring water, which the latter

does not.

SR&ZXXi WOOD 3>VES. Boiling water extracts the whole colouring matter of

Brazil wood, and if the ebullition be long enough continued, it assumes a line red
colour. The residuum appears black. In this case an alkali may still extract much
colouring matter. The solution in alcohol or ammonia is still deeper than the pre-

ceding.

The decoction of Brazil wood, called juice of Brazil, is observed to be less fit for

dyeing when recent than when old, or even fermented. By age it fcikes a yellowish-

red colour. For making this decoction, Hellot recommends the use of the hardest

water ; but it should bo remarked that this water deepens the colour in proportion to

the earthy salts which it contains. After boiling this wood reduced to chips, or, what
is preferable, to powder, for three hours, this first decoction is poured into a oisk.

Fresh water is poured on the wood, which is then made to boil for three hours, and
mixed with the former. When Brazil wood is employed in a dyeing bath, it is proper

to enclose it in a thin linen bag.

Wool immersed in the juice of Brazil wood takes but a feeble tint, which is speedily

destroyed ; it must therefore receive some preliminary preparations.

The wool is to bo boiled in a solution of alum, to which a fom-th or even less of

tartar is added, for a larger proportion of tartar would make the colour yellowish.

The wool is kept impregnated with it, for at least eight days, in a cool place. After

this, it is dyed with the Brazil juice with a slight boiling. But the first colouring

particles that are deposited afford a less beautiful colour ; hence it is proper to pass a
coarser stuff previously through the bath. In tliis manner a lively red is procured,

which resists pretty well the action of the air.

Brazil wood is made use of for dyeing silk the colour known as false crimson, to

distinguish it from the crimson made by means of cochineal, which is much more
permanent.

The silk should be boiled at the rate of 20 parts of soap per cent., and then alumod.

The aluming need not be so strong as for the fine crimson. The silk is refreshed at

the river, and passed througli a bath more or less charged with Brazil juice, ac-

cording to the shade to be given. When water free from earthy salts is employed,

the colour is too red to imitate crimson ; this quality is given it by passing the

silk through a slight alkaline solution, or by adding a little alkali to the bath.

It might, indeed, be washed in a hard water till it had taken the desired shade.

They thus become permanent colours. But what distinguishes them from madder
and kermes, and approximates them to cochineal, is their re-appearing in their

natural colour, when they are thrown down in a state of combination with alumina,

or witli oxide of tin. Those two combinations seem to be the fittest for rendering

them durable. It is requisite, therefore, to enquire what circumstances are best

calculated to promote the formation of these combinations according to the nature of

the stuff.

The astringent principle, likewise, seems to contribute to the permanence of the

colouring matter of Brazil wood ; but it deepens its hue, and can only be employed

for light shades.

To make deeper false crimsons, a dark red juice of logwood is put into tho Brazil

bath after the silk has been impregnated with it. A little alkali may be added,

according to the shade that is wanted.

To imitate poppy or flame colour, an arnotto ground is given to the silk, deejior

even than when it is dyed witli carthamus ; it is then washed, alumed, and dyed with

juice of Brazil, to which a little soap water is usually added.

The colouring particles of Brazil wood are easily affected and made yellow by the

action of acids.

The colouring particles of Brazil wood are also very sensible to the action of alkaliB,
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whicli give them a purple liue ; and there are several processes in which the alkalis,

cither fixed or yolatile, are used for forming violets and purples. But the colours

obtained by these methods, -n-hich may be easily varied according to the purpose, are

perishable, and possess but a transient bloom. The alkalis appear not to injiire the

colours derived from madder, but they accelerate the destruction of most other

colours.

In England and Holland the -R-ood-dycs are reduced to powder by means of mills

erected for the purpose.

The bright fugitive red, called fancy red, is given to cotton of Nicaragua, or peach

Tvood, a cheap kind of Brazil wood. See Peach Wood.
The cotton being scoured and bleached, is boiled -with sumach. It is then impreg-

nated -with a solution of tin (at 5° B., according to Vitalis). It should now be washed
slightly in a weak bath of the dyeing wood ;

and, lastly, worked in a somewhat stale

infusion of the peach or Brazil wood. When the temperature of this is lukewarm, the

dye is said to take better. Sometimes two successive immersions in the bath aro
' given. It is now wrung out, aired, washed in water, and dried.

M. Vitalis says, that his solution of tin is prepared with two ounces of tin and
a pound of aqua regia, made vritla. two parts of nitric acid at B. and three parts

of muriatic acid at 22°.

For a rose colour, the cotton is alumed as usual, and washed from the alum. It

then gets the tin mordant, and is again washed. It is now turned through the dye-

bath, an operation which is repeated if necessary.

For purple, a little alum is added to the Brazil bath.

1. For amaranth, the cotton is strongly galled, dried, and washed.
2. It is passed through the black cask {tonncau noir), till it has taken a strong

grey shade. See Black Dte.
3. It receives a batli of lime water.

4. Mordant of tin.

5. Dyeing in the Brazil wood bath.

6. The last two operations are repeated.

Dingier has endeavoured to separate the colouring matter of the different sorts of

Brazil wood, so as to obtain the same tint from the coarser as from the best Pcrnam-
buco. His process consists in treating the wood with hot water or steam, in concen-

trating the decoction so as to obtain 14 or 15 pounds of it from 4 pounds of wood,
allowing it to cool, and pouring into it two pounds of skim milk

;
agitating, then

boiling for a few minutes, and filtering. The dun colouring matters are precipitated

by the coagulation of the caseous substance. For dj-eing, the decoctions must be
diluted with water; for printing, they must bo concentrated so that 4 pounds of wood
shall furnish only 6 or 6 pounds of decoction, and the liquor may be thickened in the

ordinary way. These decoctions may be employed immediately, as by this treatment

they have acquired the same property as they otherwise could get only by being long

kept. A slight fermentation is said to improve the colour of these decoctions ; some
groimd wood is put into the decoction to favour this process.

Gall-nuts, however, sumach, the bark of birch or alder, renders the colour of Brazil

wood more durable upon alumed linen and cotton goods, but the shade is a little

darker.

In dyeing wool with Pernambuco Brazil wood, the temperature of the bath should
never be above 160° F., since higher heats impair the colour.

According to Dingier and Kurrer, bright and fast scarlet reds may be obtained

upon wool, by preparing a decoction of 50 pounds of Brazil wood in three successive

boils, and setting the decoction aside for 3 or 4 weeks in a cool place ; 100 pounds of

the wool are then alumed in a bath of 22 pounds of alum and 11 pounds of tartar,

and afterwards rinsed in cold water. Meanwhile, we fill two-thirds with water <i

copper containing 30 pails, and heated to the temperatm-e of 150 or 160° F. We
pour in 3 pailfuls of the decoction, heat to the same point again, and introduce 30
pounds of wool, which does not take a scarlet, but rather a crimson tint. Tliis being re-

moved, 2 pails of decoction are put in, and 30 pounds of wool, which becomes scarlet,

but not so fine as at the third dip. If the dyer strengthens the colour a little at the

first dip, a little more at the second, and adds at the third and fourth the quantity of

decoction merely necessary, he will obtain an uniform scarlet tint. With 50 pounds
of Pernambuco, 1,000 pounds of wool may be dyed scarlet in this way, and with the
deposits another 100 may be dyed of a tile colour. An addition of weld renders the

colour faster, but less brilliant. See Weld.
Karkutsch says the dye may be improved by adding some ox-gall to the bath.
In dyeing cotton, the tannin and gallic acid are two necessary mordants ; and the

colour is particxilarly bright and durable when the cloth has been prepared with the
oily process of Turkey red.
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. It is said that stale urine heightens the colour of Brazil dye when the ground wood
is moistened with it.

Clievreul obtained the colouring matter from Brazil wood in the following manner :

Digest the raspings of the wood in water till all the colouring matter is dissolved, and
evaporate the infusion to dryness, to get rid of a little acetic acid which it contains.

Dissolve the residue in water, and agitate the solution with litharge, to get rid of a
little fixed acid. Evaporate again to dryness

;
digest the residue in alcohol ; filter and

evaporate, to drive off the alcoliol. Dilute the residual matter with water, and add to

the liquid a solution of glue, till all the tannin which it contains is thrown down
;

filter again, and evaporate to dryness, and digest the residue in alcohol, which will

leave undissolved any excess of glue which may have been added. The last alcoholic

solution, being evaporated to dryness, leaves brazilin, the colouring matter of the

wood, in a state of considerable purity.

BRA.ZXX1. A term given to a hard coal, approaching Anthracite in character, in

South Staffordshire.

BRAZZIiXir and BRAZX^IEir are two colouring matters which have been
separated from Brazil wood, by Chevreul and Preisser. They are probably identical.

See AVatts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

BRAZXITG. See Soldebs and Soldering.
BSIEAI>. One of the most important, if not altogether the most important, article

of food, unquestionably, is bread ; and although rye, barley, oats, and other cereals,

are sometimes used by the baker, wlieat is the grain which is best fitted for the manu-
facture of that article, not only on account of the larger amount of gluten, or nitro-

genous matter, which it contains, and than can be found in other edible grains, but
also on account of the almost exact balance in which the nitrogenous and non-

nitrogenous constituents exist in that cereal, and owing to which it is capable of

ministering to all the requirements of the human frame, and of being assimilated at

once and without effort by our organs, whence the name of ' staff of life,' which is

often given to it, wheat being, like milk, a perfect food.

Although gluten is one of the most important constituents of wheat, the nutritive

power of its flour, and its value as a bread-making material, should not be altogether

considered as dependent upon the quantity of gluten it may contain, even though it

bo of tlio best quality. Doubtless a liigh per-centago of this material is desirable, but

there are other considerations which must be taken into account
;

for, in order to

become available for making good bread, fiour, in addition to being sound and genuine,

must possess other qualities beyond containing merely a large amount of gluten.

Thus, for example, the bli rouge glace d'Auvcrgne, which contains hardly 45 per cent,

of starch, and as mucli as 36 per cent, of gluten, though admirably adapted for the

manufactiiro of macaroni, vermicelli, semolina, and other pates d'ltalie, is totally

unfit for making good bread ; tlie flour used for making best white loaves containing

only from 13 to 18 per cent, of gluten, and from 60 to 70 per cent, of starch.

Bread is obtained by baking a dough, previously fermented either by an admix-
ture of yeast or leaven, or it is artificially rendered spongy by causing an acid,

muriatic or tartaric, to react upon carbonate or bicarbonate of soda, or of ammonia,
mixed in the doughy mass

;
or, is in Dr. Dauglish's process, which will be described

further on, by mixing the flour which has to be converted into dough, not with

ordin.'iry water, but with water strongly impregnated with ciirbonic acid.

Altliough a history of bread making cannot be given in the present article, a

few words on the subject, reproduced from a former edition of this work, will not bo

deemed uninteresting.

Pliny informs us, that barley was the only species of corn at first used for food ; and
even after the method of reducing it to flour had been discovered, it was long before

mankind learned the art of converting it into cakes.

Ovens were first invented in the East. Their construction was understood by the

Jews, the Greeks, and the Asiatics, among whom baking was practised as a distinct

profession. In this art, the Cappadocians, Lydians, and Phoenicians, are said to liavo

particularly excelled. It was not till about 580 years after the foundation of Kome
that these artisans passed into Europe. The Eoman armies, on their return from

Macedonia, brought Grecian bakers with them into Italy. As these bakers had

handmills besides their ovens, they still continued to be csXlad. pistores, from the ancient

practice of bruising the corn in a mortar ; and their bakehouses wore denominated

pisforifs. In the time of Augustus there wore no fewer than 329 public bakehouses

in Eome ; almost the whole of which were in the hands of Greeks, who long con-

tinued tlie only persons in that city acquainted with the art of baking good bread.

In nothing, perhaps, is the wise and cautious policy of the Eoman government more

remarkably displayed than in the regulations whicli it imposed on the bakers within

the city. To the foreign bakers wlio came to Ei me with the army from Macedonia,
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^ number of freedmen were associated, forming together an incorporation from wliich

neither they nor their children could separate, and of which even those who married

the daughters of bakers were obliged to become members. To this
,
incorporation

wore entrusted all the mills, utensUs, slaves, animals, everything, in short, which

belonged to the former bakehouses. In addition to these, they received considerable

portions of land ; and nothing was withheld which could assist thom in pursuing, to

the best advantage, their highly prized labours and trade. The
.

practice of con-

demning criminals and slaves, for petty offences, to work in the bakehouse, was still

continued ; and even the judges of Africa were bound to send thither, every five

years, such persons as had incurred that kind of chastisement. The bakehouses were
distributed throughout the fourteen divisions of the city, and no baker could pass

from one into another without special permission. The public granaries were com-
niitted to their care

;
they paid nothing for the corn employed in baking bread

that was to be given in largess to the citizens ; and the price of the rest was regu-

lated by the magistrates. No corn was given out of these granaries except for the

bakehouses, and for the private use of the prince. The bakers had besides private

granaries, in which they deposited the grain which they had taken from the public

granaries for immediate use ; and if any of thom happened to be convicted of having
diverted any portion of the grain to another piu'pose, he was condemned to a ruinous

fine of five hundred pounds' weight of gold.

Most of these regulations were soon introduced among the Gauls ; but it was long

before they found their way into the more northern countries of Europe. Borrichius

informs us that in Sweden and Norway, the only broad known, so late as the middle

of the 16th century, was unleaven cakes kneaded by the women. At what period in

CUP own history tho art of baking became a separate profession, wo have not been

able to ascertain ; but this profession is now cominon to all the countries in Europe,

and the process of baking is also nearly the same.

The French, who particularly excel in the art of baking, have a great many different

kinds of bread. Their j>ffli» bis, or brown bread, is the coarsest kind of all, and is made
of coarse groats mixed with a portion of white flour. The ^am de fniteil is a bread
made with rye and barley flour, to which wheat flour is sometimes added also. The
pain bis blanc, is a kind of bread between white and brown, made of white flour and
fine groats. The pain blanc, or white bread, is made of white flour, shaken through
a sieve after the finest flour has been separated. The pain mollet, or soft bread, is

made of the purest flour without any admixture. The paiyi chaland, or customers'

bread, is a very white kind of broad, made of pounded paste. Pain chapcU, is a
small kind of bread, with a well-beaten and very light paste, with butter or milk.

This name is also given to a small bread, from which the thickest crust has been
removed by a rasp. Pain cornu is a name given by the French bakers to a kind of

bread made with four corners, and sometimes more. Of all the kinds of small bread
this has the strongest and firmest paste. Pain a la reinc, queen's bread, pain a la

Segovie, pain chapele, and pain cornu, are all small kinds of bread, differing only in

the lightness or thickness of the paste. Pain dc gruau is a small very white bread
made now in Paris, from the flour separated after a slight grinding from the best

wheat. Such flour is in hard granular particles.

In England, however, we have but few varieties of bread, tho loaves known under
the names of bricTcs, Cdburg, cottage, and French rolls, being all made of the same
dough ; the only difference is in tho shape given to them, their various flavours

depending on the way in which they are affected by the heat of the ovon in tho

baking. These loaves are crusted all over because they are deposited in the oven
separate from each other, or baked in moulds made of tinned iron. The hatch bread,

the more usual variety, is crusted only at tho top and bottom, because the loaves,

which have a cubic form, touch each other in the oven
;
those, however, which lie

round the oven have a crust on three of their sides. Tlio cottage and French rolls

are generally made of best flour,—known under tho name of whites ;—but batch

bread is made of best flour and of hotiseholds, or flour of second quality, and of

seconds, which is flour of a third quality—that is, of flour containing more bran than
the other kinds just enumerated.

We have also ' ryo bread,' which is generally made of nothing else than ordinary
wheat flour and bran.

Dr. Ure, in the former edition of this Dictionary, truly remarked, ' The object

of baking is to combine the gluten and starch of the flour into a homogeneous sub-
stance, and to excite such a vinous fermentative action, by means of its saccharine
matter, as shall disengage abundance of carbonic acid gas in it for making an agree-

able, soft, succulent, spongy, and easily digestible bread. The two evils to bo avoided
in baking are, hardness on tho one hand and pastiness on the other. Well-mado
bread is a chemical compound, in which the gluten and. starch cannot bo recognised
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or separated, as before, by a stream of water. When flour is kneaded into a dough,
and spread into a cake, this cake, when baked, -will be horny if it be thin, or if thick,

will be tough and clammy ; whence we see the value of that fermentative- prooegg,

which generates thousands of little cells in the mass or crumb, each of them dry yet

tender and succulent through the intimate combination of the moisture. By this con-

stitution it becomes easily soluble in the juices of the stomach, or, in other words,

light of digestion. It is, moreover, much less liable to turn sour than cakes made from
unfermentod dough.

' Rye, which also forms a true spougy bread, though inferior to that of wheat, consists

of similar ingredients—namely, 6r07 of starch, 9'48 of gluten, 3'28 of vegetable
albumen, 3'23 of uncrystallisable sugar, ir09 of gum, 6'38 of vegetable fibre ; the

loss upon the 100 parts amounted to 5'62, including an acid whose nature the analyst

M. Einhof, did not determine. Eye flour contains also several salts, principally the

phosphates of lime and magnesia. This kind of grain forms a dark coloured bread,

reckoned very wholesome
;
comparatively little used in this country, but very much

in France, Germany, and Belgium.
' Dough, fermented with the aid either of leaven or yeast, contains little or none of

the saccharine matter of the flour, but, in its stead, a certain portion, nearly half its

weight, of spirit, which imparts to it a vinous smell, and is volatilised in the oven,

whence it might be condensed into a crude, weak alcohol, on the plan of Mr. Hick's

patent, were it worth while. But the increased complexity of the baking apparatus

svill probably prove an effectual obstacle to the commercial success of this project,

upon which a few years ago upwards of 20,000/. sterling were foolishly squandered.

'That the sugar of tlae flour is the true element of the fermentation which
dough undergoes, and that the starch and gluten have nothing to do with it, may be

proved by decisive experiments. The I'inous fermentation continues till the whole
sugar is decomposed, and no longer; when, if the process be not checked by the heat

of baking, the acetous fermentation will supervene. Therefore, if a little sugar be

added to a flour which contains little or none, its dough will become susceptible of

fermenting, with extrication of gas, so as to make spongy succulent bread. But
since this sponginess is produced solely by the extrication of gas and its expansion

in the heat of the oven, any substance capable of emitting gas, or of being converted

into it under these circumstances, will answer the same purpose. Were a solution of

bicarbonate of ammonia obtained by exposing the common sesquicarbonate in powder
for a day to the air, incorporated •ivith the dough, in the subsequent firing it will be

converted into vapour, and, in its extrication, render the bread very porous. Nay, if

water highly impregnated with carbonic acid gas bo used for kneading the dough, the

resulting bread vnU. be somewhat spongy. Could a light article of food be prepared

in this way, then, as the sugar would remain undocomposed, the bread would be so much
the sweeter and the more nourishing. How far a change propitious to digestion takes

place iu the constitution of the starch and gluten during the fermentative action of

the dough has not been hitherto ascertained by precise experiments.
' Dr. Colquhoun, in his able essay upon the art of making bread, has shown that its

texture, when prepared by a sudden formation and disengagement of elastic fluid

generated within the oven, differs remarkably from that of a loaf which has been

made after the preparatory fermentation with yeast. Bread which has been raised

with the common carbonate of ammonia, as used by the pastrycooks, is porous no

doubt, but not spongy with vesicular spaces, like that made in the ordinary way.

The former kind of bread never presents that air-cell stratification which is the boast

of the Parisian baker, but which is almost unknown in London. It is, moreover,

very difficult to expel by the oven the last portion of the ammonia, which gives both

a tinge and a taste to the bread. The bicarbonate would probably bo free from this

objection, which operates so much against the use of the sesquicarbonate.'

—

Ure.

The conversion of flour into bread includes two distinct operations : namely, the

preparation of the dough and the baldng. The preparation of the dough, however,

though reckoned as one, consists, in fact, of three operations : namely, hydrating,

hieciding, and fermenting.
When the baker intends to make a batch of bread; his first care is, in technical

language, to stir a Jcrinent. This is done, in London, by boiling a few potatoes, in the

proportion of 5 lbs. or 6 lbs. of potatoes per sack of flour (which is the quantity wo
shall assume it is desired to convert into bread), peeling them, mashing and straining

them through a cullender, and adding thereto about three-quarters of a pailful of

water, 2 or 3 lbs. of flour, and one quart of yeast. The water employed need

not be warmed beforehand, for the heat of the potatoes is sufficient to impart a

proper temperature (from 70° to 90° F.)to the liquid mass, which should be well stirred

up •\vith the hand into a smooth, thin, and homogeneous paste, and then left at rest.

In the course of an hour or two, the mass is seen to rise and fall, which swelling
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and hca^'ing up is duo to carbonic acid, generated by the fermentation induced in the

mass, which may be thus left until -wanted. In about three hours, this fermenting

action -will appear to bo at an end, and -when it has arrived at that stage, it is fit

to bo used. Tne ferment, however, may bo loft for six or seven hours and be still

very good at the end of that time, but the common practice is to nso it within foiu? or

livo hours after its preparation. After this the ferment rapidly becomes sour.

The next operation consists in 'setting the sponge' This consists in stirring the

ferment well, adding thereto about two gallons of lukewarm water, and as much flour

as will make, with Sie ferment, a rather stiff dough. This constitutes ' the sponge.'

It is kept in a warm situation, and in the course of about an hour fermentation again

begins to make its appearance, the mass becomes distended or is heaved up by tho

carbonic acid produced, the escape of which is impeded by the toughness of tho mass.

This carbonic acid is tho result of the fermentation induced under the influence of

water, by tho action of the gluten upon the starch, a portion of which is converted

thereby into sugar, and then into alcohol. A time, however, soon comes when the

quantity of carbonic acid thus pent up becomes so great that it bursts through, and tho

sponge collapses or drops down. This is called tho first sponge.—But as the fermen-

tation is still going on, tho carbonic acid soon causes the sponge to rise again as before

to nearly twice its volume, when tho carbonic acid, biirsting through tho mass, causes

it to fall a second timo ; and this constitutes what tho bakers call the second sponge. Tho
rising and falling might then go on for twenty-four hours ; but as the alcoholic would
pass into the acetous fermentation soon after tho second rising, the baker always inter-

feres after the second, and very frequently after the first sponge. Tho bread made from

tho first sponge is generally sweeter ; but unless the best flour is used, and even then,

the loaf that is made from it is smaller in size and more compact than that which is mado
with the second sjjonge. In hot weather, however, as there would bo much danger of

the bread turning sour, if tho sponge were allowed to ' take a second fall,' tho first

sponge is frequently used. The next process consists in ' breaking the sponge' which is

done by adding to it tho necessary quantity of water and of salt,—the quantity of the

latter substance varying from ^ lb. to f of a pound per bushel of flour ; that is, from

2^ lbs. to 3| lbs. per sack of flour (new flour, or flour of inferior quality, always

requires, at the very least, 3^- lbs. per sack, to bmd it, that is to say, to render tlio

dough sufficiently firm to support itself while fermenting.) Salt acts, to a great

extent, like alum, though not so powerfully. As to tho quantity of water to be used,

it depends also a great deal on the quality of the flour, the best quality absorbing

most
;
though, as we shall have occasion to remark, the baker too often contrives to

force and keep into bread made from inferior flour, by a process called under baJdng,

the same amount of water as is normally taken up by that of the best quality. Gene-
rally speaking, and with flour of good average quality, the amount of water is such,

that the diluted sponge forms about 14 gallons of liquid. Tho whole mass is then

torn to pieces by the hand, so as to break any lumps that there may be, and mix it

up thoroughly with tho water. This being done, tho rest of tho sack of flour is

gradually added and kneaded into a dough of the proper consistency. This knead-
ing of the dough may be said to be one of the most important processes of tho

manufacture, since it not only produces a more complete hydration of the flour, but,

by imprisoning a certain quantity of air within tho dough, and forcibly bringing into

closer contact the molecules of tho yeast or leaven with tho sugar of tho flour, and
also with a portion of tho starch, the fermentation or rising of the whole mass, on
which tho sponginess of the loaf and its digestibility subsequently depend, is secured.

When by forcing the hand into the dough, the baker sees that, on withdrawing it,

none of the dough adheres to it, he knows that the kneading is completed. Tho dough
is then allowed to remain in tho trough for about an hour and a half or two hours,

if either brewers' or German yeast havo been employed in making tho sponge ;—if, on
the contrary, patent yeast or hop yeast have been used, threo or even four hours may bo
required for the dough to rise up, or, as in technical language, to give proof. When tho

dough is sufficiently 'proofed,' it is weighed of into lumps, shaped into the proper

forms of 4 lbs. 4 oz. each, and exposed for about one hour in an oven to a tompe-
ratiiro of about 570° F., tho heat gradually falling to 430 or 420° F. The yield after

baking is 94 quartern (not 4-lb.) loaves, or from 90 to 92 really 41b. loaves, as largo

again as they wore when put into the oven in tho shape of dough.
The manner in which yeast acts upon tho flour—is, as yet, an unsolved mystery,

or at any rate an, as yet, unsatisfactorily explained action ; for tho term ' catalysis,'

which has sometimes been applied to it, explains absolutely nothing.

A yeast, or fermenting material, may be prepared in various ways ; but only three
kinds of yeast are used by bakers : namely, brewers' yeast, or barm,—German yeast,

—and patent, or hop yeast.

The most active of these ferments is the first, or brewers' yoast ; it is, as is well
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known, a frothy, thiokish material, of a brownish or drab colour, which, when recent,
is in a stato of slight elferyescenco, exhales a sour characteristic oilour, and has an
acid reaction.

When viewed through the microscope, it is seen to consist of small globules of vari-
ous size, generally egg-shaped. They were first described by M. Desmayieros.
The best, and in fact the only, brewers' yeast used in bread-making is that from the

ale breweries
;
porter yeast is unavailable for the purpose, because it imparts to the

bread a disagreeable bitter taste.

Gei-man yeast is very extensively used by bakers. It is a pasty but easily crumbled
mass, of an agreeable fruity odour, and of a dingy white colour. German yeast will
remain good for a few weeks, if kept in a cool place. When in good condition, it is an
excellent article ; but samples of it aro occasionally seized on bakers' premises, of a
darker colour, viscid, and emitting an offensive cheesy odour : such German yeast,

being in a putrefied state, is, of course, objectionable.
The so-called 'patent yeast' is the cheapest and at the same time the weakest of

those ferments
; very good bread, however, is made with it, and it is most extensively

used by bakers. It is made either with or without hops : when with hops, it is

called hop yeast, and is nothing more than a decoction of hops to which malt is added
while in a scalding hot state ; when the liquor has fallen to a blood heat, a certain

quantity of brewers' or German yeast is thoroughly mixed with it, and the whole U
left at rest. The use of the hops is intended to diminish the tendency of this solutiou
to become acid.

Potato yeast is a kind of 'patent yeast ' in general use. See Yeast.
The theory of panification is not difficult of comprehension. ' The flour,' says

Dr. Ure, 'owes this valuable quality to the gluten, which it contains in greater
abundance than any of the other cerealia (kinds of corn). This substance does not
constitute, as has been heretofore imagined, the membranes of the tissue of the
porisperm of the wheat ; but is enclosed in colls of that tissue under the epidermic
coats, even to the centre of the grain. In this respect the gluten lies in a situation

analogous to that of the starch, and of most of the immediate principles of the vege-
tables. The other immediate principles which play a part in panification are par-
ticularly the starch and the su.gar ; and they all opeirato as follows:

—

' The diffusion of the flour through the water hydrates the starch, and dissolves the

sugar, the albumen, and some other soluble matters. The kneading of the dough, by
completing these reactions through a more intimate union, favours also the fer-

mentation of the sugar, by bringing its particles into close contact with those of the

leaven or yeast ; and the drawing out and laminating the dough softens and stratifies it,

introducing at the same time oxygen to aid the fermentation. The dough, when
distributed and formed into loaves, is kept some time in a gentle warmth, in the folds

of the cloth, pans, &c., a circumstance propitious to the development of their volume
by fermentation. The dimensions of all the lumps of dough now gradually enlarge,

from the disengagement of carbonic acid in the decomposition of the sugar, which gas

is imprisoned by the glutinous paste. Were these phenomena to continue too long,

the dough would become too vesicular; they must, therefore, be stopped at the

proper point of sponginess, by placing the loaf lumps in the oven. 'Though this

causes a sudden expansion of the enclosed gaseous globules, it puts an end to the fer-

mentation, and to their growth ; as also evaporates a portion of the water.
' The fermentation ofa small dose of sugar is, therefore, essential to true bread making

;

but the quantity actually fermented is so small as to bo almost inappreciable. It seems

probable that in well-made dough the whole carbonic acid that is generated remains in

it, amounting to one-half the volume of the loaf itself at its baldng temperature, or

212° F. It thence results that less than one-hundredth part of the weight of the flour

is all the sugar requisite to produce well-raised bread.
' Although the rising of the dough is determined by the carbonic acid resulting from

the decomposition of the sugar, produced by the reaction of the gluten on hydrated

or moist flour, considering that the quantity of sugar necessary to produce fer-

mentation does not amount, probably, to more than one-hundredth part of the weight

of the flour employed, and perhaps to even considerably less than that,—the saving

and economy which are said to accrue to the consumer from the use of unfermented

bread (which is bread in which the action of yeast is replaced by an artificial evo-

lution of carbonic acid, by decomposing bicarbonate of soda with miiriatic acid, as wo
said before) is therefore much below what it has been estimated (25 percent.

!)
by some

writers ; and is certainly very far from compensating for the various and serious

drawbacks which are peculiar to that kind of bread, one of which—and it is not the

least—is its indigestibility, notwithstanding all that may have been said to the

contrary.
' In a pamphlet, entitled, "Instructions for making Unfermented Bread, by a Phy-
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sician," published in 1846, tlio formiila recommended for bread made of wheat meal

is as follows :

—

Wheat meal .

Bicarbonate of soda

Hydrochloric acid. .

Water
Salt

3 lbs. avoirdupois.

4~ drachms troy.

6 fluid drachms and 25 minims, or drops.

30 fluid ounces.

I of an ounce troy.

' Bread made in this manner,' says the author, ' contains nothing but flour, com-

mon salt, and -water. It has an agreeable, natural taste, keeps much longer than
common bread, is much more digestible, and much less disposed to turn acid,' &c.

Liebig, in his 'Letters on Chemistry,' very judiciously remarks, 'that the inti-

mate mixture of the saliva with the bread, whilst masticating it, is a condition which
is favourable to the rapid digestion of the starch ; wherefore the porous state of the

flour in fermented bread accelerates its digestion.'

Now, it is a fact, which can be readily ascertained by anyone, that unfermented
bread is permeated by fluids with difficulty. It will not absorb water, hence its

heavy and clammy feel ; nor saliva, hence its indigestibleness ; nor milk, nor butter.

Unfermented bread will neither make soup, nor toast, nor poultice. When a slice of

ordinary bread is held before a bright fire, a portion of the moisture of the bread, as

the latter becomes scorched, is converted into steam, which penetrates the interior of
the mass, and imparts to it the sponginess so well known in a toast properly made

;

but if a piece of unfermented bread be treated in the same manner, the steam pro-

duced by the moisture, not being able to penetrate the unabsorbent mass, evaporates,

and the result is an uninviting slice, toasted, but hard inside and out, and into which
butter penetrates about to the same extent as it would a wooden slab of the same
dimensions.

' Fermentation,' says Liebig, ' is not only the best and simplest, but likewise

the most economical way of imparting porosity to bread ; and besides, chemists, gene-

rally speaking, should never recommend the use of chemicals for culinary preparations,

for chemicals are seldom met with in commerce in a state of purity. Thus, for

example, the muriatic acid which it has been proposed to mix with carbonate of soda
in bread is always very impure, and very often contains arsenic. Chemists never
employ such an acid in operations which are certainly less important than the one
just mentioned, without having first purified it.'

In order to remove this ground of objection, tartaric acid has been recommended
instead of muriatic acid for the purpose of decomposing the carbonate of soda ; but
in that way, another unsafe compound is introduced, since the result of the reaction ia

tartrate of soda, a diuretic aperient, and consequently very objectionable salt, for it is

impossible to say what mischief the continuous ingestion of such a substance may
eventually produce ; and whatever may be the divergence of opinion,—if there bo such
a divergence,—as to whether or not the constant use of an aperient, however mild, may
be detrimental to health, it surely must be admitted that, at any rate, it is better to

eschew such, to say the least of it, suspicious materials ; and that, at any rate, if

deprecating their use bo an error, it is an error on the safe side ;—after all, a bake-
house is not a chemical laboratory.

Before leaving this question of unfermented bread, wo must not omit to speak of a
remarkable process invented by Dr. Dauglish, and which has lately excited some
attention. Without discussing the value of the idea which is said to have led Dr.
Dauglish to invent the process in question, we shall simply describe Dr. Dauglish's

method of making broad, and give his own version of its benefits :

—

' Taking advantage of the well-known capacity of water for absorbing carbonic
acid, whatever its density, in quantities equal to its own bulk, I first prepare the
water which is to be used in forming the dough, by placing it in a strong vessel

capable of bearing a high pressure, and forcing carbonic acid into it to the extent
of say ten or twelve atmospheres ' (about 150 to 180 lbs. per square inch) ;

' this the
water absorbs without any appreciable increase in its bulk. The water so prepared
ynW of course retain the carbonic acid in solution so long as it is retained in a close

vessel under the same pressure. I therefore place the flour and salt, of which
the dough is to be formed, also in a close vessel capable of bearing a high pressure.

Within this vessel, which is of a spheroidal form, a simply-constructed kneading
apparatus is fitted, worked from without through a closely-packed stuffing box. Into
this vessel I force an equal pressure to that which is maintained on the aerated water-
vessel ; and then, by means of a pipe connecting the two vessels, I draw the water
into the fiom, and set the kneading apparatus to work at the same time. By this

arrangement the water acts simply as limpid water among the flour, the flour

and water are mixed and kneaded together into paste, and to such an extent as shall
Vol. I. II
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give it the necessary tenacity. After this is accomplished the pressure is released, the

gas escapes from the water, and in doing so raises the dough iutlie most beautiful and
expeditious manner. It will bo quite unnecessary for me to point out how perfect

must be the mechanical structure that results from this method of raising dough. In
the first place, the mixing and kneading of the flour and water together, before any
vesicular property is imparted to the mass, render the most complete incorporation

of the flour and water a matter of very easy accomplishment ; and this being secured,

it is evident that the gas which forms the vesicle, or sponge, when it is released, must
be dispersed through the mass in a manner which no other method—fermentation not

excepted—could accomplish. But besides the advantages of kneading the dough
before the vesicle is formed, in the manner above mentioned, there is another, arid

perhaps a more important one, from what it is likely to effect by giving scope to the

introduction of now materials into bread making,—and that is, I find that powerful

machine-kneading, continued for several minutes, has the effect of dmparting to the

dough tenacity or toughness. In Messrs. Carr and Co.'s machine, at Carlisle, we
have kneaded some wheaten dough for half an hour, and the result has been that the

dough has been so tough, that it resembled birdlime, and it was with difiiculty pulled

to pieces with the hand. Other materials, such as rye, barley, &c. are affected in the

same manner. So that by thus kneading, I am able to impart to dough made from
materials which otherwise would not make light bread, from their wanting that

quality in their gluten which is capable of holding or retaining, the same degree of

lightness which no other method is capable of effecting. And I am sanguine of being

able to make from rye, barley, oatmeal, and other wholesome and nutritious sub-

stances, bread as light and sweet as the finest wheaten bread. One reason why my
process makes a bread so different from all other processes where fermentation is not

followed is, that I am enabled to knead the bread to any extent without spoiling its

vesicular property ; whilst all other unfermented breads are merely mixed, not

kneaded. The property thus imparted to my bread by kneading, renders it less

dependent on being placed immediately in the oven. It certainly cannot gain by being
allowed to stand after the dough is formed, but it boars well the necessary standing

and waiting required for preparing the loaves for baking.
' There is one point which requires care in my process, and that is,—the haJcing : as

the dough is excessively cold
;
first, because coM water is used in the process; and next,

because of its sudden expansion on rising. It is thus placed in the oven some 40°

Fahr. in temperature lower than the ordinary fermented bread. This, together with

its slow springing until it reaches the boiling point, renders it essential that the top

crust shall not be formed until the very last moment. Thus, I have been obliged to

have ovens constructed which are heated through the bottom, and are furnished with

the means of regulating the heat of the top, so that the bread is cooked through the

hotton; and, just at the last, the top heat is put on and the top crust formed.
' With regard to the gain effected by saving the loss by fermentation, I may state

what must be evident, that the weight of the dough is always exactly the sum of

the weight of flour, water, and salt put into the mixing vessel : and that, in all our

experiments at Carlisle, we invariably made 118 loaves from the same weight of flour

which by fermentation made only 105 and 106. Our advantage in gain over fer-

mentation can only bo equal to the loss by fermentation. As there has been consider-

able difference of opinion among men of science with respect to the amount of this

loss—some stating it to be as high as 174 per cent., and others so low as 1 per cent.

—

I will hero say a few words on the subject. Those who have stated the loss to be as

high as ITJ per cent, have, in support of their position, pointed to the extra yield from
the same flour of bread when made by non-fermontation, compared with that made
by fermentation. Whilst those who have opposed this assertion, and stated the loss to

be but 1 per cent, or little more, have declared the gain in weight to be simply a

gain of extra water, and have based their calculations of loss on the destruction of

material caused by the generation of the necessary quantity of carbonic acid to render

the bread light. Starting then with the assumption that light bread contains in bulk
half solid matter and half aeriform, they have calculated that this quantity of aeriform

matter is obtained by a destruction of but one per cent, of solid material. In this

calculation the loss of carbonic acid, by its escape through the mass of dough during

the process of fermentation and manufacture, does not appear to have been taken into

account. All who have been in any way practically connected with bakeries well

know how large this loss is, and how important it is that it should be taken into

account, that our calculations may be correct.

' One of the strongest proofs that the escape of gas through ordinary soft bread
dough iS very large arises from the fact, that when biscuit dough, in which there is a

mixture of fatty matter, is prepared by my process, about half the quantity of gas

only is needed to obtain an equal amount of lightness with dough that is made of flour
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and water only, the fatty matter acting to prevent the escape of gas from the dough.

Other matters mil operate in a similar manner—boiled flour, for instance, added in

small quantities. But the assumption that light bread is only half aeriform matter is

altogether erroneous. Never before has there been so complete a method of testing

•what proportion the aeriform bears to the EoUd in light bread as that which my pro-

cess affords. The mixing vessel at Messrs. Carr and Co.'s works, Carlisle, has an

internal capacity of ten bushels. When 3^ bushels of flour are put into this vessel,

and formed into spongy bread dough, by my process, it is quite fuU. And when flour

is mixed with water into paste, the paste measures rather less than half the bulk of

the original dry flour. This wiU, therefore, represent about If bushel of solid matter

expanded into 10 bushels of spongy dough, showing in the dough nearly b farts aeri-

form to 1 solid ; and in aH instances, if the baking of this dough has not been accom-

plished so as to secure the loaves to ' spring ' to at least d/)vMe their size in the oven,

they have always come out heavy bread when compared with the ordinary fermented

loaves. This gives the relative proportion of aeriform to solid in light bread at least

as 10 to 1, and at once raises the loss by fermentation from 1 to 10 per cent., without

taking into account the loss of gas by its passage through the mass of dough.
' Of the quality and properties of the bread manufactured by my process, there will

shortly be ample means of judging. I may be allowed, however, here to state, what
will be evident to all, that the absence of everything but flour, water, and salt, must
render it absolutely pure ;—that its sweetness cannot be equalled, except by bread to

which sweet materials are superadded ;—that, unlike aU other unfermented bread, it

makes excellent toast ; and, on account of its high absorbent power, it makes the

most delicious sop puddings, &c., and also excellent poultice. Sop pudding and poul-

tice made from this bread, however, differ somewhat from those roade from fermented

bread, in being somewhat richer or more glutinous. This arises from the fact of the

gluten not having been changed, or rendered soluble, in the manner caused by fer-

mentation ; but that this is a good quality rather than a bad one is evident from the

fact, that the richer and purer fermented bread is, the more glutinous are the sop, &c.,

made from it ; and the poorer and more adulterated with alum it is, the freer the sop,

&c, are of this quality.'

Such then is Dr. Dauglish's plan ; and it is impossible to deny that it possesses

great ingenuity.

From the fact that, in all his experiments at Carlisle, Dr. Dauglish invariably made
118 loaves from the same weight of flour which, by fermentation, made only 105 or

•106, to argue that the gain over ferraentatiori can only be equal to the loss byfermenta-
tioii, is to draw a somewhat hasty conclusion ; for the gain may be, and is probably
due, not to the preservation in the bread of what is generally lost by fermentation,

but simply to a retention of water.

It is of course certain that the production of the porosity required in bread pro-

duced by the carbonic acid and alcohol evolved by fermentation, entails the loss of a
portion of the valuable constituents of the flour, but the amount of that loss should
not be estimated, I think, from the proportions which the aeriform bear to the solid

matter of the loaf after it is baked.

In effect, the fermentation induced in bread differs from that produced at the dis-

tillery, in as much as, instead of the fermenting material being sheltered from the air

by an atmosphere of carbonic acid, the dough is on the contrary thoroughly permeated
by, and retains a considerable quantity of atmospheric air introduced into it by the
kneading process, and owing to the presence of which, in fact, the acetous fermentation

is carried on to a certain extent, within the dough, simultaneously with the alcoholic

fermentations, so that even the 10 parts of aeriform matter to 1 of solid matter in a
quartern loaf, are not altogether carbonic acid resulting from the fermentation, but
are carbonic acid from that source mixed with the atmospheric air with which the

dough is permeated. On the other hand, the aeriform matter thus imprisoned in the
dough, expands to at least twice its volume when exposed to the temperature of the
oven, and accordingly the bread after breaking becomes as bulky again as the dough
from which it was made, and this doubling of the volume being due to the expansion
of the gases, and not to the fermentation, bears no proportion whatever to the amount
of the sugar of the flour employed in the production of the alcohol and carbonic add
evolved. Moreover, as a quartern loaf, for example, measures about 9 inches by
6'5 inches by 5 inches, maTriTig a total of about 292 cubic inches, if we take nine-tentha
of that to be aeriform matter, we have 262'8 inches as the aeriform cubic contents
of the quartern loaf.

It is ascertained beyond doubt by numerous experiments, that genuine, properly
manufactured new bread contains, on an average, 42'o per cent, of water, and 57'5 of
flour, and consequently a quartern loaf weighing really four pounds, would consist of
11,900 grains of water and 16,000 sxains of solid matter, 422-.5 Errains of which are

n2
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salt and inorganic matter, the rest, 15677'5 grains, being starch, and gluten. Now a
quartern loaf measujing about 9 x 6'5 x 6 inches gives a total of 292 cubic inches.

Assuming -with Dr. Dauglish, nine-tenths of that to be aeriform matter, we have 262-8

inches of aeriform cubic contents of a quarten loaf, but as the gases expanded in the

dough to double their volume during its being baked into a loaf, we must divide by
2 the 262-8 inches above alluded to, which gives IST-i as the number of cubic inches
of aeriform matter contained in the dough before it went into the oven. Again,
assuming with Dr. Dauglish that these 131-4 cubic inches consist altogether of

carbonic acid resulting from the fermentation of the flour, they would represent in

weight only 62 grains of that gas, and as 1 equivalent= 198 of sugar produces

4 equivalents = 88 of carbonic acid, it follows that, at most, about 140 grains of sugar
or solid matter out of the 15677"5 of flour in the quartern loaf would have disappeared,

which loss is less than 1 per cent., from which, however, it is necessary to make a
considerable reduction, since a large quantity of air is mixed with that carbonic acid,

and expanded with it in the oven. Unless, therefore, it can be satisfactorily proved
that the unfermented bread manufactured by Dr. Dauglish's process is more nutritious,

weight for weight, or more digestible, or possesses qualities which unfermented bread
has not, or is sold at a reduced price proportionate to the quantity of water thus
locked up and passed off for bread, the benefits and advantages will be all on the

manufacturer's side, but the purchasers of the unfermented bread will make but a
poor bargain of it.

Of all the operations connected -with the manufacture of bread, the most laborious,

and that which calls most loudly for reform, is that of kneading. The process is usu-

ally carried on in some dark corner of a cellar, where the temperature is seldom less

than 60° F., and frequently more, by a man, stripped naked down to the waist, and
painfully engaged in extricating his fingers from a gluey mass into which he furiously

plunges alternately his clenched fists, heavily breathing as he, struggling, repeatedly

lifts up the bulky and tenacious mass in his powerful arms, and with effort flings it

down again "with a groan fetched from the innermost recesses of his chest, and which
almost sounds like an imprecation.

"We know, on very good and unexceptionable authority, that a certain large bakery
on the borders of a canal actually pumped the water necessary for making the dough
directly and at once from the canal, and this from a point exactly contiguous to the

dischaigings of the cesspool of that bakery! And let us not imagine that this is

a solitary instance of horrible filth. The following memoranda recorded by Dr. Wm.
A. Guy, in his admirable lecture on ' The Evils of Night-work and Long Hours of

Labour,' delivered on Thursday, July 6, 1848, at the Mechanics' Institution, South-

ampton Buildings, will serve to illustrate the condition of the bakehouses :

—

1. Underground, two ovens, no daylight, no ventilation, very hot and sulphurous,

2. Underground, no daylight, two ovens, very hot and sulphurous, low ceiling, no
ventilation but what comes from the doors. Very large business.

3. Underground, no daylight, often flooded, very bad smells, overrun with rats, no

Tentilation.

After mentioning several other establishments in the same, or even in a worse, con-

dition than those just enumerated, Dr. Guy adds :

' The statements comprised in the foregoing memoranda are in conformity with my
own observations. Many of the basements in which the business of bakingare carried

on are certainly in a state to require the assistance of the Commissioners of Sewers,

and to invite the attention of the promoters of sanitary reform.'

If we reflect that bread, like all porous substances, readily absorbs the air that

surrounds it, and that, even under the best conditions, it should never, on that

account, be kept in confined places, what must be the state of the bread maniifactured

in such a villanous manner, and with a slovenliness greater than it is possible for our

imagination to conceive ? "What can prove better the necessity of Government
supervision than such a fact ? The heart sickens at the revolting thought, but after

all there is really but little difference between the particxilar case of the bakery on the

border of a canal above alluded to, and the mode of kneading generally pursued, and

to which we daily submit.

In the sitting of the Institute of France, on the 23rd of January, 1850, the late

M. Arago presented and recommended to the Academic the kneading and baking appa-

ratus of M. Eolland, then a humble baker of the 12th Arrondissement, which, it would

appear, fulfils all the conditions of perfect kneading and baking.
' The kneading machine {pifrin mecaniqiu:) of M. Eolland,' says Arago, ' is extremely

simple, and can be easily worked, when under a full charge, by a young man from 15 to

20 years old : the necessity for horse-labour or steam-power may thus be obvfated. The
machine {figs, 21 7 to 220) consists of a horizontal axis traversing a trough, containing all
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the dough requisite for one baking batch, and upon which axis a system of curvilinear

blades, alternately long and short, are placed in such a manner that, while revolving,

they describe two quarters of cylindrical surfaces with contrary curves, so that the

couvoxity of one of these sui'faces, and the concavity of the other, is turned towards
the bottom of the trough. The axis has a fly-wheel, and is set in motion by two
small cog-wheels connected with the handle, as represented in the following figures :

—

217 218

The action of the kneading machine is both easy and efficacious. In 20, and if

necessary in 15, or even 10 minutes, a sack of flour may be converted into a perfectly

homogeneous and aerated dough, without either lumps or clods, and altogether supe-

rior to any dough than could be obtained by manual kneading. The time required

in kneading varies according to the greater or less density of dough required ; and
the quantity of dough manufactured in that space of time varies, of course, also with
the dimensions of the kneading-trough ; for instance, in the trough provided with
16 blades, one sack and a half of flour can be. kneaded at once; in that of 14: blades

one sack, and in that of 12 blades two-thirds of a sack.

M. Eolland gives the following instructions for the use of the machine, in order to

impart to the dough the qualities produced by the operations known in France under
the names of frasage, contrefrasage, and soufflage, which we shall presently describe,

and to which the bread manufactured in that country mainly owes, in the words of
Dr. Ure, ' a flavour, colour, and texture, never yet equalled in London.'
The necessary quantity of leaven or yeast is first diluted with the proper quantity

of wat«r, as described before ; and in order to effect the mixture, the crank should be
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made to perform 50 revolutions alternately from right to left.

—

Frasage is the first

mixture of the flour with tho water. The flour is simply poured into the kneading-
trough, or, better still, when convenience permits it, it is let down from a room above
through a linen hose, which may be shut by folding it up at tho extremity.

Three-fourths only of the flour should at first be put into the trough ; the first re-

volutions of the kneader should be rather rapid, but during the remainder of the

operation tho turning should be at the rate of two or three revolutions a minute,

according to the density of the dough to be prepared. The dough thereby having

time to bo well drawn out between the blades, and to drop to the bottom of the trough.

From 24 to 36 revolutions of the crank will generally bo sufficient ; but in order to

obtain the dough in tlie condition which the frasage would give it in the usual way, it

will be necessary to make about 250 revolutions of the crank alternately from right

to left, about the same number of turns.

Contrefrasage is the completion of the process of mixing ;
and, in order to perform

that operation, the last fourth part of the flom? must now be added, the crank tm-ned

150 revolutions, to wit, 75 turns rather slowly, alternately from right to left, and the

remainder at the rate of speed above mentioned.

The operation of Soufflage consists in introducing and retaining air in the paste.

To effect this, the kneader should be made to perform, during nearly the whole time

occupied in the operation, an almost continuous motion backwards and forwards, by
which means the dough is shifted from place to place ; five revolutions being made to

the right, and five to the left, alternately, taking care to accelerate the speed a littla

at tho moment of reversing the direction of the revolving blades.

All these operations are accomplished in twenty or twenty-five minutes.

Of course, the reader should not imagine that these numbers must be strictly

followed, they are given merely as a guide indicative of the modus operandi.

The kneading being completed, the dough is left to rest for some time, and then

divided into lumps, of a proper weight, for each loaf. The workman takes one of

these lumps in each hand, rolls them out, dusts them over with a little flour, and puts

each of them separate in its panneton ; ho proceeds with tho rest of the dough in tho

same manner, and leaves all the lumps to swell, which, if the flour have been of good
quality, will take place at a uniform rate. They are then fit for baking, which opera-

tion will be described presently.

Another kneading trough, said to be very effectual, is that for which Mr. Edwin
Clayton obtained a patent in August 1830. It consists of a rotatory kneading
trough, or rather barrel, mounted in bearings with a hollow axle, and of an interior

frame of cast iron made to revolve by a solid axle which passes through the hollow

one ; in the frame there are cutters diagonally placed for kneading tho dough. Tho
revolving frame and its barrel are mado to turn in contrary directions, so as greatly

to save time and equalise the operation. This double action represents kneading

by the two hands, in which the dough is inverted from time to time, torn asunder,

and reunited in every different form. The mechanism will be readily understood

from the following description :

—

Mg, 221 exhibits a front elevation of a rotatory kneading trough, constructed

according to improvements specified by tho patentee, the barrel being shown in sec-

tion ; a is the barrel, into which the several ingredients, consisting of flour, water, and
yeast, aro put, which barrel is mounted in the frame-work h, with hollow axles c and
d, which hollow axles turn in suitable bearings at c; / is the revolving frame which
is mounted in the interior of the barrel a, by axles g and h. Tho ends of this revolv-

ing frame are fastened or braced together by means of the oblique cutters or braces

i, which act upon the dough when the machine is put in motion, and thus causo the

operation of kneading.

Either the barrel may be mado to revolve without tho rotatory frame, or the rota-
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toi-y frame without the barrel, or both may be made to revolve together, but in oppo-

site -ways. These several motions may be obtained by means of the gear-work,

shown at k, I, and m, as will be presently described.

If it be desired to have the revolving motion of the barrel and rotatory frame

together, but in contrary directions, that motion may be obtained by fastening the

hollow axle of the wheel m, by means of a screw n, to the axle li of the rotatory

frame/ tight, so as they will revolve together, the other wheels h and I being used for

the purpose of reversing the motion of the barrel. It will then be found that by
turning the handle o, the two motions will be obtained.

If it be desired to put the rotatory frame /, only into motion, that action will be

obtained by loosening the screw n upon the axle of the wheel m, when it will be found
that the axle h will be made to revolve freely by means of the winch o, without giving

motion to the wheels k, I, and m, and thus the barrel will remain stationary. If the

rotatory action of the barrel be wanted, it will be obtained by turning the handle^, at

the reverse end of the machine, which, although it puts the gear at the opposite end
of the barrel into motion, yet as the hollow axle of the wheel m is not fastened to

the axle h by the screw n, these wheels will revolve without carrying round the

frame /,

The Hot-water Oven Biscuit-baking Company possesses also a good machine with
which 1 cwt. of biscuit dough, or 2 cwts. of bread dough, can be perfectly kneaded in

10 minutes. The machine is an American invention, and of extraordinary simplicity,

for it is in reality nothing more than a large corkscrew, working in a cylinder, by
means of which the dough is triturated, squeezed, pressed, torn, hacked, and finally

agglomerated as it is pushed along. The dough as it issues from that machine can
at once be shaped into loaves of suitable size and dimensions. A machine ciipable

of doing the amount of work alluded to does not come to more than from 6Z. to 11. ;

the other forms of kneading machines are likewise inexpensive, so that, in addition to
the economy of time which they realise, there does not seem to be any excuse for re-

taining the abomination of manual kneading.

Among superior and very desirable apparatus for bread-making, there are at any
rate tlireo which fulfil the desiderata above alluded to, in the most complete and
economical manner. One of them is M. Mouchot's aerothermal bakery ; the second
is A. M. Perkins' hot-water oven ; the third is Holland's hot-air oven, with revolving
floors : all three are excellent.

Before proceeding to explain them, a plan and longitudinal section of an ordinary
London baker's oven is given (Jigs. 222 and 223),

that the reader may be the better able to judge
of the vast improvement realised by the other

ovens.

a, the body of the oven
;

h, the door
; c, the

fire-grate and furnace
; d, the smoke flue

; e, the
flue above the door, to carry off the steam and
hot air, when taldng out the bread

; f, recess

below the door, for receiving the dust ; g, damper
plate to shut oif the steam flue

; h, damper plate

to shut off smoke flue, after the oven has come
to its proper heat ; i, a small iron pan over the
fire-place c, for heating water

;
k, ash-pit below

the furnace.

Fig. 224 is the front view ; the same letters refer to the same object in all the
figures.

224
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The flame and burnt air of the fire at c, sweeping along the bottom of the oven by
the right-hand side, are reflected from the back to the left-hand side, and thence

escape by the flue d. Whenever the oven has acquired the proper degree of heat, the

fire is -withdrawn, the flues are closed by the damper plate, and the lumps of fer-

mented dough are introduced.

225

We shall now give a description not only of the oven, but of the improved bakery,

boulangerie perfectionee, of M. Mouchot.
Fig. 225 is a ground plan of the aerothermal bakehouse : the granaries being in

the upper storeys, are not shown here, h b are the ovens ; c, the kneading machine

;

d, the place where the machinery is mounted for hoisting up the bread into the store

226

room above ; e,va space common to the two ovens, into which the hot air passes
;

the place of a wheel driven by dogs, for giving motion to the kneading machine.

Fig. 226 is a longitudinal section of the oven
; a, the grate where coke or oven pit-

coals may be burned ; b b, void spaces which, becoming heated, serve for warming
small pieces of dough in ; c c are flues for conducting the smoke, &c., from the fire-
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place ; d, seen in jig. Ill (a transverse section through the middle of the ovon), is the

chimney for carrying ofip the smoke transmitted by the flues ; e e, void spaces imme-

diately over the flues, and beneath the sole f r, of the oven. By this arrangement

the air, previously heated, which arrives from the void spaces b tlirough the flues c o.

gets the benefit of the heat of the flame which circulates in these flues, and, after

getting more heated in the spaces be, ascends through channels into the oven f f,

iipon the solo of which the loaves are to be baked or laid. The hot air is admitted

into it through the passages a a, being drawn from the reservoirs b b b, and also

by the passage d d, drawn from the reservoirs e e. The sole is likewise heated

by contact with the hot air contained in the space b e, placed immediately below it.

The hot air, loaded with moisture, issues by the passage b b, and returns directly

into the reservoir b b. g g, an enclosed space directly over the oven, to obstruct the

dissipation of its heat
; ff,

vault of the fire-place. Fiff. 228, the kneading machine, a

longitudinal section passing through its axis ; p p, tlie contour of the machine, made
of wood, and divided into three compartments for the reception of the dough. The
wooden bars o o are so placed in the interior of the compartments, as to divide the

dough whenever the cylinder is made to revolve. One portion, d, of the cylinder may
be opened and laid over upon the other by means of a hinge joint, when the dough and
flonr are introduced, a, b, c, the three compartments of the machine, two for making
the dough, and one for preparing the sponge, called levain, or leaven, by the French, a a

is the pulley which receives its motion from the engine, and transmits it to the cylinder

through the pinion b, and the spur-wheel e; dd, the fly-wheel to regulate the motion

;

g, a brake to act upon the fly d, by means of a lever /* ;
i, the pillar of the fly-wheel.

There is a ratchet-wheel counter for numbering the turns of the kneading machine,

but it cannot be shown in this view ; n, cross-bars of wood, which are easily removed
when the cylinder is opened ; they divide the dough.

Each of the three compartments of the kneader (fig, 228) is furnished at pleasiire
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with two bars fixed crosawse, but which may be easily removed, whenever the
cylinder is opened, These bars constitute the sole agents for drawing out the dough.
In a continuous operation, the leaven is constantly prepared in the compartment A ;

with "which view there is put into it

—

125 kilogrammes of ordinary leaven or yeast.

67 flour.

33 „ . . . water.

In all, 225 kilogrammes.

The person in charge of the mechanical kncader shuts down its lid, and sets it

a-going. At the end of about seven minutes ho hears the bell of the counter sound,

announcing that the number of revolutions has boon sufficient to call for an inspection

of the sponge, in regard to its consistence. The cylinder is therefore opened, and
after verifying the right state of the leaven, and adding water to soften, or flour to

stiffen it, he closes the lid, and sets the machino once more in motion. In 10 minutes
more the counter sounds again, and the kneading is completed. The 450 kilo-

grammes of leaven obtained from the two compartments are adequate to prepare

dough enough to supply alternately each of the two ovens. For this purpose 75
kilogrammes of leaven are taken from each of tho two compartments a and a', and
placed in the intermediate compartments. The whole leaven is then 75 H- 75= 150
kilogrammes; to which are added 100 kilogrammes of flour and 50 of water = 150,

so that the chest contains 300 kilogrammes. There is now replaced in each of the

cavities A and a' the primitive quantity, by adding 50 kilogrammes of flour and 25
of water=75.
The cylinder is again set a-going ; and, from the nature of the apparatus, it is

obvious that the kneading takes place at once on the leavens a and a', and on the

paste b; which last is examined after 7 minutes, and completed in 10 more =17, at

the second sound of the counter-bell.

Tho kneader is opened, the paste on the sides and on the bars is gathered to the

bottom by means of a scraper. The whole paste of the chest b being removed, 150
kilogrammes of the leaven are taken, to which 160 kilogrammes of flour and water
are added to prepare the 300 kilogrammes of paste destined for the supply of the oven
No. 2. These 75 kilogrammes of leaven from each compartment are placed as before,

and so on in succession.

The water used in this operation is raised to the proper temperature, viz. 25° or
30° C. (77'^ or 86° F.) in cold weather, and to about 68° P. in the hot season, by
mixing common cold water with the due proportion of water maintained at the tem-
perature of about 160° F., in the basis f, placed above the ovens.

Through the water poured at each operation upon the flour in the compartment b,

there is previously diffiised from 200 to 250 grammes of fresh leaven, as obtained from
the brewery, after being drained and pressed {Gennan yeast). This quantity is suf-

ficient to raise properly 300 kilogrammes of dough. As soon as this dough is taken

out of the kneader, as stated above, and while the machine goes on to work, the

quantity requisite for each loaf is weighed, turned about on the table d, to give it

its round or oblong form, and there is impressed upon it with the forearm, or roller,

the cavity which characterises cleft loaves. All the lots of dough of the size of one

kilogramme, called cleft loaves (^ainsfendus), are placed upon a cloth, a fold of which
is raised between two loaves, the cloth being first spread upon a board ; which thus

charged with 10 or 15 loaves is transferred to the wooden shelves gg, in front of the

oven. Tho whole of them rise easily under the influence of the gentle temperature

of this antechamber or fournil. Whenever the dough loaves are sufficiently raised

here, they are put into the oven, a process called enfournement in France ; which con-

sists in sotting each loaf on a wooden shovel dusted with coarse flour, and placing it

thereby on the sole of the oven, close to its fellow, without touching it. This opera-

tion is made easy, in consequence of the introduction of a long-jointed gas-pipe and
burner into the interior of the oven, by the light of which all parts of it may be

minutely examined. The oven first is kept moderately hot, by shutting the dampers
;

but whenever the thermometer attached to it indicates a temperature of from 300° to

290° C. (572° to 564° F.), the damper or registers are opened, to restore the heat to

its original degree, by allowing of the circulation of the hot air, which rises from the

lower cavities around the fije-place into the interior of the oven. When the baking

is completed, the gas-light, which had been withdrawn, is again introduced into the

oven, and the bread is taken out ; called the process of defourncmcnl. If the tempera-

ture have been maintained at about 300° C, the 300 kilogrammes of dough, divided

into loaves of one kilogramme (2ilbs. avoirdupois), will be baked in 27 minutes. The
charging having lasted 10 minutes, and the discharging as long, the baking of each
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batch will take np 47 minutes. But on account of accidental interruptions, an hour
may be assigned for each charge of 260 loaves of 1 kilogramme each

;
being at the

rate of 6,240 kilogrammes (or 6'75 tons) of bread in 24 hours.

Although the outer parts of the loaves be exposed to the radiation of the walls,

heated to 280° or 300° C, and undergo therefore that kind of caramelisation (charring)

which produces the colour, the taste, and the other special characters of the crust, yet

the inner substance of the loaves, or the crumb, never attains to nearly so high a tem-

perature ; for a thermometer, whose bulb is inserted into the heart of a loaf, does not

indicate more than 100° 0. (213° P.)

Perkins' hot-water oven is an adaptation of that distinguished engineer's stove,

which, as is well known, is a mode of heating by means of pipes full of water, and
hermetically closed ; but with a sufficient space for the expansion of the water in the

pipes. As a means of warming buildings, the invention has already produced the

very benefical effects which have gained for it an extensive patronage. There is

no doubt but that this novel application entitles tlie inventor to the warmest thanks

of the public. The following figure (229), represents one of these ovens, a, stove

;

B, coil of iron pipe placed in the stove ; c c, flow-pipe
;

d, expansive tube
;

e, oven

charged with loaves, and surrounded with the hot-water pipes ; f, return hot-water

pipe ; G, door of the oven
;
h, flue for the escape of the vapours in the oven ; i, rigid

bar of iron supporting the regulating box ; j j, regulating box, containing three

229

small levers ; k, nut adjusted so that if temperature of the hot-water pipe 5s increased

beyond the adjusted point, its elongation causes the nut to bear upon the levers in

the box J, which levers, lifting the straight rod i, shut the damper m of the stove ; n
is an index indicating the temperature of the hot-water pipes.

The oven is first built in the ordinary manner of sound brickwork, made very
thick in order to retain the heat. Than the top and bottom of the internal surfaces

are lined with wrought-iron pipes of one inch external diameter, and five-eighths of an
inch internal diameter, and their surface amounts in the aggregate, to the whole
surface of the oven. 'These pipes are then connected to a coil in a furnace outside

the oven. The coil having such a relative proportion of surface to that which is in

the oven, that the pipes may be raised to a temperature of 550° F., and no more.

This fixed and uniform temperature is maintained by a self-regulating adjustment
peculiar to this fusnace, which works with great precision, and which cannot get out
of order, since it depends upon the expansion of the upper ascending pipe close to the

furnace acting upon three levers connected with the damper which regulates the

draught. The movable nut at the bottom of that expanding pipe being adjusted to

the requisite temperature, that precise temperature is uniformly retained. The
smallest fluctuation in the heat of the water which circulates in the pipes instantly

sets the levers in motion, and the expansion of one thirty-sixth part of an inch is

sufficient to close the damper.
It will be observed that if the pipes be heated to 550° F. the brickwork will soon

attain the same temperature, or nearly so, and accordingly the oven will thus possess

double the amount of the heating smface of ordinary ovens applicable to baking.
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The baking temperature of the oven is from 420° to 450° F., which is ascertained by
a thermometer with -which the oven is provided.

"With respect to Holland's oven, Messieurs Boussingault, Payen, and Poncelet, in

their report to the Institute of Franco ; Gaultier do Glaubry, in a report made in the

name of the Committee of Chemical Arts to the Societe d'Encouragement ; and the late

M. Arago, represented that oven as successfully meeting all the conditions of salubrity,

cleanliness, and hygiene. Wood, coals, ashes are like-wise banished from it, and
neither smoke nor the heated air of the furnace can find access to it. As in Perkins',

the furnace is placed at a distance from the mouth of the oven, but instead of con^

veying the heat by pipes, as in the hot--water oven, it is the smoke and hot air of the

furnace -which, circulating through fan-shaped flues, ramifying under the floor and
spreading over the roof of the oven, impart to it the requisite temperature. The floor

of the oven, on -which the loaves are deposited, consists of glazed tiles, and it can

thus be kept perfectly clean. The distinctive character of M. Holland's ov^:?, ho-w-

ever, is that the glazed tiles just spoken of rest upon a revolving platform -ivhich the

-workman gradually, or from time to time, moves round by means of a small handle,

and -without effort.

Figures 230 to 239 represent the construction and appearance of M. Holland's oven

on a reduced scale.

230. Front elevation.

231. Vertical section through the

axis of the fire-grate.

232. Ditto, ditto.

233. Elevation of one of the vertical

flues.

234. Suspension of the floors.

233. Plan of the first floor.

236. Plan of the sole.

237. Plan of tho second floor.

238. Plan of the fire-grate and flues.

239. Plan of the portion under
ground.

230

Wlien the oven has to be charged, the -workman deposits the first loaves, by means
of a short peel, upon that part of the revol-ving platform -which lies before the mouth
of the oven, and -when that portion is filled, he gives a turn -with the handle, and
proceeds to put the loaves in the fresh space thus presented before him, and so on
unto, tho -whole is fiilled up. The door is then closed through an opening covered

-with glass, and reserved in tho -wall of the oven, -which is lighted up -with a jet of gas,

or by opening the door from time to time the progress of tho baking may bo -watched
;

if it appears too rapid on ono point, or too slo-w on another, the journeyman can, by
means of the handle, bring the loaves successively to the hottest part of the oven, and
vice verm, as occasion may require. Tho oven is pro-vided -with a thermometer, and,

in an experiment -witnessed, the temperature indicated 210° C. = 420° F., the baking
of a full charge -was completed in one hour and ten minutes, and the loaves of the

same kind -were so even in point of size and colour that they could not be distin-

guished from each other.

The top of tho oven is pro-rided -with a pan for the purpose of heating the -water

necessary for the preparation of the dough, by means of the heat -which in aU other

plans (Mouchot's excepted) is lost. The -workman should take care to keep al-ways

some -water in that pan, for other-wise the leaden pipe -woidd melt and occasion

dangerous leaks. For this and other reasons, the safest plan, ho-wevor, -would be to
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replace this leaden pipe by an trou one. Tlie said pan should be frequently scoured,
for, if neglected, tlie water -vsall become rusty and spoil the colour of the bread.
Bread baking may be considered as consisting of four operations : namely, heating

T

the oven, putting the dough into tlie oven, baking, and taking tlie loaves out of the
oven. The general direction given by M, Eoliand for each of those operations are as
follows :

—
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In order to obtain a proper heat and one that may be easily managed, it is neces-

sary to charge the furnace moderately and often, and to keep it in a uniform state.

239

When the fire is kindled, the door should be kept perfectly closed, in order to compel
the current of air necessary to the combustion to. pass through the grate, and thence
through the flues under and the dome over the oven. If, on the contrary, the furnace

door were loft ajar, the cold air from -without -would rapidly pass over the coals -with-

out becoming properly heated, and passing in that condition into the flues -would

fail in raising it to the proper temperature. In order that the flame and heated
products of the combustion may pass through all the flues, it is, of course, necessary

to keep them clear by introducing into thorn once a month a brush made of -wire, or

240

whalebone, or those -which are no-w generally used for s-weeping the tubes of marine
tubular boilers, and the best of -which aro those patented and maniifactured by
Messrs. Moriarty of Green-wich, or Ho-w of London. The vertical flues -which are

built in the masonry are cleared from -without or from the pit, according to the nature

of the plan adopted in b-uilding the oven. These flues need not be cleaned more often

than about once in three months.
S-weeping bet-ween the floors should be performed about every fortnight.

In case of accident or injury to the thermometers, the folio-wing directions, -which

indeed apply to all ovens, may enable the baker to judge of the temperature of his

oven. If, on thro-wing a fe-w pinches of flour on the tiles of the oven, it remains
white after the lapse of a fe-w seconds, the temperature is too lo-w ; if, on the contrary,

the floiir assumes a deep bro-wn colom', the temperature is too liigh ; if the flour turns
yello-wish, or looks slightly scorched, the temperature is right.

The baking in Eolland's oven takes place at a temperature varying from 410° to

432° F. according to the nature and size of the article intended to be baked. During
the baking, the revolving floor is turned every ton or t-welve minutes, so that tho
loaves not remaining in the same place the balung becomes equal throughout.
As to the hot--water oven, a few establishments only have as yet adopted it in England

;
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one of them is the 'Hot-water Oven Biscuit-baking Company,' on -whose premises
fancy biscuits only are baked ; and another establishment is that of a baker of the
name of Neville, carrying on his business in London. With respect to M. Mouchot's
system, it is not even known in this country, otherwise than by having been alluded
to in one or two technological publications or dictionaries.

The quantity of bread which can be made from a sack of flour depends to a great
extent upon the quantity of gluten that the flour of which it is made contains, but the

wheat whicli contains a large proportion of nitrogenous matter does not yield so light

a flour as those which are poorer. From a great number of determinations it is found
that the amount of gluten contained in the flour to make best white bread ranges from
10 to 18 per cent., that of the starch being from 63 to 70 per cent., the ashes ranging
from 0'5 to 1-9 per cent.

In the ordinary plan of bread making, London bakers reckon that 1 sack of such a
flour, weighing 280 lbs., will make 94 real 4-lb. loaves (not quartern) of pure genuine
bread, although a sack of such flour may yield him 94 or even 96 quartern (not 4-lb.)

loaves.'

From this account it may be easily imagined that if the baker could succeed in dis-

posing at once of all the loaves of his day's baking either by sale at his shop, or, still

better, by delivery at his customers' residences, such a business would indeed be a
profitable one commercially speaking, for on that day he would sell from 28 to 34 lbs.

of water at the price of bread, not to speak of the deficient weight.

As to those bakers who, by underbaking, or by the use of alum, orby tlieuse of both
alum and underbaking, manage to obtain 96, 98, 100, or a still larger number of

loaves from inferior flour, or material, their profit is so reduced by the much lower

price at which they are compelled to sell their sophisticated bread, that their tamper-

ings avail them but little ; their emphatically hard labour yields them but a mere
pittance, except their business bo so extensive that the small profits swell up into a
large sum, in which case they only jeopardise their name as fare and honest tradesmen.

Looking now at the improved ovens, of which we have been speaking merely in an
economical point of view, and abstractedly from all other considerations, the profits

realised by their use appears to bo well worth the baker's attention. But as with the

improved ovens the economy bears upon the wages and the fuel, the advantages are

much less considerable in a small concern than in a large one. Thus the economy which,

upon 12 sacks of flour per week, would scarcely exceed 20 shillings upon the whole,

would, on the contrary, assume considerable proportions in establishments baking from
50 to 100 sacks per week.
The richness or nutritive powers of sound flour, and also of bread, are proportional

to the quantity of gluten they contain. It is of great importance to determine this

point, for both of these objects are of enormous value and consumption; and it may
be accomplished most easily and exactly by digesting in a water-bath, at the tempe-

rature of 167° F., 1,000 grains of bread (or flour) with 1,000 grains of bruised

barley malt, in 5,000 grains, or in a little more then half a pint, of water. When this

mixture ceases to take a blue colour from iodine (that is, when all the starch is con-

verted into a soluble dextrine), the gluten left .unchanged may be collected on a filter

cloth, washed, dried at a heat of 212° F., and weighed. The colour, texture, and taste

of the gluten ought also to be examined, in forming a judgment of good fiour or bread.

The question of the relative value of white and brown bread, as nutritive agents,

is one of very long standing, and the arguments on both sides may bo thus resumed.

The advocates of brown bread hold :

—

That the separation of the white from the brown parts of wheat grain, in making
bread, is likely to be baneful to health

;

Tliat the general belief that bread made with the finest flour is the best, and that

whiteness is a proof of its quality, is a popular error
;

That whiteness may be, and generally is, communicated to broad by alum, to the

injury of the consumer
;

That the miller, in refining his flour, to please the public, removes some of the

ingredients necessary to the composition and nourishment of the various organs of our

bodies ; so that fine flour, instead of being bettor than the meal, is, on the contrary,

less nourishing, and, to make the case worse, is also more difficult of digestion, not to

speak of the enormous loss to the population of at least 25 per cent, of branny flour,

' It is absolutely necessary thus to establish a distinction between fonr pounds and quartern loaves,

because the latter very seldom indeed have that weiglit, .and this deficiency is, in fact, one of the

profits calculated upon ; for although the Act of Parliament (Will. IV. c. xxxvii.) is very strict, and
directs (sect, vii.) that bakers deliTering bread by cart or caiTiage shall bo provided vnth scales,

weights, &c., for weighing bread, this requisition is seldom, if ever, complied with.

Thei-e are of course a few bakers whose quartern loaves w eigh exactly four pounds, but many
are from four to six ounces short.
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containing from 60 to 70 per cent, of the most nutritious part of the flour, a loss which,

for London only, is equal to at least 7,500 sacks of flour annually
;

That the unwise preference giyen so universally to white bread, leads to the per-

nicious practice of mixing alum with the flouj, and this again to all sorts of im-

positions and adulterations ; for it enables the bakers who are so disposed, by adding

alum, to make bread manufactured from the flour of inferior grain to look like the

best and most costly, thus defrauding the purchaser and tampering with his health.

On the other side, the partisans of white bread contend, of course, that all these

assertions are without foundation, and their reasons were summed up as follows in

tlie Bakers' Gazette, in 1849 :—
' The preference of the public for white bread Is not likely to be an absurd pre-

judice, seeing that it was not until after years of experience that it was adopted by
them.

' The adoption of white bread, in preference to any other sort, by the great body of

tho community, as a general article of food, is of itself a proof of its being the best

and most nutritious.
' The finer and better the flour, the more bread can be made from it. Fifty-six

pounds of fine flour from good wheat will make seventy-two pounds of good, sound,

well-baked bread, the bread, having retained sixteen pounds of water. But bran,

either fine or coarse, absorbs little or no water, and adds no more to the bread than

its weight.'

And, lastly, in confirmation of the opinion that white bread contains a greater

quantity of nutriment than tho same weight of brown bread, tho writer of the article

winds up the white bread defence with a portion of the Eeport of the Committee of

the House of Commons, appointed in 1800, 'to consider means for rendering more
effectual the provisions of 13 Geo. III., intituled " An Act for the better regulating the

Assize and making of Bread."

'

In considering the propriety of recommending the adoption of further regulations

and restrictions, they understood a prejudice existed in some parts of the country

against any coarser sort of bread than that which is at present known by the name
of ' fine household bread,' on the ground that the former was loss wholesome and
nutritious than the latter. The opinions of respectable physicians examined on this

point are,—that the change of any sort of food which forms so great a part of tho

sustenance of man might for a time affect some constitutions ; that as soon as persons

were habituated to it, the standard wheaten bread, or even bread of a coarser sort,

would be equally wholesome with tho fine wheaten bread which is now generally

iised in the metropolis ; but that, in their opinion, the fine wheaten bread woidd go

farther with persons who have no other food than the same quantity of bread of a
coarser sort.

It was suggested to them that if only one sort of flour was permitted to be made,
and a different mode of dressing it adopted, so as to leave in it the fine pollards,

52 lbs. of flour might be extracted from a bushel of wheat weighing 60 lbs., instead

of 47 lbs., which would afford a wholesome and nutritious food, and add to the quan-
tity 5 lbs. in every bushel, or somewhat more than |th. On this they remarked, that

there would be no saving in adopting this proposition ; and they begged leave to

observe, if the physicians are well founded in their opinions, that bread of coarser

quality will not go equally far with fine wheaten bread, and increased consumption
of wheaten bread would be the consequence of the measure.

From the baker's point of view, it is evident that all his sympathies must be in

favoiu' of the water-absorbing material, and therefore of the fine fiour ; for each pound
of water added and retained in the bread which he sells represents this day so many
twoponces ; but the purchaser's interest lies in just the opposite direction.

The question, however, is not, in the language of the Conmiittee of the House of

Commons of those days, or of the physicians whom they consulted, whether a given

weight of wheaten bread will go farther than an equal weight of bread of a coarser

sort ; nor whether a given weight of pure flour is more nutritious than an equal

weight of the meal from the same wheat used in making brown bread. The real

question is,—-Whether a given weight of wheat contains more nutriment than theixotjb
obtainedfrom that weight of wheat.

The inquiry of the (Committee of the House of Commons, and the defence of white

bread versus brown bread, resting as it does, in this respect, upon a false ground, is

therefore perfectly valueless ; for whatever may have been the opinion of respectable

physicians and of CommittSes, either of those days or of the present times, one thing is

certain—namely, that bran contains only 9 or 10 per cent, of woody fibre, that is, of

matter devoid of nutritious property ; and that the remainder consists of a larger pro-

portion of gluten and starch, fatty, and other highly nutritive constituents, with a few

salts, and water, as proved by tho following analysis by Millon :

—

Vol. I. K K
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Cowposidon of Wheat Bran.

Starch 52-0
Gluten 14-9

Su^ar . . • I'O

Fatty matter 3-6

Woody „ 9-7

Salts 5-0

Water 13-8

100-0

And it is equally certain that wheat itself—the -whole grain—does not contain
more than 2 per cent, of unnutritious, or -woody matter, the bran being itself

richer, weight for weight, in gluten than the fine flour ; the whole meal contains,

accordingly, more gluten than the fine flour obtained therefrom. The relative pro-
portions of gluten in the whole grain, iu bran, and in flour of the same sample of
wheat, were represented by the late Professor Johnston to be as follows :—

,

Gluten of Wheat,

Whole grain 12 per cent.

Whole bran 1 4 to 18 ,, ,,

Fine flour 10 „ ,,

Now, whereas a bushel of wheat weighing 60 lbs. produces, according to the mode of
manufacturing flour for London, 47 lbs.—that is, 78 per cent, of flour, the rest being
bran and pollards ; if we deduct 2 per cent, of woody matter, and I J per cent, for

waste in grinding at the mill, the bushel of 60 lbs. of wheat would yield 58 lbs., or
at least 96| per cent., of nutritious matter.

It is, therefore, as clear as anything can possibly be, that by using the whole meal
instead of only the flno flour of that wheat, there will be a difference of about ^th
in the product obtained from eqiial weights of wheat.

In a communication made to the Eoyal Institute nearly foiu" years ago, M. Mega
Mouri^s announced that ho had found under the envelope of the grain, in the internal

part of the perisporm, a peculiar nitrogenous substance capable of acting as a ferment,

and to which he gave the name of ' cer^aline.' This substance, which is found
wholly, or almost so, in the bran, but not in the best white flour, has the property of

liquefying starch, very much in the same manner as diastase ; and the decreased firm-

ness of the crumb of brown bread is referred by him to this action. The coloration

of bread made from meal containing bran is not, according to M. M^ge MouriJs, due,

as lias hitherto been thought, to the presence of bran ; but to the peculiar action of

corealin ; this new substance, like vegetable casein and gluten, being, by a slight modi-
fication, due perhaps to the contact of the air, transformed into a ferment, under the

influence of which the gluten undergoes a great alteration, yielding, among other

products, ammonia, a brown-coloured matter analogous to ulmine, and a nitrogenous

product capable of transforming sugar into lactic acid. M. Mege Mouri^s having

experimentally established, to the satisfaction of a committee consisting of MM.
Chevreul, Dumas, Pelouze, and Peligot, that by paralysing or destroying the action

of cerealin, as described in the specification of his patent, bearing date June 14,

1866, white bread, having all the characters of first-quality bread, may be made, in

the language of the said specification, ' with using either all the white or raw ele-

ments that constitute either corn or rye, or with such substances as could produce, to

this day, but brown bread.'

Cerealin, according to M. Mfege Mouries, has two very distinct properties :—the

first consists in converting the hydrated starch into glucose and dextrine ; the second,

which is much more important in its results, transforms the glucose into lactic, acetic,

butyric, and formic acid, which penetrate, swell up, and partly dissolve the gluten,

rendering it pulpy and emulsive, like that of rye
;
producing, in fact, a series of de-

compositions, yielding eventually a loaf having all the characteristics of bread made
from inferior floiir.

In order to convert the whole of the farinaceous substance of wheat into white

bread, it is therefore necessary to destroy the cerealin ; and the process, or series of

processes, by which this is accomplished, is thus described by M. Mfege Mouries in

nis specification :

—

' The following are the means I employ to obtain my new product :—
_

' 1st. The application of vinous fermentation, produced by alcoholic ferment or

yeast, to destroy the ferment that I call " cirialino" existing, together -with the frag-
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inonts of bran, in tlio raw flour, and which in some measure produces the acidity of

brown bread directly, whilst it destroys indirectly most part of the gluten.

' 2ndly. The thorough purification of the said flour, either raw or mixed with

bran, (after dilution and fermentation,) by the sifting and separating of the farina-

ceous liquid from the fragments of bran disseminated by the millstone into the in-

ferior products of corn.

3rdly. The employing that part of corn producing brown bread in the rough state

as issuing from the mill after a first grinding, in order to facilitato its purification by

fermentation and wet sifting.

' 4thly. The employing an acidulated water (by any acid or acid salt) in order to

prevent the lactic fermentation, preserving the vinous fermentation, preventing the

yellow colour from turning into a brown colour (the ulmic acid), and the good tasto

of corn from assuming that of brown bread. However, instead of acidulated water,

pure water may be employed with an addition of yeast, as the acid only serves to

facilitato the vinous fermentation.
' 6thly. The grinding of the corn by means of inillstones that crush it thoroughly,

increasing thereby the quantity of foul parts, a method which will prove very bad

with the usual process, and very advantageous with mine.
' 6thly. The application of corn washed or stripped by any suitable means.
' 7thly. The application of all these contrivances to wheat of every description, to

rye, and other grain used in the manufacture of broad.
' 8thly. The same means applied to the manufacture of biscuits.

' I will now describe the manner in which the said improvements are carried into

effect.

' First Instance. When flour of inferior quality is made use of.—This description of

flour, well known in trade, is bolted or sifted at 73, 74, 75, or 80 per cent, (a mark
termed Scipion mark in the French War Department), and yields bread of middle

quality. By applying to this sort of flour a liquid yeast, rather different from that

which is applied to white flour, in order to quicken the work and remove the sour

taste of bread, a very nice quality will be obtained, which result was quite unknown
to everybody to this day, and which none ever attempted to know, as none before me
was aware of the true causes that produce brown bread, &c.

' Now, to apply my process to the said flour (of inferior mark or quality) I take a
part of the same—a fourth part, for instance—which I dilute with a suitable quantity

of water, and add to the farinaceous liquid 1 portion of beer yeast for 200 portions of

water, together with a small quantity of acid or acid salt, sufficient to impart to the

said water the property of lightly staining or reddening the test-paper, known in

France by the name of papier de tourncsol. When the liquid is at full working, I

mix the remaining portions of floiir, which are kneaded, and then allowed to ferment in

the usual way. The yeast applied, which is quite alcoholic, will yield perfectly white

bread of a very nice taste ; and I declare that if similar yoast were ever commended
before, it was certainly not for the purpose of preventing the formation of brown
broad, the character of which was believed to be inherent to the nature of the very

flour, as the following result will sufficiently prove it, thus divesting such an applica-

tion of its industrial appropriation.
' Second Instance. When raw flour is made use of.—^By raw flour, I mean the corn

crushed only once, and from which 10 to 15 per cent, of rough bran have been sepa-

rated. Such flour is still mixed with fragments of bran, and is employed in trade to

the manufacture of so-called white flour and bran after a second and third grinding

or crushing. Instead of that, I only separate, and without submitting it to a fresh

crushing, the rough flour in two parts, about 70 parts of white flour and 15 to 18 of

rough or coarse flour, of which latter the yeast is made ; this I dilute with a siutable

quantity of water, sufficient to reduce the whole flom' into a dough, say, 50 per cent,

of the whole weight of raw flour. To this mixture have been previously added the

yeast and acid, (whenever acid is applied, which is not indispensable, as before

stated), and the whole is allowed to work for 6 hours at a temperature of 77° F.

for 12 hours at 68°, and for 20 hours at 59°, thus proportionally to the temperature.

While this working or fermentation is going on, the various elements (cerealine, &c.)

which by their peculiar action are productive of brown bread, have undergone a

modification ; the rough parts are separated, the glut^in stripped from its pellicles

and disaggregated, and the same flour which, by the usual process, could have only

produced deep brown bread, will actually yield flrst-rate bread, far superior to that

sold by bakers, chiefly if the fragments of bran are separated by the following process,

which consists in pouring on the sieve, described hereafter, the liquid containing

tho rough parts of flour thus disaggregated and modified by a well-regulated fermen-

tation,

' The sieve alluded to, which may be of any form, and consist of several tissues of

K ic 2
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different tightness, tlie closest being ever arranged underneath or the most forwnrd,

•when the sieve is of cylindrical or vertical form, is intended to keep back the frag-

ments of bran, which would by their interposition impair the whiteness of bread,

and by their weight diminish its nutritive power. The sifted liquid is white, and
constitutes the yeast with which the white flour is mixed after being separated, so as

to make a dough at either a first or several workings, according to the baker's prac-

tice. This dough works or ferments very quickly, and the bread resulting therefrom

is unexceptionable. In case the whiteness or neatness of bread should be looked upon
as a thing of little consequence, a broader sieve might be employed, or even no sieve

used at all, and yet a very nice bread be obtained.
' The saving secured by the application of my process is as follows :—By the

common process, out of 100 parts of wheat, 70 or 75 parts of flour are extracted,

which are fit to yield either white or middle bread
;
whilst, by the improved process,

out of 100 parts of wheat 85 to 88 parts will be obtained, yielding bread of superior

quality, of the best taste, neatness, and nutritious richness.
' In case new yeast cannot be easily provided, the same should be dried at a

temperature of about 86° F., after being suitably separated by means of some
inert dust, and previous to being made use of it should be dipped into 10 parts of

water, lightly sweetened, for 8 to 10 hours, a fit time for the liquid being brought
into a full fermentation, at which time the yeast has recovered its former power.

The same process will hold good for manufacturing rye bread, only 25 per cent.,

about, of coarse bran are to be extracted. For manufacturing biscuits, I use also the

same process, only the dough is made very hard and immediately taken into the

oven, and the products thus obtained are far superior to the common biscuits, both for

their good taste and preservation. Should, however, an old practice exclude all

manner of fermentation, then I might dilute the rough parts of flour in either acidu-

lated or non-acidulated water, there to be left to work for the same time as before,

then sift the water and decant it, after a proper settling of the farinaceous matters

of which the dough is to be made ; thus the action of the acid, decantation, and sifting,

would effectively remove all causes of alteration, which generally impair the biscuits

made of inferior flour.

' The apparatus required for this process is very plain, and consists of a kneading
trough, in which the foul parts are mixed mechanically, or by manual labour, with
the liquid above mentioned. From this trough, and through an opening made therein,

the liquid mixture drops into the fermenting tub, deeper than wide, which must be
kept tightly closed during the fermenting work. At the lower part of this tub a
cock is fitted, which lets the liquid mixture down upon an incline plane, on which the

liquid spreads, so as to be equally distributed over the whole surface of the sieve.

This sieve, of an oblong rectangular form, is laid just beneath, and its tissue ought
to be so close as to prevent the least fragments of bran from passing through ; it is

actuated by the hand, or rather by a crank. In all cases that part of the sieve which
is opposite to the cock must strike upon an unyielding body, for the purpose of

shaking the pellicles remaining on the tissue, and driving them down towards an
outlet on the lower part of the sieve, and thence into a trough purposely con-

trived for receiving the waters issuing from the sieve, and discharging them into a
tank.

' The next operation consists in diluting those pellicles, or rougher parts, which
cotild not pass through the sieve, sifting them again, and using the white water re-

sulting therefrom to dilute the foul parts intended for subsequent operations. The
sieve or sieves may sometimes happen to be obstructed by some parts of gluten ad-

hering thereto, which I wash off with acidulated water for silk tissues, and with an
alkali for metallic ones. This washing method I deem very important, as its non-

application may hinder a rather large operation, and therefore I wish to secure it.

This apparatus may bo liable to some variations, and admit of several sieves super-

posed, and with different tissues, the broadest, however to be placed uppermost.
' Among the various descriptions and combinations of sieves that may be employed,

the annexed figures show one that will give satifactory results.

'Fig. 241 is a longitudinal section, and j?^. 242 an end view, of the machine from
which the bran is ejected. The apparatus rests upon a cast-iron framing a, consist-

ing of two cheeks, kept suitably apart by tie pieces b ; a strong cross-bar on the

upper part admits a wood cylinder c, circled round with iron, and provided with a
wooden cock d. The cylinder c receives tlirough its centre an arbor /, provided

with four arms e, which arbor is supported by two cross-bars g and h, secured by
means of bolts to the uprights i. Motion is imparted to the arbor/by the crank j, by
pulleys driven by the endless straps k, and by the toothed wheel I, gearing into the

wheel m, which is keyed on the upper end of the arbor /. Beneath the cylinder c,

two sieves n and o are borne into a frame p, suspended on one end to two chains q.
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and on the other resting on two guides or bearings r, beneath which, and on the
crank shaft, are cams s, by which that end of the frame that carries the sieves is

alternately raised and lowered. A strong spring u is set to a shaft borne by the
framing a, whilst a ratchet wheel provided with a clink allows the said spring,

241 242

according to the requirements of tho work, to give moro or less impulse or shaking

as the cams s are acting upon the frame-sieve carrying the sieve. Beneath tho

said frame a large hopper t is disposed, to receive and lead into a tank the liquid

passing through the sieves. The filter sieve is worked as follows :—After withdraw-
ing, by means of bolting hutches, 70 per cent., about, of fine fiour, I take out of the

remaining 30 per cent, about 20 per cent, of groats, neglecting the remaining 10 per

cent., from which, however, I could separate the little flour still adhering thereto,

but I deem it more available to sell it off in this state. I submit the 20 per cent, of

groats to a suitable vinous fermentation, and have the whole taken into the cylinder c,

there to be stirred by means of the arbor /and the arms e ; after a suitable stirring,

the cock d is opened and the liquid is let out, spread on the uppermost sieve n, which
keeps back the coarsest bran. The liquid drops then into the second sieve or filter o,

by which the least fragments are retained ; the passage of the liquid through the

filters is quickened by the quivering motion imparted by the cams s to the frame
carrying the sieve.'

The advantages resulting from such a process are obvious : first, it would appear

—

and those experiments have been confirmed by the committee of the Acad6mie des

Sciences, who had to report upon them—that no less than from 16 to 17 per cent, of

white bread of superior quality can be obtained from wheat, which increase is not due

to water, as in other methods, but is a true and real one, the Commissioners having
ascertained that the bread thus manufactured did not contain more water than that

made in the usual way, their comparative examinations in this respect having given

the following results :

—

Loss by drying in Air.

Crumb Crust

Old method 37-8 . . 12-0 per cent.

New method 37-5 . . 14-0

Difference .

Another experiment by Peligot

:

00-; 2-0

Loss by drying in Air at 248° F.

Cramb and Crusf

New method
Old method

34'9 per cent.

34-1 „

Difference , 00-3
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Since the enTnihnmf, of lus Specification, however^ M. Mege Moories lias made
an improTement, trldeh simplifies ec^iBdeiabty his onginal process, accoraing to

wMch. the destruction of the ceiealrn, as "we saw, -was ef&cted by ordinary yeast ; that

is to say, ly aleoholic fermentation. The last improTement consists in preventing
cerealia from beeoming a lactic or glneosic ferment, by precipitating it •vrith common
salt, and not aUomng it iinie to become a feiment. in effect, in order that cereslin

may produce the objectionable eSicts alluded to, it must first pass into the state of

ferment, and, as all nitrogenous substances require a certain time of incubation to

become so, ' if, on the one hand, cerealin be precipitated by means of common salt,

the ^ueosic action is neutaalised ; -whilst, on the o&er hand, the levains being made
with flour containing no cerealin—that is to say, with best -white fiour—^if a short time
before baiing households or seconds are added thereto, it is dear that time -will be
-wanting for it (the ferment) to become developed or arganised, and that, under this

tzeatment, the bread -will remain -white.

The application of these scientific deductions -will be better understand by the fol-

lowing description of the process :

—

100 parts of dean -wheat are ground and divided as follo-wB

:

Best -whites for leaven 40-0

White groats, mised -with a fe-w partides of bran . 3S-0

White groats, mixed Trith a larger quantity of bran . 8-0

Bran (not used) lo'a

Loss 0-5

102-0

Ties= figures vary, of course, according to the kind of -sriieat used, according to

seasons, and according to tjie description of TnTII and the distance of the millstones

used for gnnding.
' In order to convert these products into bread,' says M. Hegs Mouries, ' a

leaven is to be made by TniviTig the 40 parts of best flour above alluded to, -with 20

parts of -water, and proceeding -with it according to the mode and custom adopted in

each locality. This learen, no naatter haw prepared, being ready, the 8 parts of groats

mixed -with the larger quantity of bran above alluded to, are diluted in 45 parts of

•water in -which 0'6 parts of common salt have been pre-rionsly dissolved, and the

whole is passed through a sieve which allows the flour and -water to pass through, but
leiains and separates the partides of bran. The wateryliquid so obtained has a white
colonr, is fiooculent, and loaded with cerealin : it no longer possesses the property cf

liqnefjing gelatinous starch, and weighs 38 parts (tiie remainder of the -water is

retained in the bran, •which has swelled up in consequence, and remains on the sieve).

The leaven is then diluted with that water, whidi is leaded •with best flour, and is

used for converting into drmgb the 38 parts of •H-hite groats above alluded to ; the

dongih is then divided into suitable portions, and after allo^wing it to stand for one

hour, it is finally put in the oven to be baked. As the operations just described tate

place at a temperataire of 25° C. ( =77° F.), the one hour during which the dough is

left to itself is not sn£5cient for tiie cerealin to pass into the state of ferment, and the

consequence is the production of •white bread. Should, however, the temperature be
higher than tliat, or were tiie dongh allowed to be kept for a longer time before

b^ing, the bread produced, instead of being -white, would be so muxi darker, as the

contact -would ha-ve lasted longer. By this process, 100 parts in weight of wheat
yidd 136 parts of dough, and, finally, 115 parts in weight of bread ' instead of 100,

whidi the same quantity of -wheat -would have yielded in the tisual -way. This is

supposing that the grrTyjing of the wheat has been effected -with dose set millstones

;

if ground in lie usual manner, the average yield does not exceed 112 parts in weight

of bread.

The substances -which are now almost esdusively employed for adnlterafing bread

are, teaier, alone or incorporated with lioe, or icaier and alum : other substances, how-
ever, are or have been also occasionally ub^ for the same purpose.

This retention of -water-into bread is secured by underbaVing, by the introduction

of rice, of potatoes, and other lecoke, and of alum.

TJmierhakmg is an operation which consists of keeping in the loaf the -water which
Otherwise -would escape while bakrz^ ; it is, therefore, a process for selling -water at

the price of bread, fi; is dtme by introducing the dougji into an oven unduly heated,

whereby the gases contained in the dough at once expand, and swell it up to the

(xcdiDary dimensions, whilst a deep burnt crust is immediately afterwards formed

;

' Oomrrmnlcatim of M, HSge 2Ic«ii& to Mas Acwi&nie des Edcnoes, January 1858.
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which, inasmuch as it is a bad conductor of heat, prevents the interior of the loaf

from being thoroughly baked, and at the same time opposes the free exit of the water
contained in the dough, and which the heat of the oven partly converts into steam

;

while the crust becomes thicker and darker than it otherwise should be, a sensible

loss of nutritive elements being sustained, at the same time, in the shape of pyrogenous
products, which are dissipated.

The proportion of water retained in bread by underbaking is sometimes so large,

that a baker may thus obtain as much as 106 loaves from a sack of flour.

The addition of boiled rice to the dough is also pretty frequently used to increase

the yield of loaves ; this substance, in fact, absorbs so much water that as many as

116 quartern loaves have thus been obtained from one sack of flour.

From a great number of experiments made with a view to determine the normal
q^uantity of water contained in the crumb of genuine bread, it is ascertained that it

amounts, in new bread, from 38 at least to at most 47 per cent.

The quantity of water contained in bread is easily determined, by cutting a slice

of it, weighing 500 grains, for example, placing it in a small oven heated, by a gas-

burner or a lamp, to a temperature of about 220° F., untO. it no longer loses weight,

the difference between the first and last weighing (that is to say, the loss) indicating,

of course, the amount of water.

Alum, however, is the principal adulterating substance used by bakers, almost

without exception, in this metropolis ; as was proved by Dr. Xormanby in his evidence

before the Select Committee of the House of Commons, appointed in 1855, under
the presidence of ^iLr. W. Scholefield, to inquire into the adulteration of food, drinks,

and drugs, which assertion was corroborated and established beyond doubt by tho

other chemists who were examined also on the subject.

The introduction of alum into bread not only enables the baker to give to bread
made of flour of inferior quality the whiteness of the best bread, but to force and
keep in it a larger quantity of water than could otherwise be done. "We shall see

presently that this fact has been denied, and on what grounds.

The quantity of alum used varies exceedingly; bat no appreciable effect is produced
when the proportion of alum introduced is less than 1 in 900 or 1,000, which is at the
rate of 27 or 28 grains in a quartern loaf. The use of alum, however, has become so

universal, and the Act of Parliament which regulates the matter has so long been
considered as a dead letter, from the trouble, and chance of pecuniary loss which it

entails on the prosecutor should his accusation prove unsnccessful, that but few, and
until quite lately none, of the public of&cers would undertake the discharge of a duty
most disagreeable in itself and at the same time full of risk.

When alum is used in making bread, one of the two following things may happen

:

either the alum wiU be decomposed, as just said, in which case the alumina will, of
necessity, be set free as soon as digestion will have decomposed the organic matter
with which it was combined ; and thus it is presumable that either alum will be
re-formed in the stomach, or that, according to Liebig, the phosphoric acid of the
phosphates of the bread, uniting with the alumina of the alum, will form an insoluble

phosphate of alumina, and the beneficial action of the phosphates will, consequentiy,

be lost to the system ; and since phosphoric acid forms with alumina a compound
hardly decomposable by alkalis or acids, this may, perhaps, explain the indiges-

tibility of the London bakers' bread, -which strikes all foreigners. — Letters on
Chemistry.

The last defence set up in behalf of alumed bread to be noticed is, that, with
certain descriptions of flour, bread cannot be made without it ; that by means of

alum a large quantity of flour is made available for human food, which, without it,

must be withdrawn, and turned to some other less important uses, to the great

detriment of the population, and particularly of the poor, who would be the first

to suffer ftom the increase of the price of bread which such a withdrawal must fatally

produce.

The process usually adopted for the detection of alum is that known as Kuhlmann's
process, which consists in incinerating about 3,000 grains of bread, porphyrising the
ashes so obtained, treating them by nitric acid, evaporating the mixture to dryness,

and diluting the residue with about 300 grains of water, with the help of a gentle

heat ; without filtering, a solution of caustic potash is then added, the whole is boiled

a Utde, filtered, the filtrate is tested with a solution of sal-ammoniac, and boiled for a
few minutes. If a precipitate is formed it is not alumina, as hitherto thought and
stated by Kuhlmann and all other chemists, but phosphate of alumina,—a circumstance

of great importance, not in testing for the presence of alumina, but for the determi-

nation of its amount, as will be shown further on, when entering into the details of

the modifications which it is necessary to make to Kuhlmann's process.

In a paper read in April 1858, at the Society of Aits, Dr. Odling stated that out of
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46 examinations of ashes furnished him by Dr. Gilbert, and treating them by the
above process, he (Dr. Odling) obtained, to use his own words, ' in 21 instances, the
celebrated white precipitate said to be indicative of alumina and alum, so that had
these samples been in a manufactured instead of the natural state—had the wheat,
for example, been made into flour—I should have been justified, according to the

authority quoted, in pronouncing it to be adulterated with alum. But a subsequent
examination of the precipitates I obtained, showed that in reality they were not due
to alumina at all. M. Kuhlmann's process, as above described, is possessed of rare

merits : it vrill never fail in detecting alumina when present, and will often succeed

in detecting it when absent also. The idea of weighing this olla podrida of a preci-

pitate, and from its weight calculating the amount of alum present, as is gravely re-

commended by great anti-adulteration adepts, is too preposterous to require a moment's
refutation.'

In order, however, to render the process for the detection of alum in bread free from
objections, the following method is recommended. It requires only ordinary care, and
it is perfectly accurate :

—

Cut the loaf in half; take a thick slice of crumb from the middle, carefully

trimming the edges so as to remove the crust, or hardened outside, and weigh off

1,500 or 3,000 grains of it; crumble it to powder, or cut it into slices, and expose
them, on a sheet of platinum foil turned up at the edges, to a low red heat, until

fumes are no longer evolved, and the whole is reduced to charcoal, which will re-

quire from twenty to forty minutes, according to the quantity ; transfer the charcoal
to a mortar, and reduce it to fine powder; put now this finely-pulverised charcoal

back again on the platinum foil tray, and leave it exposed thereon to a dark cherry-

red heat until reduced to grey ashes, for which purpose gas-furnace lamps will be
found very convenient. Only a cherry-red heat should be applied, because at a
higher temperature the ashes might fuse, and the incineration be thus retarded.

Eemove the source of heat, drench the grey ashes with a concentrated solution of
nitrate of ammonia, and carefully reapply the heat ; the last portions of charcoal will

thereby be burnt, and the ashes will then have a white or drab colour. Drench them
on the tray with moderately strong and pure hydrochloric acid, and after one or two
minutes' standing, wash the contents of the platinum foil tray, with distilled water,

into a porcelain dish
;

evaporate to perfect dryness, in order to render the silica

insoluble ; drench the perfectly dry residue with strong and pure muriatic acid, and,

after standing for five or six minutes, dilute the whole with water, and boil ; while
boiling, add carefully as much carbonate of soda as is necessary nearly, but not quite,

to saturate the acid, so that the liquor may still be acid ; add as much pure alcohol-

potash as is necessary to render it strongly alkaline ; boil the whole for about three

or four minutes, and filter. K now, after slightly supersaturating the strongly alka-

line filtrate with pure muriatic acid, the further addition of a solution of carbonate of
ammonia produces, either at once or after heating it for a few minutes, a light, white,

flocculent precipitate, it is a sign of the presence of alumina, the identity of which is

confirmed by collecting it on a filter, putting a small portion of it on a platinum hook,

or on charcoal, heating it thereon, moistening the little mass with nitrate of cobalt,

and again strongly heating it before the blowpipe ; when if, without fusi7ig, it assumes
a beautiful blue colour, the presence of alumina is corroborated. If the operator pos-

sesses a silver capsule, he will do well to use it instead of a porcelain one for boiling

the mass with pure caustic alcohol-potash, in order to avoid all chance of any silica

(from the glaze) becoming dissolved by the potash, and afterwards simulating the

presence of alumina, though, if the boiling be not protracted, a porcelain capsule is

quite available. It is, however, absolutely necessary that he should use potasse a
Valcohol, for ordinary caustic potash always contains some, and occasionally consider-

able quantities of alumina, and is totally unsuited for such an investigation. Even
potasse a Valcohol retains traces of silica, either alone or combined with alumina ; so

that for this, and other reasons which will be explained presently, an extravagant
quantity of it should not be used.

Lastly, carbonate of ammonia is preferable to caustic ammonia for precipitating the
alumina, since that earth is far from being insoluble in caustic ammonia.
The liquor from which the alumina has been separated should now be acidified with

hydrochloric acid, and tested with chloride of barium, which should then yield a
copious precipitate of sulphate of barytos.

The only precipitate which can, under the circumstances of the experiment, simulate

alumina, is the phosphate of that earth, which behaves with all reagents as pure alu-

mina. Such a precipitate, therefore, if taken account of as pure alumina, would alto-

gether vitiate a quantitative analysis if the amount of alum were calculated from it

;

but the proof that a certain quantity of alum had been used in the bread from which
it had been obtained woxdd remain unshaken j since alumina, whether in that state
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Or in that of its phosphate, could not have been found except a salt of alumina

—to wit, alum—had been used by the baker. When, therefore, the exact amount
of alumina has to be determined, the precipitate in question should be submitted

to further treatment in order to separate the alumina ; and this can be done easily

and rapidly by dissolving the precipitate in nitric acid, adding a little metallic tin to

the liquor, and boiling. Tho tin becomes rapidly oxidised, and remains in the state

of an insoluble white powder, -which is a mixture of peroxide of tin and of phosphate

of tin, at the expense of all the phosphoric acid of any earthy phosphate which may
have been present. The whole mass is evaporated to dryness, and tho dry residue is

then treated by water and filtered, in order to separate the insoluble white powder,

and the filtrate which contains the alumina should now be supersaturated with car-

bonate of ammonia. If a precipitate is formed, it is pure alumina. The white insoluble

powder, after washing, may be dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and after diluting the

solution with water, the tin may be precipitated therefrom by passing through it a

stream of sulphuretted hydrogen to supersaturation, leaving at rest for ten or twelve

hours, filtering, boiling the filtrate until all odour of sulphuretted hydrogen has disap-

peared ; an excess of nitrate of silver is then added, and the liquor filtered, to sepa-

rate the chloride of silver produced, and exactly neutralising the filtrate with ammonia
;

and if a lemon-yeUow precipitate is produced, immediately soluble in the slightest

excess of either ammonia or nitric acid, it is basic phosphate of silver (3AgO), PhO*,
the precipitate obtained in the first instance being thus proved to be phosphate of

alumina. The pure alumina obtained may now be collected on a filter, washed with
boiling water, thoroughly dried, and then ignited and weighed. One grain of alumina
represents 9'027 grains of crystallised alum.

In testing bread for alum, it should be borne in mind, however, that the water used
for making the dough generally contains a certain quantity of sulphates, and that a pre-

cipitate of sulphate of barytes will therefore be very frequently obtained, though much
less considerable than when aliun has been used. Some waters called ' selenitous ' con-

tain so much sulphate of lime in solution, that if they were used in niaking the dough,
chloride of barium would afford, of course, a considerable precipitate. For these

reasons, therefore, the separation and identification of alumina are the only reliable

proofs ; because, as that earth does not exist normally in any shape in wheat or com-
mon" salt otherwise than in traces, the proof that alum has been used becomes irre-

sistible when we find, on the one hand, alumina, and, on the other, a more considerable

amount of sulphate of barytes than, except under the most extraordinary circum-
stances, genuine bread would yield.

Sulphate of copper, like alum, possesses the property of hardening gluten, and thus,

with a flour of inferior quality, bread can be made of good appearance, as if a superior
flour had been use'd.

The use of sulphate of copper in bread is said to have originated about 25 or 30 years
ago with the bakers of Belgium.
M. Kuhlmann, Professor of Chemistry at Lille, having been called upon several

times by the courts of justice to examine, by chemical processes, bread suspected of
containing substances injurious to health, collected some interesting facts upon the
subject, which were published under the direction of the central council of salubrity
of the department du Nord.

For some time public attention has been drawn to an odious fraud committed by a
great many bakers in the north of France and in Belgium,—the introduction of a
certain quantity of sulphate of copper into their bread. When the flour was made
from bad grain, this adulteration was very generally practised, as was proved by many
convictions and confessions of the guilty persons. WTien the dough does not rise well
in the fermentation {le pain pousse plat), this inconvenience was found to be obviated
by the addition of blue vitriol, which was supposed also to cause the flour to retain
more water. The quantity of blue vitriol added is extremely small, and it is never
done in presence of strangers, because it is reckoned a Taluable secret. It occasions
no economy of yeast, but rather the reverse. In a litre (about a quart) of water, an
ounce of sulphate of copper is dissolved ; and of this solution a wine-glassful is mixed
with tho water necessary for 50 quartern or 4-pound loaves.
Lime water has been recommended by Liebig as a means of improving the bread

made from inferior flour, or of flour slightly damaged by ieeping, by warehousing, or
during transport in ships ; and this method, at the meeting of the British Association at
Glasgow, in 1855, was reported as having been tried to a somewhat considerable
extent by the bakers of that town, and -with success ; the bread kneaded with lime-
water, instead of pure water, being of good appearance, good taste, good texture, and
free from the sour taste which invariably belongs to alumed or even to genuine bread ;

—

admitting all this to be true, still wo should deprecate the use of lime-water in bread,
because it cannot be done with impunity ; howoyer small tho dose of additional matter
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may be considered when taken separately, it is always large when considered

as portion of an article of food like bread, consmned day after day, and at each

meal, without interruption. To allow articles of food to bo tampered with,

under any circumstances, is a dangerous practice, even if it wero proved that

it can be done without risk, which, however, is not the case ; and Liebig himself

has said that chemists should never propose the use of chemical products for culinary

preparations.

The quantity of ashes left after the incineration of genuine bread, varies from I'o

at least to at most 3 per cent. ; and if the latter quantity of ashes be exceeded, the

excess may safely be pronounced to be due to an artificial introduction of some saline

or earthy matter.

As to the addition to bread of potatoes, beans, rice, turnips, maize, or Indian corn,

which has occasionally been practised to a considerable extent, especially in years of

scarcity, it is o-indent that they are actually permitted under the Act of Parliament,

Will. IV. cap. 27. sect. 11.

In his ' New Letters on Chemistry,' Liebig makes the following remarks on the

subject:

—

' The proposals which have hitherto been made to use substitutes for flour, and
thus diminish the price of bread in times of scarcity, prove how much the rational

principles of hygiene are disregarded, and how unknown the laws of nutrition are

still. It is with food as with fuel. If we compare the price of the various kinds

of coals, of wood, of tuif, we shall find that the number of pence paid for a certain

volume or weight of these materials is about proportionate to the number of

degrees of heat which they evolve in burning The mean price of food

in a large country is ordinarily the criterion of its nutritive value

Considered as a nutritive agent, rye is quite as dear as wheat ; such is the case

also with rice and potatoes ; in fact, no other flour can replace wheat in this

respect. In times of scarcity, however, these ratios undergo modification, and
potatoes and rice acquire then a higher value, because, in addition to their natural

value as respiratory food, another value is superadded, which in times of abundance
is not taken into account.

' The addition to wheat flour of potato starch, of dextrine, of the pulp of turnips,

gives a mixture, the nutritive value of which is equal* to that of potatoes, or perhaps

loss ; and it is evident that one cannot consider as an improvement this transforma-

tion of wheat flour into a food having only the same value as rice or potatoes.'

The detection of potato starch, of beans, peas, Indian corn, rice, and other foculae,

which is so easily effected by meaus of the microscope in flour, is exceedingly dif-

ficult, if not impossible, in bread. Bread which has been made with flour mixed with
Indian corn is harsher to the touch, and has frequently a slight yellovrish colour, and
when moistened with solution of potash of ordinary strength, a yellow or greenish-

yellow tinge is developed.—The late Dr. A. N. See Toast, Leaven.

"Wo exported in 1871 the following quantities of Bread and Biscuits :

—

c^vt3.

To Eussia 2,167
Sweden 2,249
Norway . 3,778
Germany 1,967

Holland 10,107
Belgium 9,039

France 194,646
Portugal, Azores, and Madeira 2,353

Italy 7,433

United States,—Atlantic 10,027
Pacific 104

Foreign West Indies . 2,424

Peru 1,515

Brazil 3,965

Argentine Confederation . , . .
'

. . 2,219

Channel Islands 4,586

British India : ,

Bombay and Scinde 1,611

Bengal 1,499

Ceylon 2,045

British West India Islands and British Guiana . . 2,296

Other countries 25,027

291.047
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BBEAB-FRITZT TREE. (Ariocarpacets, &pTos, bread
; x"P''^^^i fiui^-) Tho^.

incisa, the true bread-fruit tree, is a native of the South Sea Islands, inhabiting such

places as are hot and damp. The tree is about twelve inches diameter, and grows to

the height of forty feet. The fruit is about the size of a melon, and the seeds arc

large nut-like bodies. The fleshy receptacle is the valuable part of the fruit. It is

very white, and of the consistence of new bread. When washed it becomes excellent

food, tiisting like wheaten bread, only a little sweeter.

A cloth is made of the fibres of the inner bark; the wood is used for building

houses and boats. The leaves are used as towels and table-cloths, and to wrap pro-

visions in. The male catkins serve as tinder, and the juice is employed as birdlime,

and to mend the cracks in the water vessels of the natives. See Cow Teee, Jack
Tree, Upas Teee.
BRECCXA. An Italian term used for a rock composed of angular fragments of

stone, cemented together by an earthy or a mineral substance. It corresponds to the
' broclcrans ' of the Cumberland miners.

SRECCIATEB ACrATEi. An agato composed of fragments of jasper, blood-

stone, &c., cemented by chalcedony.

BKEBZES. {Braise, 'Ev.) The dust of coke or charcoal. The coke bui-nor applies

this term to the small residual coke obtained in coke burning. The sifted ashes

removed from houses is called breeze, and sold under that name to brickmakors and
others.

BREEZE OVE29". An oven for the manufacture of small coke. Mr. Joseph
Davis, of Birmingham, has patented {Specification, a.d. 1856, No. 1,425) a breeze

oven, many of which are in use in South Staffordshire. The ' thick coal ' of South
Staifordshiro is employed in this oven. The slack is screened, and the finer part is

biu-nt on the grate adjoining the boiler, the remainder is converted into ' breezes.'

Mr. Davis's specification will most completely illustrate and explain the character of

this oven :

—

This invention consists of a coke oven, constructed, arranged, and used as hereinafter

described, and illustrated in the accompanying drawings, for the manufacture of the

small coke called breezes, for economising of heat, and for tho suppression or partial

suppression of smoke.

243 " 244

Fig. 243 of the accompanying drawing represents in elevation, fig. 244 in vortical

section, and fi.g. 245 in plan, a coke oven, combined with the furnace of a steam-
boiler, constructed according to this invention.

The said coke oven consists of a chamber or
furnace, a, provided with doors, b, b, by which
said doors the coal to be coked is introduced
and the admission of air regulated. The
draught may be further regulated by means of
the damper, c. The oven, a, is also provided
with flues, d, in which flues dampers may be
situated. The heated air and flame from the
oven, a, may be conducted therefrom either into

a stack or chimney, or into the furnace or
fireplace, e, of a steam-boiler, /, or the said

heated air and flame may be conducted else-

where, where they can be applied to heating
or other useful purpose. When the flame and
heated air from the coke oven, a, are con-
ducted into tho furnace, e, of a steam-boiler,

/, they may be delivered at or near the bridge of the said furnace, when they will
effect the suppression or partial suppression of the smoke from the said furnace.
The heat from the coke oven, a, also increases the production of steam in the boiler, /,
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When the coal in the oven, a, has been converted into the small coke, called breezes,

the combustion is stopped by the closing of the doors, h b, damper, c, and the door, gr,

of the ash-pit; and the breezes are cooled by the introduction of a jet of water into

the said oven, the said water being directed upon the breezes ; or the said breezes

may be withdrawn from the oven in a heated state, and afterwards cooled by water
of otherwise. Although I prefer to place the coke oven on the side of the boiler, as

represented, yet it may be placed under the boiler, or in any other convenient situation.

Although I have only represented in the accompanying drawing the combination

of a coke oven for manufacturing breezes with a steam-boiler, yet the said oven may
be combined with any other furnace for the purpose of increasing its heat and
suppressing or partially suppressing its smoke ; but I believe the nature of my said

invention will be suificiently understood by the description herein given, and illus-

trated in the accompanying drawing.

The size and form of the ovens may be varied to suit the quantity of breezes to be
manufactured, and the particular purposes to which the flame and heated air from
the said ovens are to be applied.

BRBIMCExr B&1TE and CrKEEN'. Pigments containing a basic carbonate of

copper with alumina and carbonate of lime. According to one method, blue vitriol

(sulphate of copper) is dissolved in 10 parts of water, and a little aquafortis added
;

the liquid is allowed to stand for a week, and is then filtered ; after addition of lime-

water, it is precipitated by a solution of pearlash. By Gentele's method, these pig-

ments are prepared from common salt and blue vitriol. A blue or a green colour is

produced, according as the pigraent is mixed with water or with linseed oil.

BREWZirG. (Brasser, Fr.
;
Brauen, Ger.) The art of making beer, or an alco-

holic liquor, from a fermented infusion of some saccharine and amylaceous substance

with water.

Figs. 246 and 247 represent the arrangement of the utensils and machinery in a
porter brewery on the largest scale, in which it must be observed that the elevation

Jiff. 247, is in a great degree imaginary as to the plane upon which it is taken, but the

different vessels are arranged so as to explain their uses most readily, and at the same
time to preserve, as nearly as possible, the relative position which is usually assigned

to each in works of this nature.

The malt for the supply of the brewery is stored in vast granaries or malt-lofts,

usually situated in the upper part of the buildings. Of these, we have been able to

represent only one, at i., fig. 246: the others, which are supposed to be on each side

of it, cannot be seen in this view. Immediately beneath the granary a, on the ground-
floor, is the mill; in the upper storey above it, are two pairs of rollers {figs. 246, 248,

and 249), under a a, for bruising or crushing the grains of the malt. In the floor

beneath the rollers are the mill-stones b b, where the malt is sometimes ground, instead

of being merely bruised by passing between the rollers, under a a.

The malt, when prepared, is conveyed by a trough into a chest d, to the left of b,

from which it can be elevated by the action of a spiral screw, fig, 250, enclosed in

the sloping tube e, into the large chest or bin b, for holding ground malt, situated

immediately over the mash-tun d. The mash-tun is a large circular tub with a double
bottom ; the uppermost of which is called a false bottom, and is pierced with many
holes. There is a space of about 2 or 3 inches between the two, into which the stop-

cocks enter, for letting in the water and drawing off the wort. The holes of the false

bottom, if of wood, should be burned, and not bored, to prevent the chance of their

filling up by the swelling of the wood, which would obstruct the drainage : the

holes should be conical, and largest below, being about |ths of an inch there, and gth

at the upper surface. The perforated bottom must be fitted truly to the sides of the

mash-tun, so that no grains may pass through. The mashed liquor is let off into a
large back, from which it is pumped into the wort-coppers. The mash-tun is pro-

vided with a peculiar rotatory apparatus for agitating the crushed grains and water
together, which we shall presently describe. The size of the wort-copper is pro-

portional to the amount of the brewing, and it must, in general, be at least so large

as to operate upon the whole quantity of wort made from one mashing; that is, for

every quarter of malt mashed, the copper should contain 140 gallons. The mash-tun
ought to be at least a third larger, and of a conical form, somewhat wider below than

above. The malt is reserved in this bin till wanted, and is then let down into thS

mashing-tun, where the extract is obtained by hot water supplied from the copper g,

seen to the left of b.

The water for the service of the brewery is obtained from the well b, seen beneath

the mill to the right, by a lifting pump worked by the steam-engine ; and the forcing-

pipe/, of this pump conveys the water up to the large reservoir or water-back f, placed

at the top of the engine-house. From this cistern, iron pipes are laid to the copper o
(on the loft-hand side of the figure), as also to every part of the establishment where
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cold water can be wanted for cleaning and washing the vessels. The copper g can

be filled with cold water by merely turning a cock ; and the water when boiled therein,

is conveyed by the pipe g into the bottom of the mash-tun B. The water is intro-

duced beneath a false bottom, upon which the malt lies ; and, rising up through the
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holes in tie false bottom, it extracts the saccharine matter from the malt ; a greater

or less time being allowed for the infusion, according to circumstances. The instant

the water is drawn off from the copper, fresh water must bo let into it, in order to be
ready for boiling the second mashing, because the copper must not be left empty for a
moment, otherwise the intense heat of the fire would destroy its bottom. For the

convenience of thus letting down at once as much liquor as will fill the lower part of

the copper, a pan or second boiler is placed over the top of the copper, as seen in

fig. 252 ; and the steam rising from the copper coinmunicates a considerable degi'ee

of heat to the contents of the pan, without any expense of fuel. This will be more
minutely explained hereafter.

During the process of mashing, the malt is agitated in the mash-tun, so as to expose

every part to the action of the water. This is done by a mechanism contained within

the mash-tun, which is put in motion by a horizontal shaft above it, ii, leading from
the mill. The mash machine is shown separately in fig. 251. When the operation of

mashing is finished, the wort or extract is drained down from the malt into the vessel

I, called the underkaoJc, immediately below the mash-tun, of like dimensions, and
situated always on a lower level, for which reason it has received this name. Here the

wort does not remain longer than is necessary to drain off the whole of it from the tun

above. It is then pumped up by the tliree-barrelled pump k, into the pan upon the

top of the copper, by a pipe which cannot be seen in this section. The wort remains
in the pan until the water for the succeeding mashes is discharged from the copper.

But this delay is no loss of time, because the heat of the copper, and the steam arising

from it, prepare the wort, which had become cooler, for boiling. The instant the

copper is emptied, the fijst wort is let down from the pan into the copper, and the

second wort is pumped up from the under-back into the upper pan. The proper pro-

portion of hops is thrown into the copper through the near hole, and then the door

is shut down and screwed fast, to keep in the steam, and cause it to rise up tlirough

pipes into the pan. It is thus forced to blow up through the wort in the pan, and
communicates so much heat to it, or to water, called liquor by the brewers, that either

is brought near to the boiling point. The different worts succeed each other through
all the different vessels with the greatest regularity, so that there is no loss of time,

but every part of the apparatus is constantly employed. When the ebullition has
continued a sufBcient period to coagulate the grosser part of the extract, and to evapo-
rate part of the water, the contents of the copper are run off through a large cock into

tho Jack-back k, below g, which is a vessel of sufficient dimensions to contain it, and
provided with a bottom of cast-iron plates, perforated with small holes, through which
tho wort drains and leaves tho hops. The hot wort is drawn off from tho jack-back
through tho pipe h by the three-barrelled pump, which throws it up to the coolers

L L L ; this pump being made Tvith different pipes and cocks of communication, to

serve all tho purposes of the brov."ery, except that of raising the cold water from tho

well. The coolers, l l x, are very shallow vessels, built over one another in several

stages ; and that part of the building in which they are contained is built with lattice-

work or shutter flaps, on all sides to admit free currents of air. When the wort is

sufficiently cooled to be put to the first fermentation, it is conducted in pipes from all

the different coolers to the largo fermenting vessel or gyle-tun m, which, with another
similar vessel behind it, is of sufficient capacity to contain all the beer of one day's

brewing.

Whenever the first fermentation is concluded, tho beer is drawn off from the great

fermenting vessel m, into the small fermenting casks or cleansing vessels n, of which
there are a great number in the brewery. They are placed four together, and to eacli

four a common spout is provided to carry off the yea st, and conduct it into tho troughs

u, placed beneath. In these cleansing vessels tho beer remains till the fermentation

is completed ; and it is then put into the store-vats, which are casks or tuns of an
immense size, where it is kept till wanted, and is finally drawn off into barrels, and
sent away from the brewery. Tho store-vats are not represented in the figure : tliey

are of a conical shape, and of different dimensions, for fifteen to twenty feet

diameter, and usually from fifteen to twenty feet in depth. The steam-engine, which
puts all the machine in motion, is exliibited in its place on the right side of tho figure.

On the axis of the large fly-wheel is a bevelled spur-wheel, which turns another

similar wheel upon the end of a horizontal shaft, which extends from the engine-

house to the great horse-wheel, set in motion by means of a spur-wheel. The horse-

wlieel drives all the pinions for tho mill-stones b b, and also the horizontal axis which
works the three-barrelled pump k. The rollers a a are turned by a bevel wheel
upon the upper end of the axis of the horse-wheel, which is prolonged for that purpose

;

and the horizontal shaft n, for tho mashing engine, is driven by a pair of bevel wheels.

There is likewise a sack-tackle, which is not represented. It is a machine for drawing
up the sacks of malt from the court-yard to tho highest part of the building, whence
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the sacks are wheeled on a truck to the malt-loft A, and the contents of the sack are

discharged.

The horso--wheel is intended to be driven by horses occasionally, if the steam-engine

should fail ; but these engines

are now brought to such perfec-

tion that it is very seldom any
resource of this kind is needed.

Fig. 247 is a representation

of the fcrmenting-house at the

brewery of Messrs. Whitbread
and Company, Chiswell Street,

London, which is one of the

most complete in its arrange-

ment in the world : it was
erected after the plan of Mr,
Eichardson, who conducts the

brewing at those works. The
whole of fig. 247 is to be con-

sidered as devoted to the same
object as the large vessel m and
the casks n, fi^. 246. In fig.

247, r r is the pipe which leads

from the different coolers to

convey the wort to the great

fermenting vessels or squares

M, of which there are two, one

behind the other
; // repre-

sent a part of the great pipe

which conveys all the water
from the well e, fig. 246, up to

the water cistern f. This pipe

is conducted purposely up tlie

wall of the formenting-houso,

fig. 2i7, and has a cock in it,

near r, to stop the passage.

Just beneath this passage a
branch-pipe p procoeeds, and
enters a large pipe x x, which
has the former pipe r within-

side of it. From the end of tho

pipe X, nearest to the squares
M, another branch n n proceeds,

and returns to tho original pipe

/, with a cock to regulate it.

The object of this arrangement
is to make all, or any part, of

the cold water flow through the

pipe X X, which surrounds the

pipe r, formed only of thin

copper, and thus cool the wort
passing through the pipe r,

until it is found by tho ther-

mometer to have the exact

temperature which is desirable

before it is put to ferment in

the great square m. By means
of the cocks at n and ^j, the

quantity of cold water passing

over the surface of the piper can

be regulated at pleasiire, whero-

'by the heat of the wort, when
it entersdnto tne square, may bo
adjusted within half a degree.

When tho first fermentation

in the squares m m is finished,

the beer is drawn off from thcni by pipes marked v, and conducted by its branches

www, to the different rows of fermenting-tuns, marked n n, which occupy the gi-eater
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part of the building. In the hollow between every two rows are placed large troughs,

to contain the yeast which they throw off. The figure shows that the small tuns are all

placed on a lower level than the bottom of the great vessels m, so that the beer will flow

into them, and, by hydrostatic equilibrium, will fill them to the same level. When
they are filled, the communication-cock is shut

;
but, as the working o£F the yeast

diminishes the quantity of beer in each vessel, it is necessary to replenish them from
time to time. For this purpose, the two large vats o o are filled from the great squares

M M, before any beer is drawn off into the small casks n, and this quantity of beer is

reserved at the higher level for filling up. The two vessels o o are, in reality, situated

between the two squares m m ; but I have been obliged to place them thus in the sec-

tion, in order that they may be seen. Near each fiUing-up tun o is a small cistern t,

communicating with the tun o by a pipe, which is closed by a float-valve. The small

cisterns t are always in communication with the pipes which lead to the small

fermenting vessels n ; and therefore the surface of the beer in all the tuns, and in the

cisterns, will always be at the same level ; and as this level subsides by the working
off of the yeast from the tuns, the float sinks and opens the valve, so as to admit a
sufl[iciency of beer from the filling-up tuns o, to restore the surfaces of the beer in all

the tuns, and also in the cistern t, to the original level. In order to carry off the

yeast which is produced by the fermentation of the beer in the tuns o o, a conical iron

dish or funnel is made to float upon the surface of the beer which they contain ; and
from the centre of this funnel a pipe, o, descends, and passes through the bottom of

the tun, being packed with a collar of leather, so as to be water-tight ; at the same
time that it is at liberty to slide down, as the surface of the beer descends in the tun.

The yeast flows over the edge of this funnel-shaped dish, and is conveyed down the

pipe into a trough beneath.

Beneath the fermenting-house are large arched vaults, p, built with stone, and lined

with stucco. Into these the beer is let down in casks when sufficiently fermented, and
is kept in store till wanted. These vaults are used at Mr. Whitbread's brewery, instead

of the great store-vats of which we have before spoken, and are in some respects pre-

ferable, because they preserve a great equality of temperature, being beneath the surface

of the earth.

The kiln-dried malt is sometimes ground between stones in a common corn-mill, like

oatmeal ; but it is more generally crushed between iron rollers, at least for the purpose

of the London brewers.

The Crushing Mill.—The cylinder malt-mill is constructed as shown mfigs. 248, 249.

I is the sloping-trough, by which the malt is let down from its bin or floor to the

hopper A of the miU, whence
it is progressively shaken in

between the rollers b d. The
rollers are of iron, truly cy-

lindrical, and their ends rest

in bearers of hard brass, fitted

into the side frames of iron.

A screw e goes through the up-

right, and serves to force the

bearer of the one roller towards

that of the other, so as to

bring them closer together

when the crushing effect is to

be increased, o is the square

end of the axis, by which one

of the rollers may bo turned

either by the hand or by
power; the other derives its

rotatory motion from a pair of equal-toothed wheels ii, which are fitted to the other

end of the axes of the rollers, d is & catch which works into the teeth of a ratchet-

wheel on the end of one of the rollers (not shown in this view). The lever c

strikes the trough b at the bottom of the hopper, and gives it the shaking motion for

discharging the malt between the rollers, from the side sluice a. e e, fig. 248, are

scraper-plates of sheet iron, the edges of which press by a weight against the surfaces

of the rollers, and keep them clean.

Instead of the cylinders, some employ a crushing mill of a conical-grooved form,

like a coffee-mill upon a large scale.

Fig. 260 is the screw by which the ground or bruised malt is raised up, or conveyed

from one part of the brewery to another, x is an inclined box or trough, in the centre

of which the axis of the screw h is placed ; the spiral iron plate or worm, which is

fixed projecting from the axis, and which forms the screw, is made very nearly to
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fill tlie inside of the box. By this means, when the scrow is turned round by the

wheels e f, or by any other means, it raises up tho malt from the box d, and delivers it

at the spout o.

This screw is equally applicable for conveying tho malt horizontally in the troughs,

as slantingly ; and similar machines are employed in various parts of breweries for con-

veying the malt wherever the situation of the works require.

Fig. 251 is the mashing-machine. a a is the tun, made of wood staves hooped to-

gether. In the centre of it rises a perpendicular shaft b, which is turned slowly round

by means of the bevelled wheels < m at the top. c c are two arms projecting from
that axis, and supporting the short vertical axis d of the spur-wheel x, which is

turned by the spur-wheel w; so that, when the central axis b is made to revolve, it-

will carry tho thick short axle d round the tun in a circle. That axle d is furnished

witli a number of arms, e e, which have blades placed obliquely to the plane of theic-

Vol. I. L L
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motion. When the axis is turned round, these arms agitato the malt in the tun, and
give it a constant tendency to rise upwards from the bottom.
The motion of the axle d is produced by a wheel, x, on the upper end of it, which is

turned by a wheel, w, fastened on the middle of the tube h, which turns freely round
upon its central axis. Upon a higher point of the same tube 6 is a bevel wheel o,

receiving motion from a bevel wheel q, fixed upon the end of the horizontal axis n n,

which gives motion to the whole machine. This same axis has a pinion p upon
it, which gives motion to the wheel r, fixed near the middle of a horizontal axle,

which, at its left-hand end, has a bevel pinion i, working the wheel u, before mentioned.
By those means, the rotation of the central axis b will be very slow compared with the

motion of the axle d ; for the latter will make seventeen or eighteen revolutions on its

own axis in the same space of time that it will be carried once round the tun by the

motion of the shaft b. At the beginning of the operation of mashing, the machine is

made to turn with a slow motion ; but, after having wetted all the malt by one revo-

lution, it is driven qmcker. For this purpose, the ascending-shaft / ff,
which gives

motion to the machine, has two bevel wheels h i, fijxed upon a tubefg, which is fitted

upon a central shaft. These wheels actuate the wheels m and o, upon the end of the
horizontal shaft n n ; but the distance between the two wheels h and i is such that they
cannot be engaged both at once with the wheels m and o ; but the tubef g, to which,

they are fixed, is capable of sliding up and down on its central axis sufficiently to bring
either wheel h ov i into gear with its corresponding wheel o or m, upon the horizontal

shaft ; and as the diameters ot no and i m are of very different proportions, the velocity

of the motion of the machine can be varied at pleasure, by using one or other. Jc and
Jc are two levers, which are forked at their extremities, and embrace collars at the ends
of the tube/g. These levers being united by a rod, I, the handle k gives the means of
moving the tube/ g, and its wheels h i, up or down, to throw either the one or the
other wheel into gear.

_

Figs. 252, 253 represent the copper of a London brewery. Fig. 252 is a vertical sec-

tion
; Jig. 253, a ground plan of the fire-grate and flue, upon a smaller scale : a is the close

copper kettle, having its bottom convex within ; b is the open pan placed Upon its top.

From the upper part of the copper, a wide tube, c, ascends, to carry off the steam gene-

rated during the ebullition of the wort, which is conducted through four downwards-
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slanting tubes, d d {two only are visible in this section), into the liquor of the pan b, in

order to warm its contents. A vertical iron shaft or spindle, e, passes down through the

tube c, nearly to the bottom of the copper, and is there mounted with an iron arm, called

a rotiser, which carries round a chain hung in loops, to prevent the hops from adhering to

the bottom of the boiler. Three bent stcays, /, are stretched across the interior, to support

the shaft by a collet at their middle junction. The shaft carries at its upper endabevel
wheel

ff,
working into a bevel pinion upon the axis k, which may be turned either by

power or by hand. The rouser shaft may be lifted by means of the chain i, which, going

over two pulleys, has its end passed round the wheel and axle k, and is turned by a

winch : Z is a tube for conveying the waste steam into the chimney m.
The heat is applied as follows :—For heating the colossal coppers of the London

breweries, two separate fires are required, which are separated by a narrow wall of

brickwork, m. Jigs. 252, 253. The dotted circle a' a', indicates the largest circumfe-

rence of the copper, and b' b' its bottom ; o o are the grates upon which the coals are

tlirown, not through folding doors (as of old), but through a short slanting iron hopper,

shown at p, fig. 252, built in the wall, and kept constantly filled with the fuel, in order

to exclude the air. Thus the low stratum of coals gets ignited before it reaches the

grate. Above the hopper j), a narrow channel is provided for the admission of at-

mospherical air, in such quantity merely as may be requisite to complete the com-

bustion of the smoke of the coals. Behind each grate there is a fire bridge, r, which
reflects the flame upwards, and causes it to play upon the bottom of the copper. The
burnt air then passes round the copper in a semicircular flue, s s, from which it flows

off into the chimney m, on whose under end a sliding damper-plate, i, is placed, for tem-

pering the draught. When cold air is admitted at this orifice, the combustion of the

fuel is immediately checked. There is, besides, another slide-plate at the entrance of

the slanting fiue into the vertical chimney, for regulating the play of the flame under

and around the copper. If the plate t be opened, and the other plate shut, the power

of the flre is suspended, as it ought to be, at the time of emptying the copper. Imme-
diately over the grate is a brick arch, v., to protect the front edge of the copper from

the first impulsion of the flame. The chimney is supported upon iron pillars, v v; w
is a cavity closed with a slide-plate, through which the ashes may be taken out from

behind, by means of a long iron hook.

We have thus given the general plan and requisites for a brewery on a large scale.

We need scarcely say those arrangements will vary in every establishment, according

to the requirements and facilities of the locality, and the various modes of operation.

The few simple utensils required may be easily recapitulated :

—

1. A mill for crushing the malt.

2. An iron pan for heating water.

3. A mash-tun or open tub fitted with a false bottom, a strainer, or with some other

means of allowing the wort to run off freely, keeping back the grains.

4. An iron or copper pan for boiling the wort.

6. A shallow vessel or cooler, over which is placed the hop-jack or sieve for strain-

ing out the spent-hops.

6. A gyle tun or open tub for commencement of the fermentation.

7, A barrel or cask in which the cleansing is completed.

The first necessity is a plentiful supply of pure water, which it shoxild be the chief

aim in all arrangements to render available at the least labour and cost, as on its

proper and judicious application greatly depends the regulation of the temperature in

the various operations ; and the most scrupulous cleanliness in every part is of the

utmost importance. The fermenting rooms and store-ceUars should be placed below
the ground level, for the purpose of attaining a low and equable temperature ; and
for this purpose also the double stone fermenting square is highly esteemed. It con-

sists of an inner cubical vessel, containing from fifteen to thirty barrels ; each side

formed by one slab of fine slate. This is placed in an exterior square or shell of

inferior stone, leaving a space between the inner and outer squares, which can be
filled with hot or cold water at pleasure. The inner or fermenting square has a man-
hole, with a raised rim, in the slab forming the top, on which also are raised four

other fine slate slabs, which form a cistern for the expansion and overflow of the beer
and yeast during the process of the fermentation, and from which the yeast is readily

removed at its close.

The process of brewing may be classed under three heads : the mashing, the boil-

ing, and the fermentation.

For the principle which should guide the brewer in the conduct of these operations,

we refer to the article Beer, where it will be seen that the ultimate success of the

entire series depends greatly on the regulation of the temperature, the duration, and
the proper management of the initial process of malting.

The Mashing.—Upon this very important process information, the result of Dr. A<
L L 2
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Scliwarzer'g researches, is perhaps the most valnaLlc and precise of the present day,

and it would be well if every brewer were familiar with them.
In the Brewers' Journal, January 15, 1871, this information is fully detailed, but

as the number may not easily be obtainable, it is here reinserted:

—

' As a general rule, the larger the quantity of diastase and the greater the heat up
to a certain point, the more rapid is the transformation of the gummy portion of the

starch into sugar.

'At a temperature of about 167° Fahr., and especially at 177° or 178°, however, a
diminution takes place in the action of the diastase, which increases with the further

increase of the temperature ; and if the heat be raised for a certain time to about 190°,

the action of the diastase ceases altogether.
' If also an extract of malt be heated to 190° before the starch is added, a diminution

in the action occurs, which is the more determined according to the length of time at

which the heat has been maintained.
' The quantity of diastase thus rendered inactive may be ascertained by comparing

the action of a certain amount of the overheated extract, with that of a like quantity

at the temperature of 145°. Observation must be taken of the time which elapses

before all reaction ceases to be exhibited by the iodine test ; and the same test must
be applied to the action of the extract submitted to the lower temperature.

' Two per cent, of an extract of malt, not weakened by heating, effects the trans-

formation more rapidly than four times that percentage kept at the heat of 178° for

one hour, or than twenty per cent, of the same extract maintained for the same period

at a temperature of 190°. In the last case scarcely one-tenth of the diastase originally

developed in the malt remains in the extract.

' With minute quantities of diastase the action proceeds more rapidly at first with a

temperature of 190°, but afterward more slowly than at 145°.
' When the iodine test shows no discolouration, the saccharification is practically

terminated, and the continuance of the action of the diastase yields an infinitesimal

quantity of sugar.
' If, in one hour, and until the iodine shows no discolouration,'fifty per cent, of sugar

is formed, and if, during the next three hours, only two per cent, is produced, it is

certain that the iodine test shows practically the action is finished.
' The cause of this feeble saccharification after the iodine test ceases to act, does not,

however, arise from the exhaustion of the energy of the diastase, because if a new
amount of starch be added, it will be rapidly transformed.

'At all temperatures from 167° to 32°, even though employing very different pro-

portions of diastase, from fifty to fifty-three per cent, of sugar is invariably produced
from the starch in the extract.

'Admitting that the starch is transformed into an equivalent of sugar, and an
equivalent of dextrine, analysis shows that the sugar to be obtained from the extract

amounts to 5 2 '6 per cent, of the extract.

' The amount of sugar obtained in practice differs so little from this rate that the

small difference may fairly be supposed to arise from errors in the quantities and in-

teiTuptions in the action of the diastase.

'At temperatures exceeding 167° the quantity of sugar produced falls off in pro-

portion.

'At 190°, after the iodine test ceases to act, the amount of sugar formed in the

extract may fall off to twenty-seven per cent. ; and even if the extract is heated to

that temperature before the addition of the starch gum, and the greatest care be taken

to prevent cooling during the experiment, very little change indeed will be observed

in the percentage.
' If all these facts be taken into account, it seems certain, that the action of the

diastase at temperature below 167° is very different from what it is under greater

heats.

' The amount of sugar equal to twenty-seven per cent, which is the minimum value

at which the iodine test ceases to exhibit any change, agrees exactly with the trans-

formation of starch into an equivalent of sugar and an equivalent of dextrine.

'A fact deserving of notice is, that between the temperatures of 167° and 190° the

difference in the amount of sugar formed is more than twenty per cent.
' In maintaining the extract of malt at 190° for a long period, it is so greatly altered

that when the heat is afterward lowered, the amount of sugar is not, or scarcely at

all, increased ; but if, on the contrary, a solution of starch which contains about

twenty-seven per cent, of sugar, be heated to 190°, and afterwards submitted to the

action of diastase, not heated and enfeebled at a lower temperature, the percentage

may be carried to fifty-two per cent.
' During fermentation, the diastase continues to eflfect the transformation of starch

;

and it is not improbable that yeast acts in the same manner as the former.'
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With these very important facts before us, it is comparatively easy for the brewer
to determine his rule or mode of operation in the process of mashing.

As the heats approaching to 167° tend to detract from the energy of the diastase,

such must of course as much as possible be avoided, it being known with equal

certainty that when malt-wort is allowed to drop its temperature to a heat approach-

ing 140^, it is liable to aeetancy, and more readily so, as the temperature recedes

below 140° ; about 120° being the most favourable to the change.

Therefore it is advisable that the wort should reach the copper before such a tem-
peratme is attained ; still further it is ascertained that the value of the desired trans-

formation in the malt-wort is best obtained with a temperature of about 151°, also

that saccharification is promoted by agitation, and that the stronger the extract is,

the less is the danger of acotification.

Therefore, in the iirst place, the brewer has to obtain a mash of 151° temperature
or thereabouts ; but he must do it with liquor as far removed below 167° as possible,

and when the goods are thoroughly mashed, 151° of heat should be maintained during
their clarification ; the wort should then be run from the mash-tun into a copper suit-

ably warmed beforehand, and should then be slowly and carefully heated up to

boiling, just by the time the subsequent exhaustion of the malt is completed by the
' sparging.'

In practice the following method will be found extremely easy, and safe in ope-

ration :

—

Some time before commencing the mash, a sufficiency of boiling water is run into

the tun to make it as hot as possible, and immediately before commencing the brewing
this hot water is let off again into the underback, or the copper ; this being done,

the mashing liquor having previously boon very carefully prepared, is let into the tun
under the false bottom, to the quantity of about one and a half barrels to the quarter

of malt, where it arrives at about 164° temperature ; when a sufficiency has been let in,

the grist is then added and thoroughly mashed, the infusion will then be about 160°,

the temperature of reserve mashing liquor has been raised, and when the malt is

effectually mashed, a further quantity of about half a barrel per quarter is run in at

166°, and thoroughly mixed up with the mash : the object of the additional liquor is

to raise the heat of the mash to about 152°, after which settling and clarification are

requisite ; this usually occupies about two hours.

The tun having been thoroughly heated before the admission of the mash, it docs

not abstract the heat from the infusion, cither dviring the operation or when it is com-
pleted, but materially assists to maintain the heat for a very considerable time ; with
a well-protected and covered tun it will do it for four hours if required, without
allowing the temperature to drop a single degree.

This is of the greatest importance, for the wort leaves the mash-tun at about 151°;

and as it is passed from vessel to vessel is immediately preceded by the hot water
from the vessel before it ; thus, in turn, each vessel is thoroughly warmed, and we need
hardly say most thoroughly cleansed, and being prepared in this way enables the
operator to get the wort into the copper before it can fall even to 146° or 147°, leaving

the mash in the tun at such heat that all danger of acotification is entirely re-

moved.
As the full value of the mash cannot be obtained by one maceration, recourse is

now had to ' sparging,' and to do this properly requires a little careful thought and
more careful management.

In the operation of mashing every possible care should be taken that the infused

malt>—called ' goods '—when drained should lay perfectly level, otherwise the sparging
liquor, in running off, will form for itself courses through those portions of the mash
that offer the least resistance, and as a consequence some parts of the ' goods ' will

have treatment in excess of what is desirable, while other portions will be kept
with an imperfect sparge.

The liquor for sparging should be of such a heat that it will, on penetrating the
'goods,' raise their temperature gradually from, say 148° or so, to 167° or 168° at the
close, this will generally be found sufficient to dissolve out of them all the tractable

portions of dextrine, &c. that are of any real value.

_
It is advisable during the operation to allow the infused malt to drain two or three

times tliat the act of compression may express from them those portions of sweet wort
detained in the texture of each individual grain ; this will enable the brewer to obtain
the whole of the value that is producible from his malt, which may on that account
be treated with less pressure in the grinding ; care in this latter particular will con-
siderably facilitate all subsequent operations, and give a brilliancy and superior
quality to the beer unattainable by other moans.

In drawing the wort from the mash-tun, no mechanical means should be neglected
that would aid in discharging it clear and bright into the copper, for all flocks and
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particles of malt that are taken there, very materially interfere with the action and value
of the hops upon the wort ; but chemical agencies for this purpose should be avoided
where possible.

With regard to temperature, the brewer must not only regulate the heat of the
water for the first mash by the colour, age, and quality of the malt, whether pale,

amber, or brown, but he should also mark the temperature of tho atmosphere, as in-

fluencing that of the malt, and the absorption of the heat by tho utensils employed

;

remarking that well-mellowed and brown malt will bear a higher mashing heat than
pale or newly dried.

The following table of Mashing Heats is by Levesque :

—

Table of Mashing Temperatures,

Higb-driad Amber
U)

Fale Malt
bo

.

of

the

Ail

Heat of
Mash,
146° to
148°

of

Standin] « Heat of Mash,
145° to 147°

m

.

of

the

Ai

Heat of Mash,
144° to 146°

C
•3

1

.

of

the

Air

Heat of Mash,
1430 to,1450

of

StandiD;

Temp
6 Firkins
per Qr.

Timo
Temp

7 FirUas
perQr.

8 Firliinj

per Qr. 1
Time I

H
9 Firllns
perQr.

XO Firkins
per Qr.

1 jTemp 11 Firkins
perQr. i

12 Firkins
per Qr.

a

H

Fah.

10
15

20
25
30
35
40
46
50
55
60
65
70

197-00

195-17
193-34
191-51

189-08
187-85

186-02
184-19
182-36
180-53
178-70
176-87

175-04

n.M.
4-00

4-00
4-00

4-00

4-00

4-00

4-00

4-00

4-00
4-00

3-40

3-20

3-00

Fab.
10°

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
05
70

189-00
187-42
185-84
184-26
182-68

180-10
179-52
177-94
176-36
174-78
173-20
171-62
170-04

184-00
182-59
181-18

179-77
178-36

176-95
175-54
174-13

172-72
171-31
169-90

168-49
167-07

n.M
3-00

3-00

8-00

3-00

3-00

3-00

3-00

3-00

3-00

3-00

2-45

2-30

2-15

Fnh.
10°

15
20
25

30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

178-00

176-84
175-68
174-52

173-36

172-20
171-04

1G9-88
168-72
167-56
166-40
165-24
164-08

175-00
173-92
172-84
171-76

170-68
169-60
168-52

167-44
166-36

165-28
164-20
163-12

162-04

n.M.
2-00

2-00

2-00

2-00

2-00

2-00

2-00

2-00

2-00

2-00

1-50

1-40

1-30

Fah.
10°

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

172-00
171-00
170-00
169-00
168-00
167-00

166-00
165-00
164-00
163-00

162-00
161-00

160-00

170-00
169-19

168-28
167-37
166-46

165-55
164-64
163-73

162-82
161-91

160-00
169-19
158-28

H.M.
1-00

1-00

1-00

1-00

1-00

1-00

1-00

1-00

1-00

1-00

0-55

0-50

0-45

Heat of the Tap,
144° to 146°.

Heat of the Tap,
143° to 145°.

Heat of the Tap,
142° to 144°.

Heat of the Tap,
141° to 143°.

The first column gives the temperature of the air at the time of mashing.

The second column shows the heat of the water, the quantity used, and the resulting

heat of the mash—noting, that if the water has been let into the mash-tun at the

boiling point, and allowed to cool down, or tho vessel has been thoroughly warmed
before the commencement of the process, the heat may be taken several degrees

lower.

The third column shows the time for the standing of the mash, but this will be
modified, as before stated, by the quality of the extract required.

The bulk of the materials used must also enter into the consideration of the tem-
perature, as a large body of malt will attain the required temperature with a mashing
heat lower than a smaU quantity ; the powers of chemical action and condensation of

heat being increased with increase of volume.

Donovan, speaking of the temperature to be employed in mashing, lays down the

following as a general rule :—For well dried pale malt the heat of the first mashing
liquor may be, but should never exceed, 170° ; the heat of the second may be, 180°

;

and, for a third, the heat may bo, but need never exceed, 185°.

The quantity of water, termed liquor, to be employed for mashing, depends upon
the greater or less strength to be given to the beer ; but in all cases, from one barrel

and a half to one barrel and throe firkins is sufficient for the first stiff mashing, but
more liquor may be added after the malt is thoroughly wetted.

The grains of the crushed malt, after the wort is drawn off, retain from thirty-two to

forty gallons of water for every quarter of malt. A further amount must be allowed

for the loss by evaporation in the boiling and cooling, and the waste in fermentation,

BO that the amount of liquor required for mashing will, in some instances, be double

that of the finished beer, but in general the total amount -vidll be reduced about one-

third during the various processes.

The following example has been given of the proportions for an ordinary quality of

beer :

—

Suppose thirteen imperial quarters of the best pale malt be taken to make 1,500

gallons of beer, the waste may be calculated at near 900 gallons, or 2,400 gallons of

water will be required in mashing.
As soon as the water in the copper has attained the heat of 160° in summer, or

107° in winter, 600 gallons of it are to be run off into the mash-tun (which has pre-
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I viously been well cleansed or scalded out with boiling water), and the malt gradually
but rapidly thrown in and weU intermixed, so that it may be uniformly moistened, and
that no lumps remain. After continuing the agitation for about half an hour, more
liquor, to the amount of 460 gallons, at a temperature of 180°, may be carefully and
gradually introduced (it is an advantage if this can be done by a pipe inserted under
the false bottom of the mash-tun), the agitation being continued till the whole assumes
an equally fluid state, taking care also to allow as small a loss of temperature as

possible during the operation, the resulting temperature of the mass being not less

than 148°, or more than 152°.

The mash is then covered close, and allowed to remain at rest for an hour, or an
hour and a half, after which the tap of the mash-tun is gradually opened, and if the

wort that first flows is turbid, it should be carefully returned into the tun until it

runs perfectly limpid and clear. The amount of this first wort will be about 675
gallons.

Seveu hundred and fifty gallons of water, at a temperature of from 180° to 185",

may now bo introduced, and the mashing operation repeated and continued until the

mass becomes uniformly fluid as before, the temperature being from 160° to 170°. It

is then again quickly covered and allowed to rest for an hour, and the wort of the first

mash having been quickly transferred from the underback to the copper, and brought
to a state of ebullition, the wort of the second mash is drawn off with similar pre-

caution, and added to it. A third quantity of water, about 600 gallons, at a tempera-
ture of 185° or 190°, should now be run through the goods into the mash-tun by the

sparging process, or by any means that will allow the hot liquor to percolate through

the grains, displacing and carrying down the heavier and more valuable products of

the two first mashings. The wort is now boiled with the hops from one to two
hours.

By the mashing process before described, the malt is so much exhausted that it

can yield no further extract useful for strong beer or porter. A weaker wort might
be, no doubt, still drawn off for small beer, or for contributing a little to the strength

of the next mashing of fresh malt. But this, we believe, is seldom practised.

The wort is then transferred into the copper, and made to boil as soon as possible,

for if it remains long in the underback, it is apt to become acescent. The steam,

moreover, raised from it in the act of boiling serves to screen it from the oxygenating

or acidifying influence of the atmosphere.

Until it begins to boil, the air should be excluded by some kind of cover.

Dr. Piesse, in 1840, read a paper before the Chemical Society, showing that much
extract was left in the malt after brewing, and that it was this matter which was con-

vertible into sugar, which gave its feeding qualities to ' grains.

It was shown that the malt, after the first wort was drawn off still contained

a portion of starch which was not converted into sugar, and that the presence of

diastase was necessary to effect this conversion. As diastase is very soluble, there

was none of course left in the infused malt.

It is, therefore, recommended by Dr. Piesse, that malt containing diastase should
be added to the second wort.

In brewing thirty quarters, I should take twenty-nine quarters for the first mash
and add the remaining quarter to the second, by which all the starch, it was contended,

would be converted into sugar. To prevent the access of air, which tends to induce
acidity, to the wort, it is suggested that a board the size of the back in which it

is contained should float on the surface of the fluid. (Transactions of the Chemical
Bodety, 1841.)

BRICK. (Brique, Fr.
;
BacJcstein, Ziegelsiein, Ger.) A solid rectangular mass of

baked clay, employed for building purposes. Brickmaking is exceedingly ancient:

the tower of Babel was built with bricks, as we are told in Scripture, and also the
city of Babylon, Over the ruins of Babylon, and the sites of the other great cities of
the ancient monarchies, we still discover bricks of various kinds. Some are merely
sun-dried masses of clay ; others are well burnt ; and others, again, are covered with
a vitreous glaze. The Egyptians were great brick-makers ; and the Eomans were
celebrated for their bricks and tiles, large quantities of them having been employed
in the construction of their different military stations in England. Subsequently, the
same bricks have at times been used on later structures, as for instance, in St. Alban's
Abbey, which contains a largo quantity of bricks from ruins of the Eoman buildings
of Verulamium. The Lollards' Tower of Lambeth Palace, built in 1454, and the older
portions of Hampton Court Palace, built in 1514, are good examples of the English
brick architecture in mediaeval times.

The natural mixture of clay and sand, called loam, as well as marl, which consists
of lime and clay with little or no sand, are the materials usually employed in the
manufacture of bricks, . j
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' There are few places in this country ^yhich do not possess alumina in combination
with silica and other earthy matters, forming a clay from which bricks can be manu-
factured. That most generally worked is found on or near the surface in a plastic

state. Others are hard marls on the coal-measure, New Eed Sandstone, and Blue Lias

formations. It is from these marls that the blue bricks of Staffordshire and the fire

bricks of Stourbridge are made. Marl has a greater resemblance to stone and rock,

and varies much in colour ; blue, red, yellow, &c. From the greatly different and
varying character of the raw material, there is an equal difference in the principle of

preparation for making it into brick ; while one merely requires to be turned over by
hand, and to have sufficient water worked in to make it subservient to manual labour,

the fire-clays and marls must be ground down to dust, and worked by powerful ma-
chinery, before they can be brought into even a plastic state. Now these various clays

also shrink in drying and burning from 1 to 15 per cent., or more. This contraction

varies in xJroportion to the excess of alumina over silica, but by adding sand, loam, or

chalk, or (as is done by the London brick-makers) by using ashes or breeze—as it is

technically called—this can be corrected. All clays burning red contain oxides of

iron, and those having from 8 to 10 per cent, burn of a blue, or almost a black colour.

The bricks are exposed in the kilns to great heat, and when the body is a fire-clay,

the iron unites with a portion of the silica, forming a fusible silicate of protoxide of

iron, which melts into an external glaze. Bricks of this description are common in

Staffordshire, and, when made with good machinery (that is, the clay being very
finely ground), are superior to any in the kingdom, particularly for docks, canal or

river locks, railway-bridges, and viaducts. In Wolverhampton, Dudley, and many
other towns, these blue bricks are commonly employed for paving purposes. Other
clays contain lime and no iron ; these burn white, and take less heat than any other

to burn hard enough for the use of the builder, the lime acting as a flux on the silica.

Many clays contain iron and lime, with the lime in excess, when the bricks are of a

light dun colour, or white, in proportion to the quantity of that earth present ; if

magnesia, they have a brown colour. If iron is in excess, they burn from a palo red,

to the colour of cast iron, in proportion to the quantity of that metal.

There are three classes of brick earths :

—

1st. Plastic clay, composed of alumina and silica, in different proportions, and con-

taining a small per-centage of other salts, as of iron, lime, soda, and magnesia.
2nd. Loams, or sandy clays.

3rd. Marls, of which there are also three kinds : clayey, sandy, and calcareous,

according to the proportions of the earth of which they are composed, viz., alumina,
silica, and lime.

Alumina is the oxide of the metal aluminium, and it is this substance which gives

tenacity or plasticity to the clay-earth, having a strong affinity for water. It is owing
to excess of alumina that many clays contract too much in drying, and often crack on
exposure to wind or sun. By the addition of sand, this clay would make a better

article than we often see produced from it. Clays contain magnesia and other earthy
matters, but these vary with the stratum or rock from which they are composed. It

would be impossible to give the composition of these earths correctly, for none are

exactly similar ; but the following will give an idea of the proportions of the ingre-

dients of a good brick earth : silica, three-fifths
;
alumina, one-fifth ; iron, lime, mag-

nesia, manganese, soda, and potash forming the other one-fifth.

The clay, when first raised from the mine or bed, is, in very rare instances, in a
state to allow of its being at once tempered and moulded. The material from which
fire-bricks are manufactured has the appearance of ironstone and blue lias limestone,

and some of it is remarkably hard, so that in this and many other instances in order

to manufacture a good article, it is necessary to grind this material down into particles

as fine as possible.

Large quantities of bricks are made from the surface marls of the New Eed Sand-
stone and Blue Lias formations. These also require thorough grinding, but from their

softer nature it can be effected by less powerful machinery.

—

Chamberlain.
Eecently, some very valuable fire-bricks have been made from the refuse of the

China Clay Works of Devonshire. The quartz and mica left after the Kaolin has
been washed out are united with a small portion of inferior clay, and made into bricks.

These are found to resist heat well, and are largely employed in the construction of

metallurgical works. See CLiT.
The general process of brick-making consists in digging up the clay in autumn;

exposing it, during the whole winter, to the frost and the action of the air, turning it

repeatedly, and working it with the spade
;
breaking down the clay lumps in spring,

throwing them into shallow pits, to be watered and soaked for several days. The
next step is to temper the clay, which is generally done by the treading of men or

oxen. In the neighbourhood of London, however, this process is performed in a
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horse-mill. The kneading of the day is, in fact, the most laborious but indispensable

part of the whole business ; and that on which, in a great measure, the quality of the

brick depends. All the stones, particularly the ferruginous, calcareous, and pyritous

kinds, should be removed, and the clay worked into a homogeneous paste with as little

' water as possible.

Mr. F. "W. Simms, C.E., communicated to the Institution of Civil Engineers, in

April and May, 1843, an account of the process of brick-making for the Dover
Eailway. The plan adopted is called slop-moulding, because the mould is dipped into

water before receiving the clay, instead of being sanded as in making sand-stock

bricks. The workman throws the proper lump of clay with some force into the

mould, presses it down with his hands to fill the cavities, and then strikes off the

surplus clay with a stick. An attendant boy, who has previously placed another
mould in a water trough by the side of the moulding table, takes the mould just filled,

and carries it to the floor, where he carefully drops the brick from the mould, on its

flat side, and leaves it to dry
;
by the time he has returned to the moulding table, and

deposited the empty mould in the water trough, the brickmaker will have filled the

other mould for the boy to convoy to the floor, where they are allowed to dry, and
are then stacked in readiness for being burned in clamps or kilns. The average pro-

duct is shown in the following Table :

—

Force employed Area of Land Duration of Season Prodnce per Week Produce per Season

1 moulder ."j

1 temperor .

1 wheeler . >

1 carrier boy
1 picker boy ,

Roods Perches

2 14|

Weeks

22

Bricks

16,100

Bricks

354,200

It appears that while the produce in sand-stock bricks is to that of slop-bricks, in

the same time, as 30 to 16, the amount of labour is as 7 to 4 ; while the quantity of

land, and the cost of labour per thousand, are nearly the same in both processes. The
quantity of coal consumed in the kiln was at the rate of 10 cwt. 8 lbs. per 1000
bricks. The cost of the bricks was 21. Is. Gd. per thousand. The slop-made bricks

are fxilly 1 pound heavier than the sand-stock. Mr. Bennett states that at his

brick-field at Cowley, the average number of sand-stock bricks moulded per day
was 32,000 ; but that frequently so many as 37,000, or even 50,000, were formed.

The total amount in the shrinkage of his bricks was y|ths of an inch upon 10 inches

in length ; but this differed with the different clays. Mr. Simms objects to the use of

machinery in brick-making, because it causes economy only in the moulding, which
constitutes no more than about one-eighth of the total expense.

The principal machines which have been worked for this purpose are three— 1st,

the pug-mill ; 2nd, the wash-mill
;
3rd, the rolling-mill.

The pug-mill is a cylinder, sometimes conical, generally worked in a vertical posi-

tion, with the large end up. Down the centre of this is a strong revolving vertical

shaft, on which are hung horizontal knives, inclined at such an angle as to form por-

tions of a screw, that is, the knives follow each other at an angle forming a series of

coils round this shaft. The bottom knives are larger, and vary in form, to throw off

the clay, in some mills vertically, in others horizontally. Some have on the bottom
of the shaft one coil of a screw, which throws the clay off more powerfully where it

is wished to give pressure.

The action of this miU is to cut the clay with the knives during their revolution,

and so work and mix it, that on its escape it may be one homogeneous mass, without

any liimps of hard untempered clay; the clay being thoroughly amalgamated, and in

the toughest state in which it can be got by tempering. This mill is an excellent

contrivance for the purpose of working the clay, in combination with rollers ; but

if only one mill is worked, it is not generally adopted, for, although it tempers,

mixes, and toughens, it does not extract stones, crush up hard substances, or

free the clay from all matters injurious to the quality of the ware when ready for

market. This mill can be worked by either steam, water, or horse-power ; but
it takes much power in proportion to the quantity of work which it performs.

If a brick is made with clay that has passed the pug-mill, and contains stones,

or marl not acted on by weather, or lime-shells, (a material very common in clays),

or any other extraneous matter injurious to the brick, it is apparent from the
action of this mill that it is not removed or reduced. The result is this, the bricks

being when moulded in a very soft state of tempered material, or mud, considerably

.contract in drying, but the stones or hard substances not contracting, cause the clay
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to crack ; and even if they should not be sufficiently large to do this in drying, during
the firing of the bricks there is a still further contraction of the clay, and an expan-
sion of the stone from the heat to -which it is subjected, and the result is generally a
faulty or broken brick, and on being drawn from the kilns, the bricks are found to be
imperfect.

The clay, being sufficiently kneaded, it is brought to the bench of the moulder,
who works it into a mould made of wood or iron, and strikes off the superfluous

matter. The bricks are next delivered from the mould, and ranged on the ground

;

and when they have acquired sufficient firmness to bear handling, they are dressed

with a knife, and stacked or built up in long dwarf walls, thatched over, and left to

dry. An able workman will make, by hand, 6,000 bricks in a day.

The different kinds of bricks made in England are principally place bricks, grey and
red stocks, marlfacing bricks, and cutting bricks. The place bricks and stocks are used
in common walling. The marls are made in the neighbourhood of London, and used
in the outside of buildings, they are very beautiful bricks, of a fine yellow colour,

hard, and well burnt, and, in every respect, superior to the stocks. The finest kind
of marl and red bricks, called cutting bricks, are used in the arches over windows and
doors, being rubbed to a centre, and gauged to a height.

Bricks, in this country, are generally baked either in a clamp or in a kiln. The
latter is the preferable method, as less waste arises, less fuel is consumed, and the

bricks are sooner burnt. The kiln is usually 13 feet long, by 10|-feet wide, and about
12 feet in height. The walls are one foot two inches thick, carried up a little out of

the perpendicular, inclined towards each other at the top. The bricks are placed on
flat arches, having holes left in them resembling lattice-work ; the kiln is then covered

with pieces of tiles and bricks, and some wood put in, to dry them with a gentle

fire.

This continues two or three days before they are ready for burning, which is known
by the smoke turning from a darkish colour to semi-transparency. The mouth or

mouths of the kiln are now dammed up with a shinlog, which consists of pieces of

bricks piled one upon another, and closed with wet brick earth, leaving above it just

room sufficient to receive a fagot. The fagots are made of furze, heath, brake, fern,

&c., and the kiln is supplied with these until its arches look white, and the fire

appears at the top
;
upon which the fire is slackened for an hour, and the kiln allowed

gradually to cool. This heating and cooling is repeated until the bricks are thoroughly

burnt, which is generally done in 48 hours. One of these kilns will hold about

20,000 bricks.

Clamps are also in common use. They are made of the bricks themselves, and
generally of an oblong form. The foundation is laid with place brick, or the driest

of those just made, and then the bricks to be burnt are built up, tier upon tier, as

high as the clamp is meant to be, with two or three inches of breeze or cinders

strewed between each layer of bricks, and the whole covered with a thick stratum of

breeze. The fire-place is perpendicular, about three feet high, and generally placed

at the west end ; and the flues are formed by gathering or arching the bricks over, so

as to leave a space between each of nearly a brick wide. The flues run straight

through the clamp, and are filled with wood, coals, and breeze, pressed closely to-

gether. If the bricks are to be burnt off quickly, which may be done in 20 or 30 days,

according as the weather may suit, the flues should be only at about six feet distance;

but if there be no immediate hurry, they may be placed nine feet asunder, and the

clamp left to burn off slowly.

The following remarks: by Mr. H. Chamberlain, on the drying of bricks, have an

especial value from the great experience of that gentleman, and his careful observation

of all the conditions upon which the preparation of a good brick depends.
' The drying of bricks ready for burning is a matter of great importance, and re-

quires more attention than it generally receives. From hand-made bricks we have to

evaporate some 25 per cent, of water before it is safe to burn them. In a work re-

quiring the make of 20,000 bricks per day, we have to evaporate more than 20 tons

of water every 24 hours. Hand-made bricks lose in drying about one-fourth of their

weight, and in drying and burning about one-third. The average of machine bricks

—those made of the stiff plastic clay—do not lose more than half the above amount
from evaporation, and are, therefore, of much greater specific gravity than hand-made
ones.

' The artificial drying of bricks is carried on throughout the year uninterruptedly in

sheds having the floor heated by fires ; but this can only be effected in districts where

coal is cheap. The floors of these sheds are a series of tunnels or flues running

through the shed longitudinally. At the lower end is a pit, in which are the furnaces

the fire travels up the flues under the floor of the shed, giving off its heat by the way,

and the smoke escapes at the upper end, through a eeries of (generally three or four)
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smaller cliimneys or stacks. The fuinaoe end of these flues would naturally be much
moro highly heated than the upper end near the chimneys. To remedy this, the

floor is constructed of a greater thickness at the fire end, and gradually diminishes to

within a short distance of the top. By this means, and by the assistance of dampers
in the chimneys, it is kept at nearly an equal temperature throughout. Bricks that

will boar rapid drying, such as are made from marly clays or very loamy or siliceous

earths, will be fit for the kiln in from 1 2 to 24 hours. Before tho duty was taken off

bricks, much dishonesty was practised by unprincipled makers, where this drying

could be carried on economically. Strong clays cannot be dried so rapidly. These

sheds are generally walled round with loose bricks, stacked in between each post or

pillar that supports the roof. The vapour given off from the wet bricks, rising to the

roof, escapes. This system of drying is greatly in advance of that in the open air, for

it produces the ware, as made, without any deterioration from bad weather ; but the

expense of fuel to heat these flues has restricted its use to the neighbourhood of

collieries. In 1845 attention was turned to the drying of bricks, and experiments

carried out in drying the ware with the waste heat of the burning kilns. The caloric,

after having passed the ware in burning, was carried up a flue raised above tho floor

of the shed, and gave off its spent heat for drying the ware. Although this kiln was
most useful in proving that the waste heat of a burning kiln is more than sufficient

to dry ware enough to fill it again, it was abandoned on account of the construction

of tho kiln not being good.
' Another system of drying is in close chambers, by means of steam, hot water, or by

flues heated by fire under the chambers. I will, therefore, briefly describe the steam-

chamber as used by Mr. Beart. This is a square construction or series of tunnels

or chambers, built on an incline of any desired length ; and at some convenient

spot near the lower end is fixed a large steam-boiler, at a lower level than the drying

chamber. Prom the boiler the main steam pipe is taken along the bottom or lower

end of the chamber, and from this main, at right angles, runs branch pipes of four

inches diameter up the chamber, two feet apart, and at about three feet from the top

or arch. From there being so close and shallow a chamber between the heating surface

of the pipes and the top, and so large an amount of heating surface in the pipes, the

temperature is soon considerably raised. At the top and bottom ends are shutters or

lids, which open for the admission of the green ware at the upper end, and for the

exit of the dry ware at the lower end of tho chamber. Over the steam-pipes are fixed

iron rollers, on which the trays of bricks, as brought from the machine, are placed,

the insertion of one tray forcing the tray previously put in further on, assisted in its

descent by the inclination of the construction. The steam being raised in the boUer
flows through the main into those branch pipes in the chamber, and from the large

amount of exposed surface becomes condensed, giving of its latent heat. From the

incline given to the pipes in the chamber, and from the main pipe also having a fall

towards the boiler, the whole of the warm water from the condensed steam flows to

the boiler to be again raised to steam, sent up the pipes, and condensed intermittently.

The steam entering at the lower end of the chamber, it is of course warmer than the

upper end. Along the top end or highest part of the chambers is a series of chimneys
and windguards, through which the damp vapour escapes. The bricks from the

machine enter at this cooler end charged with warm vapour, and as the make proceeds

are forced down the chamber as each tray is put in. Thus, those which were first

inserted reach a drier and warmer atmosphere, and, on their arrival at the lower end,

come out dry bricks, in about 24 hours, with the strongest clays. In some cases the

waste steam of the working engines is sent through these pipes and condensed. Bricks

will dry soundly without cracking, &c., in these close chambers, when exposed to

much greater heat than they would bear on the open flue first described, or the open
air, from the circumstance of the atmosphere, although very hot, being so highly

charged with vapour. In practice, these steam-chambers have proved many principles,

but they are not likely to become universal, for they are very expensive in erection

on account of the quantity of steam-pipes, and involve constant expense in fuel, and
require attention in the management of the steam-boiler ; but their greatest defect

is the want of a current of hot air through the chamber to carry off the excess of

vapour faster than is now done. The attaining a higher degree of temperature in these

chambers is useless, unless there is a current to carry off the vapou'*. Why should
this piping be used, or steam at all, when we have a large mass of heat being constantly

wasted, night and day, during the time the kilns are burning ? and after the process

of burning the kiln is completed, we have pure hot air flowing, from 48 to 60 hours,

from the mass of cooling bricks in the kilns, free from carbon or any impurities ; this

could be directed through the drying chambers, entering in one constant flow of hot,

dry air, and escaping in warm vapour. The waste heat during the process of burning
can be taken up flues under the chamber, and thereby all the heat of our burning
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kilns may be economised and a great outlay saved in steam-pipes, boilers, and

attention. It must not be forgotten, also, that so large an atmospheric condenser as

the steam-chamber is not heated without a considerable expenditure in fuel. This

drying by steam is a great stride in advance of the old flued shed ; but practical men
must see the immense loss incurred constantly from this source of the spent heat of the

burning kilns, and that by economising it, an immense saving -will be effected in the

manufacture. The kilns are constructed as near the lower end of these chambers as

convenient.'

A kiln for attaining the object of the one built in 1846 by Mr. Chamberlain is

worked at Epson ; but with this difference, that the smoke is consumed. The
drying shed is kept quite close, that the hot flues may raise the temperature

so high as to dry the ware. In this kiln the heated gases escape from the top, after

passing up through the ware, into flues, and are carried to the ground, and
thence into the drying shed, which is a very large construction in proportion

to the size of the kiln, and holds nearly sufficient ware to fill four kilns. In

this shed the heat passes up a hollow wall, about six feet high, and after running

through the length of the shed on one side, returns down similar flues on the opposite

side of the shod, and is again carried to the kiln, through the bottom of which it passes

in two close flues between the three kiln-furnaces, with the exception of small aper-

tures, through which the heat enters to consume the smoke. From these return flues

the spent gases rise up a shaft at the end of the kiln. One result of carrying these

return flues through the kiln, is the attaining a great draft or suction in the flues to

carry off vapour.

The common brick kiln is a rectangular building, generally open, but sometimes
arched over. In the side walls and opposite to each other, are built flreplaces, or

holes for the insertion of the fuel. The furnaces are formed in the setting of the

kiln with unbuint bricks, and above these the kiln is filled as above described. In
these kilns, from the raw ware forming the furnace, the flash of the flame, from the

fibres of the walls, too often vitrefies and destroys the nearest bricks. In the open
kiln, as the fire or heat reaches to the top, the fireman soils or earths it down, which
throws the draft to another part more backward

;
and, as it continues to rise, he pro-

ceeds with this operation until all the top is earthed in ; he then continues the firing

until the whole has sunk, by the contraction of the clay in the fire, to the desired

depth. The fire-holes are then stopped up with nmd, and the kiln is left to cool

gradually. If the air were admitted too rapidly while the kiln was at this intense

heat, it would cause bricks, made with strong clays, to fly to pieces like glass ; it is,

in fact, the process of annealing. Cooling too quickly also affects, in many clays,

the colour of the bricks.

Temporary kilns are constructed in the country, with unburnt bricks, and called

clamps. In Staffordshire, the bricks are burnt in small round kilns, called ovens
which hold from 7,000 to 8,000 bricks each ; these are burnt from fire in the walls

round the ovens, and the raw ware is set in, so as to form a flue .from each fire, to

direct the flame to the centre. These ovens burn very quickly, and a most intense

heat can be obtained in them, Mr. Chamberlain must be again quoted on the burn-
ing of bricks :

—

'I will now more fully describe a principle of burning which I have had in

practice for the last six years, and which I can therefore recommend with great con-

fidence. The great object in brick-making is to attain a sufficient heat to thoroughly
burn the ware with as small a consimiption of coal as possible ; and with nearly an
equal distribution of the heat over all parts, so that the whole of the ware, being
subjected to the same temperature, may contract equally in bulk, and be of one
uniform colour throughout. The advantage is also gained of burning in much less

time than in the old kilns, which, on an average, took a week ; and the management
is so simplified that any man, even though not at all conversant with the manufacture,
after he has seen one kiln burnt, will be able to manage another ; and the last, though
not least, advantage is, that of delivering up to us the waste heat at the ground level,

or under the floor of the kiln, to be used in drying the green ware, or in partially

burning the next kiln.

' Hitherto the heat has been applied by a series of fireplaces, or flues and openings
round the kiln, each exposed to the influence of the atmosphere ; and in boisterous

weather it is very difficult to keep the heat at all regular, the consequence of which
is, the unequal burning we often see. The improvements sought by experimentalists

have been the burning the goods equally, and, at the same time, more economically.

These are obtained by the patent kilns, as improved by Mr. Eobert Scrivener, of

Shelton, in the Staffordshire Potteries. The plan is both simple and effective, and is

as follows :—A furnace is constructed in the centre of the kiln, much below the floor

level, and so built that the h^at can be directed to any part of the kiln at the pleasure
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of the fireman. Pirst, the heat is directed up a tube in the centre to the top of the
oven or kiln, and, as there is no escape allowed to take place there, it is drawn down
through the goods by the aid of flues in connection with a chimney. Thus, all the

caloric generated in the furnace is made use of, and, being central, is equally diffused

throughout the mass
;
but, towards the bottom, or over the exit flues, the ware would

not be sufi&cienly burnt without reversing the order of firing. In order to meet this

requirement there is a series of flues under the bottom, upon which the goods are

placed, with small regulators at the end of each ; these regulators, when drawn back,

allow the fire to pass under the bottom, and to rise up among the goods which are not

sufficiently fired, and thus the burning is completed. By means of these regulators

the heat may be obtained exactly the same throughout ; there is, therefore, a greater

degree of certainty in fixing, and a considerable saving of fuel, with the entire con-

sumption of the smoke. From the fire or draught being under command, so as to be
allowed either to ascend or descend through the ware during the time of burning or

cooling, the waste caloric can be economised and directed through the adjoining kiln

in order to partially burn it, or be used in drying of the raw wares on flues or in

chambers. I have found the saving of fuel in these kilns, over the common kiln,

60 per cent. ; and to give an indea of the facility with which they can be worked, it

is common for my men to fill the kiln, burn, cool, and discharge it in six days.'

See Kiln.
In France attempts were long ago made to substitute animals and machines for the

treading of men's feet in the clay kneading pit ; but it was found that their schemes
could not replace, with advantage, human labour where it is so cheap, particularly for

separating the stones and heterogeneous matter, from the loam. The more it is

worked, the denser, more uniform, and more durable, the bricks which are made of

it. A good French workman, in a day's labour of 12 or 13 hours, it has been said,

is able to mould from 9,000 to 10,000 bricks, 9 inches long, 4J inches broad, and 2J-

thick; but he must have good assistants under him. In many brick-works near
Paris, screw presses are now used for consolidating the bricks and paving tiles in

their moulds. M. Molerat employed the hydraulic press for the purpose of con-

densing pulverised clay, which, after baking, formed beautiful bricks ; but the process

was too tedious and costly. An ingenious contrivance for moulding bricks mechani-
cally is said to be employed near Washington, in America. This machine moulds
30,000 in a day's TOrk of 12 hours, with the help of one horse, yoked to a gin-

wheel, and the bricks are so dry when discharged from their moidds, as to be ready
for immediate burning. The machine is described, with figures, in the ' Bulletin de
la Soci6t6 d'Encouragement,' for 1819.

Mechanical Brick Moidding.—Messrs. Lyne and Stainford obtained, in August
1825, a patent for a machine for making a considerable number of bricks at one
operation. It consists, in the first place, of a cylindrical pug-mill of the kind usually

employed for comminuting clay for bricks and tiles, furnished with rotatory knifes,

or cutters, for brealdng the lumps and mixing the clay with the other materials of

which bricks are commonly made. Secondly, of two movable moulds, in each of

which fifteen bricks are made at once ; these moulds being made to travel to and fro

in the machine for the purpose of being alternately brought under the pug-mill to

be filled with the clay, and then removed to situations where plungers are enabled

to act upon them. Thirdly, in a contrivance by which the plungers are made to

descend, for the purpose of compressing the material and discharging it from the

mould in the form of bricks. Foiirthly, in the method of constructing and working
trucks which carry the receiving boards, and conduct the bricks away as they are

formed.

Fig. 254 exhibits the general construction of the apparatus ; both ends of which
being exactly similar, little more than half the machine is represented, a is the

cylindrical pug-mill, shown partly in section, which is supplied with the clay and
other materials from a hopper above ; b b are the rotatory knives or cutters, which
are attached to the vertical shaft, and, being placed obliquely, press the clay down
towards the bottom of the cylinder, in the act of breaking and mixing it as the shaft

revolves. The lower part or the cylinder is opened ; and immediately under it the

mould is placed in which the bricks are to be formed. These moulds run to and
fro upon ledges in the side frames of the machine ; one of the moulds only can be
shown by dots in the figure, the side rail intervening : they are situated at c c,

and are formed of bars of iron crossing each other, and encompassed with a frame.

The mould resembles an ordinary sash window in its form, being divided into

rectangular compartments (fifteen are proposed in each) of the dimensions of the

intended bricks, but sufficiently deep to allow the material, after being considerably

pressed in the mould, to leave it, when discharged, of the usual thickness of a common
brick.
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The mould being open at top and bottom, the material is allowed to pass into it,

when situated exactly under the cylinder ; and the lower side of the mould, when so

placed, it is to be closed by a flat board d, supported by the truck e, which is raised by
a lever and roller beneath, running upon a plain rail with inclined ends.

The central shaft, /, is kept in continual rotatory motion, by the revolution of the

upper horizontal wheel g, of which it is the axis ; and this wheel may be turned by a
horse yoked to a radiating arm, or by any other means. A part of the circumference

of the wheel g, has teeth, which are intended at certain periods of its revolution to

take into a toothed pinion, fixed upon the top of a vortical shaft h h. At the lower
part of this vertical shaft there is a pulley i, over which a chain is passed that is con-

nected to the two moulds c, and to the frame in which the trucks are supported
;
by

the rotation of the vertical shaft, the pulley winds a chain, and draws the moulds and
truck frames along.

The clay and other material having been forced down from the cylinder into the

mould, the teeth of the horizontal wheel g, now come into gear with the pinion upon
h, and turn it and the shaft and pulley i, by which the chain is wound, and the mould
at the right hand of the macliine brought into the situation shown in the figure ; a
scraper or edge-bar under the pug-mill having levelled the upper face of the clay in

the mould, and the board d, supported by the truck e, formed the flat under-side.

The mould being brought into this position, it is now necessary to compress the

materials, which is done by the descent of the plungers Ick. A friction-roller I,

pendant from the under side of the horizontal wheel, as that wheel revolves, comes in

contact with an inclined plane, at the top of the shaft of the plungers
;
and, as the

friction-roller passes over this inclined plane, the plungers are made to descend into

the mould, and to compress the material ; the resistance of the board beneath causing

the clay to be squeezed into a compact state. When this has been effectually accom-
plished, the further descent of the plungers brings a pin, m, against the upper end of

a quadrant catch-level, n, and, by depressing this quadrant, causes the balance-lever

upon which the truck is now supported to rise at that end, and to allow the truck

with the board d to descend, as shown by dots ; the plungers at the same time forcing

out the bricks from the moulds, whereby they are deposited upon the board d
;
when,

by drawing the truck forward out of the machine, the board with the bricks may be

removed, and replaced by another board. The truck may then be again introduced

into the machine, ready to receive the next parcel of bricks.

By the time that the discharge of the bricks from this mould has been effected, the

other mould under the pug cylinder has become filled with the clay, when the teeth of

the horizontal wheel coming round, take into a pinion upon the top of a vertical
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ehaffc, exactly similar to that at h, but at the reverse end of the machine, and causa

the moulds and the frame supporting the trucks to be slidden to the left end of the

machine ; the upper surface of the mould being scraped level in its progress, in the

way abeady described. This movement brings the frction-wheel, o, up the inclined

plane, and thereby raises the truck, with the board to the under side of the mould,

ready to receive another supply of clay ; and the mould at the left-hand side of the

machine being now in its proper situation under the plungers, the clay becomes com-

pressed, and the bricks discharged from the mould in the way described in the

former instance; when this truck being drawn out, the bricks are removed to be

dried and baked, and another board is placed in the same situation. There are boxes,

p, upon each side of the pug cylinder containing sand, at the lower parts of which

, - small sliders are to be opened

(by contrivances not shown
in the figure) as the mould
passes under them, for the

purpose of scattering sand

upon the clay in the mould
to prevent its adhering to

the plungers. There is also

a rack and toothed sector,

with a balance-weight con-

nected to the inclined plane

at the top of the plunger-

rods, for the purpose of rais-

ing the plunger after the

friction-roller has passed

over it ; and there is a spring acting against the back of the quadrant-catch, for the

purpose of throwing it into its former situation, after the pin of the plunger has risen.

An effective machine for brick-making is that patented by Mr. Edward Jones, of

Birmingham, in August 1835. His improvements are described under four heads:

the first applies to a machine for moulding the earth into bricks in a circular frame-

plate horizontally, containing a series of moulds or rectangular boxes, standing

radially round the circumference of the circular frame, into which boxes successively

the clay is expressed from a stationary hopper as the frame revolves, and after being

so formed, the bricks are succes-

sively pushed out of their boxes,

each by a piston acted upon by an
inclined plane below. The second

head of the specification describes

a rectangular horizontal frame,

having a series of moulding boxes

placed in a straight range, which
are acted upon for pressing the clay

by a corresponding range of pistons

fixed in a horizontal frame, worked
up and down by rods extending

from a rotatory crank shaft, the moulding boxes being allowed to rise for the purpose
of enabling the pistons to force out the bricks when moulded, and leave them upon the

bod or board below. The third head applies particularly to the making of tiles for the

flooring of kilns in which malt or grain is to be dried. There is in this contrivance a
rectangular mould, with pointed pieces standing up for the purpose ofproducing air-holes

through the tiles as they are moulded, which is done by pressing the clay into the moulds
upon the points, and scraping off the superfluous matter at top by hand. The fourth

or last head applies to moulding chimney-pots in double moulds, which take to pieces

for the purpose of withdrawing the pot when the edges of the slabs or sides ara

sufficiently brought into contact.

Fiff. 255 represents, in elevation, the first-mentioned machine for moulding bricks.

The moulds are formed in the face of a circular plate or wheel, a a, a, portion of the
upper surface of which is represented in the horizontal view. Jiff. 266. Any
convenient number of these moulds are set readily in the wheel, which is mounted
upon a central pivot, supported by the masonry b b. There is a rim of teeth round
the outer edge of the wheel a a, which take into a pinion, c, on a shaft connected to

the first mover ; and by these means the wheel a, with the moulding boxes, is made
to revolve horizontally, guided by arms with anti-friction rollers, which run round a
horizontal plate, a a, fixed upon the masonry.
A hopper, c, filled with the brick earth, shown with ono of the moulding boxes in

section, is fixed above the face of the wheel in such a way, that the earth may descend

256
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from the hopper into the several moulding boxes as the wheel passes round under it,,

the earth being pressed into the moulds, and its surface scraped off smooth by a
conical roller,/, in the bottom of the hopper.

Through the bottom of each moulding box there is a hole for tho passage of a
piston-rod, g, the upper end of which rod carries a piston with a wooden pallet upon
it acting within the moulding box ; and the lower end of this rod has a small anti-

friction roller, which, as the wheel a revolves, runs round upon the face of an oblique

ring or inclined way, h h, fixed upon the masonry.
The clay is introduced into the moulding boxes from the hopper fixed over the

lowest part of tho inclined way h ; and it will be perceived that as the wheel revolves,,

the piston-rods, g, in passing up the inclined way, will cause the pistons to force tlie

new-moulded bricks, with their pallet, or board, under them, severally up the mould,
into the situation shown at i, in fig. 256, wlience they are to be removed by hand.

Presh pallets being then placed upon the several pistons, they, with the moulds, will

be ready for moulding fresh bricks, when, by the rotation of the wheel, a, they are

severally brought under the hopper, the pistons having sunk to the bottoms of their

boxes, as the piston-rods passed down the other side of the inclined way h.

The second head of the invention is another construction of apparatus for moulding
bricks, in this instance in a rectangular frame. Fig. 257 is a front elevation of the

machine
; fig. 258, a section of the same taken transversely, a a \s the standard

frame-work and bed on which the briclis are to be moulded. Near the corners of

this standard frame-work, four vertical pillars, b b, are erected, upon which pillars

267 258

the frame of the moulding boxes, c, slides up and down, and also tho bar, d, carrying

the rods of the pistons, e e e. These pistons are for the purpose of compressing the

clay in the moulding box, and therefore must stand exactly over and correspond with

the respective moulds in the frame c, beneath.

The sliding frame, c, constituting the sides and ends of the moulding boxes, is sup-

ported at each end by an upright sliding rod, /, which rods pass through guides fixed

to the sides of the standard frame, a a, and at the lower end of each there is a roller,

bearing upon the levers, g, on each side of the machine, but seen only in fig, 258,

which levers, when depressed, aUow the moulding boxes to descend and rest upon

the bed or table of the machine h h.

In this position of the machine resting upon the bed or table, the brick-earth is to be

placed upon, and spread over, tho top of the frame c, by the hands of workmen, when
the descent of the plunger or pistons ee c will cause the earth to be forced into the

moulds, and the bricks to be formed therein. To effect this, rotatory power is to be

applied to the toothed wheel i, fixed on the end of tho main driving crank-shaft k Jc,

which on revolving will, by means of the crank-rods 1 1, bring down the bar a, with

the pistons or plunger e e e, and compress tho earth compactly into the moulds, and

thereby form the bricks.

When this has been done, the bricks are to be released fri.m the moulds by the

moulding frame, c, rising up from the bed, as shown in fig. 257, the pistons still re-

maining depressed, and bearing upon the upper surfaces of the bricks. The moulding

frame is raised by means of cams, m, upon the crank-shaft, which at this part of the

operation are brought under the levers g, for the purpose of raising the cams and the

eliding rods /into the position shown in.^. 258.
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The bricks having been thus formed and released from their moulds, they are to bo

removed from the bed of the machine by pushing forward, on the front side, fresh

boards or pallets, which of course will drive the bricks out upon the other side, whence

they are to be removed by hand.

There is to be a small hole in the centre of each pallet, and also in the bed, for the

purpose of allowing any superfluous earth to be pressed through the moulding boxes

when the pistons descend. And in order to cut off the projecting piece of clay which

would be thus formed on the bottom of the brick, a knife-edge is in some way con-

nected to the bed of the machine, and as the brick slides over it, the knife separates

the protuberant lump ; but the particular construction of this part of tho apparatus is

considered to be of little importance, and the manner of effecting the object is not

clearly stated in the specification.

Fig. 269 represents Mr. Hunt's machine. The principal parts consist of two cylin-

ders, each covered by an endless web, and so placed as to form the front and back of

a hopper, the two sides being iron plates, placed so that when the hopper is filled

with tempered clay from the pug-mill, the lower part of the hopper, and consequently

the mass of clay within it, has exactly the dimensions of a brick. Beneath the hopper

an endless chain travels simultaneously with the movement of the cylinders. The
pallet-boards are laid at given intervals upon the chain, and being thus placed under

the hopper, while the clay is brought down with a slight pressure, a frame with a

wire stretched across it is projected through the mass of clay, cutting off exactly the

thickness of the brick, which is removed at the same moment by the forward move-

ment of tho endless chain. This operation is repeated each time that a pallet-board

comes under the hopper.

There are numerous machines in use for the manufacture of bricks. For the

manitfacture of perforated bricks, Mr. Beart's machine is the most generally em-
ployed. Mr. Chamberlain thus describes it:

—
' Tho mostuniversally used die-machine

which has been extensively worked up to the present time is Mr. Beart's patent for

perforated bricks. This gentleman, who is practically acquainted with these matters,

in order to remedy the diificulties I have mentioned in expressing a mass of clay

through a large aperture or die, hung a series of small tongues or cores, so as to form
hollow or perforated bricks. By this means the clay was forced in its passage

through the die into the corners, having the greater amount of friction now in the

centre. Still, the bricks came out rough at the edge with many clays, or with what
is termed a jagged edge. The water-die was afterwards applied to this machine, and
the perforated bricks, now so commonly used in London, are the result. In Mr.
Beart's machine, which is a pug-mill, the clay is taken after passing through the

rolling-mill, and being fed in at the top, is worked down by tho knives. At the

bottom are two horizontal clay-boxes, in which a plunger works backwards and for-

wards. As soon as it has reached the extremity of its stroke, or forced the clay of

one box through the die, the other box receiving during this time its charge of clay

from the pug-mill, the plunger returns and empties this box of clay through a die on
the opposite side of the machine. The result is, that while a stream of clay is being
forced out on one side of the machine the clay on the opposite side is stationary, and
can, therefore, be divided into a series of five or six bricks with the greatest correct-

ness by hand. Some of these machines have both boxes on one side and the plungers
worked by cranks. This machine cannot make bricks unless the clay has previously

passed through rollers, if coarse ; for anything at all rough, as stone or other hard
substance, would hang in the tongues of tho die. But the clay being afterwards
pugged in the machine is so thoroughly tempered and mixed, the bricks when
made cannot be otherwise than good, provided they are sufficiently fired. As to the
Utility of hollow or perforated bricks, that is a matter more for the consideration of thd

Vol. I. MM
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architect or builder than for the brick-maker. Perforated bricks are a fifth less in

weight than solid ones, 'which is a matter of some importance in transit; but it takes

considerably more power to force the clay through those dies than for solid brick-

making. In the manufacture of perforated bricks, there is also a royalty or patent-

right to bo paid to Mr. Beart.'

Mr. Chamberlain's own machine is in principle as follows (^fig, 260) :—The clay is

fed into a pug-mill, placed horizontally, which works and amalgamates it, and then
forces it off through a mouth-piece or die of about 65 square inches, or about half an
inch deeper and half and inch longer than is required for the brick, of a form similar

to a brick on edge, but with corners well rounded off, each corner forming a quarter of

a 3-inch circle, for clay will pass smoothly through an aperture thus formed, but not

through a keen angle. After the clay has escaped from the mill it is seized by four

rollers, covered with a porous fabric (moleskin), driven at a like surface speed from
connection with the pug-mill. These rollers are two horizontal and two yertical ones,

having a space of 45 inches between them
;
they take this larger stream of rough

clay, and press or roll it into a squared block, of the exact size and shape of a brick

edgeways, with beautiful sharp edges, for the clay has no friction, being drawn through
by the rollers instead of forcing itself through, and is delivered in one unbroken
stream. The rollers in this machine, perform the functions of the die in one class of

machinery, and of the mould in the other. They are, in fact, a die with rotating

surfaces. By hanging a series of mandrels or cores between these rollers, or by

merely changing the mouth-piece, we make hollow and perforated bricks, without any
alteration in the machine.

Messrs. Bradley and Craven, of Wakefield, have invented a very ingenious brick-

making {fig. 261) machine :

—

It consists of a vertical pug-mill of a pecuUar form, and greatly improved construc-

tion, into the upper part of which the clay is fed. In this part of the apparatus the
clay undergoes the most perfect tempering and mixing, and on reaching the bottom of
the mill, thoroughly amalgamated, is forcibly pressed into the moulds of the form
and size of bricks required, which are arranged in the form of a circular revolving
table.

As this table revolves, the piston-rods of the moulds ascend an incline plane, and
gradually lift the bricks out of the moulds, whence they are taken from the machine
by a boy, and placed on an endless band which carries the bricks direct to the waller,

thus effecting the saving of the floor room.

The speed of the several parts of the machine is so judiciously arranged, that the
operations of pugging, moulding, and delivering proceed simultaneously in due order,

the whole being easily driven by a steam-engine of about six-horse power, which, at

the ordinary rate of working, will make 12,000 bricks per day
;

or, with eight-horse

power, from 15,000 to 18,000.

In consequence of the perfect amalgamation of the clay, and the great pressure to

which it is subjected in the moulds, the bricks produced by this machine are perfect;

260
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and from the stiffness of the clay used, less water has to be evaporated in the drying,

thus saving one half the time required for hand-made bricks, and avoiding the risk of

loss from bad weather.

The following remarks by Dr. Ure are deserving of attention :

—

' The brick kilns and clamps round London and other largo cities, which are fired

with the breeze rubbish collected from dust-holes that contain the refuse of kitchens,

&c., emit, in consequence, most unpleasant effluvia ; but brick kilns fired with clean

coke or coal give out no gases of a more noxious nature than common household
fires. The consideration of this subject was closely pressed upon my attention on
being consulted concerning an injunction issued by the Chancellor against a brick

clamp in the Isle of Wight, fired with clean coke-cinders from the steam-engine fur-

nace at Portsmouth Dockyard. The bricks, being of the description called sand stock,

were of course made in moulds very slightly dusted with sand, to make them fall

freely out. The sand was brought from Portsmouth Harboiu", and, on being subjected

to a degree of heat more intense certainly than it could suffer in the clamp, was
thought to give out traces of hydrochloric acid.

' As it is well known to the chemist that common salt strongly ignited in contact

with moist sand will emit hydrochloric acid, there was nothing remarkable in the

above observation ; but I ascertained that the sand with which the moulds wore
strewed would give out no hydrochloric acid at a heat equal at least to what the

bricks were exposed to in a clamp 10 or 12 feet high, and fixed at its bottom only

with a layer of "cinders 3 or 4 inches thick. But I further demonstrated that the

entire substance of the brick, with its scanty film of sand, on being exposed to igni-

tion in a suitable apparatus, gave out—not hydrochloric or any other corrosive acid,

but ammonia gas. Hence, the allegations that the clamp sent forth a host of acid

gases to blight the neighbouring trees were shown to be utterly groundless ; on the

contrary, the ammonia evolved from the heated clay would act beneficially upon
vegetation, while it was too small in quantity to annoy any human being. A few
yards to leeward of a similar clamp in full activity, I could perceive no offensive

odour. All ferruginous clay, when exposed to the atmosphere, absorbs ammonia from
it, and of course emits it again on being gently ignited.'

Floating bricks are a very ancient invention
;

tliey are so light as to swim in water ;

and Pliny tells us that they were made at Marseilles, at Colonto, in Spain, and at

Pittane, in Asia. This invention, however, was completely lost until M. Fabroni
published a discovery of a method to imitate the floating bricks of the ancients,

M H 2
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According to Posidonius, these bricks were made of a kind of argillaceous eartli, wMcli
•was employed to clean silver plate. But as it could not be our tripoli, which is too

heavy to float in water, M. Fabroni tried several experiments with mineral agaric,

guhr, lac-lunae, and fossil meal, which last was found to bo the very substance of

which he was in search. This earth is abundant in Tuscany, and is found near Cas-
teldelpiano, in the territories of Sienna. According to the analysis of M. Fabroni, it

consists of 55 parts of siliceous earth, 15 of magnesia, 14 of water, 12 of alumina, 3

of lime, and 1 of iron. It exhales an argillaceous odour, and, when sprinkled with
water, throws out a light-whitish smoke. It is infusible in the fire, and, though it

loses about an eighth part of its weight, its bulk is scarcely diminished. Bricks com-
posed of this substance, either baked or unbaked, float in water ; and ^^th part of clay

may bo added to their composition without taking away their property of swimming.
These bricks resist water, unite perfectly with lime, are subject to no alteration from
heat or cold, and the baked differ from the unbaked only in the sonorous quality which
they have acquired from the fire. Their strength is little inferior to that of common
bricks, but much greater in proportion to their weight ; for M. Fabroni found that a
floating brick, measuring 7 inches in length, 4J in breadth, and 1 inch 8 lines in

thickness, weighed only li^ oz., whereas a common brick weighed 5 lbs. 6| oz.

As an experiment, M. Fabroni constructed the powder magazine of a ship of these

bricks ; the vessel was set on fire, and sank without exploding the powder.

This earth has been found near Clermont, in the Auvergne. Ehrenberg has shown
that it is entirely composed of microscopic siliceous shells. Bricks composed of this

earth weigh only half as much as the ordinary ones.

Fire bricks are made extensively in the neighbourhood of Newcastle-on-Tyne and
at Stourbridge. For the analyses of the clays of which these and others are con-

structed, see Clay.
Stone Bricks.—These are manufactured at Neath, in Glamorganshire, and are very

much used in the construction of copper furnaces at Swansea. They are usually

known as the ' Dinas bricks.'

The materials of which the bricks are made are brought from a quarry in the

neighbourhood. They are very coarse, being subjected to a very rude crushing

operation under an edge stone, and, from the size of the pieces, it is impossible to

mould by hand. There are three qualities, which are mixed together with a little

water, so as to give the mass coherence, and in this state it is compressed by the

machine into a mould. The brick which results is treated in the ordinary way, but

it resists a much greater heat than the Stourbridge clay brick, expands more by heat,

and does not contract to its original dimensions. The composition of the three

materials is as follows :

—

Prom Peudreyn From Dinas

Silica 94-05 100- 91-95

Alumina, with a trace of ox. iron 4'55 traces 8-05

Lime and magnesia .... traces traces

98-60 100- 100-00

—Dr. Richardson: Knapp's Technology,

Since the introduction of the Siemens gas-furnace, and the Bessemer process for

cast-steel manufacture, into countries which, unlike our own, are not well siipplied

with fire-resisting materials, great difficulty has been experienced in obtaining

bricks of a sufficiently refractorj' character to withstand the extremely high tempera-

ture developed in the melting chamber, as well as the sudden and violent alternations

in other parts of the furnace. In order to obviate this difficulty, Mr. Joseph Khern,

a well-known Austrian metallurgist, has introduced a plan of manufacturing siliceous

bricks, which he describes as being superior to any other refractory material obtained

in Austria. The chief ingredient is quartz of the liighest possible degree of purity,

especial care being taken to reject all such samples as show any admixture of iron

or copper pyrites, carbonate of lime, or even mica, or felspar. The quartz so selected

is heated in quantities of from 10 to 15 tons, in a Eumford lime-kiln for 10 or 12

hours, till it attains a full red heat, when it is quenched in water ; the fragments are

then cleaned by a simple jigging process, and subsequently are crushed under a tilt

hammer, sufficiently fine to pass through a sieve having 60 holes to the square inch.

The hammer weighs 1\ cwts., and is capable of crushing 3-^ tons of quartzin 12hours.

Two varieties of clay are used, dilFering slightly in plasticity
;
they are prepared by

careful weathering, pulverisation under light stamp-heads, and grinding under edge

rollers ; a final sifting is performed through a sieve of 600 apertures to the inch. The

purest quartz is reserved for the first quality of brick, which have to resist the greatest
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heat; while the second and third class, for less exposed positions, are made chiefly of

the remains of bricks which have been already used, ground and sifted afresh. The
following are the mixtures employed :

—

First class : 16 parts of quartz to 1 plastic clay, or 14 parts of quartz to 1 of leaner

clay. Second class: 16 parts of ground bricks of the 1st class, to 1 of clay. Third
class : 8 parts of ground bricks of the 2nd and 3rd classes, to 1 of clay.

The latter class are made more with a view to obtain mechanical strength than fire-

resisting power.

The materials are mixed together dry, and are thoroughly incorporated by knead-

ing with water, and treading under men's feet; about 18 cubic feet are operated

upon at one time, Sufiicient water must be added to allow the mixture to be worked
into a ball between the fingers without crumbling. The second and third class

bricks are formed in open moulds, the stuflF being beaten down by a metal rammer of

about 44 lbs. weight; the first class, however, are subjected to a pressure of about

3 tons to the square inch during a period of three quarters of an hour, before they

are removed from the moulds. The drying takes place in chambers, through which
a current of air passes, at the ordinary temperature in summer, but artificially warmed
in winter ; the bricks are fit for burning in from 4 to 6 days. The kilns are rect-

angular chambers, each having two step-grate fireplaces in one of the shorter sides,

and a flue communicating with a high chimney at the opposite end. The capacity is

about 2,300 or 2,500 bricks. As soon as the kiln is filled, the charging aperture is

partly closed, and a gentle fire is kept in the grates, the flue damper being shut.

After 36 hours, the charging hole is entirely closed, and the draught is urged by
opening the damper inch by inch at intervals, until, at the end of 65 or 70 hours, the

whole of the charge has attained a strong white heat. The fires are then removed,

the damper is shut down, the grates are filled with sand, and any cracks that may
have formed in the kiln are carefully luted up. After standing in this way for 24

hours, the charging place is gradually opened, and in from 36 to 48 hours more, the

burnt bricks may be removed,

BUXCK CSiAY. The familiar term for any clay used in the manufacture of

bricks, A good clay for this purpose is a silicate of alumina, combined in various

proportions with sand. Brick clay is used by geologists in contradistinction to

Boulder clay.

BBICK EARTH. A marly earth, containing much alumina, largely employed
in brick-making.

BBZCX XXXiBT. See Kiln.
SKXCK OZIi. This is a relic of old pharmacy: it was prepared by putting red-

hot roughly powdered brick into linseed oil. It is no longer used, except by old

apothecaries and druggists in remote country towns.

BKZCK RED COPPER ORE. See Tile Obe.
BRIDGE. See Iron Bridge.
BRinxSTOBTE. {Sou/re, Fr. ; Schwefel, Ger.) Sttlphto.

Our Imports of Brimstone for the years ending 1871 were as follows :

—

1869 1870 1871
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value
Cwts. £ Cwts. £ Cwts. £

1,015,329 388,723 1,065,360 386,660 937,049 303,717

BRXSTXiE. The stifi" glossy hair of swine, which grows chiefly on the backs of

those animals, both in the wild and the domesticated state. Bristles are used in the

manufacture of brushes.

In 1864 our Imports of Bristles from Russia were 1,958,112 lbs., valued at 252,923?,;

from Prussia 59,113 lbs., valued at 7,635Z. ; from Hamburg 207,274 lbs., valued at

26,772?.; from Belgium 34,880 lbs., valued at 4,506?.; from France 51,859 lbs.,

valued at 6,699Z. ; from other parts 34,897 lbs., valued at 4,507?. : total amount,

2,346,135 lbs., valued at 303,041?. In the same year we exported 12,395 lbs. valued

at 2,264?. The importations for 1872 were:—From Eussia, 1,800,933 lbs.; from
Germany, 672,727 lbs. ; from Holland, 492,921 lbs. ; from Belgium, 94,842 lbs.

;

from France, 60,030 lbs. ; and from other countries, 46,642 lbs. The total value
being 517,809?,

BRXSTOlb BXASXON'SS. Brilliant crystols of quartz, found in the St, Vincent
Eocks, near Bristol, They are often cut and polished for ornaments,
BRXTATTITXA. SXETAXi. An alloy of tin with copper and antimony. In the

best kinds a little nickel is used. See Alloys,
BRITISH GtTM. See Dextrine.
BRXTTXdE SIXiVER-GlLAircE. See Silver Obes.
BRZTTXiE SlIiVER ORE. See SiLVEB Ores,
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BRITTXiE SVIiPHVRET OF SIIiVER. See Silver Ores.

BROAD CIiOTH. A fine kind of woollen cloth, which exceeds twenty-nine

inches in width. All of less width are known as narrow cloths.

BROAD GA1TCE. Bails laid wide apart, as on the Great Western Eailway and
its branches, in contradistinction to the narrow gauge, as on all the other railways of

the Kingdom. The broad gauge rails are 6 feet apart ; the narrow gauge rails 4^ feet.

BROAD KEAF. The Terminalia latifolia, a tree, native of Jamaica, the wood of

which is used for boards, scantlings, shingles, and staves. It is sometimes mistaken

for the almond tree, owing to the shape of its fruit. See Termikaxia.

BROADSIDE. A seaman's term—the full length or side of a ship. A printer's

term— a full printed page of any sized sheet.

BROCADE. A rich stout silk, formerly much worn by ladies of rank. A name
commonly given to any variety of stuff upon which raised flowers are embroidered.

The name is also given to a cloth of silk and gold manufactured in Eastern countries.

BROCATEKXiE. Linsey-woolsey is so called in France. A silk material which
is used for lining carriages.

BROCATEIiIiX nXARBXiE. An artificial marble made from fragments of

natural marbles united by means of an artificial cement.

BROCHAM'TXTE. An ore of copper found in this country at Houghton Gill, in

Cumberland. It has also been discovered in Siberia, Nassau, and elsewhere. Its

composition is sulphuiic acid, 17'7
;
protoxide of copper, 70'3 ; water, 12'0.

BROCICRAM. A Cumberland miner's term for a breccia.

BROMA. A preparation of chocolate.

BROItXACETXC ACXD.—Obtained by Messrs, Perkin and Duppa. They take

a mixture of crystallisable acetic acid and bromine in the proportion of equal

equivalents, introduce it into a sealed tube, which is placed in an oil bath and heated

to 150° C. The mixture which is nearly colourless, or of a light amber colour, is

transferred to a retort, and the excess of acetic acid driven off by heating to 200° C.

On cooling, a beautiful white crystalline solid is obtained, which is bromacetic acid,

together with hydrobromic acid and bibromacetic acid. The mixed acids are heated to

130° C, carbonic acid passed until the reaction of hydrobromic acid, with nitrate of

silver, is no longer evident. Carbonate of lead is then added, the whole heated to

100° C, and allowed to stand for some hours ; the liquid filtered off from the

crystalline deposit.

The acid thus obtained crystallises in rhombohedra, is exceedingly deliquescent, and
very soluble in water or alcohol. It fuses below 100° C, and boUsat 208° C. When
distilled with acetate of potassium, it gives off acetic acid ; when heated with metallic

zinc, it yields acetate and bromide of zinc.

It attacks the epidermis powerfully, raising a blister like that produced by a burn,

It forms crystallisable salts with most bases, many of which decompose rapidly.

Messrs. Perkin and Duppa have formed the salts of the alkalis and alkaline earths.

The lead salt is obtained by neutralising bromacetic acid with oxide of lead, and
recrystallising in water, washing the crystalline precipitate with cold water, and re-

crystallising from water.

The silver salt is obtained by treating bromacetic acid with carbonate of silver, or

by adding solution of bromacetic acid to solution of nitrate of silver. It is thrown
down as a crystalline precipitate.

Bromacetate of methyl is a colourless mobile liquid, having an aromatic odour ; it

boils at 144° C. The bromacetate of ethyl boils at 169° C. ; that of amyl at 207° C
By the action of ammonia on bromacetic acid, bromide of ammonium is formed,

and glycocol, or a body isomeric with it.

Bibromacetic Acid. Formed when bromine and acetic acid are heated in pre-

sence of Ught, but it is difficult to obtain in large quantities. It is a liqmd boiling at

240° C, which is partially decomposed every time it is distilled, evolving hydro-

bromic acid. It does not solidify at 15° C. It has a very high specific gravity.

The silver salt is a crystalline precipitate which is, however, decomposed, by
boiling with water, into bromide of silver and a soluble acid.

BROnXATES. Compounds of Bromic Acid with alkalis, alkaline earths, and
metals.

BROnxxC ACXD. A combination of bromine with oxygen, forming bromates.

BROMXC SXXiVER. See Silver Ores.

BROniXDES. Compounds of Bromine with alkalis and metals.

BROnxXDE OF SXIiVER. A salt much used in photography. It is formed
by adding a soluble bromide to nitrate of silver, when a white precipitate is produced,

See Photography.
BROnsXTE. Native bromide of silver.

BRONZE. {Brome, Fr. and Ger.) A compound metal consisting of copper
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and tin, to which sometimes a little zinc and lead are added. There is some con-

fusion amongst Continental writers about this alloy ; they translate their bronze into

the English brass.

See, for an example of this, ' Dictionnaire des Arts et Manufactures.' This has

arisen from the carelessness of om own writers. Dr. Watson, ' Chemical Essays,'

remarks : ' It has been said that Queen Elizabeth left more brass ordnance at her

death than she found iron on her accession to the throne. This must not be under-

stood as if gun-metal was made in her time of brass, for the term brass was sometimes

used to denote copper ; and sometimes a composition of iron, copper, and calamine

was called brass ; and we, at this day, commonly speak of brass cannon, though brass

does not enter into the composition used for casting cannon,'

Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin.

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc.

In many instances, we have zinc, lead, &c., entering into the composition of alloys

of copper and tin. However this may be, the aUoy is called a bronze, if tin and
copper are the chief constituents.

This alloy is much harder than copper, and was employed by the ancients to

make swords, hatchets, &c., before the method of working iron was generally

understood. Most modern archaeologists, following the Danish antiquaries, recogniso

a bronze age ; that is to say, an epoch of civilisation when bronze was the only metal
in general use for cutting instruments, and other useful or ornamental objects. This
period is generally held to have been subsequent to the so-called stone age and anterior

to that of iron. Some authorities, however, arguing on metallurgical rather than on
archaeological grounds, have called this chronology in question, and have maintained
that a knowledge of iron must have preceded that of bronze. Be that as it may, it is

certain that the use of bronze was general at a very early period in the history of

Western civilisation.

The art of casting bronze statues may be traced to the most remote antiquity, but
it was first brought to a certain degree of refinement by Theodores and Ececus of

Samos, about 700 years before the Christian era, to whom the invention of
modelling is ascribed by Pliny. The ancients were well aware that by alloying

copper with tin, a more fusible metal was obtained, that the process of casting was
therefore rendered easier, and that the statue was harder and more durable. It was
during the reign of Alexander that bronze statuary received its greatest extension,

when the celebrated artist Lysippus succeeded, by new processes of moulding and
melting, in multiplying groups of statues to such a degree that Pliny called them the mob
of Alexander. Soon afterwards enormous bronze colossuses were made, to the height
of towers, of which the isle of Ehodes possessed no less than one hundred. The
Eoman consul Mutianus found 3,000 bronze statues at Athens, 3,000 at Ehodes, as

many at Olympia and at Delphi, although a great number had been previously carried

off'from the last town.

From the analyses of Mr. J. A. Phillips, wo learn that most of the ancient coins

were bronzes, the quantity of tin relatively to the copper varying slightly. The pro-

portions of copper and tin in many of those coins are given below, the other ingedients

being omitted :

—

Copper. Tin.

A coin of Alexander the Great, 335 B.C. . . 86-72 . . 13-14

„ Philippus V, . 200 B.C. . . 85-15 . . 11-10

„ Athens . 88-41 . . 9-96

Ptolemy IX. . 70 B.C. . . 84-21 , . 15-69

„ Pompey . 53 B.C. . . 74-11 . . 8.66

„ the Atilia family 45 B.C. . . 68-72 . . 4-77

„ Augustus and Agrippa, 30 B.C. , . 78-58 . . 12-91

The arms and cutting instruments of the ancients were composed of similar bronzes,

as the following proportions, also selected from Mr. J. A. Phillips' analyses, will show :
—

Tin. Copper.

Eoman sword blade, found in the Thames . 85-70 . . 10-02

Ireland . 91-39 . . 8-38

Celtic „ „ Ireland . 90-23 . . 7-60

Layard brought from Assyria a considerable variety of bronze articles, many of

them objects of ornament, but many evidently intended for use. Amongst others wag
a bronze foot, which was constructed for the purpose of support of some kind. This
was submitted to the examination of Dr. Percy. It was then found that the bronze
had been cast round a support of iron. By this means the appearance of considerable

lightness was attained, while great strength was insured. This discovery proves in a
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very satisfactory manner, that the metallurgists of Assyria -were perfectly conversant

with the use of iron, and that they employed it for the purpose of imparting strength

to the less tenacious metals which they employed in their art-manufactures. This

bronze, as analysed in the Metallurgical Laboratory of the Museum of Practical

Geology, consists of copper 88'37, tin 11 '33.

Examination has shown that all the bronze weapons of the Greeks and Eomans wert
not only of the true composition for insuring the greatest density in the alloy itself,

but that these, by a process of hammering the cutting edges, were brought up to tha

greatest degree of hardness and tenacity.

Before 1642, 'brass ordnance' {bronze) was founded by foreigners. Stow says

that John Owen began to found brass ordnance, and that he was the first Englishman
who ever made that kind of artillery in England.

Bell founding followed. Bell-metal and other broken metal were allowed to be
exported hitherto ; but it being discovered that it was applied to found guns abroad,
' brass, copper, latten, bell metal, pan metal, gun metal, and shroflf metal, are pro-

hibited to be exported.'

Bronze has almost always been used for casting statues, bassi-rilievi, and works
which are to be exposed to atmospheric influences. In forming such statues, the

alloy should be capable of flowing readily into all the parts of the mould, however,
minute ; it should be hard, in order to resist accidental blows, be proof against the

influence of the weather, and be of such a nature as to acquire that gj^eenish oxidised

coat upon the surface, which is so much admired in the antique bronzes, called patina
atitiqua. The chemical composition of the bronze alloy is a matter therefore of the

first moment. The Brothers Keller, celebrated founders in the time of Louis XIV.,
whose chefs-d'ceuvre are well known, directed their attention towards this point, to

which too little importance is attached at the present day. The statue of Desaix, in

the Place Dauphine, and the column in the Place Vendomo are noted specimens of

most defective workmanship from mismanagement of the alloys of which they are

composed. On analysing separately specimens taken from the bas-reliefs of the

pedestal of this column, from the shaft, and from the capital, it was found that the

first contained only 6 per cent, of tin, and 94 of copper, the second much less, and
the third only 0'21. Itwas therefore obvious that the founder, unskilful in the melting

of bronze, had gone on progressively refining his alloy, by the oxidisement of the tin,

till he had exhausted the copper, and that he had then worked up the refuse scoriae in

the upper part of the column. The cannon which the Government furnished him for

casting the monument consisted of :

—

Copper 89-360

Tin 10-040

Lead 0-102

Silver, zinc, iron, and loss 0-498

100-000

The moulding of the several bas-reliefs was so ill executed, that the chiselers

employed to repair the faults removed no less than 70 tons of bronze, which was
given them, besides 300,000 francs for their work. The statues made by the Kellers

at Versailles were found, on chemical analysis, to consist of :

—

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. The mean.
Copper . 91-30 . . 91-68 . . 91-22 . . 91-40

Tin . 1-00 . . 2-32 . . 1-78 . . 1-70

Zinc . 6-09 . . 4-93 . . 6.57 . . 6-53

Lead . 1-61 . . 1-07 . . 1-43 . . 1-37

100-000 100-000 100-000 100-000

The analysis of the bronze of the statue of Louis XV. was as follows :

—

Copper . . . 82-45 Its specific gravity was 8-482

Zinc .... 10-30

Tin .... 4-10

Lead , . . . 3-15

100-00

The bronzes of Prance, according to M. L. E. Pivot, contain nearly always four

metals, copper, tin, lead, and zinc. They may contain also very small and variable

quantities of iron, nickel, arsenic, antimony, and sulphur.
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The alloys most proper for bronze to be afterwards struck for medals is composed
of from 8 to 12 parts of tin and from 88 to 92 of copper; to -which if 2 or 3 parts in

the hundred of zinc be added, they will make it assume a finer bronze tint. The alloy

of the Kellers is famous for this effect. The metal should be subjected to three or

four successive stamps of the press, and be softened between each blow by being heated

and plunged into cold water.

The addition of a small proportion of phosphorus has recently been recommended
to improve the quality of bronze.

The bronze of bells, or bell-metal, is composed, in 100 parts, of copper 78, tin 22.

This alloy has a fine compact gTain, is very fusible and sonorous. The other metals

sometimes added are rather prejudicial, and merely increase the profit of the founders.

Some of the English bells consist of 80 copper, lO'l tin, 6'6 zinc, 4-3 lead; the latter

metal, when in such large quantities, is apt to cause isolated drops, hurtful to the

uniformity of the alloy.

The Tam-tams and Cymbals of Bronze.—The Chinese make use of bronze instru-

ments forged by the hammer, which are very thin and raised up in the middle
;
they

are called gongs, from the word tshoxmg, which signifies a bell. Klaproth has shown
that they contain nothing but copper and tin, in the proportion of 78 of the former
metal and 22 of the latter. Their specific gravity is 8'815. This alloy, when newly
cast, is as brittle as glass; but being plunged at a cherry-red heat into cold water, and
confined between two discs of iron to keep it in shape, it becomes tough and malleable.

The cymbals consist of 80 parts copper and 20 tin.

Bronze vessels, naturally brittle, may be made tenacious by the same ingenious

process, for which the world is indebted to M. Darcet. Bronze mortars for pounding
have their lips tempered in the same way.

Cannon Metal consists of about 90 or 91 copper, and 10 or 9 of tin. From the ex-

periments of Papaeino d'Antony, made at Turin, in 1770, it appears that the most
proper alloy for great guns is from 12 to 14 parts of tin to 100 of copper ; but the

Comte LamartiUiere concluded, from his experiments made at Douay, in 1786, that

never less than 8 nor more than 11 of tin should be employed in 100 parts of

bronze.

Gilt Ornaments of Bronze.—This kind of bronze should be easy of fusion, and take

perfectly the impression of the mould. The alloy of copper and zinc (brass) is, when
fused, of a pasty consistence, does not make a sharp cast, is apt to absorb too much
amalgam, is liable to crack in cooling, and is too tough or too soft for the chaser or

turner ; and if the quantity of zinc was increased, to make the metal harder, it would
lose the yellow colour suitable to the gilder. A fourfold combination of copper, zinc,

tin, and lead is preferable for making such ornamental bronze articles ; and the

following proportions are probably the best, as they unite closeness of grain with
the other good qualities. Copper 82, zinc 18, tin 3 or 1, lead \\ or 3. In the

alloy which contains most lead, the tenacity is diminished and the density is in-

creased, which is preferable for pieces of small dimensions. Another alloy, which is

said to require for its gilding only two-thirds of the ordinary quantity of gold, has the

following composition : copper 82-247, zinc 17-481, tin 0-238, lead 0-024.

The antique bronze colour is given to figures and other objects made from these

alloys by the following process :—Two drachms of sal-ammoniac, and half a drachm
of salt of sorrel, (binoxalate of potash,) are to be dissolved in fourteen ounce measures
(English) of colourless vinegar. A hair pencil being dipped into this solution, and
pressed gently between the fingers, is to be rubbed equally over the clean surface of

the object slightly warmed in the sun or at a stove; and the operation is to be repeated

till the wished-for shade is obtained.

The bronze founder ought to melt his metals rapidly, in order to prevent the loss

of tin, zinc, and lead by their oxidisement. Eeverberatory furnaces have been long

used for this operation, the best being of an elliptical form. The furnaces with dome
tops are employed by the bell founders, because, their alloy being more fusible, they

do not require so intense a heat ; but they also would find their advantage in using

the most rapid mode of fusion. The surface of the molting metals should be covered

with small charcoal or coke ; and when the tin is added, it should be dexterously thrust

to the bottom of the melted copper. Immediately after stirring the melted mass so

as to incorporate its ingredients, it should be poured out into the moulds. In general,

the metals most easily altered by the fire, as the tin, should be put in last. The
cooling should be as quickly as possible in the moulds, to prevent the risk of the

metals separating from each other in the order of their density, as they are very apt

to do. The addition of a little iron—in the form of tin plate—to bronze, is reckoned

to be advantageous.

One part of tin, and two parts of copper (nearly one atom of tin and four of
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copper, or more exactly 100 parts of tin and 215 copper), form the ordinary speculum
metal of reflecting telescopes, which is of all the alloys the whitest, the most brilliant,

the hardest, and the most brittle, The alloy of 1 part of tin and 10 of copper (or

nearly one atom of the former to eighteen of the latter), is the strongest of the whole
series.

Ornamental objects of bronze, after being cast, are commonly laid upon red-hot

coals till they take a dull red heat, and are then exposed for some time to the air.

The surface is thereby freed from any greasy matter, some portion of the zinc is dis-

sipated, and the alloy assumes more of a coppery hue, which prepares for the subse-

quent gilding. The black tinge which it sometimes gets from the fire may be removed
by washing it with a weak acid. It may be made very clean by acting upon it with
nitric acid, of specific gravity 1'324, to which a little common salt and soot have been
added, the latter being of doubtful utility ; after which it must be well washed in

water, and dried with rags or sawdust.

For the following Table we are indebted to Mr. Eobert Mallet, F.E.S., whose
investigations in this direction have been most extensive, and as accurate as they are

extensive :

—
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Order
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Hardness
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Order
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Fusibility

Commercial Titles,

characteristic
Properties in
working, &c.
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am go. P >

1 Cn 100-00+ 31-6 8-667 E Tile red 24-6 1 2 10 16 Copper.
2 lOCu+Sn 84-29+ 15-71 374-9 8-561 FC Eeddish yel-

low, 1

16-1 2 6 8 15 Gun metal, &c.

3 9Cu+Sn 82-81+ 17-19 343-3 8-462 FC Eeddish yel-

low, 2

15-2 3 7 5 14 Ditto.

i 8Cu+Sn 81-10+ 18-90 311-7 8-459 FC Tellowish 17-7 4 10 4 13 Gun metal, tem-
red, 2

Tellowish
pers best.

5 7Ca+Sn 78-97+ 21-03 280-1 8-728 VC 13-6 5 11 3 12 Hard mill
red, 1

Bluish red, 1

brasses, Sic.

G 6Ca+Sn 76-29+ 23-71 248-5 8-750 V 9-7 0 12 2 11 Brittle."

7 5Ca+Su 72-80 +• 27-20 216-9 8-575 C Bluish red, 2 4-9 0 13 1 10 Brittle.'

8 4CaH-Sn 68-21+ 31-79 185-3 8-400 G Ash grey 0-7 0 14 6 9 Crumbles."
9 SCa+Sn 01-69+ 38-31 153-7 8-639 TC Dark grey ,

0-5 0 16 7 8 Crumbles."
10 2Cu+Su 51-75+ 48-25 122-1 8-416 VC Greyish

white, 1

1-7 0 15 9 7 Brittle."

n Ca+Su 34-92+ 65-08 90-5 8-056 TC Whiter stm, 2 1-4 0 9 1 6 1 Small bells.

12 Ca+2Sn 21-15+ 78-85 149-4 7-387 CC Ditto 3 3-9 0 8 1 5 ; brittle."

Speculum
13 Cu+SSn 15-17+ 84-83 208-3 7-447 CC Ditto 4 3-1 0 5 1 4 Metal of au-

thors.

14 Cn+4Sn 11-82+ 88-18 267-2 7-472 CC Ditto 5 3-1 8 4 14 3 Piles, tough.

15 Cu+6Sn 9-68+ 90-32 326-1 7-442 E Ditto 6 2-7 6 3 15 2 Files, soft and
tough.

16 Sn 100-00 58-9 7-291 P White, 7 2-5 7 1 16 1 Tin.

Bronze, Phosphorised. By carefully dropping phosphorus on melted bronze or

copper a product rich in phosphorus is produced. This alloy is claiming much
attention, and will be fully treated of under the head of Phosphor Bronze aitd

Copper, which see. See also Aiuminium Bronze.

Bronze Imports are now included under the heads of Brass, Bronze and Metal,

Bronzed and Lacquered. Of these articles the following Imports are given In

1872:—
Cwts. £

Value 7,128

636 4,718

2,317

„ 44,102

„ United States of America . 7,848 „ 36,331

Other countries .... . 3,773 „ 16,179

Total . . 17,375 109,774

In the same year the Exportation of the same metals is given as

—

To all countries .... 1,018 cwts. valued at 5,650^.

' E signifies earthy ; c c, coarse crystalline ; f c, fine crystalline ; o, conohoidal ; v, vitreous ; v c,

vitreous-conchoidal ; T c, tabular crystalUne.
" All these alloys are found occasionally in bolls and specula with mixtures of Zn and Pb.
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BROXTZE PAIWT. Bronze paint, commonly called gold paint, is made by
mixing gold-coloured bronze powder with pure turpentine as a vehicle. The tur-

pentine of commerce has at all times an acid reaction, which is detrimental to the

colour of the metal powder. The turpentine used for this purpose has, therefore, to

be mixed with lime to neutralise the acid before it is thus employed.

BROZfZE POWDERS have been much used of late in the decorative painting of

houses, &c. They are prepared of every shade, from that of bright gold to orange,

dark copper, emerald green, &c. Pale gold is produced from an alloy of 13| of

copper and 2| of zinc ; crimson metallic lustre—from copper : ditto, paler, copper

and a very little zinc
;
green bronze with a proportion of verdigris ; another fine

orange by 14"4 copper and If zinc; another ditto, 13 J copper and 2'4zinc: a beautiful

pale gold from an alloy of the two metals in atomic proportions.

The alloy is laminafed into very fine leaves with careful annealing, and these are

levigated into impalpable powders along with a film of fine oil to prevent oxidisement,

and to favour the levigation.

Mr. Brandeis, in his account of his articles of manufacture furnished to the Now
York Exhibition, says :

—

' Bronzes, or, more correctly, metallic powders resembling gold dust, were invented

in 1648, by a monk, at Furth, in Bavaria, named Theophrastus Allis Bombergonsis.

He took the scraps or cuttings of the metallic leaves then known as ' Dutch leaf,'

and ground them with honey. This roughly made bronze powder was used for

ornamenting parchments, capital letters in Bibles, choral books, &e.'

At Furth bronze powders are largely made for Europe, and with little change or

improvement, There are four sorts of Dutch leaf :

—

Common leaf, soft, and of reddish cast, composed of 25 or 30 per cent, of zinc to

75 or 70 per cent, of copper.

French leaf contains more zinc, is harder, less ductile, and has a purer yellow colour.

Florence leaf has a larger proportion of zinc, and is of a greenish gold colour

;

and lastly,

White leaf, composed of tin. The more zinc these alloys contain, the harder, the

more brittle, and more difficult are they to work into perfect leaves. The manner of

beating is similar to the mode for producing gold leaves.

The scraps, cuttings, and fragments of these leaves are the materials for the German
bronze powders. First brushed through a sieve and ground with gum water on
marble slabs for six hours, the gum washed out, the powders sorted, dried, and a

coating of grease given to make them appear more brilliant, and to protect them from
oxidation. Varieties of colour, such as orange, &c., are produced by a film of sub-

oxide upon the surface of the particles. The price of bronze powders depends upon
the demand, and the supply of the waste material of the metal leaves, and prices

change accordingly.

Messrs. Brandeis patent their process, and in place of being dependent upon
uncertain supplies of metal of unknown composition, they take the metals at once in

a state of purity (say copper by voltaic precipitation) : it is alloyed with zinc, cast into

ingots, rolled into ribands, cut, annealed, and rolled until the metal is thin and leaf-

like ; then it is taken to a steam-mill, and ground. The bronze powder is washed
out and dried, then introduced into an air-tight room, with an arrangement of boxes

;

the air of the chamber is set in violent motion by bellows, and the powder dififiised

throughout ; the bronze powders are deposited, the finest in the upper boxes, and
the coarser powders below. When settled, mineral varnish is introduced ; the boxes

fitted with tight lids are made to revolve, and the particles are thus rapidly coated,

and the highest metallic brilliancy imparted. Different shades of colour, pink, crim-

son, &c., are produced by submitting the powder to heat and oxidation before the

rapid revolutions of the varnishing boxes.

The quantity thus produced by one firm, with three steam-engines at work, enables

the finished bronze powders to be produced at a rate about equal to the price the

German manufacturer has to pay for his materials—the cuttings and scraps of leaves.

Hence, for the purposes of trade and art, a large exportation of bronze powders
takes place from America to Europe, South America, and China.

The bronze powders are largely used in japanning, bronzing tin and iron goods,

ornamental works of paper, wood, oil-cloth, leather, &c. ; while sign-boards and the
decoration of public buildings have effective metallic brilliant surfaces of beauty and
durability. In fact, for ornamental decorations, the demand steadily increases.

In Holland and Germany the subject has been examined, with the view of ascer-

taining the effect of chemical composition.

Do Heer E. E. Konig has given a Table of the analyses of the best European
Bamples of bronze powders and leaves ( VolksfiigM)

:

—
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Copper Zinc— — Iron Tin

Per CGBt. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
1 T- 1,*. 11
1. Xiignt yGilow • • t • • 0£t oo n-i fiU ID A

\J

15-30 \j \} i

3. Messing yollow, or brass yello-w

colour 90* 9-61 0-20 0

4, Copper bronze, orange colour . 98-93 0-73 0-08 0

5. Copper red, high shade ofpurple colour 99-90 0-00 trace 0

6, Purple violet .... 98-22 0-5 0-30 trace

7. Light green .... 84-32 16-02 0-03 trace

8. Tin white or leaden grey , 0-00 2-39 0-56 97-46

Vanadate of copper has recently been recommended as a new bronze. Dr. B. W. Ger-

land has shown that a solution of vanadate of copper in aqueous sulphurous acid deposits

brilliant yellow crystals, after part of the sulphurous acid has been removed by boiling.

These crystals are quite uniform in appearance, and contain cupric oxide, vanadic acid,

and sulphurous acid. They change rapidly, under the influence of air, their beautiful

metallic lustre quickly disappearing, and the yellow colour changing to a dark green.

If, however, these crystals are removed from the mother-liquor, and treated with fresh

sulphurous acid, although in the first instance formed in sulphurous acid solution, they

now decompose, and two fresh kinds of crystals, the one brown the other orange

yellow, are formed. Continuing to add sulphurous acid, the brown crystals are redis-

solved, while the orange yellow are left intact.

After filtration, washing, and drying, a residue is left of microscopic scales of a deep
orange-yellow colour, possessing a most beautiful lustre. They are free from copper

and sulphur, and are perfectly unalterable in the air.

The composition of this substance previously dried over vitriol is, according to

analysis, as follows :

—

Water (loss by heating) 8-73

Pentoxide of vanadium . j t . . 91-06

Impurities 0-21

10-000

These numbers correspond to the formula of metavanadic acid, which requires -

Water 8-97

Pentoxide of vanadium . . . , .91-03

100-00

In some instances. Dr. Gerland obtained the same bronze or gold-like substance

by treating vanadate of copper suspended in water with sulphurous acid gas ; but in

many others the effect of the gas was the formation of vanadic oxide in solution.

The vanadate of copper used in these experiments was prepared by precipitation

from vanadate of ammonia by sulphate of copper. The mother-Uquor contained

both copper and vanadic acid. After evaporation the latter is found in the residue as

metavanadic acid, with the same metallic appearance as that above described, and
can be obtained by washing with water. The crystal, however, obtained in this

manner most obstinately retains copper, sometimes to the extent of 12 per cent.

Eepeated treatment with sulphurous acid is the best method of purification. A
sample of the bronze as thus prepared was analysed by Professor Eoscoe, who found

—

Water 9-12

Pentoxide of vanadium 90'88

100-00

Samples of vanadium bronze obtained by these three different methods have the

same composition, the same appearance, and the same chemical properties. Vanadium
bronze is essentially distinguished from the amorphous brick-red hydrated vanadic acid

by its indifference to reagents. Sulphurous acid scarcely acts on it, neither does

ammonia, and even a solution of carbonate of soda only dissolves it after long-

continued boiling. In the air it is perfectly permanent. It is probable that

this metavanadic acid will become a favourite bronze, and be rated at even a higher

value than gold bronze.

SBOXZXM'C. The process for giving to metals, plaster, -wood, or any other body,

a bronze-like surface. Various proaesses have been adopted for producing this eflfeot.
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When brass castings are to be bronzed, it is essential, in the first place, that they

should be thoroughly cleansed from grease, and brightened either with the file op

emery-paper, or by boiling in a strong ley and then scouring with fine sand and
water. Vinegar alone is sometimes employed to produce the green bronze colour

;

sometimes dilute nitric acid, and often the muriate of ammonia {sal-ammoniac). This

iatter salt and vinegar are frequently combined, and often a little common table salt

is added to the bronzing fluid.

Coins and medals may be bronzed with the following solution :—2 parts of ver-

digris and 1 part of sal-ammoniac are to be dissolved in vinegar ; the solution is to be

boiled, skimmed, and diluted with water till it has only a weak metallic taste, and
upon further dilution lets fall no precipitate. This solution" is made to boil briskly,

and is poured upon the objects to be bronzed. These are well washed with clean

water, and then lacquered.

To give fresh-made bronze objects an antique appearance, three quarters of an
ounce of sal-ammoniac, and a drachm and a half of binoxalate of potash (salt of

sorrel) are to be dissolved in a quart of vinegar, and a soft rag or brush moistened
with this solution is to be rubbed over the clean bright metal till its surface becomes
entirely dry by the friction. This process must be repeated several times to produce

the full effect ; and the object should be kept a little warm. Copper acquires very
readily a brown colour by rubbing it with a solution of the common liver of sulphur,

or sulphiuret of potassium.

The Chinese are said to bronze their copper vessels by taking 2 ounces of verdi-

gris, 2 ounces of cinnabar, 5 ounces of sal-ammoniac, and 6 ounces of alum, all in

powder, making them into a paste with vinegar, and spreading this pretty thick like a
pigment on the surfaces previously brightened. The piece is then to be held a little

while over a fire, till it becomes uniformly heated. It is next cooled, washed, and
dried; after which it is treated in the same way once, and again till the wished-for

colour is obtained. An addition of sulphate of copper makes the colour incline mora
to chestnut brown, and of borax more to yellow. It is obvious that the cinnabar

produces a thin coat of sulphuret of copper upon the surface of the vessel, and might
probably be used with advantage by itself.

To give the appearance of antique bronze to modern articles, we should dissolve 1

part of sal-ammoniac, 3 parts of cream of tartar, and 6 parts of common salt in

12 parts of hot water, and mix with the solution 8 parts of a solution of nitrate

of copper of specific gravity 1'160. This compound, when applied repeatedly in a
moderately damp place to bronze, gives it in a short time a durable green coat,

which becomes by degrees very beautiful. More salt gives it a yellowish tinge, less

salt a bluish cast. A large addition of sal-ammoniac accelerates the operation of the

mordant.

The best and most rapid bronzing liquid, which may be applied to copper, brass,

iron, or to new bronze, with equal advantage, is a solution of the chloride of platinum
(nitro-muriatc of platinum), called chemical bronze ; but it is expensive. With the

chloride of platinum, almost any colour can be produced, according to the degree of

dilution and the number of applications.

Some beautiful effects are produced upon bronze, and also upon iron castings, by
treating them with dilute acids. The action here is scarcely to be described as

bronzing ; it is, in fact, merely developing the true colour of the metal or alloy.

With the view of rendering the action of the bronzing liquid as uniform as pos-

sible, small articles are dipped ; for larger articles, the bronzing liquid is dabbed
on plentifully with a linen rag. The dabbing process is to prevent the occurrence of

streaks, which might arise if the liquid were applied in straight strokes. When
properly bronzed and washed, the work is usually black-leaded, to give it a polished

appearance.

Bronzing of Objects in Imitation of Metallic Bronze.—Plaster of Paris, paper,

wood, and pasteboard, may be made to resemble pretty closely the appearance of

articles of real bronze, modern or antique. The simplest way of giving a brilliant

aspect of this kind is with a varnish made of the waste gold-leaf of the beater, ground
up on a porphyry slab with honey or gum-water. A coat of drying linscod-oil should
be first applied, and then the metallic powder is put on with a linen dossil. Mosaic
gold ground up with six parts of bone-ashos has been used in the same way. When
it is to be put on paper, it should bo ground up alone with white of eggs or spirit

varnish, applied with a brush, and burnished when dry. 'WTieu a plate of iron is

plunged into a hot solution of sulphate of copper, it throws down fine scales of copper,

which being repeatedly washed with water, and ground along with six times its weight
of bone-ashes, forms a tolerable bronzing.

Browning of Gun-Barrels and other Arms.—By this process the surface of several

articles of iron acquire a shining brown colour. This preparation, which protects the
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iron from rust, and also improves its appearance, is chiefly employed for the barrels of

fowling-pieces and soldiers' rifles, to conceal the fire-arms from the game and the

enemy. The finest kind of browning is the Damascus, in which dark and bright lines

run through the brown ground.
This operation consists in producing a very thin uniform film of oxide or rust upon

the iron, and giving a gloss to its surface by rubbing wax over it, or coating it with a
sheU-lac varnish.

Several means may be employed to produce this rust speedily and well. The effect

may be obtained by inclosing the barrels in a space filled with the vapour of muriatic

acid. Moistening their surface with diluted muriatic or nitric acid will answer the same
purpose. But the most common material used for browning is the butter or chloride

of antimony, which, on account of its being subservient to this purpose, has been
called bronzing salt. It is mixed uniformly with olive-oil, and rubbed upon the iron

Slightly heated, which is afterwards exposed to the air, till the wished-for degree of

browning is produced. A little aquafortis is rubbed on after the antimony, to quicken

its operation. The brown barrel must be then carefully cleaned, washed with water,

dried, and finally polished, either by the steel burnisher, or rubbed with white wax,
or varnished with a solution of 2 ounces of shell-lac and 3 drachms of dragon's blood,

in 2 quarts of spirits of wine.

The following process may also be recommended :—Make a solution with half an
ounce of aquafortis, half an ounce of sweet spirits of nitre, 1 ounce of spirits of wine,

2 ounces of sulphate of copper, and 1 ounce of tincture of iron, in so much water as

will fill together a quart measure. The gun-barrel to be browned must first of all be
filed and polished bright, and then rubbed with unslaked lime and water to clear

away all the grease. Its two ends must now be stopped with wooden rods, which
may serve as handles, and the touch-hole must be filled with wax. The barrel is

then to be rubbed with the solution, applied to linen rags or a sponge, till the whole
surface be equally moistened ; it is allowed to stand 24 hours, and is then scrubbed

off with a stiff brush. The application of the liquid and the brushing may be re-

peated twice or oftener, till the iron acquires a brown colour. After the last brushing,

the barrel must bo washed with plenty of boiling water containing a little potash,

then washed with clean water, dried, rubbed with polishing woods, and then coated

with shell-lac varnish.

BROIKCZDES. Compounds of bromine with electro-positive elements.

BROIUCXXTE. {Symb.'Bv.; Atomic -weight, 9,0. Density in liquid state, 2-97. Density

of vapour by experiment, 5"39
; by calculation, 5'536, on supposition of the density of

hydrogen being 0'0692).—This element exists in very small quantity in sea-water, and
to a larger extent in certain mineral springs, as those of Kreuznach and Kissingen.

The water of the Dead Sea is comparatively rich in bromine—a sample taken from a
depth of 300 mtoes having yielded M. Lartet 07 per cent, of this element. The
mother-liquors of many brine springs, especially those of Schonebeck, near Magdeburg,
are rich in bromides. The element &iso occurs in carnalHte and some of the other

salts worked at Stassfurt, and in two silver ores found in the mines of Mexico and
Chile, and known as bromyritc, or bromide of silver, and embolite or chloro-bromide of

silver. Megabromitc and microbromita are names applied to ill-defined varieties of

embolite, according as they contain more or less bromine.

Bromine was discovered in 1826, by Balard, of Montpellier, in the bittern produced

from the water of the Mediterranean. Bromine is a very interesting substance, and
its discovery has had groat influence on the progress of theoretical and applied

chemistry. It is the only element, save mercury, which exists in the liquid state at

ordinary temperatures. The liquid presents a deep brownish-red colour, and emits

dense reddish vapours, which are extremely irritating when breathed. Its odour is

sufficiently characteristic to have given the element its name (^poSf^os, a stench).

Bromine is slightly soluble in water, one part requiring 30 parts of water for its solu-

tion. The aqueous solution is of a yellowish tint when freshly made, but is readily

decomposed by exposure to light. It forms a definite crystalline hydrate with five

atoms of water. Bromine is much more soluble in alcohol or in ether. Exposed to a

temperature of about 145° Fahr. bromine boils, and at 9'5° it freezes to a red crys-

talline solid.

Preparation 1. From bittern.'—Chlorine gas is passed in for some time; this has

the effect of combining with the metallic base of the bromide present, the bromine

being, in consequence, liberated. When the bittern no longer increases in colour, the

operation is suspended or chloride of bromine would be formed, and spoil the operation.

The coloured fluid is placed in a large globe, with a neck ha^Tng a glass stopcock

below like a tip funnel, the upper aperture being closed with a stopper. Ether is then

added, the stopper replaced, and the whole well agitated. After a short repose, the

ether rises to the surface, retaining the bromine in solution. The stopper being
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removed to permit the entrance of air, the stopcock is opened, and the aqueous fluid is

permitted to run out. As soon as the highly-coloured ethereal solution arrives at the

aperture in the stopcock, the latter is shut ; a quantity of solution of potash is then

poured, by the upper aperture, into the globe, and the stopper is replaced. The -whole

is now to be agitated, by which means the bromine combines with the potash, forming

a mixture of bromate of potash and bromide of potassium. The stopcock is again

opened, and the aqueous fluid received into an evaporating vessel, boiled to drynBsS,

and ignited. By this means the bromate of potash is all converted into bromide of

potassium. The bromine may be procured from the bromide of potassium by distil-

lation with peroxide of manganese and sulphuric acid. In tliis operation one equiva-

lent of bromide, two equivalents of sulphuric acid, and one of peroxide of manganese,

yield one equivalent of sulphate of manganese, one of sulphate of potash, and one of

bromine; or, in symbols, E:Br + 2S03 + Mn02= KO,S03 + MnO,SO' + Br. (2KBr +
2S03-i-M;n02 = K2SO-' + lWnSO'' + Br2). The reaction, in fact, takes place in two
stages, but the ultimate result is as represented in the equation.

Preparation 2.—In some saline springs whore bromine is present, accompanied by
considerable quantities of salts of lime, &c., the brine may be evaporated to one-fourth,

and, after repose, decanted or strained from the deposit. The mother-liquid is to

have sulphuric acid added in order to precipitate most of the lime. The filtered fluid

is then evaporated to dryness, redissolved in water, and filtered
;
by this means more

sulphate of lime is got rid of. The fluid is then distilled with peroxide of manganese
and hydrochloric acid.

Preparation 3.—Bromine may be obtained by Leisler's method, patented in 1866,

from the mother-liquors left in the treatment of the salts called carnallite and kainite,

found in the mines of Stassfurt in Prussia, and Kalucz in Hungary. When these

liquors are heated with bichromate of potash and dilute hydrochloric acid, the bromine
is distiHed oS", and may be condensed in a receiver containing pieces of iron whereby
a bromide of iron is formed. Stassfurt is now one of the chief localities for the

manufacture of bromine, and about 400 cwts. are produced there annually.

Bromine, like chlorine, may be employed as a disinfectant. In medicine and in

photography it is used in the form of certain bromides, such as those of potassium,

ammonium, and cadmium. Bromine has also been employed in the preparation of

some of the aniline and anthracene colours.

With hydrogen, bromine forms hydrohromio acid ; and with many of the metals it

forms well-defined bromides. A chloride of bromine is known, as also a bromide of
nitrogen—the latter being an explosive compound resembling chloride of nitrogen.

The only well-developed oxide of bromine is bromic acid, BrO'^HO (HBrO').
Solutions of bromine in water may have their strength determined, even in presence

of hydrochloric or hydrobromic acids, by means of a solution of turpentine in alcohol.

One quarter of an equivalent of turpentine (34 parts) decolorises 80 parts or 1 equiva-
lent of bromine.

BROSTZXTXI. A silicate of magnesia and protoxide of iron, with a metalloid

bronze-like lustre on the cleavage-planes. The species has been lately made to include

certain minerals formerly referred to the species Diallage—such as the well-known
lustrous mineral in the Cornish serpentine. A green variety of bronzite occurs with
the diamonds of South Africa.

BROOm, STEBS, or Grecnweed. The Genista tinctoria, a dwarf shrub from
the flowers of which a bright yellow colour is obtained, which for dyeing green with
woad is said to be preferred by dyers to all other yellows. See Woad.
BROOnxs. Sweeping brushes. These are made of cocoa-nut fibre, of date-palm

leaves, of broom-corn, and in this country of birch twigs, sedge, the common heath,

and of the broom.
BROOK CORir, Sorghum dura. Cultivated in America to make brooms, the

grains being used as food for poultry. A closely allied grass, the Holcus saccharatus,

a native of China, abounds in sugar. This grass is generally known by the name
of Sorgho. It has been used from time immemorial by the inhabitants of China,
who extract sugar from it. The Toulon Agricultural Association recommended its

introduction into France, to take the place of beet-root. They state that it is richer

in sugar than any known plant, except the vine. Beet-root contains from 8 to 10
per cent, of sugar ; the sorgho from 16 to 20 per cent., from which about 8 per cent,

of pure alcohol can be obtained. The refuse is said to be excellent food for cattle.

The plant grows rapidly, and does not require irrigation.

BRORA COAIi. An inferior coal lying in the Oolitic deposits of Brora, in

Sutherland, Scotland. See Coax.
BROVSSONETXA PAPTRXFERA. The Paper Mulberry. The fibrous bark

is used in China and Japan for the manufacture of a kind of paper, while the Poly-
nesian islanders use it in the preparation of their Tapa cloth.
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BKOWM' BERRIES. A name occasionally given to the fruit of tlia Ruhus
fructicosus, or common bramble.
BROWXT COiLZi is of a brownish-black coloiir, and presents, in some cases, the

texture of wood, "when it is called Lignite
; but, in some varieties, all organic struc-

ture has disappeared, and it is then called Pitch coal, from its strong resemblance to

true coal.

The beds of brown coal are usually of small extent, and are of later date than the
true carboniferous strata, belonging generally to the Tertiary period.

Brown coal is worked in Saxony and in countries where there is an absence of true

carboniferous deposits. It burns with an empyreumatic odour, and generally contains

more pyrites than ordinary coal.

At Steierogg, in Southern Styria, brown coal occurs in the form of a basin ; and
has been opened out through a distance of more than two miles. The coal, from 8

to 16 feet thick, is of good quality. It contains 9 to 14 per cent, of water, and leaves

from 5 to 12 per cent, of ash after combustion.
The following is an analysis of a variety from Oregon :—volatile matter, 49"5 ; fixed

carbon, 42-9
;
ash, 27 ;

water, 4-9 = 100-00.
'

A variety of brown coal, called the Paper-coal of Rott, near Bonn, and of Erpel on
the Rhine, contains numerous remains of freshwater fishes, Leuciscus fajpyraceus ;

and of frogs, Pcdaophrygiios grandipes. The ashes of this coal are rich in infusorial

remains.

For an account of the brown coals of this country, see Lignite and Boghead Coai,,

The following is a summary of the state of the brown coal-mines of Europe at the

dates given, which are the latest returns obtainable, upon which reliance can be
placed :

—

Hanovbe.—Government mines near Miinden, on the Steinberg, and near Wallensen,
in the Wanzerbruche ; and private mines near Dransfeld, produced in ^

Centners Value of produce
of 100 lbs. in Thalers=2i. lop.

1861 99,177 8,9.59

1862 108,314 7,526

1863 92,658 6,188

Nassau produces Lignit, a bituminous wood, preserving the ligneous structure;

Pseudolignit, in which the woody structure is more or less obliterated ; MeerJcohl

(literally sea-coal), a miry earthy coal resembling turf ; BldtterkoM (literally leaf-coal),

a dark-coloured aggregate of decomposed leaves. The total produce in 1864 amounted
to 1,032,000 centners (of 50 kilogrammes of 2"204 avoirdupois pounds).

Itaiy.—Leffe Gartdino, in the Vol Sterina, in Lomhardy. This bed extends over

500 hectares. The lignite produced is of a kind resembling peat. It is sold at 15

francs per ton. Cadibona, near Savona, in the Crulf of Genoa, produces about 1,000 tons

annually. From Sarzanella, near Spesia, 25,240 to 31,300 tons of lignite are ex-

tracted yearly. At Monte Bamboli, between, Grosseto and Piombino, the production,

which may amount to 30 tons daily, does not exceed 10,000 tons in the year, as

owing to the unhealthiness of the climate, the works cannot be carried on more than

seven or eight months. At the Monte Rufoli or Podemnovo mine, the field of lignite

extends over 2,000,000 square mfetres. At Monte Massi and Castel Tatti minas, in the

year ending June 30, 1865, the amount of lignite produced was about 6,000 tons.

Prussia.—The annual production of brown coal from the beds in the vicinity of

Stettin does not exceed 7,000 tons. The total production of brown coal in Prussia was

as follows :

—

In Metrical tonnes of 20
ZoUverein centners. Statute tons

1860 . . . 3,194,640

1862 . . . 3,815,129

1864 . . . 4,649,527

1867 5,587,719

1868 6,677,398

1869 6,005,062

Brandenburg.—According to the best information, there were sent to Berlin

462,298 tonnen of Bohemian and Saxon brown coal. Koitbus.—The quantity taken

from the pits Felix and Conrad, at Borsdorf, Julius at Friedrichshain, and Franz at

Klein Kolzig, was about 400,000 tonnen. Silesia, Breslau.—One pi ': in the neighbour-

hood of Saaran produced 21,000 tonnen, of the value of 2,000 thalers. ZfoWc—There
were produced in the district of Meresburg, from the 3 government and 192 private

works, the amount of 12,255,365 tonnen; in the government district of Magdeburg,

7,794,663 tonnen ; in the total district of the Bergamt of Halle, 24,149,214 tonnen.
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Rhine, Essen.—There were produced at the pit Nachtigall, near Hoxter, 10,873 tonnen

of brown coal, value 881 thalors. Of Brown coal, or Lignite, tlio produce in the

Zollverein amounted in 1861 to 4,622,312 tonnen, of the value of 16,631,122 francs.

Prussia alone produced 4,427,442 tonnen, of the valueof 1 1,396,239 francs. The total

produce in the Prussian States will be seen in the following table :

—

1862 1861

Metrical tonnen. Metrical tonnen.

Stassfurt-Schonebeck 746,529 612,300

Weissenfels .... 368,455 334,800

Halle-Eisdorf .... 325,642 284,300

Bitterfeld .... 247,340 178,780
Oschersleben .... 160,856 176,400

Briihl-Euskirchen 137,486 123,950

Asehersleben .... 122,154 115.600

Frankfort-on-Oder . 118,117 89,700

Merseburg-Durrenburg 105,817 85,480

Forty-eight smaller districts . 1,482,733 1,193,330

Total .... . 3,815,129 3,194,640

This shows an increase of 620,489 tonnon. Throughout the entire Zollverein, in

the year 1863, the brown coal produced at 843 collieries yielded 109,189,899 cwts.,

valued at 5,061,241 thalers.

Austria.—The production of Brown coal in Austria, in Vienna centners of 1231
pounds avoirdupois :

—

1855
1856

1857
1858
1859

16,439,306

18,760,269

19,923,406

23,223,079

23,702,428

1860
1861
1862
1863 (Statute Tons)
1864

27,780,470

32,086,781

36,235,347

1,990,861

2,090,852

Saxony.—Here much of the brown coal is collected on or near the surface.

,

This is much finer than that from the pits, and is made up like peat, in the shape
of bricks. The bricks made at Margaret Hut amounted in 1862, to 3,000,000, equal
to 15,000 cwts., and in 1863 to 2,250,000, equal to 12,000 cwts. In Upper Lusatia,

and on the left bank of the Elbe, in 1863, there were only two pits which produced

Situation ot Works Total produce, including Briclcs

Number of Bricks
made from Refuse
and Dust used for

Fuel

1 859—Upper Lusatia .

Left bank of Elbe

bush.

1,975,444

2,030,413

cwts.

2,963,166

3,045,619

2,381,200

50,994,000

Total 4,005,857 6,008,785 63,375,200

1860—Upper Lusatia .

Left bank of Elbe
2,199,560

2,075,546

3,299,340

3,113,319

1,986,600

50,706,600

Total 4,275,106 6,412,659 52,692,200

1861—Upper Lusatia .

Left bank of Elbe

2,375,446

2,546,992

3,563,169

3,820,488

1,635,000

53,955,000

Total 4,922,438 7,383,657 55,590.000

1862—Upper Lusatia .

Left bank of Elbe

2,628,607

2,701,269

3,942,910

4,051,904

4,918,200

63,788,900

Total 5,329,876 7,994,814 58,707,100

1863 Upper Lusatia .

Left bank of Elbe

2,815,869

3,026,615

3,909,080

4,663,237

4,581,000

57,341,000

Total 5,842,484 8,572,317 61,922,000

Vol. I. N"N
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more than 400,000 bushels ; 3 pits from 200,000 to 400,000 bushels ; 4 pits from
100,000 to 200,000 bushels ; 19 pits from 50,000 to 100,000 bushels; 36 pits from
20,000 to 50,000 bushels ; 62 pits from 6,000 to 20,000 bushels ; and 32 pits less than
6,000. Besides those, there wore— 1 pit belonging to the Crown, producing 424,712
bushels ; 4 pits belonging to shareholders, producing 738,939 bushels ; and 159 private
pits, producing 4,681,833 bushels.

The Brown coal of Saxony was returned as follows in the years given :

—

1859 300,439 tons

1860 320,632 „
1861 369,182 „
1862 399,740 „
1863 428,615 „

Bavaria produced in 1861 46,700 tons, from 56 Brown coal works.

1862 46,739 „ 49
Bohemia.—In the year 1864, there were 306,345 tonnen of Bohemian brown coal

brought into the Berlin market.

Switzerland.—The coal-mines of Semsales, Bogens, and St. Martin, produce a
lignite-coal of first-rate quality. From 31,300 to 37,560 quintals, or from 2,817 to

3,130 tons, are extracted yearly.

Geeece.—The mines at Koumi produce a kind of coal known as lignite. Accord-
ing to the accounts furnished, 5,000 drachmas per annum is the maximum which has
been obtained from these mines since 1 849, when the receipts amounted to 10,400
drachmas, and in 1847 to 12,000 drachmas.
BROWXr DYE. Upon this subject some general views are given in the article

Dyeing, explanatory of the nature of this colour. The dye presents a vast variety

of tints—^from yellow and red to black-brown—and is produced either by mixtures

of red, yellow, and blue with each other, or of yellow or red with black, or by
substantive coloars, such as catechu or oxide of manganese alone. We shall here

notice only the principal shades, leaving their modifications to the caprice or skill of the

dyer.

Brown, from mixture of other colours.

Wool and woollen cloths must be boiled with ^th their weight of alum and sulpho-

tartrate of iron, afterwards washed, and rinsed through the madder bath, which dyes

the portion of the stuff imbued with the alum red, and that with the salt of iron

black, the tint depending upon the proportion of each and the duration of the madder
bath.

A similar brown is produced by boiling every pound of the stuff with two ounces of

alum and one ounce of common salt, and then dyeing it in a bath of logwood contain-

ing either sulphotartrate, acetate, or sulphate of iron ; or the stuff may be boiled with
alum and tartar, dyed up in a madder bath, and then run through a black bath of iron

mordant and galls or sumach. Here the black tint is added to the red till the proper

hue be hit. The brown may be produced also by adding some iron liquor to the

madder bath, after the stuff has been dyed up in it with alum and tartar. A better

brown of this kind is obtained by boiling every pound of wool with two ounces of

alum, dyeing it up in cochineal, then changing the crimson thus given into brown, by
turning the stuffthrough the bath after acetate of iron has been added to it.

Instead of cochineal, archil or cudbear, with a little galls or sumach, may be added.

A superior brown is produced upon cotton goods which have undergone the oiling

process of the Turkey-red dye. Such goods must be galled, mordanted with alum,

sulphate of iron, and acetate of lead (equal to §rds of the alum) ; after washing and
drying, dyed in a madder bath, and cleared with a soap boil. The tint of brown
varies with the proportion of alum and sulphate of iron.

Brown may be produced by direct dyes. »

The decoction of oak-bark dyes wool a fast brown colour, of difierent shades

according to the concentration of the bath. Alum improves the colour.

The bastard marjorum
(
Origanum milgare) dyes cotton and linen a reddish-brown

with acetate of alumina, and wool of a dark brown.

The bark of the mangrove-tree {Bhizophyra mangle) gives a red-brown colour to

wool when boiled with alum and tartar, and a fast chocolate colour when sulphate of

iron is added.

The pods of the East Indian Mimcsa cineraria and the African Mimosa nilotica,

called the hahlat, give cotton a brown, with acetate or sulphate of copper.

The root of the water lily {Nymphaa alba) gives to cotton and wool beautiful

shades of brown. A mordant of sulphate of iron and zinc is first given, and then

the wool is turned through the decoction of the root till the wished-for shade is

obtained. The cotton must be mordanted with a mixture of the acetates of iron and zinc.
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Walnut {Juglans regia) peelings, -when ripe, contain a dark brown dyesfruff, -which

communicates a permanent colour to wool. The older the infusion or decoction of

the poel, the better dye does it make. The stuflFis dyed in tho lukewarm bath, and
needs no mordant, though it becomes brighter -with alum ; or this dyo may be com-

bined with the madder or fustic bath, to give varieties of shade. For dyeing silk,

this bath should be hardly lukewarm, for fear of causing inequality of colour.

The peelings of horse-chestnuts may be used for tho same purpose : -with muriate

of tin they give a bronze colour, and with acetate of lead, a reddish brown.

Catechu gives cotton a permanent brown dye, as also a bronze and mordore, when
its solution in hot water is combined with acetate or sulphate of copper, or when the

stuff is previously mordanted with tho acetates of copper and alumina mixed, some-

tfmes with a little iron liquor, rinsed, dried, and dyed up, the bath being at a boiling

heat.

Ferrocyanide of copper gives a yellow-brown or a bronze to cotton and silk.

The brown colour called carmelite by the French is produced by 1 lb. of catechu to

4 ozs. of verdigris, with 5 ozs. of muriate of ammonia. The bronze {solitaire) is given

by passing the stuff through a solution of muriate or sulphate of manganese, with a

little tartaric acid, drying, passing through a potash-ley at 4° Baumd, brightening and
fixing with solution of chloride of lime.

These examples show in how many ways the browning of dyes may bo modified,

upon wliat principles they are founded, and how we have it in our power to turn the

shade more or less towards red, black, yellow, blue, &c.

Under the heads of different substances employed by the dyers will be found some
description of the methods employed for the purpose of extracting their colours. For
some good practical receipts, Love's ' Art of Cleaning, Dyeing, Scouring, and Finish-

ing,' may be consulted.

BROWN- H2:bxXLTZTE. See Ibon Obes.
BROWXr IBOXr ore, or LiTTUmite. See Irok Obes.

BBOWH' ochre. The soft and decomposed varieties of brown iron ore.

BROWN' SUGAR. Strictly, the common dark Muscovado sugar ; ordinarily, the

common varieties of West Indian sugar. See Sugae.
browse, a metallurgical term for a variety of slag.

BRUCmE. (C"H2«N=KD8 [C28H2«lir20'']
; syn. Canimarine, Vomicine.) A very

bitter and poisonous alkaloid accompanying strychnine in mrx vomica and in the false

angustura bark {BnuAa antidysentcrica). It is somewhat less poisonous than strych-

nine, and, like tiat base, is used in the treatment of paralysis, but in rather larger

doses. Brudne is prepared by the same process as strychnine.—C. G. W.
BRU'CZTE. Native hydrate of magnesia.—So called after Dr. Bruce, of New

York. This mineral accompanies other magnesia minerals in serpentine. It is

broad foliated, folia several inches square being easily obtainable, and either opaque,

silvery white, or translucent. Thomson gives its composition : magnesia, 66'67
;

protoxide of manganese, r67
;

protoxide of iron, 1-18; lime, 0-19; water,
30-39 = 100.

BRVXrSWXCK CREEXr. An oxychloride of copper, used as a pigment. Copper
filings or turnings are moistened with a solution of sal-ammoniac, and left in contact

with the air. The oxychloride thus forms : it is washed off with water, and dried at

a gentle heat.

BRVSHES. (Brasses, Fr. ;
Bursten, Ger.) Since Mr. Mason introduced his

mode of securing the hairs in brushes, it has, in all the better class of brushes, been
very generally adopted. His patent dates 1830.

2fio
Modified contrivances, partaking more or less of the " "

original conditions, have been introduced in the

manufacture. The principles of Mr. Mason's in-

vention and its subsequent modifications consist in

a firmer mode of fixing the knots, or small bundles,
of hair into the stock or the handle of the brush.
This is done by forming grooves in the stocks of the
brushes for the purpose of receiving the ends of
the knots of hair, instead of the holes drilled into
the wood, as in brushes of the common construc-
tions. These grooves are to be formed like a
dovetail, or wider at the bottom than the top ; and
when the ends of the knots of hair have been dipped
into cement, they are to be placed in the grooves 264
and compressed into an oval form, by which the
ends of the hair will be pressed outwards, into the recess or wider part of the dovetailed
groove

; or the grooves may be formed with threads or teeth on the sides, instead of
N N 2
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boing dovetailed ; and the eemont and hairs, being pressed into the teeth or threads,

will cause them to adhere firmly to the stock or handle of the brush.

A metal ferrule may be placed on the outside of the stock of the brush, if necessary,

and secured by pins or rivets, or in any other convenient manner, which ferrule may
also form one side of the outer grove.

Fig. 26i is a plan ^^ew of the stock of the round brush
; fg. 263 is a section of the

same ; a a are the dovetwled grooves which are turned out of the wood ; b is the metal
ferrule ; c c are knots, or small bundles of hair, to form the brush. After a number of

the knots of hair are prepared, the ends are to be dipped into proper cement, and then
placed into the grooves, when their ends are to be squeezed by a pair of pliers, or

other means, which will compress them into the oval shape, as shown in fig. 264,

and cause the ends of the hairs to extend outward under the dovetailed part of the

recess.

The knots of hair are to be successively placed in the grooves, and forced up by
a tool against the last knot put in, and so on, until the grooves are filled

; fig. 262 is

a brush with teeth or threads of a screw formed upon the sides of the groove ; into

these teeth or threads the cement and hairs will bo forced by the compression, by
which means they will be held fijmly in the stock of the brush,

BRVSHXTE. A liydrated phosphate of lime occurring in the guano of Aves
Island and Sombrero in the Caribbean Sea, and named after Professor Brush, of Yale
College, U.S.

SRVSK ORE or BXiACK BRVSK. An iron ore found in the Forest of

Dean,
BRVSK WHBSKS. In light machinery, wheels are sometimes made to turn each

other by means of bristles fixed in their circumference ; these are called brush wheels.

The term is sometimes applied to wheels which move by their friction only.

BRTKE, or BROXIi. A mining tenn. The loose matter found in a lode near the

surface of the earth
;
probably a corruption of Beuheyi,,

BITCXnrc A mining term. Bruising of the ore. A lucking iron is a flat iron

fixed on a handle, with which the ore is crushed ; and a hccMng plate is an iron plate

on which the ore is placed to bo crushed.

BVCKIzrC, or BOWKIXrC A process of boiling goods in alkaline liquids for

bleaching. Sbo Bleaching,
BirCKRAIMC. A linen cloth of much strength, made very stiff with size,

BITCKTHORXf. (Bkamnus catharticus.) This plant is a native of England ; it

grows to the height of from 15 to 20 feet; its flowers are greenish coloured, and its

berries four-seeded. It is the fruit of this plant which is sold under the name of
French berries. The juice of these, when in an unripe state, has the colour of saf&on

;

when ripe and mixed with alum, it forms the sap green of the painters ; and in a
very ripe state, the berries afford a purple colour. The bark also yields a fine yellow
dye. See Sap Gkebn.
The alder buckthorn (Ehamniis frangnla) grows naturally, and is very abundant in

woods and thickets in some parts of IBritain. The berries of this species are often

substituted for those of the above ; but they are easily detected, since they contain

only two seeds. In a green state, they dye wool green and yellow ; when ripe, bluish

grey, blue, and green. The bark also dyes yellow, and, with preparation of iron,

black.

—

Lawson.

Eock buckthorn {Rhamnus saxatUis), the berries of which are used to dye morocco
leather yellow. These, in common with the narrow-leaved buckthorn berries (2?.

Climi) and those of the yellow-berried buckthorn (i?. infectorius), are sold as Avignon
berries. The wood of the Ehamnus erythroxylon (which is a native of Siberia, but
grows freely in this climate), in a ground state, yields the bright red colour known to

dyers under the name of red wood.

BVCKWKEAT. {Ble Sarrasin, Fr,
;
Buckweizen, Ger.) The common buck-

wheat {Tolygomim Fagopyrum, ivompoly, many, and genu, a knee, in reference to its

numerous joints) is cultivated for feeding pheasants and other game ; and is now
being largely used in France and in this country in distilleries.

' In France, besides being used for feeding fowls, pigs, &c., it is given to horses

;

and it is said that a bushel of its grains goes further than two bushels of oats,

and, if mixed with four times its bulk of bran, will be full feeding for any horse

for a week. Its haulm, or straw, is said to be more nourishing than that of

clover, and its beautiful pink or reddish blossoms form a rich repast for bees.'

—

Lawson.
It has been stated that the leaves of the common buckwheat {Tolygonum Fagopy-

rum), jdold, by fermentation. Indigo-blue. On examining this plant, for the purpose
of ascertaining whether this statement was correct, Schunck was unable to obtain a
trace of that colouring matter; but he discovered that the plant contains a considerable
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quantity of a yellow colouring matter, which may very easily be obtained from it.

This colouring matter crystallises is small primrose-yellow needles. It is very little

soluble in cold water, but soluble in boiling water, and still more soluble in alcohol.

Miiriatic and sulphuric acid change its colour to a deep orange, the colour disappearing

on the addition of a large quantity of water. It dissolves easily in caustic alkalis,

forming solutions of a beautiful deep yellow colour, from which it is again deposited

in crystollino needles on adding an excess of acid. It is, however, decomposed when
its solution in alkali is exposed for some time to the air, being thereby converted into

a yellowish-brown amorphous substance, resembling gum. Its compound with oxide

of lead has a bright yellow colour, similar to that of phromate of lead. The com-
pounds with the oxides of tin are of a pale but bright yellow colour. On adding

protosulphate of iron to the watery solution, the latter becomes greenish, and, on
exposure to the air, acquires a dark green colour, and appears almost opaque. The
watery solution imparts to printed calico, colours, some of which exhibit considerable

liveliness. Silk and wool do not, however, acquire any colour when immersed in the

boiling watery solution, unless they have previously been prepared with some mordant.

The composition of this substance in 100 parts is as follows:—carbon SO'OO, hydro-

gen 5'55, oxygen 4'1'45. Its formula is probably C^°H^"0"° [C'^H-"©'"]. It appears

to be identical with Butine, the yellow colouring matter contained in the Buta
graviolens, or common rue, and in capers ; and with Bixanthim, a substance derived

from the leaves of the common holly. From 1,000 parts of fresh buckwheat leaves, a

little more than one part of the colouring matter may be obtained. As the seed of

the plant is the only part at present employed, it might be of advantage to collect

and dry the leaves, to bo used as a dyeing material.—E. S.

The Tartarian Bicckwkeat {Polygonum Tartarium) differs from the former in having
the edges of its seeds twisted. It is not considered so productive, but it is more
hardy ; and better adapted for growing in mountainous situations.

The Dyer's Buckwheat. (Polygonum tinctorium.) This plant was introduced to the

Eoyal Gardens at Kew by Mr, John Blake, in 1776. Authentic information as to

its properties as a dye-yielding plant was only received at a comparatively recent

period, from missionaries resident in China, whore it has always been cultivated

for its colouring matter. In Europe, attention was first directed to its growth by
M. Delille, of the Jardin du Koi at Montpellier, who in 1835 obtained seeds from the

Baron Fischer, Director of the Imperial Gardens at St. Petersburg. It has since that

time become sufficiently valuable to render its cultivation as a dye-drug of sufficient

importance. The Japanese are said to extract blue dyes from Polygonum Chinensis,

P. barhatum, and the common roadside weed, P. aviculare.—Lawson.
SUBBZiE. See Dressing Orbs.
BUSSIiXITC A mining term. The process of separating the metalliferous ores

from the earthy matters -with which they are associated, by means of an inclined

hutch, called a huddle, over which water flows. It is indeed but an arrangement for

availing ourselves of the action of flowing water to separate the lighter from the

heavier particles of matter. See Dressing Ores.

BVBE IiXGHT. A highly illuminating flame invented by Sir Goldsworthy

Gurney, of Bude, in Cornwall. Oxygen gas is driven through the centre of an
argand flame of ordinary coal-gas, by which an intense combustion is established,

and hence the high illuminating power is obtained.

STIFF LEATHER. A leather prepared with some albuminous substance and
oil. See Leather.
BUFF STXCS£S. Pieces of wood upon which buEf leather is fastened

;
they are

used for polishing.

BVGXE. A kind of bead used for ornamenting dresses.

BUHIL. Buhl-work consists of inlaid veneers ; and differs from marquetry in being

confined to decorative scrollwork, frequently in metal, while the latter is more com-
monly used for the representation of flowers and foliage. Boule, or Buhl, was a
celebrated cabinet-maker in France, who was born in 1642 and died in 1732. Ho
was appointed ' Tapissier en titre du Eoi,' and he gave his name to this peculiar

process of enlaying wood with either wood or metal. See Marquetry, Parquetry.
BUHR-STOXTE is a cellular flinty quartz rock, constituting one of the jaspery

varieties of the quartz family. It forms a celebrated grit-stone, much used in France
and other parts of the Continent for grist mills. Those of La Ferte-sous-Jouarre

(Seine-et-Marne) are regarded as superior to all others. In consequence of the

necessity for carefully piecing these stones together, they are naturally expensive

;

yet the demand for buhr-stones continue* great. Written also Burr and Burrh,
BTTKE or BUCK MUSKXil'. A clear muslin woven for tambour working, and

used principally for ladies' dresses. It is often called ' book ' muslin,

BUXiIi-BOGi A name given to an iron slag. See Iron.
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BVJtXV TItSSE. A species of ilfimMso^js a mimic, liJ^', appearance) which

grows in Demerara and Berbice, where it is Tised for house frames and other purposes

in building, also for the spokes of wheels. It may be obtained nearly 30 feet long,

and squares about 26 inches.

BUKlKTrSH, or Tall Chih. {Scirpus laciistris ; Celtic, cirs, rushes.) The bul-

rush, belonging to the natm-al order of CyfcracecB, grows naturally on alluvial soils

which are occasionally covered with fresh water. A species of Typha (Natural Order,

Typhacece), is also known commonly as bulrush. It is much used by coopers for

putting between the staves of barrels, and by chair-makers. Many other plants

belonging to this order are employed for economical purposes, such as forming seats,

ropes, mats, and fancy basket-work, also for thatching houses.

S1TXJCH. A miner's term for an isolated mass of ore. A lode is said to be huncJiy

when the metalliferous ore is found in irregular and sparsely distributed masses, the

other portions being made up of valueless earthy minerals.

BirXJCHY'. In mining. A lode in which the ore occurs in isolated masses
scattered through it.

BUXrCr. A large cork for casks. The name in Persia for hemp, the Cannahis saliva.

BtrBJITY. In mining. A pipe of ore or a mass—not a vein or lode.

BXTSrXXM'G. An open-made worsted stuff, used for making flags.

BVirTKITPFBHERZ. (Ger. Variegated copper ore). This term is commonly
applied, even by English mineralogists, to an ore of copper, otherwise known as

Eruhcscite, Phillipsitc, Bornite, and Purple Copper Ore. By our Cornish miners it is

generally known as Horse-Flesh Ore. See Coppee, Ores of.

BITRCUSTDV PITCH. Burgundy pitch, when genuine, is made by melting
frankincense {Abietis resina) in water and straining it through a coarse cloth. The
substance usually sold as Burgundy pitch is, however, common resin incorporated

with water and coloured with palm-oil. In some cases American turpentine is em-
ployed. See Pitch and Tar.
BURXiERS. Women are so called who are engaged in removing from woollen

cloths, with tweezers, all irregular threads or hair.

BUBSTBTT'S E'li'U'XD. A solution of chloride of zinc is commonly known as Sir

William Burnett's disinfecting fluid. It is largely used as a powerful disinfectant.

BITBIJXXrG' HOVSB. A miner's term. In Cornwall the kiln or oven in which
the tin and other ores are placed to sublime the volatile constituents, sulphur and
arsenic, is so called.

SITRN'T XiBAVJIBrcS. See Copper.
BTmirT SITGAIS. See Caramel.
BirBBOW. A miner's term for a heap of rubbish.

BUSES. The flat whalebones, or steel supports for the stays of women,
BTTSSORA,H GVm. See Bassoba.
B1TTT, A large cask. The beer and wine butt should contain three barrels, or

108 imperial gallons. The wine butt formerly held 130 of the old wine gallons.

In the leather trade, a butt is a rounded crop, or a full hide.

BTTTTER. {Beurre, Fx.; Butter, Ger.) Butter is the fatty matter of milk,

usually that of the cow. Milk is composed of butter, caseine, sugar of milk,

several salts, and water. The butter exists in the form of very small globules of

nearly uniform size, quite transparent, and strongly refractive of light. Milk left in

repose throws up the lighter particles of butter to the surface as cream. It was
imagined that the butter was separated in the process of churning, in consequence

,of the milk becoming sour; but this is not the case, for milk rendered alkaline by
bicarbonate of potash affords its butter fully more readily than aciduous milk.

The best temperature for churning milk or cream is 53° F. ; that of 60° is too high ;

and under 50° is too low. By the churning action the heat rises from 3° to 4° P.

All the particles of butter are never separated by churning
;
many remain diffused

through the butter-milk, and are easily discoverable by the microscope. These
are more numerous in proportion to the bulk of the liquid ; and hence it is more
economical to churn cream than the whole milk which affords it. It is computed
that a cow which gives 1,800 quarts (old English) of milk per annum eats in that

time 8,000 lbs. of hay, and produces 140 lbs. of butter. Analysis shows that this

weight of hay contains 168 Ihs. of fat. The finest flavoured butter is obtained from

milk churned not long after it is drawn ; but tlie largest proportion is derived from

the cream thrown up by milk after standing 24 hours in a temperature of about
50° P. The butter-milk, which contains the very fermentable substance, caseine,

should be well separated from the butter by washing with cold water, and by beating

with the liands, or preferably, without water, for the sake of fine flavour, by the action

of a' press.

The Tartars and French have long been in the habit of preserving butter, by
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melting it with a moderate heat, whereby aro coagulated tho albuminons and curdy
matters remaining in it, which are very putrescible. This fusion should be made by
the heat of a warm bath, about 176° F., continued for some time, to eiFect the mora
complete purification of the butter. If in this settled liquefied state it be carefully

decanted, strained through a tammy cloth, and slightly salted, it may be kept for a
long time nearly fresh, without becoming in any degree rancid, more especially if it

bo put up in small jars closely covered.

In Cornwall and Western Devon, the first process in tho manufacture of butter is

the formation of the cream by heat. After the milk has stood for from twelve to

twenty hours at rest, so that the cream globules may rise to the surface, it is ex-

posed to a very slow heat, until it acquires a temperature of about 200° F. ; care

being taken that, if it exceeds this, tho milk never boils. The pellicle of cream
being formed, the vessel is removed from the fire, and allowed to cool ; when cold,

the butter is made from this cream in the usual way.
When subjected to microscopical examination, milk is found to consist of infinitely

minute globular particles floating in a serous fluid. Easpail says the largest of these

globules are not above l-2600th of an inch in diameter. These globules consist

essentially of butter. In the East, butter is prepared for keeping by carefully melting

it over a very slow fire, and removing the scum as it rises. Thenard recommends
tliis process, but directs that it should be carried out by the use of a water-bath.

If good fresh butter is wrapped in a piece of linen and plunged into a strong brine,

it will keep good, without saltness, for a long period.

Butter is preserved by salting in Ireland, in Holland, and in the Channel Islands.

In 1872 we exported 56,322 cwts., of the value of 327,431?.—of which 23,431 cwts.

were sent to Brazil. See Milk,
BUTTERS, mxifSBAX.. The old chemists called several of the metallic

chlorides,—butters ; as butter of antimony, butter of tin, butter of bismuth, &c.
BVTTEK OP AZTTinxoiTV, An old name for the anhydrous chloride of

antimony.

BUTTER or CACAO. See Cacao.
BUTTER, VEGETABIiB. A greasy substance expressed from tlie kernels of

the Bassia butyracea, a native of N6rth India. This grease is said to make excellent

soap. Shea butter is obtained from tho B. Parhii, of West Africa, and has been used
in making candles and soap. The butter-tree of Sierra Leone is the Pcntadesma
btiti/racca (Br.), tho fruit of which yields much grease, eaten by the negroes.

BUTTOir MANUFACTURE. This art is divided into several branches, con-

stituting so many distinct trades. Metal, horn, leather, bone, and wood, are the

Substances frequently employed for buttons, which are either plain, or covered with
silk, mohair, thread, and other ornamental materials. The most durable and orna-

mental buttons are made of various metals, polished, or covered with an exceedingly

thin wash, as it is termed, of silver or gold.

The buttons intended to be covered with silk, &c., are termed in general moulds.

They are small circles, perforated in the centre, and made from those refuse chips of

bone which are too small for other purposes. For the large and coarser buttons,

pieces of hard wood, are sawn into thin flakes, of an equal thickness ; from which, by
a machine, the button moulds are cut 6ufc at two operations.

White metal and brass buttons, as well as plated buttons, are stamped by the fly-

press, out of copper-plate, covered on one side with silver at the flatting mill. The
copper side is placed upwards in stamping, and the dye or hole through which they

are stamped is rather chamfered at its edge, to make the silver turn over the edge of

the button. The backs are stamped in tho same manner as the gilt buttons. The
shanks are soldered on with silver solder, and heated, one by one, in the flame of a

lamp, with a blow pipe urged by bellows. The edges are now filed smooth in the

lathe, care being taken not to remove any of the silver which is turned over the edge.

They are next dipped in acid, to
2g5

clean the backs, and boiled in

cream of tartar and silver to

whiten them ; after which they
are burnished, the backs being
first brushed clean by a brush
held against them as they re-

volve in the lathe. The mode
of burnishing is the same as for

gilt buttons. When the buttons
are first cut they have exceed-
ingly sharp edges, to correct which and to produce a round, smooth, wire-like

edge, they are rolled between two parallel pieces of steel, one moving horizontally
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past the other, which is fixed, and both of them containing polished grooves on their

corresponding faces. To the movable piece &.,fig. 265, motion is given by means of

the handle b. In both the grooved pieces, which are about eighteen inches in length,

there are semicircular openings as at a, which, by corresponding once during each re-

volution of the hand, admit of the blank e being dropped into the grooves, after which
it is carried, revolving as it proceeds, between the pieces of steel, till coming to the

hole i, it drops through into a basket. This operation is performed with amazing
celerity by a boy, who drops the blanks into the cavity with his left hand, while he
turns the handle with his right : they are now ready to receive the shanks.

Button shanks are made by hand from brass or iron wire, bent and cut by the fol-

lowing means :

—

The wire is lapped spirally round a piece of steel bar. The steel is turned round
by screwing it into the end of the spindle of a lathe, and the wire by this means
lapped close round it till it is covered. The coil of wire thus formed is slipped off,

and a wire fork or staple with parallel legs put into it. It is now laid upon an anvil,

and by a punch the coil of wire is struck down between the two prongs of the fork,

so as to form a figure 8, a little open in the middle. The punch has an edge which
marks the middle of the 8, and the coil being cut open by a pair of shears along this

mark, divides each turn of the coil into two perfect button shanks or eyes.

Buttons to be gilded are stamped out from copper (having sometimes a small alloy

of zinc), laminated in the flatting mill to the proper thickness. These circular pieces,

called blanks, are annealed in a furnace to soften them ; and the maker's name, &c.
is struck on the back by a monkey, which is a machine very similar to a pile engine.

This stamp also renders the face very slightly convex, that the buttons may not stick

together in the gilding process. The burnishing is performed by a piece of haematite

or blood-stone, fixed into a handle, and applied to the button as it revolves by the

motion of the lathe.

A great number of the buttons, thus prepared for gilding, are put into an earthen

pan, with the proper quantity of gold to cover them, amalgamated with mercury in

the following manner :—The gold is put into an iron ladle, and a small quantity of

mercury added to it ; the ladle is held over the fire, till the gold and mercury are

perfectly united. This amalgam being put into the pan with the buttons, as much
aquafortis, diluted with water, as will wet them all over, is thrown in, and they are

stirred up with a brush, till the acid, by its affinity to the copper, carries the amalgam
to every part of its surface, covering it with the appearance of silver. When this is

perfected, the acid is washed away with clean water. This process by the workman
is called quicking.

The old process, in gilding buttons, called the drying-ofF, was exceedingly per-

nicious to the operator, as he inhaled the vapour of the mercury, which is well known
to be a virulent poison. In order to obviate this, the following plan of apparatus
has been employed with success :—The vapour, as it rises from the pan of buttons

heated by a charcoal fire, is conducted into an oblong iron flue or gallery, gently

sloped downwards, having at its end a small vertical tube dipping into a water cistern

for condensing the

mercury, and a large

vertical pipe for pro-

moting the draught of

the products of the

combustion. By act

of parliament 5 grains

of gold are allotted

for the purpose of

gilding 144 buttons,

though they may be

tolerable well gilt by
half that quantity. In

this last case, the

thickness would be

about the 214,000th

part of an inch.

Mr. Holmes of Bir-

mingham patented a

process which was
fully described in the

former edition of this

work ; a portion of the description is retained, especially such parts of his machinery

as appear to be still in use.
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Having explained the peculiar form of his improved metallic shanlts for buttons,

and the tools employed in making the same, ho proceeds to describe the machinery or

apparatus by which he

carries his invention

into effect. He takes

a sheet of metal, say

about 30 or 40 feet

long, and of tho proper

width and thickness,

which thin sheet is to

bo wound upon a roller,

and placed above tho

machine, so that it can
1)0 easily drawn down
into the machine as required for feeding tho punches and dies. Fig. 266 is a plan-

view of a machine intended to work any convenient number of sets of punches and

dies placed in rows. Fig. 267 is a side view, and fig. 268 a longitudinal section,

taken through tho ma-
chine

; figs. 269 and 270
are transverse sections

taken through tho ma-
cliine between tho

piinchos and counter

(.Was, fig. 269 represent-

ing its appearance at

tho face of the punches,

&wi.fig. 270 the opposite

viewof the counter dies.

a a are the punches

;

b h, the counter dies

;

each being mounted in rows in the steel plates c c, fixed upon two strong bars d and

e, by counter-sunk screws and nuts ; the punches and dies being retained in their

proper position by the plates, which are screwed on to the front of the steel plates,

and press against the collars of the punches and dies. Tho bars d and e are both

mounted on the guide-pins g g, fixed in the heads h h, of the frame, which guide-

pins pass through the bosses on the ends of the bars. The bar d is stationary upon
the guide-pins, being fixed to the heads k h, by nuts and screws passed through ears

east on their bosses. The bar e slides freely upon the guide-pins g g, as it is

moved backwards and forwards by the crank i i, and connecting-rods J j, as the

crank-shaft revolves. The sheet of thin iron to be operated upon is placed, as

before stated, above the machine ; its end being brought down as at a a, and passed

between the guide-rod and clearing plate k, and between tho pair of feeding-rollers

1 1, which, by revolving, draw down a further portion of the sheet of metal between
the punches and dies, after each operation of the punches.

As the counter dies advance towards the punches, they first come in contact with
the sheet of metal to be operated upon ; and after having produced the pressure which
cuts out the discs, the perforations of the sheet are pushed on to the ends of the punches
by the counter dies ; and in order that the sheet may be allowed to advance, the car-

riage which supports the axles of the feeding-rollers, with the giiido-rod and clearing-

plate, are made to slide by means of the pin m, which works in a slot in the sliding-

piece n, bearing the axis of the feeding-roller 1 1, tho slide n being kept in its place on
the framework by dovetailed guides, shown in fig. 270.

When the counter dies have advanced near to tho sheet of metal, the pin m comes
in contact with that end of the slot in the piece n which is next to the punches, and
•forces the carriage with seed-rollers and clearing-plate, and also the sheet of metal,
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onwards, as the dies are advanced by the reaction of the cranks ; and after they have cut

out the discs, and raised the shanks, the sheet of metal will remain upon the punches

;

and when the bar e returns, the finished backs and shanks are forced out of the coun-

ter dies, by the clearing-pins and rods o o, which project through the bar c, and through
the holes before mentioned in the counter dies ; these clearing-pins being stationary be-

tween the bars p p, mounted upon the standard g g, on the cross bar of the frame, as

shown mfigs. 266, 268, 269. Immediately after this is done, the pins m come in con-

tact with the other ends of the slots in the pieces n, and draw back the feeding-rollers

1 1, together with the clearing-plate k and the sheet of metal, away from the punches,

into the position represented in the figm-es.

At this time the feeding of the metal into the machine is effected by a crank-pin r,

on the end of the crank-shafts coming in contact with the bent end of the sliding-bar s,

supported in standards 1

1

; and as the crank-shaft revolves, this pin r forces the bars
forward, and causes the tooth or pall u, on its reverse end, to drive the ratchet-wheel v,

one or more teeth ; and as the ratchet-wheel v is fixed on to the end of the axle of one

of the rollers I, it will cause that roller to revolve ; and by means of the pair of spur-

pinions on the other ends of the axles of the feeding rollers, they will both revolve

simultaneously, and thereby draw down the sheet of metal into the machine. It will

bo perceived that the standards which support the clearing-plate and guide-bar are car-

ried by the axles of the feeding rollers, and partake of their sliding motion : also that

(he clearing-pins o, are made adjustable between the bars ^, to correspond with the

counter dies. There is an adjustable sliding-stop x upon the bar s, which comes in

contact with the back standard t, and prevents the bar s sliding back too far, and con-

sequently regulates the quantity of sheet metal to be fed into the machine by the pall

and ratchet-wheel, in order to suit different sizes of punches and dyes. In case the

weight of the bar c, carrying the counter dies, should wear upon its bearings, the guide-

pins gg have small friction rollersy y, shown under the bosses of this bar, which friction

rollers run upon adjustable beds or planes, s z, by which means the guide-pins may
be partially relieved from the weight of the bar c, and the friction consequently

diminished.

Buttons of Horn. —Mr. Thomas Harris obtained, in April 1841, a patent for

improvements in the manufacture of horn buttons, and in their dies. His invention

relates, first, to a mode of applying flexible shanks to horn buttons
;
secondly, to a mode

of ornamenting horn buttons, by onlaying the front surface thereof
;
thirdly, to a mode

of ornamenting what are called horn buttons, by gilding or silvering their surfaces ;

fourthly, to a mode of constructing dies, by applying separate boundary circles to each

engraved surface of a die, by which the process of engraving, as well as the forming of

accurate dies, will be facilitated ;
fifthly, to a mode of constructing dies, used in the

manufacture of horn buttons, whereby the horn or hoof employed will not be permitted

to be expressed beyond the circumference of the button.

Fig. 271 represents, in section, a pair of dies, a and b, used in producing the

271 274 273 283 286

improved horn buttons, according to the first improvement; the upper die a is made

to produce the back surfaces of the buttons, and the recess or groove for receiving the
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flexible shank, Mg. 272 shows, in section and back Tiew, the form of a button pro-

duced by the dies.

Buttons thus formed are now ready to receive flexible shanks ; and if the buttons

are to have plain smooth front surfaces, then, in fixing the flexible shanks, the same
Idnd of under die, B, may be used ; but if the front surface of the button is to bo em-
bossed or ornamented, then, in place of that die, a similar one, having engraved or suit-

ably ornamented surfaces, is to be used. When fixing the shanks to buttons, the lower

, or face die, containing the previously formed buttons, is to be heated till a drop of

water will nearly boil upon it.

The shank is applied as follows :—a metal shell or collet a {see Jig. 273) is placed

over the flexible shank b, and a plate of metal c is laid under the shank ; these are

placed in the groove or recess of the button, which had been previously heated in the

lower die ; the upper die a (Jig. 274) is then to be placed on the lower die b, and the

t-n o submitted to pressure, until they become cool, when the shank will be firmly at-

tached, as shown aty?^. 275, and the bottom may be finished in the usual way.

The second part of the invention, which relates to a mode of ornamenting horn
buttons, by enlaying the front surface thereof, is performed in a manner similar to

what has been above described, for fixing flexible shanks, and consists in first form-

ing the front face or surface of a button, in suitable dies, for providing a recess ; and
then, by a second-pressure in dies, to fix the ornamental surface

; and, when desired,

the surrounding front surface of the button may be embossed. Fig. 276 is a longi-

tudinal section of a pair of dies, for forming a recess in the face of a button. Fig.

277 shows, in front view and section, a horn button produced by these dies. Fig. 278
shows a metal ornament, to bo inlaid or fixed in the front surface of the button, but
it should be stated that the ornamenting surface, to be fixed in the front surface of the

button, may be of pearl or other material ; and the size and device varied according

to taste. Fig. 279 shows in section a pair of dies, for giving the second pressure

for affixing the ornamental siirface
;
and, if desired, the remaining front surface of

tlie button may be ornamented, by having the lower die engraved, or otherwise suit-

ably ornamented. Fig, 280 shows in front view and section a button made according

to this part of the invention.

The third part of the invention relates to a mode of ornamenting horn buttons, by
gilding or silvering their surfaces. This is effected by applying a suitable cementing

or adhesive material with a soft brush to the button, in order that gold- or silver-leaf

may be attached to its surface. The cementing or adhesive material preferred to be
used is dressing varnish rendered sufficiently liquid by essence of turpentine ; and
when the varnish is nearly dry, gold- or silver-leaf is applied thereto, and pressed in

the same manner as practised when gilding and silvering other surfaces
; by thus

treating horn buttons a very novel manufacture of that description of buttons may be
produced.

The fourth part of this invention relates to the construction of dies used in the

manufacture of horn buttons. Fig. 281 is a section of a die, constructed according to

this part of the invention ; and Jig. 282 is a section showing the die without the bound-

ing circles, which confine the patterns
; / is the die engraved at the parts g g ; around

each of which engraved surfaces are circular grooves or recesses to receive the bounding

circles k h, which fit accurately. By the after-insertion of these circles, the workman
is not confined to move his graver within the bounding line, as that line is not present

when engraving the plate ; and the graver may pass beyond, and the grooves and the

bounding circles may readily be made with great accuracy to each of the engraved

surfaces.

The fiLfth part of the invention also relates to a mode of constructing dies for the

manufacture of horn buttons, and consists in forming the dies so that the bounding
circle shall be a sufiicient depth for the counter die to slide within it, and fit accu-

rately in order that the circumference of each button shall be smoothly and accurately

formed. Fig. 283 represents in section two dies, and one counter die, made according

to this part of the invention
; Jig. 284 shows one of the dies in plan and section ; and

Jig. 285 a plan and section of a counter die suitable for flexible shank buttons, k h
are the dies, having the engraved surfaces i i on separate circiilar discs of metal, such
as have heretofore been used ; j ia a counter die, and k a tube within which the

counter die is held, the object of this tube being to guide the projecting edges 1 1 oi

the dies as shown, and thus keep the dies and counter dyes correct to each other. Fig.

286 is a section of two dies h, and a counter die^ ; but in this case the tube k is dis-

pensed with, the dies being deeper sunk, and thus guiding the counter die correctly,

ijy the use of these dies, the edges of horn buttons will be more accurately formed, and
consequently require less finishing. This description of dies may be made according
to the mode described in the fourth part of this invention ; that is, by forming the

boundary circle separately, as will be understood by referring to Jig. 287, which is a
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side-section of a die complete, with its boundary circle formed in a similar manner to

that described above. Fig. 288 represents, in plan and section, a variation in the

means of afBxing a separate bounding circle to each engraved surface ; and it is suitable

for worldng without the tube. In using these dies they are to be heated but slightly,

whether for buttons with metal shanks, or to receive flexible shanks, and are to bo
pressed as heretofore. The patentee claims, first, the mode of manufacturing horn
buttons with flexible shanks, by first forming buttons by pressure and heat, and then

by a second pressure in dies, to affix flexible shanks thereto, as above described.

Secondly, the mode of ornamenting horn buttons, by causing suitable surfaces to be
affixed in the front surfaces, by pressing the buttons with the ornaments in dies, as

above described. Thirdly, the mode of ornamenting horn buttons by gilding and
silvering their surfaces as described. Fourthly, the mode of constructing dies used

in the manufacture of horn buttons, by applying separate bounding circles to each en-

graved surface, for a button ; and fifthly, tlie mode of manufacturing horn buttons in

dies, wherein the horn or hoof is prevented from being expressed at the circumference

of the buttons as described.

Buttons, Covbked.—Mr. Joseph Parkes obtained in 1840, a patent for improve-
ments in the manufacture of covered buttons made by dies and pressure, by the appli-

cation of horn as a covering material. The process resorted to by the patentees for

carrying out this invention is very similar to that pursued in manufacturing Florentine

buttons ; such modifications being applied as are rendered necessary for adapting such

process to the peculiar nature of the material employed for covering the face of each

button, a
{^ff. 289) shows a plan of a disc of iron plate, with four projecting points,

which is formed by suitable dies in a fly-press, as is well understood ; the points are

then turned down, and the disc a is sunk into the shape shown at Jiff. 290, and two such
sunk discs are applied to the internal core of the button-board of each button : b {Jiff.

291) shows a plan and edge view of a circular disc of button-board suitable for forming

the internal core of a button.

The dies being placed in suitable presses, as is well understood in using similar

dies in manufacturing Florentine and other covered buttons, one of the sunk discs a

is placed in the under die, with the points upwards, having a disc of button-board

placed on the points, as shown at fig. 292 ; the upper die or punch is then caused to

descend and press the button-board b into the shape shown at Jig. 293
;
which, when

thus formed, is to have a die a applied on the other side, as shown at Jiff. 29i. The
disc a, to be next fixed to the button-board, is placed in a suitable die, tlie disc which
has already been fixed being upwards ; the die or punch is now to be pressed down,

which will produce the button-board, with the discs a a, on either side, into the shape

shown aX,Jig. 295 ; and it will bo seen, that one of the discs will by the shape of the

die, be sunk concave, whilst the other disc a, on the other side, will be formed convex

or according to tlio figure of the face of the intended button.

The core of button-board {Jig. 295) is now ready to be inserted into tlie fabric

which is to become the flexible shank of the button, and which flexible shank is formed

by sinking a portion of fabric in sxiitable dies, as is well understood when making
similar shanks in Florentine or other covered buttons ; and the shank being so sunk,

the iDutton-board of core (fig. 295) is to be placed thereon, with tho concave Burface
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towards tho protruding shank ; and tho edges of the fabric are then to be pressed over
the core, as is well understood, which will produce tho partly formed button {fig. 296),
which is a side view, and consists of the shank containing the core, which is next

inserted into the metal shell e {fig. 297), and these parts being placed in a suitable die,

are pressed together, and tho partly manufactured button {fig. 298) will bo produced,

consisting of tho shank containing the core, covered on the front surface -with the

metal shell c, wliieh, by the die, has its edges bent down on the fabric of tho flexible

shank. The button, thus far formed, is now in a condition to be covered with a thin

plate of horn, which is performed in tho following manner :

—

d {fig. 299) shows a

disc of horn, cut out by suitable dies, the circumference being scolloped, in order

that in folding over the mould {fig. 298) the horn may not be puckered, e {fig. 300)
shows a collet, for affixing the covering of horn to the button, the collet being similar

to that used in what is called ' Sandar's plan of making Florentine and other covered

buttons.'

The method of covering the mould of the button with horn is described as follows :

—

Fig. 301 represents, in section, a lower covering die, and also a proper punch for

pressing the parts into the lower die ; these dies being in a suitable press, as is

well understood. The lower die is to be kept heated to such an extent that the work-

man can just boar his hand to rest, for a very short time, on the upper surface of

the die ; the heating is preferred to be accomplished by means of a flame of gas

below the die ; and it will be seen that there are holes //, in the die, through which
the heat of the flame may pass, and g is an opening to allow of atmospheric air flowing

under the lower die. The disc of horn d is placed in the lower die g. The shape

or mould {fig. 298) is then placed on the horn, and the punch or die h, is caused to

descend, and press the parts into the die g ; and the punch h is then raised, in order

to allow of the introduction of the parts shown at figs. 302 and 303, which consist of

the tube i, and the punch or die^. The lower edge of the tube i is made bell-mouthed,

so as to cause the scolloped edges to be pressed on the back of the buttons, and the

die or punchy is to cause the collet to be forced through the horn in the button

;

and, in using these parts, the collet is placed in the tube i, which with its punch is

inserted into the die s, as shown at fig. 304, which figure represents the die g and
punch H in the condition just described, after having forced the parts into the die g

;

and this figure also shows the tube i, with a collet d and the punch or die j placed

in the tube i ; and all things are in a condition to receive the pressure of the punch h.

In order to prevent the pressure coming on the punch or die J before the horn has

been folded down by the tube i, the hollow block k is placed over the die or punch j
;

consequently when the punch h is caused to descend, it will force down the tube i, and
cause it to gather the edges of the horn, and press them on the back of the mould of

the button, when the punch h will be raised again, and tho block removed, which will

leave all things in the position shown 8,t fig. 305 ; and then again, the bringing down
of the punch h will cause the die or punch j to descend, and force the collet into tho

button, the die j being retained in the tube i by means of the pin s, passing through

a slit formed therein, which allows of the die j rising and falling in the tube i, but

prevents its coming out of that tube. The button, thus far formed, is now in a con-

dition to be completed in the finishing dies {fig. 306), the lower dies being kept heated

in a similar manner to the die c. The dies being fixed in a suitable press, the button

to be finished is inserted into the die l (which may be ornamented or plain), with the

shank upwards, and the punch or die m is caused to descend and press the button into

shape.

When the front of the button is to be plain, the disc of horn should be polished

before being used for covering ; but when used to cover a button, and finished by an

engraved or ornamented die, the polishing is not necessary. The button being thus

made is to be finished by placing it in a lathe to be ' edged,' as is commonly practised

in finishing horn buttons.

The patentee does not claim the means of making the mould or shape shown at fig.

298, nor the dies employed when separately considered, very similar dies having been

before used in the manufacture of other covered buttons ; nor does he confine him-

self thereto, so long as the peculiar character and essence of the invention be re-

tained
; viz., that of manufacturing covered buttons, made by dies and pressure by

the application of thin sheet horn as the covering material. He claims the mode
herein described of manufacturing covered buttons by the application of horn as a

covering material.

Porcelain Buttons.—These buttons were first manufactured by Messrs. Mintonand
Co. under Pressor's patent for the compression of dry porcelain clay in moulds (the

process will be fully described under the head Tesseejs). Several houses have adopted

the same process in this country. Mr. Bagaterasse has a large estabUshmont at Briare,

where ho manufactures these buttons on a large scale, and being in competition -with
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Mr. Lolioouf of Breil, they are sold very cheaply. Bagaterasso has greatly improved
the process by striking several hundred buttons at once, instead of doing them singly

as by Prosser's original process. See Tiles and Tessee^e:

In 1872 we imported of Buttons and Studs—not of metal—to the value of 134,015^.

;

chiefly from Germany and Holland.
BUTTY. A miner who contracts to raise coal at a certain price per ton. Ha

employs men to do his work, and they have usually an overlooker engaged by the
butty, and called the ' Doggy.'

BUT-S-IAKXIN-E, C^H^N (C^Hi'OT). A volatile organic base, homologous with
methylamine. It is found in the more volatile portion of bone-oil. It may be pre-
pared artifically by processes analogous to those employed for methylamine, amyla-
mine, &c., substituting the butylic cyanate, urea, or iodine, for those of methyle and
amyle. See Amtxamine.—C. G. W.
BUTYRIC ACID. A volatile fatty acid, discovered by Chevreul, who obtained

it by saponifying butter with an alkali. Eancid butter owes its smell to the forma-
tion of this acid. See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

BUTYRIC ETHERS. Compounds formed by the direct action of butyric acid
on alcohols. To the presence of small quantities of these ethers, the peculiar flavour
of pine apples, melons, and some other fruits is due. Pine-applo rum owes its flavour

to the presence of the butyrate of ethyl. ' A solution of butyric ether is very ex-
tensively used in perfumery, and in confectionery, under the name of pine-apple oil.

It is prepared for this purpose by the following process :—Butter is saponified by a
strong solution of potash-ley ; the soap is dissolved in very little absolute alcohol,

and to the solution is added a mixture of alcohol and sulphuric acid, until a
strongly acid reaction is set up. The whole is then distilled ; heat being applied as
long as anything comes over with a fruity odour.' See Watts's 'Dictionary of
Chemistry.'

BUXUS. The box tree. The value of the box wood sent from Spain to Paris
is given as 10,000 francs a year. The box-wood tree formerly grew abundantly at

Boxhill, in Surrey. In 1815 the trees were cut down and produced upwards of

10,0001.—Baird. See Box "Wood.
BUZZXITG', or BUSTIiXXTG. Terms sometimes applied to the process of work-

ing scrap iron in the charcoal hearth (Perci/). See Ieon.

c
CABBAGE BARK. The bark of the cabbage tree of the West Indies (^weZzVa

inermis), formerly used in medicine as a purgative and anthelminiic. It has been
supposed that this tree furnishes the partridge-wood of the cabinet-maker.

CABBAGE PAIiKI. The young leaf-buds of this palm, the Areca oleracca, are

boiled and eaten as a vegetable in India.

CABB:LI9rG. A term used amongst metallurgists. In Gloucestershire it is

called Soabhling. Pinery iron is smelted with charcoal, and when a soft mass of

about two hundredweight is formed it is hammered out into a flat oval from two to

four inches in thickness ; this is allowed to cool, and is then broken up into small

pieces, which is the process of cabbling or scabbling.

CABKE. {Cable, Fr. ; AnJcertau, Ger.) A strong rope or chain, connecting the

ship with the anchor for the purpose of mooring it to the ground. The sheet anchor

cable is the btrougost, and is used at sea after the bower, which is in constant use, goes,

gives way, or requires help : the stream cable is smaller, being used chiefly in rivers.

A cable's length is 100 to 140 fathoms in the merchant service ; in the Eoyal Navy, 4

cables are employed each of 100 fathoms, 2 cables being attached end to end. The
greatest improvement in mooring vessels has been the introduction of the chain cable,

which, when duly let out, affords in the weight of its long catenary curve, an elastic

tension, and play to the ship under the pressure of the wind. The dead strain upon
the anchor is thus greatly reduced, and the sudden puU, by which the flukes or arms
are readily snapped, is in a great measure obviated. The best iron cables are chains

made of links, whose sides are stayed by cross bars or stud, welded across the

middle of the link. Experience has taught that the ends of these links wear out

much sooner than the sides. To remedy this evil, Mr. Hawkes, iron manufacturer,

obtained a patent in July 1828, for constructing these anchor chains with links con-

siderably stouter at the ends than in the middle. With this view ho forms the short

rods of iron, of which the links are to be made, with swells or protuberances about

one-third of their length from each of their ends, so that when these are welded to-
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gether, the slenderer parts are at the sides, and the thicker at the ends of the elliptic

links. Such rods as the above are formed at once by rolling, swaging, or any other

means ; but in practice, this plan has not been extensively carried out ; tlio simple

round iron seems best.

The first avowed proposal to substitute iron cables for cordage in the soa ser^-ice is

stated to have been made by Mr. Slater, surgeon of the Navy, who obtained a patent for

the plan in 1808, though he does not seem to have had the means of carrying it into effect

—a very general misfortune with ingenious projectors. It was Lieut. Samuel Brown,
of the Eoyal Navy, who, in January 1808, had represented to the Naval Boards the

policy of employing iron rigging and chain cable, and who, in February of that year,

enrolled a patent for those articles, and in 1811 first employed chain cables in the

vessel ' Penelope,' of which he was commander, for the purpose of experimental ex-

perience, this vessel of 400 tons having been fitted expressly for the trial by Captain
Brown, Mr. Bruton, and other friends, at personal expense and risk, with iron rigging,

chains, and cables, in place of hemp and rope.

He made a voyage in this ship from England to Martinique and Guadaloupe and
home again, in the course of four months, having anchored many times in every

variety of ground without any accident. He multiplied his trials, and acquired

certain proofs that iron might be substituted for hemp in making cables, not only for

mooring vessels, but for the standing rigging. Upon his return from the "West Indies,

Captain Brown strongly represented the advantages practically experienced of iron over

hemp. A committee of naval officers reported upon the whole affair, and the Govern-
ment ordered the ' Namur ' of 74 guns, the ' Monmouth ' of 64, the ' Crescent ' frigate,

and the ' Alonzo ' sloop, to be fitted with two chain cables of 100 fathoms each, and
Lieut. Brown was promoted to the rank of captain. These chains were of various

forms of links
; those, for instance, supplied to the ' Crescent ' were composed of very

short links with parallel sides.

Since this period, chain cables have been universally introduced into all the ships of

the Eoyal Navy ; but the twisted links employed at first by Brown have been replaced
by straight ones, stayed in the middle with a cross rod, the contrivance of Captain
Brown, which was secured by patent in this country.

The twisting of the links was done in order to assimilate the chain to the form of

rope, and for the purpose of making it run out with less concussion to the ship ; but
this in practice was found really to let the cable render out too easily, and was dis-

continued in practice.

Some of the cables supplied in 1811 to the ships of war were found to have defec-

tive links ; their general use was suspended until the beginning of 1812, when Captain
Brown invented a mode of shutting the link with a long scarf, and introduced a
machine to put upon the chain any amount of strain that ought to be brought to bear,

and thus ascertain defects of workmanship and material. This proving machine led

to the introduction of stay pins in the links ; about the middle of 1812, chain cables

were thus brought to great perfection, and very generally introduced into the Eoyal
Navy.
The first thing to be considered in the manufacture of iron cable is, to procure a

material of the best quality, and, in using it, always to keep in view the direction of

the strain, in order to oppose the maximum strength of the iron to it. The best form
of the links may be deduced from the following investigation :

—

Let A B {^fig. 307) be a circular link or ring, of one-inch rod iron, the outer cir-

cumference of the ring being 15 inches and the inner 9. If equal

opposite forces be applied to the two points of the link c D, pull-

ing c towards e, and d towards f, the result will be, when the

forces are sufficiently intense, that the circular form of the link

will be changed into another form with two round ends and two
parallel sides, as seen in fig. 308. The ratio of the exterior to

the interior periphery, which was originally as 15 to 9, or 5 to 3,

is no longer the same in fig. 308.- Hence there will be a derange-

ment in the relative position of the component particles, and 308
consequently their cohesion will be progressively impaired, and ^

eventually destroyed. In fig. 307, the segment mn of the outside
( (r)' ^) )

periphery being equal to 3 inches, the corresponding inside seg- ^ J

ment will be fths of it. If this portion of the link, in conse- Y /i\ z
quence of the stretching force, comes to be extended into a straight

line, as shown in fig. 308, the corresponding segments, interior and exterior, must both
be reduced to an equal length. The matter contained in the 3 inches of the outside
periphery must therefore be compressed, that is, condensed into l|inch ; or the inside

periphery, which is only 1| inch already, must be extended to 3 inches: that is to

say, the exterior condensation and the interior expansion must take place iu the
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reciprocal proportion. But, in every case, it is impossible to effect this contraction

of one side of the rod and extension of the other, -without disrupture of the link.

Let us imagine the outside periphery divided into an infinity of points, upon each of

which, equal opposite forces act to straighten the curvature
; they must undoubtedly

occasion the rupture of the corresponding part of the internal periphery. This is not

the sole injury which must result ; others will occur, as we shall perceive in consi-

dering -what passes in the portion of the link which surrounds cd {fig. 308), whose
length is inches outside and 2^th inside. The segments sip and no {fi.g. 307),

are actually reduced to semi-circumferences, which are inside no more than half an inch

and outside as before. There is thus contraction in the interior with a qmcker cur-

vature or one of shorter radius than in the exterior. The derangement of the particles

takes place here in an order inverse to that of the preceding case, but it no less tends

to diminish the strength of that portion of the link ; whence we may certainly conclude

that the circular form of cable link is an extremely faulty one.

Leaving matters as we have supposed in fig. 307, but suppose that G is a rod intro-

duced into the link, hindering its two opposite points A b from approximating.

This circumstance makes a remarkable change in the results. The
link, pulled as above described, must assume the quadrilateral form
shown in fig. 309. It offers more resistance to deformation than
before ; but as it may still suffer change of shape it will lose strength

in so doing, and cannot therefore be recommended for the con-

struction of cables which are to be exposed to very severe strains.

Supposing still the link to be circular, if the end of the stay comprehended a larger

portion of the internal periphery, so as to leave merely the space necessary for the

plan of the next link, there can be no doubt of its opposing more effectively the change
of form, and thus rendering the chain stronger. But, notwithstanding, the circular

portions which remain between the points of application of the strain and the stay

would tend always to be straightened, and of consequence to be destroyed. Besides,

though we could construct circular links of sufficient strength to bear all strains, we
ought still to reject them, because they would consume more materials than links of a

more suitable form, as we shall presently see.

The effect of two opposite forces applied to the links of a chain is, as we have seen,

to reduce to a straight line or a straight plane every curved part which is not stayed :

whence it is obvious that twisted links, such as Brown first employed, even with a stay

in their middle, must of necessity be straightened out, because there is no resistance

in the direction opposed to the twist. A cable formed of twisted links, for a vessel of

400 tons, stretched 30 feet, when put to the trial strain, and drew back only 10 feet.

This elongation of 20 feet proceeds evidently from the straightening of the twist in

each link, which can take place only by impairing the strength of the cable.

Twisted cables are not now made, and but little of twisted chain. They were made
to give the familiar form of rope to the chain, to please the sailors' prejudice.

From the preceding remarks, it appears that the strongest links are such as present

in their original form, straight portions between the points of tension ; whence it is

clear that links with parallel sides and round ends would be preferable to all others,

did not a good cable require to be able to resist a lateral force, as well as one in the

direction of its length.

Let us suppose that by some accident the link fig. 308 should have its two ex-

tremities pulled towards y and z, whilst an obstacle x, placed right

opposite to its middle, resisted the effort. The side of the link

which touches x would be bent inwards ; but if, as in fig. 310, there

is a stay, a g b, the two sides would be bent at the same time ; the

link would notwithstanding assume a faulty shape.

In thus considering the vicious forms, we are naturally directed to that which has

had at one time the preference, as is shown in fig. 311 ; but this form of link and
stay-pin is so faulty, as to give place now to the general

use of the simple link of parallel sides (see fig. 312)

and with a very different stay-pin, as wiE be shown
hereafter. This old link has a cast-iron stay with large

ends ; it presents in all directions a great resistance to

every change of form ; for let it be pulled in the direction

a b against an obstacle c, it is evident that the portions d e and df, which are supported

by the parts g e and gf, cannot get deformed or be broken without the whole link

giving way. As the matter composing g e and gf cannot be shortened, or that which

composes de and d/he lengthened, these four sides will remain necessarily in their

relative positions, by virtue of the large-ended stay h, whose profile is shown in

fig. 314. We have examined the strength of a link in every direction, except that

perpendicular to its plane. Fig. 313 represents the assemblage of three links in the
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above predicament ; but we ought to observe that the Hnk c, placed between the links

A. B, could not resist the pressure or impact of the two lateral links.

Process of manufacturing Iron Cables.—The imple-

ments and operations are arranged in the following

order :

—

1. The cutting, by a machine, of iron bars, in equal

lengths, but with opposite bevels, to allow of the re-

qiiisito crossing and splicing of the ends in the act

of welding.

2. A reverberatory furnace, in which a number of

rods or round bars of the best possible wrought iron, and of proper dimensions,

are heated to a red heat. The furnace is like those used in the sheet-iron works,

but somewhat larger, and needs no particular description hero.

3. The bending of each of these pieces by a machine, so as to form the links ; the

last operation is done rapidly while the iron is red hot.

4. The welding of the links at small forge fires, fitted with tools for this express

purpose, and the immediate introduction of the stay, by a top tool and hammer.
5. Proving the cables by an hydraulic press, worked by a pump, -with levers to

ascertain the strain applied by working the pump.

Any ordinary shears will do to cut the iron, if fiirnished with a gauge or stop, to

regulate the length of link.

The following forms of apparatus employed by the late Mr. Brunton and others,

relate more to the history of the past manufactures, than to the present practice on a
large scale.

Figs. 314 and 315 are a plan and elevation of the shears with which rods are cut

into equal pieces, for a link, moved by a steam-englne, or worked by four or more
labourers. These must be relieved, however, frequently by others, for each shears

machine is calculated to require nearly ona horse in eteam-power.

A and B are the two cast-iron limbs of the shears. The first is fixed and the second
is movable by means of a crank-shaft c, driven by a heavy fly-wheel d. The cutting

Vol. I. 0 0
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jaws, G, are of steel pieces made fast by bolts, and may be changed at pleasure, f is

a stop wliich determines the equal lengths of the pieces cut off, and can be shifted to

suit different lengths : a piece of iron is shown as being cut off between the upright

stop and the shears.

The following figures represent the plan and elevation of a machine for bending

links into an elliptic form, superseded by the machine hereafter to bo described. It is

represented at the moment when a link is getting bent upon it.

A is an elliptic mandrel of cast iron ; it is fixed upon the top of a wooden piUar b,

solidly supported in the ground, c is the jaw of the vice, pressed by a square-headed
screw against the mandrel a.

B, part of the mandrel comprehended between x and v, formed as an inclined plane,
so as to preserve an interval equal to the diameter of the rod between the two surfaces
that are to be welded together.

E, rectangular slots (shears) passing through the centre of the nut of the mandrel, in
which each of the pins f may be freely slidden.

_
G, horizontal lever of wrought iron six feet long. It carries at H a pulley or fric-

tion-roller of steel, whose position may be altered according to the diameter of the
links. It is obvious that as many mandrels are required as there are sizes and shapes
of links.

The piece of iron intended to form a link being cut, is carried, while red hot, to
the bending machine, where it is seized with the jaw of the vice c, by one of its ends,
the slant of the cut being turned upwards ; this piece of iron has now the horizontal
direction mn; on pushing the lever g in the line of the arrow, the roller h will force m n
to be applied successively in the elliptic groove of the mandrel

;
thus, finally, the two

faces that are to be welded together will be placed right opposite each other.

The length of the smaU diameter of the ellipse ought to exceed by a little the length
of the stay-piece, to allow of this being readily introduced. The difference between
the points f b is eqiial to the difference of the radii vectorcs of the ellipse. Hence it

will be always easy to find the excentricity of the ellipse.

Fiff. 319 is a lever press for squeezing the old form of links upon their stays

after the links are welded. This machine was contrived for the purpose of superseding

manual labour, but the skill and dexterity of the workmen have quite superseded this

machinery ; however completely this and other machines may do the work, hand
labour does the work quicker and bettor, almost beyond comparison. The hand
practice is as follows :

—

The lints bent are carried to the forge hearth to be welded, and to receive their
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Btay ; two operations performed at one heating. Whenever the welding is finished,

while the iron is still red hot, the link is placed upright npon the stake, i. e., the

shorter axis vertical and the longer axis of the link horizontal ; then a workman
introduces the stay with a pair of tongs or pincers ; while another workman strikes

down upon it. This mechanical compression iirst of all joins perfectly the sides of

the link against the concave ends of the stay, and afterwards the retraction of the iron

on cooling increases still more this compression. If each link be made with the same
care, the cable must be sound throughout. It is not delivered for use, however, tiUit

be proved by the hydraulic press, at a draw-bench made on purpose, and examined
link by link, on the side of the machine, or on a bench erected for the purpose, to

detect any flaw the strain may have caused.

The following Table ofcompared materials and strains is given as a matter of historical

eference. It is believed the dates of the experiments are 1815 and 1816 ; since then,

alterations in the make of iron, and the introduction of new fibres, as well as hemp,
render this Table of value, as the materials here employed were, no doubt, good
examples, and subjected to critical attention :

—

Table of Iron Cables as substitutedfor Hemp, with the Strains applied at that Sate.

Iron Cables
Diameter of Iron Bod

Hemp Cables
Circumference of Eopo

Old Proof, by
Mr. Brnnton

Inches Inches Tons
9 12

10 18

k
11 26
12 32

1-5-

8
13 35
14 to 15 38
16 44

If 17 52

ll 18 60

H 20 70
2 22 to 24 80

It would be imprudent to put hemp cables to severer strains than those indicated in

the Lloyd's Table, drawn up from experiments ; but the iron cables of the above sizes

will support a double strain without breaking. They ought never, in common cases,

however, to be exposed to a greater stress. A cable destined for ships of a certain

tonnage should not be employed in those of greater burden. Thus treated, it may be

always trusted to do its duty, and will last longer than the ship to which it belongs.

It has often been stated, that chain cables possess double the strength of the iron of

which they are made, owing to theforms of the links employed : this, however, is an
absurd error

;
for, suppose the two sides of a link to be of inch-iron, yet a part of the

strength must be lost in the bending of the ends, for the straining force is at right

angles, at the ends, to what it is at the side, or would be exerted upon portions of straight

rods ; next, to make a link, the two ends have to be joined by welding, and wherever

this join is made, there is every chance for less union, and no possible means of getting

the fibre to be stronger than if they had never been separated ;
strength really must

be lost by heating the iron and shaping the link.

Mr. Lenox has found in practice, that an inch bolt will bear 21^ tons, while the

inch cable will break at 34 tons, and not at the double strength, or 43 tons, of two

lengths of straight iron.

One of the most valuable qualities of iron cables is their resisting lateral as well as

longitudinal strains, as explained undev Jigs. 311 and 313.

Vessels furnished with chain cables have been saved by them from the most immi-
nent peril. The ' Henry,' sent out with army stores during the Peninsular war, was
caught on the northern coast of Spain in a furious storm. She ran for shelter into

the Bay of Biscay among the rocks, where she was exposed for three days to the hur-

ricane. She possessed fortunately 70-fathoms chain cables, which held good all the

time, but it was found afterwards to have had the links of its lower portion polished

bright by attrition against the rocky bottom. A hemp cable would have been speedily

worn to pieces in such a predicament.
In the contracts for the Admiralty of chain cables for the British Navy, it is stipu-

lated that ' the iron shall have been manufactured in the best manner from pig iron

smelted from ironstone only, and selected of the best quality for the purpose, and shall

not have received in any process wliatever, subsequent to the smelting, the admixture
of either cinders or oxides produced in the manufacture of iron, and shall also have

o o 2
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,been puddled in the best manner tipon iron buttons, and at least three times sufficiently

dra-wn out at three distinct welding heats, and at least twice properly fagotted.'

The following is a Table of the breaking proof of chain cables, and of the iron for

the purpose of making them, and the proofs required by Her Majesty's Navy for

chains :

—

Size of Boltj Proof of Bolt Proof of caiain Navy Proof of Chain

Inches Tons cwts. Tons cwts. Tons

2 5 7 8 11 A 1

5 8 7 13 4 5i
12 1 19 5 lOf
16 4 26 5 ISf
21 8 34 5 18

it

27 2 48 15 22f
33 10 63 11

'a 40 10 65 0 34

li 48 4 77 0 40*

If 66 11 90 10 m
65 12 105 0 65|

;t 76 6 120 10 63|
2 85 14 137 0 72

2| 96 15 155 0 81i

In these iron cables, the matter in the link is thrown very much into one plane

;

the link being of an oval form, and provided with a stay. As there are emergencies

in which the cable must be severed, this is accomplished in those of iron by means
of a bolt and sheckle (shackle), which ds inserted in the EoyalNavy cable at the end
of every 12^ fathoms, and at the end of every 15 fathoms in the merchant service;

so that by striking out this bolt or pin, this cable is parted with more ease than a
hempen one can be cut. And the iron cable can be reconnected when the ship is clear,

while with the hempen cable it would be necessary to cut it with an axe, and thus per-

manently injure the cable. Mr. Lenox's plan for securing these bolts is now made
part of the Government contracts.

We have avoided all relating to the general history and application of chain

cables, but in connection with the following particulars, obtained from Brown, Lenox,

and Co.'s chain works at Millwall, we must admit the important part performed
by this house in the improvement of this manufacture. The following remarks refer

to chain cables for the Eoyal Navy, messenger and mooring chains for the Trinity

Corporation, and ship cables for merchant service, showing the practice in 1868.

After selecting the best iron, cutting it off into required lengths, and heating it as

before described, the links for chain cables may be bended at the rate of about 60

per minute, by machinery at Lenox's works, in Wales, worked by water-power,—the

welding of the links in all cases being effected by hand labour.

In the practice with the bending machine at Newbridge works, Pont-y-Prid, Gla-

morganshire, it is as follows :—When the iron is cut to the requisite length for links,

from 20 to 60 pieces, according to size, are put into the furnace, and when heated, are

placed separately on the bending mandrel g {fig. 320) the machine is set in motion,

and one revolution forms a link, which is pinched off the mandrel by a small crowbar,

and another piece of iron applied, and soon, until from 40 to 60 links are formed in

a minute.

The bending machine is connected with a water-wheel, or other power, by an

ordinary coupling clutch, or box, which a lever throws into and out of gear at

pleasure.

There is a stub or knob of iron on the mandrel under which the point of the piece of

iron to be bent is fixed : the mandrel being oval, or of the inside shape of the link,

when turned, is followed by the roller above, and this, pressing upon the piece of iron)

forms it to the shape of the mandrel.

ABC {f^. 320) are standards, d connecting-rod, e crank for lifting, fp the roller for

pressing sides of links, G mandrel, h mandrel spindle, i wheel for mandrel spindle, J

pinion on main spindle, ,e crank spindle.

The form of the link, after being bended into shape {fig. 320) is shown with the two

slant-cut surfaces of the ends to be welded together and hammered into form.

For short lengths of chain the bending may be effected by hand ; in this case the

process is simple :—A sufficient length of the best iron is cut off, and, while hot, is

partially bent by the workman over an iron ring, one end of the bar resting on the

ground ; the bend is finished upon the anvil ; one entire end of the link is thus formed.
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The two slanting-cut ends are made to approach each other; heated up to a high tem-
perature, the expert workman, by a peculiar blow, detaches the scales of oxide, and

320

instantly presses both surfaces together ; two men then by repeated blows oflfeet the

welding junction, and thus the link is formed.

The shape of the link, after due consideration of the advantages of particular

patterns, seems to resolve itself into the decided preference for a link of parallel sides,

unchanged in form from the round of the iron employed, while the ends may be
reduced, somewhat flattened, and increased in breadth. The links thus in contact

have the pressure sustained by a greater breadth of surface, and compression can
scarcely alter the form.

The length of a good link may be of round iron 6 diameters in length of link a a
{Jig. 323), and from b to b 3"7 to 4 diameters of the iron rod employed, and 1-7 to 2

diameters inside.

The stub, staple, or cross-bit is of cast iron, and is placed across ; its use is to pre-

vent the sides from collapsing by extension of the chain ; in fact, to keep up a suc-

cession of joints, and prevent the chain from becoming a rigid bar of metal.

The stud or cross-piece shown at c is of cast iron, with dates and marks upon the

surface. It is cast with a hollow bearing, having a cvirve to receive the round iron of

the link ; its shoulders, or feathering, enables the workman to insert it readily, and a

few blows upon the yielding iron give the requisite grip; and all proper service only

tends more firmly to keep it in position, very different indeed from the form fig. 312
which would positively injure the link.

In all cases this cross-piece has been of cast iron. Wrought iron was tried, but found

to be too expensive. Malleable iron has been patented, but it is a question whether
it can supersede common foundry iron, from the cheapness and facility of the latter.

. Tha cables are. proved and tested by regulated strains brought to bear continuously

up to the proof strain, and then even up to the ultimate destruction of some of the

links, if the final strength or opposition to resistance is required to be known. The
proof of cable should be 600 lbs. for each circle of iron ith of an inch in diameter.

- The chain is attached at one end horizontally to a hydraulic press, the other end to

the enormous heat of a bent iron lever, whose power is multiplied by second and third

iron levers, all working upon knife-edges, and to the last lever a scale pan is attached
;

1 lb. being here placed is equivalent to a strain of 2,240 lbs. upon the bar or chain

that is being tested. This machine of Brown, Lenox, and Co., MillwaU, is more
powerful than that used in the Eoyal dockyard. The proving machine, invented by
Captain Brown in 1813, was a gxeat step towards the production of confidence.

In practice, length after length is tried up to the proof required ; when the tension

is to be exerted to the uttermost, a few links are taken : in such experiments it is usual
for one link alone to give way, and the strength of the cable itself is uninjured by
testing to find its jiltimate strength. .

. . . . ,
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Perfection of practice is found when the link and the stay yield together; in the
largest chain cables ever produced, such -were the duo proportions and symmetry of

form affording equality of resistance, that the cross-piece spUt or broke at the time the

link fractured and opened.

To measure these chains, or be near them when under such tension, is not without
danger. The cable, on being struck, rings out with strange shrill sound, a link may
suddenly snap, the chain lashes about, and the fragments fly to a great distance, pene-
trating the factory roof at times, and, at the moment of fracture, the link becomes
very hot.

The cables are usually told-off into lengths. The Government length is 12^
fathoms; for the merchant service the length is 15 fathoms; as explained, these

lengths are united by shackles. In the merchant service calDle-', larger links are

placed at each extremity for the anchor shackle to pass through, but in the Royal
Navy cables, each length is alike provided with large links

;
thus, then, at any time,

any end of any length may be placed to the anchor stock. See Jigs. 321, 322.

To obviate evils from the twisting of the chain cable, swivels are inserted : in the

Government cables, a swivel is inserted in the middle of every other length ; for the

merchant service there does not appear to be any precise rule. Sometimes one, two,

or more swivels may be in 100 fathoms ; and in cheap chains, bought and judged by
weight and figures, no swivel whatever exists in the cable.

The effect of such twisting, or torsion, is to form a link, and give powerful lateral

pressure upon the link ; the stud or cross-piece is forced out, and the link itself may
yield at the moment that any flaw from imperfection of welding occurs.

The mooring swivel is that by which a ship can ride with two anchors down at

the same time and two bridles on board the ship. The mooring swivel, being equal

in strength to the two cables, is over the bow, and enables the ship to swivel round
her anchors without fouling hawse ; in any direction the ship can swing round this

swivel or point, leaving her anchors undisturbed, whereas by two cables out, without

this, she would require great care to prevent them from fouling, and even being lost.

This is an essential advantage of chain over hemp.
The splicing shackle is to unite or splice a hempen cable to be used on board ship,

attached to the chain cable, which lies on the ground or bottom, so that the vessel

rides Ughtly at her anchor, while the iron chain cable preserves the hempen cable

from being destroyed by the rocky bottom, and the ship has the light hemp cable

rendered buoyant by the water, which lifts portions of the chain cable by the motions

of the vessel; and thus, the ship is relieved from weight and the anchor from

jerks.

The splicing shackle, on the Hon. George Elliott's plan, is shown above {Jig. 322).

The rope is served round an iron thimble a, on the shackle b, with end links, and en-

larged links without stay-pins c, d, leading to the anchor, while the hempen cable A

goes to the ship.

In the Eoyal Navy, 4 cables are employed to moor the ship, two being end to end.

When the ships lay long on certain shores, the pin or fastening often gets loose by
constant tappings and vibrations of the chain cable on the rocky or shingly bottom.

Men-of-war at some stations suffered severely in this way, and the commander at

Malta had reason to represent it as a very serious matter. Mr. Lenox's plan for

securing the bolts and pins is now made a point of contract to be adopted in all

fastenings for the Eoyal Navy.
Simple as it would seem to devise a plan, yet it was years before all the difliculties

could be surmounted. This arrangement may be understood by reference to the

321
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figure of a shackle with links, {fig. 323) : at b is seen the aperture at right angles to

the bolt F, (of oval iron) through this channel, out through the shackle and the bolt,

a tapering but not quite cylindrical steel

pin, fits exactly ; but does not quite pro-

ceed through the iron ; it is shown at

gg. Various plans used to be resorted

to before this final preference ; for the

steel pins, of whatever form, got loose

by repeated tapping on the rocky bot-

tom, or the links upon each other.

Mr. Lenox succeeded in cutting the

cavity at e of the form of a hollow cono,

and to complete the fastening, a pellet

or cylinder of lead that will just allow

insertion at e is driven, and then by
repeated blows the lead is made to fill up
the cavity, the superfluous quantity of lead being cut oflF by the hammer at e. To re-

lease the bolt it is only necessary to find the small space at the small end of the steel

pin, to insert a punch, and then, with a few blows, the steel pin gg is driven out of

its conical bearing, and its flat top and cutting edges enable it to emerge again at e.

Being forced out, the bolt f is taken out, and the chain severed if required ; the

aperture at b can be cleared of its lead by a proper cutting-out tool, and the steel pin
replaced to make all fast.

This operation can be eflfeeted on the darkest night ; the sailor can sever the chain
cable, and thus when one vessel is driving down upon another, more chain may be
attached to the cable severed, and no harm done ; while with hempen cable it might
be found more than difficult, and even impossible, to cut them in time.

All the principles involved, and perfection of practice, in making chains and chain
cables, have recently been deeply considered and fully verified by the firm of Brown,
Lenox, and Co., Millwall, who, for the purpose of obtaining comparative results up to

the greatest links required for the ' Leviathan '—now the ' Great Eastern,'—selected

iron of the same identical quality and worked it into rods, links, and chains. The
progression of resistance to increased strains, by increase of mass of iron, with all the

influences of variation of make, flaws in the material, and other circumstances insepar-

able from practice, were thus matters of critical experiment.

Commencing with | inch chain, and trying four links of small chains up to 2|ths, being
the largest diameter of round iron for the greatest cable links ever hitherto made,
being those for the sheet anchor of the ' Leviathan,' taking the breaking strains, and
reducing all the links to the proportion borne upon a circle ith of an inch in diameter,

the minimum breaking force was 796'25 lbs., and the maximum 1052'8 lbs.

Sometimes the fracture was found to be dependent upon flaws, sometimes from
over heating, or unequal heating, and other practical causes ; but the whole series of
experiments was important and interesting.

The iron lengthens to the intense strains employed, long before fracture. The
comparison of actual extension, while under enormous force at ordinary temperatures
was ascertained by the following impressive experiments :

—

The ' Leviathan,' second size cable of 2| diameters of iron employed in the links.

Three links measured 35|- inches by strain of 10 tons (of course it requires power to

extend them fairly).

At 50 tons .... stretehed \ of an inch

„ 85 „ .

(Proof)

And broke

110
124
140

150
160

170
180

1(5

12

2I
H
u
31

A few links of the best bower anchor cable of the ' Leviathan ' taken, proved, and
destroyed.

Three links measured at 15 tons 39 inches.

(Proof)

At 75 tons

„ 125 „ .

., 148f „ .

,. 160 „ .

170 „ .

stretehed | of an inch.

>» 2^ „
» 3 „ •

)) "2 It
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At 180 tons .... stretched 4| of an inchi

„ 190 „ . . . „ 4|
„ 200 , . „ 6| „

It bore „ 217 „
'

And broke „ 218 „

Table showing the Principal Dimensions of the Common LinJcs, Weights, and Scale of
Proof for Chain Cables to be supplied to Her Majesty's Navy.

Common Links

Weight of 100 Fathoms of
Cable in 8 Lengths, in-

cluding 8 joining Shackles
and 4 Swivels, not to be ex-
ceeded by more than

Weights by
which to be

proved equal to
630 lbs. per Cir-

cular g of Inch

Diameter oi

Iron of Com-
mon Links

Mean Length,
6 X)iaineter5 of

Iron, not to vary
more than ^ o£ a

Diameter

iucan >Vidth of
Links, 3-6 Dia-

meters

Indies Inches Inches Cwts. qrs. lbs. Tons

"4 134 8-1 243 0 0 oil

2| 12| 7-65 216 3 0 Rli.

o 7 i 192 0 0

11 Hi 6-75 168 3 0 63i
IJ lOi 6-3 147 0 0 55i

If 9| 5-85 126 3 0 47i
14 9 64 108 0 0 40|
11 H 4-95 90 3 0 34
l| 4-5 75 0 0 28J
l| 6| 4-05 60 3 0 22f
1 6 3-60 48 0 0 18
1 H 3-15 36 3 0 133

44 2-7 27 0 0 lOJ

8*
11
16 4| 2-457 22 2 21
5

3| 2-25 18 3 0 7
%

31 2-025 15 0 21 54

. * 3 1-8 12 0 0
T
18

25•*8 1-575 9 0 21

As the merchant marine may frequently be called upon for public service, it may be

useful to know the particulars, which are promulgated from Lloyd's. A chain cable

seldom breaks with the duty assigned, if proportioned to the tonnage, if the iron be

Bound and the workmanship good.

In 1871 and 1872 we exported of anchors, grapnels, chains, and cables as follows :

—

1871 1872

Tons "Value Tons Value
To Eussia . , . . 632 £11,688
„ Sweden 314 6,131 704 £12,828

„ Norway 1,236 19,155 1,271 24,965

„ Denmark 664 7,014

„ Germany 4,627 66,853 2,369 47,285

„ Holland 667 11,220 461 10,109

„ France 285 5,260

„ Spain and the Canaries 242 4,162

„ Italy .... 2,284 31,239 1,733 32,220

„ Austrian Territories 815 11,488 827 19,807

,, Greece.... 359 4,658

,, Turkey Proper 681 8,911

„ United States, Atlantic 3,874 66,970 4,066 98,541

„ „ Pacific . 137 2,130 240 6,695

„ Brazil.... 668 9,952 822 15,638

,, British India, Bengal"!
189 3,163

and Burmah J
,, Australia 661 11,029 664 14,618

„ British N. America 4,293 69,178 4,189 88,399

,, Other countries . 2,536 39,472 4,300 96,382

Total . . 24,964 378,673 21,536 462,477
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In the same years we exported of 'cordage, cables, and ropes of hemp or like

material,' to nearly the same countries as above:—In 1871, 131,382 cwts., valued at

366,365?. ; and in 1872, 139,083 cwts., valued at 403,119Z.

It is much to be regretted that we are unable to separate the anchors from the

chains and cables.

Weights of Ordinary Anchors, Sizes and Lengths of Chain Cables, and Sizes and
Lengths of Hawsers and Warps, to be recommended when the Surveyors are applied

to by Ship Builders and Ship Owners,

AuonoKS

Number Weight

am
O o

U Q

O fl
fn o

Chains Hawsees and Warps

60

75
100

150

200
250
300
350
400
500

600
700

800
900
1000

1100
1200
MOO
1600
1800

2000

Cwts,

3

4
5

8

10

13

15

17
19

23
26

29

31

33

35

37
39

41

43

45

47

Cwts.

4

5

7

10
12

15

17

20
22

26

30
34
36

39

41
44
46

48

50

52
54

Cwts.

If

2i
3J

4i
5

n
9

10

11

12

12

12

12

12

12

14

14

14

Cwts.

1

3̂

5

5^.
6"

64

6|
7

n
n

Cwts.

24

2|
3

3i
H

H
4
4

4*

In ch Fathms.
120

120

150

180

180
200
200
240
240
270
270
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

Inch

5

5

5

6

7̂

n
74
8

9

94
10

10

10

10

10

10

10

11

11

11

Inch

3

3

3

4
4

5

5J
bl

6

7

7

9

9

9i
94

10
101

11

11

Inch

' The stream cables may be of iron, of proportionate sizes.

See CoiB, Hemp, "Wire Eope.

CACAO {commonly, but improperly Cocoa). The seeds of the Theobroma Cacao (or
' Food of the Gods,' as Linnaeus named the tree). They are imported from the West
Indies, the Caracas, from Brazil and some other parts of America. The seeds are

oval, large as an olive, obtuse at each end. Simply torrified and bruised they con-

stitute the Cocoa of the shops, but frequently this is made from the fragments of the

seed-coats, which impart to the preparation an astringent property. When the care-

fully prepared seeds are ground into a paste, sweetened, and flavoured with vanilla or

cinnamon, it constitutes Chocolate (chocolaia), which furnishes a nourishing beverage.

Cacao contains an active principle called iheobromitie, similar in its properties to

theine and caffeine, the alkaloids in tea and coffee. A fatty or oily matter, called

butter of cacao, is also present in the cocoa-seeds to the extent of one-half their weight.

In 1871 we imported of cocoa-seeds 17,368,302 lbs. of the value of 594,622Z. ; of

the husks and shells, 10,533 cwts., valued at 11,030/. ; and of cocoa-paste or chocolate,

78,501 lbs., valued at 7,234Z. And in 1872 15,044,134 lbs. of cocoa, valued at

467,144?.; 8,725 cwts. of husks and shells, valued at 8,555?.; and of cocoa-paste or

chocolate, 102,423 lbs. valued at 9,847/.

From June 1853, the duty on the seeds has been \d. per lb., on the husks and
shells, 2s. per cwt., and on the paste or chocolate, 2d. per lb.

Cocoa or Cacao must not be confounded with Coca, a narcotic plant chewed by the

Indians of South America, or Coco, one of the Aracem, the underground stems of which
are used as food. Se Coca and Coco.
CACHAXiOT. A name for the sperm whale {Physeier macrocephalus). This

whale yields sperm-oil, spermaceti, and ambergris.
CADnsXA. The Cadmia Arabibus of old writers was the ancient name of Cala-

mine, the lapis calaminaris of the older chemists. Seo Watson's ' Chemical Essays.'
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CABBKXTTM. {Symbol, Cd. ; Atomic weight, 56.) A metal discovered by Stro-

meyer about the beginning of the year 1818. It derives the name Cadmium from
Gadmia fossilis—a denomination by which the common ores of zinc were formerly dis-

tinguished. It occurs chiefly in Silesia in several ores of zino, and may be readily

recognised by means of the blowpipe
;
for, at the first impression of the reducing

or smoky part of the flame, the ores containing cadmium stain the charcoal all round

them with a reddish-yellow circle of oxide of cadmium. The Silesian native oxide

of zine contains from Ij to 11 per cent, of cadmium. The only native compound of

cadmium is the sulphide called Greenockite. See Geeenockite.

Cadmium may be extracted by dissolving the ores containing it in sulphuric acid,

leaving the solution acidulous, and diluting it with water, then transmitting through

it a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen, till the yellow precipitate ceases to fall. The
powder, which is sulphide of cadmium, is to be dissolved in concentrated miiriatic

acid, the excess of which is to be expelled by evaporation ; and the salt being dis-

solved in water, carbonate of ammonia is added in excess ; cadmium separates as a

carbonate, while the adhering copper or zinc is retained in solution by the ammonia.
Herapath has shown that, in distilling zinc per descensum, the first portions of

gaseous metal which are disengaged burn with a brown flame and deposit the brown
oxide of cadmium. See Zinc.

Cadmium has the colour and lustre of tin, and is susceptible of a fine polish. Its

fracture is fibrous ; it crystallises readily in regular octahedrons : and when it sud-

denly solidifies, its surface gets covered with fine mossy vegetations. It is soft, easily

bent, filed, and cut, soils like lead any surface rubbed with it. It is harder and more
tenacious than tin, and emits a creaking sound when bent, like that metal. It is very

ductile, and may be drawn out in fine wire, and hammered into thin leaves, without

cracking at the edges. Its specific gravity, after being merely melted, is 8-60-1 ; and
8'694i after it has been hammered. It is very fusible, melting at a heat much under
redness ; indeed, at a temperature little exceeding that of boiling mercury, it boils and
distils over in drops. Its vapours have no smell. It is but slightly altered by expo-

sure to air. When heated in the atmosphere it readily takes fire and burns with a

brownish-yellow smoke, which is destitute of smell. In strong acids it dissolves with
disengagement of hydrogen, and forms colourless solutions. Chromate of potash

causes no precipitate in them, unless zinc or lead be present.

There are two oxides of cadmium: a suboxide Cd^O and a protoxide CdO. The
frotoxide is a brown powder obtained by igniting the metal, or by heating its carbonate

or nitrate. It is neither fusible nor volatile at a very high temperature. When in

the state of a hydrate, it is white. This oxide of cadmium consists of 87"45 parts of

metal and 12'65 oxygen, in 100 parts. The other, or suboxide of cadmium, is ob-

tained by heating the oxalate of cadmium to about the melting point of lead. It is

a green powder resembling oxide of chromium.
CADBXIVaK, AIiXiOVS OP. One hundred parts of copper at a red heat

combine with eighty-two parts of cadmium. This alloy is of a yellowish-white colour.

Platinum at a red heat will take up 1 17 parts of cadmium. This alloy is silver white,

very brittle, and refractory in the fire. With mercury, cadmium forms a hard, brittle,

white amalgam. These alloys have no commercial value or manufactivring interest.

Some of the alloys of cadmium are remarkable for their fusibility
; thus, an alloy

of 1 part cadmium, 6 parts of lead, and 7 of bismuth melts at 180° F., or considerably

below the temperature of boiling water. Alloys containing cadmium have been used

for stopping teeth.

CADItXXVlMC, SAIiTS OP. Bromide, chloride, iodide, and sulphate of cadmium
have been prepared and examined, but with the exception of the use of the bromide

and iodide in photography, none of these salts are of any importance in the arts.

The sulphate has been applied to the eyes by surgeons to remove specks on the cornea.

—See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

CADZHCZiraS -JTSIiIiOW or CASnXXUIMC SU3^PHXSE. The artificial sulphide

of cadmium is prepared by fusing cadmium with sulphur, by igniting cadmic oxide

(protoxide of cadmiimi) with sulphur, or it is precipitated in yellow flakes, as a
hydrate, when sulphuretted hydrogen or an alkaline hydrosulphate is brought in contact

with a cadmium salt. This forms the pigment cadmium yeUow, ovjaune brillant. The
sulphide occurs native as Greenockite. See Geeenockite.

CAEir STOSITE. A variety of Oolitic limestone, which is largely quarried at

Caen in Normandy, and which has been used for a long period in Gothic churches and
other buildings. See Oolitic Limestone.

C2:3lUliSUni. A blue pigment, consisting of stannate of protoxide of cobalt,

mixed with stannic acid and sulphate of lime.

caBSZVBX. {Symbol, Cs. ; Atomic weight, 133.) One of the new metals discovered

by aid of the spectrum analysis in 1860 by Kirchoff and Bunsen. It has not been
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found except in company with Eubidium. Its name is derived from casius, ' sky-

bluo,' which colour it imparts to flame, and when its radiations are decomposed by a

prism, it gives two blue lines, one rather faint in the middle of the blue space of the

ordinary solar spectrum, and the other brighter, situated towards the violet end.

Csesium was first detected in the mineral water of Diirkheim, ten kilogrammes

(about two pounds and a quarter) of which contained not quite two milligrammes

(0'015 grain). It has since been detected in the waters of Kreuznach, and in those

of Baden-Baden, Bouxbonne-les-Bains, Haute-Marne ; in the salines of Aussee ; and

in the lepidolite or lithium-mica of Zinnwald, of Kozena, and of Hebron in Maine,

United States. But the most abundant source of caesium yet discovered is a rare

mineral found in Elba, and known as Pollux; Pisani has found as much as 32 per

cent, of caesium in this mineral.

Pure metallic caesium has not yet been obtained ; but an amalgam of caesium can

be procured by electrolysing a solution of chloride of caesium, using mercury as the

negative pole. For the salts of caesium, see Watts's 'Dictionary of Chemistry.'

CAETESHB. C'H^^N^O^ (C^H^N"-©). A weak alkaloid discovered in coffee. It

is white, crystalUsable in silky needles, fusible, volatile, and soluble in water, alcohol,

and ether. It is identical with Theine and with Guaranin.

According to Eobiquet, the proportion of caffeine in 1,000 of coffee is as follows :

—

Martinique 6'4, Alexandrian 4*4, Java 4-4, Mocha 4, Cayenne 3'8, St. Domingo 3'2,

It is probable that 0'64 per cent, is an ordinary proportion. According to Liebig, the

proportions are per lb. : Martinique 32 gr., Alexandrian 22, Java 22, Mocha 20,

Cayenne 19, St, Domingo 16. To obtain caffeine, H. J. Versman of Lubeck mixes

10 lbs. of bruised raw coffee with 2 of lime, made previously into hydrate ; treats the

mixture in a displacement apparatus with alcohol of 80° till the fluid which passes

through no longer furnishes evidence of the presence of caffeine. The coffee is then

roughly ground and brought nearly to the state of a powder, and the refuse of the

once digested mixture from the displacement apparatus, dried and ground again, and
mixed with hydrate of lime, is once more macerated. The grinding is more easily

effected after the coffee has been subjected to the operation of alcohol, having lost its

horny quality, and the caffeine is thus more certainly extracted. The bright alcoholic

liquid thus obtained is then to be distilled, and the refuse in the retort to be washed
with warm water to separate the oil. The fluid is now evaporated into a crystalline

mass, filtered, and expressed. The impure caffeine is freed from oil by pressure

between folds of blotting-paper, purified by solution in water with animal charcoal,

and is thus obtained in shining white silky crystals. See Theine and Guakanin.
CAFFSOXfEI. The aromatic principle of coffee is so called. It is a brown oil

heavier than water, and slightly soluble in that fluid when boiling. It is prepared by
distilling coffee with water, agitating the distillate with ether, and evaporating the

ether. Considerably less than a grain will flavour a pint or two of water.

CAHOirxO' ST'U'TS. The fruits of Aitalea funifera, the A. cohune of Martius.

The tree producing these nuts is a plume-like palm, a native of Honduras. The nuts

grow in clusters like bunches of grapes. An oil is extracted from these nuts by ex-

pression equal to that of the cocoa-nut. See Cocoa-Nut.
CAZSfB. The Brazilian name for the American oil-palm, Elais melanococca. Of

its very long leaves the Brazilians make ropes, and its expressed oil is much used by
them. See Eljeis and Paim Oil.

CAZRIfGOItlHC, or CAIKWGOKUDS, is the name generally applied to the more
pellucid and paler coloured varieties of smoky quartz, with a tint resembling that of

sherry or amber. It is so called from the district of Cairngorum, or the ' Blue Moun-
tain,' in the south-west of Banff, where these crystals are frequently found. When
of a good colour, this crystal is made into ornaments, and used for jewellery

;
indeed,

so great a favourite is the Cairngorum with the people of Scotland, that brooches, pins,

bracelets, and a variety of ornaments, are made with this stone, for use by all classes.

CATVPITT Olli is obtained from the leaves of the tree called Melaleuca minor,
which grows upon the mountains of Amboyna, and in other of the Molucca Islands.

It is procured by distillation of the dried leaves with water, is prepared in great

quantities in the island of Banda, and sent to Holland in copper flasks : hence, as it

comes to us, it has a green colour.— Tire. M. Guibort appears to have detected cop-

per in several samples of cajuput oil. Pereira says, ' All the samples of the oil

wliich I have examined, though green, wore quite devoid of copper ;

' and Mr. Brande
observes, that none of the samples which he has examined have contained even a
trace of copper. It is very limpid, lighter .than water, of a strong smell resembling
camphor, and pungent taste like cardamoms. In 1831, oil of cajuput was greatly

extolled as a remedy for cholera ; and to meet the sudden and large demand, various
adulterations and imitations were introduced. One of these consisted of oil of rose-

jnary, flavoured with cardamoms or oil of cardamoms, and coloured. According to
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Blanchet, the composition of oil of cajuput is, carbon 77*92, hydrogen 11'69, oxygen
10'39. It is used in medicine as a stimulant. See Oils, Ethereous.
CAKXIffG' COAXi. A coal which fuses together when heated. All the caking

coals are bituminous, and usually make good coke. See Coal.

CA£ or X-Ali, sometimes CAXil^EBT. A miner's term for iron ochre, especially

in St. Just in Cornwall. The term is sometimes applied to Wolfram.
CAKABA-TREE, Calophyllum Calaba, so called from the beauty of its leaves.

From the roots of several species an oil is expressed, which is used for burning in lamps,

and from the incised trunk a resin is obtained, which is known in commerce by the

name of Tacamahaca gum. The true calaba tree is a native of the Caribbee Islands

;

it grows to the height of sixty feet, and its wood is much valued for staves and for

cask headings.

CAKABAR BEAXr. See Ordeal Eean.
CA&ABAR-SKZXr. The skin of the Siberian squirrel is sometimes so called. It

is imported and used for making muffs and trimmings.

CAIbABASHESi The pericarp of the fruit of the Calabash tree, one of the

Bignoniacece (
Crescentia cujete). It is a native of the tropical regions of America,

and produces a melon-like fruit, containing a slightly acid pulp, which is sometimes

eaten. After the removal ofthe pulp, the pericarp is used for cups, bottles, baskets, &c.

CAXiAXTE. See Tueqttois.

CAXAnXAXrco. A sort of woollen stuff of a shining appearance, chequered in

the warp, so that the checks are seen only upon one side.

CAKAMAITDER. A wood, the produce of a species of Biospyros, from Ceylon.

See Coromaudel.
CAXiABIIirE. Unfortunately, there is somo confusion among mineralogists in

the application of this term. It appears that the Lapis calaminaris of the older

writers included two distinct ores of zinc—the carbonate and the hydrous silicate. In

the early part of this century Smithson pointed out the diiFerences between the two
species. Brongniart soon afterwards gave the name of Calamine to the silicate, and
several years later Beudant proposed the term Smithsonite for the carbonate. This

usage of the names is still retained by Dana and by certain Continental writers, but

English mineralogists have been accustomed to reverse this use of the terms. Bi this

country, therefore, ike carbonate of zinc is invariably distinguished as calamine, whilst

the silicate is known as Smithsonite or Electric Calamine. See Zinc.

CA^LASSXITE, EXiECTRXC.—Hydrous silicate of zinc, known otherwise as

Smithsonite or Hemimorphite. The term ' electric,' ajjplied to this mineral, refers to

its pyroelectric properties, or its power of exhibiting electric polarity when heated, the

two extremities of a heated crystal assuming opposite electrical conditions.

CAIADXVS {Ka.Ka.jj.os, a reed). A genus of plants belonging to the palm tribe.

The C. Botany and C. Scipionum are mentioned as two species which produce the

.Eattan canes of commerce. The Dragon's Blood of commerce is obtained from
the C. Braco, a native of Sumatra and Borneo. See Dragon's Blood ; Eattan.
CAIiAnXUS AROKATXCVS. The Acorns, or sweet Flag. The drug sold

under this name in our shops is the produce of the Acorits calamus. The plant is a

native of this country, of various parts of Europe, and of India. The Indian variety

furnishes a famous medicine in the Levant, while the Turks candy it and regard it as

a remedy against contagion. The rushes which were formerly strewn over the floors

of rooms were the leaves of this plant. It has been said that the Acorus calamus is

sometimes employed in rectifying gin. By distillation it yields a volatile oil used

in scenting snuff, and in the production of aromatic vinegar.

CAlLCAXTTKVnX. See Chalcanthum.
CAXiCAR. A name given by glass-makers to a small furnace—in which the

first calcination is made of sand and potash—-for tho formation of a frit, from which

glass is made.
CAKCAREOTXS EARTH {Terre calcaire, Fr.

;
Kalkerde, Ger.) commonly

denotes lime, in any form
;
but, properly speaking, it is pure lime. This term is fre-

quently applied to marl, and to earths containing a considerable quantity of lime.

CALCAREOUS SPAR. Crystallised native carbonate of lime, of which there

are many varieties.

Carbonic acid 44*0, lime 56'0, may be regarded as the usual composition of cale

spar ; it often contains impurities upon which depend the colours assumed by the

crystal. Tho carbonates of lime are extensively distributed in nature, as marbles,

chalk, &c. See Iceland Spae, Marble, &c.

CAXCAREOVS TUFA. This term is applied to varieties of carbonates of lime,

formed by the evaporation of water containing that mineral in solution.

It is formed in fissures and caves in limestone rocks, about the borders of lakes, and
near springs, tho waters of which are impregnated witli lime. In tho latter cases .it is
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frequently deposited upon shells, moss, and other plants, which it covers with a cal-

careous crust, producing frequently a perfect representation in stono of the substance

so enveloped.—H. W. B.

CAXiCEDONY. See Chalcedony.
CA^LCEDOXrirX. See Chaxcedoktx.
CAXiCXM'A.TXOir (from Calcine). The operation of expelling from a substance,

by heat, either water or volatile water combined with it. Thus, the process of burn-

ing lime, to expel the carbonic acid, is one of calcination. The result of exposing the

carbonate of magnesia to heat, and the removal of its carbonic acid, is the production

of calcined magnesia. The term was, by the earlier chemists, applied only when the

substance exposed to heat was reduced to a calx, or to a friable powder, this being

frequently the oxide of a metal. It is now, however, used when any body is subjected

even to a process of roasting.

CAliCXPHlTRE. A name given by Brongniart to a compound of granular lime-

stone with garnet or felspar, usually porphyritic.

CAIiCXTE. Crystallised carbonate of lime. See Iceland Spar.
CAXiCXtrnX {Symbol, Ca. ; Atomic weight, 20.) The metal contained in the oxido

•well known as lime. It was first obtained by Davy, in 1808, by the electrolysis of the

hydrate, carbonate, chloride, or nitrate of lime. Matthiessen obtained it by heating,

in a porcelain crucible, a mixture of two atoms of chloride of calcium with one of chlo-

ride of strontium, and a small quantity of chloride of ammonium, until the latter is

volatilised. The current from six cells of Bunsen's battery is then sent through the

mixture by a charcoal pole of as large size as possible, and a piece of iron pianoforte

wire (No. 6), not more than two lines in length, which is united with the negative

pole of the battery by means of a stronger line reaching close to the surface. A small

crust is to be formed round the wire at the surface. To collect the small globules

deposited on the wire, the latter must be taken out every two or three minutes,

together with the crust. The globules are crushed in a mortar, and the flattened

granules are then picked out. Calcium is a brilliant pale yellow metal, malleable

and ductile. See Lime.
CAX.CXVnc, CHI.OI2XDE OP. Ca CI (CaCl^). A deliquescent salt readily

obtained by dissolving chalk in hydrochloric acid. A saturated solution boils at 356° F.j

and is therefore sometimes employed as a bath where such a temperature is required.

The hydrated chloride, obtained by evaporation of the solution, causes great depression

of temperature when dissolved in water ; hence its use in certain freezing mixtures.

Mercury may be frozen by means of a mixture of crystallised chloride of cjilcium and
snow. The anhydrous salt obtained by heating the^ hydrate, is extremely deliquescent,

and is therefore used as a desiccating agent. After exposure to sunlight, the chloride

appears luminous in the dark, and was formerly called Homherg's Phosphorus.

CAXiCXUni, FIilTORXXtE OF. CaP (CaF^). This salt occurs in the bones

and teeth of animals, and in minute quantity in sea-water, and in the water of certain

springs. It is found native as Pluor Spar.

CAJ^CXVni, OXIDE OF. See Lran;.

CAItCXUni, PHOSPHIDE OF. By distilling phosphorus over lime at a low
red heat, an impure phosphide of calcium is obtained. This salt, when thrown into

Water, evolves phosphuretted hydrogen, which is spontaneously imflammable. After

the phosphide has been slaked, by exposure to a moist atmosphere, it also yields

phosphuretted hydrogen when brought in contact with water, but the gas thus ob-

tained does not ignite spontaneously.

CAXiCXVnX, SULPHIDES OF. Several sulphides of calcium are known, but
are of no importance in the arts. Carlton's Phosphorus is an impure sulphide, ob-

tained by calcining oyster-shells, and heating the product with one-third of its weight

of flowers of sulphur, in a closed crucible.

CAIiC-SXM'TER. The incrustations of carbonate of Hme upon the ground, or the

pendulous conical pieces called stalactites, attached to the roofs of caverns, are so

called.

CAILC-SPAR. Crystallised carbonate of lime or calcite.

CAXiCVXilTS. The stony-looking morbid concretion occasionally formed in the

bladders and other parts of living animals. Its examination belongs to medical
chemistry.

CAXiEMBEG. An ornamental wood ; it is often called aloes wood, and some-
times green sandal-wood, being of a greenish colour, and slightly scented.

CAXiEIUBERRI. A name sometimes given to coromandel wood. See Coeoman-
Del Wood.
CAXiEHDER [Calatidre, Fr.

;
Kalender, Gar.), a word derived from the Greek

KvKtvSpos ' cylinder,' is the name of a machine consisting of two or more cylinders

tevolving so nearly in contact with each other, that cloth passed through between
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tliem is smoothed, and even glazed, by their powerful pressure. It is employed either

to finish goods for the market, or to prepare cotton and woollen webs for the calico

printer, by rendering their surfaces level, compact, and uniform. This condensation

and polish, or satinagc as the French call it, differ in degree according to the object

in view, and may be arranged in three different series:— 1. For goods which are to

receive the first impression by the block, a very strong pressure is required, for upon
the uniformity of the polish the neatness and the regularity of the printing and the

correspondence of its members depend. 2. The pieces already dyed up at the madder-
bath, or otherwise, and which remain to be filled in with other colours, or grounded
in, as it is technically called, must receive a much less considerable gloss. 3. The
degree of glazing given to finished goods depends upon the taste of purchasers, and
the nature of the article ; but it is, in general, much less than for the first course of

block printing.

The calico printers of Alsace employ an improved form of calender to that usually

employed in this country, which is the contrivance of M. Charles Dollfus. It is

described as possessing tlie following advantages :— 1. It passes two pieces at once,

and thus does double the work of any ordinary machine. 2. It supersedes the neces-

sity of having a workman to fold up the goods, as they emerge from the calender

with the aid of a self-acting folder. 3. It receives, at pleasure, the finished pieces

upon a roller, instead of laying them in folds ; and, by a very simple arrangement, it

hinders the hands of the workman from being caught by the rollers.

The most remarkable feature of M. Dollfus's machine is its being managed by a
single workman. Six or eight pieces are coiled upon the feed roller, and they are

neither pasted nor stitched together, but the ends are merely overlapped half a yard
or so. The workman is careful not to enter the second piece tiU one third or one

half of the first one has passed through on the other side, to prevent his being en-

grossed with two ends at a time. He must, no doubt, go sometimes to the one side

and sometimes to the other of the machine to see that no folds or creases occur, and
to be ready for suppljring a fresh piece as the preceding one has gone through. The
mechanism of the folder in the Alsace machine is truly ingenious : it performs ex-

tremely well, and saves an extra workman. The lapping-roller works by friction,

and does its duty better than similar machines guided by the hand.
The numerous accidents which have happened to the hands of workmen engaged

in calenders should direct the attention towards an effective contrivance for preventing

such misfortunes. These various improvements in the Alsace machine may be easily

adapted to the ordinary calenders of almost every construction.

The folder is a kind of cage in the shape of an inverted pyramid, shut on the four

sides, and open at top and bottom : the top orifice is about five inches, the bottom one

an inch and a half : the front and the back, which are about four feet broad, are made
of tin plate or smooth pasteboard, and the two sides are made of strong sheet-iron,

the whole being bolted together by small bars of iron. Upon the sheet-iron of the

sides, iron xiprights are fixed, perforated witli holes, through which the whole cage is

supported freely by means of studs that enter into them. One of the uprights is

longer than the other, and bears a slot with a small knob, which, by means of the

iron piece, joins the guide to the crank of the cylinder, and thereby communicates to

the cage a see-saw movement : at the bottom extremity of the great upright there is a

piece of iron in the shape of an anchor, which may be raised, or lowered, or made
fast by screws.

At the ends of this anchor are friction rollers, which may be drawn out or pushed

back and fixed by screws : these rollers lift alternately two levers made of wood, and
fixed to a wooden shaft.

The paws are also made of wood : they serve to lay down alternately the piles of

the cloth which passes upon the cage, and is folded zigzag upon the floor, or upon a

board set below the cage ; a motion imparted by the see-saw motion of the cage itself.

To protect the fingers of the workmen, above the small plate of the spreading-board

or bar, there is another bar, which forms witli the former an angle of about 75° : they

come sufficiently near together for the opening at the summit of the angle to allow

the cloth to pass through, but not the fingers. See Bidletin do la Societi Industrielle

de Mulhausen, No. 18.

It is not thought necessary to give a drawing of the calender usually employed

in this country; a few remarks may not, however, be out of place. The iron

rollers are made hollow for the purpose of admitting either a hot roller of iron,

or steam, when hot calendering is required. The other cylinders used formerly

to be made of wood, but it was liable to many defects. The advantage of the paper

roller consists of its being devoid of any tendency to split, crack, or warp, especially

wlien exposed to a considerable heat from the contact and pressure of the hot iron

rollers. The paper, moreover, takes a vastly finer polish, and being of an elastic
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nature, presses into every pore of the cloth, and smooths its surface more efifectually

than any wooden cylinder, however truly turned, could possibly do.

The paper cylinder is constructed as follows :—The axis of the cylinder is a strong

square bar of the best wrought iron, cut to the proper length. Upon this bar a strong

round plate of cast iron is first put, somewhat less in diameter than the cylinder when
finished ; a quantity of thick stout pasteboard is then procured, and cut into round
pieces an inch larger in diameter than the iron plate. In the centre of the plates, and
of every piece of the pasteboard, a square hole must be cut to receive the axis ; and
the circle being divided into six equal parts, a hole must also be cut at each of the

divisions an inch or two within the rim. These pieces of pasteboard being succes-

sively put upon the axis, a long bolt of malleable iron, with a head at one end, and
screwed at the other, is also introduced through each of the holes near the rim ; and
this is continued until a sufficient number of pasteboards are thus placed to form a
cylinder of the length required, proper allowance being made for the compression

which the pasteboard is afterwards to undergo. Another round plate is then applied,

and nuts being put upon the screws, the whole are screwed tight, and a cylinder

formed. This cylinder is now to bo placed in a store, exposed to a strong heat, and
must be kept there for at least several days

;
and, as the pasteboard shrinks by ex-

posure to the heat, the screws must be frequently tightened until the whole mass has
been compressed as much as possible. When the cylinder is thus brought to a suffi-

cient degree of density, it is removed from the stove ;
and, when allowed to cool, the

pasteboard forms a substance almost inconceivably dense and hard. Nothing now
remains but to turn the cylinder ; and this is an operation of no slight labour and
patience. The motion in tiu'ning must be slow, not exceeding about forty revo-

lutions in a minute ; the substance being now so hard and tough that tools of a very
small size must be used to cut, or rather scrape it, until it is true. Three men are

generally employed for the turning, even when the motion of the cylinder is effected

by mechanical power, two being necessary to sharpen the tools for the third, who
turns, as quickly as he blunts them.

Let us suppose it to be a flve-rollercd machine : when a person stands in front of

the calender, the cloth coming from behind above the uppermost cylinder 1, passes

between 1 and 2 ;
proceeding behind 2, it again comes to the front between 2 and 3 ;

between 3 and 4 it is once more carried behind, and lastly, brought in front between
4 and 5, where it is received and smoothly folded on a clean board, or in a box, by a
person placed there for the purpose. In folding the cloth at this time, care must be
taken that it may be loosely done, so that no mark may appear until it be again folded

in the precise length and form into which the piece is to be made up. The folding

may bo done either by two persons or by one, with the aid of two sharp polished spikes

placed at a proper distance, to ascertain the length of the fold, and to make the whole
equal. When folded into lengths, it is again folded across upon a smooth clean table,

according to the shape intended, which varies with diiferent kinds of goods, or the

particular market for which the goods are designed.

When the pieces have received the proper fold, the last operation previous to packing
them is the pressing. This is commonly performed by placing a certain number of

pieces, divided by thin smooth boards of wood, in a common screw press similar to

those used by printers for taking out the impression left by the types in the printing-

press. Besides the wooden boards, a piece of glazed pasteboard is placed above and
below every piece of cloth, that the outer folds may bo as smooth and glossy as pos-

sible. The operation of the common screw-press being found tedious and laborious,

the hydraulic press is now had recourse to in all well mounted establishments. See

Hydraulic Press.

For lawns and muslins of a light texture, the operation of smoothing requires a
different process in some respects than close heavy fabrics. They only require to be
slightly smoothed to remove any marks which they may have received at the bleach-

ing
;
and, as their beauty depends rather on their transparency than their closeness,

the more the cylindrical form of the yarn is preserved the better. They are therefore

put through a small machine, consisting of three rollers or cylinders : and, as the

power required to move this is small, the person who attends it generally drives it by
a small winch ; or the same effect may be produced by passing the muslins between
only two or three rollers of the above calender, lightly loaded.

In the thick fabrics of cloth, including those kinds which are used for many parts

of household ftumiture, as also those for female dress, the operation of glazing is used
both to add to the original beauty of the cloth, and to render it more impervious to

dust or smoke. The glazing operation is performed entirely by the friction of any
smooth substance upon the cloth ; and to render the gloss brighter, a small quantity

of bleached wax is previously rubbed over the surface. The operation of glazing by
the common plan is very laborious, but the apparatus is of the most simple kind. A
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table is mounted -witli a tHck stout cover of level and well-smootlied wood, forming'

an inclined plane ; that side -where the operator stands at work being the lowest.

The table is generally placed near a wall, both for convenience in suspending the

glazing apparatus, and for the sake of light. A long piece of wood is suspended in a
groove formed between two longitudinal beams, placed parallel to the wall, and fixed

to it. The groove resembles exactly the aperture between the shears of a common
turning lathe. The lever, of which the groove may be supposed to be the centre or

fulcrum, is faced at the bottom with a semi-cylindrical piece of finely polished flint,

which gives the friction to the cloth stretched upon the table below. Above the

flint are two cross handles, of which the operator lays hold, and moves them back-

ward and forward with his hands, keeping the flint pressing slightly upon the cloth.

When he has glazed a portion equal to the breadth of the flint, ho moves his lever

between the shears sidewise, and glazes a fresh part : thus he proceeds from one side

or selvage of the cloth to the other ; and when all which is upon the table is sufficiently

glazed, he draws it over, and exposes a new portion to the same operation. To pre-

serve the cloth at a proper tension, it may be wound smoothly upon a roller or beam,
which being set so as to revolve upon its own axis behind the table, another roller to

receive the cloth may be placed before, both being secured by a catch, acting in a
ratchet wheel. Of late years, however, a great part of the labour employed in glazing

cloth has been saved, as the common four or five bowl calender has been altered to

fit the purpose by direct pressure.

As a matter of accommodation, the different processes of packing, cording of boxes,

sheeting of trunks, and, in general, all the arrangements preparatory to shipment, and
also the intimations, and surveys necessary for obtaining drawbacks, debentures, or

bounties, according to the Excise laws, are generally conducted at the calender houses

where goods are finished.

CAlEDOITZTS {from Caledonia). A cupreous sulphato-carbonate of lead found in

minute bluish-green crystals associated with other ores of lead at the Lead Hills

mines in Lanarkshire. This mineral has also been found in Cumberland, at Tanne
in the Hartz, at the Mine la Motte, Missouri.

CAXIBRE {Calibre, Fr. ; Calibre, It.) The bore or diameter of a gun, or the dia-

meter of a bullet ; it is measured in inches, and in smooth-bore guns is larger than

the diameter of the ball.

CAIiXCO (from Calicut, in India). A term for any white cotton cloth, which was
first manufactured in, and introduced from, India. In this country we have shirting

calicoes, unbleached calicoes, and the like. In the United States the term is re-

stricted to cotton cloths having patterns printed upon them.
CAIiZCO-FRXUTIXTG is the art ofproducing a pattern on cotton cloth, by printing

in colours, or mordants, which become colours, when subsequently dyed. Calico

derives its name from Calicut, a town in India, formerly celebrated for its maniifactures

of cotton cloth, and where calico was also extensively printed. Other fabrics than

cotton are now printed by similar means, viz. linen, silk, wool, and mixtures of wool

and cotton. Linen was formerly the principal fabric printed, but since modern
improvements have produced cotton cloth at a comparatively cheap rate, linen fabrics

are now sparingly used for printing, and then principally for handkerchiefs, Unen
cloth not producing such beautiful colours, in consequence of the small affinity of flax

for mordants, or colouring matters. Silk printing, also, is chiefly confined to hand-

kerchiefs, but the printing of woollen fabrics or mousseline-de-laines is an important

branch of the art. The earliest mode of ornamenting cloth with designs was, no

doubt, by embroidery with the needle, and this mode was almost coeval with the art

of dyeing, which is of very remote antiquity. Herodotus mentions that Amasis, king

of the Egyptians, sent to the Lacedaemonians a pectoral of linen, adorned with many
figures of animals, woven into the cloth, and enriched with gold and a variety of

colours. A similar pectoral was taken among the spoils at the battle of Issiis, and

presented to Alexander the Great, who wore it afterwards as part of his military

attire. Cloth was, however, stained in a rude manner by ancient tribes with

juices of plants. Herodotus mentions a Scythian tribe who stained their garments

with figures of animals by means of the leaves of a tree bruised with water, which

figures would not wash out, and lasted as long as the cloth. It is an interesting

speculation as to what this dye was. The garments so stained were probably wooUen,

as in early times the outer garments were always wooUen, and the particular dye

might have been indigo in a soluble state, as produced by fermenting the leaves with

water ;
according to Sir William Jones, the leaves of the shrub henna, when bruised

in water, stain the skin or nails orange, and would doubtless do the same on woollen

cloth. The first record of calico-printing as an art is that of Pliny, who describes

the process followed by the Egyptians, who seemed to have attained a very considerable

degree of refinement in the art. ' Kobes and white veils,' says he, ' are painted in
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Egypt in a wonderful way. They are first imbued, not with dyes, but with dye-

absorbing drugs, by which, though they seem to be unaltered, yet, when immersed
for a litle while in a cauldron of the boiling dye-liquor, they are found to become
painted. Yet, as there is only one colour in the cauldron, it is marvellous to see many
coloiirs imparted to the robe, in consequence of the influence of the excipient drug.

Nor can the dye bo washed out. A cauldron, which would of itself merely confuse

the colours of cloths previously dyed, is thus made to impart several pigments from
a single dye-stuff, painting as it boils.' The last expression, pingitque dum coguit, is

perfectly graphic and descriptive of some processes in calico-printing.

Calico-printing is of very ancient date in India, and probably this country is the

birthplace of the art, since, beyond doubt, cotton cloth originated in India, and the

abundance of dye-stuffs, and the facility with which cotton receives dyes, rendered the

staining it with figures a natural consequence, and there is good reason to suppose

that the Egyptians learnt the art from India, since the Indians were highly civilised

twenty-two centuries ago ; and there was undoubtedly communication between India
and Egypt before the time of Pliny. There is an account of Indian calico-printing by
Father Cceurdoux, a missionary at Pondicherry, and in a manuscript account sent

from thence by M. du Fay, and communicated to the Eoyal Academy of Sciences at

Paris by the Abb6 Mazeas, also from the report by M. Beaulieu, of operations per-

formed under his inspection at Pondicherry.

—

Bancroft.
These accounts describe the mode of producing the chintz calicoes, which were

celebrated in Europe before the art had been introduced and simplified there. From
these accounts of the cumbrous and tedious processes adopted by the natives, we have
no difficulty in understanding the necessity that arose for the intervention of European
skill and science, and can readily comprehend how it is that the European printer,

to say nothing of superior artistic excellence, can compete successfully in India with
the proverbially low-priced labour of Hindostan. After the cloths were partially

bleached, they underwent several alternate steeps in goats'-dung, beating, washing, and
drying in the sun

;
they were then soaked in an astringent solution obtained from

myrabolams, mixed with buffaloes' milk ; squeezed out of this, they were dried in the
sun, and, by pressure with wooden rollers, made smooth enough to have a pattern

drawn on them with a pencil, applying various mordants : the general course was to

paint on a mordant of iron liquor, similar in constitution to that at present used in

calico-printing. This formed a black with the tannin substance previously applied.

The next step was to give the blue, and for this pirrpose the cloth required to be
freed from the astringents by maceration in goats'-dung, well washing and drying in

the sun ; the parts intended to be white were then protected by a coat of melted wax

;

the cloth was then dipped in an indigo vat : when dyed, the wax had to be thoroughly
removed by boiling in water, steeping in dung, washing with a sort of impure soda,

renewed steeping in dung, washing and drying in the sun ; after this the cloth was
treated, as before, TOth the astringent milk mixture, dried and smoothed. It was then
ready to receive the red and chocolate mordants, the red being simply alum mixed
with a little soda to render it basic, and the chocolate, this red mixed with the iron

mordant
;
(the use of acetate of alumina not being known, the albumen of the milk

and the tannin combined with and fixed the alumina on the cloth). After careful sun-
drying, the cloth was well steeped and rinsed in water to remove the excess of
mordants, &c., and then dyed with madder or chaya root. After this they were washed
with dung and soap, exposed to the sun, and watered occasionally till the white parts

were bleached. Yellow, made from alum and myrabolams was now pencilled>in, and
green formed by the yellow going over the blue. This process gave chintzes, the
colours of which were generally very bright and lively, and most of them exceedingly
durable. M. Koechlin Eoder, of Mulhouse, brought home from India a rich col-

lection of cloths in every sbite of preparation, which are in the cabinet of the
Societe Industrielle of that interesting emporium of calico-printing. The native

implements for applying the wax and colouring bases are placed alongside of
the cloths, and form a curious picture of primeval art. There is among other
samples an ancient pallampoor, five French yards long and two and a half broad,
said to be the labour of Hindoo princesses, which must have taken a lifetime to
execute.

Calico-printing was not, however, in all oriental countries executed with the pencil.

The shawl-printers of Cashmere use small wooden blocks for their complicated
patterns. Mr. Buckingham states, that at Orfah, in Mesopotamia, the printers employ
wooden blocks of 4 to 6 inches square, and use them nearly in the same manner
as the block-printers in this country ; and it is well known that the Chinese employed
block-printing long before any species of printing was known in this country.

Calico-printing has been for several hundred years practised by the oriental

methods in Asia Minor and the Levant ; but it was unknown as an English art till

Vol. I. p p
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about the eloso of the seventeenth century. It is believed tliat the first attempts at

imitiiting the printed calicoes of India were made in Holland, the Dutch East India
Company having introduced the Indian chintzes there before their introduction into this

country. It is uncertain where or when these first attempts were made ; but it

appears the art soon spread to Germany, for about the close of the seventeenth century

Augsburg had obtained a notoriety for printed linens and cottons. The art was most
probably introduced into England about 1676, by Flemish emigrants. Mr. James
Thompson, of Clitheroe, one of the most eminent English calico-printers, fixed the

date at 1690, and supposed that a Frenchman, a refugee, at the time of the revocation

of the edict of Nantes, was the first to print calicoes in this country, and that his

works were at Richmond on the Thames ; but there is evidence to show that prior to

this date, calicoes were printed in this country, for Sir Joshua Child, a distinguished

director of the East India Company, in a pamphlet published in 1677, mentions that

calicoes were then brought over from India to be printed in this country, in imitation

of the Indian printed chintzes. It appears, from a petition addressed to the House of

Commons by the East India Company in 1627, that Indian calicoes were at that time

imported, and in 1631, in a catalogue of legal imports from India, painted calicoes

arc mentioned as to be allowed. In 1634, apparently, attempts were made to ornament
fabrics with coloured patterns by mechanical means, for in that year Charles II.

granted an exclusive patent for fourteen years, for the art or mystery of affixing

wool, silk, and other materials of divers colours upon linen, silk, or cotton cloth,

leather, and other substances, by means of oil, size, or other cements, to make them
useful for hangings, &c., the patentee paying 10^. yearly to the Exchequer. Calico-

printing was commenced in 1689, at Neufch&tel, by Jaques Deluze, a native of Sain-

tonge, and this establishment rapidly became prosperous, and in time the parent of

numerous offshoots in Germany, Portugal, and France.

Some time after the Eichmond establishment, a considerable printing work was
established at Bromley Hall, in Essex, and several others sprung up successively in

Surrey, to supply the London shops with chintzes, their import from India having been
prohibited in 1700 by Parliament. The art in its infancy had to struggle with many
difB-Culties ; an excise tax on all printed or dyed calicoes of 3d. per square yard was
enacted in 1702, and which was increased to 6d. per square yard in 1714, only half

these duties being laid on printed linens.

The silk and woollen weavers had all along manifested the greatest hostility to the

use of printed calicoes, whether brought from the East or made at home. In the

year 1680 they mobbed the India House in revenge for some largo importations then

made of the chintzes of Malabar. They next induced the Government, by incessant

clamours, to exclude altogether the beautiful robes of Calicut from the British market.

But the printed goods imported by the English and Dutch East India Companies
found their way into this country, in spite of the excessive penalties annexed to

smuggling, and raised a new alarm among the manufacturing population of Spital-

fields. The sapient legislators of that day, intimidated as would appear, by the East

London mobs, enacted in 1 720 an absurd sumptuary law, prohibiting the wearing of
all printed calicoes whatsoever, either of foreign or domestic origin. This disgraceful

enactment, worthy of the meridian of Cairo or Algiers, proved not only a death-blow

to rising industry in this ingenious department of the arts, but prevented the British

ladies from attiring themselves in the becoming drapery of Hindostan.

The effect of this law,' says Mr. Edmund Potter, in his lecture on Calico-

Pnnting, before the Society of Arts, as reporter on printed fabrics in the Exhibition

of 1851, 'was to put an end to the printing of calicoes in England, and to confine

the printers to the printing of linens. In 1736, so much of this Act was repealed

as forbade the use or wear of printed goods of a mixed kind, containing cotton ; and

these fabrics were allowed to be printed, weighted with a duty of 6d. per square

yard. In 1750, the entire production of Great Britain was estimated at 60,000 pieces

per annum. In 1764, printers established themselves in Lancashire, tempted, doubt-

loss, by the cheapness of fuel, and by this being the locality in which the cloth was
manufactured. In 1774, the printer was released from his fetters with regard to the

kind of cloth he must use, by the repeal of this law, so as to leave him the choice of

his material ; but he was still saddled with a duty of 3d. per square yard, to wliich a

halfpenny was added in 1806. On the accession of Lord Grey's government to office

it was one of their first acts to repeal this duty. Thus, after a period of about 140

years from its first introduction, the print trade was allowed to enter into competition

with other kindred fabrics on a fair footing.'

France pursued for some time a similar false policy with regard to calico-printing,

but she emerged sooner from the mists of manufacturing monopoly than England.

Her avowed motive was to cherish the manufacture of flax, a native product, instead

of that of cotton, a raw material, for which prejudice urged that money had to bo
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exported. Her intelligent statesmen of that day replied, that the money expended
in the purchase of cotton was the product of French industry beneficially employed,
and they therefore took immediate measures to put the cotton fabrics upon a
footing of equality. Meanwhile the popular prejudices became irritated to such
a degree, by the project of permitting the free manufacture and sale of printed

cottons, that every French town possessed of a chamber of commerce made the

strongest remonstrances against it. The Eouen deputies declared to the Government,
' that the intended measure would throw its inhabitants into despair, and make a
desert of the surrounding country

'
; those of Lyons said, ' the news had spread

terror through all its workshops:' Tours 'foresaw a commotion likely to convulse

the body of the State :
' Amiens said, ' that the new law would be the grave of the

manufacturing industry of Franco ;

' and Paris declared that ' her merchants came
forward to bathe the throne with their tears upon that inauspicious occasion.'

The Government persisted in carrying its truly enlightened principles into effect,

and with manifest advantage to the nation, for the despair of these manufacturing
towns has been replaced by the most signal prosperity.

France probably produces at the present time nearly 5,000,000 pieces of print per

annum, which, considering the quality of many of them, may be considered a very
important manufacture.

The great disadvantage under which the French printers labour is the higher price

they pay for cotton fabrics and fuel above that paid by the English printers.

The repeal, in 1831, of the consolidated duty of 3^^. per square yard upon printed

calicoes in Great Britain is one of the most judicious acts of modern legislation. By
the improvements in calico-printing, due to the modern discoveries and inventions in

chemistry and mechanics, the trade had become so vast as to yield in 1830 a revenue
of 2,280,000Z. levied upon 8,696,000 of pieces, of which, however, about three-fourths

were exported, with a drawback of 1,579,000Z. 2,281,612 pieces were consumed in

that year at home. When the expenses of collection were deducted, only 350,000/.

found their way into the Exchequer, for which pitiful sum thousands of frauds and
obstructions were committed against the honest manufacturer. This reduction of

duty enables the consumer to get this extensive article of clothing from 50 to 80 per
cent, cheaper than before, and thus places a becoming dress within the reach of

thousands of females in the humbler ranks of life. Printed goods, which in 1795
were sold for 2s. Sd. the yard, may be bought at present for 6d. The repeal of

the tax has been no less beneficial to the fair dealers, by putting an end to the

contraband trade, formerly pursued to an extent equally injurious to them and
the revenue. It has, moreover, emancipated a manufacture eminently dependent
upon taste, science, and dexterity from the venal curiosity of petty excisemen, by
whom private improvements, of great value to the inventor, were in perpetual

jeopardy of being pirated and sold to any sordid rival. The manufacturer'has now
become a free agent, a master of his time, his workmen and his apparatus ; and
can print at whatever hour he may receive an order ; whereas he was formerly

obliged to wait the convenience of the excise ofB.cer, whose province it was to measure
and stamp the cloth before it could be packed—an operation fraught with no little

annoyance and delay. Under the patronage of Parliament, it was easy for needy

adventurers to buy printed calicoes, because they could raise such a sum by drawbacks
upon the export of one lot as would go far to pay for another, and thus carry on a

fraudulent system of credit, which sooner or later merged into a disastrous bankruptcy.

Meanwhile the goods thus obtained were pushed oflE' to some foreign markets, for

which they were, possibly not suited, or where they produced, by their forced sales,

a depreciation of all similar merchandise, ruinous to the man who meant to pay for

his wares.

Calico-printing was first practised in Scotland in 1738, twenty-six years previous

to its introduction into Lancashire. The following sketch of the early Lancashire

printing is taken from Mr. Potter's pamphlet :—
' The trade was established in

Lancashire in 1764, by Messrs. Clayton, of Bamber Bridge, near Preston ; the cloth

that was printed being made with linen warp and cotton weft, and produced princi-

pally at Blackburn ; this was the reason of many printers settling near Blackburn,

which was for a long time the great seat of the print trade. The introduction

of power-loom cloth caused the migration of a considerable print trade to Stock-

port, Hyde, Staleybridge, and North Derbyshire. The Claytons were followed

by Mr. Eoiiert Peel, who entered into the cotton business, and added to it the

printing business. He carried on the business for some years at Brookside, near

Blackburn, aided by his sons. The eldest son afterwards branched off from his

father's concern, and established himself at Bury with his uncle, Mr. Haworth, and
Mr. William Yates.

' During the period 1796 to 1821, the Forts, Hargreaves, and Thompsons fairly

p p 2
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established themselves as extensive and -wealthy printers, not more by their energy

and business talent than by their scientific attainments, and by the unbounded and
la-^dsli support which they gave to everything which art and science could suggest

to assist them. Mr. James Thompson of Primrose, near Clitheroe, was for forty

years the recognised head of the print trade. The era of his commencement in the

trade was the beginning of a series of discoveries and new applications in chemical

science to the purposes of calico-printing. During forty years he devoted himself

and the ample funds his business placed at his disposal to the advancement of taste

in connection with his trade. No sums, however large, were spared to draw into its

service the talent even of Eoyal Academicians, and of many other eminent men high in

art.' Mr. John Mercer, of the house of Fort Brothers, and a contemporary of Mr.
Thompson, for a long period worked enthusiastically and rendered valuable assistance

to the trade by the introduction of chemical novelties ; and many styles founded by
liim are still popular. The house of Hargreaves Brothers and Co., during the same
period, took a prominent position in the production of new and original colours and
stylos.

In France M. Koechlin was looked up to as the leader of the trade, and was mainly
instrumental in establishing sound scientific principles in the art. ' During the pro-

gressive improvement, dating from 1831, one house may be named, of high standing,

who introduced a colour superior in brilliancy, fastness, and utility for domestic wear,

to any other previously known. This was the madder purple of Messrs. Thomas
Hoyle and Sons, a colour which may be said to have superseded the old Navy blue print

in English wear. Messrs. Hoyle and Sons maintained their well-deserved superiority

for many years. The London printers, up to the repeal of the duty, still held their

position for first-class goods. They made great use of the flat press printing-machine.

Their plates were well engraved, and for a long time they succeeded in getting a

smartness of impression, better than any at that time obtained from the cylinder.

Some few of the Lancashire printers adopted the press, the better to compete with the

town printer. The rapidly increasing trade in Lancashire, and with it the power of

so much cheaper production, gradually undermined the London printers, and brought

about a complete change in their class of work.'-—The London printers now print

fine shawls, handkerchiefs, waistcoatings, and a superior class of cotton prints for fur-

niture hangings. The present annual production of printed cloth of all kinds in

Great Britain may bo estimated at about 20,000,000 pieces. In 1840 the quantity

produced was about 16,000,000. The quantity now, probably, rather exceeds

20,000,000 of pieces
;

but, from the absence of any very authentic statistics, the

quantity is very difficult to arrive at. The print trade, according to Mr. Bazley,

consumes a weight of cotton about one-seventh the entire import into this country.

Owing to her natural advantages, England has by far the largest portion of the

calico-printing trade, and especially of the export trade ; and probably at the present

time England produces as many printed pieces as all the rest of the world put

together. The United States produces next to ourselves in quantity ; France and
Switzerland the next to America in quantiiy, but far superior to her in quality, and
second only to ourselves in value of production. France is the only competitor

we have to meet in the neutral markets of the world. The Zollverein, Austria,

and Bohemia produce for their own markets, and by high protecting duties prevent

any other supply, except of very fine French goods. Holland produces a small

quantity of medium goods
;
Belgium also produces a few

;
Naples has a few

small print works ; Russia produces for her own market, and the number of

works has rapidly increased of late^— her market is almost prohibited to us;

Spain produces a limited quantity of inferior goods
;

Portugal has a slight pro-

duction
;
Turkey produces a few printed goods, hardly worth notice ; the Sultan

Abdul Medjid has tried the experiment of organising print works on the English

principle, with English artisans and foremen, but the experiment was a complete

failure
;
Egypt also has revived the art, with very inferior results. The Chinese un-

doubtedly practised the art of calico-printing many centuries before ourselves. Mr,
Potter was able to exhibit samples of Chinese work to the Society of Arts, which he

described as of very primitive taste and rude execution. ' Mulhausen, it may not be

uninteresting to mention,' says Mr. Potter, ' is certainly the seat of the finest printing

in the world. Calico-printing was first established there in 1746, by the firm of-

Koechlin and Co., and is still carried on by descendants of the original firm ; and
during the whole period, and not less so now, the house has had a higli and justly

deserved reputation for talent and taste ; and to them the chemistry of the trade is

most deeply indebted for many valuable processes and discoveries. Other houses of

almost equal celebrity followed, and Mulhausen has justly maintained its reputation

of being, for fine goods, the first calico-printing district in tlie world.'

The first step in calico-printing is to remove the flbrous down from the surface of
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tlio cloth, whicli is done by passing the piece rapidly through a flame of gas, or over
a red hot semi-circular plate. The latter method will bo found described under the

head of Bleaching.

There are two methods in use of singeing with flame : one invented by Henry
Gledhill, in which coke is burnt in a furnace provided with a cast-iron plate for a top,

in which is left an aperture about 42 inches long and Ysths of an inch wide at the out-

side, but which IS |ths of an inch on the inside. The coke rests upon fire-bars in the

usual manner, being fed from a close-fitting fire-door. The ash-pit, instead of being
open as usual, is also provided with a closely-fitting door ; a pipe from the blast fan

is introduced into the side of the ash-pit. A fixe being lighted, the furnace is filled

with coke, and the fan being started, both the fire-door and the ash-pit door are

closed and luted -^vith clay ; the fiame now rises through the rectangular aperture to

a height of about two feet, a hopper over the apparatus conducts the products of

combustion into a chimney or fine, connected with the main chimney of the factory.

The grey pieces are now passed rapidly over the flame, about 8 inches above the iron

plate, being imwound from a roller, and after passing through a trough of water,

being rewound on another roller. The flame is depressed by the cloth, and extends

about a foot in length. The effect of this singeing is to thoroughly remove all the

32.1

fibrous down on one side of the cloth without weakening it or making it appear thin.

In some print works this singeing machine is supplemented by the copper semi-
circular hot plate (Bleaching, j?^. 109), which is arranged to receive the cloth on
coming from the coke-gas flame. Singeing by coal-gas is a very cleanly and
economical mode, but after its introduction it fell partly out of use on account of the

thinning of the cloth by the gas flame being drawn through it. The gas singeing

machine patented by Mather and Piatt, overcomes this defect. The flame impinges
against the surface of the cloth, whicli is thoroughly cleansed without being im-
poverished, and the gas is so perfectly consumed that there are no stains from im-
]3erfect combustion. There is also a considerable saving both of gas and time as
compared with the old method. Fig. 324 is a vertical section of this machine, a,

framing of the machine
; b, binding rollers on rails ; c, rollers where the fiame im-

pinges on the cloth ; these are moveable to make a wide or narrow opening for the
flame, for a mild or keen singe

; d, arms and levers for supporting the burners, &c,
across the machine, and bringing or taking away the flame from its work ; e, gas-
burners and flame

; f, drawing drum and pressing rollers ; g, water-box and rollers for

killing sparks
; h, plaiter ; i, tubes for taking away the dust, heat, &c., drawn tkrough
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by the exhaust fan, which also causes a perfect combustion of gas, and produces a
perfectly clear flame. In the top of each tube is fitted a steel doctor or scraper, k, for

cleaning the singed side of the cloth, l, exhaiist fan
;

ji, suction-pipe of fan
; n,

delivery pipe of fan
; o, cloth being singed.

The bleaching requisite for printing cloths is of much superior nature to that suffi-

cient for calico intended to be sold in the white state. It is sufBcient for the latter to

be -white enough to please the eye : a result easily obtained by chlorine treatment after

a comparatively mild alkaline boiling ; but the former must bo so well boiled with
lime and alkali, as to remove every particle of resinous and glutinous matter previous
to the chlorine steep. This, if not attended to, becomes a source of great annoyance to

the printer in his subsequent operations, from the difficulty of obtaining sufficiently

good whites without injuring the colours. The high pressure kiers patented by
Barlow, and which are fully described in the article Bleaching, have been found to

facilitate the thorough scouring of the cloth very much at a less cost than the old

kiers.

The pieces, on leaving the bleach-house drying machine are taken to the ' white
room,' a large room for storing the bleached goods, where they are unstitched, folded,

sorted into the different qualities in use, and distributed to the proper compartments
of the room, whence they are withdrawn as wanted for printing.

Till about the year 1760, the printing of linens or calicoes was done by hand,
wooden blocks being employed, on which the pattern is raised in relief. About this

time a modification of the press used for printing engravings was adapted to printing

with flat engraved copper plates on fabrics. This press was used to produce certain

styles only, generally single colours, where delicacy of outline was required, shaded or

stippled work being also introduced. The printing by blocks in several colours was
the principal mode still, till in 1785 the cylinder printing-machine was invented by a
Scotchman named Bell, and brought into successful use at Mossely, near Preston, by
the house of Livesey, Hargreaves, and Co. The house of Oberkampf, of Jouy, in France,
almost immediately adopted the invention, and have been frequently considered, in

France at least, the originators of the machine ; but it is now pretty certain that the

honour of the invention is due to Great Britain. The introduction of the cylinder

machine gradually caused the disuse of the flat press, the London printers continuing

to use them long after the Lancashire printers had given them up ; the flrst cylinder

machine was used in London in 1812. Blocks are still freely used for some descrip-

tion of prints, such as woollen or mousseline-de-laine goods, and also for introducing

colours after printing by the cylinder and dyeing, &c.—the cylinder not being capable

of fitting in colours, after the piece has once left the machine. A blocking-machine,

called the Perrotine, was introduced in France in 1834 by M. Perrot, and is still ex-

tensively used there, but though tried in this country, it never came into general use.

It executes as much work as twenty hand printers, and for the special purposes for which
it was invented is a satisfactory machine ; the patterns capable of being printed by it

are, however, limited in size, in consequence of the narrow width of the blocks. Surface

printing, or printing from cylinders engraved in relief, was an invention preceding by
a few years the engraved copper cylinder, but apparently not in general use. In 1800,

a Frenchman, named Ebingar, patented somewhat the same sort of thing, and in 1806,

James Burton, of the house of Peel, at Church, invented the mule machine, which
worked with one or two engraved copper cylinders, and one or two wooden rollers

engraved in relief. This macliine is very little used now, the impression produced by
it not having the precision of that from copper rollers, and improvements in engraving

copper rollers having given the printer many of the advantages possessed by the sur-

face roller. Quite lately, however, Mr. James Chadwiok has patented a species of

surface roller which promises to become useful. The ordinary stereotyped patterns

described hereafter are adapted by screws to a brass or other metal roller, which in

then fitted on the mandrel used with the ordinary engraved rollers, and a firmness and

solidity thus given which was never possessed by the wooden surface roller.

Printing by block is thus performed :—The hand blocks are made of sycamore or

pear-tree wood, or of deal faced with these woods, and are from 2 to 3 inches

thick, 9 or 10 inches long, and 6 broad, with a strong box handle on the back

for seizing them by. The face of the block is either carved in relief into the desired

design, like an ordinary wood-cut, or the figure is formed by the insertion edgewise

into the wood of narrow slips of flattened copper wire. These tiny fillets, being filed

level on the one edge, are cut or bent into the proper snape, and forced into the wood

by the taps of a hammer at the traced lines of the configuration. Their upper

surfaces are now filed flat, and polished into one horizontal plane, for the sake of

equality of impression. As the slips are of equal thickness in their whole depth,

from having been made by running the wire through between the steel cylinders of a

flatting mill, the lines of the figure, however mucli they get worn by use, are always
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equally broad as at first ; an advantage -which does not belong to wood-cutting. The
interstices between the ridges thus formed are filled up with felt-stuff. Sometimes a
delicate part of the design is made by the wood-cutter, and the rest by the insertion of

copper slips.

The colom-ing matter or mordant, properly thickened, is spread with a flat brush,

by a child, upon fine woollen cloth, stretched in a frame over the waxcloth head of a

wooden drum or sieve, which floats inserted in a tubful of old paste, to give it elastic

buoyancy. The inverted sieve drum should fit the paste-tub pretty closely. The
printer presses the face of the block on the drum-head, so as to take up the requisite

quantity of colour, applies it to the surface of the calico, extended upon a flat table

covered with a blanket, and then strikes the back of the block with a wooden mallet,

in order to transfer the impression fully to the cloth. This is a delicate operation,

requiring equal dexterity and diligence. To print a piece of cloth 28 yards long

and 30 inches broad, no less than 672 applications of a block, 9 inches long and 5

inches broad, are requisite for each colour ; so that if there are 3 colours, no less

than 2016 applications will bo necessary. The blocks have pin-points fixed into their

corners, by means of which they are adjusted to their positions upon the cloth, so as to

join the different parts of the design with precision. Each printer has a colour-tub

placed within reach of his right hand ; and for every different colour he must have a
separate sieve. Many manufacturers cause their blocks to be made of three layers of

wood, two of them being deal, with the grain crossed to prevent warping, and the third

sycamore, for engraving.

The printing shop is an oblong compartment, lighted with numerous windows at each

side, and having a solid table opposite to each window. The table b {fig. 326) is

325
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formed of a strong smooth flag, with a surface truly plane. Its length is about 6 feet,

its breadth 2 feet, and its thickness 3, 4 or 5 inches. It stands on strong feet, with its

top about 36 inches above the floor. At one of its ends there are two brackets c for

supporting the axles of the roller e, -srhich carries the white calico to be printed.

The table is covered with blanket stretched tightly across and hooked at the side.

The hanging rollers e are laid across joists fixed near the roof of the apartment above

the printing shop, the ceiling and floor between them being open bar work, at least in

the middle of the room. Their use is to facilitate the exposure, and, consequently, the

drjdng of the printed pieces, and to prevent one figure being daubed by another.

Should they come to be all filled, the remainder of the goods must be folded lightly

iipon the stool d.

The printer stretches a length of the piece upon his table A b, taking care to place

the selvage towards himself, and one inch from the edge. He presents the block

towards the end to determine the width of its impression, and marks this line a b, by
means of his square and tracing point. The spreader or teerer now besmears the cloth

with the colour, at the commencement, upon both sides of the sieve head ; because, if

not uniformly applied, the block will take it up unequally. The printer seizes the

block in his right hand, and dips it twice in different directions upon the sieve

clotli, then he transfers it to the calico in the line a b, as indicated by the four points

abed, corresponding to the four pins in the corners of the block. Having done so,

he takes another dip of the colour, and makes the points a b fall on c d, so as to have
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at the second stamp a! h', covering a b, and c' d' ; and so on, through the rest, as denoted
by the accented letters. When one table length is finished, he draws the cloth along,
so a,s to bring a new length in its place.
The grounding in, or re-entering {rcntrage), of the otlier colours is the next process.

The blocks used for this purpose arc furnished with pin-points, so adjusted that, when
they are made to coincide with the pin-points of the former block, the design will bo
correct ; that is to say, the new colour will be applied in its due place upon the flower
or other figure. The points should not be allowed to touch the white cloth, but should
be made to fall upon the stem of a loaf, or some other dark spot.

Every colour is printed separately, the printer going all through the piece with one
block ; the rest of the colours are next separately fitted into their places by the appro-
priate blocks, and the piece is then ready for the subsequent operations for raising the
colours. Calico intended for printing by block is always smoothed by the calender (see

Calender) the object being to leave the cloth stiff, so as to facilitate the printer joining
the different block in^pressions. When pieces that have been printed by machine are

required to have other colours inserted by block, as for instance, the grounding-in of
blues, yellows, greens, &c., after printing and dyeing in madder colours, the same sort

of process is adopted, the pieces being dried and calendered, and then printed by blocks
technically termed grounds ; these grounds are cut from sketches or tracings, taken
from the dyed piece when calendered, and, consequently, fit accurately those parts
which are intended to be blocked. The grounding-in of colours, after the operations of
dyeing, was formerly done by pencils, -which were merely small thin pieces of wood,
which were dipped in the colour, and the necessary portions of the patterns, such as
leaves, &c., painted in by hand. Of course, this method soon gave way to blocks ; but
the use of these pencils was. continued down to a comparatively recent period for certain

colours, such as jpencil-hlue, which being a solution of reduced indigo, "was too speedily

oxidised when spread on the sieve, and required instantapplication of the pencil. Even
this colour -was eventually applied by block, by a peculiar kind of sieve.

Of late years the tedious hand labour of cutting or coppering blocks has been much
reduced by stereotyping ; when the pattern has several repeats on the block, a cast-

ing in type-metal being made of the pattern, and as many of these as requisite arranged
on a plain block, and securely nailed down. It is obvious that the matrix once made,
an infinite number of castings can be easily produced ; the skilled labourer is therefore

reduced to a small portion of what was formerly requisite. The ordinary way of

making the mould is to draw or trace on a small block of pear tree (sawn across the

grain, so that the pattern is put on the end of the grain), the pattern to be typed. Slips

of copper of varying thickness, but uniform "Bridth, are then driven down to a certain

distance in the wood, just as in the ordinary way of coppering blocks. When the

pattern is thus completed, the slips are pXilled out, of course leaving the pattern in-

dented in the wood ; the block is now rubbed with chalk, and a border about ^th of an
inch deep of card nailed round the block. Melted tjrpe-metal is now run in level -with

the top of the card, and when cold, a tap with a hammer on the under side of the block

easily detaches the type, which requires very little trimming to be ready for putting

on the block ; when a number of these are arranged on a block, the surface is filed and
ground on a stone till perfectly level. The introduction of Burch's patent typing

machine still further simplified the stereotyping process. In this beautiful invention

the matrix is formed by steel punches of varying shapes, which are moved up and
down by a stirrup and lever, and which are kept heated, by a gas flame ingeniously

applied, to the temperature sufficient to char wood, and by moving the block about

under these punches and depressing tlicm, the pattern is burnt into the wood to a

uniform depth, and the labour of cutting and bending slips of copper, &c., done away
with.

There are some interesting modifications of block-printing apparatus which may be

here described. In 1834, Mr. Hudson, of the Gale PrintWorks, near Eochdale, patented

a mechanical teerer which was to dispense with the labour of children. The contri-

vance consists in a travelling endless web, moved by power, which by passing pro-

gressively from the colour vat over the diaphragm, brings forward continuously an

equable supply of the coloured paste for t he workmen's block.

Fig. 326 represents the construction of this ingenious apparatus, shown partly in

section, (z a is a vessel of iron, supported upon wooden standards, b h, over the

upper surface of which vessel a sheet or diaphragm, c c, of oiled cloth, or other

suitable elastic material, is distended, and made fast at its edges by being bent over

a flange, and packed or cemented, to render the joints water-tight. A vertical pipe d

is intended to conduct water to the interior of the vessel a, and, by a small elevation

of the column, to create such upward pressure as shall give to the diaphragm a slight

bulge like the swimming tub.

An endless web, e e, passing over the surface of the diaphragm, is distended over
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three rollers,/^ h, the lower of which,/, is in contact with the coloiir-roller i in the

colour-trough k. On the axle of the roller i a pulley wheel is fixed, which allows the

roller to be turned by
a band from any first

mover ; or the roller may
receive rotatory motion
by a winch fixed on its

axle. On this said axle

there is also a toothed

wheel, taking into d an-

other toothed wheel on
the axle of the roller./';

hence, the rotation of the

colour-roller i in the one
direction will cause the

roller ./' to revolve in the

opposite, and to carry forward the endless web, c e, over the elastic diaphragm, the

web taking with it a stratum of colour received from the roller i, equally distributed

over its surface, and ready for the printer to dip his block into.

The axles of the rollers/and g turn in stationary bearings ; but tho axle of /« is

mounted in sliding nuts, which may be moved by turning the screws m, for the purpose

of tightening tho endless web. The axle of the colour-roller i turns in mortises, and
may bo raised by screws w, in order to bring its surface into contact with tho

endless web. To prevent too great a quantity of colour being taken up, the endless

wob passes through a long slit, or parallel aperture in the frame o, which acts as a

scraper or doctor, and is adjustable by a screw p, to regulate the quantity of colour

carried up. Tho contents of the vessel a, and the colour-trough k, may be discharged

when required by a cock in tho bottom of each. This
contrivance did not come into general use, but is still

employed at some print works in England. The Tobying
sieve is a mode of applying with one block several

colours at once, whereby tho cost of several blocks is

saved, and, what is of more consequence, the cost of

labour is very much reduced, as one printer produces
the same result as the combined efforts of several.

Whenever designs are composed of coloured parts,

whore each colour lies separate, and where the outlines

of the coloured parts are not too close together, a sieve

of the following construction is made use of {fig.Z21).

A block of wood is scooped out in hollow compart-
ments E, which vary in size and number according to

the number and extent of the shades to be printed;
these compartments communicate by tubes b at the
bottom, with reservoirs a, at the sides of the sieve, over
the compartments js then stretched tightly a woollen
sieve ; the surface of this cloth is cemented with melted
resin string about ith of an inch thick, following the
configurations of tho compartments ; the use of this is

to prevent the colours mixing aud becoming blended
at the edges. Colours are now put in the reservoirs,

which are kept filled up above the height of the cloth,

so that a gentle pressure is exerted against tho under
side of the sieve. The colours are made of such a
thickness as to pass through the cloth, and keep tho

upper surface moist, but still not too thin, or they would
spread when printed. The sieve being thus prepared,
the block is furnished with guides, which, working
against the sides of the sieve frame, constrain the block
to be always dipped in one place, and thus each part of the pattern finds itself

furnished with its proper colour. Sometimes tho compartments for the colours are
made of metal when required to be durable, so as to serve' for a large number of
pieces of the same pattern.
When colours are required to melt into one another, technically called rainbowed

{fvndiis, Fr.), the following apparatus is used:

—

a a {jig. 328) is a rectangular frame
of wood, about 6 inches deep, 2 feet long, and about 1 foot broad. On this frame is

stretched, by means of small hooks, a woollen cloth, and the frame then laid on the
elastic surface of tho nswal swimming tub, the cloth downwards and pasted or gummed
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to tlie cilikia K-rer cf the rib. At one end is scrw put tte coloirr reservoir b b, vrhidi

eossisis of a wooden or metal box, divided into -wBter-ti^t. eonparrnieiits longi-

~ iinaliT ty Etzips of r>ii^ metal : this box is of such a -sidti as to fit easily into one

end of tie framet ar-d restiiis on a toar'i of the same size, fixed across the frame : the

depth of the c-os may be about 4 iaches, and the -sddth about 8 inches ; but this is

regolatedby tte nnni»a of colours to be blended or fai»6oitwd^ A seini-ciicnlar piece

of -vood, of Beaziy the same vidth. as tie fr^ne, is eovBred with printers' blanket,

and a handle foraned on the top, so that tie teser can more bactwMds and

forsards. The eoloor-lifter, c c, is a flat piece of ^rood just cormng the colour-box;

on the under ade of this are inserted wooden pegs, as s, at cert^ places determined

hy&e widdiof^e^ripe of lainbowed colour and^e number of shades composing it.

liesepegsarecf turned wood, about |th of an inch thick at the snjall end, and about

|ths (E aninch at the thick end, this end bong also recessed so as to lire mare colour;

they are nearly as long as the colour-box is deep. In the figure, suppose it is desired

to jKodoce on the de^ two stripes, say e of a dark green in centre, and two shades of

green at each side, and w of drooolate in centre, purple next, and drab next, at each

328

So. o. ;i;r—

is put the darkest green;

in yo. 4, the chocolate; in
': ;r so studdedwith pegs,
- - - 3 respectrrely dip into

_er. >. mored up to

"i- out of the

riT i^i' ~'-r.'i Trrs, and

::n=r:.--T--.::- :- -.li ziiZi, vrien jiinted ±:ra a

T'-\ ;? "i;": -; en;:"::-; ':-';:-::n2 by mechanical tO"s-eT;

L i: r tt: ~ - \= "
: .

"~
: ^. =i;- _ ~ r : -. It is in. use in many

: - it :l Jr lL : ' - 1 L^:^ i' : r : \nX there is reason

\- - '1 : . l -
; : : _ . Three wooden

:= : : _ : i ; - ; . and from 2 to 5

.'^.-.i '.rca.i, lacei with pear-tres -^i/j^ ^n^Tiv.i in li^ei. ar;- iz-v^zed in a powerfol
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ea,3t-iron firamework, with their planes at right angles to each other, so that each of

them may, in snecession, be brought to bear upon the face, top, and back of a sqnare

prism of iron coxered with cloth, and fitted to revolve npon an axis between the said

blocks. The calico passes between the prism and the engraved blocks, and receives

successive impressions from them as it is successively drawn through by a winding
cylinder. The blocks are pressed against the calico through the agency of springs,

which imitate the elastic pressure of the -workman's hand. Each block receives a
coat of coloured paste from a woollen surface, smeared after every contact with a

mechanical brush. One man, with one or two children for superintending the colour-

giving surfaces, can turn off about 30 pieces English per day, in three colours, which
is the work of folly 20 men and 20 children in block-printing by hand. It executes

some styles of work to which the cylinder machine, without the surface roller, is

inadequate.

The annexed cuts are taken from the ' Traite de I'lmpression des Tissus,' of IT.

Persoz.

Fig. 329 is a vertical section, and Jiff. 330 an elevation.

A cast-iron framework, bee cast-iron tables, planed smooth, over which circulate

the blanket, the backcloth, and the piece that is printed ; c c c sliding pieces, to which
the block holders 3, are screwed, and causing the engraved blocks, 2, to move alternately

329

against the woollen surface, from which they receive the colours and the stuff to be
printed, by the action of the arms 4 and 5, the supports of which, 6, rest on the frame
A, and which act, through the medium of connecting rods, on the beams, 7, keyed to

the slides c. The lower of these slides, being in a vertical position, takes by its o-wn

weight a retrograde movement, regulated by a counterweight, e e e are moveable
colour-sieves, keyed to connecting rods, and recei^ving fix>m the power applied to the

machine the kind of movement which they require. These sieves, which are flat,

and covered with cloth on the surface opposite to the blocks, slide in grooves on the

sides of the tables, and receive from the furnished roUers the colours which they
afterwards transmit to the blocks, r r f are the colour-troughs filled with colour,

and furnished each -with two rollers 8 and 10, the last of which, dipping into the

troughs, are charged with colour, which they communicate to the roller 8, the latter

Ijeing covered with woollen cloth ; and these in their turn transmit their colour to the

sieves e, on which it is spread by the fixed brushes, 9. As it is important to be able

to vary at pleasure the quantity of colour supplied to the sieves, and consequently to

\he blocks, the roUers, 10, are in connection with levers, 11, which, by means of
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adjusting screws, bring them into more or loss intimate contact with the rollers 8,

and consequently vary the charge of colour a t pleasure.

The blanket, backcloth, and fabric are circulated as follows :—At the four angles

formed by the three tables, b, are rollers, 1, armed on their surface with needle-points,

which prevent the cloths from slipping as they pass round, and thus secure the regular

movement of the stuff to be printed, a movement determined by the toothed wheels

21 {fig. 330) fixed at the extremities of the axes of these rollers, g is a roller for

stretching the endless web, resting with the two ends of its axes on two cushions

forming the extremities of the screws 12, by which the roller can be pushed further

out when required, to give the cloth the necessary tension, h is another tension

roller, supporting the blanket and backcloth. k is a roller which serves similar

purposes for the blanket, the backcloth, and the fabric in course of being printed.

T, the blanket, which in its course embraces the semicircumference of the roller g,

passes over the roller h, and behind K, to circulate round the cylinders 1, and over

the surfaces of the tables b. l is a cylinder from which the backcloth is unwound,
being first stretched by the roller ii, and then smoothed by the scrimping bars 13,

from which it proceeds to join the blanket On arriving at the roller K. M a roller,

from which the fabric to be printed is unrolled by the movement of the machine, first

passing over the scrimping bars 14, and joiniug at k the blanket and backcloth, which

330

It accompanies in their course till it arrives at the roller g, when it separates and
passes off in the direction of the line n, to the hanging rollers, where it is dried.

The machine is put in movement, either by a man with a winch-handle, or by
power communicated by a strap which passes over the pulley 18. Tliis pulley has

several diameters, so as to give several speeds ; it is loose on the driving shaft, and
carries catches which lock into those of a sliding catch-box on the sliaft, when the

machine is to be put in movement. The movement of the machine is intermittent

because the printing is intermittent
;
moreover, it must be so regulated that the fabric

advances a distance exactly equal to the breadth of the blocks, and that it moves
forward whilst the sieves are charged with colour from the rollers 8 8. This result

is obtained by means of a regulator, or dividing wheel 20. The wheels 21, fixed at

the extremities of the axis of the cylinders 1, and having each the same number of

teeth, receive their movement from a central wheel toothed in the same manner, and

placed behind the wheel 20. The last receives an alternating motion from a rack,

24, fixed in a copper piece, 25, and which rises and falls alternately, being keyed at

its lower end to one of the spokes of the wheel 28. By varying the position of the

point at which tho end of the rack is connected with the spoke 26, the length or

range of its movement is proportionally changed, and more or less of the teeth of
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the wheel 20 are made to pass, which renders proportionally, greater or less, the

advance of the cloth at each movement ; and this is further regulated by a ratchet

wheel placed at d. At each half turn of this last, the lover 22 raises the catch or

pallet, and throws out of gear the wheels 21 during the other half turn ; but as in the

working of these wheels there would bo inevitably a backward movement, this is

prevented by a break, consisting of a pulley, mounted on the shaft of the axis of the

wheel 20, and a brass wire which after making a turn and a half, or two turns, on this

shaft, is stretched by the weight 23, which offers a sufficient resistance to any recoil.

The slides or block-holders are put in motion by the wheels 27 and 28, gearing with

the larger wheel 29. And to vary their action at pleasure, both for causing the

blocks to bear more or less strongly on the sieves, so as to be more or less charged

with colour, and likewise for attaining the exact pressure, which suits best for the

colour to be laid on, it is sufficient to move the points of junction, 16 and 17, to a

greater or less distance from the point marked 15, which constitutes the centre of

oscillation of the beams that work the slides. The movement of the sieves is con-

trolled by that of the cam 11, 30, which works them all three by putting in motion a

shaft with which they are respectively keyed. The furnishing rollers receive their

movement from gearing with pinions on the axes of the rollers 8 8. The general

working of this complex machine remains to be described. When put into regular

motion, and the three blocks have delivered their impression exactly at the same
instant, three simultaneous movements then commence.

1st. The stuff advances a distance exactly equal to the breadth of the blocks, and
with it the blanket and backcloth, so that the portion of the fabric which leaves the

third block behind it, is fully printed ; that which was under the second advances

opposite the third ; that which was under the first, moves along to the second ; and a

fresh breadth of white or imprinted fabric arrives opposite the first. 2nd. While tho

cloth is advancing as above stated, the sieves take the place which they occupy in the

section, fig. 329, that is to say, the first on the right hand rises, the second moves from

left to right, the third descends, and in this movement all three press slightly on tho

furnishing rollers 8, from which they receive the colour, which has been spread uni-

formly by the brushes 9. 3rd. In the meantime, the slides, or blockholders, by a for-

ward movement, push the blocks against the sieves, to charge them with colour, and
the blocks at the same time receive from the slides a gentle backward movement, during

which the sieves deviate from their position ; the blocks then return upon them, and
are drawn back again after being applied to a new part of the colour surface. When
these simultaneous movements have taken place, the action of the machine proceeding

without intermission, the sieves move back from before the blocks, and these are
pushed up against the latter, printing the position of the fabric that is stretched upon
them. This brings the machine to that position at which the description commenced

;

and this succession of movements is renewed and repeated as long as the operation
lasts ; the printer having it always in his power to suspend the advance of the stuff

whilst the working of the blocks and sieves continues, so that the colour may be
re-applied to the same part of the fabric as often as may be required for a good
impression.

There have been several attempts at block-printing by machinery in this country,

amongst which the machines of Mr. Joseph Burch have been most successful ; but
from one cause or another, none of them have ever come into general use, and it is

unnecessary therefore to particularise them.

The copper-plate printing of calico is almost exactly the 331
same as that used for printing engravings on paper from
flat plates, and being nearly superseded by the next machine,

need not be described.

The cylinder printing-machine is one by which one or

more colours are rapidly printed from engraved copper
cylinders or rollers by the mere rotation of the machine,
driven by tho agency of steam or water. The productive

powers of this printing automaton are very great, amount-
ing for some styles to a piece of 30 yards per minute,
or a mile of printed cloth per hour. Fig. 331 will give the
reader a general idea of this elegant and expeditious plan
of printing. The pattern is engraved upon the surface of a
hollow cylinder of copper, and the cylinder is forced by
pressure upon a strong iron mandrel, which serves as its

turning shaft. To facilitate the transfer of tlie impression
from the engraving to the cotton cloth, the latter is lapped
round another largo cylinder, rendered elastic by rolls of woollen cloth, and the en-
graved cylinder presses the calico against this clastic cushion, and thoreliy prints it as it
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revolves. Let a be the engraved cylinder mounted upon its mandrel, wliicli receives
rotatory motion by -vrheels on its end, connected -VTith the steam or -water power of the
factory, b is a large iron drum or roller, turning in bearings of the end frames of
the machine. Against that drum the engraved cylinder &. is pressed by weights or
screws ; the weights acting steadily, by levers, upon its brass bearings. Eound the
drum B the endless web of felt or blanket stuff a a, travels in the direction of the
arrow, being carried round along with the drum b, which again is tiirned by the
friction of contact with the cylinder a. c represents a clothed wooden roller, partly
plunged into the thickened colour of the trough d d. That roller is also made to bear,
isdth a moderate force, against a, and thus receives, by friction, in some cases, a
movement of rotation. But it is preferable to drive the roller c from the cylinder a,

by means of a system of toothed wheels attached to their ends, so that the surface
speed of the wooden or paste roller shall be somewhat greater than that of the
printing cylinder, whereby the colour will be rubbed, as it were, into the engraved
parts of the latter.

As the cylinder a is pressed upwards against b, it is obvious that the bearers of the
trough and its roller must be attached to the bearings of the cylinder a in order to

preserve its contact with the colour-roller c. 6 is a sharp-edged ruler of gun-metal
or steel, called the colour doctor, screwed between two gun-metal stiffening bars ; the
edge of which wiper is slightly pressed at a tangent upon the engraved roller a. This
ruler vibrates with a slow motion from side to side, or right to left, so as to exercise a
delicate shaving action upon the engraved surface, as this revolves in the direction of
the arrow, c is another similar sharp-edged ruler, called the lint doctor, whose oflB.ce

it is to remove any fibres which may have come off the calico in the act of printing,

and which if left on the engraved cylinder, would be apt to occupy some of the lines,

or at least to prevent the colour from filling them all. This lint doctor is pressed
very slightly upon the cylinder a, and has no traverse motion.

What was stated with regard to the bearers of the colour-trough d, namely, that

they are connected, and moved up and down together, with the bearings of the

cylinder a, may also be said of the bearers of the two doctors.

The working of this beautiful mechanism may now be easily comprehended. The
web of calico, indicated in the figure by the letter d, is introduced or carried in along

with the blanket stuff a a, in the direction of the arrow, and is moved onward by the

pressure of the revolving cylinder A, so as to receive the impression of the pattern

engraved on that cylinder.

Before proceeding to describe the more complex machines which print upon cloth

several colours at one operation, by the rotation of so many cylinders and rollers, it is

advisable to give some insight into the modern method of engraving the copper
cylinders. These were formerly engraved altogether by hand, in the same manner,
and with similar tools, as the ordinary copper-plate engravings, till the happy
invention of Mr. Jacob Perkins, of America, for transferring engravings from one

surface to another by means of steel roller dies, was with great judgment applied by
Mr. Joseph Lockett sen. to calico-printing, so long ago as the year 1808, before the

first inventor came to Europe with the plan. The pattern is first reduced or increased

in size to such a scale, that it will repeat evenly over the roller to be engraved; and
as rollers are of varying diameters, owing to old patterns being turned off, &c., this

drawing to scale has to be adopted for every roller, the exact circumference of the

roller being taken and the pattern arranged in accordance with this. This pattern

is next engraved in intaglio on a roller of softened steel, which is of such a size that

one repeat of the pattern exactly covers its surface
;
generally these rollers are about

3 inches long and from ^ an inch to 2 or 3 inches in diameter. The engraver aids

his eye with a lens when employed at this delicate work. This rolli,-r is hardened by
heating it to a cherry-red in an iron case containing pounded bone-ash, and then

plunging it into cold water : its surface being protected from oxidisement by a chalky

paste. This hardened roller is put into a press of a peculiar construction, called the

clamming-machine, where by a rotatory pressure, it transfers its design to a similar

roUer in the soft state ; and as the former was in intaglio, the latter must be in reUovo.

This second roller being hardened, and placed in the engraving-machine, is employed

to engrave by indentation upon the fuU sized copper cylinder the whole of its intended

pattern. The first roller engraved by hand is called the die ; the second, obtained

from it by a process like that of a milling tool, is called the mill. By this indentation

and multiplication system not only has the cost of engraving been much diminished,

but designs and styles have been brought into requisition which by no other means

could have been obtained. The restoration of a worn-out cylinder becomes extremely

easy in this way ; the mill being preserved, need merely be properly roUed over the

copper surface again. The die roller is made of such a size that its circumference is

exactly a fractional part of that of the mills, say one-half, one-third, one-fourth ; then
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332

in tlie clamming-machine the die revolving in contact with the mill repeats its surface

so many times on the surface of the mill. By this means as little skilled labour as

possible is used. When a pattern having more than one colour is to be engraved,

the drawing is reduced to scale as before, each roller being made of the same diameter;

then a tracing is made of each colour, which is engraved on a separate die and mill

—

a mill being required for each colour—which engraves its separate copper roller

;

when these rollers come to be worked in the printing-machine, each roller fits its part

of the pattern into place, and the original pattern is reproduced. The annexed
drawings of engraving machinery are from those made by Messrs. Gadd and HiU, of

Manchester, to whose courtesy are due also the drawings of the printing-machines and
their drying apparatus hereafter described. Fig. 332 is a front view of the clamming-
macMne, and/^. 333 is a side view
of the same. A A cast-iron frame-

work; B a headstock screwed on
the frame work a ; c a sliding piece,

capable of movement from back to

front on the headstock b ; the

position being determined, it is

secured by the screw shown under

c ; the roller d revolves in bearing

attached to the sliding piece c ; the

supporting piece e has a motion
backwards and forwards on the sup-

porting piece o, which moves up or

down ; e is a small steel roller, which .

again supports the die roUer seen —
in the centre of the drawing. The
roller f is of softened steel called

the mill, which revolves in bearings

attached to the headstock, which
has a sliding movement on the slide

block H, which is moved from right

to left by the screw i, worked by
the lever k. l is a pinion gearing

into the toothed wheel n, and turned

by the winch-handle m ; the shaft p has a sliding movement through the wheel n, and
carries the boss o, which has a square aperture to receive the centre of the mill, which
is squared to fit into it. g is a screw used to tighten and keep in the desired position
the saddle pieces e o, which together are pushed up or down to meet the varying size

of the die.

The die d having been hardened, 333
is inserted in the machine resting

on the auxiliary hard steel roller

e, which again rests on the sup-

porting piece e; the die being in

contact with the hard steel roller

D, the soft steel roUer or miU e
is next forcibly screwed up in con-

tact with the die, rotatory motion
being given to the roller d by the

toothed wheels, those portions which
are in intaglio in the die become in

relievo on the mill. It is then ready
for the machine engraver to transfer

its pattern to the copper roller.

Fig. 334 is an elevation of the
engraving machine, a a is a man-
drel which carries the copper roller

b; the mandrel is fitted in the
universal joint c, which is secured
on the shaft of the wheels d d,

which are a double pair of wheels
for the purpose of altering the
speed from fast to slow, and are
moved by the winch-handle or

'

pulley. The lever b is fitted, works loosely on the shaft, on which is keyed the
wheel F. By means of the screw g, the lever e can be secured to the wheel F,
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By tliis contrivance the motion termed rocking is effected, that kind of motion being

required when the pattern repeats at great intervals. The mill works in bearings

attiohed to the pillar and carriage h h, which is moved from right to left by the

screw 1 1 ; the mill is forcibly pressed against the copper roller by a weighted lever,

which forces down the bearings of the mill in the pillar h ; this lever cannot be shown

\n the figure, but is at right angles to the roller. The mill being in contact with the

t=h .
-. - . --

^ f—S.

copper roller, revolves with it simultaneously on the roller being moved by the
wheels D D or the lever e, and consequently impresses or engraves its pattern on the
copper roller ; when the mill has traversed the circumference, it is then moved to its

next relative position by the screw i, which moves the pillar and carriage h ; the

exact distance the mill moves is determined by an index on the wheel k, which is

divided into segments, corresponding with the number of repeats laterally on the

roller. The apparatus shown at l is used occasionally when the machine is employed
for turning off an engraved pattern, which, however, is generally performed in a slide

lathe, and is unnecessary further to describe here,

Etching by nitric acid is largely employed in engraving for calico-printing. The
roller is coated all over with a thin film of bituminous varnish. Lines of any required

form or quantity are then traced upon it, which lay bare the copper surface beneath.

On immersion in a bath of diluted acid, those parts of the roller only which are ex-

posed become bitten or etched to any required depth, the remaining stirface of the

roller being protected by the varnish. This process is employed in combination with

the mill process, for engraving all ' solids,' that is, those parts of an engraving which
are intended to contain masses of colour, to be transmitted to the calico in the

printing-machine. For this purpose the outline of the solid to be engraved is first put

on with the mill ; the roller is then varnished, and a number of diagonal or angled

parallel lines are traced upon it with a diamond-point. Those portions which are

intended to be white on the calico, are ' stopped out,' or covered with varnish, by the

operative, and the roller is ready for immersion in the bath of diluted acid. The
roller is removed when the requisite depth is obtained, is well washed and the

bituminous coating is removed, and after slight examination and addition by the

hand engraver is ready for the printer. But the two most notable applications of

etching in the trade of engravers to calico-printers have been the ' Eccentric ' and
' Pontagraph ' systems. The former owed its greatest development to the late Mr.

Joseph Lockott, son of the founder of the eminent firm which still bears his name.

It is not essential to the scope of this article, to give an elaborate description of the

beautiful and ingenious machinery employed, nor would it be possible without a very

elaborate set of drawings. It may suffice to record that by means of diamond-points,,

actuated by elaborate machinery, a most curious variety of configurations is

produced on the roller. In this process the exact effect that will be produced by any

given modification of the machine, cannot bo determined beforehand, though an

approximation can be made ; but when a pattern is produced, and notes are taken of

the relative position of the wheels, &c., the same pattern can at any time be reproduced.

This system is applicable principally to ground-works or, as they are termed, ' covers,'

which form the bases of backgrounds of many classes of design much in vogue on
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account of their utility and variety. The Pentagraph system is of later development.

The process is the following :

—

The pattern is first enlarged to several times its size : this is conveniently done by
the camera. The paper pattern being put in the camera, an enlarged copy is thrown
on a table in a darkened room, and is there easily traced on paper. It is then trans-

ferred to a thin zinc plate, and this plate is then engraved with a graver, the lines of

the engraving being adapted for the tracing-point to work easily in. The zinc

pattern, if of a 2- or more coloured pattern, is coloured for the guidance of the

operative. It is then laid on the bed or table of the pentagraph machine, and a var-

nished roller being mounted in the machine, a number of tools, corresponding in

number to the repeats laterally, and carrying diamond points, are placed in contact

with the roller. The operative then carries the tracer successively into all the lines

of the pattern, a lever allowing the points to touch the roller only when necessary.

The pattern is thus traced by the etching points on the roller a less size than that on
the zinc plate, or the same size as the paper drawing. The roller is then painted and
etched with nitric acid, as before described. In 1834: Horton Deverill of Manchester
patented the first application of the pentagraph principle to engraving cylindrical

surfaces for calico-printing. It was the simplest form of the ordinary pentagraph,

viz., a rhomboidal arrangement of levers, the relative adjustment of which, through
appropriate connections, secured the transfer to the roller of the design from its

enlarged copy. The time was not propitious for the adoption of this clever

invention ; a machine was tried by Mr. Lockett, and abandoned less on account of any
inherent defect, than because of the very limited use which could be made of it in

the then prevalent style of engraving. In 1848 Isaac Taylor patented the substitu-

tion for the single rhomboidal frame of Deverill's pentagraph, several such frames in a
continuous series. It was proposed to secure by this means a higher power of

diminution in a compact machine, and as a result, a more perfect engraving. He also

multiplied the number of bars supporting the tracing or etching tools. With this

machine commenced the first commercial application of the pentagraph system of

engraving in England, though on a very limited scale. In 1854 William Eigby
introduced and patented an improved machine, based on the American invention of

William Whipple. Whipple had constructed a machine with a curved bed for the

zinc plate instead of the fiat tables of Deverill and Taylor. The tracing point was
attached to a swinging frame, and motion was communicated to the roller, and etching

tools respectively in a similar manner to that shown in Eigby's machine, figs. 335 and
336. In a patent dated January 1, 1857, Eigby applied two rows of etching tools to

his machine, whereby the time occupied in tracing the pattern was very considerably

diminished. This method was soon very extensively adopted: a reference to the
annexed figures will more clearly show the main features of this machine.

In figs. 336 and 336, a represents the cylinder to bo operated upon ; and h, the bed
or table for the reception of the enlarged pattern or original device

; c, the tracer, which
is made to traverse in the direction of the arc of the bed or table, and by means of its

connection with the carriage h, the rail d, and the connecting arms e e, communicates
part of a revolution to the bar or axis/, and thence to the cylinder through the dies

g g, on which the cylinder rests. The cylinder being thus moved in a rotatory direc-

tion, will receive from the tools in contact with it diminished copies of the transversa

lines which may have been gone over by the tracer on the enlarged pattern or device.

The tracer c being connected with the carriage h which travels along the rail d, will,

in passing over a line running longitudinally with the machine, communicate a partial

revolution to the wheel I by means of the bands of steel J j, similar to watch-springs,

which pass under and over the small wheels k I; and are passed round and secured to

the large wheel I, which is mounted on the vertical shaft ?«, carrying at its upper end
the small drum m', round which passes the steel band «, secm-ed at each end to the

pieces o o. These pieces are secured by bolts or screws to the sliding frames p, to

which the upper tool bar or bars q, which support the graving, drilling, or etching

tools r r r, are fixed. Thus any motion of the largo wheel I will be imparted to the

drum m', and by it through the steel band n to the sliding frames p and the tool bars

q, and, consequently, to the tools r, thereby transferring to the cylinder diminished

copies of any lines in a lateral direction that may be gone over by the tracer. It will

be evident that the result of the simultaneous action or compounding of the two
motions, by passing the tracer over any diagonal or curved line, will be the pro-

duction of a diminished copy of such diagonal or curved line by each of the tools, s is

a treadle with a vertical link and appropriate leverage, by which the tools may be
brought in contact with the cylinder when required ; i t are counterbalance weights
for the connecting arms e c, lower rail d, &c. ; and v represent a worm and wheel
.for the purpose of giving the roller an extra partial revolution when it is required to

engrave upon a different portion of the circumference of the cylinder ; and to effect a
Vol.. I, Q Q
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similar purpose in the longitudinal direction, the tool bar may be made to shift in its

sliding frame with an adjusting screw attached to it, by means of which any degree

of exactitude in the setting of the tools may bo obtained.

In the machine, as shown in the accompanying drawings, the design executed on
the cylinder would bear the same proportion in size to the enlarged pattern on the

bed or table that the small drum ml bears to the large wheel U and the radius of the

discs g g, to the radius of the drcular bed ; but by the adoption of wheels and discs

of different diameters, any desired proportion between the pattern engraved and the

enlarged pattern may be adopted.

By minor improvements, an alternate reverse action is given to the tools and bars,

thus adapting the machine for turnover patterns ; also more than one row of points

may be attached to each bar. In 1857 William Shields patented a machine in which
he substituted a flat table for the curved table of Whipple and Eigby, and applied an
ingenious and original method of varying the dimensions of the design on the zinc plate

in transferring it to the roller. The tracing instrument communicates motion to the

etching tools through the intervention of inclined planes, so that by varying the angle

of these planes motion is transmitted in the required proportion ; motion is communi-
cated to the cylinder through similar apparatus. The remarkable facilities offered by
this machine caused its immediate adoption by Messrs. Lockett, Leake, and Co., of

Manchester, by whom it has been most extensively used in their own works, and
manufactured for the trade in England and on the Continent. A reference to th

annexed diagram will more clearly show the peculiarities of this machine.

Fig. 337 is a longitudinal section of the machine ; fig. 338 is a plan-view. The
framework of the machine is shown at a, provided with a table b, upon which is placed

337

the design to be copied. The tracer c is jointed upon a rod d, which rod d passes

freely through a bar e, and between slides /, mounted upon the said bar, which there-

fore act as guides when the rod is moved to and fro in the direction of its length.

This rod d is attached atone end to a cross-bar g, carried by parallel bars h, which rest

upon flanged rollers i, capable of rolling upon fixed rails h ; as therefore the tracer c and
bar d are moved longitudinally, the bar q and its parallel supports are caused to par-

take of a like motion. To the bar h is fixed a bracket I, which carries at its upper
end a stud m, projecting into a groove formed lengthwise in a lever n ; this lever is

qq2
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attached by an arm o to a cross-bar^, and is capable of being turned upon its centre

so as to occupy any angle in refereneo to the tracer rod d, being confined in any
desired position by a tightening screw q, and thereby constituting an inclined plane for

the stud 711 to act against ; the cross-bar f rests upon flanged rollers r, which roll

upon a fixed bar s, provided •with a groove for the purpose of allowing the arm o to

travel along its length. To the bar p are affixed the carriages u of the tools. The
upper part of the bar e (through which the tracer rod passes) carries a stud 5 situate

within a groove formed in a lever 6, which lever, like that shown at n, is capable of

being turned upon its centre to any angle, so as to constitute an inclined plane for the

Btud 5 to act against, and of being confined to any desired position by means of

tightening screws 7. The boss of the lever 6 carries an arm 8, which extends upward,
and is there connected with a cross-bar 9, to which are attached parallel bars 10,

running upon flanged rollers 11, situate upon fixed bars 12, upon which the cylinder
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A bears so as to communicate rotatory motion thereto. The operation of the machine
is as follows :—The tracer being pushed inward or drawn outward, vn.\\ cause the

parallel bars h to move in a similar direction, thus carrying the bar g and stud m
along the inclined groove in the lover n, by which means the bar 2' 'will bo caused to

move transversely, carr3ang with it the tools along the surface to be operated upon,
and thus the operation in one direction is accomplished. A crosswise movement of

the tracer will cause the rod d to move the bars e g transversely, and the stud 5 will

be forced against the inclined plane within the lever 6, so as to effect a longitudinal

motion of the bars 10, whereby the ribs 13 will act against a part upon the axis of

the cylinder a, so as to cause it to revolve, and thus the motion in the other direction

is obtained. By subsequent improvements the pentagraph system has been greatly

extended in its application to many styles of engraving hitherto unapproachable.
Conspicuous amongst them may be noted the employment of the punch and a vibratory

motion imparted to the roller, by means of which circumferential lines are engraved
on the roller which have equal \f?)rking qualities ^yith those obtained by the mill.

With regard to the 2- and S-coloured machines, wo must observe, that as the calico
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in passing between the cylinders is stretched Literally from the central line of the web,
the figures engraved upon the cylinders must be proportionately shortened, in thoir

lateral dimensions, especially for the first and second cylinders.

Cylinder printing, although a Scotch invention, has received its wonderful deve-

lopment in England, and does the greatest honour to this country. The economy of

labour introduced by these machines is truly marvellous ; one of them, under the

guidance of a man, to regulate the rollers, and the service of two boys, to supply the

colour-troughs, &c., being capable of printing as many pieces as nearly 200 men and
boys could do with blocks.

Pieces for printing by machine are stitched together end to end, in bundles con-

taining from 20 to 40 pieces. This was formerly done by girls, but tlioy are now
more economically employed in tending stitching machines. Perhaps the original

stitching machine employed in print-works is that shown in fig. 339. It is still used
in dyehouses, where pieces are temporarily stitched together to enable them to

undergo various dyehouse operations, and where rapid unstitching is of consequence,

which is easily performed by unloosing the ends of the thread and pulling it straight

out.
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This machine was the invention of Charles Morey, in 1849. A pair of wheels are
fi.tted with leaves on their peripheries, and gear into one another like cog-wheels.
These wheels are mounted in suitable bearings fixed to a sole plate, and receive

rotatory motion by means of a winch-handle. The centre of the teeth of both wheels
is cut away, so as to form a circular groove between the two teeth which happen to

be together. Opposite to this groove, and attached to the frame, there is a bracket which
carries a sliding piece, with a spiral spring wrapped round it. In the end of the
sliding piece, which passes through the bracket, there is a receptacle for the eye-end
of a needle, the point of which rests in the groove formed by the wheel ; the needle is

threaded, and the fabric to be stitched placed behind the wheels, to which rotatory
motion is communicated, whereby the fabric is successively folded into undulations,

which, as the operation proceeds, are forced on the point of the needle ; when the
needle is full, and the piece at the other side of the wheels, the needle is pushed back
on the spring, removed from the machine, and the thread drawn through the pieces,

which are then basted or stitched together. This is a very rapid mode of stitching

ends of pieces together ; but where a number of pieces are stitched end to end for the
purpose of being put through several operations without unstitching, a firmer descrip-

tion of stitching is required, and a machine of more elaborate construction is used. A
machine invented in America, and hence called the American Machine, was for a long
time used. In this machine the ends of the pieces were hooked round a circular table,

three sets of pieces being put on at once ; the needle now traversed the inside circum-
ference, sewing the ends, which were then unhooked. This was found troublesome
and not sufficiently expeditious, and afterwards a modification of the "Wilcox and
Gibbs sewing-machine was introduced. This is being rapidly superseded by a very
beautiful machine invented by William Birch, of Manchester {fig. 340). It is not
within the scope of this article to give a satisfactory description of the details of this

machine ; in general terms, we may say that it makes the common flat chain-stitch,

which is easily drawn out again when required. It is simple in its working, and is so
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arranged that the attendant has nothing to do but to put the ends together and
hook the right-hand sido of the piece ends upon the tenter hooks of the guide arm,
and the left-hand sido upon the hooks of the feed wheel ; the machine will then start

itself and guide the fabric across the machine. Wlien the ends are sewn, the guide

arm will leave the fabric, fall down, and stop the machine until another pair of piece

ends is attached. This arrangement enables one person to sew as many pieces per

day as two or three can on other machines. These machines sew wet or dry, thick or

thin, cloth, with equal facility. They are driven by steam-power. Fig. 341 is the

same machine, placed upon a portable stand to work by the foot ; the stand is sc
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constructed that when stationary it rests upon two wheels and a leg, and when being

moved about, the act of pulling the handle presses a third wheel with a swivel upon
the floor, and the machine is thus easily removed from place to place. There is no

guide arm to this machine, which is used chiefly in the dyehouse.

Pieces are also frequently gummed together at the ends, which is done by pasting

the ends for about IJ inch with paste or gum, and, after laying one on the other,

drying them immediately on a steam-pipe in front of the operator. This mode is

advantageous for some j^urposes, as when the pieces come, in the subsequent operations,

into hot water, they are easily detached one from the other.

By whichever of these modes the pieces are joined together, they are then wound
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m rolls of about 40 pieces by a machine called a candroy, which winds them on the

wooden beam which fits in at the back of the printing-machine ; the cloth during the

operation of winding becomes stretched laterally quite smooth, by the aid of one or two
grooved stretching bars, as described in fig. 347, a due degree of strain being kept on the

piece by its passing under and over several plain wooden bars, and to the axis of the

841

wooden beam which receives the pieces being suspended weights which keep it forcibly

in contact with the wooden drum which turns it by friction. In this machine the ends

of the axis of the beam pass through slots, which allow it to rise as the pieces become

wound on, and the diameter consequently increases. If fewer pieces than 40 are to be

printed in one pattern or colouring, it is usual to stitch a few yards
_
of old cloth

between two pieces where the change is intended to be made ; by this means the
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printer, on coming to the waste piece stops his machine, and fits another pattern or

changes the colours -mthout damaging good cloth.

A very good sort of candroy for this purpose is that made by Furniral, of Hasling-

den : plan, side and end elevation of "which are annexed {fig. 3-i2). a a are the cast-

iron sides of the machine
;

b, a cast-iron roller turned by the pullies c c, keyed upon
the same centre

; d, a roller or shell, upon which the cloth is wound, the roller d
being pressed upon the roller b by the levers e e, -which are keyed upon the shaft f,

and on the end of the same shaft the brake pulley c is kej-ed ; the friction of the

vrrought-iron strap h round the brake pulley holds the levers e tightly upon the ends

of the roller d, but allo^ws the levers
^^•^ to rise as the roller d increases in

diameter by the cloth being -wound

upon it ; i is a brass spreading roller

(further described -where the finishing

room is treated of) to stretch the

cloth before the entering bet-ween the

rollers b and d ; k and n are -wrought-

iron bars ; l and m are scrimping
bars, o is a lever working on a

pivot ; to the longer end of this lever

and near the pivot is fastened one
end of the iron strap h, and near

the handle of the same end of the

lever is a -weight p depending from
a chain ; q a are handles for start-

ing or stopping the machine by shift-

ing tlie strap on or off the loose

pulley. The cloth is passed under
the iron bar k over the scrimping bar
L, under the scrimping bar ii, over

the iron bar n, under the spreading

roller i, and -wound upon the shell

D ; to remove the roll of cloth when
finished winding, the handle o with
the weight is lifted, -which relieves

the pulley g from the press'ure of the

iron strap and allo^ws the levers e to

be lifted, when the shell with its load

of cloth is detached.

The proper hygrometric state of

calico when printing should be at-

tended to
;
very dry calico does not

take colours or mordant nearly so

well as when containing a certain

amount of hygrometric moisture.

Practically, this is attained by the

bleached pieces being stored in the
' white room,' generally several

hundred pieces in advance, and they

easily absorb sufficient moisture from
the air to be in a proper state for

printing on.

Should, ho^wever, circumstances

prevent this taking place, the pieces

are conditioned by being passed

through the spray of water. The
machine for this purpose consists of

a rectangiilar box, closed with a

stratum of -water at the bottom ; one or more revoMng brushes, set at a right angle

to the piece, dip slightly into the -water, ar.d being made to revolve very rapidly, a

continuous fine spray is produced, and the pieces are dra-wn rapidly through the

upper part of the machine, entering and lea-ring the machine through narro^w

apertures, a little -wider than the pieces, and are -wound on a batching roller. In

its rapid passage through the spray the cloth becomes slightly damped. The

'-white room' -where the bleached calico is stored is generally placed in some cool part

of the -works, and sometimes built over a part of one of the reservoirs.

A shearing-machine is no-w generaUj employed to remove any knots, loose fibres, or
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down from the white cloth previous to printing by machine. The shearing-machine
of Mather and Piatt here shown, fig. 3-13, takes up the pieces from the stitched

bundle, and winds them, after shearing, in a roll ready for the printing-machine.

a is the brush for the back of the cloth ; b, spiral cutter
;

c, beds
; d, brush for facr

343

of cloth ; e, main driving shaft ; /, batching roller. The machine has fast and loose

driving puUies 12 inches in diameter by 3^ inches broad, which make 250 revolutions

per minute. The cloth passes rapidly over the spiral knives, which revolve also

rapidly, and give a slicing effect from side to side of the cloth. In some cases this

machine is used instead of singeing before bleaching, but is generally used as a final

remover of loose matters before printing.

In mounting two or more cylinders in one frame, several adjustments become
necessary. The first and most important is that which ensures the correspondence

between the parts of the figures in the successive printing rollers, for unless those of

the second and subsequent engraved cylinders be accurately inserted into their re-

spective places, a confused pattern would bo produced upon the cloth as it advances

round the pressure cylinder.

Each cylinder must have a forward adjustment in the direction of rotation round
its axis, so as to bring the patterns into correspondence with each other in the length

of the piece ; and also a lateral or traverse adjustment in the line of its axis, to effect

the correspondence of the figures across the piece ; and thus, by both together, each

cylinder may bo made to work symmetrically with its fellows.

Fig. 344 is an end-elevation of a 4-colour printing-machine, and fig. 345 is a
section of same : the same letters of reference refer to both, a is the cast-iron frame-
work, bolted to a corresponding framework by the bolts b, with a space of from 3 to

4 feet between ; c is the pressure cylinder, about 2 feet diameter, of iron, but hollow,

and between 3 and 4 feet long, according to the sort of cloth the machine is

intended to print ; d are the copper rollers, the width of a piece of cloth ; e are

wrought-iron mandrels on which the copper roller is forced by a screw press, the
mandrel being about 4 inches in diameter where the roller fits on, but withjournals of

smaller diameter. The roller is made with a projecting piece inside, about J an inch

broad and \ of an inch deep, extending all the width of the roller ; this tab, as it is

called, fits in a slot cut in the mandrel, which causes it to turn without slipping on the
mandrel ; the pressure cylinder or bowl c, rests with its gudgeons in bearings or
bushes, which can be shifted up and down in slots of the side cheeks a ; these bushes
are suspended frpm powerful screws f, which turn in brass nuts made fast to the
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frame a. These screws counteract the pressure upwards of the two lowest rollers,

and enable the bowl to be lifted out of the way of the rollers, &c., when

344

they have to be removed, g g are sliding pieces, moving in arms of the frame-

work, by means of screws hh. These sliding pieces carry the bearings of the

mandrels ; to them are also attached the colour boxes and doctors. The screws h

345

work in female screws i', which form part of a system of jointed levers k. These

levers are for the purpose of giving an additional pressure or nip to the rollers d, the
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pressure being also elastic. There are four pairs of levers, each pair bearing upon
one mandrel. It will be sufficient to describe one side only, both sides being pre-

cisely alike. The two highest rollers are pressed against the cylinder by the com-
pound levers k', which have attachments to the arms of the framework at /, and to the

inside of the main framework at g and m' as fulcrums, and are jointed together at 7^ A,

but the bent levers A, q', i, merely fit into sockets i, of the horizontal levers m'k',

which are weighted at the ends k', by moveable weights made to fit expanded parts.

The two lowest rollers are pressed against the cylinder by the system of compound
levers k", which have attachments to the framework at k and ai" as fulcrums ; the

screws h" h", working in female screws i" i", as in the other set of levers. For
convenience of removing the rollers, colour boxes, &c., these levers are provided with

a hinged piece n, in a socket o, on the top of which work the screws 1 1, which, by
means of the female screw in the lever It k." serve still further to regulate the pres-

sure ; the lever k" k is shown as when the machine is printing, but when the rollers,

&c., are to be removed, the lever is lifted by the handle, and the hinged piece n pulled

over, the lever with its burden being then lowered down ; the weighting of these levers,

which are partly outside the machine, is best seen in figs. 344 and 345 where l are the

weights, Q are colour boxes, the sides and bottom of which are made of sheet copper,

and the ends of gun-metal ; in each end is a slot which receives the brass journals of

the wooden furnishing rollers p, which are wrapped with a few folds of coarse calico,

and, by revolving in the colour and against the engraved rollers d, supply it equally

all over with the colour; the superfluous colour is next wiped off by the colour doctors

T. These doctors are thin blades of steel or brass, which are mounted in doctor-

shears, or plates of metal screwed together with bolts ; the shears have journals which
rest in bearings moveable backwards and forwards by the screws s ; the doctors are

kept in close contact with the engraved roller by levers and weights, for the way of

arranging which, see fi-g, 346, where a, b, c, are the levers attached to the doctor
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shears. On the ends of these levers weights are hung, and by this means the doctors

:ir(- pressed forcibly against the roller.

After printing the pattern on the piece, the roller d is cleaned from threads or dust

by the lint doctors u, pressed against tlie roller by the screws s, fig. 345
;
any loose

threads from the piece are prevented by the lint doctors from going into the colour, and
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consequently under the cleaning doctors, where by preventing them from perfectly

wiping the blank parts of the roller, smears on the piece would ensue. The colour

boxes are mounted on wooden boards, to give thorn greater strength, and are tight-

ened up against the roller by the screws e b and ww ; the lower pair of colour boxes

are removed from the copper roller when not in use by the handles v, after detaching

the screws ww. There is a toothed wheel slipped on to each mapdrel, working into

a toothed wheel on the axis of the furnishing roller, which ensures the copper roller

and furnishing roller always turning together. By means of an excentric, fixed

on the axis of the pressure bowl, and connected with each cleaning doctor, a regular

vibratory movement is given to them, which prevents the doctor being worn down
unequally. Sometimes for the highest rollers, and especially in machines of moro
than four colours, the cumbrous colour box is dispensed with, and a doctor inserted

in a curved frame is applied to the roller instead. In this arrangement the doctor

forms the bottom of the colour reservoir, and is pressed strongly against the roller

;

the curved frame stopped off at the sides with a piece of copper curved to fit both

roller and frame, and which is padded with a piece of folded cotton cloth, forms the

colour box. This doctor box takes but little room, and wastes but little colour, but is

only used for the uppermost rollers. Neither of these arrangements can be shown in

fig. 3i5. The roll of pieces is shown at a, wound on the wooden roller b, the axis of

which rests in bearings at the end of the arms. The piece is conducted under a
small wooden roller, next over a square iron bar, and next

against the scrimping bar y, thence over the wooden roller x,

round which also pass the grey piece d, and the woollen

blanket e. The scrimping bar is a bar of iron or brass, with

curved surface, furrowed by grooves, cut right and left from
the centre, as in fig. 347. In passing over this bar, the cloth

is stretched equally from the centre, and any folds or creases

removed. In order that the piece may be constantly stretched, the roller b is provided

with a wooden pulley, round which passes a leather strap, one end of which is mada
fast to the framework, and to the other is attached a weight ; the friction of the strap

against the pulley causes a retarding action of the piece, and consequently keeps it

stretched.

Fig. 348 is an elevation of a 12-colour machine, which is inserted to show the way
in which all machines are driven. The large spur-wheel is keyed on the axis of tha
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pressure bowl, and works into pinions staked on the mandrels ; there is a peculiarity

about those pinions, or box-wheels, as they are called, which may be observed in fig,

348, but is shown on an enlarged scale in fig. 349, which is a box-wheel detached.

Thia wheel may be compared to the fine adjustment of a microscope, as by means of it
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the rollers receive the final and delicate adjiistment so as to register accurately
with, one another. It consists essentially of two parts : the disc a, carrying the cogs ;

and the hollow axis b, cairving a disc at

one side, and the connecting piece and
screw c B at the other. The part a a, or

shell of the wheel, is about 10 inches in dia-

meter and 3 inches broad across the cogs

;

one side of the shell is cut out to receive

the plate shown by dotted lines. This
plate is provided with the hollow axis b,

which comes through the shell, and pro-

jects about 3 inches, the part projecting

being cut through at f r ; fastened to it

also is the connecting piece c, in which
works the screw d ; this screw just fits in

two projecting lugs gf, cast on the shell a.

The screw-nut e forms part of the axle

piece, and works in the slide h. "RTien

this wheel is used, it is slipped on the

mandrel which carries the copper roller,

and a cotter is driven through the deft
axle and through a corresponding cotter

hole in the mandrel, thus firmly con-

necting the mandrel and wheel; the mandrel and roller being put in their place
in the machine, the cogs of the mandrel wheel work into the main driving wheels, as
shown in 34r8. The coarse adjustment of the rollers being made when putting
them in their places, the fine adjustment is made by turning the screw d. It is

obvious that the screw d, by pressing against the lugs G of the shell a, which is

geared into the driving wheel, will tnm tie mandrel and roller without moving the
cogs. By this arrangement, any roller may be moved round about 2 inches at anv
time after being fixed in its place. All machines of more than one colour are fitted

with these wheels, which indeed are indispensable.

Fig. 350 represents a 6-colour printing-machine as made by ilather and Piatt, a
is the bowl or cylinder ; b, copper printing rollers upon iron mandrels

; c, blocks, &c,
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or journals for carrying the mandrels and copper rollers, the blocks being adjustable
by screws for fitting die pattern ; d, setting up screws and levers for giving the
pressure of copper rollers on to the cloth being printed ; e, filming of machine, with
mps or horns east on, in which the blocks work ; f, white cloth to be printed running
from batch through the machine, and thence to the drying appara'bis ; g, grey or
intermediate cloth

; h, blanket or back-cloth ; i, friction-vheel for drawing traTersa



rollers, (one nip only show in section) ; d, copper colour box, (one nip only snown
in section) ; e, blocks or journals for carrying the mandrels and copper rollers, the

blocks being adjustable by screws for fitting the pattern
;

f, setting-up screws for

giving the pressure of copper rollers on to cloth being printed
; g, framing of machine

with nips or horns cast on in which the blocks work
;
h, the white cloth to be printed

running from batch through machine and thence to drying apparatus ; i, grey or

intermediate cloth
;
K, blanket or back-cloth. The cuts here given with the excep-

tion of fig. 348 do not show any gearing or connection with the motive power, as to

show this eflfectually several more drawings would be required, and the arrangement
will naturally suggest itself to those conversant with mechanics. •

The system of turning cylinder-machines, patented by Mr. Joseph Leese, possesses

several advantages. In this plan a small high-pressure oscillating engine is attached

directly to the axis of the large cylinder, thereby dispensing with the heavy gearing

and shafting required when machines are turned by a large stationary engine

;

the machine printer also has perfect command over the speed of the machine, and can

fit the pattern, when it is turning very slowly, with more convenience than on the

usual system. On this system also machines can be put down in any portion of the

works, and are independent of the stationary engine. i

This system of turning is now employed in most modern print-works, or where new
machines have been put down. !

Four-, five-, and six-colour machines, similar to the above, are now at work in many
establishments in Lancashire, which will turn off a piece of 28 yards per minute, each

of the three or four cylinders applying its peculiar part of the pattern to the cloth as

it passes along, by ceaseless rotation of the unwearied wheels. At this rate, the

aet/Duishing length of one mile of many-coloured web is printed with elegant flowers

and other figures in an hour. When we call to mind how much knowledge and skill

are involved in this process, we may fairly consider it as the greatest achievement of

chemical and niechanical science.

The printers of goods intended for hangings, which are generally of elaborate floral

designs, employ machines capable of printing from 10 to 20 colours at once. These

machines are necessarily of very largo dimensions. Fig. 352 is an end-view of a

20-colour machine, made by Messrs. Gadd and Hill, of Manchester for Mr. Kay, of
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Castleton Print Works, and is employed in printing very beautiful floral patterns on
woollen fabrics, in imitation of those produced by band-labour in France.

852

The general course of printing is thus performed :—The pieces to be printed are

wound on a beam, and, last of all, a few yards of common coarse cotton or calico,

kept for this purpose : this is for the printer to fit the pattern on, to save good cloth.

The roll of cloth being put in its place behind the machine, the printer's assistant

stations himself behind to g-uide the cloth evenly, and pluck off any loose threads he
may see. The machine printer stands in front, and, after having fitted the pattern

on the cloth, attends to supplying the colour boxes with colour, and regulating any
misfitting or inequality in the printing. The machine then prints rapidly. After
running through 30 or 40 pieces, the printer stops the machine, removes the doctors,

and files thom anew to a bevelled sharp edge.

To prevent the blanket being too soon soiled, it is usual to run grey or unbleached
pieces between the blanket and the white pieces. The blanket, grey, and printed
pieces are dried separately. There are several ways of drying after the machine.
In the early days of machine-printing, the ' hot room ' behind the machine was heated
by a cast-iron furnace, termed the ' pot,' which was kept red-hot or nearly so, and
large cast-iron pipes formed the flue, which after traversing the hot room, delivered
the smoko, &c. into a chimney. This arrangement gave way to cylinders, similar

to those used in drying machines and were also employed in conjunction with the

steam-chests hereinafter described for drying the printed cloth as well as the grey
or intermediate cloth and the blanket, but experience having shown that many
colours and mordants are injured by the sudden drying given by the cylinders,

these have been pretty generally abandoned in favour of steam-chests, in drying
with which, the printed cloth cloes not absolutely touch the heated surface, but
keeps moving on in very close proximity, the cylinders where they are retained being
reserved for the ' grey ' and the blanket. One of the most recent arrangements only,

is shown in Jiff. 353, being that of Messrs. Mather and Piatt
;
a, the printing-machine

with copper rollers, (an 8-colour machine here shown)
;

b, place of steam-engine
to drive the machine ; c, white cloth to be printed, running from batch through
machine, and thence to drying apparatus ; d, grey or intermediate cloth ; e blanket or
back-cloth

; f, framing of apparatus for supporting and carrying the rollers and steam-
chests

; G, hollow steam-chests or chambers, the same width as the machine, about 1

foot broad and 3 or 4 inches deep, and connected with one another by bent pipes ai

the end
;
h, upright with tightening trough apparatus for blanket ; i, upright with
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353 tightening rack apparatus foJ

blanket; x, plaiting appara-
tus for printed cloth

; x, up-
right and batching apparatus
for grey cloth

; m, driving
pullies and straps for batch-
ing and plaiting apparatus.

The doctors used in clean-

ing off the superfluous colour
from the rollers, are gener-
ally thin blades of steel, of a
thickness varyingfrom ^nd of
an inch to J^th of an inch, ac-

cording to the sort of engrav-
ing on the roller ; but some
colours, such as those con-
taining salts of copper, would
bo too corrosive on a steel

doctor, and in this case doc-

tors of a composition like

brass are used. They are

filed to a bevelled edge, and
require to be retouched -with

the file after printing from
10 to 30 pieces. The cylinder

or drum, in contact ynih
which revolve the copper
rollers, is -swapped round
with a cloth called ' lapping,'

which is generally a coarse

strong woollen cloth of pe-
culiar make, and is folded

tight on the cylinder about

J an inch thick. The blanket
is next put on and drawn
tight : this blanket is a very
important part of the ma-
chine ; it is a thick woollen
web, about 40 yards long,

and requires to be made "with

great care, so as to be uni-

form in texture, thickness,

and elasticity. If the blan-

ket is uneven, it has the efiect

of throwing the pattern into

confusion at the uneven
places.

A good blanket will serve

to print 10,000 pieces, being
washed whenever loaded

with colour, and then is

suitable for covering the

tables of the block printer.

In the year 1835 Messrs.

Macintosh and Co. patented

an India-rubber blanket,

which consists of several

thick cotton webs, cemented
together with dissolved

India-rubber. This blan-

ket is very useful and eco-

nomical for some purposes
;

the surface being very
smooth, great delicacy of

impression is obtained, and
when soiled it is not neces-

sary tQ remove it from tha
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machine, as it is easily washed by being passed through a special washing
machine, which will be found described subsequently. An India-rubber blanket

will print 20,000 pieces, which is twice as much as a woollen one will do, the

price per yard being also lower. Several descriptions of these blankets are

made by Messrs. Macintosh, some of them having a coating of vulcanised India-

rubber on the face that is printed from, thereby giving a still more elastic

surface. A. great improvement has been recently made in these India-rubber

blankets by shrinking or preparing the cotton previous to cementing, according to the

patent process of Mr. John Mercer, viz. by soaking in strong alkali, and afterwards

in dilute sulphuric acid; this process contracts the fibre to a cortiin extent, and the

cloth is found to possess a great increase of strength. When made into blankets they,

are found to be more capable of resisting the severe strains of the printing process,

and consequently many more pieces can be printed from them than from the old sort.

They are made by Kay and Co. of Accrington, and others, and are now in general use.

The woollen blanket, however, seems to be preferred for several styles. Several

patents have been taken out for printing without blankets, but have never come into

general use ; but recently a mode of printing with grey or imbleached calico has come
into use, which is very favourably spoken of. In this method a roll of grey cloth is

so disposed behind the machine that the fabric can be conducted five times through
the machine before finally going away to be wound on a beam for removal. There
are, therefore, five layers of cloth under the white calico when printing, which gives

a sufficiently elastic bed for printing from ; and very delicate shapes can be got.

Any given part of the grey cloth is five times uppermost on the pressure cylinder, and
consequently one piece of grey cloth is used to print five pieces of white. Gutta-

percha pressure cylinders, or ' bowls,' have been suggested by Dalton, an English
printer ; but though theoretically preferable to iron, they do not appear to be much
used.

In printing with aniline black (No. 240), the grey intermediate cloth, unless

removed from the machine without drying in the ' hot room,' and before this peculiar

354 .

black has begun to form upon the cloth, will be stained and spoiled for future printing
upon, in consequence of the extraordinary fastness of this colour, which- resists the
ordinary bleaching operations ; and this is the place to describe a very simple
arrangement for wetting the grey pieces, after they have served their purpose, and
thus preventing the formation of the black. The arrangement (fy. 354) is that in use
at the Oriental Print Works at Apponaug, in the United States, a is-aiaprintinff-

\oi.. I. T? T? r B
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machine cylinder ; b, the roll of white cloth, and cloth passing through the machine,
and hot room, and being plaited down ; c, the blanket

;
d, the roll of grey cloth, and

grey cloth passing twice through the printing-machine, and then through the wetting
machine ; e, a wooden roller working in a water trough

; f, water trough, with a
stream of water kept running through it ; g, shell upon which the grey cloth is wound
after passing through the water ; h, gallery above the machine where the printed cloth

is plaited down ; i, platform for putting up the grey rolls. Mr. Furnival of Haslingden
has introduced a machine for washing India-rubber blankets : fig. 355 is a longitudinal

section, 356 a plan, 357 is a side elevation, and 358 a cross section, a, an iron cistern

containing water, and forming the framework of the machine
; b, circular brushes,

with a pulley keyed on the end of each ; these brushes are turned by a strap from the

main driving-shaft c, through the carrier pulley D, bya strap as shown in the dotted

line E, so that the brushes may revolve in opposite directions ; f are squeezing rollers

of brass or wood, also turned by a strap from the driving-shaft c. Clean water is

supplied to the machine by being spirted upon the blanket before entering between
the squeezing rollers f. The blanket on leaving the printing-machine charged with

waste colour, enters into the machine and is passed through, as shown by the line o,

under and over the adjustable guide-rollers g, and is brought into contact with the

revolving brushes, and leaves the machine by the squeezing rollers r ; it is then dried,

and returns again to the printing-machine.

The thickening of mordants and colours is a subject of very great importance to

the printer. It is obvious that a mere solution of salts or colouring matters, such as

used in dyeing, cannot be used in printing a pattern
;
capillary attraction speedily

causes such a solution to spread beyond the limits of the pattern, and nothing but

confusion is the result. A proper degree of inspissation is then essential. To the

capability of very thick colour being printed by engraved plates or rollers under
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severe pressure is duo the superior smartness of outline characteristic of goods pro-

duced by these means. Where colour can be laid on the outside of the cloth, so as to

penetrate as little as possible to the other side, much brighter shades are produced.

In order to obtain the most brilliant shades of colour, it is necessary that the cloth

act as a sort of mirror behind the colour, which cannot be the case if the fibre is

perfectly saturated with colour. Independent of this, a great economy of colouring

material follows from the proper application of the colour or mordant to the face

only. This is especially noticeable in madder goods, where the mordant, if printed

in excess, is apt to give up a portion from the cloth in the dyebeck, thereby con-

suming a certain quantity of madder in pure loss.

The colour-house should be a spacious apartment on the ground floor, with the

roof ventilated in such a manner that the steam produced finds a speedy exit ; at

one end, or down one side, is fixed a range of colour-pans, varying in size, and sup-

plied with steam and cold water. Colour-pans are usually made to swing on pivots,

whereby they are easily emptied and cleaned. A range of this sort, as manufactured
by Messrs. Storey & Co., of Manchester, is represented in Jig. 359. This range con-

sists of 8 double-cased copper pans, containing from 1 to 28 gallons, riveted together
at the top, wired at the edges, and made perfectly steam-tight; they are supported on
cast-iron pillars, and are so arranged or fitted as to swivel or turn over when the
colour is required to be emptied, by means of a brass stuffing-box attached to pan,
and working in the corresponding part attached to pillar on the one side, and moving
at the other on a plain brass nozzle, supported by a pedestal projecting from pillar,

the nozzle having a blank end, thereby cutting off the communication of steam, which
is carried to the following pan. They are also supplied with a condense-tap to carry

off the waste steam and water. Each pillar in the range, except the last, is supplied
with a brass tap on the top, with 3 flanges, to connect the steam and cold water pipes,

as more fully explained hereafter,

Kfig- 359, is a copper pipe, with one blank end, and open at the other with flange

for the admission of steam, which passes through the downward-bent pipe marked b,

in connection with the brass tap on top of pillar, the plug of this tap being open at
bottom to admit the steam down the pillar as far as the stuffing-box, marked e,

through which it rushes into the casing of pans, and out by the condense-pipe d,

when required, c is a copper pipe, with one blank end and open at the other, for the
admission of cold water for cooling the colour after boiling, and is likewise connected
with the tap oa top of pillar, as shown in fig. 360, marked/, the water passing through

Tl E 2
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meet the t rass

Fsrivel taf, for

preciselv in the same manner as

the steam in a. d is the condense-

pipe, with one blant end and open

at the other, -with flange, under-

neath the pans, to cany off the

water or steam, and is supplied

with ground brass nozzles to fit

the eondense-tap at bottom of pan,

being accurately adjusted, so that

in the swirelling of pan it leares

its seat and returns perfectly

steam-tight, Fia. 360 represents

an end-^view of range, sho^wing

more fully the position and con-

nection of steam and cold water

pipes to brass tap, the cold water

pipe running along back of range,

the steam - pipe above, parallel

•with centre of pans, and the down-

ward-bent pipe in front ; and like-

wise the stoppage in pillar, so .far

as is necessary, there should be an

aperture for the steam or -water to

stuf&ng-t-ox. In this Jiff, is also shown the copper pipe, -srith elbow

gupplying pans -with cold water (one pipe t» supply two pans), aad
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fixed on top of cold water pipe exactly opposite pillar, as further shown in fig, 361

marked g. Fig. 362 is an end-view nf range, with pillar cut, in order to show the

position of condense-tap at bottom of pan, and its connection with condenso-pipe, and
where the point of separation takes place in s-\viTelling, by the line marked h. It

will be seen by the foregoing that the process of boiling and cooling is rapid and
certain, everything being accurately adjusted and steam-tight throughout the whole
apparatus.

The colours are placed in these pans and stirred well all the time they aro being

boiled; good stirring is very essential to produce smooth coloiu*8. This was for-

merly done by hand with a flat stick, but lately the best print works have been fitted

with machinery over the pans to stir mechanically. A very effective plan of this sort

is represented in fgs. 363 and 364. It is that of Messrs. Mather and Piatt, of Man-
chester, the boilers in this drawing being not reversible, though the plan can be just

as easily adapted to that description of pans. Fig. 363 is a front elevation
; fig. 36-t

is a transverse section, ;\nd^. 365 is a sectional plan, the same letters referring to all.

ffl is a horizontal shaft above the pans, fitted with a pair of mitre wheels, b h, for each
pan. The vertical wheel b is not keyed on the shaft a, but is brought into connection

with it when required by the catch box c, which slides on a key on the shaft, and
revolves with it (see S7nall cuts) ; the catch box is worked by a lever-handle d, and
thus motion is given to the vertical shaft e. The shafts a and e are both supported
by the framework/, fastened to the wall ; the shaft e is terminated by the frame ghg,
the centre of which, h, is a continuation of the shaft e ; and the wings g are hollow to

carry the shafts A, which are surmounted by the cog wheels i i, which gear into a cog

wheel I on the shaft e. The agitators n n are made of flat brass rod, and are curved
to fit the bottom

;
they are connected with the shafts kk hy a, hook joint, which is

steadied by the conical sliding ring m ; the agitators thus hang from the shaft e, and
nearly touch the bottom of the boiler. When the shaft e is put in motion, the

agitators have two movements, one round each other, and also each on its own axis ; as

they are set at right angles to each other, as shown in fig. 365, it follows that no part

of the pan can escape being stirred. When the colour is made, the piece m is slid up
on k, and the agitators unhooked and taken out, the waste of colour being very
trifling, in consequence of the agitators being outlines only. The saving of labour

effected in a colour-house by this machinery is very great, as, after turning-on the

steam, the pan may be loft to itself till the colour is finished.

From the great variety of substancos used in mordants and colours, of very different

chemical properties, a variety of thickening substances is required. Chemical com-
bination between the mordants or colour and the thickening substance is to bo avoided

as much as possible, for such combination may be regarded as so much pure loss, the

fibre of the fabric not being able to decompose and assimilate them. Several circum-

stances may require the consistence of the thickening to be varied ; such as the nature
of the mordant, its density, and its acidity. A strong acid mordant cannot be easily

thickened vrAh. starch ; but it may bo by roasted starch, vulgarly called British gum,
and by gum arabic or Senegal. Some mordants which seem sufiicientlj' inspissated

with starch, liquefy in the course of a few days ; and being apt to run in the printing-

on make blotted work. In France, this evil is readily obviated, by adding one ounce
of spirits of wine to half a gallon of colour.

The very same mordant, when inspissated to different degrees, produces different

tints in the dye-copper
;
thus, the same mordant, thickened with starch, furnishes a

darker shade than when thickened with gum. Yet there are circumstances in which
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the latter is preferred, because it communicates more transparency to the dyes, and
because, in spite of the washing, more or less of the starch always sticks to the

mordant. Gum has the inconvenience, however, of drying too speedily, and forming
a hard crust on the cloth, which does not easily allow the necessary capillary attrac-

tion to take place, and the tints obtained are thin and meagre. The substances gene-

rally employed in thickening are :

—

1. Wheat flour.

2. Wheat starch.

3. Torrefied wheat starch, or British

gum.
4. Torrefied potato farina.

6. Gum substitutes or soluble gums.
6. Gum Senegal.

7. Gum tragacanth.

8. Salep.

9. Pipe-clay or china-clay mixed
with gum Senegal.

10. Sulphate of lead.

11. Molasses.

12. Dextrin.

13. Albumen of eggs.

14. Lactarine.

16. Gluten.

16. Glue.

Those most used are the first seven. The rest are only adapted for special styles or

colours. The artificial gums produced by roasting starch or farina are very largely

in use. The action of heat on starch causes a modification in it. According to the

degree of heat and its duration a greater or less modification ensues ; the higher the

heat, the more soluble in water the gum, but also the browner and of less thickening

properties. The addition of various acids and alkalis to starch or farina before cal-

cination causes them to become soluble at lower temperatures than without: different

acids also produce different results ; those most generally used are nitric, acetic,

muriatic, oxalic, and recently lactic acid has been proposed by Pochin. The propor-

tion of acid used is very small, and, though the effect is produced, the acid disappears

during calcination. Small quantities of alkalis are also used for special modifications

of these gum-substitutes. The making of these gums is a distinct branch of trade,

and finds employment for large capital and numerous hands. In giving the receipts

for the various colours, care will be taken to specify the nature and proportion of

thickening to be employed for each colour ; a most important matter, often neglected

by English writers upon calico-printing.

It is often observed that goods printed upon tlio same day, and with the same
mordant, exhibit inequalities in their tints. Sometimes the colour is strong and decided

in one part of the piece, while it is dull and meagre in another. The latter has been
printed in too dry an atmosphere. In such circumstances a neutral mordant answers
best, especially if the goods be dried in a hot flue, through which humid vapours are

in constant circulation.

In padding, where the whole surface of the calico is imbued with mordant, the

drying apartment or flue, in which a great many pieces are exposed at once, should

be so constructed as to afford a ready outlet to the aqueous and acid exhalations. The
cloth ought to be introduced into it in a distended state ; because the acetic acid may
accumulate in the foldings, and dissolve out the earthy or metallic base of the mordant,

causing white and grey spots in such parts of the printed goods. Fans may be em-
ployed with greater advantage, combined with hot flues. See Ventilation.
The mordant and thickening, or the dye decoction and thickening, being put in one

of the copper pans, is stirred by hand or machinery and boiled till perfectly smooth

;

the steam being then shut off, cold water is admitted to the double casing, and the

colour cooled. It is then emptied out of the pan into a straining cloth, stretched over

a tub, and strained to remove all gritty particles, which would be very injurious to the

copper rollers. A very iiseful straining machine was invented a few years ago by
Dollfus Mieg and Co. and patented in this country. This machine is shown in

fig. 366. It consists of a case or cylinder, in which a piston is worked, either by
hand or power, to press the colour through a cloth made of cotton, linen, hair, or

other suitable material at the bottom of the ease or cylinder
;

or, instead of the said

cloth, a wire gauze may be used. The bottom of the piston may be made of wood,

copper, brass, gutta percha, caoutchouc, or other suitable material. The manner of

working the apparatus will be clearly understood by reference to the drawings, in

which fig. 366 is a side elevation of the said machine or apparatus, nnd fig. 367 a front

elevation of the same, a represents the case or cylinder, which is strengthened at

its upper part by the iron band n, and also at its lower part by the ring a. The
skeleton plate b, which forms the bottom of the cylinder, is removable, and sustained

by the four hooks c. To disengage the plate b, springs are fitted on the ring d, which
act upon two of the hooks c, so as to throw them out from under the grid b. Upon
the ring a the second ring d is laid, which supports the circular handle e. The upper

parts of the four hooks c lie upon four inclined planes fitted on the ring d. The
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modus operandi is as follows :—If the ring d is turned right or left, the skeleton plate

b, on which one of the said cloths or wire gauze has previously been placed, will be
brought firmly up to the extremity of the cylinder a ; and if the said cylinder be filled

with colouring matter, the piston m, being worked by the pulley e, the wheels f, g,

II, I, K, and the rack l, will force it through the cloth or sieve, to bo received in a
vessel under it for the purpose ; and by a proper arrangement of the teeth of the said

rack L, the piston can only descend to any required point in the cylinder. To faci-

litate the working of the apparatus and increase its general efficiency, the cylinder is

fixed on pivots at n, so that it may be easily inclined or brought towards the operator

for the purpose of introducing the colouring matter or cleaning the vessel. To the

368 367

ring or band b are fixed the two handles/ and the two catclies h. The catches being

raised from the notch Jc on the frame p, the cylinder may be pulled forward by means

of the handles f, till the hooks, being acted upon by a spring, re-engage themselves

at k on the lower part of the frame p, and vice versa. On the shaft x is placed a second

wheel Q, by which a reverse motion is obtained, and the piston ii raised to its original

position.

A straining machine patented by Samuel Eidge and Co. of Manchester has been

introduced into some of the largest print works in Lancashire, and is very favourably

spoken of {figs. 368, 369, 370, 371).

Fig, 368, sectional view of strainer; fig. 3G9, ground plan, showing sieve, paddla
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-and colout-tub ; J^. 370, end elfevation of pumps
; fig. 371) side elevation of pumps

;

A, lid lever and balance •weight ; b, cylinder for holding colour ; c c, piston for sup-

porting copper sieves, for the colour to pass through ; d, ram for raising piston
;

e,

hydraulic cylinder; f, floor-line; g g, trough for conducting colour to tub; h h,

paddle for stopping colour -whilst changing tubs ; i i, colour tubs
;

J, fixing for balance

to rest on whilst filling with colour ; k, for fastening down lid ; l, valve for raising

and lowering piston ; m, end elevation of pumps, showing safety valve, cistern, and
fly-wheel ; N, side elevation, showing cisterns, pumps, fly-wheel, fast and loose pullies,

368

and strap guide ; o o, showing the ends of pipes that require connecting together, let

the distance be whatever it may between the pumps and strainer
; p, foundation

plate. Where two letters togetlier arc alike they refer to both sectional view and
ground plan. This strainer will strain 80 gallons of thick colou in four minutes, and
bo washed out ready for any other sort of colour in six minutes.

Colours for printing by block are for the most part thickened in the same manner
as those for machine, but are much thinner, since very thick colour cannot be applied

by block. Some substances also can bo used in block printing that are inapplicable

to machine, such as pipe-clay and china-clay, which, however finely ground, still

contain gritty particles which would speedily scratch and destroy the delicate engraving
of the machine rollers.

A spacious drug-room is attached to the colour-house where all the drugs u^ed are
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Formerly, all the decoctions and mordants used in print-works were made on the
spot ; but the trade having very much extended, the manufacture of the various

mordants and decoctions of dyewood is now a separate business, and printers can be
supplied with these articles at the same or in some cases a lower rate than they could
be produced for on the works, the quality also being uniform and good. The printer

now only makes for himself a few unimportant articles. The province of the foreman
colour-maker, who is generally a well-paid and responsible servant, is to combine
these primary materials so as to form the different colours required for the different

styles of work ; as the taste of customers varies, he is required to be able to make any
given variation of shade at will, and be able to judge of the quality of the various
materials submitted to him. The ordinary decoctions that are kept in stock in the
colour department are :—

Logwood liquor.

Peachwood liquor.

Sapan liquor.

Quercitron-bark liquor.

Gall liquor.

Persian-berry liquor.

Cochineal liquor.

Fustic liquor.

Catechu liquor.

And the various mordants and solutions are :

—

Rod liquor, or acetate of

alumina.
Iron liquor, or acetate of

iron.

Buff liquor, or pyrolig-

nito of iron.

Pernitrato of iron.

Pcrmuriato of iron.

Protomuriato of iron.

Protochloride of tin in

solution.

Oxymuriato of tin in solu-

tion.

Nitrate of copper in solu-

tion.

Acetate of copper in solu-

tion.

Lime juice.

Ammonia liquor.

Ammoniacal cochineal

liquor.

Extract of indigo.

Extracts of madder.

Acetic acid.

Pyroligneous acid.

Nitric acid.

Muriatic acid.

Sulphuric acid.

Caustic-soda liquor.

Caustic-potash liquor.

Aniline hydrochlorate.

Aniline.
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Many other dry acids and salts are also kept in stock. For the constitution of the

various mordants and their preparation, see Mordants.
It would be impossible to particularise all the styles of calico-printing. The variety

is infinite ; but they may be broadly classed as follows :

—

I. Madder sii/lcs, varieties of which are

—

a. The simplest form is a pattern printed in mordants on white ground, sucli as

black and red
;
black, rod, and purple ; black and two reds, &c., chocolate being some-

times substituted for black, and brown from catecliu being also introduced ; these are

dyed with madder, the ground remaining white.

b. Any or all of the above mordants, together with lime-juice, technically termed
acid, printed, and a fine pattern printed all over or covered in purple or light chocolate,

then dyed madder. In this style the red is a peculiar one, termed resist red ; and the

result when dyed is, that the acid and red have prevented the purple or chocolate

fixing on those parts, the rod remaining pure and the acid having formed a v. hite, the

rest of the ground being covered with the fine pattern or cover ; of this style large

quantities are printed in black, purple, and acid, and covered in paler purple, the

cover roller being any small full pattern, and this not being required to fit to the other

pattern, a great variety of effects may be produced by varying the cover : often a still

weaker purple is padded or blotched in a plain shade all over the piece, and in this case

the only white in the pattern is that reserved by the acid.

c. The French pink style, which is wholly various shades of reds or pinks, and is

printed in one or more shades of red and acid, then covered or blotched in pale red,

then dyed madder and subjected to a peculiar clearing with soap, whereby pink shades

of very groat delicacy are obtained.

All these are what are termed fast colours, and having, after dyeing, undergone
severe soaping, cannot be altered by the usual domestic washing process.

In this category must now bo classed goods, mordanted as for madder, but with

weaker mordants, and dyed with alizarine artificially made from anthracene, which
produces shades equal if not superior to tliose dyed ^vith madder, and which do not

require as much soaping or other brightening process as madder. At this date it

cannot be absolutely affirmed that these colours are as fast to light and air as those

of madder, but inasmuch as the alizarine of the purest sorts of the artificial product

is identical with that of madder, it is almost certain that modes of dyeing, &c., will

eventually be used which will give a result identical in every way with madder dyeing.

n. The same styles are dyed with garancin instead of madder ; heavier and darker

colours being employed. These goods are not soaped, garancin producing bright

colours at onco ; but the shades, though still classed as fast colours, do not possess the

permanence of those dyed with madder.

III. The first style is frequently relieved by lively colours, such as green, blue,

yellow, &c., blocked in after dyeing and clearing; these colours are generally what
are termed steam-colours, being fixed by steaming the cloth, and afterwards washing

in water only, or tho printed or dyed pattern is covered with a resist paste blocked

on, and various shades of drab, slate, buff, &c., printed with a small pattern all over

;

sometimes these colours are mordants, to be subsequently dyed with cochineal, quer-

citron bark, &c., or they may be colours composed of dyewood decoctions, mixed with

mordants, and are fixed by passing through soda or other solutions ; the result in

either case being that the original pattern, generally a group of flowers, being pro-

tected by the paste which prevented the subsequent colour fixing there, stand out

pure, the rest of the ground being covered by tho small pattern or cover. White may
bo also reserved by tho paste, and frequently these white parts are blocked with blue,

yellow, green, &c., as before.

IV. Padded styles.—In these the cloth is first padded (as will be hereafter explained)

all over with a liquid mordant, dried and printed in spots or figures with strong acid,

or discharge as it is called, then put through the dyeing operations necessary for tho

shade required ; tho printed spots remaining white, and the rest of the piece one

plain shade. The white portions are frequently relieved by steam-colours blocked in.

V. Indigo-hlw

:

—a style of considerable importance. In this, a resist paste, either

alone or accompanied by resist yellow, or orange mordant, is printed on whito

calico, which is then dipped in the indigo vat, till the sliado of bluo wanted is ob-

tained. If yellow or orange is present, these colours are raised with bichromate-of-

potash liquor. The peculiar colours printed in this style have the property of pre-

venting the indigo fixing on the printed parts, and the result is dark blue ground, with

white, orange, or yellow spots, steam-colours being sometimes blocked in tho whites.

VI. China-blms

:

—a modification of the indigo-blue style, but in this case the pattern

is produced by indigo colours, printed on white cloth : the pieces are next put through

a peculiar process, fixing the indigo in the cloth, the result being blue figures on

white ground. All indigo styles are fast or permanent.
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VII. Turkey red and discharge.—On dyed Turkey-red cloth is printed an acid, or

acid-solutions mixed -with pigments or salt of load ; the printed pieces are passed

through chloride-of-lime sohition, when chlorine is eliminated by the acid colours, and

discharges the red. The pigments or lead-salt being fixed in the cloth at the same

time, after washing and chroming where yellow has to be obtained, the piece

presents a pattern, bitten as it were in the Turkey-red ground. Black is also printed

along with the other colours. A modification of this style is the well-known Ban-

danna style used for handkerchiefs. Turkey-red cloth is folded in a hydraulic press

on a lead plate perforated with a pattern. When a sufficient number of folds are

made on this plate, a precisely similar plate is put on the top, so as to register accu-

rately with the bottom one
;
pressure being now applied, the cloth is squeezed tightly

between the two plates, a tap being opened above the upper plate, solution of chlorine

is forced through the perforations, and in its passage through the cloth, discharges

the dye ; the chlorine liquor is followed by water, and the operation is finished : the

pieces when removed from the press being discharged, according to the pattern of the

load plates.

VIII. Steam-colours.—In this style colours are formed from mixtures of dyewood ex-

tracts and mordants, together with various acids and salts, and being printed on calico

which has been mordanted with peroxide of tin, the pieces are exposed to steam at 212°

in close vessels, which causes an intimate union of the calico with the dyewood extract

and mordant, so that subsequent washing with water removes only the thickening sub-

stance, and leaves the cloth dyed according to the pattern in various colours. Woollen

fabrics and de-laines are always printed in this manner, and also often silk ; animal

fabrics not being well adapted for mordanting and dyeing in the same manner as

cotton fabrics, owing to the peculiar property of wool to absorb colouring matters,

which renders the obtaining of whites, an impossibility where the wool is steeped in

a dye decoction. These steam-colours are very brilliant and tolerably permanent to

light, but do not withstand hot soap solution, which alters their shades.

The invention of the superb colours made from aniline, which only dates from 1856

has caused a considerable alteration in the composition of steam-colours ; far more
beautiful shades are now produced from aniline colours than formerly was possible

from dyewood decoctions, and though not faster, in many cases not so fast to light

as these, some of them will bear a slight soaping with improvement in their tone.

Within the last five years the colouring matter of madder extracted in a tolerably

pure form has been successfully applied as a steam-colour, various shades of red,

pink, chocolate, and purple are produced from extracts of madder mixed with
aluminous, ferruginous, or chromous salts of volatile acids and the colours thus com-
posed are thickened, printed, and fixed by steaming. These colours, when properly

made and fixed, are as fast to soap and light as those of maddered dyed goods. Still

later the alizarine artificially made from anthracene has been applied to the same
purposes as extracts of madder.

IX. Pigment-printing.—The colours in this class are the same pigments as used by
painters, such as Scheele's green, ultramarine blue, chrome yellow, &c., and being
quite insoluble in water are, so to speak, cemented to the fibre. The vehicle used
for fixing these, is generally albumen, which coagulates when the cloth is steamed, and
imprisons both cloth and fibre with the coagulum ; of course these colours, though not

altered in shade by soap, are detached in part by severe treatment, such as rubbing, &c.
Tho last two classes melt into each other in the very beautiful steam chintz styles,

where aniline black (described hereafter), madder extract or alizarine reds, pinks, and
purples, pigment green, blue, or other pigment shades, and aniline violets are simul-

taneously printed, fixed by steaming and soaped, thus producing delicate patterns

which under no circumstances could be done by madder dyeing, aided by the subse-

quent introduction of steam-colours. Wlien albumen is used in sufficient quantity for

the pigments and aniline violets, these colours are quite as fast as those with madder
extract or alizarine, and even compare favourably with madder-dyed shades.

X. Spirit-colours are made in somewhat the same manner as the steam-colours, but
contain larger quantities ofmordant and acid, and would not bear steaming, because the

calico would bo too much tendered by the acid, and are therefore only dried and hung
up a day or two, and then washed in water. They are the most brilliant colours, but
generally fugitive, and are not much used,

XI. Bronzes : formerly a stylo in large demand, but now almost obsolete ; done by
padding the cloth in solution of protochloride of manganese, precipitating the oxide
by means of alkali, poroxidising this by chloride of lime, and then printing on
colours composed of protochloride of tin and pigments or decoctions ; the protochloride
of tin immediately deoxidises, bleaching the brown oxide of manganese, and, where
mixed with decoctions or pigment, leaving a dyed pattern cutting through tho ground.
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First Style : Madders.

Madder styles being the most important, demand the most detailed description!),

Tlie colours used are of the class termed mordants, which, not colouring matters them-
selves, act by combining with both cloth and colouring matter. They are generally

the acetates or pyroUgnites of iron and alumina.
Red Liquor is the technical name of the pyrolignite of alumina used as mordant

for red, &c. See Eed Liquoh.
Resist-red Liquor is a pjrrolignite of alumina which contains little or no sulphates,

and has the property of not being decomposed by protochloride of tin to so great an
extent as the ordinary Bed Liquor.

Iron Liquor is the pyrolignite of iron used as mordant for black, purple, &c.
It is made by steeping iron borings, turnings, or thin pieces of scrap iron in crude
pyroligneous acid (see Acetic Acid, and Pyroligneous Acid), occasionally allowing
access of air to the iron by drawing off the liquor and pouring it upon iron contained

in another vat, the two vats being thus alternately full of liquor, the iron becoming
oxidised by the air when uncovered is more easily dissolved. This iron liquor is not

a mere solution of acetate of iron ; such a s.alt would be of little use as a printer's

mordant, being decomposed and peroxidised by the air with too great rapidity. It

contains, in addition to the protoacetate of iron, the various substances found in the

crude pyroligneous acid, such as pyrocatechin, pyroxanthogen, empyreumatic oil, resin,

furfurol, creosote, &c., which substances have a strong affinity for oxygen, and tend to

prevent the acetate of iron passing into a peroxidised state. The preparation of these

liquors on a large scale forms a separate business.

Fixing Liquor.—For a long time it has been customary to add to black and purple

colours, or mordants, some substance which has a tendency to prevent the oxide of

iron from passing to the state of peroxide. The oxide of iron necessary to produce

the best results with madder is a mixture of protoxide and peroxide of iron, pro-

bably the black or magnetic oxide, though this point is not precisely determined. If

the oxide should pass to the red oxide state, inferior shades are produced ; and the

pbject of the printer introducing fixing liquor into his colour is to prevent this injurious

tendency.

The earliest fixing liquor used was a solution of arsenious acid; and though other

fixers have from time to time been introduced, the preparations of arsenic still hold

their ground. A very good fixing liquor, that has been much used in France and
England, is made as follows :

—

No. 1. Purple Fixing Liquor.—75 gallons water, 1-| gallon acetic acid, 9lbs. sal-

ammoniac, 9lbs. arsenious acid ; boil till the arsenic is dissolved, and let stand till

quite clear.

In 1844, Mr. John Mercer patented an assistant mordant liquor for the same pur-

pose, which was made as follows :

—

No. 2. To 100 lbs. potato starch, add 37^ gallons water, 123 gallons nitric acid,

specific gravity 1*3, and 4 oz. oxide of manganese. The chemical action which takes

place amongst these ingredients is allowed to proceed till the nitric acid is destroyed.

To the residuum thus produced are added 50 gallons of pyroligneous acid, and the com-
pound is the assistant mordant liquor in a fit state to add to the various mordants used

in printing and dyeing. The intention in making this liquor is to carry on the de-

composition of the nitric acid and starch as far as possible without forming oxalic

acid, and as little as possible of carbonic acid, wliich is greatly aided by the catalytic

action of the oxide of manganese, preventing the formation of oxalic acid. Appa-
rently there is formed by this process saccharic acid, or an acid in a low state of

oxidation, which is the active agent in preventing the peroxidisement of the iron

when added to purple mordants. This liquor has been largely used, and is still pre-

ferred by some printers. Of late, various fixing liquors have been made and sold by

manufacturing chemists, pyroligneous acid and arsenious acid, or arsenite of soda,

forming the staple of them ; some of these have chlorate of potash added, the object

being the formation of arseniato of iron when the cloth is dried, whereby the acetic

acid is more speedily driven off ; and since arseniate of iron does not pass beyond a

certain degree of oxidisement in the air, the mordant is kept in a proper state fcr

dyeing good colours. The following is also a good purplo fixing colour :

—

No. 3. Purple Fixing Liquor.—Boil together till dissolved 2 gallons water, 25 lbs.

soda crystals, 22^ lbs. arsenious acid. When dissolved, add to 50 gallons wood acid,

previously heated to 120° F. ; let stand for a day or two till the tar of the acid is

settled, and add 3 quarts muriatic acid.

The following madder colours are from some in practical use ; and though almost

every colour-maker has different receipts for his colours, they may be taken to re-

present the general principles on trhich these colours aie composed.
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In all these colours the thickening substance is first beaten up -with a little of the

liquid till quite fine and free from lumps, then the remainder of the liquid added,

and the whole boiled and stirred in one of the double-cased steam-pans till quite

smooth; cooled, and strained.

No. 4. Black for Machine {Madder).—4 gallons iron liquor at 24° T., 4 gallons

pyroligneous acid, 4 gallons water, 24 lbs. flour ;
boil, and add 1 pint oil.

No. 5. Black for Garancin {Machine).—7j gallons water, 3 gallons iron liquor at

24° T., 1:^ gallon purple fixing liquor (No. 3), 24 lbs flour, 1 pint oil.

No. 6. 'Dark redfor Madder {Machine).—12 gallons red liquor at 18° T., 24 Iha.

flour.

No. 7. Pale reds for Madder {Machine) are made by reducing the standard liquor.

No. 8, ^vith gum-water to the shade wanted : for instance, No. 3 pale red is 1 of

No. 8 and 3 of gum-water. No. 9.

No. 8. Standard red Liquor.— 10 gallons hot water, 40 lbs. alum, 25 lbs. white

acetate of lead ; rake up till dissolved, let settle, and decant the clear.

No. 9. 3 Ibs.-Gwm-niihstitute Water.— 10 gallons water, 30 lbs. gum-substitute,

No. 5 in the list of thickeners.

No. 10. Dark resist-rcd Madder {Machine).— 12 gallons resist-red liquor, 18° T.,

24 lbs. flour ;
boil, and when nearly cold add 12 lbs. of muriate-of-tin crystals.

No. 11. Dark resist-red Machine.—Same as No. 10, but 6 lbs. of tin crystals only.

Of these last two. No. 10 is used when it has to resist a chocolate cover, and No. 11

when it has to resist a purple cover.

No. 12. Pale resist-red Madder {Machine).—Made by reducing resist-red liquor

with water, and thickening it. For instance. No, 5 pale red: 12 gallons resist-red

liquor at 5° T., 9 lbs. flour ; boil, and add, when cool, 2 lbs. tin crystals.

No. 13. Chocolates are made from iron liquor and red liquor mixed, and the red

liquor is a multiple of the iron ; as, for instance, 3 chocolate {madder) {machine) :—

3

gallons iron liquor at 24° T., 9 gallons red liquor at 18° T., 24 lbs. flour, 1 pint oil;

No, 6 Chocolate:—! gallon iron liquor at 24° T., 6 gallons red liquor at 18° T.,

14 lbs. flour,
-J
pint oil.

No. 14. Strong redfor Garancin {Machine).—10 gallons red liquor at 18° T., 2

gallons water, 24,lbs. flour.

No. 15. Resist red for Garancin {Machine).—12 gallons resist-red liquor at

14° T., 24 lbs. flour; boil, cool, and add 9 lbs. tin crystals. This for resisting choco-

late.

No. 16. Resist redfor Garancin {Machine).—12 gallons resist-red liquor at 14° T.,

24 lbs. flour ; boil, cool, and add 4J- lbs. tin crystals. This for resisting purple.

No. 17. Brown Standard for Madder.—50 gallons water, 200 lbs. catechu; boil 6

hours, then add 4^ gallons acetic acid, and add water to make up to 60 gallons ; take

out, and let stand 36 hours, and decant the clear ; heat it to 13ft° F., and add 96 lbs.

sal-ammoniac, dissolve, and leave to settle 48 hours ; decant the clear, and thicken it

with 4 lbs. gum-Senegal per gallon.

No. 18. Brown Colour for Madder {Machine).—4 gallons No. 17, 1 gallon acetate

of copper (No. 19), 2 quarts acetic acid, 2 quarts gum-Senegal water, 4 lbs. per
gallon.

No. 19. Acetate of Coffer.— 1 gallon hot water, 4 lbs. sulphate of copper, 4 lbs.

white acetate of lead ; dissolve, let settle, decant the clear, and set at 16° T.

No. 20. Brown for Madder {Machine).—7 gallons of No. 17, l-J- gallon of No. 19,

1^ gallon gum red (No. 21).

No. 21. Chim red.—3 gallons red liquor at 18° T., 12 lbs. gum-substitute ; boil.

No. 22. Brown for Garancin {Machine).—2 gallons of No. 18, 1 gallon 4 lbs.-gum-
substitute water.

No. 23. Brown for Garancin {Machine).-—2 gallons No. 17, 3^ gallons 4 lbs.-gum-
substitute water, 3 quarts acetic acid, 3 quarts No. 19.

No. 24. Drab for Madder {Machine).—4 gallons No. 17, 1 gallon protomuriato of

iron at 9° T., 3 gallons No. 19, 1 gallon 4 Ibs.-guni-substituto water. For garancin,

add 4 gallons gum-water instead of 1 gallon.

No. 25. Drab for Madder {Machine).—5 gallons No. 24, 1 quart muriate of iron

at 9° T., 5 gallons 4 lbs.-gum-substitute water, 3 quarts No. 19.

No. 26. Madder Fawns are made b.y adding to madder drab ^th, or so, of red
liquor, according to the shade wanted.

No. 27. Madder Purples.—Iron liquor, mixed with purple fixing liquor, is diluted
with gum-water according to the shade wanted. For instance. No. 4 fwple for
madder {machine):— 1 gallon of iron liquor at 24° T., 2 gallons No. 3, 4 gallons farina
gum-water No. 28. No. 12. purple:— 1 gallon iron liquor at 24° T., 2 gallons No. 3,

12 gallons No. 28.

No. 28. Dark Farina Gum Water.—10 gallons water, 60 lbs, dark calcined farina;
boil.
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No. 29. Garancin Purples are reduced from iron liquor to the shade wanted with
the following gum :—20 lbs. light British gum, 8 gallons water, 1 gallon purple fixing
liquor No 3 ; boil well, then take out, and let stand 3 or 4 days before using. Colour

:

1 measure iron liquor, 8, 10, 20, 30, &c., of the above gum, according to shade
wanted.

No. 30. Padding Purples.—Eedueo to shade with the following gum :—6^ gallons
water, 1 gallon No. 3, 1 quart logwood liquor at 8° T., 9 lbs. flour; boil, and add 5

quarts farina gum, No. 28. For instance, 70-padding purple for machine:—1 gallon
iron liquor at 24° T., 70 gallons of the above gum.
Madder purples for some styles, such as the black, acid, and purple padded style,

are thickened with 1^ to 2 lbs. of flour per gallon, the object being to keep the colour

on the surface of the fibre, thereby obtaining economy of dye-stuflf, together with bril-

liancy of colour.

Colours, cither red or purple, applied on the top of already printed colours are
called ' covering ' colours when a small pattern is applied, and ' padding ' colours when
a uniform shade without pattern is applied.

Block colours are made from any of the preceding receipts, by making them a little

thinner ; the strength of the mordants being also reduced. Colours for dyeing
with extract of madder, artificial alizarine, and garancin require to be made
much weaker in mordant, in consequence of the less severe treatment after dyeing
which goods dyed with these substances require to bring out the full brilliancy of

the colours.

No. 31. Alkaline red Mordant.—In a vessel capable of holding 12 gallons, put
10 lbs. alum, and dissolve with 5 gallons boiling water, then add gradually 3 quarts

caustic soda at 70° T., mixed with 1 gallon cold water, fill up with cold water ; let

settle, decant and repeat the washing till the clear liquor is tasteless ; filter to a pulp,

take oflf, and add to it 5 pints caustic acid at 70° T. ; boil down to 3 gallons, add 9 lbs.

dark gum-substitute, and boil again a short time.

No. 32. Pale red Alkaiine Mordant.— 1 measure of the above colour and 2 or 3

measures of dark gum-substitute water.

No. 33. 10 Acid.—\ gallon lime juice at 10° T., 1 lb. starch; boil.

No. 34. 20 Add.—\ gallon lime juice at 20° T., 1 lb. starch ; boil.

No. 35. 30 Acid.— 1 gallon lime juice at 30° T., 1 lb. starch ; boil.

No. 36. Acid Discharge.—1 gallon limo juice at 22° T., 1 lb. bisulphate of potash

;

filter, and thicken the clear with 1 lb. starch.

No. 37. Add Discharge.— 1 gallon lime juice at 28° T., 2 lbs. bisulphate of potash;

filter, and thicken the clear with 6 lbs. dark British gum.
In the last two colours, the bisulphate throws down a quantity of flocculent matter,

which has to be filtered out.

No. 38. Beserve Paste.—3 J gallons lime juice at 50° T., 2^ gallons caustic soda at

70° T. ; beat to boil, then, in a separate vessel, beat up 56 lbs. pipeclay -witli 3| gal-

lons boiling water, and add 3| gallons 6 Ibs.-gum-Senegal water ; add to the other

solution, and boil 20 minutes.

No 39. Beserve Paste.—4 gallons lime juice at 60° T., 3 gallons caustic soda at

70° T. ; boil, and add 48 lbs. pipeclay beat up with 2 quarts boiling water, and 4 gal-

lons 6 Ibs.-gum-Senegal water ; boil 20 minutes.

The above two pastes are used for blocking on madder work, to protect the pattern

from the following covering shades, which are raised with quercitron bark, &c. &c.

No. 38 is a paste used where there are only black and reds to preserve, and No. 39 is

used where there is also purple.

Covering Shades.

No. 40. 5 Drab.— 1 quart iron liquor at 24° T., 5 quarts water, 2| lbs. light

British gum.
No. 41. 10 Drab.—l quart iron liquor at 24° T., 10 quarts water, 4J lbs. light

British gum.
No. 42. 5 Drab.—1 quart iron liquor at 24° T., 1 quart red liquor at 20° T., 5

quarts water, 2\ lbs. light British gum.

No. 43. 10 Drab.—l quart iron liquor at 24° T., 1 quart red liquor at 20° T., 10

quarts water, 5 lbs. light British gum.

No. 44. Olive.—2 gallons red liquor at 12° T., 1 gallon iron liquor at 14° T., 6 lbs.

light British gum.
No. 46. Olive.—3 gallons red liquor at 18° T., 2 gallons iron liquor at 8° T., 10 lbs.

light British gum.
No. 46. Sage.—9 quarts red liquor at 9° T., 1 quart iron liquor at 12° T., 4 lbs.

light British gum.
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No. 47. Sage.—14 quarts red liquor at 8° T., 1 pint iron liquor at 12° T., 5J lbs.

light British gum.
No. 48. Chocolate Brown.—6 gallons red liquor at 15° T„ 1 gallon iron liquor at

24° T., 10^ lbs. light British gum, Z\ lbs. flour.

No. 49. Slate.—Z quarts logwood liquor at 8° T., 2 quarts iron liquor at 24° T., 1

quart red liquor at 18° T., 1 quart No. 60, 7 gallons water, 18 lbs. light British gum;
boil.

No. 50. Gall Liquor.—28 lbs. ground galls, 2 gallons acetic acid, 12 gallons water
;

stir occasionally for two days, and filter.

No. 51. Hazel.—4 quarts brown No. 18, 2 quarts bark liquor at 10° T., 1 pint log-

wood liquor at 12° T., 1 quart cochineal liquor at 8° T., 16 oz. moasuro No. 52, 4^

quarts 6 Ibs.-gum-Sonegal water.

No. 52.— 1 quart nitrate of iron at 80° T., 1 pint nitrate of copper at 100° T.

No. 53. Standard for Buffs.— 10 gallons water, 40 lbs. copperas, 20 lbs. brown
acetate of lead : stir till dissolved, settle, and use the clear ; reduced to shade wanted

with gum-Senegal water.

No. 54. Chrome-oxide. Standard.— 3 gallons water, 12 lbs. bichromate potash; dis-

solve with heat, put in a mug of 12 gallons capacity, add 3^ pints oil of vitriol diluted

with 6 quarts cold water, add gradually 3 lbs. sugar ; when the eflfervesconce has

ceased, boil down to 3 gallons.

No. 55. Drab.—5 quarts gum-tragacanth water (8 oz. per gallon), 2J-quarts No. 55,

J pint cochineal liquor at 4° T., | pint bark liquor at 8° T.

No. 56. Fawn.— 1 gallon No. 66, 2 gallons 8 oz.-gum-tragacanth water, J gallon

brown No. 17.

No. 57. Slate.— 1 gallon No. 55, 1 gallon 8 oz.-gum-tragacanth water.

No. 58. Gum-tragacanth Water.—10 gallons water, 5 lbs. gum tragacanth in

powder ; stir occasionally for 3 days.

No. 59. Fast Blue Standard.-—150 gallons water, 18 lbs. indigo in pulp, 24 lbs. cop-

peras, 28 lbs. lime previously slaked ; stir occasionally for 2 days, let settle, and draw
ofif the clear liquor, and to every 10 gallons add I pint muriate-of-tin liquor at 120° T.

;

filter on flannel to a thick paste.

No. 60. Fast Blue for Machine.—1 quart No. 59, 6 oz. muriate-of-tin crystals, 3

quarts of gum-water.

No. 61. Fast Blue Standard.—4 lbs. indigo ground to pulp, 3 quarts caustic soda at

70° T., 3 quarts water, and granulated tin in excess ; boil in an iron pot till perfectly

yellow, when tried on a piece of glass.

No. 62. Fast Blue {Block).— 1 quart No. 61, 12 oz. muriate-of-tin crystals, 12 oz.

lime juice at 60° T., 3 quarts 6 Ibs.-gum-Senegal water.

No. 63. Fast Green,—1^ quart No. 60, 2 quarts lead gum No. 64, ^ lb. muriate-

of-tin crystals.

No. 64. Lead Gum.— 1 gallon hot water, 8 lbs. white acetate lead, 4 lbs. nitrate lead

;

dissolve, and add 1 gallon 6 lbs.-gum-Senegal water.

The course of operation for the styles 1, 2, and 3 above, is to print in one or more
of the madder colours ; after dyeing, the goods are hung in the ageing room for a day
or two, then brought to the dye-house. The 'ageing' room is a spacious airy chamber,
with an arrangement of rails at the top of it, from which the pieces can be hung in

long folds. These chambers are kept at an equable summer temperature, and in

proper hygroscopic conditions, due ventilation being also provided. These ' ageing
'

rooms, as they are called, are in several print-works of enormous dimensions, and are

generally separate buildings. Those of Messrs. Edmund Potter and Co., and Messrs.

Thomas Hoyle and Co., in Lancashire, may be particularised as forming quite a feature

in the works. The pieces stay in these chambers from 1 to 6 days, according to the

style of work, during which time the colour which was deposited on the outside of

the fibre gradually penetrates it, and becomes more firmly attached, a portion of the

base being deposited, and acetic acid given off in vapours. Where colours are

required to absorb a certain amount of oxygen, such as iron mordant, catechu browns,
&c., they find the necessary conditions here. On the proper ageing of printed goods
depends in a great measure the success of many stylos ; should the room be too hot,

or too dry, imperfect fixation of the colour ensues, and meagre and uneven tints ara

obtained in the subsequent operations. In countries where in summer the atmosphere
is dry, great difficulty is found in ageing properly. In America catechu browns have
been known to require weeks before being of the proper shade. These are of course
exceptional cases ; the scientific printer knows how to combat these evils by the

introduction of watery vapour, or even by erecting his ageing room over a reservoir

of water, with rather open boarding for floor ;
many colours also may have deliquescent

salts introduced. In England the process of ageing is of pretty uniform duration.

These ageing rooms have now almost lost their importance, owing to the introduc-
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tion of the 'ageing machine,'"which leaves the printed pieces in such a condition, that
a few hours is sufficient to perform the work formerly occupying days, and hence :i

notable economy of space and time. In a patent of Mr. John Thom in 1849, for

sulphuring moiisseline-dc-laines, a claim is made for using the same apparatus, or a
modification of it, for passing calico printed goods through a mixture of air and
acqueous vapour. Mr. Thom found that a printed piece as it came from the machine,
absorbed nearly an ounce of moisture to tlie pound of cloth, without feeling damper

;

and that an exposure to a moist atmosplierc for one minute and a half was sufficient

to produce this result. The ageing macliine introduced by Mr. Tliom into the Mayfield
Printworks, had a capacity of 30 cubic yards. The moisture was obtained by having
a cistern of water kept heated to 180° i\ in the machine. Mr. Crum was the next
printer to take this idea and work it into more practical shape, by very much extending
tlio size of the machine, and by other minor alterations. The use of this machine
rapidly spread, and is now almost universal. Fiff. 372 shows the machine as arranged
by Mather and Piatt. It consists of a chamber about 36 feet long, 20 feet high, and
13 feet broad

;
generally it is partitioned off one of the disused ageing rooms, a, is

the framing forming the machine and for carrying rollers, &c. ; b, rollers 9 inches

diameter for drawing the cloth, these are driven by gearing
; c, rollers of tin plate,

not driven ; d, entering rollers and rails ; e, plaiter for folding cloth on delivery from

372

m m m

the machine ; f, steam or vapour pipes, with steam taps and funnels for spreading

the vapour ; G, the cloth passing through the machine. The machine is enclosed in

a wooden room, the boards or walls fitting close at the ends h and o ; space being

left on each side for passage and for getting to the rollers, taps, &c. ; one or two
Daniell's hygrometers are put in different places of the machine. Two pieces, side by
side, are run through at once, the temperature being 70° to 75° F., and sufficient

steam being allowed to escape into the machine to cause a difference of 4° on the

hygrometers. The pieces occupy about 20 minutes during their passage through the

machine ; on emerging from which, they are plaited down into loose bundles of several

pieces, which are then drawn away and left on the floor of the room all night. The
temperatiu-e and hygrometic condition of this outside room shoiUd be as near as

possible those of the ageing machine. What takes place in ageing in this manner
has not been fully investigated; but it is probable that as the piece leaves the printing

machine, the mordant is almost altogether on the surface of the fibre in an unaltered

state, that the thorough permeation of the piece by the aqueous vapour dissolved

in the air, restores to the cloth the normal water removed by the drying in the hot-

room, and that under the influence of this, and the slightly elevated temperature, first,

a separation of mordant from the thickening substance takes place, and the solution

diffused through the fibre, and secondly, that the fibre now begins to play the part of

an acid of superior affinity for the base of the mordant to the volatile acetic solvent,

and gradually withdraws it from the mordant, acetic acid being freely given off,

evident enough to the eyes and nose on going inside the machine. The change once,

begun is more slowly carried on in the outside room, but still with much more rapidity

than under the former conditions of ageing rooms. The chemical action of cellulose
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or cotton fibre in decomposing acetates of iron and alumina, has been denied by soma
chemists, especially by the late Mr, Walter Crum, the eminent printer of Thornliebank,

"who, in a very interesting paper printed in the Journal of the Chemical Society

for 1863, propounded the theory, that capillary action of the fibre separates the

mordant from the thickening substance, 'which is left at the outside of the fibre, that

by desiccation the acetates are decomposed, and the bases left in the interior cavities.

He also attributes to the cloth an attraction of surface, whereby bases are separated

from their solvents, in the same manner as that in -which charcoal decomposes certain

salts. He points out also, that the fibre may act as a dialyser to retain -within its

pores, or in the interior cavity of the cotton fibre tube, a colloid solution of alumina
or iron ; the crystalline portion of the mordant having passed through -when the

printed cloth is immersed in water (dunging operation). Mr. Crum gives some
beautiful dravsdngs of the appearance' of dyed cotton fibres under the microscope,

showing in many cases that a clot of mordant base has been formed in the interior

cavity of cotton fibre and been subsequently dyed there. His dra-wings, however, for

the most part show that the walls of the tubes are dyed throughout their substance
;

a fact not, as we think, sufficiently explained by his theory. Other microscopists who
have examined dyed cotton fibre, have failed to detect imprisoned particles of colour

inside the tube, but have noticed that the wall of the tube throughout its substance is

dyed; which, if correct, certainly points to a chemical action of the coll wall. That
cotton fibre has a separating power, even when immersed in water, may be shown by
putting bleached cotton cloth overhead in a solution of oxide of lead in lime (plum-
bite of calcium) for half an hour or so, remo'ving, rinsing very well in water, and passing

through a solution of bichromate of potash, whence the cloth -will emerge dyed a
bright yellow. This reaction is noticed by Mr. Crum as an illustration of the surface

attraction exercised by cotton fibre ; the 'withdrawal of indigotine, or white indigo,

from a solution of it, by cotton cloth immersed therein, being also given by Crum as

an illustration of the same force ; but the former, at all events, may equally serve aa

an illustration of the chemical power of cotton fibre to sieze and combine -with bases,

and this power is, we think, further illustrated by the rapidity "with which acetates

are decomposed under the influence of the ageing machine and torrents of acetic acid

given off. There is room, apparently, for further investigation of this obscure point.

That pigments such as prussian blue, chromate of lead, &c., can be precipitated and
imprisoned inside the cotton tubes, is not of course, denied ; but the action here seems
quite different from that of ageing. Probably even in well-aged goods, a precipita-

tion of this latter sort takes place to some extent, when the arseniate phosphate or

silicate of soda of the dunging solution reacts upon mordant separated from its

thickening, and remaining inside the cotton tube. Thus, it is quite conceivable that

two separate actions have taken place in goods about to be dyed
;

'viz., a chemical
combination of the tube wall with the base of the mordant, and an imprisonment of

an insoluble salt inside the tube, by double decomposition.

The next operation is that termed dunging, which is the same in principle for

all varieties of madder or garancin goods : and as it is an operation the careful

performance of which is of 'vital importance to the success of the subsequent operations,

a somewhat detailed description of it -will not be out of place. The process of dunging
has for its object

—

1. Precipitating on the fibre, by double decomposition, that portion of the mordanb
which has escaped decomposition in the ageing room.

2. Eendering insoluble and inert those portions of the mordant which are not in

direct contact -with the fibre, and which, if allowed to diffuse in water only, would
fix on and stain the white or unprinted parts of the cloth.

3. Softening and removal of the thickening substances.

4. Neutralising the acids which may have been added to the mordants, or used as

resists or discharges, and which other-wise would dissolve in the watet and weaken the

colours.

5. The formation, in the case of iron mordants, of a compound of oxide of iron, and
certain organic or inorganic acids which -will not become peroxidised beyond a
certain point. The use of cow-dung, derived from India, has been continued down
to the present time, though for several years printers have largely introduced various

substitutes.

No very exact analysis has been made of eow-dung. Morin's is as follows :

—

Water. 70-00

Vegetable fibre 24-08

Green resin and fat acids 1-52

Undecomposed biliary matter 0-60

Peculiar extractive matter (bubuline) .... 1*60

Vol.. I. S S
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Albumen
Biliary resin

0-40

8-80

Another analysis gives the total constituents of 100 parts of cow-dung as follows :

—

"Water, 69'68 ; bitter matter, 074 ; sweet substance, 0'93
;
chlorophyll, 0'28

; albu-

min, 0'63 ; muriate of soda, 0-08
;
sulphate of potash, 0-05; sulphate of lime, 0'25

;

carbonate of lime, 0-24
;
phosphate of lime, 0'46 ; carbonate of iron, 0-09

; woody fibre,

26-39; silica, O'U; loss, 0-U.
According to M. Koechlin's practical knowledge on the great scale, it consists of a

moist fibrous vegetable substance, wliich is animalised, and forms about one-tenth of

its weight ; 2, of albumen
; 3, of animal mucus

; 4, of a substance similar to bile ; 6,

of muriate of soda, muriate and acetate of ammonia, phosphate of lime, and other

salts
; 6, of benzoin or musk.

Fresh cow-dung is commonly neutral when tested by litmus-paper ; but some-

times it is slightly alkaline, owing, probably, to some peculiarity in the food of tha

animal.

Probably the hot water in which the calico-printer diffuses the dung exerts a
powerful solvent action, and in proportion as the uncombined mordant floats in the

bath it is precipitated by the albumen, the animal mucus, and the ammoniacal salts

;

but there is reason to think that the fibrous matter in part animalised or covered

with animal matter, plays here the principal part ; for the great afB.nity of this sub-

stance for the aluminous and ferruginous salts is well known.
It would appear that the principal function of dunging is to hinder the uncombined

mordant diflfiised in the dung-bath from attaching itself to the unmordanted portion

of the cloth, as already observed ; for if we merely wished to abstract the thickening

stuff's, or to complete by the removal of acetic acid the combination of the mordanting
base with the goods, dung would not be required, for hot water would suffice. In
fact, we may observe, that in such cases the first pieces passed through the boiler are

fit for dyeing; but when a certain number have been passed through, the mordant now
dissolved in the water is attracted to the white portions of the cloth, while the free

acid impoverishes the mordanted parts, so that they cannot afford good dyes, and the

blank spaces are tarnished.

It seems to be ascertained that the mordant applied to the cloth does not combine
entirely with it during the drying ; that this combination is more or less perfect ac-

cording to the strength of the mordants, and the circumstances of the ageing ; that

the operation of dunging, or passing through hot water, completes the combination of

the cloth with the mordanting base now insoluble in water ; that this base may still

contain a very minute quantity of acetic acid or sulphate of alumina ; that a long

ebullition of water impoverishes the mordant but a little ; and that even then the

liquid does not contain any perceptible quantity of acetate or sulphate of alumina or

iron.

A very able and learned memoir upon this subject, by M. Penot, Professor of

Chemistry, appeared in the Bulletin of the Society of Mulhausen, in October 1834, and
an ingenious commentary upon it, under the title of a Report by M. Camille Koechlin,

in March 1835.

Experience has proved that dunging, is one of the most important steps in tha

process of calico-printing, and that if it be not well performed the dyeing is good for

nothing.

In dunging calicoes the excess of uncombined mordant is in part attracted by the

soluble matters of the cow-dung, and forms an insoluble precipitate, which has no
affinity for the cloth, especially in presence of the insoluble part of the dung, which
strongly attracts alumina. The most important part which that insoluble matter plays,

is to seize the excess of the mordants, in proportion as they are dissolved by the water

of the bath, and thus to render their reaction upon the cloth impossible. It is only in

the deposit, therefore, that the matters carried off" from the cloth by the dung are to be

found.

M. Camille Kcechlin ascribes the action of cow-dung chiefly to its albuminous con-

stituent combining with the alumina and iron, of the acetates of these bases dissolved

by the hot water of the bath. The acids consequently set free soon becojne evident by
the test of litmus-paper, after a few pieces are passed through, and require to be got

rid of either by a fresh bath or by adding chalk to the old one. The dung thus serves

also to fix the bases on the cloth, when used in moderation. It exercises, likewise, a

deoxidating power on the iron mordant, and restores it to a state more fit to combine

with colouring matter.

The use of cow-dung is open to some objections, amongst which are its giving a

certain amount of greenish colouring matter to the white mordants, and its being apt
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to vary in its constituents from difference in the food of the animals, their health, &c.

;

the method of using substitutes for it being now well known, and better colours and
whites being more easily obtained from them than with dung, this substance has
almost ceased to be used in calico-printing processes. The dunging operation ought
to be a definite chemical decomposition, which cannot be the case with a variable

substance like dung. The substitutes for dung in use are :

—

1. Phosphate of soda and lime.

2. Arseniate of soda.

3. Arsenite of soda.

4. Silicate of soda.

6. Silicate of lime.

Each of these has its peculiar virtues, and the printer determines for himself which
is best adapted for his styles. The first was patented by John Mercer, about 1842, and
is made by calcining bones, then decomposing them with sulphuric acid, filtering out

the sulphate of lime, and, to the clear superphosphate of lime, adding carbonate of soda
till slightly alkaline ; the resulting mixture of phosphate of soda and phosphate of lima
is dried down to a powder ; the use of arseniates formed part of the same patent.

Arsenite of soda followed as a matter of course, though not so safe in use as phos-
phates and arseniates. Silicate of soda was suggested by Adolph Schlieper, of Elber-
feld, and patented by Jager in 1852. It is the ordinary soluble glass dissolved in

water. It is open to the objection of being too alkaline, and requires care in the use.

The silicate of lime was suggested by Higgin with a view to remove this objection.

The silicate of lime is formed in the dung cistern, by mixing silicate of soda and
muriate of lime, when sparingly soluble silicate of lime is formed ; the quantity in

solution at one time being never so much as to be dangerous, and fresh portions

being dissolved as wanted. Dunging salts, or liquors, are now made by the manu-
facturing chemist, containing various mixtures, arseniates, phosphates, arsenites, &c.,

which are adapted for every variety of dunging. Great economy of time and mate-
rial result from the use of these dung-substitutes. In some of the largest print-works,

instead of, as with dung, running off the spent-dung cistern after passing through,

from 100 to 200 pieces, and having to fill again, and heat to the proper temperature,

it is found possible to run pieces through the same cistern charged with substitute,

at the rate of two pieces per minute half a day, and with light goods a whole day

—

before letting off ; of course, occasionally adding some of the substitute, to make up
for that saturated by the mordants. The dunging process is always performed twice

:

the first time in a cistern with rollers ; and the second, in a beck similar to a dye-

beck, washing well between. The first is called fly-dunging ; the other, second
dunging.

The manner of immersing the goods, or passing them through the dung-bath, is an
important circumstance. They should be properly extended and free from folds,

which is secured by a series of cylinders. The immersion should take place as fast as

possible ; for the moment the hot water penetrates the mordanted cloth, the acetic acid

quits it, and, therefore, if the immersion was made slowly, or one ply after another,

the acid, as well as the uncombined mordant, become free, would spread their

influence, and would have time to dissolve the aluminous subsalts now combined with

the cloth, whence inequalities and impoverishment of the colours would ensue.

The fly-dung cistern should be set with about 30 gallons of dung to 1,000 gallons of

water
;
or, to the same quantity, 3 to 4 gallons of dung-substitute liquor ; a little chalk

is added, to make the cistern slightly milky. The heat varies for different styles

—

from 160° F. to boil. Where there is acid discharge or resist, and the colours are

heavy, fly-dunging at boil is necessary, to enable the acid to cut properly tlirough the

colour ; the nearer to 160° E. that the bath will give good whites at, the better will

be the subsequent dyed colour. "With cow-dung, an excess of it is injurious, both to

white ground and mordant.

Figs. 373 and 374 are Furnival's arrangement of first and second dunging vessels.

A 1 to A is a smaller cistern provided with rollers, top and bottom, in which a stronger

solution of dunging liquor than that in the main vessel is sometimes put ; a a is the

main fly-dung vessel, divided into two compartments, made of cast-iron plates bolted

together. The whole fly-dung cistern is from 20 to 30 feet long, 4^ feet wide, and 5

to 6 feet deep. The pieces enter the machine at the end 1, passes over and under
the rollers c c, being drawn through by the draw-rollers d, which are placed over tha

divisions in the cistern ; these rollers being connected and turned by the driving-shaft

B
;
they then pass through the compartment a b, where they are spirted with water

from perforated pipes fixed almost level with the top of the cistern, and beaten by
the square beaters h, which are also connected vnt\\ and turned by the shaft e ; f are

the steam-pipes for heating the liquid. The cistern a a is set with, a solution of

arseniate of soda, containing from 10 to 60 grains arsenic acid per gallon, according to

ss2
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tho strengtli and nature of tlie mordants to be dunged
;
usually a little chalk is added

sufficient to make the liquid slightly milky. The first compartment is either sot -with

the same solution, or sometimes with a more concentrated one. The temperature
varies from 160° F. to boil, according to the style under treatment. On leaving

the cistern they pass successively through two or more becks, very similar to dye-

becks (which see farther on) where they run spirally through a solution of arseniato

of soda, much weaker than that of the fly-dung cistern, generally about 8 to 1 2 grains

arsenic acid per gallon ; to which some printers add a little cow-dung or bone-size

solution. The time occupied in the transit of a piece through the second dung becks

is from 20 to 30 minutes, and the temperature from 150° to 170° F. Fig. 374 shows
a plan and sectional elevation of two second dung becks ; the piece is brought from the
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first dung cistern and entered into the end of one of the second dung becks, over the

roller a, and under the steam-pipe b, being drawn through the entire length in a spiral

and progressive manner ; a few yards of cloth are left lying at the bottom of the cistern

each time it passes over the roller a; b is the perforated steam-pipe for heating the

liquid
; c, the drawing shaft for giving motion to the draw-roller a. On leaving the

first second dung beck, the pieces pass in a similar manner through the second, or

others, if more than two; they next pass through a washing machine. Fig. 375

is a section of the washing machine now most generally used for all purposes in print-

works
;

A, the framing and wooden trough of the machine ; b, large roller for drawing

the cloth through machine ; c, pressing roller above roller b
;
d, square beater roller,

running in a contrary direction to the cloth, at about 180 revolutions per minute ; e, winca

roller; f, perforated water-pipe ; g, peg rail; h, plaiter wince; i, cloth passing through
the machine ; it enters at one end, and passes spirally through to the delivery end.

The advantages of this machine are, great simplicity and efficiency. The square bowl

causes the cloth to rise and fall upon the surface of the water, which, being allowed
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to flow off at the overflow shown, is always kept at the right level. After this nnsing,
the cloth passes between the squeezing rollers at the top of the machine, previous to

376

which it receives a spirt of clean water. It then passes into the trough over the
lagged roller, as shown, and the operation is repeated until the cloth is sufficiently

washed. This machine will wash about 90 yards of cloth per minute. Whenever a
washing machine is mentioned in this article, it is to be understood that this sort of
machine is meant. The drawing is of the machine as made by Mather and Piatt.

Up to this point there is scarcely any difference in the operations on pieces destined
'for styles I a, b, &c., and II. Those intended for dyeing with madder are printed in
stronger colours than those for dyeing with garancin, since the soaping process
reduces the strength of colour considerably, and garancin colours undergo no severe
treatment after dyeing. The general proces of dyeing is thus performed :

—

Fig. 376 represents a front elevation of a pair of dye-becks, with automatic winch-
reel, .and 377 is an end-elevation of one of them. The drawing is kindly supplied
by Messrs. Mather and Piatt, of Salford. a a is a cast-iron cistern, 8 feet long by 4
feet deep by 3 feet wide, with curved bottom ; brackets b b are cast on the ends to

support the system on the stone foundation. This beck is fixed over a channel c,

.which communicates with the system of drains which carries away the waste liquors

into the river. There are two holes in the curved bottom—one at each end—which,
when the beck is in use, are stopped with moveable plugs; one of these holes communi-
cates direct with the drain and the other with a trough d, which communicates with a
pit outside the dye-house, and where the spent madder can be run for the purpose of
making into garanceux ; e is a water-pipe, with a branch into each beck, with a screw
tap attached ; f is a main steam-pipe, which divides into branches g, furnished with
valves at h ; the pipes G subdivide in branches i, one of which goes down each end
of the dye-beck, the perforated pipe k, which traverses the beck from end to end,
connecting them ; a perforated iron diaphragm is placed across the beck from end to

' end; above this is a strong rod m, from end to end, carrying pieces n projecting at right
angles from it. Bolted on the ends of the dye-beck is the framework o, which carries

the bearings of the shaft q of the winch reel; keyed on the shaft are three sets of
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arms e, •whicli terminate in forks, in wUcli fit the spars s ; the reel is boarded between
the spars, as at t. The framework o of the two dyo-becks is connected by the piece

V, which carries the bearings of the short shaft v, on which is keyed one of a pair of

376

377

mitre wheels w w ; there are sliding catch boxes x x, on this shaft, which revolva
with it ; there are corresponding catch boxes keyed on the ends of the shaft q ; the

connecting piece v carries also the pillar

p, which carries the bearings of the vertical

shafts T, and also of the horizontal shaft

z
;
keyed on the shafts y and z are bevel

wheel a a, and at the bottom of shaft t,

the mitre wheel w. Permanent motion
being given to the shaft v v, by this gearing,

either of the reels can be put in motion or

stopped by the catch boxes x x, worked
by lever handles, in or out of the catch
boxes on the ends of the reels. In work-
ing the becks, two pieces are knotted end
to end, and each length passed over the

reel down between two of the studs n,

under the steam-pipe k, up behind the

diaphragm l, being then knotted together

so as to form an endless web, the bulk of

which lies on the bottom of the beck. The
drawing shows a beck adapted for 15

lengths of 2 pieces each, or 30 pieces.

About 200 gallons of water are put in the

beck before the pieces are put in ;
and,

after the pieces, the dye-stuff is added, the

reel set in motion, and the steam gently

turned on ; from the steam going in at

each end, the beck is uniformly heated;

the heat is then gradually raised to boil,

generally in about two hours, the pieces

continually revolving with the reel so as

to bring each portion successively into

the air, agitating the dyeing materials at the same time.

This gradual heating of the dye.-beck was a method arrived at by practice, and it
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was only vtithiii a few years that

chemical science has shown the

•wisdom, if not the necessity, of the

system. Some dye-stuffs, and es-

pecially madder, do not contain their

colouring matter ready formed in

considerable quantity, but contain a
colour-forming principle, which is

acted on by nitrogenous ferment also

present, whose acti'vity is unlocked
by the solution in water, and by
the aid of which the colour-forming

principle becomes decomposed into

true colouring matter and some
other substance. The newly-formed
colouring matter is assimilated by
the mordant nearly as fast as pro-

duced. As with most ferments, the
temperature of boiling water de-

stroys the ferments in dye-stuffs, and
a very inferior result would in many
cases be produced, were a boiling
heat to be gi^ven during the first

periods of dyeing. See Maddee.
"With the coloxrring matters of dye-
stuffs properly formed and separated
from woody fibre, these precautions
are generally unnecessary, as is

explained when treating of madder
extract and alizarine. When the
dyeing is finished, the steam is shut
off, the knots untied, and the pieces
pulled over into^a pit of water
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mounted -with a winch, reel, whicli is always placed behind every dye-beck. AJter

wincing in this, the pieces are fastened together again, and put through the washing
machine two or three times

;
they then are ready for the subsequent operations.

Another method of dyeing is now adopted by several printers, termed spiral-dyeing.

In this process 30 to 40 pieces are left stitched together, entered into the dye-beck at

one end, and caused to revolve spirally through the liquor and over the wince from
end to end of the beck ; the end which was entered first is now passed through a porce-

lain eye, brought back across the face of the beck, and knotted to the last end of the

set of pieces, after passing through another eye which directs the cloth into the dye
beck again. The process is now continuous, and the pieces constantly moving from
end to end and back again, pass tlirough all parts of the dye-beck, and are all sub-

jected to the same heat. It is said that much greater imiformity of dye is obtained

by this method. Figs. 378 and 379 show the spiral or endless dye-beck of Mather
and Piatt. A, cast-iron dye-beck

;
b, fixings for carr3dng wince

; c, winces
; d, cloth

being dyed ; e, spur wheels, and catch boxes, &c., for driving ; f, driving shaft
; g,

handles and tappet shafts for putting in motion or stopping the wince
;
h, steam-

valve
; I, steam-pipes ; k, perforated steam-pipe passing through the beck

;
l, mid-

feather ; M, peg-rail for keeping the pieces from entangling. Messrs. Mather and

380

Piatt have recently introduced a double-cased dye-beck, for which they claim the

following advantages :

—

1st. Having neither internal steam-pipe, nor midfeather, there is no possibility of

tearing or damaging the goods in the process of dyeing. 2nd. As no steam is ad-

mitted to the dyeing solution, its strength is maintained uniform, and, in fact, rather

increased to the end of the operation. 3rd. Perfect freedom from stains is insured.

4. The work is more regular, and ejafected at less cost of material than with becks, to
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which steam is admitted in the ordinary way. It is double cased in the lower part,

the lining being made of copper, and the outer shell of cast-iron.

Fiff. 380 shows a section of
this beck, a, cast-iron outer
casing of dye-beck, bolted

together in two parts
;

b,

copper lining of beck ; c,

steam space, in the bottom
half of beck only ; d, wince,

making 42 revolutions per
minute ; e, driving pulley

;

F, peg rail ; g, cloth being

dyed ; h, water-valve and
pipes ; I, steam-valve

; k,

steam-pipes, supplying the

steam space at intervals along

the body of beck ;
l, let-off

plug and seating ; m, silk for

carrying beck.

Chintz work is dyed with
from 1 lb. to 5 lbs. madder
per piece of 30 yards, accord-

ing to the pattern
;
generally,

a little chalk is added, and
if there is no purple in the

pattern, some sumac, which
is found to economise madder,
but will not do where there is

purple, the shade of which it

3

T

0

0
\ a

The 63±ensive use in topical

printing of madder extract,

which is the colouring matter
of madder in a nearly pure
state, led Messrs. A. Duncan
and Co., of Manchester, to

experiment on dyeing pieces

by running them stitched to-

gether, and extended to the

full width through a series

of cisterns similar to the ' fly-

dung' cisterns, charged with

a pure extract of madder and
boiling water. The theory

was that if the madder ex-

tract were kept in large

excess of the requirements of

the pieces, and the cisterns

kept boiling, the mordants
would become saturated with
colouring matter in a very
short time. Their experi-

ments resulted in a patent

taken outin 1871; and although
it can scarcely at the present

time be said that the trade is

satisfied as to the economy of
the process, very excellent

results have been arrived

at by some printers, and the

process would appear one of

great promise. Well-dyed
pieces both of light and full

shades have been obtained

in from 3 to 5 minutes, being

the time required for a given

point in a piece to travel from the entering end to the issuing end of the apparatus.
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The cisterns are kept constantly charged -with extract diluted -with -water, in quantity
corresponding to that required by the pieces if dyed in the ordinary beck

; thus, the
cisterns are kept up to the original strength, which, as above stated, is excessive com-
pared -with the actual wants of the mordants. This, however, is of no consequence
if the arrangement be such that the issuing pieces bring away with them only a very
small percentage of the excess of dye. This is managed by squeezing them under
bowls and passing them through water, which is employed to fill up the cisterns.

Fig. 381 represents a section of the ' open dye-beck' of Mather and Piatt, arranged
specially for this process. A, wooden cisterns ; b, wooden rollers with brass centres,

fixtures, &c. for immersing the cloth
; c, drawing rollers, from cistern to cistern

; d,

strong squeezing rollers
;

e, washing-off cistern with beater f
; g, steam-boiling pipes,

&c., which do not inject steam into the Kquor, but terminate in condensed water-pipes

H ; 1, cloth passing through the machine
;
k, drawing pullies and spur wheels. In

reference to this open dyeing process, it is obvious that unless the extract of madder
used is very pure and free from fine particles of woody fibre and chemical salts,

the constant addition of it, without drawing anything ofif, would result in time
in the cisterns being loaded with impurities which would weaken and eventually stop

the dyeing power of the extract, no matter in what quantity added. The extract

made by Tennants and Co., of Scotland, specially for this purpose, is claimed to be
of the degree of purity required. It is probable, however, that the artificial aliza-

rine now made in perfect purity, and consequently entirely free from woody fibre and
resinous colouring matters, will be found most suitable for this process, if it becomes
a well-established one in calico-printing works. Much will, of course, depend on the

prices of the artificial and the natural alizarine as delivered to consumers. It may
be here stated that the value of the open and quick dyeing process as an economiser
of material and time has been somewhat reduced by the discovery that several sets of

pieces may be dyed with artificial alizarine in the ordinary dye-beck without letting-

382

ofif between each set, but merely adding after the withdrawal of a set (of say 30 pieces)

the quantity of alizarine necessary for the next set, entering these at once in the

boiling hot liquor, which becomes cooled down by the wet pieces to about 130° F.,

and recommencing the dyeing ; the becks being brought to boil in an hour, and the

pieces withdrawn. As many as 5 sets can be done in this way, and as the dyeing with
artificial alizarine in an orcfinary beck need not last above an hoiir, the economy in

time of the open dyeing would appear somewhat doubtful.

Maddered goods, on issuing from the dye-beck, are far from possessing the beauty

that they afterwards show, the colours are dull and heavy, and the white part stained

with a reddish shade ; various clearings are required, in which soap plays a principal

part. Garancined goods show pretty nearly the colour they are intended to be; but as

the white is also stained, a peculiar clearing is given them, which will be described

fiu'ther on. Madder goods are cleared with soap in a beck similar to a dye-beck.

They receive generally two soapings at boil of about half-an-hour each, with from \
to 5" lb. of soap per piece each time, washing between. If the white is not sufficiently

good, the pieces are spread out on the grass for a day or two, and are afterwards

winced in hot water to which a little solution of chloride of lime or soda is added.

They are then washed and dried.

The success of the spiral system of dyeing led printers to adopt a similar system for.

soaping, and at the principal print-works this operation is now performed in a series

of becks, generally 7 or 8. The pieces enter at one end of the first beck of the series,

and after passing spirally through this, traverse successively the remainder of the
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series. Clean soap liquor is kept flovdng into the last beck of the series ; and as each

beck is connected by a pipe -with the next, the soap solution is flowing all the time in

a contrary direction to the pieces and leaves the first beck in a thoroughly exhausted

condition ; the pieces in their onward passage keep meeting with soap liquor less

charged with colouring matter and impurities, until finally they pass through almost

unsoiled soap solution. The passage of a given point of a piece through the series,

occupies about half-an-hour. Fig. 382 shows two of these becks in action; they are

those of Mather and Piatt, a, cast-iron soap-becks
;

b, fixings for carrying rollers
;

c, wooden rollers ; Cj, square wooden doffing roUer ; d, cloth being soaped on the con-

tinuous system, any number of becks may be used for this purpose, they are generally

worked in ranges of 7 ; 2 only here shown ; e, spur wheel and catch box for driving

;

F, driving shaft ; G, handles and tappet shafts for putting in motion or stopping the

rollers ; h, steam-valve ; i, steam-pipes ; k, water-valves and pipes ; l, perforated

steam-pipes passing through becks ; m, midfeather ; n, delivery wince on each beck,

which can be used if necessary ; o, peg rail.

The waste soap liquor at present allowed to run into the rivers, polluting them, and
being the means of keeping in suspension for a long distance fine particles of dyo-

stufiFs, will probably be soon turned to advantage by the printer, for the experiments

on the large scale of Mr. John Thom, of Birkacre, have conclusively shown that by a

very simple and easy process, all the fatty matter with the coloured impiirities dis-

solved in the soap can be precipitated and collected, and a patent taken out by Thom
and Stenhouse in 1872 describes methods of separating useful and commercial articles

from these precipitates. After soaping, the pieces are well washed in the washing
machine.

Pieces of any style, after undergoing the final process, are passed through a pair of

squeezing rollers, or put in the hydroextractor, when the moisture is driven out by
centrifugal force ; they are then dryed on the cylinder drying machine. See Hydbo-
EXTEACTOH.

Plate Purple is a style composed of black and one or more shades of purple only,

and requires a little different treatment. Print in black No. 4, dark purple to shade

No. 27 and acid, say No. 35, cover pad in pale purple No. 30, age. Ply dung at 170°

F., second dung at 165° F. half an hour ; wash and ground with dry Turkey madder
root giving ith of its weight in chalk, and 3 quarts of bone size to the beck

;
bring

to 175° F. in two hours, and keep at 175° F. half an hour ; wash well and soap 15 pieces,

|ths, 30 yards, half an hour at boil with 5 lbs. soap to 15 pieces; wash well and wince
5 minutes at 140° F. with 2 quarts chloride-of-lime liquor at 8° F. to 300 gallons

;

wince and soap again at boil half an hour with 3 lbs. soap to 15 pieces ; wash and
wince 5 minutes in 4 quarts chloride of lime at 8° F. and 2 lbs. carbonate-of-soda

crystals to 200 gallons water at 160° ; well wash and dry.

In this style, as in any where there is severe soaping, it is necessary to give a

slight excess of madder in the dye, so as to ensure perfect saturation—if this is not

done, the colour speedily degrades, and becomes impoverished. It may be observed
here, that the style Plates are such as formerly were printed by the plate or flat press,

and are generally small patterns, with padded or well covered grounds, the colours

being few, and frequently only different shades of one colour.

Plate Pinks or Swiss Pinks.—A style imported from Switzerland, consisting of

various shades of red and delicate pinks, produced as follows. Print in No. 6 with
second or third shades as No. 7—acid No. 34 may be also printed and a very palo

shade of red covered, aged two or tliree days, dunged at 160° F.—if dung-substituta

is used, care must be taken to use one that is not caustic from free alkali : the

dyeing must bo done with the finest quality of French or Turkey madder. The
pieces mast have sufficient madder allowed to over-dye them, or dye a heavy brownish
red. For a full plate pink on |ths cloth, from 4 to 6 lbs. of French madder wiU be
required. About 5 per cent, of chalk may be added to the dye where the water is soft.

The heat should be raised to 150° F. in 2 hours, and kept at that heat half an hour.

It is necessary to keep the heat low in dyeing French pinks, to prevent the impurities

from fixing on the mordants, as only the very finest portion of the coloiiring matter
must be fixed—after dyeing, the pieces are well washed and soaped with about half
a pound of soap per piece in a beck at 140° F. for half an hour, they are then well
washed and entered in a beck with cold water to which has been added sufficient

oxymuriate of tin or sulphuric acid to make faintly sour, a little steam is turned on,

and the heat raised to about 120° F. in half an hour; the colours which on entering

the beck were full shades of red, gradually assume an orange tint, and when of a
bright orange colour, the pieces are taken out and winced in water. This operation,
termed cutting, is the one that decides the depth of tint in the finished pieces. The
longer the pieces are kept in the beck and the greater the heat, the paler and more
delicate the shade of pink obtained. After this treatment they are put in a beck
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with soap and boiled for an hour, taken out, washed well, and put in a strong pan charged
with soap and -water, the lid screwed down, and boiled at a pressure of two atmospheres,

either by direct fire or high-pressure steam, for two or three hours, then taken out,

washed, and put in a beck -with water at 160° F. charged with a little hypochlorite of

soda
;
they stay in this about ten minutes, and are then washed and dried. In some

print-works, after the high-pressure boil, the pieces are spread out on the grass for a
night or two, and then cleared in hypochlorite, &c. The use of the acid here is not

very clear, it probably completely purifies the colour from iron which may have been

in the mordant, but it also seems to render the combination of alumina, tin, lime,

colouring matter and fat-acid a definite one by removing a small quantity of the mor-
dant. The French chemists assert, that after the final process, a definite atomic com-
pound of lime and alumina, colouring matter, and fat-acid remains.

The quality of the soap used by printers is of great importance. It is made for them
specially from palm-oil, and requires to be as neutral an oleo-stearate as possible ; an
alkaline soap like domestic soap would impoverish and degrade the shades.

The soaping process has a two-fold action :

—

To clear the white while decomposing the compound of lime and colouring matter

which forms the stain ; this is done by double decomposition, forming oleo-stearate of

lime, which dissolves or forms an emulsion -with the excess of soap ; and a compound
of soda and colouring matter, which dissolves. In its action on the dyed parts, it

probably first removes resinous and other impurities which are loosely held by the

mordant, and secondly gives up a portion of its fat-acid to the dyed parts—the

resinous acids or possibly phosphoric acid from the dyed parts, by combining with the

Boda, setting free fat-acid for this purpose.

In reference to the above Swiss pink style, it may be observed that various shades

of pinks are required for different markets, and where as in many cases a full rich

inexpensive colour is required, the method of dyeing at low heats ag described above
is unnecessary, and the becks are brought nearly to a boil. Where an orange-tinted

shade is required the goods may be dyed with garanein of good quality or -with a
mixture of madder and garanein.

. A few years ago Mr. Thomas Lightfoot, of Accriagton, discovered that madder or

garancin-dyed goods, if dried and steamed in the manner usual in fixing steam
colours, became much less degraded by soap in the clearing process for Swiss pinks,

and that a considerable saving of madder or garanein might thus be effected, weaker
mordants and consequently less dye-stuff being employed. Mr. Lightfoot patented the

use of steam as an intermediate process between the dyeing and soaping of these

colours, and the process is now generally used. Mr. John Graham had in 1855
patented the use of steam for ' fixing ' the colours of dyed cloth, but his patent does

not mention any subsequent process, and it is doubtful in what respects his so-called

fixed colours were better than the ordinary dyed goods. Some printers pass the dyed
goods through an oily emulsion pre^viously to drying before steaming, "with the object of

causing a combinatiou between the base of the mordant, the colouring matter and
the oily acid, and so dispense with some of the usual .oaping processes. Swiss pinks

are sometimes ' covered ' "with a pattern which harmonises -with that of the pinks, in a
discharge yellow made of salts of lead mixed with acid ; and after ' covering,' the goods
are passed through strong chloride-of-lime solution which, being decomposed by the

acid, the free chloride liberated destroys the pink-dyed part under the yellow, and the

insoluble lead salt left in its place is dyed or raised -with bicliromato of potash. A
style of madder work occasionally extensively printed is the madder orange style,

where the orange is a salt of lead and called ' madder orange ' because it has passed

through the madder process along -with the proper madder colours. The cloth is

padded •with solution of sulphate of soda containing 4 ounces of the crystallised salt

per gallon, dried and printed in madder black, and purple, or black, red and purple

with orange, say of Nos. 4, 6, 27, the orange No. 64a, and cover, or cover and pad
with weaker purples, an acid 33 to 35 may also be printed along -with the other

colours. After ' ageing,' instead of dunging, run through a cistern set -with 2 lbs.

crystallised sulphate of soda and ^ ounce of crystallised phosphate of soda per gallon

of water at 150° F. ; wash well and dye with madder as usual; wash and clear by
running through a beck set -with 300 gallons water at 140° F., 2 quarts chloride of

lime solution at 8° Twaddell, and 2 quarts of solution of carbonate of soda at 8°

TwaddeU, run through water, then through the spiral soaping becks at boil for half

an hour, then run through water, next through a chloride of lime and soda cistern

set as before but boiling, then through the spiral soaping becks at boil, again into

chloride of lime and soda set as above but at boil ; wash well and raise the lead

colour to yellow by passing for half a minute through a cistern containing 300 gallons

of cold water, 30 lbs. of bichromate of potash and 3 quarts of sulphuric acid ; run
from this into water and wash well ; to change the yellow into orange run through
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a cistern containing 300 gallons of boiling water, 5 lbs. biehromate of pot;\sh, and
6 lbs. quicklime. After the passage of every 10 pieces add 1 oz. bichromate of potash

and 1 oz. quicldime dissolved in 3 gallons of water ; after this orangoing, wash well

and dry.

No. 64a, Orange.—1\ gallons of water; 60 lbs. white acetate of lead; 11\ lbs.

litharge ; boil 20 to 30 minutes till aU dissolved, let settle and thicken the clear liquor

with calcined wheat starch (British gum).

Second, Style: Garanein.

Almost all the madder styles are imitated by dyeing with garanein, a concentrated

preparation of madder (see Maddee), which dyes fine brilliant colours at once, not

requiring to be soaped to develope the shades, but not possessing the extreme solidity

of madder colour. Garanein dyeing is the most economical way of using madder,

since more colouring matter is obtained in this way than by using madder direct, and

consequently garanein is principally used for full hea-vy colours, which, if dyed -with

madder and soaped, would be to a certain extent abraded and not stand so finely on

the surface of the cloth. Chocolate grounds, black, red, and chocolate, with brown or

drab, dark purple plates, black and scarlet ground, are thus dyed ; in short, wherever

the pattern is very full and cheapness essential, garanein is resorted to. The colours

or mordants for garanein are usually about two-thirds of the strength of similar coloiirs

for madder (see the list of colours) ; the ageing and dunging, &c., are the same as for

madder ; the dyeing is performed in the same manner, using from one-fourth to one-

third the quantity that would be used of madder. A little chalk is also added, where

the water is soft; and the dyeing is commenced at 110° F,, and carried to 185° F., or

383
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190° P. in two hours ; then got out and well washed and rinsed in water at 140° F., in

a beck, for 10 minutes, then squeezed and dried. The white is always stained a
little, though not to the same extent as in maddered goods, and this slight stain is

removed by a process peculiar to garanein goods.

Fiff. 383 is a plan, and Jiff. 384 an elevation of the chloring apparatus used for

clearing the white grounds of garancin-dyed goods, for which we are indebted to

Mr. Furnival. a is a padding machine with two brass or one brass and one vulcanised
India-rubber roller, and box to hold the solution of hypochlorite of lime; b is a
drying machine with copper cylinders, for partially drying the goods after the first

chloring ; c is a second padding machine similar to a ; d is a steaming box, -with rollers

top and bottom, and perforated steam-pipe ; e is a water cistern with divisions and
rollers ; F is a water mangle or padding machine, similar to a and c, with water only
in the trough ; g is a drying machine large enough to thoroughly dry the cloth ; these

machines are connected •with and turned by the shaft k ; to prevent pulling the cloth,

and to adjust the speed of the machines -with each other, the rollers o are made exactly

the same size, and the speed of the drying machines is regulated by the friction plates

L. The cloth is passed between the roUers in the first chloring machine a, which is

set with solution of hypochlorite of lime from ^° to 2J° TwaddeU's hydrometer, ac-

cording to the depth of stain on the white, over the first drying machine cylinders of
B, into solution of hypochlorite of lime again in the trough of, and through the rollers

of c, from this through the steaming-box d, entering the box by a narrow slit, which
just admits the piece, and lea-ring by a similar opening, which is protected by a sort

of hood which dips into the water in e, then between the rollers of the water mangle
F and over the cylinders of the drying machine g. The cloth passes through the various
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machines at the rate of 90 to 120 yards per minute, -with the attendance of one man
and two boys. By chloring in this manner the stained whites are bleached without
degrading the dyed colours as would be the case if the goods were winced in a solution

of the hypochlorite.

There are several varieties of garancin, each adapted to particular styles. For
dark full black, chocolate, and red, with brown or drab, and where there is no purple,

a garancin termed ' chocolate garancin,' made from the commonest descriptions of
madder, answers very well, and this class of goods is usually dyed with chocolate

garancin, assisted by small quantities of sumac, quercitron bark, and peachwood,
which additions give full rich shades. Where there is purple, none of these adjuncts
can be used, and the garancin requires to be made from a superior description of
madder.

Within the last few years great improvements in the manufacture of purple garan-
cins have been made. Good purple garancin contains two colouring matters, alizarine

and pupurine, one or two coloured resins and pectic acid. Of the two colouring
matters, alizarine only dyes a pleasing purple, purpurine giving a reddish and com-
paratively dull shade ; the pectic acid and resins are simply injurious, though they
can bo to a considerable extent masked by the addition of a little chalk to the beck
when dyeing. Mr. S. PincofFs, experimenting on various ways of destroying the

injurious parts of purple garancin without injuring the alizarine, discovered that seal-

ing up the garancin in a strong tube with a little water, and exposing the tube to a
high temperature for a few hours, so that the contents would be under a pressure of

two atmospheres, greatly improved the garancin. Further experiments in the same
direction by Dr. E. Schunck resulted in a joint patent taken out on Oct. 16, 1852, by
Pincoffs and Schunck for the preparation of a substance called by them ' Commercial
Alizarine.' The process consisted in first making garancin in the ordinary manner,
but washing very carefully, so that no acid was left in the substance. The garancin

was then filtered and pressed and packed into a strong iron cylinder, furnished with a
false bottom perforated with holes, on which the pressed and broken-up cake of garan-

cin was placed ; near the bottom of the cylinder, and under the false bottom, was a
small tap, for allowing the escape of condensed water, and both at the top and bottom,

the vessel was provided with pipes for the admission of steam. The material having
been placed on the false bottom, the man-hole lid in the upper part was closed, and
high-pressure steam at about 30 lbs. to the square inch admitted and allowed to

blow freely through the bottom tap for a few minutes. This was then closed, and the

steam allowed to act on the material for about fourteen hours, the bottom tap being

occasionally opened to blow off the condensed water. The steam was then turned off,

and the contents of the cylinder removed, dried, and ground.

In this process the pectic acid is destroyed, and a large portion of the resins either

destroyed or rendered insoluble in the solution of the alizarine when dyeing. It is a

disputed point whether the purpurine is destroyed or converted into alizarine. A French
chemist has asserted that he has changed purpurine into alizarine by heating it in a

tube with water under a pressure of 4 atmospheres, but this statement has been

negatived by other chemists. The garancin operated upon by PincofFs and Schunck's

patent has lost a considerable portion of its dyeing power, although it now dyes very

pure shades, hence it would appear that the purpurine is really destroyed. Higgin fol-

lowed soon after, patenting a mode of preparing a superior purple garancin, by boiling

for several hours the ordinary purple garancin with water and small quantities of

alkalies or alkaline salts. In this process the purpurine is not destroyed, but the

resins and pectic acid are removed in solution in the menstruum employed. This

garancin, though not dyeing purple of such extreme purity as commercial alizarine,

has the advantage over this latter of dyeing black and good reds ^vith a very good

purple. Pernod, a French garancin maker, subsequently patented a method of boil-

ing purple garancin in water in a tall wooden vat by high-pressure steam. In this

process the pectic acid is changed into a soluble modification of it, and washed
out with water afterwards. This preparation, as made by the firm in which

Mr. Pernod is a partner, is of great purity and strength, and compares very well with

the commercial alizarine, both these preparations dyeing purples almost as pm-e as

the finest soaped madder purples.

These improved garancins stain the white grounds very little, and produce con-

siderably faster work than the ordinary garancins ; the goods may even be soaped to

a considerable extent. A garancin that will bear as severe soaping as madder, or a

method of so dyeing with garancin as to produce the same effect, is still a desideratum.

When this can be accomplished, there will be an end of dyeing with madder, which

will be considered a raw material, and be all manufactured into garancin.

Owing to the introduction of artificial alizarine there has been abeady a sensible

falling oiF in the consumption of these fine purple garancins, and it appears probable
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that if the artificial product can be brought in at even a little higher relative price

than these dye-stufiFs, the superior colours produced by it and the comparartive cleanli-

ness of its use, will drive garancins out of the market.

Garanceux.—In ordinary madder-dyeing, the madder can never be made to give

up all its colouring matter ; when all colouring matter soluble in water has been ex-

hausted, there still remains about a quarter of the whole quantity combined with lime

and mixed with the woody fibre.

Before the patent of Steiner in 1832 this spent madder was thrown away. He
showed the printers that tliey were thus squandering thousands of pounds, and the

collection of spent madder and its conversion into garanceux soon became universal

;

a second patent by Steiner in 1843 having shown a more practicable method of

utilising waste maddei;.

The spent madder is run off into a pit outside the dye-house, where it is mixed with

a small quantity of sulphuric acid, to precipitate any colouring matter in solution.

It is then allowed to draip dry ; removed from the pit, it is boiled in a leaden vessel,

with more sulphuric acid, for several hours, then washed on a filter till free from acid,

and after draining is ready for use. It dyes to about one-third the strength of

ordinary chocolate garancin, and is principally used for the commoner garancin styles.

Mr. John Lightfoot, of Accrington, has patented an improvement in the ordinary

process of making garanceux. He recommends large vats to be provided, two or more
in number, each suificiently large to contain all the waste dyeing liquor produced in

the dye-house in one day, and so arranged that the liquor runs from the dye-becks into

them ; at a certain point in the trough that conducts the liquor to the vats is placed

a lead cistern with a valve and perforated bottom : this cistern holds a regulated

quantity of concentrated sulphuric acid, and whenever a dye-beck is let ofiF and the

liquor flowing down the trough, a quantity of acid, proportionate to the quantity of

madder, is allowed to run down through the perforated bottom and mix with the hot

liquor ; the acidulated liquor then runs into the vat, a tightly fitting cover on which
keeps the liquor hot. When the day's dyeing is done, the vat is left covered up all

night ; next day the lid is raised, and by means of holes and pegs in the side of the

vat, all the clear liquor is drained away, the vat filled anew with water, stirred up,

and when settled, the clear drawn ofi" again ; this washing being repeated till all the

acid is washed away, the garanceux is then run on a filter to drain for use. The ad-

vantages of this plan are, first, the saving of fuel, by economising the heat of tho

waste liquor, and, secondly, the production of one-fourth more colouring matter.

A beautiful modification of the garancin style was patented by Mr. John Lightfoot

junior on Dec. 26, 1867. So long ago as 1846 Mr. Philippi of the firm of Mr. Benecke
and Co., of Eochdale, patented a method ofproducing, in addition to the ordinary black,

reds, chocolate, purple and browns of madder work, several other colours such as blue,

green, and yellow, all these colours being printed at once and undergoing the same
operations ; the blue was an indigo colour, the yellow a chromate of lead, and the

green a compound of these two. The patentee never got beyond the stage of printing

a few hundred pieces, for the style, though admitting of certain novelties in design,

was not warmly received by the public on account of the inferiority of the blues,

greens, and yellows. Tho style soon fell into disrepute and was almost forgotten.

Lightfoot revived it, making several important improvements and Messrs. F. W.
Grafton and Co. of Accrington, in whose employment he was, became the ultimate

owners of, and manufacturers under tlie patents of Mr. Lightfoot. We give here an
outline of the process, using the words of the patentee :

—

' I make a preparation of indigo, fulfilling the required conditions, by employing
much less tin, whether as oxide or in the state of salt, in the process of dissolving the

indigo than has hitherto been used, and also by dispensing with the addition of a
salt of tin to tho precipitated indigotine, whether this has been made by the aid of

oxide or salt of tin, or, as is sometimes the case, by the aid of metallic tin, because I

have ascertained that if the tin is in excess of a certain proportion to the indigo, oxide

of tin is left in the fibre during the process of fixing the indigo colours and the

mordants, and thus acting itself as a mordant becomes dyed by the dye-stuff, produ-
cing with the indigo compound colours which in the case of blue are more or less

purple and dull, and in the case of green are more or loss a sombre olive. This use
of tin in excess has been one of the causes of the failures to which I have before al-

luded.
' I prepare a paste or pulp of indigotine and tin suitable for my improved process

by any of the following methods :—I take of dry indigo in a ground or powdered state

one and a quarter pounds, or when indigo pulp is used, using such a quantity as to be
equal to one and a quarter pounds of dry indigo, of protochloride of tin in crystals one
and a quarter pounds, and of caustic soda at thirty degrees on Twaddell's hydrometer,

or of caxistic potash at forty degrees on Twaddell's hydrometer, one gallon. I put
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these materials in a pan and raise to boil in half an hour, and then add one gallon of

boiling -water. I prefer now to allow the mixture to become perfectly cold, and pour
it into three gallons of cold water, in which I prefer to dissolve eight ounces of sugar

or one pound of treacle (though this addition is not essential) I add to this solution

two and a half pints of muriatic acid at thirty-two degrees of Twaddell's hydrometer,

or one pint of sulphuric acid of commerce, previously diluted with one pint of water,

and allowed to stand till clear, or three quarts of acetic acid at eight degrees of

Twaddell's hydrometer. The indigotine may also be precipitated by a mixture of

protochloride of tin solution at one hundred and twenty degrees of Twaddell's hydro-

meter, with any of the acids named, using one quarter of a pint of tin solution and
only half the quantities of the acids given above : this quantity of tin solution being
the maximum that I can use when precipitating the indigotine for producing a fine

blue and green. Of all these precipitants I prefer to use " acetic acid alone." Instead

of using protochloride of tin crystals in making the indigo solution, protoxide

of tin made by precipitating a solution of protosalt of tin with an alkali may be used,

the precipitate being washed with water and filtered to a thick paste, or anhydrous
protoxide of tin made in any convenient way may be employed, in aU cases taking such

a proportion of oxide as shall contain an amount of tin about equal to but not greater

than that in one and a quarter pounds of crystallised protochloride. In some cases

the mixture of one and a quarter pounds of indigo and one gallon of alkali may be
boiled with metallic tin in powder or granulated, the quantity of the latter being such

that when the boiling is finished and the indigo all dissolved there shall be metallic

tin undissolved. In all these cases I precipitate the indigotine as previously des-

cribed. I filter the indigotine precipitate through a deep conical lilter so as leave as

email a surface exposed to the air as possible ; when filtered, the pulp should measure
one gallon or thereabouts.

' 'To make a blue colour for printing I take four gallons of indigotine precipitate and
fourteen pounds of gum-Senegal in powder, stirring until dissolved (other suitable

thickening substances may be used), after straining, the colour is ready for printing.
' To make a green colour I take four and a quarter gallons of indigotine pulp and

eighteen pounds of gum-Senegal in powder, stir till dissolved, and add eleven pounds
of nitrate of lead in powder, and eleven pounds of white acetate of lead in powder,

stir till dissolved and strain.

' Compound colours may be made by mixing the blue and green colours with each

other or with the ordinary mordants for dyeing. With the blue and green above

described and the ordinary ferruginous and aluminous mordants I print cotton and
linen fabrics, and after cooling hang the pieces in a room known to printers as an
ageing room for one night ; I then cause them to undergo what is known as the fixing

operation by passing them into a solution of silicate of soda or silicate of potash at

eight degrees of Twaddell's hydrometer, or into a solution of carbonate of potash at

twelve degrees of Twaddell's hydrometer, to which about one ounce of chalk in powder
per gallon may be added, or into a mixture of silicate of soda or silicate of potash at

eight degrees of Twaddell's hydrometer with carbonate of potash at twelve degrees of

Twaddell's hydrometer. I heat the bath at ninety degrees Fahrenheit or thereabouts

in a cistern fitted with roUers at the top and bottom, and the passage of the pieces

may bo at the rate of twenty-five yards per minute. On leaving this the pieces must

be quickly winced in a pit of cold water fitted with a reel about four feet above the

surface of the water. By this wincing the indigotine attached to the fibre becomes

again indigo blue. If green has been printed, I next pass the pieces into a solution of

bichromate of potash containing one ounce of bichromate of potash per gallon of

water at one hundred degrees Fahrenheit for five minutes : the goods are then washed.

If only blue has been printed along with the mordants this process may be omitted. I next

subject the pieces to the operation known to calico printers as " second dunging," and

which consists in making the pieces circulate in a beck containing cow-dung and water

at a temperature to about one hundred and sixty degrees Fahrenheit for from fifteen

to twenty minutes. They are then washed with water and dyed with madder, munjeet,

flower of madder, garancin, extract of madder, cochineal, mixtures of garancin with

sumac and bark, or witli either of them, after which the ordinary operations of clear-

ing the white grounds may be performed, preference being given to the chloride of

lime clearing usually adopted with garancin colours.'

Another variety of garancin work is that where an orange is introduced along

with black, red, and chocolate. The orange colour is made as follows :—3 gallons of

pyroligneous acid at 7 T., 1 gallon of water, 7 lbs. acetate of lime, dissolve and strain;

then boil with lOlbs. of flour and 3 gallons of water, cool, and add 8 lbs. of muriate of

tin crystals, dissolved in 1 gallon of water. The dyeing is with 3 ozs. garancin,

1^ ozs. of sumac, 1^ oz. of bark, 1 oz. of ground Persian berries per piece of 26 |

yards. The bark and berries are first put in the beck with the pieces, heat up to
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120° F. in half an hour, then add the garancin and sumac, and bring up to 150° F.,

take out, hot water, and clear as usual.

Third Style : Sescrvcd,

Maddered or garancined goods are often left with white spots, as leaves, &c.,

and when dyed these spaces are filled with various bright colours, such as green, blue,

yellow, &c. These colours are the ordinary steam colours described hereafter, and

are fixed in the same manner.

Another way of combining madder or garancin colours with steam colours is by
blocking on the dyed object, generally groups of flowers, a reserve paste (No. 39), and
when this is dry, covering by machine in small patterns with various shades of drab,

olive, &c. (Nos. 5, 44, 46, &c.), which then are dunged and dyed with quercitron

bark, cochineal, madder and bark, &c. &c. When the paste has been applied, the

colours underneath, or the white spots reserved, are unaffected by the covering colour,

and stand out clear surrounded by the covering colour. In the white spaces reserved

are now blocked steam colours, which are raised by steam as described further on.

This style admits of almost endless combinations of patterns as far as regards the
' covering,' for any small pattern roller of the ' covering ' class can be printed over

the reserved colours, and a groat variety of shades can be produced by varying the

dyeing of this ' cover.'

Fourth Style: Padded.

In this style the white cloth is mordanted all over by padding in red or iron liquor,

or mixtures of them, and drying in the padded flue ; then a pattern is printed on in acid,

and the usual dunging and dyeing operations performed, the result being a dyed
ground with a white pattern.

Fiff. 385 represents a section of the padding flue used in mordanting for this style.

385

It consists of a long vaulted chamber, about 35 yards long by 5 yards, and 4 yards
high, cut in two at nearly half its length, by six small arches built in an opposite

direction to that of the chamber, the object of which is to preserve the principal arch
from the action of the heat, and to hinder the dried pieces from being exposed, on
coming to the higher part, to moisture and acids, which are disengaged in great

abundance and might condense there, c c is a long furnace, the flue of which forms
the bottom of the chamber ; the top of the flue is covered with plates of cast iron

fitting one into another, and which can be heated to near red heat by the flame of the

furnace, f is an arched passage by which the interior of this stove can be reached.

h h are ventilating holes in the lateral wall which can be opened and closed at will,

by means of the rod j, which is connected with sliding doors over the apertures.

k Jc are cast-iron supports for turned copper rollers, which are fixed to the cross

pieces y y, and serve to conduct the piece. 1 1 are bars of iron which carry the fans
m m, which are covered by gratings, and make about 300 turns per minute.

In front of this hot flue is placed all the apparatus necessary for padding the pieces,

and moving them through the drying chambers. This movement is caused by pullies

R R driven from a prime mover.
The mordant liquor being put in the box of the padding machine, the pieces wound

on a beam and placed above the machine are conducted through the box, then between
the two lowest rollers above the box, from them through the liquor again, passing

Vox,. I T T
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next through the highest rollers, and so on into the flue, the course being easily

traced by the arrows ; on leaving the flue dry, they are wound on a beam, or plated
down on the wooden platform behind the machine. The 3 rollers of the padding-
machine are made of brass, and are wrapped with a few folds of calico ; the iron

journals of them work in slots, the lowest one being at the bottom of the slot working
in brass bearings ; a weighted lever presses the top roller in forcible contact with the

others. Another method of padding, and one now becoming very generally adopted,

is, to dispense with the flues as above described, and, after padding, to dry the pieces

over an ordinary cj-linder drying-machine, the cylinders of which are covered \nth
woollen printing blanket.

Padded goods after printing in acid are passed through the ageing-machine, and
after lying aU night are dunged and dyed. A few of these shades are here given.

a. Claret and white. Pad in red liquor, at 10° T., dry, cool, and pad again in same
liquor, dry, cool, and print in acid No. 37, age three nights. Fly-dung at boil, wash,
second dung at 160° F,,

-J-
hour, wash, dry, and singe, wash and dye 12 pieces 7 ft. 8 in.

30 yards with 18 Ibs.groimd peachwood, 21 lbs. of French madder, 5 lbs. sumac, 5 lbs.

prepared logwood, run the pieces in the beck cold for 20 minutes, and then bring to

a boil in 1 hour and 10 minutes, boil 15 minutes, get out, rinse and wash, bran 10

minutes at boil in a beck with a few pounds of bran, rinse in a pit, and bran again at

boil, wash and dry.

Prepared logwood is thus made.—Ground logwood is spread out on a floor, damped
with water, and heaped up. It is then turned over once a day for a fortnight and
occasionally wetted, dirring which time it changes from a dull red to a bright scarlet.

It is then ready for use. Some change, probably oxidation, has taken place, and the

wood dyes further after this process.

h. Scarlet and white.—Padded and dunged as for clarets ; then 10 pieces dyed with
15 lbs. French madder, 15 lbs. Dutch crop madder, 7 lbs. peach wood, 4 lbs. sumac
with 3 quarts bone size : bring to a boil in 2\ hour, and boil a quarter of an hour

;

wash and bran, &c.

c. Scarlet and yellow.—VmcQei as for scarlet and white, but dye 10 pieces with
22|- lbs. Dutch crop madder ; 22^ pounds French madder

; 7^ lbs. sumac, wash, bran,

and dry; then pad in red liquor at 10° T., age 2 nights, fly-dung at 130° F., wash
and warm water at 120° 10 minutes, dye 10 pieces with 20 lbs. quercitron bark, heat
to 120° in one hoirr, keep at 120° 15 minutes, wash and dry.

d. Burgundy and white.—Pad, &c., as for clarets
;
dye 10 pieces with 18 lbs.

French madder, 18 lbs. peachwood, 1^ lb. logwood, 5 lbs. sumac, 4 quarts glue.

Heat to boil in If hour, boil \ of an hour, wash and bran at boil 10 minutes,

wash and dry.

e. Tyrian purple and white.—Pad, &c., as for clarets; dye 10 pieces with 5 lbs.

prepared logwood, 5 lbs. Dutch crop madder, and 71bs. peachwood 21bs. bran, and
3 quarts bone size. Bring to boil in Ij hours, boil ^ of an hour, wash and bran
at 150° 5 minutes with 1 lb. bran per piece; wash and dry,

/. Piice and white.-—Pad, &c. as for clarets
;
dye 12 pieces with 3 lbs. fine ground

cochineal, lib. ground galls. 4lbs. prepared logwood, 31bs. peachwood, heat to 170° in

1 hour, and 20 minutes, keep at 170° 10 minutes, wash, bran at 160° 10 minutes;
wash and dry.

g. Amber and white.—Pad, &c. as for clarets ; dye 10 pieces with 20 lbs. quercitron

bark, 10 lbs. Dutch crop madder, 2 quarts bone size. Heat to 160° in 1 hour and
15 minutes, keep at 160° 15 minutes, wash, bran 10 minutes at 150° ; wash and dry.

h. Peach and white.—Pad, &c. as for clarets
;
dye 10 pieces with 2 lbs. ground

cochineal, 2 lbs. peachwood, 6 oz. logwood, heat to 140° in Ij hour, wash, bran at
140° 10 minutes ; wash and dry.

i. Black and white.—Pad in red liquor at 20° T. once, print in No. 36, age 3 nights,

fly-dung at boil, second dung at 140°, 20 minutes, wash, dry, and singe, wash and dye
10 pieces with 60 lbs. prepared logwood, 4 gallons of bone size, and 6 oz. carbonate-

of-soda crystals, heat to boil in 1 hour and 10 minutes ; wash well and dry.

k. Olive, drabs, ^c. with white.—A great variety of shades may be obtained by
varying the mordants. For drabs pad in iron liquor diluted about 10 times according

to the shade wanted, and dye in bark, or bark and logwood. For olives, pad in

mixtures of red liquor and iron liquor, diluted, and dye in bark, or bark and logwood.
The acid used may be No. 33.

I. Bark dyeing.—Dye 10 pieces with 25 lbs. bark, and 3 quarts bone size ; heat to

190° in 11 houi', and keep at 190° 10 minutes, wash and bran at 160° 10' minutes,

wash and diy.

m. Bark and Logwood dyeing.—Dye 10 pieces with 20 lbs. bark, and 30 oz. prepared
logwood, with 3 quarts bone size ; heat as in bark dyeing.
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Fifth Style : Indigo.

The indigo dye-house is always on the ground of a building, and is fitted up with

a number of stone vats let into the ground. There are generally several rows of these

vats, about 3 feet apart. They are about 8 feet long by 4 feet wide, and 8 to 10 foet

deep. Some of them have steam-pipes inserted, which go to near the bottom, so that

they can be heated when necessary. There are about 10 vats in a row.

A. Blue and white. The simplest form of blue styles is blue and white ; dark blue

ground with white figures. The cloth is printed in one of the following reserve

pastes :

—

No. 65. Reserve paste for Block.—3 lbs. sulphate of copper dissolved in 1 gallon

of water, 15 lbs. pipe-clay, heat up with some of the liquor : 1 gallon of thick gum-
Senegal solution, and 1 quart of nitrate of copper at 80° T.

No. 66. Reserve paste for Machine.—2|- lbs. sulphate of copper, 1 gallon of water,

thickened with 9 lbs. flour, and 2 pounds dark British gum.
No. 67. Reserve paste for Machine.—5 lbs. sulphate of copper, 2 lbs. white acetate

of lead, 2 gallons water, dissolve and thicken the clear with 3 lbs. flour and 2 lbs. pale

British gum : when cold, add half a pint of nitrate of copper at 80° T., to every

2 gallons of colour.

No 68. Reservepastefor Machine.—4 gallons boiling water, 16 lbs. of sulphate of

copper, 8 lbs. white acetate of lead, let settle and pour off the clear liquor ; thicken

3 gallons of this with 8 lbs. of flour, and 4 lbs. pale British gum. When boiled, add
4 lbs. sulphate of zinc, and dissolve. The foregoing are all to resist deep shades of

blue. For light shades of blue dipping, any of the following :

—

No. 69. Mild paste for Block.—25 lbs. dark British gum, 15 quarts of water, boil

10 minutes and add 7^ lbs. soft soap; stir well in, and when mixed, add 20 lbs. sul-

phate of zinc, stir well in, and add 10 lbs. pipe-clay beaten up into 1\ quarts of water,

and 74 gills of nitrate of copper at 80° T. Mix all well together.

No. 70. Mild paste for Machine.—8 lbs. dark British gum
; 3| quarts water

;

boil, and add 2 lbs. soft soap, cool, and add 6 lbs. sulphate of zinc dissolved in 2 quarts

of boiling water, and one quart of nitrate of copper at 80° T.

After printing in one of these reserves, hang in a rather humid atmosphere for

2 days, and then dip blue.

Indigo for use in the dye-house is ground with water to a fine pulp : a series of cast-

iron miUs with curved bottoms, are arranged in a line ; one or two iron rollers are

moved backwards and forwards on the curved bottom in each mill by an upright rod,

which is finished with a roller at the bottom, and is connected with a horizontal rod
worked by an excentric. Indigo and a certain quantity of water are left in these

mills several days, till the pulp is perfectly smooth. The method of blue dipping ia

as follows :

—

In a line of ten vats, the first one is set with lime ; as

—

(No. 1.) 1,000 gallons water, 250 lbs. of hydrate of lime, or lime slaked to a dry
powder ; when used it is well raked up.

The indigo vats vary according to the style of work ; for deep blue and white, or

blue and yeUow, or orange, the following is a good one :

—

(No. 2.) 1,000 gallons water, 50 lbs. indigo previously pulped, 140 lbs. copperas,

and 170 lbs. lime ; dissolve the copperas in the water, then add the indigo, stir well
up, and add the lime, previously riddled, to separate small stones. Eake up every
two hours for two days, and let settle clear. The clear liquor, when taken up in a
glass, must have a deep yellow colour, be perfectly transparent, and be immediately
covered with a pellicle of regenerated indigo when exposed to the air. Eight or nine

vats are all set alike.

The pieces to be dipped are hooked backwards and forwards on a rectangular
frame which just fits the vats, so that the cloth can be immersed, but still not so deep
as to touch the sediment of the vats. The process is thus performed :—The lime-vat
No 1 being stirred up, the frame which contains two pieces, is lowered down into it,

so as to completely immerse the pieces ; a gentle up-and-down movement is given by
hand. The frame is allowed to stay 10 minutes in, is then lifted out and supported
over the vat by rods put across. After draining here a few minutes, it is then
removed and immersed in vat No. 2, or the first indigo vat. It stays here seven
minutes, is lifted out, and drained as before over the vat 8 minutes, then removed
to No. 3 vat, and so on till it has gone through the whole series, or till the shade of
blue is considered strong enough. After the last dip the pieces are unhooked and
winced in a pit of water, then evinced about 10 minutes in a pit containing sulphuric
acid at 6° T., washed well in the wheel, squeezed, and dried. . In large dye-houses
there is an arrangement for collecting all the waste indigo which is washed off the
pieces, by running all the water used into a vaulted chamber under the dye-house,

T T 2
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whora it passes from one compartment to another, gradually depositing the suspended

indigo, which is periodically removed.

In hea-^T- bodies of colour, the paste sometimes slips or the shapes become irregular
;

this is counteracted by using the first indigo vat raked up instead of clear. The vats

tire used till nearly exhausted, and then the clear liquor pumped off to bo used instead

of water for setting frosh vats with.

B. Blue and Yellow, or Oravge.—Print in one of the reserve pastes, and yellow or

orange colour made as follows :—
No. 71. Chrome-yellow for Machine.—2 gallons water, 20 lbs. sulphate of copper,

20 lbs. nitrate of lead ;
dissolve, and boat up v/ith 12 lbs. flour, and 2 gallons sulphato-

of-load bottoms ; boil all together.

The sulphate of lead here is the bye-product in making red mordant No. 8, and is

drained to a thick paste.

No. 72. Orange.—Make a standard liquor by dissolving 24 lbs. white acetate of

lead in 6 gallons water, and stirring 12 lbs. litharge in it till perfectly white, then let

settle, and use the clear.

For the orange colour take 2 gallons of this standard liquor, instead of the gallons

of water in the above yellow colour.

Follow the same routine in dipping, &c., as for blue and white. After wincing

in sulphuric-acid sours, wash well, and wince 10 minutes in bichromate-of-potash

solution, 2 oz. per gallon at 100° F. Wash well, and wince in dilute muriatic acid at

^° T., containing 1 oz. oxalic acid per gallon, till the yellow is quite bright. The
small quantity of chromic acid set free oxidises and destroys the indigo that may be
attached to the yellow colour. After this souring, wash and dry.

If orange was printed instead of yellow, treat as for yellow ; and after the murio-

oxalie sour, wash, and raise orange in the following :—10 lbs. bichromate of potash,

300 gallons water, and 3^^ lbs. of lime previously slaked to a thin paste, heat to 180°

F., and wince the pieces in till the orange is full and bright; then take out and wash
well, and dry.

Other varieties of blue dyeing are :

—

c. Two blues.

D. Two blues and white.

E. Two blues, white, and yellow or orange.

F. Dark blue and green.

G. Two blues and yellow.

For c and b a pale hade of blue is first given to the cloth. The light blue vat is

thus composed :

—

No. 3. {Light Blue Vat.) 1,000 gallons water, 40 lbs. indigo, 70 lbs. copperas, 80 lbs.

lime. Fore. Dip light blue by three immersions, draining well between; unhook,
wince in water, then in sulphuric sours at 2° T. ; wash, squeeze, and dry ; then print

on a reserve paste, and proceed as for dark blue and white ; when finished, the pale

blue having been protected by the reserve, has remained unaltered, all the rest being
dark blue.

For F. Instead of reserve paste, print on yellow No. 71, and dip dark blue, sour
and raise the yellow with bichromate of potash, omit the souring after chroming, and
wash and dry. The yellow falling on the pale blue, makes a green.

For 1). On white cloth print an object in muriate of manganese, thickened with
dark Britisli gum, raise this as described under the head Bronzes, dry and block in

a reserve paste No. 65, then lime and dip in the dark blue vat, letting stay in half an
hour, remove, oxidise in tlie air, wash and sour with dilute muriatic acid to which
some muriate-of-tin liquor has been added, wash and dry ; where the peroxide of

manganese had been is now dark blue, the ground pale blue with white object.

For E. Print as d, with yellow or orange in addition, and after the sulphuric

sours, raise yellow or orange as before.

Dip light blue
;
print reserve paste and yellow ; dip dark blue ; wince ; sour in

sulphuric sours at 6° T. ; wince in water; chrome at 140° F. 10 minutes at 2 oz.

bicliromate per gallon
;
wince, wash, and sour in the following :—7 lbs. oxalic acid,

3 lbs. strong sulphuric acid ; dissolve in water to stand 8° T. ; wince till the yellow

is bright ; then wash and dry.

A style formerly very much in vog-ue, but now scarcely ever used, is the neutral or

lazulite stylo. It consists in combining mordants with reserves, and dipping blue
;

the colours throw oif the blue, and are subsequently dyed with madder.
Neutrals are of two sorts :

—

1. AVhere reds and chocolate, or black, with resist white are printed, and dipped
liglit blue, the resist white being only required to resist the blue.

2. Where the white is required to cut through the black, re^s or chocolate in additiop
to the blue,
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The following are examples of lazulite colours for the first variety :

—

No. 73. Blac/c {Machine).—4 quarts logwood liquor at 12° T., 1 quart gall liquor

at 9° T., 1 quart red liquor at 20° T., 1 quart iron liquor at 24° T., 1 quart acetic acid,

thicken with 3 lbs. flour, and 8 oz. starch : when boiled add 1 pint Gallipoli oil,

and 1 pint turpentine.

No. 74r. Chocolate {Machine).—5 quarts red liquor at 12° T., 1 quart iron liquor

at 24° T., It^ lb. sulphate of copper, 24 oz. measure of nitrate of copper at 100° T.,

thicken with 2J lbs. flour, and \ lb. dark British gum.
No. 75. Chocolate {Block).—5 quarts red liquor 12° T., 1 quart iron liquor 24° T.,

2^ lbs. sulphate of copper, 36 oz. measure nitrate of copper at 100° T., 9 lbs. pipe-

clay beat up well, and add 3 quarts of gum-Senegal solution at 5 lbs. per gallon.

No. 76. Dark resist Red {Block).—2 quarts red liquor 22° T., oi^)z. white acetate

of load, 4^^ oz. sulphate of copper, dissolve, and beat up in 6j lbs. pipe-clay. Thicken
separately 2 quarts red liquor at 12° T., with 12 oz. flour, and add when boiling hot

8 oz. of soft soap molted ; mix well, add the pipe-clay mixture to this, and then 2

quarts red liquor at 2° T., thickened by dissolving gum-Senegal in it. Stir the whole
well together.

No. 77. Dark resist Red {Machine).—20 quarts nitrate of zinc at 36 B., 10 quarts

water coloured with a little peachwood, 12^ lbs. alum, 10 lbs, acetate of lead ; dissolve

all together with heat, stir till cool, thicken all together with 8 lbs. flour, and U lb.

dark British gum.
No. 78. Any shade of pale red is made for block by substituting the rod liquor in

colour No. 76 by the mordant No. 8, reduced with water, according to the shade
wanted.

No. 79. Any shade of pale red for machine is made by reducing the quantities of

alum and acetate of lead in colour No. 77.

The white reserve for this variety of neutrals is either of the mild pastes.

No. 80. Resist Brown.—2 gallons water, 24 lbs. catechu, 6 lbs. sal-ammoniac, 1

gallon acetic acid; boil 15 minutes, and add 7^ gallons gum-solution, 6 quarts nitrate

of copper at 100° T.

Process.—The colours after printing are aged 3 days, then dipped light blue in

the following blue vat :

—

(No. 4.) Neutral vat.—1,000 gallons water, 120 lbs. indigo, 135 lbs. copperas, 150
lbs. lime ; rake up for two days, and let settle.

A frame with rollers top and bottom is lowered into this, and the pieces are run
through ; after leaving the vat, they are made to travel over rollers in the air for a
sufficient distance to turn them blue ; then into a pit of water, from that into a beck
with cow-dung and water, at 160° F., where they run 15 minutes, then washed and
dyed madder or garancin, &e. &c.

In the second variety of neutrals, the white is required to resist both mordants and
blue, and is made thus :

—

No. 81. Neutral White for Blocks.—7 quarts lime juice at 30° T., 1 quart water,

4| lbs. sulphate of copper, 24 lbs. pipe-clay, 5j quarts lime juice at 30° T., previously

thickened with gum-Senegal.

No. 82. Neutral White for Machine.—! gallon lime juice at 42° T., 2 lbs. sulphate

of copper, 32 oz. measure nitrate of copper at 100° T., thickened with l^lb. starch.

The black is the ordinary madder or garancin black, Nos. 4 and 5 process.

The neutral white is first printed either by block or machine ; if the latter, it cannot

be in a pattern which should register accurately with the subsequent colours, as it

must be dried perfectly before the other colours are printed, to avoid obUiining

irregular shapes ; the above reserve colours are then printed over the neutral white.

Mild paste Nos. 69, 70 may also be printed along with the other colours, to reserve a
white under the blue only. The subsequent process is the same as for the first

variety.

After dyeing madder and garancin, and clearing with soap, &c., steam or spirit

colours are generally blocked in. Parts of the yellow being made to fall over the blue

form green.

Si.-cth Style : China Blues.

China blues, so called from the shade of blue resembling that on porcelain. In this

style indigo is printed on, and made to penetrate and fix in the cloth by the subse-

quent process.

The coloiu; is made thus :

—

No. 83. Standard China Bine.—In an indigo mill are put 45 lbs. indigo, 9 g.allons

iron liquor at 24° T., and 18 lbs. copperas, the whole ground till quite fine; then add
7|- gallons gum-Senegal solution at 6 lbs. per gallon

;
grind an hour longer, take out.

and wash the mill with 6 quarts hot water, and add to the above.
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No. 84. China blue gum.—Gum-Senegal solution at 3 lbs, per gallon, containing
'1 oz. copperas per gallon.

Colours are made by reducing the standard blue -with the gum, according to tho

pattern and strength required. For instance, for two blues of medium shades :

—

No. 85. Strong Blue.— 1 volume standard, 2 volumes gum.
No. 86. Pah Blue.— 1 volume standard, 10 volumes gum.
After printing, ago one night, and raise as follows :—Two vats similar to indigo

v'ats are set. No. 1. 1,000 gallons water, 500 lbs. slaked and dry lime.—No. 2. So-

lution of copperas at 5° T. In each vat is lowered a frame, which is provided with
rollers at top and bottom, and in addition, has a pair of bushes at each side of the

frame, just abov€ tlic surface of the liquor, in which are put beams, on which the

pieces are wound alternately ; the bearings of the beams being just above ihe

surface of the liquor, allow tho roll of pieces to be always half in and half out of the

liquor. The course of proceeding is this :—A beam containing two or three pieces

stitched end to end is placed on a small frame at one side of vat No. 1, and by means
of a cord previously threaded through tho rollers in the vat, the pieces are slowly

wound through the vat and on to a beam placed in tho bearings at the opposite side

of the vat, by means of a wincli handle fitted on this beam ; when the pieces have
thus passed tlirough vat No. 1 , which is kept in a milky state all the time, the beam
is lifted put and transferred to one of the pair of bearings in vat No. 2 ; the pieces

are wound through this vat in the same manner ; after this vat, they are removed to

No. 1 vat, and worked through ; this alternate limeing and copperasing is continued

till the pieces have been 4 times through each vat; then detach and wince in water
;

then put into sulphuric sours at 10° T., immersing completely in tho liquor till tha

whites appear quite clear; then wash well, soap in a beck at 120° F. a quarter of an

hour with ^ lb. soap per piece ; wash again and sour in sulphuric sours at 1° T. at

110° F. ; wash well and dry.

The various phenomena T. hich occur in the dipping of China blues are not difficult

of explanation with the lights of modern chemistry. We have, on the one hand,

indigo and sulphate of ir(m alternately applied to the cloth
;
by dipping it into the

lime, the blue is deoxidised, because a film of the sulphate of iron is decomposed, and
protoxide of iron comes forth to seizo tho oxygen of the indigo, to make it yellow-

green, and soluble at the same time in lime-water. Then, it penetrates into the heart

of the fibres, and, on exposure to air, absorbs oxygen, so as to become insoluble

and fi:xed within their pores. On dipping the calico into the second vat of sulphate

of iron, a layer of oxide is formed upon its whole surface, which oxide exercises an
action only upon those parts that are covered with indigo, and deoxidises a portion of

it ; thus rendering a second dose soluble by the intervention of the second dip in the

lime-bath. Hence we see that while these alternate transitions go on, the same
series of deoxidisement, solution, and re-oxidisement recurs : causing a progressively

increasing fixation of indigo within tho fibres of the cotton.

Other indigo styles are dipped greens, blue with white discharge.

Bippcd Greens.-—There are 4 vats similar to indigo vats in a row, set with

—

First : (No. 5.) Light blue Vat for Greens.— 1,000 gallons water, 25 lbs. indigo, 45 lbs.

copperas, 65 lbs. lime, dry slaked, 17 lbs. caustic soda, 24° T. ; raked up 2 days,

and settled clear.

Second: (No. 6.) Yellow Vat for Greens.— 1,000 gallons water, 250 lbs. brown acetate

of lead, 130 lbs. dry slaked lime ; rake up till dissolved, and let settle clear.

Third: (No. 7.) Filled with water only.

Fourth : (No. 8.) Set with bichromate of potash at 4° T.

Each of these vats is mounted with a frame \vith rollers top and bottom ; the

pieces to be dipped are stretched end to end, and a length of cord being tlireadcd

through all the vats and fastened to a drawing roller at the end of the fourth, the pieces

are drawn slowly through between tho first and second ; the cloth is made to travel

several yards so as to ensure oxidation of the indigo before going into the load vat;

after leaving tho fourth, they are detached, winced, and washed well.

For dipped greens, either white cloth is printed in patterns, as spots, &c., witlimild

paste, Nos. 69, 70 ; or a pattern previously printed in madder colours and dyed, &c.

is covered up with mild paste by block ; the cloth being now dipped green, the pattern

or spots are reserved or untouched by the green : a very good eiFect is produced by
dipping tho Burgundy and acid No. 4, green, when the Burgundy part comes out

a beautiful chocolate, and the wliito part green.

Acid Discharge on Blue.—A blue and wliitc style, but which permits the most deli-

cate pattern to be printed, whicii is not tlie case with tho ordinary blue and white

style. The cloth is first dipped a medium shade of blue, washed and dried, then

padded in bichromate of potash at 6° T. and carefully dried in tho shade, -nithout

artificial heat, and printed in the following colour :

—
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No. 87. White Discharge for Blues.— 1 gallon water, thicken with 2 lbs. flour,

and 2 lbs. dark British gum ; when partly cooled, add 2 lbs. oxalic acid, and when
quite cold, 7^- oz. measure sulphuric acid. A few seconds after the colour is printed

on the padded cloth the blue is discharged, and a dirty white left in tlio printed

parts ; after printing, the pieces are dried so as to leave them slightly damp, and im-

mediately winced in chalk and water, then winced in sulphuric sours at 2° T., winced

and well washed ; the printed pattern is now a pure white, and if care has been

taken not to dry the bichromate too hard, and not expose it to sunlight, the blue is

bright and good.

This ingenious process was the invention of Mr. John Mercer. At the moment the

block applies the preceding discharge to the bichromate dye, there is a sudden de-

coloration, and a production of a peculiar odour.

The pieces padded with the bichromate must be dried at a moderate temperature,

and in the shade. Whenever watery solutions of chromate of potash and tartaric acid

are mixed an effervescence takes place, during which the mixture possesses the power
. of destroying vegetable colours. This property lasts no longer than the effervescence.

In the 'Moniteur Scientifique ' of Dr. Q,uosnoville for July 1873 are described some
new processes, invented by P. Schiitzcnberger and F. Lalande for the fixation of

indigo upon cloth. The active agent for the reduction of the indigo is the hydro-

sulphite of soda, discovered by the former, and which is made as follows :—
' Bisulphite

of soda, standing at 30° to 35° Baume, is brought in contact in a covered vessel with
twisted sheet zinc, or granulated zinc, filling up to the top of the vessel without

occupying more than one-fourth of its real volume. After the lapse ofabout one hour, the

liquid is poured into an excess of milk of lime, which precipitates the salts of zinc.

The clear liquid is drawn off either by filtration and pressure, or by decantation after

the addition of water. Air should be excluded as much as possible. By mixing the

liydro-sulphite thus obtained with ground indigo, and the amounts of lime or soda

necessary to dissolve the reduced indigo, we obtain at once a yelloivish liquid con-

Uiining no insoluble matter except the earthy impurities of the indigo.' One pound
of indigo may be thus reduced, so as to form a solution not exceeding 4 to 6 quarts in

volume. This solution is diluted with water to form a blue vat or an alkaline

solution of the reduced indigo, containing a large excess of hydro-sulphite of soda, iS

suitably thickened and printed by a copper roller in the ordinary printing-machine.

The oxidation during printing is so slight that after an hour's work, the remnant of

the colour is still yellow and soluble. The entire colour is utilised, 50 to 60 per cent,

less indigo being consumed with the new process than with the old. The shades
obtained are more beautiful and fast, and the impression is better defined. This new
indigo blue, requiring no subsequent fixing process, can be printed along with a great

number of other colours, such as aniline black, madder colours either for dyeing or

as extracts, catechu shades, Guignet's green and other colours fixed with albumen.
Specimens of some of these colours printed along with the new blue, are given in the
' Moniteur,' and the new process would appear from these to be successful.

Seventh Style: Discharge on Turkey-Red Ground.

No. 88. White Discharge {Machine).—8 lbs. light British gum, 1 gallon tartaric-acid

liquor 62° T., 1 gallon acetic acid 6° T.

No. 89. White Discharge (Block).—The above colour a little thinner.

No. 90. Black for Turkey Red.—7 gallons logwood liquor at 8° T., 1 gallon pyro-

ligneous acid, 10 lbs. starch; boil and add 2 lbs. 10 oz. copperas; boil again and
cool, then add 3|- pints pernitrate of iron at 80° T., and 1 gallon of blue paste.

No. 91. Blue Paste.—(a) 6 lbs. copperas, 2 quarts water; dissolve: (b) 4 lbs.

prussiate of potash, 1 gallon of water ; dissolve. Mix a and b together, and add
1 quart standard red liquor No. 8, 1 quart nitric acid 60° T.

No. 92. Yellow Discharge (Block).— 1 gallon lime juice at 50° T., 4 lbs. tartaric

acid, 4 lbs. nitrate of lead ; dissolve, thicken with 6 lbs. pipe-clay, and 3 lbs. gum-
Senegal.

No. 93. Yellow Discharge (Machine).—Thicken the above with I
J-

lb. starch, instead

of the pipe-clay and gum.
No. 94. Yellow Discharge (Machine).— 1 gallon lime juice at 40° T., 4 J lbs. tartaric

acid, 5 lbs. white acetate of lead, IJ- lb. starch; boil and cool, then add 1 lb. 14 oz.

nitric acid at 60°

No. 95. Blue Discharge (Machine).—(a) 1 lb. Prussian blue, 1 lb. oxalic acid, 1 quart
hot water

; grind well together, and leave to react on each other 24 hours ; then (b)

3 quarts of water, 1^ lb. starch
;
boil, and add 2 lbs. tartaric acid, and mix a and b

together.

No. 96. Green Discharge (Machine).— 1^ gallon No. 95 blue, 1 gallon No. 94 yellow*
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Process :—Print in any of the above colours, and as soon as dry from the machine,

put through the decolouring vat.

(No. 9.) Decolouring Vat.—1,000 gallons of water, 1,000 lbs. chloride of lime ; rake

well up, till quite smooth and free from lumps, then immerse a frame with rollers top

and bottom, as in dipping greens, &c. ;
keep the vat stirred up so as to be milky, and

run the pieces through at the rate of 1 piece of 28 yards in 3 minutes ; on leaving the

squeezing rollers, conduct into water and rinse, then wince 10 minutes in bichromate

of potash at 4° T. ; wash and wince in very dilute muriatic acid ; wash well and dry.

In this style, such is the permanence of the Turkey-red dye, that it is not much

altered by passing through chloride of lime, whilst in the parts printed in the discharge

colours an instantaneous disengagement of chlorine takes place, which decolorises

the dyed ground, and where a mineral colour or mordant formed part of the discharge,

it is left in place of the red dye. This style was invented in 1811 by M. D. Koechlin,

and patented in England by Mr. James Thompson, of Primrose, who printed immense

quantities of it.

The Bandanna printing, being a business of itself, is more fitly described in another

place. (See Bandanna.)

Eighih Style: Steam Colours.

The printing of steam colours may be considered as a mode of dyeing at one oper-

ation, for in most cases one or more mordants are mixed with dye-wood decoctions,

and printed on the cloth, the subsequent steaming causing the mordant to combine

with the colouring matter, and both with the cloth. Steam colours in some cases are

made so as to produce a fair colour when printed on ordinary white calico : but much
superior colours are produced by mordanting the cloth first, so as to fix peroxide of

tin in the fibre ; and as this is the almost universal rule, it is this sort of steam

printing alone that will be described. Woollen fabrics, indeed, require a good pre-

paration by tin, &c. before lively and substantial colours can bo fixed on them by
steam.

The following is the mode of preparing calicoes for steam colours :

—

Pad the pieces stitched together, in a padding machine with wooden bowls, through

a solution of stannate of soda at 10° T. twice over, letting them lie wet an hour

between
;
immediately after padding the second time, run through a cistern with

rollers, containing dilute sulphuric acid at 1 J° to 3° T., thence into a pit of water,

wince well, and run through a washing-machine. It has been observed by Mr. James
Chadwick, that if the cloth, with oxide of tin newly percipitated on it, is subjected

to any severe washing, it loses a considerable quantity of oxide, so that no more
washing must be given at this stage than will remove the free sulphuric acid. It

appears that the cloth, once dried with the oxide in it, does not part with the oxide

again by severe washing. After washing, the pieces are unstitched, and put into the

hydro-extractor, then dried gently over the steam cylinders, and are then ready for

printing.

The following list of steam colours comprises the usual variety of shades printed on
calico :

—

No. 97. Steam Black {Machine).— 1 gallon logwood liquor at 12° T., 1 quart gall

liquor at 9° T., 1 quart mordant, 2 lbs. flour, 6 oz. starch ; boil ton minutes, and add

\ pint nitrate of iron.

Steam Black Mordant.-~\ quart acetic acid, \\ quart acetate of copper at 3° T.,

1| quart iron liquor at 24° T., 1 quart red liquor at 20° T.

No. 98. Chocolate {Machine).—3 gallons logwood liquor at 12° T., 2 gallons Sapan
liquor at 12° T., 1 gallon nitrate of alumina, ^ gallon bark liquor at 12° T., 4 gallons

water, 17 lbs. starch
;
boil, and add 8 oz. chlorate of potash, 2-^ lbs. rod prussiate.

No. 99. Dark Blue {Machine).—7 gallons water, 14 lbs. starch, 2| lbs. sal-ammo-
niac; boil, and add whilst hot 12 lbs. yellow prussiate of potash in powder, 6 lbs. red

prussiate of potash, 6 lbs. tartaric acid, and when nearly cold, 1 lb. sulphuric acid

(specific gravity, 1'85), 1 lb. oxalic acid dissolved in 2 quarts hot water, and 6 gallons

prussiate-of-tin pulp.

No. 100. Dark Blue.—8 quarts water, 4 lbs. yellow prussiate of potash, 3 lbs. pale

British gum ;
boil, and add 1 lb. bisulphate of potash, 2 lbs. muriate of ammonia, 8 oz.

alum, 4 oz. oxalic acid, 4 oz. sulphuric acid at 170° T., 4 quarts tin pulp No. 103.

No. 101. Cimiamon.— 1 quart cochineal liquor at 8° T., 1 quart logwood liquor at

8° T., 1 quart berry liquor at 10° T., 6 oz. alum, 4 oz. cream of tartar, 8 oz. starch;

boil, and whilst warm add 3 oz. muriate of-tin-crystals.

No. 102. Orange.—12 lbs. annatto, 1 gallon caustic soda at 70° T., 5 gallons water;
boil 20 minutes, strain, and add 3 quarts red mordant No. 198, 6 lbs. alum ; heat till

clear, and add 4 gallons thick gum-substitute water.

No. 103. Tin Pulp.—To protochloride-of-tin solution add as much yellow prussiate
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of potash in solution as will precipitate all tlie tin as ferroprussiate ; this is washed by
decantation, and filtered to a stiff paste.

No. 104. Light Blue for Machine.— 1 gallon dark blue No. 99, 3 gallons 4-lb. gum-
substitute water.

No. 105. Green {Machine).—7 gallons Persian-berry liquor, at 12° T., 15 lbs. yellow

prussiate of potash, 8 lbs. alum, 28 lbs. gum-substitute ; boil, and add 2 lbs. muriato-

of tin crystals, 2 lbs. oxalic acid.

No. 106. Pink {Machine).—4 gallons cochineal liquor at 6° T., 2 lbs. alum, 2 lbs.

bi-tartrate of potash, 8 oz. oxalic acid, 4 gallons thick gum-Senegal water.

No. 107. Purple {Machine) 2 gallons logwood liquor, at 12° T., 12 oz. alum, 8 oz,

red prussiate of potash, 4 oz. oxalic acid, 8 gallons gum-substituto water. If for block,

add 12 gallons gum-water instead of 8 gallons.

No. 108. Dark Eed {Machine.)—8 quarts Sapan liquor at 12° T., 2 quarts bark
liquor at 8° T., 2 quarts nitrate of alumina No. 109, 6-J lbs. starch, 1 lb. gum-substi-

tute, 4 quarts water, 4 oz. chlorate of potash, 12 oz. alum.

No. 109. Nitrate ofAlumina.—8 gallons boiling water, 24 lbs. nitrate-of-lead crys-

tals, 24 lbs. alum, 5 lbs. carbonate-of-soda crj'stals ; let settle, and iiso the clear.

No. 110. Blue Standard.— 1 gallon water, 12 oz. alum, 44- oz. oxalic acid, Ijlb.

yellow prussiate of potash, 1 gallon giim-substitute water.

No. 111. Lavender Liquor.—2 gallons red liquor at 18° T., 6 lbs, ground logwood;
let steep for 48 liours, then strain off the liquor.

No. 112. Lavender.—4 gallons lavender liquor No. Ill, 5 gallons blue standard
No. 110, from 24 to 48 gallons gum-water, according to shado wanted.

No. 113. Di-ah.—4 gallons lavender liquor, 4 gallons blue standard, 1 gallon bark
liquor at 8° T., from 40 to 70 gallons gum-water, according to shade wanted.

No. 114. Stone.—4 gallons lavender liquor No. Ill, 6 gallons blue standard No. 110,

1 gallon bark liquor at 120° T., reduced same as drab.

No. 115. Sage Greensfor Blotch Grounds.—2 gallons yellow No. 118, 2 gallons blut

standard No. 110, from 28 to 56 gallons gum-water, according to shade wanted.
No. 116. Yellow.—4 gallons berry liquor at 12° T., Ijlb. alum.
No. 117. Brown Standard.—14 quarts bark liquor at 12° T., 3^ quarts Sapan

liquor at 12° T., IJ quart logwood liquor at 12° T., 12 quarts 8-lb. gum-substitute

water, 3^ lbs. alum, 2 oz. chlorate of potash, 5 oz. red prussiate. All shades of light

browns are made from this by reducing with gum-substitute water, according to shado
wanted.

No. 118. FeZtoztf.—4 gallons bark at 8° T., 2 quarts red liquor at 18° T., 2 quarts

nitrate of alumina No. 109, 12 oz. tin crystals, 5 lbs. starch.

No. 119. Green for Block.-—28 lbs. yellow prussiate of potash, 6 gallons hot water;
in a separate vessel 10 gallons 6-lb. gum-Senegal water, 2 gallons water, 1 gallon

muriate of tin at 120° T. ; mix the prussiate solution with the tin and gum by pouring

one into the other, and violently agitating ; when quite fine and free from flocculent

matter, add 12 gallons berry liquor at 10° T., then add 12 lbs. and 2^ lbs. oxalic acid

dissolved in 5 gallons water, then 3 quarts acetic acid, and 2^ gills extract of

indigo.

No. 120. Brown,—6 quarts berry liquor at 20° T., 6 quarts Brazil-wood liquor at
8° T., 3 lbs. alum, 3 quarts lavender liquor, 6 quarts 6-lb. gum-Senegal water, 24 oz.

nitrate of copper at 100° T.

Printing with pigment colours, and fixing them by steaming was formerly a separata

style ; but owing to the introduction of aniline colours and madder extracts, goods are now
printed so frequently with all these classes of colours at once, that it is useless to separate

them. In printing pigments the ordinary pigments, such as used in oil painting, are me-
chanically attached to the cloth by a species of cementing. The first fixing vehicle used
was a solution of caoutchouc in naphtha, which was mixed with the pigment so as to make
colours of sufBcient viscosity to print. The naphtha was then driven off by steaming,

and the pigment was then cemented to the cloth by a film of caoutchouc. This
method makes very fast colours, not affected by soaping and moderate frici.ion

; but,

unfortunately, the naphtha volatilising during the printing process, rendered the use

of it too dangerous, and after it was found that explosions of the naphtha vapour fre-

quently took place, calico printers turned their attention to some other fixing vehicle.

Animal substances, of which the white of eggs is the type, and which, soluble in

water, are coagulated by heat, are now usually employed. Of these, fo ir may be

particularised :—Albimien of eggs ; blood albumen, or dried serum of blood
;
lactarine,

and gluten. The first is made by simply drying gently the white of eggs into flakes.

The second is the serum of blood dried in tlie same manner. The third is made by
separating the solid part of buttermilk, purifying it from butter and free acid, and
drying it. The fourth is the residue of starch-making from wheat-flour by the sLmplo
washing process, the gluten being gently dried.
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The latter fsro thickeners require a small quantity of alkali to bring them in solu-

tion : they then resemhle alhumen in their power of coagulating by heat. There
are few colours of this style printed, chiefly ultramarine blue, carbon drab, and sienna-

and umber-browns
;
examples of these will be found further on.

The invention of aniline colours, commencing with the discovery of mauve in 1856
by "W". H. Perkin, followed soon after by that of fuchsine or magenta, by Terguin, and
subsequently by the production from aniline of a vast quantity of beautiful colours,

has almost revolutionised steam-printing. These colours being of extraordinary purity

and brilliancy, and in some cases being as fast to light as the colours above described, are

now universally employed, to the almost extinction of the old dyewood, &c., colours.

In conjunction with the chrome green of Guignet and the various colours obtained

from extracts of madder and artificial alizarine, most exquisite prints are now pro-

duced, where the genius of the designer, being no longer checked by the exigencies of

the printer who, to make reds, purples, and chocolates fast to soap was compelled to

dye them with madder, and thus make a break between the printing of these and their

illumination by steam colours subsequently, has now full play, and a great variety of

colours being printed at one operation, and all raised or fixed together afterwards

;

patterns of great delicacy of execution and beauty of colouring can be produced solid and
fast to soap, which it was perfectly impossible to do before the introduction of these

colours. It may therefore be confidently affirmed that the introduction of madder extract

has directly tended to make a marked improvement in the artistic taste applied to calico-

printing. The shades of colour produced from aniline colours, madder extracts, and
pigments are infinite. It will only bo within the scope of this work to give a selection

which will illiistrate the principles upon which they are made.
Xo. 121. Macenia Standard.—l^lb. magenta crystals, i gallons methylated spirit

2 gallons water.

No. 122. Gum-tragacanth Water.— 1 gallon water, 10 oz. gum-taagacanth ; boil G

hours or tiU quite smooth, and make the bulk up to 1 gallon.

No. 123. Egg-albumcn-solntion.—1 gallon of cold water, 8 lbs. of egg-albumen ; stir

till dissolved, and strain.

Xo. 124. Blood-albumen-solution.— 1 gallon cold water, 8 lbs. blood-albumen; stir

till dissolved, and strain.

No. 125. No. 45 Magenta Paste {for dark magenta).—2 quarts water, 2 lbs. fine

wheat flour, 1 lb. of white British gum (slightly roasted wheat starch), 45 oz.

measure of No. 121 : boil well, cool, and add 2 quarts of No. 123.

No. 126. No. 35 Magenta paste (for dark magenta).—The same as No. 1 25, but

35 oz. measure of No. 121.

No. 127. No. 20 Magenta gum (for medium shade).—2 quarts of No. 122, 2 quarts,

of No. 123. 20 oz. measure of No. 121.

No. 128. No. 10 Magenta gum (for pale shade).—The same as No. 127, but 10 oz.

measure of No. 121.

No. 129. No. 4 Magenta gum (for padding or 'blotching').—The same as No. 127,

but 4 oz. measure of No. 121.

No. 130. Dark Mauve paste.—2 lbs. wheat flour, 1 lb. white British gum, 1 quart

of water, 100 oz. measure of strong solution of mauve crystals inspirit; boil well,

cool, and add 1 quart of No. 123.

No. 131. Medium shade Mauve paste.—l^lb. wheat flour, | lb. white British gum,
1 quart of water. 60 oz. measure mauve solution as No. 130 ; boil well, cool, and add
1 quart of No. 123.

No. 132. No. 20 Pale Mauve (for dark and pale mauve).—2 quarts of No. 122, 2

quarts of No. 124, 20 oz. measure mauve solution as No. 130.

No. 133. No. 10 Pah Mauve (for a third shade").—2 quarts of No. 122, 2 quarts of

No. 124, 10 oz. measure mauve solution as No. 130.

ilauves with glycerine, arsenious acid, and acetite-of-alumina fixing. In these

colours there is no action imtil the goods are steamed, when arsenite of alumina is formed

in an insoluble state in the cloth and the mauve remains united with this mordant.

No. 134. Glycerine and arscnious-acid solution.— 1 gallon of glycerine, 4 lbs. arse-

nious acid ; boil well till dissolved.

No. 135. Acetate of alumina.— 1 gallon of water, 3 lbs. of alum, 2i lbs. acetate-of-

soda crystals.

No. 136. Mauve-reducing paste.—2 gallons of water, 3 gallons of No. 135, 1 gallon

of No. 122, 6 lbs. wheat starch ; boil, cool, and add gradually 2 quarts of No. 134.

No. 137. Dark Mauve.—5 lbs. starch, 5 quarts water, 3 quarts of No. 122. 1 quart

of vinegar, ^ lb. mauve crystals ; boil, cool, and add when cooling 5 quarts of No. 135,

and when cold 2:^ pints No. 134.

No. \38.—For pak or medium shades, dilute No. 137 with No. 136 to the required

shade.
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:N^o. 139. Dark CoelaMeal Bed.—1 gallixi of codiineal liqaar at 6° T., l|Ih. staadli;

boil, oooL and add 3 ok. mmiate^-tiii ezystals, 2 oz. oxalie acid.

!^^o. 140. SearUt.—5 Its, stareh, 3 g^lwas eodnpRai lignor at 7° T.. 2 qpiaafe Pearsia^

berry liquor at 12° T. ; boil and add f-Ib. binasalatecf potash, dieEt^Te. aod add-wiea

aeaAj cold fib. mtiriate-of-tin crystals, cooL, and add 1 gallon «f No. 14!

.

Na 141. Peroxide-of-'n» Pulp.—6 galkms of vater, 30 cb. measure rr-::^ 5.——

liqa<B-, ly quart oifchloiide-af-tin solnticHi at 120° T., mix veil, wash by ir-:.-:.z-^r.
:

-

3 times, ai^ filter to a stiff palp.

No. 142. Drab.—1 gallcHi of water, 8 ce. nltzamari&e, 4 as. lamp-blaek, l^: -t

fine, and add li gallon of No. 124, U gallMi dNa 122.

Na 143. Carbon Drab.S lbs. laiop-bla^ 1 gallni ci aeetie acid at 8° T. : r±i
well together, and add 1 gallon of No. 12-4, and 1 gallnw of No. 122.

Na 144. Ultramaruu Blue vritA Ladarme.—1^ lb. lacfamw, 3^- pints water ; mix
well, and add 2^ oz. measnze lignid ammcRiia speciSe giavky -880, 5 as. measure
caustic soda at 32° T. : then haTing beaten up 3 lbs. nltiamazinewi& li pant watn;
mix witli the lartartnfi solntitHi.

No. 145. UUrmHoriMe Blue wUk Gbiiat.—6 lbs. nltramarina, 5 gsaxtB water ; mix,
and add gradnallj 3| lbs. groimd ^nten ; 1^ it stand a vsw minutes, tiiea add 1 quart
caustic soda at 16° T. ; mix weD, and 1^ ^and a few hoars b^ne i^i^
No. 146. (Na 4.) Ultramarime Blue viii ABmrnem.—4 lbs. altzmmiDe, 1 quart of

water, 1 qnait of No. 122, 2 quarts of 123.

No. 147. (No. S.) ilinnmarime Bbte.—As No. 146, bat 3 lbs. olteamariiie.

Na 14S. (No. 2.) ninamarime Bime. \s Na 146, bot 2 lbs. oltiaBiainie.

Na 149. Guignag Great Stgmdard.—13 lbs. Go^bb^s green in paste, 1 gaDon of
No. 150, grind in a mill till quite fine.

Na 150. 3 lbs. JjUmmemSBbitiom.—1 gallon of water, 3 lbs. of Uood-aDraBa, stir

till dissolred.

No. 151. (No. 2.) Dark Green.—2 gaUons ofNa 149. 1 gallwi Na 150.

Na 152. (No. 2.) Green.—1 g^loa ofNa 149, 2 salloDS ofNa 150.

No. 153. (Na 14.) Bde Green for Padding.—1 gaUtm c£ No. 149, 10 gykos 4^

Na 150, 4 ^all<R]s d water.

Na 154. Dark Brovn.—26 cz.

of water, 2 qoarts ofNa 124.

Na 155. Medimm Brotm.—Th
paste.

Na 156. Pale Brown fc Pz.^:

1 pint of Na 22, 2 qoaxts :
>'

Na 157. Orange.—al'r^ -

N.-'. 122, 2 quarts of Na 1--^.

Na 158. DroS.—20 oz. : j

-o^ter. 6 qoarts ofNa 122.

Na 159. Drabfor Pad/ — - - :: nl— - ri^^ f :r :— 16 oz.

Yellow ochre in paste, 7 r;. - r; >'
1 :ri.. r. : >';. 121 - r-"-. : —i:;r.

Na 160. Biatkfor Pri } S ' — : : -/ : — ;:i
12° T., 1 gallan of qnacitr:;-: rk l;:-;;r ;.: 7 . 1^ fi^"- : z:.i 7..

14 lb& stsoeh, 3 lbs. delai:; r^- : -ri - ^: 1- ill:-:; :: ^

in 5 qiiarts « hot water, :
-.^ - y ---

Na 161. JMiro-aeeisfe — . ^ - ; — :;r il . 5 - 1- :

potash, 16 lbs. snlphoiic : . .
-

; ;: — r.;? . . . - Ir^rf;; L V s.

brown sugar, and wienthe rvr-r;;-;; 1:.;;; ^: . '..-jl'.i :: - :: 'f^l .-i

l&ill)S.rf acetate of lead i 1 :: — .:;r. 1;: ..-i iie ;

liquor.

Na 162. Dark Red frtm Ez r:: : : - : - f Limte.—S ft«.

extract of madder, 4 lbs. aeetii: 1; IV r.'.: , 7 :z . r :: :r-r:fr?-e-i in a waters

badu when cold add ^th of its : ::

Na 163. Acetate of Jlmntir.c — 1 r /.:r. :
—

. :;r - 1;;, :: i acetate of

lead, stir tiU disscired, 1^ sett": - . .r V:;":r

Na 164. Pale Seds'fnm tkc 7, — : ;
- 77: ^"f-.—i IV; ::

extract, 2 lbs. acetic acid, 6, 8,(k 10 quarts or r-~.:-;: ii.:-5:"--~ :~ :.: -i 7:;. Ter r..7 z.

1 pint of Na 163.

Na 165. Dark Redfrom Ex&mif^ Madder r-_ - ^ :- -: - 7 : — : 7^.
extract of madder, 2 qnaits of acetic add at lI- _ ::::-r:; :: ::? 7 - -:: :: . 7.-.

per gallon. 1 put of Na 122. li quart :'--: :: : 7 :. 16S, i riu: cl

acetate-of-Ume sc^atiun at 2S^ T.
yo. 166. Redneimg Paste for Pale Ricf 7 : ' : -ZH^'V.—7 pints

01 water. 1 pint of No 122, 1 pint oiace:7 . - r -: ::/ .:,
'
:::!.

No. 167. Pale Redsfrom Na 165.—1 gi_:z : 1.7 ^ ; ;:_;zi m So. 166.

;zrz: sienna in paste, 2| quarts of Na 122, 1 pnt

e f.in£ as with Na 154, but 12 ok. of bomt-Eienna

:
" —Ij :z. 7z:rrt-=:TZ^ raste, 3 pints of water,

?:; ::'
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No. 168. Barh Bed with artificial Alizarine.— 1 lb. of No. 169, 7 lbs. wheat starch,

2J lbs. acetic acid at 8° T., 12 lbs artificial alizarine of 10 per cent, strength, 5 quarts

of acetate-of-lime solution at 18° T., 2 gallons of water, 2 quarts olive oil, boil weU,
cool, and add 2^ gallons of No. 163 reduced to 11° T,

No 169. 1 gallon of water, 1 lb, gum-tragacanth, boil till dissolved, and add water
to make up to 1 gallon.

No. 170. Bark Bed with artificial Alizarine.— 1 quart of 10 per cent, alizarine,

3 5 oz. measure acetic acid 12° T., 3| pints of starch paste at 2 lbs. per gallon,

\ pint of acetate-of-lime-solution at 20° T., 12|- oz, measure of No. 163, \ pint of olivo

oil.

No. 171. T^ale Bed from artificial Alizarine.—2| quarts of 10 per cent, alizarine of

Meister, Lucius and Briinning, \\ quart of acetic acid at 12° T., 85- quarts of starch

paste at 2 lbs. per gallon, 1 quart of acetate-of-lime solution at 20° T., 1^ quart of

No. 163, \ \ quart of olive oil.

No, 172. Ptirple with artificial Alizarine.—2 lbs. of artificial alizarine as in No, 171,

1 pint acetic acid at 8° T., 3 J quarts gum-gedda solution at 4 lbs. per gallon, -J
pint

of pyrolignite of iron liquor at 10° T., 2^ oz. measure of acetate-of-lime solution at

20° T.

Madder Extract Chocolate.—M. Horace Koechlin discovered that oxide of chromium
gave with madder extract a beautiful chocolate colour : an addition of solution of

acetate of chromium to any soiled madder-extract red colour left after printing,

converts this latter into a very good chocolate, and is a good way of utilizing dirty

colour, too valuable to throw away. A good chocolate may also be made by mixing
madder-extract red -vnih. the chrome black No. 160, for instance 6 of old madder-
extract rod and 1 of chrome black.

After printing, the pieces are hung up for some time to equalise their temperature,

and are then steamed.

There are two methods of steaming now commonly employed—the column and
tlie chest. The column is a hollow cylinder of copper, from 3 to 5 inches in diameter,

and about 44 inches long, perforated over its whole surface with holes of about -^th

of an inch, placed about ^ of an inch asunder. A circular plate, about 9 inches

diameter, is soldered to the lower end of the column, destined to prevent the coil

of cloth from sliding down off the cylinder. The lower end of the column termi-

nates in a pipe, mounted with a stopcock for regulating the admission of steam
from the main steam boiler of the factory. In some cases, the pipe fixed to the lower

surface of the disc is made tapering, and fits into a conical socket, in a strong iron or

copper box, fixed to a solid pedestal ; the steam-pipe enters into one side of that box,

and is provided, of course, with a stopcock. The condensed water of the column falls

down into that chest, and may be let oif by a descending tube and a stopcock. In
other forms of the column, the conical junction pipe is at its top, and fits there into

an inverted socket connected with a steam chest, while the bottom has a very small

tubular outlet, so that the steam may be exposed to a certain pressure in the column
when it is encased with cloth.

The pieces are lapped round this column, but not in immediate contact with it ; for

the copper cylinder is first enveloped in a few coils of blanket stufl", then with several

coils of white calico, next with the several pieces of the printed goods, stitched end-

wise, and lastly, with an outward mantle of white calico. In the course of the lapping

and unlapping of such a length of webs, the cylinder is laid in a horizontal frame, in

which it is made to revolve. In the act of steaming, however, it is fixed upright, by
one of the methods above described. The steaming lasts for 20 or 30 minutes accord-

ing to the nature of the dyes ; those which contain much solution of tin admit of less

steaming. Whenever the steam is shut off, the goods must be immediately uncoiled,

to prevent the chance of any aqueous condensation. The unrolled pieces are free

from damp, and require only to be exposed for a few minutes in the air to appear

perfectly dry. Were water condensed during the process, it would be apt to make the

colours run.

The other method of steaming, and the one now most generally employed, is that

of the chest. This is an iron chamber generally now of cylindrical shape, as being

the strongest form. This cylinder is about 10 feet long and 8 feet wide, fixed horizon-

tally. It is closed at one end, the other is provided with strong closely-fitting folding

doors, or with a strong door suspended from pullies, and balanced with a heavy

weight. In cither case the doors are fitted with iron screws, so that they can be

screwed close to the cylinder and thus rendered steam-tight. There is a second roof

inside the cylinder, which receives any drops of condensed water, and carries them

past the pieces at the sides. There is a perforated false bottom, underneath which is

a perforated steam-pipe, laid from end to end of the chest ; this pipe admits the steam,

which is further diffused by the holes in the false bottom. On the false bottom is laid
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a pair of rails parallel -svith the sides of the chest ; these rails are continued outside

the chest into the room, the parts next the chest for about 3 feet being hinged so as to

bo moved on one side when the doors are opened or shut. Upon the rails moves a
rectangular frame of iron which just fits inside the chest, and stands as high as the

entrance to the chest will admit, generally about 6 feet high by 4 feet wide. This

frame, when drawn out into the room, is filled with pieces in the following manner :

—

They are first wound on an open reel, one by one, the selvages of each fold being kept

as parallel as possible. The piece is then slid off the end of the reel, pulled flat, and
a needle and thread passed through all the selvages of one side, and loops made,
through which are passed wooden rods, which rest on the sides of the carriage, or

thoy are wound on the reel and suspended on a thin wooden rod covered with calico,

which rod is supported at the ends upon the sides of the wooden frame. Generally a
grey piece is wound on the reel along with the printed piece on the face side, this is

to prevent the colours marking off on the white parts. The piece being thus suspended
with selvages downwards, the carriage being filled with the rods, is run into the chest,

386

the doors firmly shut, and steam turned on, the steam escaping by a safety valve.

They hang thus for 45 minutes, are taken out, unfolded, and loosely folded for

washing off. They are nest stitched end to end, and passed through a cistern with
water, from that into a cistern containing a very weak solution of bichromate of

potash; they are then put into a washing machine, hydro-extracted, starched, and
dried.

Fig. 386 is a section of Mather and Piatt's steaming chest: A, the body; made
cylindrical of wrought-iron plates

;
b, carriage fitted with square wooden rollers, all

geared together by spur wheels, worked by a handle passing through a stuffing box
on the outside of the cylinder; c, square wooden rollers ; d, handle and wheels

;
e,

cloth hanging on the rollers
;

f, perforated steam-pipe ; g, tap and pipe for running
off condensed water ; h, moveable door, arranged to be suspended by a chain, &c. ; i,

balance weight for door ;
x, safety valve. Fig. 387, for which we are indebted to

Mr. Furnival, shows a chest fitted with folding doors, the arrangement of the interior

roof, the stuffing-box and handle, and the railway arrangement for running the carriage

in and out of the cylinder, and also the double line for allowing one carriage to be
filled whilst another is in the steam-chest, and thus avoid loss of time in filling and
emptying.
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Tbo arrangement of moveable square wooden rollers is to allow of the roll of pieces

placed upon these rollers being occasionally turned part round, so that they may be

uniformly steamed, -which would not be the case if the same part were always resting

on the wooden roller.

Colours fixed by steaming are either pigments insoluble in water, cemented to the

cloth by the coagulation of the albumen or other nitrogenous vehicle with which thoy

are mixed, or, as in the case of aniline colours, this coagulum becomes itself a mordant
and at the time of coagulation and adherence to the fibre carries with it the colour in

chemical union; or, as in the case of dyewood and cochineal colours, these maybe
described as coloured lakes temporarily held in solution by acids, and during the

steaming, the cloth gradually withdraws these lakes from solution, the acid being

either dissipated or so modified as to be incapable of holding the lakes dissolved. The
state of the steam is an important matter. It is not the heat alone that produces the

effect ; for it may easily be demonstrated that heating cloth, when printed and dried,

has no effect whatever. The steam, to be effective, must be as saturated with mois-

ture as possible, and for this reason the steaming apparatus should never be near the

boiler : it is no disadvantage for the steam to travel a considerable distance before

being applied. In some print-works the steam is made to pass through water in a

vessel placed below the steam-chest, so that it arrives in the chest perfectly saturated

with water. At the same time, the steam must not be of so low tension as to cause a

deposit of moisture on the pieces, which would be very injurious, by causing the

colours to run or mix. Steam-blue depends for its fixation on the decomposition of

ferrocyanic acid by the high temperature and presence of vapour of water into white

insoluble ferrocyanide of iron and potassium, which, by acquiring oxygen from the

air or during the washing-oflF, becomes Prussian blue. The shade of it is much
modified by the oxide of tin in the cloth and the prussiate of tin that forms part of

the colour. It appears that tin substitutes iron, foi-ming a compound ferrocyanide of

tin and iron, or a ferro-stanno-cyanide of iron, which is of a deep violet-blue colour.

Greens are mixtures of yellow lakes with the Prussian blue, formed by decomposition.

In both these colours there is a large quantity of hydrocyanic acid disengaged

during the steaming ; steam being decomposed, its hydrogen going to form hydrocyanic

acid.

Madder-extract and alizarine colours require more care in steaming than ordinaiy

dyewood colours. The steam-chest should be fitted with a manometer to indicate the

pressure of the steam inside the chest. The steam at first should only be about 3 lbs.
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pre^ure, and after one hoiir the pressure increased, until at last a pressure of about

7 lbs. is given.

Mousseline-de-laines are treated somewhat in the same manner, the preparation of

the cloth being different, and the colours are made in such a manner as to fix

equally on both the wool and the cotton of the fabric. The steaming and washing-ofif

are nearly the same as for calicoes. The following is the method in detail :

—

The cloth is first well bleached and sulphured. This operation is usually per-

formed by hanging the goods in a close stone or brick chamber. Trays of sulphur

being lighted, the door is closed tight, and the pieces stay in the sulphurous gas for

several hours, and are then removed and washed. An improvement on this method
was patented by John Thom, and is here shown.

Thomas Sulphuring Apparatus.—Fig. 388. a is the roof, made of sheet lead, 4 lbs. to

the foot. B is a lead pipe, of one inch diameter, taking off the excess of sulphurous acid

to the flue, c and c are rolls of pieces, going in- on one side and coming off at the

other. D and d, rollers of wood, three inches in diameter, with iron centres at the

ends. B and e, tiles, as in malt kilns, to let the gas pass up through to the cloth.

Fig. 389 shows the chamber : it is six feet in length by four feet in breadth, and about
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five feet high. There are two windows, which are placed opposite each other, f is

a cast-iron tray for burning the sulphur. It is placed on a flag, inclining towards the

chamber at about one inch to a foot. It is furnished with a slide, on which to put the

sulphur to be pushed in, and to admit what air may be wanted. The space for air

may be from half an inch to an inch wide. It costs 18^. to '201.

Preparation.—Pad the pieces, previously well bleached in a wooden padding
machine through stannato of soda at 10° twice over, then pass through a cistern

witli rollers, containing dilute sulphuric acid at 3° T., wash gently, and partially dry,

then pad through sulphomuriate of tin at 4° T. twice.

No 173. Sulphomuriate of Tin.—3 quarts muriate of tin at 120° T., 1 quart sul-

phuric acid at 170° T., mixed together gradually, and 4 quarts muriatic acid added;
reduce to 4° T.

Eun from this without washing into a large cistern with rollers, containing dilute

chloride of lime at ^° T., then wash, put in the hydro-extractor, and dry. When
wanted for printing, pad through gum-Senegal water at 8 oz. to the gallon, and dry.

After printing they are hung the same as calicoes to equalise the temperature, then

hung in the steam-chest in the same manner as calicoes, and steamed 45 minutes.

After steaming, they are unrolled and loosely folded for washing-ofF, which is done
by wincing over a reel in a pit of water gently for \ of an hour, then transferred to a

washing-machine or large automatic wince reel, and washed till no more coloured

liquor comes away, then hydro-extracted, and dried over the steam cylinders. After

drying, it is found advantageous to hang the pieces in a cool room, with covered

shutter sides, for a day or two, so that they may imbibe a little moisture, and the

colours appear richer. The wool in mousseline-de-laines is apt to be partially decom-

posed during steaming, and sulphuretted hydrogen liberated, which decomposes the

metallic salts, such as nitrate of copper, used in some colours, and produces a very

disagreeable effect, termed silvering. To avoid this, it is now customary to wind on
the reel for steaming, at the same time as the printed piece, a grey or unbleached

piece, which has been padded in a weak solution of acetate of lead, and dried. By
this means the printed piece is steamed in contact with the prepared piece, and any
sulphuretted hydrogen that may be disengaged is immediately absorbed by the acetate

of lead.

The following are the colours used in mousseline-de-laine printing :

—

No. 174. Dark Red.—4 gallons cochineal liquor at 10° T., 7 lbs. starch; boil, and
when cooled to 180° F., add Ijlb. oxalic acid, and when this is dissolved, l|-lb.

muriate-of-tin crystals.

No. 175. Chocolate.—6 gallons Sapan liquor at 12° T., 2 gallons logwood liquor at

12° T., 1 gallon bark liquor at 12° T., 16 lbs. starch; boil, and add 5|lbs. alum,

12 oz. chlorate of potash, 4|-lbs. red prussiate of potash.

No. 176. Yellow.—4 gallons berry liquor at 10° T., 65 lbs. starch, 1 lb. pale British

gum ; boil, and add If lb. muriate-of-tin crystals.

No. 177. Bark or Royal Blue.—6 gallons water, 6 J- lbs. starch, 2J-lbs. sal-ammo-

niac ; boil well, and add 6 gallons tin pulp No. 103 ; mix well into the paste, and add

16 lbs. pounded yellow prussiate of potash, 8 lbs. red prussiate, 24 lbs. tartaric acid,

and l^lb. oxalic acid previously dissolved in 4 pints hot water.

No. 178. Pale Blues are made from the dark blue No. 177, by reducing with gum-
substitute water ; say 1 of dark blue and seven of gum-water for pale blue, for two blues,

and 1 of dark blue and 14 of gum-water for blotch or ground blue.

No. 179. Green.—4 gallons berry or bark liquor at 12° T., 3 lbs. alum, 6 lbs. starch
;

boil, and add 6 lbs. powdered yellow prussiate of potash, 1 lb. muriate-of-tin crystals,

1 lb. oxalic acid, and 2J pints extract of indigo.

No, 180. Pale Green.—3 quarts berry liquor at 6° T., If lb. yellow prussiate of

potash, 9^ oz. alum, f pint acetic acid, 16 quarts 4 lbs. gum-Senegal water, 8 oz. weight

muriate-of-tin liquor at 12° T., f pint extract of indigo.

No. 181. Dark Brown.—2J quarts Sapan liquor at 8° T., 1 pint logwood liquor at

12° T., 5 quarts bark liquor at 10° T., 12 oz. alum, 1 oz. chlorate of potash, 6 lbs.

gum-substitute ;
boil, and add 4 oz. red prussiate of potash, 2 oz. oxalic acid.

No. 182. Pale Browns are made from the dark brown No. 181, by reducing with

gum-water, say 1 to 3 or 1 to 6.

No. 183. Pale Red.— 1 lb. fine-ground cochineal, 1 lb. liquor ammonia, specific gravity

0'88
; put in a jar with tight-fitting cover, which may be luted down

;
keep in a warm

place for 48 hours, then mix with two gallons boiling water, and simmer in a mug down
to 1 gallon, then strain off, wash the cochineal with a little water, and strain again

;

to the liquor made up to 1 gallon add 4 oz. alum, 4 oz, muriate-of-tin crystals, 4 oz.

oxalic acid, and 1 gallon 6-lb. gum-Senegal water.

No. 184. Scarlet.—2 gallons cochineal liquor at 12° T., 4 lb. starch ; boil, and add

4 oz. oxalic acid, 4 oz. binoxalate of potash, 8 oz, pink salts (double permuriate of tin

and ammonia), and 8 oa. mwiate-of-tin crystals.
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No. 185. Scarlet.—3 gallons standard No. 186, 1 quart berry liquor at 10° T.,

4| lbs. storch ;
boil, and add 8 oz. binoxalate of potash, 8 oz. oxalic acid, l^ lb. pink

salts, ^ pint oxymTiriate of tin at 120° T.

No. 186. Standard.—2 lbs. fine-ground cochineal, 6 quarts water, 1 quart red liquor

at 20° T., 4 oz. nitric acid, 2 oz. oxalic acid ; boil 20 minutes, and strain off".

No. 187. Medium Blue.—6 gallons standard blue, No. 188, I J quart oxymuriato of

tin at 120° T., added gradually, and beaten fine, then 2\ quarts extract of indigo.

No. 188. Standard Blue.—10 lbs. yello-w prussiate of potash, 3 lbs. alum, 2 lbs.

oxalic acid, 4 gallons water, 4 gallons 6-lb. gum-water.

No. 189. Medium Green.—8 quarts berry liquor at 8° T., 3 lbs. yellow prussiate

of potash, Ijlb. alum, 7 quarts 6-lb. gum-water, 1 quart water, 1 quart acetic acid,

14 oz. weight muriate-of-tin liquor, 1 pint extract of indigo.

No. 190. Lilac.—8 quarts lavender liquor No. 191, 6 oz. oxalic acid, 2 oz. measura
extract of indigo, 8 qiiarts 6 lbs. gum-Senegal water.

No. 191. Lavender Liquor.—2 gallons red liquor, 10 lbs. ground logwood; steep 12

hours, and strain off.

No. 192. Love 6 quarts blue for doves, No. 193, 4 quarts lavender liquor No. 191,8
quarts 6-lb. gum-Senegal water.

No. 193. Blue for Loves.—6 quarts water, 2 lbs. yellow prussiate of potash, 2 lbs.

alum, 5 quarts 6-lb. gum-water, 1 pint extract of indjgo.

No. 194. Orange.—3 gallons berry liquor at 10° T., 9 lbs. gum-Senegal, 3 pints red
mordant No. 198, 12 oz. muriate-of-tin 'crystals ; boil 15 minutes.

No. 195. Lrah Standard.—6 quarts purple liquor No. 196, 1 quart bark liquor at
10° T.,

-J
pint red liquor at 20° T., \ pint extract of indigo.

Drabs are made from this by reducing with gum-water, about 1 to 3.

No. 196. Purple Liquor.—1 gallon lavender liquor No. 191, 3 oz. oxalic acid.

No. 197. Silver-drab Standard.—3 quarts gall liquor at 12° T., 2 quarts standard
blue No. 188, 1 quart lavender liquor No. 191.

Colours reduced with gum-water from this, 1 to 2 or 3.

No. 198.— i?ec? Mordant.— 1 gallon water, 6 lbs. alum, 3 lbs. white acetate of lead
;

stir till dissolved, let settle and use the clear.

No. 199. Buff Standard.— 1 qiiart cochineal liquor at 8° T., Zl quarts berry liquor
at 10° T., 1 quart red mordant No. 198, 20 oz. oxalic acid.

Colours reduced from this with gum-water.
No. 200. Olive.— 1 quart lavender liquor No. 191, 2 quarts berry liquor at 10° T.,

2 quarts 8-lb. gum-Senegal water.

Aniline Coloursfor Momseline-de-Laines.

No. 201. Pale Magenta.—6 oz. measure of solution of 4 oz. magenta crystals in 4
quarts methylated spirit,_3J quarts of gum-gedda solution at 3 lbs. per gallon, 1 pint of
6-lbs. egg-albumen solution.

No. 202. Medium il/aycwta.—Same as No. 201, but 18 fluid ounces of magenta
solution.

No. 203. Pale Violet.—6 oz. measure of Hofmann's Violet (spirituous solution), 3^
quarts of 3-lbs. gum-gedda solution, 1 pint of 6-lb. blood-albumen solution.

No. 204. Medium Violet.—Tho same as No. 203, but 18 oz. fluid of Violet solution.
No. 205. Strong Solution.—28 fluid oz. of Hofmann's Violet, 3 a quarts of water, 2

1 lb. white British gum ; boil, cool, add 1 pint of 6-lb. blood-albumen solution.
No. 206. Strong Mauve.—8 lbs. flour, 4 lbs. white British gum, 10 quarts water, 5

quarts Mauve Standard
;

boil, cool, and add 6 quarts of 6-lb. blood-albumen solution.
No. 207. Maiwe Standard.—6 oz. Brook, Simpson, and Spiller's E Violet, 2 quarts

acetic acid, 2 quarts of water.

No. 208. Pale Mauve.—1' gallon of 6-lb. blood-albumen solution, gallons of
gum-gedda solution, 30 fluid ounces of Mauve Standard.

No. 209. Iodine Green.—8 quarts of 6-lb. blood-albiunen, 3 quarts of gum-gedda
solution, li pint of glycerine arsenical solution No, 134, 1^ pint acetic acid, 1 quart
of iodine green paste.

In mousseline-de-laine printing success depends more on the bleaching and prepar-
ing of the cloth than in any other style. To Mr. John Mercer is due the merit of
having efiected an improvement iu the preparation of woollen fabrics, the importance
of which can hardly be overrated. Before his discovery of tho power of prepared
wool to absorb chlorine, mousseline-de-laines could only be efifectively printed'by block,
which allows a largo body of colour to be laid on, and the fibre supersaturated with
it. Machine colours were meagre and dull. But mousseline-de-laines prepared with
tin, and then subjected to the action of chlorine gas (as in the process given above,
where the acid salt of tin remaining in tho cloth disengages chlorine from the chlorida

Vol. I. U U
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of lime), have their power of absorbing and retaining colour considerably enhanced.

The exact part the chlorine plays is not well known, probably a compound similar to

the chloro-protein of Mulder is formed. The effect produced is not one, as might be

supposed, of oxidation
; but apparently a merely heightened power of the wool to

assimilate colouring matter. Wool subjected to chlorine without tin is much improved

in its capacity for colour, but nothing like the same when prepared with tin also. The
whole of the chlorine may be removed trom tlio cloth by passing through an alkali,

which renders it necessary to give the stannate-of-soda padding previously to the

chlorinating. It may fairly bo assumed that the development of mousseline-de-laine

printing by cylinder to the present perfection is due in a great measure to this chlo-

rinating process. It ought also to be stated that, with rare liberality, Mr. Mercer

gave the discovery to the trade, resernng for himself no right whatever.

Ninth Style: Spirit Colours.

Topical colours of gi'eat brilliancy, but possessed of very little solidity, are made
somewhat like steam colours, but with much larger proportions of ' spirits,' by which
term is meaut the metallic salts and acids, which, combining with the dye-stuff decoc-

tions, give the peculiar tone and vivacity to those colours. Those colours, from the

large admixture of these salts, are necessarily very acid, and cannot be steamed with-

out the destruction of the cloth. They are merely gently dried after printing, and
hung in the ageing room for several hours, then rinsed in water, washed, and dried.

The following are examples of spirit colours :

—

No. 210. BlacJc.—1 gallon logwood liquor at 8° T., 1 gallon water, lOoz. copperas,

3 lbs. starch
;

boil, and add 4 pint pernitrate of iron at 80° T.

No. 211. Pink.— 1 gallon Sapan liquor at 8° T., 1 gallon water, 2 lbs. common salt,

1^- lb. starch; boil, cool, and add 1 pint oxymuriate of tin at 120° T., 3 oz. measure
nitrate of copper at 80° T.

No. 212. Blue.— 1 gallon water, 1 lb. yellow prussiate of potash, 6 oz. alum, 1^ lb.

starch; boil, and add ^ pint nitrate of iron at 80° T., Ih gill oxymuriate of tin at

120° T.

No. 213. Brown.— 1 gallon berry liquor at 8° T., 2 lbs. light British gum; boil,

and add 1 lb. muriate-of-tin crystals, 2 quarts spirit pink No. 150, 2 quarts spirit purple

No. 214.

No. 214. Purple.— 1 gallon logwood liquor at 8° T., 1 gallon water, 10 oz. copperas,

2 lbs. starch
;
boil, and add 1 pint protomuriate of iron at 80° T., 1 pint oxymuriate

Of tin at 120° T.

No. 216. Orange.— li gallon berry liquor at 8° T., 12 lbs. light British gum ; boil,

add 6 lbs. muriate-of-tin crystals, 4 gallons spirit pink No. 211.

No. 216. Chocolate.—2 J- gallons spirit pink No. 211, 1 gallon spirit blue No. 212.

No. 217. Bed.—3 gallons Sapan liquor at 4° T., 1 lb. sal-ammoniac, 1 lb. verdigris,

lbs. starch
;
boil, cool, and add 6 lbs. pink salts, 1 lb. oxalic acid.

No. 218. Yellow.—l gallon berry liquor at 10 T.,^ lb. alum, lib. starch; boil,

and add 1 pint of muriate-of-tin liquor at 120 T.

No. 219. Green.— 1 gallon spirit blue No. 212, 1 gallon spirit yellow No. 218.

No. 220. Spirit Pin/c for Blocking Madder Work.—4^ gallons Brazil-wood liquor at

108° T., 9 lbs. pink salts, 3 lbs. sal-ammoniac, 2 lbs. sulphate of copper, 6| oz. oxalic

acid dissolved in 1 pint water, 4i gallons of 6-lb. gum-Senegal water, 1 \ quart oxy-

muriate of tin at 120° T.

Tenth Style: Bronzes.

The cloth is padded in solution of sulphate of manganese, the strengtli of which de-

termines the shade of brown produced ; for a medium shade of brown, suitable for

discharge colours, the liquor may be 80° T.

After padding and drying, pad the pieces through caustic soda at 24° T., and again

through caustic soda at 12° T., wince well in water, and then in solution of chloride

of lime at 2° T. till perfectly brown ; wash well in water, and (hj.

The colours for printing on this dyed ground are so made as to discharge the

brown and substitute their own colour in place of it.

No. 221. Blue Discharge.—(a) 6 gallons water, 3| lbs. yellow prussiate of potash,

10 lbs. starch, 6 lbs. lightBritish gum; boil, and add 12 lbs. tartaricacid, 6 lbs. oxalic

acid, \\ quart pernitrate of iron : then take (6) 5 quarts of this standard, 3 quarts

muriate of tin at 120° T.

No. 222. Discharge Yellow for Chroming.—(a) 1 gallon water, 5 lbs. nitrate of lead,

4 lbs. light British gum
;
boil, and add 4 lbs. tartaric acid ; then take (i) 3 quarts this

standard, 1 quart muriate of tin at 120° T.

No. 223. Discharge Green.—2 quarts yellow standard No. 222 {a), 1 quart blue

standard No. 221 {a\ 1 quart muriate of tin at 120°
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No. 224. BiscTicirge Pink.— {a) 2 gallons Brazil-wood liquor at 12° T., 4 oz. sul-

phate of copper, 4 oz. sal-ammoniac, 4lbs. starch ; boil, and add 8 oz. measuro oxy-
muriate of tin at 120° T. : then take {b) 2 quarts of this standard, 1 quart muriate of

tin at 120° T.

No. 225: White BiscJiarge.—2 gallons -water, 8 lbs. light British gum ; boil, and add
8 lbs. tartaric acid, and 1 gallon muriate of tin at 120° T.

Black Spirit black No. 210.

After printing, hang for a few hours, and wince in a pit with water freely flowing

into it; then wince in chalky water, again in water, then wince in bichromate of potash
at 4° T., to raise the green and yeilsw ; wash and dry.

The discharging agent in these colours is the protomuriate of tin, which, by its

superior attraction for oxygen, robs the peroxide of manganese of a portion. The
protoxide of manganese formed by this change being then soluble in the acid, and
subsequently washed away, the pigment Prussian blue and chromate of lead, also the

Brazil lake, are left fixed in the discharged place.

Pencil Blub.—Before the introduction of steam blues and the species of indigo blues

termed fast blues, the only blue that could be introduced into dyed prints was a solu-

tion of deoxidised indigo, dissolved in caustic alkali : this at first was applied by tho

printer with a small flat bit of

wood termed a pencil ; he dipped / \ 390

this in the blue colour, and in-

stantly applied it to the proper

parts of the pattern, thus the

colour arrived at the cloth before

it had time to oxidise and the

indigo to become insoluble. It is

evident that this process was one
of extreme clumsiness, as it re-

quired skill to apply the blue just

to the proper places, and an ap-

paratus for applying the blue,

still called pencil blue, was at last

devised. It consists of a copper

case or box a, (fig. 390) in which is

laid a frame b, filled with pretty stout canvas. The box communicates by a tube with
the cistern c, mounted with a stopcock d. Fig. 391 represents the apparatus in

plan : a, the box ; b the canvas ; with its edges a a a a, fixed by pin-points to the

sides. The coloured is tcered, or spread even, with a wooden scraper as broad as the

canvas. In working with this apparatus, the colour being contained in the vessel c

is drawn off into the case a, by opening the stopcock d, till it rises to the level of the

canvas. The instant before the printer daubs the block upon tho canvas,

the teerer, boy or girl, runs the scraper across it to renew its surface ; and the

printer immediately transfers the colour to the cloth. In this kind of printing great

skill is required to give even impressions. As the blue is usually applied to somewhat
large designs, it is very apt to run ; an inconvenience counteracted by dusting fine dry

sand upon the cloth as soon as it is blocked. The goods must be washed within 24
hours after being printed.

Pencil blue, before the introduction of China blues, was printed by cylinder with a
doctor-box.

No. 226. Pencil Blue.—10 gallons of pulp of indigo, containing 40 lbs. indigo, 40 lbs.

yellow orpiment, 11^ gallons of caustic soda at 70° T., 18j gallons of water, 4 lbs.

lime ; boil till quite yellow, when spread on glass ; let settle and thicken the clear with

120 lbs. gum-Senegal.
Pieces printed in pencil blue are washed in water immediately after drying and some-

times soaped a little. Mr. Bennett "Woodcroft, struck with the waste of indigo attending

the printing of either China blue or pencil blue some few years ago invented and
patented a method of printing pencil blue by tho cylinder machine. His plan was to

attach to an ordinary single-colour machine an India-rubber apparatus which enve-

loped the colour-box and piece after printing : this apparatus was filled with coal-gas
;

a glass plate formed part of the long bag through which the piece travelled after printing,

so as to enable the printer to see the progress of his work. By this means tho de-

oxidised iudigo was fairly applied to the cloth, and oxidation only ensued when the

piece left the apparatus. The saving of indigo was said to be considerable, but the

plan was not generally adopted.

Pencil blue is sometimes printed along 'with garancin mordants and dyed garancin.

The blue withstands the dyeing and clearing. In America it is often thus printed.

Safflowee Dyeing,—Tlie beautiful ljut fugitive colouring matter of safflowor is

IT u 2
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applied in the printing for dyeing a self-eolonr, generally after the goods have been printed
in black and red mordant, or black alone, and dyed madder or garancin. It is com-
monly used for cotton velvets, the colour given to velvet appearing very brilliant from
the nature of the cloth. The process is as follows :—Safilower contains two distinct

colouring matters ; one yellow, being soluble in "water ; and the other pink, insoluble in

water, the latter only being valuble. The yellow matter is therefore carefully washed
away. To effect this, the safBower is put into canvas bags, 4 lbs. in a bag, and these

bags put into running water and occasionally trodden upon till the -water runs off

perfectly colourless from them. 12 of these bags are then emptied into a cask -with

90 gallons of water and 10 quarts of pearlash liquor at 24° T., stirred up for 2 hours
after standing all night, drain off the liquor, add 90 gallons more -water and 3 pints of

pearlash liquor ; stir up well, and after standing for three hours, drain off again ; this

weak liquor is saved for putting on fresh safQower : about 30 gallons of the safQower

solution is put in a tub mounted wdth a -wince over it, and a mixtiu-e of -vinegar and
lime-juice is added to it till it is feebly acid to test-paper. The carthamic acid, a red
colouring matter of safflower, is thus precipitated, and remains as an exceedingly fine

powder in suspension in the liquid ; 2 pieces of 30 yards of velvet are put in and
winced backwards and forwards five times, then wound upon the reel and allowed to stay

there halfan hour, then -wince five times more, -wind up again and let stay half an hour

;

wince again five times and -wind up again ; run off the liquor and put in 30 gallons of

fresh liquor and acid as before
; repeat the process -wincing three times of five ends each,

and letting lie wound on the reel half an hour each time ; then take out and -wince in

very dilute acetic acid, hydro-extract, and dry. The pieces when wound on the reel

should be opened out flat or they might be uneven. Carthamic acid, being of a

resinous nature, has the property of attaching itself to cloth, and dyeing it a beautiful

pink like the petals of a rose :. this dye is very fugitive, strong sunlight even being

injurious to it. There has been no -way yet discovered of making it permanent.
MrniEXTDE.—The purpurate of ammonia, or murexide, -was discovered by Liebig

and Wohler in 1838, and in its pure state is one of the most beaiitiful products ol

chemistry. It is a crystalline substance of a beautiful metallic green, like the -wingg

of the cantharides fiy, and is produced -when uric acid is dissolved in dilute nitric acid,

the solution evaporated somewhat, and ammonia added ; from the beautiful crimson

liquid, murexide crystallises. This substance had, until a short time ago, no practical

application. M. Albert Schlumberger discovered that metallic insoluble salts, pos-

sessing all the brilliancy of the original substance, could be made ; and this fact -was

soon applied to a practical use by the French chemists, -who succeeded in fixing a

beautiful murexide crimson upon cotton clotli. The process -was patented in this

country for French interests in February 1857, and was for some time in extensive

use. The process is as follows :

—

Print in the colour.

No. 227. 1 gallon water, 4 lbs. nitrate of lead, 1 lb. murexide, 1j lb. starch ; boil.

After printing, hang a few hoiu-s, then run through a cistern -with rollers above and
below, and pro-vided -with a cover, through apertures in which the pieces enter and
leave. This cistern is kept supplied -with ammoniacal gas ; on lea-ying this cistern they

pass into water, and from that into a cistern charged -with 2 lbs. bichloride of mercury,

4 lbs. acetate of soda, I lb. acetic acid, 80 gallons water ; run very slowly through this,

wash and dry. In the first operation purpurate of load is formed on the cloth, and

in the second, or changing bath, the lead is wholly or partly removed, and oxide of

mercury left in its space ; the resulting lake is a colour of great brilliancy and purity,

so much so that few of the ordinary coloiu's -will bear to be looked at along -with it.

Though perfectly fast as to soap, it appears that strong sunlight is rather injurious to

its permanency.
This colour is now of historical interest only, aniline magenta having entirely

rendered it obsolete.

A few outline illustrations of tho various madder styles will render them more clear.

1 a. Black, 2 reds, purple and brown on white ground. Print by machine in

colours 4, 6, 6, 9, 27, (No. 12 shade) and 18; ago 3 nights; fly-dung at 160° F.,

second dung at 160° F., -n-ash and dye -witli French or Turkey madder, bringing to

boil in If hour, and boiling ^ hour ; wash and soap t-wico at 180° F., wash ; chlorido-

of-lime bath (see No. 1 plate piirples), wash and dry.

1 b. Black, red, white and brown figures, covered in purple. Print in colours,

4,11, 34, and 18 ; when dry, cover with a fine pattern in 27, (1 2 shade)
;
age 3 nights

;

fly dung at 170° F., second dung at 160° F.
;
wash, dye, and clean as 1 a.

1 c. Print in coloMS 6, 7 (No. 3 shade), 34
;
dry and cover in 7,(6 shade) and blotch

(or pad -with a roller engraved with a pin, which ]:as the effect of gi-ving a uniform

shade) in 7 (10 shade)
; age three nights, and treat as described under the head Swiss

Pinks.

1 d. Some printers prefer to mordant for Swiss pinks with alkaline mordants, con-
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sidering the composition of the colours to be a guarantee against their containing
iron; in such case, they print in colours 31, 32, and 35, covering in paler shades
of 32 after dyeing ;

fly-dung with 3 cwts. cow-dung, 1 2 lbs. sal-ammoniac, 1,000 gallons
water at 110° F. ; second dung withf cwt. cow-dung at 110° 15 minutes ; wash and dye
as for 1 e. In this method of mordanting, the aluminate of soda that has escaped do-

composition by the carbonic acid of the air is decomposed by the muriate of ammonia,
and alumina precipitated on the cloth.

2 a. Black, chocolate, red, and brown on white ground. Print in colours 6, 13

(6 shade), 14, and 22
;
age 3 or 4 nights; fly-dung at 160° F,, second dung at 160° F.,

and dye with chocolate garancin or garanceux (see p. 638).

2 b. Black, chocolate, rod, and purple. Print as 2 b, but dye with purple garancin
(see p. 638).

3 a. For chintz work treat as 1 a, then in the parts of the pattern meant for ground-
ing-in, block the colours 118 yellow, 119 green, and 110. If the pattern is such as
to admit of it, all these colours may be printed at once from one block, using the toby-
ing sieve, p. 585 ; the colours, however, for this method must be thickened with gum

;

steam, &c., as described for steam colours.

3 b. Black, 2 reds, blue, green, and yellow covered in drab, or other shades. Print
in 4, 6, and 7 ; dye, &c., as 1 « ; block in colour 38 with a block which covers all the
pattern, and also those portions which are intended for the steam colours : when this

paste is dry, cover by machine in any of colours 40 to 47, age 2 or 3 nights ; fly-dung

at 160° F., second dung at 150° F., and dye with bark, or bark and logwood or

cover in colour 48, and dye madder and bark as dir: g (p. 642) for chocolate ; or

cover in colour 49 or 51, and after drying and ageing, wincing in chalky water ; or in

any of colours 55, 56, or 57, rinsing in carbonate of soda liquor at 5° T. when dry.

After obtaining the ground shade by any of these processes and drying, ground in by
block colours 118, 119, and 110, steam, wash, and dry.

3 c. For furniture hangings, which are generally printed in large groups of flowers,

a very pretty pea-green ground is often blocked in as groundwork, which is made and
fised as follows :—

•

No. 228. Tea-Green.—{a) Standard: 6 lbs. sulphate of copper, 1 gallon water,

4 lbs. brown acetate of lead
;
dissolve, let settle, and use the clear.—(6) Colour, 2

measures of standard, 1 measure of 7-lb. gum-Senegal solution.

After printing, ago two nights, and pass through a cistern with roller, set with
caustic potash liquor at 15° T., which has 8oz. per gallon of arsenious acid dissolved

in it. The liquor should be heated to 110° F. ; out of this wash and dry.

3 d. Instead of blocking-in steam blue and green, fast blue and green are introduced

where the colours are required to be particularly permanent ; colours 62 or 63 or both
are blocked-in and raised as follows :—5 stone cisterns, each mounted with a hand
reel, and containing about 200 gallons each, are set with carbonate-of-soda liquor,

No. 1 at 7° T., No. 2 at 6° T., No. 3 at 5° T., No. 4 at 4° T., and No. 5 at 3° T.

;

wince 10 times backwards and forwards in each pit, beginning with. No. 1, and ending
with No. 5 ; wince in water and wash. The change that takes place hero is similar

to that in raising China blues. The indigo is maintained in a deoxidised state by ths

protoxide of tin formed, until it has fixed itself in the cloth by reoxidation in the air.

Wliere fast green has been printed, the pieces are winced in bichromate-of-potash

liquor at 4° T. for 10 minutes, then washed and dried.

3 e. Black and purple and white with buff ground. Print in 4 and 27 ^12 shade),

age, dung, and dye, &c., as directed for plate purples (p. 635) ; block over the pattern

and portions of the unprinted part the paste No. 39 ; blotch with pad roller in No. 63

(6 shade), dry and raise as follows :—Wince 14 minutes in caustic soda at 2° T. at

110° F., then wince the water till quite buff, then wince in 400 gallons water with 1

q[uart chloride of lime at 12° T. 10 minutes ; wash and dry.

Silk-Printing.

Silk, in its capacity for receiving colours, holds a medium place between cotton and
wool. From its being an animal substance, it is difficult to obtain white grounds or

objects after dyeing mordanted silk, the silk itself attracting colouring matter some-

what as a mordant. Previously to printing silk, it is well scoured by boiling for

2 hours with ^ lb. of soap to every pound of silk, then well washed and dried. For
handkerchiefs, black, chocolate, and red mordants are printed, aged, and dunged_ off

same as for cottons, and dyed with madder or garancin, soaped, washed, and dried.

Purples cannot be obtained on silk by mordanting and dyeing madder, the colour

produced being a mixture of red and purple. All sorts of colours can be produced on

silk by steam, the whites remaining brilliant. For steam colours, silk is mordanted

with tin, by steeping 4 hours in a solution of sulphomuriate of tin at 2° T., made by

t
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dissolving 1 lb. of inuriate-of-tiii crystals in ^vater, and adding 1 lb. of sulphuric acid

at 170° T., and reducing to 2° T. After steeping, the silk is -washed with water, and
dried. The following are specimens of steam colours for silk :

—

No. 229. Black.—2 gallons logwood liquor at 8° T., 1 quart iron liquor at 10° T.,

1 lb. flour, 1 lb. light British gum
;

boil, and add 6 oz. yellow prussiate of potasli

;

cool, and add 2 oz. sulphate of copper, 1 pint muriate of iron at 80° T., \ pint pernitrate

of iron at 80° T.

No. 230. Chocolate.—2 gallons of Sapan liquor at 12° T., 5 quarts logwood liquor

at 12° T., 1 quart bark liquor at 16° T., 2 lbs. alum, \\ lb. sal-ammoniac, 14 lbs. gum-
Senegal.

No. 231. Bed.—3 gallons of cochineal liquor at 4° T., IJ pint bark liquor at 12° T..

3 lbs. starch ; boil, then cool, and add 1 lb. oxalic acid, 1 lb. muriate-of-tin crystals.

No. 232. Yellow.—3 gallons of bark liquor at 16° T., 8 oz. alum, 3 oz. muriate-of-tin

crystals, 3 oz. oxalic acid, 9 lbs. gum-Senegal.

No. 233. Green.— 1 gallon of yellow, No. 232, -| pint extract of indigo, 2| oz.

measure of muriate of tin at 120° T.

No. 234. Blue.—1 gallon of water, 1 lb. yellow prussiate of potash, ^ lb. oxalic acid,

J lb. tartaric acid, 2 oz. sulphuric acid at 170° T., 1 gallon of 6-lb. gum-Senegal water.

Aniline colours for silk do not require any fixing substance, such as albumen, the

silk itself being capable of combining with such colours. A preliminary mordanting
with muriate of tin, though not essential, improves the shades, and is given as follows :

—

Wince the silk for one hour in muriate-of-tin solution at 1-^-° T,, wince in water, and
dry. The following colours will show the exceedingly simple nature of these prepara-

tions :

—

No. 235. BarJc Magenta.—6 measures of 3-lb gum-Senegal solution, and 1 of Simpson's

No. 2 Eoseine.

No. 236. Pale Magenta.—5 measures of 3-lb. gum-Senegal solution, and 1 of Dark
Magenta colour.

No. 237. Blotching Magenta.—8 measures of 3-lb. gum-Senegal solution, and 1

of No. 2 Eoseine.

No. 238. BarJc Primula.—20 measures of 3-lb. gum-Senegal solution, and one of

Hofmann's Violet.

No. 239. Pale Primula.—4 measures of 3-lb. gum-Senegal solution, and one of Dark
Primula colour.

Mauves are reduced the same way, but using Hofmann's Blue Violet Liquor.

Artificial gums will not do for silks, as they leave the silk stiff and harsh. Steam
as usual for half an hour with rather a low pressure, wash and dry.

No. 240. Aniline Black.—This splendid and unique black was invented by the lato

Mr. John Lightfoot, of Accrington, in 1859, and patented in January 1863. This black,

when developed on the cloth, is unaffected by light or soap. Strong acids merely turn it

dark green, the black colour being restored in all its intensity by alkalis. Strong hypo-
chlorite-of-lime solution turns the black into a chocolate or dark brown, but long

washing with water restores the black, with scarcely any loss of strength. It can be

printed along with steam colours and madder colours, and with lead oranges and
yellows. There is no colour that can compare with it in fastness. Exposure to air

containing sulphurous acid or sulphuretted hydrogen causes the black to turn dark

green, but the black is immediately restored by a passajje in soap solution. For the

invention of this black Mr. Lightfoot received the gold medal of theSocietelndustrielle

of Mulliouse. The original colour was the following :—One gallon of starch paste at

1 lb. starch per gallon, 4 oz. chlorate of potash, 8 oz. aniline previously mixed with

8 oz. measure ofmuriatic acid of commerce ; 4 oz. measure of chloride-of-copper solution

at 88° T., 2 oz. of sal-ammoniac. It was soon found thatfrom its great acidity and the

action of the copper salt upon the steel ' doctors ' of the printing machine, this colour

was too inconvenient for general use. H. Cordillot proposed in December lS63,ablack

nlade with ferricyanide of ammonium : which salt had, however, been previously

mentioned in Lightfoot's specification ; but the colour was dear, decomposed rapidly,

required a high temperature for its development, and attacked the fibre of the cloth,

inconveniences which caused its speedy abandonment. The discovery of Charles

Lauth, of Paris, that sulphide of copper used in place of chloride of copper, whilst

being nearly unacted upon by the other ingredients of the colour until the printing

had been performed, underwent speedy decomposition when on the cloth, and a soluble

copper salt was formed by oxidation of the sulphide by the chlorate of potash, gave

the crowning impetus to this colour, and its use became universal by printers. The

action of the hydrochlorate of aniline upon the steel ' doctors ' still proving an incon-

venience, M. Camilla Kcechlin substituted tartrate of aniline for the hydrochlorate,

adding chloride of ammonium, in order to decompose this tartrate when upon the

cloth, and reproduce hydrochlorate of aniline, which salt is essential for the proper

development of the black. The modified colour of C. Kcechlin is still largely used in
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France, and the recipe for it will be found below. James Higgin patented subse-

quently the employment of salts of oxide of chromium, such as tungstate, arseniate,

&c., mixed with an insoluble copper salt, such as arseniate or tungstate, hydrochlorate

of aniline and chlorate of potash being used along with them. In this colour the

chrome oxide acts as a carrier of oxygen, chromic acid being formed and instantly

decomposed again by the aniline, some chloride of copper being also formed by the

mutual reactioTi of the hydrochlorate of aniline, and the arseniate of copper further

assists in the reaction. This black has been and is largely used. There is still some
action of this colour upon the ' doctor,' and there is a liability of tendering the cloth

when printed in heavy masses. To prevent any action upon the steel ' doctors,' Higgin
patented the use of the disulphocyanide of copper, a substitute for the sulphide of

copper of Lauth, it having been found that under some conditions of printing the

sulphide of copper was decomposed and a soluble copper salt formed in the furnishing-

box of the printing machine, and even sometimes in the colour before being put in the

furnishing-box. The disulphocyanide of copper is perfectly insoluble in hydrochloric

acid, and, of course, equally so in the hydrochlorate of aniline ; there is no soluble

copper salt formed until the colour is printed and dried. This colour has bf^r u and
is still very extensively used. The most recent improvement is that patented by
Lightfoot in 1871. Chlorate of soda or ammonia is used instead of chlorate of potash

and a much larger proportion of aniline is used than in former colours, this being not

quite neutralised by hydrochloric acid, making, as the patentee says, a basic salt of

aniline ; the chlorates of soda and ammonia being much more soluble than the potash

salt, allows a larger quantity to be used. Sulphide of copper is the copper salt used

in this black. The patentee claims that no injurious action on the ' doctor ' takes

place in printing this colour, and that patterns of any size and body can bo printed

without tendering the fibre, also that the intensity of the black is so great owing to

the large quantity of aniline used, that it resists the action of a sulphureous atmo-
sphere like that of manufacturing towns longer than other blacks. Lightfoot proved
by several experiments that the only metals which develope aniline black from a

mixture of hydrochlorate of aniline and chlorate of potash are vanadium, copper,

uranium, and iron. Their activity is in the order in which they are here placed.

The black from iron salts is not nearly so good as that from copper, and practically a

good black can only be made where a copper salt is employed. The exact reactions

set up in the aniline-black colour have not been yet satisfactorily explained. M.
Brandt, in a paper recently read before the Societe Industrielle of Mulhouse, asserts

that there are two distinct blacks, one of them of a brownish shade and the other of a

blue shade, and that a black of the best and most solid appearance is a mixture of the

two blacks.

No. 241. C. Kachlin's Black.—20 lbs. of starch, 20 lbs. dark British gum, 2
J- gallons

of aniline, 1\ gallons of water, beat up well together, and add the following solution :

8 gallons of water, 11 lbs. chlorate of potash, 11 lbs. of sal-ammoniac ; boil all well

for \\ hour and cool, then add 1 gallon of sulphide-of-copper paste. When about to

print, add to every gallon of the above coloirr 22 oz. of tartaric acid, dissolved in

1 pint of hot water, it must be added gradually, and well stirred in. This is a very
disagreeable colour to make, and a quantity of the aniline is boiled off. The sulphide

of copper is made as follows :
—

A. 2 quarts of caustic soda solution at 70° T., 1 lb. of flour of sulphur, dissolve

by constant stirring

;

B. 9 gallons of water, 5| lbs. sulphate of copper, heat to 170° F.

Add A to B, stirring well, let settle and wash by decantation 4 times, filter to

2 quarts of paste.

No. 242. Higgin's Bisul'phocyanide-of-Copper Black.—1 gallon of water, 1 lb. wheat
starch, 1 lb. dark British gum, 2 oz. of disulphocyanide paste, boil, and add 8 oz.

chlorate of potash, cool, and add 1 lb. of hydrochlorate of aniline.

No. 243. Lightfoot's Chlorate-of-Soda Blade.— 1 gallon of chlorate paste, No. 244
48 oz. measure basic hydrochlorate-of-aniline solution, No. 246, 1 pint sulphide of copper

No. 244. Chlorate Paste.—10 gallons of water, 23 lbs. wheat starch, 5;^- lbs. sal-

ammoniac 4 lbs. chlorate of potash, 2 gallons chlorate-of-soda solution. No. 245, boil

and cool.

No. 245. CJilorate-of-Soda Solution.— 1 gallon of caustic soda solution at 70° T., 13

quarts of water in which has been dissolved 1^ lbs. tartaric acid, heat up to 170° F.,

and add 12 lbs. chlorate of potash, dissolve, and add a solution of 7.1 lbs. tartaric

acid in 6^ quarts of water, stir till cold, filter and press the sediment with a weighted
board, then take it off and mix with 1 J gallon of cold water, and filter and press
again. Mix the filtrates, and set at 28° T.

No. 246. Basic Hydrochlorate of Aniline.—8 measures of aniline and 6 of muriatic
acid at 34° T.

Aniline black unless basic should not bo hard dried after printing, but only just enough
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to prevent the coiour from marking off on the white grounds. The pieces should not

be passed through the ageing machine, but hung up in a slightly moist atmosphere at
about 70° F., for about 24 hours

;
when, if the colour has assumed a dark myrtle-

green shade, almost black, the goods are ready for raising. If only black has been
printed, the goods are passed through milk of lime, or solution of carbonate of soda at

2 oz. per gallon, at 160° ~F., washed and dried; or they may have a passage afterwards
in weak hot solution of bichromate of potash, which gives a browner shade of black

;

or 'they may be raised by a passage in boiling soap solution. If printed along with
• lead-orange (No. 64 a.), the process is as follows :— 1st. Give a passage of half a

minute in a liquor composed of 2^ lbs. sulphate-of-soda crystals, and 3 oz. of
bichromate of potash per gallon of water at boil. 2nd. Wince in cold water. 3rd.

Wince in a liquor composed of 100 gallons of boiling water, 1 gallon of bichromate of

potash solution at 18° T., 24 oz. measure of caustic soda solution at 70° T. Keep the
goods in until the orange is well dyed, then wince in cold water and soap at 160° F.
for f hour, in a soap solution containing 2 lbs. of soap to 100 gallons of water, then
wash and dry.

When aniline black is printed along with madder mordants, the ordinary dunging
process raises the black at the same time as it prepares the mordants for dyeing.

Printed along with colours intended for steaming, a passage in ammonia vapour is

given to the goods after ageing and before steaming. This is necessary in order to
neutralize the acid in the black, which would tender the fibre, if not neutralised.

This ammonia passage is given in a rectangular box, which is 7 feet long, 4 feet wide,

and 6 feet deep ;
provided with rollers at the top and bottom ; a lining of sheet lead

for about 6 inches deep, is put in the bottom of the box ; a steam-pipe is placed along
the bottom of the box, lengthwise, down the centre, a smaller pipe is placed along the
steampipe, on the top of it ; this pipe is perforated with smaller holes. A lid covers

the whole of the box, except a slit through which the pieces enter, and another by
which they leave after passing up and down over and under the rollers. Steam being
turned on the pipe, liquid ammonia is allowed to run into the small pipe from a
reservoir outside, and to issue from the perforations, dropping on the steam-pipe.

The pieces are now passed through, and are then ready for steaming.

The last operation in calico-printing is what is caUod the Finishing, which com-
prehends starching, drying, breadthening, calendering, measuring, and making-up.
The starching is a very important operation, simple as it may appear, in consequence

of the extremely varying requirements of the print buyers. A variety of starches are

used, differing in the nature of the paste they give when boiled with water, some
being'gummy; and others firm and stiff, and at all degrees between the two. Com-
pounded starches adapted to different styles, are made and sold by the manufacturing

chemists.

Fig. 392 is an elevation and plan of a finishing room for calicoes, as arranged by
Mather and Piatt : a, circular boxes for receiving cloth

; b, wince for drawing cloth

from the squeezers in the dye-house
; c, opening wince for the cloth from the boxes to

the drying machine ; d. drying machine
; e, chloring machine

; f, steaming-box
; g,

water-mangle ; h, drying-machine ; i, starching-mangle
; k, Jones' patent back stiffening

machine ;
l, drjdng-machine ; m, engine and gearing for drying-machine

; n, engine

and gearing for chloring arrangement e, f, g, h ; o, engine and gearing for starching

arrangement i, k, x.

Several details which cannot be shown in this plan, can also be but imperfectly

described in words. The opening wince c, is placed at a height of 30 to 40 feet above

the cloth-box, the higher the better, the pieces arrive in the box A in the form of a

rope ; before any chloring or finishing can be done, this rope must be opened out, and

the pieces presented to the drying-machine extended to the full breadth ; this is done

by a boy who sits on a platform near the wince, and the piece gradually untwisting

during its passage from the box to the wince, is pulled flat out by the boy just before

going over the wince c. Again the constant passage of the pieces over so many
machines has pulled them lengthwise, and consequently diminished their breadth.

To counteract this, and restore the pieces to something like their usual breadth, a

peculiar roller, called a spreading roller, is fixed on every drying-machine. The
' spreading roller ' is composed of brass or iron diagonal saw-tooth grooved plates or

rails, each about 2 inches wide and fths inch thick, and of length according to necessity

;

each of these rails has 2 small friction pullies at one end, and 2 slide pieces in suit-

able places. The rails are mounted on the periphery of discs and cams supported in

their centres by a fixed shaft ; the discs are prepared with grooves to correspond with

the 2 slides in each rail, and work on the shaft by the pull of the cloth. The cams

are fixed at a variable angle, and give a throw causing a longitudinal motion of the

rails, to open out the cloth whilst passing over. The cloth enters into contact with

the spreader when the rails are closed and leaves it at the opposite side, when they
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are widest apart or expanded longitudinally. Two rails compose one width as per

figs, 393 and 394, which are shown closed and open, having been moved right and left

393

39i

, ... . -m

^^^^^

396

M M i IdMil
mil iiiiiiiiiiii 111 III 111

by means of the excentric motion of the cams. Fig. 395 shows the saw teeth, diagonal

grooTes, of the bars. The bars move each about 1 inch outwards from the centre, and
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pull out the cloth to an extent of 2 inches in the width. An opening machine,

patented by William Birch of Salford in 1871, is now used by many calico-printera

and bleachers. A detailed description of this

machine would involve too many drawings for the

size and aim of this work : a general idea alone of

it can be here given. Fig. 396 is an end eleva-

tion, and^^. 397 a plan of part of the machine. The
side frames a of the machine are bolted to upright

beams b, or other framework at the upper part of

the building or other required place, and the fabric

to be acted upon is drawn through the machine from

vats, receptacles, or other places at the lower part

gf the building, by its being connected to the dry-

ing, folding, or other machine to which they require

to go. In bearings at the top of the frames a there

is a shaft c carrying a roller d and bevel wheels «,

which gear into other bevel wheels / on shafts g, to

which are fixed spur-wheels h gearing into spur-

wheels i on stationary studs k. To the spur-wheels

are cast or fixed chain-wheels I, and on studs at the

back there are chain-wheels m, and on cranked

levers n,o, chain-wheels p, the levers working on the

stationary studs Ic. On the several pairs of chain-

wheels there are two pairs of endless bands q, hav-
ing external projections r and internal projections

s, the latter gearing with the chain-wheels, and
between these endless bands the fabric to be acted

upon is passed, and in order to obtain sufficient grip

the external projections on one of each pair of bands
passes between those on the other, and to prevent

the bands from bulging inwards there are plates t,

one plate at each side, being connected to the arm
n, and the other plate at each side to a bracket u
connected to one of the cross frames.

When the fabric has to be opened, spread, and
guided, it is passed between the endless bands and
the single and double corrugated bars, and over the

roller cl to the machine required, the central corru-

gated bar having been raised, to allow the passage

of the fabric, the bolts being withdrawn from the

slots for the purpose ; but when the connections are

complete the central bar is turned down and after-

wards bolted. When the machine to which the fabric

is connected is set to work, the fabric in its passage
turns the roller d, which gives revolving motion
to the gearing and horizontal travelling motions
to the endless bands from the centre to the outside

where they are in contact with the fabric, and these

outward motions of the bands open and spread out

the fabric.

The machine has also a very ingenious self-acting

arrangement for keeping the cloth from swerving

to either side during its passage through ; but a

description of it would be too elaborate for this

work. Every machine saves the labour of a boy or

girl. The drying-machine will be found described

in the article Bleaching. To extend the pieces to

their utmost width a machine called a breadthen-
ing machine is employed. Fig. 398 is Mather and
Piatt's belt-stretching machine : a is the framing

;

B, moveable frame, supporting the breadthening
puUies and belts, regulated for breadthening by
screws

; c, hollow bars, on which frame b slides, and
through which the screws for regulating work

;
d,

breadthening puUies ; e, tightening pullies for end-
less belts

; F, endless belt, which works half round
pulley D and pullies e, and between the pulley d and tho belt, the cloth is held
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398

while being broadthened ; G, cloth passing through the machine ; h, batching ap-

paratus
; I, plaiting apparatus, the machine being prepared to either plait or batch ;

K, driving pullies. Per some descriptions

of goods, such as furniture prints, a glaz-

ing calender is employed. Fig. 399 is an
elevation of Mather and Piatt's calender

;

A, the framing with levers, screws, &c.

;

B, metal bowl heated by steam or gas

;

c, paper or cotton bowls
; d, entering rails,

&c. ; E, batching apparatus
; p, cloth pas-

sing through the machine. The frictian

of the heated metal bowl against the
cloth, pressing against the larger bowls
gives a glaze to the cloth. Pieces have
now to be made up in folds of uniform
length, generally about a yard. This
operation is done by girls hooking one
selvage of a piece backwards and for-

wards on long steel hooks, fixed on a
wooden frame, standing about 4 feet 6
inches from the ground; these hooks
are moveable, so as to give various

lengths of fold as required. Plaiting and

100
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401 measuring machines hare been introduced to economise

labour. Fig. 400 is Knowlos and Hayward's plaiting

machine, of which Mather and Piatt are the sole makers.

It will plait goods of any quality or material, from the

heaviest drill to the finest muslin, however highly glazed,

laying them in folds of uniform length, which can be
varied as required : a is tlie framing of the machine

;
b,

fixed table on which the cloth is plaited
;
c, cams for lift-

ing the folding blade, to which are also attached the cards

for holding cloth, rising as the thiclcness of the folds

increases; d, folding knives, moving longitudinally tomake
the fold, and vertically as the thickness of the folds in-

creases on the table ; e, spring for relieving the pressure

of the cards on the cloth whilst it is being passed under
the cards whicli hold it on the return of the blade

;
r,

rack motion and compensating chains and weights for cams,

cards, and folding blades ; g, levers and quadrant raising

tlae cams, cards, &c.,when taking outcloth frommachine ; H,

cloth being folded
; i, draw rollers to give equal and regular

delivery of cloth to folding blades
;
k, driving-pulley, &c.

The next step is to fold these lengths into three, and
pile the folded pieces in an hydraulic press, where they
are pressed, and are tlien ready for paclong and delivery.

Fig. 401 is a plan of a modern print works, erected by
Mather and Piatt ; a', the singe house

;
b', grey room

;

c', bleach house. The second story contains the drying-

machine after bleaching
;

d', white room, the second story

being the white store room
;

e', printing room, above this

is the ageing maeliine and ageing room ;
p', colour house

;

g', finishing room, above, the drying-machine after the

dyeing, &c. ;
h', dye house, single story ; i', boiler house

;

A, singe stove
;
b, mixing cisterns for tlie kiers ; c, kiers

;
d,

mixing cisterns for chloride of lime and soiu's ; e, washing
machines and engine; f, squeezers and engine; g, chloring

and souring machines and engine
; h, white squeezer and

engine; i,pilingwinces; K,printing machines; L,colourpans;

H, chloring, water mangle, drying-machine, and engine
;
n,

starch mangle, and drying-machine
; o, finishing calender

and engine
; p, friction calender and engine

; q, damping
machine

;
n, malting-up tables

;
s, first dunging

;
t, second

dunging; r, dyeing; v, soaping; w, washing machines
and engines

;
x, squeezers and engines

;
t, boilers.

Since 1840 there are no data as to the number of

printers in Great Britain ; but Mr. John Graham, in

an unpublished ' History of

the Lancashire Printers,'

gives a table, which he was
at considerable care to com-
pile from perfectly trust-

worthy sources, showing that

in the Lancashire district,

which includes also the con-

tiguous counties, there were,

in 1846, 128 firms employ-
ing—

640 cylinder machines.

39 perrotines.

7187 block tables.

The producing power of the

Lancashire district having

thiis been doubled in 6 years.

Several printing firms,

both in England and Scot-

land, have since that period

much enlarged their powers

of production. There are
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many -wtLQ mannfactmre 10,000 pieces of printed cloth per week ; and tiere are fonr

concerns of great magnitade whose united production at the present time probably

does not fall short of four millions of pieces per annTiTn, or nearly |th of the total

quantity printed.

Calico, and other printing has, since the repeal of the duty, risen steadily in import-

ance, till it is noT?" one of the most influential manufectures of Great Britain. From a

table compiledby the late Mr. Binyon, and communicated by Mr. John Graham, there

were in 1840 :

—

CTlinder Surface Flat
Discharg- Block

itachiiirs ilaciiaes Preses
ii^

Presses
Tables

In Lancashire 93 247 4355
„ Scotland 70

Ifl

75 82 124 4997
„ Ireland 3 13 "o' ... 308

,, America 47 106 834

The following estimate of the exports of printed goods is from Mr. Potter's Lecture

before the Society of Arts, as reporter for printed fabrics exhibited in the Exhibition

of 1851:—
' In reference to the exports of printed goods, our information is rather obscure,

owing to their being classed with dyed goods of all fcinds. After considerable

thought and calculation, I hare ventured to estimate them for 1851, at 15,544.000

pieces, or rather more than three-fourths of our entire production. These goods are,

towerer, many of them of the cheap and more staple dass of prints, or slight goods

Exdted to warm climates, and for markets where cheapness is the great recommenda-
tion. In xalue, I should be disposed to estimate our export of printed goods at

5,775,000?.
' In reference to the entire export of manufactured cotton goods (exclusive of yams),

it may be assumed that out of 23,447,103/., given as the export of 1851, about one-

fourth may be placed to the account for the print trade. I have endeavoured to esti-

mate, from the Table of Exports for 1851, the probable quantity of lew priced prints

we export, and should be disposed to class them as follows :

—

Pieces.

Coast of Afeica and the Cape . 300,000
2>ew Zealand and South Sea IslnaJs 36,000

China, Manilla, and Singp.pore 550,000
British West Indies . 300.000

Foreign "West ladies 300.000

. 200.000

Manritins and Batavia.... . 325.000

800,000

Brazil and Fast Coast of South America . 1.000.000

Egypt 84.000

Turkey, Ionian Isles, Greece, and Malta . 1,000,000

Total . 6,465,000

' I find tiiose oonntries which take our lowest description of goods, and where the

duties are chiefly very light—our Colonies, India and China—^receive from us about

6J millions of pieces, or about 40 per cent, of our export in printed goods. A great

proportion of tie finer part of our exports, perhaps three-fourths, are very seriously

taxed, eifier for protection, as in the United States, the Zollverein, and Belgium, or

for revenue, as in Brazil and the other South American markets. A part, however,

of these better goods find their way into consumption in Canada, Turkey, the Ionian

Isles, i^ypt, &c., subject to very moderate duties.'

—

(Potter.)

' The home-consumption,' says Mr. Potter, ' I estimate at 4,500,000 ; the excise

returns for 1830 gave it as 2,281,512 pieces. The repeal of the duty, and the decrease

in the cost of production, giving the consumer goods in much better taste and value at

one-half the price, have greatly tended to this increase.' ' The immense increase of

production in lower goods has not decreased the taste in the higher in this country,

though it may have caused it to make less apparent progress than when the larger part
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of the supply was of fine goods. We find specimens of good taste on the lowest material,

printed at the lowest possible price for export, showing a taste superior to that in use

for our best work twenty years ago, employing greater talent in design, greater skill

in engraving— the cost of production cheap, because repaid by the quantity produced.

This difRision of art and of a better taste cannot be otherwise than beneficial, oven to

the higher class of productions, as preparing a taste and demand for them in countries

where high price would never have given prints any admission. The improvement
of the lower cannot militate against that of the higher, either in the moral, intellec-

tual, or artistic world. The productions of the highest class of French goods ot

to-day, whether furniture or dresses, are superior in taste and execution to those ot

any former period. The productions of the first-class printers of Great Britain

maintain an equal advance, and are superior in taste and execution, in every respect,

to those of former years. Great competition and rapidity of production are not imme-
diately beneficial to high finish and execution in art ; but this tendency to quickness

of production, rather than perfection, rectifies itself; and machinery, which perhaps

at first does not give the polish that excessive labour formerly supplied, ultimately

exceeds it by its cheaper and more regular application. It is remarkable how taste

or novelty in that class of demand, which would strike the casual observer as the one
fitted for its greatest development, is limited in quantity. The limit or commencing
point, in which taste or novelty enters freely into the composition of a print, is for the

supply of the working and middle classes of society. They require it quiet, modest,

and useful ; and any deviation, for the sake of novelty, which calls in the aid of the

brighter and less permanent colour, quickly checks itself. The sober careful classes

of society cling to an inoflFensive taste, which -will not look obsolete and extravagant
after the lapse of such a time as would render a garment comparatively tasteless and
unfashionable in a higher class. This trade is, to the printers, most extensive and
valuable, and has its necessary and practical bearing on his taste ; and hence it is in

this branch of the business the English printer is most decidedly superior to his

Prench competitors.'

The returns given in the ' Annual Statement of the Trade of the United King-
dom' for our Export of Piece Goods Printed in 1872 is as follows :

—

Declared real value.
Yards. &

To Eussia .... 1 . 1,889,570 63,528
Germany . . . . . 85,234,674 1,796,591

Holland 20,957,930 476,606
Belgium 3,638,892 87,041
France 70,110,273 1,551,046

Portugal, Azores, and Madeira 23,159,470 381,464
Spain and Canaries 10,592,446 213,811
Italy . . . 29,128,900 608,544
Austrian Territories 4,907,900 103,948
Greece 8,876,200 177,339
Turkey Proper . . . . 115,600,200 2,382,843

Wallachia and Moldavia 3,111,700 68,814
Egypt 39,835,660 740,195
Morocco. . . . . . 1,075,100 31,211

Western Africa (Foreign) 19,374,087 355,204
Eastern Africa (Native)

.

788,000 16,368

Java 12,359,400 216,792
Philippine Islands . . . . 3,211,900 79,208
China 16,812,000 339,065
Japan 3,334,900 81,851

United States (Atlantic) 72,347,144 2,108,152

,, „ (Pacific) .

Foreign West Indies

2,017,900 39,149

58,376,029 1,156.147

Mexico 11,778,960 212,042

Central America . . . . 2,450,003 11,828

United States of Colombia (New
Granada) . . . . 55.497,182 1,025,472

Venezuela 14,333,853 310,033

Peru 11,053,460 210,922

Chili 29,819,900 529,533

Brazil 94,108,698 1,941,187

Carried forward . 825,680,121 17,305,932
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Brought forward

To Uruguay .... 825,680,121

17,917,715

29,133,627

15,018,400

3,162,800

15,509,200

13,462,313

4,714,119

32,697,100

4,989,660

73,688,763

18,588,600

5,355,800

12,416,400

19,072,010

18,657,293

Yards.
Declared real value.

17,305,922

Argentine Eepul)lic

Gibraltar

Malta
Western Africa (British)

British Possessions in South Africa

Mauritius

British India : Bombay and Scindo

Madras .

Bengal and Burmah

342,744

671,638
322,499

54,628

300,137
343,441

81,092

635,500

88,613

Straits Settlements

Ceylon
Hong Kong
Australia

British North America .

British West India Islands and

1,164,270

341,720

114,765

304,896

514,112

412,673

British Guiana
Other Countries

29,972,984

4,638,359

419,641

86,613

Total 1,144,666,264 £23,304,694

It would appear that occasionally attempts were made, during the early days of

printing, to produce work possessing a high degree of artistic excellence ; and as the

specimens that have been preserred to our time are very rare, it is fair to conclude that

these experiments were not successful in a pecuniary point of view. In the museum
of the Peel Park, at Salford, there is a curious and interesting piece of printed

linen, bearing the date 1761 (at this period cloth of all cotton was prohibited), and
which must have been printed from copper plates of very unusual size. Apparently,

the pattern has been produced by two plates, each about 4 feet 6 inches by 3 feet.

The design is printed in madder red, and is thus described by Mr. Plant, the curator

of the museum. ' The printed piece of linen measures, in the full length of the

design, 6 feet 10 inches by 3 feet 2 inches in breadth. The composition in the design

is very bold and free—in my opinion indicating very strongly the feelings of an artist

who had been educated in the Flemish school. The grouping of the trees, figures,

cattle, and fowls, is probably a direct copy from an engraving or sketch by Berghem,
whose paintings and engravings of such subjects are well known for their truth to

nature. His works bear date 1638 to 1680. Perhaps, to fill up the design, and form
a picturesque composition, the artist has borrowed from the French painters the classic

ruins which form the sides of the design ; it has had the effect of producing ac

anachronism. The upper group represents a peasant seated upon the wall of a well

blowing a flute ; near him stands a woman with a distaff ; a group of sheep, cow, and
a dog, in the foreground. The background shows a landscape, and on each side this

group are ruins, columns, and trees, reflected in the stream below. On a broken

bank, midway between the two groups, are two dogs chasing a stag. The lower

group, although there is no defined line of separation between the groups, represents

a peacock, fowls, and chickens, upon a bank and ruins
;
landscape and river scenery

beyond. Over, a hawk carrying a chicken, the sides occupied with a ruined portico,

tomb, and pedestal and vase, trees, and broken ground ; and below are ducks

swimming, and water-plants on the bank. At the bottom of the piece are those parts

of the pattern which would print or fit on the top part of the design. Oji the stone-

work of the weU, in the upper group, is printed, ' E. JONES, 1761
;

' on the broken

stone-work, in the centre of the lower group, is printed, 'K. I. and Co., OLD
FOED, 1761."' Old Ford is situated at Bow, where the East London Water Works
now are, and whore there was a print-works at the time specified. This design

was no doubt printed for furniture hangings or tapestry, for which it is exceed-

ingly well adapted, and the work being altogether a remarkable production for the

period.

CAXiIPBRS ; CAXIFESi COMPASSSS. Compasses with bowed legs, em-
ployed to measure the size of any round or conical body. In use, the two points are

opened to the required widtli, and so much wood, metal, or stone is turned off the

piece of work, that the two points exactly fit.

CAIiK. To drive oakum, or untwisted old tarred rope into the seams of any
vessel to prevent water from entering it or to stop a leak. After calking a ship, hot

tar is applied to protect the oakum driven in. Calk is a term used amongst miners
for lime.
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CAItliOOE KEMP. A fibre obtained from one of the Asiatic nettles—probably

the Urtica tenacissima, which is a native of Sumatra and Eungpore. Its fibres are

exceedingly strong, and are converted into cordage. China-grass cloth, and some
other fabrics are made from the fibres of the Nettle. See Nettle.

CAXiXOW. The top or rubble bed of a quarry. This is obliged to be removed

before the useful material is raised ; it is the great source of expense in -working a

quarry.

—

(Brande). Frequently termed the ' overburthen.'

CAK^VS or KA^^irS. An old Cornish term, still used in the remote mining
districts, and applied to hard ground—chiefly to a variety of the Killas or Clay

Slate.

CALOnSEIi. (
Chlorure de Mercure, Fr. ; Kalomel, CMormercur, Versusstes

QuecJcsilbcr, Ger.) The sub-chloride of merciiry, or mercurous chloride of modern
chemists, Hg-Cl (Hg'Cl^). Calomel is found native in the Palatinate, in crystals

often well defined, coating the cavities of a ferruginous gangue, associated with cin-

nabar ; also at the quicksilver mines of Idria in Carniola, at Almaden in Spain, and
Horzowitz in Bohemia. The native calomel is known as horn-quicksilver. The manu-
facture of this substance upon the large scale may be performed in various ways.

The cheapest, and most direct consists in mixing Ig part of pure quicksilver with 1

part of pure nitric acid, of specific gravity from 1-2 to 1'25; and in digesting the

mixture till no more metal can bo dissolved, or till the liquid has assumed a yellow

colour. At the same time, a solution is made of 1 part of common salt in 32 parts of

distilled water, to which a little muriatic acid is added ; and when heated to nearly the

boiling point, it is mixed with the mercurial solution. The two salts exchange bases,

and a subchloride of mercury precipitates in a white powder; which, after being

digested for some time in the acidulous supernatant liquor, is to be washed, with the

greatest care, in boiling water. The circumstances which may injure the process are

the following :— 1. When less mercury is employed than the acid can dissolve, there

is formed a nitrate of mercury which gives rise to some corrosive sublimate and
causes a proportional defalcation of calomel. 2. If the liquors are perfectly neutral

at the moment of mixing them, some sub-nitrate of mercury is thrown down,
which cannot be removed by washing, and which gives a noxious contamination

to the bland calomel. The acid prescribed in the above formula obviates this

danger.

The following are the directions given by the London College for the preparation

of this salt :—2 lbs. of mercury are boiled to dryness in a suitable vessel with 3 lbs. of

concentrated sulphuric acid : the sulphate of mercury thus obtained is rubbed when
cold, first with 2 lbs. more mercury in an earthen vessel until perfectly mixed, and
then thoroughly incorporated with \^ lb. of chloride of sodium ; the whole is then
sublimed in an appropriate vessel ; the sublimate is rubbed to a fine powder, and
then washed with boiling distilled water, until the washings are no longer tinged

by sulphuretted hydrogen. This process is absolutely necessary in order to re-

move every trace of corrosive sublimate which is always formed in greater or less

quantity.

At Apothecaries' Hall 50 lbs. of mercury are boiled with 70 lbs. of sulphuric acid

to dryness in a cast-iron vessel ; 62 lbs. of the dry salt are triturated with 40 J lbs. of

mercury until the globules disappear ; and 34 lbs. of common salt are then added.

The mixture is submitted to heat, and from 95 lbs. to 100 lbs. of sublimed calomel are

obtained. It is washed in large quantities of distilled water, after having been ground
to a fine and impalpable powder.

According to the patent of Mr. Josiah Jewell, the vapour of calomel was to be
transmitted into a vessel containing water, in order to condense it at once into an
impalpable powder. But this process was beset with many difficulties. The vapour
of the calomel was afterwards introduced ifito a large receiver, into which steam was
simultaneously admitted ; but this plan has also been found to be precarious in the

execution. The best way is to sublime the calomel into a very large chamber from
an iron pot, in the same way as the flowers of sulphur are formed. The great body
of cool air serves to cause the precipitation of the calomel in a finely comminuted
state. It is afterwards washed with water, till this is no longer coloured by sulphu-
retted hydrogen.

A patent was obtained in September 1841,- by Anthony Todd Thomson, M.D., for

an improved method of manufacturing calomel and corrosive sublimate, as follows ;

—

This invention consists in combining chlorine in the state of gas with the vapour of
mercury or quicksilver, in order to produce calomel and corrosive sublimate. The
apparatus employed consists of a glass, earthenware, or other suitable vessel, mounted
in brickwork, and communicating at one end with a large air-tight chamber, and at

the other end by means of a bent tube, with an alembic, such as is generally used in

generating chlorine gas. The alembic is charged wth a mixture of common salt, bin-
Voi,. I. XX
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oxide of manganese, and sulphuric acid, or of binoxide of manganese and muriatic
acid in order to produce chlorine gas.

The mode of operating with this apparatus is as follows :—A quantity of mercury
or quicksilver is placed in a glass vessel, and the temperature of the same is raised to
between 350° and 660° F., by means of an open fire beneath. The chlorine gas, as it

is generated, passes from the alembic through the bent tube into the glass vessel, and
there combining with the vapour of the mercury, forms either corrosive sublimate or
calomel, according to the quantity of chlorine gas employed.

The product is found at the bottom of the air-tight chamber, and may be removed
from the same through a door, when the operation is finished.

Prof. Wohler proposes to prepare calomel in the humid way by decomposing a solu-

tion of corrosive sublimate by sulphurous acid. The commercial salt is dissolved in
water at 122° to saturation. Sulphurous acid gas, evolved by heating coarse charcoal
powder with concentrated sulphuric acid, is passed into the hot solution : the separa-
tion of the calomel commences immediately. When the solution is saturated with
the gas, it is digested for some time, then left to get cold, and filtered from the calomel,

which is afterwards washed. The filtrate usually contains some unchangeable
corrosive sublimate, which may be converted into calomel, either by heating to

boiling, or by a fresh introduction of sulphurous acid and heating. Calomel obtained
in this manner is a crystalline powder of dazzling whiteness, glittering in the sun-
light

The presence of corrosive sublimate in calomel is easily detected by digesting

alcohol upon it, and testing the decanted alcohol with a drop of caustic potash,

when the characteristic brick-coloured precipitate will fall, if any of that salt be
present. To detect subnitrate of mercury in calomel, digest dilute nitric acid on it,

and test the acid with potash, when a precipitate will fall in case of that contamina-
tion.

11 7*75 parts of calomel contain 100 of quicksUver.

Great confusion has unfortunately arisen between the formtdae of the two chlorides

of mercury—calomel and corrosive sublimate.

K 100 be taken as the atomic weight of mercury, the formula of calomel is Hg^Cl
(as given above), and that of corrosive sublimate is HgCl. But if, as is often the
case, 200 be assigned to mercury as its atomic weight, the formida of calomel
becomes HgCl (or rather, for theoretical reasons, Hg^CP) and that of corrosive

sublimate HgCl'. As fatal mistakes might occur by substituting one of these com-
pounds for the other, the formulae should never be used apart from the specific names.
CAIORXC. A term once extensively used in physical science, and perhaps some-

what too hastily abandoned. When employed there was a very general impression
that heat was the effect of some undeveloped cause, and to this cause the term caloric

was applied. The modern hypothesis regarding heat as a mode of motion, the term
has been dispensed with. See Heat.
CAIiORZFERE OP WATER. In former editions, hot-water apparatus was

described under this head ; now see Hot-water Appaeatus.
CAXiORXnXETER. An instrument intended to measure the quantity of heat pro-

duced by burning bodies, devised by Lavoisier and Laplace. The principle upon
which these instruments depended may be easily understood. To convert a certain

quantity of ice into water, a given amount of heat is necessary. Now suppose we
construct a funnel-shaped vessel, and having placed in the middle of it a vessel con-

taining boiling water, or hot mercury, or oil, or a red-hot piece of metal, it is packed
round with ice, care being taken that no heat shall escape, except it is employed to

thaw the ice. The water formed by the ice is collected in a vessel placed below the

funnel, and the quantity collected during the cooling of the heated body wiU represent

the heat given out and employed in liquefying the ice. For nice experiments certain

exact determinations are required, for which, and the general rules to be observed,

some good treatise on Physics should be consulted. See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemis-

try :
' article Heat.

CAltOTYPE (signifying beautiful picture). A name given by Mr. Henry Fox
Talbot to a photographic process invented by him in 1840, and patented in 1841.

Mr. Talbot's description of his process is as follows :

—

Take a sheet of the best writing-paper, having a smooth surface, and a close and
even texture. The water-mark, if any, should be cut ofiP, lest it injure the appearance

of the picture. Dissolve 100 grains of crystallised nitrate of silver in six ounces of

distilled water. Wash the paper with this solution with a soft brush on one side, and
put a mark on that side, whereby to know it again. Dry the paper cautiously at a

distance from the fire, or else let it dry spontaneously in a dark room. When dry, or

nearly so, dip it into a solution of iodide of potassium, containing 600 grains of that

ealt dissolTod in one pint of water, aiid let it stay two or throe minutes in the solution.
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Then dip the paper into a vessel of water, dry it lightly -with blotting-paper, and finish

drying it at a fire, which will not injure it even if held pretty near ; or else it may be

left to dry spontaneously. All this is best done in the evening by candle-light : the

paper, so far prepared, is called iodised paper, because it has a uniform pale-yellow

coating of iodide of silver. It is scarcely sensitive to light, but nevertheless it ought

to be kept in a portfolio or drawer until wanted for use. It may be kept for some
considerable time without undergoing change, if protected from sunshine. When the

paper is required for use, take a sheet of it, and wash it with a liquid prepared in the

following manner :

—

Dissolve 100 grains of crystallised nitrate of silver in two ounces of distilled water;

add to this solution one-sixth of its volume of strong acetic acid. Let this be called

mixture A,
Make a saturated solution of crystallised gallic acid in cold distilled water. The

quantity dissolved is very small. Call this solution B.

Mix together the liquids A and B in equal volumes, but only a small quantity of

them at a time, because the mixture does not keep long without spoiling. This mix-
ture Mr. Talbot calls the gallo-nitrate of silver. This solution must be washed over

the iodised paper on the side marked, and being allowed to remain upon it for half a
minute, it must be dipped into water, and then lightly dried with blotting-paper. This
operation in particular requires the total exclusion of daylight ; and although the paper
thus prepared has been found to keep for two or throe months, it is advisable to use

it within a few hours, as it is often rendered useless by spontaneous change in the dark.

Paper thus prepared is exquisitely sensitive to light ; an exposure of less than a
second to difiiised daylight being quite sufficient to set up the process of change. If a
piece of this paper is partly covered, and the other portion exposed to daylight for the

briefest possible period of time, a very decided impression will be made. This impres-

sion is latent and invisible. If, however, the paper bo placed aside in the dark, it will

gradually develop itself; or it may be brought out immediately by being washed over
with the gallo-nitrate of silver, and held at a short distance from the fire, by which
the exposed portions become brown, the covered parts remaining of their original colour.

The pictures being thus procured, are to be fixed by washing in clean water, and
lightly drying between blotting-paper, after which they are to be washed over with a
solution of bromide of potassium, containing 100 grains of that salt, dissolved in eight

or ten ounces of water ; after a minute or two, it is again to be dipped into water, and
then finally dried. The Collodion process has almost entirely superseded the Calotypo,

See CoLioDioN and Photogeaphy.
CAIiVMBA.. See Colomba.
CAItlBA.'X' STOITE. A variety of carnelian imported from the East Indies.

CAMBOCXA. See Gamboge.
CAIVIBRZC. (Batiste, Ft.; Kammertuch, G&c.) A sort of very fine and rather

thin linen fabric, first made at Cambray. An excellent imitation of it is made in

Lancashire and in Scotland, woven from fine cotton yarn, hard twisted. Linen cambric
ofa good quality is also now manufactured in the United Kingdom from power-spun
flax ; this is frequently called Cambric muslin.

CABXEKEOM' nXXXTERAK, See Chamceleon Mikebal.
CAIMCEO. (Camee, Pr. ; Cammeo, It.) Correctly a precious stone engraved in

relief, as opposed to an intaglio, which is cut into the stone. The earliest cameos
appear to have been cut upon the onyx, and subsequently, on the agate. The true

cameo is formed upon a stone having two or more layers, differing in colour ; and the

art of the cameo-engraver consists in so cutting as to appropriate those differently

coloured layers to distinct parts or elevations of the work.

Many of the varieties of chalcedony present in section transparent and opaque
layers ; and beautiful works have been cut upon such specimens of this material.

The chalcedony and agate are, however, not unfrequently coloured artificially. The
layers vary very much in. their structure, some being absorbent and others not so.

Such stones are taken, and if it is desired to have black and white layers, they are

boiled in a solution of sugar or honey, and then in sulphuric acid. The sugar or

honey is, in the first place, absorbed by the more porous layers, and then decomposed

by the acid. Red or brownish-red layers are produced by occasioning the stone to

absorb a solution of sulphate of iron, and then by exposure to heat effecting the

peroxidation of the metal. This being done, layers very strongly contrasted in

colour are the result ; and very fine cameos have been cut upon stones so prepared.

See Agate.
In Italy and in Prance, the art of. producing the cammeo dura has been to some

extent revived ; but the immense labour which such hard materials require renders
theni so expensive, that these cameos have not come into general use.

The shells of several molluscous animals are now commonly used. Many of these

X s 2
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shells aflfbrd the necessary variety of colour, and are soft enough to be worked with
facility, yet hard enough to wear for a considerable time without injury.

The natural history of the mollusca producing the shells, and the best account of

the manufacture of cameos, was given by Dr. J. E. Gray, of the British Museum, in a

paper read before the Society of Arts in 1847, to which, and to his paper in the Phil.

Trans., we are indebted for much of the following information.

It was the custom in Holland to use the pearly nautilus as a cameo shell, and several

kinds of turbines or wreath-shells, which have an opaque white external coat over
an internal pearly one. These are now rarely employed. The shells now used are

those of the ilesh-eating univalves
(
Gasteropoda ptenobranekiata zoophaga), which are

peculiar for being all formed of three layers of calcareous matter, each layer being

composed of three perpendicular laminse placed side by side ; the laminae comprising

the central layer, being placed at right angles with one of the inner and outer ones
;

the inner and outer being placed longitudinally with regard to the axis of the line of

the shells, while the inner laminae are placed across the axis, and concentrically with
the edge of the mouth of the cone of the shell.—(Gray, Phil. Trans.)

This structure furnishes the cameo-cv.tter with the means of giving a particular

surface to his work, a good workman always putting his work on the shell in such a

manner, that the direction of the laminae of the central coat is longitudinal to the axis

of his figure. The central layer forms the body of the bas-relief, the inner laminae

being the ground, and the outer one, the third or superficial colour, which is some-
times used to give a varied appearance to the surface of the figure. The cameo-cutter,

therefore, selects for his purpose those shells which have three layers of different

colours, as these afford him the means of relieving his work ; and secondly, those which
have the three layers strongly adherent together, for if they separated, his labour
would be lost.

The following are the kinds of shells now employed :— 1. The bull's mouth (Cassis

riifum), which has a red inner coat, or what is called a sardonyx ground. 2. The
black helmet (Cassis Madagascariensis), which has a blackish inner coat, or what is

called an onyx ground. 3. The horned helmet (Cassis cornutum), with a yellow
ground. 4. The queen's conch (Sirombus ffigas), with a pink ground.

The bull's mouth and the black helmet are the best shells. The horned helmet is

apt to separate from the ground, or double ; and the last, the queen's conch, has but
seldom the two colours marked with sufficient distinctness, and the finish of the
ground colour flies on exposure to light.

The red coloiu: of the bull's mouth extends only a slight distance in the mouth of
the shell, becoming paler as is proceeds backwards. The dark colour extends farther

in the black and yellow varieties. Hence the bull's mouth only affords a single cameo
large enough to make brooches of, and several small pieces for shirt-studs. The black

helmet yields on an average about five brooches, and several pieces for studs, while

the queen's conch afifbrds only one good piece.

Forty years since, very few cameos were made from any shells but the black

helmet, and the number of shells then used amounted to about 300 annually, nearly

all of which were sent from England, being all that were then imported. The black

helmet is imported into England from Jamaica, Nassau, and New Providence. They
are not found in Madagascar, though naturalists have for a long period called them
Madagascar helmets.-

—

(Gray).

Of the bull's mouth, half are received direct from the Island of Bourbon, to which
place they are brought from Madagascar, and the other half are obtained from the

Island of Ceylon, being received by the way of Calcutta ; hence they are often called
' Calcutta shells.'

So rapidly has the trade in these shells increased, that Dr. Gray informs us, that

in Paris 100,500 shells are used for cameos annually. These are divided as follows :

—

PricG "V&luG Prico "V"fllu6

Bull's mouth . 80,000 Is. 8d. 6,400Z.
|
Horned helmet . 500 2s. 6d. 60l.

Black helmet . 8,000 5 0 1,920
|
Queen's conch . 12,000 1 2^ 725

The manufacture of shell cameos was for some time confined to Italy ; about twenty-
five years since, an Italian commenced making them in Paris, and now the trade belongs
to the French capital, where not less than 300 persons are engaged in the manufacture.
Nearly all the cameos made in France were sent to England, and in Birmingham
mounted as brooches, and exported to America and the British Colonies.

CAMERA XVCXDA. An instrument invented by Dr. Wollaston, for the pur-

pose of enabling anyone, without a knowledge of the rules of drawing or perspective,

to delineate any external object with accuracy. It consists essentially of a quad-
rangular glass prism.

CAMERA 03SCURA, literally dark chawierr An instrunient invented by
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Baptiste Porta. It is employed for t!io production of photographic pictures, and will

be fully described in the article devoted to that art. See Photography.
CAnxsS. Slips of lead employed by glaziers in glazing church or cottage windows

in the olden style. They were formerly called ' lattices,' and hence leaded windows
were termed lattice windows.
CAV/LImET or CAMBKEST. A light stuff, formerly much used for female ap-

parel. It is made of long wool, hard spun, sometimes mixed in the loom with

cotton or linen yarn. Several fabrics of the same kind are now introduced under other

names.

CASlPSSi.CB.1 WOOD {Hmmatoxylon Campechianum). Logwood brought from
the bay of that name. See Logwood.
CAItXPHEITE. The radicle of camphor; various hydrocarbons isomeric or poly-

meric with oil of turpentine are so called. See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

CAmPBZXJE. Eectifiod oil of turpentine is sold in the shops under this name
for burning in lamps. Crude oil of turpentine is redistilled with potash, and then

with water, and lastly, to secme its perfect purity, with chloride of calcium. The oil

thus prepared forms a limpid colourless liquid ; its specific gravity is about 0'870,

but it is subject to some slight variations; C'H* appears fairly to represent this,

and several other similar oils. It is very inflammable, burning with a bright red

flame, and without a proper supply of air it evolves much dense smoke, hence peculiar

lamps {Canvphine lamps) are required. Where it has, from exposure to air, ab-

sorbed oxygen, and become resinified, it is unfit for purposes of illumination. Such
camphine very rapidly clogs the wick with a dense carbon, and is liable to the thick

black smoke, which is so objectionable in the camphine lamps if they are not properly

attended to.

To purify old camphine, it must be redistilled from carbonate of potash, or some
similarly active substance to deprive it of its resin. See Lamps.
CAnXPHOItE. One of the oils obtained from coal-tar. Mansfield gave this name

to the oils cumole and cymole, which boil at 284° and 330° F., when collected

together. The specific gravity of crude camphole ranges fromO'88 toO'98, and the less

volatile portions frequently contain naphthaline, which raises their specific gravity.

This substance, either alone or mixed with pyroxylic spirit, is applicable for burning
in lamps or for dissolving resins, as a substitute for oil of turpentine.

CAIVIPaOR, or CAnXPHXKE. {Camphre, Pr.
;
Kampher, Ger.) This im-

mediate- product of vegetation was known to the Arabs under the n&m&s oikamphur SLui

kaphur, whence the name camphora. Camphor was not known to the ancients ; it

is first mentioned by Avicenna, and Serapion calls it cafur. Symeon Seth, who lived

in the eleventh century, describes it. It is found in a great many plants, and is

secreted, in purity, by several laurels ; it occurs combined with the essential oils of

many of the Lahiatm ; but it is extracted, for manufacturing purposes, only from the

Laurus camphora, or Camphora officinarum, a member of the Laurel order, which
abounds in China and Japan, as well as from a tree which grows in Sumatra and
Borneo, called, in the country, Kapour barros, from the name of the place where it is

most common. This Sumatra camphor is the produce of the Bryobalanops camphora.
*rhe camphor exists, ready formed, in these vegetables, between the wood and the

bark; but it does not exude spontaneously. On cleaving the tree which produces

the Sumatra camphor masses of pure camphor are found in the trunk. Sumatra
camphor is not imported into this country, as it is eagerly bought up by the Chinese,

who prize it highly.

To prepare camphor the wood of the laurus is cut into small pieces, and put with
plenty of water into large iron boilers, which are covered with an earthen capital or

dome, lined within with rice straw. As the water boils, the camphor rises with the
steam, and attaches itself as a sublimate to the stalks, under the form of granulations

of a grey colour. In this state it is picked off the straw, and packed up for exporta-

tion to Europe.

Pormerly Venice held the monopoly of refining camphor, but now Prance, England,
Holland, and Germany refine it for their own markets. All the purifying processes

proceed on the principle that camphor is volatile at the temperature of 400° P.

The substance is mixed, as intimately as possible, with 2 per cent, of quicklime, and
the mixture is introduced into a large bottle made of thin uniform glass, sunk in ;\

sand-bath. The fire is slowly raised till the whole vessel becomes heated, and then
its upper part is gradually laid bare in proportion as the sublimation goes on. Much
attention and experience are required to make this operation succeed. If the tem-
,perature be raised too slowly, the neck of the bottle might be filled with camphor
ibefore the heat had acquired the proper subliming pitch

;
and, if too quickly, tliu

whole contents might be exploded. If the operation be carried on languidly, and the

heat of the upper part of the bottle be somewhat under the melting-point of camphor,
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that is to say, a little under 350° F., the condensed vapour would be snowy, and not

sufficiently compact and transparent to be saleable. Occasionally, sudden alterations

of temperature cause little jets to be thrown up, out of the liquid camphor at the

bottom, on the cake formed above, which soil it, and render its resublimation

necessary.

If to the mixture of 100 parts of crude camphor and 2 of quicklime, 2 parts of

bone-black, in fine powder, be added, the small quantity of colouring matter in the

camphor will be retained at the bottom, and whiter cakes will be produced. A spiral

slip of platina foil immersed in the liquid may tend to equalise its ebullition.

By exposing some volatile oils to spontaneous evaporation, at the heat of about
70° F., Proust obtained a residuum of camphor:—from oil of lavender, 25 per cent, of

its weight; from oil of sage, 12,^ ; from oil of marjoram, 10 per cent.

Refined camphor is a white translucid solid, possessing a peculiar taste and smell.

It may be obtained, from the slow cooling of its alcoholic solution, in octahedi'al

crystals. It may be scratched by the nail, is very flexible, and can be reduced into

powder readily by mixing it with a few drops of alcohol and giving a few blows to the

camphor. Its specific gravity varies from 0'985 to 0'996. Mixed and distilled with

six times its weight of clay, it is decomposed, and yields a golden yellow aromatic oil,

which ha,s a flavour analogous to that of a mixture of thyme and rosemary
;
along with

a small quantity of acidulous water tinged with that oil, charcoal remains in the retort.

In the air, camphor takes fire on contact of an ignited body, and burns away with a
bright fuliginous flame. Pieces of ignited camphor thrown into water execute peculiar

rotatory movements.
Camphor is little soluble in water ; one part being capable of communicating smell

and taste to 1,000 of the fluid, this is the Misturce Camphom of the apothecary. 100

parts of alcohol, specific gravity 0'806, dissolve 120 parts of camphor, at ordinary

temperatures. It is separated in a pulverulent state by water. Ether and oils, both

expressed and volatile, also dissolve it.

When distilled with 8 parts of aquafortis, camphor is converted into camphoric

acid. Camphor absorbs 144 times its volume of muriatic acid gas, and is transformed

into a colourless transparent liquid, which becomes solid in the air, because the acid

attracts humidity, which precipitates the camphor. One part of strong acetic acid

dissolves 2 parts of camphor. By Dr. lire's analysis, camphor consists of 77'38

carbon, 11' 14 hydrogen, and 11*48 oxygen.

Dumas (1) and Blanchet and Sell (2) have given the following composition :

—

(1) (2)
Carbon . . . 78-02 . . . 77'96

Hydrogen . . . 10-39 . . . 10-61

Oxygen . . . 11-59 . . . 11-43

There are two kinds of camphor imported :

—

Japak Camphor, called Dutch Camphor, because it is always brought by the

Dutch to England. It comes by the way of Batavia, and is imported in tubs (hence

it is called tub camphor), covered with matting, and each surrounded by a second tub,

secured on the outside by hoops of twisted cane.

China Camphor, or Formosa Camphor, is imported from Singapore and Bombay,
in chests lined with lead-foil, containing about 1^ cwt.

It has been suggested to introduce the camphor trees into other countries. South

Georgia and Florida are named as suitable localities. The Laura campkora is com-

monly found in all the nurseries around Paris, and sold at 5 francs for a plant 30

inches high. At full growth the tree attains an altitude of from 40 to 50 feet. The

wood of the camphor tree is in favour for carpenters' work ; it is light, is easily worked,

durable, and not liable to be attacked by insects. It is said that in Sumatra numbers

of trees are cut down before one is found to repay. Not a tenth part of the trees

attacked yield either camphor or camphor oil.

The camphor is distinguished by the names of head, belly, and foot, when in bulk.

The head camphor is in large white flakes ; the belly camphor, small brown flakes,

transparent, like resin coarsely powdered ; the foot, like dark-coloured resin. A
native ' Catty ' may be divided into:— 1. Capallo, or large head, = 2-2; 2. Capallo

cachell, or small head, = 3-5; 3. Baddan, or belly, = 4-2; 4. Cakee, or foot, = 6-1,

•

= 1 Catty, 16.

CAMPHOR, ARTXFICXA.Ii. When hydrochloric (muriatic) acid is passed into

oil of turpentine, surrounded by ice, two compounds are obtained, one solid and the

other fluid. The flrst, solid artificial camphor C'-»H"'HC1 (C'H'^HCll is white,

transparent, lighter than water, and has a camphoraceous taste. The fluid is termed

liquid artificial camphor, or terobine.

CAMPHOR TVKEP. Water in which camphor is dissolved.
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CAMPHOR, Olt OP ]tAURX:£. "When the branches of Camphora officinarum

are distilled -with water, a mixture of camphor and a liquid essential oil is obtained.

This is the oil of camphor ; it has a density of 0'910, and its composition is C=°H'«0.

By exposure to oxygen gas, or to the action of nitric acid, it absorbs oxygen, and
becomes solid camphor C-»H'«0= (C'^H'^O).

This is an esteemed article in the Eastern markets ; it undergoes no preparation,

and though named oil, it is rather a liquid and volatile resin. The natives ofSumatra
make a transverse incision in the tree to the depth of some inches, the cut sloping

downwards so as to form a cavity of the capacity of a quart ; a lighted reed is placed

in it for about 10 minutes, and in the space of a night the cavity is filled with this

fluid. The natives consider this oil of great use as a domestic remedy for strains,

swellings, and inflammations.

Dr. Koyle states the trees are of large dimensions, from 2^ to 7 feet in diameter.

The same tree that produces the oil would have produced the camphor if unmolested,

the oil being supposed to be the first stage of the camphor's forming, and is conse-

quently found in younger trees.

CAMPHOK STORK GIiASSES. Glasses called usually storm glasses, and
sold as indicators of atmospheric changes. ' Storm glasses ' are made by dissolving

camphor 2J drachms, nitre 38 grains, sal-ammoniac 38 grains, water 9 fluid drachms,

rectified spirit of wine 1 1 fluid cbachms.

Plumose crystals form in the glass, and are said to condense and collect at the

bottom of the bottle on the approach of a storm, and to rise up and diffuse themselves
through the liquid on the approach of fine weather ; but Dr. Parrion thinks that

their weather-predicting qualities are false, and that light is the agent which, together

with temperature, influences the condition.

CAnX-WOOD. An ^ifrican dye wood, shipped principally from Sierra Leone, in

short logs. Mr. G. Loddiges, in his Botanical Cabinet, figures the plant producing it

under the name of Baphia nitida ; it is a leguminous plant, and has been introduced

into, and has flowered in this country.

CAWADA BAXiSASI, A product of the Abies balsamea, or balm of Gilead fir.

The finest variety of this balsam is used for mounting objects for the microscope.

See Baisam.
CASfASA PIiATES. Tin plates, so called by having been made for the

Canadian trade.

C&UA.HA. RZCE. The Zizania aquatica, a Canadian grass,

CAITABA SUGAR. A dark sugar made from the sugar maple, Acer saccharinum.

CAXTASA YEX.XiO'W ROOT. The Hydrastis Canadensis {XantkorMza), a

shrub growing in North America., so named from the colour of its root. It is in-

tensely bitter, hence it is used as a tonic medicine, and a good yellow dye is extracted

from its roots.

CAXTARItJIVX COnxnXTTH'E. A small tree, growing in India, Ceylon, and
various parts of the Eastern Archipelago. It is probably the source of the concrete

resinous exudation commonly known as Gu7/i Elemi. See Elemi.
CATTART "WOOD. A wood is imported into this country under the name of

Madeira mahogany, which appears to be this canary wood. It is the produce of the

Eoyal Bay, Laurus indica, a native of the Canary Islands. It is rather a light wood,

and of a yellow colour.

CAXfASTBR. An American tobacco, so called from the peculiar rush basket in

which it was imported.

CAZTAITBA. The leaves of the canaiiba tree of Brazil (Copernicia cerifera) yield

a wax which appears to be the same as that produced by the Carnaiiba Palm.
CAIffD or KAITD, A name in some mining districts for Fluor spar.

CABISSiS. {C'kandcUc, Fr. ;
Kcrze, Licht, Ger.) Candles are either dipped or

moulded. As the quality of the candle depends on the material employed in its

manufacture, the first part of the tallow-chandler's process is the sorting of the tallow.

Mutton suet with a proportion of ox tallow is selected for mould candles, because it

gives them gloss and consistence. Coarser tallow is reserved for the dipped candles.

After being sorted, it is cut into small pieces, preparatory to being melted or rendered

;

and the sooner this is done after the fat is taken from the carcase the better, because

the fibrous and fleshy matters mixed with it promote its putrefaction. Tallow is too

commonly melted by a naked fire applied to the botton of the vessel, whereas it should

be done either in a cold set-pan, where the flame plays only round the sides a little

way above the bottom, or in a steam-cased pan. After being fused a considerable

time, the membranous matters collect at the surface, constituting the crackliTigs used

sometimes for feeding dogs, after the fat has been squeezed out of it by a press. The
liquid tallow is strained through a sieve into another copper, where it is treated with

water at a boiling temperature, in order to wash it. After a while, when the foul
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water has settled to the bottom, the purified tallow is lifted out, by means of tinned
iron buckets, into tubes of moderate size, where it concretes, and is ready for use.

It is a remarkable circumstance, that the wicks for the best dipped candles are still

cotton rovings imported from Turkey, notwithstanding the vast extension and perfec-

tion of cotton-spinning in this country. Four or more of these Turkey skeins, according
to the intended thickness of the wick, are wound off at once into bottoms or clues, and
afterwards cut by a simple machine into lengths corresponding to those of the candles

to be made. The operations for cutting, twistmg, and speading wicks, are perft)rmed

upon a series of threads at once. The apparatus is placed in a box, in front of which
the operator sits. A reel extends across the box at the hinder part, upon which tlie

cotton threads have been previously wound : from this reel they are drawn off into

proper lengths, doubled, and cut by an ingenious mechanism. By dipping the viclcs

into the melted tallow,' rubbing them between the palms of the hands, and allowii-^'

the tallow which adheres to harden, they may be arranged with facility upon the

broaches for the purpose of dipping. The dipping room is furnished -vnth. a boiler

for melting the tallow, the dipping mould or cistern, and a large wheel for supporting

the broaches. From the ceiling of the workshop a long balanced-shaped beam is

suspended, to one end of which a wooden frame is attached for holding the broaches

with the wicks arranged at proper distances. The opposite arm is loaded with a
weight to counterbalance the wooden frame, and to enable the workmen to ascertain

the proper size of the candles. The end of the lever which supports the frame is

placed immediately above the dipping cistern ; and the whole machine is so balanced

that, by a gentle pressure of the hand, the wicks are let down into the melted tallow

as often as may be required.

The following is a convenient apparatus for dipping candles. In the centre of the

dipping-room a strong upright post a a, 402) is erected, with turning iron pivots

melted tallow. As the arms of the lever are all of the same length, and as each is

loaded with nearly the same weight, it is obvious that they will all naturally assume

a horizontal position. In order, however, to prevent any oscillation of the machine

in turning round, the levers are kept in a horizontal position by means of small

chains, a a, one end of which is fixed to the top of the upright shaft, and the other

terminates in a small square piece of wood b, which exactly fills the notch c in the lever.

As one end of the lovers must be depressed at each dip, the square piece of wood is

thrown out of the notch by the workman pressing down the handle n, which com-

municates with the small lever c, inserted into a groove in the bar b. In order that

the square piece of wood fixed in one extremity of the chain, may recover its position

upon the workman's raising the port, a small cord is attached to it, which passes over

a pulley inserted in a groove near c, and communicates with another pulley and weight,

^7hich draws it forward to the notch. In this way the operation of dipping may be

conducted by a single workman with perfect ease and regularity, and even despatch.

No time is lost, and no unnecessary labour expended, in removing the ports after

each dip; and, besides, the process of cooling is much accelerated by the candles

being, kept constant motion through the air. The number of revolutions which
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at its two ends. Near its middle,

six mortices are cut at small dis-

tances from one another, into each

of which is inserted a long bar of

wood, B B, which moves vertically

upon an iron pin, also passing

through the middle of the shaft.

The whole presents the appearance

of a large horizontal wheel with
twelve arms. A complete view of

two of them only is given in the

figure. From the extremity of each

arm is suspended a frame, or port,

as the workmen call it, containing

6 rods, on each of which are hung
18 wicks, making the whole num-
ber of wicks upon the wheel 1,296.

The machine, though apparently
heavy, turns round by the smallest

effort of the workman ; and each

port, as it comes in succession over

the dipping-mould, is gently pressed

downwards, by which means the

wicks are regularly immersed in
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,the wheel must make, in order to' complete one operation, must obviously depend
upon the state of the weather and the size of the candles ; but it is said that, in

moderately cold weather, not more than two hours are necessary for a single person to

finish one wheel of candles of a common size. Upon the supposition, therefore, that

six wheels are completed in one day, no less a number than 7,776 candles will bo
manufactured in that space of time by one workman.
The process of moulding is even less complicated in its details than that of dipping.

The moulds are made of some metallic substance, usually pewter, and consist of two
parts. The shaft or great body of the mould is a hollow cylinder, finely polished in

the inside, and open at both extremities. The top of the mould is a small metallic

cup, having a moulding within-side, and a hole to admit the wick. The two parts

are soldered together, and when united, as will readily be imagined, have the shape
of a moulded candle. A third piece, called the foot, is sometimes added : it is a kind of

small funnel, through which the liquid tallow runs into the mould, and being screwed
to the opposite extremity of the shaft, is removable at pleasure. This additional

piece may certainly be useful in very mild weather ; since, by removing it, the candles

may be drawn more easily from the moulds ; but, in general, it may be dispensed with.

Eight or twelve of these moulds, according to their size, are fixed in a frame, whicli

bears a great resemblance to a wooden stool, the upper surface of which forms a kind
of trough. The tops of the moulds point downwards, and the other extremity, which
is open, is inserted into the trough or top of the stool, and made quite level with its

upper surface. In order to introduce the wicks into the mould, the workman lays

the frame upon its side on an adjoining table, and holding in his left hand a quantity

of wicks, previously cut to the proper length, he introduces into the mould a long

wire with a hooked point. As soon as the hook of the wire appears through the hole

in the top of the mould, he attaches to it the looped end of the wick, and, immediately
drawing back the wire, brings the wick along with it. In this manner each mould in

succession is furnished with a wick. Another workman now follows, and passes a
small wire through the loop of each wick. This wire is obviously intended to keep
the wick stretched, and to prevent it from falling back into the mould upon the frame
being placed in the proper position for filling. The frame is then handed to the

person that fills the moulds, who previously arranges the small wires in such a manner
that each wick may be exactly in the axis of the mould.
The moulds are filled by running tallow into each of them, or into the trough, from

a cistern furnished with a cock, and which is regularly supplied with tallow of the

proper temperature from an adjoining boiler. When the workman observes that the

moulds are nearly half fiWed he turns the cock, and laying hold of that portion of the

wick which hangs out of the mould, pulls it tight, and thus prevents any curling of

the wick, which might injure the candles ; he then opens the cock, and completes the
process of filling. The frame is now set aside to cool; and when the tallow has
acquired a proper consistence, which the workman easily discovers by a snapping
noise emitted by the candles upon pressing his thumb against the bottom of the
moulds, he first withdraws the small wires which kept the wicks tense, and then,

scraping off the loose tallow from the top of the frame with a small wooden spade, he
introduces a bodkin into the loop of the wick, and thus draws each candle in suc-

cession from its mould. The candles are now laid upon a table for inspection, and
afterwards removed to the storehouse. Previous to storing them up, some candle-

makers bleach their candles, by exposing them to the air and dews for several days.

This additional labour can be necessary only when the dealer is obliged to have early

sales ; for if the candles are kept for some months, as they ought to be, before they

are brought to market, they become sufBciently whitened by age.

Wax Candles.—Next to tallow, the substance most employed in the manufacture
of candles is wax. Wax candles are made either by the hand or with a ladle. In the

former case, the wax, being kept soft in hot water, is applied bit by bit to the wick,

which is hung from a hook in the wall : in the latter, the wicks are hung round an
iron circle, placed immediately over a largo copper-tinned basin full of melted wax,

which is poured upon their tops, one after another, by means of a largo ladle. When
the candles have by either process acquired the proper size, they are taken from the

hooks, and rolled upon a table, usually of walnut-tree, with a long square instrument

of box, smooth at the bottom.
Spermaceti Candles are moulded in the same manner as those composed of stearine,

or stearic acid, to be described presently.

In June 1825, M. Gay-Lussac obtained a patent in England for making candles from
margaric and stearic acids, called stearine, by converting tallow into the above fat

acids by the following process :—Tallow consists, by Chevreul's researches, of stearine,

a. solid fat, and oleine, a liquid fat ; the former being in much the larger proportion.

When tallow is treated with an alkaline body, such as potash, soda, or lime, it is
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saponified ; that is, its stearine and oleine become respectively stearic and oleic acids,

and, as such, form compounds with these bases. When by the action of an acid, such
as the sulphuric or muriatic, these combinations are decomposed, the fats reappear in

the altered form of stearic and oleic acids ; the former body being harder than tallow,

and of a texture somewhat like spermaceti, the latter body being fluid like oil. ' The
decomposition of the soap should be made,' says the patentee, ' in a large quantity of

water, kept well stirred during the operation, and warmed by steam introduced in any
convenient way. Wlien the mixture has been allowed to stand, the acid of the

tallow or fat will rise to the surface, and the water being drawn off, will carry the

alkaline or saline matters with it
;
but, if the acids of the tallow should retain any

portion of the salts, fresh water may be thrown upon it, and the whole well agitated,

until the acids have become perfectly free from the alkaline matters ; and when allowed

to cool, the acids will bo formed into a solid mass. The mass is now to be submitted

to considerable pressure in such an apparatus as is employed in expressing oil from
seeds ; when the liquid acid will run offin the form of a substance resembling oil, leaving

a solid matter, similar, in every respect, to spermaceti, which is fit for making candles.'

The wick to be used in the manufacture of the stearine candles, and which forms
one of the features of this invention, is to be made of cotton yarn, twisted rather hard,

and laid in the same manner as wire is sometimes coiled round the bass strings of

musical instruments. For this purpose, straight rods or wires are to be procured, of

suitable lengths and diameters, according to the intended size of the candles about to

be made ; and these wires, having been covered with cotton coiled round thsm, as

described, are to be inserted in the candle moulds as the common wicks are ; and
when the candle is made, and perfectly hard, the wire is to be withdrawn, leaving a

hollow cylindrical aperture entirely through the middle of the candle. The first suc-

cessful application of the fat acid, or stearic candles, appears to have been made
by Messrs. Motard and Nilly. They made stearine candles, which they called

' hoitgies de Vetoile,' for which the ' Society of Encouragement ' voted them their silver

medal. See Stearine.

Messrs. Hempbell and Blundell have given a very minute account of the process for

making palm-oil, stearic and margaric acids, in their specification of their patent for

this mode of manufacturing candles :—
1. Their first process is called cr^/stoZ&a&n, which consists in pouring the melted

palm-oil into iron pans, allowing it to cool slowly, whereby, at about 75° F., the

oleine separates from the crystalline stearine and margarine.

2. The concreted oil is subjected to the action of an hydraulic press, in order to

separate the oleine from the solid fats.

3. This process is call&d. oxidation. To 104 lbs. of the stearine and margarine,

melted in an iron pan, about 12 lbs. of slaked and sifted quicklime are added, with

diligent stirring, during which the temperature is to be slowly raised to 240° F., and
so maintained for about 3 hours, till a perfect chemical combination takes place.

This is shown by the mass becoming thin, transparent, and assuming a glassy appear-

ance when it cools. The fire being now withdrawn, cold water is added, very gradually

at first, with brisk stirring till the whole mass falls into a state ofpowdery granulation,

when it is passed through a wire sieve to break down any lumps that may remain.

4. Separation of the Stearic and Margaric Acids from the lime. For this purpose,

as much muriate of lime (chloride of calcium) is taken as will, with its equivalent

quantity of sulphuric acid (8 lbs. of dry muriate of lime, require 7 lbs. of the strongest

sulphuric acid), produce as much muriatic acid as will dissolve the lime combined with

the fat acids : and therefore that quantity of muriate of lime dissolved in water must
be treated with as much sulphuric acid as will saturate its lime and throw it down in

the state of sulphate of lime. Add the supernatant solution of muriatic acid in

such proportion to the stearate and margarate of lime as will rather more than saturate

the lime. Three pounds of muriatic acid diluted with 9 lbs. of water are stated as

enough for 1 lb. of lime. The mixture is to be let alone for 3 or 4 days, in order to

insure the complete separation of the lime from the fat acids ; and then the mixture

is heated so as to melt and cause them to separate in a stratum on the top of the

liquid. The resulting muriate of lime is drawn off into another tub, and decomposed

by its dose of sulphuric acid, so as to liberate its muriatic acid for a fresh operation.

5. The fat acids, being well washed by agitation with hot water, are then set to cool

and crystallise, in which state they are subjected to the action of the hydraulic press, at

a temperature of 75° F., whereat the margaric acid runs off from the solid stearic acid.

6. Bleaching. The stearic acid is taken from the press, and exposed upon water in

large shallow vessels placed in the open air, where it is kept at the melting temperature

from 1 to 1 2 hours, stirring meanwhile, in order to promote the blanching action of the

atmosphere. The margaric acid is bleached in a similar manner in separate vessels.

7. Refining Process. The fat is warmed again, and poured in a liquid state into an
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agitating t\xb ;
where, for every 1,000 lbs. of the stearic acid, about 2J lbs. of common

black oxide of manganese, and 40 lbs. of concentrated sulphuric acid, diluted with

200 lbs. of pure water are to be used. This solution ('mixture'), while warm from

the heat evolved in diluting the acid, is placed in a suitable vessel above the agitating

tub. The stearic acid being at the melting point, in the vessel below, agitation is to

bo given with a revolving shaft, while the mixed manganese and acid are run slowly

down into it, till the whole be well mixed, which generally requires about two hours.

The mass is allowed to lie in this state for 48 hours; after which it may be boiled by
steam for 2 or 3 hours, when it will be suf&ciently refined. The sulphuric acid, which

is at the bottom, is now run ofl^ and the stearic acid which remains is well washed with

pure water. It is then put into large conical vessels of stone-ware, inclosed in a box

or jacket, kept warm by steam-heat, and lined with conical bags of a suitable strong

filtering paper, through which, being warm, it finds its way ; and when the stearic

acid has been thus filtered, it is run into blocks, when it will be found to be a beau-

tiful stearic acid or palm-wax, and is ready to be made into candles in the usual way.

The chief solid constituent of palm-oil is margaric acid. This they direct to be

melted with tallow, in the proportion of from 10 to 20 lbs. of the former to 100 lbs. of

the latter. See Newton's Journal, C. S., xi. 207.

Messrs. Price and Co. introduced, in 1840, on the occasion of Her Majesty's marriage

(when, for the illuminations, a cheap self-snuffing candle was required), a new compo-
site candle, which was a mixture of stearic acid and cocoa-nut stearine. Mr. George

Gwynne, in 1840, patented a process for purifying the fatty acids by distillation ; this

was followed by a similar patent by Dubrunfant ; and Mr. "Wilson, of Belmont, Vaux-
hall, obtained in August 1842, a patent for improvements in treating fats for making
candles. These advances led to many modifications in candle-manufacture.

If distilled fats are used in making composite candles, they are bleached and
hardened in that operation. When palm-oil is the material, it is first saponified, then

distilled, granulated by fusion and slow cooling, and cold-pressed; by which
means stearic acid and a light-coloured oil are obtained, which may be mixed with
the stearine of cocoa-nut oil, or other stearine. A cheaper article may be had by
mixing the entire product of the above distillation with half its weight of distilled

and cold-pressed stearic acid of tallow. Tallow is deprived of its oleine by pressure,

accompanied by artificial cold if necessary ; this being added to the other hard
matter, the mixture is converted into fatty acids, and distilled, and the entire product

of distillation is employed for making candles ; or it may be pressed to make them
harder. As distilled stearic acid is more crystalline than undistilled, 2 or 4 per cent,

of wax may be added to assist the combination of the fatty acid with the stearine.

Candles consisting of alternate layers of tallow and stearine have been made by
dipping their wicks alternately in these two fatty bodies in a fluid state. Mr. W.
Sykes has gone to the expense of a patent on the contrivance. The wicks are

impregnated with a solution of bismuth or borax.

In a lecture delivered before the Society of Arts by Mr. Wilson, and published in

their Journal, he described the progress of the more recent improvements. In this he
says:—'Candles, beautiful in appearance, were made by distilling the cocoa-nut
acids ; but, on putting them out, they gave oflF a choking vapour, which produced
violent coughing.' This prevented those candles from being brought into the market.
' By distilling cocoa-nut lime-soap, we made beautiful candles, resembling those made
from paraffino, burning perfectly ; but the loss of material in the process was so great,

that the subsequent improvements superseded its use. Under one part of this patent,

the distillation was carried on sometimes with the air partially excluded from the

apparatus by means of the vapour of water, sometimes without, the low evaporating

point of the cocoa-nut acids rendering the exclusion of air a matter of much less

importance than when distilling other fat acids.' At this time, in conjunction with
Mr. Jones, Mr. Wilson appears to have first tried using the vapour of water to exclude

the air from the apparatus during distillation. This led, in 1842, Messrs. E. Price and
Co. to patent, in the names of Wilson and Jones, a process which involved the treatment

of fats, previously to distillation, with sulphuric acid, or nitrous gases. M. Prdmy, in his

valuable paper in the ' Annales de Chimie,' describes treating oils with half their

weight of concentrated sulphuric acid, by which their melting point was greatly

raised. He gave, however, particular directions that the matter under process should
be kept cool. Instead of doing this, Mr. Wilson found it advantageous to expose
the mixture of fat acid and fat to a high temperature, and this is still done at Price's

works.

—

' Our process of sulphuric acid saponification was as follows .—Six tons of the
material employed—usually palm-oil, though occasionally wo work cheap animal fat,

vegetable oils, and butter, and Japan wax—were exposed to the combined action of

6| cwts. of concentrated sulphuric acid, at a temperature of 350° F. In this process
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thngJljjCTma AimijiikpJ; lajgg TolnHies of snlpintrons 3cid are giTsn oS. and the fat

j3 daaged into & mi iiLam of fit acids, mth a very high meltiiig point. This is

'sashed, to &ee it from eharrod matter and adlieriiig snlpliimc acid, and is then

tzaffl^ened into a stni, fitan "diieh tlia air is excluded means of steam- The
steam -osed by as is heated ina series of pipes similar to those tised in the hot-fclast

xpgxaboB TO. the mami&etore of inm, the object of heating the steam being only to

sare the still, and zednea to a small extent gaseons loss in distillation.' ' TVe still,'

s^^s tfiB patsntee^ * gmpliTy fjus pmess, and in some cases reduce the quantity of add
eaqdoTed to 4Ib&, and eren 3 Ibs^ to a ewt. of the fa.t.'

VegetaWa taEow melts at a degree of heat somewhat above that of arn'mal tallo'w,

bat eooadezably below that of vegetable wax. Mr. "Wilson treats his tallow by
pHttii^ 6 toos of it into an iron stiE capable of holding 9 tons, heats it gradually

to 350° T?^ and then adds gfadnally l.-i-tO lbs. of sulphuric add of I'S specific gravity.

At the espiatian of about 2 boiDS, the tallow is pumped into a vessel, containing

•water sKghtly aodnlatBd vith. snl^itiic add ; and is therein agitated by free steam

pa^ng ihrooah it for 2 hooES. The materials are then left to repose for 6 hours

;

both these vessels, and the former, should be provided with a cover and a means of

«m>b>ing the gases which may be evolved into a chimney. The vegetable tallow is

next distilled in such a manner that the atmosphere is excluded. This is best effected

hj the nse of steam hf^^ify heated, which he introduces into the stiLL in numerous
below the t^knr. - The distilled products are received into condensers, and they

may le Bsed alone, or they may be mixed with other matters for making the best

dass of candlea. The patentee improves paraffine by a like process. He makes candles

'nl}i2 or 3 'vie&s, by TrriTring palm-oil pressed with tallow, or the above distilled fat,

&r bandi^in pandlg lamps.

Jn 18»^, Mr. Tighhnan obtained a patent for the exposure of fets and oils to the

action of water at a high tmpeiature, and under great pressure in order to cause the

amdnnation of the water with the elements of the neutral fats ; so as to produce at

ihe same time free &t aeid and solution of glycerine. See Gltcesete.
. He jHOfnGed to efieet this by pumping a mixture of fet and water, by means of a
ft>re&-pBmp, tfanm^ aeoil of pipe heated to about 612*^ kept under a pressure of

aboHt 2,000 lbs. to the square inch; and he states that the vessel must be closed, so

that the zeqmste amount of pressure may be appKed to prevent the conversion of

water into ^eam. Mr. Wilson improved upon this process, by passing steam into

&t at a fa^i temperature ; and by this process hundreds of tons of palm-oil are now
treated. The gjycerine and fat distil over together, but no longer combined ; and the

nifWiftr, bsng sepaxatsd, is sobjeeted to a redistillation, by which it is purified. This
distillation, is ^Bcted by tEansmitting throng^ the &t contained in an iron still, steam
at abont 600** oc 700° P., heated by passing throogh iron pipes laid in a fire. The
stean. is tran^ntted till the talj matter is heated to about 3.50^ ; the vapours pro-

duced bdi^ efflrieS into a Twgh' sbafr. by a pipe from the cover of the iron vesseL
The hat oily Tnattpr is tjien ran into another vessel made of brick lined with lead, and
sank infhe gnmnd, £ac the panose of supporting the brick-work under or against the

inUinwT pctsjuuee of the finid. It has a wooden cover lined with lead, directly beneath
which, and extoiding aeniSB the vesseL is a leaden pipe, 1 inch in diameter, having a

small bole on each ade, at every 6 inches of its length ; and through this pipe is intro-

duced a tniitHFBof 1,000 lbs. of sulphuric add, spedfic gravity 1 "8, and the same weight
of 'sats. Bjb intzodnction of the mixture, which f&lls in divided jets into the heated
iat, pEodnees fidlait eboQition; and by this means the add and fat are perfectly

ineufpucated befcffe the action of the acid becomes apparent by any considerable

diseaknra&Hl of the mt. As the ebullition ceases, the fat gradually blackens ; and the

matts is allowed to remain for 6 hours after the violent ebullition has ceased. The
ijSassre fumes prodneed are earned off by a laxge pice, which rises from the top of

the vessel, then desrewis, and afterwards rises again into a high chimney. At the

downward part of this pipe a small jet of water is kept playing, to condense such

parts of the -vapoBzs as are coodenaable. At the end of the six hours above mentioned,
the operation is enmplete, and the peudiiel is then pumped into another close vessel

and washed, by 'beiag boiled up (by means of free steam) with balf its bulk of water.

The water is drained oS^ and die washii^ repeated, except that in the second washing
the -satee is afidnTatpd with 100 lbs. of sulphuric acid. The ultimate product is

allowed to settle £k 24 hams; after iriiieh it is distilled in an atmosphere of steam

—onee, or oftener—until weR purified; and the product of distillation is again

washed, and after being pressed in the solid state, is applied to the manufacture of

The ^Saving definitioiis of terms applied to candles are by ilr. Wilson :

—

Bdwumt Sperm.—9iade of hot-pressed, distilled palm-add.
Bdmumt Wax.—^The same material, tinged with gamboge.
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Best Composite Candies.—Made of a mixture of the hard palm-acid, and Btearine of

cocoa-nut oil.

Composites, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, are made of palm-acids, and pabn-acids and cocoa-

nut stearine, the relative proportions varying according to the relative market prices

of palm-oil and cocoa-mit oil at the particular time when the candles are manu-

factured.

Composite, No. 4.—A description of candle introduced at a price a very little above

the price of tallow dip candles. They are somewhat dark in colour, but give a good

The highest priced candles are usually made in the ordinary mould ; but at Messrs.

Price and Co.'s manufactory they have a machine for moulding the ordinary stearine

candles, the others of a similar nature. TVlien one set of candles is discharged from the

mould, the moulds are re-wicked for the next process of filling. These moulds are ar-

ranged, side by side, 18 in number, on a frame ; and for each mould there is a reel

capable of holding 60 yards of wick, enclosed in a box. The moulded candle, being

still attached to the cotton wick, when it is forced out of the mould, brings the fresh

wick into it. The moulded candles are, by a very ingenious contrivance, held firm in

a horizontal position while a knife passes across and severs the wick. The wicks for

the new set of candles are firmly secured, by forceps, to the conical caps of the moulds
;

these are carried into a vertical position, and sUd upon a railway to a hot closet,

where they become sufficiently warm to receive the fat, which, kept at the melting

point by steam-pipes, is held in a cistern above the rails ; from this cistern the moulds

are filled by as many cocks, which are turned by one impulse. If we imagine an

extensive series of these sets of moulds traveUing from the machine over a railway,

in regular order, and that, when the fat has become solid, these return, the candles are

discharged, and the process is renewed—the machine will be tolerably weU under-

stood. Each machine holds about 200 frames of moulds, and each contains 18

bobbins, starting each with 60 yards of cotton wick-

Night-Lights.—These are short thick cylinders of fat, with a very thin wick, so

proportioned one to the other that they bum any required number of hours. The
moulds in which these are made are metal frames, perforated with a number of cylin-

drical holes, and having a moveable bottom, with a thin wire projecting from it into

every mould. These are filled with melted fat, and when cold, the bottoms are forced

up, and aU the cylinders of fat ejected, each having a smaU. hole through which the

wick, a cotton, previously impregnated with wax, is inserted. This being done, the

night-light, being pressed on a warm porcelain slab, is melted sufiBdently to cement

the wick. These night-lights are burned in glass cylinders, into which they fit.

Child's Night-Lights are melted fat poured into card-board boxes, which have a

hole in the bottom, through which the wick and its metallic support are placed.

Dr. Ure made a set of experiments upon the relative intensities of light, and
duration of different candles, the results of which are contained in the following

Table :—

Kmnber in a Pound
Duration of

a Candle
Weight in
Grains

Consnmption
per Hour in

Grains

Proportion,
of Light

Economy
of Light

Candles
equal one.

Argand

h. m.

10 mould 5 9 682 132 12i 68 0-7

10 dipped 4 36 672 150 13 65i 5-25

8 mould 6 31 856 132 lOA 59i 6-6

6 ditto 7 2i 1160 163 14| 66 5-0

4 ditto 9 3-6 1707 186 20l 80 3-5

Argand oil flame . ... ... 512 69-4 100

A Scotch mutchkin, or §th of a gaUon, of good seal oil, weighs 6010 gr., or 13^^ oz.

avoirdupois, and lasts in a bright Argand lamp 11 hours 44 minutes. The weight of

oil it consumes per hour is equal to 4 times the weight of taUow in candles 8 to the
pound, and ^th the weight of tallow in candles 6 to the pound. But its light being
equal to that of 5 of the latter candles, it appears irom. the above table that 2 pouniS
weight of oil, value 9d., in an Argand, are equivalent in illuminating power to 3 pounds
of tallow candles, which cost about 2 shillings. The larger the flame in the above
candles the greater the economy of light.

MnfRRM. Ca^tdiles, Under this general head several varieties of candles have been
manufactured at the works of Price's Candle Company; and these candles manu-
factured by Price's Candle Company, at Belmont and Sherwood, are made according
to processes patented by Dr. Warren De La Eue, The novelty of these substances-
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consists : —1. In the material from which they are obtained. 2, In the method by
which they are elaborated. 3. In their chemical constitution.

The raw material is a semifluid naphtha, drawn up from wells sunk in the neigh-

bourhood of the river Irrawaddy, in the Burmese Empire. The geological charac-

teristics of the locality are sandstone and blue clay. In its raw condition the substance

is used by the natives as a lamp-fuel, as a preservative of timber against insects, and
as a medicine. Being in part volatile at common temperatures, this naphtha is im-

ported in hermetically-closed metallic tanks, to prevent the loss of any constituent.

Eeichenbach, Christison, Gregory, Eeece, Young, Wiesman (of Bonn), and others

have obtained from peat, coal, and other organic minerals, solids and liquids bearing

some physical resemblance to those procured from the Burmese naphtha ; but the

first-named products have, in every instance, been formed by the decomposition of the

raw material. The process of De La Hue, is, from first to last, a simple separation,

without chemical change.

In the commercial processes, as carried out at the Sherwood and Belmont Works,
the crude naphtha is first distilled with steam at a temperature of 212° F. ; about
one-fourth is separated by this operation. The distillate consists of a mixture of

many volatile hydro-carbons ; and it is extremely difficult to separate them from each

other on account of their vapours being mutually very diffiisible, however different

may be their boiling points. In practice, recourse is had to a second or third distil-

lation, the products of which are classified according to their boiling points or their

specific gravities, which range from 0'627 to 0'860, the lightest coming over first It is

worthy of notice, that though all these volatile liquids were distilled from the original

material with steam of the temperature of boiling water, their boiling points range

from 80° F. to upwards of 400° F.

These liquids are all colourless, and do not solidify at any temperature, however
low, to which they have been exposed. They are useful for many purposes. All are

solvents of caoutchouc. The vapour of the more volatile, Dr. Snow has found to be
highly anaesthetic. Those which are of lower specific gravity are called in commerce
Sherwoodole and Belmontine ; these have great detergent power, readily removing oily

stains fron silk, without impairing even delicate colours. The distillate of the higher

specific gravity is proposed to be used as lamp-fuel ; it burns with a brilliant white

flame
;
and, as it cannot be ignited without a wick, even when heated to the tempera-

ture of boiling water, it is safe for domestic use.

A small percentage of hydro-carbons, of the benzole series, comes over with the

distillates in this first operation. Messrs. De La Eue and MiiUer have shown that it

may be advantageously eliminated by nitric acid. The resulting substances, nitro-

benzole, &c., are commercially valuable in perfumery, &e.

After steam of 212° F. has been used in the distillation just described, there is left a
residue, amounting to about three-fourths of the original material. It is fused and
purified from extraneous ingredients (which Warren De La Eue and H. Miiller have
found to consist partly of the eolophene series) by sulphuric acid. The foreign

substances are thus thrown down as a black precipitate, from which the supernatant

liquor is decanted. The black precipitate, when freed from acid by copious washing,

has all the characteristic properties of native asphaltum. The fluid is then transferred

to a still, and, by means of a current of steam made to pass through heated iron tubes,

is distiUed to any required temperature. The distillates obtained by this process are

classed according to their distilling points, ranging from 300° to 600° F. The
distillations obtained, at 420° F. and upwards, contain a solid substance, resembling
in colour and in many physical and chemical properties, the paraffine of Eeichenbach

;

like it, it is electric, and its chemical affinity is very feeble ; but there are reasons for

believing that a difference exists in the atomic constitution of the two substances.

The commercial name of Belmontine is given to one of the fluids from the Burmese
pitch. Candles manufactured from the solid material {Paraffine) possess great illu-

minating power. It is stated that such a candle weighing ^th lb., will give as much
light as a candle weighing ^th lb. made of spermaceti or stearic acid. Its property of

fusing at a very low temperature into a transparent liquid, and not decomposing
below 600° F., recommends this substance as the material of a bath for chemical

purposes. As to the fluids obtained in the second distillation, already described, they
all possess great lubricating properties

;
and, unlike the common fixed oils, not being

decomposable into an acid, they do not corrode the metals, especially the alloys of

copper, which are used as bearings of machinery. This aversion to chemical combi-
nation, which characterises all these substances, affords, not only a security against

the brass-work of lamps being injured by the hydro-carbon burnt in them, but also

renders these hydro-carbons the best detergents of common oil lamps. It is an
interesting physical fact, that some of the non-volatile liquid hydro-carbons possess the

fluorescent property which Stokes has found to reside in certain vegetable infusions.
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An important characteristic of the Burmese naphtha is its being almost entirely

destitute of the hydro-carbons belonging to the olefiant-gas series. See Naphtha.
The OzoKEBiT candles, so called, have been recently introduced by the Messrs.

Field and Co. These candles are made of ozokerit, that is to say mineral parafRne,

also called mineral wax, which is found in beds in sandstone near Slanik in

Moldavia, in the vicinity of coal-mines, and mineral salt. It is also found in the

Carpathian Mountains, and it is from this source that the English merchants got

their supply. This material has a rough appearance, is of a brown, greenish, or yellow
colour ; it is translucent at the edges, and its fracture is resinous. It is naturally

fragile, but in softening it can be kneaded like wax. If exposed to the air it turns

black. Friction electrifies it negatively, and it emits an aromatic hydro-carbonaceous
odour. At the low temperature of 66° C. it flows, and other substances, less fusible,

necessary in the manufacture of candles can then be added. The power of the light

of ozokerit candles can be deduced from the experiments of Dr. Letheby, who has
shown that the light of 754 ozokerit candles equals that of 891 paraffine, or 1150 wax
candles. Ozokerit candles can be coloured mauve or magenta, and then present a
pleasing appearance. See Paeaffine, and Minbeax Candles.
Our Exports of Candles of all sorts were as follow :

—

Places 1871 1872

Cwts. Value Cwts. Value

To France . . . . 667,419 £20,150 660,477 £18,588
Spain and Canaries . 82,742 2,784
Foreign West Indies 64,895 1,693

1
Central America , 132,022 4,380 245,115 7,770
Now Granada .... 217,342 6,729 275,833 9,090

Peru 63,186 2,673
Chili . .

•

. 46,114 1,671

Channel Islands . . 309,048 8,166 501,116 13.280

South Africa, Brit. Possessions

.

375,338 12,002 535,106 17,846
Bombay and Scinde . 76,614 2,644 143,712 4,878
Madras 87,646 3,035

Bengal 180,322 5,644 345,871 11,134

Australia 1,491,778 50,114 1,373,132 49,150
British North America 205,697 6,709 247,957 8,493

West Indies, Brit. Possessions . 987,414 31,458 1,019,455 38.825

Other countries 591,502 20,796 1,418,750 48,437

Total , 6,596,079 £180,548 6,806,524 £227,491

We Imported Candles from the following countries :

—

Places 1871 1872

Steaeine :

—

From Russia
Holland ....
Belgium ....
Other countries

C'^vts.

11,968

40,231

30,265

772

Value

£47,435
140,996

96,329

2,851

Cwts.

64,420

41,214
636

Value

£230,605
151,536

2,234

Total . 83,236 £287,611 106,270 £384,375

Other Kinds :-

From Germany ....
Holland ....
Belgium
Other countries

932
4,177

870

3,084

12,770

3,220

2,423

1,129

1,872

466

£8,813
3,007

6,309
1'729

Total . 6,979 £19,074 6,890 £19,865

or Wild Cinnamon. The Canella alba, a tree growing in the West
Indies. The bark is used as an aromatic and tonic, The negroes of the West Indies

employ it as a condiment.
CA.M'S-KI]LL The mill employed for crushing the sugar-cane. See Sugae.
CAXTES. The produce of various species of the genus Calamus. The Calamus

Botang and C. Scipionum are said to produce the rattan canes of commerce, but it is
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probable that several species are cut indiscriminately. The best rattans are obtained
from Sumatra, Borneo, and Malacca ; from these places they are exported to Europe,
Bengal, and China ; in the latter country the consumption of rattans is immense. The
average annual importation to this country amounts to about 11,000,000. The stems
of the rattan are coated with a flinty bark

;
they are easily split, and from them the

bottoms of chairs and similar articles are manufactured. The resinous matters of the
rattan is the dragon's blood of commerce.

Rattan anes are often counfouuded with the bamboo. They are, however, as stated
above, the produce of various species of the genus Calamus, whilst the bamboo is a
grass belonging to the genus Bambusa. Eattans are cylindrical, jointed, very tough,
and strong, from the size of a goosequill to that of the human wrist, and from fifty to a
hundred feet in length. They are used forwieker-work, seats of chairs, walking-sticks, &c.
The bamboo is a plant of the reed kind, growing in the East Indies, and other warm

climates, and sometimes attaining the height of sixty feet. Old stalks grow to five or
six inches diameter, and are so hard and durable as to be used for building, and for

all sorts of furniture, for water-pipes, and for poles to support palanquins. The
smaller kinds are used for walking-sticks, flutes, &c. See Bamboo.

Canes of various kinds are employed in manufactures, as the Sugar-cane, &c.
The arundo (the reed), a genus of plants belonging to the grasses, are also largely

used. They are imported from Spain and Portugal for the use of the weaver, and for

the manufacture of fishing rods.

CASrczCA WOOD, called also in England Angica. It is of a rose-wood colour

;

and js imported from the Brazils in trimmed logs, from eight to ten inches diameter.

As a variety in cabinet work, small quantities of this wood are employed.
CAnrXTABXC COIMCPOSZTXOXr. This material for architectural decoration is

described by Mr. B. Albano to have a basis of hemp, amalgamated with resinous sub-

stances, carefully prepared and worked into sheets of large dimensions.

Ornaments in high relief and with great sharpness of detail are obtained by
pressure of metal discs, and they are of less than half the weight of papier-mach6
ornaments, sufficiently thin and elastic to be adapted to wall surfaces, bearing blows
of the hammer, and resisting all ordinary actions of heat and cold without change of

form. Its weather qualities had been severely tried on the Continent, as for coverings

of roofs, &c., remaining exposed without injury.

This composition is of Italian origin, and in Italy it has been employed for panels,

frames, and centres. It is well fitted to receive bronze, paint, or varnish ; the

material is so hard as to allow gold to be burnished, after gilding the ornaments
made of it.

CAXJITABXS XirsxCA. Indian hemp. See Hemp.
CAMWABXS SATXVA. Common hemp. See Hemp.
CAXTXrABIXTE. A poisonous resin extracted from hemp {Cannabis sativa).

The narcotic properties of chaschisch or bang depend on the presence of this resin.

CAWA ESTTtXS. The rhizomes or tubers of this plant are supposed to yield

the starch known in commerce as Tous-lcs-mois, but it is probably derived from

C. glauca or C. Achiras. (Pereira; Bentleyand Eedwood, 1872). See Tous-ms-Mois.
CAnrXTE^ COAIi is generally considered to be a variety of bituminous coal. Its

name Canwyl, a candle, is derived from the readiness with which it kindles and burns

with flame. Cannel coal is obtained most abundantly in Lancashire, especially around

Wigan, which district produces 650,000 tons per annum, while the Manchester

district produces about 130,000 tons. It is found abundantly in Scotland, where
it is known as gas-coal; the quantity produced in 1865 was 322,000 tons. In

Flintshire a very fine cannel has been found, especially at Leeswood, near Mold

;

about 150,000 tons are raised, nearly all of which is used for the distillation of coal-

oil. Cannel coal is also found in Derbyshire, in Warwicksliii'o, and in Yorkshire.

Detailed Statement of the Production of Cannel Coal in Great Britain.

Englakd. Tons

Staffordshire, North.—A Cannel coal of uncertain quality occurs in this dis-

trict, especially between Hanley and Harecastle. It is usually termed in the

locality 'pill' or 'peal,' and is sold at the pit's mouth at 10s. the ton. The
quantity of this Cannel which is raised annually is about .... 10,000

Nottinghamshire.—The chief if not the only place in this county at which

Cannel is worked is at Hucknall Torckard, near Nottingham. Nearly all

that is raised is appropriated for oil-making, the quantity produced being 48,000

Derbyshire.—The places producing this variety of coal are the following :

—

Eonishaw, near Chesterfield.—This is not strictly a Cannel.

Swanwick Colliery.—This is a Cannel of fair average quality.

Clay Cross.—But little is worked on this estate at present.
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The total production of Derbyshire is estimated at ahout

Yorkshire.—The mines in Yorlcshiro producing Cannel are :

—

Tons

. 43,000

1. Silkstono Fall, Barnsley.

2. Adwalton Moor, Leeds.

3. Bruntcliffe, Leeds.

4. Gilderstone, Leeds.

5. College, Birstal.

6. Oakwell, Leeds.

7. Ardsley Main, Axdsley.

Some of this is an inferior Cannel, known, locally, as ' drub ' or ' stub,' and

a considerable quantity of the true Cannel of the West Eiding wiU not coke.

The quantity raised annually from the Yorkshire district may be taken at . 185,000

Lancashire.—The collieries in the East Lancashire (Manchester) district

producing Cannel coal are the following :

—

5. Hulton, Bolton.

6. Scot Lane, Blackrod.

7. Stonehill, Farnworth.
8. Rigby Pit, Auderton Hall.

1. Bank, Little Hulton.

2. Blackrod, Chorley.

3. Blackrod, Blackrod.

4. Bridgewater, Worsley.

The total estimated production being 120,000

Thecollieries in theWestLancashire (Wigan)distriet producing Cannelare:

—

L Haigh, Haigh and Aspull. I 3. Kirkless Hall, Kirkless.

2. Aspull, Haigh and Aspull.
|
4. Standish, Standish.

(These belong to the Wigan Coal and Iron Company.)

5. Rose Bridge, Ince.

6. Douglas Bank, Wigan.

7. Norley Hall, Pemberton,

8. Ince Hall, Wigan.

The total production of these collieries was

9. Walthew House, Pemberton.
10. Gidlow Lane, Wigan.
11. Rowenhead, St. Helen's,

. 530,000
Cheshire.—Duckinfield, Stockport, is the only colliery in this county pro-

ducing Cannel coal. The present yield being 12,000

The Estimated Production of Cannel Coal in England.

Tons
North Staffordshire 10,000
Nottinghamshire 48,000
Derbyshire 43,000
Yorkshire 185,000
Lancashire 650,000
Cheshire 12,000

The total annual production in England being about , 948,000

At least 50,000 tons of this, possibly much more, is reserved for the manufacture
of the mineral oils.

Wales.

North Wales.—This is the only district at present producing Cannel. Tho collieries

yielding it are :-

1. Leeswood Green, Mold.

2. Leeswood Hill, Mold.

3. Coed Talon, Mold.

4. Coppa, Mold.
5. Nerquis, Mold.
6. Wern, Bagilt.

From these works the quantity of Cannel coal raised was, as nearly as could be ascer-

tained, 150,000 tons, almost the whole of which was consumed in the oil works of Flint-

shire, which are now much reduced in extent.

SCOTLAIO).

We have reliable Information as to the output of Cannel coal from this important
field.

At a meeting of coal-owners held in Glasgow, the estimated quantity raised annually
Was as follows i

—

Tons
Lanarkshire 172,000
Linlithgowshire

East and Mid Lothian
Fifeshiro

Ayrshire

Vol. I.

Giving as the total quantity

Y Y

28,000

55,000
29,000

38,000

322,000
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The stock of Cannel coal on hand when this estimate was made was stated to have
been 61,500 tons, making the total quantity raised as 383,500 tons. Mr. Binney
informs us that nearly 100,000 tons of this is used in making oil.

The Total Quantity of Cannel Coal produced in the United Kingdom, may be

estimated as

:

—
Tons

England 948,000
Wales 150,000

Scotland 322,000

1,420,000

At a low estimate 250,000 tons of this has 250,000
been submitted to distillation for coal-oil

;

therefore, for gas-making and other pur-

poses, the total quantity obtained will be 1,170,000

See SHAMis and Shale Oil.

This coal, when worked for ornament, is cut with a saw, and the pieces are rough-

shaped with a chopper. For making a snufF-box, whether plain, screwed, or excen-

tric turned, the plank-way, or the surface parallel with the seam, is most suitable

;

it is also proper for vases, the caps and bases of columns, &c. Cylindrical pieces, as

for the shafts of columns, should bo cut from either edge of the slab, as the laminae

then run lengthways, and the objects are much stronger: cylindrical pieces thus

prepared, say 3 inches long and |ths of an inch diameter, are so strong they cannot

be broken between the fingers. Similar pieces have been long since used for the

construction of flutes, and in the British Museum may be seen a snufF-box of

Cannel coal, said to have been turned in the reign of Charles I., and also two busts

of Henry VIII. and his daughter Lady Mary carved in the same material. The
plank-way surfaces turn the most freely, and with shavings much like those of

wood ; the edges yield small chips, and at last a fine dust, but which does not stick

to the hands in the manner of common coal. Flat objects, such as inkstands, are

worked with the joiners' ordinary tools and planes. The edges of Cannel coal are

harder and polish better than fiat surfaces.

—

Holtzapffel. See Coal and Boghead
Coal.
CAXTIfON'; See Artillery and Shell.
CA.STM'OM'-BAXiIi TRSE. Couroupite Guianensis. A tree belonging to the

Lecythidccs, a suborder of the dicotyledonous plants belonging to the natural order

Myrtacece. These trees arc natives of South America, and are distinguished by their

very large fleshy flowers and singular fruit. The cannon-ball' tree obtains its name
from the peculiar largo heavy woody fruit, which is as big as a tliirty-six-pound shot.

The shells of this fruit are used for drinking vessels.

CAXJTKARXISESS. The blister beetle or Spanish fly, the Cantharis vesicatoria.

Cantliarides are chiefly collected in Hungary, Eussia, and the south of France. They
are imported from St. Petersburg in cases, each containing 160 to 170 lbs. and also

from Messina in barrels or cases holding each 100 lbs. See Pereira's ' Materia Medica,'

Bentley and Eedwood, 1872.

CAWTOWS PHOSPKORXrs. Sulphate of lime being heated with charcoal in

a crucible is converted into sulphide or sulphuret of calcium. If this preparation is

spread over a sheet of paper, and exposed to bright sunshine, it will, when taken

into a dark room, emit a phosphorescent light. This solar phosphorus was discovered

by Canton, and is prepared according to his directions by calcining for an hour at

a rod heat a mixture of 3 parts of ground oyster-shells and 1 part of sulphur. See

Phosphorus and PTHOPnoaus.
CArrVAS. (Ca7ievas, Fr.

;
Kanevas, Ger.) A coarse cloth made of hemp or

flax, which is used for the sails of ships and for tents. It has been found that sails of

ships made with the selvages and seams of the canvas running down parallel to their

edges are very apt to bag, and become torn in the middle, from the strain to which
they are subjected by the pressure of the wind. To obviate tliis inconvenience a mode
of making sails, with the seams and selvages running diagonally, was proposed by
Admiral Brooking, and a patent granted to him for the same on November 4, 1828.

The invention of Messrs. Ramsay and Orr has a similar object, viz., that of giving

additional strength to sails by a peculiar manner of weaving the canvas of which they

are made.
The improvement consisted in weaving the canvas with diagonal threads ;

that is,

placing the woft yarn, or shoot, in weaving, at an oblique angle to the warp yarns,

instead of making the decussation of the warp, or weft threads, or yarns, at right anglea

to each other, as in the ordinary mode of weaving.
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To accomplish this object the loom must bo peculiarly constructed ; its warp and
work beams must stand at an oblique angle with the sides of the loom, and the batten

and slay must be hung in a peculiar manner, in order to beat up the weft or shoot, in

lines ranging diagonally with the warp.

Canvas painted of various patterns is used for covering halls, &c., and is gene-

rally called floor-cloth. A finer kind of canvas, properly prepared, is employed Ijy

artists.

CAOUTCHOVC, GVAK-ZSIiASTZC, or XWDXA-RUBBER {Caoutchouc, Pr.
;

KcmfschukfFcderharz, Ger.) occurs as a milkyjuice in several plants, such as the (Sip/jo-

nia Cahuca, called also Hcvea Guianensis, Cautschuc, Jatrojpha elastica, Castillcia clas-

iica, Cccropia pe/leia, Ficus religiosa and indica, Urceola elastica, &c. Dr. Lindley's

account of the plants that yield the most important supplies of commercial caoutchouc,

with plates of the leaves and flowers, will be found in Mr. Hancock's work on Caout-

chouc. The^e are stated to be Siphonia elastica, Hancornia spcciosa, Ficus elastica,

and Urceola elastica. It is, however, extracted chiefly from the first plant, which
grows in South America and Java. The tree has incisions made into it through the

bark in many places, and it discharges the milky juice, which is spread upon clay

moulds, and dried in the sun, or with the smoke of afire, which blackens it. Portions

of tliis milky juice have been occasionally sent to Europe in bottles ; some few arrived

with the milky emulsion, but generally they were found to be resolved into a coagulum
floating in an aqueous solution. A small bottle from Cayenne or the Isle of France,

in the possession of M. D'Arcet, passed some years without change, but the severe

winter of 1788-9 caused it to pass to the solid state, and the bottle was broken.

Sir Joseph Banks is reported to have had a bottle of liquid unaltered, but which
afterwards was decomposed. Fifty gold louis-d'ors, it is said, were oiFered by him at

Lisbon in vain for a second supply.

Caoutchouc, Gum-Elastic, or India-Eubber, are the general names for a substance

now so well known, familiar, and important, that it seems matter for surprise that the

latter half of the preceding century should have passed away before it was made
known to Europe by memoirs read to a learned body. For the remainder of the cen-

tury, its extraordinary property of elasticity and the grotesque objects made by tlie

Indians, caused it to be met with in the cabinets of the cxirious ; its use was still con-

fined to erasing marks of black-lead pencil from paper, and in this country it received

the common name of lead-eater.

Europe is indebted to the observations of M. de la Condamine, who, despatched from
France on a scientific mission, found the natives and residents of that part of South
America which he visited constantly using syringes, bottles for non-corrosive liquids,

boots, and many other articles, made of India-rubber. In 1736, he wrote to the

Academy of Sciences at Paris an account of tliis substance; which during his tea years'

residence in Para, and journeys in the country, and along the banks of the Amazon, he
had constant observation of the use of by the natives.

He describes the forms of bottles and articles moulded with clay, coated with the

milky juice of trees, in successive layers, and when dried in the sun, the earth broken
out, and says that the Indians, with a point of hard wood, impressed ornaments upon
the soft mass.

He also states that the gum-resin spread upon cloth formed a waterproof

covering of great use for bagging to keep biscuits, food, and clothing dry from rain,

and as a substitute for tarpaulins ; and he especially notes the use of a great canvas
prepared with liquid India-rubber, to cover the quadrant circle as it stood on its legs,

which allowed it to be left in the rain and snow, and thus enabled them to make
observations at intervals of weather, and avoid the great labour of removing the

instruments to boxes and places of shelter. To obviate the adhesion of objects

recently made to each other, especially if the sun is upon them, 'Spanish white, and
even dust is employed :

' the inconvenience is thus prevented, and the articles imme-
diately take the brown colour which is ultimately acquired by the exposure of the

white juico to the sun and air, smoke and fire, methods employed by the Indians.

M. de la Condamine found in the province of Esmeraldes this substance, called by the

natives Hh^ve ; it is obtained by a single incision from the plants, and is a white
liquid like milk, which hardens and blackens in the air. The Indians made flam-

beaux 1^ inch thick and 2 feet long, that burnt very well without a wick for 24 hom-s
with a brilliant flame and without any disagreeable odour. This caoutchouc was
wrapped in two leaves of bananier to form the flambeaux ; he used these lights habit-

ually, on his route along the river Esmeraldes, and especially in the wood of Sylanche,

•where he was detained for days.

It was in 1751, that M. dela Condamine brought the subject into notice, for M. Fres-

nsau had found and described trees in Cayenne, yielding elastic resin. Writing to his

Y Y 2
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friend, he records the localities, trees, tools, and details for obtaining the sap, and
forming articles.

M, de la Condamine concludes his remarks upon the memoir of M. Fresneau mth
words of sufficient import, and indeed with prophetic spirit, and says, ' it will be an

exclusive object of commerce for that colony "which possesses this species of treasure.'

MM. Herissent and Macquer in 1761, gave their chemical observations to the Aca-
demie Eoyale on caoutchouc, or elastic resin of Cayenne. They refer to the softening

and solution by oils and heat, ' but the caoutchouc does not again takes its solidity or

elasticity.' By rectifying oil of turpentine upon lime and dissolving caoutchouc in it,

they obtained a pasty mass which allo^wed the caoutchouc to regain its former elastic

state. They point out that ether may be advantageously used, and they complain of

the great expense of Dippel's animal oil as a solvent. While pointing out the surgical

uses of caoutchouc, Macquer describes the necessity for carefully rectifying the ether,

taking 8 or 10 pounds, and only receiving the first 2 pounds for the solution of caout-

chouc. He used, instead of clay, moulds of -wax, held by pincers, and plunged in the

ethereal solution, and by repeated coatings, allo'wing the ether to evaporate, a thin

covering was obtained
; by the heat of boiling "water the wax flo^wed out, and a tube

of caoutchouc remained. He states that he found it difficult to get the tubes imiform.

M. Grossart in 1768, published his experiments on preparing tubes of India-rubber

by means of ether and boiling water : these memoirs seem to have remained -without

sufficient reference and study.

It has been received as an opinion in England and America, that one of the earliest

notices of the useful properties of India-rubber is that given by Dr. Priestley, in a

work e-vidently got up with great care, called, 'A Familiar Introduction to the Theory
and Practice of Perspective, by Joseph Priestley, LL.D., London, 1770.' At the end
of the preface is the foUo^wing addition : 'Since this -work was printed off, I have seen

a substance excellently adapted to the purpose of wiping from paper the marks of a
black-lead pencil. It must, therefore, be of singular use to those who practise dra-wing.

It is sold by Mr. Nairne, Mathematical Instrument-maker, opposite the Eoyal Exchange.
He sells a cubical piece of about half an inch for three shillings, and he says it 'will

last several years.'

It will be remarked that no name for the substance is mentioned ; the preface is

dedicated 'to Sir Joshua Eeynolds, Knt, F.R.S., Leeds, March 20th, 1770
;

' and we
may fairly conclude that the substance was at this time a novelty in art and trade.

It seems probable, that the experiments "with balloons, and the application of air-

tight varnishes, especially those by Messrs. Charles and Eobert, called more general

attention to the properties of India-rubber in Europe.
Mr. Hancock says, ' This substance came first into notice about the beginning of

the last century, moulded into the shapes of bottles and animals. It "was sold as high
as a guinea the ounce, and used for rubbing out pencil-marks ; but scarcely anything
"was kno"wn of its history, except that it came from America.'

The juice itself has been of late years imported. It is of a pale yello"w colour, and
has the consistence of cream. It becomes covered in the bottles containing it "with a
pellicle of concrete caoutchouc. Its specific gravity is 1'012. When it is dried itloses

65 per cent, of its "weiglit ; the residuary 45 is elastic-gum. When the juice is heated

it immediately coagulates, in virtue of its albumen, and the elastic-gum rises to the

surface. It mixes "with "water in any proportion ; and -when thus diluted, it coagulates

"with heat and alcohol as before.

Hitherto the greater part of the caoutchouc has been imported into Europe from
South America, and the best from Para : but of late years a considerable quantity

has been brought from Java, Penang, Singapore, Assam, and Africa. Many years

ago, Mr. William Griffith published an interesting report upon the Ficus dasiica,

the caoutchouc tree of Assam, "which he dre-w up at the request of Captain Jenkins,

agent in that country to the Governor-General of India. This remarkable species of

fig-tree is either solitary or in t-wofold or threefold groups. It is larger and more
umbrageous than any of the other trees in the extensive forest "where it abounds, and
may be distinguished from the other trees at a distance of several miles, by the

picturesque appearance produced by its dense, huge, and lofty cro"wn. The main
trunk of one "was carefully measured, and -was found to have a circumference of no

less than 74 feet; while the girth of the main trunk along with the supports imme-
diately round it, was 120 feet. The area covered by the expanded branches had a

circumference of 610 feet. The height of the central tree was 100 feet.

It has been estimated, after an accurate survey, that there are 43,240 such noble

trees vrithin a length of 30 miles and a breadth of 8 miles of forest, near ftrozepore,

in the district of Chardwar, in Assam.
Lieutenant Veitch has since discovered that the Ficus clastica is equally abundant in

the district of Naud^war, Its geographical range in Assam seems to be bet'ween
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25° 10' and 27° 20' of north latitude, and between 90° 40' and 95° 30' of east longi-

tude. It occurs on the slopes of the hills up to an elevation of probably 22,500 feet
This tree is of the Banyan tribe, famed for its pillared shade, ' whose daughters grow
about the mother tree,' which has furnished the motto, 7'ot rami, quot arhores, to the

Eoyal Asiatic Society. Species of this genus afford grateful shade, however, in the

tropical regions of America as well as Asia.

Many species of other trees yield a milky tenacious juice, of which bird-lime has
been frequently made ; as Artocarpus integrifolia and Lahoocha, Ficiis indica and
religiosa, also F. Tsiela, Eoxburghii, glomerat'a, and opposiiifolia. From some of these

an inferior kind of caoutchouc has been obtained.

The juice of the Ficus clastica of Chardwar is better when drawn from the old than
from the young trees, and richer in the cold season than in the hot. It is extracted

by making incisions a foot apart, across the bark down to the wood, all round the

trunk, and also the large branches, up to the very top of the tree : the quantity which
exudes increasing with the height of the incision. The bleeding may be safely repeated
once every fortnight. The fluid, as fresh drawn, is nearly of the consistence of cream,
and pure white. Somewhat more than half a maund (42 lbs.) is reckoned to bo the

average produce of each bleeding of one tree ; or 20,000 trees will yield about 12,000
maunds of juice; which is composed in 10 parts, of from 4 to 6 parts of water, and, of

course, from 6 to 4 parts of caoutchouc. The bleeding should be confined to the cold

months, so as not to interfere with or obstruct the vigorous vegetation of the tree in

the hot months.
Mr. Griffith says, that the richest juice is obtained from transverse incisions made

into the wood of the larger reflex roots, which are half exposed above ground, and that

it proceeds from the bark alone. Beneath the line of incisions, the natives of Assam
scoop out a hole in the earth, in which they place a leaf of the Phrynium capitatum

(Linn.), rudely folded up into the shape of a cup. He observes that the various

species of Tetranthera, upon which the Moonga silkworm feeds, as also the castor-oil

plant, which is the chief food of the Eria silkworm, do not afford a milky caoutchouc

juice. Hence it would appear that Dr. Eoyle's notion of caoutchouc forming a neces-

sary ingredient in the food of silkworms, and being ' in some way employed in giving

tenacity to their silk,' seems to be unfounded. If Botany discountenances this idea.

Chemistry would seem to scout it altogether ; for silk contains 1 1 '33 per cent, of nitrogen

,

and caoutchouc contains none at all, being simply a solid hydro-carbide, and therefore

widely dissimilar in constitution to silk, which consists of oxygen 34"04, nitrogen 11 '33,

carbon 50-69, and hydrogen 3'94, in 100 parts.

This hydro-carbide emulsion is of common occurrence in the orders Eiiphorbiacea

and JJrticacecB, which may be looked on as the main sources of caoutchouc. The
American caoutchouc is said to be furnished by the Siphonia elastica, or the Hevea
Guianensis of Aublet, a tree which grows in Brazil, and also in Surinam.

Dr. Eoyle sent models of cylinders of 1
J-
to 2J inches in diameter, and 4 or 5 inches

in length, to both the Asiatic and Agricultural Societies of Bengal, to serve as patterns

for the natives to mould their caoutchouc by. Mr. Griffith says that this plan of

forming the caoutchouc into tumblers or bottles, as recommended by the committee

of the London Joint-Stock Caoutchouc Company, is, in his opinion, the worst that can

possibly be offered
;
being tedious, laborious, causing the caoutchouc to be blackened

in the drying, and not obviating the viscidity of the juice when it is exposed to the

sun. He recommends, as a far better mode of treating the juice, to work it up -n-ith

the hands, to blanch it in water, and then subject it to pressure. Better methods

have recently occurred while experimenting upon the caoutchouc juice. This fluid,

with certain precautions, chiefly exclusion from air and much warmth, may be kept in

the state of a creamy emulsion for a very long time. Mr. Hancock states, some

barrels treated with ammonia arrived in England in a fluid state.

However plausible these observations may appear, the practical men wanted sheet

rubber to cut into threads, &c., and Mr. Hancock states he had a cylinder made of

masticated rubber, of a convenient size, and sent it to Para as a pattern for the natives,

and great numbers of cylinders were soon after in the market, well made, of the

quality desired, and called tubes. Such cylinders are still imported (1857).

Great interest was taken by Mr. Hancock to introduce the native juice into this

country
;
and, after great expense, he had the disappointment of finding the barrels

contained coagulated India-rubber and watery fluid. Some samples, by peculiar

treatment, escaped ; whatever might have been expected, there seemed but little

confidence in these plans, and valuable as the native juice might be at one time, yet

by solvents and by working the rubber with machinery, it is far more profitable

to employ this state, than to import a large quantity of watery fluid, with all the

expenses of casks and cooperage, while the solid article is excellently adapted to take

care of itself.
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Sharp and clean casts were taken -with this liquid, and as it is susceptible of being
tinted with delicate colours, it might be used for beautiful ornamental purposes ; when
the solid rubber separates, it is white, but in small pieces or thin sheets, it is semi-
transparent.

The specific gravity of caoutchouc is 0'925, and it is not permanently increased by
any degree of pressure. By cold or long quiescence it becomes hard and stiff". When
the milky juice has become once coherent, no means hitlierto known can restore it to

the emulsive state. By long boiling in water it softens, swells, and becomes more
readily soluble in its peculiar menstrua ; but when exposed to the air it speedily resumes
its former consistence and volume. It is quite insoluble in alcohol ; but in ether, de-

prived of alcohol by washing with water, it readily dissolves, and affords a colourless

solution. Wlien the ether is evaporated, the caoutchouc becomes again solid, but is

somewhat clammy for a while. When treated with hot naphtha, distilled from native

petroleum, or from coal-tar, it swells to 30 times its former bulk ; and if then triturated

with a pestle, and pressed through a sieve, it aflFords a homogeneous varnish, which
being applied by a flat edge of metal or wood to cloth, prepares it for forming the

patent water-proof cloth of Macintosh. Two surfaces of cloth, to which several coats

of the above varnish have been applied, are, when partially dried, brought evenly in

contact, and then passed between rollers, in order to condense and smoothe them
together. This double cloth is afterwards suspended in a stove-room to dry, and to

dispel the disagreeable odour of the naphtha.
Caoutchouc dissolves in the fixed oils, such as linseed oil, but the varnish has not

the property of becoming concrete upon exposure to the air.

It has lately been asserted that caoutchouc is soluble in the oils of lavender and
sassafras. Eoxburgh found it perfectly soluble in the oil of cajeput.

It melts at 248° F., and stands afterwards a much higher heat without undergoing
any further change. When the melted caoutchouc is exposed to the air, it becomes
hard on the smface in the course of a year. When kindled, it burns with a bright

flame and a great deal of smoke.
Neither chlorine, sulphurous acid gas, muriatic acid gas, ammonia, nor fluosilicic

acid gas, afleot it, whence it forms very valuable flexible tubes for pneumatic che-

mistry. Cold sulphuric acid does not readily decompose it, nor does nitric acid, unless

it be somewhat strong. The strongest caustic potash-lye does not dissolve it even at

a boiling heat.

According to Dr. Faraday, the pure caoutchouc, obtained from the sap, had a,

specific gravity of 0'925, and no reduplication of it in a Bramah's press was found to

effect permanent alteration.

The specific gravity of the best compact Para caoutchouc,
taken in dilute alcohol, is 0-941567

The specific gravity of the best Assam is ... . 0-942972

„ „ Singapore .... 0'936650

Penang .... 0-919178

Having been favoured by Mr. Sievier, formerly managing director of the Joint-Stock

Caoutchouc Company, and by Mr. Beale, engineer, with two different samples of

caoutchouc juice. Dr. Ure subjected each to chemical examination.
' That of Mr. Sievier, is greyish brown, that of Mr. Beale is of a milky grey colour

;

the deviation from whiteness in each case being due to the presence of aloetic matter,

which accompanies the caoutchouc in the secretion by the tree. The former juice is

of the consistence of thin cream, has a specific gravity of 1"04126, and yields, by

exposure upon a porcelain capsule, in a thin layer, for a few days, or by boiling for a

few minutes with a little water, 20 per cent, of solid caoutchouc. The latter, though

it has the consistence of pretty rich cream, has a specific gravity of only 1-0176. It

yields no less than 37 per cent, of white, solid, and very elastic caoutchouc.
' It is interesting to observe how readily and compactly the separate little clots or

threads of caoutchouc coalesce into one spongy mass in the progress of the ebullition,

particularly if the emulsive mixture be stirred ; but the addition of water is necessary

to prevent the coagulated caoutchouc from sticking to the sides or bottom of the vessel

and becoming burnt. In order to convert the spongy mass thus formed into good

caoutchouc, nothing more is requisite than to expose it to a moderate pressure between

the folds of a towel. By this process the whole of the aloetic extract, and other

vegetable matters, which concrete into the substance of the balls and junks of caout-

chouc prepared in Assam and Java, and contaminate it, are entirely separated, and an

article nearly white and inodorous is obtained. Some of the cakes of American

caoutchouc when cut exhale the foetor of rotten cheese ; a smell which adheres to the

threads made of it after every process of purification.

' In the interior of many of the balls which come from both the Brazils and East
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Indies, spots are frequently found of a viscid tarry-looking matter, -n-liicli, when ex-

posed to the air, act in some manner as a ferment, and decompose the whole mass into

a soft substance, which is good for nothing. Were the plan of boUing the fresh juice

along with its own bulk of water, or a little more, adopted, a much purer article -would

be obtained, and with incomparably less trouble and delay, than has been hitherto

brought into the market.
' I find that neither of the above two samples of caoutchoucjuice affords any appear-

ance of coagulum when mixed in any proportions -with alcohol of 0'825 specific

gravity ; and, therefore, I infer that albumen is not a necessary constituent of the

juice, as Dr. Faraday inferred from his experiments published in the 21st voL of the

Journal of the Eoyal Institution.
' The odour of Mr. Sievier's sample is slightly acescent, that of ilr. Beales, which

is by far the richer and purer, has no disagreeable smell whatever. The taste of the

latter is at first bland and very slight, but eventually very bitter, from the aloetie

impression upon the tongue. The taste of the former is bitter from the first, in con-

sequence of the great excess of aloes which it contains. TVTien the brown solution,

which remains in the capsule after the caoutchouc ha; been separated in a spongy
state by ebullition from 100 grains of the richer juice, is passed through a filter and
evaporated, it leaves i grains of concrete aloes.

' Both of these emulsive juices mix readily with water, alcohol, and pyroxyUc spirit,

though they do not become at aU clearer
;
they -will not mix with caoutchoucine (the

distilled spirit of caoutchouc), or with petroleum-naphtha, but remain at the bottom of
these liquids as distinct as mercury does from water. Soda caustic lye does not
dissolve the juice ; nitric acid (double aquafortis) converts it into a red curdy magma.
The filtered aloetie liquid is not affected by the nitrates of baryta and silver ; it affords

with oxalate of ammonia minute traces of lime.'

The best solvent is a mixture of 100 parts of bisulphide of carbon with from 6 to 8
parts of anhydrous alcohoL If the alcohol be mixed with a little water a dough is

obtained, from which the caoutchouc may be drawn out into threads and spun. Bv
Gerard's process, gutta-percha is also soluble in the above mixtures of bisulphide of
carbon and alcohoL

The Eulphuration of caoutchouc, a valuable invention, is due to Mr. Charles Goodyear
of New York.

Caoutchouc, according to the experiments of Dr Ure, which have been confirmed hy
those of Dr. Faraday, contains no oxygen, as almost all other solid vegetable products
do, but is a compound of merely carbon and hydrogen, in the proportion, by these
results, of 90 carbon to 10 hydrogen, being three atoms of the former to two of the
latter. Dr. Faraday obtained only 87'2 per cent, of carbon. Melted caoutchouc forms
a very excellent chemical lute, as it adheres very readily to glass vessels, and withstands
the corrosive action of acid vapours. Caoutchouc is much used for effecing the traces of
plumbago pencils, whence it derived the name of India-rubber. It has been em-
ployed very extensively for making elastic bands or braces. The caoutchouc bottles

are skilfully cut into long spiral slips, which are stretched, and kept extended til]

nearly deprived of their elasticity, and till they form a thread of moderate fineness.

This thread is put into a braid machine, and covered with a sheath of cotton. sUk,
Unen, or worsted. The clothed caoutchouc is then laid as warp in a loom, and woven
into an elegant riband. VThen woven, it is exposed upon a table to the action of a
hot smoothing iron, which, restoring to the caoutchouc aU its primitive elasticity, the
riband retractii considerably in length, and the braiding corrugates equallv upon the
caoutchouc cores. Such bands possess a remarkable elasticity, combined with any
desired degree of softness. Sometimes cloth is made of these braided strands of
caoutchouc used both as warp and as weft, which is therefore elastic in all directions.

When a light fabric is required, the strands of caoutchouc, either naked or braided,

are alternated with common warp yarns. For this mixed fabric a patent has been
obtained. The original manufacturer of these elastic webs was a major in the Austrian
service who erected a factory for them at St. Denys, near Paris.

I. CAOXJTCHOrC Ma^ufactuhes.

But before entering upon these special divisions we may advert to some of the
steps that have created this new employment for capital, commerce, and sTHll, es-

pecially as Mr. Hancock conceives it but just to the memory of the late Mr. Macintosh,
to record the circumstances which led to his invention of the ' "Waterproof double
textures,' that have been so long celebrated through the world by the name of
' Macintoshes.'

It wiU be recollected that on the introduction of coal-gas, the difficulties were very
great to purify it from matters that gave a most disagreeable odour to the gas and
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gas-apparatus ; the nuisance of these products led to many inconveniences. Mr. Mac-
intosh, then employed in the manufacture of cudbear, in 1819 entered into arrange-

ments -with the Glasgow Gas Works to receive the tar and ammoniacal products.

After the separation of water, ammonia and pitch, the essential oil termed naphtha
was produced, and it occurred to him that it might Lc made use of as a solvent for

India-rubber, and by the quality and quantities of the volatile naphtha, he could

soften and dissolve tie India-rubber. After repeated experiments to obtain the mix-
tures of due consistency, Mr. Macintosh, in 1823, obtained a patent for "waterproof

processes, and established a manufactory of articles at Glasgow, and eventually, with
partners, entered upon the extended scale of business at Manchester, now so well

Known as the firm of Charles Macintosh and Co.

The action of many solvents of India-rubber is first to soften and then to form
a sort of gelatinous compound with India-rubber, requiring mechanical action to

break the bulk so as to get complete solution, when the original bulk is increased

twenty or thirty times to form a mass : it may be imagined that in the early trials

much time was occupied, and manual labour, to break up the soft coherent mass, &c„
while hand-labour, sieves, the painters' slab and muUer, and other simple means were
resorted to.

Macintosh, Hancock, and Goodyear, alike record the simple manipulations they first

employed, and the impression produced at the last, when they compared their small

personal efforts with the gigantic machinery now used to effect the same results.

Mr. T. Hancock's first patent was in April 1820: 'For an improvement in the

application of a certain material to various articles of dress and other articles, that

the same may be rendered elastic' Thus, to wrists of gloves, to pockets to prevent

their being picked, to waistcoats, riding-belts, boots and shoes without tying and
lacing, the public had their attention directed. To get the proper turpentine to

facilitate solution, and remedy defects of these small articles, and to meet the difficul-

ties of practice and failures, Mr. Hancock gave constant zeal, and pursued the subject

imtil, united with the firm of C. Macintosh and Co,, he produced one of the most impor-

tant manufactures known.
To get two clean pieces to imite together at their recently-cut surfaces, to obtain

facile adhesion by the use of hot water, to cut the India-rubber by the use of a wet
blade, to collect the refuse pieces, to make them up into blocks, and then cut the

blocks into slices, were stages of the trade which required patience, years of time, and
machinery to effect with satisfaction to the manufacturer.

To operate upon the impure rubber was a matter of absolute necessity for economic
reasons : the bottles made by the natives were the purest form, but larger quantities

of rubber could be cheaply obtained, full of dirt, stones, wood, leaves, and earth. To
facilitate the labour of cutting or dividing, Mr. Hancock resorted to a tearing action,

403

and constructed a simple machine for the purpose, (Seo Jiff. 403). a shows the en-

trance for pieces of rubber ; b, interior of fixed cylinder, with teeth ; c, cylinder to

revolve with teeth or knives
;
d, the resulting ball of rubber.

This machine had the effect of tearing the India-rubber into shreds and small

fragments by the revolution of a toothed roller ; the caoutchouc yielded, became hot,

and ultimately a pasty mass or ball resulted ; when cooled and cut it appeared homo-
geneous. Waste cuttings put, in the first instance, on the roller, were dragged in, and

there was evidence of action of some Idad taking place ; the machine was stopped, the
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pieces -were found cohering together into a mass, this being cnt showed a motded
grain, but being replaced and subjected to the rerolTing teefii of the rollers, it

became very hot ; and was found to be uniformly smooth in texture when cooled and
cut open.

The first charge waa about 2 ounces of rubber, and required the power of a
man to work it. The next machine soon formed a soft solid, with speed and power,

from all kinds of scraps of India-rubber, cuttings of bottles, lumps, shoes, &c. : a charge
of 1 lb. gave a smooth uniform cylindrical lump of about 7 inches in length and 1

inch in diameter. This process, including the use of heated iron rollers, was long
kept secret ; it is now kiu>WQ as the masticating process, and the machines are called

'Masticators.' In the works at iUanchester the charges are 180 lbs. to 200 lbs.

of India-rubber each, and they produce, by steam-power, siTigle blocks 6 feet long,

12 or 13 inches wide, and 7 inches thick. The "^farnTnoth machine of IMr. Change,
in the United States, weighs about 30 tons, and appears to have been invented about
1S37. It is a valuable machine, Hi-ffpT-ing in construction from Hancockfs masticators,

but it answers weU iu many respects ; it may be considered as tiie foundation cf the

American trade.

In 1820 the blocks were cut into the form of square pieces and sold by die

stationers to rub out penal-marks, and then thin sheets were introduced for a xanety
of purposes. A cubi^ block cut by a keen sharp blade kept constant^ wet, gave a
sheet of India-rubber; the block raised by screws and flie knife guided, enabled
sheets of any thickness to be cut, sometimes so even and thin, as to be semi-transparent

;

when warm, the small sheets could be joined edge to edge, and thus la^e ones pro-

duced. From the blocks, rollers of solid rubber could be made, cylinders were covered

for machinery, bOliard tables had evenly cut pieces adjusted, tabes and vessels for

chemical use were employed, and constantly increaang trials were made of the masticated

rubber.

These remarks upon the early and successfiil manu&cturers wDl better enable the
outUne of improvements to be followed- It can readily be imagined that when capital

and interest combined to meet the changing requirements ^ the pubUc, the trade

applications became more numerous ; many of these were Banned by patsits, but very
many were worked as secret processes.

The department of operative industry which embraces caontfhouc mann&d;nre3
has, within a few years, acquired an importance equal to that of some of the older
arts, and promises, ere long, to rival even the textile fabrics in the variety of
its designs and applications. The manu&ctnre of caoutchouc has, at present, these

principal branches:—1. The condensation of the crude lumps or sbi^ds of eaout-

chouc, as imported from South America, India, &C., into compact homogeneous
blocks, and the cutting of these blocks into cakes or sheets for fhfi stationer, surgeon,

shoemaker, &c. 2. The filature of either the India-rubber botdes, or the arfScial
sheet caoutchouc, into tapes and thTpai^s of any requisite length and fineness, which,
being clothed with silk, cotton, linen, or woollen yams, form the basis of elastic

tissues of every kind. 3. The conversion of the refose cuttings and coarser qualities

of caoutchouc into a viscid varnish, which, being applied between two suriiaces of
cloth, constitutes the well-known doable fabrics, impervious to water and air ; and by
special applications to one surfece, constitute the single-texture febrics. 4. The
vulcanisation of India-rubber. 5. The mechanical applications resulting from the
changed India-rubber. 6. The solarisation of caoutchouc.
The caoutchouc, as imported in skinny shreds, fibrous balls, twisted concretions,

cheese-like cakes, and irregular masses, is, always more or less, impure, but some-
times it is fraudulently intersttatified with earthy matter. It is first cleansed by being
ect into small pieces, and then washed in warm water. It is next dried on iron trays,

heated with steam, while being carefully stirred about to separate any remaining dut,
and is then passed through a pair of iron rolls, under a stream of water, whereby
it gets a second washing, and becomes at the same time equalised by the separate

pieces being blended t<^ther. The shreds and cuttings thus laminated, if still foul
or heterogeneous, are thrown back into a kind of hopper over the roUs, set one-sixteenth
of an inch apart, and passed several times through between them.
In Hie establishment of William Wame and Co. at Tottenham, rinriTig and lamina-

tion are superseded by a process of washing practised in 3Ir. ^sickels's second opera-
tion, commonly called theprindina, or, as it should more properlybe styled, the kneadiiig.

The mill employed for agglutinating or incorporating the separate fragments and shreds
of caoutchouc into a homc^neons elastic ball, is a cylindrical box or drum of cast iron, 8
or 9 inches in diameter, set on its side, and traversed in the line of its horizontal a-ria

(also 8 or 9 inches long) by a shaft of wrought iron, furnished with 3 rows of pro-
jecting bars, or kneading arms, placed at angles of 120 deg. to each other. These act
by rotation against 5 cMsel-shaped teeth, which stand obliquely up from the &oBt
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part of the bottom of the drum, The drum itself consists of 2 semi-cylinders ; the
under one of which is made fast to a strong iron framing, and the upper one is hinged
to the under one behind, but bolted to it before, so as to form a cover or lid—which
maybe opened or laid back at pleasure—in order to examine the caoutchouc from time
to time, and take it out when fully kneaded. In the centre of the lid a funnel is made
fast, by which the cuttings and shreds of the India-rubber are introduced, and a
stream of water is made to trickle in, for washing away the foul matter often em-
bedded in it. The power required to turn the axis of one of these mills— as the drums
or boxes are called—may be judged of from the fact, that if it be only 2 inches in

diameter, it is readily twisted asunder, and that it requires to be 3 inches to withstand
every strain produced by the fixed teeth holding the caoutchouc against the revolving
arms. Five pounds constitute a charge of the material. Mills vary in size, and charges
range from 7 to 14 lbs.

One of the most remarkable phenomena of the kneading operation, is the prodigious
heat disengaged in the alternate condensation and expansion of the caoutchouc.
Though the water be cold as it trickles in, it soon becomes boiling hot, and emits
copious vapours. "When no water is admitted, the temperature rises much higher, so

that the elastic lump, though a bad conductor of heat, cannot be safely touched with
the hand. As we shall presently find that caoutchouc suffers no considerable or per-

manent diminution of its volume by the greatest pressure which can be applied, we
must ascribe the heat evolved in the kneading process to the violent intestine move-
ments excited throughout all the particles of the elastic mass.
During the steaming much muddy water runs off through apertures in the bottom

of the drum. In the course of half an hour's trituration the various pieces become
agglutinated into a soft, elastic, ovoid ball, of a reddish-brown colour. This ball is

now transferred into another similar iron drum, where it is exposed to the pricking and
kneading action of 3 sets of chisel points, 5 in each set, that project from the revolving

shaft at angles of 120 deg. to each other, and which encounter the resistance occasioned

by 6 stationary chisel teeth, standing obliquely upwards from the bottom of the

drum. Here the caoutchouc is kneaded dry along with a little quicklime. It soon
gets very hot

;
discharges in steam through the punctures, the water and air which it

had imbibed in the preceding washing operation ; becomes in consequence more com-
pact ; and in about an hour assumes the dark brown colour of stationers' rubber.

During all this time frequent explosions take place, from the expansion and sudden
extrication of the imprisoned air and steam.

Instead of close boxes and tearing teeth or knives, rollers of iron are now employed

(1858): their forms are corrugated, cut or indented, the pieces of India-rubber are

thrown between, and by heat and pressure are cleansed and incorporated ; streams of

water, warm or cold, regulate these operations at will, of course with large rollers of

metal exposed to air and streams of water. The temperature is now kept so low that

the previous statement may appear exaggerated to those who work with more power
but with less velocity in the modern arrangements. Mr. Hancock, however, says, ' the

heat it acquires is very surprising ; I have found in cutting a heavy charge open, and
closing it upon the bulb of a thermometer, that the temperature reached 280° ;

' this

heat was only due to motion of the machine and friction upon the rubber, as the

materials and the machine were cold at the outset of the experiment.

From the second set of drums the ball is transferred into a third set, whose revolv-

ing shaft being furnished both with flat pressing bars, and parallel sharp chisels, per-

pendicular to it, exercises the twofold operation of pricking and kneading the mass,

so as to condense the caoutchouc into a homogeneous solid. Seven of the finished

balls, weighing, as above stated, 5 lbs. each, are then introduced into a much larger

iron drum of similar construction, but of greater strength, whose shaft is studded

all round with a formidable array of blunt chisels. Here the separate balls become

perfectly incorporated into one mass, free from honeycomb cells or pores, and there-

fore fit for being squeezed into a rectangular or cylindrical form in a suitable cast-iron

mould, by the action of a screw-press. When condensed to the utmost in this box,

the lid is secured in its place by screw bolts, and the mould is set aside for several

days. It is a curious fact, that Mr. Sievier tried to use this as a moulding force, by

the hydraulic press, without effect, as the cake of caoutchouc after being so condensed,

showed much more resiliancy than after the compressing action of the screw. The

cake-form generally preferred for the recomposed, ground, or milled caoutchouc, is a

rectangular mass, about 18 inches long, 9 inches broad, and 5 inches thick.

This is sliced into cakes for the stationer, and into sheets for making tapes and

threads of caoutchouc, by an ingenious self-acting machine, in which a straight steel

blade, with its edge slanting downwards, is made to vibrate very rapidly to and fro in

a horizontal plane ; while the cake of caoutchouc clamped or embraced at each side

between two strong iron bars, is slowly advanced against the blade by screw-work,
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like that of the slide-rest of a lathe. In cutting caoutchouc by knives of every form,

it is essential that either the blade or the incision be constantly moistened with water;

for otherwise the tool would immediately stick fast. As the above straight vibrating

knife slants obliquely downwards, the sheet which it cuts off spontaneously turns up
over the blade in proportion as it is detached from the bottom mass of the cake. The
thicker slices are afterwards cut by hand, with a wetted knife, into small parallel-

epipeds for the stationer, the sections being guided rectangularly by saw lines in a
wooden frame. Slices may be cut off to almost any desired degree of thickness, by
means of an adjusting screw—a mechanism that acts against a board whicli supports

the bottom of the cake, and raises it by an aliquot part of an inch, the cutting blade

being caused to vibrate always in the same horizontal plane. These thin slices con-

stitute what is called sheet caoutchouc, and they serve tolerably for making tubes for

pneumatic apparatus, and sheaths of every kind; since, if their two edges be cut

obliquely with clean scissors, they may be made to coalesce, by gentle pressure, so in-

timately, that the line of junction cannot be discovered either by the eye, or by inflation

of a bag or tube thus formed.

The mode of recomposing the cuttings, shreds, and coarse lumps of caoutchouc into

a homogeneous elastic cake, specified by Mr. Nickels, for his patent, sealed October 24,

1836, is not essentially different from that above described. The cylinders of his mill

are more capacious, are open at the sides like a cage, and do not require the washing
apparatus, as tlie caoutchouc has been cleansed by previous lamination and rinsing.

He completes the kneading operation, in this open cylinder, within the space of about
two hours, and afterwards squeezes the large ball so formed into the cheese-form, in a
mould subjected to the action of an hydraulic press. As ho succeeds perfectly in

making compact cakes in this way, his caoutchouc must differ somewhat in its physical

constitution from that recomposed by Mr. Sievier's process. He uses a press of the

power of 70 tons ; such pressure, however, must not be applied suddenly, but pro-

gressively, at intervals of two or three minutes between each stroke ; and wlien the

pressing is complete, the caoutchouc is allowed to remain under pressirre till it is cold,

when he thrusts it out of the mould entirely, or, placing his mould in the slide-rest

mechanism, he gradually raises the caoutchouc out of it, while the vibrating knife

cuts it into slices in the manner already described. The elegant machine by which these

sheets are now so easily and accurately sliced, was originally contrived and constructed

by Mr. Beale, engineer, Church-lane, Whitechapel.

II. FHATUEE OF CaOUTCHOTJC FOE MaKINQ ELASTIC FabEICS

The following particulars may be deemed as belonging to the history of the manu-
factme of threads of native rubber,—the cured, or vulcanised, or mineralised rubber
having quite superseded the modes of preparing threads from native bottle caoutchouc.

Messrs. Eattier and Guibal mounted in their factory at St. Deny's, Dr. Ure says, in

the year 1826 or 1827, a machine for cutting a disc of caoutchouc into a continuous

fillet spirally, from its circumference towards its centre. This flat disc was made by
pressing the bottom part of a bottle of India-rubber in an iron mould. A machine
on the same principle was made the subject of a patent by Mr. Joshua Proctor West-
head, of Manchester, in February 1846; and, being constructed with the well-known
precision of Manchester workmanship, it has been found to act perfectly well in

cutting a disc of caoutchouc, from the circumference towards the centre spirally, into

one continuous length of tape. For the service of this machine, the bottom of a bottle

of India-rubber of good quality being selected, is cut off and flattened by heat and
pressure into nearly a round cake of uniform thickness. The cake is made fast at its

centre by a screw nut and washer to the end of a horizontal shaft, which may be made
to revolve with any desired velocity by means of appropriate pullies and bands, at the

same time that the edge of the disc of caoutchouc is acted on by a circular knife of
cast steel, made to revolve 3,000 times per minute, in a plane at right angles to that

of the disc, and to advance upon its axis progressively, so as to pare off a continuous
uniform tape or fillet from the circumference of the cake. During this cutting opera-

tion, the knife and caoutchouc are kept constantly moist with a slender stream of
water. A succession of threads of any desired fineness is afterwards cut out of this

fillet, by drawing it in a moist state through a guide slit, against the sharp edge of a
revolving steel disc. This operation is dexterously performed by the hands of young
girls. MM. Eattier and Guibal employed, at the above-mentioned period, a meclianism
consisting of a series of circular steel knives, fixed parallel to each other at minute
distances, regulated by interposed washers upon a revolving shaft; which series of

knives acted against another similar series, placed upon a parallel adjoining shaft,
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with the effect of cutting the tape throughout its length into eight or more threads at

once. An improved modification of that apparatus is described and figured in the

specification of Mr. Nickels's patent of October 1836. Ho employed it for cutting into

threads the tapes made from the recomposed caoutchouc.

The body of the bottle of India-rubber, and in general any hollow cylinder of

caoutchouc, is cut into tapes, by being first forced upon a mandril of softwood of such
dimensions as to keep it entirely distended. This mandril is then secured to the shaft

of a lathe, which has one end formed into a fine-threaded screw, that works in a fixed

nut, so as to traverse from right to loft by its rotation. A circular disc of steel, kept
moist, revolves upon a shaft parallel to the preceding, at such a distance from it as to

cut through the caoutchouc, so tliat, by the traverse movement of the mandril shaft,

the hollow cylinder is cut spirally into a continuous fillet of a breadth equal to the

thickness of the side of the cylinder. Mr. Nickels has described two methods of

forming hollow cylinders of recomposed caoutchouc, for the purpose of being cut into

fillets by such a machine.

It is probable that the threads formed from the best India-rubber bottles, as im-
ported from Para, are considerably stronger than those made from recomposed
caoutchouc, and therefore much better adapted for making Mr. Sievier's patent elastic

cordage. When, however, the kneading operation has been skilfully performed,

it is found that threads of the ground caoutchouc, as it is incorrectly called by the

workmen, answer as well for any ordinary purpose of elastic fabrics, and are, of course,

greatly more economical, from the much lower price of the material.

The following figs. 404, 405, 406, represent the machine for cutting the spiral

riband. The disc d, placed horizontally, turns round its vertical axis, so as to present

ts periphery to the edge of a knife c, formed like a circular blade, whose plane is

perpendicular to that of the bases of the disc. It is obvious, that if the disc alone

revolved, the motionless knife could act only by pressure, and would meet with an

enormous resistance. A third movement becomes necessary. In proportion as the

disc is diminished by the removal of the spiral band, the centre of this disc must
advance upon the knife in order that the riband may have always the same breadth.

The inspection of fig. 406, will make the accordance of the three motions intelligible.

The knife c is placed upon a shaft or axis a, which carries a pulley, round which a

belt or cord runs which drives the whole machine.

The shelf a bears a pinion which takes into a wheel e, placed upon a shaft a' ;

upon which there is cut a worm or endless screw, v v. This worm bears a nut b,

which advances as the screw turns, and carries with it a tie i, which in its turn pushes

the disc d, carried upon a shoulder, constantly towards the knife. This shoulder is

guided by two ears which slide in two grooves cut in the thickness of the table. The
diameter of the pinion f is about one fifth of that of the wheel e ; so that the arbour

A turns five times less quickly than the arbour a' ; and the fineness of the screw v
contributes further to slacken the movement of translation of the disc.

The rotatory movement of the disc and its shoulder, is given by an endless screw

w w, which governs a pinion f, provided with ton teeth, and carried by the shaft A,

upon which the shoulder is mounted. Tlie arbour a' of this endless screw receives

its motion from the first shaft a, by means of the wheels s and s' mounted upon these

shafts and of an intermediate wheel s". This wheel, of a diameter equal to that of

the shaft a'', is intended merely to allow this shaft to recede from the shaft a. The
diameter of the wheel of this last shaft is to that of the two others in the ratio of

10 to 8.
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Second machinefor suldividing the ribands. Figs. 407, 408.—The riband is engaged
between the circular knives c c, which are mounted upon the rollers r r ; tbin brass

washers keep these knives apart at a distance which may be varied, and two extreme

washers mounted with screws on each roller maintain the whole system. The axes of

these rollers traverse two uprights m m, furnished with brasses, and with adjusting

sorews to approximate them at pleasure. The axis of the lower roller carries a wheel
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r, which takes into another smaller -wheel r', placed upon the same shaft as the pulley

p, which is driven by a cord. The diameter of the wheel r is three times greater than
the wheel r'. The pulley p is twice the size of the wheel r' ; and its cord passes round
a drum b, which drives the rest of the machine.
Threads of caoutchouc are readily pieced by paring the broken ends obliquely with

scissors, and then pressing them together with clean fingers, taking care to admit no
grease or moisture within the junction-line. These threads must be deprived of their

elasticity before they can be made subservient to any torsile or textile manufacture.

Each thread is inelasticated individually in the act of reeling, by the tenter boy or

girl pressing it between the moist thumb and finger, so as to stretch it to at least

eight times its natural length, while it is drawn rapidly through between them by the

rotation of the power-driven wheel. This extension is accompanied with condensation

of the caoutchouc, and with very considerable disengagement of heat, as pointed out in

Nicholson's Journal upwards of 35 years ago, by Mr. Gough, the blind philosopher of

Kendal. To stretch the* thread, in the act of reeling, the sensation of heat is too

painful for unseasoned fingers. The reels, after being completely filled with the
thread, are laid aside for some days, more or fewer, according to the quality of the
caoutchouc, the recomposed requiring a longer period than the bottle material.

When thus rendered inelastic, it is wound off upon bobbins of various sizes, adapted
to various sizes of braiding, or other machines, where it is to be clothed with cotton or

other yarn.

In the process of making the elastic tissues, the threads of caoutchouc being first

of all deprived of their elasticity, are prepared for receiving a sheath upon the

braiding machine. Por this purpose they are stretched by hand, in the act of wind-
ing upon the reel, to 7 or 8 times their natural length, and left two or three weeks in

that state of tension upon the reels. Thread thus inelasticated has a specific gravity
of no less than 0'948732 ; but when it has its elasticity restored, and its length reduced
to its pristine state, by rubbing between the warm palms of the hands, the specific

gravity of the same piece of thread is reduced to 0'925939. This phenomenon is akin
to that exhibited in the process of wire-drawing, where the iron or brass gets condensed,

hard, and brittle, while it disengages much heat ; which the caoutchouc thread also

does in a degree intolerable to unpractised fingers.

For the solution of India-rubber, for the manufacture of elastic tissues, the follow-

ing has been strongly recommended :

—

The raw India-rubber is soaked in clear water, and boiled for about an hour, to
remove dirt. It is then taken out of the water and cut into round slices about one
centim. in thickness. It is then rolled out into layers about 2 metres long and 0'15

mfetre broad. The rubber is then dried in a warm chamber. After the drying follows
the solution. About 26 kilos of rolled caoutchouc are placed in a wooden vat, lined
with zinc, and treated with a mixture of 50 kilos benzol, and 70 kilos oil of turpentine.
Both these liquids must be perfectly free from fatty matters, or the solution of India-
rubber will be useless. The caoiitchouc, before being brought into contact with the
solvents, is torn up into small fragments. The mass is stirred occasionally, till it forms
a thick, homogeneous liquid. To test the benzol and turpentine, small portions of each
are evaporated to dryness in the water-bath. If any trace of fat remains, the sample
is at once rejected.
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In the manufacture of elastic fabrics, the riband looms at Holloway displayed to
great advantage the mechanical genius of the patentee, Mr. Sievier. Their produc-
tive powers may be inferred from the following statement:—'5,000 yards of 1-inch

braces are woven weekly in one 18 -riband loom, whereby the female operative, who
has nothing to do but watch its automatic movements, earns 10s. a-week: 3,000 yards
of 2-inch braces are woven upon a similar loom in the same time.' But one of

Mr. Sievier's most curious patent inventions is that of producing, by the shrinking of
the caoutchouc threads in the foundation or warp of the stuff, the appearance of raised

figures, closely resembling coach -lace, in the weft. Thus, by a simple physical operation,

there is produced, at an expense of one penny, an effect which could not be effected by
mechanical means for less than one shilling. This manufacture is not now carried on
in that locality.

III. Of the Watee-peoof Double Fabrics.

In 1837, Mr. Hancock obtained a patent to produce waterproof cloth with greatly

reduced quantities of dissolved caoutchouc, and in some cases without any solvent at

all. The masticated rubber, rolled into sheets, was moistened on both sides with
a solvent and rolled up. The following day these were submitted to rollers of different

speeds, and the whole became a plastic mass. Instead of a wooden plank, as the bed
of the machine, a revolving iron cylinder was used, kept hot by steam or water, and
the coated cloth passed over flat iron chambers, heated the same way, to evaporate
the small quantity of solvent. Masticated rubber has been spread without any solvent

by these machines ; but the spreading is best effected by the rubber being in some
degree softened by the addition of small quantities of the solvent.

Sheets of rubber have been prepared by saturating the cloth with gum, starch, glue,

&c., then rubber dough was placed on this smoothed surface ; sufficient coatings of
the rubber were spread to make up the desired thickness, the cloth was immersed in

warm water to dissolve the gum, when the sheet of rubber came off with ease, and the

plastic, or dough state, was the precursor of vulcanisation experiments and success.

The clamminess of caoutchouc is removed by Mr. Hancock in the following manner:
— 10 lbs. of it are rolled out into thin sheets between iron cylinders, and at the same
time 20 lbs. of French-chalk (silicate of magnesia) are sifted on and incorporated

with it, by means of the usual kneading apparatus. When very thin films are

required (like sheets of paper), the caoutchouc, made plastic with a little naphtha, is

spread upon cloth previously saturated with size, and when dry is stripped off.

Mixtures of caoutchouc so softened may be made with asphalt, with pigments of various

kinds, and with plumbago, sulphur, &c.

The first form of bags or pillows, or ordinary air-cushions, is well known, and was
manufactured by C.Macintosh and Co. as early as 1825 and 1826; when pressure

is applied they yield for the instant to the compressing body, and then become rigid,

and the whole strain is borne by the inelastic material of the bag. Mr. T. Hancock
once tried an ordinary pillow between boards in a hydraulic press, and he records

that it bore a pressure of 7 tons before it burst. To remedy the evils of this

form an ingenious arrangement was made of inserting slips of India-rubber into

the fabric, so that it expanded in every direction. This yielding of the case, and
division into strengthened partitions, enabled seats, beds, and other applications to

be made.
The gas-bags now so commonly used appear, by Mr. Hancock's statement, to have

been made for experimental purposes in the year 1826; and in May 1826, at the

suggestion and for the use of Lieut. Drummond, to be employed in the Trigono-

metrical Survey of these islands, with the oxy-hydrogen jets of gas on balls of lime.

They were made strong and of rough materials—fustian made air-proof with thin

sheet rubber. Mr. Hancock, to try whether the rubber was absolutely impervious to

water, had a bag made and weighed it from time to time during 30 years ; the decrease

of weight is shown :

—

lb. oz. drch.

Oct. 21, 1826 weight 114
Oct. 25, 1827 „ 112
Oct. 2, 1835 „ 10 0

Nov. 1844 „ 0 14 12

Oct. 1849 , 0 13 4

Feb. 1851 „ 0 7 8

May 1854 „ 0 3 14

In 1856 it was cut open and weighed . . 0 3 12

It was quite dry. Thus 1 2 oz. of water had evaporated or escaped in a quarter of a

century, and 13 oz. 8 dr. in 30 years of observation.
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He remarks that bags of such, cloth made with a thin coating of rubber, soon eva-
porated sufficient water to cause mildew, when laid upon each other ; but this slow
evaporation does not interfere with their ordinary applications.

The porosity of caoutchouc would appear to explain the readiness with which it is

permeated by different liquids which have no chemical action upon it. Thin sections

of dry caoutchouc of the best kinds absorb from 18 to 26 per cent, of water in the

course of a month, and become white from having been brown. It is, however, found
that endosmose action is constantly active in India-rubber. In tubes through which
gas flows there is always some escape of hydrogen deprived of much of its carbon.
To enumerate the applications of these double fabrics for cushions, life-preservers,

&c., beds and boats, would be out of place here.
For single-texture fabrics, or cloth with one side only prepared, the process is the

same as that described for double fabrics, only that one side only is proofed, or covered
with India-rubber solution or paste ; and this kind of waterproof has an advantage
over the old, that the surface worn outside, being non-absorbent, imbibes no moisture
and requires no drying after rain or wear. The objection to single-texture fabrics,

of being liable to decomposition by the heat of the sun and from close packing, has
been obviated by a discovery adopted by Messrs. Warne and Co., termed by them
the Sincalor process {sine colore, without heat)

;
by which the properties of the rubber

are so changed that heat, grease, naphtha, and perspiration, which decompose the
ordinary India-rubber waterproof, in no way aifect the waterproof goods of the
' Sincalor ' process. The singular changes effected by this process are especially

shown by the application of a hot iron to the surface, which destroys it without the
usual decompositions ; the substance is burnt, but is not rendered sticky. The process
is stated to be secret.

IV. Votcakisation.

Of all the changes effected by chance, observation, or chemical experiments of late

years, few cases have been so important as the change in India-rubber by the process

called Vulcanisation. The union of sulphur with caoutchouc gives new properties

so valuable, that it may be said the former well-known quality of elasticity is now
rendered so variable that almost every range, from the most delicate tenuity to the
hardness of metals, can be obtained at will by the manufacturer. These changes in

the caoutchouc are produced with a degree of permanence to defy air, water, saline

and acid solutions ; the material is incapable of being corroded, and more permanent
under harsh usage than any other set of bodies in the world. Such are the results of
the processes that induce a ' change ' in caoutchouc when sulphur and heat are em-
ployed ; where metals and minerals are employed, ' metallised ' and ' mineralised,'
' thionised,' and a number of other terms have been used.

When caoutchouc is mixed with from 2 to 10 per cent, of sulphm', and then heated to

270° and 300°, it undergoes a change, it acquires new characters, its elasticity is

greatly increased, and is more equable ; it is not affected nor is the substance altered

by cold, no climate eiFccts a change, heat scarcely affects it, and when it does it does
not become sticky and a viscid mass ; if it yields to a high temperature it is to

become harder, and will ultimately yield only at the advanced temperature to char
and to decompose. All the ordinary solvents are ineffectual. The oils, grease, ether,

turpentine, naphtha, and other solvents scarcely alter it, and the quantity of sulphur
that will effect the change is known not to exceed 1 or 2 per cent. Further, if pecu-

liar solvents, such as alkalies, remove all apparent sulphm- from it, still the change
remains

;
indeed, the analogy of steel to iron by the changes of condition effected by

some small quantities of other bodies seems to be an analogous condition. Whatever
the theory, which is exceedingly obscm-e, still the practice, by whatever name, is to

obtain this changed state and exalted elastic properties.

'Vulcanisation' was discovered in America. Mr. Goodyear relates, that having
made a contract for India-rubber mail bags, they softened and decomposed in service,

and while he thought a permanent article had been made, the colouring materials

and the heat, united to soften and to destroy the bags ;
hence, by this failure, dis-

tress of all kinds arose, and the trade was at an end. During one of the calls at the

place of abandoned manufacture, Mr. Goodyear tried a few simple experiments to

ascertain the effect of heat tipon the composition that had destroyed the mail-bags,

and carelessly bringing a piece in contact with a hot stove,' it charred like leather.

He called the attention of his brother, as well as other individuals who were present,

and who were acquainted with the manufactiu-e of gum elastic, to the fact, as it was
remarkable, and unlike any before known, since gum elastic always melted when
exposed to a high degree of heat. The occurrence did not at the time appear to them
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to be worthy of much notice. He soon made other trials, the India-rubber always
charring and hardening.

As ordinary India-rubber is always tending to adhere, many plans had been tried

to prevent this. Chalk, magnesia, and sulphur had been patented in England and
America, but no one seems to have supposed any other change would be produced by
heat. Mr. Goodyear proceeded to try experiments, and produced remarkable results :

samples of goods were shown about and sent to Europe.
The late Mr. Brockedon, so well known for his talents and love of scientific inves-

tigations, had long pursued means to obtain a substitute for corks, and, after much
ingenuity, had devised India-rubber stoppers. As soon as all mechanical difficulties

were over, objections were taken to the colour of the substance. Some samples of a
changed rubber came into his possession, of which it was declared they would keep
flexible in the cold, and were found not to have an adhesive surface. These caused
numerous experiments, as it was recognised that a change had been effected, and
although Mr. Brockedon failed, yet Mr. Hancock kept on working, combining sulphur,

with every effect, but that of vulcanisation, as he was ignorant of the power of heat to

effect this change. He used melted sulphur, and produced proof of absorption, for

the pieces of caoutchouc were made yellow throughout
; by elevating the temperatm-e

he found they became changed, the lower end of slips 'nearest the fire turning

black, and becoming hard and horny' (the sulphur was melted in an iron pot).

By these simple observations, as they now seem, Mr. Goodyear in America and Mr.
Hancock in England were induced to take out patents, and commence that series of

manufacturing applications to which there seemed no limit. The first English patent

was by Mr. Hancock. The general method is to incorporate sulphur with caoutchouc,

and submit it to heat ; if any particular form is required, the mixture is placed in

moulds, and takes off any delicate design that may be upon the metal mould,
and if these are submitted to higher degrees of heat, the substance and evolved gases

expand, and thus a very hard, horny, or light but very strong substance is produced,

called hard India-rubber, or 'vulcanite.' Mouldings, gun-stocks, combs, cabinet-

work, and hundreds of forms may be obtained by these curious means. The term
' vulcanisation ' was given by Mr. Brockedon to this process, which seemed by the em-
ployment of heat and sulphur to partake of the attributes of the Vulcan of mythology.

For the ' change ' or ' vulcanising ' to get a yielding but permanently elastic substance,

steam heat is usually employed in England, but in America, ovens, with various plana

for producing dry heat, are generally employed.

The articles thus made being more elastic, unaffected by heat, cold, or solvents,

attracted much attention, and Mr. Parkes was engaged to find out a method of pro-

ducing the same effects now secured by patent : all ordinary means were used and
given up, but he finally succeeded. The process of cold sulphuring of Mr. Parkes

consists in plunging the sheets or tubes of caoutchouc into a mixture of 100 parts of

sulphuret of carbon and 2J parts of protochloride of sulphur, for a minute or two, and
then immersing them in cold water. Thus supersulphuration is prevented in conse-

quence of decomposing the chloride of sulphur on the surface by this immersion,

while the rest of the sulphur passes into the interior by absorption. Mr. Parkes pre-

scribes another, and perhaps a preferable process, which consists in immersing the

caoutchouc in a closed vessel for 3 hours, containing a solution of polysulphuret of

potassium indicating a density of 25° Beaum^, at the temperature of 248° Fahr., then

washing in an alkaline solution, and lastly in pure water. A uniform impregnation

is thus obtained.

In the first instance sulphur, caoutchouc, and heat were alone employed ; the tem-

perature and the time to which the mixtures are subjected to heat being determined

by practical experiments. Vulcanised rubber is not only the changed substance,

as produced by sulphur, but it contains metallic oxides, &c., metallic and mineral

substances ; and these compounds, are perhaps much better fitted for their respec-

tive uses than the pure sulphur and India-rubber. White lead, sulphide of

antimony, black lead, and other substances enter into these combinations. After

the early experiments with vulcanised rubber there seemed reason to believe

that changes slowly took place. The rubber was found to become brittle, and

bands stretched out broke immediately. To a great extent this has been remedied by

the use of lead, which seems to combine with the sulphur, for changes are believed by

practical men to take place with pure elastic ^Tilcanised caoutchouc which do not

occur when metallic matters are duly mixed. This is a trade statement, which may
be true for some special uses. The brittleness may perhaps more fairly be admitted

to be due to inexperience, and the difiiculties to meet the demands of the public for a

new article ; but to those whom it may most concern, we have raised this question so

far as to obtain the conscientious opinion of Mr. Thomas Hancock (now retired from

business), who considers that by the peculiar plan of vulcanising by a bath of snlphnr,
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and employing high pressure steam (described in Patent of 1843), he obtains what he
calls jiure vulcanising, that is, the use of sulphur, rubber, and heat. He states ' That
by this mode, the greatest amount of extensile elasticity is obtained, and that this

qualityis diminished in proportion as other matters are present in the compound.'

It may, however, be useful to record some of the results of early trials made by com-

petent authorities, with the view of testing its ultimate employments. Mr. Brocke-

don stated at the Institution of Civil Engineers, that he had kept vulcanised India-

rubber in tranquil water for 14 years without visible change, and he summed up the

then knowledge of trade production, that there was perhaps no manufacturing process

of which the rationale was so little understood as that of vulcanising caoutchouc ; all

was conducted on the observation of facts, a given quantity of sulphur to a certain

thickness of rubber, at a certain temperature ; and certain results were reckoned upon
with confidence, but more from practice than theory. Mr. Brockedon had placed

vulcanised rubber for 10 years in damp earth, and it exhibited no change.

When articles were moulded, the metal of the mould was not a matter of indifference

;

if of tin, the article was usually delivered perfectly clean, but if of brass or copper,

then the material adhered to it, probably from the greater affinity of the sulphur for

the metal than for the caoutchouc : these surface effects may well be borne in mind,

for it appears not to be an easy matter to vulcanise large masses of caoutchouc, while

sheets and thin films are readily changed. The soft masses of materials are placed in

moulds, strongly secured, if a high temperature is to be used, and the mass comes out

with the form thus given to it, and more or less elastic ; hence the surface of a mass is

always likely to be advanced in the vulcanising changes.

At present a very large proportion of the articles made have the forms given to

them in the plastic state, and then subjected to heat ; the change is effected, and they
retain their form, although rendered permanently elastic.

Mr. Brockedon and Mr. Brunei tried this substance on the Great Western Eailway,
in place of felt, to be used between the under sides of bearing rails and sleepers of

railways. It appeared, by constant trials of nearly a year, to be quite indestructible to

any action to which it had been exposed ; the slips were indented by the edge of the

rail, but not permanently so, and the surface was glazed, as if by friction ; the slips

were 6 inches wide, and weighed 8 oz. to the yard in length : the transit of the carriages

was easier over that part of the line.

To test the power of endurance to heavy blows, Mr. Brockedon subjected a piece

of vulcanised India-rubber, inch thick and 2 inches in area, to one of Nasmyth's
steam-hammers of 5 tons ; this first rested on the rubber without effect, then was lifted

1 feet and dropped upon it without injury, then lifted 4 feet, and the vulcanised cake

was torn, but its elasticity was not destroyed. Still more severe trials were made : a
block of vulcanised caoutchouc was placed as between cannon balls, with the whole
power of the heaviest steam-hammers employed, but the iron spheres split the block,

and the elasticity of the vulcanised caoutchouc was not destroyed.

Sheets of enormous size—ship-sheets—have been made 50 yards long and 56 inches

wide, others 10 feet square; these are intended to pass over a steam-vessel's side, to

adapt a valve, fix a pipe, or repair, from the interior, the vessel itself, without going

into dock. These stout sheets, fths inch thick, are let down by ropes over a ship's

side, and brought over the hole or place for repair by the pressure of the water on
the elastic sheet, when the leak may be stopped and the ship pumped dry, pipes renewed,

shot-holes and leaks stopped. Indeed, an early application of compounds of native

rubbers and other materials was applied directly as sheathing for ships with success ;

but litigation among the parties caused the business to cease. Since the various plans

for getting a flexible material have been successful, there seems no doubt but many
unexpected applications will be made.

Messrs. Macintosh had coated some logs of wood with vulcanised India-rubber,

and caused them to be towed in the wake of a vessel all the way to Demerara and
back, and it was found that the coated logs were quite intact, while the uncoated
timber was riddled by marine borers. The same firm stated :

' That the only effect

they could trace upon long immersed vulcanised caoutchouc, was a slight change of

colour, perhaps a hydrate produced by superficial absorption, but this change of

colour disappeared on being dried. If they were called upon to select a situation for

the substance to retain its properties for the longest period, they would select immer-
sion in water. After years of experience in the use of hose-pipes, pipe-joints, valves
for pumps and steam-engines, they had never known an injury from the contact of
any kind of water.'

Mr. G-oodyear sums up the advantages of vulcanised rubber under the following

heads, as being either properties new or superior to those possessed by the natural
caoutchouc :

—
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8. Plasticity.

9. Facility of receiving every style of

printing.

10. Facility of being ornamented by

painting, bronzing, gilding, ja-

panning, and mixing -witli colours.

11. Non-electric quality.

12. Odour.

1. Elasticity.

2. Pliability.

3. Durability.

4. Insolubility.

6. Unalterability by climate or arti-

ficial heat or cold.

6. Inadhesiveness.

7. Impermeability to air, gases, and
liquids.

Mr. Burke, in describing his patented process, for the use of the golden sulphuret

of antimony, says, that he avoids two principal defects of the usual article, viz. its

efflorescence of sulphur with an offensive odour, and its consequent decomposition

and becoming rotten. He employs crude antimony ore (the sulphuret of that

metal, in fine powder), and converts it by boiling in water with soda or potash (carbo-

nates) into the orange sulphuret of that metal (Kermes mineral) by the addition of

hydrochloric acid to the fluid in slight excess. He combines this compound (after

being well washed) with caoutchouc or gutta-percha, either together or separately,

according to the degree of elasticity which he wishes to obtain. This mixtui-o is

afterwards subjected to a heat of from 250° to 280° F. He masticates the caout-

chouc in the usual iron box, by means of the kneading fluted revolving rollers, sub-

jecting the whole to heat. The antimonial compound is then added in quantities

varying from 5 to 15 lbs., according to the strength and elasticity required in the

compound. At the end of from one to two hows' trituration, the block is removed
from the box, and while in a warm state it is strongly compressed in an iron mould

;

and after being under pressure for a day or two is subjected to a steam heat for a

couple of hours. The block thus prepared may now be cut into sheets, and afterwards

divided into threads, or formed into such other articles as are desired. This forms

the elastic red rubber.

The chief improvements operated in caoutchouc by the process of vulcanisation are

the properties of resisting and remaining unaifected by very high degrees of heat and
cold, and increased compressibility and elasticity. In its natural state India-

rubber becomes rigid by exposure to cold, and soft and plastic by heat, or under the

action of boiling water. Articles manufactured of this substance suffer and lose the

qualities which constitute their value in cold and in hot countries. A piece of India-

rubber cloth, for instance, taken to Moscow in December or January, would assume
all the qualities of a piece of thin sheet iron, or thick pasteboard ; the same cloth

would in India or Syria become uncomfortably pliable, and present a moist and greasy

appearance
;
and, indeed, after being folded up some time, would be found t"o be glued

together. Nothing but vulcanisation insures the equable condition of the articles in

the most intense cold, and, in heat up to and above 300°, makes India-rubber fit for

practical purposes. These advantages have conduced to its being very extensively used
in connection with machinery of every description ; and as steam power is still further

employed, and as the numerous other advantages possessed by vulcanised India-rubber

become known (for it is only of late that any idea of their extent has been realised)

its application will be extended and its consumption proportionally increased.

The compressibility and the return to its former dimensions, when the pressure has

ceased, in one word, the elasticity of the India-rubber, is increased to such a degree

by vulcanisation, that comparing the improved with the original article, it may be
said that the native India-rubber is almost devoid of elasticity. The high degree of

elasticity which it obtains by vulcanisation is shown by the results of the following

experiments, in which a block of the vulcanised India-rubber, of the kind used for

the manufacture of railway carriage springs, measuring 6 inches outside disc, 1 inch

inside disc, and 6 inches deep, was taken and exposed to pressure :

—

A pressure of J ton reduced it to

1

„ li „
2

2i „
3

„ 3i „

4

4-^

deep.

The block was left under pressure for 48 hours, and in each case returned to its

original dimensions after a short period when the pressure was removed.

Among the most recent uses of India-rubber and canvas, are those of its manu-
facture into gas and ballast bags, the former are used for the transport of gas, and
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applied to the various emergencies of gas engineering. India-rubber gas-tubing is

now in general use, the great advantage over metal tubes being, the ease -with -which
gas can be conveyed to "whatever part of the building it may be required in

; this, -where
any alterations are being effected, is a great desideratum. Ballast bags, large stout
bags of India-rubber and canvas, capable of holding from 1 to 5 or 10 tons of -water,

are coming into use as the most convenient form of ballast, thus sa-ving valuable space
•which is made available for cargo. These bags maybe emptied at any time, and -when
flattened do-wn and rolled up, can be conveniently sto-wed a-way. India-rubber bags for

inflation have also in a fe-w cases been made use of for buoying up vessels, but hitherto
the practice has been experimental only, and such floating machines are not as yet
generally in use.

The -vulcanising ofIndia-rubber on silk or -woollen goods -was for a long time considered
impracticable, because the process of -vulcanisation destroyed the fibre and texture of
the t-wo substances; but it is stated that now this process is effected in a manner
which deprives neither silk nor -wool of their natural qualities and strength. By this

improvement, combined -with Silver's patent process of annihilating the unpleasant
smell -which all India-rubber goods used to acquire in the process of manufacture, the
advantages of that substance for clothing purposes are extended to the lightest and the

•warmest of our textures. Silk and India-rubber garments are made -without any de-

terioration of the strength and durability of the stuff, -while they are perfectly free from
odour of any kind,

V. Mechanicat Applications of CAo-OTCHotrc.

Numerous important applications of caoutchouc have been made in the mechanical
arts, among -which -we may mention, springs for rail-ways and common road carriages,

military carriages, lifting springs for mining ropes and chains, to-wing ropes and
cables, rigging of ships, recoil of guns on ships, the tyres and naves of rail-way and
other -wheels, axles and axle bearings, -windo-ws of rail-way carriages, rail-way

s-witches, bed of steam-hammer, couplings for locomotives and tenders, packing for

steam and -water joints, shields for axle boxes, sockets for -water pipes, bands for

driving machinery, valves for pumps, tubes for conveying acids, beer, -water, and other

fluids, packing for pistons, &c.

The Exhibition of 1862 presented to us an enormous display of India-rubber
manufacture. The applications of caoutchouc to driving belts for machinery, to

-washers and buffers, -were numerous, and many of tliem excellent.

Messrs. Perreaux and Co. -were exhibitors of a valve for pumps made of vulcanised

caoutchouc. Its simplicity and e£B.ciency -were remarkable : the valve -was simply a
cylinder of India-rubber, -with its t-wo sides at the uttermost end pressed together like

lips, and then "vulcanised, -which makes the material retain the form given to it. Tliis

valve, "when in position, "was open belo-w, and closed above in the form of a "wedge ; the

fluid easily passes up"wards o"wing to the elasticity of the material, but the do-wn-ward

pressure firmly closes the lips and prevents return. Of ebonite and kamptulicon

there -were many examples, embracing a curious variety of articles from philosophical

apparatus in the form of electrical machines, to pieces of furniture, and ornaments
for ladies' -wear. See Ebonite and KAirPTHLicoN.

Springs.—The first proposal to use caoutchouc for springs that "we are a"ware

of occurs in Lacei/s patent, in 1825, "when blocks of caoutchouc "were proposed

to be used, having dividing plates of iron bet"ween each series ; but little seems to

have been done to"wards any practical application at that time : later, in 1844, Melville

proposed to use spheres of caoutchouc, enclosing air, and separated by discs of

"Wood or metal, the "whole being enclosed in iron cases, and used for buffers and
bearing springs for rail"way carriages. In 1845 Walker and Mills proposed to use

bags of caoutchouc enclosing air, and contained in cases of iron, for use as buffer

springs.

The next improvement is contained in Fuller's patent of 1845, "which consists in the

use of cylindrical rings of "vulcanised India-rubber, in thicknesses varying from 5 to

3 inches, and "with diameter of ring suitable to the po"wer of spring required ; bet"ween

each of these cylindrical rings he places a thin iron plate, through a hole in the

centre of "which passes a guide rod. Fiff. 409 sho"ws Fuller's spring in section and plan.

These springs have been extensively used as buffer-, bearing-, and dra-w-springs for rail-way

uses, alone and in combination -with De Bergue's improvements : some defects have been

found in practice in this form, to obviate -wliich, the ingenuity of later inventors has

been exercised ; the defects alluded to are, the tendency to s-well out at the central

unsupported part of the ring, thus from the undue tension rendering it liable to break

zz 2
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under sudden concussion, and occasioning complete disintegration of the material

where not breaking.

409

To obviate these defects, George Spencer (in 1852 and 1853) proposed to mould
the caoutchouc at once in the form it assumes under pressure, and then to place a
confining ring of iron on the larger diameter. (Seeficf. 410). By this ingenious plan,

the caoutchouc loses its power of stretching laterally, being held by the ring b, secured

in a groove moulded in the cone to receive it ; -when the pressure is applied to the ends,

the rubber is squeezed into the cuplike spaces c, and thus the action of the spring is

limited. By this plan, rubber of a cheaper and denser Idnd can be used than on the

old cylindrical plan, and the patentee states that many thousands of carriages and
trucks are fitted with tliese springs -which give entire satisfaction

;
among which, are

those on the Brighton, South-Western, North London, South Wales, Vale of Neath,

Bristol and Exeter, TalF Vale, Lancashire and Yorkshire, St. Helen's, Bombay and
Baroda, Theiss Eail^ways, and many others. These cones are used as buffer-, bearing-

and dra^w-springs for rail^way carriages, and are made in several sizes to suit various

410

uses. To sho^w the po^wor that such springs are equal to, we append the result of an
experiment on a No. 1 cone (for inside buffers), 3 inches in length, 3| inches diameter

at ring, 5 inches diameter of ring.

\st Expcri?>ient, •without the confining ring, weight of cone 1^ lb.

Inches Giving a stroke o£

Without any pressure the cone measured .3 . .

With pressure—280 lbs. „ . . 2^ . .
-J

inch.

—448 lbs. „ . . 2 . . 1 „
—672 lbs. „ . . . . l-i „

2}id Experiment,

With the confining ring b, on the same double cone; the follo^wing were the

results :

—

Without any pressure the cone measured ... 3 inches, as before.

With—448 lbs. „ . . . 2^ „

„ 1,680 lbs. „ . . . 2 „

„ 2,912 lbs. „ ... If „

„ 15,680 lbs. „ . . . H „
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The adTantages are Etat«ri to less ±^s-: ;:st i'.nl; ks3 weight, 6 cvt, h^jsg
saved in each cl—lii-; ':t tleir ; i- i srsit itLr-.iilirv.

Coleman's ititr -riiiz: :.Liis:s ti; n^; :: ir:- rings to eorfze tls lateral

swellings of IiiCLia-r:i';';^r crlizisrs. Sse ill;. T^iey ars us&d as besring-spiiiigs

411

for eogiiies and tendecs on the Nactli-Western Bailwaj, 1^ J. E. ICComiell, Es^^ -wbo
pieSBS iJiem to steel, as lieing ea£7 in action, dnrable, and ea^ of zepai; ; they
are used also as bnfier- and draw-springs.

The next form of these springs is the invention of E. Eaton (see Jig. 412). Tils
spring seens to te peculiarly adapted to use where a powerful spring, scans tliroiiah.

412
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Hodge's compound spring is designed to obviate the frequent breakage of the st«el

springs on locomotive engines. Fig. 413 shows one of these springs; a block of
India-rubber is placed on each end of the steel spring, or is suspended under the engine
frame

;
they are in use on several of the English railways, and are said to answer the

purpose intended well.

Scotis patent {see Jig. 414), dated May 1856, consists in the use of blocks of India-

rubber, or cones, placed over the centre of the spring ; they are to obviate the danger of

414

overloading carriages and trucks, a frequent source of danger to the springs, and are
made to take the whole load in case of a spring breaking.

Bridges' Patent {fig, 415).—This inventor ingeniously proposes to use Spencer's
cones in blocks of wood, instead of iron confining rings. A series of them are en-
closed in a case formed in the side timbers of the underframe of the railway truck or
carriage

; the cup space is formed in the block of wood, as our figure shows, and no

415

guide rods are required ; the principle is applied to draw- and bearing-springs. The
advantages proposed by this arrangement are, the dispensing with guide rods and the

taking the ultimate blow on blocks of wood, which deadens its effect
;
they are said to

answer very well.

In 1847, Mr. Be Bergm patented some improvements in the application of Fuller's

spring to buffer-, bearing-, and drawing-springs for railway uses.

The applications for common road carriages, patented by Mr. Fuller of Bucklersbury

in 1852 and 1855, have been extensively used, both in the form of cylindrical rings

acting by compression and also of suspension springs for lighter kinds of vehicles.

Kespecting these springs, ^^s. 416, 417, we have been furnished by the patentee with

the following particulars :

—

The form generally used for heavy purposes, such as drays, vans, waggons, &c.,

consists of a series of rings of cylindrical or circular form, working in a perpendicular

rod or spindle, on each side the axle, with the usual separating plates or washers ; the

depth and diameter of the rings being regulated by the weight to be sustained and
the speed required.

During the Crimean war, these springs were introduced by Mr. Fuller to the notice
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of the Government authorities at the Koyal Arsenal, Wool-wich, and were in consequence

adopted for all kinds of military carriages, store waggons, ammunition waggons, &c.
They were also applied in the suspensory form for the medical cars and ambulance
waggons for the wounded, for which purposes the use of India-rubber on the prin-

ciple of extension is found to produce the easiest and most satisfactory spring hitherto

discovered.

416 417

When the material is used as a suspension spring, the most advantageous form for

the purpose is found to be that of round cord of the best and purest quality, prepared

by solvents, and about ^th or |ths inch diameter.

A continuous length of such cord is wound at a considerable tension over the ends

of two metal sockets or rollers, in shape something resembling a cotton reel, and
whilst in a state of tension, bound at each end with strong tape or other suitable

binding ; the number of cords composing the spring, varying from 10 to 20, 30, or 40,

according to the strength required.

Another important adaptation of India-rubber by Mr. Fuller, is that of anchor
springs, towing ropes, and springs for the recoil of guns and mortars.

418 Wheel tyres.—Fig. 418 shows an important application to the

tyres of wheels for railway purposes. A thin band of India-

rubber is inserted between the tyre and spoke ring, by first covering

it with a thin plate of iron, to protect the India-rubber while thu

hot tyre is put on, when the wheel is instantly thrown into water and
«5 cooled. This has been severely tested for some time, and found to

answer very well ; the advantage gained is the saving in the break-

ing and wear of the tyres.

For Windows.—Small ropes of India-rubber are inserted in

grooves at each side of the window, and so stop out draught and
prevent noise.

For steam-hammer heds.—A plate oflndia-rubberfths inch thick, is placed under the
bed of the hammer ; the effect is greatly to diminish the transmission of shocks to the

building, and to cheapen the foundation : as an instance of useful application, we may
state, that at Messrs. Kansome and May's works, at Ipswich, the working of the steam-

hammer shook the building and windows to an alarming extent ; but the insertion

of blocks of vulcanised rubber under the anvil, almost entirely obviated these effects.

Joints between engines and tenders.-—Messrs. Lund, Spencer, and Fenton, have also

introduced the use of rings of this material to form a joint between the locomotive

and tender {Jig, 419). They are extensively used, and entirely prevent the leakage

common to the old ball-and-socket joints, and are much cheaper in first cost. Rings
of India-rubber were proposed by Mr. Wiekstead, for closing the socket joint of water
pipes, and they are used in a variety of forms for that purpose.

A large trade has been established in the supply of bands of India-rubber for

driving machinery ; for many purposes they answer better than leather, water having
no effect on them and there being little or no slip and fewer joins

;
they are made in

widths, and belts costing 150^. each have been used in some cases. They are made
with two or more layers of thread cloth between, and outside of which the rubber
is placed.
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VI. SOLARISATION OF CaOUTCHOTJC.

Singular as caoutchouc is in its properties and its applications, it is probable that

besides the mechanical and electrical qualities and general resistance to chemical

action, it may yet be found to have other modifications peculiar and valuable. The
practical men most conversant -with this substance, and deeply involved with patents

and successful manufactures, record their conviction of the influence of solar light,

and the marked distinctions supposed to exist between the influence of solar and
terrestrial heat upon this substance.

Mr. Hancock says, ' In my early progress, I found that some of the rubber I

employed was very quickly decomposed when exposed to the sun : as the heat was
never more than 90°, and rubber exposed to a much higher temperature was not

injured by it, I suspected that light had some effect in producing this mischief. To
ascertain this, I cut two square pieces from a piece of white rubber, one of these I

coloured black, and exposed it to the sun's rays ; in a short time, the piece which had
been left white, wasted away, and the sharp angles disappeared, it seemed like the

shape of a thin piece of soap after use ; the blackened piece was not at all altered or

affected. The lesson taught me by this experiment was of great value ever after.'

Speaking of the annoyances and failures in the early Macintosh goods by heat,

grease, &c., Mr. Hancock says, ' The injurious effect of the sun's rays upon thin films

of rubber we discovered and provided against before much damage accrued.'

Mr. Goodyear says, ' In anticipation of the future as relates to a mode of treatment
in manufacture, which, though lightly esteemed and little thought of now, I believe

will be extensively practised hereafter, I feel bound to make a strong though qualified

claim to the process of Solarisation. This process consists in exposing caoutchouc
when combined with sulphur, to the sun's rays.' Again, ' when exposed to the sun's

rays for several hours, a change is produced which may be called natural vulcanisation,

in all thin fabrics or thin sheets of caoutchouc' ' Solarisation is an effectual and
cheap process of curing India-rubber.' Ho further says, ' it is well established that

India-rubber melted at about 200°, and in the sun's rays at 100° or less. Another
effect yet more remarkable in the treatment of gum elastic, is that of the sun's rays
upon it ; when combined with sulphur and exposed to the sun, either in hot weather
or cold, it becomes solarised, or divested of its adhesive quality ; whereas, no other

kind of light or heat has any similar effect, until the high degree of heat is applied to it,

about 270°, which is used in vulcajiising,'

—

Goodyear, p. 114, vol. i. New Haven, U.S.

Our recent Imports of Caoutchouc have been as follow :

—

Places 1871 1872

Cwts. Value Cwts. Valae
From Germany .... 1,786 £16,853

Holland .... 4,397 31,335
France .... 3,388 33,082 2,113 22,268
Portugal .... 1,092 10,446 2,263 22,520
West Coast of Africa :

—

Portuguese Possessions . 1,352 11,343 876 7,385
Not designated 12,297 69,769 13,259 101,539

United States of America . 5,988 82,694 4,614 49,638
Central America 4,754 27,418 5,310 40,293
New Granada , 18,383 150,588 7,688 74,997
Ecuador .... 7,735 63,677 3,412 30,499
Brazil .... 71,658 992,955 68,143 960,602
Mauritius .... 9,673 83,443 10,433 112,155
British India 9,424 44,708 13,855 116,926
Straits Settlements 9,229 75,420 15,296 140,798

Other countries . 6,112 38,738 3,689 34,631

Total 161,085 £1,684,281 157,114 £1,762,259

Manufactures of Caoutchouc

;

Lbs. Value Lbs. Value

From Germany .... 259,047 £23,416 345,965 £40,278
Holland .... 24,012 3,087 44,503 4,849

France .... 233,489 15,824 271,271 31,169

United States of America . 51,248 7,376

Other countries . . 14,019 1,920 54,116 4,381

Total 681,815 £51,631 729,855 £80,677
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Our Exerts of caoutchouc manufactures in the same year were valued at
854,639^.

In 1872 we imported 157,148 cwta., valued at 1,762,886^.

CAOUTCHOTTCXM'E. A thin volatile oily liquid, obtained by the destructive

distillation of caoutchouc. Mr. 0. Greville Williams has shown that this liquid is

composed principally oftwo hydrocarbons, called caoutchin C^°H"' (C'"H'*), and isoprene

C'°ff (C^H').

Mr. "William Barnard, in the course of some experiments upon the impregnation
of ropes with caoutchouc, which he conducted at the factory of Messrs. Enderby at

Greenwich, discovered that when this substance was exposed to a heat of about 600° F.
it resolved itself into a vapour, which, by proper refrigeratory methods, was condensable
into a liquid possessing very remarkable properties, to which the name caoutchoucine

has been given. For this invention ' of a solvent not hitherto used in the arts,' Mr.
Barnard obtained a patent, in August 1833. His process for preparing it is described

in his specification as follows :—
' I take a mass of the said caoutchouc, or India-

rubber, as imported, and having cut it into smaU lumps, containing about two cubic
inches each (which I prefer), I throw these lumps into a cast-iron still (which I find

adapted for the purpose, and a diagram of which is annexed to, and forms part of

this my specification), with a worm attached {fig. 420): a is the still; b, the cover

ground to a metallic fit, to admit of a thermometer to take the temperature
; c, the

fire-place ; d, the ash-pit ; b, the worm-tub and worm
;

f, the brickwork of the still

;

G, a roller and carriage, in connection with a crane, or other means, to raise the cover
to take out the residue, and to charge the same

;
h, the chain.

' I then apply heat to the still in the usual manner, which heat is increased until the
thermometer ranges at about 600° F., or thereabouts. And as the thermometer ranges
upwards to 600° F. a dark
coloured oil or liquid is distilled

over, which I claim as my said

invention, such liquid being a
solvent of caoutchouc, and other

resinous and oleaginous sub-

stances. When the thermo-
meter reaches 600° F., or there-

abouts, nothing is left in the

still but dirt and charcoal.
' I have found the operation

of distillation to be facilitated

by the addition of a portion of

this oil, either previous or sub-

sequent to the rectification, as

hereinafter mentioned, in the

proportion of one-third of oil to

two-thirds of caoutchouc.
' I afterwards subject the

dark coloured liquid thus dis-

tilled, to the ordinary process of

rectification, and thereby obtain

fluids varying in specificgravity,

of which the lightest hitherto

has not been under 670, taking distilled water at 1,000, which fluids I also claim as

my said invention,
' At each rectification the colour of the liquid becomes more bright and transparent,

until at the specific gravity of 0'680, or thereabouts, it is colourless and highly volatile.
' In the process of rectification (for the purpose of obtaining a larger product of the

oil colourless) I put about one-third of water into the still. In each and every state

the liquid is a solvent of caoutchouc, and several resinous and oleaginous substances,

and also of other substances (such as copal), in combination with very strong alcohol.
' Having experienced much diflSculty in removing the dirt which adheres to the

bottom of the still, I throw into the still lead and tin in a state of alloy (commonly
called solder), to the depth of about half an inch, and, as this becomes fused, the dirt

which lies on the surface of it is more easily removed.
' Objections have been made to the smell of this liquid :—I have found such smell

removed by mixing and shaking up the liquid with nitro-muriatic acid, or chlorine,

the proportion of a quarter of a pint of the acid (of the usual commercial strength)
to a gallon of the liquid.'

The discovery of the chemical solvent, which forms the subject of the patent above
described, has excited considerable interest in the philosophical world, not only from
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its probable usefulness as a new article of commerce, but also from two very extraor-

dinary characteristics -whicli it is found to possess, viz., that, in a liquid state, it has
less specific gravity than any other liquid then known to the chemists, being consider-

ably lighter than sulphuric ether, and, in a state of vapour, is heavier than the most
ponderous of the gases.

Tiiis material (when mixed with alcohol) is a solvent of all the resins, and
particularly of copal, which it dissolves without artificial heat, at the ordinary tem-
perature of the atmosphere ; a property possessed by no other solvent known ; and
hence it is peculiarly useful for making varnishes in general. It also mixes readily

with oils, and will be found to be a valuable and cheap menstruum for liquefying oil-

paints ; and without in the slightest degree affecting the most delicate colours, will,

from its ready evaporation, cause the paint to dry almost instantly.

Cocoa-nut oil, at the common temperature of the atmosphere, always assumes a con-

crete form ; but a portion of this caoutchoucine mixed with it will cause the oil to

become fluid, and to retain Bu£S.cient fluidity to burn in a common lamp with extraor-

dinary brilliancy.

Caoutchoucine is extremely volatile ; and yet its vapour is so exceedingly heavy,

that it may be poured, without the liquor, from one vessel into another, like water.

One of the real practical objections to caoutchoucine seemed to be its easy decom-
position. Messrs. Enderby and Barnard found that, if exposed to air, and especially

if a small quantity of water was present, that it was speedily decomposed, changing
colour to deep brown or black. Specimens, however, remain perfectly clear and
without change, in bottles, after twenty years.

After caoutchouc has been subjected to destructive distillation, and the caoutchoucine

or volatile oil of caoutchouc has distilled off, there remains in the retort a residual mass
which, when dissolved in oil, forms a varnish impervious to moisture, and consequently

much used by shipwrights.

CAPERS. The Capparis spinosa, the flower-buds of which constitute the capers

of the shops. Their quality depends exclusively upon the age at which they are

gathered, the smallest and youngest being the most delicate and the dearest ; and the

largest, the coarsest and cheapest. The buds are plucked before they open, and
thrown into strong vinegar, slightly salted, where they are pickled. The crop of each

day is added to the same vinegar tub, so that in the course of the six months during

which the caper-shrub flowers, the vessel gets filled, and is sold to persons who sort

the capers by means of copper sieves. This metal is attacked by the acid, wherefrom
the fruit acquires a green colour, much admired by ignorant connoisseurs. About
60,000lbs. a year are consumed in this country.

The capsules of the caper spurge. Euphorbia Lathyris, are sometimes pickled as a

substitute for capers ; but although the acid destroys some of the acrid properties, the

free use of them is dangerous.

—

Pereira.

The um-ipe fruit of the garden Nasturtium {Tropmohm majus) is also pickled as a
substitute for capers.

CAPIXiIiilXRE. Originally a kind of syrup, extracted from maiden-hair. The
term is now applied to a finely clarified simple syrup, which is made usually with

orange-flower water.

CAPXrOMORE. A substance discovered by Eeichenbach in wood-tar.

CAPRYIiARIIIJE. Ci«H"N (C^H'sji). A volatile base obtained by Squire,

and also by Cahours, by acting on ammonia with iodide of capryle. It is homologous
with methylamine, &c.—C. G. W.
CAPSICVMi The dried ripe fruit of Capsicum fastigiatum, imported from

Zanzibar, known in commerce as Guinea Pepper and Pod Pepper. See Peppbe.
CAPSTASr. (Cabestan, Fr. ; Spille, Ger.) A machine whereon the cable is

wound successively in weighing the anchor of a vessel. It is a species of wheel and
axle ; the axle being vertical, and pierced with holes near its top for the insertion of

the ends of horizontal levers, called handspikes, which represent the wheel. These
are turned by the force of men moving in a circle. The power applied to the lever is

to the resistance to be overcome (the weight of the anchor, for example), when the

forces are in equilibrio, as the radius of the cylinder round which the cable is coiled is

to the circumference described by the power. It is manifest that the radius of the

axle must be augmented in this computation by half the diameter of the cable, which
is supposed to lie always one coil thick upon it. The force of a man thus applied,

has been commonly estimated as equal to the traction of 27 pounds hanging over a

pulley. Friction being so variable a quantity in capstans, renders the exact calcula-

tion of its mechanical effect somewhat uncertain. A stout man, stationed near the

bottom of the axle, holds fast the loose part of the cable, which has already made two
or three turns ; and, being aided by its friction upon the wood, he both prevents it

from slipping backwards, and uncoils each turn as it is progressively made.
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Mr. Hindmarsli, of Newcastle, obtained a patent, in February 1827, for a con-

trivance to enable a capstan or mndlass to be occasionally worked -with increased

mechanical advantage. With this view, he placed toothed wheel-work, partly in the
drum-head of the capstan, and partly in the upper part of the barrel, upon which the
cable is coiled and imcoiled in successive portions.

The drum-head, and also the barrel, turn loosely upon a central spindle, independently
of each other, and are connected together either by the toothed gear, or by bolts. On
raising or withdrawing the connecting pinion from the toothed wheels, and then
locking the drum-head and barrel together, the capstan works with a power equal
only to that exerted by the men at the capstan-bars, as an ordinary capstan ; but on
lowering the pinion into gear with the wheel work, and withdrawing the bolts which
locked the drum-head to the barrel, the power exerted by the men becomes increased in

proportion to the diameter and nximber of teeth in the wheel and pinions.

Fig. 422 is the external appearance of this capstan. Fig. 421 a horizontal view of
the toothed gear at the top of the barrel. The barrel, with the whelps a a, turn
loosely upon a vertical spindle fixed into the deck of the vessel.

The drum-head b also turns loosely upon the same spindle.

The circular frame cc, in fig. 421, in which the axes of the
toothed wheels ddd are mounted, is fixed to the central spindle.

The rim eee, with internal teeth, is made fast to the top of the
barrel, and the pinion /, which slides upon the spindle, is con-

nected to the drum-head.
When it is intended to work the capstan with ordinary

power, the pinion/is raised up into the recess of the drimi-head,

by means of a screw g, fig. 422, which throws it out of gear with
the toothed wheels, and it is then locked up by a pin z : the

bolts h h are now introduced, for the purpose of fastening the

drum-head and barrel together, when it becomes an ordinary

capstan.

But when it is required that the same number of men shall

exert a greater power, the bolts h are withdrawn, and the

pinion/ lowered into gear with the toothed wheels. The rota-

tion of the drum-head, then carrying the pinion round, causes it

to drive the toothed wheels ddd; and these working into the
toothed rim e e, attached to the barrel, cause the barrel to revolve
with an increasing power.

Thus, under particular circumstances, a smaller number of
men at the capstan or windlass (which is to be constructed upon f"
the same principle) will be enabled to haul in the cable and
anchor, or warp off the vessel, which is an important object to be effected.

In 1819, Captain Philips obtained a patent for certain improvements in capstans, a
part of which invention is precisely the same as this in principle, though slightly varied
in its adaptation.

James Brown, ship-rigger, in his capstan, patented in 1833, instead of applying the
moving power by handspikes, having fixed two rims
of teeth round the top of the capstan, acts upon
them by a rotatory worm, or pinions tm-ned by a
winch.

Fig. 423 is an elevation of this capstan, and^^.
424 is a horizontal top view, a is an upright shaft,

fixed firmly to the deck, serving as an axle round
which the body of the capstan revolves. A frame c,

fixed to the top of a stationary shaft a, above
the body of the capstan, carries the driving appa-

ratus.

The upper part of the body of the capstan has a
ring of oblique teeth d, formed round its edge ; and I" I

above this, on the top of the capstan, is a ring of bevel teeth e. A horizontal shaft

/, mounted in the top frame c, has a worm or endless screw, which takes into the
teeth of the ring d ; and a short axle g, having its bearings in the central shaft a,

and in the frame c, carries a bevel pinion, which takes into the bevel teeth of the
ring e.

The bearings of the shaft /, in the top frame, are in long slots, with angular
returns, something like the fastening of a bayonet, which is for the purpose of
enabling the shaft to be readily lifted in and out of gear with the teeth of the ring
d ; the outer bearing of the axle g of the bevel pinion is also supported in the
frame c, in a similar way, in order to put it in and out of gear with the teeth of the
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bevel ring e, A mode of shifting these is essential ; because the two toothed rings,

and their driving worm and pinion, give different speeds, and, of course, cannot bo

both in operation at the same time.

The worm of the shaft / being placed in gear with the teeth of the ring g, on

applying rotatory power thereto, by means of winches

attached to the ends of the shaft, the barrel or body of

the capstan will be made to revolve with a slow motion,

but with great power ; and thus two men at the winches

will do the same work as many men with capstan bars

in the ordinary way.
If a quicker movement than that of the endless screw is

desired, then the driving power may be applied by a winch
to the axle g of the bevel pinion, that pinion being put into

gear with the bevel ring e, and the endless screw with-

drawn. It should, however, be here remarked, that the

patentee proposes to employ two short axles g, placed opposite to each other, with
bevel pinions acting in the bevel-toothed ring, though only one is shown in the

figure to avoid confusion. He also contemplates a modification of the same con-

trivance, in which foiu" short angles g, placed at right angles, with pinions taking

into a bevel ring, may be employed, and made effective in giving rotatory motion to

the barrel of a capstan by means of winches applied to the outer ends of the axle,

and turned by the labour of four men.
CAPVT JMCOKTWIffl. A term employed by the alchemists to express the resi-

duum of distillation or sublimation, the volatile portions having been driven off,

CABAJUKA. A red dye stuff: see Chica, Eed.
CAS&AMESIi. Burnt or dried sugar, used for colouring spirits and gravies. It is a

black, porous, shining substance, soluble in water, to which it imparts a fine dark
brown colour. The French are in the habit of dissolving the sugar, after it has been
exposed for some time to a temperature sufficiently high to produce the proper coloiir,

in lime-water : this is sold under the name of ' colouring.'

CARAPA OZI.. See Cbab Oil.

CARAT, The term carat is said to be derived from the name of a bean, the pro-

duce of a species of Erythrina, a native of the district of Shangallas in Africa, a famous
gold-dust mart. The tree is called huara, a word signifying ' sun ' in the language of

the country, because it bears flowers and fruit of a flame-colour. As the dry seeds

of this pod are always of nearly uniform weight, the savages have used them from
time immemorial to weigh gold. The beans were transported into India at an
ancient period, and have been long employed there for weighing diamonds. The
carat of the civilized world is, however, an imaginary weight, consisting of four nominal
grains, a little lighter than four grains troy {poids de marc). It requires 74 carat

grains and Jgtli to equipoise 72 of the other. The diamond carat, though containing

4 diamond grains, is equal to only 3g- grains Troy.

It is stated that the karat, a weight used in Mecca, was borrowed from the Greeks,

and was equal to the 24th of a denarius or denier. The Encyclopedists thus explain

the carat

:

—
' The weight that expresses the fineness of gold. The whole mass of

gold is divided into 24 parts, and as many 24th parts as it contains of pure gold it is

called gold of so many carats. Thus gold of twenty-two parts of pure metal is gold

of twenty-two carats. The carat of Great Britain is divided into four grains
;
among

the Germans into 12 parts ; and among the French into 32.' Among assayers, even
in this country, the German division of the carat is becoming common.
CARAWAV SEEDS. The fruits, commonly called seeds, of the Carum Cand,

an umbelliferous plant. They are used for flavouring cordials. The oil of Caraway
is employed to correct, by its aromatic properties, the nauseating and griping qualities

of some medicines.

CARBAnxzc ACID. The combination of gaseous ammonia with carbonic-acid

gas produces a white substance formerly called anhydrous carbonate of ammonia, but

now recognised as a salt of carbamic acid. This carbamate of ammonia readily

combines with water, and passes into normal carbonate of ammonia.
CARBABXIDE. A white crystalline powder obtained by the action of gaseous

ammonia on phosgene gas, or oxychlorido of carbon.

CABBAZOTZC ACID. See PiCEiC AciD.

CARBIDES. A term synonymous with carburets. Thus, cast-iron being a

combination of iron and carbon may be called a carbide or carburet of iron. In like

manner the hydrocarbons are sometimes termed carbides of hydrogen.

CARBO-HTTDRATES. Organic compounds containing carbon and the elements

of water ; such as starch and cellulose,

CARBO-HYDRIDE, commonly Hydrocarbon, A term used to denote those
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bodies which consist of carbon and hydrogen only. The number of hydrocarbons
now known is very great, and the list is increasing every day. They were formerly little

understood, but so much has now been done that the anomalies and difficulties

attending their history are rapidly disappearing. Although the number of individual

bodies is very considerable, they are derived from a few great families. The principal

are the following :

—

Homologues of defiant gas.

„ Methyle.

„ Marsh gas.

„ Benzole.

„ Naphthaline.

Isomers of Turpentine.

The other families which yield hydrocarbon derivatives are less important than the

above, and will not bo noticed here.

It is curious that the destructive distillation of organic matters is, of all operations,

the most fruitful source of these bodies. Coal yields a great number, the nature

varying with the temperature. When ordinary coals are distilled at very high tem-
peratures, as in the production of gas, hydrocarbons belonging to the first foiir

families are produced, and also a considerable quantity of naphthaline ; but when, on

the other hand, they are distilled at as low a heat as is compatible with their thorough
decomposition, they yield fluid hydrocarbons, principally belonging to the first two
classes, accompanied, however, by a considerable quantity of paraffine. The homo-
logues of olefiant gas have acquired extreme interest, owing to the brilliant results

obtained by MM. Berthelot, and De Luca, by Cahours, and Hofmann in the study
of their derivatives. The homologues of methyle have attracted considerable atten-

tion, in consequence of the successful isolation, by MM. Frankland and Kolbe, of

the singular group of hydrocarbons known as the organic radicals, and which, until

then, were regarded as hypothetical bodies, existing only in combination.

The hydrocarbons homologous with benzole not only exist in considerable quantity

in ordinary coal naphtha, but are produced in a great variety of interesting reactions.

Those contained in the following Table will show this :

—

Table of the Physical Properties of the Benzole Series.

Name FonnuUe Boiling
point

Specific

gravity
Specific gravity of

vapour

Experiment Theory

Benzole C12H6 (c« K" ) 176 0-850 2-77 2-699

Toluole . C"H« (C ) 230 0-870 3-26 3-183

Xylole . C'«H:'» (C^ H'") 269 3-668

Cumole 298 3-96 4-150

Cymole C-oW* (C'H''') 347 0-861 4-65 4-636

Benzole has already been sufficiently described, and will not, therefore, bo further

alluded to. All these hydrocarbons yield a great number of derivatives when
treated with various reagents. By first treating them with strong nitric acid, so

as to obtain nitro-compounds, that is to say, the original substance in which an
equivalent of hydrogen is replaced by hyponitric acid NO* (H'O*), strongly odorous

oils are produced. When treated with sulphide of ammonium or protacetate of iron,

these oils become reduced, and yield a very interesting series of volatile organic

bases or alkaloids ; these are aniline, toluidine, xylidine, cumidine, and cymidine.

Mr. Barlow has shown that special precautions are necessary in converting cymole
into nitrocymole, preparatory to the formation of the alkaloid cymidine. Cymole is

acted on too violently by nitric acid to allow of the nitro-compound being formed,

unless the precaution is taken of cooling the acid and hydrocarbon, by means of a
freezing mixture, before allowing them to react on each other. The nitro-compound,

when well formed, may be reduced in the ordinary manner. These alkalis have
of late years acquired special importance in consequence of the valuable dyes that

Mr. Perkins has succeeded in producing from them. See Anxline.
Paraffine is a solid hydrocarbon of great interest ; it is found both in wood and

coal tar. When coal is distilled for the piu-pose of producing gas, the temperature is

so high as to be unfavourable for its production, and consequently mere traces only
are found in ordinary coal-tar. But if any kind of coal be distilled at the lowest
possible temperature, not only is the resulting naphtha of much lower density than
that prodiiced in the ordinary manner, but considerable quantities of paraffine are
found in the distillate. The last-mentioned substance is every day becoming mora
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important, in consequence of the valuable illuminating properties that have been
found to belong to it. Colourless, inodorous, hard at all moderate temperatures, it

forms the most elegant material for candles yet discovered. See Paeafpine.
Modern researches have shown that the hydrocarbons generally are formed on one

type—viz., hydrogen. Assuming hydrogen in the free state to be a double molecule,

HH, the hycfpocarbons are formed by the substitution of one or two equivalents of a
positive or negative radical for one or two of the equivalents of hydrogen ; thus

Q2TT3
methyle, the formula of which (for four volumes) is qjjjs, or C'H°, is hydrogen in

which both equivalents are replaced by methyle. Olefiant gas is hydrogen in which
one equivalent is replaced by the negative radical acetyle, or vinyle, and so on.

There is one large class of hydrocarbons the rational formulae for which are not
known, and which will probably remain in this condition for some time. We allude

to the numerous essential oils isomeric with oil of turpentine. Many of these have
almost the same boiling point and precisely the same vapour-density as their type

;

but in odour, fluidity, density in the liquid state, and various other minor points,

are essentially diflferent. The following Table exhibits some of their physical pro-

perties :

—

Table of the Physical Properties of some Isomers of Oil of Turpentine.

Specific

Name Formulae
Boiling
point

Specific

gravity

gravity of

vapour by
experi-

ment

Oil of turpentine C20HI6
o

322 0-864 4-764

,, athamantha C20HI6 32o'4 0-843

,, bergamot (CIOH'6) 361-4 0-869

„ birch tar (C'"H"?) 313-0 0-847 5-28

Caoutchine .... 338-0 0-842 4-46

Oil of carui, or caruene C20H16 (C'OH'") 343-4

,, lemon .... (C'°H") 343-4 0-8514 4-87

„ copaiva .... 473-0 0-878

„ cubebs .... (C'°H'«) 490-0 0-929

,, elemi .... C20J[16 (C'»H'«) 345-2 0-849

,, juniper .... C20H16 (C>»H'«) 320-0

Terebric oil accompanying oil of

gaultheria .... C20HI6 (C'»H'«) 320-0 4-92

Terebric oil in clove oil (Ci"H'«) 483-8 0-9016

,, ,, pepper C20J£16 (CioH><>) 332-0 0-864 4-73

„ ,, balsam of tolu C-'H'" (C'"H>«) 320-0 0-837

„ ,, oil of valerian C20JJ16 (CiOH'«) 320-0 4-60

An inspection of the above Table will show that while, beyond doubt, a great

number of essential oils are truly isomeric with turpentine, there are some the con-

stitution of which is by no means well established.

The above account of some of the more prominent hydrocarbons is necessarily

brief and imperfect; partly because the limits of this work preclude the possibility of

entering minutely into the details of their history, and partly because many of them
are described at greater length in other articles, especially under Naphtha.—C.G-W.
CARBinrOK. A synonym of methyl-alcohol or wood-spirit.

CARBO^tXC ACXS, Pkenic Acid, Phenol, Phenylio Alcohol, or Hydrate of
Phenyl, C'-H^O^ (C^H'^O).— The less volatile portion of the fluids produced by
distillation of coal-tar contain considerable quantities of this substance. It may be

extracted by agitation of the coal-oils (boiling between 300° and 400° F.) with an

alkaline solution. The latter, separated from the undissolved portion, contains the

carbolic acid in the state of carbolate of the alkali. On addition of a mineral acid,

the phenol is liberated, and rises to the surface in the form of an oil. To obtain it

dry, recourse must be had to digestion with chloride of calcium, followed by a new
rectification. If required pure, only that portion must be received which boils at

370°. If, instead of extracting the carbolic acid from coal-products boiling between

300° and 400°, a portion be selected distilling between 400° and 428°, and the same

treatment as before be adopted, the acid which passes over between 347° and 349°

will consist, not of carbolic acid, but of its homologue, cresylic acid C^H^O- (CH'^O).

Commercial carbolic acid is generally very impure. Some specimens do not contain
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more than 50 per cent, of acids soluble in strong solution of potasli. The insoluble

portion contains naphthaline, fluid hydrocarbons, and small portions of chinolino and

lepidine. Carbolic acid, when very pure and dry, is quite solid and colourless. The

crystals often remain solid up to 95°, but a trace of water renders them fluid. Its

specific gravity is 1"065. Carbolic acid, when mixed with lime and exposed to the air,

yields rosolic acid. The lime acquires a rich red colour, during the formation of the

acid. No means of dyeing reds permanently with this substance have yet been made
known. Unfortunately, the red tint appears to require an excess of base to enable it

to exist, consequently the carbonic acid of the air destroys the colour {Br. Anrjus

Smith), I find that homologues of carbolic acid exist which boil at a temperature

beyond the range of the mercurial thermometer, and that all the acids above carbolic

acid afford rosolic acid, or homologues of it, when treated with lime. Creosote of

commerce appears to consist of a mixture of carbolic and cresylic acids. If only that

portion be received which distils at the temperature given by Eeichenbach as the

boiling point of creosote, it will, if prepared from coal-oil, consist almost entirely of

cresylic acid ( Williamson and Fairlie). A splinter ofdeal wood, if dipped first in carbolic

acid and then in moderately strong nitric acid, acquires a blue tint. For a comparison

of the properties of Creosote and Carbolic Acid, see Creosote.—C. G. W.
More than five-and-twenty years ago, Laurent extracted carbolic acid from coal-tar

by fractional distillation, as described above ; the products of distillation were treated

with caustic potash and the alkaline solution then neutralised by an acid so as to

liberate the carbolic acid. This process was modified in 1847 by Mansfield, and in

1866 by Babceuf ; these chemists substituted caustic soda for the potash, and worked
upon all the light oils, instead of confining themselves to a portion only, as Laurent

had previously done. Still the acid obtained by these methods was very impure, and
it remained for the late Dr. F. Crace-Calvert to introduce successive improvements into

the manufacture until he finally obtained a pure product. In 1859 Calvert proposed to

work upon the impure benzines or naphthas of commerce ; these he treated with weak
alkaline solutions, and thus obtained a product which was rich in carbolic acid

—

containing as much as 60 per cent.—and capable of yielding a great part of this acid

on distillation. By further modifications of his process, he succeeded in obtaining a

pure hydrate of carbolic acid (mono-hydrate of phenol) of the composition C'^H'O^

HO [2 (C^H^O) H^O]. The tarry and sulphurous odours, which clung to the earliey

forms of carbolic acid, and were so prejudicial to its use for many purposes, have been
entirely removed in some of Calvert's later preparations. In addition to the ordinary

form of the acid, Messrs. Calvert and Co. now prepare carbolic-acid powder and
carbolic-acid soap.

On an industrial scale, carbolic acid, or phenol, was first produced by the late Dr.

Ernest Sell, a German chemical manufacturer, distinguished for his scientific attain-

ments and predilections. Dr. Sell introduced the use of phenol as a substitute for the

ever-varying creosote. The claims to chemical individuality of the latter substance,

notwithstanding numerous investigations to which it has been submitted, arc by no
moans finally established; many chemists, in fact, considering creosote as a mixture

of phenol with larger or smaller quantities of its homologues, cresol and phlorol.

The manufactiu-e of coal-tar-derived creosote was extensively carried on by Dr. Sell

in his factory at Oflfenbach-on-the-Main ; and Dr. Hofmann saw, nearly twenty years

ago, at that factory, hundredweights of phenol as white and beautifully crystallised

as the specimens exhibited in London in 1862.

Of late years, carbolic acid has obtained extensive application as an antiseptic and
disinfectant. Its volatility gives it the advantage of being very rapidly difiiised

through an infected atmosphere. During the cattle-plague it was employed with
great success by Mr. Crookes. Carbolic acid is also used in surgery for dressing

offensive wounds, and as an application in certain forms of sldn-disoase. But the

most interesting use of phenol is to be found in the manufacture of certain dye-stuffs

from this acid and its derivatives. The following are the more important of these
carbolic-acid dyes :

—

Yellow Dtes: Picric acid, Carbazotic acid, or Trinitrophenylic acid. Though
originally discovered by Welter, the composition of this body was not properly
understood until Laurent examined it in 1841. It is obtained by the action of nitric

acid on carbolic acid, or on phenyl-sulphato of soda. As far back as 1847, it was
used for dyeing by Messrs. Guinon, of Lyons. It is employed for imparting a yellow
colour to silk and wool ; and also as a green dye when associated with indigo and blue
colouring matters. Picrate of soda has been substituted for the pure acid, but this

salt is dangerously explosive. See Picric Acid.

Aurinat Yellow Coralline. In 1861 Kolbe and Schmidt first obtained this compound
by heating carbolic acid with oxalic acid and concentrated suljjhuric acid. Commercial
aurin is a brittle resinous substance, having the colour and lustre of cantharides, and
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yielding a red powder. The colouring principle has been isolated in a pure form, and
carefully studied by Messrs. Dale and Schorlemmer.' Aurin is used for giving a very
fine orange-yellow colour to silks and albuminized cotton.

Eed Dyes : Faonin, or Bed Coralline. By heating aurin with aqueous ammonia
to about 140° or 160° C. (284° or 302° F.), a new colouring agent is obtained, which
dyes wool and silk with a redder colour than can be obtained from aurin. This
beautiful scarlet dye, known as pseonin, was discovered in 1860 by M. Persoz, jun.,

and its manufacture has been perfected by Messrs. Grunon, Mamas, and- Bonnet, of

Lyons.

It is believed that coralline is very closely related to, if not identical with, the

rosolic acid originally obtained from coal-tar by Eunge, and readily prepared by the

oxidation of phenol.

Brown Dyes : Picramic acid. This was obtained by Wohler by acting on picric

acid with proto-sulphate of iron, neutralising the product with caustic baryta, and
finally removing the baryta by sulphuric acid. Picramic acid is a deep brown
substance, used for dyeing silk.

Phenicienne or Phenyl brown. Eoth discovered this substance in 1863, by acting on
carbolic acid with nitro-sulphiu:ic acid. The product is an amorphous brown powder,

said to be a mixture of two distinct substances—the one yellow, and the other

blackish-brown. A variety of shades, from a deep red to a golden buff, may be given

to wool and silk by means of picramic acid.

Soluble Garnet \Grenat soluble). This is the isopurpurate of potash, obtained by
acting with cyanide of potassium on a solution of picric acid. It has been introduced

as a dye-stuff by M. J. Casthelaz. As it is explosive when dry, it should be kept as a
paste and moistened with glycerine.

Blue Dye : Azuline, Azurine, Phenol-blue or pheni/l-blue. By heating coralline,

or rosolic acid, with aniline, and treating the product with sulphuric acid, a blue

colouring-matter is obtained in the form of a reddish substance exhibiting golden

tints. This is the dye known as Azuline.

Gteebn Dye : Viridine. A green dye has been obtained by Messrs. Grunon, Mamas,
and Bonnet, by acting on rosolic acid with aniline and benzoic acid.

CAHSON. {Symbol, C; Atomic weight, 6). Carbon exists in a considerable

variety of forms, most of which are so unlike each other, that it is not smprising the

older chemists should have believed them to be compounds.
Diamond The purest variety of carbon is the diamond. This gem crystallises in

the regular octahedron and derived forms. The diamond does not owe its hardness

and brilliancy solely to its purity, for many specimens of graphite consist of carbon as

free from admixture as the best diamonds. The density of graphite and of diamond,

however, is very different ; for while the former seldom exceeds 2'45, and is often

much lower, the diamond is very constant, generally ranging between 3'51 and 3'55.

Diamonds, if they are perfectly transparent, leave no residue when burnt in oxygen
gas. If not clear, they yield from 0'05 to 0'20 of ash, consisting chiefly of peroxide

of iron, but also containing traces of silica. The refractive power of diamonds is

as high as 2'439. Sir Isaac Newton, observing that oily or inflammable bodies gene-

rally possessed the greatest refractive powers, inferred from the high index of refrac-

tion of the diamond, that it was ' an unctuous body congealed.' This idea will

appear the more happy, when it is considered that the ashes of the diamond exhibit a

structure resembling that of vegetable parenchyma.

In freedom from ashes, certain graphites nearly approach the diamond, some
natural varieties not yielding more than 0-33 per cent. See DiAMo>rD.

Graphite.—This kind of carbon is found in many parts of the world, and in dif-

ferent degrees of purity : it is also formed artificially. Some native varieties are

exceedingly soft, of a black or greyish tint, metallic lustre, and, in consequence of

making a streak on paper, of various degrees of blackness, according to the mode of

preparation and other circumstances, are invaluable for the manufacture of artists'

pencils, and are hence called ' Black Lead.'

A very hard graphite is found lining the retorts in which coal-gas is made : it is,

when cut into plates or rods, used in galvanic arrangements, either for the poles or

for the inactive elements of batteries. See Graphite and Plumbago.
A very dense form of carbon, having high electric conductivity, and sometimes used

for the negative element in Bunsen's battery, may be obtained by heating to redness

an intimate mixture of finely-divided coke and coal in the proportions of two parts of

the former to one of the latter ; this mixture having been ignited in an iron mould,

is dipped several times in treacle, and again strongly heated. A hard compact substance

is thus obtained, capable of being sawn to any required shape.

' ' Jomnal of the Chemical Society,' [2] xi. 1873, p. 434.
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CoJce.—This variety of carbon is produced by the ignition of pit-coal. The largest

quantities are produced in the manufacture of soal-gas. It of course varies greatly

in quality with the coal from which it is procured. The density of coke varies not

only with the quality of the coal, but also with the greater or less rapidity of the

firing and the duration of the operation. See Coke.
Anthracite is a very dense natural variety of carbon, its specific gravity varying from

1'390 to 1'7. It differs considerably in quality, some kinds being almost as free from
extraneous matters as graphite, while others approach nearer to the nature of coals.

Thus the hydrogen in anthracite oscillates between 1 '0 and 4'0 jjor cent. Some varieties

of coal have only 4'5 to 5'0 per cent, of hydrogen, thus approximating to those anthracites

which have high hydrogens. See Axtheacitu and Coal
Charcoal.—There are several varieties of charcoal : among tliem may be mentioned

those from wood, bones, and the peculiar substance found between the layers of

certain pit coals, and known as ' mineral charcoal.' Ordinary charcoal from wood
contains many substances besides carbon, among which may be mentioned oxygen,

hydrogen, traces of nitrogen, and ashes.

Bone-charcoal contains a large quantity of earthy phosphates and carbonates,

besides other matters. See Chaecoai..

For a description of the method of preparing the variety of carbon known as

Lamp-Black, see Lamp-Black.
The description of the charcoal best adapted for pyrotechnic purposes will be found

under the head Gunpowder.
Carbon combines with several elements, forming in general well-marked and highly

important substances. Several of these compounds will be found described under
the heads Cabbonic Acid, Cabbok Bisulphide, Hydbocarbon, &c.
CARBOXr, BISXr^PHIDE OF, or CARBOXT BXSVIiPHZDE (formerly

Carburet of Sidphur ov Sulphuret of Carbon, also called by the elder chemists I ho

Alcohol of Sulphur). A limpid, volatile, colourless, highly refractive liquid, possessing

a penetrating foetid smell and an acrid burning taste. Its specific gravity is 1-27 ; its

formula is CS^.

Bisulphide of carbon may be prepared by distilling, in a porcelain retort, pyrites,

the bisulphide (bisulphuret) of iron, with a fourth of its weight of well-dried char-

coal, both in a state of fine powder and intimately mixed. The vapour from tlio

retort is conducted to the bottom of a bottle filled with cold water to condense it.

The method now usually employed for preparing bisulphide of carbon consists in

passing the vapour of sulphur over charcoal or coke heated to redness. In Peroucel's

apparatus, a large cylindrical fire-clay retort, set vertically, is filled with pieces of

coke, and strongly heated. Sulphur is then introduced through a special tubulure,

and the vapour, formed by volatilisation of the sulphur, combines with the heated

carbon. The vapours of bisulphide of carbon thus formed are conducted first into a
receiver, where a portion condenses, and then through a worm in a condensing appa-
ratus, where the remainder is liquefied.

The crude bisulphide of carbon thus obtained may be purified by re-distillation

over either zinc or bichloride of mercury (corrosive sublimate).

The bisulphide of carbon is insoluble in water, but it is soluble in alcohol. It

dissolves sulphur, phosphorus, and iodine. The solution of phosphorus in this liquid

has been employed for electrotyping very delicate objects, such as grasses, flowers,

feathers, &c. Any of these are dipped into the solution : by a short exposure in the

air the bisulphide of carbon evaporates and leaves a film of phosphorus on the surfaces
;

they are then dipped into nitrate of silver, by which silver is precipitated in an
exceedingly minute film, iipon which, by the electrotype process, any thickness of

silver, gold, or copper can be deposited. If a few drops of the bisulphide of carbon

are put in a solution of the cyanide of silver, from which the metal is being deposited

by the electroplating process, it covers the article quite brightly, whereas, without the

bisulphide, the precipitated metal would be dull. See Electrotype.
Bisulphide of carbon ife an excellent solvent of caoutchouc, and is therefore largely

used in the vulcanisation of India-rubber. It also dissolves fats and oils, and is

consequently employed in extracting fat from bones, shoddy, and other greasy refuse,

and in dissolving oils from seeds ; the last traces of olive oil may thus be obtained
from the compressed pulp of the olive after having yielded the greater portion of the

oil by expression. Liquid bisulphide of carbon is remarkable for its high dispersive

power, and hollpw glass prisms filled with the bisulphide are often used in optical

researches. As the liquid has never been frozen, it has been occasionally employed in

the construction of thermometers for measuring very low temperatures. Bisulphide
of carbon is highly inflammable, and the vapour, if mixed with nitric oxide, burns
with an intense light possessing strong actinic properties ; hence this light has been
employed for photographic purposes. The vapour of bisulphide of carbon is highly

Vol. I. 3 A
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poisonous, and advantage has been taken of this character to use it as a vermin-

destroyer. A small quantity of the bisulphide, enclosed in an air-tight chamber with

grain infested with weevils will destroy the insects and their larvse. It is curious that

the vapour of bisulphide of carbon passed over wood undergoing destructive distillation,

alters the character of the carbonaceous residue, and produces a material having high

conducting powers for heat and electricity, and extremely sonorous when struck.

CARBOITADO. A massive variety of diamond, found in small black pebbles in

Brazil, and used for polishing hard stones.

CAZtBOSTATES. By this term is understood, in popular language, the salts

formed by the union of carbonic acid with bases. In conformity with the language of

modern chemistry, a carbonate may be defined as carbonic acid in which the hydrogen

is replaced by a metal. Thus, carbonate of potash, according to the old definition, is

a compound of carbonic acid gas {carbonic anhydride) with potash ; whilst, according

to the new definition it is merely carbonic acid (the true hydrate, not the anhydride),

in which potassium takes the place of hydrogen. See Saxts.

The carbonates are among the most valuable of the salts, whether we regard

their physical, geological, chemical, or technical interest. Were limestone and
marble the only carbonates familiarly known, they would be sufficient to stamp this

class of salts as among the most important. The carbonates of lime, potash, soda,

ammonia, and lead, are articles of immense importance to the technologist, and are

prepared on a vast scale for various purposes in the arts. The carbonates of iron and
copper are among the most valued ores of those metals. Numerous processes of separa-

tion in analysis are founded on the various degrees of solubility in water and certain

reagents of the different carbonates. By taking advantage of this fact, baryta,

strontia, and lime, may be separated from magnesia and the alkalis. There are few
analytical problems which have attracted more attention than the accurate deter-

mination of the carbonic acid in the carbonates. This has partly arisen from the
frequency with which the potashes, soda-ashes, limestone, and other carbonates of

commerce, are sent to chemists for analysis. The number of instruments contrived

for the purpose is something extraordinary, especially when the simplicity and ease

of the operation is considered. Among them all, there is none more convenient or

easy to use than that of Parnell. ' It consists of a glass flask {fig. 425) of about two
ounces capacity, fitted with a sound cork, through which two tubes pass, one serving

to connect a chloride-of-calcium tube, a, while the other, will be described presently.

A small test-tube, c, is so placed in the flask, and is

of such a size, that it cannot fall down, but its con-

tents may be made to flow out by inclining the

apparatus to one side. To perform the experiment,

a weighed quantity of the carbonate is placed in

the flask, and water added up to the level seen in

the figure ; the test-tube is then filled nearly to the

top with concentrated sulphuric acid, and is care-

fully lowered into the flask ; the cork with the

tubes attached is then afl&xed, the aperture h being
closed with a small cork. The whole apparatus is

now carefully weighed ; the flask is then to be in-

clined so as to allow some of the acid to flow out,

and, when the effervescence has subsided, a little

more, and so on until no more carbonic acid is

evolved. The flask is now to be so inclined as to

cause the whole of the acid to mingle with the

aqueous fluid, and thus cause a considerable rise of

temperature ; this expels the carbonic acid from
the liquid ; but as an atmosphere of the latter gas

fills the flnsk, it must be removed and replaced by
air, as the difference in dsnsity of the two is very

considerable. For this purpose, the cork b is removed and air is sucked out of d,

until it no longer tastes of carbonic acid ; the flask is then allowed to become per-

fectly cold, and, the little cork being replaced, it is then re-weighed: the difference in

the two Wfiigliings is the amount of carbonic acid in the specimen. On drawing air

for some time through the apparatus, it begins slowly to acquire weight, arising from
the moisture in the atmosphere being absorbed by the chloride of calcium, and
although the error introduced by this means is too minute to affect ordinary expe-
riment, it must not be neglected where, from the quantity of material in the flask

being limited, or other causes, a small difference has an important bearing on the
result. In this latter case another chloride-of-calcium tube is to bo attached to the
aperture b, and the air must be drawn through by means of a suction-tube applied
at d'—C, G. W,'s Chnnical Manipulation,
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The commercial value of the carbonates of potash and socla may equally well be deter-

mined by ascertaining the quantity of dilute sulphuric acid required to neutralise them.

The following carbonates are such as find some use in the arts—or being found

native, are brought under the notice of the miner :

—

CARBOia'A.TE OF AXVUUOITXA, COBXAXEHCIAIi. Tlie sesquicarbonatc of

chemists, sal volatile, or volatile or smelling salts of the shops. Bicarbonate of

ammonia has been found in considerable quantities, forming crystalline masses, in a

bed of guano on the western coast of Patagonia.

CABBOITATE OF BARYTA. This compound occurs in nature as the mineral

Witherite, which is found in lead mines.

CARBOITATE OP CAXiCZUM, or of UKS. Carbonate of lime is found abun-

dantly in the mineral kingdom. Calcareous spar, arragonite, Iceland spar, limestone,

chalk, and marble, are carbonates of lime. Its uses are well known. Gay-Lassite is

a double carbonate of lime and soda.

CARBOirATE OF COBAX.T. See Cobalt.

CABBOXTATE OF COPPER. Malachite and aeiirite are the two carbonates

of this metal found in nature. See Copper.
CARBOITATES OF XROST. Spathic ore, is the ,most important native form

which occurs. See Iron.
,

CARBOITATE OF 3bEAS, White lead ore or cerussite is found in the lead

mines of Cornwall, Devonshire, Cumberland, and Scotland. The pigment white lead is

a carbonate of lead. See Lead.
CABBOXTATE OF IWACiJESIA. Magrnesite occwcs native, associated with ser-

pentine and other magnesian rocks. Magnesia alba of the pharmaceutists is a hydro-

carbonate.

CARBOXCATE OF nXAXTGAITESE. This salt is found in nature in rose-

coloured rhombohedra known as manganese spar, or diallogite.

CARBONATE OF TTZCKEK. A mineral called emerald iiicJccl occurs at Texas,

in Pennsylvania, and at Unst, Shetland. This is the only native carbonate of this

metal.

CARBOITATE OF POTASH. Vegetable alkali, salts of tartar, pearl-ashes,

ashes, are several names given to this salt. See Potash.
CARBOXTATE OF SXZ.VER. See Silver Ores.
CARBOXTATE OF SODA. Commonly called Soda. See Soda.
CARBOZfATE OF STROI7TXA. Occurs native as Strontianite : it is found

at Strontian in Argyleshire—hence its name ; in the Hartz and other localities.

All these and the other rarer carbonates will be describedunder their respective heads.

CARBOirzc ACXD. {Symbol, CO^ ; Atomic weight, 22). The name commonly
applied to a compound of carbon and oxygen. This gas was formerly termed fixed air,

in consequence of its occurrence in a fixed form in chalk, marble, and other solid

carbonates, from which the gas may be readily released by the action of stronger acids,

conveniently by hydrochloric or muriatic acid.

In modern chemistry carbonic acid gas is usually termed carbonic anhydride, the

name carbonic acid being restricted to the combination of the gas with water ; indeed,

the dry gas does not exhibit acid reactions. Carbonic acid gas is also known in

modern nomenclature as carbon dioxide.

Carbonic acid is destitute of colour, has a sour smell, and an acidulous pungent
taste; it imparts to moist, but not dry, litmus-paper a transient reddish tint, and
weighs, per 100 cubic inches, 47'19 grains, and percubicfoot, 815*44 grains, or little more
than 3| oz. avoirdupois. It may be condensed into the liquid state by a pressure of

40 atmospheres ; and this liquid may then be solidified by its own sudden spon-

taneous evaporation. If air contains 4 per cent, in bulk of this gas, it is rendered
unfit for respiration and combustion, animal life and burning bodies being speedily

extinguished by it. See Dr. Angus Smith's 'Air and Eain.'

Carbonic acid is constantly given oS by animals during respiration
;
and, ordi-

nary combustion consisting mainly in the combination of carbon with oxygen, this acid

is formed in enormous quantities in all our manufactories and by our ordinary fires.

Carbonic acid is, consequently, continually being poured into the air. The purity of
the atmosphere is, however, maintained by the action of the vegetable world, all

plants removing carbonic acid from the air, and, under the influence of light, decom-
posing it again into carbon, which goes to the formation of wood and other vegetable
products, and oxygen, which is given out to the atmosphere.

Notwithstanding this beautiful provision of Nature, we find carbonic acid accumu-
lating in caverns, deep wells, and long-closed cellars, rendering them dangerous. It

is the ' bad air ' and ' damp ' of the metal miner ; the ' choke damp,' ' after damp,'
and ' stythe ' of the coal miner. The last two terms are especially employed to express
the suffocating vapour which follows an explosion of ' fire-damp.' This gas, being

3 A 2
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much denser than common air, can be pumped out of any place containing it. Milk
of lime—quicklime mixed with water—may be used with advantage to purify the

air of a sunk apartment, by its affinity for, or power of absorbing this aerial acid.

In the actual condition of the atmosphere, from 4 to 6 volumes of carbonic acid

exist in every 10,000 volumes of air.

This acid gives the fresh and pleasant taste to spring-water and to all fermented

drinks. Champagne and bottled beer owe their sparkling properties to carbonic acid

gas generated by fermentation after the liquid has been bottled.

Many springs are very highly charged with this acid, and form a sparkling beverage,

as Seltzer water (Scltcrswasser) and the like. Large quantities of similar water are

made artificially in this country, and sold under the names of Soda Water, Aerated

Water, &c. See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

CARBOXriC AXTHTDRIDE.* See CAHBomc Acid.

CARBOBTXC OXISS. {8ymbol,CO ; Atomic weight, li). This gas is known in

modern chemistry as carbon monoxide or carbonous oxide. Carbonic acid is readily

deprived of half its oxygen at a red heat by charcoal and other deoxidising substances,

and so reduced to carbonic oxide.

This gas is presumed to contain two volumes of carbonic vapour and one volume
of oxygen condensed into two volumes, so that its combining measure is two volumes.

Carbonic oxide is 14 times hea^-ier than hydrogen. It is very fatal to animals, and
when inspired in a pure state almost immediately produces coma. It has never been
liquefied. It is easily kindled, and burns with a pale blue flame like that of sulphur,

combining with half its volume of oxygen, and forming carbonic acid, which retains

the original volume of the carbonic oxide. This combustion is often witnessed in a
coke or charcoal fire. The carbonic acid produced in the lower part of the fire is

converted into carbonic oxide as it passes up through the hot embers, and afterwards

burns with a pale-blue flame where it meets the air.

—

Graham.
Carbonic oxide plays an important part as a reducing agent in many metallurgical

operations.

CARBOHrXFEROTTS XiIIVIESTOZrE, or SKOUH'TAXM' XinXESTOXTE. A
sub-division of the Carboniferous System, which yields some of the finest British

marbles, such as those of Derbyshire and Bristol. The same limestone in Ireland is

also rich in marbles. Lead-ore is common in the Carboniferous Limestone of Derby-
shire, Yorkshire and Cumberland, and red hsematite in that of Ulverston and
Whitehaven ; whilst in the North of England and in Scotland the Carboniferous

Limestone series contains interstratified beds of coal ; indeed, a large part of the

workable coal of East and Mid-Lothian is referable to this series.

CARBOirXFEBOirs SVSTEnx. That geological formation which, in order of
time, succeeds the Old Red Sandstone, and is succeeded by the Pebmian System,
although in the absence of that system, they may be overlaid by rocks of still later

geological age. The carboniferous system comprehends :

—

Lower Limestone Shale : The Carboniferous or Mountain Limestone ; Yoredale
Bocks

(
Upper Limestone Shale) : and the Coal-Measures, Lower, Middle, and Upper,

CARBONT PRXNTTIN'G. See Photogeapht.
CARBITSrCltE. A term applied to the garnet when cut with a convex face

(en cahochon). This gem was much prized by the ancients, and in high repute during
the middle ages, from its supposed mysterious power of emitting light in the dark.

Bonvenuto Cellini affirms, in his treatise on jewellery, that he had seen the carbuncle

glowi^ig like a coal with its own light.

' Tlio garnet was, in part, the carbunculus of the ancients, a term probably also

applied to the spinel and oriental ruby. The Alabandic carbuncles of PUny were so

called because cut and polished at Alabanda. Hence the name Almandine now in

use. Pliny describes vessels of the capacity of a pint formed from carbuncles, ' non
claros ac plerumque sordidos ac semper fulgoris horridi,' devoid of lustre and beauty
of colour,—which probably were large common garnets.'

—

Dana.
CAZCBVRETS. Compounds of carbon, now called Carbides.

CARBURETTED HTDROGEN'. A compound of carbon and hydrogen.
Marsh-gas or fire-damp is frequently called Light Carburetted Hydrogen. See Gas-
Coax, and consult Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

CARD, CARDBOARD, called also Pasteboard, from the circumstance that
several sheets of paper are pasted together to form the board or card, which is then
subjected to a very great pressure between rollers.

A patent machine for cutting cards was invented by Mr. Dickinson. It consists of
a pair of rollers with circular revolving cutters, the edges of which are intended to

act against each other as circular shears ; and the pasteboards, in passing between
these rollers, are cut by the circular shears into cards of tlie required dimensions.
These rollers are mounted in suitable standards with proper adjustments, aild are
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made to revolve by a band and pulley connected to the axle of a crank, or by any
convenient means. Fig. 426 is a front view of this machine : a a and b b are the two
rollers, the upper one

turning upon an ex-

tended axle, bearing in

the standards, the lower

one upon pivots. These
rollers are formed by a

series of circular blocks,

between a series of cir-

cular steel cutters, which
are slidden on to iron

shafts, and held together

upon their axle by nuts

screwed up at their ends.

The accurate adjustment

of the cutters is of the

first importance to their

correct performance ; it is

therefore found necessary

to introduce spiral springs

within the blocks, in

order to press the cutters

up to their proper bear-

ings. A section of one

of the blocks is shown at

Jiff. 427, and an end view of the same a.lfig. 428, with the spiral springs inserted.

At the outer extremity of the axle of the roller a, a rigger c, is attached, whence a
band passes to a pulley d, on the crank-shaft e, to which a fly-wheel/, is afi&xed, for

tlie purpose of rendering the action uniform. Eotatory motion being given to the

crank-shnffc, the upper roller is turned, the lower roller moving at the same time by
tlie friction against the edges of the cutters.

Fig. 429 is an end view of the rollers, showing the manner in which the pasteboards

are guided and conducted between the cutters. In front of the machine a moveable
frame g, is to be placed, for the purpose of receiving the pasteboards, preparatory to

cutting them into cards, and a stop is screwed to this frame for the edge of the paste-

board to bear against, which stop is adjustable to suit different sizes. From the back
part of this frame the arm h, extends, the extremity of which acts against the periphery

of a ratchet wheel i, fixed at the end of the roller b, and hence, as the roller goes
round, the frame is made to rise and fall upon its pivots, for the purpose of guiding
the pasteboard up to the cutters ; at the same time a rod k, hanging in arms from
the sides of the standards (shown by dots in fig. 426), falling upon the pasteboard,

confines it, while the cutters take hold, and racks, corresponding with the indentations

of the rollers, are placed as at 1 1, by means of which the cards, when cut, are pushed
out of the grooves.

As various widths of card will require to be cut by this machine, the patentee pro-

posed to have several pairs of rollers ready adjusted to act together, when mounted in

tlie standards, in preference to shifting the circular cutters, and introducing blocks of

greater or less width.

The second part of the invention is a machine for pasting the papers, and pressing

the sheets together to make pasteboard. This machine consists of several reels on

which the paper is to be wound, along with a paste trough, and rotatory brushes.

Damped paper is to be wound upon two reels, and conducted from thence over two
other reels. Two fluted rollers revolving in the paste-trough supply paste to two
circular brushes

;
by these brushes the papers are to be pasted on one side, and then

pressed together by rollers to make the pasteboard ; after this, the pasteboard is

drawn on to a table, and it remains there until sufficiently dry to be wound upon
other rollers, by which it is subjected to the necessary pressure. Cards are glazed or

enamelled by the use of porcelain-clay, white lead, and subnitrate of bismuth.

CARDS {Cardcs,'FT.; Karden, Ger.) are instruments which serve to disentangle

the fibres of wool, cotton, or other analogous bodies, to arrange them in an orderly lap

of fleece, and thereby prepare them for being spun into uniform threads. The fine-

ness and the levelness of the yarn, as well as the beauty of the cloth into which it

enters, depend as much on the regularity and perfection of the carding, as upon any
subsequent operations of the factory. Tlie quality of the carding depends more upon
that of the cards than upon any attention or skill in the operative, since it is now
nearly an automatic process, conducted by young women called card-tenters.
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Cards are formed of a slieet or lillet of leather pierced -vrith a multitude of small
holes, in which are implanted small staples of wire 'with bent projecting ends called

teeth. Thus every piece of wire is double toothed. The leather is afterwards applied

to a flat or cylindrical surface of wood or metal, and the co-operation of two or more
such surfaces constitute a card. The teeth of cards are made thicker or slenderer,

according as the filaments to be carded are coarser or finer, stiffer or more pliant,

more valuable or cheaper. It is obviously of great impoitanee that the teeth should
be all alike, equably distributed, and equally inclined over the surface of the leather,

a degree of precision which is scarcely possible with handwork. To judge of the

difficulty of this manipulation, we need only inspect the annexed figures, 430, 431. The
wire must first be bent at right angles in c and d.fig. 432, then each branch must receive

a second bend at a and 6 at a determinate obtuse angle, invariable for each system of

cards. It is indispensable that the two angles cae and d hf be mathematically equal,

not only as to the twin teeth of one staple, but through the whole series : for it is easy
to see that if one of the teeth be more or less sloped than its fellow, it -will lay hold of

more or less wool than it, and render the carding irregular. But though the perfect

regularity of the teeth be important, it is not the sole condition towards making a good
card. It must be al^ways kept in view that these teeth are to be implanted by piirs

in a piece of leather, and kept in by the cross part c d. The leather must therefore

be pierced with twin holes at the distance c d : and pierced in such a manner that the

slope of the holes, in reference to the plane of the leather, be invariably the same ; for

ot^jerwise the length of the teeth would vary with this angle of inclination, and the

card would be irregular.

A third condition essential towards producing perfect regularity, is that the leather

ougnt to be of the same thickness throughout its whole surface, otherwise the teeth,

though of the same length and fixed at the same angle, would be rendered unequal by
the different thicknesses of the leather, and the operation of carding would be in

430 432 431

consequence extremely defective. Fiff. 430 sho^ws the card-teeth acting against each
other, as indicated bythe arrows in two opposite directions

; infy. 431 theywork one way.
Of late years very complex but complete and well-acting machines have been con-

structed for splitting the leather or equalising it by sha^ring, for bending and cutting

the wires, a'nd implanting them in the leather, into holes pierced with perfect regu-

larity. Card machines which fashion the teeth with great precision and rapidity, and
pierce the leather, have been for a considerable time in use at Halifax, in Yorkshire, a

town famous for the excellence of its card-cloth, as also Leeds, Glasgow, and several

other places. The wires and the leather thus prepared are given out by the manufac-
turer to women and children, who put them together.

The simplest machine for equalising the leather which can be employed, is that of

^LM, Scrive of Lille, where the leather is dra'wn forwards by a roller over a solid

horizontal table, or bed, and passed under a nicely adjusted vertical blade, which
shaves it by a scraping motion to a perfectly uniform thickness. About one-half the

weight ofthe leather is lost in this process and in the subsequent squaring and trimming,

A machine for making cards, invented by a 3Ir. Ellis of the United States, for

which .1 first patent was obtained in this cotmtry by Joseph Cheeseborough Dyer, Esq.,

of IManchester, in 1811, and a second and third -with further improvements in 1814
and 1824, is one of the most elegant automatons ever applied to productive industry.

It is, however, necessarily so complicated with different mechanisms as to render its

representation impracticable in such engra^vings as are compatible with the scope of

this Dictionary. The following general description of its constituent parts must there-

fore suffice :

—

The first thing to be done after having, as above, prepared the long sheets or fillets

of leather of suitable length, breadth, and thickness, for making the cards, is to stretch

the leather, and hold it firmly ; which is accomplished by winding the fillet of leather

upon the roller or drum, like the warp-roller of a loom, and then conducting it up-

wards, between guide rollers, to a receiving or work roller at the top of the machine,

where the fillet is held fast by a cramp, by which means the leather is kept stretched.

Secondly, the holes are pierced in the l&ither to receive the wire staples or teeth oi
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the card, by means of a sliding fork, tho points of which aro presented to the face of

the leather ; while the fork is made to advance and recede continually, by tho agency

of levers worked by rotatory cams upon a revolving main shaft.

The points of the fork being thus made to penetrate into the leather, the holes for

receiving the staples aro pierced, at regular distances and in correct order, by shifting

tho leather fillet so as to bring different parts of its surface opposite to the points of

the sliding fork. This is done by cams, or indented wheels and gear, which shift

tlie guide-rollers and confining drums laterally, as they revolve and consequently

move the fillet of leather at intervals a short distance, so as to present to the points

of the fork or piercers at every movement, a different part of the surface of the leather.

Thirdly, the wire of which the teeth or points of the card are to be made, is supplied

from a coil on the side of the machine, and is brought forward at intervals, by a

pair of sliding pincers, which are slidden to and fro through the agency of levers

actuated by rotatory cams upon the main shaft. Tho pincers having advanced a

distance equal to the length of wire intended to form one staple, or two points, this

length of wire is pressed upon exactly in the middle by a square piece of steel, and
being there confined, a cutter is brought forward, which cuts it off from that part of

the vrire held in the pincers.

Tho length of wire thus separated and confined is now, by a movement of the

machine, bent up along the sides of the square steel holder, and shaped to three edges

of the square, that is, formed as a staple ; and in the same way, by the continued

movements of the machine, a succession of pieces of wire are cut off, and bent into

staples for making the teeth of the card as long as the mechanism is kept in action.

Fourthly, the wire staple thus formed is hold with its points or ends outwards,

closely contiguous to the forked piercer described above, and by another movement of

tho mechanism the staple is protruded forward, its end entering in tho two holes made
previously in the leather by sliding of the fork.

While the wire staple is being thus introduced into the leather, its legs or points are

to be bent, that is, formed with a knee or angle, which is the fifth object to be effected.

This is done by means of a small apparatus consisting of a bar or bed, which bears up
against the under side of tho wire staple when it has been passed half-way into the

holes in the leather, and another bar above it, which being brought down behind the

staple, bonds it 6ver the resisting bar to the angle required; that is, forms the knee in

each leg. A pusher now acts behind the staple, and drives it home into the leather,

which completes the operation.

The leather being thus conducted, and its position shifted before the piercer pro-

gressively, a succession of the above-described operations of cutting the wire, forming
the staple, passing it into the leather, and bending its legs to the angular form, produces
a sheet of card of the kind usually employed for carding or combing wool, cotton, and
other fibrous materials. It may be necessary to add, that as these wire staples are re-

quired to be set in the leathers, sometimes in lines crossing the sheet, which is called

ribbed, and at other times in oblique lines, called twilled, these variations are produced
by the positions of the notches or steps upon the edge or periphery of the cam, or
indented wheel, which shifts the guide rollers that hold the fillet or sheet of leather

as already described.

CARDS, PIiATZirG. {Cartes a jouer, Fr.
;
8pielkarten,Gev.) Playing cards

wero probably invented in tho East. In Italy cards originally bore the name of Naibi,

and they are still, in Spain and Portugal, called Naipes, signifying, in the Oriental lan-

guages, divination. Cards were first painted by hand : the art of printing cards was
discovered in Germany between 1350 and 1360. It has been stated that cards were
in iise in Spain in 1332 : in 1387, John I., King of Castile, prohibited their use. In
Prance, we find that card-playing was practised in 1361 ; and at the end of the 14th
century, we find Charles VI. amusing himself with cards during his sickness. The
figures on modern cards are of French origin, and arc said to have been invented
between 1430 and 1461.

Mr. De La Eue obtained, in February 1832, a patent for certain improvements in tho
manufacture of playing cards, which he distributed under three heads : first, printing

the pips, and also tho picture or court-cards, in oil colours by means of types or blocks
;

sceondlj'. effecting tho same in oil colours by means of lithography ; and thirdly, gilding

or silvering borders, and other parts of tho characters, by the printing process, either

by types, blocks, or lithography.

In tho ordinary mode of manufacturing playing cards, their devices are partly pro-
duced by copperplate printing, and they are filled up with water-colours by the
means called stencilling.

The patentee does not purpose any material alteration in the devices or forms upon
the cards, but only to produce them with oil colours ; and, to effect this, he follows
precisely the same mode as that practised by calico-printers.
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A set of blocks or types, properly devised, are produced for printing the different

pips of hearts, diamonds, spades, and clubs, or tliey are drawn, as other subjects, in

the usual way, upon stone. The ink, or colour, whether black or red, is to be
prepared from the best French lamp-black, or the best Chinese vermilion ground in oil,

and laid on the types and blocks, or on the stone, in the same way as printers' ink,

and the impressions taken on thick drawing-paper, by means of a suitable press,

in the ordinary manner of printing.

The picture or court-cards arc to be produced by a series of impressions in different

colours, fitting into each other exactly in the same way as in printing paper hangings,

or silks and calicoes, observing that all the colours are to be prepared with oil.

For this purpose a series of blocks or types are to be provided for each subject, and
which, when put together, will form the whole device. These blocks are to be used
separately, that is, all the yellow parts of the picture, for instance are to be printed

at one impression, then all the red parts, next all the flesh colour, then the blue

portions, and so on, finishing with the black outlines, which complete the picture.

If the same is to be done by lithography, there must be as many stones as there

are to be colours, each to print its portion only ; and the impression, or part of the

picture, given by one stone must be exactly fitted into by the impression given from
the next stone, and so on until the whole subject is complete.

A superior kind of card is supposed to be made, with gold or silver devices in

parts of the pictures, or gold or silver borders round the pips. This is to be effected

by printing the lines which are to appear as gold or silver, with gilder's size, in place

of ink or colour ; and immediately after the impression has been given, the face of

the card is to be powdered over with gold-dust, silver, or bronze, by means of a soft

cotton or wool dabber, by which the gold, silver, or bronze will be made to adhere

to the picture, and the superfluous portions of the metal will wipe off by a very slight

rubbing. Wlaen the prints are perfectly dry, the face of the card may be polished by
means of a soft brush.

If it should be desirahle to make these improved cards to resemble ivory, that may
be done by preparing the face of the paper in the first instance with a composition of

size and fine French white, and a drying oil, mixed together to about the consistence of

cream; this is to be washed over the paper, and dried before printing, and when the

cards are finished they will exactly resemble ivory.

The only thing remaining to be described, is the means by which the successive

impressions of the types, blocks, or stones forming the parts of the pictiu;es, are to

be brought exactly to join each other, so as to form a perfect whole design when com-
plete ; this is by printers called registering, and is to be effected much in the usual

way, by points in the tympan of the press, or by marks upon the stones.

The parts of the subject having been all accurately cut or drawn to fit, small holes

are to be made with a fine awl through a quire or more of the paper at once, by
placing upon the paper a gauge-plate, having marks or guide-holes, and by observing

these, the same sheet laid on several times, and always made to correspond with the

points or marks, the several parts of the picture must inevitably register, and produce

a perfect subject.

In the year ended March 31, 1873, there were 1,043,384 packs of cards manu-
fiictnred, on which the stamp duty of 3d. per pack was paid, producing 13,048?. lis.

Playing cards imported at the duty fixed April 8, 1862, at 3s. 9d. per dozen packs,

were as follows :

—

1871 1872
Dozen packs £ Dozen packs £

From Belgium 31,301 5,014 50,090 6,135

„ Other Countries 5,993 1,598 9,341 2,520

37,294 6,612 59,431 8,655

CAHUAIVIOM. The fruit of the Elcttaria Cardamomum, or the true officinal

cardamom. Cardamoms are produced naturally and by cultivation in Malabar, at

Travancore, and the western part of Soonda. The Malabar cardamoms are distin-

guished in commerce as shorts, short-longs, and long-longs. The three sorts are brought

from Bombay in chests, the slwrts fetching from 3d. to M. per lb. more than the longs.

CARIiE. A sort of hemp.
CARXiOCXt The name given by the Eussians to the isinglass obtained from

the air-bladder of the sturgeon.

CARXiSBAS TWIN'S. Large felspar crystals which are porphyritically cra-

liodied in a regularly constituted rock, as in the granite of Carlsbad in Bohemia, and

the granite of some parts of Cornwall.

CARJHCEl A substance used by confectioners for covering sweetmeats.
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CARMZXTS. CARMXXa'IC ACID. (Carmin, Pr. ; Karminstoff, Ger.) The
colouring matter of the cochineal insect. See Cochineai,.

There are several methods of preparing carmine, the following being the most

approved: Dr. Pereira speaks highly of this process. A decoction of the black

cochineal is made in water ; the residue, called carmine grounds, is used by papor-

.stainers. To the decoction is added a precipitant, usually bichloride of tin. The
decoction to which the bichloride has been added is put into a shallow vessel and
allowed to rest. Slowly a deposit takes place, which adheres to the sides ofthe vessel,

and the liquid being poured off, it is dried : this precipitate is carmine. The liquid,

when concentrated, is called Liquid rouge.

By the Old German Process, carmine is prepared by means of alum, without any other

addition. As soon as the water boils, the powdered cochineal is thrown into it, stirred

well, and then boiled for six minutes; a little ground alum is added, and the boiling is

continued for three minutes more. The vessel is removed from the fire, the liquor is

filtered, and left for three days in porcelain vessels, in the course of which time a red

matter falls down, which must be separated and dried in the shade. This is carmine,

which is sometimes previously purified by washing. The liquor, after three days more,

lets fall an inferior kind of carmine ; but the residuary colouring matter may also be

separated by the muriate of tin.

The proportions for the above processes are 580 parts of clear river water, 16 parts

of cochineal, and 1 part of alum: there is obtained from 1^ to 2 parts of carmine.

Another Carmine with Tartar.—To the boiling water the cochineal is added, and after

some time a little cream of tartar ; in eight minutes more a little alum is added, and the

boiling continued for a minute or two longer. Then take it from the fire and pour it

into glass or porcelain vessels
;
filter, and let it repose quietly till the carmine falls down.

Then decant and dry in the shade. The proportions are 8 lbs. of water, 8 oz. of cochi-

neal, i oz. of cream of tartar, and | oz. of alum ; and the product is an ounce of carmine.

The Process of Alxon or Langlois.—Boil two pails and a half of river water (30 pints),

throw into it, a little afterwards, a pound of cochineal, add a filtered solution of six

drachms of carbonate of soda and a pound of water, and let the mixture boil for half an
hour : remove the copper from the fire, and let it cool, inclining it to one side. Add
six drachms of pulverised alum, stir with a brush to quicken the solution of the salt, and
let the whole rest 20 minutes. The liquor, which has a fine scarlet colour, is to be
carefully decanted into another vessel, and there is to be put into it the whites of two
eggs well beat up with half a pound of water. Stir again with a brush. The copper
is replaced on the fire, the alumina becomes concrete, and carries down the colouring

matter with it. The copper is to be taken from the fire, and left at rest for 26 or 30
minutes, to allow the carmine to fall down. When the supernatant liquor is drawn
olf, the deposit is placed upon filter-cloth stretched upon a frame to drain. When the

carmine has the consistence of cream-cheese, it is taken from the filter with a silver or

ivory knife, and set to dry upon plates, covered with paper to screen it from dust. A
pound of cochineal gives in this way an ounce and a half of carmine.

Process of Madame Cenette of Amsterdam, -mth salt of sorrel.—Into six pails of river

water boiling hot, throw two pounds of the finest cochineal in powder ; continue the

ebullition for two hours, and then add 3 oz. of refined saltpetre, and, after a few minutes,

i oz. of salt of sorrel. In ten minutes more take the copper from the fire, and let it

settle for four hours ; then draw oflF the liquor with a siphon into flat plates, and leave

it there for tliroe weeks. Afterwards there is formed upon the surface a pretty thick

mouldiness, which is to be removed dexterously in one pellicle by a slip of whalebone.
Should the film tear and fragments of it fall down, they must be removed with the
utmost care. Decant the supernatant water with a siphon, the end of which may touch
the bottom of the vessel, because the layer of carmine is very firm. Whatever water
remains must be sucked away by a pipette. The carmine is dried in the shade and
has an extraordinary lustre.

Carmine by the Salt of Tin, or the Carmine of China.—'BoW the cochineal in river

water, adding some Koman alum ; then pass through a fine cloth to remove the cochineal,

and set the liquor aside. It become brighter on keeping. After haA-ing heated this

liquor, pour into it, drop by drop, solution of tin till the carmine be precipitated.

The proportions arc one pailful of water, 20 oz. of cochineal, and 60 grains of alum, with
a solution of tin containing 4 oz. of the metal.

To make Ordinary Carmine.—Take 1 pound of cochineal in powder ; 3 drachms
and a half of carbonate of potash ; 3 drachms of alum in powder ; 3 drachms and a
half of fish-glue.

The cochineal must be boiled along with the potash in a copper containing five pail-

fuls of water (60 pints) ; the ebullition being allayed with cold water. After boiling
a few minutes the copper must be taken from the fire, and placed on a table at such an
angle as that the liquor may bo conveniently transvased. The pounded alum is then
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thrown in, and tHe decoction is stirred : it changes colour immediately and inclines

to a more brilliant tint. At tlie end of fifteen minutes the cochineal is deposited at

the bottom, and the bath becomes as clear as if it had been filtered. It contains the

colouring matter, and probably a little alum in suspension. It is then decanted into

a copper of equal capacity, and placed OTcr the fire, adding the fish-glue dissolved

in a great deal of water, and passed through a searce. At the moment of ebullition,

the carmine is perceived to rise up to the surface of the bath, and a coagulum is

formed, like what takes place in clarifications with whites of egg. The copper must
be immediately taken from the fire, and its contents be stirred with a spatula. In the

course of fifteen or t-yenty minutes the carmine is deposited. The supernatant-

liquor is decanted, and the deposit must be drained upon a filter of fine canvas or

linen. If the operation has been well conducted, the carmine when dry crushes

readily under the fingers. AVhat remains after the precipitation of the carmine is still

much loaded with colour, and may be employed very advantageously for carminated

lakes. See Lake.
There are sold at the shops different kinds of carmine, distinguished by numbers, and

possessed of a corresponding value. The difference depends upon two causes, either

upon the proportion of alumina added in the precipitation, or of a certain quantity of

vermilion put in to dilute the colour. In the first case the shade is paler, in the

second it has not the same lustre. It is always easy to discover the proportion of the

adulteration. By availing ourselves of the property of pure carmine to dissolve in

water of ammonia, the whole foreign matter remains untouched, and we may estimate

its amount by drying the residuum.
Carmine is, according to Pelletier and Caventou, a triple compound of the colour-

ing substance and an animal matter contained in cochineal, combined with an acid

added to effect the precipitation. The most successful investigator into the colouring

matter of the cochineal has been Mr. Warren De La Eue. This chemist had the

opportunity of submitting the living insect to microscopical examination. He found

it to be covered with a white dust, which was likewise observed on the adjacent parts

of the cactus leaves on which tlie animal feeds. This dust, which he considered to be
the excrement of the animal, has, under the microscope, the appearance of white

curved cylinders of a very uniform diameter. On removing the powder with ether,

and piercing the side of the insect, a purplish-red fluid exudes, which contains red

colouring matter, in minute granules assembled round a colourless nucleus. These
groups seem to float in a colourless fluid, which appears to prove, that whatever may
be the function of the colouring matter, it has a distinct and marked form, and does

not pervade, as a mere tint, the fluid portion of the insect. To this colouring matter,

Mr. De La Eue has given the name of Caeminic Acid.

It has been shown by Schiitzenberger that the carminic acid in carmine is combined
with a nitrogenous base called tyrosine.

There are some remarkable peculiarities about the production of carmine. The shade

and character of the colour are altered by slight, very slight, differences of the tem-

perature at which it is prepared; and with every variation in the circumstance of

illumination, a change is discovered in the colour. Sir H. Davy relates the following

anecdote in illustration of this :

—

' A manufacturer of carmine, who was aware of the superiority of the French
colour, went to Lyons for the purpose of improving his process, and laargained with a

celebrated manufacturer in that city for the acquisition of his secret, for which he was
to pay 1,000^. He saw all the process, and a beautiful colour was produced, but he

found not the least difference in the French method and that which had been adopted

by himself. He appealed to his instructor, and insisted that he must have kept some-

thing concealed. The man assured him that he had not, and invited him to inspect

the process a second time. He very minutely examined the water and the materials,

which were in every respect similar to his own, and tlien, very mucli surprised, he

said: " I have both lost my money and my labour ; for the air of England does not

admit of our making good carmine."—" Stay," said the Frenchman, " don't deceive

yourself ; what kind of weather is it now ?
"—" A briglit sunny day," replied the

Englishman. "And such are the days," replied the Frenchman, " upon which I make
my colour : were I to attempt to manufacture it on a dark and cloudy day, my results

v/ould be the same as yours. Let me advise you to make your carmine on sunny

days." ' Experiments on this subject have proved that coloured precipitates which

are brilliant and beautiful when they are precipitated in bright sunsliine. are dull,

and suffer in their general character, if precipitated in an obscure apartment, or in

the dark.

To revive or hrighten Carmine.—We may brighten ordinary carmine, and obtain a

very fine and clear pigment, by dissolving it in water of ammonia. For this purpose

we leave ammonia upon carmine in the heat of the sun, till its colour is extracted.
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and tho liquor lias got a fine rod tinge. It must be then drawn off and precipitated

by acetic acid and alcoliol, next washed with alcohol, and dried. Carmine dissolved

in ammonia has been long employed by painters under the name of Idqiiid carmine.

Carmine is the finest red colour which the painter possesses. It is principally

employed in miniature painting, water colours, and to tint artificial flowers, because

it is more transparent than the other colours. This valuable pigment is often adulte-

rated with starch. Water of ammonia enables us to detect this fraud by dissolving

the pure carmine, and leaving the starchy matter, as well as most other sophisticating

substances. Such debased carmine is apt to spoil with damp.
CARXTAIiXaXTE, A hydrous chloride of potassium and magnesium, named after

Von Carnall, of the salt-mines at Stassfurt, near Magdeburg, in Prussia. The
earnallite occurs in the upper beds of these salt-deposits, known as the ' Carnallite

region.' It is also found under similar conditions at Kalusz in Galicia, and is said to

occur likewise at Maman in Persia. See Abbattm Salts.
Carnallite occurs massive or in coarsely-granular forms ; when pure it is colourless,

but in most cases it presents a reddish colour due to included six-sided plates of

micaceous iron-ore (peroxide of iron). The specific gravity of the salt is TG. It

deliquesces in the air, and dissolves freely in water. The formula of carnallite is

2MgCl + KCl-l- 12H0 (MgCl- + ICCH- 6HO=). A specimen of pure carnallite

.would therefore contain 3-1-2 per cent, of chloride of magnesium, 26'8 of chloride of

potassium, and 39 of water ; as raised from the mine, however, it generally contains

also chloride of sodium and sulphate of potash, .sometimes with organic matter and
microscopic crystals of anhydrite and quartz. The carnallite beds are so intermixed
with the other minerals that the commercial potash-salts known as carnallite contain

only 66 per cent, of carnallite, representing 17| percent, of chloride of potassium.

The mineral is associated with rock-salt, kieserite, sylvine, &c. It is largely employed
as a source of chloride of potassium, which is obtained from it by merely treating the

salt with hot water, wliereby the readily-sohible chloride of magnesium is dissolved

out. The salt is also used in the preparation of chlorine gas, and in the manufacture
of manures.

CARXrA'UBA. The name of a palm growing in Brazil, tho Corypha ccrifcra.

The fruit is edible. Candles are made from the wax which is obtained from the

loaves by melting the coating. Tho wood is very strong, and used in building.

CARNEXiXAir, or CORXrEKXAIT. {Corndine, Fr. ; Karneol, Ger. ;
Cornalina,

Ital.) A reddish variety of chalcedony, generally of a clear bright tint ; it is some-
times of a yellow or brown colour, and it passes into common chalcedony through
greyish red. Heintz, by his analysis, shows that the colour is due to peroxide of iron.

He found per cent., Peroxide of Iron 0-050
; Alumina 0 081

;
Magnesia 0'028 ; Potash

0-0043
; Soda 0-075 ; the remainder being Silica.

—

Dana.
Carnelians are the stones usually employed, when engraved, for seals. The French

give to those carnelians which have the utmost transparency and purity, the name of

Cornaline d'ancienne roche. See Agate.
<rhe late J. Forbes, Esq., long a resident in India, and with ample means of refer-

ence to the province of Guzerat, thus describes the locality of the carnelian mines :

—

' Carnelians, agates, and the beautifully variegated stones improperly called Mocha
Stones, form a valuable part of the trade at Cambay. The best agates and carnelians

are found in peculiar strata, thirty feet under the surface of the earth, in a small tract

-among the Eajepiplee hills on the banks of the Nerbudda
;
they are not to bo met

with in any other part of Guzerat, and are generally cut and polished in Cambay.
On being taken from their native bed, they are exposed to the heat of the sun for two
years : the longer they remain in that situation, the brighter and deeper will be the

colour of the stone. Fire is sometimes substituted for the solar ray, but with less

effect, as the stones frequently crack, and seldom acquire a brilliant lustre. After

having undergone this process, they are boiled for two days, and sent to manufacturers
at Cambay. The agates are of different hues ; those generally called carnelians are

dark, white, and red, in shades from the palest yellow to the deepest scarlet.

' The variegated stones with landscapes, trees, and water beautifully delineated

are found at Copper-wange, or, more properly, Cubber-punge, 'The Five Tombs,' a
place sixty miles distant.'

—

Oriental Memoirs, 2nd ed. vol. i. p. 323.

'At Neemoudra, a village of tho Eajepiplee district, and three miles east, are some
.celebrated carnelian mines. The country in tlic immediate -vicinity of the mines is but
little cultivated; and on account of the jungles, and their inhabitants the tigers, no
human inhabitants are found nearer than Eattumpoor, which is seven miles off. The
miners have huts at this place when stones are burned.

'The carnelian mines are situated in the widest parts of the jungle, and consist of

numerous shafts worked down perpendicularly about 4 feet wide, the deepest about
30 feet. Some extend at the bottom in a horizontal direction, buL usually not far, the
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nature of tliese pits being sncli as to prevent their being worked a second year, on
account of the heavy rains causing the sides to fall in ; so that new ones must be
opened at the conclusion of every rainy season. The soil is gravelly, and consists

chiefly of quartz-sand^ reddened with iron and a little clay. The nodules weigh from
a few ounces to even two or three pounds, and lie close to each other, but for the most
part distinct, not being in strata, but scattered through the masses in great abundance.

' On the spot, the carnelians are mostly of a blackish-olive colour, like common dark
flints, others somewhat lighter, others still lighter with a milky tinge ; but it is quite

uncertain what appearance they will assume after they have been burnt.
' From Neemoudra they are carried by the merchants to Cambay, where they are

cut, polished, and formed into beautiful ornaments, for which that city is so justly

celebrated.'—Copeland, Bombay 'Researches ; Hamilton's Description of Hindostan,

4to. 1820.

The stones from Cambay are offered in commerce, cut and uncut, as roundish

pebbles from 1 to 3 inches in diameter. The colour of red carnelian of Cambay varies

from the palest flesh-colour to the deepest blood-red ; the latter being most in demand
for seals and trinkets. The white are scarce, but when white and uniform they are

valuable ; the yellow and variegated are of little estimation in the Bombay market.

The present trade in these stones cannot be correctly ascertained, as in the Board of

Trade returns they are now included with precious stones ' of the inferior class, unset.*

The value of the imports cannot be ascertained.

CAROB TREE. Ceratonia Siliqua. This tree is often called St. John's Bread,

from the idea that it furnished the 'locusts' and 'wild honey' to St. John when in

the wilderness. It is an evergreen tree of large size, and is the only tree that grows
in Malta. It grows abundantly in Palestine. The ripe fruit has a sweetish taste,

and is eaten in times of scarcity by the country people. Large quantities of the

fruit are sent annually from Palestine to Alexandria, and thence to Constantinople.

Tlie Turks pulp it with liquorice root and other fruits, to make their sherbet. The
bark is sometimes, on account of its astringency, employed as a substitute for oak
bark in tanning hides. M. Mennons, of Paris, has patented the application of the

earob beans to the production of a species of glucose or fermentable sugar adapted to

a variety of manufacturing purposes.

CAROTINE. The colouring principle of the carrot {Daucus Carota), which is

associated in the root with a colourless substance called hydrocarotine.

CARPET. {Tapis, Fr. ; Teppich, Ger.) A thick woollen fabric of variegated

coloiurs, for covering the floors of the better sort of apartments. This luxurious

manufacture took its origin in Persia and Turkey, whence the most beautiful patterns

were wont to come into Europe ; but they have been for some time surpassed by the

workmanship of France, Great Britain, and Belgium. To form a just coneeption of

the elegant and ingenious processes by which carpets are made, we should visit the

State establishment of the Gobelins at Paris.

The warp, says Mr. Eoland, being the foundation of the fabric, ought to be of fine

wool, equally but firmly spun, and consists of three yarns twisted into one thread.

The yarns that are to form the velvety surface of the carpet ought also to be of the

best quality, but soft and downy in their texture, so that the dye may penetrate every

filament. Hemp or linen yarns are likewise employed in this manufacture, as a woof,

to bind the warp firmly togetlier after each shoot of the velvety threads. Thus we see

that good carpeting consists essentially of two distinct webs woven at the same time,

and firmly decussated together by the woof threads. Hence the form of the pattern

is the same upon the two sides of the cloth, only the colours are reversed, so that what
was green upon one side becomes red or black upon the other, and vice versd. The
smaller the figures the more frequent the decussation of the two planes, and the firmer

and more dui'able the fabric.

The carpet manufacture, as now generally practised, may be distributed into two
systems—that of double fabrics, and that cut in imitation of velvet. Of late years

the Jacquard loom has been much used in weaving carpets, the nature of which will

be found fully explained under that title.

For the sake of illustration, if we suppose the double carpets to be composed of

only two colours, the principle of weaving will be easily understood; for it is only

necessary to raise the warp of each web alternately for the passage of the shuttle, the

upper web being entirely above when the under web is being woven, or decussated,

and vice versd. In the Brussels carpet the worsted yarn raised to form the pile, and
make the figure, is not cut ; in the Wilton the pile is cut to give it a velvety aspect

and softness. In the imperial Brussels carpet the figure is raised above the ground,

and its pile is cut, but the ground is uncut; and in the royal Wilton the pile is both

raised higher than in the common Wilton, and it is cut, whereby it has a rich cushion-

like appearance. The cloth of all these superior carpets consists of woollen and
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linen, or hemp ; the latter being pnt upon a beam, and brought, of eonrse, through
heddles and a reed ; but as its only purpose is to bind tc^ether the worsted fabric, it

should not be visible npon the npper face of the carpeL The worstedyam is -wonnd
upon small bobbins or pirns, with a weight affixed to each, for giving proper tension

to the threads. The number varies, for one web, from 1,300 to 1,800, according as

the carpet is to be 27 or 36 inches wide ; and they are placed, in feames, behind the
loom, filled with difFerently-coloured yam, to correspond with the figure. This
worsted warp is then drawn through the harness, heddles, and reed, to be associated

with the linen yam in the compound febric.

In Eidderminster carpeting, both warp and weft appear upon the fece of the cloth,

whereas, in the Brussels style, only the warp is seen, its binding weft being fine

hempen or linen threads. The three-ply imperial carpet, called the Scotch, is coming
very much into vogue, and is reckoned by many to be little inferior in texture, look,

and wear to the Brussels. Kilmarnock has acquired merited distinction by tbiis

ingenious industry. In this fabric, as well as in the two-ply Kidderminster, the weft
predominates, and displays the design ; but, in the French carpets, the worsted warp
of the web shows the figure. Plain Venetian carpets, as used for stairs and passage^
are woven in simple looms, provided merely with the common heddles and reed.

The warp should be a substance of worsted yam, so heavy as to cover in the wef;
completely from the view. Figured Venetian carpets are woven in the two-ply Kid-
derminster looms, and are provided with a mechanism to raise the pattern upon the
worsted warp. The weft is an alternate shoot of worsted and linen yam, and must
be concealed.

The following figure and description 433

will explain the constmction of the

three-ply imperial Scotch and two-ply

Kidderminster carpet loom, which is

merely a modification of the Jacquard
metier. The Brussels carpet loom, on the

contrary, is a draw-boy loom on the

damask plan, and requires the weaver to

have an assistant. Fia. -133. a a A, is the

frame of the loom, consisting of four

upright posts, with caps and cross-rails

to bind diem together. The posts are

about six feet high, c c, the cloth-beam,

is a wooden cylinder, six inches or there-

abouts in diameter, of sufficient length

to traverse the loom, with iron gndge^is
in the two ends, which work in bushes
in the side frame. On one end of this

beam is a ratchet wheel, with a tooth to

keep it from turning round backwards
by the tension of the web. d, the lay,

with its reed, its under and upper shelL

its two lateral rulers or swords, and rocking-tree above. There are grooves in the
upper and under shell, into which the reed is fitted, k. the heddles, or harness, with
a double neck attached to each of the tower or card mechanisms, f f, of the Jacquard
loom. The heddles are connected and
work with the treddles b b, by means of 434
cords, as shown in the figure, g g are

wooden boxes for the cards, h, the

yam, or warp beam.
In draw-looms of every kind, there is

no sinking of any portion of the warp,
as in plain cloth-weaving; but the

plane of the cloth is placed low. and the

threads under which the shuttle has to

pass are raised, while aU the rest re-

main stationary. The harness part of
this carpet-loom is moved by an assistant

boy or girl, who thus allows the weft to

be properly decussated, while the weaver
attends to working the front mountinff
or heddles. Fiff. 434, a represents the frame of a carpet draw-loom ; b is a box
or frame of pnllies, over which the cords of the harness pass, and are then made
fast to a piece of wood, seen at s, which the weavers call a table. From the tail of
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the harness the simples descend, and to the end of each is attached a small handle G,

called a bob. These handles being disposed in pairs, and their regularity preserved by
means of a perforated board c, it is merely necessary to pull every handle in succession,

tlie weaver, at the same time, working his treddles "with his feet, as in any other loom.

The treddles are four in number, the fabric being that of plain or alternate cloth, and
two treddles allotted ..for each web. The harness part of the carpet draw-loom is

furnished with mails, or metallic eyes, to save friction ; two threads being drawn
through each eye. The design or pattern of a carpet is drawn upon cross-rule paper,

exactly in the same way as every other kind of fancy-loom work, and is transferred

from the paper to the mounting by the rules for damask weaving. Suppose that a

double web is so mounted tliat every alternate thread of the one may be raised, so as

to form a sufficient shed-way for the shuttle, without depressing the other in the least

:

then suppose another web placed upon the former, at sucli a distance that it will

exactly touch the convexity of those threads of the former which are raised. Then, if

the threads of the latter web are sunk while the others are raised, the two would be
entirely incorporated ; but if this be only partially done, that is, at particular places,

only those parts immediately operated upon will be affected by the action of the ap-

paratus. If the carpet is a two-coloured pattern, as black and red, and if upon the

upper surface, as extended in the loom, red flowers are to be represented upon a black

ground, then all those species of design paper which are coloured may be supposed to

represent the red, and tliose whicli are vacant the black. Then counting the spaces

upon the paper, omit those which are vacant, and cord those which are coloured, and
the effect will be produced. But as the two webs are to be raised alternately, what-

ever is corded for the first handle must be passed by for the second, and vice versa, so

that the one will form the flower, and the other the ground.

The board by which the simples are regulated appears at p. d shows the weights.

Mr. Simcox, of Kidderminster, has patented an invention for an improved mami-
facture of carpets, in which, by dispensing with the Jacquard loom, as well as the iron

wires and tags usually employed to produce terry fabrics, such as Brussels carpets and
coach-lace, he can work his machinery at greater speed and more economically. His
second improvement relates to the manufacture of fabrics with cut pile, such as Wilton
or Axminster carpets. He makes a ribbed fabric, greatly resembling the Brussels

carpet, by a combination of woollen and linen warp and weft, arranged in such a
manner that the woollen warp in the form of a ribbed surface may constitute the face

of the fabric, while the linen warp forms the ground or back of the fabric. The plan

he prefers, as most resembling tlie Brussels, consists in weaving the fabric as nearly

as possible in the ordinary way, except that, instead of inserting a tag or wire to form
the rib or terry, the patentee throws in a thick shoot or weft of woollen or cotton, over

which the woollen warp is drawn, and forms a rib ; the woollenwarp being afterwards

bound down with a linen shoot or weft in the ordinary way. The woollen warp
,employed being all of one coloui", the fabric produced will be plain or unornamented,

with a looped or terry pile ; and upon this fabric any design may be printed from
blocks.

The looms differ from the former chiefly in the employment of two separate shuttles,

one for the woollen and one for the linen weft. These shuttles are both thrown by the

same pickers and the same picking-sticks, and consequently the shuttle boxes must be

moved up and down as may be required, in order to allow the picker to throw the

proper shuttle. It will also be necessary to work the healds in a suitable manner to

form the proper shreds, in order that the woollen face may be properly bound to the

linen ground.

The second part of his invention relates to the production of fabrics with a cut pile,

like the Axminster or Wilton rugs or carpets. The ordinary mode of making some
of these fabrics is to weave the pattern in by means of a Jacquard apparatus, and pass

tlie woollen warp over a rod or tag, which is afterwards cut bypassing a suitable knife

along it, thereby producing the cut pile. The patentee produces the design and surface

of tlie fabric from the weft in place of the warp as heretofore. For this purpose the

weft is made to consist of thick woollen slioots, which must be printed or stained

with suitable colours, precisely as the woollen warps have been heretofore done ; and
the woollen shoot, when thrown in, is, by means of suitably formed hooks, pulled

up and turned into loops, which, when they are properly secured to the foundation

or ground of the fabric, are afterwards cut by means of knives or cutting instruments,

with whicli the hooks are furnished, for the purpose of releasing them from the

loops and producing the cut pile. The patentee observes, that cotton and other cheap
materials may be employed with great advantage in the production of some of these

fabrics.

Another invention of improvements in manufacturing figured fabrics, principally,

designed for the production of carpeting, patented Mr. James Templeton, of
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Glasgow, consists in producing the pattern either on one or both sides of the fabric,

Ijy means of printed weft ; also in the use of printed party-coloured fur or weft, in the

manufactiu-e of Axminster carpets and other similar fabrics. This invention is also

applicable to the production of figured chenille weft for the manufacture of chenille

shawls.—Under the arrangements of the Patent Office the specifications of these

patents are cheaply obtained.

Caepets, Printed. Mr, Wood has taken out a patent for weaving and printing carpets,

using an ordinary Brussels carpet loom. After putting in the wire, or other-wise form-

ing the loop, he throws in the usual linen shoot, on the face, to bind it ; and then, for

the back shoot, he throws in a thick soft weft. Or, to make a better edge and more
clastic back, he employs the ordinary two linen shoots,—one on the face, and the other

iu the back,—and then (or before throwing in the second linen shoot) he draws down
only one-half of the lower portion of the linen warp (being one-quarter of the whole),

and throws in the thick shoot which is driven up by the batten or lay, so as to cover

the second linen shoot, which is then inside the fabric : from the thick siioot being bound
only by each alternate yarn of the warp, it will be more elastic than if bound more
closely by using every yarn ; while the second linen shoot, having half the warp over it,

holds down the face or first shoot ; and any inequality in the taking up of the linen

warp by one portion of it binding in a greater substance than the other, is remedied

by drawing down the different portions in succession.

In printing Brussels and other pile carpets, the patentee first provides a table, long
enough to receive the entire length or piece of the carpet to be printed : at each end
of the table there is a frame of the some height or level, suflGiciently long to receive the

cylinder printing-machine when off the fabric ; and on the surface of the table the

printing blanket is laid between two rails or guides, which are fixed at exactly the

same distance apart as the carpet is wide, so as to keep it in one position, and to form
tlie guides for the printing cylinders. The carpet is fastened to one end of the table,

and is then laid on the top of the same, and drawn tight at the other end by a roller,

which is furnished with a ratchet wheel and click. The printing cylinders are

mounted in a moveable frame, containing a corresponding number of colour cans and
feeding rollers, to supply them with colour. The printing apparatus is passed over
the table, and between the guide rails (the patterns on the cylinder being coloured, and
bearing upon the carpet), to the frame at the other end of the table, and then back
again ; and this process is repeated until the fabric is sufficiently coloured. In order

to insure each part of the pattern or printing surface coming again and again on the
same place, toothed wheels are affixed on the axis of the printing cylinders, which
gear into racks fixed on the sides of the table ; so that, however frequently the printing
apparatus passes over the fabric, every part of the pattern will fall on the same place.

Instead ofthe printing apparatus being passed back again over the same table, it may,
by the application of moveable frames at the end of the table, be moved sideways on to

another table, and so successively. See Eugs.
CAKPHOIiXTE. A silicate of manganese, alumina, and iron, found in the tin-

mines of Schlackonwald in Bohemia.
CARPMEAIiS. The name of a coarse cloth which used to be manufactured in

the Korth of England.
CARRAGEEXr. Chondrus crispus : Irish moss. See Alg;e.
CARRACEEKmr. The mucilaginous constituent of carrageen moss. It is

called by some writers vegetable jelly or vegetable mucilage, by others pectin. ' It

appears to me (Pereira) to be a peculiar modification of mucilage.'

CARRARA nXARBXiE. A fine-grained white marble largely quarried at
Carrara in Tuscany, and valued as a statuary marble.

CARROIiIiITE. A sulphide of cobalt and copper. Brush regards the mineral
as cobaltic pyrites in which a portion of the cobalt is replaced by copper.

CARTHAMUS, or Safflower. {Carthame, Pr.
; Fdrberdistel, Ger.) Car-

tliamus tinctorius, the flower of which alone is used in dyeing, is an annual plant
cultivated in Spain, Egypt, and the Levant. There are two varieties of it—one which
has large leaves, and the other smaller ones. It is the latter which is cultivated in

Egypt, where it forms a considerable article of commerce.
Carthamus contains two colouring matters, one yellow and the other red. The fijst

alone is soluble in water: its solution is always turbid; with reagents it exhibits the
characters usually remarked in yellow colouring matters. The acids render it lighter,

the alkalis deepen it, giving it more of an orange hue ; both produce a small dun pre-
cipitate, in consequence of which it becomes clearer. Alum forms a precipitate of a
deep yellow, in small quantity. The solution of tin and other metallic solutions cause
precipitates which have nothing remarkable in them.

The yellow matter of carthamus is not employed; but in order to extract this por-
tion, the carthamus is put into a bag, which is trodden under water, till no more
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colour can be pressed out. The flowers, which were yellow, become reddish, and
lose in this operation nearly one-half of their weight. In this state they are used.

For extracting the red part of carthamus, or carthamic acid, and afterwards applying
it to stuflf", the property which alkalis possess of dissolving it is had recourse to, and it

is precipitated by an acid.

The process of dyeing consists, therefore, in extracting the colouring matter by
means of an alkali, and precipitating it on the stuff by means of an acid.

This solution of carthamus is prepared with crystallised carbonate of soda, and it is

precipitated by lemon-juice. It has been remarked that lemons beginning to spoil

are fitter for this operation than those which are less ripe, whose juice retains much
mucilage. After squeezing out the lemon-juice, it is left to settle for some days.

The precipitate of carthamus is dried at a gentle heat upon plates of stone-ware

;

from which it is detached apd very carefully ground with talc which has been reduced
to a very subtle powder by means of the leaves of shave-grass (presle), and succes-

sively passed through sieves of increasing fineness. It is the fineness of the talc, aud
the greater or less proportion which it bears to the carthamus precipitate, which con-

stitute the difference between the high- and low-priced safflower rouges.

Carthamus is used for dyeing silk, poppy, nacarat (a bright orange-red), cherry,

rose-colour, and fiesh-colour. The process differs according to the intensity of the
colour, and the greater or less tendency to flame-colour that is wanted. But the car-

thamus-bath, whose application should be varied, is prepared as follows :

—

The carthamus, from which the yellow matter has been extracted, and whose lumps
have been broken down, is put into a trough. It is repeatedly sprinkled with crude
pearl-ashes or soda, well powdered and sifted, at the rate of 6 lbs. for 120 lbs. of car-

thamus ; but soda is preferred, mixing carefully as the alkali is introduced. This
operation is called amestrer. The amestred carthamus is put into a small trough with
a grated bottom, first lining this trough with a closely-woven web. When it is about
half filled, it is placed over a large trough, and cold water is poured into the

upper one till the lower one becomes full. The carthamus is then set over another

trough till the water comes from it almost colourless. A little more alkali is now
mixed with it, and fresh water is passed through it. These operations are repeated

till the carthamus be exhausted, when it turns yellow.

After distributing the silk in hanks upon the rods, lemon-juice, brought in casks

from Provence, is poured into the bath till it becomes of a fine cherry-colour ; this is

called turning the bath. It is well stirred, and the silk is immersed and turned round
the skein-sticks in the bath, as long as it is perceived to take up the colour. For
fonceau (poppy-colour), it is withdrawn, the liquor is run out of it upon the peg, and
it is turned through a new bath, where it is treated as in the first. After this it is

dried and passed through fresh baths, continuing to wash and dry it between each

operation, till it has acquired the depth of colour that is desired. When it has reached

the proper point, a brightening is given it by turning it round the sticks seven or

eight times in a bath of hot water, to which about half a pint of lemon-juice for each

pailful of water has been added.

When silk is to be dyed fonceau, or poppy-colour it must be previously boiled as

for white ; it must then receive a slight foundation of arnatto, as explained in treating,

of that substance. The silk should not be alumed.

The nacarats, and the deep cherry-colours, are given precisely like the ponceaux,

only they receive no arnatto ground ; and baths may be employed 'which have served

for the ponceau, so as to complete their exhaustion. Fresh baths are not made for the

latter colours, unless there be no occasion for the poppy.

With regard to the lighter chorry-reds, rose-colour of all shades, and flesh-colours,

tliey are made with the second and last runnings of the carthamus, which are weaker.

The deepest shades are passed through first.

The lightest of all these shades, which is an extremely delicate flesh-colour, re-

quires a little soap to be put into the bath. This soap lightens the colour, and pre-

vents it from taking too speedily, and becoming uneven. The silk is then washed,

and a little brightening is given it in a bath which has served for the deeper colours.

All those baths are employed the moment they are made, or as speedily as possible,

because they lose much of their colour upon keeping, by which they are even entirely

destroyed at the end of a certain time. They are, moreover, used cold, to prevent the

colour from being injured. It must have been remarked, in the experiments just de-

scribed, that the caustic alkalis attack the extremely delicate colour of carthamus,

making it pass to yellow. This is the reason why crystals of soda are preferred to the

other alkaline matters.

In order to diminish the expense of the carthamus, it is the practice in preparing

the deeper shades to mingle with the first and the second bath about one-fifth of the

bath of archil,
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• Dobereinei' regarded the red colouring matter of carthamus as an acid, and tlie yellow

as a base. His carthamic acid forms, with the alkalis, colourless salts, decomposed

by the tartaric and acetic acids, which precipitate the acid of a bright rose-rod. Heat

has a remarkable influence upon carthamus, rendering its red colour yellow and dull.

Hence, the colder the water is by which it is extracted, the finer is the colour.

Light destroys the colour very rapidly, and hitherto no means have been found of

counteracting this effect. For this reason this brilliant colour must be dried in the

shade, its dye must be given in a shady place, and the silk stuffs dyed with it must be

preserved as much as possible from the light. Age is nearly as injurious as light,

especially upon the dye in a damp state. The colour is very dear : a thousand parts

of carthamus contain only five parts of carthamine.

In preparing the finest rouge, the yellow colouring matter having been separated by
washing with water, the rod is dissolved by the aid of alkali, and is thrown down on

linen or cotton rags, by saturating the solution with vegetable acid. The colour is

rinsed out of theso rags, dissolved anew in alkalis, and once more precipitated by

lemon-juice. The best and freshest carthamus must be selected. It is put into linen

bags, which are placed in a stream of water, and kneaded till the water runs off colom--

less. The bags are then put into water soured with a little vinegar, kneaded till the

colour is all expelled, and finally rinsed in running water.

There is a considerable consumption of safBower in the manufacture of rouge, for

which there is a far greater demand than is generally supposed, this colour being

employed not only as a ' toilet appendage ' of the mondc, but for theatrical use.

Eouge consists of carthamine and very fine burnt talc made into a paste with water.

It is made of five regular shades, known as Nos. 6, 8, 12, 18, 24, varying in depth of

colour as the numbers increase ; Nos. 6 and 8 are used by fair beauties. No. 12 is

medium, while Nos. 1 8 and 24 are for dark complexions.

Pink saucers, formerly in great request for dyeing silk stockings at home, and even

now not wholly unknown to trade, consist of a shallow porcelain saucer into which a
film ofcarthamine has been allowed to precipitate, and then is dried. The Chinese make
a ' Book Eouge ' in a somewhat similar way ; a very strong solution of the carthamine is

brushed over a cardboard, which when dry 'is fit for ladies' use.' The card is, how-
ever, no longer pink or red, but of a beautiful metallic green colour due to some
special optical reason not yet explained ; the pink saucers made in England exhibit in

a very slight degree the same effect, which the surface of indigo also in somo
measure resembles.

Carthamus is the material used for dyeing ordinary red tape, and there is a curious

prejudice against using other colours for this purpose, tho trade objecting to any
deviation from the conventional shade.

Salv^tat has found it advantageous to mix the red of safflower with the pigments
used in porcelain painting for purple, carmine, and violot, colours which, in conse-

quence of the difference of their shade before and after firing, are very liable to mis-
lead. To avoid this, he imparts to the pigment (consisting of flux, gold-purple, and
chloride of silver) by means of tho red of carthamus suspended in water, the same
shade which he desires to obtain after firing.

Tho colouring matter of safflower has been examined by Salv^tat, who has found
much difference in carthamus of reputed good quality. The following Table gives
some of his results :

—

1 2 3 4

Water . . . . 6-0 n-5 4-5 4-8

Albumen ....... 3-8 4-0 8-0 1-7

Yellow colouring matter, a , . .

Extractive matter .....
27-0 30-0 30-0 26-1

3-0 4-0 6-0 2'1

5-0 4-0 6-0 4-1

Waxy matter 1-0 0-8 1'2 1-5

Carthamine ...... 0-5 0-4 0-4 0-6

Woody fibre 50-4 41-77 38-4 56-0

Silica 2-0 1-5 3-5 1-0

Sesquioxido of iron and alumina 0-6 0-1 1'6 0'5

„ „ manganese .... 0-1 0-1 0-3

CARTOir PIERRE. A composition of paper mixed with whiting or glue for
imitating stone or bronze. See Papier Mache.
CiLSVTO. The fruit of tho Genipa Americana, a native plant of British Guiana,

yields the dye to which this name is given. It is of a beautiful bluish-black colour.

Vol. I. 3 B
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CAKVIxrCr MACXXIZTEIg'? is an art of comparatively modern date, nearly,

if not tlie whole of the originators and improvers of it, being men of the present

day. It is true that the Medallion Lathe and many other appliances for ornamental

turning and drilling can claim a mnch earlier origin, but these can scarcely be called

carving machines, and are altogether incapable of aiding the economy of producing

architectural decorations of any kind. "We are not aware of any practical scheme
for accomplishing this object prior to the patent of Mr. Joseph Gibbs, in 1829,

which we believe was used by Mr. Nash in ornamenting some of the floors of Buck-
ingham Palace, and on many other works of inlaying and tracery. The cutting of

ornamental forms in low relief seems to have been the principal object of the in-

ventor ; and this he accomplished satisfactorily by a series of ingenious mechanical

arrangements, which greatly reduced the cost, while securing unusual accuracy in

this kind of work. Some modifications of machinery for copying busts, bosses, and
other works in bold relief are also described in Mr. Gibbs's patents, but these were

never carried into successful practice. The tracery and inlaying machine is illus-

trated by fig. 435, which is a plan of the machine, a is a shaft capable of vertical

motion in its bearings, which are in the fixed framing of the machine
;

b, c, and
D, E, are swing frames jointed together by a short vertical shaft a, and securely

keyed to the shaft a. The point b is the axis of a revolving tool, which is driven

435

by the belts c, d, e, and the compound pullies /, g, h, which increase the speed at each
step ; F, G, H, is the table on which the work is fixed

; i, k, the work ; and Jc, I, a templet
of brass pierced with the horizontal form of the pattern to be produced in the wood

;

this templet is securely fixed on the top of the work, or over it, and the machine is

adjusted for action.

There is a treadle, not shown in the figiu-e, which enables the workman to lift or
depress the shaft a, and the swing frames and tool attached to it ; he can thus com-
mand the vertical position of the tool with his foot, and its liorizontal position with
his hand by the handles m, n, which turn freely on a collar of the swing frame
surrounding the mandril or tool holder. The tool having been brought over one of
the apertures of the templet when in rapid action, is allowed to sink to a proper
depth in the wood underneath, and tlie smooth part of its shaft is then kept in contact
with the guiding edges of the templet and passed round and over the entire surface
of the figure, until a recess of the exact size and form of tliat opening in the temp-
let is produced

; this process is repeated for every other opening, and thus a series of
recesses are formed in the oak flooring-planks which correspond -with the design of
the templets used. To complete the work it is requisite to cut out of some darker
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or diflferently coloured material a number of thin pieces -which will fit these recesses,

and these are produced in the same way from templets which will fit the Tarious

apertures of that first used ; these pieces are next glued into the recesses, and the

surface when planed and polished exhibits the pattern in the various colours used.

For inlaying it is important that the cutting edge of the tool should travel in the

same radius as the cylindrical shaft, which is kept against the edge of the templet

;

but if the tool is a moulded one, a counterpart of its mouldings will bo produced in

the work, while the pattern, in planes parallel to that of the panel, will have the form
of the apertures in the templet used. In this way, by great care in the preparation

of the templets and the tools, much of the gothic tracery used in chujch architecture

may be produced, but the process is more applicable to Bath stone than to wood when
moulded tools are requisite.

Mr. Irving's patents for cutting ornamental forms in wood and stone are identical

in principles of action and in all important points of construction with the arrange-

ments previously described. In that of 1843 he particularly claims all combinations
for accomplishing the purpose, ' provided the swing frame which carries the cutter,

and also the table on which the article to be wrought is placed, have both the means
of circular motion.' The pierced templet is the guiding power, and the work and
templet are fixed on a circular iron table, which is at liberty to revolve on its axis.

The swing frame which carries the cutter is single, as in Mr. Gibbs's curved moulding
machine, and its radius so adjusted, that an arc drawn by the tool would pass over

the centre of the circular table. The mode of operating with this machine was to

keep the shaft of the tool against the guiding edge of the templet, by the joint move-
ments of the table on its centre, and of the swing frame about its shaft ; and it will

be obvious that by this means any point of the table could be reached by the tool, and
therefore any pattern of moulded work within its range produced, in the way abeady
described in speaking of Mr. Gibbs's machinery. But as these modifications of the

original idea are not, strictly speaking, carving machines, seeing that they only pro-

duced curved mouldings, we need not further describe them.

Perhaps the most perfect carving machine which has been made for strictly artistic

works is that used by Mr. Cheverton for obtaining his admirable miniature reduc-

tions of life-sized statuary ; but we can only judge of the perfection of this machine
by its work, seeing that the inventor has more faith in secrecy than patents, and has
not made it public.

The carving machinery which is best known, and has been most extensively used,

is that invented by Mr. Jordan and patented in 1845, and was used in producing the

carved decorations of the interior of the Houses of Parliament.

Its principle of action and its construction are widely different from that above
described, and it is capable of copying any carved design which can be produced, so

far as that is possible by revolving tools ; the smoothness of surface and sharpness of

finish is neither possible nor desirable, because a keen edge guided by a practised

hand will not only produce a better finish, but it will accomplish this part of the work
at less cost ; the only object of using machinery is to lessen the cost of production, or

to save time ; and in approaching towards the finish of a piece of carving, there is a
time when fm-ther progress of the work on the machine would be more expensive

than to finish it by hand. This arises from the necessity of using smaller tools

towards the finish of the work to penetrate into its sharp recesses, and the neces-

sarily slow rate at which these cut away the material ; it is consequently a matter of

commercial calculation, how far it is desirable to finish on the machine, and when to

deliver it into the hands of the artist, so as to secure the gTeatest economy. This

depends in a groat measure on the hardness of the material
;
rosewood, ebony, box,

ivory, and statuary marble, should bo wrought very nearly to a finish ; but lime, deal,

and other soft woods should only bo roughly pointed.

Fig. 436 is a plan of the machine, fig. 437 a front elevation, and fig. 438 a side

elevation. The same letters indicate the same parts in all the figures. The carving

machine consists of two distinct parts, each having its own peculiar motions quite in-

dependent of the other, but each capable of acting simidtaneously and in unison with
the other. The first, or horizontal part, is the bed plate, ' floating-tablo,' &c., on

which the pattern and work are fixed ; all the motions of this part are horizontal.

The second, or vertical part, is tliat which carries the cutters and tracer, the only

motion of which, except the revolution of the tools, is vertical.

The horizontal part consists of three castings : The bed plate a, b, c, d, which is

a railway supported on piers from the floor and fixed strictly level. The carrying

frame, i, J, k, l, mounted on wheels and travelling on the bed plate (the long sides of

this frame are planed into (v) rails), and the ' floating-table,' m, n, o, p, which is also

mounted on wheels to travel on the rails of the carrying frame. It is called the
' floating-table ' because it can be moved in any horizontal direction with almost as

3 B 2
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mucli facility as if it were a floating liody. Primarily this table has t-wo straight-

lined motions at right angles to each other, but by combination of these it may move
over any figure in a horizontal plane ; and because this is accomplished ndthout an-

gular motion about a centre, every point in the surface of the table moves through the

same figure at the same time ; hence the power of producing many copies of a pattern

simultaneously.

The second, or vertical part of the machine, is a cast-iron bridge supported on
columns across the centre of the bed plate ; on the centre of this bridge piece is a
wide vertical slide, 5, 6, -with a (t) slotted bar on its lower edge ; to this bar the man-
dril heads or tool holders, 9, 10, 11, are bolted, at such distances apart as suit the

width of the work in hand, and in such numbers as it is convenient to work at one time.

JS the framing of the machine is massive and well fixed, six or eight narrow pieces

may be carved at once ; but if the width of the work is equal to half that of the table,

436

..-=.-^^^^=4114^.

only one can be done, as in that case half the table is required for the pattern. The
motion of the vertical slide is governed by the workman's foot on the treadle, e, q, s

;

at s balance-weights are placed, so as to adjust the force with which the tools will

descend on the work
;
any pressure on the foot-board b lifts the slide, and with it

the tools and tracing point.

Eetuming to the horizontal part of the machine, d, c, f, g, is the pattern or original

carving which is to be copied, and h, Jc, two copies in progress. The movements
of the floating table are managed by the workman with the hand-wheels v, v ; the

left hand, on u, directs the lateral motion on the frame, and the right, on v, directs the

longitudinal motion on the bed plate ; the left-hand movement is communicated by
the cord x, x, which is flxed to brackets w, "sv, underneath the table, and makes one

turn round a small pulley on the axis of the wheel t. The right-hand movement is

communicated by the cord z, which is fastened to each end of the bed plate, and
makes one or two turns round the pitlley k. When at work, the man stands inside
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the frame of the bed plate, with his right foot on the board s and his hands on the
steering wheels ; on releasing the pressure of the foot the rertical slide descends by
its nnbalanced weight until the tracer h comes in contact with the pattern ; the cut-

ters fR, m, are made to-revolve by steam-power at the rate of seven thousand times

per minnte, and are so shaped as to cut lie a revolving gouge, so that they instantly

cut a^way all the saperfluous material they come in contact with ; and, by the time the

tracer has been brought over every part of the pattern, the pieces h, i, j, Jc will have
became exact copies of it.

So fax as panel carvLng is concerned the whole machine has been described : but it

is req[iiisite to elaborate its construction a little mc»e for the purpose of carving on
tie round, and copying subjects which require the blocks to be cut into in all possible

directions. Various modifications have been used, but we shall only explain that

which we t^biTifc best adapted to ornamental carving. It is not requisite that we
should go into the various applications of this machine, to the manufacture of printing

blocks, ships' blocks, gnnstocks, letter cutting, tool handling, cabinet shaping, &c. &c.,

all of whi(i have been sho^wn &om time to time to be within its power ; nor is it

requisite to describe more recent inventions founded on it, as tiey will more properly

come under other heads.

When the machine is intended to copy any form which can be carved by hand, the

fioafing table is dififerently constructed, but all other parts remain as before. In the

floating table used for this purpose, there is an opening in the centre of the table, and a
tnmiDg plate, which is mounted a few inches above the level of the table, to tarn in

bearings in standards. Underneath the turning plate, and forming a part of it, there

is an are of radier more tban balf a circle, having its centre in the avig on which the

plate turns, and i-bis arc is co^;ed on its edge to fit the threads of the tangent screw

on the asds of the wheel, so that by turning this wheel, and dropping its detent into

any cog, the workman can fix the plate at any angle with tie horizon. There are

three chucks fitted into sockets of the turn plate, and these are similarly divided on
their edges by holes or cogs, into which detents feU, so as to secure them steadily in

any required position.

In going through the process the workman will, of course, attack the work when it

is placed in a fevonrable position for the tools to reach a large portion of its surface

:

and having completed as much as possible on that face, he would turn all the chucks

through the same number of divisions ; the pattern and work -will still have the same
relative position to each other as before, but an entirely new face of both will be pre-

sented to the tools ; t>ii'» will be carved in like manner, and then another similar

change made, and so on until all has been completed which can be reached "without

cliangiTig the ATioTilar position of the turning plate. This can be done by the wheel,

and •when a sufficient number of these changes have been gone through, the work will

be complete on every fece, although the block may have irequired to be pierced through

in fifty difirerent directions.—T. B. J.

?fotwithstanding the remarkable ingenuity displayed in the construction of this

carving machine, it has not been so largely used as might have been .expected. In all

cases where repetitions are required its advantages are obvious, yet prejudice appears

to have stood in the way of its general adoption.

CASCAXEO. After the first washing of sand for gold there is a deposit left, and
this, in Brazil, is called Cascalho. The name is also given to the alluvial soil in which

Brazil diamonds are loiiiid.

CASCASniXiA BftK-Tg. (Spanish, Ciz«cara, barL) The bark of Croion deutheria

and C. ca-scariVc. : :: which shrubs grow in the West Indies. The bark possessing

tonic Tr jr^rr'rs is usei medicinally.

cAsE-SASD£3i'£39'G is the name of the process by which iron tools, keys, &x:.,

have their surfaces converted into steeL

Steel when very hard is brittle, and iron alone is for many purposes, as for fine

kevs, far too soft It is therefore an important desideratum to combine the hardness

of"a steely snrmce with the toughness of an iron body. These requisites are united

by the process of case-hardening, which does not difRg' from the making of steel,

except in the shorter duration of the process. The property of hardening is not

possessed by pure malleable iron ; but by a partial process of cementation the iron is

converted externally into steel, and is subsequently hardened to that particular

depth. Tools, utensils, or ornaments, intended to be polished, are first manufactured

in iron, and nearly finished, after which they are put into an iron box, together with

v^etable or animal charcoal in powder, and cemented for a certain time. This

treabnent converts the external part into a coating of steel, which is usually very

thin, because the time allowed for the cementation is much shorter than when the

whole mass is to be converted into steel. Immersion of the heated pieces in water

hardens the sm&tce, which is afterwards polished by the usual methods.
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When the case-hardening is required to terminata at any particular part, as a

shoulder, the object is loft with a band or projection ; the work is allowed to cool

without being immersed in water ; the band is turned o£F, and the work, when hardened

in the open fire, is only oiFectod as far as the original cemented surface remains. This

ingenious method was introduced by Mr. Eoberts, of Manchester, who considers tho

success of the case-hardening process to depend on the gentle application of the heat

;

and that, by proper management not to overheat the work, it may be made to penetrate

three-eighths of an inch in four or five hours.

—

Holtcafffcl.

The application of prussiate (ferrocyanide) of potash to this purpose is a very

interesting chemical problem. Tho piecu of iron, after being polished, is to be made
briglitly red-hot, and then rubbed or sprinkled over with the above salt in fine

powder, upon the part intended to bo hardened. Tho prussiate being decomposed,

and apparently dissipated, tlie iron is to be quenched in cold water. If the process

has been well managed, the surface of the metal will have become so hard as to resist

the file. It has been proposed to smear over the surface of the iron with loam made
into a thin paste with a strong solution of the prussiate, to dry it slowly, then expose

the whole to a nearly white heat, and finally plunge the wholo into cold water, when
the heat has fallen to dull redness. See Steei-.

CASEXXr (from Caseus, the Latin name for cheese). The principal part of the

nitrogenised matters contained in the milk of mammiferous animals is casein. It

forms the greatest part of cheese. It is coagulated by acids, but not by heat—in this

it differs from either fibrine or albumen ; it is also coagulated by rennet as in the

curding of milk. See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.' See Eennet.
Casein is used by the calico-printer as a mordant. With lime it forms a good

cement, and with borax it has been used as a substitute for glue.

CASHEW xarUT. The fruit of the Anacarditm occidentale of the West Indies.

See Anacabdixjm Ntjt.

CASHMERE or CACHEMERE, a peculiar textile fabric first imported from
the kingdom of Cashmere (Kashmir), and now well imitated in Franco and Great

Britain. The material of the Cashmere shawls is the downy wool found about the

roots of the hair of tlie Thibet goat. The Oriental Cashmere shawls are woven by
processes extremely slow and consequently costly, whence their prices are very high.

Prices of Cashmere shawls of various sorts kindly given by a gentleman who has

resided at Cashmere for many years :

—

£ £, s.

1. Plain pashmina,' 6 ft. square from 3 to 4 10

2. Pashmina, deeply embroidered „ 7 n 9 0

3. Doshala, or long and wide scarf of pashmina, with shawl-

work at the edges and ends, as worn by the natives . ,, 10 „ 30 0
4. Square shawl (loom-made), 6 ft. square . . . . ,-,30 „ 60 0

5. Long shawl (loom-made) , 50 ,, 120 0

It is 4 and 5 that are the Cashmere shawls proper ; the most usual article in the

European market is a long shawl costing 60Z. or 70?. in Cashmere.
Finer sorts are made occasionally (as by order of the Maharaja for presents to the

Queen), whose value is as much as 300?.

The finest ever made was presented by the Maharaja to the Duke of Edinburgh at

Lahore. The Duke would not receive it for himself, but for the Queen. The value of

this was at least as much as 600?.

By tho aid of the draw-loom, and still better of the Jacquard loom, M. Ternaux
first succeeded in weaving Cashmere shawls perfectly similar to the Oriental in ex-

ternal aspect, which became fashionable under the name of French Cashmere. But
to construct shawls altogether identical on both sides with the Eastern was a more
difficult task, which was accomplished only at a later period by M. Bauson, of Paris.

The year 1819 is remarkable in the history of French husbandry for the acquisition

of the Cashmere goat, imported from the East under the auspices of their government,
by the indefatigable courage and zeal of M. Jaubert, who encountered every fatigue and
danger to enrich his country with these valuable animals, aided by the patriotism of

M. Ternaux, who first planned this importation, and furnished funds for executing it,

at his own expense and responsibility. He placed a portion of the flock brought by
M. Jaubert at his villa of St. Ouen, near Paris, where the climate seemed to be very favour-
able to them, since for several successive years after their introduction M. Ternaux was
enabled to sell a great number of both male and female goats. The quantity of fine

fleece or down afforded by each animal annually is from a pound and a half to two pounds.
The wool imported into Europe comes by the way of Casan, the capital of a

government of the Eussian empire upon tho eastern bank of the Volga ; it has natu-
rally a greyish colour, but is easily bleached. Its price at Paris is about 6s. the pound

' Pashmina is a general name for the fabric made of pashm, or the naiJer-wool of the shawl-goat.
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avoirdupois. The waste in picking, carding, and spinning, amounts to about one-tliird

of its -weight.

The mills for spinning Cashmere wools have multiplied very much of late years in

France, and the prices of the yarn have fallen by from 25 to 30 per cent., notwith-

standing their improved fineness and quality.

In both modes of manufacture, the piece is mounted by ' reading-in ' the warp for

the different leaves of the hcddles, as is commonly practised for wai^s in the Jacquard
looms. The weaving of imitation shawls is executed, as usual, by as many shuttles

as there are colours in the design, and which are thrown across the warp in the order

established by the 'reader.' The greatest number of these weft yarns being introduced

only at intervals into the web, when the composition of the shawl requires it, they
remain floating loose at the back of the piece and are cut afterwards, without affecting

in the least the quality of the texture ; but there is considerable waste of stuff ia the

weaving, which is worked up into carpets.

The weaving of the imitation of real Cashmere shawls is different from the above.

The yarns intended to form the weft are not only equal in number to that of the colour

of the pattern to be imitated, but, besides this, as many little shuttles or pirns (like

those used by embroiderers) are filled with these yarns as there are to be colours

repeated in the breadth of the piece ; which renders their nimiber considerable when
the pattern is somewhat complicated and loaded with colours. Each of these small
bobbins or shuttles passes through only that portion of the flower in which the colour

of its yarn is to appear, and stops at the one side and the other of the cloth exactly at

its limit ; it then returns upon itself after having crossed the thread of the adjoining

shuttle. From this reciprocal intertexture of all the yarns of the shuttles, it results

that although the weft is composed of a great many different threads, they no less con-

stitute a continuous line in the whole breadth of the web,upon which the lay or batten

acts in the ordinary way. We see, therefore, th.at the whole art of manufacturing this

Cashmere cloth consists in avoiding the confusion of the shuttles, and in not striking

up the lay till all have fulfilled their function.

In the Oriental process, all the figures in relief are made simply with a slender pirn

without the shuttle used in European weaving. By the Indians the flower and its

ground are made with the pirn, by means of an intertwisting, which renders them in

some measure independent of the warp. In the Lyons imitation of this style, the

leaves of the heddles lift the yarns of the warp, the needles embroider as in lappet

weaving, and the flower is united to the warp by the weft thrown across the piece.

Paris maniifactures the French Cashmere, properly so called, of which both the

warp and the weft are the yarn of pure Cashmere down. This web represents with
fldelity the figures and the shades of colour of the Indian shawl, which it copies ; the

deception would be complete if the reverse of the piece did not show the cut ends. The
Hindoo shawl, as woven at Paris, has its warp in spun silk, which reduces its price

without much impairing its beauty.

Lyons, however, has made the greatest progress in the manufacture of shawls. It

excels particularly in the texture of its Thibet shawls, the weft of which is yarn spun
with a mixture of wool and spun silk.

Nimes is remarkable for the low price of its shawls, in which spun silk, Thibet down,

and cotton, are all worked up together.

It appears that M. J. Girard at Sfevres, near Paris, has succeeded best in producing

Cashmere shawls equal in stiifP^and style of work to the Oriental, and at a lower price.

They have this advantage over the Indian shawls, that they are woven without seams,

m a single piece, and exhibit all the variety and the raised effect of the Eastern colours.

Women and children alone are employed in his factory. See India Shawxs.
CASK. ( TbwMeazi, Fr.

;
Fass, Ger.) Much ingenuity has been displayed in cut-

ting the curvilinear and bevelled edges of the staves of casks by circular saws. Sir

John Eobinson proposed many years back that the stave should be bent to its true curve

against a curved bed, and that while thus restrained, its edges should be cut by two
saws s s, placed in radii to the circle, the true direction of the joint as shown by the

439 dotted circle fig. 439, representing the head of the cask. Mr.
Samuel Brown obtained a patent in November 1825, for certain im-

provements in the machinery for making casks. His mechanism
consists in the first place of a circular saw attached to a bench,

with a sliding rest, upon which rest, each piece of wood intended

to form a stave of a cask is fixed ; and the rest being then slidden

forward in a curved direction, by the assistance of an adjustable

guide, brings the piece of wood against the edge of the rotatory

saw, and causes it to be cut into the curved shape required for

the edge of the stave. The second feature is an apparatus with cutters attached to a

standard, and traversing round with their carrier upon a centre, by means of which
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the upper and lower edges of the cask are cut round and grooved, called cliining, for

the pm-pose of receiving the heads. Thirdly, an apparatus not very dissimilar to the

last, by which the straight pieces of wood designed for the heads of the casks are held

together, and cut to the circular figure required, and also the bevelled edges produced.

And fourthly, a machine in which the cask is made to revolve upon an axis, and the

cutting tool to traverse for the purpose of shaving the external part of the cask,

and bringing it to a smooth surface.

The pieces of wood intended to form the staves of the cask having been cut to their

required length and breadth, are placed upon the slide-rest of the first mentioned

machine, and confined by cramps ; and the guide, which is a flexible bar, having been

previously bent to the intended curve of the stave and fixed in that form, the rest is

slidden forward upon the bench by the hand of the workman, which, as it advances

(moving in a curved direction) brings the piece of wood against the edge of the re-

volving circular saw, by which it is cut to the curved shape desired.

The guide is a long bar held by a series of moveable blocks fitted to the bench by
screws, and is bent to any desired curve by shifting the screws ; the edge of the slide-

rests which hold the piece of wood about to be cut, runs against the long guide bar,

and consequently is conducted in a corresponding curved course. The circular saw
receives a rapid rotatory motion by means of a band of rigger from any first mover

;

and the piece of wood may be shifted laterally, by means of racks and pinions on the

slide-rest, by the workmen turning a handle, which is occasionally necessary in order

to bring the piece of wood up to, or away from, the saw.

The necessary number of staves being provided, they are then set round within a
confined hoop at bottom, and brought into the form of a cask in the usual way, and
braced by temporary hoops. The barrel part of the cask being thus prepared, in order

to effect the chining, it is placed in a frame upon a platform, which is raised vip by a
treadle lever, so that the end of the barrel may meet the cutters in a sort of lathe above

:

the cutters are then made to traverse round within the head of the barrel, and, as they
proceed, occasionally to expand, by which means the bevels and grooves are cut on the

upper edge of the barrel, which is called chining. The barrel being now reversed, the

same apparatus is brought to act against the other end, which becomes chined in like

manner.
The pieces of wood intended to form the heads of the cask are now to be cut straight

by a circular saw in a machine similar to the first described
; but, in the present in-

stance, the slide-rest is to move forward in a straight com'se. After their straight

edges are thus produced, they are to be placed side by side, and confined, when a
scribing cutter is made to traverse round, and cut the pieces collectively into the
circular form desired for heading the cask.

The cask having now been made up, and headed by hand as usual, is placed
between centres, or upon an axle in a machine, and turned round by a rigger or band
with a shaving cutter sliding along the bar above it, which cutter, being made
to advance and recede as it slides along, shaves the outer part of the cask to a smooth
surface.

Mr. Smart cuts the edges of thin staves for small casks on the ordinary saw-bench,

by fiixing the thin wood by two staples or hooks to a curved block, the lower face of

which is bevelled to give the proper chamfer to the edges, fig. 440. One edge having

been cut, the stave is released, changed end for end, and refixed against two pins,

which determine the position for cutting the second edge, and make the staves of one

common width. The curved and bevelled block is guided by two pins p -p, which
enter a straight groove in the bench parallel with the saws. This mode of bending

is from various reasons found inapplicable to large staves, and these are cut, as

shown in three views, fi^. 441, whilst attached to a straight bed, the bottom of which
is also bevelled to tilt the stave for chamfering the edge. To give the curve suitable

to the edge, the two pins on the under side of the block run in two curved grooves

g g va. the saw-bench, which cause the staves to sweep past the saw in the arc of a
very large circle, instead of in a right lino, so that the ends are cut narrower than
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the middle. Mr, Smart observes {Trans. Soc. of Arts, vol. xlvii.) that in staves cut

whilst straight, the edges hecome chamfered at the same angle throughout, which

although theoretically wong is sufficiently near for practice ; the error is avoided

^vhen the staves are cut whilst bent to their true curvature.

The necessary flexibility which is required for bending the staves of casks is

obtained by steaming them in suitable vessels iu contact vith rigid moulds. By
Taylor's patent machinery for making casks, the blocks intended for the staves are

cut out of white Canada oak, to the size of thirty inches by five, and smaller. They
are well steamed and then sliced into pieces one-half or five-eighths of an inch thick,

at the rate of 200 a minute, by a process far more rapid and economical than savsing,

the instrument being a revolving iron plate, of 12 or 14 feet diameter, with two
radial knives arranged somewhat like the irons of an ordinary plane or spoke-

shave.

CASSAREEP or CASSZRESPE. The concentrated juice of the roots of the

bitter cassava, flavom-ed by aromatics. It is used to flavour soups, and other dishes,

and is the basis of the West-Indian dish pepper-pot. In French Gmana, the term
cabion is applied to a similar condiment.

—

Pereira.

CASSAVA. {Cassave, Fr. ; Cassava, Ger.) Cassava, or Cassada Meal, are

names given to the starch of the root of the Manihot utilissima, prepared, in the fol-

lowing manner, in the West Indies, the tropical regions of America, and upon the

African coast. The tree belongs to the natural family of the EuphorhiacecB.

The roots are washed, and reduced to a pulp by means of a rasp or grater. The pulp

is put into coarse strong canvas bags, and thus submitted to the action of a powerful

press, by which it parts with most of its noxious juice (used by the Indians for poisoning

the barbs of their arrows). As the active principle of this jmce is volatile, it is easily

dissipated by baking the squeezed cakes of pulp upon a plate of hot iron. Fifty pounds
of the fresh juice, when distilled, afford, at first, 3 ounces of a poisonous water, pos-

sessing an intolerable offensive smell ; of which 35 drops being administered to a slave

convicted of the crime of poisoning, caused his death in the course of 6 minutes, amid
horrible convulsions.'

The pulp, dried in the manner above described, concretes into lumps, which become
hard and friable as they cool. They are then broken into pieces, and laid out in the

sun to dry. In this state they afford a wholesome nutriment, and are habitually used

as such by the negroes, as also by many white people. These cakes constitute

the only provisions laid in by the natives, in their voyages upon the Amazon. Boiled

in water with a little beef or mutton, they form a kind of soup similar to that of rice.

The Cassava cakes sent to Europe are composed almost entirely of starch, along

with a few fibres of the ligneous matter. It may be purified by diffusion through warm
water, passing the milky mixture through a linen cloth, and evaporating the strained

liquid over the fire, with constant agitation. The starch, dissolved by the heat,

thickens as the water evaporates, but, on being stirred, it becomes granulated, and
must be finally dried in a proper stove. Its specific gravity is 1'5?0—that of the

other species of starch.

The product obtained by this treatment is known in commerce imder the name of

tapioca ; and, being starch very nearly pure, is often prescribed by physicians as an
aliment of easy digestion. A tolerably good imitation of it is made by heating, stirring,

and drying potato-starch in a similar way.

The expressed juice of the root of manioc contains in suspension a very fine fecula,

which it deposits slowly upon the bottom of the vessels. When freed by decantation

from the supernatant liquor, washed several times and dried, it forms a beautiful

starch, which creaks on pressure with the fingers. It is called oipipa in French Guiana

;

it is employed for many delicate articles of cookery, especially pastry, as also for hair-

powder, starching linen, &c. This is imported into England from Eio Janeiro as

Brazilian arrowroot.

Cassava flour, as imported, may be distinguished from arrowroot and other kinds

of starch by the appearance of its particles viewed in a microscope. They are spherical,

all about yg^th of an inch in diameter, and associated in groups ; those of potato-

starch are irregular ellipsoids, varying in size from to g^th of an inch ; those

of arrowroot have the same shape nearly, but vary in size from ^th to 550th of an
inch ; those of wheat are separate spheres, ^j^th of an inch.

The empirical formula of Cassava starch is, C'^H^O'" (C^H'"©'), like the other

starches.

Cassava has for some years been imported into France, from Martinique, as lamous-
sacke and la cipipa. See Tapioca.

' Memoir of Dr. Fermin, communicated to the Academy of Berlin, concerning experiments made
at Cayenne, upon the juice of the Manioc,
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CASSZSK]^ TTBHOW. An oxychloride of lead. It seems to be the same as

Patent Yellow and Turner's Yellow. Cassell yellow may be prepared by melting together

one part of sal-ammoniac with ten parts of massicot, minium, or white lead.

CASSEXiMAKTU'S dtEElT. A fine green pigment, destitute of arsenic. It

is a basic sulphate of copper, obtained by mixing together boiling solutions of sulphate

of copper and an alkaline acetate.

CASSIA. {Cinnamonmm Cassia.) A bark employed for flavouring. The cin-

namon cassia is a native of China, and is cultivated in Java. It is imported from

Singapore, Calcutta, Bombay, and Manilla. This bark is imported principally for

the sake of its essential oil, which it yields by distillation. One hundred pounds of

good cassia bark will thus yield 12 oz. of essential oil of cassia. This oil is princi-

pally consumed in scenting wliat is called Brown Windsor Soap.

CASSIA BVDS. {Flores cassia immature.) The cassia buds and bark are both

obtained from the same tree {Reeves). 'According to the latest observations which

the elder Nees has made known, cassia buds are the calyces {Fruchtkelche) of Cinna-

nwmum aromatieum, about 5th of their normal size. It is also said that they are

collected from Cinnamomum dulce which is found in China.'

—

Martins, quoted by
Pereira.

CASSIA FISTUIiA. The pudding pipe tree, or purging cassia. The pods of

this tree are imported from Madras and Ceylon, from Barbadoes, and from Cartha-

gena and Savanilla.

CASSIE. The Acacia Farnesiana is grown extensively in the south of France

for the sake of its fragrant flower balls : these are termed Cassie, and used in per-

fumery. The young plants are raised from seed in beds : in the third year they are

planted out in fields and require for each tree about twelve square feet of land.

When in maturity Acacia Farnesiana will yield flowers to the value of 30^. an
acre.

CASSIS, the black currant {Ribcs Hi^-ra, Linn.), which was formerly celebrated

for its medicinal properties, with very little reason.

The only technical use to which it is now applied is in preparing the agreeable liqueur

called ratafia, by the following French recipe : Stone and crush 3 pounds of black cur-

rants, adding to the magma 1 drachm of cloves, 2 drachms of cinnamon, 4 quarts of spirits

of wine, at 98° Baume, and 2 J pounds of sugar. Put the mixture into a bottle which
is to be well corked ; let it digest for a fortnight, shaking the bottle once daily during

the first 8 days : then strain through a linen cloth, and finally pass through filtering

paper.

CASSITEBITE. Oxide of Tin ; Stream Tin. Stream tin is the alluvial debris of

tin veins. Cassiterite is one of the objectionable names, of which a very great number
have been introduced into the science of Mineralogy. The names which are derived

from districts or towns give no indication of the character of a mineral, and they
indicate one locality only, for example, Eedeuthite (Copper glance) is found in many
other places beyond Redruth, and Cassiteeite, derived from the Cassiterides of the

ancients, is used to designate a mineral which is found in all parts of the world. The
confusion existing in mineralogical nomenclature is to be lamented. (See Tin
Gee.)

CASSI1TS, Purple powder of. A preparation used in the arts as a coloiir, chiefly for

stained glass and porcelain. It is also employed in medicine by some French physicians,

and has been prepared in the following manner:—10 parts of acid chloride of gold

are dissolved in 2,000 parts of water. In another vessel, 10 parts of pure tin are dis-

solved in 10 parts of nitric acid mixed with 20 parts of hydrochloric acid, and this

solution is diluted with 1,000 parts of distilled water. The solution of tin is added by
degrees to that of the acid chloride of gold, so long as any precipitate results. This

is allowed to subside ; it is then washed, filtered, and dried at a very gentle heat.

The tin salt above used contains both the protoxide and binoxide in certain proportions.

The double compound of chloride of tin with sal-ammoniac, called the pink salt of tin,

is the preferable form ; as it is not altered by the atmosphere, is of definite composition,

and when boiled with metallic tin it takes up just so much as will form the protochloride

:

100 parts of pink salt require for this purpose 10'7 parts of metallic tin.

Professor Graham, in his ' Elements of Chemistry,' gives the following account of

the Purple of Cassius, and of its preparation :—
' When protochloride of tin is added to

a dilute solution of gold, a piurple powder falls. It is obtained of a finer tint when
protochloride of tin is added to a solution of the sesquichloride of iron till the colour

of the liquid takes a shade of green, and the liquid in that state added, drop by drop,

to a solution of sesquichloride of gold, free from nitric acid, and very dilute. After
24 hours a brown powder is deposited, which is slightly transparent, and purple-red,

by transmitted light ; when dried and rubbed to powder, it is of a dull blue colour.

Heated to redness it loses a little water, but no oxygen, and retains its former
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appearance. If waslied with ammonia, on the filter, while still moist, it dissolves, and
a purple liquid passes, which rivals the liypermanganate of potash in beauty. . . .

It may also be formed by fusing together 2 parts of gold, 3
J-
parts of tin, and 16 parts

of silver, under borax, to prevent the oxidation of the tin, and treating the alloy with
nitric acid, to dissolve out the silver; a purple residue is left, containing the tin and gold

that were employed.'
' Berzelius proposed the theory that the powder of Cassius may contain the true prot-

oxide of gold combined with sesquioxide of tin, AuOSn^O', a kind of combination
containing an association of three atoms of metal, which is exemplified in black oxide

of iron, spinele, Franklinito, and other minerals. ... A glance at its formula shows
how readily the powder of Cassius, as thus represented, may pass into gold and binoxide

of tin, AuOSn20» = Au+2SnO^.'— G^raAflw and Watts.

CASTZIiS SOAP, or Spanish Soap, is prepared with olive oil and a solution

of caustic soda. There are two varieties, the white and the marhled. The marbled
appearance is produced in the soap, by adding, as soon as it is made and separated

from the spent ley, a fresh quantity of ley, and immediately a solution of the proto-

siilpliate of iron. A precipitate of oxide of iron is at once formed, and this gives

the dark coloured streaks to the soap. By exposure to the air these streaks become
red, in consequence of the conversion of the black oxido of iron into the red or sesqui-

oxide. See Soap.

CAST-XI£OU. See Ikon.
CAST-IRON' SCOURXirc Cast-iron surfaces are said to be easily scoured by

adding a little of any kind of organic matter, such as glycerine, stearine, naphthaline,

or creosote to dilute sulphuric acid ; zinc and brass yield to the same method, with
great economy of labour, time, and material.

CASTOI^. A mineral occurring in Elba, associated with another species called

Pollux. Castor is a silicate of alumina and lithia, closely related to, if not identical

with, potalito.

CASTOR. The Beaver. See Ftjes.

CASTOR, or CASTOREITBE. This name is given to a secretion of the Beaver
{Castor fiber), contained in pear-shaped cellular organic sacs, placed near the genital

organs of both the male and female animals. It is a substance analogous to civet and
musk, of a consistence similar to that of thick honey. It has a bitter acrid taste ; a
powerful penetrating, foetid, and very volatile smell.

Several chemists, and in particular Bouillon, Lagrange, Laugier, and Hildebrandt
have examined castor, and found it to bo composed of a resin, a fatty substance, a
volatile oil, an extractive matter, benzoic acid, and some salts.

The mode of preparing it is very simple. The sacs are cut off from the castors

when they are killed, and are dried to prevent the skin being alFected by the weather.

In this state the interior substance is solid, of a dark colour, and a faint smell ; it

softens with heat, and becomes brittle by cold. Its fracture betrays fragments of mem-
branes, indicating its organic structure. When chewed it adheres to the teeth some-

what like wax ; it has a bitter, slightly acrid and nauseous taste.

The castor bags, as imported, are often joined in pairs by a kind of ligature.

Sometimes the substance which constitutes their value is sophisticated ; a portion of

the castor being extracted, and replaced by lead, clay, gums, or some other foreign

matters. This fraud may be easily detected, even when it exists in a small degree,

by the absence of the membranous partitions in the interior of the bags, as well as

by the altered smell and taste.

Castor is used to a small extent in medicine and in perfumery manufacture, the

latter particularly when ambergris is scarce.

In English commerce, two varieties of American castor are made : one called the

Hudson's Bay and the other the Canadian—though both are imported by the Hud-
son's Bay Company.
CASTORXSTE. A substance existing in castor. It is obtained by treating castor

wdth hot alcohol, and filtering through a Platamour's ebullition funnel. On cooling,

the alcohol deposits crystals of a fatty substance. The castorine is retained in

the mother-liquor, and is procured by evaporation on the water-bath to a small

bulk, and then setting aside to allow crystals to form. Castorine crystallises in

needles possessing a slight odour of castoreum.—C.G.W.
CASTOR OXZi. The expressed oil of the seeds of the Palma Christi or Bicimts

communis, a native of the West Indies and South America; but which has been
cultivated in France, Italy, and Spain.

In England the castor oil is expressed from the seeds by means of powerful hydrau-
lic presses fixed in rooms artificially heated. It is purified by repose, decantation,

and filtration, being bleached in pale-coloured Winchester quart bottles, which are

exposed to light on the tops of houses.
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CATAIiTSIS. A term introduced to denote the very peculiar phenomenon of one

body establishing, by its mere presence, a like condition, in another body, to that

which exists in itself. Thus a piece of meat undergoing the putrefactive fermen-

tation, almost immediately sets up a similar action in fresh meat, or produces in a

saccharine fluid that motion which is known as vinous fermentation. The action of

the yeast plant,—a li-^ang organisation,—establishes an action throughout a largo

quantity of an infusion of malt,—fermentation, or that distiirbance which leads to the

conversion of sugar into alcohol. This catalytic power is ill understood^ and we are

content to hide tl&e imperfection of our knowledge under a sounding name.

CATECHXIffE. Catechuic Acid. When Gambir catechu is treated with water

an insoluble residue is left, which has been termed by Nees resinous tannin. Its

composition is C'^ffO^ (C'^H'^o").

CATECHU. A Japanese term, from cate a tree, and chu juice. The term is

applied to several astringent extracts made from the wood of several plants which

grow in Bombay, Bengal, and other parts of India. The ordinary commercial catechu

is prepared by boiling the chips of the interior of the trunk of the Acacia Catechu in

water, evaporating the solution to the consistence of syrup over the fire, and ,then

exposing it in the sun to harden. It occurs in commerce in flat rough cakes, and

under two forms. The first, or the Bombay, is of uniform texture, of a dark red colour,

and of specific gravity 1'39. The second is more friable and less solid. It has a

chocolate colour, and is marked inside with red streaks. Its specific gravity is

1'28.

According to Sir H. Davy, the Bombay variety is richer in tannin than that from
Bengal, the former containing bi'b, and the latter 41'o in 100 parts.

Areca nuts are also found to yield catechu : and catechu is prepared from them in

Ceylon, for which purpose they are cut into pieces, watered in an earthen pot with

solution of nitre, and have a little of the bark of a species of Mimosa added to them.

The liquor is then boiled with the nuts, and affords an inspissated decoction.

Good catechu is a brittle compact solid, of a dull fracture. It has no smell, but a
very astringent taste. Water dissolves the whole of it, except the earthy matter,

which is probably added during its preparation. Alcohol dissolves its tannin and
extractive. The latter may be oxidised, and thus rendered insoluble in alcohol, by
dissolving the catechu in water, exposing it for some time to a boiling heat, and
evaporating to dryness.

The tannin of catechu differs from that of galls, in being soluble in alcohol, and
more soluble in water. It precipitates iron of an olive colour, and gelatine in a mass
which gradually becomes brown.

It has been long employed in India for tanning skins, where it is said to effect this

object in five days. Sole-leather has been completely tanned by it in this country in

ten days, the ox-hide having been made into a bag, with the hair outside, and kept
filled with the solution of catechu. In India it has also been used to give a brown
dye to cotton goods, and of late years it has been extensively introduced into the

calico-print works of Europe. The salts of copper with sal-ammoniac cause it to give

a bronze colour which is very permanent ; the proto-muriate of tin, a brownish yellow

;

the per-chloride of tin, with the addition of nitrate of copper, a deep bronze hue

;

acetate of alumina alone, a reddish brown, and, with nitrate of copper, a reddish-olive

grey ; nitrate of iron, a dark-brown grey. For dyeing a golden coffee-brown, catechu

has entirely superseded madder ; one pound of it being equivalent to six pounds of

this root.

According to Pereira, the varieties of Catechu commonly met with are :

—

1. Gambie Catecht; {Catechu 'pallidum) or Pale Catechu, imported under the name
of Gambir, from Singapore and some of the neighbouring islands, ^vhere the Uncaria

Gambir is cultivated, and an extract prepared from it. The chief use of this

catechu is for tanning. In the trade it is distinguished from the black catechu and
cutch by the name of Terra Japonica.

2. Betel-Nut Catechxt. See Betel-Ntjt.

3. Ctjtch.—Catechu of the Acacia Catechu described above.

Bombay Catechu, named above, and examined by Davy, is obtained from the

Areca Catechu, and the Bengal Catechu, from the Acacia {Mimosa) Catechu.

Nubian Catechu, another variety occasionally met with, is obtained from the fruits

of gummy Acacias growing in Eg3rpt and Nubia.
CATGrVT. {Corde a boyaii, Fr. ; JDarmsaite, Ger.) The name given to cords

made of the twisted intestines of the sheep. The guts, Ibeing taken while warm out of

the body of the animal, are to be cleared of feculent matter, freed from any adhering
fat, and washed in a tub of water. The small ends of all the intestines are next to be
tied together, and laid on the edge of the tub, while the body of them is left to steep

in some water, frequently changed, during two days, in order to loosen the peritoneal
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and mucous membranes. The bundle of intestines is then laid upon a sloping table

which overhangs the tub, and their surface is scraped with the back of a knife, to try
if the external membrane will come away freely in breadths of about half their cir-

cumference. This substance is called by the French manufacturers filandre, and the

process filer. If we attempt to remove it by beginning at the large end of the in-

testine, we shall not succeed. This filandre is employed as thread to sew intestines,

and to make the cords of rackets and battledores. The flayed guts are put again into

fresh water, and after steeping a night, are taken out and scraped clean next day, on
the wooden bench with the rounded back of a knife. This is called cimng the gut.

The large ends are now cut oiF, and sold to the pork-butchers. The intestines are

again steeped for a night in fresh water, and the following day in an alkaline lixivium

made by adding 4 ounces of potash, and as much pearlash, to a pail of water contain-

ing about 3 or 4 imperial gallons. This ley is poured in successive quantities upon
the intestines, and poured off again, after 2 or 3 hours, till they are purified. They
are now drawn several times tlirough an open brass thimble, and pressed against it

with the nail, in order to smooth and equalise their surface. They are lastly sorted,

according to their sizes, to suit different purposes.

Whipcord is made from the above intestines, which are sewed together endwise by
the filandre, each junction being cut aslant, so as to make it strong and smooth. The
cord is put into the frame, and each end is twisted separately; for whipcord is seldom
made out of two guts twisted together. When twisted, it is to be sulphured once or

twice. It may also be dyed black with common ink, pink with red ink, which sul-

phurous acid changes to pink, and green with a green dye which the colour-dealers

sell for the purpose. The guts take the dyes readily. After being well smoothed, the

cord is to be dried, and coiled up for sale.

Hatters' Cord for Bowstrings.—The longest and largest intestines of sheep, after

being properly treated with the potash, are to be twisted 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 together,

according to the intended size of the seams, which is usually made from 15 to 25 feet

long. This cord must be free from cords and knots. When half dry, it must be ex-

posed twice to the fumes of burning sulphur ; and, after each operation, it is to be

well stretched and smoothed : it should be finally dried in a state of tension.

Clockmakers' Cord.—This cord should be extremely thin, and bo therefore made
from very small intestines, or from intestines slit up in their length by a knife fitted

for the purpose, being a kind of lancet surmounted with a ball of lead or wood. The
wet gut is strained over the ball which guides the knife, and the two sections fall down
into a vessel placed beneath. Each hand pulls a section. Clockmakers also make use

of stronger cords made of two or more guts twisted together.

Fiddle and Harp Strings.—These require the greatest care and dexterity on the part

of the workmen. The treble strings are peculiarly dif&cult to make, and are made at

Naples, probably because the Neapolitan sheep, from their small size and leanness,

afford the best raw material.

The first scraping of the guts intended for fiddle-strings must be very carefully per-

formed ; and the alkaline leys being clarified with a little alum, are added, in a pro-

gressively stronger state from day to day, during 4 or 5 days, till the guts are weU
bleached and swollen. They must then be passed tlirough the thimble, and again

cleansed with the lixivium ; after which they are washed, spun, or twisted and sul-

phured during two hours. They are finally polished by friction, and dried. Some-

times they are sulphured twice or thrice before being dried, and are polished between

horsehair cords.

It has been long a subject of complaint, as well as a serious inconvenience to

musicians, that catgut strings cannot bo made in England of the same goodness and

strength as those imported from Italy. These are made of the peritoneal covering of

the intestines of the sheep ;
and, in this country, they are manufactured—at White-

chapel, and probably elsewhere,—in considerable quantity ; the consumption of them

for harps, as well as for the instruments of the violin family, being very great. Their

chief fault is weakness ; whence it is difl&cult to bring the smaller ones, required for

the higher notes, to concert-pitch ;
maintaining at the same time, in their form and

construction, that tenuity or smallness of diameter which is required to produce a

brilliant and clear tone.

The inconvenience arising from their breaking when in use, and the expense in the

case of harps, where so many are required, are such as to render it highly desirable

to improve a manufacture which, to many individuals may, however, appear suf-

ficiently contemptible.

It is well known to physiologists, that the membranes of lean animals are far more

tough than those of animals which are fat or in high condition ; and there is no reason

to doubt that the superiority of the Italian strings arises from the state of the sheep

in that country. In London, where no lean animals are slaughtered, and where, indeed)
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an extravagant and useless degree of fattening, at least for the purpose of food, is

given to sheep in particular, it is easy to comprehend why thoir membranes can never

afford a material of the requisite tenacity. It is less easy to suggest an adequate

remedy ; but a knowledge of the general principle, should this notice meet the eyes of

those interested in the subject, may at least serve the purpose of diminishing the evil

and improving the manufacture, by inducing them to choose in the market the offal of

such carcases as appear least overburthenod with fat. It is probable that such a

manufacture might be advantageously established in those parts of the country where

the fashion has not, as in London, led to the use of meat so much overfed ; and it is

equally likely, that in the choice of sheep for this purpose, advantage would arise from

using the Welsh, the Highland, or the Southdown breeds, in preference to those which,

like the Lincoln, are prone to excessive accumulation of fat. It is equally probable

that sheep dying of some of the diseases accompanied by emaciation, would be

pecidiarly adapted to this purpose.

That these suggestions are not merely speculative is proved by comparing the

strength of the membranes in question, or that of the other membranous parts, in

the unfattened Highland sheep, with that of those found in the London markets.

CATHARTIKTE. A bitter, non-azotised, purgative substance found in senna.

Its formula is not known. To prepare it, an alcoholic extract of senna leaves is to be

evaporated to dryness, and then treated with water as long as anything is dissolved.

The aqueous solution contains the cathartine mixed with several impurities. A con-

siderable amount of the latter may be got rid of by adding a solution of acetate of lead

as long as a precipitate is formed, and then filtering through a calico bag.

CATXiXWITS. A clay-stone so called after Catlin the American traveller. It is

carved into tobacco pipes by the North American Indians.

CAT'S £Y£. A translucent quartz, presenting peculiar internal reflections.

This effect is said to be owing to filaments of asbestos. When cut cn cabochon, it is

esteemed as an ornamental stone. This quartzose cat's-eye comes chiefly from

Ceylon. A brown variety from South Africa, consists of fibrous quartz pseudomor-

phous after the mineral called crocidolite.

The Oriental Cafs-cye is a fibrous variety of Chrysoberyl. Seo Cymophane.
CAT'S-EVS RSSXir. See Dammar.
CATSUP. A name given by Dr. Kitchiner to Ketchup. See Ketchttp.

CATTEIVIUK'DOO. A name given to an elastic gum or hydro-carbon obtained

from some species of plants in India.

CAXIttTEB. IiOSE. A mining term. See Mining.
CAUSTIC. Any chemical substance corrosive of the skin and flesh ; as potash

called common caustic,—and nitrate of silver, called lunar caustic, by surgeons.

CAVIARE. The salted roe of certain species of fish, especially the sturgeon.

This product forms a considerable article of trade, being exported annually from the

town of Astrakhan alone, upon the shores of the Caspian Sea, to the amount of

several hundred tons. The Italians first introduced it into Eastern Europe from
Constantinople, under the name of caviale. Eussia has now monopolised this branch

of commerce. It is prepared in the following manner :

—

The female sturgeon is gutted ; the roe is separated from the other parts, and cleaned

by passing it through a very fine searce, by rubbing it into a pulp between the hands

:

this is afterwards thrown into tubs, with the addition of a considerable quantity of

salt; the whole is then well stirred, and set aside in a warm apartment. There is

another sort of caviare,—the compressed—in which the roe, after having been cured

in strong brine, is dried in the sun, then put into a cask, and subjected to strong

pressure.

CAW^, The English miner's name for massive sulphate of baryta, or heavy
spar.

CATEITU'E PEPPESS, The powdered fruit of several species of Capsicum.
CEI>A1^. (Ccdrc, Fr. ; Ceder, Ger.) The cedar of Lebanon, or great cedar {Piims

cedrus), is a couo-bearing tree. This tree has been famous since the days of Solomon,

who used it in the construction of the Temple. The wood has been obtained from
Crete and Africa.

Specimens have also been procured from Morocco, showing the probability that the

range of the tree not only extends over the whole group of mountains which is situate

between Damascus and Tripoli, and which includes the Libanus and Mounts Amanus
and Taurus of antiquity, and various others,—but that its distribution on the moun-
tainous regions of North Africa is extensive.

Indeed, if we are to suppose that the cedar and the cedar wood mentioned by
many of the ancient writers referred exclusively to the Lebanon species, we must
believe that its distribution at one period extended over countries where no trace of

its having existed now remains. Egypt, Crete, and Cyprus are mentioned by Pliny
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and Theophrastus as native habitats of tliG Ccdrus ; we may tlius fairly infer that tha
Cedrus of the ancients as frequently had reference to the other ConifercB as to the
Lebanon species.

The pencil cedar is the Juniperus Virginiana. It is imported from America in

pieces from 6 to 10 inches square. The grain of the wood is remarkably regular
and soft, on -which account principally it is used for the manufacture of pencils, and
from its agreeable scent for the inside of small cabinets ; it is also made into matches
for the drawing-room.
The general use of the cedar wood dates from the highest antiquity. Pliny makes

mention of cedar wood and the uses to which it was applied, and cites, as examples of

its durability and imperishable nature, the timber of a temple of Apollo at Utica,

in Afi'ica, which, was nearly 2,000 years old, was found to be perfectly sound,—and
the famous statue of Diana in the temple of Saguntum in Spain. Cedria, an oil or

resin extracted from a cedar, was also, according to Vitruvius, used to smear over
the leaves of the papyrus to prevent the attacks of worms ; and Pliny states that the

Egyptians applied it with other drugs in the preparation of their mummies ; but
whether this extract was obtained from the Lebanon cedar or from trees belonging to

the genus Cupressus or Juniperus, which also afford odoriferous resins, it is now
impossible to ascertain.

In regard to the cedar and cedar wood mentioned in profane history, it is difficult,

from what we have already stated, to determine what has reference to the true cedar,

and what belongs to other coniferous species ; all that we can know for certainty is

that a wood called cedar, distinguished for its incorruptible nature, was frequently

used for purposes most important in the eyes of the pagan, viz., in the building

and decoration of their temples, and for the statues or images of their heroes and
gods.

The peculiar balsamic odour of cedar has long been held as a means to preserve

articles from the attacks of insects
;
chips and shavings of the wood have been in this

way kept in collections of linen, papers, and objects of preservation. Cabinets have
been recommended, or at least the drawers and fittings, to be made of cedar. It may
be useful to call attention to some facts when cedar is employed as a means of

preservation.

That the odoriferous substance when diffused may affect some forms of organic

life, is not disputed, but it is as probable some of the effect may be due to covering

the insect with a coating of varnish, alike irritating and interfering with the tex-

ture of the surfaces of the body ; but the rule cannot be general ; if the creatures

have a sufficient hardihood they may, and indeed do, attack the wood itself.

The following cases will show that the substances emanating from cedar may pro-

duce unexpected interference. Mr. Vulliamy states that George III. had a cabinet

in the observatory at Kew with drawers of cedar wood in them ; watches were

placed with the intention of keeping them going. In a short time they all came to

rest ; the experiment, however, repeated had the same resiilt : on examination, the

oil used in different parts of the watches was found to be completely changed into a

substance like gum. Mr. Parey's observations, also communicated to the Institution

of Civil Engineers, still more show the extraordinary atmosphere produced in close

cabinets of cedar wood, and of the effects upon delicate objects. The late Mr. Smith of

Derby having shown him a small collection of minerals which have been locked up in

closely-fitted drawers of cedar wood ; on opening the drawers for the first time after

some months, the minerals were found to be covered with a gummy matter having the

strong odour of cedar, and troublesome to remove ; the bright surface of the crystals

appeared as if varnished in an unskilful manner. The cedar had given oflf a vapour

that had condensed on all the minerals, and the same effect might be expected to be

produced upon watches, metals, and other substances.

Wliite cedar is a native of North America, China, and Cochin China ; in the United

States it occupies large tracts, denominated cedar swamps. The wood is soft, smooth,

and of the aromatic smell, and internally of a red colour, permanent in shape, very

durable, and is esteemed as a material for fences. Large quantities of shingles are

made of it ; it is a favourite material for wooden wares or the nicec kinds of coopers'

work.

Colonel Lloyd, speaking of another species of cedar, the Juniperus Bermiidiana,

says, ' Up to this time there are great quantities of the finest cedar growing in the

British island of Bermuda, and the best ships and schooners are always built of it

;

it is imperishable.'

The cedar known to cabinet makers as the Havannah cedar is the wood of the

Cedrcla odorata of Linnaeus, and belongs to the same natural order as mahogany. All

the cigar boxes from Havannah are made of this kind of cedar ; it is imported from

the island of Cuba, and is used for the insides of drawers and wardrobes.
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New South Wales produces a cedar, Cedrela Toona, somewhat similar to the Havan-
nah, but more red in colour.

A similar kind is found in the East Indies ; the Himalayan cedar, Juniperus excelsa,

is harder and less odoriferous than the pencil cedar.

In the ' Sketch of the Eoute and Progress of Lieutenant A. Burnes and Dr. Gerard,

by a recent traveller' (' Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal,' Calcutta, vol. i., 1832),

in their adventurous journey to explore the Oxus, it is stated :

—

' While on the banks of the Jelum they were much struck by the immense size of

the firs floating down the river. The houses in all the towns along its banks are

roofed therewith.
' Immense cedar trees were seen rolled down from the hills ; it was these which

supplied materials for Alexander's fleet. One tree measured 13 feet in girth, which
may afford some idea of their applicability.'

There is much confusion in the application of the term Cedar, several trees which
are not cedars being so called.

The cedar ofLebanon is usually called Pinus cedrus, but sometimes Cedrus Libanus.

The lofty deodara, a native of the Himalayas, with fragrant and almost imperishable

wood, and often called the Indian cedar, is sometimes referred to the genus Pinus,

and sometimes to that of Cedrus or Larix, with the specific name of deodara.

The wood of several coniferae is, however, called cedar. The wood of Juniperus

Virginiana is known as the red or pencil cedar, and that of J. Bermudiana is called

Bermuda cedar ; that of J, Barhadensis forms Barbadoes cedar, while the juniper of

the north of Spain and south of France and of the Levant is called J. oxycedrus. The
white cedar of North America, a less valuable wood than the red cedar, is yielded

by Cupressus thjoides, and the cedar wood of Japan, according to Thunberg, is a
species of cypress.

The name cedar is, however, applied to a number of woods in our different colo-

nies which are in no way related to the coniferae ;
thus, the cedar of Guiana is the

wood of Idea altissima ; the white wood or white cedar of Jamaica is Bignonia leicco-

xylon ; and bastard cedar is Guazuma idmifoUa. In New South Wales, again, the term
white cedar is applied to Melia azedarach, and red cedar, to the Flindersia amtralis,

as well as to the wood toon tree, or Cedrela Toona.
Cedar wood yields a very fine essential oil by distillation, in the proportion of

about 15 oz. to every hundred pounds weight of wood. The perfumery-makers find

a considerable use for essential oil of cedar. It is now known that all the odoriferous

woods, such as sandal wood, myall wood, rose wood, yield their perfumes at the ordi-

nary temperature. If these woods in chips be put into a glass jar for a year the in-

terior will be coated with a heavy dew of perfume.
CEDiiR GtTTSH. A gum used for many medicinal purposes, obtained from the

branches and cones of the Widdingtonia juniperoides.

CEDRA {Cedrat, Fr.) is the fruit of a species of orange, citron, or lemon, a tree

which bears the same name. Its peel is very thick, and covered with an epidermis

which encloses a very fragrant and highly-prized essential oil. The preserves flavoured

with it are very agreeable. The citrons are cut into quarters for the dry comfits,

but are put whole into the liquid ones. The liquorist-perfumer makes with the peel

of the cedra an excellent liqtceur ; for which purpose, he plucks them before they are

quite ripe
;
grates down the peel into a little brandy, or cuts them into slices, and

infuses these in the spirits. This infusion is distilled for making perfume ; but tho

flavour is better when the infusion itself is used. See Pbeftjmeet.
CBm£OI7i Simaba Ccdron. A tree which grows in the hottest parts of New

Granada. It yields to alcohol a crystallisable substance

—

cedrin. It has an intensely

and persistently bitter taste.

CEIiSSTXITE orCEILESTXTE. {Cclestine, Fr.
;
Cdlestin, Ger.) Native sulphate of

strontia, SrO.SO^ (SrSO*). This mineral occurs in prismatic ortabular crystals belong-

ing to the rhombic system, and often resembling those of sulphate of baryta. In other

physical characters, also, the two species are likely to bo confoimded. Density, if care-

fully determined, affords a fair means of discrimination, though the difference is not very
striking ; the specific weight of celestine never rises above 4, whilst that of barytes is

about 4 '5. Blowpipe reactions offer better-marked means of distinction ; celestine im-
parting to the flame a crimson-red colour characteristic ofall strontia-compounds, whilst

barytes colours the flame yellowish-green.

The name Celestine (from ccelcstis, ' sky-blue ') has reference to the pale blue tint

which the mineral frequently presents ; in some cases this has been referred to tho
presence of a trace of phosphate of iron. It should be remembered, however, that this

colour is neither a necessary characteristic nor a sufficient means of diagnosis
;
many of

tho finest specimens of celestine being colourless, whilst a blue colour, equally pronounced
with that ofthe most typical celestine, is occasionally presented by crystals of barytes.

Vol. I. 3 0
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Celestine occurs in fine crystals, associated with sulphur and gypsum, at Girgenti

in Sicily ; and is also found under like circumstances at Conil in Spain. With tock-

salt and gypsum, it is found at Bex in Switzerland, and at Ischl in the Salzkammergut.

It occurs abundantly, also with gypsum, in the New Eed marls in the neighbourhood

of Bristol; itisfoimdin nummulitic limestone (Eocene) at Mokattam, near Cairo ;
and

in Trenton limestone (Lower Silurian), at Strontian Island and elsewhere on Lake

Huron. It is recorded from the eruptive rocks of Calton Hill, Edinburgh ; and
from the neighbourhood of Tantellan in the East Lothians. It is found in chalk-

flints at Meudon near Paris ; and in the gypsum-quarries of Montmartre. Fine fibrous

masses of blue celestine come from the neighbourhood of Jena.

Celestine is decomposed by ignition with charcoal into sulphide of strontium, which

is converted into the nitrate by the action of nitric acid. The nitrate of strontia is

employed for the production of the red light in theatrical fireworks.

CE^KITXiAR BX:A.m. An application of wrought iron, in which wrought iron

plates are rivetted with angle irons in the form of longitudinal cells with occasional

cross struts. Fairbairn on Cast and Wrought Iron.

CEIiXi'U'IiOSE. The essential part of the solid framework of plants. See Watts's
' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

CEMEXTTATXOXr. A chemical process, which consists in imbedding a solid body
in a pulverulent matter, and exposing both to ignition in an earthen or metallic case.

In this way, iron is cemented with charcoal to form steel, and bottle glass with gypsum-
powder, or with sand, to form E^aumur's porcelain.

CEIMCEITT COPPER. The precipitate of metallic copper, formed by the action

of iron on a solution of a salt of copper, is called Cement Copper. In like manner, the

silver precipitated from a solution of a silver salt by metallic copper is known as

Cement Silver.

CEMEirTS. {Ciments, Vr. ; Cametite, Kitte, Ger.) Substances which are capable

of assuming the liquid form and of being applied between the surfaces of bodies so as

to unite them firmly when solidifying. They are of very varied character.

Gum, glue, and paste are cements, the uses of which are well known.
Diamond cement is a preparation of isinglass and gum ammoniacum dissolved in

alcohol (see Ammoniacum Gum) : it is employed to mend glass and china.

Sir John Eobinson's cement he thus describes :

—

' If it be wished to dissolve good isinglass in spirits of wine, it should first be
allowed to soak for soma time in cold water, when swelled it is put into the

spirit, and the bottle containing it being set in a pan of cold water may be brought
to the boiling point, when the isinglass will melt into a uniform jelly, without lumps
or strings, which it is apt to have if not swelled in cold water previously to being put

into spirits. A small addition of any essential oil diminishes its tendency to become
mouldy.

' If gelatine, which has been swelled in cold water, be immersed in linseed oil and
heated it dissolves, and forms a glue of remarkable tenacity, which, when once dry,

perfectly resists damp, and two pieces of wood joined by it will separate anywhere
else rather than at the joint. Ordinary glue may be thus dissolved, and sometimes a

small quantity of red load in powder is added.'

Shellac dissolved in alcohol, or in a solution of borax, or still better in naphtha,
forms a good cement. White-of-egg alone, or mixed with finely sifted quick-

lime, will answer for uniting objects which are not exposed to moisture. The latter

combination is very strong, and is much employed for joining pieces of spar and
marble ornaments. A similar composition is used by coppersmiths to secure the

edges and rivets of boilers
;
only bullocks' blood is the albiuninous matter used in-

stead of white-of-egg. Another cement in which an analogous substance, the cm-d

or caseum of milk is employed, is made by boiling slices of skim-milk cheeses into

a gluey consistence in a great quantity of water, and then incorporating the mixtm-e

with quicklime on a slab with a muller, or in a marble mortar. When this com-
pound is applied warm to broken edges of stoneware, it unites them very firmly after

it is cold.

A cement which gradually indurates to a stony consistence may be made by mixing
20 parts of clean river sand, 2 of litharge, and 1 of quicklime, into a thin putty with

linseed oil. When this cement is applied to mend broken pieces of stone, as steps of

stairs, it acquires after some time a stony hardness. A similar composition has been

applied to coat over brick walls, under the name of 'Mastic' Portland oolite powder
with a little litharge and oil makes good mastic.

The iron-rust cement is made of from 50 to 100 parts of iron borings, pounded
and sifted, mixed with one part of sal-ammoui:ic, and when it is to bo applied

moistened with as much water as will give it a pasty consistency. Formerly flowers

of sulphur were used, and much more sal-ammoniac, in making this cement, but with
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decided disadvantage, as the union is efifected by the oxidisement, consequent expan-

sion and solidification of the iron powder, and any heterogeneous matter obstructs the

effect. The best proportion of sal-ammoniac is, ono per cent, of the iron borings.

Another composition of the same kind is made by mixing 4 parts of fine borings or

filings of iron, 2 parts of potters' clay, and 1 part of pounded potsherds, and making

them into a paste with salt and water. When this cement is allowed to concrete

slowly on iron joints it becomes very hard.

For making architectural ornaments in relief, a moulding composition is formed of

chalk, glue, and paper paste. Even statues have been made with it, the paper aiding

the cohesion of the mass. Some French statuettes are so made.

Mastics of a resinous or bituminous nature -which must be softened or fused by heat

are the following :

—

Mr. S. Varley's consists of 16 parts of whiting sifted and thoroughly dried by a red

heat, adding when cold a melted mixture of 16 parts of black resin and 1 of bees'-

wax, and stirring well during the cooling.

Mr. Singer's electrical and chemical apparatus cement consists of 5 lbs. of resin,

1 of bees'-wax, 1 of red ochre, and 2 tablespoonfuls of Paris-plaster, all melted to-

gether. The ochre and the plaster-of-Paris should be calcined beforehand, and added
to the other ingredients in their melted state. The thinner the stratum of cement that

is interposed, the stronger, generally speaking, is the junction.

Boiled linseed oil and rod lead mixed together into a putty are often used by copper-

smiths and engineers to secure joints. The washers of leather or cloth are smeared
with this mixture in a pasty state.

The resin mastic alone is sometimes used by jewellers to cement by heat cameos of

white enamel or coloured glass to a real stone, as a ground to produce the appearance

of an onyx. Mastic is likewise used to cement false backs or doublets to stones to

alter their hue.

Melted brimstone, either alone or mixed with resin and brick-dust, forms a tolerably

good and very cheap cement.

Plumbers' cement consists of black resin 1 part, and brick-dust 2 parts, well in-

corporated by a melting heat.

The cement for coating the fronts of buildings consists of linseed oil, rendered dry
by boiling with litharge, and mixed with porcelain clay in fine powder, to give it the

consistence of stiff mortar. Pipe-clay would answer equally well if well dried, and
any colour might be given with ground bricks or pottery. A little oil of turpentine

to thin this cement aids its cohesion upon stone, brick, or wood. It has been applied

to sheets of wire cloth, and in this state laid upon terraces, in order to make them
water-tight ; but it is little less expensive than lead.

The bituminous or black cement for bottle corks consists of pitch hardened by the

addition of resin and brick-dust.

In certain localities where a limestone impregnated -with bitumen occurs, it is dried,

ground, sifted, and then mixed with about its o^wn weight of melted pitch, either

mineral, vegetable, or that of coal-tar. When this mixture is getting semifluid, itmay
be moulded into large slabs or tiles in wooden frames lined with sheet iron, previously

smeared over with common lime-mortar, in order to prevent adhesion to the moulds,

which, being in moveable pieces, are easily dismounted so as to turn out the cake of

artificial bituminous stone. This cement is manufactured upon a great scale in many
places, and used for making Italian terraces, covering the floors of balconies, flat

roofs, water reservoirs, water conduits, &c. When laid down, the joints must be well

run together with hot irons. The floor of the terrace should be pre-viously covered

with a layer of Paris-plaster, or common mortar, nearly an inch thick, with a regular

slope of one inch to the yard. Such bituminous cement weighs 144 pounds the cubic

foot; or a foot of square surface, ono inch thick, weighs 12 pounds. Sometimes a
second layer of these slabs or tiles is applied over the first, with the precaution of

making the seams or joints of the upper correspond with the middle of the under
ones. Occasionally a bottom bed, of coarse cloth or grey paper, is applied. The
larger the slabs are made, as far as they can be conveniently transported and laid down,
so much the better. For hydraulic cements, see Hydra'ulic Cements and Mortae.
An excellent cement for resisting moisture is made by incorporating thoroughly

eight parts of melted glue, of the consistence used by carpenters, -with four parts of
linseed oil, boiled into varnish with litharge. This cement hardens in about forty-

eight hours, and renders the joints of wooden cisterns and casks air- and water-tight,

A compound of glue with one-fourth its weight of Venice turpentine, made as above,
serves to cement glass, metal, and wood to ono another. The gluten of wheat, well
prepared, is also a good cement. White-of-cgg ndtli flour and water well mixed,
and smeared over linen cloth, forms a ready lute for steam joints in small apparatus.

White lead ground upon a slab with linseed-oil varnish, and kept out of contact of

3 c 2
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air, affords a cement capable of repairing fractured bodies of all kinds. It requires a
few weeks to harden. When stone and iron are to be cemented together, a compound
of equal parts of sulphur and pitch answers very well.

Lapidaries' cement is made of resin, tempered with bees'-wax and a little tallow, and
hardened with red ochre or Spanish brown and whiting.

Opticians' cement, for fixing glasses for grinding, is made by mixing sifted wood ashes

with melted pitch, the essential oil of -which is absorbed by the wood ashes, and the ad-

hesiveness of the pitch is therefore reduced. The proportions are somewhat dependent

on the temperature of the weather and the qualities of the pitch ; but generally about

4 lbs. of wood ashes to 14 lbs. of pitch are employed, and the cement, if too hard and
brittle, is softened with hogs' lard and tallow.

Japanese cement is said to be prepared by mixing rice flour intimately with cold

water, and then boiling the mixture ; it is white, and dries nearly transparent. See

MOETAE.
For Portland cement, Eoman cement, Scott's cement, &c. See Htdeatilic Cements.
CEXTTAVRT. Centaureacalcitrapa. The common star-thistle ; an herb, the root

and leaves of which are bitter. The term centaury is also applied to Erythrea Cen-

taurium (the common centaury), one of the Gentian family. It is said to be sometimes
used instead of hops.

CEM'TZARE. See Meteic Ststem.
CEHTZCRiiDE SCAIiE. See Therhometeb,
CEHTXCRAnilMEE. See Metric Ststeji.

CEXfTIBIETRE. See Metbic System.
CEITTIVER. The ZoUverein Centner contains 110'231 English lbs. avoirdupois.

CEN'TRXFU'GA.Ii nXACHIITE. A machine in "which advantage is taken of the

force produced by centrifugal motion. Several of the old mills were of this descrip-

tion. This term has been not very correctly applied to Barker's Mill as it is often

called ; but which was fully described by Vesaguiliers (vol. ii. p. 468), in which
water is made to act on a machine by its weight. Barker's mill consists of an
upright pipe which communicates with two horizontal branches having holes near

their ends opening in opposite directions. Desaguiliers aflBrms the pressure to be the

weight of a column, which would produce a velocity of efSux equal to the difference of

the velocity of the fluid and of the machine ; and hence he deduces that its performance

will be the greatest possible when its retrograde velocity is one-third of the velocity

acquired by falling from the surface, in which case it will raise ^ths of the water

expended to the same height, which is double of the performance of a mill acted on by
the impulse of water.

But this is a very imperfect account of the operation. When the machine
(constructed exactly as we have described) moves round, the water which issues

descends in the vertical trunk, and then, moving along the horizontal arms, partakes

of this circular motion. This excites a centrifugal force, which is exerted against the

ends of the arms by the intervention of the fluid. The whole fluid is subjected to this

pressure (increasing for every section across the arm in the proportion of its distance

from the axis), and every particle is pressed with the accumidated centrifugal forces

of all the sections that are nearer to the axis. Every section, therefore, sustains an
actual pressure proportional to the square of its distance from the axis. This increases

the velocity of efflux, and this increases the velocity of revolution, and this mutual co-

operation would seem to terminate in an infinite velocity of both motions. But, on the

other hand, this circular motion must be given anew to every particle of water as it

enters the horizontal arm. This can be done only by the motion already in the arm,

and at its expense. Thus, there must be a velocity which cannot be overpassed even

by an unloaded machine. But it is also plain, that by making the horizontal arm very

capacious, the motion of the water from the axis to the jet may be made very slow,

and much of this diminution of circular motion be prevented. ' System of Mechanical

Philosophy, by John Eobinson,' pp. 616, 617. Centrifugal pumps, correctly spealdng,

are such as have water admitted at the axis of a hollow wheel, traversed by vanes,

which being made to revolve rapidly expels the water at the circumference. The pipe

by which the water reaches the axis of the wheel or the reservoir which feeds it,

becomes under these circumstances a suction-pipe, and if the reservoir into which the

water is received from the periphery of the wheel be closed, and a pipe be carried from

it upwards, the latter becomes a force pipe. Appold's Centrifugal Pump, and Gwyim's,

are examples of this kind of machine in practice
; they are largely employed in raising

large bodies of water to a small height. Centrifugal machines were used in America

in 1830; Mr. M'Carty erected one in the navy yard, New York, in 1830. M. Ch.

Combes describes a centrifugal machine in a paper entitled ' 8ur Ics Eoucs de Eeaction'

(Co7npfcs Rcndits, vol. vii. 2me. Semestre, 1838, p. 306). In this paper the theory of

the centrifugal ventilator is discussed, and its obvious relations to the theory of the
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centrifugal pump pointed out. In August 1838, M. Combes took out a brevet

^invention, entitled ' Pour un machine universelle. a force centrale, propre a deplacer

les liquides et les fluides aeriformes ' {Becherches theoriques et experhnentales sur les

Eoues a Eeaction on a Tuyaux, par M. Ch. Comhes, and 'Jurors' Eeport of Great Exhi-

bition,' 1851). Many ventilating machines for mines are constructed on this principle.

(See YTN-TTT.ATP.-r; Mixes ; also TTOBrsr:. )
Whirling machines, which are used for drying

cloth, sugar, and other things, are entirely dependent on the action of centrifugal

force. These machines are called hydro-extractors.

CERASXN'. The name given by Dr. John to those gums -n-hich swell but do not

dissolve in water ; such as gtun tragacanth. It is synonymous with Bassoeln-e.

CZSBATE, from ccra, wax. An unguent, of rather a stiff consistence, made of oU,

or lard, and wax, thickened occasionally with pulverulent matters.

CEBEA^nr. {Ctrealine, Fr.) A nitrogenous substance found by SI. Mega
Mouries in bran. See Beead.
CEBEAIiS. Grasses cultivated for sake of their grain, used as food-stuSs. They

comprise wheat, barley, rye, oats, maize, and rice. The name is derived from the

goddess Ceres.

CERESXN'E. A by-product obtained in purifying ozokerite for the manufacture

of paraffin. By treating the crude product with sulphuric and sulphurotis acids, and
then with alkalis, pure cerasine is obtained in the form of a white semi-transparent

opaline substance, insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol, fusing at about 143° F.,

and having a specific gravity of 0'88. In Vienna, ceresine has been used as a substitute

for bees'-wax in certain pharmaceutical preparations. This article is sold in rotmd,

thin plates, a few inches in diameter. It is faultlessly white, scentless, harder than
wax, and translucent at the edges. The fracture resembles somewhat that of wax,
but it cannot be kneaded, either in warm water or between the fingers. It is not

attacked by acids, either hot or cold, and is not in the slightest degree saponified by
caustic alkalis. It is volatile at high temperatures and distils over tmchanged. It

is closely analogous to paraffin and stearine, but is rendered more waxy in appearance

by being cooled slowly. See Ca>dles—Ozokeeite.

CEBXM'E. A substance which forms from 70 to 80 percent, of bees'-wax. It may
be obtained by digesting wax for some time in spirit of wine at a boiling temperature.

The rnyricine separates, while the cerine remains dissolved, and may be obtained from
the decanted liquor by evaporation. Cerine is white, analogous to wax, fusible at
134° F., hardly acted upon by hot nitric acid, but is readily carbonised by hot sul-

phuric acid. When treated with caustic-alkaH ley, it is converted into margaric acid

and cerdine.

CEBXrmX. A peculiar metal discovered in coimection with lanthanum and didy-

mium, in cerite, aUaiiite, orthite, and a few other minerals of rare occurrence, found in

Sweden. Cerium has also been detected by Prof. Church in a Cornish mineral, which
he found to consist of a hydrous phosphate of cerium ; this mineral has been named by
ilr. Greville C. Williams, Ckurchite.

Cerium, extracted from its chloride by potassium, appears as a dark red or chocolate

powder, which assumes a metallic lustre by friction. It does not conduct electricity

well, like other metals ; it is infusible ; its specific gravity is unknown. It has

been applied to no use in the arts. See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

CEROSXITE. A name applied to the wax of the sugar-cane.

CEB.OTZC ACXD. An acid obtained by the action of boiling alcohol on bees'-

wax, or by the destructive distillation of Chinese wax.

CERUSE. A name of white lead. See White Lead.

CERITSZTE or CERUSSZTE. Native carbonate of lead. See Lead,
CETXiOir CATECHU'. A variety of the Bombay Catechu.

CETXiON* moss. (Plocaria Candida.) See Axg^.
CHABASXTE, A hydrated silicate of alumina and lime. This zeolite is found

in the fissures of some trap rocks.

CBAXXTWORK is a peculiar style of textile fabric, to which hosiery and tambour-
ing belong. See Hosieey.
CHAKKARA. A coarse sugar obtained from the cocoa-nut and other plants.

CBAXiCAH'THZTE. Aname occasionally applied to the native sulphate of copper.

CEAZiCAH'TH'D'M. The ancient name of the native sulphate of iron.

CHAXCEDOXrZ'. A hard mineral of the quartz family, often cut into seals.

iTnder it may be grouped common chalcedony, heliotrope, chrysoprase, plasma, ^ate,
onyx, cat's-eye, sardonyx, camelian, and sard.

CHAXiCEBOirTZ. The name of those agates in which opaque white chalcedony
alternates with the translucent grey variety.

CHAIiCHZHXrXTZi. A green stone prized by the ancient Mexicans for orna-
mental purposes. It has been variously referred to jade, turquoise, emerald, &c.
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CHAIiCOXiITE. A name applied to co^per-uranite or torherite, a hydrated
pliosphato of uranium and copper.

GHAILCOPKVIiIiXTE. A hydrated arsenate of copper, known also as tamarite

and copper-mica, tlio crystals being easily separated into laminae, like mica.

CHiiXiCOPirstXTZ:. A mineralogical name for copper-pi/rites. See Coppee,
CHAXtCOSXZrs, A synonym of copper-glance. See Coppee.

CHA^COSTIBITE. A sulphide of antimony and copper, from Wolfsberg in

the Hartz.

CKAKCOTRipRITE. A name applied to the hair-liko forms of red oxide of
copper, known commonly as phish copper-ore.

CHAXK. (Craie, Fr. ;
Kreide, Ger.) An earthy carbonate of lime, white,

opaque, soft, dull, or without any appearance of polish in its fracture. Its specific

gravity varies from 2'4 to 2'6.

The following analysis, by Mr. W. J. Ward, shows the composition of a sample of

chalk from near Gravesend (after having been dried at 212^ F.): carbonate of lime,

98'52; carbonate of magnesia, 0'29; sulphate of lime, 0-14; peroxide of manganese,
0'04

;
phosphoric acid and organic matter, traces

;
ignited insoluble residue, chiefly

silica, 0-65.

When purified, chalk is called whiting and Spanish white, in England ; Schlemon-

Jcrcide, in Germany ; blano de Troyes, and blanc de Metidon, in France. Pure chalk
should dissolve readily in dilute muriatic acid, and the solution should afford no
precipitate with water of ammonia. Chalk is burnt into lime in great quantities, in

which state it is used as a manure, and for making mortar and whitewash. Some of the

lower beds, which are argillaceous, afford a good hydraulic cement, equal in every

respect to Roman cement.

Of late years, it has become the custom to manure land with unburnt chalk spread

on the surface in the proportion of about 40 loads (tons) to an acre. The effect pro-

duced by chalk applied in its crude state is similar to that resulting from the applica-

tion of quicklime, but more lasting, on some lands not requiring to be renewed for

several years : it also has the advantage of rendering the soil mechanically/ lighter,

from the larger quantity in which it is used.

In certain districts, chalk is sometimes used as a building material.

CHAKK, BILACK. An indurated clay, containing much carbon. The finer

kinds are used for drawing on paper.

CKAlbK, FREN'CII. Steatite, or soap stone : a soft magnesian mineral,

CHAXiX, RED. A clay coloured with the peroxide of iron, of which it contains

about 1 7 per cent. Also a ferruginous carbonate of lime.

CKAXiIiXS. About the year 1832 this article was introduced, and was certainly an
elegant silk and worsted fabric. It was made on a similar principle to the Norwich
crape, only thinner and softer, composed of much finer materials ; and instead of a
glossy surface, as in Norwich crapes, the object was to produce it without gloss, and
very pliable and clothy. The best quality of challis, when finished with designs and
figures (either produced in the loom or printed), commanded the attention of the

higher circles, and became a favourite article of apparel at their fashionable resorts

and parties for several years. The worsted yarn for the weft of this article was spun
at Bradford, from numbers 52's to 64's. The making of the challis fabric soon after-

wards commenced in the North, but it has given way to the ever-varying caprices of
fashion.

CHAIilTBEATE is a name given in medicine to preparations of iron.

CHAXiYBXTE. A synonym of carbonate of iron, or spathose iron-ore. See
Ieon.

CHAMBIiEOST, MIN'ERAIi. As this compound—so long known in chemistry

as a mere curiosity, on account of the surprising changes of colour which it spon-

taneously ass-umed—has of late been largely employed for whitening tallow, palm-oil,

and decolouring other organic matters, it merits description in this Dictionary. It

exists in two states : one of which is called by chemists the manganate of potash, and
the other the permanganate

;
denoting that the first is a compound of manganic acid

with potash, and that the second is a compound of permanganic acid with the same
base. They are both prepared in nearly the same way : the former by calcining

together, at a red-heat in a covered crucible, a mixture of one part of the black per-

oxide of manganese with three parts of the hydrate of potash (the fused potash of the

apothecary). The mass is of a green colour when cold. It is to be dissolved in cold

water, and the solution allowed to settle, and become clear, but by no means filtered,

for fear of the decomposition to which it is very prone. When the decanted liquid is

evaporated under the exhausted receiver of an air-pump, over a surface of sulphuric

acid, it affords crystals of a beautiful green colour, which should be laid on a clean

porous brick to drain and dry. They may be preserved in dry air. But should be
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kept in a well-corked bottle. They are decomposed by water, but dissolve in weak
water of potash. On diluting this, decomposition of the salt ensues, with all the

chameleon changes of tint ; red, blue, and violet. Sometimes a gree^ solution of this

salt becomes red on being heated, and preserves this colour eveu when cold, but
resumes its green hue the moment it is shaken : it mig;ht, therefore, fiirnish the votaries

of St. Januarius with an admirable means of mystifying the worshippers at his shrine.

The original calcined mass, in being dissolved, always deposits a considerable quantity

of a brown powder, which is a compound of the acid and peroxide of manganese
combined with water. Much of the potash remains unchanged, which may be re-

covered.

The permanganate of potash is made by fusing with a strong heat a mixture of

equal parts of peroxide of manganese and hydrate of potash, or one part of peroxide

and two parts of nitre. The mass is to be dissolved in water, and if the solution be
green, it should be reddened by the cautious addition of a few drops of nitric acid.

The clarified liquor is to be evaporated to the point of crystallisation. Even the

smallest crystals of this salt have such an intense red colour, that they appear black
with a green metallic reflection. In the air they gradually assume a steel-grey hue
without undergoing any essential change of natixro. A very little of the salt reddens a
large body of water. The least portion of any organic matter added to the solution of
this salt reduces the permanganic acid to the state of peroxide, which precipitates com-
bined with water; the liquor becoming green or colourless, according to circumstances.

A more permanent permanganic salt may bo made as follows :—Melt chlorate of

potash over a spirit lamp, and throw into it a few pieces of hydrate of potash, which
immediately dissolve and form a limpid liquid. When peroxide of manganese in

fine powder is gradually introduced into that melted mixture, it immediately dissolves,

with the production of a rich green colour. After adding the manganese in excess,

the whole is to be exposed to a gentle red heat, in order to decompose the residuary

chlorate of potash. It is now a mixture of manganate of potash, chloride of potassium,

and peroxide of manganese. It forms -with water a deep green coloured solution, which,
when boiled, assumes a fine red colour, in consequence of its becoming a permanga-
nate, and it ought to be decanted off the sediment while hot. By cooling, the per-

manganate of potash separates in crystals possessed of great lustre ; but towards tho
end colourless crystals of chloride of potassium are deposited. See Manganates.
CKAMOXSZTE. A hydrated silicate of alumina and protoxide of iron, occurring

as a compact or oolitic iron-ore, at Chamoison, near Saint Maurice, in the Valais.

CHAnxoiaxiiE: FKOWEKS. The Anthemis nobilis of Linnaeus. The chamomile
grows very abundantly in Cornwall, and some other parts of England. It is culti-

vated at Mitcham and in Derbyshire, for the London market. The chamomile is used
medicinally, and is employed by some brewers to substitute hops in bitter beer. It

would be well if no more objectionable bitter was employed.
The essential oil of chamomile is remarkable for its blue colour. In a paper read

before the Chemical Society by Dr. Piesso, ' On the colouring matter of volatile

oils,' this blue body was shown in an isolated state, and was named by tho author
asulene.

CHABKPa.GN'B. See Wines.

CHAlTARCZIiXZTE. An arsenio-antimonial silver-ore, occurring at Chanarcillo,

in Chile.

CKAPAPOTZia A local name for Mexican asphalt.

CHARBOnr SVXiFUBZQ'U'X:. This name is applied to the product obtained by
treating pulverised madder, either at ordinary or at higher temperatures, with a con-
siderable quantity of rather strong sulphuric acid. MM. Persoz and Gauthier do
Claubry had shown that the true colouring principles of madder are soluble without
alteration in strong sulphuric acid, and it was on this observation, turned to practical

account by M. Eobriquet, that the preparation of his charhon suJfuriqite was based.
After the action of tho acid has been continued for several hours, the mass is diluted

with water, the liquid filtered, and the residue well washed and dried. Charhon siil-

furique dyes very strongly, and produces fine colours.

CHARCOAXi. The fixed residuum of organic substances when they are exposed
to ignition out of contact with air.

Wood Charcoal.—As wood charcoal may be regarded as, especially, the repre-
sentative of the practically useful charred substances, a description of it naturally
precedes that of the other varieties. The earliest plan of coaling wood, as the
manufacture of charcoal was termed, and is still called, is carried on as follows :

—

A piece of ground is levelled at some convenient spot in the forest, which is

termed the ' hearth ' or ' earth. ' In the centre of this a thick pole or bundle of
brushwood is placed, around which the wood is arranged, some of the pieces being
laid horizontally and others set up at an inclination; or the wood may be placed
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altogether at any steep angle, sloping outwards from the centre to form a flattened

cone, ^"hich when complete is usually called a heap ; the object, whichover way the

wood is placed, is to obtain a free circulation of air under the heap, to communicate
with the chimney in the centre, which is formed by then withdrawing the central

pole or bundle of brushwood. The largo wood should if convenient be at the bottom
of the heap, and the outside packed as close as possible ; the heap is then covered

with small brushwood, and afterwards with turf, or the material most impervious to

air which can be conveniently obtained. A fire is lighted in the centre chimney, and
by leaving openings in the outside-covering at the bottom of the heap, the fire

soon extends, and can be guided to any part by making temporary openings to

admit the air. When the heap is sufficiently fired all th& openings are closed, and
lastly the chimney itself. The fire will always extend most rapidly -on the side facing

or towards the wind ; and great care must be taken to watch and check this, by
keeping the covering on that side in good order. The charcoal burner must always

be careful to sjjread the fire as evenly as possible through the heap, and after it is

coaled to stop it down carefully ; he can always accelerate the process in any part

of the heap if well built, by opening the outside to admit air freely : but if he finds

this does not act, from any fault in setting the wood, he had better open a hole with

a bar at the place required, and light a fire in the hole ; this will soon communicate
with the main fire in the heap. As soon as the smoke and white flame cease to

escape at the vents, the whole heap must be closed from the air as carefully as

possible, until the charcoal is quite cooled and is ready to draw. The fire must
never burn too fast ; the slower the process, if the fire is steady and regtdar, the

better the yield of charcoal. Hard close-grained woods take a longer time to coal

than soft open-grained woods, and should be placed in the heap accordingly. These
technical instructions, handed down in the forests for ages as secrets from father to

son amongst the ' coalliers ' in every country in Europe, are the results of long

practical experience, and strictly accord with the true principles on which the

process is based.

To carbonise wood under a moveable covering, the plan of Metier, or heaps, is em-
ployed very much in Germany. The wood is arranged either in horizontal layers,

or in nearly vertical ones, with a slight slope, so as to form conical rounded heaps of

different sizes. The former are called ' lying Meiler' fig. 442 ; the latter ' standing

Meiler,' figs. 443 and 444. Both are distributed in much the same way.

In districts where the wood can be transported into one place by means of rivers,

or mountain slides, a dry flat space must be pitched upon, screened from storms and
floods, which may be walled round, having a slight declivity made in the ground,

towards the centre. {See fig, 445.) Into this space the tarry acid will partially fall,

and may be conducted outwards,
"^^^ through a covered gutter beneath,

J into a covered tank. The mouth
of the tank must be shut, dm-ing

the coking, with an iron or stone

slab, luted with clay. A square

iron plate is placed over the inner

orifice or the gutter to prevent it

being choked with coal ashes. Fig. 445 represents a walled Meiler station : a, the

station ; J, the gutter ;
c, the tank, which is covered with the slab d; e, a. slab which

serves to keep the gutter clear of coals. The cover of the heaps is formed of earth,

sand, ashes, or such other matter as may be most readily found in the woods. They

should be kindled in the centre. From 6 days to 4 weeks may be required fot

charring a heap, according to its size, hard wood requiring most time ; and the slower

the process, the better and greater is the product, generally speaking.

Charring of wood in mounds {Haufe or liegende Werlce), figs. 446 and 447, dififers

from that in the Meiler, because the wood in the Haufe is successively charred, and the
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cliareoal is raked out by little and little. The product is said to be greater in this

way, and also better. Uncleft billets, 6 or 8 feet long, being laid over each other,

are covered with ashes, and then

carbonised. The station is some- _ 446

times horizontal, and sometimes

made to slope. The length may
be 24 feet, the breadth 8 feet ; and
the wood is laid crosswise. Piles

are set perpendicularly to support

a roof made of boughs and leaves

covered with ashes. Pipes are

occasionally laid within the upper

part of the mounds, which serve to

catch and carry off some of the

liquid.

Fig. 448 is a vertical section,

and fig. 449 a half bird's-eye view,

and half cross-section at the height

of the pit bottom, of Chabeaus-
sifere's kiln for making wood charcoal, a is the oven ; b, vertical air-pipes ; c c,

horizontal flues for admitting air to the Idln ; d d, small pits which communicate by
short horizontal pipes e e, with
the vertical ones

; /, the sole of
^'^^

the kiln, a circle of brickwork,

upon which the cover or hood, k,

reposes
;

i, a pipe which leads to

the cistern k
;

I, the pipe destined

for carrying off the gaseous mat-
ter ; 7n m, holes in the iron cover

or lid.

The distribution of the wood is

like that in the horizontal MeUer,

or heaps ; it is kindled in the

central vertical canal with burn-
ing fuel, and the lid is covered

with a few inches of earth. At
the beginning of the operation all

the draught flues are left open,

but they are progressively closed,

as occasion requires. In eight kilns of this kind, 600 decasters of oak wood are

carbonised, from which 15,000 hectolitres of charcoal are obtained, equal to 64,000
pounds French, being about 25 per cent., besides tar, and 3,000 velts of wood vinegar,

of from 2° to 3° Baum6.
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coking place, whose surrounding walls are heated by the flame which passes through
the intermediate space b. The place itself is divided by partitions of fire tiles into

three stages, through the apertures in which the flames of the fire c c, rise, and heat
the exterior of the coking apartment. In order to confine the heat, there is in the

enclosing walls of the outer kiln, a cylindrical hollow space d, where the air is kept
stagnant. Through the apertures left in the upper end at e, the turf is introduced ;

they are then shut with an iron plate /, which is covered with ashes or sand. The
fire-place opens above this aperture, and its outlet is provided with a moveable iron

cover
ff,

in which there is a small hole for the issue of the gases. The sole of the kiln

consists of a cast-iron slab h, which may be raised by means of a hook, i, upon it. This
is drawn back after the carbonisation is completed, whereby the charcoal falls from
the coking space into a subjacent vault. The volatile products are carried off by the

pipe A, and led into the condensing cistern ; the gases escaping to the fire-place, where
they are burned. The iron slab is protected from the corrosion of the acid vapours by
a layer of coal ashes.

Charcoal obtained by the action of a rapid fire in close vessels is not so solid and so

good a fuel as that which is made in the ancient way by the slow calcination of pyra-

midal piles covered with earth. One of the most economical ovens for making wood
charcoal is that invented by M. Foucauld, which he calls a shroud, or abri. To con-

struct one of these, 30 feet in diameter at the base, 10 feet at its summit, and from 8

to 9 feet high, he forms, with wood 2 inches square, a frame 12 feet long, 3 feet broad

at one end, and 1 foot at the other. The figures 451, 452 will explain the construction.

V A

The uprights, a b and c d, of this frame are furnished with three pairs of wooden
handles a a a, by means of which they can be joined together, by passing through two
contiguous handles a wooden fork, the frame being previously provided with props, as

shown in fy. 452, and covered with loam mixed with grass. A flat cover of 10 feet

diameter, made of planks weU joined, and secured by 4 cross bars, is mounted with 2

trap doors, m n, Jiff. 454, for giving egress to the smoke at the commencement of the

operation ; a triangular hole p, cut out in the cover, receives the end of the conduit q
E s, (fiffs. 463 and 464) of wood formed of three deals destined to convey the gases

and condensed liquids into the casks f g h. Lastly, a door t, which may be opened and
shut at pleasure, permits the operator to inspect the state of the fire. The charcoal

calcined by this abri has been found of superior quality.

When it is wished to change the place where the abri is erected, and to transport it

to a store of new-felled timber, the frame is taken down, after beating off the clay which

covers it; the joints are then cut by a saw, as well as the ends of the fork which fixed

the frames to one another. This process is economical in use, and simple and cheap in

construction ; since all the pieces of the apparatus are easily moved about, and may be

readily mounted in the forests. For obtaining a compact charcoal, for the use of

artisans, this mixed process of Foucauld is said to be preferable to either the close iron

cylinder or the pile.

For making gunpowder-charcoal the lighter woods, such as the willow, dogwood,

and alder answer best ; and in their carbonisation caro should be taken to let the
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vapours freely escape, especially towards the end of the operation, for when they are

ro-absorbed, they greatly impair the combustibility of the charcoal.

By the common process of the forests, about 18 per cent, of the weight of the wood
is obtained ; by the process of Foucauld about 24 per cent, is obtained, with 20 of crude

pyroligneous acid of 10° Eaume. By the process described under Acetic Acid, 27 of

charcoal, 18 of acid at 6°, are procured from 100 parts of wood, besides the tar. These
quantities were the results of careful experimenting, and are greater than can be
reckoned upon in ordinary hands.

Charcoal for chemical purposes may be extemporaneously prepared by calcining

pieces of wood covered with sand in a crucible, till no more volatile matter exhales.

The charcoal of some woods contains silica, and is therefore used for polishing

metals. Being a bad conductor of heat, charcoal is employed sometimes in powder to

encase, small furnaces and steam-pipes. It is not affected by water; and hence, the

extremities of stakes driven into moist ground are not liable to decomposition. In
like manner casks when charred inside preserve water much better than common casks,

because they furnish no soluble matter for fermentation or for food to animalcules.

Lowitz discovered that wood charcoal removes offensive smells from animal and
vegetable substances, and counteracts their putrefaction. He found the odour of suc-

cinic and benzoic acids, of bugs, of empyremnatic oils, of infusions of valerian, essence

of wormwood, spirits distilled from bad grain, and sulphureous substances were all

absorbable by freshly-calcined charcoal properly applied. A very ingenious filter has
been constructed for purifying water, by passing it through strata of charcoal of

different degrees of fineness.

When charcoal is burned, one-third of the heat is discharged by radiation, and two-
thirds by conduction.

The following Table of the quantity of charcoal yielded by different woods was pub-
lished by Mr. Mushet, as the result of experiments carefully made upon the small
scale. He says, the woods before being charred were thoroughly dried, and pieces of
each kind were selected as nearly alike in every respect as possible. One hundred
parts of each sort were taken, and they produced as under :

—

Lignum Vitse afforded

Laburnum
Chestnut
Oak
"Walnut .

Holly .

Beech
Sycamore
Elm
Norway Pine
Sallow .

Ash
Birch
Scotch Pine

26 '0 of charcoal of a greyish colour, resembling coke.
25*4 tinged with brown, spongy and porous.
24*5 velvet black, compact, very hard.
23'2 glossy black, compact, firm.

22*6 black, close, very firm.

20-6 dull black, close, firm.

19 '9 dull black, loose and bulky.
19*9 dull black, spongy, firm.

19"7 fine black, bulky, moderately firm.

19'5 fine black, moderately firm.

19'2 shining black, bulky, very soft.

18'4 velvet black, bulky, loose and soft.

17'9 shining black, spongy, firm.

17'4 velvet black, bulky, firm.

16"4 tinged with brown, moderately firm.

Messrs. Allen and Pepys, from 100 parts of the following woods, obtained the quan-
tities of charcoal as under :

—

Beech
Mahogany

.

Lignum Vitae

. 15-00

. 15-75

. 17-25

Oak
Fir

Box

17-40
18-17
20-25

It is observable that the quantities obtained by Messrs. Allen and Pepys are in

general less than those given by Mr. Mushet, which may be owing to Mr. Mushet not
having applied sufficient heat, or operated long enough, to dissipate all the aqueous
matter of the gaseous products.

To those persons who buy charcoal by weight, it is important to purchase it as soon
after it is made as possible, as it quickly absorbs a considerable portion of water from
the atmosphere. Different woods, however, differ in this respect. Messrs. Allen and
Pepys found that by a week's exposure to the air, the charcoal of

Lignum Vitae gained .

Pir . . . .

Box ....
Beech
Oak ....
Maiogany 18-0

9-6 per cent.

13-0
14-0
16-3

16-5
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The following is a tabular view of the volumes of the difiFerent gases which were
absorbed in the course of 24 hours, by one volume of charcoal, in the experiments of

M. Theodore de Saussure, which were conducted in a way likely to produce correct

results. Each portion of charcoal was heated afresh to a red heat, and allowed to

cool under mercury. When taken from the mercury, it was instantly plunged into the

vessel of gas :

—

Bicarburetted hydrogen 35'00

Carbonic oxide . . 9'42

Oxygen gas . . . 9'25

Ammoniacal gas . . 90

Muriatic acid gas . . 85

Sulphurous acid . .65
Sulphuretted hydrogen . 66

Nitrous oxide . . . 40

Carbonic acid gas . .35

Nitrogen . . . 7-60

Carburetted hydrogen . 6'00

Hydrogen gas . .1-75

Neumann, who made many experiments on charcoal, informs us that for the reduc-

tion of the metallic oxides, the charcoal of the heavier woods, as that of the oak and
the beech, is preferable, and that, for common fuel, such charcoal gives the greatest

heat, and requires the most plentiful supply of air to keep it burning ; while those of

the lighter woods preserve a glovring heat with, a much less draught of air ; and that

for purposes where it is desirable to have a steady and a still fire, charcoal should be
employed which has been made from wood previously divested of its bark, since it is

the cortical part which crackles and flies oif in sparks during combustion, which the

coal or the wood itself seldom does.

For making crayons of charcoal, the willow is the best wood that can be employed,

as the softness is uniform in all its parts. The durability of charcoal may be seen in

several of our old churchyards, where the letters made with lampblack are still per-

fect, though the white lead with which the body of the stones was painted is entirely

destroyed.

This property of carbon is shown, however, in a more striking manner by the

writings that were found in the ruins of Herculaneum, which have retained their

original blackness for two thousand years. The ancients wrote with ink made from
ground charcoal.

If it be required to purify any carbonaceous matter, to render it fitter for delicate

pigments, this may be done by first calcining it in a close vessel, and then lixiviating

it in water slightly acidulated by nitric acid.

The incorruptibility of charcoal was well known to the ancients, and they availed

themselves of this property upon all important occasions.

About sixty years ago a quantity of oak stakes were found in the bed of the Thames,
in the very spot where Tacitus says that the Britons fixed a vast number of such

stakes, to prevent the passage of Julius Csesar and his army. These stakes were
charred to a considerable depth, had retained their form completely, and were firm

at the heart.

Most of the houses in Venice stand upon piles of wood, which have all been pre-

viously charred for their preservation. In this country, estates were formerly marked
out by charred stakes driven to a considerable depth into the ground. These are

occasionally found, and usually the charred portions are quite perfect, although every
other part has decayed.

Animai; Chaecoai;.—Animal charcoal especially, and other charcoal occasionally,

has been much employed in the construction of filters for domestic use. The ad-

vantage of charcoal as a purifying agent—through which to pass water—has been
long established. But it cannot be too generally known that the charcoal, in a few
weeks loses the property upon which its value depends. When first used, it separates

not only the matters mechanically suspended in water, but much of the organic

matter and salts held in solution. The property appears to be entirely lost in about

two months, after which time it is necessary either to renew or to restore the charcoal.

See Filter and Bone Black.
Lignite Chaecoax.—Much of the lignite or brown coal of the Continent has been

converted into charcoal, with a view to its use in metallurgical works. Mayer
says that very firm charcoal is obtained by charring freshly-dug lignite with-

out previously exposing it to the air. The complaint, however, amongst metallur-

gists is, that it is not generally sufficiently coherent for the furnace. The following

are a few of the results of practical experiments :

—

Lignite from Cologne, produced per cent, of charcoal . . 36'1

Iceland „ „ . . 67"5

Friesdorf „ „ . . 48-2

Stosschen „ „ . , 40'6

Paredel „ „ . . 42'0

Oberpfalz „ „ . , 46-0
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Peat Chaecoai,—Numerous attempts have been made from time to time to

utilise the peat of our bogs, and especially to bring peat charcoal into use for

smelting iron, and other metallurgical processes. As far back as 1712, we are told

by Carlowitz, that peat was charred in piles or stacks as wood is. Vogel informs us

that in 1736, peat charcoal was made in the Hartz. Numerous experiments have
been made on the Continent to produce a charcoal from peat, which should answer
the requirements of metallurgy. None of these appear to have been entirely success-

ful. Within the last few years, experiments have been made in Ireland to smelt the

haematite iron ore of Cumberland with peat charcoal. The exact results of the

experiments have not been made known, but, certain it is, they did not promise to be

commercially successful, and the idea has long been abandoned. "We learn from the

report of Sir Eobert Kane, that the relative quantities of charcoal and other sub-

stances produced from a hundred parts of peat were found to be :—

Charcoal

Tarry matter

Watery products

Gases .

Average
29-222

2-787

31-378

36-616

Maximum
39-132

4-417

38-127

67-746

Minimum
18-973

1-462

21-819

25-018

From the same report we glean the following tables, giving the determinations of
carbon, &c., in different peats :

—

Regnault
{Annal. der Pharm.)

Mulder
{Berz, Jahrb.)

Vulcaire
near

Abbeville

Long
near

AbbevUIe

Champ de
Fer, near
Framont

Friesland
compact

tnrf

Friesland
surface
turf

Holland

Carbon
Hydrogen .

Oxygen
Ash, in 100 parts

60-40

6-90

33-64

5-58

60-89

6-21

32-90

4-61

61-05

6-46

32-50

6-33

59-42

6-87

34-71

3-80

60-41

5-57

34-02

0-91

59-27

5-41

35-32

14-25

The following results were obtained by Sir Eobert Kane, from peats Irom the Irish

bogs ; and published in the Proceedings of the Eoyal Irish Academy :

—

Carbon
Hydrogen .

Oxygen
Ash .

Kilbeggan
in Westmeath

. 61-04

. 6-67

. 30-45

1-83

KUbaha
in Clare

51-13

6-33

34-48

8-06

Cappoge
in Kildare

61-05

6-85

39-55

2-26

The determinations of charcoal and volatile matters found in peat in the following

table, are : 1. from Eue, in Department of Somme ; and 2. from Abbeville, by Berthior

;

3. from Vaucluse, by Diday ; 4. from S^cheral, by Sauvage ; and 6. from Kildare
;

6. from Kilbeggan ; 7. from Kilbaha ; and 8. Cappoge, by Sir Eobert Kane :

—

Charcoal .

Volatile matter.

Ash . .

1

21-0

72-0

7-0

23-0

72-2

4-8

3

17-3

65-3

17-4

4

22-0

39-2

8-3

5

23-82

73-63

2-65

G

22-67

75-50

1-83

7 8

72-14 23-65

72-80 70-10

8-06 6-24

Peat is usually charred by methods similar to those employed for the carbonisation

of Wood. Kilns, variously constructed, have been used, but the success attending

the production of peat charcoal by them, has not been sufficiently great to induce us

to occupy space with any description of thom.

In 1849, Mr. Vignoles, C.E., patented a process for charring peat by steam, super-

heated to the melting point of tin or lead. Pulped peat is thrown in mass into a
cylindrical driun-shaped vessel, divided, if necessary, into compartments, which is

caused to revolve -with great rapidity upon an axis—tlie velocity requisite being such

as shall drive off the water or other fluid from the solid parts of the peat or turf by
centrifugal force. When all the water is removed from the peat by this process, and
it is in a coherent mass, it is removed and moulded into blocks. Those blocks are

put into large cylindrical iron vessels, into which steam, at from 46 lbs. to 60 lbs.

pressure per square inch, is admitted, after a process of superlieating, by traversing

iron tubes heated to bright redness. This process, although strongly recommended,
has never been practically adopted.

Peat charcoal, as far as heating power is concerned, ranks among the best kinds of
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fuel, but it produces so much ash as to make its use very objectionable. 100 pounds
of dry peat, say Messrs. Eonalds and Eichardson, leave 21 lbs. of ash, and pro-

duce 47 lbs. of charcoal, therefore those 47 lbs. of peat charcoal will contain 21 lbs. or

45 per cent, of ash.

Rogers adopted in Ireland a system of drying peat and carbonising it, which was
for some time carried forward with much promise of success. Green produced a
draught of hot air through a drying house, by means of chimneys and fires. He then

distilled the dry peat in wrought-iron cylinders, similar to those employed in making
illuminating gas, the gases obtained being used as part of the fuel below. Notwith-
standing all the attempts which have been made to utilise peat charcoal, there is no
process now carried out on a large scale.

Platinised Chabcoax.—This preparation, which appears destined to become ex-

ceedingly valuable, was introduced by Dr. Stenhouse, who thus describes the mode
of preparation and some of its uses :

—

' The lighter kinds of wood charcoal, owing to the nine volumes of oxygen gas
contained in their pores, possess a considerable power of oxidising the greater

number of easily alterable gases and vapours. The absorbent power of charcoal,

however, is comparatively much greater than its capacity for inducing chemical

combination. In this respect charcoal presents a remarkable contrast to spongy
platinum, which, though inferior as an absorbent for some gaseous substances—such

for instance, as ammonia, of which spongy platinum absorbs only 30 volumes, while

charcoal absorbs ninety—is, nevertheless, immensely more effective, both as an
oxidiser, and as a promoter of chemical combination generally. As it is desirable

for some purposes, while retaining the absorbent power of charcoal unimpaired, to

increase its oxidating influences, it struck me that this important object might be
easily effected by combining the charcoal with minutely-divided platinum. In this

way, a combination is produced, to which I have given the name of platinised char-

coal, which possesses the good properties of both of its constituents. In order to

platinise charcoal, nothing more is necessary than to boil the charcoal, either in

coarse powder or in large pieces, in a solution of bichloride of platinum, and when
the charcoal ha? become thoroughly impregnated with the platinum, which seldom

requires more than ten minutes, or a quarter of an hour, to heat it to redness in a

close vessel—a capacious platinum crucible being very well adapted for this purpose.

When 150 grains of charcoal were impregnated with nine grains of platinum, by the

process just described, the charcoal was found to have undergone no change in its

external appearance, though its properties have been very essentially altered. When
a few grains of this platinised charcoal were passed up into a mixture of dry oxygen

and hydrogen in the proportions to form water, over mercury, the two gases com-

bined in the course of a few minutes, precisely in the same way as when a clay

ball of spongy platinum is employed. When, however, a fragment of charcoal con-

taining a considerably larger proportion of platinum was passed up into a similar

gaseous mixture, the gases instantly combined with explosive violence, just as if

platinum-black had been used. If pieces of cold platinised charcoal are held in a jet

of hydrogen, they speedily become incandescent, and inflame the gas. Platinised

charcoal, when slightly warmed, likewise rapidly becomes incandescent in a current

of coal-gas, but the jet of gas is not inflamed, owing to the very high temperature, a

white heat, which is required for this purpose.

' In the vapour of alcohol or wood spirit, platinised charcoal becomes red hot, and

continues so till the supply of vapour is exhausted. In the course of a few hours,

spirits of wine, in contact with platinised charcoal and air, is converted into vinegar.'

I find that two per cent, of platinum is sufiicient to platinise charcoal for most pur-

poses, Charcoal containing this small amount of platinum, causes a mixture of

oxygen and hydrogen to combine perfectly in about a quarter of an hour, and this

is the strength of platinised charcoal that seems best adapted for charcoal disinfectant

respirators. Charcoal containing one per cent, of platinum causes a mixtm-e of

oxygen and hydrogen to combine in about two hom-s ; and charcoal containing, the

extremely minute quantity of 5" per cent, platinum, produces the same effect in from

6 to 8 hours. Platinised charcoal seems likely to admit of various useful applications
;

one of the most obvious of these is its excellent adaptability to air-filters and re-

spirators for disinfectant purposes. It is plain that no easily alterable organic vapours,

such as effluvia or miasmata, can remain in contact, even for a few minutes, with

platinised charcoal without being destroyed, their carbon being converted into carbonic

acid, and their hydrogen into water.
' Platinised charcoal also seems likely to prove a highly useful application to malig-

nant ulcers and similar sores, on which I confidently expect, from its powerful

oxidating properties, that it will act as a mild, but effective, caustic. Perhaps, how-

ever, as an application to sores, platinised asbestos, either alone, or in combination

with platinised charcoal, might be found more manageable. In those diseases also
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•where the internal use of charcoal has been found beneficial, I should think that

platinised charcoal may be advantageously substituted. In Bunscn's carbon battery

also the employment of platinised charcoal may, I think, be advantageously tried.

' It is clear that the amount of platinum in the charcoal may be varied almost at

pleasure, according to the strength of the platinum solution employed in its prepara-

tion, and the purposes to which the charcoal is intended to be applied. Almost any
form, and even very considerable dimensions, may be given to the platinised charcoal
•—circumstances which greatly extend the range of its applications.'

CHARCOAXiS. The name by which the best tin plates are known; these are

always made by charcoal fires.

CHASCHXSCH, or Haskash. Hadschtj is not the correct term for this narcotic

drug, for Hadschy means a pilgrim ; the true name is, according to pronunciation,

Chaschisch, the Aiab word for hemp {Cannabis saiiva). By this name, all intoxicating

drugs whose chief constituent is this herb are well known over the whole of the East.

The mode of preparing chaschisch is the following :

—

The tops and all the tender parts of the hemp plant are collected after the period of

inflorescence ; dried and kept for use. It must be premised that the hemp plant is in

the East distinguished by its narcotic properties, although botanists are unable to

detect any difference between this and the European species. The dried hemp or

chaschisch, is used

—

1 St. Boiled in fat, butter, or oil, with a little water ; the filtered product is employed
in all kinds of pastry.

2nd. Powdered for smoking : 5 or 10 grains of the powder are smoked from a
common pipe {tsubuk) with ordinary tobacco {tiltilm), or from a water-pipe {nargielc)

with another kind of tobacco {tomheki). The tombeki is probably the leaf of a species

of lobelia ; it is smoked in a uargiele, and is uncommonly narcotic ; so much so, that

it is ordinarily steeped in water for a few hours before it is used, to weaken it, and the

pipe is charged with it whilst it is yet wet.

3rd. Formed with tragacanth mucilage into pastiles, which are placed upon a pipe

and smoked in similar doses. These last two preparations are termed esrar {csrar

is the Arab word for secret)
;
they are the most active of all the preparations of

chaschisch, and the first pipe will cause cerebral congestion in beginners.

4th. Made into an electuary with dates or figs and honey. This preparation is of

a dark brown, almost black colour, and tastes of dates and hemp ; it is less active

than the esrar.

5th. Lastly, another electuary is prepared of the same ingredients with the addition

of spices, clove, cinnamon, pepper, amber, and musk. This preparation is used as an
aphrodisiac.

Chaschisch is said not to produce stupor, but the most pleasant species of intoxica-

tion. The person under its influence feels with perfect consciousness in the best

of all humoxu's ; all impressions from without produce the most grateful sensations

;

pleasant illusions pass before his eyes, and he feels comfortably happy ; he thinks

himself the happiest man on earth, and the world appears to him Paradise. Erom
this imaginative state he passes into the every-day state, with a perfect recollection

of all sensations, and of everything he has done and of every word he has spoken.

The efiects of a continual use of the narcotic are emaciation and nervous debility.

CBATHAIW IiZGHT. A flash-light used for military purposes, obtained by
blowing a mixture of powdered resin and magnesium through a spirit flame.

CKAV ROOT. The root of the Oldcnlandia umbellata, a plant grown on tho

Coromandel Coast in India, and valued for the red dye-stuff which it yields.

CHECK. A cloth in which coloured lines or stripes cross each other rectangularly.

Blackburn in England, and Kirkaldy in Scotland, are t' fi principal centres of the

check manufacture. See Weaving.
CHEESE. {Fromage, Fr.; Kiise, Ger.) The curd of milk which has been allowed to

undergo a peculiar change, by which it acquires the well-known flavour. The most cele-

brated English clieeses are manufactured in Cheshire, Gloucestershire, and Somersetshire.

The milk of animals contains three principles, which are, by very slight changes, sepa-

rated from each other. By a short repose, an oily portion rises to the surface of the

milk—this consists of the cream globules, which are readily converted into butter.

If any acid be added to the milk, a curd separates ; this is the caseous matter, or

casein, which being pressed in moulds, becomes cheese ; the third portion being the

serum or whey. The cheesy matter which exists in milk in a soluble state, is usually

separated by means of rennet {sec Eeunet)—that is, it is coagulated by it, or ren-

dered insoluble. The action of rennet upon milk is still very imperfectly understood.

In order to investigate the subject, Berzelius washed and dried tho stomach of a calf,

and yet he found that one part of this, mixed with nearly 2,000 parts of skimmed
milk, and heated to 120° E., so completely coagulated the caseous matter that no

trace of it remained in solution. All acids curdle milk—muriatic (hydrochloric)
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acid is said to be used for tliis purpose in Holland. Some vegetables readily
coagulate milk, amongst others the juice of the fig-tree, and the flowers of the Galium
vcrum, the yellow lady's bed-straw, or cheese rennet. The odour of the flowers of
tliis plant is sweet, the stalks and flowers hare been used in Cheshire to curdle milk,

and they are said to give a peculiar flavour to that kind of cheese.
There are different kinds of cheeses according to the manner of preparing them.
Soft cheeses—as cream cheese, and Bath and Yorkshire cheese, which will not keep

long, and are therefore sold as soon as made.
Hard cheeses—as Cheshire, Gloucester, Cheddar, Parmesan, and Dutch cheese.

Intermediate—we may regard the Gruyfere and Stilton.

The following is the process used for cheese-making in general. The milk is first

strained, then put into a large cauldron, which hangs from an iron crane over a
wood fire, and heated to nearly blood-heat. It is then removed from the fire, the
prepared rennet is added to it, and stirred till it is well mixed with the warm milk.
The cauldron is then covered with a cloth, and left for about half an hour or an
hour, till the coagulum is formed. This done, the curd is cut horizontally, with a
flat wooden skimming ladle, made for that purpose, into thin slices, which are poured
against the side of the cauldron, so that every portion of the curd thus rises to the
surface, and is thinly sliced. The cauldron is then replaced over the fire, and the
whole is well stirred with a long staff with a knob made of hard wood at the end,

and small sticks placed crosswise through holes bored in it ; this breaks the curd into

very small pieces ; the stirring is continued until the heat is raised to 135°, when the

cauldron is again taken off the fire. It is then stirred for nearly an hour more with
the staflT, and when this is done, the curd is found in small pieces about the size of a
pea, which feel elastic and rather tough. The curd is then collected in the bottom
of tie cauldron, and the whey floats at the top : a cloth is put under the cxird, and
lifted by the four corners on to an instrument, something like a small ladder which is

placed across the top of the cauldron. The whey runs out tlirough the cloth, then
the curd in the cloth is put into a hoop, made of a thin piece of wood ; and a board
about two inches thick is placed over it; it is then put into the press. After
remaining in the press about an hour, the curd is examined, and the edges which
have pressed over the ring are pared off and put in the centre of the cheese. The
cheese is then taken out of the hoop and turned, and a fresh cloth substituted. This
is done two or three times during the day. A little finely-powdered salt is then
rubbed on both sides of the cheese, and it is left in the press until the next morning

;

after that it is taken out and put on a shelf, where it is allowed to remain for six or

eight weeks, having a little salt rubbed into it every day till it will not take any
more. The weather has a great influence on the dairy. In Cheshire, cheeses are

made in great perfection. In making them they are particularly careful to extract

every particle of whey ; to do this they press the curd very tightly in boxes with holes

bored in them
;
they then put wooden skewers through these holes into the cheese,

so that no whey can possibly remain in the curd. This process gives Cheshire

cheeses the solid appearance which they possess. If there are any holes in them
thoy are considered imperfect. In these cheeses the salt is mixed with the curd,

instead of being rubbed on the outside of the cheese. This prevents fermentation, or

the formation of any elastic matter. Gloucester and Somersetshire cheeses are

made in just the same way as the Cheshire, except that the curd is not quite so

much broken, or the skewers put through the cheese, and some portion of the cream
is generally taken to make butter. Warm water is poured over the curd to wash
from it any whey that may still be remaining in it, or to dissolve any of the oily

part, or butter, that may have separated, before the milk had been coagulated.

Stilton cheeses require great care in making them. They are made by adding the

preceding evening's cream to the morning's milk. The cream and milk must be well

mixed together, and after the milk is coagulated, the cm'ds must be strained through

a sieve, only lightly pressed, and then put into a shape ; when it is firm enough it is

taken out, bound round witli a cloth to keep it from breaking, and set on a shelf. It

is sometimes powdered with flour and plunged into hot water to harden the outside.

Stilton cheese is generally preferred in a mouldy state, and to hasten this, pieces of

another mouldy cheese are often inserted in the new Stilton, or wine or ale poiired

over it. But if the cheese is rich, it does not require this, but the inside will get soft

like butter, without getting mouldy.

Gruyere and Parmesan cheeses are made by the process first described ; the only

difference between them being, that a greater degree of heat is used in making Par-

mesan than in making Gruyere, and this renders the Parmesan cheese dry and
grained, while the Gruyere is pressed and compact. A little saffron is also used to

give Parmesan colour and flavour, but nothing is used for Gruyere.

Dutch cheeses are made in a very similar way to Gloucester cheeses ; but instead

of using rennet to curdle the milk, the Dutch use muriatic acid, or spirits of salt.
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Tlioy are- very tareful to pl-event fermentation in this cheese, and in order to effect

this, the curd, after being well broken and pressed, is soaked in salt and water ; salt

is also rubbed on the outside of the cheeses, and it thus acquires the quality of keeping
well, even in warm climates. These cheeses are generally known in Holland by the

name of Edam cheeses, from the name of the place where they are made.
Another cheese much used in Holland is one made from skim milk; not having

much flavour of its own, cummin seeds are mixed with the curd to supply this defect.

The Eoqucfort cheese is made in Prance from goats' or sheep's milk. The evening's

and morning's milk are mixed, and rennet is used in the ordinary way to coagulate it.

The curd is then subjected to great pressure, and wlion the whey is all extracted, the

cheeses are laid on shelves, side by side, and frequently wiped carefully to dry them
without heat. They generally wrap the cheeses in coarse cloths, to prevent tliem

from cracking in drying. When they are quite dried, they are taken to caves dug in

the rocks, where the air is always cool, and placed on shelves. They are then salted,

and after about two or three days, they are rubbed with a coarse cloth, and then

scraped with a knife. They are then left for fifteen days, during which time tliey

get hard, and begin to get mouldy on the outside : the mouldiness is removed Ly
a knife, and this process is repeated every fifteen days, for two months, and sometimes
oftener. During this time the crust formed on the cheeses becomes successively white,

greenish and reddish ; when it is this latter colour, they are fit for use.

The Brie cheese is another, the quality of which is nearly as good as the last, but it is

only used in the places where it is manufactured, because it wll not keep. It is very

simply made ; the milk curdled in the usual manner is put to strain on a wicker frame.

When all the whey has been extracted, the cheese is salted and put in a very cool place;

the salting is repeated every two days : when salted sufficiently it is removed to a

cave or placed on a bed of hay, until it softens. This cheese should be eaten when it is

about the consistency of cream ; it is then delicious, but if left longer, it becomes putrid.

The Neiifchdtel cheeses are merely cream thickened by heat, and then compressed
in a small mould. They are esteemed a great delicacy.

There is a small cheese much relished in Germany, made from skimmed milk.

The milk is curdled by being placed near the fire ; the curds are then put into a

linen bag, and all the whey pressed out of them. When this has become solid, the

curd is again broken in a tub, and allowed to remain in this state for several days.

Putrid fermentation then begins to take place ; when in this state it is taken and
rolled into little balls with the hand, and flavoured with carraway seed. After a few
days the inside of the ball becomes soft, and it is then esteemed a great dainty by many.
Sometimes they are placed in the smoke of a chimney over a wood fire ; the smoke
hardens the outside, and when they are eaten, it is taken off like the rind of an apple.

The Schabzieger, a Swiss cheese, is made in much the same manner ; the curd is

worked into a paste with a large quantity of an herb, called in the country dialect

Ziegcrkraut, finely powdered. It is then pressed into a mould, and becomes very
solid, and capable of being kept a long time. When eaten it is scraped and mixed
with butter, and spread on bread. It possesses a very peculiar taste.

The Jura cheese is very much like the Gruyere, and is often sold for it.

There is a kind of cheese or hard curd made in Switzerland with the whey that is

left after making other cheeses. The whey is heated over the fire until a thick scum
arises ; it is then put in a square box, all the whey runs off", and the curd, which is

called serre, remains ; this is dried, and although nearly flavourless, is much eaten by
the people on the mountains, who use it instead of bread. They cut it in slices, and
spread butter on it, and it forms the principal food of some of the herdsmen.

Composition of Cheese.

(Payen, Journal Pharma.).

Water

Ash of the
substance

Nitrogen Fat

Normal Dry Normal Dry
Free

from ash
Normal Dry

Cheese from Chester

,, ,, Parmesan
„ Neufehatel

„ ,, Brie

„ Holland

„ „ Gruyere

Per ct.

30-39

30-31

61-87

63.99
41-41

32-06

Per ot.

4-78

7-09

4-25
5-63
6-21

4-79

Per ct.

6-88
10- 18

11- 17
12-08
10-61

7-06

Per cfc.

6-56

6-48

2-28

2-39

4- 10
5-40

Per ct.

800
7-87

6-99

6- 14

7'01

7-96

Per ot.

8-69

8-76

6-07

6-85

7.84
8-56

Per ct.

26-48

21-68

18-74

24-83
25-06
28-40

Per ct.

36-61

31-12

49-15

53-29

42-78

41-81

Yoi.. I. 3D
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If a choese is liard and dry it is m\ich improved by washing several times in soft

•water, aud then laying it in a cloth moistened with wine or vinegar. This method is

often practised in S'witzerland, -where cheeses are often kept for many years.

In England, cheeses are frequently coloured : the substance most generally used for

colouring is arnotto. Sometimes the juice of the orange or carrot, and the flower of the

marigold, are used for this purpose. Foreign cheeses are seldom coloured.

Cheese of certain dairies and districts is apt to undergo a remarkable decom-
position, whereby valerianic acid is formed. Messrs. Iljenko and Lasko'wsi distilled,

along wath -water, a turbid ammoniaeal liquor, -which being redistilled along -with some
sulphuric acid, and the product neutralised by barytes, the resulting saline compound
proved to be the valerianate of that base, mixed -w-ith compounds of butyric acid,

caproic acid, caprylic acid, and capric acid ; the cheese -was from Limbourg.
Valerianic acid -was found by M. Balard in the cheese of Eoquefort.

CHEnXXCAIj AmiTITT. The term used to express the force, in obedience

to -which combinations of apparently dissimilar bodies are produced.

CHEBXXCAXi FORBX'D'K.S. See Fosmitls:, Cheucax.
CHEMXCK. See £L£ACBi>'a.

CHSN'E'VISCZTS. A hydrous arsenate of peroxide of iron and protoxide of

copper, from Corn-wall.

CBSBBT COAXi. A soft non-caking coal. The coals of Staffordshire, of

Derbyshire, and much of the Scotch coal appears to belong to this variety. See Coax.

CHEBB'7 TREE. The Tunbridge turners use the -wood largely, considering the

-wood of the black-heart cherry the best. It is a hard, close-grained -wood, of a pale

red-bro-wn colour.

CHEST, a siliceous mineral nearly allied to chalcedony and flint. It generally

occurs in limestone rocks, and beds of it are not uncommon in parts of tha Mountain
Limestone. A gradual passage from chert to limestone is not uncommon.

—

Lyell.

Chert is a term often applied to hornstone, and to any impure flinty rock, including

the jaspers.

—

Baiia.

Chert is -worked extensively out of the Carboniferous Limestone quarries of Flint-

shire, especially at Halkin and at Talacre. It is also produced in considerable quantities

in the same formation in Derbyshire. It is used in the Potteries, for paving the mills

in -which flints are ground.

CBESST COPPER or CHESSVIiZTE. The blue carbonate of copper which
is found in great beauty at Chessy near Lyons. See Az-ueite.

CBESTM"0'T. {Castanea vesca.) The -wood of this, the s^weet or Spanish chest-

nut, is sometimes used in house carpentry. The -wood of an oak {Qiierms sessiliflora)

is often mistaken for it.

The -wood of the horse chestnut (JEscuIus kijypocastanum.) is one of the -white woods
much used by the turners of Tunbridge ; it is also employed for brush backs. The
-white {inner) bark of the horse chestnut, -^j-hen infused in boiling -water, produces a
yellow fluid, which possesses the remarkable power offluorescence, that is, it throws

back from its first surface a set of rays of high refrangibility, and of a blue colour,

while the ordinary j-ellow rays are duly transmitted. The phenomena have been fuUy
investigated by Professor Stokes, to whom the name is also due. See Fluorescence.
CHZCA is a red colouring principle made use of in America by some Indian tribes to

stain their skins. It is extracted from the Bignonia chica by boiling its leaves in water,

decanting the decoction, and allo^wing it to settle and cool, when a red matter falls do^wn,

which is formed into cakes and dried. It is not much used in this country. The crajuru
or carcuru, which is imported from Para in Brazil is more frequently employed.
The dyes are probably identical, but one is purer than the other. See Caeajtjea.

CHXCORT. The root of the Chicorium intybus; Wild Succory or Chicory. This
plant is cultivated in various parts of England, gro^wing well in a gravelly and chalky
soil ; also in Belgium, Holland, Germany, and France. The roots of the wild succory
were formerly used medicinally ; it possesses properties in many respects resembling
those of the dandelion, but it is rarely employed for curative purposes in the present day.

Chicory root roasted has been employed as a substitute for coffee for more than a
century. {Constantini, 'Nachricht von d. Cichorianwurzel,\TJ\.) It is now employed
extensively as a mixture with coffee, which, although allowed, cannot be regarded other

than an adulteration.

Chicory root is heated in iron cylinders, which are kept revolving as in the roasting
of coffee. In this country about two pounds of lard are added to every cwt. of
chicory during the roasting process : in France butter is used ; by this a lustre and
colour resembling that of coffee is imparted to it. When roasted the chicory is

ground to powder and mixed -with the coffee. Chicory has been supposed by some
persons to be wholesome and nutritive, while others contend that it is neither one
nor the other

; however, no obvious ill effects have been observed to arise from its

employment, if we except the occasional tendency to excite diarrhoea when it has
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been used to excess. The analysis of chicory root by John, gave 25 parts watery

bitter extractive, 3 parts resin, besides sugar, sal-ammoniac, and ivoody fibre. "Waltl

procured inulin from it, but the quantity varies greatly in different roots. The
follo-wing remarks on the adulteration of chicory are by Dr. Pereira :

—

' EoaStod chicory is extensively adulterated. To colour it, Venetian red and,

perhaps, reddlo are used. The former is sometimes mixed with the lard before this

is introduced into the roasting machine ; at other times it is added to the chicory

during the process of grinding. Boasted pulse (peas, beans, and lupines), corn (rye

and damaged -wheat), roots (parsnips, carrots, and mangold wurzel), bark (oak-bark

ton), wood dust (logwood and mahogany dust), seeds (acorns and horse-chestnuts),

the marc of coffee, coffee husks (called coffee-flights), burnt sugar, baked bread, dog
biscuit, and baked livers of horses and bullocks (!), are substances which are said to

have been used for adulterating chicory. A mixture ofroasted pulse (peas usually) and
Venetian red has been used, under the name of Hambro' -powder, for the same purpose.

' The following are the chief modes of examining chicory with the view to the

detection of these adulterations :

—

' 1st. Careful examination of the odour, flavour, and appearance to the naked eye

of the suspected powder. In this way foreign substances may sometimes be detected.
' 2nd. A portion of the dried powder is to be thrown on water ; the chicory rapidly

imbibes the water and falls to the bottom, whereas some intermixed powders (as the

marc of coffee) float.

' 3rd. The suspected powder is to be submitted to careful microscopical examina-

tion. Pulse and corn may be detected by the size, shape, and structure of the starch

grains. The tissues of barks, woods, and other roots may also be frequently distin-

guished from those of the chicory.
' 4th. A decoction of the suspected chicory is then to be prepared, and, when cold,

to be tested with solution of iodine and persulphate of iron.

' Iodine colours a decoction of pure chicory brownish ; whereas it produces a
purplish, bluish, or blackish colour with decoctions of roasted pulse, roasted corn,

Ijaked bread, roasted acorns, and other substances containing storch. Persulphate or

perchloride or iron does not produce much effect on a decoction of pure chicory, but
it communicates a bluish or blackish tint to a decoction of oak-bark, of roasted acorns,

and other substances containing tannic or gallic acids.

' 6th. By incineration, pure dried chicory yields from 4 to 6 per cent, of a grey or

fawn-coloured ash. If Venetian red, or any earthy or mineral substances, be present,

a larger amount of ash is obtained. Moreover, when Venetian red has been employed,
the colour of the ash is more or less red,'

Our Importations of Chicory have been as follow :

—

Eaw or Kiln-dried at ll, 6s. 6a!. per cwt. duty, imposed April 17, 1863.
1871 1872

Cwts. Cwts. &
Prom Belgium . 74,067 54,119 94,539 64,282

Holland 6,123 4,370
Other Coimtries .

'. 3,308 1,796 842 614

Total. . 77,375 55,915 101,504 69,266

Boasted or Ground at id. per lb, duty, imposed April 17, 1863.
1871 1872

Cwts. Cwts. £
From Belgium . 122,853 1,040 107,973 929

Eussia 70,883 850
Other countries . 11,963 328 8,810 144

Total

.

. 134,816 1,368 187,666 1,923

CHXZiSREirXTE. This mineral may be regarded as a hydrous phosphate of
alumina and iron. The composition of a specimen analysed by Eammelsberg was :

phosphoric acid, 28"9
; alumina, 14

;
protoxide of iron, 29'3

; protoxide of manganese,
9 '5; water, 18'3. At Crinnis mine in Cornwall, childrenite is found on slate, and
near Tavistock in Devonshire, with apatite.

CHILLS SAIiTPETRS. Native nitrate of soda, or cubic nitre.

CHXiiEXTE A vanadate of copper and lead, occurring at the silver mine of
Mina Granda, in Chile.

CKIIiIiX, commonly Chillies. The fruit of certain species of capsicum, valued for
their pungency.

CHXrairEV. (Ckeminee, Fr. ; Schornstein, Ger.) (The whole of this article is

retained as written by Dr. Ure, his investigation on some of the points involved being
3d2
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of much value.) Chimney is a modern invention for promoting the draught of fires

and carrying off the smoke, introduced into England so late as the age of Elizabeth,

though it seems to have been employed in Italy 100 years before. The Eomans,
vrith all their luxurious refinement, must have had their epicurean cookery placed in

perpetual jeopardy from their kitchen fires, which, having no vent by a vertical tunnel

in the walls, discharged their smoke and frequently their flames at their vrindows, to

the no small alarm of their neighbours, and annoyance of even the street passengers.

Chimneys in dwelling-houses serve also the valuable piirpose of promoting a salu-

brious circulation of air in the apartments, when not foolishly sealed with anti-venti-

lating stove-chests.

The first person who sought to investigate the general principles of chimney
draughts, in subserviency to manufacturing establishments, was the celebrated Mont-
golfier. As the ascent of heated air in a conduit depends upon the diminution of its

specific gravity, or, in other words, upon the increase of its volume by the heat, the

ascensional force may be deduced from the difference between the density of the

elastic fluid in the interior of the chimnej', and of the external air; that is, between
the different heights of the internal and external columns of elastic fluid supposed to

be reduced to the same density. In the latter case, the velocity of the gaseous pro-

ducts of combustion in the interior of the chimney is equal to that of a heavy body
let fall from a height equal to the difference in height of the two aSrial columns.

To illustrate this position by an example, let us consider the simple case of a
chimney of ventilation for carrying off foul air from a factory of any kind ; and suppose
that the tunnel of iron be incased throughout with steam at 212° Fahr. Suppose this

tunnel to be 100 yards high, then the weight of the column of air in it will be to that

of a column of external air 100 yards high, assumed at 32° Fahr., inversely as its ex-

pansion by 180°; that is, as 72-727 is to 100. The column of external air at 32°

being 100 yards, the internal column will be represented by 72'727; and the difference

= 27"27. will be the amount of unbalanced weight or pressure, which is the effective

cause of the ventilation. Calculating the velocity of current due to this difference of

weight by the well-known formula for the fall of heavy bodies, that is to say, multi-

plying the above difference, which is 27'27,by the constant factor 19-62, and extracting

the square root of the product; thus, .v/19-62 x 27-27 = 23-13 will be the velocity in

yards per second, which, multiplied by 3, gives 69-39 feet. The quantity of air which
passes in a second is obtained of course by multiplying the area or cross section of the

tunuel by this velocity. If that section is half a yard, that is=a quadrangle 2^ feet

by 2, we shall have 23-13 x 0-5= 11-.t65 cubic yards, = 3125- cubic feet.

The problem becomes a little more complicated in calculating the velocity of air

which has served for combustion, because it has changed its nature, a variable pro-

portion of its oxygen gas of specific gravity 1-1 11 being converted into carbonic acid

gas of specific gra^•ity l-53i. The quantity of air passed through well-constructed

furnaces may, in general, be regarded as double of what is rigorously necessary for

combustion, and the proportion of carbonic acid generated, therefore, one half of
what it would be were all the oxygen so combined. The increase of weight in such
burned air of the temperature of 212°, over that of pure air equally heated, being taken
into account in the preceding calculation, ^rill give us about 19 yards or 67 feet per
second for the velocity in a chimney 100 yards high incased in steam.

In comparing the numbers resulting from the trials made on chimneys of different

materials and of different forms, it has been concluded that the obstruction to the

draught of air is directly proportional to the length of the chimneys and to the square

of the velocity, and inversely to their diameter.

AVith an ordinary wrought-iron pipe of from 4 inches to 5 inches diameter, at-

tached to an ordinary stove, burning good charcoal, the difference is prodigious be-

tween the velocity calculated by the above theoretical rule and that observed by means
of a stop watch, and the ascent of a puff of smoke from a little tow dipped in oil of

turpentine thrust quickly into the fire. The chimney being 45 feet high, the tem-
perature of the atmosphere 68° Fahr. the velocity per second was:

Mean Tempera-
Trials By theory By ejrperiment ture of chimney

1 . . 26-4 feet . . 5 feet . . . 190° Fahr.

2 . . 29-4 ., . . 5-76 „ . . . 212° „
3 . . 34-0 „ . . 6-3 „ . . . 270° „

To obtain congmity between calculation and experiment, several circumstances

must be introduced into our formulae. In the first place, the theoretical velocity must
be multiplied by a factor, which is different according as the chimney is made of

bricks, pottery, sheet iron, or cast iron. This factor must be multiplied by the

square root of the diameter of the chimney (supposed to be round), divided by its
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length, increased by four times its diameter. Thus, for pottery, its expression is

2-06 ; D being the diameter, and l the length of the chimney.
L + 4d

A pottery chimney, 33 feet high, and 7 inches in diameter, when the excess of its mean
temperature above that of the atmosphere was 205°I"ahr., had a pressure of hot air equal

to ir7 feet, and a velocity of 7'2 feet per second. By calculatingfromthe last formula,

the same number very nearly is obtained. In none of the experiments did the velocity

exceed 12 feet per second, when the difference of temperature was more than 410° Fahr.

Every different form of chimney would require a special set of experiments to be

made for determining the proper factor to be used.

This troublesome operation may be saved by the judicious application of a delicate

differential barometer, such as that invented by Dr. 'W'ollast<in
;
though this instnmient

does not seem to have been applied by its very ingenious author in measuring the

draughts or ventilating powers of furnaces.

If into one leg of this differential siphon, water be put, and fine spermaceti oil into

the other, we shaU. have two liquids, which are to each other in density asthe numbers
8 and 7. If proof spirit be employed instead of water, we shall then have the relation

of very nearly 20 to 19. In experiments made on furnace draughts with the instru-

ment in each of these states, it is foimd that the water and oil siphon is sufficiently

sensible : for the weaker draughts of common fire-places the spirits and oil will be

preferable barometric fluids.

To the lateral projecting tube of the instrument, as described by Dr. "Wollaston, it

was found necessary to attach a stop-cock, in order to cut off the action of the chimnej-,

while placing the siphon, to allow of its being fixed in a proper state of adjustment,

with its junction-line of the oil and water at the zero of the scale. Since a slight de-

viation of the legs of the siphon from the perpendicular changes very considerably the

line of the level, this adjustment should be made secure by fixing the horizontal pipe

tightly into a round hole, bored into the chimney stalk, or drilled through the furnace

do<Dr. On gently turning the stop-cock, the difference of atmospheric pressure cor-

responding to the chimney draught will be immediately indicated by the ascent of the

junction-line of the liquids in the siphon. This modification of apparatus permits the

experiment to be readily rectified by again shutting off the draught, when the air will

slowly re-enter the siphon ; because the projecting tube of tho barometer is thrust into

the stop-cock, but not hermetically joined
; whereby its junction-line is allowed to

return to the zero of the scale in the course of a few seconds.

Out of many experiments made with this instrument, it will be sufBcient to describe

a few, very carefully performed at the breweries of Messrs. Trueman, Hanbury, and
Buxton, and of Sir H. ileux, Bart., and at the machine factory of Messrs. Braithwaito

by Dr. Ure ; in the latter of which he was assisted by Captain Ericssen. In the first

trials at the breweries, the end of the stop-cock attached to the differential barometer
was lapped round with hemp, and made fast into the circular peep-hole of the furnace

door of a wort-copper, communicating with two upright parallel chimneys, each 18
inches square and 50 feet high. The fire was burning with fully its average intensity

at the time. The adjustment of the level being perfect, the stop-cock orifice was opened,

and the junction level of the oU and water rose steadily, and stood at 1^ inch corre-

sponding to = O'lo6 of 1 inch of water, or a column of air 10'7 feet high. This dif-

ference of pressure indicates a velocity of 26 feet per second. In a second set of ex-

periments, the extremity of the stop-cock, was inserted into a hole bored through the

chimney stalk of the boiler of a Boulton and TVatt steam-engine of twenty-horse

power. The area of this chimney was exactly 18 inches square at the level of the

bored hole, and its summit rose 50 feet above it. The fire-grate was about 10 feet

below that level. On opening the stop-cock the junction-line rose 2^ inches. This
experiment was verified by repetition upon different days, with fires burning at their

average intensity, and consuming fully 12 lbs. of the best coals hourly for each horse's

power, or nearly one ton and a third in twelve hours. If we divide the number 2^
by 8 the quotient 0-28 will represent the fractional part of 1 inch of water supported
in the siphon by the unbalanced pressure of the atmosphere in the said chimney

;

which corresponds to IQj feet of air, and indicates a velocity in the chimney current

of 35 feet per second. The consumption of fuel was much more considerable in the

immense grate under the wort-copper than it was under the steam-engine boUer.

In the experiments at Messrs. Braithwaite's factory, the maximum displacement of

the junction-line was 1 inch, when the differential oil and water barometer was placed
in direct communication with a chimney 15 inches square, belonging to a steam boiler,

and when the fire was made to burn so fiercely, that, on opening the safety-valve of
the boiler, the excess of steam beyond the consumption of the engine rushed out with
such violence as to fill the whole premises. The pressure of one-eighth of an inch of
water denotes a velocity of draught of 23'-l feet per second.
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In building chimneys, we should be careful to make their area rather too large

than too small ; because we can readily reduce it to any desired size by means of a
sliding register plate near its bottom, or a damper plate applied to its top, adjustable

by -wii-es or chains passing oyer pulleys. Wide cliimneys are not so liable as narrow
ones to have their draught aiFected by strong winds. In a factory, many furnace flues

are often conducted into one vertical chimney stalk, with great economy in the first

erection, and increased power of draught in the several fires.

Vast improvements have been made in this country of late years in building stalks

for steam boilers and chemical furnaces. Instead of constructing an expensive, lofty

scaffolding of timber round the chimney, for the bricklayers to stand upon, and to

place their materials, pigeon-holes, or recesses, are left at regular intervals, a few feet

apart, within the chimney, for receiving the ends of stout wooden bars, which are

laid across, so as to form a species of temporary ladder in the interior of the tunnel.

By means of these bars, with the aid of ropes and pulleys, everything may be pro-

gressively hoisted for the building of the highest engine or other stalks. An expert

bricklayer, with a handy labourer, can in this way raise, in a few weeks, a considerable

chimney, 40 feet high, 6 feet 8 inches square outside, 2 feet 8 inches inside at the base,

28 inches outside, and 20 inches inside at the top. To facilitate the erection, and at

the same time increase the solidity of an insulated stalk of this kind, it is built with
three or more successive plinths, or recedures, as shown in fig, 455. It is necessary to

make such chimneys thick and substantial near the base, in order that they may sus-

tain the first violence of the fire, and prevent the sudden dissipation of the heat.

When many flues are conducted into one chimney stalk, the area of the latter should
be nearly equal to the sum of the areas of the former, or at least of as many of them
as shall be going simultaneously. When the products of combustion from any
furnace must be conducted downwards, in order to enter near the bottom of the main
stalk, they will not flow off until the lowest part of the channel be heated by burning
some wood shavings or straw in it, whereby the air siphon is set agoing. Immedi-
ately after kindling this transient fire at that spot, the orifice must be shut by which
it was introduced ; otherwise the draught of the furnace would be seriously impeded.

But tliis precaution is seldom necessary in great factories, where a certain degree of

heat is always maintained in the flues, or, at least, should be preserved, by shutting

the damper plate of each separate flue whenever its own furnace ceases to act. Such
chimneys are finished at top with a coping of stone-slabs, to secure their brick-work
against the infiltration of rains, and they should be furnished with metallic conducting

rods, to protect them from explosions of lightning.

When small domestic stoves are used, with very slow combustion, as has been
proposed upon the score of a misjudged economy, there is great danger of the

inmates being suffocated or asph3rxied, by the regurgitation of the noxious burned air.

The smoke doctors who recommend such a vicious plan, from their ignorance of

chemical science, are not aware that the carbonic acid gas of coke or coal must be
heated 250° F. above the atmospheric air to acquire the same low specific gravity

with it. In other words, unless so rarefied by heat, that gaseous poison wiU descend

through the orifice of the ash-pit, and be replaced by the lighter air of the apartment.

Drs. Priestley and Dalton have long ago shown the co-existence of these twofold

crossing currents of air, even through the substance of stoneware tubes. True
economy of heat and salubrity alike require vivid combustion of the fuel, with a

somewhat brisk draught inside of the chimney, and a corresponding abstraction of

air from the apartment. Wholesome continuous ventilation, under the ordinary

circumstances of dwelling-houses, cannot be secured in any other way.

The figures upon the following page represent one of the two chimneys erected at

the Camden Town station, for the London andNorth-Western Eailway Company. The
chimneys were designed by Eobert Stephenson, Esq., engineer to the company,

and executed by William Cubitt, Esq., of Gray's Inn Eoad. In the section,/^. 455,

A represents a bed of concrete, 6 feet thick and 24 feet square.

E, brick footings set in cement ; the lower course 19 feet square.

c, Bramley-fall stone base, with a chain of wrought iron let into it.

D, a portion, 15 feet high, curved to a radius of 113 feet, built entirely of Malm
paviours (a peculiarly good kind of bricks).

E, shaft built of Malm paviours in mortar.

F, ditto, built from the inside, without exterior scafiblding.

G, the cap, ornamented (as shown in the plan alongside) with Portland stone, the

dressings being tied together with copper cramps and an iron bond.

K, the lightning conducting rod.

Fig. 466, represents the mouldings of the top, upon an enlarged scale.

Fig. 467, a plan of the foundation, upon an enlarged scale.

Fig. 458, ditto, at the level of the entrance of the flue as seen in
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Fig. 459, the elevation of the chimney.

Fig, 460, plan at the ground level i, in figs. 4:55 and 459.

Some modified arrangements in the mode of constructing the chimney and fire-place

have been devised by Colonel Douglas Galton. These "will be found fully described in

the Eeport of tlie Committee ' On "Waste of Coal in Combustion,' in the Eeport of the

Eoyal Coal Commission.

457

CHIWA CXiilT. A fine white clay produced by the decomposition of the felspar

of the granite rocks. It is found and prepared, in this country, in Cornwall and
Devonshire. See Clay.
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Cl^ttA GRASS. A fibre obtained from the stalk of the Boehmeria
(
Urtica) nivca,

a plant belonging to the Uiiicaeca, or Nettle order,

CHINA INK.. {Encrc dc Chine, Fr. ; Chinesischer Tusch, Ger.) It is said that

the true China ink is made from the condensed smoke or soot of burned camphor;-
and hence, when of the best quality, it has this odoOT.

Most of the China ink is made from oil lampblack, disguised as to smell with

musk, or with a little camphor-black. The binding substance is gelatine, commonly
made from parchment ; but isinglass answers equally well. A good imitation may
be made by dissolving isinglass in warm water, with the addition of a very little

alkali to destroy the gelatinising power, and incorporating with that solution, by
levigation on a porphyry slab, as much of the finest lampblack as to produce a mass of

the proper consistence. The minute quantity of alkali serves also to saponify the oil

which usually adheres to lampblack, and thereby to make a pigment miscible with water.

CHIWA STOXTE. This is usually regarded as a semi-decomposed granite

{Petuntse) which has nearly the same composition as the China clay (see Clay).
' Indeed, the China clay can be considered as little more than this granite in a more
advanced state of decomposition.'

—

Be la Bechc. It is evident that we have adopted
the word Pe-tmi-tse somewhat hastily as indicating this peculiar granite. The fol-

lowing note by M. A. Salvetat will explain its true meaning:

—

' Nous ferons observer une fois pour tout que I'expression Pe-tun-tse designe les

tablettes ou carreaux de matiere blanche dont on va parler, et que la pdte blanche

s'appelle Pe-tun. Le mot Tse {-\-a\go fits) qui termine le mot Pe-tun-tse, sert a former
des substantifs diminutifs. Ainsi Pc-tun signifie la matifere blanche et Tse ajoute a
Pe-tun indiqiie des portions, des carreaux de pate, des briquettes de Pe-tun. Ilya
dos carreaux de pate de difKrentcs couleurs : pour les distinguer, on fait precMer lo

mot Tim-tse du nom de la couleur. On dit, par exemple, Hoang-tun-tse, des carreaiix

de pate jaune.'

—

Histoire ct Fabrication d/; la Porcclaine chinoise, Paris, 185G.

The China stone is a kind of granite, the felspar of which is in a peculiar state, as

if it had undergone a partial decomposition. It is carefully selected so as to be en-

tirely free of schorl, and requires no other preparation for the market than to be broken
into a size convenient for carriage. This granite is of a peculiar nature ; it does not

contain any mica, but numerous glossy scales of greenish-yellow talc. It has been
stated by some authors that ' this rock {Pegmatite or Graphic granite), after exposure

to the decomposing action of the weather, is the chief source ' of the China stone and
clay. This represents but very imperfectly—indeed, incorrectly—the conditions.

The decomposition of the granite, if it bo decomposition, is not brought about by the

action of the weather, but by some peculiar action proceeding to a considerable depth
through the whole mass. In many places, from the very surface to the depth of more
than 100 feet, this condition is equally apparent ; and possibly it extends to much
greater depths in some places. The same stone exposed to the air does not, in any
ordinary time, exhibit any signs of disintegration. No satisfactory explanation has

yet been offered of the conditions which operate on the granite to produce the Kaolin

and the China stone. Indeed, in the minds of many, who have carefully observed all

the conditions of the China clay and of the China stone in situ, there has originated

the idea, that they rather represent the conditions of an imperfectly-formed granite,

than of such as has suffered decomposition. China stone is much used in the manu-
facture of the finest varieties of porcelain, and especially for the production of tho

most perfect glazes.

There was an agreement existing amongst the producers of China stone to send off

annually only 12,000 tons ; but when the demand is brisk, this has been extended to

18,000 tons, and sometimes even more. The value of the China stone at the works
in Cornwall is annually about 1,800^. The whole that is raised is sent to the Stafford-

shire potteries.

CHZSTESE BXiVE. Several compositions are sold under this name ; it is some-
times a mixture of ultramarine with flake white, and sometimes a mixture of cobalt

blue and white lead. See Blue Pigments.
CHXXTESE GRASS CXiOTH, or Ramec. A fabric woven from China grass.

CHXITESE TAXiXiOW. A white vegetable tallow covering the seeds of the

Stillingia scbifcra. It is used in making candles.

CHXITESE WAX. A white waxy secretion, resembling spermaceti, found on
the branches of a species of ash (Fraxitius Chincnsis), grown in China, and probably
produced by the punctiire of an insect {Coccus Pe-la). The wax is chiefly a cerotato

of ccryl. It is used in China for making candles.

CBXM'OXDXM'E. A brownish rcsin-like substance obtained from the mothor-liquor

left in the preparation of quinine.

CHXTTOXiXXrE. C'*H'N (CH'W).—A volatile base, found in coal naphtha, and
also, accompanied by several others, in the basic fluid obtained by distilling cinchonine
with potash.—C. G. W.
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CIinrOKXiri: BKUE, Cyanine or Lcpidinc Blue. A crystalline compound, pre-

pared by heating cliinolino oil, which consists chiefly of lepidSne, with iodide of aniyl,

and treating the product with caustic soda. A Islack resinous precipitate is thus

obtained, which dissolves in alcohol with production of a fine blue colour.

CHnfTZ. {Zitz, Ger.) Probably derived from the East, the Hindoo name
checnt, and the Persian chinz, signifying spotted or stained. The term is applied in

this country to a fast-printed calico, in which several colours are imprinted upon a

white or coloured ground, and usually glazed.

CHXOS or CKZAir TITSPENTXN'X:. The Pistada terehinthus, growing in

Syria and the Greek Archipelago, yields this turpentine. The turpentine harvest of

Scio, according to Tournefort, is made from the end of July to October, by cutting

crossways with a hatchet the trunks of the largest trees. The turpentine runs down
on flat stones placed under the trees, where it hardens. The quantity produced from
each tree does not exceed eight or ten ounces. Its consistency is that of honey ; its

colour greenish-yellow, with an agreeable turpentine odour. It is often called

Cyprus turpentine, but is seldom seen pure in this country, other coniferous turpen-

tines being sold for it.

CHX.ORAX.. C'HCl^O^ (C^HCl^O). This compound, discovered by Liebig in

1832, is prepared by the long-continued action of chlorine on ethyl-alcohol. A current

of dry chlorine gas is passed slowly but continuously through absolute alcohol, and
the final product is a yellow liquid rich in chloral. Both the gas and the alcohol

should be free from moisture, as otherwise the proportion of chloral is diminished,

whilst that of aldehyde and acetic acid is increased; the reaction, towards the close,

should be assisted by heat. It appears that an alcoholate of chloral is first formed by
the action of chlorine on alcohol ; but on agitating the product Math about three times

its volume of strong sulphuric acid, and warming the mixture, the free chloral

separates as an oily liquid floating on the acid. To purify this crude chloral it should

be distilled first from oil of vitriol and then from quicklime, to remove hydrochloric

acid. The production of chloral admits of being approximately represented by the

following equation, but it should be remembered that the reaction is really more
complicated, and that other products accompany the chloral ;

—

C^ffO^ + CP = C^HCPO' + 5HC1

Alcohol. Chlorine. Chloral. Hydrochloric acid.

C^H^O + CV = C^HCl^O + 5 HCl.

Chloral may also be obtained by other processes, such as the distillation of starch

with hydrochloric acid and peroxide of manganese.
Pure chloral is a thin, oily, colourless, volatile liquid, almost tasteless, but with a

peculiar pungent odour. It is soluble in water, alcohol, ether, and benzole. Its

specific gravity is 1-602, and its boiling point about 200° P. (94° C). Chloral may
be regarded as acetic aldehyde, C^H'O- (C^H''0), in which three atoms of hydrogen
are replaced by three of chlorine.

When chloral is long preserved in a hermetically-closed vessel it sufiers a curious

change, becoming converted into a solid white amorphous substance, called insoluble

chloral or metachloral.

Chloral combines readily with water, forming a definite hydrate containing

C^HCP0'.2H0 (C^Hd'O-H^O). This is a white, solid crystalline substance,

slightly volatile on exposure to the air, and incapable of being distilled without
decomposition. An aqueous solution of hydrate of chloral, treated with caustic

alkali, is resolved into chloroform and an alkaline formiate. When hydrate of

chloral is injected under the skin it imdergoes a similar decomposition, reacting with
the alkali naturally present in the blood, and generating chloroform. The physiological

action of the chloroform thus liberated within the system has been studied by Dr.

Liebreich, of Berlin, and by Dr. W.,B. Eichardson. In July 1869, Liebreich took out

a patent for the use of chloral, hydrate of chloral, and trichloracetic acid for anaesthetic

purposes. Since that time, the hydrate of chloral has been very largely employed
as a powerful narcotic. According to Dr. Eichardson, a dose of 90 grains taken

internally will produce deep sleep, whilst 140 grains throw the patient into a sleep

which is really dangerous. But the hydrate, like other narcotics, requires to bo used
with great caution. It unfortunately happens that persons who have been accustomed
to take moderate doses to relieve pain and induce sleep, frequently acqiiire a tendency

to use it habitually. This habit cannot be too strongly denounced
;

for, like opium-
eating, it not only affects the physical organisation—leading eventually to confirmed
disease—but it exercises a most baneful influence on the mental and moral constitution

of the unhappy individual.
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[For the physiological action of chloral and its hydrate, see Dr. Eichardson's

Eeports presented to the British Association in 1869, 1870 and 1871].—F. W. E.
CHKORAXilTm. Under this name a solution of chloride of alumimum has been

introduced as an antiseptic and disinfectant. It is prepared in the form of a liquid of
definite strength, and as a po'wder. Cotton-wool containing a certain per-centage of

chloralum is made for the use of the surgeon.

CHXiORANXXimE. C'^ffClN (C^H^CIN). An organic base obtained by
distilling chlorisatin with a concentrated solution of caustic potash. It forms with
acids a series of definite well-crystallised salts.

CEX.ORATS OF POTASH, or CRXiORATS OF POTASSXUIW, formerly
called oxymiiriato of potash. K0.C10*(KClO5).—This important salt has become
the object of a pretty extensive manufacture, in consequence of its use in the prepara-
tion of hicifer matches, as a constituent of white gunpowder and certain mixtures
used in pyrotechny, and as an ingredient in some of the detonating compounds for the

cartridges of needle-guns ; the chlorate is also used in calico-printing and in the

preparation of certain aniline colours, while the chemist frequently employs it as a
convenient oxidising agent and as a source of free oxygen gas. To supply these
demands, about 750 tons of the salt, valued at nearly 80,000^. are annually produced
in this country.

Chlorate of potash was formerly prepared by transmitting an excess of chlorine gas
through a solution of potash, whereby a mixture of chlorate of potash and chloride of

potassium was obtained, the former salt being readily separated from the latter by its

sparing solubility in water.

Having made a strong solution of purified potash, or carbonate of potash, with from
2 to 3 parts of water, a current of chlorine gas is passed through it in a Woulfe's
apparatus, till it ceases to absorb anymore. 'Chloride of potash' and chloride of

potassium alone arc formed as long as there is an excess of alkali in the solution ; but
afterwards in the further reaction of the materials, the chloride passes into the state

of a chlorate, and, as such, precipitates from the solution. During the first half of

the operation (that is, till the potash is about one half saturated with chlorine, as

indicated by litmus-paper ceasing to be darkened and beginning to be blanched), only

the chloride of potassium or muriate of potash falls. The process should be inter-

rupted at this point in order to remove the salt, to wash it, to add the washings to

the liquor, and then to transmit the gas freely through the solution. As the operation

advances, less muriate of potash is formed, and at length nothing but the pure
chlorate is separated in crystals. When, finally, the bubbles of gas pass through
without being sensibly absorbed, the process is known to be completed ; the liquid

may then be allowed to settle, and be poured oif from the crystals of chlorate of

potash, which are purified from the muriate by dissolving them in three times their

weight of boiling water and filtering the solution while hot. On its cooling, the

clilorate will separate in pearly-crystalline plates. It may be rendered quite pure

by a second crystallisation, in which state it does not affect solution of nitrate of

silver.

The above potash-ley usually gets a reddish tint in the course ofthe process, in con-

sequence of a little manganesic acid coming over with the chlorine, but it gradually

loses this colour as the saturation becomes complete, and then the solution turns yellow.

The tubes for convej-ing the gas should be of largo diameter, if they be plunged into

the saline solution, because the crystallisation which takes place in it is apt to choke

them up. This inconvenience may, however, be obviated by attaching to the end of

the glass tube a tube of caoutchouc terminated in a small glass funnel, or simply the

neck of a caoutchouc bottle with a part of its body, whose width will not be readily

closed with a saline crust. The residuary lixivium may be iised in another operation,

or it may be evaporated down to half its bulk and set aside to crystallise, whereby
some more chlorate will be obtained, mixed indeed with muriate and carbonate, from

which, however, it may be separated by a second crystallisation. In general the pure

chlorate obtained does not exceed ^th the weight of the potash employed ; because in

thus treating potash with chlorine, fths of it are converted into muriate of potash and

only ^th into chlorate, and a part of the latter adheres to the muriate, or is lost in

the mother-waters of the crystallisation.

In 1821 St. Romer patented at Vienna the following method for preparing chlorate

of potash by the dry way :—Ten pounds of crystallised peroxide of manganese are

to be finely pulverised, mixed with 10 pounds of plumbago, and 30 pounds of common
salt, and put into the leaden retort represented \nfig. 460, p. 783. From the middle

of the helmet-shaped lid of this vessel, a lead tube, 2 feet long and 2 inches wide,

conducts to the receiver, which is a square earthen pan, hard glazed both within and
\vithout, of the same capacity with the retort. The end of the tube must be made
fast to a frame at the height of 6 inches above the bottom of the receiver. Upon its
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inner side, 4 inches apart, brackets are to be fixed for supporting a series of laths or

shelves of white wood on which a number of little paper or pasteboard boxes are to

be laid. In these boxes 10 pounds of the purest carbonate of potash, prepared from
tartar, are to be spread. The receiver must now be covered with a lid made tight by
a water lute. Twenty pounds of concentrated sulphuric acid, previously diluted with

16 pounds of water, and then cooled, are to be poured upon the mixed materials in

the retort, and the Ud immediately secured, with the tube adjusted in the receiver. The
whole must be allowed to operate spontaneously without heat for 12 hours. At the

end of this time the retort is to be surrounded with a water-bath and steadily heated

during 12 hours, and then left to cool for 6 hours. The apparatus must now be

opened, the cakes of chlorate of potash removed, and freed from muriate by solution

and crystallisation.

Liebig proposed the following process for obtaining chlorate of potash :

—

Heat chloride of lime in water till it ceases to destroy vegetable colours. In this

case a mixture of chloride of calcium and chlorate of potash is obtained. This is to

be dissolved in hot water, and to the solution concentrated by evaporation, chloride

of potassium is to be added, and then suffered to cool. After cooling, a quantity of

crystals of chlorate of potash is obtained, which are to be redissolved and crystallised

again to purify them. Liebig considered that this would be a cheap process for

obtaining chlorate of potash. From 12 oz. of chloride of lime, of so bad a quality

that is left 65 per cent, of insoluble matter, he obtained an ounce of chlorate of potash.

The only difficulty to overcome in this process arises from the chloride of lime not

being so easily decomposed by heat as is generally supposed ; a solution of it may be
kept boiling for an hour -^vithout losing its bleaching power. The best method is to

form a thin paste with chloride of lime and water, and then to evaporate it to dryness.

If it be required to prepare it by passing chlorine into cream of lime, it is advantage-
ous to keep it very hot. The chlorate of potash which separates from the solution

by cystallisation has not the form of scales which it usually possesses, but is

prismatic : whether this is occasioned by some admixture has not been ascertained

;

but on recrystaUising, it is obtained in the usual form. The solution ought not

merely to be left to cool, in order to procure crystals, for the crystallisation is far

from being terminated even after complete cooling
;
crystals continue to be deposited

for 3 or 4 days.

The following modification of the process for making chlorate of potash is that

of M. Vee :—A solution of chloride of lime marking 18° or 20° Baume is to be set

upon the fire in a lead or cast-iron pot, and when it begins to get hot, there is to be
dissolved in it a quantity of chloride of potassium sufficient to raise the hydrometer
3° or 4°. It must then be concentrated as qiuckly as possible till it marks 30° or 31°,

taking care that it does not boil over by the sudden extrication of oxygen. The
concentrated liquor is set aside to crystallise in a cool place, when a deposit of
chlorate of potash forms, mixed with chloride of potassiimi. The mother-waters
being evaporated to the density of 36°, afford another crop of crystals, after which
they may be thrown away. The salts obtained at the first crystallisation are to be
redissolved, and the solution being brought to 15° or 16° is to be filtered, when it

will afford upon cooling pure chlorate of potash.

The following ingenious and easy way of making this valuable chlorate was sug-

gested by the late Professor Graham :—Mix equal atomic weights of carbonate of

potash and hydrate of lime (70 of the former, if pure, and 37 of slaked lime in

powder), diffuse them through cold water, and transmit chlorine gas through the

mixture. The gas is absorbed with great avidity, and the production of a boiling

heat. When the saturation is complete, carbonate of lime remains, and a mixture of

muriate and chlorate of potash, which latter salts are to be separated, as usual, by
the difference of their solubity in water.

It has been remarked on the above process, that it effects no saving of potassa, and
therefore is far inferior to the one long practised in several parts of Germany, espe-

cially at Giessen, and introduced into this country a good many years ago by l)r.

Wagenmann, from Berlin, The chlorine is passed into a mixture of one equivalent

of chloride of potassium (76), and 6 equivalents of hydrate of lime (222), previously

stirred with water to the consistence of a thin paste. Thus the calcium of the lime
unites with the chlorine to form chloride of calcium, while the cliloride of potassium is

converted into chlorate of potash, which salt is easily separated in crystals by its

sparing solubility.

Chlorate of potash may also be made by saturating with chlorine a mixture of

74 parts of chloride of potassium (muriate of potash) and 168 parts of quicklime,

brought to the consistency of a thin pap by the cautious addition of water. The mass
being dissolved in warm water, and evaporated and cooled, yields crystals of chlorate
of potash, while a mother-water of chloride of calcium (muriate of lime) remains.
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The following process has likewise been prescribed :—Mix 10 parts of good chloride

of lime and water into a pap, and evaporate to dryness, whereby it is converted into a
mixture of chloride of calcium and chlorate of lime devoid of bleaching power ; dissolve

it in water, filter, concentrate the solution by evaporation, then add to it 1 part of

chloride of potasssum, and cool for crystallisation. The salt which may thereby be
separated from the chloride of calcium will afford 0'83 of pure chlorate of potash.

By this process of Professor Liebig |ths of the potash are saved, but much oxygen is

wasted in the evaporation to dryness of the cloride of lime ; and consequently, much
chloric acid is lost towards the production of the salt. Vee mixes the chloride of lime

pap, before heating it, with the chloride of potassium, boils the mixture smartly,

whereby much oxygen is undoubtedly thrown off, and then sets the liquor acid to

crystallise. L. Gmelin suggests that saturation of the liquor with chlorine before

boiling might be advantageous. Gay-Lussac proposed to make this valuable salt by
precipitating a solution of chloride of lime with carbonate (or sulphate) of potash,

saturating the liquor after filtration with chlorine gas, evaporating, and crystallising.

Mr. Calvert formed a mixture of equivalents of burnt lime for 1 equivalent of

caustic potash, and passed a current of chlorine through the hot mixture. Under
these conditions chloride of calcium and chlorate of potassium are produced, and the

quantity of the latter is stated to be very nearly the theoretical amount.
Professor Juch's process is to pass chlorine gas into a mixture of 1 pound caustic

lime and 1 pound carbonate of potash, with 8 pounds of water. The resulting chlorate

of potash readily separates in the filtered liquid by crystallisation from the very soluble

chloride of calcium. By this method potash is not wasted in the useless production of

cliloride of potassium.
The following process is now generally adopted for preparing chlorate of potash on

a large scale :—An excess of chlorine gas is passed into a vessel containing milk of

lime at a temperature of 120° to 140° F., the liquid being kept agitated by an iron

stirred coated with lead. The reaction between the chlorine and the lime under these

circumsfcmces results in the production of chlorate of lime and chloride of calcium,

with a small quantity of hypochlorite of lime ; thus differing from the reaction which
occurs between lime and chlorine at a lower temperature, as in the preparation of
' chloride of lime.' When the gas ceases to be absorbed by the lime, the liquid is run
off into a tank lined with lead, where the suspended matter is allowed to subside, and
whence the supernatant liquid is drawn oif by a siphon into a leaden evaporating pan
in which it is concentrated to 25° to 30° B. A hot solution of chloride of potassium
is then added, by which the chlorate of lime is decomposed and chlorate of potash

formed. Theoretically, every 168 parts by weight of caustic lime originally used

require 74'5 parts of chloride of potassium ; but practically one part of the chloride is

added for every three parts of lime. The chlorate of potash and chloride of calcium

are readily separated by taking advantage of the sparing solubility of the potash salt.

The crude chlorate is purified by solution and re-crystallization.

Chlorate of potash, (the old oxymuriato of potash), has a cooling, somewhat un-

pleasant and nitrous taste ; it does not bleach. At 60° P. 100 parts of water dissolve

6 parts of the salt, and at its boiling point, or 220°, 60 parts. When heated to dull

ignition in a glass retort, it gives out 39"21 per cent, of its weight of oxygen, and
leaves a residue of chloride of potassium. The decomposition is effected at a much
lower temperature if the salt be mixed with a small quantity of binoxide of manganese,

sesquioxide of iron, or black oxide of copper. Chlorate of potash is an active oxidising

agent : it deflagrates upon red hot cinders like nitre : when triturated along with

sulphur or phosphorus, it detonates with great violence, not without danger to the hands

of the operator. Similiar detonations may bo produced with cinnabar or vermilion,

sulphuret of potassium, volatile oils, sugar, &c ; but they can be eflfectod only by the

smart blow of a heated hammer on an anvil. See Lucifbb Matches and Percussion

Caps.

CHXiORAT£S. Salts of chloric acid.

CHZiORH-srsRIC ACID. The modem name for HyDROCHLORio Aero. The
gas was discovered by Priestley in 1772 ; dissolved in water, it has been long known as

spirits of salts. See Muriatic Acid.

CHXORXC ACID. The acid constituent of the chlorates. This acid, which

is only known in combination with one equivalent of water, is exceedingly unstable,

being instantly decomposed by contact with organic matter, and undergoing gradual

spontaneous decomposition in diffused daylight. It is prepared by decomposing

chlorate of potash by the addition of hydro-fluosilicic acid, which forms with potash an

insoluble compound.
CRXiORXSES. ' The term chloride is applied to all compounds of chlorine, which

may be derived from one or more atoms of hydrochloric acid, by the substitution of a

metal or other radical (which may itself contain chlorine) for an equivalent quantity of
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hydrogen.'—Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry,' For descriptions of tho chlorides, refer

to their respective metals.

The term ' chloride ' is also applied in the arts to a number of bleaching compounds,

such as ' chloride of lime,' the exact chemical nature of which is still obscure, though

it is certain that they are not simple chlorides, or combinations of chlorine with

metals. It is now generally believed, that these so-called chlorides of the alkalis

and alkaline earths are either compounds or mixtures of true chlorides with hypo-

chlorites.

CHXiORXBE OP IiXnaE. The compound so called was first employed in tho

liquid form as a bleaching agent in 1798; and in the following year the idea suggested

itself to Mr. Charles Macintosh, at that time a partner of Messrs. Tenant and Knox,
to impregnate quicklime in a dry state with chlorine, and a patent was taken out ac-

cordingly. The discovery of tho bleaching property of chlorine is due to BerthoUet,

who announced the fact to the Academy of Sciences in 1785. In the following year,

the new method of bleaching was introduced into Great Britain by Mr. Watt. In 1788,

Mr. Thomas Henry of Manchester exliibited calico bleached by chlorine, without

ha\'ing any knowledge of the previous experiments of Watt ; and in the following year

a detailed method of tho process was published by Berthollet. To give some idea of

the rapidity with which bleaching is conducted by the improved modern processes, the

writer of the article on this subject in tho Encyclofcedia Britannica quotes tho follow-

ing illustration :—A bleacher in Lancashire received 1,400 pieces of grey muslin on a
Tuesday, which on the Thursday immediately following were retiirned bleached to the

manufacturers at the distance of 16 miles and they were packed up and sent oflf that

very day to a foreign market. .

It is estimated that the present annual production of chloride of lime in Great Britain

and Ireland amounts to 76,000 tons, of the value of three-quarters of a million sterling.

In the manufacture of chloride of lime, chlorine gas is transmitted at a proper

temperature through milk of lime or over dry slaked lime, the product being thus

obtained either as a liquid or as a powder. The different methods of generating the

gas will bo described under Chlobinb.

A great variety of apparatus has bean at different times contrived for favouring the

combination of chlorine with the slaked lime for the purpose of commerce. Tho
simplest construction for subjecting lime-powder to chlorine, is a large chamber 8 or

9 feet high, built of sandstone, having the joints of the masonry secured with a cement
composed of pitch, resin, and dry gypsum in equal parts. A door is fitted into it at

one end, which can be made air-tight by strips of cloth and clay lute. A window on
each side enables the operator to judge how the impregnation goes on by the colour of

the air, and also gives light for making the arrangements within at the commencement
of the process. As water lutes are incomparably superior to all others whore the pneu-
matic pressure is small, a large valve or door on this principle might advantageously
be made in the roof, and two tunnels of considerable width at the bottom of each
side wall. The three covers should be simultaneously lifted ofFby cords passing over

a pulley, without the necessity of the workman approaching the deleterious gas, when
the apartment is to be opened. A great number of wooden shelves, or rather trays,

8 or 10 feet long, 2 feet broad, and 1 inch deep, are provided to receive the riddled

slaked lime, containing generally about 2 atoms of lime to 3 of water. These shelves

are piled one over another in the chamber, to the height of 5 or 6 feet, cross bars below
each keeping them about an inch asunder, in order that the gas may have free room to

circulate over the siirface of tho calcareous hydrate.

The alembics for generating the chlorine, which are usually nearly spherical, are in

some cases made entirely of lead, in others of 2 hemispheres joined together in the
middle, the upper hemisphere being lead, the under one cast-iron. The first kind of
alembic is enclosed for two-thirds from its bottom in a leaden or iron case, the interval

of two inches between the two being destined to receive steam from an adjoining boiler.

Those which consist below of cast-iron have their bottom directly exposed to a very
gentle fire ; round the outer edge of the iron hemisphere a groove is cast, into which
the under edge of the leaden hemisphere fits, the joint being rendered air-tight by
Eoman or patent cement. In this leaden dome there are four apertures, each secured
by a water-lute. The first opening is about 10 or 12 inches square, and is shut with
a leaden valve, with incurvated edges, that fit into the water-channel at the margin of
the hole. It is destined for the admission of a workman to rectify any derangement in

the apparatus of rotation, or to detach hard concretions of salt from the bottom.
The second aperture is in the centre of the top. Here a tube of lead is fixed, which

descends nearly to the bottom, and down through which the vertical axis passes. To
its lower end the cross bars of iron or of wood, sheathed with lead, are attached, by
whose revolution the materials receive the proper agitation for mixing the dense man-
ganese with the sulphuric acid and salt. The motion is communicated either by tba
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hand of a workman applied from time to time to a winch at top, QT it is given by con-

necting the axis with wlieel work, impelled by a stream of water or a steam-engine.

The third opening admits the siphon-formed funnel, through which the sulphuric acid

is introduced ; and the fourth is the orifice of the eduction-pipe. The fourth aperture

admits the eduction-pipe. This pipe is afterwards conveyed into a leaden chest or

cylinder, in which all the other eduction-pipes also terminate. They are connected with

it simply by water-lutes, having hydrostatic pressure of 2 or 3 inches. In this general

diversorium the chlorine is washed from adliering muriatic acid, by passing through
a little water, in which each tube is immersed, and from this the gas is let off by a

pretty large leaden tube, into the combination-room. It usually enters in the top of

the ceiling, whence it diflfuses its heavy gas equally round.

Four days are required, at the ordinary rate of working, for making good marketable
bleaching-powder. A more rapid formation would merely endanger an elevation of

temperature, productive of muriate of lime, at the expense of the bleaching quality.

But skilful manufacturers use here an alternating process. They pile up, first of all,

the wooden trays only in alternate shelves in each column. At the end of two days
the distillation is intermitted, and the chamber is laid open. After two hours the

workman enters, to introduce the alternate trays covered with fresh hydrate of lime,

and at the same time rakes up thoroughly the half-formed chloride in the others. The
door is then secured, and the chamber, after being filled for two days more with chlo-

rine, is again opened, to allow the first set of trays to be removed, and to be replaced

by others containing fresh hydrate, as before. Thus the process is conducted in regular

alternation
;

very superior bleaching-powder is manufactured, and the chlorine

may be suffered to enter in a pretty uniform stream. But for this judicious plan,

as the hydrate advances in impregnation, its faculty of absorption becoming
diminished, it would be requisite to diminish proportionately the evolution of chlorine,

or to allow the excess to escape, to the great loss of the proprietor, and, what is of

more consequence, to the great detriment of the health of the workmen.
According to M. C. H. Mene (' Comptes Eendus,'.Nov. 22, 1847), chloride of lime may

be prepared almost pure, and instantaneously, by poiuring upon slaked lime, water satu-

rated with chlorine. The chlorine is absorbed the moment the liquid comes into con-

tact with the lime, and if the supernatant water is immediately decanted, and the lime

remaining at the bottom of the vessel saturated by frequent repetition of the treatment

with chlorine water, perfectly jpure chloride of lime is obtained. Labarraque finds that

the absorption of chlorine by moistened hydrate of lime is greatly facilitated by mix-
ing it with ith of its weight of common salt.

Manufacturers differ much from each other in the proportion of their materials for

generating chlorine. In general, 10 cwt. of salt are mixed with from 10 to 14 cwt. of

manganese, to which mixture, after its introduction into the alembic, from 12 to 14 cwt.

of Sulphuric acid are added in successive portions. That quantity of oil of vitriol must,

however, be previously diluted with water, till its specific gravity becomes about 1'6.

But, indeed, this dilution is seldom actually made, for the manufacturer of bleaching-

powder almost always prepares his own sulphuric acid for the purpose, and therefore

carries its concentration in the leaden boilers no higher than the density of 1 "65, which,

from Dr. Ure's table of sulphuric acid, indicates 5th of its weight of water, and there-

fore ^rd more of such acid must be used.

The manufacturer generallyreckons on obtaining from one ton of rock-salt, employed

as above, a ton and a half of good bleaching-powder. But the following analysis of

the operation will show that he ought to obtain two tons :

—

When a mixture of sulphuric acid, common salt, and black oxide of manganese are

the ingredients used by the manufacturer of bleaching-powder, the absolute propor-

tions required by theory are ;

1 atom chloride of sodium
1 atom binoxide of manganese
2 atoms oil of vitriol

and the products ought to be :

1 atom chlorine disengaged

1 atom sulphate of soda

1 atom sulphate of manganese
2 atoms water

68-5 29-75

43-5 21-25

98-0 49-00

200-0 100-00

35-5 17-75

71-0 35-50

75'5 37-75

ISO 200

200-0 100-00zuu u iuu-uo

These proportions are, however, very different from those employed by the manu-
facturers ; and they ought to bo so, on account of the impurity of their oxide of man-
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ganeso. Moreover, the oil of vitriol has a tendency to form the acid sidphato of soda or
bisulphato, instead of the normal sulphate, and this salt is only decomposed at a high
temperature.

From the preceding computation, it is evident that 1 ton of salt n'ith 1 ton of the
above native oxido of manganese, properly treated, -would yield 0-59 of a ton of chlorine,

which would impregnate 1'41 ton of slaked lime, producing 2 tons of bleaching-powder,

stronger than the average of the commercial specimens
; or, allowing for a little loss,

which is unavoidable, would afford 2 tons of ordinary powder, with a little more
slaked lime.

Fig. 461 represents a retort of lead, well adapted to the evolution of chlorine from
the mixture of salt, manganese, and sulphuric acid, or from manganese and muriatic
acid.

The interior vessel is cast in lead, and it has round its bottom part a cast-iron steam
case. The salt and manganese are introduced by the aperture c, and the sulphuric
acid by the siphon-funnel /. The contact of these three substances is continually

461

renewed by the agitator or stirrer b, which consists of wrought or cast iron, sheathed

witli lead, e is the gas-discharge pipe. The residuums are drawn off by the bottom
discharge pipe g. The heating case receives its steam by the pipe h.

The chlorine gas, is conveyed from the retort b, fig. 462, into the chamber i, by the

tube EBB. This cliamber is divided into four compartments, to receive the gas dis-

engaged from four retorts, like the above. The bottom of it is covered with a stratum

three or four inches thick of quicklime, newly slaked and sifted, which is stirred about
from time to time, by the rakes l l l l. When the saturation is sufBcient, the chloride

of lime is taken out by the doors kkkk. The side of this apparatus allows 2 cwt. of

manganese, and its equivalent quantity of salt and sulphuric acid, or of muriatic acid,

to be introduced at once into the retort, d is the handle of the agitator.

The same form of retort will suit perfectly well to prepare chlorine for making
liquid chloride of lime, which is preferred by many bleachers and calico-printers who
have conveniences for preparing it themselves. The most concentrated solutions of

the dry chloride of lime do not mark more than 6° B. (specific gravity 1"04), and dis-

colour only 50 volumes of Gay-Lussac's solution of indigo, whilst the chloride made in

the humid way marks from 8° to 9° B. (about 1'060), and discolours 80 volumes of

the same solution.

In the chloride-of-lime apparatus, most generally used by the skilful calico-printers

of Miilhausen, the mixture of muriatic acid and manganese is put into glass globes,

with long necks, heated upon a sand-bath. The chlorine is conveyed by glass tubes
into a cylindrical stone cistern, containing milk of hmo. The furnace of the sand-

baths is made of cast-iron, and has brick partitions, to give each retort its own fire.

The smoke of all these fires goes off by a flue into sheet-iron pipes. The cistern is

made of siliceous sandstone. Its cover is of wood, coated with a resinous cement ; and
it fits at its edges into grooves cut in the stone. A wheel serves to agitate the liquid

continually ; its paddles being kept at 2 inches distance from the sides of the cistern.

The milk of lime is introduced by a funnel, and the chloride is drawn oiFby a discharge

pipe. The lead retort and agitator used in this country seem greatly preferable to
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the experimental laboratory plan described above. In all such apparatus we should
avoid giving any pressure to the tubes or vessels, and should not therefore dip the ex-

tremities of the gas-pipes beneath the surface of the liquid, but rather facilitate the
combination of the chlorine and the lime, by enlarging the surfaces of contact and by
agitating. Intermediate vessels containing water, or the chemical cascade ofM. Clement,
are very useful for absorbing any muriatic acid which may be disengaged along with
the chlorine, and thereby preventing the needless formation of muriate of lime in the

chambers or cisterns of impregnation.

When the solution of the chloride of lime is mixed with hydrate of lime, it bears,

without decomposing, a pretty high temperature, provided it be not too long continued

;

it may even, in certain cases, be raised to near the boiling point without suffering a
marked loss of its discolouring power; but when the chloride is deprived of that excess

of lime, it is decomposed in a short time, even at a heat of 110° F.
When chlorine is admitted to milk of lime, it infallibly produces some muriate of

lime ; but the quantity is kept at a minimum by constantly presenting an excess of

lime to the gas with the agitator, and by keeping the temperature as low as possible.

Hence the influx of gas should not be so rapid as to generate much heat. An automatic

agitator, moved by steam or water power, is therefore much better than one driven by
the hand of the operator, who is apt to intermit his labours.

If the liquor becomes hot at the end of the process, it should be immediately drawn
off into large stone bottles and cooled. The rose colour, which sometimes supervenes,

is due to a minute quantity of manganese : the strongest liquid chloride of lime that

can be prepared will not discolour more than 80 times its volume of Gay-Lussac's

indigo test.

In the year 1846, Mr. Pattinson patented an improved mode of manufacturing
chlorine. In this process he made use of a stone vessel or generator, enclosed in a
double iron vessel. The hydrochloric acid, specific gravity 1'16, is poured into the

generator, and on a grating or false bottom is placed the binoxide of manganese in

lumps. The temperature of the contents of the generating vessel is then raised to

180^ F., by means of steam, made to circulate between the stone vessel and the iron

casing. This heat is continued for about 18 hours ; and then, by means of a suitable

pipe passing to the bottom of the generator, steam, under a pressure of 10 lbs. to the

inch, is injected into the vessel for about two minutes, and this is repeated every half

hour for about six hours. In this process no mechanical agitation is required, as tlie

steam enters with sufficient force, under the pressure above mentioned, to effect the

requisite agitation of the contents, and by clearing the lumps of manganese from all

adhering matters, expose a fresh surface continually to the action of the acid.

In carrying this process into practical operation, Mr. Pattinson found that the

apparatus is liable to be completely deranged, and the iron vessel destroyed by the

action of the hydrochloric acid, if the stone generating vessel should happen to get

broken ; to ob^aate which inconvenience, and to enable the generator to be used

though in a broken condition, the inner iron vessel is perforated ; and the spaces

between the two iron vessels, and between the inner iron vessel and the stone gene-

rator, are filled with coal-tar, or pitch, thickened by boiling to such a consistence as

to be tough, but not brittle, when cold. Steam, circulating through a coil of pipe

passing between the iron vessels, serves to maintain the tar at the requisite degree of

heat ; and in the event of the breakage of the stone generator, the liquefied tar flows

into the fissure, and prevents the escape of the hydrochloric acid into the steam

vessel.

Chlorine-stills of metal or of earthenware, though used even now in manv continental

works, have been generally displaced in this country by vessels of sandstone. In

Lancashire they are usually constructed of Yorkshire flags, cemented together by a

mixture of tar and clay, while on the Tyno they are cut out of solid blocks of stone,

and rendered impervious on the surface by being boiled in coal-tar.

The receivers in which the chlorine acts on the lime are usually constructed either

of stone slabs or of sheet lead supported on timber framework. The receiving

chambers are fitted with shelves on which the slaked lime is conveniently exposed in

layers for absorption of the chlorine. In other forms of apparatus the lime is placed

in a series of pots or in rotating barrels. The absorption of chlorine is accompanied

by evolution of heat, but as chlorate of lime is formed at a high temperatiire the

gas is admitted but slowly and the temperature thus maintained sufficiently low to

avoid formation of the chlorate.

Several proposals have been made for utilising the waste liquors from the chlorine

stills, most of which aim at reproducing oxide of manganese which may be again

available for the generation of chlorine.

A method of treating the residuum was patented in 1855 by Mr. C. Tennant Dunlop,
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It consists in transforming the chloride of manganese, first into cartonate and then

into oxide, by the action of heat. Whatever impurity the chloride of manganese may
contain—as chloride of iron, for instance—is first separated, either by calcination or

by the agency of a suitable precipitant. Practical working has shown that the

.carbonate of manganese thus treated yields an oxide of a richness equivalent to that

of 80 per cent, of peroxide. The carbonate of manganese may be obtained by
precipitation from the chloride by carbonate of ammonia. The chloride of ammoniumi
resulting from this treatment may either be employed as such, or it may be re-

transformed in the usual way into carbonate for the precipitation of fresh chloride of

manganese. Hydrate of lime is also used as a precipitant, the resulting hydrated

oxide of manganese being subsequently converted into carbonate by the transmission

through it of a stream of carbonic acid.

By another process, carbonate of manganese is obtained by passing carbonic acid

through the solution of chloride of manganese which has been previously mixed with
a quantity of carbonate of soda. The carbonate of soda, under the influence of car-

bonic acid, decomposes the chloride of manganese into carbonate, from which the

oxide can be obtained. The essential feature of this invention is the production of

artificial oxide of manganese, by first converting the chloride into carbonate, and
afterwards this latter into oxide, by the joint agencies of heat and atmospheric air.

In a process suggested by Binks and Gatty, the chloride of manganese in the still-

liquor is heated with nitrate of soda, whereby a mixture of nitrous acid and oxygen is

evolved, while a residue of chloride of sodium and oxide of manganese is obtained.

But the most valuable process which has yet been proposed for regenerating the

manganese from the spent liquors is that which has been lately introduced by Mr.
Walter Weldon, and is now largely employed in this country. To understand the
working of this process it should be remembered that the acid liquor left in the
chlorine-stills, by the action of hydrochloric acid on peroxide of manganese, consists

mainly of a solution of protochloride of manganese (manganous chloride), with the
sesquichlorides of iron and aluminium, chloride of calcium, and such excess of hydro-
chloric acid as may have been employed. This liquid is run from the generators into

a well, where it is neutralised by addition of finely-divided chalk, the neutralisation

being facilitated by keeping the liquid stirred up by a mechanical agitator. Not
only is the free acid thus neutralised, but the chlorides of iron and aluminium are

decomposed, and the oxides precipitated. The neutral liquor is then pumped up into

tanks, called ' chloride of manganese settlers,' where the sulphate of lime, the oxide

of iron, and the alumina held in suspension are rapidly deposited, and a clear solution

of manganous chloride, of a pale pink colour, is obtained. This clear liquor is run
off into a tank below called the ' oxidiser,' in which it is treated with an excess of
milk of lime to precipitate the manganese as hydrated protoxide, which is converted
into a higher oxide by the injection of air. The oxidiser is generally a cylindrical

iron vessel, about 12 feet in diameter and 22 feet deep. The reactions in this vessel

are best effected at a temperature of from 130° to 170° F., and if the charge of
manganous liquor is not sufficiently hot, its temperature is raised by injection of
steam. When sufficiently heated, the liquor is subjected to a blast of atmospheric air

introduced through a large pipe reaching nearly to the bottom of the oxidiser. The
milk of lime is then rapidly run in from a reservoir above, and the blowing continued

until peroxidation ceases—a point usually attained when from 80 to 85 per cent, of

the manganese has been converted into peroxide. The thin black sludge resulting

from this action contains chloride of calcium and peroxide of manganese associated

with a variable proportion of protoxide of manganese and lime. Each cubic foot of
mud contains about 2 Ihs. of peroxide of manganese. The product is run off from
the oxidiser to the ' mud settlers,' where a thick black deposit, containing about four

lbs. of the peroxide to the cubic foot, gradually subsides. This deposit, separated
from the supernatant liquid, is transferred, while still moist, to the chlorine-stills,

where it is treated with hydrochloric acid for production of chlorine, and the cycle or

operations thus begins afresh, and may be continued indefinitely—the manganese
merely playing the part of a carrier or medium of transference between the oxygen
of the atmosphere and the hydrochloric acid. In an experiment continued for five

hours, during which time 175,000 cubic feet of air was blown through the sludge in
the oxidiser, it was found that more than 4 cwts. or 14'8 per cent, of the oxygen was
absorbed, serving to reproduce 24 cwts. of peroxide of manganese. The cost of
recovering the manganese by this process is said to be less than one-fourth the average
cost of an equivalent amount of native manganese.

Nature of Bleaching Powder.—An elaborate series of experiments on the manufac-
ture of chloride of lime was made in 1822 by Dr. Ure, the most important results of
which are embodied in the subjoined Table :

—

Vol. I. 3 E
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Prepared with Protohydrate o£ Lime without pneumatic pressure. The
process carried on until the lime ceased to obtain chlorine.

UUJ 1x1C J. V^l<*1

Specimens

Chlorine

Lime ....
Water

Synthesis
First

Analysis
Second
Analysis

Mean

39-39

46-00

14-60

40-00

44-74

15-26

40-62

46-07

13-31

40-31

45-40

14-28

OO OO OQAa Zo

3?} 78 -71

J

Chloride of Lime 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100 100 100

Mr. Graham found that hydrate of lime, dried at 212°, absorbed afterwards little

or no chlorine ; but that, when dried over sulphuric acid, it was in the most favour-

able condition for becoming chloride of lime. A dry, white, pulverulent compound
is obtained by exposing the last hydrate to chlorine, which contains 41-2 to 41-4

chlorine in 100 parts, of which 39 parts are available for bleaching, the remainder
going to form chloride of calcium and chlorate of lime. This appears to be the

maximum absorption of chlorine by dry hydrate of lime ; but the bleaching powder
of commerce rarely, even when fresh prepared, contains more than 30 per cent, of

chlorine, and after being kept for several months, the proportion often falls as low as

20 per cent. A compound containing one equivalent of chlorine and one equivalent

of hydrate of lime, should contain 48-57 chlorine and 51-43 hydrate of lime ; a com-
pound of one equivalent of chlorine and two of hydrate of lime, should contain 32-42

chlorine and 67-58 hydrate of lime; and these are about the proportions in good com-
mercial specimens. It would not be advisable to attempt to manufacture a more
highly chlorinated product, as the stability of the compound is increased by an excess

of lime. Where a stream of chlorine is transmitted through water holding hydrate

of lime in suspension, the lime is entirely dissolved, and the full equivalent of chlorine

is absorbed. Different views have been held by chemists respecting the constitution

of bleaching powder, but it is now generally admitted that the substance consists

essentially of chloride of calcium and hypochlorite of lime, with excess of slaked lime.

Water poured upon bleaching powder dissolves out the bleaching combination, leaving

a large residue of lime. Ten parts of water are required for one part of dry chloride.

The solution emits the peculiar odour of hypoehlorous acid. The reaction which occurs

in the formation of ' chloride of lime ' may be thus represented :

—

2(CaO.HO) + 2C1= CaCl + CaO.ClO + 2H0.
aCaH'O' + Cl«= CaCl^ + CaCPO'^ + 2H^O.

Slaked lime and chlorine thus yield chloride of calcium, hypochlorite of lime and
water. Wliether the chloride and hj^pochlorite are united as a combination or

merely mixed together, may be open to question. But good bleaching powder is not

deliquescent, neither does alcohol dissolve anything from it, both which should occur

if the compound contained free chloride of calcium. It is possible, however, that the

two salts may exist in bleaching powder in the form of a double salt, or that the

chlorine is in direct combination with the oxide. If the compound be supposed to

be pure chloride of lime, the reaction is simply an absorption of chlorine ; and the

same should be the case with the other bleaching compounds—chloride of soda,

for instance. But when carbonate of soda, saturated with chlorine (Labarraque's

Liquor), is evaporated, no chlorine is evolved, and the residue still possesses

bleaching properties. The true nature of bleaching powder is open, therefore, to

speculation.

The bleaching action of solution of chloride of lime is very slow unless an acid be

added to it. Wlien dilute sulphuric acid in insufficient quantity is employed, no

chlorine is evolved, but hypoehlorous acid, wliieh may be distilled off and condensed
in a suitable receiver ; but with excess of acid, chlorine only is liberated. When
calicoes and other woven goods are to be bleached, they are first thoroughly cleansed

by boiling successively with lime-water and a weak solution of caustic soda
;
they are

then digested in a solution of bleaching powder, specific gravity 1-02, containing about

2 J per cent, of chloride of lime ; after which they are immersed in very dilute sulphuric

acid, which,'T)y liberating the chlorine within the filircs of the cloth, rapidly removes
tlie colour. The goods are then washed, a second time steeped in alkali, and again

passed through a weaker solution of chloride, and then tlirough dilute acid ; after which
they are thoroughly washed in water. The quantity of liquor necessary for 700 IIjs. of

cloth is 971 gallons, containing 388^ lbs. of chloride. Wlien white figures are required

on a coloured ground, the pattern is printed on the cloth vrith tartaric acid, thickened
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•with gum. The colour is discharged in those places where the acid was present, but

elsewhere untouched. Sulphate of zinc or chloride of zinc may be employed, instead

of acids, for liberating chlorine from bleaching powder.

On acting upon cotton-cloth with a concentrated solution of chloride of lime, at from
110° to 120° F., pure carbonic acid is disengaged, and the textuje of the cloth is injured.

Here the hydrogen of the water, and of the cotton, being seized by the chlorine, the

liberated oxygen combines with the carbon to form carbonic acid. In the discharge-

troughs, where printed calicoes are passed through strong solutions of chloride of lime,

stalactitic crusts of carbonate of lime come to be formed in this way.
When chloride of lime is heated, it evolves oxygen gas, and sometimes chlorine,

and it becomes converted into a mixture of chlorate of lime and chloride of calcium,

which has no bleaching properties. Half an ounce of chloride of lime boiled in two
ounces of water yields, according to KeUer, 165 cubic inches of oxygen contaminated
with chlorine.

The property of chlorine, to destroy offensive odours and to prevent putrefaction,

gives to the chlorides of lime and soda a high value. On this important subject

Pereira, has the following remarks {Mat. Med. vol. i.) with reference to medical
police :

—
' If air be blown through putrid Ijlood, and then through a solution of chlo-

ride of lime, carbonate of lime is precipitated, and the air is disinfected ; but if the air

be first passed through putrid blood, then through caustic potash, or milk of lime, to

abstract the carbonic acid, and afterwards through the solution of chloride of lime, it

retains its stinking quality. Chloride of lime may be employed to prevent the putre-

faction of corpses previous to interment ;—to destroy the odour of exliumed bodies

during medico-legal investigations ;—to destroy bad smells and prevent putrefaction

in dissecting-rooms and workshops in which animals substances are employed (as cat-

gut manufactories) ;—to destroy unpleasant odours from privies, sewers, drains, wells,

docks, &c. ;—to disinfect ships, hospitals, prisons, stables, &c. The various modes
of applying it will readily suggest tliemselves. For disinfecting corpses, a sheet

should be soaked in a pailful of water containing a pound of chloride, and then
wrapped round the body. For destroying the smell of dissecting rooms, &c., a solu-

tion of the chloride may be applied by means of a gardening pot.' Of equal impor-
tance is this substance to the medical practitioner. The poisonous exhalations from
foul sewers may be counteracted by a slight inhalation of chlorine gas, as obtained

from a little chloride of lime placed in the folds of a towel wetted with acetic acid.

The importance of chlorine as a disinfecting agent appears to have been fully

proved during the period of the cattle plague. Both Dr. Angus Smith and Mr.
Crookes, in their reports, give several very striking examples of the power of this

agent in cleansing sheds and houses which had been occupied by cattle suffering

under and dying from the disease. Carbolic acid, however, appears to be preferred

by one of these chemists. Both these preparations may, it is clear, be used with
satisfaction when required.

For estimating the amount of chlorine in bleaching powder, and thus determining

the commercial value of a given sample, see CnxonoMEXET.
CHXiOBXDE OF POTASSIVIW. See Potassium.

CHIiORIBES or POTASH AND SOBA. When a weak solution of caustic

potash or soda is saturated with chlorine, it affords a bleaching liquor, still used by
some bleachers and calico-printers for delicate processes ; but the price of the alkalis

has led to the disuse of these chlorides as a general means, and has occasioned an
extensive employment of chloride of lime. The chloride of potash is known as

Wafer of Javelle, and the chloride of soda as Laharraque's Liquor. They may bo pre-

pared by transmitting chlorine gas through a solution of caustic alkali or alkaline

carbonate, or by decomposing chloride of lime with an alkaline sulphate or carbonate.

These so-called chlorides are now generally considered to be mixtures or compounds
of chlorides and hypochlorites. See Chxoeede of Lime.

CHKORXItTATIOIJ. The method of extracting gold and silver from certain ores

by means of chlorine. This process is especially employed for separating gold from
sulphides and arsenides which cannot bo treated by the ordinary methods of amalga-
mation. By the aid of chlorine gas, the gold is converted into a chloride, and from a
solution of this salt the metal may be precipitated as a sulphide by sulpluu-etted

hydrogen, or reduced at once to the metallic state by means of sulphate of iron. The
process enables a very small percentage of gold to be extracted with advantage from
an ore

;
indeed, according to Mr. Allain, it is possible to extract gold from pyrites by

means of chlorine, when the metal is present to the extent of only one part in 10,000
parts of roasted ore.

The chlorination-process was originally proposed by Professor Plattner, and was
applied, as far back as 1851, to the extraction of gold from the arsenical pyrites of

Eeichenstein in Silesia—an ore containing about 200 grains of gold to the ton. In
3 E 2
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consequence of the introduction of this process, the mines, after having been abandoned
for more than fire centuries, were re-opened and -vrorked with profit. The ore is first

roasted in a rererberatorv furnace, and the arsenic thus becomes converted into

arsenious acid, which sublimes, and is condensed in a large chamber. The residue,

consisting chiefly of iron, is subjected to the action of chlorine, and the iron, with the

gold which it contains, then passes into the state of chloride; the chlorides are

dissolved out by -water, and the gold precipitated bv sulphuretted hydrogen,—the

precipitation of the iron being prevented by previously acidifying the solution -with

hydrochloric acid. The sulphide of gold is readily decomposed by heat, yielding

jnetallie gold on simple ignition.

Since the introduction of the chlorination-process at Eeichenstein, it has been
applied elsewhere "with considerable success. At Schemnitz, in Hungary, the tailings

left after extraction of silver by Ziervogers method, are treated with chlorine, and tSe

gold, though amo^onting to only about 0"012 per cent, of the tailings, is thus profitably

separated. In California the chlorination-process was first introduced, in 185S, by
Mr. I>eetken ; and several chlorination-establishments have since been erected in the

neighbourhood of Grass Valley. The process, as conducted in California, has been
described by 3Jt. KnsteL' «

If the ore to be chlorinated contains finely-di^vided gold in quartz, it needs no pre-

paratory treatment beyond that of pulverization. But if sulphides and arsenides are

to be treated, they require to be previously roasted. The concentrated ores should be
roasted -while damp, but pan-tailings should be first dried and then finely pulverized.

The roasting is most advantageously effected in a reverberatory furnace in "which the

flame of the fuel is allo^wed to come into direct contact "with the ores. A lo^w tempera-

ture should be employed at first, and when much of the sulphur and arsenic is

expelled the heat should be gradually raised until any sulphates or arsenites which
are formed may be decomposed, and all the metals converted into oxides, excepting the

gold, which is set free in a metallic state. The loss of gold during roasting, though
stated by some to be considerable, seems really to be insignificant.

In some cases it is desirable to add common salt (chloride of sodium) to the ore

during the roasting. If lead and antimony are present, no salt should be used, but if

the ore be associated with minerals containing lime, magnesia, or baryta, the addition

of salt is desirable. About 5 per cent., or 100 lbs. of salt to the ton of sulphides, wiU
be found sufficient. The salt should be thoroughly incorporated with the ore, so as

to favour separation of the gold. It appears that tie gold first forms a terchloride

(AuCl'), -which is converted at a higher temperature into protochloride (AuCl), and
this at a red heat, is reduced to metallic gold.

The roasted ore, before being treated -with chlorine, must be slightiy moistened

;

this is effected by spreading the charge over the floor of an iron diamber, and
sprinkling it -with water by means of a hose ; the ore being well stirred so that the

wet stuff is well mixed with the dry. After being sifted, to remove lumps, the ore is

transferred to the chlorination-vats. These are large circular wooden vessels, each

capable of holding two or three tons of roasted ore. The inside of the vat is coated

with a mixture of pitch and tar. or with some similar substance, to prevent absorption

of the gold-solution by the wood. At a height of about one inch from the bottom of

the vessel, is fixed a false bottom, formed of boards laid together, with spaces be-

tween, and perforated with holes for the passage of the chlorine gas. A layer of

fragments of quartz, or other rock, is first spread over the false bottom, and the

coarser fragments covered by finer and finer layers till a strattmi of fine sand is

placed on the top. The charge is laid on this prepared bed, which serves as a filter,

and chlorine gas is introduced through the false bottom. The gas is generated in a
leaden vessel. Sufficient chlorine for treating a charge of three tons of roasted sul-

phides may be obtained, according to Kustel, from the follo^wing mixture :—^Pulverized

manganese (peroxide) 30 lbs., common salt, 30 or 40 lbs., oil of vitriol of 66 degrees,

73 lbs., and water, 45 lbs. Ha^ving introduced the water, salt, and manganese into the

generator, the vessel should be covered air tight ; the acid is then gradually poured
in through a funnel, and the chlorine thus produced is washed by passing through a
vessel containing water to absorb any hydrochloric acid, the presence of which is

prejudiciaL The evolution of chlorine is assisted by heat applied under the gas-

generator. When the chlorine, which passes from the wash-bottle to the chlorine-

vat, has permeated through the charge, the cover of the vat is luted on. The operator

should carefully avoid inhaling the chlorine, as this is a highly poisonous gas, and
extremely irritating when inhaled even in small quantity.

The chlorine is allowed to act upon the ore for from 12 to 18 hours ; the cover is

then removed from the vat, and a stream of water introduced. The solution of

' ' A Treatise on Concentration of all kinds of Ores, including the CMorination Process.' By
Gnido Eost^l. San Fiancisco : 1868.
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hydrogen merely by their presence or by contact, without themselves taking any
direct part in the process : the chemist is familiar with many similar examples of
catalytic action. For an elaborate discussion of the principles involved in Deacon's
new process we may refer to the ' Journal of the Chemical Society,' Sept. 1872.

On the Industrial Manufacture of Chlorine, M. F. Lalande andM. Prud'homme have
the following remarks :

—

The reaction of anhydrous sulphuric acid, mixed with air or oxygen, upon heated
alkaline chlorides, which has given rise to Deacon's patent for the preparation of
chlorine and of sulphate of soda, has led us to generalise this process. We have
chiefly experimented with silicic, boric, stannic, and phosphoric acids, and also with
alumina. When any of these bodies, silica, for instance, is mixed with an alkaline

chloride, or with an alkaline earth or earthy chloride, and over this mixture, while
being heated to red heat, a current of dry oxygen or air is passed, chlorine is

evolved, and a silicate formed of the base of the chloride employed :

Si02 + NaCl + 0 =SiOmO + CI (SiO^ + 2BraCl + O =lfa^Si03 + CI').

At a red heat, therefore, oxygen expels chlorine, when there is simultaneously present

an acid capable of uniting with the base which is formed. Chlorides heated hy them-

selves in a current of oxygen (chloride of calcium, for instance) do not give off chlorine.

When a current of hydrochloric add gas is passed, along with oxygen, over the mixture
of silica and chloride, the acid regenerates the chloride and decomposes the silicate :

SiO'.NaO + HCl= SiO^ + NaCl + HO (Wa^SiO^ + 2HC1= SiO^ + 2ITaCl + H^O).

In this way a continuous evolution of chlorine is obtained. Instead of taking the

mixture of chlorine and silica, the silicate of the metal in which the chlorine is

contained, or a mixture of silica and the oxide of that metal, is taken. Since analogous
reactions occur with the acids above mentioned, we may state that it is general. The
steam formed during the phase of reaction :

Si02.NaO + HCl = SiO^ + NaCl + HO
gives rise to two secondary actions :

—

(1) . The chlorine decomposes the water at red heat

:

HO + CI =HCl + 0 (H^O + Cl^ =2HCI + O).

(2) . The steam decomposes the chlorides at red heat:

NaCl + HO = NaO + HCl (2I7aCI + H^O =N-a'0 + 2HC1).

It is probable that under these conditions an equilibrium exists between the

quantities of chlorine, aqueous vapour, and hydrochloric issuing from the apparatus,

or a limit of maximum between the quantity of chlorine produced and the hydrochloric

acid evolved and issuing from the apparatus. This limit of maximum will be the

greater according as the temperature required for the reaction be less high. Some of

our experiments having been made by causing the substances operated with to be
imbibed with pumice-stone, we have been induced to try whether pumice-stone alone

would yield any result, that material being a complex silicate and a substance

belonging to the category of those indicated by us. We have found that with

pumice-stone an evolution of chlorine is obtained comparable to that obtained from
the other substances, more particularly silica and lime, boric acid and lime, stannic

acid and lime, alumina and chloride of sodium ; since the same result is obtained

with lumps of brick, it might be ascribed to the porosity of these substances ; but

this opinion is gainsaid by the fact, that under the same conditions pipeclay, a silicate

of alumina and a very porous body, does not give rise to any appreciable reaction
;

it therefore appears possible that hydrochloric acid converts the surface of pumice-

stone into a mixture of silica and chlorides. We have compared the production of

chlorine in our experiments with that obtained by using bricks impregnated with

sulphate of copper (Deacon's patent) ; the quantity of chlorine obtained in both cases

is the same ; but with bricks impregnated with sulphate of copper the reaction takes

place at a lower temperature. The imperfection of our apparatus has hitherto pre-

vented us from estimating the respective quantities of chlorine, hydrochloric acid, aque-

ous vapour, contained in the gases issuing from the apparatus ; neither have wo been

able to estimate exactly the degree of temperature at which the reaction takes place.

Many other processes have been used with more or less success for the genera-

tion of chlorine. Thus, peroxide of manganese may be acted on by a mixture of

hydrochloric and nitric acids, when chlorine, water, and nitrate of manganese will be

obtained ; this nitrate, on calcination, reproduces peroxide of manganese and some of

the lower oxides of nitrogen, which, by the action of air and water, may again be

oxidised to nitric acid. When a concentrated solution of chloride of magnesium
(specific gravity 1-435) is mixed with peroxide of manganese, a product is obtained
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which on exposure to heat yields chlorine, magnesia, and chloride of manganese. The
chloride of magnesium used in this process may bo obtained from carnallito, a mineral

largely -worked in the salt mines of Stassfuit and Kalucz. According to Longmaid's

methods, chlorine is prepared by passing dry air over a mixture of common salt and

iron-pyrites, roasted together ; or a mixture of salt and some metallic sulphate, such

as sulphate of iron. In Mac Dougal and Eawson's process any chromate or bichromate

is acted on by hydrochloric acid. Shank's method is very similiar, chromate of lime

being decomposed by hydrochloric acid ; but the mode of reproducing the chromate is

different. By Lauren's method protochloride of copper (cupric chloride), mixed with

sand, is heated, and free chlorine evolved, -while the residue of subchloride (cuprous

chloride) is reconverted into the higher chloride by exposure to air in contact -with

hydrochloric acid. Mallet directs a current of air over subchloride of copper,

thus forming an oxychloride, from -which chlorine may be eliminated by hydrochloric

acid.

Mr. Dunlop has also obtained a patent for the produrf ion of chlorine by a very

elegant method, -which dispenses -with the use of manganese altogether. It consists in

mixing common salt -with nitrate of soda, and submitting the mixture to the action of

sulphuric acid. Chlorine and nitrous gas are evolved, and are caused to traverse a

vessel containing strong sulphuric acid, by which the nitrous gas is readily absorbed,

and the chlorine passes off. A current of atmospheric air is no-w passed through the

nitrous sulphuric acid, imtil the nitrous is converted into nitric acid. These mixed
acids are then made to act upon common salt -without any addition of nitrate of soda,

and the same gaseous products are obtained as before.

A description of Mr. Weldon's process by -which the refuse liquors left in the

ordinary mode of preparing chlorine are utilized and the spent manganese re-oxidised,

will be found under Chloeede of Lime (p. 785).

Chlorine has a peculiar smell and irritates the nostrils and other air-passages most
violently when inhaled. It is eminently noxious to animal life, and if breathed in its

undiluted state, would prove instantly fatal. It supports the combustion of many
bodies, and, indeed, several substances, such as antimony and phosphorus, spon-

taneously burn in chlorine without being previously kindled. The resulting combina-
tions are called chlorides, and act most important parts in many manufacturing pro-

cesses.

"Water absorbs, at the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere, about 2 times its

volume of chlorine, and acquires the colour, taste, and smell of the gas, as well as its

power of destroying or bleaching vegetable colours. When this aqueous solution of

chlorine is cooled do-wn to 36° F., dark yellow crystalline plates appear in it of the

hydrate of chlorine, which are composed in 100 parts of 27"7 chlorine and 72'3 water.

If these crystals be heated to about 45°, they liquefy, and the gas is evolved.

Chlorine has a powerful affinity for hydrogen, not only combining with it rapidly

in the gaseous state, but seizing it in many of its liquid and solid combinations : as in

certain volatile hydrocarbons, which it inflames. The compound of chlorine and
hydrogen gases is hydrochloric or muriatic acid gas. Binoxide of manganese, when
mixed -with liquid hydrochloric acid, as in the above process, abstracts the hydrogen
and eliminates the chlorine. When chlorine is passed into water, it decomposes some
of it, seizes its hydrogen to form a little hydrochloric acid, and enables its oxygen to

unite, either -with the chlorine into chlorous acid, or -with the remaining water, and to

constitute oxygenated water. Hence an aqueous solution of chlorine, exposed to the

simbeam, continually evolves oxygen, and ere long becomes hydrochloric acid.

In the presence of moisture, chlorine acts powerfully upon vegetable colouring

matters ; water is decomposed, its hydrogen combining -with the chloride to form
hydrochloric acid, whilst its oxygen is liberated, and in its nascent state, or at the

moment of its liberation when most active, oxidises the colouring principles, and thus

bleaches them. Bleaching by means of chlorine is therefore a true process of oxida-

tion ; in some cases, however, it appears that colourless substitution-products con-

taining chlorine are produced. The value of chlorine as a deodorizer and disinfectant

consists also in its power of decomposing water, and setting free oxygen, which thus
oxidises the poisonous miasmatic exhalations, and converts them into more or less

innocuous products. For such purposes, chlorine is usually best employed in the form
of bleaching powder, or chloride of lime ; but in some cases the pure gas may bo
conveniently employed : it requires, however, from its poisonous nature to be used
-with the greatest care. In fumigating the Millbank Penitentiary, Dr. Faraday found
that a mixture of 1 part of common salt and 1 part of binoxide of manganese, when
acted upon by two parts of oil of vitriol previously mixed -with one part of water (all

by weight), and left till cold, produce the best results. Such a mixture, at 60°, in

shallow pans of red earthenware, liberated its chlorine gradually, but perfectly, for

four days. The salt and manganese -were well mixed, and used in charges of 3^ pounds
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of the mixture, . The acids and water were mixed in a wooden tub, the water being
put in first, and then about half the acid ; after cooling, the other half was added.
The proportions of water and acid were 9 measures of the former to 10 of the latter.

—

See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

Many of the compounds of chlorine are of great value in the arts and manufactures.
Its hydrogen acid is fully described under Hydeochxoeic Acid, while its compounds
with the metals, forming important substances called chlorides, are noticed under the
names of their respective metals. With oxygen, chlorine forms some unimportant
anhydrides ; but with oxygen and hydrogen it gives rise to a series of ox-acids,

known respectively as hypochlorous, chlorous, chloric, and perchloric acids. Some of
the salts of hypochlorous acid are important as constituents of the bleaching compounds
popularly called ' chlorides,' as chloride of lime ; and some of the salts of chlorous acid,

as chlorate of potash, are also of great value in the arts. See Chloeate of Potash ;

Chlokidb op Lime.

CKIiORXTE. A term applied to a family of minerals of a dark green colour and
lamellar structure. They are hydrated silicates of alumina, magnesia, protoxide of

iron, &c. The chlorite occurring in the Cornish tin-veins is known as Peach.

CHIiOROIUBTRY. The name given to the process or processes by which the
amount of available chlorine is estimated in substances containing it, which are em-
ployed in bleaching, or as disinfectants. The chlorides (hypochlorites) of lime, of potash,

or of soda are the most important of these compounds. All these decolourising chlorides

are decomposed by the action of acids, even by that of the carbonic acid of the atmo-
sphere, chlorine being set free. The amount of chlorine capable of being thus evolved
is required to be known for two reasons ; to ascertain its commercial value, and to learn

whether the strength of the solution employed is within the limits which enable it to

bo eflPectively and yet safely used in bleaching. A number of processes have been
devised for this purpose. The method proposed by Gay-Lussao has been extensively

used in manufactories ; it depends upon the fact that arsenious acid in solution is

oxidised by free chlorine and converted into arsenic acid with the simultaneous forma-
tion of hydrochloric acid. A solution of arsenious acid in hydrochloric acid was first

prepared, of a known strength, and also a solution of the chloride of lime to be
tested, by triturating a weighed quantity with water and making the mixture up to

a certain bulk. A measured quantity of the arsenious acid liquor was placed in a
beaker and coloured with a solution of sulphate of indigo, and the chloride of lime

solution run into it from a graduated burette till the blue colour was destroyed. This
process, though capable of giving accurate results when due care was taken, was liable

to some objections. It was di£B.cult to hit the exact point when the whole of the

arsenious acid was converted into arsenic acid, and a little chlorine was apt to be
evolved if the chloride solution was run in too quickly

; moreover, it necessitated the

measurement of a turbid liquid which required frequent agitation to keep the

suspended matter equally diffused through it, and consequently of uniform strength

throughout. To obviate these defects, the following modification of this process has
been proposed by Penot. It is based upon the same reaction as Gay-Lussac's, but the

change is effected in an alkaline solution, and a test-paper moistened with starch paste

containing iodide of potassium is used to show when the reaction is completed.

Whatever process may be employed, the mode of preparing the solution of the chloride

of lime is the same. Weigh out 100 grains of the chloride to be examined, after it

has been well mixed so as to obtain a fair average sample, put them into a mortar
with a little water and triturate together so as to break up all lumps and produce a
smooth paste, continue to rub whilst gradually adding more water, allow the heavier

particles to subside, pour off" the supernatant liquid into a measuring flask or cylinder

capable of holding 10,000 grains, treat the residue in the mortar as before, and finally

rinse the mortar out into the flask and make up the solution to exactly 10,000 grains

measure and mix thoroughly.

Preparation of the Solution of Arscnite of Soda.—139'44 grains of the purest

arsenious acid prepared either by crystallisation from hot dilute hydrochloric acid or

by re-subliming a quantity of the arsenious acid of commerce free from sulphide, are

dissolved in a flask in a few ounces of water with the addition of about 700 grains of

crystallised carbonate of soda free from sulphide or hyposulphite. To facilitate the

solution, the arsenious acid should be in fine powder and the mixture should be kept

near the boiling point and frequently shaken. The contents of the flask with the

water required to rinse it out are now transferred to a 10,000 grains measure, and when
quite cold filled up to the mark and the whole then carefully mixed. The starch test

may be prepared by boiling 3 parts of starch with 500 of water, and afterwards adding

1 part of iodide of potassium. The starch should be first mixed smoothly with a
portion of cold water, then the remainder of the water may be added boiling, and the

whole boiled for a short time. Slips of white unsized paper (filtering paper) are
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dipped into the mixture and used whilst still damp, in -which state they are far more
sensitive than when dried as Penot proposed. To perform the operation, 1,000 grains

of the solution of chloride of lime are measured out with a pipette immediately after

thorough mixing, and placed in a beaker or other suitable vessel ; the graduated burette

having been filled up to the proper height witli the arsenite-of-soda solution, its con-

tents are gradually run into the chloride of lime till a drop of the latter taken out

with a glass rod ceases to produce any colouration upon a piece of the starch test-

paper above described. The operation is then completed. If the burette used

contains 1,000 grains divided into 100 parts, each division corresponds to 1 per cent,

of chlorine, when the solutions used are of the strength just described. The reason of

this will be evident from the following considerations : one molecule of arsenious acid

requires four atoms of chlorine with two atoms of water to form one molecule of

arsenic acid and four molecules of hydrochloric acid. Taking the molecule of

arsenious acid as 198 and the four molecules of chlorine as 132, that is 35'5 x 4, a
simple calculation will show that 139'436 grains of arsenious acid are equivalent to

100 grains of chlorine, and the 1,000 grains measure of the arsenious test-liquor in the

burette contain one-tenth of this quantity, and are consequently equal to 10 grains of

chlorine. Hence the number of divisions read off upon the burette indicates at once

the percentage of chlorine in the sample examined. As it may sometimes be preferable

to operate upon a larger quantity than 10 grains of chloride of lime, 2,000 grains

of its solution may be taken, or it may be made of double strength ; of course, in

this case the number of divisions observed must bo divided by two to obtain the

correct result. It is as well to mention that the solution of arsenite of soda is liable

to change slightly by the action of the air converting a portion into arsenate of soda,

and it is recommended to keep it in small stoppered bottles entirely filled. Wlien the

store bottle is provided with the means of drawing off the solution from tho bottom, a
layer of petroleum oil floating upon the top of the liquid will defend it from tho

action of the air.

Bwnsen's Method.—When free chlorine is brought in contact with an excess of solu-

tion of iodide of potassiiim, iodine is set free and hydrochloric acid is formed. Each
atom of chlorine sets free one atom of iodine, which by means of the exceedingly

delicate reaction with starch may be estimated with the greatest accuracy. 100 or

200 grains of the solution of chloride of lime prepared as before described are

measured, placed in a beaker or mixing jar, and about 60 or 120 grains measure of

solution of iodide of potassium containing 1 part iodide in 10 parts of water added,

diluted with about 1,000 grains of water, acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and a
standard solution of arsenite or hyposulphite of soda run in from a burette, till only

a yellow tint remains. A little starch-paste is now added and the arsenite again
added cautiously drop by drop till the blue colour just disappears. When an
occasional tost only is required, the method subjoined may be followed with advantage,

as it obviates the necessity of preparing a standard solution.

This process is founded xipon the following reaction :—One atom of chlorine, in pre-

sence of free sulphuric acid and water, converts two atoms of protosulphate of iron into

one atom of persulphate of iron, with the production of one atom of hydrochloric acid

:

2FeO.SO'-i- SO' +H0-1-C1= F620^3S0'-hHC1.
aPeSO* + CV =Pe-(SO^)' +2HCK

For the experiment either pure sulphate of iron, free from peroxide, or the double

sulphate of iron and ammonia, or finally a weighed quantity of thin annealed iron

wire may be used, dissolved in hydrochloric or preferably in dilute sulphuric acid.

Of the crystallised sulphate of iron, as 278 parts correspond to 35"5 parts of chlorine,

it is easily calculated that 7"831 grains will be peroxidised by one grain of chlorine.

ol*324 grains (7*831 x 4) of sulphate of iron are, therefore, weighed out, dissolved in

water, with the addition of a few drops of sidphuric acid, and the volume made up to

2,000 grains measure. One foiurth of this, or 500 grains, is taken out with a pipette,

diluted with 1,600 to 2,000 grains of water, acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and
the chloride-of-lime solution, made as previously described, is run into it from a 1,000-

grain burette, with constant agitation, till the whole of the iron is brought into the

state of peroxide. To ascertain when the reaction is finished, a dilute solution of

ferricyanide of potassium is used. A drop being placed upon a white plate, a stirring

rod, dipped into the mixture of the iron salt and chloride of lime, is brought into con-

tact with it. As long as a blue colour is produced it shows that the whole of the
protosalt of iron is not yet oxidised, and the addition of the chloride-of-lime solution

is, therefore, cautiously continued, until, on mixing the drops, no further shade of
blue is perceptible. The reading of the burette is then taken ; and, as the volume
used contains one grain of chlorine, the percentage of that element is easily obtained

by dividing 10,000 (the number of grains of solution in which 100 grains of chloride
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of lime have been dissolved) by tlie number of grains of solution delivered

from the burette. Thus, suppose 437 grains have been used, 43-7 divisions:

—

as 437 : 1 10,000 : 22-89 per cent, of chlorine in the sample in question. If iron

wire be taken, 6'308 grains, or, allowing 0'3 per cent, for impurities, 6'327 grains

may bo weighed, dissolved in dilute sidphurio acid, made up to 2,000 grains measure,

and the solution thus obtained employed instead of that of the crystallized proto-

sulphate.—W.J.W.
CHiOROPORlVI. When a mixture of chlorine and gaseous chloride of methyl

is exposed to the sun's rays, chloroform is produced. It is prepared usually by dis-

tilling alcohol -with chloride of lime. It is used to produce insensibility. See Watts's
' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

CHXiOROPHAXTE. A name given to some of the varieties of fluor spar, which
emit a phospliorescont light when heated. See Fluoe Spar.
CHXiOROPHYXilL. The green coloimng matter of leaves and other herbaceous

parts of plants.

CHOCOIiATB. (Eng. and Ger.
; Chocolat, Fr.) This is an alimentary prepara-

tion of very ancient use in Mexico, from which country it was introduced into

Europe by the Spaniards in the year 1520, and by them long kept a secret from the

rest of the world. Linnaeus was so fond of it, that he gave the specific name,
Theohroma, ' food of the gods,' to the cacao tree which produced it. The cacao-beans

lie in a fruit somewhat like a cucumber, about 5 inches long and Zk thick, which
contains from 20 to 30 beans, arranged in 5 regular rows with partitions between,

and which are surrounded with a rose-coloured spongy substance, like that of water
melons. There are fruits, however, so large as to contain from 40 to 60 beans.

Those grown in the West India islands, Berbice, and Demerara, are much
smaller, and have only from 6 to 16 beans ; their development being less perfect than
in South America. After the maturation of the fruit, when their green colour

has changed to a dark yellow, they are plucked, opened, their beans cleared of

the marrowy substance, and spread out to dry in the air. Like almonds, they
are covered with a thin skin or husk. In the West Indies they are immediately
packed up for the market when they are dried ; but in the Caraccas they are sub-

jected to a species of slight fermentation, by putting them into tubs or chests, covering

them with boards or stones, and turning them over every morning, to equalise the

operation. They emit a good deal of moisture, lose the natural bitterness and acri-

mony of their taste by this process, as well as some of their weight. Instead of

wooden tubs, pits or trenches dug in the ground are sometimes had recourse to for

curing the beans ; an operation called earthing (tcrrer). They are lastly exposed to

the sun and dried. The latter kind are reckoned the best, being larger, rougher, of

a darker brown colour, and when roasted, throw off their husk readily, and split into

several irregular fragments
;
they have an agreeable mild bitterish taste, without

acrimony. The Guiana and West India sorts are smaller, flatter, smoother skinned,

lighter coloured, more sharp and bitter to the taste. They answer best for the ex-

traction of the butter of cacao, but afford a less aromatic and agreeable chocolate.

According to Lampadius, the kernels of the West India cacao-beans contain, in 100

parts, besides water, 63'1 of fat or oil, 16-7 of an albuminous brown matter, which
contains all the aroma of the bean, 10'91 of starch, 7'76 of gum or mucilage, O'Q of lig-

nine, and 2-01 of a reddish dye stufi^ somewhat akin to the pigment of cochineal.

The husks form 12 per cent, of the weight of the beans
;
they contain no fat, but,

besides lignine, or woody fibre, which constitutes half their weight, they yield a light

brown mucilaginous extract by boiling in water. The fatty matter is of the con-

sistence of tallow, white, of a mild agreeable taste, called butter of cacao, and not apt

to turn rancid by keeping. It melts only at 122° F., and should, therefore, make
tolerable candles. It is soluble in boiling alcohol, but precipitates in the cold. It is

obtained by exposing the beans to strong pressure in canvas bags, after they have

been steamed or soaked in boiling water for some time. From 5 to 6 ounces of butter

may be thus obtained from a pound of cacao. It has a reddish tinge when fljst

expressed, but it becomes white by boiling with water.

The beans, being freed from all spoiled and mouldy portions, are to be gently

roasted over a fire in an iron cylinder, with holes in its ends for allowing the vapours

to escape ; the apparatus being similar to a cofiTee-roaster. When the aroma begins

to be well developed, the roasting is known to bo finished ; and the beans must be

turned out, cooled, and freed by fanning and sifting from their husks. The kernels

are then to be converted into a paste by trituration in a mortar heated to 130° F.,

or by the following ingenious and powerful machine. The chocolate paste has

usually in France a little vanilla incorporated with it, and a considerable quantity of

sugar, which varies from one-third of its weight to equal parts. For \\ lb. of cacao

one pod of vanilla is sufficient. The roasted beans soon lose their flavour by exposure

to the air.
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Fig. 462 represents the chocolate mill. Upon the sole a, made of marble, six

conical rollers b b are made to run by the revolution of the upright axis or shaft

q, driven by the agency of the fly-wheel e and bevel wheels i k. The solo a rests

upon a strong iron plate, which is heated by a small stove, introduced at the door u.

The wooden framework f forms a ledge, a few inches high, round the marble slab, to

confine the cocoa in the act of trituration, c is the liopper of the mill through which

the roasted beans are introduced to the action of the rollers, passing first into tlio flat

vessel D, to be thence evenly distributed. After the cacao has received the first

trituration, the paste is returned upon the slab, in order to be mixed with the proper

462

G

A

quantity of sugar and vanilla, previously sliced and ground up with a little hard
sugar. When the chocolate is sufficiently worked, and while it is thin with the heat

and trituration, it must be put carefully into the proper moulds. If introduced too

warm, it will bo apt to become damp and dull on the surface ; and, if too cold, it will

not take the proper form. It must be previously well kneaded with the hands to

ensure the expulsion of every air bubble.

In Barcelona, chocolate mills on this construction are very common, but they are

turned by a horse-gin set to work in the under story, corresponding to h in the above
figure. The shaft g is, in this case, extended down through the marble slab, and is

surrounded at its centre with a hoop to prevent the paste coming into contact with it.

Each of these horse-mills turns out about ten poimds of fine chocolate in the hour,

from a slab two feet seven inches in diameter.

Chocolate is flavoured with cinnamon and cloves in several countries, instead of

the more expensive vanilla. In roasting the beans the heat should be at first very

slow, to give time for the humidity to escape ; a quick fire hardens the siirfaeo, and
injures the process. In putting the paste into the tin plate, or other moulds, it must
be well shaken down, to insiire its filling up all the cavities, and giving the sharp and
polished impression so much admired by connoisseurs. Chocolate is sometimes adul-

terated with starch ; in which case it will form a mass pasty of consistence when treated

with boiling water. The harder tho slab upon which the beans are triturated the

better ; and thence porphyry is far preferable to marble. The grinding rollers of the

mill should be made of iron, and kept very clean.

Fig. 463 represents the chocolate mills at the victualling-yard, Deptford, as mounted
by the celebrated engineers, Messrs. Eennie. There are four double mill-stones,

A, B, c, D, each three feet in diameter, of which the nether rests upon a bed of cast-

iron, like a drum-head, kept at the temperature of about 220° by tho admission of

steam to the case below. Over each mill there is a feeding hopper, 1, 2, 3, 4, in

communication by the pipes 5, 6, 7, 8, with the general reservoir e, charged upon tho

floor above with the cocoa through the funnel placed over it. Tho vertical shafts which
turn these mills are marked, f, g, h, l

;
they are moved by the train of bevel-wheels
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above, which .are driven by an arm from the main shaft of the

"-j^ steam-engine. Each mill can, of course, be thrown in and out
^ of gear at pleasure. At i, i, i, i, the discharge-spouts are shown,

which pour out the semi-fluid hot chocolate into shallow
cylindrical tin pans, capable of containing about nine pounds
of chocolate each. These four mills are capable of converting

upwards of a ton of cocoa into good chocolate in a day, on the

system of double trituration.

Fig. 464 is an end view of one of the chocolate mills, with its

mitre-gearing.

Owv Importations of chocolate or cocoa paste were, in 1871 and
1872, as follows (when the duty was 2d. per lb., which is the duty
that was settled by the Customs on June 4, 1853)
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1871 1872

lbs. value lbs. value

Prom France . . 56.426 £6,613 56,426 £5,613

„ other Countries . 22,075 1,621 22,075 1,621

Total . . 78,501 £7,234 78,501 7,234

CHOKE DAIMtP, After Damp, Black Damp. Terms employed by miners for

the atmosphere of coal-mines, after an explosion of fire-damp, which is usually air

deprived of its oxygen and largely mixed -with carbonic acid. Choke damp is also used

to express the atmosphere of carbonic acid, which accumulates in deserted shafts, in

abandoned workings, in wells, or in brewers' vats. It is removed by throwing lime-

water into the space it occupies, and agitating the air.

CHROIHO-XiXTHOGRilPKir. Printing in colours from lithographic stones.

See Lithography.
CHROnxASCOPi:. An instrument for showing colours.

CHBOnXATES. Saline compounds of chromic acid with bases ; or, chromic acid

in which the hydrogen is replaced by a metal. See Cheomtom and Chromic Acid.

CKROMATES OP IiEAD, Some of these compounds occur native, forming

the minerals known as Crocoisite and Melanochroite. The chromates of lead are also

prepared artificially, and largely used as pigments, the neutral chromate forming

Chrome Yellow, and the basic chromate Chrome Red. The chrome yellow of the painter

is a rich pigment of various shades, from deep orange to the palest canary yellow. It

is made by adding a limpid solution of the neutral chromate of potash, to a solution

equally limpid of acetate or nitrate of lead. A precipitate falls, which must be well

washed and carefully dried out of the reach of any siilphuretted vapours. A lighter

shade of yellow is obtained by mixing some solution of alum or sulphuric acid with

the chromate before pouring it into the solution of lead ; and an orange tint is to bo

procured by the addition of subacetate of lead in any desired proportions.

It was ascertained by MM. Kiot and Delisse, that the proportion of chromic acid in

chromate of lead may be much diminished without any injury to the colour, and that

the same colour is produced with 25 parts of neutral chromate for 100 of chrome yellow,

as when 54 parts are used. Tliey give the following formula for the preparation of

this pigment :—Acetate of lead is dissolved in water, and sulphuric acid in quantity

necessary to convert the oxide of lead into sulphate is added. The clear liquid contains

acetic acid and may be drawn ofifj and preserved for the preparation of fresh acetate of

lead. The sulphate of lead is waslied and treated with a hot solution of neutral

chromate of potash, 25 parts being used for every 75 parts of sulphate of lead. The
liquid then contains sulphate of potash which may be made available, and the precipi-

tate consists of chromate of lead.

Chrome yellow may be prepared according to Liebig, by digesting sulphate of lead

in a warm solution of chromate of potash. It may also be obtained by digesting

100 parts of freshly-precipitated cliloride of lead with 47 parts of bichromate of potash.

This is Anthon's process.

To prepare chrome red, Runge directs an intimate mixture to be made of 448 lbs.

of litharge, 60 lbs. of common salt, and 600 lbs. of water. As soon as the mass
becomes white and swells iip considerably, more water is added to prevent it from
becoming too hard. After four or five days, the mass becomes a compound of chloride

and hydrated oxide of lead. Without separating the mother-liquor, which contains

undecomposed cliloride of sodium and soda, 150 lbs. of powdered bichromate of potash

are to be added, and the whole well stirred together, and finally washed.
Liebig and Wohler contrived a process for producing a subchromate of lead of a

beautiful vermilion hue. Into saltpetre, brought to fusion in a crucible at a gentle

heat, pure chrome yellow is to be thrown by femall portions at a time. A strong

ebullition takes place at each addition, and the mass becomes black, and continues

so while it is hot. The chrome yellow is to be added till little of the saltpetre

remains undecomposed, care being taken not to overheat the crucible, lest the colour

of the mixture should become brown. Having allowed it to settle for a few minutes,

during which the dense basic salt falls to the bottom, the fluid part, consisting of

chromate of potash and saltpetre, is to be poured off, and it can be employed again in

preparing chrome yellow. The mass remaining in the crucible is to be washed with
water, and the chrome red being separated from the other matters, it is to be dried

after proper edulcoration. It is essential for the beauty of the colour, that the saline

solution should not stand long over the red powder, because the colour is thus apt to

become of a dull orange hue. The fine crystalline powder subsides so quickly to the

bottom after every ablution, that the above precaution may be easily observed.

CHBOniATES OP POTASH. Three of these salts are known, but only two
of them are used in the arts, namely, the neutral chromate of potash KO.CrO*
{JS?CtO*), and the acid or bichromate of potash, K0.2CrO' (K^Cr^O').
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The neutral chromate is a yellow salt, prepared by heating chrome iron-ore with a
salt of potash. It contains :

—

lOO'O

The value of a solution of chromate of potash, if it be tolerably pure, may be inferred

from its specific gravity by the following table :

—

At specific gravity 1-28 it contains about 50 per cent, of the salt.

1'21 „ „ 33
1-18 „ „ 26
1-15 „ 20
1-12 „ „ 16

Ml „ „ 14
I'lO „ „ 12

The add chromate or bichromate (called by modern chemists the dichromate or
anhydrochromate ofpotassium) is a red salt, which by slow cooling, may be obtained
in the form of square tables, with bevelled edges, or flat, four-sided prisms. They are
permanent in the air, have a metallic and bitter taste, and dissolve in about one-tenth
of their weight of water at 60° F., but in one half of their weight of boiling water.

The composition of bichromate of potash is : potash, 31'6
; chromic acid, 68'4.

In making the red bichromate of potash from solutions of the yellow salt, nitric acid

was at first chiefly used ; but, in conseqiience of its relatively high price, sulphuric,

muriatic, or acetic acid has been frequently substituted upon the large scale.

(For the preparation of both these salts refer to Chbomb Iron.)

These salts aremuch employed in Calico Pkinting and in Dyeins. The bichromate
of potash is also used in the photographic process known as Carbon-printing ; a sensitive

surface being obtained by bichromate of potash and gelatine. Another modern use
of the bichromate is in a convenient form of galvanic cell, where it serves to oxidise

the hydrogen set free by the action of an acid upon zinc.

Chromate of Potash, Adulteration of, to detect.—The chromate of potash has the

power of combining with other salts up to a certain extent without any very sensible

change in its form and appearance ; and hence it has been sent into the market
falsified by very considerable quantities of sulphate and muriate of potash, the pre-

sence of which has often escaped observation, to the great loss of the dyers who use

it so extensively. The following test process has been devised by M. Zuber, of

Miilhouse : —Add a large excess of tartaric acid to the chromate in question, which
will decompose it, and produce in a few minutes a deep amethyst colour. The
supernatant liquor will, if the chromate be pure, afford now no precipitate with the

nitrates of baryta or silver ; whence the absence of the sulphates and muriates may
be inferred. We must, however, use dilute solutions of the chromate and acid, lest

bitartrate of potash be precipitated, which will take place if less than 60 parts of

water be employed. Nor must we test the liquid till the decomposition be complete,

and until the colour verge rather towards the green than the yellow. Eight parts of

tartaric acid should be added to one of chromate to obtain a sure and rapid result.

If nitrate of potash (saltpetre) is the adulterating ingredient, it may be detected by
throwing it on burning coals, when deflagration will ensue. The green colour is a

certain mark of the transformation of the chromic acid partially into the chrome oxide

;

which is effected equally by the sulphurous acid and sulphuretted hydrogen. Here
this metallic acid is deoxygenated by the tartaric, as has been long known. The tests

which I should prefer are the nitrates of silver and baryta, having previously added
so much nitric acid to the solution of the suspected chromate as to prevent the pre-

cipitation of the chromate of silver or baryta. The smallest adulteration by sulphates

or muriates will thus be detected.

A mixture of sulphate of soda and chloride of sodium tinged with strong solution

of chromium is sometimes sold for pure bichromate of potash.—H. M. N.

CHROIHCATITPE. A photographic process. See Photography.
CKROnXATTPOCBAPKV. A French process for printing letter-press in

colours.

CHROIWE AITTM. A double sulphate of sesquioxide ofchromium and potash.

It is obtained as a by-product in the preparation of the aniline colours, and is some-

times used in dyeing. See Altjm.

CHROME GREEir. This term is applied both to the green oxide (sesquioxide)

of chromium, and to a green pigment prepared by mixing chrome yellow with Prussian

blue.

Potash

Chromic acid

48-0

520
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CHROIMCC IRON, or CRROASXTE. The only ore of chromiiim -wliicli occms in

sufficient abundance for the purposes of art is the octahedral chrome ore, commonly
called chromate of iron, though it is rather a compound of the oxides of cliromium and of

iron. It is formed on the type of magnetic iron-ore, being a combination of a protoxide

with a sesquioxide—the protoxide metal in chrome iron-ore being chiefly iron, and the

sesquioxide metal chiefly chromium ; hence, the formula is PeO.Cr^O.^ (reCr^C). The
fracture of this mineral is imperfect conchoidal, or uneven. Hardness = 5'5

;
specific

gravity 4'4 to 4'5
; but the usual chrome ore found in the market varies from 3 to 4.

It lustre is semi-metallic or resinous
;
colour, iron or brownish black

;
streak,ycllowish

to reddish brown. It is sometimes magnetic. Before the blowpipe it is infusible

alone, but in borax it is slowly soluble, forming a beautiful emerald-green bead

;

fused with nitre it forms a yellow solution in water.

Chrome ore was first discovered in the Var department in France ; it is also found,

chiefly in serpentine, in Saxony, Silesia, Bohemia, Transylvania, the Banat, and Styria

;

in Norway at Roraas, in the Ural near Katherinenberg, in the United States at the

Barehills near Baltimore, Chester in Massachusetts, and Hoboken in New Jersey. In
Scotland it is found in the parishes of Kildrum and Towie in Aberdeenshire, in the lime-

stone near Portsoy in Banffshire, near Ben La"wes in Perthshire, and at Buchanan in

Stirlingshire. It occurs massive and in considerable quantity in serpentine-rocks at

Swinaness, and Haroldswick in Unst, one of the Shetlands ; in Fetlar and in other

of the smaller Shetland Islands. «

Composition of Chrome Iron Ores.

1 2 3 4 5

Sesquioxide of Cliromium .
36-0 64-08 39-51 60-04 43-00

Protoxide of Iron 37-0 26-66 36-00 20-13 34-70

Alumina ..... 21-5 9-02 13-00 11-85 20-30

Magnesia ..... 5-36 7-46

Silica 5-0 4-83 10-60 2-00

99-5 98-95 99-11 99-47 100-00

(1) from St. Domingo, analysecl by Berthier ; (2) from R'draas, in Norway, analysed by Von Kobell ;

(3) from Baltimore, analysed by Seybert ; (4) crystallised, from Baltimore, analysed by Abioh
; (5)

analysed by ELlaproth.

The chief application of this ore is to the production of Chromate of Potash, from
which salt the various other preparations of this metal used in the arts are obtained.

Treatment of the Ore.—According to the old method it is reduced to a fine powder,

by being ground in a mill under ponderous edge-wheels, and sifted. It is then mixed
with one third or one half its weight of coarsely-bruised nitre, and exposed to a
powerful heat for several hours, on a reverberatory hearth, where it is stirred about
occasionally. In the large manufactories of this country, the ignition of the above
mixture in pots is laid aside as too operose and expensive. The calcined matter is

raked out and lixi^iated -with -water. The bright yellow solution is then evaporated

briskly and the chromate of potash faUs down in the form of a granular salt, which is

lifted out from time to time from the bottom -with a largo ladle, perforated -snth small

holes, and thrown into a draining box. The saline powder may be formed into regular

crystals of neutral Chromate of Potash, by solution in water and slow evaporation

;

or it may be converted into a more beautiful crystalline body, the Bichromate of
Potash, by treating its concentrated solution -with nitric, muriatic, sulphiu-ic, or acetic

acid, or indeed any acid exercising a stronger afiinity for the second atom of the

potash than the chromic acid docs.

The first great improvement in this manfacture was the dispensing with nitre,

and oxidising entirely by means of air admitted into the reverberatory furnaeo, in

which the ore mixed with carbonate of potash is calcined. Stromeyer afterwards

suggested the addition of lime, by which the oxidation was much quickened, and Mr.
Charles Watt substituted the sulphates of potash and soda for the nitrates of those

alkalis. The sulphate -was first intimately mixed with the ground ore, and then the
lime well incorporated with the mixture, which was heated to bright redness, for four

hours with frequent stirring.

In 1847 Mr. Tilgmann obtained a patent for the use of felspar in the manufacture
of certain alkaline salts, and amongst them of chromate of potash : he directs 4 parts

by weight of felspar, 4 parts of lime, or an equivalent quantity of carbonate of lime,

and one part of chromic ore, aU in fine powder, to be intimately mixed together, and
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kept at a Iright red heat for from 18 to 20 hours in a reverberatory furnace, the mix-
ture being turned over frequently, so that all parts may be exposed equally to heat
and air ; the temperature is not to rise high enough to cause even incipient fusion, and
the charge should be kept in a porous state

;
when, on being examined, the charge is

found to contain the proper quantity of alkaline chromate, it is withdrawn from the
furnace and lixiviated with water.

In treating chromium (chromate of iron), the ore is pulverised and mixed with
common salt, muriate of potash, or hydrate of lime, and exposed in a reverboratory
furnace to a red or even a white heat, the mixture being stirred every ten or fifteen

minutes, and steam at a very elevated temperature introduced during the operation,

until the desired effect is obtained, which may be ascertained by withdrawing a
portion from the furnace and testing it, as customary. The products of this operation

are finally treated in the manner usual for the chromic and bichromic salts.

The mixture of chromium and common salt produces chromate of soda, the greater

portion, or perhaps all of the iron contained in the chromium being absorbed by the

hydrochloric acid evolved from the salt, and carried off in the form of sesquichloride

of iron. From the first mixtiu'e is manufactured pure bichromate of soda, which, by
the addition of hydrochloric acid, may be converted into chloroehromats ; and from the

last, or lime mixture, is produced a chromate of that earth, from which, by the

addition of soda or potash, there may be obtained a compound salt, which, with those

previously mentioned, may be advantageously employed.

M. Jacquelin first prepares chromate of lime by calcining at a bright red heat in

a reverberatory furnace, for 9 or 10 hours, an intimate mixture of chalk and chrome
ore. The friable and porous mass is then crushed, suspended in water, and sulphuric

acid added until the liquid slightly reddens blue litmus-paper ; the chromate of lime

is hereby converted into bichromate ; chalk is now added, until the whole of the

sesquioxide of iron is precipitated, and the clear liquid, which now contains only

bichromate of lime and a little sulphate, may be used for the preparation of the in-

soluble chromates of lead, zinc, baryta, &c., by mixing it with the acetates or chlorides

of these metals. To prepare bichromate of potash, the bichromate of lime is mixed
with solution of carbonate of potash, which gives rise to insoluble carbonate of lime,

which is easily washed, and a solution of bichromate of potash which is concentrated

and set aside to crystallise.

Mr. Booth (patent sealed Nov. 9th, 1852) mixes powdered chrome ore with one-

fifth of its weight of powdered charcoal, and heats it on the hearth of a reverberatory

fiu-nace, protecting it carefully from the air. The ore is by this means decomposed,

and the iron reduced to the metallic state, and is dissolved out by dilute snlphirric

acid ; the residue is washed and dried, and afterwards mixed with carbonate of potash

and salpetre, and heated in the same manner that the chrome ore itself is heated in

the process usually employed. The solution of sulphate of iron is evaporated to

crystallisation so as to produce copperas in a state adapted for commerce.

Analysis of Chrome Iron Ore.—Various methods have been proposed. The following,

suggested by Mr. T. S. Hunt, gives accurate results :—The ore, finely levigated in an

agate mortar, is mixed with 10 or 12 times its weight of fused bisulphate of potash,

and preserved at a gentle heat for about half an hour. The fused mass is extracted

with hot water, and boiled for a few minutes with excess of carbonate of soda ; the

precipitate is dried and fused with five times its weight of a mixture of equal parts

of nitre and carbonate of soda, in a platinum or silver crucible. The mixture is

kept in fusion for 10 or 15 minutes, and when cold is extracted with water. The
alkaline chromate thus obtfiined may be precipitated by a salt of lead, or it may be

supersaturated by hydrochloric acid, and boiled with alcohol, by which it is converted

into chloride of chromium, from which the oxide is to be precipitated by adding

ammonia in excess and boiling for a few minutes. Chrome iron ore is so difficult

of decomposition, that the method of fusing it at once with nitre and an alkaline

carbonate frequently fails in oxidising the whole of the chromium into chromic acid.

Mr. Calvert mixes the well-pulverised ore with three or four times its weight of a

mixture made by slaking quicklime with caustic soda, and then dries and calcines

the mass. He then adds one-fourth part of nitrate of soda, and calcines for two hours

more, by which time he finds the whole of the chromium is converted into chromic

acid. Another process, which Mr. Calvert finds to produce good results, consists in

calcining the pulverised chrome ore with nitrate of baryta, adding a little caustic

potash from time to time towards the end of the process.—H.M.N.

CHROniE RED and CHROSSS TTEIiaiOW. See Cheomatbs of Lead.

CHROIVEE STONE. The name given to Chrome Ochre when it is so intimately

mixed with the rock in which it is contained as only to be separated from it by chemical

means. Such mixtures are met with at Creuzot in France, AValdenberg in Silesia,

Mortenberg in Sweden, and elsewhere. See Bristow's ' Glossary of Mineralogy-
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CKROnSXC ACZ]}. There are several methods of preparing this acid ; the sim-

plest consists in decomposing bichromate of potash by oil of vitriol:— 1. An excess

of oil of vitriol is mixed with a warm solution of bichromate of potash ; the liquid is

poured off from the chromic acid, which separates in small red crystals ; tlie crystals

are drained in a funnel having its stem partly filled with coarsely-pounded glass, and
are afterwards dried on a porous tile under a bell glass : 2. Mr. \Varrington mixes
10 measures of a cold saturated solution of bichromate of potash with from 12 to 15

measures of oil of vitriol free from lead, and presses the red acicular crystals which
separate as the liquid cools, between porous stones. If it be desired to remove the

last traces of sulphuric acid, the crystals should bo redissolved in water, and a solution

of bichromate of baryta should be added in quantity just sufficient to throw down tlio

whole of the sulphuric acid as sulphate of baryta ; the solution may be reerystalUsed
by evaporation in vacuo : 3. Meissner prepares the acid direct from chromate of

baryta by digesting that salt with a quantity of dilute sulphuric acid, not sufficient

for complete saturation : the solution which contains chromic acid and acid chromate
of baryta is precipitated by the exact amount of sulphuric acid required, so that the

solution is affected neither by sulphuric acid, nor by a salt of baryta : it is then

evaporated to dryness.

Mr. Charles Watt obtains the acid by treating chromate of baryta with considerable

excess of pure strong nitric acid. The chromic acid is separated from the insoluble

nitrate of baryta by filtration through asbestos, and the solution is then evaporated

to dryness, while nitric acid is expelled.

Chromic acid is obtained in quadrangular crystals, of a deep red colour ; it has a

very acrid and stjrptic taste. It reddens powerfully litmus-paper. It is deliquescent

in the air. When heated to redness, it emits oxygen and passes into the sesquioxido.

When a little of it is fused along with vitreous borax, the compound assumes an
emerald green colour.

As chromic acid parts with its last dose of oxygen very easily, it is capable, in

certain styles of calico-printing, of becoming a valuable substitute for chlorine wlioro

this more powerful substance would not, from peculiar circumstances, bo admissible.

For this ingenious application, the arts are indebted to that truly scientific manu-
facturer, M. Daniel Koechlin, of Miilhouse. He discovered that whenever chromate of

potash has its acid set free by its being mixed with tartaric or oxalic acid, or a
neutral vegetable substance (starch or sugar, for example), and a mineral acid, a very
lively action is produced, with disengagement of heat, and of several gases. The
result of this decomposition is the active reagent chromic acid, possessing valuable

properties to the printer. Water-solutions of chromate of potash and tartaric acid

being mixed, an effervescence is produced which has the power of destroying vegetable

colours. But this power lasts no longer than the effervescence. The mineral acids

react upon the chromate of potash only when vegetable colouring matter, gum, starch,

or a vegetable acid, are present to determine the disengagement of gas. During this

curious change, carbonic acid is evolved ; and when it takes place in a retort, there is

condensed in the receiver a colourless liquid, slightly acid, exhaling somewhat of the

smell of vinegar, and containing a little empyreumatic oil. This liquid, heated with
the nitrates of merciu-y or silver, reduces these metals. On these principles M. Kcechlin

discharged indigo-blue by passing the cloth through a solution of chromate of potash,

and printing nitric acid thickened with gum upon certain spots. It is probable that

the employment of chromic acid would supersede the necessity of having recourse in

many cases to the more corrosive chlorine.—H.M.N.
Chromic acid is now used in microscopy for hardening the preparations of soft

tissues.

CKKOnxXTE. See Chrome Iron-oee.

CHieOKXUnX. {Symbol, Cr ; Atomic weight, 26'27.) The metallic base of the

oxide of chromium. It may be obtained by exposing to a very high temperature, in

a crucible lined with charcoal, an intimate mixture of sesqmoxide of chromium and
charcoal. The spongy mass obtained is powdered in an iron mortar, and mixed
with a little more sesquioxide of chromium (to oxidise as much as possible of the

carbon) ; it is then again exposed in a porcelain crucible to a very high temperature,

when a coherent metal is obtained. This metal is greyish in colour, hard and brittle,

and is magnetic at low temperatures. It has received no practical applications.

CBROIMCXUBI, OXXBE OP. There are several oxides of chromium, known to

chemists, but the only one used in the arts is tlie sesquioxide (Cr-O^), known
commonly as green oxide of chromium. This has come so extensively into use as an
enamel colour for porcelain, that a fuller account of the best modes of manufacturing
it must prove acceptable to many of our readers.

That oxide, in combination with water, called the hydrate, may be economically
Vol. I. 3 F
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prepared by boiling chromate of potash, dissolved in water, with half its weight of

flowers of sulphur, till the resulting green precipitate ceases to increase, which may be
easily ascertained by filtering a little of the mixture. The addition of some potash
accelerates the operation. This consists in combining the sulphur with the oxygen
of the chromic acid, so as to form sulphuric acid, which unites with the potash of the

chromate into sulphate of potash, while the chrome oxide becomes a hydrate. An
extra quantity of potash facilitates the deoxidation of the chromic acid by the forma-
tion of hyposulphite and sulphide of potash, both of which have a strong attraction

for oxygen. For this purpose the clear lixivium of the chromate of potash is

sufficiently pure, though it should hold some alumina and silica in solution, as it

generally does. The hydrate may be freed from particles of sulphur by heating

dilute sulphuric acid upon it, which dissolves it ; after which it may be precipitated,

in the state of a carbonate, by carbonate of potash, not added in excess.

By calcining a mixture of bichromate of potash and sulphur in a crucible, chromic
acid is also decomposed, and a hydrated oxide may thus be obtained ; the sulphur being

partly converted into sulphuret of potassium, and partly into sulphuric acid (at the

expense of the chromic acid), which combines with the rest of the potash into a

sulphate. By careful lixiviation, these two new compounds may be washed away, and
the chrome green may be freed from the remaining sulphur, by a slight heat.

Another method of preparing green oxide of chromium, is to mix intimately 45 parts

of gunpowder with 2-iO parts of perfectly dry chromate of potash, and 35 parts

of chloride of ammonium (sal-ammoniac), reduce to powder, and pass through a
fine sieve ; fill a conical glass or other mould with this powder, gently pressed, and
invert so as to leave the powder on a porcelain slab of any kind. When set on fire

at its apex with a lighted match, it will burn down to the bottom with brilliant corus-

cations. The black residuum, being elutriated with warm water, affords a fine bright-

green oxide of chromium.
Preparation of Green Oxide of Chromium for Calico-Printing.—The following direc-

tions are given by De Kerrur. At the commencement of the process the green

hydrate of the oxide of chromium is first prepared by dissolving 4 kilogrammes of

bichromate of potash in 22 litres (39 pints) of boiling water. Then into a boiler or

vessel containing 108 litres (24 gallons) of boiling water, 4 or 5 kilogrammes (8 or 10

lbs.) of pulverised wliite arsenic are thrown, and boiled for 10 minutes : a precipitate

vnW be formed, and must be allowed to settle : the clear liquor is then run off, and
immediately mixed with the solution of bichromate of potash, stirring all the time : in

a short time the mixture acquires a green tint, and the hydrated oxide of chromium
will be formed and precipitated. After being several times well stirred, and allowed

to cool, the whole is thrown upon a filter of white wool, and the hydrate of chromium
remaining on the filter is carefully washed with boiling water. It is then dried, and
ready to be employed for the preparation of the chloride. In order to obtain that salt,

hydrochloric acid of 22° Baume is diluted with water, until the acid no longer gives

off vapour. It is then heated , and whilst hot, as much of the hydrated oxide of

chromium, prepared as above, is added as will saturate the acid and leave a slight

excess of the oxide undissolved. The whole is then left to settle, and the clear liquor

is decanted from the dissolved matter. In this state the solution of chloride of

chromium still presents some traces of free acid, which would act injuriously upon the

fibres of the cotton. To remove this, and to obtain the product in a neutral state,

potash-ley (marking 36° Baume) is poured in very gradually, until the oxide of

chromium begins to be precipitated. The solution of choride of chromium thus pre-

pared, and which is of a dark green colour, is evaporated until it marks 46° Baum^ ;

after cooling, oxide of chromium of the finest green colour is obtained. This prepara-

tion is sold under the name of Sea-green.

This oxide may also be prepared by decomposing, with heat, the chromate of

protoxide of mercury, a salt made by adding to nitrate of protoxide of mercury (mercu-

rous nitrate), chromate of potash, in equivalent proportions. This chromate has a fine

cinnabar red, when pure
;
and, at a dull red heat, parts with a portion of its oxygen

and its mercurial oxide. From M. Dulong's experiments it would appear that the

purest chromate of mercury is not the best adapted for preparing the oxide of chrome
1,0 be used in porcelain painting. He thinks it ought to contain a little oxide of man-
ganese and chromate of potash to afford a green colour of a fine tint, especially for

pieces that are to receive a powerful heat. Pure oxide of chrome preserves its colour

well enough in a muffle furnace
; but, under a stronger fire, it takes a dead-leaf

colour.—H.M.N.
A hydrated sesquioxide of chromium is used as a green pigment, under the name of

Guignet's Green.
CRROKZTrM, BXVE OXXSE OP. The following directions have been given

for the preparation of a Hue oxide of chromium :—The concentrated alkaline solution
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of chromate of potash is to be saturated with weak sulphuric acid, and tlien to every
8 lbs. are to be added 1 lb. of common salt, and half a pound of concentrated sul-

phuric acid ; the liquid will now acquire a green colour. To be certain that the yellow
colour is totally destroyed, a small quantity of the liquor is to have potash added to

it, and filtered ; if the fluid is still yellow, a fresh portion of salt and of sulphuric
acid is to be added : the fluid is then to be evaporated to dryness, redissolved, and
filtered ; the oxide of chrome is finally to be precipitated by caustic potash. It will

be of a greenish-blue colour, and being washed, must be collected upon a filter.

—

H.M.N.
CHR-srSAiriXiXM'E. See Aniline Yellow.
CBRYSOBERTXi, or Golden Beryl, is composed of alumina 80'2 and glucina

19'8 = 100. It is of various shades of yellowish and light green, sometimes with
a bluish opalescence internally. It has a vitreous lustre, and varies from trans-

lucent to transparent. Fracture, conchoidal, or uneven. Specific gravity =3'5 to 3'8.

It belongs to the trimetrie system.

This stone, when transparent, furnishes a beautiful gem of a yellowish-green
colour, which is cut with facets, unless it be opalescent, in which case it is cut en
cabockon. It occurs in the Brazils and Ceylon, in rolled pebbles in the alluvial

deposits of rivers ; in the Ural, iu mica-slate ; and at Haddam, Connecticut, U.S., in

granite, traversing gneiss.—H.W.B.
For varieties of Chrysoberyl, see Cat's Eye, and Cymophane.
CHBTSOCOKIiA. The Greeks gave this name to Borax. It is now applied to

the hydrous silicate of copper, a mineral with the composition of silica 34-3, protoxide

of copper 45"2, water 20'S. It is often mixed with carbonate and oxide of copper. It

is found in Chili, in the Lake Superior district, in the copper mines of South Australia,

and the West Indian Islands ; also in Cornwall, Saxony, and indeed in most localities

where copper-mines occur. Bischof observes, that silicate of copper may be formed
through the action of an alkaline, lime or magnesia silicate, on sulphate or nitrate of

copper in solution. He also shows that this silicate is decomposed by carbonated
waters, producing carbonate of copper. In nature the alkaline silicates are often

furnished by the decomposing granite, and the sulphate of copper by the changes
which constantly occur in copper pyrites.

CHRTSOIiZTE, or Peridot. The name given to the paler and more trans-

parent crystals of olivine, the latter name being restricted to imbedded masses or

grains of inferior colour and clearness. It is usually found in angular or rolled

pieces, rarely crystallised. The crystals (generally, 8, 10, or 12-sided prisms),

belonging to the rhombic system, are variously terminated, and often so compressed
as to become almost tabular. They are generally very fragile, and therefore unfit

for ornamental purposes. The chrysolite is a silicate of magnesia, with more or less

protoxide of iron. An analysis of an oriental chrysolite by Stromeycr gave : silica

39-73, magnesia 50-13, protoxide of iron 9-19, alumina 0-22, protoxide of manganese
0-09, oxide of nickel 0-32 = 99-68.

As a gem, chrysolite is deficient in hardness and play of colour ; but when the stones

are large and of good colour, and well cut and polished, it is made into necklaces, &c.,

with good effect. From its softness, which is little less than that of glass, it requires

to be worn with care, or it will lose its polish. The best mode of displaying the

colours to the greatest advantage is to cut it in small steps. To give it the highest

polish, a copper wheel is used, on which a little sulphuric acid is dropped. During
the process a highly suffocating smell is given out, produced, probably, by the oxida-

tion of the copper and the decomposition of the acid. Chrysolite is supposed to have

been the topaz of the ancients. It is found near Constantinople ; at Vesuvius ; and

the Isle of Bourbon ; at Eeal del Monte, in Mexico ; in Egypt ; and at Expailly, in

Auvergne.—H.W.B.
CHRTSOPRASE. An apple-green or leek-green variety of chalcedony, the

colour of which is caused by the presence of nickel. It occurs at Kosemiitz, in Silesia,

and Belmont's lead-mine, St. Lawrence County, New York.

This stone was probably the chrysoberyl of the ancients.—H.W.B.
CHR'SrsOTXIiE, A fibrous or asbestiform variety of serpentine.

CHVITAia. A cement made of shell-lime and sea-sand, commonly used in India.

CHURCHXTE. A hydrated phosphate of protoxide of cerium, found in minute

crystals, forming a thin coating on quartz and clay-slate, in a Cornish tin-lode. Mr.
CI. Greville Williams has detected didymium in churchite.

CXCBORXVia XXTTYBUS. See Chicoby.
CXDER. See Cydeh.
CXnxoiiXAiar EARTB. CimolUe {Cimolia, Pliny). This earth is found in the

island of Argentiers, the ancient Cimolus, in Bohemia, and some parts of Kussia.

It has been frequently confounded with fullers' earth, because it has been used for

3 F 2
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the same purposes—removing grease from silk or woollen fabrics. It is an aluminous
eilicate, consisting of silica 63, alumina 23, oxide of iron 1-25, water 12. It absorbs

water rapidly, and splits into thin laminae. Powdered and mixed with water it forms
a creamy mass, which absorbs oil from any fabric over which it may be spread.

CXXrCHOITil. BARK. A Parliamentary paper on the progress of India in 1872
gives information respecting the cultivation of the cinchona plant, from which quinine

is obtained. It was introduced into the Hill districts of India, from South America,
in 1860. The total expenditure of the experiment was 61,719?. The return repre-

sents a value which is simply incalculable. There are now 2,639,285 plants in the

Government plantations on the Neilgherry Hills alone, without counting those of

private planters in this and in other districts. The largest trees are 30^ feet high,

and over 3 feet in girth round the trunk. The area covered by the plantations

amounts to 950 acres, and is being largely added to every year. The bark under
cultivation is much richer in quinine and the other febrifuge alkaloids than the wild
bark of South America. During last year 7,295 lbs. of excellent bark were sold in

the London market, while 65,688 lbs. were supplied to the local manufactory. This
year 20,000 lbs. will be sent home. Tlie alkaloid is manufactured on the spot in an
exceedingly cheap form for the use of local medical stores, and hundreds of fever

patients are thus annually ciired. The object of providing an abundant supply of the

febrifuge at a price within the means of the population at large is rapidly being
realised.

From the report on the Government cinchona plantations at Ootacamund for

1870-71 we learn that the growth of the plants has been very satisfactory. The
older plants of the various medicinal kinds have grown from shrubs into trees 22 feet

or 23 feet high, and 18 inches to 21 inches in girth. Of the Cinchona succirubra the

finest samples reach a height of 30 feet, with a girth of three feet. Three thousand
five hundred plants of the Calisaya kind have been permanently planted out on two
acres of new land. With this exception, the work of the year has been confined to

filling up failures and planting along the roadside. Among the new species of plants

lately introduced is the Pitayo bark, which appears to be hardy and well suited to

the climate. A lanceolate variety of Calisaya introduced from Java makes but slow

growth at Ootacamund. During the year 51,353 lbs. of fresh bark were supplied to

Mr. Broughton, the Government Quinologist, for the manufacture of amorphous
quinine. From 1,000 eiglat-year-old plants of C. succirubra much as 2,560 lbs.

have been or will be extracted during this year. This average of more than 2J lbs.

to each tree will yield, at the present rates of 2s. 8d. to 3s. per lb., a clear profit of at

least a rupee a pound. After the tenth year an increasing profit may be yearly ex-

pected, with a steady improvement in the quality of the bark. In the cheaper kinds

of bark it is unlikely that India will ever compete successfully in the home market
with America, where the plant grows wild, and its culture, which is yearly spreading,

costs nothing. In the finer kinds of bark, however, a successful competition is far

from unlikely, if the mossing process is steadily applied. Under this process each

successive renewal of bark will become more valuable than the last, until red bark
yields from 10 to 12 per cent, of crystallisable alkaloids, containing from 6 to 8 per

cent, of pure quinine, while 8 or 10 per cent, of the latter may be expected from the

crown barks. In that case India would defy competition, for no such bark, it appears,

could bo obtained from America. See Pekuvian Babk.
CXM'CHOSl'il. HED. An amorphous dark reddish-brown substance, obtained

from cinchona, or Peruvian bark.

CXN'CHOM'ZCZiarx:. C^H^'N^O^ (C^oh^^'W^O.) An alkaloid isomeric with cin-

chonine and cinchonidine. It is produced by the action of heat on any of the saline

combinations of cinchonine.

—

Pasteur.

CXHCHOinDXlirx:. C^H^^N-'O^ (C^'H^^w^O.) This alkaloid, the quinidine of

Leers, is one of the isomers of cinchonine.

CXXrCHOSJXN'E. C'"H2^N202 (C-'H^^W'O.) An alkaloid or organic base ac-

fompanying quinine. Some of the differences of properties on which processes for

their separation may be founded are the following :—Cinchonine crystallises more
readily than quinine from an alcoholic solution, in consequence of its being less soluble

in that fluid. Sulphate of quinine, on the other hand, is less soluble than sulphate of

cinchonine. Cinchonine is insoluble, while quinine is freely soluble in ether. See
Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'

When cinchonine is distilled with a hydrated alkali it yields a product known as

cMnoline oil, containing three homologous bases

—

chinoline, lepidine, and krytidine.

From this oil, a brilliant blue pigment may be obtained.

CXiri>ER. The slags produced in the processes of iron manufe<;ture.

CXXTDER BED. A bed of oyster-shells ; found in the Middle Purbeck series,

CXWBER FX.VE. See Iron,
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CXITBER XROXr. See Iron.

CXSTBER TAT. See Inox.

cnrxarilBAR is the principal and only valuable ore of mercury which is prepared

from it by sublimation.

It is a sulphide (sulphuret) of mercury, composed, when pure, of quicksilver 86 '2,

sulphur 13'8, in which case it is' a natural vermilion, and identical with the vermilion

of commerce ; but it is sometimes rendered impure by an admixture of clay, bitumen,

oxide of iron, &c. Cinnabar is of a cochineal-red colour, often inclining to brownish-

red, and lead-grey, with an adamantine lustre, approaching to metallic in dark
varieties, and to dull in friable ones. It varies from sub-transparent to opaque, has a

scarlet streak, and breaks with a sub-conchoidal uneven fracture. 11= 2 to 2'6, specific

gravity = 8'99. In a matrass it entirely sublimes, and with soda jrields mercury with

the evolution of sulphurous fumes. When crystallised, it belongs to the rhombohedral
system.

Cinnabar occurs in beds in slate-rocks. The chief European beds are at Almaden,
near Cordova, in Spain, and at Idria in Carniola, where it usually occurs in a massive

form, and is worked on a thick vein belonging to the carboniferous series. It also occurs

abundantly in China, Japan, Huanca Vilica in South Peru, and at New Almaden in

Santa Clara Co., and in other parts of California, where extensive mines of cinnabar

are worked. It is also abundant in Idaho. The chief source of the mercury used

in England, is Spain. Our recent imports of native Cinnabar cannot now be ascer-

tained, as it is all entered at the Custom House under the head of ' Ores unenumerated.'

Cinnabar in the arts is used as a pigment, in the state of a fine powder, which is

known by the name of vermilion. See Merctjey and Vehmilion.
aWNAWZON, {Cannelle, Fr.

;
Zimmt, Ger.) The inner bark of the Laurus

cinnamomtim, used chiefiy for flavoiiring cordials. Cinnamon yields an exquisite

essential oil by distillation which has considerable use in medicine and perfumery. It

is largely used for incense, but its principal consumption is in Spain, for the fabrica-

tion of chocolate, where it is said not less than 60,000,000 lbs, are used annually,

nearly the whole of which is brought from Ceylon.

Of cinnamon we imported as follows :

—

CXKXTAnXOir STOITB. A name given to Essonite, one of the varieties of

the lime garnets. Many so-called hyacinths are really nothing more than fine-

coloured cinnamon stones.

CXPOKXIVO. An Italian marble, of white colour, with pale green markings.
CXTRXC ACXB. {Acide citrique, Fr.

;
Oitronensaure, Ger.) This acid exists in

the juice of fruits, especially the lemon, orange, currant, and quince. It was first

procured from lemon-juice in a pm-e state by Scheele, who adopted the following

process :—Lemon-juice was put into a large tub, and saturated with di-y chalk in fine

powder, noting carefully the quantity employed. The citrate of lime which preci-

pitates being freed from the supernatant liquor is to be well washed, with repeated

afi[iision and decantation of water. For every ten pounds of chalk employed, nine

and a half pounds of sulphuric acid diluted with six times its weight of water are to be
poured while warm upon the citrate of lime, and well mixed with it. At the end of

twelve hours, or even sooner, the citrate will be decomposed, dilute citric acid will

float above, and sulphate of lime will be found at the bottom. The acid being

drawn off, the calcareous sulphate must be thrown on a canvas filter, drained, and
then washed with water to abstract all the acid.

The citric acid thus obtained may be evaporated in leaden pans, over a naked fire,

till it acquires the specific gravity ri3 ; after which it must be transferred into

another vessel, evaporated by a steam or water bath till it assumes a syrupy aspect,

when a pellicle appears first in patches, and then over the whole surface. This point

must be watched with great circumspection, for if it be passed, the whole acid runs
a risk of being spoiled by carbonisation. The steam or hot water must be in-

stantly withdrawn, and the concentrated acid put into a crystallising vessel in a dry,

but not very cold apartment. At the end of four days the crystallisation will be
complete. The crystals must be drained, re-dissolved in a small portion of water,

the solution set aside to settle its impurities, then decanted, re-evaporated, and
re-crystallised. A third or fourth crystallisation may be necessary to obtain a colour-

less acid.

If any citrate of lime be left undecomposed by the sulphuric acid, it will dissolve

in the citric acid, and obstruct its crystallisation, and hence it will be safer to use the

lbs. Value

In 1870 .

1871 .

1872 .

2,215,434

1,574,946

1,082,134

£252,875
143,520

111,496
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sliglitest excess of sulphuric acid, than to leave any citrate nndecomposed. There
should not, however, be any great excess of sulphuric acid. If there be, it is easily

detected by nitrate of baryta, but not by the acetate of lead as prescribed by some
chemical authors ; because the citrate of lead is not very soluble in the nitric a^ id,

and might thus be confounded with the sulphate, whereas citrate of baryta is per-

fectly soluble in that test acid. Sometimes a little nitric acid is added with advan-
tage to the solution of the coloured crystals, with the effect of whitening them.

Twenty gallons of good lemon-juice will afford fully ten pounds of white crystals

of citric acid.

Citric acid crystallises from a cold saturated solution in prisms belonging to the

rhombic system, and containing C'2H«0'^.2HO (C^HSq'.h^O). If, however, the

crystals be deposited from a hot solution, they present diiferent forms, and contain

only one-half the normal proportion of water.

The specific gravity of the crystals of citric acid is r617. They are unalterable

in the air. When heated, they melt in their water of crystallisation ; and at a higher
heat, they are decomposed. They contain 18 per cent, of water, of which one-half

may be separated in a dry atmosphere, at about 100° F., when the crystals fall into

a white powder. Citric acid is soluble in 0*75 parts of cold, and in 0'5 parts of

boiling water.

Citric acid in crystals is composed, by Dr. lire's analysis,—of carbon, 33'0, oxygen,
62-37, and hydrogen, 4-63

; results which differ very little from those of Dr. Prout,

subsequently obtained. Dr. Ure found its atomic weight to be 8'375, compared to

oxygen 1,000. The composition of crystallised citric acid has been thus represented :

—

per cent.
theoretical

Dumas Front Ure

Carbon 35-8 36-28 34-28 33-00

Hydrogen . 4-5 4-45 4-76 4-63

Oxygen 59-7 69-27 60-96 62-37

Attempts were made, both in the West Indies and Sicily, to convert the lime and
lemon-juice into citrate of lime, but they seem to have failed through the difficulty of

drying the citrate for shipment.

Citric acid in somewhat crude crystals is employed with much advantage in

calico-printing ; for many of the finer colours it cannot be replaced by any other.

If adulterated -with tartaric acid, the fraud may be detected by adding potash to

the solution of the acid, which will cause a precipitate of cream of tartar.

The maniifacture of citric acid so closely resembles that of tartaric acid, that the

makers of one commonly fabricate the other. The raw material in this case is pretty

generally a black fluid, like thin treacle, which comes from Sicily, and is obtained by
inspissating the expressed juice of the lemon,—the rind having previously been

removed from the lemon for the sake of its essential oil. This black juice is impure
citric acid, and requires to be treated with chalk, as practised with respect to the first

operation on tartar
;
by which means an insoluble citrate of lime is formed ; and this

after being well washed with cold water, is decomposed by sulphuric acid ; and the

solution, after undergoing the action of animal charcoal and proper evaporation, yields

brownish crystals on cooling. These are re-dissolved, decoloured, and crystallised

three or four times ere they can be sent into the market, for citric acid is more
tenacious of colouring matter than most of the other vegetable acids. At Nice, and
in the South of France, a portion of chloride of lime is digested upon the citrate of

lime, to bleach it prior to decomposition by sulphuric acid. For this pirrpose, the

washed citrate is exposed in shallow vessels to the action of the sun's rays covered by
a weak solution of chloride of lime. In a few hours decolouration ensues ; and it is

moreover stated that the mucilage which hangs about the citrate of lime, and impedes
the subsequent crystallisation of the acid, is in this way destroyed, and the number
uf rc-crystallisations requisite to give a saleable aspect to the citric acid thereby dimi-

nished.

According to Ferret's process, the lemon-juice is clarified with excess of magnesia,

and the salt thus obtained after having been washed with cold water, in which it is

insoluble, is dissolved in hot lemon-juice. The solution, on evaporation, yields a

bibasic citrate of magnesia in a form convenient for exportation.

The use of a vacuum-pan for the final evaporation of a solution of citric acid has

been introduced by Mr. E. A. Pontifex.

CITRATES. Combinations of citric acid with alkalis, earths and metals

forming salts. See Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry.'
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CXTROir. (Citradier,l?T.'; Cedrato, Ital.) The fruit of the Citrus medica, he-

longing to the family of dicotyledonous plants, the Aurantiacecs or Hesperidc<E. The
rind of this fruit candied is well known as a delicate sweetmeat. The tree producing

the citron is the most beautiful of the genus. A curious variety of the citron is

cultivated in China, and called the fingered citron, from its lobes all separating into

fingers in different shapes and sizes. The fruits of several other genera belonging

to the family are greatly esteemed in the countries which produce them. See Hes-

peride;e.

CXTROSTE^IiE OIXi. An oil from the Lemon-grass {Andropogon citratum).

CXTItUS. A genus of the family Aurantiacew, producing the orange, the lemon,

&c.

Citrus Aueantium. The common or sweet orange.

CiTRTJS Bergamia. The Bergamot orange.

CiTRTJS BiGARADEA. The bitter or Seville orange, or bigarade.

CiTRTJS Decttmana. The shaddock. See Shaddock.

Citrus Limetta. The lime. See Lime.

Citrus Limonium. The lemon. See Lemon.
Citrus Medica. The citron.

CXVXiT. {Civette, ¥v. ; Zibeth, Ger.) The odour of this substance is peculiar

and very characteristic, and is even more persistent than musk. It forms the base of

tlie famous ' Jockey Club ' perfume. It is the product of two small quadrupeds of

the genus Viverra {V. zibetha and V. civetta), of which the one inhabits Africa, and the

other Asia. They are reared with tenderness, especially in Abyssinia. The civet

is contained in a sac situated between the anus and the parts of generation in

either sex. The animal frees itself from an excess of this secretion by a contractile

movement which it exercises upon the sac, when the civet issues in a vermicular

form, and is carefully collected. The negroes are accustomed to increase the

secretion by irritating the animal ; and likewise introduce a little butter, or rather

grease, by the natural slit in the bag, which mixes with the odoriferous substance, and
increases its weight. It is employed only in perfumery.

According to M. Boutron-Chalard, it contains a volatile oil, to which it owes its

smell, some free ammonia, resin, fat, and extractiform matter, and mucus. It affords,

by calcination, an ash, in which there are some carbonate and sulphate of potash,

phosphate of lime and oxide of iron.

C^d&CK. The valve of a pump. See Pump.
ClfAVSTHAIiXTE. A selenide of lead which occurs in the veins of haematite at

Clausthal and other mines in the Hartz, and at Eio Tinto in Spain.

CIiA.'S'. {Argile, Fr.
;
Thon, Ger.). The term clay is applied to certain hydrous

silicates of alumina, derived for the most part, from the decomposition of felspathic

rocks, and which are generally rendered impure by the admixture of other substances.

Economically, the term is applied to any finely-divided mineral matter, which becomes
plastic on being wetted, and retains its shape when moulded or pressed into any par-

ticidar form. Lime, magnesia, oxide of iron, with some other colouring metallic

oxides, are occasionally present in small quantities in certain natural clays : when
iron is present, the clay burns red.

1. They are readily difPasible through water, and are capable of forming with it a

plastic ductile mass, whicli may be kneaded by hand into any shape. This plasticity

exists, however, in very different degrees in the different clays.

2. They concrete into a hard mass upon being dried, and assume, upon exposure to

the heat of ignition, a degree of hardness sometimes so great as to give sparks by col-

lision with hardened steel. In this state they are no longer plastic with water, even

when pulverised. Tolerably pure clays, though infusible in the furnace, become
readily so by the admixture of lime, iron, manganese, &c.

3. All clays, even when previously freed from moisture, shrink in the fire by virtue

of the reciprocal af&nity of their particles
; they are very absorbent of water in their

dry state, and adhere strongly to the tongue.

4. Ochroy, impure clays, emit a disagreeable earthy smell when breathed upon ; the

odour is indeed observable to a greater or less extent in all clays.

Brongniart distributes Clays into :

—

(1.) Fire-clays {argiles apyres, Fr
; Feuerfeste, Ger.).

(2.) Fusible {schmelzhare, Ger.).

(3.) Effervescing {brausende, Ger.), from the presence of chalk.

(4.) Ochrey (ocreuses, Fr.
;
ochrige, Ger.).

The following are the chief varieties of clay usually recognized :

—

1. Slate'Clat. (ScMe/er-thon, Ger). Its colour is grey or greyish-yellow;

massive, dull, or glimmering from admixture of particles of mica. Fracture slaty,

approaching sometimes to earthy. Fragments tabular ; soft, sectile, and easily
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troken
;
ap.gr. = 2 -6; adheres to the tongue, and breaks down in water. Slate-clay

is ground and reduced into a paste with water for making fire-bricks ; for which pur-
pose it should be as free as possible from lime and iron.

2. Fire-clay. In this country the geological position of the fire-clay, which is

largely employed in the manufacture of fire-bricks, glass-house pots, &c., is imme-
diately beneath the coal, each bed of which rests tipon a stratum of greater or less

thickness of a clay possessing the peculiar qualities of fire-clay, and distinguished in

the mining districts, from the position it occupies with reference to the coal, by the
name of under-day. The Stoiu-bridge clay is of this character. The following analysis
of Stourbridge clay was made by Mr. 0. Tookey in Dr. Percy's laboratory :—

Silica

Alumina .

Potash
Lime
Magnesia

.

Protoxide of iron

Phosphoric acid

Water
/combined .

1^ hygroscopic

Organic matter

65-10

22-22

018
0-14

0- 18
1-92
0-06

7-10

2- 18
0-58

99-66

3. Common Clay oh Loam.—This is an impure coarse pottery-clay, mixed with iron-

ochre, and occasionally with mica. It has many of the external characters of plastic

clay. It is soft to the touch, and forms, with water, a somewhat tenacious paste ; but
is in general less compact, more friable than the plastic clays, which are more readily

diffusible in water. It does not possess the property of acquiring in water that com-
mencement of translucency -which tlic purer clays exhibit. Although soft to the touch,

the common clay wants unctuosity, properly so called. The best example of this

argillaceous substance, is afforded in the London-clay formation, which consists chiefly

of bluish or blackish clay, mostly very tough. Those of its strata which effervesce

mth acids partake of the nature of marl. This clay is fusible at a strong heat in

consequence of the iron and lime which it contains. It is employed in the manufacture

of bricks, tiles, and coarse pottery ware.

4. Potters' Clay, or Pipe-Clay.—This species is compact, soft, or even unctuous

to the touch, and polishes with the pressure of the finger ; it forms, -with water, a
tenacious, very ductile, and somewhat translucent paste. It is infusible in a porcelain

kiln, but assumes in it a degree of hardness. Werner called it pipe-clay. Good plastic

clay remaine white, or if grey before, becomes white in the porcelain-kiln. The clay

from Poole in Dorsetshire is a celebrated potters' clay, and the clay from the neigh-

bourhood of Newton Abbot in Devonshire is a well-known pipe-clay. Tlio following

is an analysis of Poole clay, made in Dr. Percy's laboratory, by Mr. W. Weston :

—

Silica 48-99

Alumina 32-11

Potash 3-31

Lime 0-43

Magnesia 0-22

Protoxide of iron 2-34

nj , f combined 9-63
water

hygroscopic 2-33

99-36

Plastic Clay.—The geological position of the ' Plastic clay' of geologists, (the old

name of the ' Woolwich and Eeading beds '), is beneath the London-clay, and above the

sand (Thanet sand) which covers the chalk-formation. The Plastic clay of the Paris

basin is described as consisting of two beds separated by a bed of sand. The lower

bed is the proper plastic clay. The plastic clay of Abondant, near the Forest of Dreux,

analysed by Vanquelin, gave—Silica, 43-5
;

alumina, 33-2
; lime, 0-35

; iron, 1
;

water, 18.

This clay is employed as a fire-clay for making the bungs or seggars, or coarse

earthenware cases, in which china-ware is fired.

The plastic clay of Dorsetshire which supplies the great Staffordshire potteries,

occurs near the base of the Bagshot beds (Middle Eocene). It is grey coloured, less

unctuous than that of Dreux, and consequently more friable. It becomes white in the
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pottery kiln, and is infusible at that heat. It causes no effervescence with nitric acid,

Lut falls down quickly in it, and becomes more highly coloured. Its refractoriness

allows of a harder glaze being applied to the ware formed from it without risk of the

heat requisite for making the glaze flow affecting the biscuit either in shape or colour.

' Most of the plastic clays of France,' says M. Brongniart, ' employed for the same

ware, have the disadvantage of reddening a little in a somewhat strong heat ; and

hence it becomes necessary to coat them with a soft glaze, fusible by means of excess

of lead at a low heat, in order to preserve the white appearance of the biscuit. Such

a glaze has a dull aspect and cracks readily into innumerable fissures by alternations

of hot and cold water.' Hence one reason of the vast inferiority of the French

stoneware to the English. See Dorsetshire Clay.

0. PoBCELAiN Clay or Kaolin Eabth. ( Terre a porcelaine, Fr. ; Porzellanerde,

Ger.). Kaolin is the name given by the Chinese to the fine white clay with which they

fabricate the biscuit of their porcelains. This is the purest known form of clay, its

chemical composition being generally reducible to the formula APO'.2SiO^ + 2H0
(Al^O'.ZSiO'^ + 2K'0), corresponding to silica, 46'3

; alumina, 39'8; water, 13-9 per

cent. Ordinary massive kaolin, examined under the microscope, always exhibits certain

six-sided scales characteristic of the mineral species called Kaolinite. Kaolin and
some allied substances are included by Messrs. Johnson and Blake under this species.

The term Kaolin appears to have been derived from the name of a mountain
Kao-ling (Lofty ridge), from which this argillaceous earth was extracted. The
kaolins possess very characteristic properties. They are friable in the hand, meagre
to the touch, and difficultly form a paste with water. When freed from the coarse and
evidently foreign particles interspersed through them, they are absolutely infusible in

the porcelain kiln, and retain their white colour unaltered. They harden with heat

like other clays, and perhaps in a greater degree ; but they do not acquire an equal

condensation or solidity, at least when they are perfectly pure. Most of the kaolin-

clays contain some spangles of mica, which betray their origin from granite.

This origin may bo regarded as one of their most distinctive features. Almost all

the porcelain clays are evidently derived from the felspars contained in granite,

principally in those rocks of felspar and quartz called ' graphic granite.' Hence they

are to be found only in primitive mountain districts, among banks or blocks of granite,

forming seams often of very considerable thickness. In the same bed quartz and
mica occur, while some portions of the kaolin retain the external form of felspar.

The most valuable kaolins have been found

—

In China and Japan. The specimens imported from these countries appear pretty

white ; but are more unctuous to the touch, and more micaceous than the porcelain

clays of France.

In Saxony. The kaolin employed in the porcelain manufactories of that country
has a slight yellow or flesh colour, which disappears in the kiln, proving, as Wallerius
observed, that this tint is not owing to any metallic matter.

In France, at Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, about 10 leagues from Limoges. The kaolin
occurs there in a bed, or perhaps a vein, in beds of granite, or rather of that felspathic

rock called Pe-tim-tse, which exists there abundantly. This kaolin is generally white,

but sometimes a little yellowish, with hardly any mica. It is meagre to the touch,

and some beds include large grains of quartz, called pebbly by the China manu-
facturers. This variety, when ground, affords, without the addition of any fusible

ingredient, a very transparent porcelain.

Near Bayonne. A kaolin possessing the lamellated structure of felspar in many
places. The rock containing it is a graphic granite in every stage of decomposition.

In England, in the counties of Devonshire and Cornwall. The kaolin or China-
clay is very white, and more unctuous to the touch than those upon the continent of

Europe mentioned above. Like them it is supposed to result from the decomposition of

the felspars entering into the composition of granite.

Nature has, up to a certain point, provided the article which man requires for the

elaboration of the most perfect production of the potters' art. The clay—China
clay, as it is commonly called, or kaolin, as the Chinese have it—is quarried from
amidst the granitic masses of Dartmoor and of Cornwall. We are not at all satisfied

with any of the theories which have been put forward to account for the formation of
porcelain clay. It is commonly stated to be a decomposed granite ; this rock, as is

well known, consisting of mica, quartz, and felspar, with sometimes schorl and horn-
blende. The felspar is supposed to have decomposed

; and, as this forms the largest

portion of the mass, the granite is disintegrated by this process. We have, therefore,

the mica, quartz, and the clay, forming together a soft mass, lying but a short dis-

tance below the surface, but extending to a considerable depth. It is quite evident
that this stratum is not deposited ; had it been so, the particles constituting the mass
would have arranged themselves in obedience to the law of gravity, towards which
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there is not the slightest attempt. But we do not know by what process the decom-
position of the solid granite could have been effected to a depth from the surface
of upwards of one hundred feet, and then, as it often does, suddenly to cease. This,

however, is a question into which we cannot at present enter. The largest quantity
of porcelain or China-clay is manufactured in C!ornwall, especially about St. Austell
and St. Stephen's.

A spot being discovered where this substance abounds, the operation is commenced
by removing the vegetable soil and substratum, called by the workmen the overburden,
which varies in depth from about three to ten feet. The lowest part of the ground is

thus selected, in order to secure an outlet for the water used in washing the clay.

The overburden being removed, the clay is dug up in stopes : that is, in successive

layers or courses, and each one being excavated to a greater extent than the one
immediately below it, the stopes resemble a flight of irregular stairs. The depth of

the China-clay pits is various, extending from twenty feet to fifty feet.

The clay when first raised has the appearance and consistence of mortar; it contains

numerous grains of quartz, which are disseminated throughout in the same manner
as in granite. In some parts the clay is stained of a rusty colour, from the presence
of veins and imbedded portions of shorl and quartz ; these are called by the workmen
weed, caplc, and shell, which are carefully separated. The clay is next conveyed to

the floor of the washing place, and is then ready for the first operation of the process.

A heap of the clay being placed on an inclined platform, on which a little stream of

water falls from the height of about six feet, the workman constantly moves it and
turns it over with a piggle and shovel, by which means the whole is gradually
carried down into an oblong trench beneath, which is also inclined, and which ends

in a covered channel that leads to the catch-pits about to be described. In the trench

the grains of quartz are deposited, but the other parts of the clay, in consequence of

their greater levity, are carried away in a state of suspension.

This water is conducted into a series of pits, each of which is about eight feet long,

four in breadth and in depth, and is lined on the sides and bottom with cut moorstone,

laid in a waterproof cement. In these pits the porcelain earth is gradually deposited.

In the first pit the grosser particles collect ; and being of a mixed nature, are always
rejected at the end of each day's work by an opening provided for that purpose at the

bottom of the pit. When the water has filled the first pit, it overflows into the

second, and in like manner into the third ; and in these pits, particularly in the second,

a deposit also takes place, which is often preserved, and is called by the workmen
mica. The water, still holding in suspension the finer and purer particles of porcelain

clay, next overflows into larger pits, called ponds, which are of the same depth as the

first pits, but about three times as long and wide. Here the clay is gradually

deposited, and the clear supernatant water is from time to time discharged by plug-

holes on one side of the pond. This process is continued until, by successive accumu-
lations, the ponds are fiUed. At this stage the clay is in the state of a thick paste,

and to complete the process, it remains to be consolidated by drying. Formerly, the

clay was dried by exposure to atmospheric influences only ; but the demand for clay

has been so large, that artiflcial heat is now applied to the brick tanks, so as to

quicken the evaporation of the water. When sufficiently dry, the clay is cut into

oblong cakes, and is ready for the market.

The following remarks on the clays and plastic strata of Great Britain are from
the pen of Mr. George Maw, who has brought to bear upon the subject much geological

and chemical knowledge, coupled with great experience as a practical potter,'

' Plastic strata may be defined as beds of mechanical origin, containing alumina as

an essential constituent, which have undergone little or no consolidation, or been

subject to metamorphic action.

' Although common to various geological formations from the palaeozoic to the most
recent deposits, a very largo proportion of plastic strata applicable to ceramic manu-
factures occurs in the recent and tertiary beds.

' Plastic strata diminish in frequency as the older deposits are approached : in the

earlier paleozoic formations, the beds which were at the time of decomposition soft

clays and marls, occur for the most part as shales and slates, or have undergone

fiu-ther metamorphism into hard porcelainites and other altered rocks unavailable for

the potters' use. Indeed, the very changes which the potter efifects by artificial heat

have, as regards the earlier rocks, been anticipated in the laboratory of nature,

'pressure in combination with heat having altered their original soft and plastic condi-

tion, changing them into the hardest rocks.
' It must not, however, bo supposed that all clays of economic applicability occiu- in

a soft and plastic state, as every gradation exists between hard metamorphic rocks

' These remarks are taken, with slight alterations, from Mr. Maw's Appendix to the ' Catalogue of

British Pottery in the Museum of Practical Geology.' 2nd edition, 1871.
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and the softest clays, and many of the most valuable clays occur in a semi-indurated

condition, are mined by the process of blasting, and brought to the surface in hard

rock-like masses. These, by exposure to atmospheric changes and alternations of

wet and drought, frost and thaw, are speedily, by the process known as vjeathering,

disintegrated and reduced to the plastic condition.
' The state of mechanical subdivision is of no little importance in the applicability of

clays to the various purposes of ceramic manufacture. Every gradation exists between

an almost impalpable condition and a mixture of coarse and fine matter, the coarse

residue of which sometimes forms as much as 10 or 20 per cent, of the entire weight.
' Bearing in mind that most clay-strata result from the mechanical disintegration

of older rocks, it will be easily understood that their state of subdivision has been

dependent for the most part on the transporting and sorting agencies of water,

carrying away and separating the finer particles held longer in suspension than the

coarse matter.
' The origin of some of the finer white clays must, however, be attributed to the

chemical dissolution of calcareous rocks by the agency of carbonated water, the in-

soluble silica, alumina, magnesia, &c., associated with carbonate of lime in chalk and
limestone in the finest state of subdivision, being left behind as an impalpable

residuum. The writer, in a paper on ' The sources of the materials composing the

white clays of the Lower Tertiaries,' published in the 'Quarterly Journal of the

Geological Society' (vol. xxiii. p. 387), suggested such a derivation from the chalk, of

the smooth clays of Bovey Tracey and Newton Abbot, and of similar clays from the

Lower Bagshot beds of Wareham, and it seems scarcely open to question that the

white clays resting on the carboniferous limestone of North Wales, Derbj'shire, and
Tipperary, are the remnants of the subaerial dissolution of the limestone.''

chemical composition of plastic strata varies asmuchas their mechanical condition.

They may be generally described as an association of silicate of alumina, alumina,

free silica, and magnesia, with more or less water of combination. Clays and marls

scarcely ever occur entirely free from iron, to which their colour is mainly due ; it

exists in various states of combination, further referred to below. Carbonaceous
matter, especially in the tertiary and carboniferous clays, is frequently associated in a

fine state of subdivision, and the alkalis are generally present in variable proportions

both as silicates and carbonates.

Contraction in Burning.—This character is of so much importance in all branches of

ceramic manufacture that it may be of interest to notice one or two features that the

experiments exhibit.

The amount of contraction in burning, due partly to the loss of water of combination
and of the carbonic acid in the carbonates, when present, and to the ignition of any
carbonaceous matter contained in the clays, but more especially to the drawing to-

gether of the particles in the production of vitreous silicates, is very variable, and
depends both on the chemical and mechanical composition of the clays. The presence

of the alkalis and iron tends to complete vitrification, which is always accompanied
by a great amount of contraction, and the production of a glass-like body with a bright

conchoidal fracture. On the other hand, in clays containing much free silica or even
silicate of alununa without the accompaniment of the fluxing alkalis, a small amount
of contraction takes place and an open porous ' body ' is the result.

The amount of contraction is not less due to the state of mechanical subdivision of

the constituent particles. Clays in a coarse state of subdivision and containing a
large proportion of gritty matter, especially of silicious sand, invariably contract

loss in burning than those of smooth and fine texture, in which the constituents

are in an impalpable state of subdivision ; this will be at once seen by a comparison
of the amount of contraction of slabs composed of the coarse clay in its natural

state with those moulded from the clays from which the coarse particles have been
removed ; and the larger the proportion of coarse matter in the native clay the

greater is the difference between the amount of contraction of the clay in its natiiral

and refined states. The average contraction observed in a considerable number (122)
of burnt slabs composed of the native unrefined clay amounted to 6'01 per cent., and
of the burnt slabs of refined clay to 7 "53 per cent, of the original moulded size. This
appears due to two causes : first, that a mixture of large and small particles is, to

begin with, actually more dense than a mass of particles of equal size,^ and therefore

admits of less contraction in the drawing together of the particles in vitrification
;
and,

secondly, that the coarser subdivision and less intimate contact seem to hinder the

recombination of the constituents as vitreous silicates in the process of burning.

• See papers on this subject by the writer at pp. 241 and 299, vol. iv., of the ' Geological Magazine.'
' Illustrated by the fact that a busnel of shot weighs the same as a bushel of bullets, but is

exceeded in weight by a bushel of mixed shot and bullets, the small shot filling the vacancies
between without displacing the larger spheres.
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Fe'w clays produce a perfectly vitreous and tmabsorbent body. Some burnt slabs

approach to a glassy texture, while others are so highly siUcious and coarse in grain

as to be held together by a very slight cohesion. These are in the burnt state

open and spongy, and have undergone but little contraction in the kiln. Such clays,

as for example those from the North "Worcestershire coalfield, of -which the celebrated

Stourbridge fire-bricks are made, are from their refractory character eminently suitable

for the manufacture.

The great majority of clays are intermediate in character between these two
extremes, and after the process of burning, form a compact but slightly porous body,

subject to a moderate amount of contraction, and are available for general pottery

purposes.

The Colouring Matter of Clays.—JTo native clay is entirely free from the presence

of iron -which occurs in aluminoujs earths in -various proportions and states of combina-

tion. Those most free from iron are the -white lower tertiary clays of Devon and
Dorset, largely exported from Teignmouth and Poole for the manufecture of -white

earthen-ware : for this purpose the absence of iron is a matter of great importance, as

it imparts to the -ware a yeUo-wish tint, to ob-riate -which it is found necessary to cloak

and neutralise the natural cream colour of the burnt clay by the admixture of very

small proportions of cobalt blue.

Iron in the ^hite and grey tertiary clays occurs principally in the form of grey
carbonate of protoxide, generally in association -with fiiiely-divided carbonaceous

matter, in proportions -varying from a mere trace up to 4 or 5 per cent.

Iron, -which is so prejudicial in clays employed for -white pottery, is an essential

colouring matter in those used in the manufacture of terra cotta, encaustic tiles, bricks,

and all common pottery.

These may be considered separately as (a) Grey days, (5) Yellow clays, (c) Eed
clays.

(a) Grey clays, so largely developed as ' clunches ' and fire-clays in the carbona-

ceous beds of the coal-measures, o-we their colour, in addition to the presence

of carbonaceous matter, to carbonate of protoxide of iron in a fine state of

subdivision, and occasionally to the presence of finely-di-vided pyrites, or

bisulphide of iron, -which also occurs in the London clay, gaidt, &c.
A pale grey clay, almost -white, from the base of the Ashdown Sands

(TVealden), near Hastings, contains a much larger proportion of iron

than its colour -would seem to indicate, from its occurring in the form of

the comparatively colourless basic sulphate, of -widch there is 1"68 per cent,

present.

(6) Yellow clays are coloured by hydrous sesquioxide of iron, and generally occur

as surface deposits, or -where red and gray clays have been subject to

-weathering, as on exposed surfeces or along lines of jointing. They
occasionally occur interstratified -with red and gr^y beds, but appear more
generally to be the result of a kind of rusting process. Grey carbonate of

iron on exposure to watery infiltrations, accompanied by atmospheric oxida-

tion, becomes converted into the yellow hydrous sesquioxide ; and bisulphide

of iron, which readily decomposes under similar circumstances, becoTn»= eon-

verted partly into sulphate of protoxide, and partly into hydrous se&j^uiuxide,

to the presence of which the yellow joint-surfaces of the London clay and
gault are due.

Yellow clays have also been derived from red beds by the red anhydrous
sesquioxide and the lower hydrates recei-ving -water of combination,

(c) Eed clays and marls, e.g. those of the Keuper, Old Eed beds, permian, coal-

measures, the middle wealden, the Neocomian strata of France, the plastic

clay of the London and Paris basins, and other tertiary strata, derive their

colour from the presence of anhydrous sesquioxide and the lower hydrous

oxides of iron which occur in -variable proportions, and are generally asso-

ciated -with small quantities of iron in other states of combination, the

colour of which the red oxide obscures. Eed haematite may be cited as a
familiar example of almost pure anhydro-ns sesquioxide of iron, which, when
finely di-vided, has a strong colouring power. The red Keuper marls

receive their colour from about 3 per cent, of this anhydrous sesquioxide,

whilst the red clays of the argile flastique of Paris, and of the Neocomian
beds of Beauvais, used in the manufacture of the celebrated Beauvais
pottery, contain as much as 20 per cent., equivalent to 15 or 16 per
cent, of metallic iron. Nearly all such red clays are variegated by lighter

patches from which the oxide of iron has been abstracted ;
partly by a

segregational process, dra-wing together the iron into ferruginous nodules of

hydrous sesquioxide, and also from its dissolution by the acids of organic
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decomposition derived from imbedded organic remains. Details of the

analysis of red and other clays will be found in a paper by the writer ' On
the Disposition of Iron in Variegated Strata,' Quarterly Journal of the Geo-

logical Society, vol. xxix. p. 351.

The Colouring of Burnt Clays.—The colour of burnt ferruginous clays is entirely

due to the amount of iron present, irrespective of its previous state of combination,

but subject to certain conditions in the general composition of the clay. The action

of the kiln, with some exceptions referred to below, is uniform on nearly every state

of combination in which the iron occurs ;
viz., to reduce it to anhydrous sesquioxide

associated as silicates in a more or less intimate state of combination with the other

silicates developed in the process of burning.

Yellow clays coloured with hydrous sesquioxide (e.g. yellow ochre), and red

clays coloured with anhydrous sesquioxide, and the lower hydrates merely lose their

water of combination and become bright brick reds {e.g. red ochre and Venetian red).

Grey clays containing finely-divided pyrites or bisulphide of iron are also converted

by the kiln into bright reds, the sulphur being driven ofl", leaving the terra cotta

charged with the red anhydrous sesquioxide.

In clays charged with grey carbonates of iron the following reaction takes place :

The carbonic acid (CO^) is driven off as carbonic oxide (CO), part of its oxygen per-

oxidising the iron.

Grey clays containing less than 1 or 1^ per cent, of iron change in the kiln to

various shades of cream coloiir and bufF, whilst those containing from 2 to 10 or 12

per cent, range in colour from yello^n-ish fawn to dark reds ; from 3 to 4 per cent, of

iron produces in the kiln the bright red bodies used in the manufacture of red terra

cotta, encaustic tiles, red building bricks, &c. There seems to be no essential diffe-

rence (with the exception noticed below) in the colouring matter of the clays that

burn buff and those that burn red in the kiln, the depth of colour depending merely
on the amount of iron present, the buff shades regularly graduating into the deeper

shades of red.

The brightest shades of red and buff are, however, produced with but a partial vitrifi-

cation of the body. At a heat sufficient to insure its complete vitrification a further

change of colour takes place. The bright buff shades are changed to neutral greys,

and the reds to a slaty-greyish-black, which probably results from a partial reduction

of the metallic colouring matter and its more intimate combination with the other

vitreous silicates produced at the higher temperature. In clays containing a large

proportion of carbonaceous matter the complete peroxidation and consequent colouring

power of the iron seems to bo arrested. In a black carbonaceous clay from Bovey
Tracey, containing 13 percent, of organic matter, the combustion of the carbon in con-

tact with the ferruginous oxides seems wholly or partially to have reduced them to a
metallic state, or lower oxide having less colouring power than the sesquioxide, and
a remarkable bleaching of the burnt clay has been the result. The presence of the

alkaline earths in ferruginous clays, especially of lime and magnesia, has also a singular

bleaching power in the kiln, arresting the development of the bright red colour. A
Permian marl, containing 6 per cent, of sesquioxide of iron and 35 per cent, of carbon-
ate of lime, burned of a greyish buff instead of the rich red such a proportion of iron

would otherwise have produced. From some experiments made by the writer, it has
been ascertained that as small a proportion as 5 per cent, of caustic magnesia mixed
with a red clay entirely destroys its red colour in the kiln, probably from the produc-

tion of a pale-coloured double silicate of iron and the alkaline earth. A familiar

example of this reaction occurs in the process of manufacturing yellow bricks in the

neighbourhood of London, the colour of which is dependent on the admixture of
ground chalk with brick earth, the brick earth by itself burning of a red colour.'

The composition of ordinary clay will be seen from the following analyses, by Mr.
T. H. Henry :—

1. Fire-clay (Stourbridge, Brierly Hill)

:

Silica 51-80
Alumina . 30-40

Protoxide of iron . 4-14

Magnesia "50

Water and organic matter 13-11

99-95

With trace of soda.

2. Three samples of Fire-clay from Wales :—No. I. inferior ; the other two good

;

No. III. the best.
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I II m
Silic3i. i>U OO OO itV

Alumina .... 23-50 24-90 27-60

Oxide of iron 10-40 2-8.3 2-56

Magnesia .... 1-45 1-07 1-00

Soda 1-55 3-00 2-00

Water and organic matter

.

11-15 11-60 11-80

99-10 100-30 99-76

3. Clay making good red bricks :

—

Silica 60-40

Alumina and oxide of iron ...... 24-00

Carbonate of lime 2-70

„ magnesia r30
Water, &c 21-60

100-00

4. Clay inferior, on account of excess of carbonate of lime ; eflfervesced strongly with
acids :

—

Silica 33-06

Oxide of iron and alumina 11-20

Carbonate of lime 39-80

„ magnesia 6-00

Water, &c 10 00

100-06

6. Black shale from coal-measures, Dudley :

—

Silica 48-75

Alumina 17-95

Oxide of iron 15-70

Lime 2-32

Magnesia 1-50

Water, &c 13 '3 5

99-57

The production of the finer kinds of clay was as follows, in the years given :

—

Production in 1865
Do. 1866

Do. 1867
Do. 1868

Production in 1865
Do. 1866
Do. 1867
Do. 1868

CoEN-WAXL.

KaoI/IN, commonly called China Clay.

Tons

97,750
105,000

127,000

100,000

Production in 1869
Do. 1870
Do. 1871

Do. 1872

China Stone,

Tons
25,500

36,000
33,500

29,000

Production in 1869
Do. 1870
Do. 1871
Do. 1872

Tons
105,700

110,520

125,000

Tons
28,600

32,500

33,000

Shipped at

Padstow, from

Charlestown
Pentuan .

Par
Fowey
New Quay

Shipments in 1872 of China Clay and China Stone.

j
Cardingbam

( Blisland

Tons Shipped at Tons

200 . Truro .

.

2,000

3,345 Falmouth

.

29,687

36,033 Porthleven 575
20,671 Plymouth From 13,701

52,407 Sutton Harbour > Devon and 3,687

19,770 Laira Cornwall 20,106

6,965 Penzance , 250

Tons

Sent on by Kailway 954
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St. Agnes Clay.
^^^^

'
• Shipped for AVales, 1865 1,666

Do. 1866 . . . . . . 1,524

Do. 1867 1,316

Do. 1868 979
Do. 1869 875
Do. 1870 946
Do. 1871, year ending March 31st . . 774
Do. 1872 1,201

Do. 1873 1,657

Tons

Candle Clay used iu the Mines 1871, year ending Sept. 30 . . . . 400

„ 1872 „ 375

Devonshiee.

China Clay.

Lee Moor and other China Clay Works, on Dartmoor, 1872 .... 26,982

Fife and Potters' Clay shipped at Teignmouth, the production of Newton and
Neighbourhood 52,141

Total of Devonshire .79,123

Of Potters' Material there were imported into the Potteries by Trent and'!

Mersey Navigation, (Clay, &c.) / '

And by North Staffordshire Railway, (Clay, &c.) .... . . 12,479

c:bAY ZROXr STOXTE. See Iron Obes.

CIiAYXTE. A variety of Galena. See Lead.

CXiA.Y-S£ATZ:. Argillaceous Schist. See Slate.

CXiAYSTOWE. An earthy felspathic rock, occurring in veins and in mountain

masses. It becomes porphyritic by the intermixture of felspar crystals, and is then

known as Claystone jporfhyry.

CXiSAT. It is well known that most coals have a tendency to split not only

along the plane of bedding, but also along two sets of divisional planes, nearly at right

angles to tiie bedding and to one another. The coal may thus be split into rough

cuboidal fragments. One of these two sets of vertical planes is much more marked
than the other, and the smooth clean surface of the coal coinciding with this well-

defined set of joints is known as the cleat, face, or slyne ; whilst the other vertical

surface is called the end or bach of the coal. The direction of the cleat is often

constant over a large area, and advantage is taken of this constancy in laying out the

workings of a colliery.

CKSAVACE. The tendency of a crystal, or crystalline substance, to split more
readily in certain directions than in others. The property was originally observed in

calc-ipap (carbonate of lime), a mineral which crystallises in a great variety of

external forms, but may always be readily cleaved along the planes of a definite

rhombohedron. The natural cleavage of a mineral is frequently taken advantage of

by the lapidary, in cutting hard stones ;
thus, a crystal of diamond, though excessively

difficult to cut, can be very easily split or cleaved parallel to the faces of a regular

octahedron.

By geologists, the term cleavage is used in a different sense. Certain rocks, such as

slate, exhibit a tendency to split into very thin parallel plates, and the direction of

this cleavage is often constant throughout great masses of rock. This slaty cleavage

is not to be confoimded with the ' lamination ' of a rock, or the facility with which it

divides into parallel laminae along the planes of stratification. The cleavage, though

it may accidentally coincide with the bedding, usually cuts across it, at various

angleg, and is evidently a structtire superinduced in the rock after its original

deposition. Physical researches on this subject have shown that slaty cleavage may
be developed by lateral compression, the direction of the planes of cleavage being at

right angles to the direction in which the pressure has been applied. The ordinary

clay-slates used for roofing are prepared by splitting the mass along its planes of

cleavage.

CIiXCHY WHITE. A white lead manufactured at Clichy in France. See

White Lead.
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C&OTH MAinrFACTtrRE AND DRESSXHTG. See WooiXEX and Wool.
CXiOXrD7 CHAIiCEBOirS'. Chalcedony displaying cloudy spots in a pale

grey, semi-transparent base.

dOVER. Fodder plants belonging to the genus TrifoUum. The common red

clover is TrifoUum praiense. The white or Dutch clover T. repens. The shamrock

is generally considered as a species of Trefoil.

CXiOVE, The. {Clou, i"r. ;
Clavo, Span.) The clove tree, Caro'phyllus aromaticus,

is a small tree, from fifteen to thirty feet high, a native of the Moluccas. The flowers

are odorous, and the bark, fruit, leaves, and roots are all more or less aromatic.

The flower buds are the cloves of commerce ; when prepared they have the appear-

ance of a nail, hence their name from clavo, a nail. The buds as soon as they are

gathered are dried in smoke over a fire, in the sun, or in a kiln. They are exported

in small boxes.

The clove trade was at one time the monopoly of the Dutch. The clove tree is,

Jiowever, now cultivated both in the East and West Indies, but the finest are still

brought from Amboyna in the Moluccas.

CXiOVE Olli. Eugenic acid, or Carophyllic acid. C^'H^O* (COH'^O^).—When
cloves are distilled with water, a large quantity of oil passes over. It has been
examined by Dumas, Ettling, Bockmann, Stenhouse, Calvi, and, more recently, by
Gr6%'ille WiUiams. Treated with solution of potash, the greater portion dissolves,

leaving a small quantity of a hydrocarbon isomeric with oil of turpentine. See

Caebuhetted Hydeogen. The potash solution, on being supersaturated with a
mineral acid, allows the eugenic acid to rise to the surface in the form of an oil.

When freshly distilled it is colourless, and boils at 438° S. Its density at 57°'2 F. is

1'068-i. On analysis it gave :

—

Greville Williams Calculation

Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen

100-0 100-0 100-00

The density of its vapour was found to be 5-86; theory requires 5-67. The
above results were confirmed by a determination of the percentage of baryta in the
eugenate.—C. G. W.
CLOVES. The new bulbs produced from the subterranean axis of the hyacinth,

lily, onion, and the like.

C]LTTTHAXiITE. A mineral which occurs in the amygdaloid rocks of Kilpatrick

Hills. It is found in flesh-red vitreous crystals, and consists of silica, alumina, iron,

and soda. It takes its name from Clutha, the name sometimes given to the valley of

the Clyde.

COAL {Houille, Fr. ; SteinJcohle, Ger.) Coal is a mineral of vegetable origin.

There is abundant evidence to prove this, but there stiU exists considerable uncer-

tainty as to the mode of conversion and as to the conditions under which our coal-

beds were formed. This is not the place for the discussion of these questions ; but it

appears necessary that the hypotheses of the best authorities on the subject should be
briefly given.

' The occurrence of vegetable remains in all kinds of coal is such convincing

evidence of its formation from vegetable substances, that all further proof is super-

fluous.'— Crustav Bischof.
' There are few varieties of coal in which their vegetable origin can be detected by

anatomical examination.'

—

Goppert.
' It appears from the researches of Liebig, and other eminent chemists, that when

wood and vegetable matter are buried in the earth, exposed to moistxire, and partially

or entirely excluded from the air, they decompose slowly, and evolve carbonic acid

gas, thus parting with a portion of their original oxygen. By this means they
become gradually converted into lignite or wood-coal, which contains a larger portion

of hydrogen than wood does. A continuation of decomposition changes this lignite

into common or bituminous coal, chiefly by the discharge of carburetted hydrogen
or the gas by which we illuminate our streets and houses. According to Bischof,

the inflammable gases which are always escaping from mineral coal, and are so often

the cause of fatal accidents in mines, always contain carbonic acid, carburetted

hydrogen, nitrogen, and oleflant gas. The disengagement of all those gradually trans-

forms ordinary or bituminous coal into anthracite, to which the names of splint coal,

glance coal, hard coal, culm, and many others have been given,'

—

Lydl.

73-1 73-1

7-7 7-6

19-2 19-3

C2» 120 73-17

B." 12 7-32

0« 32 19-51
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'These dinfts of plants now forming streaks of coally matter in the sandstones or

shales including them, are sufficient to show that though numerous coal-beds may Lo

the result of the growth of a peculiar vegetation in places, the roots of which required

and penetrated a suitable soil beneath, it might so happen that extensive and deep

accumulations of drifted plants may wholly form coal-beds under favourable circum-

stances.'

—

De la Beche.

True coal is so altered from its original vegetable condition as to have left scarcely

any trace of its history. It is generally, however, associated with sands and

clays, exhibiting numerous fragments of the ancient vegetation that obtained at the

time of its formation ; but these fragments are so far removed in every respect from

the existing form of vegetation as to afford little clue to the condition of the Earth

in this respect. In coal all trace of true woody fibre has disappeared ; the water

originally present, and so injurious in the less altered forms of vegetable fuel, is en-

tirely absent, or if present at all, is so rather mechanically than chemically, while the

water originally in the plant appears to have undergone decomposition, the hydrogen

uniting with some part of the carbon, to form carburetted hydrogen gas, often exist-

ing in the cells, and between the plates of the coal under considerable pressure, and
the oxygen being almost entirely removed. The former vegetable has now become a

mineral substance, and lies in vast beds of variable thickness, and overlaying each

other to the extent sometimes of more than a hundred in a single district ; such beds

being regularly interstratifled 'with deposits of sand and clay, and occupying a distinct

geological position, being, with only a few exceptions, confined to rocks belonging to

the newer part of the Palaeozoic series.

The changes undergone by vegetable matter when buried in the earth, and accumu-
lated in large quantities, and the length of time needed to produce any marked altera-

tion, are subjects rather more interesting, it may seem, to the chemist than to the

practical man, who looks only for fuel that he may employ economically. But in-

asmuch as the real condition of coal varies considerably, it is desirable that the whole
history of coa,l and lignite beds should be generally understood by any one using theso

substances.

Vegetable matter consists of carbon in combination with oxygen and hydrogen,

as its principal constituents
;
nitrogen forming but a small, although an important,

part in its economy. A large quantity of water is also present ; and so long as the

vegetable lives, there is a constant change and circulation of material particles kept
up, replacing and renewing the different portions. When death takes place, there is

a tendency to decomposition, or the separation of the whole into minute atoms having
no further relation to each other. But this is frequently checked by various condi-

tions, such as the presence of some substances derived from plants themselves, or the

absence of sufiicient oxygen gas to allow the change to take place by combining with
the carbon to form carbonic acid gas, the fijst step in the process of destruction.

These causes act constantly but partially, and thus a large quantity of vegetable

matter is always in the course of decomposition, while in particular spots a large

quantity is constantly being accumulated. The latter condition is seen in our climate

in the gradual but steady increase of peat bogs.

That coal is derived from the vegetable kingdom no longer admits of a doubt, but
the class of plants to which more especially we are to look for the origin of coal, is still

a matter of much uncertainty. The idea generally entertained is that which supposes

a natural basin in which vegetable matter is deposited, the layers varying in thickness,

becoming covered with mud or sand.

Some microscopic observers assure us that they are enabled to detect ligneous

structure in bituminous coal. Mr. Quekett has given a great number of drawings in

proof of this, and he refers the coal to the woody matter of an extinct class of the

Conifera. Botanists of eminence, however, assure us that there is no evidence of ligne-

ous structure in any of the examples brought forward in proof of that hypothesis.

Others maintain that such structure, though observable in the charcoal-like layers

called ' mother of coal,' cannot bo detected in the bituminous parts, and that by far

the greater portion of the coal is composed of the niacrospores and microspores of
Lepidodendra, and other lycopodiaceous plants. The spores of these, or of allied

plants, are found more or less abundantly in all true coal
;

indeed, in some cases

they appear to make up the mass of the mineral, whilst in others they seem to have
been crushed together, thus forming the brown streaks commonly seen in microscopic
sections of coal.

Sir Charles Lyell, in his excellent ' Manual of Elementary Geology,' enters largely

and with liis usual lucid manner, into the consideration of the carboniferous plants.

There can be no doubt of the existence of the remarkable flora described by him during
the period when our beds of fossil fuel were forming. Eeferring to Sir William
Logan as his authority. Sir Charles says, ' It was observed that while in the overlying

Vol. I. 3G
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shales or " roof " of the coal, ferns and trunks of trees abound, without any stiffmaria,

and are flattened and compressed, tliose singular plants of the undorclay {the stk/mariai)

very often retain their natural forms of branching freely, sending out their slender

leaf-like rootlets, formerly tliought to be leaves, through the niud in all directions.'

This plant is singularly indicative of the class of plants from which coal has been
derived.

M. Adolph Brongniart states that the number of species of carboniferous plants

amounts to about 600. Lindloy informs us that no less than 250 ferns have been ob-

tained from the coal-strata. Forty species of fossil plants of the coal period have been

referred to the Lepidodendrons. These with Equiseiacea, Calamites, Astcrophyllites,

Sigillaria, of which about thirty -five species are known with their roots, Stiffviarice,

and Conifcra make up the remarkable flora which have been preserved to us in our

coal series.

Trees and humbler plants in great variety arc found in the carboniferous sand-

stones and slialos, and in the coal itself ; but it does not appear that we have any one

evidence of the actual conversion of the woody fibre of these plants into coal ; that is,

there is no evidence of the direct conversion of wood into bituminous coal. The
trees are almost invariably silicifiod, or converted into columns of sandstone ; the

carbon which constituted the original woody fibre being substituted by silica, or

sometimes by carbonate of lime, and sometimes by iron. Sir Charles Lyell has care-

fully examined the phenomena, now in progress, of the great Delta of the Mississippi,

and he perceives in them many facts which fully explain, to liis mind, the progress

of coal deposit. It cannot, however, be disguised that even while he refers the

coal to the supposed submerged forests, he does not venture to explain any of those

changes, whicli he e-\'idontly believes depend upon some peculiar conditions of climate.

Professor John Phillips, who has devoted much study to this subject, says, 'There

is no necessity to enlarge upon the proofs of the origin of coal from vegetables, drawn
from an examination of its chemical constitution, as compared with the vegetable pro-

ducts, and the composition of the ligneous parts of the plants, and from the unanswerable

identity of the carbonaceous substance, into whicli a vast multitude of fossil plants have
been converted. The chemical constitution of tliis carbonaceous product of the indivi-

dual vegetables, is exactly analogoiis to the chemical constitution of coal ; and it is

quite probable that hereafter the reason of the variations to which both are subject,

whctlier dependent on the original nature of the plant or produced by unequal expo-

sure to decay after inhumation, or metamorphic subsequent operations, will be as

apparent as that of the general argument arising from a common vegetable origin.'

—

Manual of Geology.

Mr. Jukes says, 'If therefore, we suppose wood (or vegetable matter) buried

under accumulations of more or less porous rock, such as sandstone and shale, so

that it might rot and decompose, and some of its elements enter into new combinations,

always using up agreator quantity of oxygen and nitrogen than of carbon and hydrogen,

or of oxygen and hydrogen than of carbon, we shoidd have the exact conditions for

the transformation of vegetable matter into coal.'

—

The Student's Manual of Geology.

Much stress has been laid upon the fact that we have brown coal still retaining

all the unmistakable characters of wood, and the airparent passage of this into true

coal.

' Goppert states that the timber in the coal-mines of Charlottenbrunn is sometimes

converted into brown coal. The same conversion was many years ago found in an

old gallery of an iron-mine at Turrach in Styria. A. Schrotter explains, according to

the analysis made by him, this conversion, by the separation of marsh gas and car-

bonic acid from the ligneous fibre of oak wood.'

—

Bischof.

The same authority says, ' This conversion of wood into coal may take place in four

different ways, namely :

—

' 1. By the separation of carbonic acid and carburetted hydrogen.

2, „ ,, carbonic acid and water.

3, „ ,, carburetted hydrogen and water.

4, ,, „ carbonic acid, carburetted hydrogen and water.'

Quoting the information accumulated by Bischof for the purpose of showing the

chemical changes which take place, the following analyses (see Table at top of next

page) are given.

Such is, in the main, the evidence brouglit forward in support of the view that coal

is the result of the decomposition, upon the place where it is found, of woody fibre.

The following remarks by Professor Henry Eogers on tlie structure of the Appalachian

coal exhibits some of the difficulties which surround tliis view :

—

'Each bed is made up of innumerable very thin Liminoe of glossy coal, alternating
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Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen Authority

Oak Wood 52-53 5-27 42-20 Gay-Lussac
and Thenard.

Decayed Oak Wood . ... 03--17 5-16 41-37 Liebig.

Fossil Wood..... 57-8 5'8 36-4 Ilegnault.

Turf CO-1 6-1 33-8 Vaux.
Til O"!!!J-ll^LllUC•••••• 0'3 22-4 l-f A (YTl null"

J.VO^ ii 1 1 U 1 L

,

Coal from the Maremma (Tuscany). 767 5-2 18-1 Bischof.

Ketinite from the brown coal mines
of Walchow .... 80'3 10-7 9-0 Schrotter.

Peat Coal 80-7 4-1 15-2 Baer,

Coal 82-2 5'o 12-3 Bischof.

with equally minute plates of impure coal, containing a small admixture of finely-

divided earthy matter. These subdivisions, diiFering in their lustre and fracture, are

frequently of excessive thinness, the less brilliant leaves sometimes not exceeding the

thickness of a sheet of paper, In many of the purer coal-beds these thin partings

between more lustrous layers consist of little laminae of pure fibrous charcoal, in

which we may discover the peculiar texture of the leaves, fronds, and even the bark
of the plants which supplied a part of the vegetable matter of the bed. All these ulti-

mate divisions of a mass of coal will be found to extend over a surprisingly large

surface, when we consider their minute thickness. Pursuing any given brilliant

layer, whose thickness may not exceed the fourth part of an inch, wo may observe it

to extend over a superficial space which is wholly incompatible with the idea that it

can have been derived from the flattened trunk or limb of any arborescent plant,

however compressible. When a large block of coal is thus minutely and carefully

dissected it very seldom, if ever, gives the slightest e\'idence of having been produced
from the more solid parts of trees, though it may abound in fragments of their fronds

and deciduous extremities.'

It is not possible within the space which can be afforded to this article in the

present work, to examine further the variovis views which have been entertained by geo-

logists and chemists of the formation of coal. A brief summary must now suffice :—

;

1 . Coal is admitted upon all hands to bo of vegetable origin.

2. Many refer coal to some peculiar changes which have taken place in wood

;

others to the formation and gradual subsidence of peat bogs
(
Uiiger). Fuci have also

been thought by some to supply the materials for coal-beds.

3. By some the coal is thouglit to be formed upon the spots on which the trees grew
and decayed. By others it is supposed that vast masses of vegetable matter were
drifted into lakes or deltas, to be there decomposed.

4. Whether the plants grew on the soil—the under clay—upon which the coal is

found, or were drifted to it ; there must have been long periods during which nothing
but vegetable matter was deposited, and then a submergence of this land, and vast

accumxdations of mud and sand. The number of coal-seams in some of our coal-fields

and the thicknesses of the strata will be given.

Professor Hem-yEogers and others suppose, that the whole period of the coal-measures

was characterised by a general slow subsidence of the coasts on which we conceive that

the vegetation of the coal grew ; that this vertical depression was, however, inter-

rupted by pauses and gradual upward movements of less frequency and diu-ation, and
that these nearly statical conditions of the land, alternated with great paroxysmal
displacements of the ' level, caused by the mighty pulsations of earthquakes. (See

Faults, Heaves.)
The difficulties are mainly the facts

—

1. That the evidence is not clear that anything like ligneous structure can bo
detected in coal, while microspores and macrospores are sometimes found in abundance.

2. That the woody matter found in coal is never converted into coal, although
sometimes it appears as if the bark was so changed.

3. That the coal arranges itself always in exact obedience to the underlying surface,

as though a semi-fluid mass had been spread out on a previously-formed solid bed.

4. The thinning out of true coal to extreme tenuity, as mentioned by Professor

Henry Rogers ; numerous examples of which appear in this country.

6. The extreme difficulty connected with the subsidence of the surface of the earth

to such a depth as that to which the lowest seams of coal extend.

We do not intend to answer any of these difficulties, but to leave the question

open for further examination
;
merely remarking, in conclusion, that there can be

no doubt of the vegetable origin of coal. The only question is, the conditions of

3 G 2
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change by which bituminous coal has been produced from vegetable fibre, and that

we have not completed all the links in the chain between brown coal and true coal.

The following Table shows at a glance the chemical diiFerence between wood and
brown coal on the one hand, and anthracite on the other ; and serves to explain what
has been said of the chemical changes by which wood is supposed to pass into bitu-

minous and, eventually anthracite coal :

—

Locality Authority Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen Nitrogen

jTiLHi w uuLiy Hum 52'C5 5*25 42*10

BggcIi V'llC V (XilUil,!. > , 48*89 6*07 43*11 0*93

Oak .
', Ditto . . . 50'G4 6*03 42*05 1*28

Peat Holland Milder 59*27 5*41 35*32

Ditto B>6gnault ( * 60*06 6*21 33*73

Ditto . . jjog of Allen • 61*02 5*77 32*40 0*80
Ditto TJpjjer Shannon • Ditto 61*21 5*61 31*44 1*U''

Li^iito > > Cologne • Regnault , 63*42 4*98 27*11

Ditto Patagonia • . J. A. Phillips 62*19 5*08 19*44

Brown coal Neider Alpeu Regnault 69*05 5*20 22*74

Ditto Wigan J. A. Phillips 80*21 6*30 8*54

Ditto Bog Head . Hofmann 65*66 8*90

Ditto Ditto Anderson 64*02 8*09 6*66 0*55
Caiinel coal Wigan Richardson . 83*75 5*66 8*03

Cherry coal Newcastle . Ditto . 81*20 5*04 8*43

Carr's Hartley . Ditto Admiralty Inquiry 79*83 5*11 7-26 1*17
Steam Wallsend

.

Ditto Ditto . 8:!*71 5*30 2*79 1*06
Besolven South Wales Ditto . 79*33 4*75 1*38
Neath Abbey Ditto Ditto . 89*04 5*05 1*07
Graigola . Ditto Ditto . 84*87 3*84 7*19 0*41
Aberaman . , Ditto Ditto . 90*94 4*28 0*94 1*21
Anthracite

.

Ditto Ditto . 91*44 3*46 0*79 0*21
Ditto Slievardagh, Ire-

land Ditto . 80*03 2*30 0*23
Ditto Vizille Jacqueline 94*09 1*85

Ditto Swansea . . Regnault 91*29 2*83 0*82 0*45

1 2 3

94*10 83*75 73*79
2*39 0*66 7-46

l-34\
0*87 J

8*04 13-70

1*30 2*55 4*96

Brooke and Miller divide coal into three varieties:-— 1. Anthracite; 2. Black
coal ; 3. Brown coal. The chemical differences between those being

:

Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygon
Nitrogen

Ash ....
Other mineralogists, as Dana, divide coal into bituminous and non-bituminous ; and

under these divisions they group the numerous varieties of coal which occur, as

—

Bituminous Vabieties. 1. Pitch or caking coal {Bana), which burns readily w-itli

a yellow flame, and which on receiving the heat, unites into a solid mass ; thus
requiring poking to prevent a too complete consolidation of the mass. 2. Cherry
coal somewhat resembles caking coal, but in burning it does not soften or cake. It

burns more rapidly than caking coal, with a clear yellow flame. 3. Splint coal or splent

coal is in Scotland a term for a hard laminated variety of bituminous coal, intermediate

in texture, between caking and cannel coal. The name is derived from its splitting

(or splenting) up in large flaggy or board-like laminae {Page). It is a coarse kind of

cannel coal {Band), A variety of bituminous (cannel) coal, with a slaty structure,

and of a harder and tougher nature than cherry coal. Splint coal is used by Lyell

as the equivalent to anthracite. 4. Cannel coal. A coal witli a fine compact
texture, a large conchoidal fracture ; it receives a good polish ; is sonorous wlien

struck. It is coal more perfectly Lituminised than No. 1. In Scotland this coal is

called parrot coal from the crackling, chattering noise whicli it makes when first

thrown into the fire.

Jet resembles cannel coal, but is blacker, and has a much more brilliant lustre.

Flint Coal. A kind of coal resembling anthracite in appearance ; but containing

bitumen.

Flew Coal. A coal resembling flint coal. It must be regarded as a local name for

the coal found at Wedgobury in StafFordshirc.

Crow Coal. A coal found near Alston, containing but a small quantity of bitumen.
Albert Coal or Albertite. A bituminous coal found in Nova Scotia ; it lias tlio ap-

pearance of asphaltum, and is partially soluble (about 20 percent.), but it has not the
fusibility of asphaltum.
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Non-Bituminous Vakieties. Anthracite. A coal with a sharp-edged, shining,

conchoidal fracture, not easily ignited, but when burning it gives out an intense heat,

unaccompanied by smoke, and produces but little flame. Often called stone coal.

Culm. An impure shaly kind of coal, or anthracite shale, as the culmniferous or

anthracite shales of Devon. The term is used in Parliamentary returns to signify

anthracite.

Fossil Coke. An American variety, more compact than artificial coke, supposed to

be produced by the action of trap rocks on anthracite.

Eecent Coai.. The true coal era is a well-marked one. Geologically it lies be-

tween the Old Eed Sandstone and the New Eed Sandstone rocks. A newer coal is found

in the lias at Richmond in Virginia, United States ; and a coal belonging to the Oolites,

at Brora in Sutherland, Scotland, and other places. These newer coals are very insig-

nificant as compared vnth. the true old coals.

Brown Coal. This comparatively recent coal sometimes resembles bituminous

coal. Other varieties have a brownish-black colour, with a coal-like lustre. It is

called, when it approaches ordinary coal in hardness and appearance, stone coal.

Lignite. Wood in a process of change ; when it still retains its woody structure,

it is called wood or board coal ; when it consists of thin layers, it is termed jpn^er coal,

and when soft and earthy it is known as peat coal.

The relative importance of mineral fuel in various countries, as indicated by the

actual coal area and the real production of some of the principal coal-fields, may be

understood by a reference to the subjoined Table :

—

Countries
Coal Area in Square

Miles
Proportion of whole
Area of the Country

Annual Production
according to the
latest Returns

British Islands 12,800 1-10 123,573,600

France.... 2,000 1-100 12,148,223

Belgium 620 1-22 12,544,038

Spain .... 4,000 1-52 600,000

Prussia. 1,200 1-90 14,751,729

United States ofAmerica 220,166 3-0 21.558,329

British North America . 13,000 1-10 2,750,000

India .... uncertain 401,279

OOAI-FIELDS OF THE UnITED KiNGDOM.

It will thus be seen how extremely important the coal-fields of the British Islands

really are when compared with any others. This is the case, not merely in the total

annual production and the proportionate extent of the deposits, but also from the great

number of points at which the coal can be advantageously worked. This will be best

seen by reference to the Table given at the end of the article.

The distribution of coal in the United Kingdom is of vast importance to the

country. It is spread over large areas, commencing with Devonshire in the south,

and extending to the northern divisions of the great Scotch coal-fields. A careful

examination of all these deposits cannot but prove useful.

Devonshire. Lignite of Bovcy-Heathfield.—Lysons, ' Magna Britannia,' informs

us that this so-called Bovey coal was worked for use early in the last century ; and
Dr. Maton described those beds in 1797 as being from 4 to 16 feet in thickness,

alternating with clay, and he stated that the pits were about 80 feet deep, and worked
for the supply of a neighbouring pottery. A pottery was established at Ideo in 1772,
and one at Bovey Tracey in 1812, both of whicli were supplied with fuel from those

lignite beds.

—

De la Beche.

Mr. William Pengelly carefully investigated the Bovey Tracey lignites. The result

of his enquiry was ' that the Bovey lignites are the contemporaries of the " Hempstead
Beds " in the Isle of Wight, first discovered by the late lamented Edward Forbes
in 1852, and described by him in the following year. Though their discoverer always
regarded them as Upper Eocene, they have recently been grouped amongst the Lower
Miocene.' Professor Heer, of Zurich, determined forty-five species of plants from this

lignite, forty-one of them being decidedly of the Lower Miocene age.

Bidcford Anthracite.—The beds of anthracite stretch across the country from
Barnstaple Bay. by Bideford and Averdiscot, towards Chittlehampton, a distance of
about twelve miles and a half. The anthracite is mixed with the black shales of the
carbonaceous deposits.

'The anthracite is mixed with those shales in the manner represented beneath
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fig. 465 ; a, sandstones
;

b, shales ; c, culm or anthracite,; so that the culm itself seems
the result of irregular accumulations of vegetable matter intermingled with mud and

sand. As so frequently

happens with carbona-

ceous deposits of this

kind, nodules of argilla-

ceous iron-stone are often

found in the same loca-

lities with the shales and
anthracite, reminding us

of the intermixture of

iron ores and vegetable

matters in the bogs and
morasses of the present

day.'

—

Be la Bechc.

SoMERSETSHiKK AXD GLOTJCESTERSHtRE.—The Dean Forest coal-field, and the coal-

measures extending further south forming the Bristol coal-field, are included in this

division. The workable seams of coal in the Forest are the following:

—

ft. in.

Dog Dolf (having a thickness of) . . . .12
Smith Coal „ .... 2 6

Little Delf „ .... 1 8

Park End High Delf „ .... 3 7

StakeyDelf „ .... 2 6

Little Coal „ .... 1 1

EockyDelf „ .... 1 9

Lpper Churchway Delf „ .... 4 2

Lower Churchway Delf „ .... 2 0

Braizley Delf „ .
. ... 1 9

Nag's Head, or AVeaver's ,,
'

. . . .29
Whittington Delf „ . .'..26
Coleford High Delf „ . ..." 5 0

Upper Trcnchard ,, .... 2 0

liOwer Trenchard ,, .... 1 4

There is a small coal-field north of the Forest of Dean, which is a long narrow
strip, containing two and a half square miles or 1,600 acres.

—

Maclcmchlan, Geological

Transactions, vol. v.

About nine miles and a half to the south of Dean Forest a considerable mass of

coal-measures has been preserved from destruction, by the denuding causes which
have carried olF the connecting portion between it and Dean Forest, leaving at least

two outlying patches on the north of Chepstow.

The ]3ristol coal-field occupies about fifty square miles, or 32,000 acres. The
seams of coal are very thin in comparison with those which are worked in other

districts. Buckland and Coneybeare ('Geological Transactions,' vol. i.) have well

described this coal-field.

The total thickness of the whole series of strata in this Bristol coal-field has been
shown by De la Bcche to bo as follows :

—

Upper shales and limestones . . 1,800 feet, with 10 beds of coal,

Middle sandstone .... l,72o feet, with 5 bods of coal.

Lower shales ..... l,o6o feet, with 36 beds of coal.

Farewell Eock 1,200 feet.

Total . . . 6,290 feet.

So^OTH Wales Coal-field.—The total thickness of the coal-strata in this im-
portant district is very great. Logan and Do la Beche have acciimulatod evidence

which appears to justify the admission of 11,000, or even 12,000 feet thickness from
the carboniferous limestone to the highest part of the coal series about Llanelly ; in

other parts of the field the scries is found to be on proportions only less gigantic. The
most general view which can be afforded seems thus, giving the true coal-measure
about 8,000 feet:—

Feet

Llanelly scries, •with several beds of coal 1,000
Penllergare series of shales, sandstones, and beds of coal, 110 beds;

26 beds of coal 3,000
Central series (Townhill sandstones of Swansea, Pennant grit of the

Bristol field) ; 62 beds, and 16 beds of coal 3,246
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Feet

Lower shales, coals, aud iron-stones (Mortliyr) ; 266 beds, 3i beds

of coal 812

Abundance of iron-stx)no beds and Unionidcs occur.

Farewell-Eock and Gower shales above ; the carboniferous limestone below.

The coal on the north-eastern side of the basin is of a coking quality, excellent for

the iron manufacture ; on tlie north-western it contains little or no bitumen, being

what is called stone-coal or anthracite ; on the south side, from Pontypool to Caermar-

then Bay, it is of a bituminous or binding quality.

—

Phillips.

Shropshire.—This district includes the small coal-field of Coalbrook Dale and
that of the plain of Shrewsbury. The Coalbrook-Dale field, according to Mr.

Prestwich, has some remarkable features. {Geological Transactions.) Perhaps there

is no coal tract known, which in so small a compass, about twelve miles long, and, at

most, three and a half miles wide, exhibits so many curvatures in the outcrops,

crossed by so many continuous faults, some varying north by east, others east-north-

east ; these crossed by many of shorter length, and directed west-north-west, and in

several other lines. The total thickness is supposed to be 1,000 or 1,100 feet, divided

into 80 distinct strata. The coal varies in total thickness from 16 feet to 55, and in

the number of its beds from 7 to 22, the increase being to the north. The 'cleat' or

system of joints runs from west-north-west to east-south-east. The coal is, for tho

most part, of the variety called slate-coal in Scotland, and hard coal in Derbyshire.

Cannel coal is rare—sulphureous coal (pyritous) very common. Petroleum abounds
in the central and upper part of the field. The iDeds are mostly thin ; the ten upper-

most are too sulphiireous for other uses than lime burning, and are called stinkers

;

twelve beds of good coal, in all 25 feet thick, the thickest being five feet, succeed, and
the lowest bed of the whole formation, eight inches thick, is sulphureous.

—

Phillips,

Prestwich.

Staffohdshiee.—The Coal-field of South Staffordshire, which has been described

by Mr. J. Beete Jidces, who states, its boundary would bo roughly described as the

space included within a boundary line drawn from Eugeley through Wolverhamptoli
to Stourbridge ; hence to the southern end of tho Bromsgrove Lickey, and returning

through B[arborne (near Birmingham) and Great Barr back to Eugeley. This geolo-

gist classes these coal-strata in three divisions, by the well traced band of thick coal.

The total thickness of coal near Dudley being about 57 feet, and between Bilston and
Wolverhampton upwards of 70 feet. The thick coal is formed of eight, ten, or thirteen

distinguishable parts, the whole seam varying in thickness from three feet to thirty-

nine feet five inches ; it is very irregular in parts, divided by sandstones, splitting with
wide-shaped offshoots, and cut into ' swiles ' or ' horse-backs,' which rise up from tho

floor. Below tho thick coal, are numerous bods of sandstone-shales, coal, and iron-

stone, having on the average a thickness of 320 feet ; and above the thick coal tho

thickness is 280 feet on the average.

—

Becords of the School of Mines.
North Staffordshire Coal-field.—This field is comprised in the space between Con-

gloton, Nowcastle-under-Lyno, and Lane End. About 32 beds of coal have been
determined, rising eastward between Burslem in tlie centre of the field and its eastern

limit near Norton Church.

Dekbyshike and Nottinghamshire.—The Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire coals

are classed as to structure in two varieties, as 'hard' coal, in which the divisional

structures are chiefly derived from the planes of stratification, crossed by one set of

'cleat' or natural joints (called 'slines,' 'backs,' &c.) so that large prismatic masses
result ;

' soft ' coal where the cleat fissures are numerous, and broken by cross cleat.

In respect of the quality, some of the coal is of a ' crozling ' or coking nattire, easily

fusible and changing its figure by ' coldng
'

; tho rest (and this is specially the case

with the ' hard ' variety) makes both good furnace coal and excellent coke, which,

however, is hardly melted at all, and tho masses are not changed in figure by the pro-

cess.

—

Phillips's Manual of Geology.

Tlio names by which the more important beds of coal worked within this district

are known, are as follow : Tupton coal, hard coal, soft coal, black shale or clod coal,

low hard coal and low soft, -windmill coal, Dansil coal, Ganister coal, Parkgate coal,

Aston coal, Kilburn coal, furnace coal, Hazel coal, Eureka coal, main and deep coal.

Leicestershire and Warwickshire.—The Leicester coal-field is best developed
about Ashby-de-la-Zouch (see Mammatt on ' The coal-field of Ashby-de-la-Zoucli

'),

where the coal is much like the hard coal of Derbysliiro. Amongst the seams of coal

is one variety called cannel ; and another, formed by the concurrence of more than
one band, from seventeen to t^^cnty-ono feet in thickness. Tho beds near Ashby-do-la-
Zouch are as follow :

—
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lu tho Moira district

—

Eureka coal

Stocking coal

"Woodfield coal

Slate coal

Nether main coa

Fourfoot coal

The Earl coal

In the Coleorton district—
Heath End coal

Lount coal

Main coal

Thickness of beds

. 4 to 6 feet.

. 6 to 7 „
5

. 3*- to 4 „
. 14 to 15 „
. 4 to 5 „
. 4 ft. 6 in.

. 9 feet.

. (3 beds).

10 to 12 feet.

The Warwickshire Coal-field extends from a point east of Tamworth to a point east

of Coventry, about twenty miles from N.W. to S.E. parallel to the Ashby coal tracts.

The-strata are most productive of coal near tho southern extremity, where, by the

coming together of two seams,—worked separately at Griff,—the five-yard seam is

worked. The beds are known as the soven-feet coal and rider, slate coal, two yards,

lower seam, cannol, and Ell coal.

YoKKSiiiRE.—Professor John Phillips gives tlie following mode of classification as

the most natural and convenient for the Yorkshire coal :

—

Magnesian limestone unconformably covers the coal seams.

{Shales and Badsworth coal.

Ackwortli rock.

Wragby and Sharlston coals.

Hed rock of WooUey, Hooton-Eoborts, «Scc.

'Furnace coals

Middle coals
Intermediate coals

Ironstone coals .

Barnsley thick coal.

Eock of Horbury.

, Middle coals.

i'Silkstone and Flockton beds.
\Low Moor coals.

Flagstone rock of Woodhouse, Bradford, EUand, Peniston, &c.

' Shales and ganister stone.

Coals.

Lower coals . { Shales and ganister stone.

Coals.

^Shales, &c.

Millstone grit lies below the ' coal series.'

The important middle-coal series are again divided by Professor Phillips as

follows :

—

Eed rock of Woolloy Edge.
Furnace coals of Barnsley, &c. including the eight or fen feet

seam.

Eock of Horbury and Wentworth House,
f Swift burning coals of Middleton, Dewsbmy, &c,, with

Iron-stone coals < bands of ' mussels.'

\ Bituminous coals of Silkstone and Low Moor.
Flagstone rocks beneath.

The small coal-field of Ingleton and Black Burton in Lonsdale is thrown down ofl

tlio south side of the great Craven fiiult.

Lancashire.—Tho coal-field of Lancashire occupies an area extending from
Macclesfield to Colue, 46 miles, and from Torboch, near Liverpool, to Todniorden,

about 40 miles. Excluding the millstone grit, its area is about 250 square miles.

—

Heywood.
In a line through Worsley, Bury, and Burnley to the limestone slialos of Pendle

Ilill, we have 36 seams of coal, 10 of them not exceeding 1 foot in thickness, making
iu all 93 feet of coal.

The series is dinsible into three pari s above the millstone grit :

—

Upper part, containing a bed of limestone at Ardwick, near Manehostor.
Middle part, containing the greater part of tlie thick and valuable seams, especially

cannel coal of Wigan.
Lower part, corresponding to the ganister scries of Yorksliire.
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Cheshire.—The coal-field of Cheshire is not of great importance.

North Wales.—Flintshire and Denbighshire.—The Flintshire coal-basin extends

from north to south, somewhat more than 30 miles from Llanassa to near Oswestry in

Shropshire. The coal-strata dip generally eastward, and form in the northern part a
trough beneath the estuary of the Deo. This coal-basin iu Flintshire commences with
bods of shale and sandstone. The coal is of various thickness, from f to 5 yards, and
consists of the common, cannel, and peacock varieties.

—

Fhillips and Conyhmrc.
CtTMBEELAND.—This coal-ficld extends as a narrow crescent from Whitehaven to

near Hesket Newmarket : around Wliitehaven and at Workington the coal is worked
extensively. At the latter place, a few years since, a very valuable colliery was
destroyed by the bursting in of the sea.

There are three workable seams in the Cumberland coal-field in the neighbourhood
of the three under-mentioned towns, and these are known in each place by the names
given :

—

Whitehaven Workington Maryport

Bannock band.
Main band.

Six-quarter coal or

Low-bottom seam.

Moorbanlcs.

Main scam.

Hamilton seam.

Ten quarters.

Cannel and metal seams (di-

vided with shale from 2

feet to 5 fathoms thick).

NoRTHiTMBEEiAND AND DuRHAM.—The total thickness of the coal-measures of

this district is about 1,600 feet. The number of distinct layers or beds, as usually

not«d by the miners, is about 600. The total thickness of the beds of coal rarely exceeds

—does not on the average equal—60 feet. No bed of coal is of greater thickness,

even for a short distance, than 6 or 7 feet; several are so thin as to be of no value at

present ; but many of these will be worked with profit. The total thickness of

'workable coal,' supposing all the beds to be found in a given tract, is not to be esti-

mated at above 20 or 30 feet. The most part of the coal in this great district is

of the coking quality, but, in this respect, there is much variation
;
advantage has

been taken of this, in rendering available very large quantities of the dust of coal,

and the small coal which formerly was burnt to waste on the pit bank. The best

coke for locomotive engines is now made from the lower coals in the Auckland
district of Durham, and the Sliotley Bridge district of Northumberland. The best
' steam coal ' is obtained from the north side of the Tyne and the Blyth district. The
best ' house coal ' still comes from the remains of the ' High chain ' on the Tyne, and
from the ' Hutton seam ' on the Wear ; but the collieries north of the Tees have
acquired a high reputation.

As a general view of the groups of strata the following summaries may suffice :

—

Upper groups of coal-measures, including chiefly thin seams of small value (8 or

more) in a vast mass of sandstone in shales, with some iron-stone. At the base is a

mussel band ; estimated at 900 feet.

On the Tyne :

—

High main coal .

Strata and thin coals

Metal coal

Strata and thin coals

Stone coal .

Strata . . .

Yard coal .

Strata

Bensham seam .

Strata vnth. several variabl

beds and some layers of

mussels .

Low main coal .

Strata

Hcrveys scam .

Strata

Brockwell Seam
Strata above millstone grit

On the Wear and Ttne :—

Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In.

6 0 Unknown.
60 0 Five-quarter coal 3 9 to 6 9

1 6

30 0

3 0

83 0

3 0 Main coal . 5 6 to 6 0

90 0

3 0 Maudlin seam . 4 6 to 6 0

150 0 Low main or Hutton
6 0 seam 4 6 to 6 6

200 0

3 0 Beaumont seam . 3 0 to 6 0

300 0

3 0 Brockwell scam . 3 0 to C 0

200 0 John Phillips.
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The seams which are princ'tpcdly worked in this district are the high main, five-

quarter main, Bensham seam, Huttou seam, Beaumont seam, low five-quarter, three-

quarter seam, Brockwell, and stone coals. These seams are known by otiier names,
each district usuallj- adopting its own peculiar term to designate the workable seams.
Thus the Bensham seam of the Tyne is known as the Maudlin seam of the Wear.
The Beaumont or Harvey seam is the Townley seam of the Townley colliery and
the main coal of AVylam colliery. At Hetton the high main seam of the Cramlington
district separates into two, and is called the three-quarter seam at Pontop ; where it

unites again it is known as the Shieldrow seam. The Cramlington grey seam is the

metal-coal seam and stone coal-seam of Sherriff Hill, where it is divided ; while it

unites at Hetton and forms the five-quarter seam of that and the Auckland district.

The Cramlington yard seam becomes the main coal-seam at Hetton, Haswell, and some
other localities, the Brass Thill at Pontop, and the main coal in Auckland. Again,
the Cramlington five-quarter seam divides and forms the six-quarter, and the five-

quarter at SherrifF Hill the Brass Thill seam at Pittington
;
they again unite and form

the Hutton seam at Pontop colliery, and so with regard to a few others.

—

3Iineml
Statistics.

Scotland.—'A memoir on the Mid-Lothian and East-Lothian Coal-fields,' by
David Milne, gives the most exact account of the carboniferous system of Scotland.

Prom this description it ^vill be seen that the Scotch coal-field extends from the

eastern unto the western shore.

There are three principal coal-basins in Scotland : 1, that of Ayrshire ; 2, that of

Clydesdale ; and 3, that of the valley of the Fortli, which runs into the second in tlio

line of the Union Canal. If two lines be drawn, one from Saint Andrews on the

north-east coast, to Kilpatrick on the Clyde, and another from Aberlady, in Had-
dingtonshire, to a point a few miles south of Kirkoswald in Ayrshire, they will

include between them the whole space where pitcoal has been discovered and worked
in Scotland.

According to Mr. Farey there are 337 principal alternations of strata between the

surface in the town of Fisherow, on the banks of the Frith of Forth (where the

highest of these strata occur) and the commencement of the basaltic rocks, forming
the general floor and border of this important coal-field. These strata lie internally

in the form of a lengthened basin or trough, and consist of sandstone, shale, coal,

limestone, ironstone, &c. Sixty-two seams of coal, counting the double seams as

one ; 7 limestones ; 72 assemblages of stone and other strata : in all 6,000 feet in

thickness.

Professor Phillips remarks of this district, ' On the whole, allowing for waste, un-

attainable portions,, and other circumstances, this one district may be admitted as

likely to j-icld to the miner for actual use 2.250 millions of tons of coal.' The coal

is partly ' splint,' partly ' rough,' or ' cherry,' partly of the ' cannel ' or ' parrot ' variety.

The first containing most oxygen ; the last, most hydrogen and nitrogen, and the least

carbon.

Ikeland.—The coal-measures of Ireland, if we include in this term the miUstone

grit, occupy large tracts of land in that country, and are upon the whole analogous,

in general mineral characters and organic contents, to those of England. The same
al-isence of limestone, the same kind of successions of sandstones and shales is remarked

in them. Anthracite or stone-coal like that of South Wales is found in the Leinster

and Munster districts ; bituminous coal occurs in Connaught and Ulster. In Ulster

the principal collieries are at Coal Island and Dungannon. The Munster coal

district is stated by Mr. Griffith to be of greater extent than any English coal-field,

but it is much less productive. At Ballycastle the coal is found in connection with

basalt.

—

Phillips.

Mr. Hull's remark, in the ' Coal-fields of Great Britain,' ' that Ireland was once

covered over two-thirds of its extent by coal-fields,' is a proposition which we may
confidently affirm on geological grounds ; but the misfortunes of the sister isle began

long before the landing of Strongbow. for old fatlier Neptune had swept the coal and

coal-strata clean into his lap, and left little but a bare floor of limestone behind. In

plain words, if we examine a geological map of Ireland, we shall find that the carboni-

ferous limestone overspreads its greater part ; and as we always find in England

that this formation is ultimately surmounted by coal-measures, so wo may infer that

was the same order of succession here, before the sea, which more tliau once over-

whelmed the count ;-y after the carboniferous epoch remorselessly swept away the

more valuable portii a of this system of rocks.

The following remarks on the coal-fields of Ireland are translated, by Mr. W. H,

Baily, from a description of them by Dr. H. B. Geinitz :

—
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'Although the carboniferous limestone extends over the greater part of Ireland, and
wo may assume that the coal-bearing strata of the carboniferous formation may also,

at one time, have exhibited a considerable extension in that country, there is, however,

very little of it remaining, in consequence of the subsequent denudation observable

there. In the south of Ireland the carboniferous limestone is accompanied by a series

of black shales or grey sandstone, and arenaceous or sandy shales, which contain thin

bods of anthracite coal in the upper strata. Professor J. Beete Jukes, who is at the

head of the Geological Survey of Ireland (since deceased), distinguishes in this

district (Castlecomer, Queen's County) the following groups of the carboniferous

formation, from the lower to the upper :—^1. Carboniferous limestone, 3,000 feet thick.

2. Black shale, with occasional thin beds of sandstone, about 8,000 feet thick. In

these occur the fossil shells, Avkulopecfen papT/raceus, Posido7iomya Becheri, Goniatitcs

sp/ifprictis, Orthoccras Stcinliaucri, and other marine animals, indicative of a lower

horizon. 3. Greenish-grey sandy shale, and black shale (flagstone series) charac-

terised by vermicular impressions or markings, which have been referred to worm-
tracks, as well as crustacean and molluscous tracks, 600 feet thick. 4. Black

shales and grey sandstone, with thin beds of coal, 1,800 feet thick
;
making a total

maximum thickness of coal-measure strata above the carboniferous limestone of

3,100 feet.

' An extensive working is carried on in the Castlecomer coal-field, which lies on the

borders of Kilkenny and Tlueen's Counties. Accurate sections referring to this field,

for which we are indebted to Professor Jukes, exhibit in this district five beds of coal,

of which, however, the upper only are observable, and that over a very limited area,

in consequence of denudation (probablyfrom sea action upon what was once the coast-

line). The richer deposits of coal in the lower beds are found north-east of Castlecomer,

where, at the Garrow Colliery, at the time of my visit, a coal-bearing seam, 3 ft. 10 ins.

thick, was working, which yielded excellent anthracite coal, the normal Kilkenny coal

of Werner. The circumstances just described are perfectly analogous to those in the

neighbouring Geneva Colliery. Opinions still vary as to whether this Garrow bed is

the second or third from the bottom. At all events, it is the most important in the

district. In the small Leinster coal-field, somewhat further to the north-east, in the

direction from Castlecomer to Athy, a seam is also worked from 18 to 20 inches thick

only. The numerous remains of plants collected in this coal-district, compared with
those of other coal-basins, show that the anthracite coal does not belong to the zone

(horizon) of the culm, or our first zone, but rather to the commencement of tlie second,

or Sigillaria zone. Marine shells occur over the Garrow seam, among which the

characteristic and widely-distributed coal-measure fossils before mentioned, Aviculo-

fcctcn papyracews and Posidonomya Becheri are most frequent. Numerous well-pre-

served bivalve shells occur, Anthracosia, Myalina, &c., locally called " beams " by the

miners, together with some remarkable Crustacea of the genus Belinurus, from the

black shales of Bilboa Colliery, situated about six miles S. "W. of Carlow, the coal of

which is believed to correspond with the second seam of the Castlecomer district. At
this colliery, also, the well-known fossil plants Alethopteris lunchitidis and Sagenaria
elegans, were easily recognisable, two forms, which, in the productive coal-formation

of England especially, have the widest distribution. In the north of Ireland, where
coal-bearing beds occur, in the coxmties of Loitrim, Fermanagh, as well as at Dungan-
non, in Tyrone, and Ballycastle, in Antrim, they rest upon a thick sandstone formation,

apparently representing the millstone grit which, separates them from the carboni-

ferous limestone group. Sir Eichard Griffiths, Bart., in his geological map of Ireland,

divides the latter into an upper and lower limestone, between which the " calp " is

deposited, consisting of shales and sandstones, and often more than 1,000 feet thick.

It is remarkable that while in the whole of the south of Ireland the typical anthracite

or Kilkenny coal predominates, in the north the prevailing deposits are bituminous,
or good gas-coal. According to the investigations of Sir E. Griffiths, the coal-field of
Dungannon, in Tyrone, is divided into two districts, which are distinguished as the
Coal Island district and the Annaghone district. The first is six miles long, with a
moan breadth of about two miles ; the latter is only one mile long and half a mile
broad. In this important coal-field there are eight beds of coal, of variable thickness,

from 2 ft. 2 in. to 1 ft. 9 in. viz., the Annagher coal. Under these there are also two or

three other seams known. These coals are, for the most part, of good quality. The
occurrence of the productive coal-formation at Ballj'castle, on the northern coast of

Ireland, in the county of Antrim, is very interesting, where it extends, from Pair
Head, in a westerly and southerly direction, to a distance of about four miles, with a
moan breadth of one mile and a half. It contains, at Murlough Bay, six coal seams,
from one to eight feet thick, of which four yield good gas-coal, while the two deepest

are anthracite. The first foiu." occur between two columnar isolated basaltic masses,
while the two lower anthracite scams are almost in direct contact with the lower
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basaltic mass, vrhich is about 70 feet thick. Tiese coal-bearing beds appear to rest

dirwAly on the mica-schist.
• As an additional characteristic of the Irish coal-fields, Uiere follows a summary of

the fossil plants which we had the opportnnity of esamining. I do not think that we
should be justified, &om a consideration of these plants, to refer the coal-bearing beds

of Ireland to an older zone than to the lower, generally poor, ef<^« of the Westphalian
coal-formation, -which rejaesents Teiy well tiie relations of their deposition. They
indicate here, as t2iere also, tiie commencement of the SigUiaria zone, whose later

and richer beds -wiere, in Ireland, destroyed, and of which only a rery small area may
still be preserved in some northern localities, as at Dongannon.'

The following general statement of tiie geological conditions of the coal-measures

of these islands is continned from tiie pen of the late Dr. Ure :

—

The great Carboniferous Formations of these islands may be snbdi-rided into three

oidexs of rocks : 1. the coal-measnres, indading their manifold alternations of coal-

beds, sandstones, and shales ; 2. the miHstone grit and shale towards the bottom of

the eoal-measnres ; 3. the carbcmiferons limestone, which, projecting to considerable

heists aboTe the ootciop of tiie coal and grit, acqnires the title of monntain lime-

stone ; re^jng on the Old Bed Sandstone, which may be regarded as the connecting

link 'with the transition and primary rock basin in wMch the coal system lies.

The coal series 'nsnally, but not inrariably, consists of a regolar alternation of

minoeal strata deposited in a great conca^vity or basin, the sides and bottom of which
are composed of transition rocks. This arrangement 'will be clearly understood by in-

specting fig. 466, 'which represents a section «^ the coal-field south of !Malmesbury.
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rather by its position than by any very vride difft-rc-nce in its general character or

organic remains. According to the measurements of Mr. ilushet, the total thickness

of the mountain limestone in the Gloucestershire coal-field is about 120 fathoms.

Tlie zone of limestone belonging to this coal-basin is from a furlong to a mile in

breadth on the surface of the ground, according as the dip of the strata is more or

less rapid. The angle of dip on the northen and -svestern border is often no more

than 10°, but on the eastern it frequently amounts to 80°.

The aggregate thickness of the coal-measures amounts to about 500 fathoms. 1.

The lowest beds, which repose on the mountain limestone, are about 40 fathoms thick,

and consist here, as in the Bristol coal-basin, of a red siliceous grit, alternating with

conglomerate, used for millstones ; and with clay, occasionally used for ochre. 2.

These beds are succeeded by a series about 120 fathoms thick, in which a grey gritstone

predominates, alternating in the lower part with shale, and containing 6 seams of

coal. The grits are of a fissile character, and are quarried extensively for flag-stone,

ashlers, and fire-stone. 3. A bed of grit, 25 fathoms thick, quarried for hearth-stone,

separates the preceding series from the following, or the 4th, which is about 115

fathoms thick, and consists of from 12 to 14 seams of coal alternating with shale.

6. To this succeeds a straw-coloured sandstone, nearly 100 fathoms thick, forming a

high ridge in the interior of the basin. It contains several thin seams of coal, from
6 to 16 inches in thickness. 6. On this reposes a series of about 12 fathoms thick,

consisting of 3 seams of coal alternating with shale. 7. Tliis is covered with alter-

nate beds of grit and shale, whose aggregate thickness is about 100 fathoms, occupying

a tract in the centre of the basin about 4 miles long and 2 miles broad. The
sandstone No. 5 is probably the equivalent of the Pennant in the preceding figure.

The floor, or pavement, immediately under the coal-beds is, almost without exception,

a greyish-slate clay, which, when made into bricks, strongly resists the fire. This fire-

clay varies in thickness from a fraction of an inch to several fathoms. Clay-ironstone

is often disseminated through the shale.

The above description holds generally correct for the great coal-fields of south-

western England, where we have coal-measures, millstone grit, and mountain limestone

in regular order, the latter being at the base of the system. As we proceed northward
to Yorkshire and Northumberland, however, the limestone begins to alternate with the

true coal-measures, the two deposits forming together a series of strata about 1,000

feet in thickness. To this mixed formation succeeds the great mass of genuine
mountain limestone. In Fifeshire, in Scotland, we observe a stiU great departure

from the type of the south of England, or a more complete intercalation of dense
masses of marine limestone, with sandstone and shales containing coal.

At Brora, in Sutherlandshire, we have a coal-formation belonging to the lower
divisions of the Oolite period ; and in the nort-east of Yorkshire, we have a similar

formation.

The Brora coal-field, to which of late much attention has been directed, is a remark-
able example of a coal-basin among the deeper secondary strata, but above the New
Eed Sandstone formation. The Eev. Dr. Buckland and Sir C. Lyell, after %isiting it

in 1824, had expressed an opinion that the strata there were wholly unconnected
with the proper coal-formation below the New Eed Sandstone, and were in fact the

equivalent of the oolitic series ; an opinion fully confirmed by the subsequent re-

searches of Sir E. Hurchison. ('Geol. Trans.' for 1827, p. 293.) The Brora coal-

field forms a part of those secondary deposits which range along the south-east coast

of Sutherlandshire, occupying a narrow tract of about 20 miles in length and 3 in its

greatest breadth.

One stratum of the Brora coal-pit is a coal-shale, composed of a reed-like striated
plant of the natural order Equisetacea, which seems to have contributed largely
towards the formation of that variety of coal. From this coal-shale the next transi-

tion upwards is into a purer bituminous substance approaching to jet, which
constitutes the great bed of coal. This is from 3 feet 3 inches to 3 feet 8 inches thick,

and is divided nearly in the middle by a thin layer of impure indurated shale charged
with pyrites, which, if not carefully excluded from the mass, sometimes occasions
spontaneous combustion upon exposure to the atmosphere; and so much indeed is

that mineral disseminated throughout the district, that the shales might be generally
termed ' pyritiferous.' Inattention on the part of the workmen, in 1817, in leaving
a large quantity of this pyritous matter to accumulate in the pit, occasioned a sponta-
neous combustion, which was extinguished only by excluding the air

;
indeed, the

coal-pit was closed in and remained unworked for four years. The fires broke out
again in the pit in 1827.
The purer part of the Brora coal resembles common pitcoal ; but its powder has

the red ferruginous tinge of pulverised lignites. It may be considered one of the last
links between lignite and true coal, approaching very nearly in character to jet,
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tliough less touacious thnu tliat minoral
;
and, wlien burnt, oxiialing but sliglitly tUo

vegetable odour so peculiar to all impcrfcctly-bituminised substances. The fossil

remains of shells and plants prove the Brora coal to be analogous to that of the eastern

moorlands of Yorkshire, although the extraordinary thickness of the former, com-
pared with any similar deposit of the latter (which never exceeds from 12 to 17
inches), might have formerly led to the belief that it was a detached and anomalous
deposit of true coal, rather than a lignite of any of the formations above the New Rod
Sandstone : such misconception might more easily arise in the infancy of geology,

when the strata were not identiflod by their fossil organic remains.

The beds of coal at Brora have been recently (1873) opened up more thoroughly
for the Duke of Sutherland, with a view to supplying the district with fuel. The
latest report, August 1873, says:— 'The output of coal at the Duke of Sutherland's

colliery at Brora is as yet small, but it is very satisfactory as regards quality and in

the promise of quantity. In the seam which is at present being worked there is a
narrow band about tliree inches thick, which is somewhat sulphurous ; but this can
easily bo chipped off and detached. From various causes, it is at present inconvenient

to supply the public with coals at the pit mouth, and due notice will be given when
the workings are in such a condition as to admit of the public being freely supplied.

A few weeks ago a 6-ton truck of Brora coal was sent south to Inverness ; and coal

has also been supplied from the mine to the inhabitants of Laing and the eastern

districts of Sutherlandshire at about 1/. and in some cases rather less, per ton. This is

only about half the price paid for coal from the south. The Duke of Sutlierland's

lime-kilns at Laing are now almost constantly supplied from the Brora mine. When
the new seam is opened up and worked, it is expected that the supply will be both
regular and plentiful.' Tliis expectation does not appear to have been realised (1874).

For description of the oolitic coals of Scotland, see Mr. J. Judd's paper on ' The
Secondary Rocks of Scotland,' in 'Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.', Lond. xxix. 1873, p. 97.

On the coast of Yorkshire the strata of a similar formation appear in the

following descending order, from Filey Bay to "Whitby:— 1. Coral-rag. 2. Calca-

reous grit. 3. Shale, with fossils of the Oxford clay. 4. Kelloway rock (swelling

out into an important arenaceous formation). 5. Cornbrash. 6. Coaly grit of Smith.

7. Pierstone (according to Mr. Smith, the equivalent of the great oolite). 8. Sand-

stone and shale, with peculiar plants and various scams of coal. 9. A bed with fossils

of the inferior oolite. 10. Marl-stone ? 11. Alum-shale or lias. All the above strata

are identified by abundant organic remains.

The most complete and simplest form of a coal-field is the entire basin-shape,

which we find in some instances without a dislocation. An example of this is to be

seen at Blairengone, in the county of Perth, immediately adjoining the western

boundary of Clackmannanshire, as represented in fig. 467, where the outer elliptical

467 '470

line, marked a, b, c, d, represents the crop, outburst, or basset edge of the lovyer

coal, and the inner elliptical line represents the crop or basset edge of the superior

coal. Fig- 468 is the longitudinal section of the line A b; andfff. 469, the transverse

section of the line c d. All the accompanying coal-strata partake of the same form

and parallelism. These basins are generally elliptical, sometimes nearly circular,

but are often very eccentric, being much greater in length than in breadth ;
and

frequently one side of the basin on the short diameter has a much greater dip than

the other, which circumstance throws the trough or lower part of the basin concavity

much nearer to the one side than to the other. From this view of one entire basin, it
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is evident that the dip of tlie coal-strata belonging to it runs in opposite directions,

on the opposite sides, and that all the strata regularly crop out, and meet the alluvial

cover in every point of the circumferential space, like the edges of a nest of common
basins. The waving line marks the river Devon.

It is from this basin shape that all the other coal-fields are formed, which are seg-

ments of a basin produced by slips, dikes, or dislocations of tlio strata. If the coal

{Jig. 467) were dislocated by two slips h c and d e, the slip b a throwing the strata

down to the east, and the slip d e throwing them asmucli?(p in the same direction, tlio

outcrops of the coals would bo found in the form represented in fff. 470, of which

ficf. 471 is the section in the line a b, and Jiff. 472 the section in the line c D.

The absolute shape of the coal-fields in Great Britain has been ascertained with
surprising precision. To whatever depth a coal-mine is drained of its water, from
that depth it is worked, up to the rise of the water-level line, and each minor con-

tinues to advance his room or working-place, till his seam of coal meets the alluvial

cover of the outcrop, or is cut off by a dislocation of the strata. In this way the

miner travels in succession over every point of his field, and can portray its basin-

shape most minutely.

F/g. 473 represents a horizontal plan of the Clackmannanshire coal-field, as if the

strata at the outcrop all around were denuded of the alluvial cover. Only two of the
concentric beds, or of their edges a, a, are

represented, to avoid perplexity. It is to be
remembered, however, that all the series of

attendant strata lie parallel to the above
line. This plan shows the Ochill mountains,

with the north coal-fields, of an oblong ellip-

tical shape, the side of the basin next the

mountains being precipitous, as if upheaved
by the eruptive trap-rocks ; while the south,

the east, and the west edges of the basin

shelve out at a great distance from the lower Great

part of the concavity or trough, as miners
call it. Thus the alternate bods of coal,

shale, and sandstone, all nearly concentric in

the north coal-field, dip inwards from all

sides towards the central area of the trough.

Tho middle coal-field of this district, how-
ever, which is formed by the great north

slip, is merely the segment of an elliptical

basin, where the strata dip in every direction

to the middle or the axis marked with the letter x
;
being the deepest part of tho

segment. The south coal-field, formed by the great south slip, is likewise tho seg-

ment of another elliptical basin, similar in all respects to the middle coal-field.

Beyond the outcrop of the coals and subordinate strata of the south coal-fields, the

counter dip of the strata takes place, producing the mantle-shaped form ; whence the

coal-strata in the Dunmore field, in Stirlingshire, lie in a direction contrary to those

of the south coal-field of Clackmannanshire, o, are the Ochill mountains.

Fig. 477 is a very interesting section of the main coal-basin of Clackmannanshire,

as given by Mr. Bald in the Wernerian Society's Memoirs, vol. iii. Here we see it

broken into throe subordinate coal-fields, formed by two great faults or dislocations of

the strata ; but independently of these fractures across the whole scries, tho strata

continue quite regular in their respective alternations, and preserve nearly unchanged
their angle of inclination to the horizon. The section shows the south coal-field

dipping northerly, till it is cut across by tho great south slip x, which dislocates the

coal and the parallel strata to the enormous extent of 1,230 feet, by which all the

coals have been thrown up, not simply to the day, but are not foimd again till we
advance nearly a mile northward, on the line of the dip, where the identical seams of

coal, shale, &c., are observed once more with their regular inclination. These coals
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of the middle area dip regularly northward till interrupted by the great north slip y,
which dislocates tlie strata, and throws them up 700 feet ; that is to say, a line pro-
longed in the direction of any one well-known seam, will run 700 feet above the lino

of the same seam as it emerges after the middle slip. Immediately adjoining the
north slip, the coals and coal-field resume their course, and dip regularly northward,
running through a longer range than either of the other two members of the basin,

till they arrive at the valley of the Devon, at the foot of the Ochill mountains, whore
they form a concave curvature, or trough a, and thence rise rapidly in an almost
vertical direction at h. Here the coals, with all their associated strata, assume con-

formity and parallelism with the face of the syenitic-greenstone strata of the Ochill

mountains c, being raised to the high angle of 73 degrees with the horizon. The
coal-seams thus upheaved, are called edge-Tiietals by the miners.

In this remarkable coal-field, which has been accurately explored by pitting and
boring to the depth of 703 feet, there are no fewer than 142 beds, or distinct strata of

478 coal, shale, and sandstone, &c., variously alternating, an idea of which may
bo had by inspecting jig. <178. Among these are 24 beds of coal, which
would constitute an aggregate thickness of 69 feet 4 inches : the thinnest

seam of coal being 2 inches and the thickest 9 feet. The strata of this

section contain numerous varieties of sandstone, slate-clay, bituminous shale,

indurated clay, or fire-clay, and clay ironstone. Neither trap-rock nor lime-

stone is found in connection with the workable coals ; but an immense bed
of greenstone, named Abbey Craig, occurs in the western boundary of

Clackmannanshire, under which lie regular strata of slate-clay, sandstone,

thin beds of limestone, and largo spheroidal masses of clay ironstone, with a

mixture of lime.
' With regard to slips in coal-fields,' says Mr. Bald, ' we find that there is

a general law connected with them as to the position of the dislocated strata,

which is this :—Wlien a slip is met with in the course of working the mines
—if when looking to it, the vertical line ot the slip or fissure, it forms an
acute angle with the line of the pavement upon which the observer stands,

we are certain that the strata are dislocated downwards upon the other side

of the flsGure. On the contrary, if the angle formed by the two lines abovo
mentioned is obtuse, we are certain that the strata are dislocated or thrown
upwards upon the other side of the fissure. When the angle is 90°, or a right

angle, it is altogether uncertain whether the dislocation tlirows up or

down on the opposite side of the slip. When dikes intercept tlio

strata, they generally only separate the strata the width of the dike,

without any dislocation, either up or down ; so that if a coal is inter-

cepted by a dike, it is found again by running a mine directly

forward, corresponding to the angle or inclination of the coal

with the horizon.'

—

Wcrnerian Socieii/'s Memoirs, vol. iii. p. 133.

The Johnstone coal-field, in Kenfrewshire, is both singular a^nd

interesting. The upper stratum of rock is a mass of compact

greenstone or trap, above 100 feet in thickness, not at all in a

conformable position with the coal strata, but overlying ; next

tliere are a few fathoms of soft sandstone and slate-clay, alternat-

ing, and uncommonly soft. Beneath these beds, there are no

fewer than 10 seams of coal, lying on each other, with a few

divisions of dark indurated clay. These coal-seams have an

aggregate thickness of no less than 100 feet; a mass of com-

bustible matter, in the form of coal, unparalleled for its accuniu-

lation in so narrow a space. The greater part of this field contains

only 5 beds of coal ; but at the place where the section shown

hnjig. 479 is taken, these 5 coals seem to have been overlapped or made to slide oyer

each other by violence. This structure is represented in Jig, 480, which is a section

of the Quarrelton coil in the Johnstone field, showing the overlapped coal and the

double coal, with the thick bed of greenstone, overlying the coal-field.

Fig. 481 is intended to represent an extensive district of country, containing a

great coal-basin, divided into numerous subordinate coal-fields by dislocations.^ Tho

lines marked b are slips, or faults ; the broad lines marked c denote dikes : the former

dislocate tho strata, and change their level, while dikes disjoin the strata -with a wall,

but do not in general affect their elevation. The two parallel lines marked a, represent

two seams of coal, variously heaved up and down by the faults ;
whereas the dikes are

seen to pass through the strata without altering their relative position. In this

manner partial coal-fields are distributed over a wide area of country in every direction.

Fig. 482 is an instance of a convex coal-field exhibited in Staffimlshire, at tho

Castie-hill, close to the town of Dudley. 1, 1, are limestone strata
; 2, 2, are coal.
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Through this hill canals have been cut, for working the immense beds of carboniferous

limestone. These occur in the lower series of the strata of the coal-field, and therefore

at a distance of many miles from the Castle-hill, beyond the outcrop of all the workablo

480

a. Alluvial cover.

b. Bed of trap or greenstone.

c. Alternating coal strata.

d. Coal-seams.

e. Position of greenstone, not ascertained.

/. Strata in which no coals have been found.

g. The overlapped coal.

k. The double coal.

483

coals in the proper basin-shaped part of the field ; but by this apparently inverted

basin-form, these limestone beds are elevated far above the level of the general surface

of the country, and consequently above the level of all the coals. We must regard
this seeming inversion as resulting from
the approximation of two coal-basins,

separated by the basset edges of their

mountain limestone repository.

Fig. 483 is a vertical section of the

Dudley coal-basin, the upper coal-bed

of which has the astonishing thickness

of 30 feet ; and this mass extends 7
miles in length, and 4 in breadth.

Coal-seams 5 or 6 feet thick are called

thin in that district.

For a satisfactory description of the

coal-field of South Staffordshire, the

reader is referred to a memoir, ' On the

Geology of the South Staffordshire Coal-

field,' by J. Beete Jukes, published in

the ' Eecords of the School of

Mines.'

It is not possible in the

present work to enter into

any further description of

the coal-fields of this country.

In the selections which have
been made, striking types
have been chosen, -which are

sufficiently characteristic to

serve the purposes of general

illustration. There are many
variations from the condi-

tions which have been de-

scribed, but these are due
to disturbances which have
taken place either since the

formation of the coal, or

during the period of the

actual deposition of the coal.

Tlie probability of finding coal in the South of'England has, of late, been invested
with especial interest ; and we are from time to time startled with the announcement
that coal has been discovered.

Not long since a paragraph appeared announcing a remarkable discovery of coal in
tlie Isle of Wight. The late gales had denuded the shore of Whiteclifif Bay of its usual
mass of sand and shingle, laying bare ' a seam of coal.' extending from the front of
the cliff down to low-watermark, and how far beyond could not, of course, be said.

The seam was alleged to be from sis to seven feet wide, and it had been dug out by
the fishermen and others to a depth of six feet without any signs of exhaustion, the
seam rather widening as it deepened. The coal was described as resembling the
ordinary kind, and burning well. The existence of coal in the Isle of Wight was a
fact by no means unknown, though it has been in a great measure overlooked. During

Vol,. I. 3 H
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a visit made to tlie island in 1860 Professor Ramsayand Mr. H. W. Bristow observed
certain beds of a coal on tlie west side of the island, in Alum Bay.

These coal-soams at Alum Bay are found in the Braeklesham beds of the Middle
Bagshot series, appertaining therefore to the Middle Eocene Tertiaries. The formation
reappears at the opposite extremity of the Isle of Wight, namely, at Whitecliif Bay
near Undercliflf, the spot already mentioned. But the existence of the coal-seams at
the latter spot was not detected by the Geological Survey until very lately, when the
seams in question wore observed by Mr. Penning, in company with a miner from the
Forest of Dean, named Eichard Gibbs. The seams were apparently of greater
width than those at Alum Bay, although a thickness of seven feet could not be made
out unless it were by adding several contiguous seams together. The discovery was
communicated to Mr. Bristow, who thus describes them :

—

' The strata comprised between the well-known glasshouse sands at the base of
Headon Hill and the pipe-clay-bearing sands and clays overlying the London Clay,

and grouped together by Mr. Joshua Trimmer as the Middle Bagshot series, were sub-
divided by him into Barton Clay and Braeklesham Beds.

' The latter are represented in Alum Bay by clays and marls in the lower part, and
by white, yellow, and crimson sands above. The lower beds are remarkable for the

quantity of vegetable matter contained in them, not, however, in the shape of leaves,

as is the case in some of the Lower Bagshot Beds, but in the form of lignite, constitut-

ing solid beds from fifteen inches to two feet three inches thick. Four of these beds,

when fully displaced, constitute conspicuous objects in the cliff, where tliey project out

of the softer strata, and on the shore, from their black and coal-like appearance.

'These beds of coal were recently more than usually well displayed in consequence
of the prevalence of long-continued wet weather having worn away the soft interven-

ing strata in which they are imbedded. On examining them during a brief visit

made to the Island, in company with Professor Eamsay, during the autumn of 1860,

it appeared evident that the beds in question occur more in the manner of ordinary

coal than of mere lignite. Like true coal, each bed was based upon a stratum of clay,

containing, apparently, the rootlets of plants, as in the underclay of the true coal-

measures. The underclays, which occur beneath each bed of coal of carboniferous date,

having been the soil which supported the vegetation which, by certain chemical

changes, became subsequently mineralised and converted into coal, it is reasonable to

infer from the presence of similar underclays beneath the coal in the Braeklesham
Beds at Alum Bay, that the plants out of which it was formed grew on the spot, and
were not drifted from elsewhere and deposited afterwards in the places where they

are now found, as was undoubtedly the case with regard to the vegetable remains
contained in the pipe-clay beds of the Lower Bagshot series.'

The following section of the Braeklesham beds in Alum Bay, as given by
Mr. Bristow, in his ' Memoir on the Geology of the Isle of Wight,' will show the true

position occupied by those lignite beds in the series (in ascending order) :

—

Dark chocolate-coloured marls and carbonaceous clay, with much ft. in.

lAgnite and Ch/psum, . , . . , . • . .396
ft. in.

Clays and marls .15 3

Lignite band 16
Clays and marls ....... 3 3

Lignite band 1 3

Clays and marls 6 0

Lignite band ..23
Clays and marls 4 3

Lignite band 9 in. to 10
Clays and marls . , 5 0

39 6

Whitish marl clay 25 0

Sands (principally white), light tawny yellow in tlie upper part ; the

lower three feet crimson 45 0

Conglomerate of rounded flint pebbles cemented by oxide of iron 1ft. to 1 6

Total Ill 0

The pebbles are of various sizes, the largest a foot in diameter.

The Lignite of Bovey already referred to, may be regarded as of a similar character

to this of the Isle of Wight, notwithstanding the dififeronces wliich have been pointed

out, and the coal of Brora is not very dissimilar in its general character.

The coal of the Wcaldon strata is generally termed ' lignite,' though some ap-

proaches very closely to the character of a true coal. Whether we call it lignite or
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coal, it appears to belong to the lowest stratum of the Hastings sands, known as the
Aslibiirnliam beds, which have never yet been fully explored. They rarely crop out

to the surface, and would be less known than they are were it not that they are occa-

sionally laid bare by water-courses, and are at times exposed at the base of clifis when
the sea makes deeper inroads than usual. It was this same kind of coal which gave
so great a zest, at the beginning of the present century, to the costly speculation at

Bexhill, near Hastings. In a boring near the seashore ' smut coal,' three feet thick, is

reported to have been found at the depth of 30 yards ;
' strong coal,' two feet thick,

at a depth of rather more than 50 yards ; and sulphureous coal of bad quality, more
than four feet thick, at a further depth. Being very near the sea the salt water
percolated into the boring, and although a powerful steam-engine was employed, the

exploration at that spot had to be abandoned. Another attempt was made further

inland, on Bexhill Down ; but coal does not seem to have been found in this second
eifort, and after a largo outlay—ruinous to the principal adventurer—the attempt was
abandoned. The Bexhill coal, there is reason to believe, belonged to an upthrow of

the Ashburnham beds.

The question of the existence ofcoal in our Southern Counties was carefully examined
by the Eoyal Coal Commission. Several witnesses, more especially Mr. Godwin Austen
and Mr. Prestwich, were examined, and the reports of their evidence are full of interest.

The following is the general purport of the report made to the Eoyal Coal Commis-
sion liy Mr. Prestwich on the probabilities of finding coal in the South of England.

' About two centuries ago the Belgian coal-field was found to extend, beneath the

newer formation on the frontiers, into France as far as Valenciennes. An uninter-

rupted chalk district extended northward, and the coal-measures were supposed to be
lost. But at a later period valuable coal was found to exist at Anjin. This led to

further search, and the coal-measures have been gradually followed in a western

direction under the chalk to within thirty miles of Calais. Looking at these facts,

and reasoning on theoretical considerations connected with the formation of coal in

the west of Europe, Mr. Godwin Austen concluded that coal-measures might possibly

extend beneath the south-eastern part of England. He showed that tlie coal-measures

which thin out under the chaUc near Therouanne probably set in again near Calais,

and are prolonged in the line of the Thames Valley, parallel with the North Downs,
and continuing thence under the Valley of the Kennet extend to the Bath and
Bristol coal area. He showed, upon theoretical grounds, that the coal-measures of a
large portion of England, France, and Belgium were once continuous, and that the

present coal-fields were merely fragments of the great original deposit preserved in

hollows. These views are supported by many eminent geologists who gave evidence

before the Commission ; but they have been controverted by Sir Eoderick Murchison,

who contends that in consequence of the extension of Silurian and Cambrian rocks

beneath the secondary strata of the south-east of England, and of the great amount
of denudation which the carboniferous rocks had undergone over the area of the South
of England previous to the deposition of the secondary formations, little coal could be
expected to remain under the Cretaceous rocks. Upon a general review of the whole
subject, Mr. Prestwich adopts, with slight variations, the views of Mr. Godwin
Austen, and is led to the conclusion that there is the highest probability of a large

area of productive coal-measures existing under the Secondary rocks of the South of

England. He shows that the thickness of these overlying rocks is not likely to exceed

1,000 to 1,200 feet, and considers that there is reason to infer that the underground
coal-basins may have a length of 150 miles, with a breadth of two to eight miles,

—

limits within which are confined the rich and valuable coal-measures of Belgium.'

Mr. Prestwich shows that there are grounds for believing in the existence of coal

on the south side of the Mendips, and under adjacent parts of the Bristol Channel,

but at a depth of not less than 1,500 to 2,000 feet, and mentions also a small new
coal basin in the Severn valley, near New Passage.

As the existence of coal under the unexplored area of the South of England is still a

question of theory, an attempt is now (1873) being made to settle this important question.

The boring now going on in the parish of Netherfleld, near Battle, is designed

to accomplish something more than a mere exploration of the Wealden strata. In

this case there is the hope of finding the Primary rocks, an expectation which was
deemed chimerical by the early school of geologists, but which is now vie-wed in a very

different Ught. Experience has shown than all the strata which probably intervene

between one formation and another do not invariably occur. Several members of the

series may be absent, and we may experience a kind of plunge from upper secondary

rocks into those of the primary order. This is the probability which encourages the

Bub-Wealdon explorers. The Ashburnham beds have been ' pierced,' and it appears

that the boring tool is in some lower stratum. This may be so ; but the geology of

this Netherfleld boring is not very clear, the depth of the boring is now above 300

5 H 2
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feet. A bed of gypsum has been found, whicli is altogether about thirty feet in thick-

ness, sometimes in thick masses, at other times nodular and irregular. This is an
important addition to the Purbeck series of Sussex. Nearer the surface, limestone has
been found, said to bo available both for burning and building purposes. It is de-

sirable to know whether the Palaeozoic rocks are really as near the surface in the

south-east of England as some geologists have supposed. The sub-AVoalden explorers

do not now profess to be actually in search of coal, but, without doubt, they would bo

glad if their enterprise should lead the way to a discovery of this kind.

Prom the Report of the Eoyal Coal Commission the following Table is taken

:

showing, according to their careful computation, the

—

Quantities of Coai, in known Coal-fields.

' Adopting 4,000 feet as the limit of practicable depth in working, and accepting the

estimate of each Commissioner for the waste and loss incident to working the coal in

the district assigned to him, we now present the following estimate of the quantities

of available coal contained in the several districts which together comprise the coal-

fields above enumerated :

—

Summary of Results of Reports as to Quantities of Coal worked and unworkcd in

certain districts.

Commissioner and
Number on hlft

Report

1. Mr. Tiviau
2. Mr. Clark
3. Mr. Dickinson

10. Mr. Prestwlch
9. Mr. Woodhouse
8. Mr. Hartley

Do.

Do.
9. Mr. Wooclhouse

11. Mr. Dickinson
Do.

7. Mr. Elliot

6. Mr. Dickinson
9. Mr. Woodhouse

Do.
i. Mr. Forster
5. Mr. Elliot

4. Mr. Forster

12. Mr. Geddes
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

13. ProfessorJukes,
Commissioner
{deceased), and
Mr. Hull
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

33

Name of Coal-field

Amount of Coal in
Statute Tons to

depths not cxceed-
InR 4,000 ft., and
afier the neces-
sary deductions

South Wales .

Forest of Dean .

Bristol
Warwickshire .

South Staffordshire .

Coalbrook Dale and Fo-
rest of Wyre

Clee Hills .

Leicestershire .

North AVales
Anglesey .

North Staffordshire .

Lancashire and Cheshire
Midland ...
Black Burton .

Northumberland and
Durham

Cumberland

Scotland.
Edinburgh
Lanarkshire
Fifeshlre .

Ayrshire .

East Lothian .

Frith of Forth .

Dumfriesshire .

West Lothian .

Perthshire

.

Stirlingshire

Clackmannanshire
Dumbartonshire
Renfrewshire .

Argyleshire ,

Sutherlandshire
Roxburghshire .

Ireland.
Ballycastle (Antrim Co.)

Tyrone
Leinster (Queen's Co.)
Tipperary

.

Munster (Clare, &c.)
Connaught

Total

Amount of Coal in
Statute Tons in

dpl)th exceedinfT
4,000 ft., and after

the necessary
deductions

32,456,208,913

265,000,000

4,218,970,762
458,652,714

1,906,119,768

836,799,734

2,005,000,000
5,000,000

3,825,488,105
5,546,000,000

18,172,071,433
70,904,011

10,036,660,236

405,203,792

2,153,703,360
2,044,090,216

1,098,402,895

1,785,397,089

86,849,880

1,800,000,000

358,173,905
127,621,800
109,895,040

106,475,436
87,563,494
48,618,320

25,881,285
7,223,120
3,500,000

70,000

16,000,000

6,300,000

77,580,000
25,000,000
20,000,000
10,800,000

4,109,987,004

Nil.

1,885,340,220
NU.

1,000,785,488
90,000,000

234,728,010
Nil.

. 90,207,285,398 7,320,840,722 07,528,126,210

Totals of Coal in
Statute Tons in
each Coal-field

after the

36,566,195,917

265,000,000

6,104,310,982
458,652,714

1,906,119,768

836,799,734

2,005,000,000
5,000,000

4,826,273,593
5,036,000,000

18,406,799,443
70,964,011

10,036,660,236

405,203,792

2,153,703,300
2,044,090,210
1,098,402,895

1,785,397,089

86,849,880

1,800,000,000

358,173,995
127,621,800
109,895,040

106,475,436

87,563,494
48,618,320
25,881,285
7,223,120

3,500,000

70,000

16,000,000

6,300,000

77,580,000

25,000,000
20,000,000

10,800,000

Note.—It was an instrnction to the Commissioners to whom the districts were assigned to exclude

from their returns all beds of coal of less than 1 foot in thickness.
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From the same Eeport the following remarks on the duration of coal in these islands

is abstracted :

—

' The Commissioners, before proceeding to investigate the question of the duration

of this quantity, based upon increasing consumption, think it useful to state the rela-

tion which 146,480,000,000 of tons bear to our present consumption, estimated at

115,000,000 per annum, in order that the vast magnitude of our stores of coal may be

better appreciated. Thus we find that 146,480,000,000 of tons will support our pre-

sent production for 1,273 years ; the same quantity would support an annual production

of 146,000,000 for 1,000 years; of 175,000,000 for 837 years; and of 230,000,000,

being double our present production, for 636 years.
' The question of the duration of the total available quantity turns, therefore,

chiefly upon the statistics of consumption contained in the Eeport of Committee E
(which was the sole labour of the Editor of this Dictionary), from which the following

facts are collected :—
'In the year 1660, the coal produce of the United Kingdom appears to have been

only about 2,250,000 tons, and 40 years later the increase was only 364,000 tons.

Fifty years after this, or in 1750, the quantity raised in the kingdom had increased to

nearly 5,000,000 tons. In 1800, the quantity exceeded 10,000,000 tons.

' About this period the system of canal navigation was rapidly extending, and the

result was that coals were gradually finding their way into new districts, by which
means the consumption of coal was greatly increased. In 1816, the production reached

16,000,000 tons according to one statement, and 27,000,000 as given with considerable

probability by another.
' Advancing to a later period, when coal statistics were more carefully collected, it

appears that in 1854 the production of coal was 64,500,000 tons.

' From that period up to, and including, 1869, the progressive increase was exhibited

in a Table which has been completed up to the present time.
' From the following Table (p. 838) it will be seen that the total quantity of coal

raised in this country had reached upwards of 123,000,000 in 1872.
' In attempting to form an opinion as to what the future consumption of coal is

likely to be, it is necessary to consider the question which was referred to Committee
B

;
namely, " Whether there is reason to believe that coal is wasted by carelessness or

neglect of proper appliances for its economical consumption ? " The conclusion arrived

at by this Committee was, that " for some time past in our manufactures there have
been constant and persevering eflJbrts to economise coal, by the application of im-
proved appliances for its consumption." The Committee had reason to believe that
" in some branches of manufacture, the limits of a beneficial economy appeared to have
been nearly reached, and that in other cases a gradual effort would continue to be
made for saving fuel." It may be assumed, therefore, that the progress of economy in

using coal is not likely to operate in future with greater effect in keeping down the

increase of consumption than it has hitherto done.
' The present consumption of coal for domestic use is generally estimated at one

ton per head of the whole population, and may be assumed to absorb nearly one third

of the entire production. It is probable that this rate per head will continue pretty

constant; because, although more economical methods of using coal in dwellings

may probably be introduced, yet the increasing wealth of the nation will cause coal

to be more liberally used for domestic purposes. The future increase of consump-
tion under this head may, therefore, be expected to coincide with the increase of the
population.

' As regards the future exportation of coal, although a very large increase has
taken place within the period embraced by the preceding Table, yet there is reason to

doubt whether much further increase will take place in this direction. Upon this

point Committee E have reported that the probable development of the enormous
coal-fields of North America, and those of India, China, Japan, and other countries,

and the more effective working of the known coal-fields of Europe, will probably pre-

vent any considerable increase in the future exportation of British coal.
' The large increase which, in recent years, has taken place in the consumption of

coal, has an intimate connection with the introduction and extension of the railway
system, but for several years past the progress of railways has not been exceptionally

great, and yet the consumption of coal has continued to increase with unabated
rapidity.'

' Professor Jevons, in a work " On the Coal Question," which first appeared in 1865,
and which was in a great measure founded upon a previous work by Mr. Hidl on the
Coal-fields of Great Britain, estimated that the rate of growth at that period in the
aggregate annual consumption of coal amounted to about tliree and a half per cent,

per annum, reckoning each annual percentage on the previous year's consumption.
He contended that coal, being the source of power, and required for every great
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extension of industry, the consumption of it would keep pace with the progress of

population and industry.
' He further showed that a continuance of tlie same progress in population and pro-

ductive industry would lead to an annual consumption of no less than 2,607,000,000

tons of coal at the end of a century. Upon this assumed rate of increase, the whole
quantity of coal which wo havo reported as available in this country would bo ex-

hausted in 1 1 0 years.

'But although Mr. Jevons's theory has, up to this time, nearly accorded with
observation, yet the results involved in the supposition that the annual percentage of

increase in the consumption of coal will continue unabated for a very lengthened

period are so prodigious that very few persons will be found to accept his theory

without considerable qualifications.

'It had been suggested by Mr. Price Williams, who gave great attention to

questions of this kind, that Mr. Jevons's conclusions at all events require modifica-

tion to meet the fact, that although the population of this kingdom has long been
and still is rapidly increasing, yet the rate of its annual growth is diminishing.

'From the year 1811 to 1821, the increase was 16 per cent., while in the last decade,

from 1861 to 1871, it was 11| per cent.

Mr. Price Williams constructed a Table, of which the following is an abstract,

showing how the Average Diminution of the Decennial Rate of Increase of the Popula-
tion is obtained :

—

Tear
Popniation of

Great Britain
Bate of Increase
per 10 years

Diminntion of Rate
per cent.

1811
1821
1831
1841
1851
1861

1871

Averag

12,338,573

14,309,989

16,457,596

18,687,637

20,976,532

23,325,305

26,062,721

e diminution of rate foi

15-977
16-008
13-649

12-249

11-197

11-736

• 10 years .

- 6-065

- 9-721

- 9-595

- 8-588

+ 4-814

-33-969
+ 4-814

5)-29-155

- 5-831

Computing, from this and another Table constructed by Mr, Price Williams, the

Commissioners arrived at the following conclusions :

—

The total available coal in the United Kingdom was estimated at 146,480,000,000 of
tons. Then, according to the views entertained, the annual consumption of coal at the

end of a hundred years would be 274,000,000 of tons. A further conclusion was that,

the now estimated quantity of coal available for use would upon this view represent a
consumption of 360 years.

It will of course be observed that, assuming the rate of increased consumption as

above, there would be a nearly corresponding increase in the products of manufac-
turing industry, and the figures representing such an increase would raise questions

as difficult and problematical as those raised by the assumption of a population of
131,000,000 360 years hence.

The Commission then give a calculation founded upon arithmetical instead of
geometrical increase in the rate of consumption of coal, that is to say :—they discard

the principle of an increase in the nature of a per-centage on the previous quantity,

and simply add a constant quantity equal to the average annual increase of the last

fourteen years, which may be taken at 3,000,000 of tons.

Upon this basis we arrive at the following results, namely, at the end of a
hundred years the consumption would be 416,000,000 of tons per annum, and the

now estimated quantity of coal available for use would represent a consumption of

276 years.

There was yet another view considered. It was that the population of the whole
country and the consumption of coal per head remained constant or merely oscillated

without advancing. Then our available coal would represent a consumption of
upwards of 1,273 years at the rate of 115,000,000 of tons per annum.

The Commissioners proceed to advert to the large amount of coal excluded from
our previous estimates on the ground of excessive depth. The quantity of coal lying
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beneath the Permian and other newer strata at depths exceeding 4,000 feet is com-
puted at upwards of 41,144,000,000, as appears by the following Table :—

Wstirmte of Quantities of Cod at DeptJis over 4,000 /eei beneath the Permian,
New Red, and other Strata.

Diatriots
Square
Miles

From 4,000 to
6,000 feet

From 6,000 to
10,000 feet

Total in tons

tons tons tons
Between Cannock Chase, Coalbrook Dale,

and the North StafEordshire Coal-field,

under the New Bed Marl, Sic, of Ec-
oleshall, Stafford, Breewood, and High
Offley 112 3,346,022,400 3,346,022,400

Southern borders of the North Stafford-

shire Coal-field 75 2,240,640,000 2,240,640,000
Plains of Cheshire, between the Denbigh-

shire and North Staffordshire Coal-fields 340 11,850,490,000 11,850,490,000 23,700,992,000
Southern borders of the Lancashire Coal-
field, and the country around Manchester

208 6,004,490,667 3,452,245,333 10,356,736,000
The Wirrell, Mersey, and country to the
north 108? 1,500,000,000 1,500,000,000

Total .... 843 29,341,649,007 15,302,741,333 41,144,300,400

Of this quantity it will be seen that more than 29,000,000,000 of tons are assumed
to lie at depths of between 4,000 and 6,000 feet, at which latter depth the tempera-

ture of the earth, it is supposed, would be 150° E. The remainder, amounting
to more than 15,000,000,000 of tons, is assumed to lie at depths varying between
6,000 and 10,000 feet, at which maximum depth the temperature of the earth,

according to the prevailing views, would be 215° F., or three degrees above the

temperature of boiling water at the sea level. To these quantities are to be added
7,320,000,000 of tons returned as being at greater depths than 4,000 feet within the

area of the known coal-fields. Of this quantity probably 6,922,000,000 of tons lie

between the limits of 4,000 and 6,000 feet in depth, and the remaining 1,397,000,000

of tons between 6,000 and 10,000 feet.

With these additions the total quantity of coal lying at depths exceeding 4,000 feet

will be a little more than 48,466,000,000 of tons.

It is entirely a matter of conjecture whether any or what portion of this coal can
ever be worked ; but if we were to suppose the whole to become available, we should

have to make the following corrections in the number of years' duration given above
as the result of the different modes of viewing the question :

—

1st. The 360 years woidd be altered to 433 years.

2nd. The 276 years based on an increasing consumption in arithmetical ratio would
be altered to 324 years.

3rd. The 1,273 years computed on the supposition of non-increasing consumption
would be altered to 1,695 years.

Whatever view may be taken of the question of duration of coal, the results will be
subject to contingencies, which cannot in any degree be foreseen. On the one hand, the

rate of consumption may be thrown back to any extent by adverse causes affecting

our national prosperity; and on the other hand, new discoveries and developments in

new directions may arise to produce a contrary effect upon the consumption of coal.

Every hypothesis must be speculative, but it is certain that if the present rate of in-

crease in the consumption of coal be indefinitely continued, even in an approximate
degree, the progress towards the exhaustion of our coal will be very rapid.

The numbers given in the preceding Table (p. 838) are sufiiciently consistent with
each other to represent the changes which have taken place over a period of years.

We find the following differences in the number of the collieries in 1858 and 1868 :

—

1858 1868

England 2,090 2,268

Wales 360 364

Scotland 417 433

Ireland 40 40

Total . . 2,907 3,105

The increase being 198 collieries in the ten years. In 1872 the number of collieries

returned were 3,001.

With the view of ehowing at a glance the condition of our coal trade, the produc-
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Thefollowing List of Collieries of the United Kingdom is correctedfrom the Returns

of the Inspectors of Coal Mines, up to February 1873,

District

England and Waxes.
Northumberland ard Durham, North

Division ....
Cumberland ....
Durham, South Division

.

Yorkshire ....
Derbyshire ....
Nottinghamshire .

Warwickshire,
Leicestershire

Cheshire , . . .

Shropshire ....
Staffordshire, North
Staffordshire, South, and Worcester

shire . . , , ,

Lancashire, North and East, or the

Manchester District ,

Lancashire, St. Helen's and Wigan
Flintshire , , , .

Denbighshire....
Anglesea . , . .

Gloucestershire

Somersetshire and Devonshire
Monmouthshire
East of Glamorganshire .

Glamorganshire
Pembrokeshire .

Caermarthenshire .

Scotland.
Lanarkshire, West Division

Ayrshire

Stirlingshire, West Division

Dumbartonshire , ,

Eenfrewshire .

Argyleshire .

Dumfriesshire

Lanarkshire, East Division

Fifeshire

Clackmannanshire .

Haddingtonshire .

Kjncross-shire

Edinburghshire
Linlithgowshire

Stirlingshire, East Division

Pebblesshire .

Perthshire .

Iebiakd,
Ulster Coal-field .

Connaught
Leinster Coal-field

Munster Coal-field

Name of Inspector

Geo, W. Southern, New- "1

castle-on-Tyne . . j
James Willis, Old Elvet, "1

Durham , , , J
Frank N. Wardell, Eother- 1

ham , , . , J

Thomas Evans, Belper ,

Thomas Wynne, Stone

James P. Baker, Wolver- "I

hampton , , , J
Joseph Dickinson, Pendle-

ton, Manchester , . j

Thomas Bell, Liverpool ,

Lionel Brough, Clifton,

Bristol

.

:}

Thomas E. Wales, Caer "1

Bailey, Swansea . . j

WilliamAlexander, Glasgow

Ealph Moore, Glasgow

No Inspector .

Total for United Kingdom
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tion in theUnitod Kingdom, since 1854 is given in the following Table, with the rates

of increase and decrease in each year :

—

Years Increase Decrease

Tons Xons Tons
i 1854 64,661,401

1855 64,453,070

1856 66,645,450 2 192 371

1857 65,394,707

1858 65 008,649 386,058
1859 71 979 765 6 971 1 1 fi

1860 84,042,698 6 062 933

1861 86 039 214
1862 8l!638!338 4,400,876
1863 QC OflO OT ^oD,zyz,ziD 4,oOo,o77

1864 92,787,873 6,495,658

1865 98,150,587 5,362,714

1866 101,630,544 3,479,957

1867 104,600,480 2,869,936

1868 103,141,157 1,359,323
1869 107,427,557 4,286,400

1870 110,289,722 2,862,165

1871 117,352,028 7,062,306

1872 123,386,735 6,034,707

Tons
The increase in the five years to 1859 was . 7,318,364

„ „ „ 1864 „ . 20,610,108

„ „ „ 1869 „ . 14,639,684

Or we have an increase in ten years, that is, from 1859 to 1869, of 35,447,792 tons.

The quantity of coal produced in the years 1854 to 1869, both inclusive, amounts to

1,343,793,705 tons, which added to the quantity estimated as having been produced
before 1859, namely, 2,850,000,000 tons, shows that up to the end of last year, (1872)
we shall have drp,wn from our original stores of fuel not less than 4,300,000,000 of
tons of coal.

FoBEiGX Coax-fields.

We have not yet arrived at the period when we could pronounce with any
approach to certainty on the actual number of coal-basins in the world ; the total

number must, however, amount to at least from 250 to 300 principal coal-fields, and
many of these are subdivided by the disturbed position of the strata into subordinate

basins.

The basins or coal areas may be, however, grouped into a comparatively small

number of districts, and even many of these are little known and not at all measured.

The greater number occur in Western Europe and Eastern North America, while

Central and Southern Africa, South America, and a large part of Asia, are almost

without any trace of true carboniferous rocks.

The principal coal-fields of Europe, are those of Belgium, France, Spain (in the

Asturias), Germany (on the Ehur and the Saar), Bohemia, Silesia, and Eussia (on the

Donetz).

BKLGruM.—The Belgian coal-field is the most important, and occupies two districts :

that of Liege and that of Hainault, the former containing 100,000 and the latter

200,000 acres. In each the number of coal-seams is very considerable, but the beds

are thin and so much disturbed as to require special modes of working. The quality

of coal is very various, including one peculiar kind, the Flenu coal, unlike any found

in Great Britain, except at Swansea. It bums rapidly with much flame and smoke,

not giving out an intense heat, and having a somewhat disagreeable smell. There

are nearly fifty seams of this coal in the Mons .district. No iron has been found with

the coal of Belgium.
Belgium is traversed, in a direction from nearly west-south-west to east-north-east,

by a largo zone of bituminous coal-formation. The entire region is generally de-

scribed under two principal divisions :

—
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1, The weBtern or Hainault division, comprising

a. The two basins known as Levant and Couchant of Mons.
That of Charleroi.

b. The basin of Namur.
2. The eastern or Lidge division.

The Quantities of Coal of different Qualities raised in Belgium^ from 1859 io 1866.

1859 18G0 1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 1866

Tons Tons Tons Tons
•

Tons Tons Tons
_

Tons
1.—Houille Maigre,
Lean Coal. Buni-
ing nearly without
flame.
Picked large 8,399 2,0G8 3,341 5,260 3,244 1,554 2,058 51,837
Medium 577,728 624,551 684,083 634,740 682,272 697,585 806,194 721,426
Small

.

92,954 43,897 25,121 38,531 37,385 36,245 39,373 165,447

2.—HouiUe Stehe,

Dry Coal. Short
Flame.
Large

.

120,489 150,944 149,904 170,932 169,547 178,789 211,258 165,883
Small

.

538,218 627,649 682,147 660,589 633,099 707,093 726,461 618,258

3.—Houille Maigre,
Lean Coal. Long
Flame.
Large orMedium 184,100 197,607 82,185 68,515 56,964 48,242 59,.523 48,709
Medium Small . 327,927 334,812 243,979 205,150 207,075 202,502 186,096 185,226
Small. 1,377,117 1,240,220 1,654,979 1,465,288 1,608,347 1,804,834 1,946,624 2,140,596

4.—Houille Gras£«,

Fat Coal. Long
Flame.
Large. 295,486 334,097 312,503 387,690 452,612 484,012 545,929 499,244
Small or Coke . 3,617,618 3,856,495 4,014,090 3,913,208 3,992,569 4,321,210 4,404,922 4,289,365

5.—Houille Grasse
Martehale.Smiths'
Coal.
Large

.

44,184 48,832 40,258 43,812 41,329 39,709 80,568 49,806
Small or Coke . 1,808,072 1,978,094 1,984,977 2,164,505 2,269,204 2,486,385 2,649,978 3,611,238

' The Coal of Belgium is divided commercially into the following qualities :

—

Maigre, Lean Coal

;

S^he, Dry Coal ; and Grasse, Fat Coal. These kinds are again divided into Gros, picked large coal

;

Tout Venant, the remainder after the selection of the Gros, equivalent to ' through and through ' coal

;

GaiUette, smaller than the Gros, but not less than six inches square ; Menu, coal which passes through
a sieve with IJ-inch meshes ; Gailletterie, the coal which remains after the separation of the GaiUette
and Menu.

Netheelands.—There is only one coal-mine in Holland. It is situated in the
province of Limburg.

France.—The most important coal-fields of France are those of the basin of Loire
and those of St.-Etienne, which are the best known and largest, comprising about 60,000
acres. In this basin are eighteen beds of bituminous coal, and in the immediate
neighbourhood several smaller basins containing anthracite. Other valuable localities

are in Alsace, several in Burgundy worked by very deep pits, and of considerable
extent ; some in Auvergne with coal of various qualities ; some in Languedoc and
Provence with good coal ; others at Aveyron ; others at Limosin ; and some in

Normandy. Besides these, there are several others of smaller dimensions and less

extent, whose resources have not yet been developed. The total area of coal in France
has not been ascertained, but is probably not less than 2,000 square miles. The
annual production in 1865, exceeded 11,000,000 tons. But the coal of France is of
an inferior description ; and, therefore, when good and strong coals are required, the
supply is obtained from the English coal-fields. The mineral combustibles of France
were estimated in 1864 by the Government engineers as follow;

—

Tons
Anthracites 800,000
Hard coal—short flame 1,400,000
Forging coal 600,000
Bituminous coal—long flame 4,000,000
Soft coal—long flame 3,000,000
Lignites , . . . . . . . . . 200,000

Total .... 10,000,00Q
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The Bate of Increase in the Production of Coal from the French Coal-fields has been as

follows, to the end of 1867 :

—

JLCQ.TQ Increase Decrease Another Keturu gives

Tons Tons Tons Tons
1847 5,065,109 1,047,234 5,061,183

1848 4,017.875 ... 40,531 3,928,996

1849 3,977,344 3,976,910

1850 4,354,840 377,496 4,354,396

1851 4,404,941 50,101 4,404,943

1852 4,816,306 411,365 ... 4,816,355

1853 5,831,939 1,015,633

1854 6,709,535 877,596
1855 7,317,226 607,691

1856 7,784,165 466,939 28,178 The details of the return for

1857 7,755,987 534,720 1852 being

—

1858 7,221^267 Loire . . . 1,609,912

1859 7,337,326 116,059 Nord . . . 1,053,687

1860 8,155,394 818,068 Soane-et-Loire . 518,629
1861 9,125,040 969,646 Gard . . . 379,114
1862 10,102,116 977,076 Allier . . . 251,892
1863 10,518,406 416,290 Avoyron . . 179,560
1864 11,046,794 528,388 Sarthe-et-Mayenno 111,442

1865 11,098,258 51,464 Bouches du Ehono 103,616
1866 11,785,714 687,456

1867 12,148,223 372,509

The folio-wing Table will place the whole question of the coal consumption in Franco

in a more satisfactory light :—

Production, Importation, and Consumption of Coal of all kinds in Francefrom
1787 to 1866.

Quantities of Coal imported into Prance from

Years

Production
of Coal

in France
since 1787

Belgium

'

Prussia
and

Bavaria'

Great
Britain

Total
Imports

Difference
between
Imports
and

Total
Consump-
tion in

France
Exports '

tons tons tons tons tons tons tons
1787 211,160 49,107 9,821 154,568 213,496 136,117 347,277
1788 220,982 50,893 11,785 181,474 244,152 212,724

206,250
433,706

1789 235,714 49,107 9,821 176,785 235,713 441,954

1802 829,105 86,428 17,678 9,821 113,927 89,375 918,480
1811 759,878 93,303 24,553 117,856 88,392 848,270

181G 924,823 267,206 28,973 18,719 314,898 285,135 1,209,960

1821 1,114,448 247,305 41,823 26,041 315,169
495,943

242,715 1,357,163

182G 1,513,482 403,278 56,428 36,237 492,310 2,005,792

1831 1,728,950 435,628 67,694 35,270 538,592 631,674 2,260,624

1836 2,789,858 703,088 111,853 166.482 981,423 955,634 3,745,492

1841 3,349,303 974,507 192,993 422,272 1,589,772

2,150,805
1,550,590 4,399,893

1846 4,389,532 1,326,095
1,989,811

224,326 600,384 2,101,336 6,490,868

1851 4,404,940 292,875 591,377 2,874,063 2,840,160
4,881,743

7,245,100

1856 7,337,741 2,995,619 937,400 1,038,605 4 971,624 12,219,484

1861 9,227,710 3,503,028 1,259,116 1,413,323 6,175,467 5,900,007 15,127,717

1862 10,133,148 3,619,687

3,648,945

1,106,069 1,379,832 6,105,588 6,850,331 15,983,970

1863 10,516,752 1,136,496 1,273,446 6,058,887 6,701,437 16,218,189

1864 11,001,249 3,945,916 1,264,666 1,258,051 6,468,633 6,177,865 17,179,114

1865 11,785,714 4,139,144 1,261,867 1,443,040 6,844,050 6,623,650

7,482,811

18,409,364

18C6 11,807,142 4,070,557 1,985,622 1,674,164 7,730,343 19,269,453

' From Mons, Charleroi, Namnr, Liege, &c.
" From Saarbruck and St.-Imbcrt, Prussia, and Rhenish Bavaria.
' This Table has been compiled from the ' Statistique de I'lndustrie Minirale,' which is issued in

France about every five years by the Minister of Agriculture, Commerce, and Public Works, but has
not appeared since 1867, and then the returns were to the end of 1864 only.

Tlio metrical quintal of the original tables is taken at 220 lbs. avoirdupois, and the English ton at

2,240 lbs.
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Coal Peoduction in cektain Depaetments of Feance for Five Yeaes.

UAvcyron {en qidntaux metriqves).

Places 1808 1809 1870 1871 1872

q. m. q. m. q. m. q. m. q. m.
Bassiii d'Aubin

Decazeville :

146,283 193,349 1,106,830 498,132 3,154,91

1

027,O2i3 777,060 693,487 590,746 (;oo,(:!)2

l,400,l:)8 1,809,770 1,268,816 990,204 with Lnf!i;'.(

274,CC9 302,791 with Lacaze 096,204 ditto

Aubin

:

Les Pissards .... 91,490 37,930 50,or,0 81,200 92,71 1

570,4.50 0.>7,000 553,250 497,440 477,810

Cran^ac 1,199,290 1,090,050 1,135,160 1,2-24,040 1,1-23,1 15

Campagnao .... 404,824 548,010 504,640 587,092 728,732

285,477 220,478 149,-255 117,480 1-24,08 J

Bassin de Rhodez 1M,01.3 132,303 142,391 113,404 133,1C9

Bassin de Milhau 42,417 39,016 34,784 44,862 44,802

Total • 6,235,076 5,902,959 5,099,209 5,759,584 0,480,078

Saone-ct-Loirc.

Places 1808 1869 1870 1871

q. m. q. m. q. m. q. m.
Blanzy 4,113,401-75 5,003,834-05 4,844,582-23 4,684,143-96

803,107-00 728,097-25 695,477-25 793,019-15

Longpeiidu .... 276,159-03 298,213-70 230,299-85 254,520
13,712-90

207,458-05 265,713-40 218,237-50 189,290-75

2,305,140-31 2,236,842-00 1,807,681-71 1,759,-287-01

1,490,946-35 1,361,335-25 1,293,942-30 1,101 ,535-40

239,037-50
Grand-Moloy....

6,480-40 10,604-10 24,200-33

284,408-30 173,046 142,749
Saint-Laixrente en Brionnais 30,433 62,428

9,823,501-51 10,378,447-44 9,287,303-94 8,914,773-62

Lea quantit^a sont exprim^es eu quintaux miitriques &, raison de 85 kil. par hectolitres.

Departement de VAllier.

Places 1808 1869 1870 1871 1872

q. m. q. m. q. m. q. ni. q. m.
3,490 15,300 10,230 16,646 23,426

Commentry .... 521,069 630,161 442,720 390,807 525,280
5,730 9,050 9,000 3,567 6,850

218,411 242,000 103,403 107,892 210,020
110,702 86,700 95,958 85,750 100,300
33,361 35,760 36,800 25,312 61,222

Ouche-Bezenet.... 27,580 30,490 8,326
5,245 6,330

4,953 4',650 5',814

4,125 4,430 4,953
Plamoret 8,915 lilm 9,180 8,750 10,125
St.-Hilaue .... 10,904 101,34 10,347 8,082 10,902

35,160 34,800 30,200 24,572 24,480

Be la Production de la Houille dans les Trois Bepartements du Puy-de-Bome, de la

Haute-Loire, et du Cantal.

Places 1808 1869 1870 1871 1872

q. m. q. m. q. m. q. m. q. m.
Puy-de-D6me

:

Bassin de Saint-Eloy . . 862,335 1,048,945 1,400,942 1,304,253 1,812,291

„ Singlu . . ,

,, Brassa . . .

24,300 21,406 24,944 20,869 26,036

1,752,682 2,035,590 1,865,169 1,777,302 1,923,819
Haute-Loire :

Bassin de Langese . . 89,971 64,180 80,722 92,891 67,150
Cantal

:

Bassin de Campagnac . 15,728 11,702 7,844 7,064 15,330
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Creiisc.

18C8
kilog.

167,079,372

1869
kilog.

167,606,710

1870
kilog.

189,170,293

1871
kilog.

198,870,755

1872
kilog.

275,780,593

Bepartement de la Mayenne.

1868 1869 1870 1871 1872

Coal:
St.-Pierre la Cour . .

Anthracite :

Ganest (113 kilo.) .

Baconnifere (07 kilo.)

Montigne (100 kilo.)

Huisserie (110 kilo.)

Bazouge (113 kilo.)

hectol.

poidB 90 kilo.

142,977

6,303
n.';,307

217,827
207,488
197,720

hectol.

121,444

48,070
46,348
224,699
244,270

195,483

hectol,

135,149

44,506

234,312
212,644
189,617

hectol.

130,363

29,152

127,511

148,512
100,958

hectol.

114,985

69,989

227",*421

185,320
170,491

Bepartement du Gard.

Places 1868 1809 1870 1871 1872

Bassin d'Alais ....
Trevezet

:

Houille Stipite....
Bassin du Celas et d'Uxes :

q. tn.

12,826,018

16,200

196,038,75

q. m.
13,665,02

12,629

193,009,32

q. in,

13,304,091

12,122

200,984,44

q. m.
13,550,211

19,643

212,460,75

q. m.
14,768,538

14,500

236,060,80

Concessions diverses du sous-arro7idissement de Marseille,

1868
1869
1870

197,000

242,000

250,000

1871

1872
270,000

350,000

Bassin de la Loire.

Places 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872

Saint-Etienne ....
De la Loire ....
Montrambert and Borandiire
Koche la MoUtre et Firminy .

Le Cros
Moutieux
Diverses Mines ....

tonnes
529,220
332,8,54

376,949

461,866
268,940
245,918

66,291

109.461

367,246

tonnes
627,105

304,918
324,414

418,197
280,433

234,759
75,718

90,465

301,189

tonnes
562,037
.310,354

376,375
494,926
311,994

258,811
89,247
95,149

287,001

tonnes
492,204

283,099 .

381,684

. 473,524
294,328
256,420
85,807
86,558

263,375

tonnes
525,883
350,952

465,650
481,.580

336,036
237,220

114,440
125,432

291,555

Bassin de Saint-Eticiine . 2,758,745 2,557,248 2,796,094 2,617,599 2,918,748

Eive-de-Gier ....
La Pdronnifere....
Diverses Mines....

827,417
112,608
174,390

206,649

99,724

147,574

283,325
95,045

172,783

269,067
91,000

168,862

252,885
100,086

207,029

Bassin de Klve-de-Gier . 614,415 513,947 555,153 618,929 S70,000(?)

Total du Bassin de la Loire . 3,372,160 3,071,195 3,347,257 3,136,528 3,488,748(?)

Under divers mines those are included which produce less than 100,000 tonnes.

Concession des Touches {suite de la Loire-hiferieure).

q. m. • q. in.

1868 20,478 1871 4,360

1809 6,687 1872 34,223

1870 3,514

Mines of Anthracite, Blpartcment de la Sarthe,

Hectolitres poids nioyen=:100 kilo.

Places 1808 1869 1870 1871 1872

Mine de Manpertnis
Saulnerics . .

Total

lleetnl,

179,73.3

14,920

hectol.

167,340

83,093

hectol.

146,829
22,603

hectol.

146,175

1,002

hectol.

170,443
40,738

194,659 251,333 169,332 147,177 211,180
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Bassins die Nord et du Pas-de- Calais.

Places 1868 18G9 1870 1871 1872

Pas-de-Calais ....
tonnes

22041b3.10oz.
2,402,000

1,750,000

tonnes

2,000,000

1,933,000

tonnes

2,728,000

2,114,000

tonnes

2,750,000

2,204,000

tonnes

3,282,000

2,710,000

Total . 4,152,000 4,533,000 4,872,000 4,900,000 5,992,000

Lignite du sous-arrondissement mincralogique d^Avignon.

Places 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872

Basses-Alpes ....
Vaucluse
Drome . .

q. m.
84,102

48,410
14,259

q. m.
99,211
47,400
11,820

q. m.
107,055

40,397

14,519

q. m.
119,925
41,409
11,000

q. m.
221,140
46,580
16,263

Coal and Lignite, VHhaidt et I'Aude.

Places 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872

Heraultcoal . . . .

„ lignite

Aude lignite ....
q. m.

177,649
3,575
726

q. m.
190,499

3,167
973

q. m.
185,041

3,681

716

q. m.
173,459

4,132

845

q. m.
220,000

4,160
700

Spain.—Spain contains a large quantity of coal, both bituminous and anthracite.

The richest beds are in Asturias, and the measures are so broken and altered as to bo
worked by almost vertical shafts througli the beds themselves. In one place upwards
of 11 distinct seams have been worked, the thickest of which is only 14 feet. The
exact area is not known, but it has been estimated by a French engineer that about
12,000,000 of tons might be readily extracted from one property, without touching
the portion existing at great depths. In several parts of the province the coal is now
worked, and the measures seem to resemble those of the coal djstriets generally. The
whole coal area is said to be the largest in Europe, presenting upwards of 100 workable
seams, varying from 3 to 12 feet in thickness.

The Asturias Mining Company are working many mines in this region, and they
are said to produce 400,000 tons annually, or to be capable of doing so. In Cata-
lonia and in the Basque Provinces of Biscay there are found anthracite and bituminous
coals.

In the Balearic Islands also coal exists. ,

PoRTTJGAi,.—Beds of lignite and some anthracite are known to exist, but the pro-
duction of either is small.

Italy.—The principal coal-mines of Italy are in Savoy and near Genoa. In the
Apennines some coal is found, and in the valley of the Po are largo deposits of good
lignite ; and a small quantity of good coal is worked in Sardinia.

SwiTZEHLAKD.—Coal has only been found in the cantons of Berne, Pribourg, and
the "Valais. Beds of anthracite coal are developed in the Central a nd "Western Alps.

_
Geemany.—The Germanic Union—the Zollverein—embraces the following prin-

cipal coal-beds :

—

r Saxony.
German States < Bavana.

I,Duchy of Hesse.

{The Eulir, in Westphalia.
Silesia.

Saarbrtick, and provinces of the Bas Khin.

The true coal of Prussian Silesia stretches for a distance of seventeen leagues. The
most recent information we have been able to obtain as to its production would appc.nr

to give above 850,000 English tons. The coal-fields of Westphalia were described
by Sedgwick and Murchison in 1840. The productive coal-beds are on the right
bank of the Eliine, and possess many features in common with the English coal-fields.

Bituminous coal, and lignite or brown coal occur extensively in some districts.

The coal-basin of Saarbriick, a Ehenish province belonging to Prussia, has thus
been described by Humboldt, chiefly from a communication received from M. Von
Dechen ;

—
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' The deptli of the coal-mcnsuros at. IMont St.-Gilles, Liege, I have estimated at 3,650
feet below the surface, and 3,250 feet below the sea level. The coal-basin at Mons
lies fully 1,750 feet deeper. These depressions, however, are trifling when compared
with that of the coal-strata of the Saar rivers (Saarbriick). After repeated trials, I
have found that the lowest strata known in the county of Duttweiler, near Bettingen,

north-eastward from Saarlouis, dip 19,406 feet, and 20,656 under the level of the sea.'

The coal of the valley of the Glane is bituminous, and of good quality ; it is pro-

curable at a depth of 112 feet, and the seam is about two feet in thickness: about
60,000 tons annually are produced from this valley. Coal is found in Wiirtemberg,

but not much worked. In Saxony are extensive mines of bituminous coal ; at Schou-
field, near Zwickau, the coal alternates with porphyry. Near Dresden a bituminous
coal is also worked, and the coke manufactured from it is used in the metallurgical

works at Freiberg.

Electoral Hesse produces little beyond lignite. In Hesse Cassel some bituminous
coal is worked, but to a very inconsiderable extent. Eeal stone coal is only as yet

produced in the county of Schaumburg. It is rich in beds of brown coal.

In the Thuringerwald or Thuringian forest some coal is produced.

The following is a list of the coal-basins of Germany and Austria, and their situa-

tions :

—

1. Bassin de la Worm, or de Kohl-T

2. Bassin de I'lnde, or d'Esch-
[

Belgian circle, near the Bassin de Liege.

weiler. J
8. Bassin de Saarbriick,

4. Bassin do la Foret-Noire. In the Grand-Duchy of Baden.
6. Bassin de la Westphalie or de la Euhr.
6. Le Bassin d'Ibbenbiiren.

7. Bassin do Piesberg. Near Osnabriick.

8. Bassin d'lllefeld. To the south of the Hartz.

11. Thuringerwald. Near Manebach,
1 2. Gelberg. Near Ilmenau.

13. Mordflech. Near Goldlautor.

14. De Crock. T
15. Stockeim et Neuhaus. >In the Upper Pfalz of Bavaria.

16. Erbendorf. J
17. Bassin de Zwickau-Chemnitz. In Saxony.
18. Bassin de Flohaer.

19. Bassin de Plauen. Near Dresden.

20. Schonfield. Near Altenburg.

21. Brandau. In Bohemia.
22. Bassin de Eadmitz. In Bohemia.
23. Bassin de Pilsen.

24. Bassin de Schlau-Eakonitz.

25. Bassin de la Basse Silesie. In Bohemia.
26. Bassin de la Haute Silesie. Partly in Prussia and partly in Austria.

27. Bassin de Mahr-Ostrau.

28. Bassin de Eossitz. In Moravia.

The coal-pits of the most importance are in the Ehenish provinces and Westphalia,

in the western parts of Prussia, as well as in the province of Silesia. Among the coal-

basins there are three of importance : these are the basins of Upper Silesia, of the

Euhr, and the Saar. Two other basins, near Waldenburg, in Lower Silesia, and near

Aix-la-Chapelle, in the Ehenish province, are less considerable. The basins of Wellin

and Lobejun in the province of Saxony, and of Ibbenbiiren in the northern part of

Westphalia, are of loss extent. There is also some coal mining, but inconsiderable,

near Minden, on the Weser (in Weald clay), and near LoWenburg in Silesia.

The brown coal of most importance is found in the eastern part of the country ;

that is, in the provinces of Saxony and Brandenburg. There this lignite is exceedingly

useful, as coals are excessively dear, owing to the cost of transporting them so great a

distance.

The coal-pits of the river Euhr extend over ten miles in length on the Lower Ehine.

Tliifi country supplies almost half of the coal produce, and it sends supplies to Alsatia

and Switzerland, to Bavai'iii and Tlmringia, to Berlin and the seaports of the

Hanseatic Towns, as well as to Holland.

Schneider.

Les Bassins de Wettin, Lobejun, and Plotz.
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The folio-wing, from an article on ' Westphalia and the Euhr Basin,' by Mr. T. E.
ClifFe Leslie, contains most valuable information :

—

'

' Twenty years ago the Euhr Basin was nowhere in the industrial race ; now it pro-

duces nearly half as much coal as the great northern coal-field of England. Twenty
years ago it had only just completed a single line of railway ; now the basin is a
network of branches, connecting not only the towns, but the principal manufactories

and collieries with the three main lines which traverse it. The following figures

show the rate at which the production of coal has advanced :

—

Date English tons- Date English tons'

1851 1,771,454 1860 4,276,254
1852 1,921,962 1861 4,964,621

1853 2,146,275 1862 5,701,201

1854 2,670,099 1863 6,300,981

1855 3,252,323 1864 8,146,433

1856 3,510,502 1865 9,276,685

1857 3,635,256 1866 9,329,503

1858 3,898,502 1867 10,526,015

1859 3,793,356

' The immense increase of production shown in these figures is mainly attributable

to the introduction of railways and the low charge for the carriage of coal. Down to

1851 the Euhr and the Ehine were the only means of transport in districts beyond
the immediate neighbourhood of the collieries, and the greater part of the coal was of

an inferior kind, raised where it came to the surface by small collieries along the

Euhr. In 1851 the Cologne-Minden Eailway came into use for the transport of coal,

and led not only to deep-pit- sinking, and the discovery of seams of superior coal in

other parts of the basin, but also to the establishment of ironworks and other manu-
factures, affording a local market for the coal. To this local market, down to 1859,
it was in a great measure confined. In that year the charge for railway carriage of

coal for long distances was reduced to one pfennig per centner (a fifth of a farthing

per 100 lbs.) per German mile,' and the above figures show the subsequent increase of

production. The railways and coal-mines render each other reciprocal service ; the

carriage of Westphalian coal is now one of the most important branches of traffic on
several of the chief Prussian lines, and the low rates at which it is carried enable it

to find a distant market. The projected reduction of the rate for the transport of iron

ore to the same tariff as that for coal, when carried into effect, will greatly augment the

market for coal as well as for manufacture of iron. Until the last few years the

Euhr Basin excelled only in the manufacture of steel ; but its iron manufactures are

now of the highest quality.'

The Westphalian coal-field is stated to be at least 400 square miles in extent.

The number of workable seams are from 60 to 80, and the average thickness

of coal is about 200 feet. The coal is of good quality, as the analysis of Essen coal

shows :

—

Carbon 88-08, hydrogen 5'00, nitrogen 1'39, oxygen 3'12, sulphur 1*06, ashes 1'35 = 100.

Mr. Consul-General J. A. Crowe, in his ' Eeport on the Trade of the Ehenish
Provinces and Westphalia,' gives the following :

—

The coal-fields of the Euhr extend over a surface of 115 square miles, and are

supposed to contain 40,000,000,000 tons of fuel. They are comprised chiefly in the

Government districts of Duisburg, Essen, Bochum, Dortmund, and Hamm. The
rapid increase of their production may be seen by a glance at the following Table :

—

British Tons
1855 3,252,223

1856 3,510,501

1857 3,635,256

1858 3,898,502

' Fortnightly Eeview, No. SXVII. March 1, 1869.
' The Prussian Tonne is a measure of capacity, and varies therefore inweight as applied to different

articles—coal and iron, for example. The quantity of coal in a Tonne is about one-fifth of an English
ton. In some of the reports in English blue-books the Tonne is translated ' ton,' which may mislead
readers.

= The German mile is about 4| English miles.

Vol. I. 3 1
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British tons

1859 .... 3,793,355
1860 .... 4,276,253. Increase since 1855 1,024,030 tons.

1861 .... 4,964,621
1862 .... 5,701,201
1863 .... 6,300,318
1864 .... 7,474,935
1865 .... 8,535,614. Increase since 1860 4,259,361 tone.

1866 .... 8,583,362

The Working of the Eoyal Mines of the Coal-Basin of Saarbrikk.

Years
Total Quantity

produced
Quantity

sold

Value of Sales in Francs

Prussia ZoUverein Switzerland France

tons tons

1863 2,167,879 1,944,884 49-1,421 445,270 78,966 961,589
1864 2,551,129 2,307,257 576,078 574,596 116,278 . 1,082,256
1865 2,821,695 2,490,418 703,776 574,371 125,709 1,131,843
1866 2,951,034 2,612,328 682,185 537,361 119,030 1,321,254

M. Vuillomin gives the following as the result of the workings for four years :

—

Bassin de Saarbrilck.

Years Metrical Tons,
2,200 lbs.

Value in Francs
Value per Tonne

in Francs

1864
1865
1866

1867
Mean

2,597,516

2,872,999

3,004,690

3,171,125

2,911,582

24,011,048

27.638,250

32,841,262

33,994,460

29,621,255

9-24

9-62

10-93

10-72

10-17

Bassin de la Buhr (District de Dormund).

Years
Metrical Tons,

2,200 lbs.
Value in Francs

Value per Tonne
in i?ranc3

1864
1865
1866
1867
Mean

8,146,433

9,165,675

9,291,250

10,366,035

9,242,348

49,856,170

62,693,217

6-12

6-84

Mr. Lowther in his Report remarks, ' The western parts of Prussia are so richly

furnished with mineral fuels, particularly coals, that they do not depend for their

supply on foreign countries, but rather give up a great part of their coal produce to

the latter. The eastern provinces of the state have to look to the import of foreign

coal, partly from Westphalia, partly from foreign countries.
' This is particularly the case with countries on the Baltic, which receive by sea

coal cheaper from British harbours than from distant inland mining districts. The
provinces of Saxony and Brandenburg, particularly when near the watercourses of the

Elbe, receive important quantities of British coal and Bavarian brown coal, as well

as great imports of coal by railway from the pits of Zwickau and Chemnitz in the

neighbouring kingdom of Saxony; these pits are daily improving in extent and
value.'

The coal production of Silesia was in 1871 much greater than anybody expected.

It reached a height never previously attained, viz., 32,723,824 tonnen (about to an
English ton), which is 4,403,767 tonnen, or 16,154,479 cwts. more than last year.

The importation of coal into Berlin amounted to

—

1870. 2,697,043 tonnen Silesian coal. 1871. 3,228,391 tonnen.

1870. 600,000 „ English coal, 1871. 1,160,919 „ .

This is an increase in one year of 531,348 tonnen Silesian coal, and 660,240 tonnen

English coal, while during the five preceding years the importation amounted to

—
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Years Silesian Coal English Coal English Coke

1869 . tonnen 1,965,927 689,962 77,386

1868 . tonnen 2,002,807 706,406 111,608

1867 . tonnen 1,888,353 525,464 103,742

1866 . tonnen 1,466,400 917,056 96,358

1865 . tonnen 1,962,000 686,096 104,362

Coal in Prussia, as returned to January 1871 :

—

Centners
of 100 metrical pounds

=

110'231 lbs. avoirdupois

Upper Silesia . 131,144,049

Lower Silesia . 39,400,740
Wettin 820,958
Lobejun 958,569
The Province of Hanover (Weald coal) . 5,972,845
The County of Hohnstein . 469,356
Schaumburg (|^)..... . 1,978,429
Minden 109,347
Ibbenbiiren ..... . 4,066,314

The district of the Ruhr . 249,235,184

Aachen . 19,923,919

The district of the Saar . 65,261,165

Total . . 519,340,875

Quantity raised to January 1870 . 466,324,753

Increase . 53,016,122

Brown Coal in Prussia to January 1871 :

—

Oppeln 60,966

Breslau 366,489

Liegnitz . 7,281,863

Posen 197,112

Bromberg 39,648

Frankfort-on-the-Oder . 17,851,359

Potsdam . 4,037,403

Magdeburg . 36,322,304

Merseburg . 64,242,875

Minden 820

Cologne . 2,224,795

Coblenz 36,102

Aachen 235,211

Weisbaden 926,511

Hanover ...... 7,085

Hildesheim 40,559

Liineburg 14,217

Cassel 3,639,583

Total . . 137,524,902

Production to January 1870 . 122,330,423

Increase . 15,194,479

The quantity of coal raised in Prussia in 1872 was as follows :

—

People Quantity Value

Mines employed Cwt.=50 kil Thalers

Coal . . .428 140,544 590,473,512 85,118,828

Brown Coal . 532 17,447 148,992,730 7,957,125

Poland.—There are several coal-mines in Poland. The crown coal-mines produce

about 1,000,000 sacks of %\ bushels. The coal-mines of the western district produce

8,000,000 lbs. per annum.
HuNGAKY and other countries in the east of Europe contain true coal-measures of the

carboniferous period ; but the resources of these districts are not at present developed.

The coal worked at Piinfkirchen, in Hungary, is of Liassic age. On the banks of the

Donetz, in Eussia, coal is worked to some extent, and is of excellent quality.

3 I 2
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Austria.—Coal occurs in Styria, Carinthia, Dalmatia, the Tyrol, Moravia, Lorn-

bardy, and Venice ; but 700,000 tons appears to be the maximum annual produce of

the empire. The basin of Vienna, in Lower Austria, produces several varieties of

coal, which belong to the brovm coal of the Tertiary period.

The following Table gives the geographical position of coal now worked (1872), and
the estimated production :

—

PrOTince

Bohemia

Moravia and Silesia

Upper and Lower
Austria

Styria

Carniola

Carinthia

Tyrol

Croatia, MilitaryFron
tier and Slavonia

Hungary and Tran-
sylvania

Galicia

Venetia

Istria and Dalmatia

Bukovino .

District

'Prague .

Elbogen
Kommotau
Pilsen .

_
Kuttenborg

{Olmiitz .

Ostrau .

St. Polten

Leoben .

CiUi .

Koflach

.

Laibach

.

Klagenfurt

["Hall .

< Kufstein

I Mori

Agram .

Ofen .

Fiinfkirchen

Grau
Oravicza

Kronstadt
Cracow .

Brody .

Lemberg
(Arzignano
Val d'Agno

rZara
i Sieverich

|_ Cattaro .

}

Principal mines

Bustiehrad

Brandeisl

Kladno .

Sagor Lokach .

Seheming
Valley of Save
Bleiberg .

Ober Laibach .

Gross Franoviona
Eohitsch

.

Drenkowa
Posega .

Jarvorzno

Coal

Tons

777,130

1,509

282,289

155,919

670,517

37,077

2,833

290,858

96,795

300

The following statement of the productions and of the consumption of coal in

Austria has recently been issued upon authority :

—

Tears Coal produced Coal consumed

Tons Tons
1848 to 1851 7,973,648 8,087,567

1852 „ 1855 14,121,326 14,239,041

1856 „ 1859 22,114,874 22,182,280

1860 „ 1863 33,390,964 33,288,233

1864 „ 1867 41,466,292 40,253,099

1868 „ 1871 60,018,071 65,945,386

A considerable quantity of that reported as coal is lignite or brown coal, of which
there are very large deposits in Austria,
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Swede?.—Anthracite is found in small quantities at Dannemora ; and bitumincras

coal, probably of Liassic or of oolitic age, is -worked at Helsingborg, at the entrance of

the Baltic.

Desmabk.—The island of Bomholm and some other islands belonging to Denmark
produce coal, but it would appear to belong to the brown coal rarietj.

ErssiA.—The Donetz coal-field is the most important. In that extensive district

many good seams, according to Sir E. L ilurchison, of both bituminous and anthracitic

coal exist.

Ttbket.—Coal is found bordering on the Carpathian mountains, in Serria, Eou-
melia, and Bulgaria.

The coal of HeracUa, on the south coast of the Black Sea, in Anatolia, has been, since

the Crimean war, exciting much attention.

SirrB>-A.—iloderately good coal is found at Nazli near Olidin. There are other

coal-mines of very inferior quality.

Geeece.—There is no coal, properly so called, known to exist in Greece, but lignite

has been found ia several places.

IfoBTH Amebica.—The coal area of the United States of America,' is thus described

by Professor C. H. Hitchcock, Hanover, 'SJR., U.S.A.

There are eight distinct areas of the Coal-measures in the United States. They
are— (1.) The 'Sew England Basin. (2.) The Pennsylvania Anthracite. (3.) The
Appalachian Basin. (4.) The Michigan Basin. (5.) The Illinois Ea^n. (6.)

The inssouri Basin. (7.) The Texas Basin. (8.) Areas of unknown extent, prob-

ably inconsiderable, in the Eocky Mountain. Eegion.

1. T?ie yew England Basin.—This is in Massachtisetts and Ehode Island estimated

to cover 750 square miles. The coal is a plumbaginous anthracite, used to advantage

in some smelting furnaces. Perhaps eleven beds exist, best seen in Portsmouth, E.L
Their Tnaxi-mnTn thickness is 23 ft. The coal-measures are about 2.500 ft. thick.^

2. The Pennsylvania Anthracite.—This is the most important coal district in the

United States. Including the Broad Top semi-anthracite, of 24 square miles, the five

separate basins amotmt to 434 square miles. The measures are from 2,000 ft. to 3,000

ft. thick. The number of distinct beds varies from two to twenty-five, according to the

depth of the basin. The TnaximuTn thickness at Pottsville is 207 ft, while the average

cannot be far from 70 ft.'

3. The Appalachian Basin.—This occupies an area of 63,475 square miles, extending

from Pennsylvania to Alabama, all of bituminous coaL
In Pennsylvania the area amounts to 12,222 square miles, with an average thick-

ness of 40 ft. of coal. The aggregate thickness of the measures varies from S25ft. to

2,535 ft.'

In Maryland the area is 550 square miles, in three separate basins. The strata are

1,500 ft. thick. There are thirty-two beds of coal, one of 14 ft, three of 6 ft. each,

and the others from 1 ft. to 5 ft.*

In "West Virginia (with a little in Virginia) the coal area occupies 16,000 square

miles. On the Kanawha Eiver the strata are 1,250 ft. thick, with twenty-four beds
of coal, of which eleven have an aggregate thickness of 51 ft. The coals are best

developed along this river.=

In Ohio Dr. J. S. Xewberry mentions that the area is greater than 10,000 square

miles, with a thickness of 1,500 ft. of sediment, and ten workable beds of coaL
In Eastern Kentucky the area is stated to be 10,000 square miles.*

In Tennessee the area of the measures is 5,100 square miles. A characteristic sec-

tion gives a thickness of 578 ft. There are seven beds of coal, with a total thickness

of 14 ft. The beds vary locally in their dimensions, more fhan has been reported

elsewhere ; perhaps more carefully explored.' The conviction is increasing among
American geologists that coal-beds are not evenly persistent on large areas, and con-

stantly vary in thickness.

In Georgia the area cannot be more than 170 square miles.

In Alabama, a hasty measurement of a map furnished in manuscript by Professor

SafFord indicates an area of 9,000 square miles. The general character of the measures
must be like those of Tennessee.

4. The Michigan Basin.—The area is about 6,700 square miles, with 123 ft. thick-

ness of measures, and 11 ft. (maximum) of coaL In the centre tie coal is thickest,

thinning out to a mere line around the edges.'

' ' GeologT of TslaTid of Aqnidnecfc,' by C. H. Hitchcock. Proc. AmeTi As. Adv. Sci. i860.
- ' Geology of Pennsylvania,' by H. P. Rogeis.
' ' First Bepoit upon the Geology of Maryland,' by P. T. Tysson.
* ' Beport to Chesapeake and Ohio E.B.' by T. S. Bidgway.
° ' Geology of Tennescee,' by James 3L Safford.
' ' Geology of Uicbigan,' 1S61, by A. Winchell.
' ' Filial Beport on the Geology of niitoi^,' by A. H, Worthen.
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5. The Illinois Basin.—This occupies an area of 51,700 square miles, including
Illinois, Indiana, and Western Kentucky.

In Illinois the measures occupy an area of 41,500 square miles, are from 600 ft. to

2,500 ft. thick, and contain ten beds of coal, with an aggregate thickness of 35 ft.'

In Indiana the measures occupy an area of 6,500 square miles, are 650 ft. thick,

and contain thirteen beds of coal, with an aggregate thickness of 31 ft.'

In Western Kentucky ' the measures are 612 ft. thick, including the Millstone grit.

They contain eleven beds of coal.

6. The Missouri Basin.—This is the largest of all the areas, comprising more than
100,000 square miles. It is also reached by several navigable rivers. It extends from
Iowa to Texas. It is separated from the Texas field only by cretaceous beds, which
probably overlie coal-beds continuous from one basin to the other.

In Iowa,' Professor Wliite's late map shows an area of about 25,000 square miles of

coal-measures. He has divided the group into three divisions, each about 200 ft. The
two lower ones contain the workable coal, which amounts to 8 ft. in the second,

and only 20 in. in the upper division. As the lower di-\nsions everywhere pass under
the higher, the whole area may be regarded as productive.

Nebraska contains 3,600 square miles of the Upper Coal-Measures, according tomap
in ' Final Report upon the Geology of Nebraska,' by F. V. Hayden.

In Missouri (private communication) Professor G. C. Swallow estimates the coal

area at 27,000 square miles, and in Kansas at 17,000 square miles. The measures are

2,000 ft. thick, carrying twenty coal-beds, from a few inches to 6 ft. thick.

In Arkansas, Dr. D. D. Owen ' describes two coal-beds, the thickest 5 ft. thick, and
very valuable. The area is stated to be 12,000 square miles. The coal, however,
underlies the conglomerate, and does not belong to the true coal-measures.

Scarcely anything is known of the coal in Indian territory. From the map, the

area must be as great as that of Arkansas. I am assured by the of&cers of the

Missouri, Kansas, and Texas Eailway that they find good beds of coal all through the
territory near their line of travel.

7. The Texas Basin.—This is barely separable from the preceding. Dr. B. F.

Shumard * estimated the coal area at 5,000 square miles. A. B. Eoessler ^ estimates

the same at 6,000 sqiiare miles. Beds of good coal are reported at Fort Bilknop, 4 ft.

in thickness.

8. Mr. G. K. Gilbert, ^ of the expedition under the immediate direction of Lieut.

George M. Wheeler, reports coal near Camp Apache, in Arizona. Carboniferous strata

are known in many places in the mountainous territories, and valuable discoveries of

coal may bo looked for among them at no distant day.

The total coal area as thus described amounts to 230,659 square miles. No notice

is to be taken of any coals which do not belong to the Carboniferous system. There
are many others of commercial importance, as the Triassic of Virginia, the Cretaceous

of the territories west of the Missouri Eiver, an immense amount in California,

Alaska, &c.

These facts will afford data for those who are interested in estimating the amount of

coal in different countries by the number of cubic miles or tons. The statements are

too brief to permit any notice of the best or of the inferior coal.

The anthracite coal-fields of Pennsylvania are divided into three great districts,

viz. : 1st, Southern or Schuylkill district, embracing the Lehigh and Lykens valley

coal ; 2nd, the Middle district, embracing the Beaver Meadow, Shamokin and Tre-

vorton coal ; the 3rd, Northern or Wyoming and Lackawanna, embracing the Scranton,

Pittston and Lackawanna coals.

Produce of these districts from 1858 to 1863.

Years SchuylkiU District Middle District Wyoming District Total

tons tons tons tons

18.58 3,212,870 909,000 2,186,094 6,524,838

1859 3,598,531 1,060,659 2,731.236 7,517,616

1860 3,816,822 1,091,032 2,856.896 8,059,017

1861 3,114,254 994,705 2,918,458 7,487,672

1862 3,549,844 396,227 3,130,887 7,640,905

1863 4,151,882 609,548 3,760,374 9,420,135

' ' Second Report on the Geology of Indiana,' by E. T, Cox.
= ' Geology o£ Iowa,' by C. A. White.
' ' Second Report, Geology of Arkansas,' by D. D. Owen.
" ' Texas Almanack for t861.'
= ' Texas Almanack for 1872.'
" Official Report.
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Total produce of Pennsylvania in 1864 :

—

Tons
Anthracite districts 9,876,174

Broad top and semi-anthracite . . , 422,992

Bituminous districts 2,399,246

Total .... 12,698,412

Tons Tons

3,656 Indiana 146,787

12,698,412 Illinois 925,293

787,269 Michigan . 16,296

742 Minnesota . 50,204

398,815 Kansas 236
91,036 California . 44,938

66,187 Washington Territory 7,754

1,324,685

16,472,410

Coal product of the Loyal United States, year ending June 1864, from the returns

made to the Internal Eeview Department :

—

Ehode Island

Pennsylvania
Maryland .

District Columbia
Western Virginia

Kentucky .

Missouri

Ohio .

The follo-wing summary of the condition of the American coal trade in 1871 is of

interest :

—

' The quantity of anthracite coal sent to market during the year 1871 is returned

officially at 14,965,601 tons, and the quantity consumed in tho coal regions is esti-

mated at 2,720,000 tons. The quantity of bituminous coal sent towards the sea-

board, including 443,955 tons imported, is returned officially at 4,894,914 tons, and
the quantity of bituminous mined and consumed in the United States, but not at

present returned in the ofiBcial tables, is estimated unofficially at 11,500,000 tons.

The aggregate production of the year thus comes out at 34,081,415 tons, of which all

but 269,751 tons exported, was retained as the supply of the Eepublic for the year.

At this rate the average coal production of each American amounted last year to about
17 cwts. per liead, while in 1869 the average coal production of each inhabitant of the

United Kingdom was as nearly as possible 3^ tons per head. It is clear from this

comparison, that, great as the coal wealth of the United States is supposed to bo,

American coal-mining is still in its infancy ; while the corresponding branch of industry

has been carried on in Great Britain to an extraordinary development. The openings

for human effort are so numerous in the United States, that no very large amount of

the population can be induced to apply themselves to mining industry—at any rate at

present ; and hence the average coal extraction of the United States per head of the

population is only about one-fourth of the corresponding extraction in Great Britain.

Far-seeing and thoughtful minds may come to the conclusion that, after all, there is no
very great ground for national complacency, at the results brought out by the com-
parison, since it may be argued that we are rapidly working up our coal supplies, while
the Americans are husbanding theirs. It should, perhaps, be remarked that we have
accepted the American statistics as to the American coal trade as they have come upon
our hands. At the same time it cannot be denied that they are characterised by great

vagueness, one-third of the whole total of 34,081,415 tons being derived from
unofficial estimates.'

Although the returns are fairly open to the imputation of vagueness, and uncertainty

as a whole, they are tolerably conclusive and satisfactory, however, as respects the

anthracite coal production of the United States. The total of 14,965,501 tons

already given as representing this production in 1871, compares with 15,274,029 tons,

tho production of 1870; so that the extraction fell off in 1871 to the extent of

308,528 tons—a result attributable, we presume, to the prolonged and troublesome
strikes which prevailed last year in the Pennsylvania coal regions. The two totals

of 14,965,501 tons and 15,274,029 tons include the semi-anthracite production of the

Lykens Valley in each year, and they were made up as follow :

—

1870 1871
tons tons

Schuylldll, Columbia, &c. . . 3,720,403

Northumberland .... 486,174

Wyoming 7,554,909

Lehigh 2,990,878

Lykens Valley (semi-anthracite) . 521,665

5,124,780

628,866
6,481,171

2,249,356

481,328

Total 15,274,029 14,965,501
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It will be observed that there was a considerable increase in the production of
the Schuylkill region last year, while the extraction fell off in the Wyoming and
Lehigh regions : the general result being a decline of 308,628 tons in the last year, as
compared with 1870. During the ten years ending with 1871, inclusive, the produc-
tion of anthracite coal in the SchuyUdll, the Wyoming and the Lehigh regions appears
to have been as follows :

—

Tear Schuylkill Wyoming .Lehigh

1862 2,890,598 3,145,770 1,351,054

1863 3,443,265 3,759,610 1,984,713
1864 3,642,218 3,960,836 2,054,669
1865 3,735,802 3,256,668 1,822,535

1866 4,633,487 3,736,616 2,128,867
1867 4,334,820 6,328,322 2,062,446

1868 4,414,356 6,990,813 2,507,682
1869 4,748,960 6,068,395 1,929,583

1870 3,720,403 7,554,909 2,990,878

1871 5,124,780 6,481,171 2,249,356

The aggregate extraction of each year will, however, illustrate more conclusively

the progress which has been made. The figures come out as follow :

—

Years Tons Years Tons

1862 7,387,422 1867 11,725,688

1863 9,187,588 1868 12,912,761

1864 9,657,723 1869 12,746,938

1865 8,814,995 1870 14,266,190

1866 10,498,970 1871 18,855,307

It will be observed that the production very nearly doubled itself during ten years.

It would, probably, have completely doubled itself but for the strike troubles of

last year. In this current 1872 it is expected that the ground lost last year will be

more than recovered ; and that the progress realised will be considerable, as the

aspect of the labour market has become more settled. Provision has also been made
for an arbitration and conciliation tribunal to adjust any difficulties which may
present themselves.

Bbitish America contains coal in the provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

The former presents three coal-fields, occupying in all, no less than 8,000 square miles;

the latter exhibits several very distinct localities where coal abounds. The New
Brunswick coal-measures include not only shales and sandstones, as is usual with

such deposits, but bands of lignite impregnated with various copper ores, and coated

l iy green carbonate of copper. The coal is generally in thin seams lying horizontally.

It is chiefly or entirely bituminous.

Nova Scotia possesses three coal regions, of which the Northern presents a total

thickness of no less than 14,570 feet of measures, having 70 seams whose aggregate

magnitude is only 44 feet, the thickest beds being less than four feet. The Pictou

or central district has a thickness of 7,590 feet of strata, but the coal is far more
abundant, one seam measuring nearly 30 feet ; and part of the coal being of excellent

quality and adapted for steam purposes. The southern area is of less importance.

Besides the Nova Scotia coal-fields, there are three others at Cape Breton, yielding

different kinds of coal, of which one, the Sydney coal, is admirably adapted for

•domestic purposes. There are here 14 seams about 3 feet thick, one being 11, and
'one 9 feet.

The areas of these coal-fields are respectively:

—

Square miles

Nova Scotia 2,600

Cape Breton, Sydney District .... 250

„ Boularderie 104

South coal-field . . . .180
Prince Edward's Island ..... 5,000

Newfoundland

The production of coal in Nova Scotia in the year 1865 to 1870 was as given in the

following Table :

—
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Places

1866,

Year ending
September 30

1868,

Year ending
September 30

1869,
Year ending
September 30

Eound Slack Eound Slack Eound Slack

Cumberland
Pietou....
Cape Breton
TtI TTATTl fiC3 Q

Eichmond . .

Victoria

tons

16,008

183,244

325,515

2,093

739

7,828

tons

1,441

22,485

14,065

1,206

223
453

tons

9,093

126,642

276,045
131

12

1,633

tons

1,010

18,209

20,696

"
8

141

tons

7,648

175,286

287,027
292

"372

tons

867
22,925

17,292
40

"45

Total . . 561,428 39,873 413,557 40,067 470,625 41,169

Places

1870,
Year ending
September 30

1872,
Year ending
December 31

Eound Slack Eound Slack

llnm nfiT'1 a n fl\j mil u cl Icti-lU. •

Pietou

Cape Breton
Inverness .

Eickmond .

Victoria

tons

6,906

191,465

306,097

15

"271

tons

978
35,059

27,480

3

tons

13,272

340,142

360,036

2,879

tons

881

48,275

20,237
191

Total 504,756 63,520 616,329 69,584

British Columbia.—The following is the report of Mr. Hilary Bauerman in 1860 :

Two seams of coal, averaging six to eight feet each in thickness, occur and are

extensively -worked for the supply of steamers plying between Victoria and Frazer's

Eiver.

The coal is a soft black lignite, of a dull earthy fracture, interspersed with small

lenticular bands of a bright crystalline coal, and resembles some of the duller

varieties of coal produced in the South Derbyshire and other central coal-fields in

England.

In some places it exhibits the peculiar jointed structure, causing it to split into long

prisms, observable in the brown coal of Bohemia.
!For economic purposes these beds are very valuable. The coal bums very freely,

and yields a light pulverulent ash, giving a very small amoimt of slag and cUnker.

Newtotjndland Coal-field.—This field is estimated at about 5,000 square miles.

According to Mr. Jukes, formerly Director of the Geological Survey in Ireland, the

entire western side of the island, along a space of 356 miles in breadth, is occupied

by secondary and carboniferous rocks. The coal on the south-western point of the

island has been traced at intervals along a space of 150 to 200 miles to the north-

east.

Grebnlakd.—Captain Scoresby discovered a regular coal-formation here. At
Hasen Island, lignite or brown coal has been found, and also at Disco Island on the

western coast.

Aectic Ocean.—At Eyam Martin's Island coal-formations exist, and at MelviUe
Island several varieties of coal have been discovered, much of it being of an anthracitic

or of a semi-anthracitic character. We learn that at Prince Eegent's Inlet indications

of coal have been observed.

EirssiAN America.—Beyond the Icy Cape and at Point Barrow coal was observed
on the beach ; and it has been found by digging but a few feet below the surface at

Point FranHin.
Oregon Tberitobt.—Coal has been discovered and worked in Wallamette

valley, nearly 100 miles above Oregon City; and anthracite has been observed by
Sir George Simpson about 30 miles up one of the tributaries of the Columbia river.

United States of Colombia.—Immense deposits of cannel coal have been dis-

covered in the Province Eio Hacha.
California.—Colonel Fremont states that a coal-formation exists in Upper

California, north lat. 41^°, and west long. 1074° •
—

' The position of this coal-formation

is in the centre of the Kocky Mountain chain, and its elevation is 820 feet above the
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level of the sea. In some of the coal-seams the coal did not appear to be perfectly
mineralised, and in others it was compact and remarkably lustrous.'

—

Fremont's
Eeport, 1843.

In 1847 a coal-mine was discovered near San Luis Obisco, North lat. 35°. There
are three coal-mines within 300 miles of Monterey.

Mexico.—On Salado river coal is worked by an American company. A coal-

formation 50 miles in breadth crosses the Kio Grande from Texas into Mexico at
Loredo ; and on the Mexican shore, within 200 yards of the Rio Grande, a remarkably
fine vein of coal 8 feet thick occurs.

Texas.—Coal is known to exist in Texas, though the country has not been
geologically examined. The ' Trinity Coal and Mining Company ' was incorporated

by the Texan Congress in 1840, who worked both anthracite and a semi-bituminous
coal. Kennedy in his work ' Texas, its Geography, &c.,' says ' Coal, both anthracite
and bituminous, abounds from the Trinity River to the Eio Grande.'

South America.—In the Republic of New Granada, especially at Santa de
Bogota, coal occurs : also in the island of Santa Clara, and brown coal in the province
of Panama.
Venezuela is said to contain coal, but whether brown or bituminous does not

appear certain.

Peru appears to possess some coal, but a fossil charcoal of considerable value is more
abundant.

Chili.—The coal of this district has been examined by many American engineers,

and by Captains Fitzroy and Beechy and Mr. Darwin. In 1844 upwards of 20 coal-

mines were open in the neighbourhood of Conception. At Tulcahnano a new seam of

4 J feet was proved. The coal is described by W. R. Johnson as, ' in external ap-

po.irance nearly related to many of tlie richest bituminous coals of America and
Europe ;

' and Mr. Wheelwright, in his report on the mines and coal of Chili, says,
' in fact, the whole southern country is nothing but a mine of coal.'

Brazil does not possess much coal of value.

The following communications from John Miers, Esq., F.R.S. and from N. Plant, Esq.,

give all that is known respecting the two coal-fields of Brazil :

—

' The coal-mine for which the Visconde de Barbacena obtained a privilege is in the

province of Sta. Catherina, where extensive deposits are found in a district near the

junction of two small rivers flowing from the Serragerul de Sta. Catherina, and which
unite to form the Rio Tuberao, which runs eastward for about 70 miles, when it enters

the Lake of Laguna, in lat. 28° 23' S. The lake or bay is sufficiently deep and
capacious, and is available for sea-going vessels with a draft of 1 1 feet, which is the

depth of water over the bar in its mouth. The Rio Tuberao is navigable by vessels of

that capacity as fax as Piedade, which is 27 miles from the point of its entrance into

the bay ; but above that distance tlie river is only navigable by smaller craft for a few

miles ; so that Piedade will be the shipping port for the coal, which will have to be

conveyed by a tramway from the mine, 45 miles long, along a course nearly due east

and west, upon a gentle gradient. At that distance no less than 20 different sites

have been seen on both sides of the Tuberao where the coal deposits crop out, the river

running over several beds. This district is situated in a beautiful and well-wooded

country, about 880 English feet above the level of the sea, and upon the northern

flanks of the Morro de Sta. Martha or de Congouhas, a spur of the main serra that ex-

tends for a long distance parallel witli the coast. This spur runs eastward, and term-

inates at a point 4 leagues south of Laguna. This coal-formation is evidently of con-

siderable extent, for similar deposits are found on the southern flanks of the same

spur, near the sources of the Rio Araranguii, wliich runs eastward, and falls into the

ocean in lat. 28° 48° S., and which is navigable for a distance ef 20 miles to Tresportes,

where it is broad and deep. The Visconde do Barbacena's mining ground is on the Rio

Bonito, an affluent of the Tuberao, where the coal shows itself wherever the surface of

the hills has become denuded by gullies formed by springs, presenting cliffs, 40 feet

liigh. Here the coal-deposits are visible to a depth of from 10 to 14 feet, and these are

covered by a roofing of hard sandstone 20 feet deep. Immediately below the upper

bed is another layer of coal 6 inches deep ; then a stratum of greyish schist with fossil

vegetable remains, succeeded by a bed of good solid coal 8 feet thick ; then a layer of

black schist, and another bod of coal 1 foot thick. How much deeper these beds may
be is unknown, as the ground has not been bored ; but it is probable that deep beds of

more valuable coal exist. There is, however, a sufficient store above ground to admit of

extensive workings without the necessity of sinking shafts, or of the ordinary expense of

raising the coal to the surface by means of steam machinery. The existence of a thick

sandstone roofing, containing vegetable impressions, offers good promise as regards

this coal-formation. The samples exhibited in the Paris Exhibition brought from

this mine were much broken by long carriage, but they showed a tolerably bright coal.
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of a very laminated structure, vnth. indications of pyrites scarcely visible ; but it is

not unlikely that seams yet undiscovered may elicit a coal of a still better quality.

' The second sample of Brazilian coal exhibited in Paris was scarcely equal in quality

to the former, and seemingly was more slaty and more charged with pyrites. This

was brought from a mine in the province of Rio Grande do Sul, which has been

scantily worked for several years, but hitherto with little encouragement. It is situa-

ted on the Arroyo dos Eatos, a small stream that runs into the Eio Jacuahy, about

half a league distant from Sao Jeronymo, which is near 16 leagues to the westward of

Porto Alegre, the capital of the province, and which has an excellent water conveyance

between it and the seaport town of Rio Grande ; but with all the advantages of easy

transport, the coal has not been able to obtain a good reputation among the owners of

the numerous steam vessels that are constantly plying between the places above
mentioned, for which traffic English coal, notwithstanding its high price, is also pre-

ferred.

' There is another extensive deposit of coal in the same province, and which is said

to be a coal of very good quality ; but its distance, too far inland, and the want of

water conveyance, are said to be great obstacles against the probable success of any
attempt to work it in the present state of the country. Mr. N. Plant thus describes

them :

—

' The only localities on the eastern coast of South America, between the river

Amazon and the river Plate, where the existence of coal has actually been determined

are the two southern Brazilian provinces of Sao Pedro do Rio Grande do Sul and Santa

Catherina, and the neighbouring Republic of Banda Oriental, or Uruguay.
•Lignite, brown coal, and bituminous schists, to which the name of "carvao de

pedra," stone coal, has been applied in Brazil occur in thin beds along the coast and
in the interior ; but it is only in the two extreme southern provinces and the adjoining

Republic of Uruguay that beds of bituminous coal containing pateozoic fossils have yet

been discovered. Nor should I think it likely from the observations I have made
during many years in nearly every province of the Brazilian Empire and the Republics

of the River Plate, that coal of so early an age as even the lower oolitic rocks will ever

be found in Brazil north of the province of Sta. Catherina, unless it be in the adjoin-

ing one of Parana.
' In the province of Sao Pedro do Rio Grande do Sul, three distinct coal-basins have

been discovered, and the extent and thickness of the beds of coal to some degree

determined. The district in which these coal-deposits are found is contained within

the limits of latitude 30° and 32° and long. 61° and 54°. The basins are separated

from each other by rolling hills of granite, syenite, and mica schist.

' The largest of these coal-basins is perhaps that occupying the valleys of the rivers

Jaguarao and Candiota, between lat. 31° and 32° and longitude 53° and 54°, called

the Candiota coal-field. A detailed report of this appeared in the " Reports from Her
Majesty's Secretary of Embassy and Legation respecting Coal, 1867." Along aline
ranging from N.E. to S.W. the upper coal-beds of this deposit can be seen at intervals

for about 50 miles, where the superincumbent sandstone has been denuded, or the

strata worn through by streamlets, and the same may be observed from N.W. to S.E.

for about 30 miles.
' The falling away of one side of a hiU some years ago on the banks of the River

Candiota, near the basset-edge of the basin, laid bare five beds of coal, varying in

thickness from 9 feet to 25 feet, giving 65 feet as the total thickness of coal exposed.

The coal from the lower beds, which are also the thickest, is highly bituminous ; but
that from the upper is shaly and poor.

' The second basin lies in the valley of the Sta. Sep5, one of the tributaries of the

River Jacuahy, in about lat. 30° 20' and long. 53° 30'. Two beds appear here, one of

7 feet and the other of 14 feet, which have been traced over an area of some 15 miles,

and along the margins of other neighbouring streams. The coal in this deposit under-
lies sandstone, like that of Candiota.

' The third basin is near Sao Jeronymo, a town on the banks of the River Jacuahy,
in about lat. 30° and long. 51° 30'. This is the only coal-field being worked at the

present moment on the eastern side of the Andes, on the South American continent.

Although the beds of coal in this deposit are of less thickness than those of Candiota
and Sta. Sepe, the nearness of the basin to the port of embarkation at the town of Sao
Jeronymo, which is only eight miles distant from the coal, renders the cost of land
carriage very trifling, compared to what it would be from the other two fields, to a
navigable river.

' Two shafts have been sunk in this basin to a bed of coal 6 feet thick, and a horse-

way made into it, along which the coal is drawn to the surface. Borings have been
made in different parts, by which it has been ascertained that the whole basin spreads
over an area of about 20 miles, and that other beds of coal exist under the 6-feet seam.
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' Owing to the want of miners and machinery to work this mine on a large scale, the

average amount of coal being taken out at present does not exceed 200 tons per month,
which is barely sufficient to supply the steamers navigating the Eiver Jacuahy, This
river falls into the Lago dos Patos, which has its outlet in the Atlantic Ocean at the

seaport of Eio Grande do Sul. The coal is said to be as good for steam purposes as

Newcastle coal, with the exception of leaving more ash.
' The coal-beds in the Eepublic of Banda Oriental are situated on the head waters of

the river Negro, between lat. 31° and 32°, long. 54° and 55°, where they can be
traced for several miles along the margins of the river and some of its tributaries ; the

beds vary in thickness from 3 to 6 feet.

' The coal-deposits actually determined and surveyed in the province of Sta. Oatherina
are at Boa Vista and at the river Tubarao, at " Passa-dous," between lat. 28° and
29°, long. 49° and 60°. Here beds of coal of considerable thickness can be seen along

the margin of the river, and appear to extend over an area of several leagues, though
the limits of the deposits have not yet been ascertained. The fossil plants found in

this coal are of the same character as those found in the ironstone shales interstratify-

ing the coal-beds on the Eiver Candiota in the province of Eio Grande do Sul.
' Beds of bitimiinous schist extend over considerable areas at Missao da Corda, on

the river Mearim, and in the valley of the river Itapicurii in the province of Maranhao,
and, associated with lignite, it is foimd along the margin of the river Camaragib6 in

the province of Alagoas, also at the mouth of the river Camamii in Bahia, and in

various parts of the province of Pernambuco. Erom experiments I have had made in

England, these schists yielded from 15 to 20 per cent, of crude oil, though some
specimens I saw in Pernambuco were so rich in oil as to readily ignite when applied to

the flame of a candle.
' Lignite and brown coal are found in thin isolated beds in many places along the

coast of Brazil, and in the provinces of Minas Geraes, Goyaz, and in the valleys of the

Eibeira de Iguape and Tiete in Sao Paulo.'

The West Indian Islands.—Cuba, in the vicinity of Havannah, produces a kind
of asphaltum much resembling coal, the analysis of which gives, carbon 34'97, vola-

tile matter 63'00, ashes 2'03. At New Havannah a similar combustible is found

;

but it contains 71"84 of carbon. True coal does not appear to have been found in

Jamaica. Sir H. de la Beche ('Trans. Geological Society of London'), describes three

or four thin seams of coal imbedded in shale near the north-eastern extremity of the

island.

Babbadoes.—Bitumen is found plentifully : and, on Grove Plantation estate, a good
coal is stated to have been found.

Trinidad.—The pitch lake of this island is well known. Near it, and it is believed,

extending under it, a true coal of superior quality is worked.
India.—From the ' Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India,' we extract the

following authentic information as to the coal resources of India ;

—

Coal Resources of India,

1. Sajmahal Hills.—In this district coal-deposits occur in many places. In the

busin of the Brahmini, four or five seams are known, varying in thickness from 3 to

12 feet. In the valley of the Bansloi stream further north, several valuable beds of

coal also occur, and in the Goomani Valley, and towards the north-western end of

the range near Eorah. While the East Indian Eailway was being constructed, many
(if these beds were worked ; but since the opening of the line, very little has been

(lone. This railway should have opened a trade from this coal-field to Calcutta.

2. Raneegunge—This coal-field is at a distance of 120 to 160 miles N.W. of

Calcutta; its greatest length being nearly E. and W. about 30 miles, and the

greatest breadth nearly N. and S. about 18 miles. The area of coal-bearing rocks is

about 600 square miles.

The coal of this field is a non-coking bituminous coal, composed of distinct laminse

of a bright jetty coal, and of a dull more earthy rock. The average amount of ash is

some 14 or 15 per cent., varying from 8 to 25 per cent. The western end of the coal-

field produces coking coal at Sanktoria.

The Eaneegunge coal-field has the advantage of two branches of the Indian Eailway,

which traverse its richer portion. Professor Oldham has estimated that 14,000,000,000

tons are fairly obtainable from this coal-field.

3. Kurhurbali.—Q\X,\xa.tQd. north of the river Barakur, about 80 miles south of the

Luckieserai station of the East Indian Eailway. Its greatest length is 6^ miles ; its

breadth nowhere being more than 2J miles. There are several beds of good coal

from 8 to 14 feet thick. The coal of Kurhurbali is of better quality than most of the
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Indian coal, and is used for locomotives by the East Indian Eailway Company, who
have purchased the greater part of the field. After carefally excluding one-fourth for

loss, waste, &c., it is estimated that 168,000,000 of tons of coal remain in this field.

4. Jherria.—This coal-field extends along the valley of the Damudah river. Its

greatest length is 21 miles, in an E. and W. direction : its maximum breadth is about

9 miles N. and S. Total area 200 square miles. It is roughly calculated that this

field would yield 465,000,000 tons.

5. Bokaro.—This coal-field is but a mile west of the Jherria coal-field. It extends

along the valley of the Damudah , forming a long narrow band of coal-bearing rocks

of more than 40 miles from E. to W. ; its breadth N. and S. never exceeding 7| miles.

It is a poor coal, used only for brick and lime burning ; but much has been raised

and carted to Hazareebagh, and even to Gya. It is estimated that 1,500,000,000 tons

of coal are in this field.

6. Bamgurh.—This small field occupies a triangular space. Near Eamgurh the

breadth in a N. and S. direction is only a few hundred yards. It extends eastward

about 12 miles, and at the eastern end expands to a breadth of 6 miles. Available

coal 2,000,000 or 3,000,000 tons.

7. HoTiaro and KaTunpoora.—The field is of large extent, covering a surface of at

least 450 square miles. The South Karunpoora field is thought to occupy 120 square

miles. These fields are poor in coal, and what does occur is of inferior quality.

8. Eetcoora.—Near Eetcoora, to the N."W. of Hazareebagh, coal occurs of poor

quality, but usable for brick and lime burning.

9. Palamow.—The principal fields of coal occur along the valley of the Damudah
and its tributaries. The actual limits of the field have not been determined, but the

district is poor in coal, and if worked it will be only to supply local demand.
10. SingrowUe.—Not far to the west of the village of Singhpur the colliery of

Kotah has for years been known, and a fair amoimt of good coal has been produced.

Coal exists in eight or nine localities, spreading over an area of about 40 miles in

length from E. to W,, and 20 in breadth from N. to S. No details can be obtained.

11. Upper Sone.—The prospects of any large amount of coal being available from
this district are not good. Some thin seams, apparently unworkable, were noted by
the Geological Survey in the Mahanuddy VaUey, near the district of Bijiragoogurh.

12. Hutsoo or Chotteesgurh.—Coal occurs in the Hutsoo near Koorba ; in the

Beeja Kurra, 25 miles N.W. of Koorba ; and in the Labed, a few miles further in the

same direction. It is said to extend 200 yards along the bed of the former, and
about a mile in the latter. Coal was also found in the Chornai stream, a tributary of

the Hutsoo.
13. Talcher.—There is but little coal in this field, and that little poor in quality.

The total area of the coal-bearing rocks in the field is not more than 10 sqi'.are miles.
' These coal-fields, in conjunction with the reported coal-fields near Chanda, on the

Wurda, and also the reported coal-fields in the vicinity of Sumbhulpor, will in a very
few years become of far higher value than they are now.' Oldham.

This opinion appears to be foxmded on the probability of the formation of a line

of railway from Calcutta to Bombay, The Nerbudda Coal and Iron Company have
their works near Mopani, which are connected by a branch, fourteen miles in length,

with the main line of the Great Indian Peninsular Eailway. The coal does not appear
to be of a high quality, but still it is of considerable local importance. Many small
thin seams exist in several localities within Tawa VaUey of the Nerbudda district, but
they are unimportant.

14. Pench Biver.—Coal occurs at Sirgori village. One seam was more than 4 feet

thick, and another seam 2 feet thick. (2.) Chenda or Digawani.—A seam with more
than 12 feet of coal. (3.) Hurrye.—Aseam; thickness unknown. (4.) Kawunwarra.
—One seam with 5 feet 4 inches of coal. A second with more than three feet of coal.

(5.) Parassia.—Above five feet of coal. (6.) Bhundaria.—Seam of 15 feet 2 inches,

with more than 7 feet of good coal. (7.) Pootaria.—More than 5 feet of good coal.

(8.) Burkoi.—About 6 feet of good coal. (9.) Gogri.—Six feet seam, with 5 feet of

coaL
This coal-field is nearly 100 miles fromNagpoor; and this distance prevents any

profitable working. Coal has only been raised from one seam, that at Burkoi. Since

1860 one coUiery has been held on lease ; but little has been done.

15. Chanda.—The existence of coal has been proved by bonng, in the Wurdah
VaUey, and on the opposite side of the river. One or two sinkings have been com-
menced.

16. Kota.—Near Kota, on the Godavery, coal has been more than once reported.

17. Cutch.—The coal occurring at Cutch affords no hopes of proving valuable.

18. Scinde.—There is coal ; but ' as a source of fuel it was utterly worthless.'

19. Salt Bange.—The Salt Range may, therefore, in my opinion be rejected from
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all calculation ' of the available supplies ofgood coal in India, excepting for immediately
local demands, and for sucli common purposes as this inferior coal may suit.'

20. Miirree, ^-c.—Patches of coal and lignite only.

21. Darjeeling.—Coal-bearing rocks near Punkabaree, at the foot of the Darjeeling

mils, and nests of coal and lignite.

22. Assam.—^At Terap a minimum thickness of 5 feet^of clean bright coal was seen.

At Namcluk, a tributary of the Deehing, within 200 feet in length, 3 thick beds of

good sound coal were seen ; one of them 8 feet in thickness. At Jaipur a seam of 17

feet occurs, of which 10 feet is a good coal. Several other seams exist ; but from the

inaccessible nature of the country it is not possible to obtain an approximate idea of

the amount of fuel available. ' It can, however, be unhesitatingly asserted that this

amount is very large and most valuable.'

23. Khasi Hills,—Good coal occurs, especially well adapted for making gas.

Professor Oldham estimates the available coal of the Khasi Hills at 3,000,000 tons.

'It is not improbable that double this quantity will prove to be near the true

amount.'

24. Coal-measures exist in the Garo HUls ; but the Geological Survey failed to find

any coal. At (25) Cachar small pockets of coal occur. Similar samples occur at (26)
Chittagong. In the island of (27) Cheduba a lignite is met with.

28. Burmah.—In British Burmah no workable coal is known to occur. In Upper
Eurmah some irregular beds of inferior coal were examined by Dr. Oldham. ' They
hold out no prospect of supplying anything more than a very local and limited demand,
and even this with inferior fuel.'

29. Tenasserim.— ' Beds of coal near Mergui, in the Tenasserim Provinces, were
examined by Prof Oldham in 1854. They holdout little prospect of affording a large

supply, while the coal is of inferior quality.'

Coal Districts of India, with their Areas and estimated Coal Contents.

Places
Coal area in Estimated quantities of

Square Miles coal remaining

Tons
1. Eajmahal Hills ....
2. Eaneegunge 400 14,000,000,000

3. Kurhurbali 10 168,000,000
4. Jherria 200 465,000,000
5. Bokaro 100 1,500,000,000

6. Eamgurh 30 3,000,000

7. Hoharo and 450 Unknown.
Karumpoora .... 120 Do.

8. Eetcoora Do.
9. Palamow Do.

10. Singrowlie . . , . . Do.
11. Upper Sone . . Do.

12. Hutsoo Do.
13. Talcher To Do.

14. Pench Eiver .... Do.

15. Chanda Do.

16. Kota Do.

17. Cutch Do.

18. Scinde Do.

19. Salt Eange Do.

20. Murree Do.

21. Darjeeling . . . . Do.

22. Assam ..... Do.

23. Khasi Hills 6,000,000?

24. Garo HUls Unkno%ra.

25. Cachar ..... Do.

26. Chittagong Do.

27. Cheduba Do.

28. Burmah Do.

29. Tenasserim..... Do.

Estimated total quantity of coal in the"!

areas estimated above . . /
1,320 16,142,000,000
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According to the Report by Dr. Oldham, the Assam coal-field must be regarded as

the most important amongst those of which the coal areas cannot be satisfactorily

ascertained. The inaccessible nature of the country renders it impossible to obtain

an approximation to the value of its coal-formations ; and from its situation, supposing
some local industry leads eventually to the development of its native resources, the

coal of Assam can never come into competition -with the fuel of other countries,

The Production of Coal in India from 1858 to 1866.

Compiled from Dr. Oldham's Report.

No. of

lieries

No. of
IftBl 1806

EAXEEGTUfGE. Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons
Sin^ETOtii Valley 22 43 32,220 86,994 80,792 83,060 105,191 104,222 114 561 124,162 169,313

Ramgani . 11 31 181,119 172,697 171,261 153,882 166,727 184,778 163'838 162,521 190J66
Nunia Valley E. 13 26 17,064 21,284 17,348 467 3,736 7,106 11,649 14,217 17,345

W. of the fieldand
5 16 9,908 11,743 10,642 13,353 20,417 9,546 11,501

others 9 IG 26,825 32,036 34,051 30,148 30,532 41,649 24,807 9,859 10,704

Rajjiahal Hills.
Brahmini Nuddi 7 11 8,000 31,222 45,217
Bauslol Nuddi . 7 7 1,000 3,583 3,000 2,367 l',641 "ll
Goomani Nnddi

.

3 i 3,703 5,550 9,555

N.W. of Hills . 3 4 3,703 1,500 29,111

Knrhurbali 1 7 148 4,006 10,193 9',766 10',209 '940

Palamow . 1 148 1,061 1,144 1,234 1,621

Khasia and Jyn-
teah. 2 863 1,023 1,144 598

Singrowlie and
Eewah . 2 863 1,023 1,444 185 481 259 148 1,108

Scinde, Synah
Valley . 1 4 1,680

Salt Range

.

"
7 '36O l',019 '540

Coal raised in India, The original returns are given in Bengal maunds = 40 seers

each =2,057 lbs. These have been brought into the English statute tons :

—

AUIndia Prodnce of

Bengal

Production of
other parts than

Bengal

Tons Tons Tons
1858 238,241

1859 374,379 368,960 5,419
1860 374,998 373,633 2,365
1861 289,120 288,336 784
1862 320,142 319,660 482
1863 354,203 352,036 2,167
1864 335,783 334,533 1,250
1865 327,517 326,312 1,205
1866 401,279 399,630 1,649

The above figures show that within the last nine years but little progress has been
made in the development of the coal-fields of India. The coal-fields of Bengal are
the only ones which have been worked in anything approaching to a systematic plan,
and even in these there appears to have been a want of any well regulated method.
There can be no doubt that, if there should spring up a large demand for native coal,

there would speedily be an increased production of it. Still, since 1861, we have
given us by Dr. Oldham, from the East Indian Eailway's Deputy Agent, a return of
the coal used on that line, which is as follows :

—

Tons Tons
1861 . . 36,711, leaving of coal raised in Bengal 251,625 for other uses.
1862 . . 45,544 „ „ 274,116
1863 . . 68,063 „ „ 283,973 ',

1864 . . 99,868 „ „ 254,665
1865 . . 104,739 „ „ 221,573
1866 . . 188,133 „ „ 211,497

From this we see that as the locomotives of the railway have been burning more
Indian coal, the increased supply from the Bengal collieries has not kept pace with
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the demand, and in each year since 1863 there has been a steady decline in the
quantity of native coal left to meet the requirements of the country.

Dr. Oldham tells us, ' That during the last eight years there has been an aggregate
consumption of coal supplied for Bengal alone and the port of Calcutta, of more than
3,000,000 tons, of which about eight-ninths were raised in India, and about one-ninth
imported ; that there has on the whole been but little increase in the demand for coal

during that period.'

Coal of India.

Tears
Coal raised in

all India
Coal raised

in Bengal
Coal imported
into Calcutta

Total consumption
for Bengal

Mannds Maunds Mannds Mannds
1858 61,62,319 61,62,928

1859 99,61,928 99,61,928 12,29,160 1,11,91,088

1860 1,00,88,113 1,00,88,113 4,96,685 1,05,84,698

1861 78,06,252 77,85,085 12,85,203 90,70,288
1862 86,43,843 86,30,843 6,76,687 93,07,630
1863 95,12,174 96,04,975 10,36,408 1,05,41,382

1864 90,46,147 90,32,405 18,18,132 1,08,60,637

1865 88,37,953 88,10,425 16,16,143 1,04,26,568

1866 1,08,34,551 1,07,90,035 9,14,427 1,17,04,462

1867 1,18,61,031 1,18,47,178 11,46,734 1,29,93,912

1868 1,35,62,274 1,34,65,829' 19,28,591 1,83,94,420

" The produce of Assam is included in this.

In Oude no coal is known to occur. In the Punjaub no coal is known to occur,

if we except as above, in the North-western Provinces, the patches of lignite which
have been found in several localities along the base of the outer Himalaya, as well as

in the Salt Kange.
In Scinde the only coal raised was that of Synah Valley, as given above, but the

irregularity and the small extent of this deposit has caused it to be abandoned. It

was, in fact, an irregular patch of lignite.

In Bombay no coal is known to occur. In Hyderabad none. In Nagpore a small

coal-field is known near to Muret, on the border of the Nerbudda District, which
may, in fact, be considered a continuation (although actually separated) of the

Nerbudda deposits. The coal is not now economised.

In Madras no coal is known. Coal has been more than once stated to occur on
the Godavery, or some of its feeders, and even very recently ; but as yet nothing but

black shales, which will not support combustion, and which are, in all probability,

of a totally different age from the coal-bearing rocks of India, have been met with.

Mr. Theo. W. H. Hughes in the Becords of the Geological Survey of India, gives the

following estimate of the area of the Indian coal-fields. He adds to it a general

statement of other coal areas, which is retained, as it furnishes much information :

—

Places

Area in square miles
over -wliicli coal rocks
may be presumed to

extend

Bemarks

India 35,000 TMs mileage is made up as follows :

Godavaii aruu (including its afBuents) 11,000

Sirg^'ah and Gangpiir area . . 4,600

Assam 3,000

Narbada area (including its afiSuents) 3,500

Damiida 2,000

Eajmahal area 300
Unsurveyed and uncomputed areas . 2,700

United States . 600,000

Square miles . . . 36,000

The productive area of coal is much less.

Professor Hitchcock estimates the area of

the true carboniferous system at 230,659

square miles.
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Places

Area in square miles
over -which coal rocks
may be presumed to

extend

Eemarks

China

Australia .

British. America
Great Britain

Spain

Japan
Germany .

France
Atistria

Belgium
Trinidad

Borneo

Brazil

Cape Colonies

Denmark .

Falkland Islands

Greece

Now Granada

New Zealand

Persia

Portugal .

Zambesi .

Zanzibar .

400,000

240,000

18,000

12,000

8,000

6,000

3,000

2,400

2,000

520
318

This estimate is not thoroughly reliable, but

it is certain that there is an enormous coal-

bearing area in China.

In New South Wales the coal area is said to

be 120,000 square miles. In Queensland the

same area is supposed to exist.

Mr. Hull gives 5,431 square miles as being

stored with coal to the depth of 4,000 feet.

This estimate is vague ; some authorities give

4,000 square miles, others 2,000.

By Germany is meant all the German-speak-
ing provinces, except those under Austrian

rule.

Some of the Austrian brown coals approach

the Indian seams in thickness.

The coal of Labuan is reported to be of good

quality, and very fair coal occurs in the

Sarawak country.

There are large coal-fields in this splendid

country.

There is coal in this as in so many other

dependencies of the English Crown.
Only a small quantity of coal is raised in the

island of Bornholm.
These islands contain coal.

Lignites have been worked at Koumi.
The coal of this country is said to be creta-

ceous.

The calculated amount of coal in New Zealand
is 4,000,000,000 tons.

A large area of coal is said to occur.

A small coal-field exists near the mouth of

the Douro.
This coal was brought to light by Livingstone.

Some coal, said to be Zanzibar coal, was
analysed by Mr. Tween, of the Geological

Survey, and gave carbon 42'4, volatile

matter 30"41, moisture 4 per cent., ash 27'2

= 100.

New South Wales.—Running down the rivers Bremer and Brisbane to the town of

Brisbane, numerous outcrops of coal may be seen in the banks. Several works are

situated about half way between Ipswich and Brisbane. This coal is of much
importance to the steam navigation of Moreton Bay. In the parish of Maggil
several collieries are established. ' The coal varies from five to six feet in thickness,

dipping south forty degrees east, angle from seven to eight degrees, although not

worked to its whole thickness, excepting where they wanted head room for the
" horse way." The main coal separates from the top coal at about four feet ; the

two feet of the top coal is good, but mixed with a small quantity of earth.'—

Stuchbury.

The following Table (p. 866) will show the number and condition of the coUierieg

of New South Wales. The Newcastle district produces a good bituminous coal, useful

for steam and household purposes, and also splint and cannel. The Southern district

yields a semi-bituminous variety of good quality ; and from the American creek in

that district an abundance of petroleum is obtained. The Western district gives a
superior splint coal, and oil shales in abundance.

Vol. I. 3 K
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List of Collieries and Kerosene and Shale Mines in New South Wales, with the Number
of Persons employed, and Quantity of Mineral raised, in 1869.

rp txons ot
Tons of
Oil-coal

and Shale
raised

No. of
i. XC bull

o

Coal people Kemarks
raised employed

1. Borehole . Australia Agricul- 168,108 376

2. Burwood .

tural Company.
Trustees of Dr. Mit- 2,930 12 Worked only about

o, JViinmi . . ,

chell. three months.
J. and A. Brown . 13,523

8274. New Lambton . . Ditto .
1 AA OKAiuy,oDO J

6. "Wallsend . vvajisend. uoal CO. , 164,000 320
6, Lambton . . Scottish andAustra- 153,368 267

lian Mining Co,
7. "Waratah. • • waratan Loal Uo. * 127,184 285
8. Co-operative colliery Laidley, Ireland,

and Company.
44,000 180

9. Dark Creek . Wm. Steel . . 300 1 Only supplying saw-
mUl.

10. Sunderland A. Tulip . 500 3 Local consumption.
11. Notts' Inganee seam Mr. JNOlTt . . . 8,266 18 Supplied to steamer at

12. JVlitcaell s Seam
Morpeth.

John Mitchell

.

9,426 18 Ditto.
io. xtatmUOa irlt . Mr. Tunks . , 500 2 For Maitland gas-

works.
14. Stoney Creek . Frank Russell

,

900 4 Local consumption,
Maitland and envi-
rons.

16. Anvil Creek . . Wm. Farthing 14,400 30 Good household and
steam coal, splinty
cannel.

16. Rix*s Creek Jas. Blliott • 1,900 C For supply of Single-

ton.
17. Bum Wollongong . Biuli Coal Company 64,000

16,677
90

18, Osborne, Wallsend . Hobson and Co. 25
19. Mount Pleasant . The Hon, James 17,014 25

Byrnes.
20. America Creek Jolm Graham

.

1,300 1 For the oil-shale fur-

21. Sutton Forest , M. Larkin and Co.

.

100 4 Scarcely in working
order.

22. America Creek John Graham

.

2,076 10 For kerosene oil.

23, West Kerosene Coal Western Kerosene 3,000 12 Ditto.
Mine. Oil Company.

24. Hartley Kerosene Hartley Kerosene 1,200 7 For kerosene oil and
Coal Mine. Oil and Petroleum supply of gasworks.

Coal Company.

913,246 6,276 2,012

Oil-coal and shale . 0,276

Total coal and oil-

1

shale . . .)
919,522 2,012 Persons employed.*

In 1872 there were 20 collieries raising coal, and 3 raising petroleum oil, cannel

oil, and shale.

In the Newcastle District 7 collieries .

Anvil Creek, Stony and Four Mile Creek
District 4 collieries

Murrurundi District 1 colliery .

lUawarra District 5 collieries .

Lithgow Valley District 3 collieries

New South Wales Shale Oil Co.

Tons Value

producing 868,716 £73,561

24,032 4,449

„ 300 600

„ 123,681 48,780

6,221 1,656

8,000 24,000

Total Coal and Oil Shale , . , 1,019,960 153,046

Qtjbensiand in 1863 exported 4,228 tons. The produce of the collieries being in

1861, 14,212 tons; in 1862, 24,067 tons; and in 1863, 2,400 tons.

Mr. E. Daintree, in his ' Notes on the Geology of the Colony of Queensland,' has

the following remarks on the coal of that colony :

—

' Up to the present time, within all the area occupied by Carbonaceous Mesozoic

Strata, only the Maryborough beds have yielded fossil remains other than plants. Op
the tributaries of the Condamine, Brisbane, and Mary rivers, whore numerous coal-

seams are known to exist, several of which have been and are worked, tlio plant

remains are of the same character,' Mr, Daintree then gives a list of the fossils from
the Tivoli coal-mine, and then proceeds :

—
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' The Birmim coal-seams, worked for some time on a branch of the Mary river, lie

below the Maryborough Cyprina-Sandstones. . . . Bars of coal are a marked
feature in these Mesozoic lacustrine beds. . . . The appearance of these lacus-

trine coal-measures differs in a very marked manner from their supposed marine

representatives to the westward. Coarse grits and thick-bedded sandstones form the

majority of the strata, though shales, sandstones, and limestones are interstratified

throughout the system.

'Whilst the affinities of the southern coal-field of Queensland are Mesozoic, a

northern field of even larger extent has a distinct fauna more resembling the Palaeozoic

carboniferous of Europe. . . . The Dawson, Comet, McKenzie, and Bowen rivers

drain this Carboniferous area, and numerous outcrops of coal have been observed on

these streams. No commercial use, however, has yet been made of any of them, as

the coal-measures, generally, are too far inland to be made available until the railway-

system of the country is extended in that direction.'

New Zealand.—The hydrous coal-measures (lignite) lie on the eastern slopes of

the axial rocks in both of the islands of New Zealand. This coal is of a brown
colour, but hard and glossy, and frequently contains a quantity of fossil resin, which
greatly facilitates its combustion. It is in the locality a valuable fuel, and is largely

used both for domestic purposes and for raising steam. It is also applied to the

manufacture of bricks and pottery, and for other economic purposes. The best known
deposits of this coal in the North Island are those mined at Drury, twenty miles to

the south of the city of Auckland. Seams of this coal, varying from 6 to 15 feet in

thickness, occur at intervals over a large area of country. In the South Island the

total quantity of this coal has been estimated at 100,000,000 tons. Two mines have
been opened on this field. The Clutha mine is on the sea ' coast, about three miles

from the mouth of Clutha river. The other mine is in the vicinity of Tokomairo.

The seam is 9 feet thick, and worked by a level in the side of a hill.

In 1864 the quantity of coal produced from the mines in this district was about

4,000 tons.

Anhydrous coal.—The most important development of the coal-seams of this class

is on the west coast of the South Island. At Preservation Inlet, in the province of

Otago, and at various points on the coast, the same formation occurs, but without
any valuable seams of coal, as far as we yet know, until the Grey river is reached.

At Grey river the coal extends over an area which Dr. Haast has estimated at 15

miles in length by 6 in width. ' At present (1866) the output of the coal is from 250
to 300 tons per week, and is taken down the river in canoes and in 16-ton barges,

and delivered alongside the vessels at 40s. per ton. It has been used to a large ex-

tent on board the steam-vessels that frequent the coast, and gives great satisfaction.

A small quantity of this coal is also reported to have been tried in the Dunedin gas-

works, and to have yielded a large quantity of illuminating gas.'

In the immediate neighbourhood of the Buller river the existence of workable
coal-seams is considered certain over an area of at least 15 square miles. Eeckoning
none of the seams having a less thickness than five feet, there is a total of 38 feet of

pure coal, and the quantity available in this one locality has been estimated at

200,000,000 tons. The following summary of the anhydrous coal is given in the report

by Mr. Stafford to Lord Carnarvon :

—

Locality Qnality of Coal Thiclmess of Seam Worked by

1. Grey Eiver Superior 25 feet Level free

2. BuUer Eiver . Do. 38 „ Do.
3. West Wanganui Medium 8 „ Uncertain
4. Pakawau. Do. Uncertain Do.

5. Aorere Superior Do. Level free

6. Batten Eiver . Mediimi Do. Do.
7. Wangapeka Do. Do. Do.
8. Wangarei Inferior 6 feet Do.
9. Kawa-kawa Superior 13 „ Shaft

Japan.—The following are the only available notes on the coal-fields of Japan :

—

Iwanai. Tomasi.—A bed of coal from four to six feet in thickness, consisting of

very good bituminous coal, in places very pure, in others intermixed with slate, which
is easily separated from it. Tlie coal-mines lie two miles inland from a village

called Kaianoma, some seven miles across the bay. Four seams of coal have been
discovered : 2 are from 4 feet to 6 feet thick, 1 is about 1 foot thick, 1 not yet examined.
Seventy-nine pounds of coal burnt in the galley fire of Her Majesty's ship 'Salamis/

3K2
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•under the superintendence of the chief engineer, yielded 17'27 per cent, of ash, r5
per cent, of clinker, an average volume of smoke, and a strong durahlo flame. The
probable cost of the coal delivered would be four dollars the ton on the spot ;

freight

to Hakodate would be three dollars the ton, and to Yokohama or Nagasaki six dollars

the ton.

Coal-fidd near the Port of Hiogo.—Sir Harry S. Parkes communicates (1867) to

the Foreign Office particulars of ' another coal-field in the immediate vicinity of the

port of Hiogo,' from Mr. Frederick W. Sutton, Chief Engineer of H.M.S. ' Serpent.'

The coal is of tertiary formation, and it crops out in a number of places on the

sides of a low range of hills, about six miles to the westward of Hiogo. These beds

have been occasionally worked by the natives. In February 1867, 30 men were em-
ployed, and up to May they had obtained more than 170 tons of coal. Mr. Sutton

says, ' the best coal brought out in my presence was quite equal to Takasima (Nagasaki)

coal. It is not of exactly the same description, but more of an anthracite kind.'

There is no evidence of the value of this coal, and evidently the statement of the
coal being of the tertiary age and of ' anthracite kind ' wants consistency.

At a meeting of the Geological Society of London, April 14, 1869, a paper was read
' On the Coal-mines at Kaianoma, in the island of Yezo,' by F. 0. Adams, Esq., Hon.
Secretary of Legation in Japan : communicated by the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs.

The writer states that the works at Kaianoma have made considerable progress

since they were reported upon by Mr. Mitford last year. There are four seams of

coal, each about seven feet thick, from 60 to 100 feet apart. A tunnel has been
driven through one of the seams for a distance of between 150 and 250 feet, and at

an elevation of 430 feet above the sea. From this the coal obtained is carried down
to the shore on the backs of men, mules, and ponies. The writer adds, that there is

abundance of coal ' of the cannel description.'

At the end of 1870, according to the 'Nagasaki Gazette,' the coal from Takasima,
which has long been known to be a good coal, was ordered to be used by all steamers

in the Japanese waters. The export of coal from Nagasaki has not increased of late,

but this is referable to the want of ships to take it away. 1,174 tons have been
shipped for, and several vessels were engaged in taking coal to China.

The Netherlands Trading Company are using the utmost energy in their efforts to

develope this coal. These mines are managed by an English mining engineer,

Mr. Frederick Potter. A large quantity of machinery, tools, &c. have been sent out

from England, and a large steamer has been purchased for the entire use of the

collieries.

The following information has recently (1874) been received from the colliery of

Takasima :
—

' Our coal fossils here are oolitic. We have none of the coal-measure

flora, but great stumps of trees, which the Japanese call " matzii" the name for Scotch

fir, and which are no doubt coniferous woods. These hard stumps of trees give us

great trouble in our working, it being impossible to cut through them with the pick.

Only the islands are coal-measures, the main land being clay-slate with syenite ridges;

and above the clay-slate, greenstone of the same age probably as the slate. We are

now (December 1873) getting 350 tons a day, but are very short of men.'

Borneo.—In the province of Labuan, on the north-west coast, there is abundance of

coal of good quality. The seam is generally 9 feet in thickness. The coal found here

burns fast, and emits a bright flame ; it soon acquires a red heat, and continues in

that state until it smoulders into a white asli, like that of wood ; there is not much
smoke from it. For several years past the coal-mines of Moara have ceased to be
worked.

China.—There appears to be much good coal in China, It is procured from a
mine on the river Yang-tse-kiang, about 400 miles from its mouth ; of the other coal-

producing districts we know little.

. Consul Braune in his report to Sir F. Bruce, says, writing from Tamsuy, January

21, 1864 :
' It is to the coal-mines of Kelung that we must look to the future pros-

perity of this place as a port of trade ; a depot has been already established there by
a large firm to supply their own steamer, running on the coast.'

In 1863 there were exported from the port of Tamsuy, in British vessels, 10,801

piculs of 133 lbs. avoirdupois ; in foreign vessels, 1,259,162 cotties of IJ lb. avoir-

dupois ; also from the port of Tien-tsin, 180 tons, value 1,800 taels, of 6s. A^^d. each.

Mr. Consul Mongan's report for 186-1 on the trade of Tien-tsin, says: 'I allude

to coal, extensive mines of which exist in the mountains to the north and west of

Peking. It costs about 16s. per ton at the pit's mouth, and more than double this

amount per ton is paid for transport to the coast ; but the mines are worked in the

rudest way, and the little coal which finds its way from the western range of Tien-
tsin is conveyed on mules and camels from the mountains to Tang-chow on the Peiho,
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and thence down the river in boats to this port. Prom the mines in the northern range,

there is water communication of an indifferent kind to Tien-tsin, but the quality of
their coal is much inferior to that which comes from the western mountains.

At the meeting of the British Association at Bradford (1873) Baron von Eichthofen
read a paper ' On the Distribution of Coal in China.' The Baron has devoted several

years to the investigation of the geology, products, and resources of the interior pro-

vinces of China, and has traversed the whole country, with the exception of the south-

western portions. He stated, as the result of his researches, that China exhibits the
great peculiarity of containing no geological formation later than the Triassic ; all the

great secondary deposits, from the lias to the chalk, and all the Tertiary series being

absent. It, has, therefore, been dry land throughout the whole period of these later

formations ; and to this peculiarity are owing the stupendous results of sub-aerial

denudation which it furnishes
;
among which are the deep narrow gorges which its

rivers have eroded nearly up to their sources, the rarity of cataracts and rapids, and
the removal of rocks overlying the great coal-beds. The coal strata belonged to

various geological epochs, from the Silurian upwards ; but by far the greater portion

belonged to the same formation as the coal of Europe and North America, viz., the

Carboniferous. The coal-beds were deposited around mountains of metamorphic and
primary rocks which then constituted the land, and have lain horizontally, with little

distiu-bance, ever since that remote epoch. The deep ravines worn by the rivers cut

through these coal-bearing strata, and lay them bare on the precipitous sides; so that

the coal is easily accessible on the banks of the great streams. The author proceeded

to describe the extent of the coal in each province, beginning with Southern Manchuria
and terminating with Honan. In Manchuria the coal is confined to valleys in the

hilly parts, and is not readily accessible to foreign commerce ; it is accompanied,

however, by an abundance of rich iron ore, which at some future date may be worked
with immense advantage to the country. Coal exists further west all along the Great
Wall ; and there are beds 95 feet thick near Peking, in which city it is the fuel in

universal use ; but it is an error to suppose, as some have done, that the high hills

roimd Peking consist of coal-measures ; coal is found only in limited valleys at a
great elevation. The coal of Shantung, although not situated near good harbours, is

the most accessible of all Chinese coal from the sea. It exists also in the other maritime
provinces, but in districts offering much fewer facilities. The greatest of all the coal

districts is in the west and north-west ; at the southern foot of the great mountain
range (the eastern continuation of the Kuen-Lun), which here stretches across Western
China. In Sze-chuen coal occupies an area of 100,000 square miles. At the centre

of this vast basin the coal is bad and inaccessible, but round its borders it is of

excellent quality, and near means of communication by water, although too distant

from the sea to be available to foreigners. The whole surface of Northern China is

covered by rich yellow earth, or loess, to a depth often of 1,000 and 2,000 feet, which
overlies all the coal-fields. The great plain of China is bordered on the west by a

vast limestone wall, 2,000 to 3,000 feet high, on the top of which extends a plateau

of coal in a state of excellent preservation, owing to its capping of hard limestone

which has resisted denudation. There are here 30,000 square miles of coal-bearing

ground of the very best quality, in which the coal-beds lie perfectly horizontal, 30
feet thick, for a length of 200 miles. They extend westward into Shensi and Kansu,
and are reported by all travellers to continue beyond the frontier of China far into

Mongolia. Coal costs here, at the pit-mouth, 7d, per ton, and the wages of miners
are 6d. per day. The Baron believed that the readiest way of getting at this vast

coal-field from Europe was by a railway from Hi and Kulja, in Russian territory, to

the north-western corner of Kansu.
South African Coal-field.—For the following account wa are indebted to the

Geographical Eeport on the Stormberg coal-field, made by Mr. E. J. Dunn, to the
Governor of Cape Town :

—

'In proceeding northward from Port Elizabeth to Dassyklip on Bushman's Eivertho
beds crossed appear to be of secondary age (Sunday Eiver Beds)coveredby tertiary and
post-tertiary deposits, comprising calcareous beds, beds of red clay, and beds of clay

conglomerate. At Dassyklip hard sandstone and quartz rock crop out. This series

is passed at a distance of six miles north of Graham's Town. Between Katberg and
Winchelsea beds of shale occur, and extensive dykes of doleiite traverse the country

:

most of the surrounding hills have a capping of igneous rock. These series of beds
continue as far as the Stormberg Mountains and from the base of that range 4,900

feet above the sea level. Above this, and forming the coal-measures, are the sand-

stones, shales, &c. of which the Stormberg Eange consists. The coal-measures are

composed of beds of sandstone, usually very thick, brown, grey, or white, in colour,

frequently showing no traces of lamination through many feet in thickness.
' Sheets and dykes of igneous rock are of frequent occurrence over the whole area
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occupied by the coal-measures. The general dip of the coal-measiu?es is slightly
to the north-east, but modified by the action of intrusive rocks.'

From the localities opened, the Government Eeporter is enabled to give the descrip-
tion of the condition of the coal-field from vehich the following abstract has been made.
At Vice's workings a shaft is sunk to a depth of 70 feet. It cuts the coal at 4 1 feet. The
seam consists of alternate layers of coal and shale to a thickness of 3 feet 7 inches.
Of coal there are 26 inches. The lower seam 13 inches thick is of poor quality. The
middle one 9 inches thick is much superior, while the top 3^ inches is very inferior.

The coal is firm and hard, breaking out in good-sized blocks that do not readily
break up in transport. It is laminated, splitting into thin layers ; the faces of the
layers are of a dull, earthy black colour, while the edges are lustrous. When burnt a
good heat is given out, and the fire burns for a long time. The cinder is, however,
very considerable, and retains the form of the fuel when first ignited. It does not
fall into an ash. When burnt in a steam-engine or where a strong heat is induced, the
result forms a pasty ciuder.

Hattingh's worldngs are about one mile to the south-east of Vice's shaft, situate on
the same seam. Of coal there are inches, with 3partingsof shale (16 inches) between
the 4 layers. The third seam from the bottom, 6.J inches thick, is the best in quality.

At Kapok Kraal, about seven miles to the south-east of Burghersdorp there are

28 inches of coal in 4 seams, distributed through about 16 feet of shale, on the opposite

side of the valley close to a neck where a trial has been made by means of a small
shaft, there are two seams, one 16 inches, then 2 feet of shale and 9 inches of coal.

Buckley's drive is opposite and about 300 feet above the hotel at the base of Bush-
man's Hoek. The outcrop of coal and shale is of very inferior quality, and about

3^ feet thick. About nine miles eastward from Dordrecht a seam of coal occurs 8

inches thick at November's Kraal, Tambookie Location. All the appearances are

favourable to the presence of coal in this neighbourhood and throughout the district.

Besides the above localities, the seam worked by Vice and Hattingh can be traced for

miles along the hill sides. Numerous other outcrops are known, but they are not

opened out.

Mr. Dunn says :—
' There can be little doubt that more extensive deposits, and

probably superior quality of coal, will be found fmther north and north-eastward (in

Basutoland and Kafirland Proper, extending towards Natal).

For the Heating Power of British coal, see Fuel. For Coal Mining, see Mining.
COAK BICASS. This name is given to the iron pyrites (bisulphide of iron), found

in the coal-measures, and which are employed in Yorkshire, and on the Tyne in the

manufacture of copperas—the protosulphate of iron—and also in the alkali works,

for the sulphur they contain. See Sulphuh Ores.

The iron ores called Brass, occurring in the coal-measures of South Wales, were
particularly described by E, Chambers Nicholson and David S. Price, Ph. D., F.C.S.,

at the meeting of the British Association at Glasgow. Their remarks and analyses

were as follow :

—

' There are three kinds of ores to which the name brass is applied ; they are con-

sidered to be an inferior class of ore, and are even rejected by some iron-masters.

One is compact, heavy, and black, from the admixture of coaly matter, and exhibits,

when broken, a coarsely pisiform fracture. A second is compact and crystalline, not

unlike the darkest-coloured mountain limestone of South Wales in appearance. The
third is similar in structure to the first-named variety ; the granules, consisting of iron

pyrites, are mixed with coaly matter, and cemented together by a mineral substance,

similar in composition to the foregoing ores. It is from the yellow colour of this

variety that the name brass has been assigned to the ores by the miners.
' The ores have respectively the following composition :

—

I II III

Carbonate of iron . 68-71 59-73 17-74

Carbonate of manganese

.

0-42 0-37

Carbonate of lime .
9-36 11-80 14-19

Carbonate of magnesia . 11-80 16-18 12-06

Iron pyrites .... 0-22 trace 49-72

Phosphoric acid 0-17 0-23

Coaly matter .... 8-87 9-80 6-10

Clay 2-70

99-55 100-18 99-81
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' ' It is unnecessary to allude to the third variety as an iron-making raaterial ; its

colour admits of its being at all times separated from the others. The pyrites which
it contains, we may remark, is bisulphuret of iron.

' It is to the ores I. and II. that we would direct attention. The reason of their

having hitherto been comparatively disregarded may be attributed either to their

having been mistaken for the so-called brass of coal, or to their being difficult to work
in the blast-furnace in the ordinary manner, through the belief that they were similar

in constitution to the argillaceous ores of the district. It will be seen from the above
analyses that they are varieties of spathic iron ore, in which the manganese has been
replaced by other bases. If treated judiciously, they would smelt with facility and
afford an iron equal to that produced from the argillaceous ores. From the large

amount of lime and magnesia which they contain, their employment must be advan-
tageous in an economic point of view.

' An interesting feature in these ores is their fusibility during calcination on the

large scale. When this process is conducted in heaps, the centre portions are invari-

ably melted. This, considering the almost entire absence of silica, is apparently an
unexpected result. The fused mass is entirely magnetic and crystalline. Treated with
acids, it dissolves with great evolution of heat.

The following is its composition :

—

Protoxide of iron 38'28

Sesquioxide of iron 32'50

Protoxide of manganese ...... 0'38

Lime 12-84:

Magnesia 13-87

Phosphoric acid 0-17

Sulphur 0-23

Silicic acid 1-20

Alumina . 0-51

99-98

' From the above analysis, it is probable that the fusibility of the compouna is

owing to the magnetic oxide of iron acting the part of an acid. When thoroughly

calcined and unfused, the ores retain their original form ; and if exposed to the air for

any length of time crumble to powder from the absorption of water by the alkaline

earths.'

COAli CVTTIWG IMEACHXSTES. SeeBoEiNGt and Machines fob Coai, Ctjtting.

COAXi GAS. See Gas.

COSAImT. {Symbol, Co ; Atomic weight, 2^-5.) Little is known of the properties

of this substance in the metallic state, as it has not hitherto been employed as such
in the arts, and has only been obtained in a state of purity in small quantities by
delicate operations in the laboratory. Like the allied metals, nickel, iron, manganese,
and chromium, it may be obtained in a dark coloured pulverulent state by heating its

oxide to redness, in a current of hydrogen, or in a compact button, by effecting the
reduction with carbon at the highest temperature obtainable in an air furnace. Prepared
in the last-mentioned way it is a brilliant white, or slightly reddish metal, less fusible

than nickel or iron, but more so than chromium. It is decidedly magnetic, coming
next in the scale to iron. If carbon be present in excess, a portion combines with the
reduced metal, forming a compound analogous to cast-iron. It may be obtained
melted, in a perfectly pure state, by heating oxalate of cobalt in a closely-covered

crucible, to a strong white heat, when the oxide of cobalt is reduced by the carbon
of the oxalic acid, thus : CoO.C^O^ = Co + 2C0^ According to the older observers,

it is very brittle, but DeviUe states that pure cobalt is extremely tenacious, even to

a higher degree than iron. The specific gravity is 8-5. It forms a brittle alloy with
iron. Quite recently metallic cobalt has been prepared on a commercial scale in
Germany, and is said to be used as such in certain new alloys.

Okes of Cobalt.—The number of minerals containing cobalt is but small, and
they are restricted to a very few localities. The following are the most important
species :

—

1. Smaltine, Tin-white Cohalt, Speiss Cobalt (Co, Fe, Ni) As. (Co, Pe, MTi) As-.
This is of a steel or lead-grey colour, and metallic lustre, crystallising in the cubical
system. The hardness is about that of felspar. Sp. gr. 6-5 to 7-2. According as
one or other of the three bases prevails, three simple types of composition may
be deduced, as foUow :—

I, CoAs (CoAs2)= Cobalt, 28-2; Arsenic, 71"8 per cent. Speiss cobalt. Cubical.

n. NiAs(IHAs2)=Nickel 28-3; „ 71-7 „
f^^oanthite „

^ ' \Iiammelsbergtte, TnBma,tic.
m. FeAs (PeAs2)=Iron, 27-2; „ 72-8 „ „ Lbllingite „
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The varieties I. and II. occur in considerable quantities at Sclineeberg, in Saxony,
associated with silver, copper, and other pyritic ores, quartz and hornstone replacing

sulphate of baryta, fluor, and spathic carbonates ; also at Eiechelsdorf, in Hesse ; in

Bohemia, Sweden, and in a few localities in the United States. They have also been
found in Cornwall

;
among other places, at Wheal Sparnon, and Saint Austell

Consols. The nearest natural mineral in approach to type No. I. contains about
23 per cent, of cobalt ; as a rule, however, the nickeUferous varieties are the more
common. The predominance of one or other metal may be determined by exposing
the specimens to damp air, when a green crust of arsenate of nickel forms on the

varieties in which nickel is most abundant, while a pink incrustation is produced on
those richest in cobalt. Type No. III. is the mineral known as arsenical pyrites,

which, in reality, often contains a little cobalt, and is treated as a cobalt ore.

2. Cobaltiiie, Grey Cobalt, Bright Wliite Cobalt, or Cobalt Glance (CoS' + CoAs)
(CoS- + CoAs^) differs from Speiss cobalt chiefly by having part of the arsenic

replaced by sulphur. It crystallises in the cubical system in forms similar to those

of iron pyrites, is of a white colour, with a slightly bronze-red tinge, and a brilliant

metallic lustre. Its hardness is less than that of felspar, and specific gravity about 6.

The typical composition is : cobalt, 36"5 per cent. ;
arsenic, 45'2 per cent.

;
sulphur,

19'3 per cent. The purest natural varieties contain about 33 per cent, of cobalt;

these occur in Sweden. At Siegen, in Ehenish Prussia, a variety is found containing

only 8 or 9 per cent, of iron, forming three quarters of the whole amount of bases

present. Unlike the preceding species, it does not contain nickel.

3. lAnrusite or Cobalt Pyrites.—This, although cry.stalUsing in the cubical

system, is analogous in composition to copper pyrites, being represented by the for-

mula CoS + Co^S' (Cos + Co^S'), with 58 per cent, cobalt and 42 per cent, sulphur :

part of the base in either term may be replaced by copper, nickel, or iron. It is the

richest of all cobalt ores, some varieties containing as much as 53|- per cent, of that

substance. It is, however, rare, being found to a small extent only in the Siegen

district, and in Sweden.
Among the products of the alteration of the above minerals, are—4. Cobalt Bloom,

of the composition 3CoO.AsO= + 8H0 (Co'As^O^ + SH^O) with 37^ per cent, of oxide

of cobalt : and 5. Earthy Cobalt Ore, a variety of the substance known as Wad or

Bog Manganese, which at times contains as much as 15 or 20 per cent, of the same
oxide, together with the oxides of iron, manganese, and copper. 6. Cobaltic Bismuth

Ore, is a finely crystalline mixture of Speiss cobalt and bismuth-glance, found occa-

sionally in the Schneeberg district, containing 10 per cent cobalt and 4 per cent,

bismuth. The ores of cobalt, as they come into the hands of the smelter, are, as

a rule, so much mixed up with those of nickel, that they are worked for both metals.

is of irregular form, being about six feet in breadth at the further end of the furnace,

diminishing to 27 inches at the working door. Wood is the fuel employed. The

arsenical vapours given off during roasting, pass out through the openings, a, a, by a

See Nickel.

484

The use of cobalt in the arts is

mainly confined to the production

of glasses coloured blue by oxide

of cobalt, which, when finely pul-

verised and levigated, are used

as pigments under the name of

smalts. Oxide of cobalt, in a pure

state, is also prepared, to a certain

extent, for the use of porcelain

manufacturers. The first point to

be considered, therefore, is the

production of the oxide, and next

the fusion with a sufficient quan-

tity of siliceous matter. Earthy

cobalt ore may bo used in the

fusion process, without any further

preparation ; but those that con-

tain sulphur and arsenic must bo

subjected- to a preliminary calci-

nation. Fig. 484 is a horizontal,

and Jig. 485 a vertical section of

the roasting furnace employed for

this purpose in the Saxon smalt

works. The fire-grate is placed

on one side of the hearth, which

486
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486

system of flues, b, h, in the direction shown by the arrows, into a chamber where
they are deposited, and may be subsequently used in the manufacture of arsenical

products. The charge is from. 3 to 5 cwts. ; the degree to which the roasting is

carried varies with the composition of the ores. When many foreign metals are

present, they must not be roasted ' dead ' or ' sweet,' but sufficient arsenic or sulphur

must be left to form with the less oxidisable metals, more especially copper and
nickel, a speiss or regulus which separates from the blue glass produced in the fusion

process, and subsides to the bottom of the melting pot. The oxides of those metals

that are more easily oxidisable than cobalt, such as iron and bismuth, may be partially

removed by an addition of metallic arsenic in the fusion, whereby the latter oxide is

reduced and passes into the speiss with the production of arsenious acid, which tends

to heighten the colours produced. Earthy cobalt ores containing much iron, require

an addition of arsenious acid, in order to convert the protoxide of iron, which has a

strong colouring power, into peroxide, which is of loss consequence. In some works,

the roasting is performed in muffle furnaces, the hearth being heated from below, so

that the ore does not come into contact with the flame. Ores containing bismuth are

subjected to the process of liquation previously to roasting.

When the ores are very impure,

or when it is wished to produce

very deep blue colours, they are

subjected to the process of concen-

tration. Common ores, and those

that are rich in copper, are first

slightly roasted, and then fused in

crucibles in the smalt furnace de-

scribed below, with broken glass

fragments, charcoal dust, and car-

bonate of potash. When the mix-

ture is in a state of complete

fusion, the slag is partly removed

at intervals, and fresh quantities

of ore are added, until a sufficient

quantity of speiss is produced. In

this process, the oxides of iron and

copper in the ore form an easily

fusible slag with the glass, while

the cobalt is reduced by the char-

coal to the metallic state, and unites

with the arsenic to form a speiss.

If the roasting is carried too far,

or if there is an insufficiency of

arsenic or of reducing matters in

the mixture, a certain amount of

oxide of cobalt will be taken up

by the slag. The concentrated

speiss produced is then pulverised

and roasted ' sweet,' leaving
_
a

nearly pure basic arsenate of oxide

of cobalt.

The smalt furnace, figs, 486 and

487, is similar in construction to

that used for melting flint glass.

The fire-place, in which wood is

bTirnt, is a long narrow rect-

angular chamber, with a vaulted floor perforated by draught holes, d,d; c, the lower

chamber, is the ash-pit; the flame passes through the hole, a, into the melting

chamber above, which is a low domed structure, containing six melting pots ; /, /, /,

are the working doors,—they are faced with cast-iron frames in the ordinary way.

The waste flame, after heating the pots, passes through the small flues, i, i, into a

system of chambers, where it is employed in the accessory operations of calcining

quartz, or drying wood for fuel, h, k, are arches through which the pots are inserted

or renaoved,—they are built up when the furnace is at work. At e, e, e, are small

holes, corresponding with similar ones in the pots, for removing the speiss formed

during the fusion. The charge consists of roasted ore, with from 1 to 16 times

its weight of quartz previously calcined and reduced to a fine powder, and carbonate

of potash to the extent of about fths or fths of the amount of the quartz. Each

pot contains about 3 cwts. ; the fusion takes place at a low temperature, the glass

487
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being frequently stirred -with an iron rod in order to render it perfectly homogeneous ;

when this point is attained, the stirring is discontinued, and the speiss is allowed to

settle. In 6 or 8 hours, the glass is sufficiently fluid, and it is then ladled out with
iron ladles, and thrown into water. After the contents of two pots hare been
removed, the working doors are closed, and the fire is urged for some time, in order to

bring the contents of the remaining pots which have somewhat cooled down to a
proper degree of fluidity.

Grinding the smalts.—The blue glass, rendered brittle by sudden cooling, is stamped
or crushed, sifted, and ground wet, under hard stones. The finely-divided glass

from the mill is then passed through a system of washing-vats ; the first three give a
coarse sand which is usually returned to the mill for further grinding, the finer slime

is allowed only a few minutes to deposit in No. 4, about a quarter of an hour in No.
6, then it filters more slowly tlirough No. 6, and finally into a slime-pit, where the

whole of the suspended matter is deposited. The darkest coloured smalts, known as

Kin(fs blue or azure, are found in vats Nos. 4 and 5. No. 6 gives the lighter coloured

tub smalts. The pale blue powder from the slime-pit is mostly returned to the melting
furnace.

SiO.' M'(y. FeO. CoO. KO and NaO.

I. Norwegian high coloured . 70-9 0'4 0-3 6*5 21-4 fwith some car-

n. German pale coloured . . 72"1 1'8 1-4 2-0 20'0 \ bonate of lime.

Smalt is therefore a kind of glass coloured by oxide of cobalt. One part of oxide

of cobalt communicates a distinctly bluish tinge to 240 parts of glass ; with more
than 18 per cent, the glass becomes black. In practice a potash-glass is always
employed, and hence smalt may be regarded as a double silicate of potash, and prot-

oxide of cobalt. Soda cannot be substituted for the potash, as it produces an inferior

colour, and the same remark applies to some other oxides. The following are the

principal facts observed with regard to the influence of the oxides of other metals

on the colour of smalts. Baryta heightens the tone, giving an indigo tinge
;
soda,

lime, and magnesia, have a decidedly lowering effect, and produce a reddish shade ;

ahunina has no effect on the purity of the colour, but lowers its intensity ; iron pro-

duces a blackish-green dull tinge, which is very prejudicial to the higher coloured

varieties
;
manganese communicates a violet shade, as does also nickel, but in a much

higher degree. Copper, zinc, bismuth, and antimony, aR give a diill dirty shade,

especially to the higher colours. Oxide of lead has no effect on the colour, but as it

increases the specific gravity of the glass, and causes the ground smalts to subside

too rapidly in the washing vats, producing an incomplete separation, its presence in

the mixtiire is not desirable.

In commerce, smalts are classified both according to their contents in cobalt, and
the size of the grain, the following being the chief marks :

—

F.C. Pine colour. F.C.B. Fine Bohemian colour. F.E. Fine Eschel.

M.C. Middling colour. M.C.B. Middling Bohemian colour. M.E. Middling Eschel.

0.0. Ordinary colour, O.C.B. Ordinary Bohemian colour. O.E. Ordinary Eschel.

In the above scheme, the words fine, middling, and ordinary, indicate the relative

quantities in cobalt, while colour, Bohemian colour, and Eschel, express the state of

division. The two former are composed of angular fragments, while the latter are

the finest-rounded grains deposited in the lowest washing vats and the slime-pits.

Smalts that are darker in colour than F. are indicated by multiples of that letter,

the highest being FFFFC ; while, on the other hand, those that are lower than 0 are

distinguished by exponents following the second letter, thus OC^ 00' contain respec-

tively only J and \ as much cobalt as O.C.

Zaffrc, or Safflor, is the name given to a mixtm-e of roasted ore and quartz, similar,

in fact, to that employed in smalt-making, but without potash. It is used either for

pottery purposes, or for bringing up the colour in smalts made from low-classed ores.

Formerly smalts were used to a great extent in colouring paper, but at present

artificial ultramarine is almost exclusively used for this purpose (see Ultramaeine).

For an account of the method of assaying cobalt ores, see Nickel.

The imports of cobalt can no longer be given ; the Custom-house authorities now
returning the cobalt ores as ' Ores unenumerated.'

COBALT BliOOnx. Hydrous arsenate of Cobalt commonly occurring as a

peach-blossom coloured incrustation on arsenical ores of cobalt. It is also found in

crimson or peach-red crystals, and is known mineralogically as Erythrinc. When
abundant it is used in the preparation of cobalt colours. See Cobait.

COBAIiT BIiUE, or TUnard's Blue, is prepared by precipitating a solution

of sulphato or nitrate of cobalt by phosphate of potash, and adding to the resulting
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gelatinous deposit from three to four times its volume of fpesMy-deposited alumina,

obtained by the addition of carbonate of soda to a solution of common alum. This

mixture, after being well dried, calcined, and ground, aifords a blue pigment.

COBALT BROUSE. A violet-coloured substance, -with strong metallic lustre.

It consists of phosphate of protoxide of cobalt, and phosphate of ammonia.
COSA^Tr SA.S£THir. A protoxide of cobalt with oxide of manganese, from

Saalfeld, in Thuringia.

COBAIil GIiAHCE. A synonym for cobaltine. See Cobait.
COBALT CICEEW, or Binmann's Green. This pigment is a compound of oxide

of cobalt and oxide of zinc. It is prepared by mixing a solution of sulphate of zinc

with a salt of protoxide of cobalt, and precipitating with carbonate of soda ; the

precipitate is then washed, dried, and heated.

COBAZiT SIPSSSS. A substance obtained in the preparation of smalts, and
consisting chiefly of arsenide of nickel, derived from the nickel associated with the

cobalt ore. The speiss is used in the manufacture of nickel.

COBAliT ViLTRAnSAKIsrE. Th6nard's Blue. See Cobalt Bltie.

COBAZiT 'SrBKKO'W. An orange-yellow pigment precipitated from an acidified

solution of nitrate of protoxide of cobalt by means of nitrate of potash.

COCA. The leaves of Erythroxylon coca ; mixed with burnt lime they are

chewed by the natives in parts of South America. See Eettheoxtion Coca.
COCCOZiOB'U'S. (/cd/c/coy, a berry; a pod.) The Coccolobus wiifera, or

seaside grape, is a tree about twenty feet in height, with leaves of a glossy green

colour—the nerves being a deep red. The fruit is in bunches, and is eaten in the

West Indies. The wood yields a red colouring matter, which is used for a dye ; and
the wood itself, which is hard, is employed in cabinet work. A decoction of this plant

is evaporated to form a substance known as Jamaica Kino. '

COCCTTIiVS XSrsxcU'S, or Indian berry, is the fruit of the Anamirta j)a'n,iculata,

a large'tree, which grows upon the coasts of Malabar, Ceylon, &c., and belongs to tho

Menisfermacem or Moon-seed order. The fruit is blackish, and of the size of a large

pea. It owes its narcotic and poisonous qualities to the vegeto-alkaline chemical

principle called ^icroifoxw, of which it contains about one-fiftieth part of its weight. It

is sometimes thrown into waters to intoxicate or kill fishes ; and it is said to have
been employed to increase the inebriating qualitites of ale or beer. Its use for this

purpose is prohibited by Act of Parliament, under a penalty of 200^. upon the brewer,

and 500Z. upon the seller of the drug.

However, Dr. Pereira states, ' I am not acquainted with any ofiicial returns of the

quantity annually brought over. Prom a druggist's private books I find that in 1834
above 2,600 bags entered—and this probably is much below the quantity imported.

The greater part is consumed for illegal practices—principally for adulterating beer

and ale.' Morrice, in his treatise on brewing, directs that in the manufacture of

porter, three pounds of Cocculus indicus should be added to every ten quarters of malt.
' It gives,' says he, ' an inebriating quality, which passes for strength of liquor

;

' and
he adds, ' that it prevents the second fermentation in bottled beer, and consequently

the bursting of the bottles in warm climates.'

The Editor of this work had a fluid extract, the name of which was unknown to

the Custom-house ofScers, submitted to him some years since. This was an extract

of this deleterious drug, of which a very large quantity was then in the London
docks.

The powder of the berries mixed with lard is used to destroy pediculi : hence the

Germans call those grains L'duselcorner, or lousegrains.

COCHSlfJBAIi. (Cochenille, Fr.
;
Kochenille, Ger.) Cochineal was flrst taken

for a seed, but was proved by Leeuwenhoeck to be an insect, the female of that species

of shield-louse, or coccus, discovered in Mexico so long ago as 1618. It is brought to

us from Mexico, where tho animal lives upon the Cactus opuntia or Nopal. Two sorts of

cochineal are gathered : the wild from the woods, called by the Spanish name Crrana

silvestra; and the cultivated, or the Grana fina, termed also Mesteque, from the name
of a Mexican province. The first is smaller, and covered with a cottony down, which
increases its bulk with a matter useless in dyeing ; it yields, therefore, in equal weight,

much less colour, and is of inferior price to that of the fine cochineal. But these dis-

advantages are compensated in some measure to the growers by its being reared more
easily and less expensively ;

partly by the effect of its down, which enables it better

to resist rains and storms.

The wild cochineal, when it is bred upon the field nopal, loses in part the tenacity

and quality of its cotton, and acquires a size double of what it has on the wild
opuntias. It may, therefore, be hoped that it will be improved by persevering care in

the rearing of it, when it will approach more and more to fine cochineal.

The fine cochineal, whan well dried and well preserved, should have a grey colour
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bordering on purple. The grey is owing to the powder whiclii naturally covers the

insects, of which a little adheres, and to a waxy fat. The purple shade arises from
the colour extracted by the water in which tliey were killed. The grain is wrinlded
with parallel furrows across its back, which are intersected in the middle by a longi-

tudinal one : hence, when viewed by a magnifier, or even a sharp naked eye, especially

after being swollen by soaking for a short time in water, it is easily distinguished from
the factitious, smooth, glistening, black grains, of no value, called East India cochineal,

with which it is often shamefully adulterated by certain London merchants. The
genuine cochineal has the shape of an egg, bisected through its long axis, or of a
tortoise, being rounded like a shield upon the back, flat upon the belly, and without

wings.

These female insects are gathered off the leaves of the nopal plant after it has

ripened its fruit, a few only being left for brood : they are killed either by a momentary
immersion in boiling water, by drying upon heated plates or in ovens : the last become
of an ash-grey colour, constituting the silver cochineal, or jaspeada ; the second are

blackish, called ncgra, and are most esteemed, being probably driest : the first are

reddish brown, and reckoned inferior to the other two. The dry cochineal being

sifted, the dust, ^¥ith the imperfect insects and fragments which pass through, are

sold under the name of Granillo. Cochineal keeps for a long time in a dry place.

Hellot says that he has tried some 130 years old, which produces the same effect as

new cochineal.

"We are indebted to MIM. Pelletier and Caventou for a chemical investigation of
cochineal, in which its colouring matter was skilfully eliminated.

Purified sulphuric ether acquired by digestion with it a golden-yellow colour,

amounting, according to Dr. John, to one-tenth of the weight of the insect. This
infusion left, on evaporation, a fatty wax of the same colour.

Cochineal, exhausted by ether, was treated with alcohol at 40° B. After 30
infusions in the digester of M. Chevreul, the cochineal continued to retain colour

although the alcohol had ceased to have any effect on it. The first alcoholic liquors

were of a red verging on yellow. On cooling, they let fall a granular matter. By
spontaneous evaporation, this matter, of a fine red colour, separated, assuming more
of the crystalline appearance. These species of crystals dissolved entirely in water,

which they tinged of yellowish red.

This matter has a very brilliant ptirple-red colour ; it adheres strongly to the sides

of the vessels ; it has a granular and somewhat crystalline aspect, very different,

however, to those compound crystals alluded to above ; it is not altered by the air,

nor does it sensibly attract moisture. Exposed to the action of heat, it melts at about
60° (122° F.). At a higher temperature it swells up, and is decomposed with the

production of carburetted hydrogen, much oU, and a small quantity of water, very
slightly acidulous. No trace of ammonia was found in these products.

The colouring principle of cochineal is very soluble in water. By evaporation, the

liquid assumes the appearance of syrup, but never yields crystals. It requires of this

matter a proportion almost imponderable to give a perceptible tinge of bright purplish

red to a large body of water. Alcohol dissolves this colouring substance, but, as we
have already stated, the more highly it is rectified, the less of it does it dissolve.

Sulphuric ether does not dissolve the colouring principle of cochineal ; but weak acids

do, possibly owing to their water of dilution. No acid precipitates it in its pure state.

This colouring principle, however, appears to be precipitable by all the acids when it

is accompanied by the animal matter of the cochineal.

The affinity of alumina for the colouring matter is very remarkable. When that

earth, newly precipitated, is put into a watery solution of the colouring principle,

this is immediately seized by the alumina. The water becomes colourless, and a fine

red lake is obtained, if we operate at the temperature of the atmosphere ; but if the

liquor has been hot, the colour passes to crimson, and the shade becomes more and
more violet, according to the elevation of the temperature, and the continuance of

the ebullition.

The salts of tin exercise upon the colouring matter of cochineal a remarkable

action. The proto-chloride of tin forms a very abundant violet precipitate in the

liquid. This precipitate verges on crimson, if the salt contains an excess of acid.

The bi-chloride of tin produces no precipitate, but changes the colour to scarlet-red.

If gelatinous alumina be now added, we obtain a fine red precipitate, which doea

not pass to crimson by boiling.

To this colouring principle the name carminic acid has been given. It forms the
basis of the beautiful pigment called carmine. A very complete examination of the
colouring matter of the cochineal insect has been made by Dr. Warren De La Kue,
See Carmine.
The carmines found in the shops of Paris have been analysed, and all yielded the samo
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products. They were decomposed by the action of heat, •with the diffiision at first of a
Tery strong smell of burning animal matter, and then of sulphur. A white powder
remained, amounting to about one-tenth of the matter employed, and which was found

to be alumina. Other quantities of carmine were treated with a solution of caustic

potash which completely dissolved them, with the exception of a fine red powder,

not acted on by potash and concentrated acid, and which was recognised to be red

sulphuret of mercury or vermilion. This matter, evidently foreign to the carmine,

appears to have been added, in order to increase its weight.

The preceding observations and experiments seem calculated to throw some light

on the art of dyeing scarlet and crimson. The former is effected by employing a
cochineal bath, to which there have been added, in determinate proportions, acidulous

tartrate of potash and nitro-muriatie deutoxide of tin. The effect of these two salts

is now well known. The former, in consequence of its excess of acid, tends to

redden the colour, and to precipitate it along with the animal matter ; the latter acts

in the same manner, at first by its excess of acid, then by the oxide of tin which
falls down also with the carmine and animal matter and is fixed on the wool, with

which it has of itself a strong tendency to combine. MM. Pelletier and Caventou
remark, that ' to obtain a beautiful shade, the muriate of tin ought to be entirely at

the maximum of oxidisement ; and it is in reality in this state that it must exist in the

solution of tin prepared according to the proportions prescribed in M. Berthollet's

treatise on dyeing.'

We hence see why, in dyeing scarlet, the employment of alum is carefully avoided,

as this salt tends to convert the shade to a crimson. The presence of an alkali would
seem less to be feared. The alkali would occasion, no doubt, a crimson-coloured

bath; but it would be easy in this case to restore the colour, by using a large quantity

of tartar. We should, therefore, procure the advantage of having a bath better

charged with colouring matter and animal substance. It is for experience on the

large scale to determine this point. As to the earthy salts, they must be carefully

avoided.

To obtain crimson, it is sufficient, as we know, to add alum to the cochineal bath,

or to boil the scarlet cloth in alum water. It is also proper to diminish the dose of

the salt of tin, since it is found to counteract the action of the alum.

The alkalis ought to be rejected as a means of changing scarlet to crimson. In
fact, crimsons by this process cannot be permanent colours, as they pass into red by
the action of acids.

According to M. Von Grottliuss, carmine may be deprived of its golden shade by
ammonia, and subsequent treatment with acetic acid and alcohol. Since this fact

was made known, M. Herschel, colour-maker at Halle, has prepared a most beautiful

carmine.

The officers of Her Majesty's Customs detected some time since a system of adul-

terating cochineal, which had been practised for many years upon a prodigious scale

by a mercantile house in London. Dr. Ure stated that he had analysed about 100

samples of such cochineal, from which it appears that the genuine article is moistened

with gum-water, agitated in a box or leather bag, first, with sulphate of baryta in

fine powder, afterwards with bone or ivory black, to give it the appearance of negra

cochineal, and then dried. By this means about 1 2 per cent, of worthless heavy spar

is sold at the price of cochineal, to the enrichment of the sophisticators, and the dis-

grace and injury of British trade and manufactures.

The specific gravity of genuine cochineal is 1'26 ; that of the cochineal loaded with
the barytic sulphate, r35. This was taken in oil of turpentine, and reduced to water

as unity, because the waxy fat of the insects prevents the intimate contact of the

latter liquid with them, and the ready expulsion of air from their wrinkled surface.

They are not all acted upon by the oil, b\it are rapidly altered by water, especially

when they have been gummed and barytified.

Humboldt states that so long ago as the year 1736, there was imported into Europe
from South America, cochineal to the value of 15 millions of francs. Its high price

had for a long time induced dyers to look out for cheaper substitutes in dyeing red ;

and since science has introduced so many improvements in tinctorial processes, both

madder and lac have been made to supersede cochineal to a very great extent.

In order to ascertain the value of cochineal for dyeing we must have recourse to

comparative experiments. "We are indebted to MM. Eobiquet and Anthon for two
methods of determining the quality of cochineals, according to the quantity of carmine

they contain. The process of M. Eobiquet consists in decolourising equal volumes of

decoction in different cochineals by chlorine. By using a graduated tube, the quality

of the cochineal is judged of by the quantity of chlorine employed for decolourising

tlie decoction. The process of M. Anthon is founded on the property which the

hydrate of alumina possesses of precipitating the carmine from the decoction eo as to
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decolourise it entirely. The first process, -which is very good in the hands of a sldlful

chemist, does not appear to us to be a convenient method for the consumer ; in the

first place, it is difficult to procure perfectly identical solutions ; in the next place, it is

impossible to keep them a long time without alteration. We know that chlorine

dissolved in water reacts, even in diffused light, on this liquid
; decomposes it, appro-

priates its elements, and gives rise to some compounds which possess an action quite

different from that of the chlorine solution in its primitive state. The second process

seems to us to be preferable, as the proof liquor may be kept a long while without

alteration. A graduated tube is also used ; each division represents one hundredth of

the colouring matter. Thus the quantity of proof liquor added exactly represents

the quantity in hundredths of colouring matter contained in the decoction of cochineal

which has been submitted to examination. The following remarks from a practical

dyer are valuable :

—

' The colouring matter of cochineal being soluble in water, I have used this solvent

for exhausting the different kinds which I have submitted to examination in the

colourimeter. I operated in the following manner : I took a grain of each of the

cochineals to be tried, dried at 120 Fahr. ; I submitted them five consecutive times to

the action of 200 grains of distilled water at water-bath heat, each time for an hour

;

for every 200 grains of distilled water I added two drops of a concentrated solution of

acid sulphate of alumina and of potash. This addition is necessary to obtain the

decoctions of the different cochineals exactly of the same tint, in order to be able

to compare the intensity of the tints in the colourimeter.'
' In order to estimate a cochineal in the colourimeter, two solutions, obtained as

described above, are taken ; some of these solutions are introduced into the colouri-

metric tubes as far as zero of the scale, which is equivalent to 100 parts of the superior

scale ; these tubes are placed in the box, and the tint of the liquids enclosed is com-
pared by looking at the two tubes through the eye-hole ; the box being placed so that

the light falls exactly on the extremity where the tubes are. If a difference of tint

is observed between the two liquors, water is added to the darkest (which is always
that of the cochineal taken as type) until the tubes appear of the same tint.^

' The number of parts of liquor which are contained in the tube to which water has

been added is then read off ; this number, compared with the volume of the liquor

contained in the other tube, a volume which has not been changed, and is equal to

100, indicates the relation between the colouring power and the relative quality of

the two cochineals. And if, for example, 60 parts of water must be added to the

liquor of good cochineal, to bring it to the same tint as the other, the relation of

volume of the liquids contained in the tubes will be in the case as 160 is to 100, and
the relative quality of the cochineals will be represented by the same relation, since

the quality of the samples tried is in proportion to their colouring power.'

—

Napier.

The exports from Guatemala consist principally of cochineal, the staple and
almost the only article of exportation for a number of years past. It is chiefly pro-

duced in Old Guatemala, nine leagues distant from Guatemala, and also in Amatellan
about six leagues distant. The rearing of tliis insect is subject to so many accidents

and contingencies that it is excessively precarious, and, above all, the weather has a

great effect upon it. Taking all this into consideration it is surprising that attention

has not been directed to the cultivation and production of other articles sidted to the

ilimate and soil of Guatemala, and less liable to destruction by unseasonable rains

and atmospheric changes than cochineal. It is reasonably to be feared that, if a

longer time be suffered to pass, the cochineal of this country cannot compete with that

of Teneriffe, and other parts of the world, where it is now cultivated.

Our Imports of cochineal have been as follow :

—

In 1870 we imported 47,790 cwts., valued at £581,956.
1871 „ 54,542 ., „ 706,713.

1872 „ 38,160 „ „ 494,541.

COCX-METAXi. An inferior metal ; a mixture of copper and lead used for

making cocks. See Aiioy.
COCO. A species of Aracets, to which the genus Arum gives the name. The

rhizomes or underground stems of the coeos {Colocasea) are sometimes substituted for

potatoes and yams
;
they abound in starchy matter.

' Care must be taken not to add to the water, which serves to extract the colouring matter from
the different cochineals, more than the requisite quantity of acid sulphate of aliTmina and solution of
potash, because a stronger dose would precipitate a part of the colouring matter in the state of lake.

- For cUluting tlie liquors the same water must always be used which has served to extract the
colouring matter of the cochineals under examination, otherwise the darkest decoction would pass
into violet, as water was added to it, to bring back the tint to the same degree of intensity aa
that of the decoction to which it is compared.
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COCOA.' A well-knoTO preparation from the seeds of the Theohroma cacao. It

is stated to be made from the fragments of the seed-coats mixed with portions of the

kernels. See Cacao.

COCOii-IsUTS. (Noix de Coco, Fr.
;

Cocosnuss, Ger.) The cocoa-nut tree

( Cocos nucifera) is a native of tropical climates. It is one of the most important and
valuable of the palms.

COCOA-SfUT OXIi. Cocoa-nut oil is obtained by two processes : one is by
pressure, the other by boiling the bruised nut and skimming off" the oil as it forms on
the surface.

It is a -white solid, having a peculiar odour. It fuses a little above 70° F. ; becomes
readily rancid, and dissolves easily in alcohol. It consists of a solid fat called cocin or

coc'mine (a combination of glycerine and cocinic, or coco-stearic acid), and of a liquid

fat or oleine. Cocoa-nut oil is used in the manufacture of soap and candles.

Mr. Soames obtained a patent in September, 1829, for making stearine and elaine

by the following process :

—

He takes the substance called cocoa-nut oil, in the state of lard, in which it is im-

ported into this country, and submits it to a strong hydraulic pressure, having made
it up in small packages, 3 or 4 inches wide, 2 feet long, and 1 or inch thick.

These packages are formed by first wrapping up the said substance in a strong linen

cloth, of close texture, and then in an outward wrapper of strong sail-cloth. The
packages are to be placed side by side, in single rows, between the plates of the

press, allowing a small space between the packages for the escape of the elaine.

The temperature at which the pressure is begun, should be from about 50° to 65°, or

in summer as nearly at this pitch as can be obtained, and the packages of the said sub-

stance intended for pressure should be exposed for several hours previously to about
the same temperature. When the packages will no longer yield their oil or elaine

freely at this temperature, it is to be gradually raised ; but it must at no time exceed

65°, and the lower the temperature at which the separation can be effected, the better

will be the quality of the oil expressed.

Wlien the packages are sufficiently pressed, that is, when they will give out no
more oil, or yield it only in drops at long intervals, the residuum is then to be
taken out and cleansed and purified, which is done by melting it in a well-tinned

copper vessel, which is fixed in an outer vessel, having a vacant space between,

closed at the top, into which steam is admitted, and the heat is kept up moderately

for a sufficient time to allow the impurities to subside ; but if a still higher degree of

purity is required, it is necessary to pass it through filters of thick flannel lined with

blotting paper.

Having been thus cleansed or purified, it is fit for the manufacture of candles, which
are made by the ordinary process used in making mould tallow candles. Having thus

disposed of the stearine, or what is called the first product, he proceeds with the elaine

or oil expressed from it, and which he calls the second product, as follows : that is to

say, he purifies it by an admixture, according to the degree of its apparent foulness,

of from 1 to 2 per cent, by weight of the sulphuric acid of commerce, of about 1'80

specific gravity, diluted with six times its weight of water. The whole is then to be

violently agitated by mechanical means, and he prefers for this purpose the use of a

vessel constructed on the principle of a common barrel churn. When sufficiently

agitated, it will have a dirty whitish appearance, and is then to be drawn off into

another vessel, in which it is to be allowed to settle, and any scum that rises is to be

carefuUy taken off. In a day or two the impurities will be deposited at the bottom of

the oil, which will then become clear, or nearly so, and it is to be filtered through a

thick woollen cloth, after which it will be fit for burning in ordinary lamps and for

other uses.

The process of separating the elaine from the stearine, by pressure, in manner afore-

said, had never before been applied to the substance called cocoa-nut oil, and conse-

quently no product had heretofore been obtained thereby from that substance fit for

being manufactured into candles in the ordinary way, or for being refined by any of

the usual modes, so as to burn in ordinary lamps, both which objects are attained by;

the method of preparing or manufacturing the said substance.

Candles well made from the above material are a very superior article. The light

produced is more brilliant than from the same sized candle made of tallow ; the flame

is perfectly colourless, and the wick remains free from cinder, or any degree of foulness

during combustion. See Candles ; Elaine ; Stearine.

COS. The Morrhua vulgaris, a fish belonging to the family of Gadida.

It is calculated that the take in Scotland of cod and ling amounts to about

4,000,000 individuals annually, of which upwards of 1,000,000 are from the Shetland

Islands.

COS-£EVER OI£. The oil obtained from the livers of several varieties of the
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Gadid(B family; especially from the torsk, Brositnus brosme. It is administeredi

medicinally : it acts mainly as a nutritive body, and the old idea that its medicinal'

value depended on the iodine it contained is now proved to be false, since it holds no
iodine in composition. Since the demand for cod-liver oil has been large, it has been
extensively adulterated with other fish-oils.

COSEXHE. C'^ff'NO'' + 2H0 (C'SH^'NO' + HO^). An alkaloid obtained from
opium, where it occurs associated with morphine and several other bases. Codeine
was discovered by Eobiquet, and has been studied by Dr. Anderson and other chemists.

The substitution-compounds formed from codeine by the action of hydrochloric acid

were investigated by Drs. Matthiessen and Wright, and those produced by the action

of hydrobromie acid have recently been studied by Dr. Wright alone.

COSZXiIiA. OP FIiAX. The coarsest parts of the fibre sorted out by itself. Sea
FlAX.
CCEKESTIXr. Native sulphate of strontia. See Celestine.
COFFEE. {CqfS, Fr.

; Kaffee, Ger.) The coffee is the seed of the Coffea Aralica,

a tree of the order Buhiacece, and belongs to the Pentandria monogynia of Linnseus.

There are several species of the genus, but the only one cultivated is the Coffea

Arahica, a native of Upper Ethiopia and Arabia Felix. It rises to the height of 16 or

20 feet ; its trunk sends forth opposite branches in pairs above and at right angles to

each other ; the leaves resemble those of the common laurel, although not so dry and
thick. From the angle of the leaf-stalks small groups of white flowers issue, which
are like those of the Spanish jasmine. These flowers fade very soon, and are replaced

by a kind of fruit not unlike a cherry, which contains a yellow glairy fluid, envelo-

ping two small seeds or berries convex upon one side, flat and furrowed upon the other

in the direction of the long axis. These seeds are of a horny or cartilaginous nature

;

they are glued together, each being surrounded with a peculiar coriaceous membrane.
They constitute the coffee of commerce.

It was not till towards the end of the 15th century that the coffee-tree began to be
cultivated in Arabia. Historians usually ascribe the discovery of the use of coffee as

a beverage to the superior of a monastery there, who, desirous of preventing the

monks from sleeping at their nocturnal services, made them drink the infusion of

coffee upon the report of shepherds, who pretended that their flocks were more lively

after browsing on the fruit of that plant. The use of coffee was soon rapidly spread,

but it encountered much opposition on the part of the Turkish government, and be-

came the occasion of public assemblies. Under the reign of Amurath III. the mufti

procured a law to shut all the coffee-houses, and this act of suppression was renewed
under the minority of Mahomet IV. It was not till 1554, under Solyman the Great,

that the drinking of coffee was accredited in Constantinople ; and a century elapsed

before it was known in London and Paris. Solyman Aga introduced its use into the

latter city in 1669, and in 1672 an Armenian established the first cafe at the fair of

Saint-Germain.

When coffee became somewhat of a necessary of life from the influence of habit

among the people, all the European Powers who had colonies between the tropics pro-

jected to form plantations of coffee-trees in them. The Dutch were the first who
transported the coffee plant from Mocha to Batavia, and from Batavia to Amsterdam.
In 1714 the magistrates of that city sent a root to Louis XIV., which he caused to be

planted in the Jardin du Eoi. This became the parent stock of all the French coffee

plantations in the Martinique.

The most extensive culture of coffee is still in Arabia Felix, and principally in the

kingdom of Yemen, towards the cantons of Aden and Mocha. Although these coun-

tries are very hot in the plains, they possess mountains where the air is mild. The
coffee is generally grown half-way up on their slopes. When cultivated on the lower

ground it is always surrounded by large trees, which shelter it from the torrid sun,

and prevent its fruit from withering before their maturity. The harvest is gathered

at three periods: the most considerable occurs in May, when the reapers begin by

spreading cloths under the trees, then shaking the branches strongly, so as to make
the fruit drop, which they collect, and expose upon mats to dry. They then pass

over the dried berries a very heavy roller, to break the envelopes, which are after-

wards winnowed away with a fan. The interior bean is again dried before being

laid up in store.

In Demerara, Berbice, and some of our West India islands, where much good

coffee is now raised, a different mode of treating the pulpy fruit and curing the beans

is adopted. When the cherry-looking berry has assumed a deep-red colour, it is

gathered, and immediately subjected to the operations of a mill composed of two

wooden rollers, furnished with iron plates, which revolve near a third fixed roller

called the chops. The berries are fed into a hopper above the rollers, and falling

down between them and the chops, they are stripped of their outer skins and pulp,
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wMle the twin beans are separated from each other. These beans then fall upon a
sieve, which allows the skin and the pulp to pass throngh, while the hard beans accu-
mulate and are progressively slid over the edge into baskets. They are next steeped

for a night in water, thoroughly washed in the morning, and afterwards dried in the
sun. They are now ready for the peeling miU, a wooden edge-wheel turned verti-

cally by a horse yoked to the extremity of its horizontal axis. In travelling over the

coffee, it bursts and detaches the coriaceous or parchment-like skin which surrounds
each hemispherical bean. It is then freed from the membranes by a winnowing
machine, in which four pieces of tin made fast to an axle are caused to revolve with
great velocity. Corn fanners would answer better than this rude instrument of negro
invention. The coffee is finally spread upon mats or tables, picked clean and packed
up for shipment.

The most highly-esteemed coffee is that oftMocha. It has a smaller and a rounder
bean ; a more agreeable taste and smell than any other. Its colour is yellow. Next to

it in European reputation is the Martinique and Boxirbon coffee ; its colour is greenish,

and it preserves almost always a silver grey peUicle, which comes off in the roasting.

The Bourbon coffee approaches nearest to the Mocha, from which it originally

sprung. The Saint Domingo coffee has its two extremities pointed, and is much less

esteemed then the preceding.

The coffee-tree flourishes in hilly districts where its root can be kept dry, while its

leaves are refreshed with frequent showers. Eocky ground, with rich decomposed
mould in the fissures, agrees best with it. Though it would grow, as we have said, to

the height of 15 or 20 feet, yet it is usually kept down by pruning to that of 5 feet for

increasing the production of the fruit, as weE. as for the convenience of cropping. It

begins to yield fruit the third year, but is not in fuU bearing tiH the fifth, does not
thnve beyond the twenty-fifth, and is useless in general at the thirtieth. In the coffee

husbandry the plants should be placed 8 feet apart, as the trees throw out extensive

horizontal branches, and in holes 10 or 12 feet deep to secure a constant supply of
moisture.

Coffee has been analysed by a great many chemists, with considerable diversity of
results. The best analysis perhaps is that of Schrader. He found that the raw beans
distilled with water in a retort communicated to it their flavour and rendered it turbid,

whence they seem to contain some volatile oil. On reboiling the beans, filtering, and
evaporating the liquor to a syrup, adding a little alcohol tUl no more matter was pre-

cipitated, and then evaporating to dryness, he obtained 17"o8 per cent, of ayeUowish-
brown transparent extract, which constitutes the characteristic part of coffee, though
it is not in that state the pxire proximate principle, called cajfeitie. Its more remark-
able reaction is its producing, with both the protoxide and the peroxide salts of iron, a
fine grass-green colour, while a dark green precipitate falls, which re-dissolves when
an acid is poured into the liquor. It produces on the solution of the salts of copper

scarcely any effect, till an alkali be added, when a very beautiful green colour is pro-

duced which may be employed in painting. Coffee beans contain also a resin, and a
fatty substance somewhat like suet. According to Eobiquet, ether extracts from coffee

beans nearly 10 per cent, of resin and fat, but he probably exaggerates the amount.

The peculiar substance caffeine contained in the above extract is crystallisable. It

is remarkable in regard to composition, that after urea and the uric acid, it is among
organic products the richest in nitrogen. It was dissolved and described in 1820 by
Eunge. It does not possess alkaline properties. Pfaff obtained only 90 grains of

caffeine from six poimds of coffee beans. There is also an acid in raw coffee to which
the name of caffeic acid has been given. When distilled to dryness and decomposed,

it has the smell of roasted coffee. See Cafteini;.

Coffee undergoes important changes in the process of roasting. When it is roasted

to a yellowish brown it loses, according to Cadet, 12i per cent, of its weight, and is in

this state difBcidt to grind. When roasted to a chestnut brown it loses 18 per Cent.

;

and when it becomes entirely black, though not all carbonised, it has lost 23 per

cent. Schrader has analysed roasted coffee comparatively with raw coffee, and ha
found in the first 12^ per cent, of an extract of coffee soluble in water and alcohol,

which possesses nearly the properties of the extract of the raw coffee, although it has

a deeper brown colour, and softens more readily in the air. He found also 10'4 of a
blackish brown gum ;

5"7 of an oxygenated extract, or rather apothkrae soluble in

alcohol, insoluble in water ; 2 of a fatty substance and resin ; 69 of burnt vegetable

fibre, insoluble. On distilling roasted coffee with water, Schrader obtained a produc-it

which contained the aromatic principle of coffee ; it reddened litmus paper, and ex.-.

haled a strong and agreeable odour of roasted coffee. If we roast coffee in a letort^.

the first portions of the aromatic principle of coffee condense into a yeUow liquid iui

the receiver ; and these may be added to the coffee roasted in the common way, from*

which this matter has been expelled and dissipated in the air.

Vol. I. 3 L
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Chenerix affirmed that by the roasting of coffee a certain quantity of tannin pos-

sessing the property of precipitating gelatine is generated. Cadet made the same
observation, and fonnd moreover, that the tannin Tvas most abundant in the lightly

roasted coffee, and that there was nearly none of it in coffee highly roasted. Passe
and Sehrader, on the contrary, state that solution of gelatine does not precipitate

either the decoction of roasted coffee or the alcoholic extract of this coffee. Eunge
likewise asserts that he could obtain no precipitate ynth gelatine ; but he says that

albumen precipitates from the decoction of roasted coffee the same kind of tannin as

is precipitated from rav coffee by the acetate of lead, and set free from the lead by
sulphuretted hydrogen. With these results Dr. Ure's experiments agreed. Gelatine

certainly does not disturb clear infusion of roasted coffee, but the salts of iron

blacken it.

Sehrader endeavoured to roast separately the different principles of coffee, but none
of them exhaled the aromatic odour of roasted coffee, except the horny fibrous matter.

He therefore concluded that this substance contributes mainly to the characteristic

taste of roasted coffee, vhich cannot be imitated by any other vegetable matter, and
which, as we have seen, should be ascribed chiefly to the altered caffeic acid. Accord-
ing to Garot, we may extract the caffeine without alteration from roasted coffee by
precipitating its decoction by subacetate of lead, treating the washed precipitate with
sulphuretted hydrogen, and evaporating the liquid product to dryness.

To roast coffee rightly we should keep in vie^w the proper objects of this process,

wliich are to develop its aroma, and destroy its toughness, so that it may be readily

ground to po^wder. Too much heat destroys those principles which yre should wish to

preserve, and substitutes new ones which have nothing in common with the first, but
add a disagreeable empyreumatic taste and smell. If, on the other hand, the ra^wness

or greenness is not removed by an adequate heat, it masks the flavour of the bean, and
injures the beverage made with it. When well roasted in the sheet-iron cylinder set

to revolve over a fire, it should have a uniform chocolate colour, a point readily hit by
experienced roasters, who no^w manage the business for the principal coffee dealers

both of London and Paris. The development of the proper aroma is a criterion by
which coffee roasters frequently regulate their operations. "UTien it loses more than
20 per cent, of its weight, coffee is sure to be injured. It should never be ground
till immediately before infusion, since the fine essential oil rapidly escapes from the

finely-di-rided coffee,

Liebig's vie^ws of the process of nutrition have given fresh interest to every analysis

of articles of food. A watery infusion of coffee is used in almost every country as a
beverage, and yet it is uncertain whether it is an article of nutrition or merely a con-

diment. A minute examination of the ra'w seed, or coffee bean as it is called, must
precede the determination of that disputed point. Caffeine is the principle best kno'WTi,

being most easily separated from the other substances, resisting most powerfully

chemical reagents, and by assuming a crystalline state is discoverable in very small

q'uantities.

Eoasted coffee affords a much richer infusion to hot water containing a minute
quantity of carbonate of soda, and improves the quality of the coffee on the stomach,

by neutralising the caffeic acids.

Coffee, as sold in the shops in its roasted and ground state, is often adulterated with
a variety of substances, but chiefly with chicory. See Chicoht.

If tannin exists in roasted coffee, as maintained long ago by Chenevix. and generally

admitted since, it must be very different from the tau'nin present in tea, catechu, kino,

oak-bark, willow-bark, and otlier astringent vegetables ; for it is not. like them, pre-

cipitated by either gelatine, albumen, or sulphate of q'uinine. With regard to the

action upon the animal economy of coffee, tea. and cocoa, which contain one common
chemical principle called caffeine or theine, Liebig advanced some ingenious views,

and, in particular, endeavoured to show that, to persons of sedentary habits in the

present refined state of society they afford eminently useful beverages, which

contribute to the formation of the characteristic principle of bile. This impor-

tant secreted fluid, deemed by Liebig to be subservient to the function of respiration,

requires for its formation much azotised matter, and that in a state of combination

analogous to what exists in caffeine. The quantity of this principle in tea and coffee

being only from 2 to 5 per cent., might lead one to suppose that it could have little

effect upon the system even of regular drinkers of these infusions ; but if the bile con-

tains only one-tenth of solid matter, called choleic acid, which contains less than 4

per cent, of azote, then it may be shown that 3 grains of caffeine would impart to 500
grains of bUe the azote which occurs in that crystalline precipitate of bile called

taurine, which is thro'wn do^wn from it by mineral acids.

One atom of caffeine, 9 atoms of oxj-gen, and 9 of -water, being added together,

produce the composition of 2 atoms of taurine. Now this is a very simple combi-
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nation for the living organism to effect ; one already paralleled in the generation of

hippuric acid in nrine, by the introduction of benzoic acid into the stomach : a phy-
siological discovery which promised to lead to a more successful treatment of some
of the most formidable diseases of man, particularly gout and gravel.

Coffee Boasting and Geinding.
The gratefulness of the beverage afforded 488
by this seed depends upon many circimi-

stances, which are seldom all combined.
It may be ruined in the roasting ; for if

some berries be under and some over
done, the whole when ground will yield

an unpalatable infusion. The due point

to which the torrefaction should be
carried may be determined partly by the
colour and partly by the loss of weight,

which points, however, are different for

each sort of coffee. But perfect equality

of ustulation is difficult of attainment
with the ordinary cylindrical machines.
Messrs. Law, of London and Edinburgh,
had long been dissatisfied with the

partial manner in which the cylinder

performed its duty, as it generally left

some part of its contents black, some
dark brown, and others paler; results

which greatly injure the flavour of the

beverage made with the coffee. Mr.
William Law overcame these difficulties

by his invention of the globular roaster,

actuated by a compound motion like

that of our earth. This roaster, with
its double rotatory motion, is heated not

over an open fire, but in an atmosphere of hot air, through a cast-metal casing.

The globe is so mounted as to revolve horizontally, and also from time to time
vertically, whereby the included beans are tossed about and intermingled in all direc-

tions, and ineqiiality of torrefaction is scarcely possible. The position of the globe

in Jiff. 488 shows it as turned up by a powerful leverage out of the cast-iron heater,

preparatory to its being emptied and re-charged.

Messrs. Dakin and Co. have patented, and have now for some years used, another

kind of apparatus, which consists mainly of steam-chests upon the upper surface of

which the coffee is roasted. The advantages of this arrangement appear to be that

the coffee berries are spread over tlio heated surface in a thin layer, and thus every

berry is equally exposed to the regulated action of the steam heat. The whole being

exposed to view, it can be seen when the roasting has been carried to its proper point.

Our Imports of coffee have been as follow:

—

Places 1870 1871 1872

From Ceylon .....
,, other British Possessions

,, Brazil

,, Central America

,, other Countries

Total .

Ectained for Home consumption

Total value

lbs.

97,964,922

29,814,865

14,057,893

14,070,079

23,994,105

lbs.

91,035,678

42,108,606

22,940,928

19,640,529

16,976,391

lbs.

77,644,766
38,160,854

17,820,211

14,934,128

18,513,908

179,901,864

30,629,710

£4,942,769

192,606,132

31,010,645

£5,407,110

167,073,867

31,661,311

£5,294,704

COGXTAC. The finest kind of French brandy, distilled from wine—so called

from the town of Cognac, in the department of Charente. See Bra^-dt.

COXR. The outer coating of the cocoa-nut, often weighing one or two pounds,

when stripped off longitudinally, furnishes the fibres called by the native name of

Coir, and used for small cables and rigging.

In England these fibres are used in matting and for coarse brush work, In Price
3 L 2
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and Co.'s works they are advantageously employed, placed between iron trays and
on the surface of the cocoa-nut and other concrete oils and fats, and subjected to

great pressure ; the liquid oil flows out, leaving solid fats behind. From the abun-
dance, cheapness, and durability of this substance it is likely to come into more
general use, and it has even been seriously proposed as a material for constructing

ocean telegraphs, from its lightness and power of resisting sea-water. The qualities

of coir for many purposes have been established for ages in the East Indies. Dr.
Gilchrist thus describes the properties of coir ropes :

—
' They are particularly elastic

and buoyant, floating on the surface of the sea ; therefore when, owing to the strength

of the current, a boat misses a ship, it is usual to veer out a quantity of coir, having
previously fastened an oar, or small cask, &c., to its end. Thus the boat may be
easily enabled to haul up to the ship's stern. Were a coir hawser,' ie adds, ' kept
on board every ship in the British marine, how many lives would probably be
saved!'

It is stated that fresh water rots coir in a very short time, corroding it in a sur-

prising degree, whereas salt water absolutely strengthens it, seeming to increase the

elasticity. Coir is therefore unfit for running rigging, especially for vessels subject

to low latitudes, it being easily snapped in frosty weather.

Nothing can equal the ease with which a ship rides at anchor, when her cables are

of coir. As the surges approach the bows, the vessel gradually recedes in consequence

of the cables yielding to their force ; but as soon as they have passed, it contracts again,

drawing the vessel gradually back to her first position : the lightness of the material

adds to this effect, for the cable woiild float if the anchor did not keep it down. At
the present time the forces exerted upon cables and the angles assumed under different

circumstances, in paying out submarine telegraphic. cables, have been the subject of

practical attention and theoretical investigation. Some of the greatest authorities

have assumed that the forces exerted, between the bottom of the sea and the ship's stern,

had reference only to forms or waves of the cables, representing some curve between
the vertical and horizontal line, but always concave to the water surface. For a curve

to exist, in the opposite direction, was named only as a condition, without evidence of

any practical kind to show that it really existed, or called for any attention to investi-

gate it. So long since, however, as 1825, Dr. Gilchrist, among others, had described

this very opposite curve of the coir
;
,viz., of being, when in action as a cable, curved

with a concave surface toward the bottom of the sea ; a fact weU known to the ex-

perienced sailors of England, as well as to the natives who employ these coir cables

so extensively on the East Indian coast.

' A hempen cable always makes a curve downwards, between the vessel and the

anchor, but a coir cable makes the curve upwards. Therefore, if a right line were
drawn from the hawse-hole to the ring of the anchor, it would be something like the

axis of a parabolic spindle, of which the cables would form, or nearly so, the two elliptic

segments.'

In the employment of materials for ocean telegraphs, especially for deep-sea

purposes, the use of iron and the proposal for using coir and other light substances,

have caused the telegraphic means to be spoken of as ' heavy ' or ' light ' cables.

Dr. Allan, of Edinburgh, proposed the abundant use of coir to make a Ik/ht cable, say,

half the weight of the lightest hitherto made, the Atlantic cable. He states that

a deep sea cable may be compounded to weigh not more than 10 cwt. per mile : while

the cheapness, durability in salt water, lightness, and abundant supply, will give it ad-

vantages over gutta percha and other substances used to form the bulk of the lightest

cables hitherto employed.

When cocoa-nuts are sawed into two equal parts across the grain of the coir coating,

they form excellent table brushes, causing wood planks to assume a very high polish

by friction. If the shell should be left, the edges should be perfectly smooth, and then

they will not scratch. It is a good mode to strip off the coir, and, after soaking it in

water, to beat it with a heavy wooden mall until the pieces become pliant, when they

shoiild be firmly bound together with an iron ring ; the ends being levelled, the imple-

ment is fit for use ; a little bees'-wax, rubbed occasionally upon them, adds greatly to

the lustre of the furniture ; of course the polish is mainly due to strength and rapid

action producing the friction upon the wood, and other articles of furniture.

In India, the coarse bark of the nuts is extensively used to cleanse houses, and in

washing the decks of vessels. Coarse stuff, matting, and bagging, are made of the

fibres, as well as ropes, sails, and cables.

The general preparation is simple :—The fibrous husks or coats which envelope the

cocoa-nuts, after being for some time soaked in water, become soft
; they are then

beaten, to separate other substances with which they are mixed, which fall away like

saw-dust, the strings or fibres being left; this is spun into long yarns, woven into sail-

cloth, and twisted into cables, even for large vessels. Cordage thus made is con-
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sidered preferable, in many respects, to that brought from Europe, especially the
advantage of floating in water,

COKE. (Eng. and Fr. ; Coaks, Ger.) It is necessary to distinguish between
what is called gas-coke and oven-coke. The word ' coke ' applies, properly, to the latter

alone ; for in a manufacturing sense, the former is merely cinder. The production of
good coke requires a combination of qualities in coal not very frequently met with

;

and hence first-rate coking coals can be procured only from certain districts. The
essential requisites are, first, the presence of very little earthy or incombustible ash

;

and, secondly, the more or less infusibility of that ash. The presence of any of the
salts of lime is above all objectionable; after which maybe classed silica and alumina;
for the whole of these have a strong tendency to produce a vitrification, or slag, upon
the bars of the furnace in which the coke is burnt ; and in this way the bars are
speedily corroded or burnt out ; whilst the resulting clinker impedes or destroys the
draught, by fusing over the interstices of the bars or air passages. Iron pyrites is a
common obstacle to the coke-maker ; but it is found in practice, that a protracted
application of heat in the oven dissipates the whole of the sulphur from the iron, with
the production of bisulphuret of carbon and metallic carburet of iron, the latter of
which alone remains in the coke, and, unless silica, be present, has no great disposition

to vitrify after oxidation. Where the iron pyrites exists in large quantities it is sepa-
rated by the coal-washing machines, some of which will be described in a general
article.—See Washing Machines. One object, therefore, gained by the oven-coke
manufacturer over the gas-maker is the expulsion of the sulphuret of carbon, and
consequent purification of the residuary coke. Another, and a still more important
consequence of a long sustained and high heat is, the condensation and contraction of
the coke into a smaller volume, which, therefore, permits the introduction of a much
greater weight into the same space ; an advantage of vast importance in blast furnaces,

and above all, in locomotive engines, as the repeated introduction of fresh charges of
coal fuel is thus prevented. Part of this condensation is due to the weight of the
superincumbent mass of coal thrown into the coke oven, by which (when the coal first

begins to cake or fuse together) the particles are forced towards each other, and the

cavernous character of cinder got rid of: but the chief contraction arises, as we have
said, from the natural quality of carbon, which, like alumina, goes on contracting, the
longer and higher the heat to which it is exposed. Hence, good coke cannot be made
in a short time, and that used in locomotive engines is commonly from 48 to 96, or
even 120 hours in the process of manufacture.

The prospects of improvement in coke-making point rather to alterations in the
oven than in the process. Formerly it was not thought possible to utilise the heat
evolved by the gaseous constituents of the coal ; but now, as an example of the in-

correctness of this idea, it may be stated that at the Felling Chemical Works, 200
tons of salt per week are made by the wasto heat alone, and it is also employed in

partially heating the blast for one of the furnaces. There appears no valid reason
why sets of coke-ovens might not be so arranged as mutually to compensate for each
other, and produce upon one particular flue a constant and uniform effect. Contri-

vances of this kind have been projected; but hitherto, we may suppose, without
uniform success, as many of our large coke-

makers still continue the old mode of working.
The following figure, 489, represents a

Shachtofen, or pit-kiln, for coking coals in

Germany, a is the lining {chemise), made of

fire-bricks ; the enclosing walls are built of the

same material ; b, b, is a cast-iron ring covered
with a cast-iron plate c. The floor of the kiln

is massive. The coals are introduced, and the

coke taken out, through a hole in the side d ;

during the process it is bricked up, and closed

with an iron door. In the surrounding walls

are four horizontal rows or flues e, e, e, e, which
are usually iron pipes ; the lowest row is upon
a level with the floor of the kiln; and the

others are each respectively one foot and a
half higher than the preceding. Near the top
of the shaft there is an iron pipe /, of from
8 to 10 inches in diameter, which allows the

incoercible vapours generated in the coking to escape into the condenser, which
consists either of wood or brick chambers. For kindling the coal, a layer of wood is

first placed on the bottom of the kiln.

The coking of small coal is performed upon vaulted hearths, eomewhat like bakers'

489
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oVens, but with gtill flatter roofs. Of such kilns, several are placed alongside one
another, each being an ellipse deviating little from a circle, so that the mouth may
project but a small space. The dimensions are such, that from 10 to 12 cubic feet

of coal culm may be spread in a layer 6 inches deep upon the sole of the furnace.

The top of the flat arch of fii-e brick should be
covered with a stratum of loam and sand.

Figs. 490 and 491 represent such a kiln as is

mounted at Zabrze, in Upper Silesia, for coking small
coal. Fig. 490 is the ground plan

; fig. 491 the ver-

tical section in the line of the long axis of fig. 490.
a is the sand-bed of the hearth, under the brick sole

;

h is the roof of large fire-bricks
; c, the covering of

loam
;
d, the top surface of sand ; e the orifice in the

front wall, for admission of the culm, and removal
of the coke over the sloping stone /. The flame and
vapours pass off above the orifice, through the chimney
marked g, or through the aperture h, into a lateral

chimney, i is a bar of iron laid across the front of
the door, as a fulcrum to work the iron rake upon.
A layer of coals is first kindled upon the hearth, and
when this is in brisk ignition, it is covered with the
culm in successive sprinklings. When the coal is

su£5ciently coked, it is raked out and quenched with
water.

Fig. 492 represents a simple coking Meiler or mound, constructed in a circular form
round a central chimney of loose bricks, towards which small horizontal flues are laid
among the_ lumps of coals. The sides and top are covered with culm or slack, and
the heap is kindled from certain openings towards the circumference. Fig. 493
represents an oblong Meiler, sometimes made 100 or 150 feet in length, and from 10 to

492 493

12 in breadth. The section in the middle of the figure shows how the lumps are piled

up, ; the wooden stakes are lifted out when the heap is finished, in order to introduce

kindlings at various points ; and the rest of the Meiler is then covered vrith slack

and clay, to protect it from the rains. A jet of smoke and flame is seen issuing from
its left end.

An excellent range of furnaces for making a superior article of coke, for the service

of locomotive engines of the London and Birmingham Kailway Company, has been
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erected at the Camden Town station, consisting of 18 ovens in two lines, the whole
discharging their products of combustion into a horizontal flue, which terminates in a
chimney-stack 115 feet high. Fig. 494 is a ground plan of the elliptical ovens, each

being 12 feet by 11 internally, and having 3 feet thickness of walls, a, a is the

mouth, 82- feet wide outside, and about 2| feet within, b, b are the entrances into the

flue ;
they may be shut more or less completely by horizontal

slabs of fire-brick, resting on iron frames, bushed in from
behind to modify the draught of air. The grooves of these

damper-slabs adindt a small stream of air to complete tha

combustion of the volatilised particles of soot. By this

means the smoke is well consiimed. The flue c, e, is 2^ feet

high, by 21 inches wide. The chimney d, at the level of the

flue, is 11 feet in diameter in the inside and 17 outside
; being

built from an elegant design of Eobert Stephenson, Esq. e, e

are the keys of the iron hoops, which bind the brick-work of

the oven. Fig. 495 is a vertical section in the line a, b, of

fig. 494, showing at b, b, and e, e, the entrances of the dif-
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ferent ovens into the horizontal flue ; the direction of the draught being indicated

by the arrows. /, /, is a bed of concrete, upon which the whole furnace range is

built, the level of the ground being in the middle of that bed. ^ is a stanchion on
which the crane is mounted ; A is a section of the chimney waU, with part of the
interior to the left of the strong line. Fig. 496 is a front elevation of two of these

elegant coke ovens ; in which the bracing hoops i, i, i, are shown
; k, k are the

cast-iron doors, strengthened outside with diagonal ridges ; each door being 0^ feet

high, by 4 feet wide, and lined internally with fire-bricks. They are raised and
lowered by means of chains and counterweights, moved by the crane I,

496

Each alternate oven is charged, between 8 and 10 o'clock every morning, with

3 1 tons of good coals. A wisp of straw is thrown in on the top of the heap, which
takes fire by the radiation from the dome (which is in a state of dull ignition from
the preceding operation), and inflames the smoke then rising from the surface, by
the reaction of the hot sides and bottom upon the body of the fuel. In this way the

smoke is consumed at the very commencement of the process, when it would other-

wise be more ab;mdant. The coking process is in no respect a species of distillation.
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but a complete combustion of the volatile principles of the coal. The mass of coals

is first kindled at the surface, where it is supplied with abundance of atmospheric

oxygen ; because the doors of the ovens in front, and the throat-vents behind, are

then left open. The consequence is, that no smoke is discharged from the top of the

chimney, at this, the most sooty period of the process, than is produced by an ordinary

kitchen fire. In these circumstances, the coal gas, or other gas, supposed to be gene-

rated in the slightly heated mass beneath, cannot escape combustion in passing up
through the bright open flame of the oven. As the coking of the coal advances more

slowly and regularly from the top of the heap to the bottom, only one layer is affected

at a time, and in succession downwards, while the surface is always covered with a

stratum of red-hot cinders, ready to consume every particle of carburetted or sul-

phuretted hydrogen gases which may escape from below. The greatest mass, when
calcined in this downward order, cannot emit into the atmosphere any more of the

above-mentioned gases than the smallest heap.

The coke being perfectly freed from all fuliginous and volatile matters by a cal-

cination of upwards of 40 hours, is cooled down to a moderate ignition by sliding-in

the dampers, and sliding-up the doors, which had been partially closed during the

latter part of the process. It is now observed to form prismatic concretions, somewhat
like a columnar mass of basalt. These are loosened by iron bars, lifted out upon

shovels furnished with long iron shanks, which are poised upon swing chains with

497

hooked ends, and the lumps are thrown upon the pavement, to be extinguished by

sprinkling water upon them from the rose of a watering can ; or, they might ba

transferred into a large chest of sheet-iron set on wheels, and then covered up. Good

coals, thus treated, yield 80 per cent, of an excellent compact glistening coke, weighing

about 14 cwts. per chaldron.

The loss of weight in coking in the ordinary ovens is usually reckoned at 25 per

cent. ; and coal, which thus loses one-fourth in weight, gains one-fourth in bulk.

Laljourers who have been long employed at rightly-constructed coke ovens seem to

enjoy remarkably good health.

Mr. Ebenezer Eogers, of Abercarn, in Monmouthshire, introduced a method of

coking, which he thus described :

—

' A short time ago a plan was mentioned to the writer as having been used in

Westphalia, by which wood was charred in small kilns : as the form of kiln described

was quite new to him, it led him to some reflection as to the principles on which it

acted, which were found to be so simple and effective, that he determined to apply
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them on a large scale for coHng coal. The result has been that in the course of a

few months the original idea has been so satisfactorily matured and developed, that

instead of coking 6 tons of coal in an oven costing SOI. 150 tons of coal are now
being coked at once in a kiln costing less than the former single oven.

' Figs. 497 and 498 are a side elevation and plan of one of the new coking kilns

to a small scale
; Jiff. 499 is an enlarged transverse section.

' D D are the walls of the kiln, which are provided with horizontal flues, e, f,

which open into the side or bottom of the mass of coal. Connected with each of these

flues are the vertical chimneys g, h. The dotted lines 1 1, fy. 498, represent a moveable

railway, by which the coal may be brought into the kiln and the coke removed from

it. In filling the kiln with coal, care is taken to preserve transverse passages or flues

for the air and gases between the corresponding flues e f in the opposite walls. This

is effected by bailding or constructing the passages at the time with the larger pieces

of coal, or else by means of channels or flues permanently formed in the bed of the

kiln. When the coal is of different sizes, it is also advantageous to let the size of the

pieces diminish towards the top of the mass. The surface of the coal when filled in is

covered with small coal, ashes, and other suitable material.
' When the kiln is filled the openings k at the ends are built up with bricks, as

shown dotted ; the kiln is not covered by an arch, but left entirely open at the top.

The apertures of the flues f and the chimneys a are then closed, as shown in fiff. 499,

and the coal is ignited through the flues e ; the air then enters the flues e, and passes

through the coal, and then ascends the chimneys h, as shown by the arrows. When
the current of air has proceeded in this direction for some hours, the flues e and
chimneys h are closed, and f and g are opened, which reverses the direction of the

current of air through the mass. This alteration of the current is repeated as often

as may be required. At the same time air descends through the upper surface of the

mass of coal. When the mass is well ignited, which takes place in from 24 to 36

hours, the external apertures of the flues e and f are closed, and the chimneys g and
H opened : the air now enters through the upper surface of the coal only, and descends

through the mass of the coal, the products of combustion passing up the chimneys.
' The coking gradually ascends from the bottom of the mass to the top, and can be

easily regulated or equalised by opening or closing wholly or partially the apertures

of the flues or chimneys. The top surface of the coal being kept cool by the descend-

ing current of air, the workman is enabled to walk over it during the operation ; he
inserts from time to time at different parts of the surface an iron bar, which is easily

pushed down until it reaches the mass of coke, by which its fiirther descent is pre-

vented. In this way the workman gauges the depth at which the coking process is

taking place, and if he finds it to have progressed higher at one part than at another,

he closes the chimneys communicating with that part, and thus retards the progress

there. This gauging of the surface is carried on without difficulty until the coking

process has arrived close to the top. The gases and tarry vapours produced by the

distillation or combustion descend through the interstices of the incandescent mass
below, and there deposit a portion of the carbon contained in them, the residual

gases passing up the chimneys. The coke at the lower part of the kiln is effectually

protected from the action of the air, by being surrounded and enveloped in the gases

and vapours which descend through it, and are non-supporters of combustion.
' When the mass of coal has been coked up to the top, which takes place in about

seven days, it is quenched with water, the walls closing the end openings, k, are taken
down, and the coke is removed. When a portion has been removed, a moveable
railway is laid in the kiln, so as to facilitate the removal of the remainder of the

coke.
' The flues e and f may enter at the bottom of the kiln, or at the sides above the

bottom, as in Jiff. 499 ; in the latter case the space below, up to the level of the

bottom of the flues, may be flUed with small coal, which becomes coked by the

radiated heat from the incandescent mass above. The transverse passages through
the mass are then constructed upon this bed of small coal with the larger lumps
of coal, as before mentioned. The flues and chimneys need not necessarily be
horizonta,l and vertical ; and instead of connecting a separate chimney with each

transverse flue, flues may be constructed longitudinally in the walls of the kiln, so as

to connect two or more of the transverse flues, which are then regulated by dampers,
conveying the gaseous products from them into chimneys of any convenient height

;

the arrangement first described, however, and shown in the drawings is preferred.

The gaseous products may be collected, and tar and ammonia and other chemical

compounds manufactiired from them by the usual modes. The coking or charring of

peat and wood may be effected in a similar manner to that already described with
regard to coal.

* The new kilns have proved entirely successful
;
they are already in use at some of
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ihe largest iron-works in the kingdom, and are being erected at a number of other
works. The great saving in first cost of oven, economy in working and maintenance,
increased yield, and improved quality of coke, will probably soon cause this mode of
coking to supersede the others now in use. The kilns are most advantageously made
about 14 feet in width, and 90 feet in length, and 7 feet 6 inches in height ; this size

of kiln contains about 160 tons of coal.'

Prom the long experience of this gentleman we are induced to quote yet further
from his memoir :

—

' The process ofcoking converts the coal into a porous mass ; but this is done during
the melting of the coal, at which moment the gases in liberating themselves form very
minute bubbles ; but the practical result is the same as in wood-coal, allowing a large

surface of carbon in a small space to be acted upon by the blast. As a general rule,

coke made rapidly has larger pores and is lighter than coke made slowly ; it accord-

ingly bears less blast, and crumbles too easily in the furnace.
' The process of coking in the ordinary ovens may be thus explained :—When the

oven is filled with a proper charge, the coal is fired at the surface by the radiated

heat from the roof
;
enough air is admitted to consume the gases given off by the

coal, and thus a high temperature is maintained in the roof of the oven. The coal is

by this means melted ; and those portions of it which, under the influence of a high
temperature, can of themselves form gaseous compounds, are now given off, forming at

the moment of their liberation small bubbles or cells ; the coke now left is quite safe

from waste, unless a further supply of air is allowed to have access to it. At this

stage of the process, the coke assumes a pentagonal or five-sided shape and columnar
structure. When the coke is left exposed to heat for some time after it is formed, it

becomes harder and works better, from being less liable to crush in the furnace and
decrepitate on exposure to the blast.

' It has been often remarked as a strange fact, that the hotter the oven, the better

the yield of coke ; hence all the arrangements of flues to keep up the temperature
of the ovens. This fact is, however, the result of laws well known to chemists. When
the coal is melted as above mentioned, the hydrogen in the coal takes up two atoms of

carbon for each two atoms of hydrogen, forming bicarburetted hydrogen gas (C^H-)

;

this at once escapes, but it has to pass upwards through the red-hot coke above, which
is at a higher temperature than the melted coal below. Now when bicarburetted

hydrogen gas is exposed to a bright red heat it is decomposed, forming earburetted

hydrogen gas (Off), and depositing one atom, or one half of its carbon, in a solid

form. Consequently in the process of coking, if the oven is in good working order,

iind the coke hot enough, the liberated carbon is detained in its passage upwards, and
either absorbed by the coke, or crystallised fer se upon it. This is simply illustrated

by passing ordinary illuminating gas through a tube heated to a bright red heat

;

the tube will soon become coated internally, and ultimately filled with a carbonaceous

deposit produced by the decomposition of the bicarburetted hydrogen contained in the

gas.

' It is found that some coal which is too dry or not sufficiently bituminous to coke

when put into the oven by itself in lumps, will coke perfectly if crushed small and
well wetted with water and charged in this state. This fact, if followed out, would
lead to an examination of the chemical nature of the effect produced by the water, and

would point the way to fm?ther improvements.'

Charred Coal, as it is called, must be regarded as a species of coke. It has been

largely employed in lieu of charcoal in the manufacture of tin plates. This prepara-

tion was also a discovery of Mr. Ebenezer Eogers, who thus described its manufacture :

—

The preparation of the ' charred coal ' is simple. The coal is first reduced very

small, and washed by any of the ordinary means ; it is then spread over the bottom

of a reverberatory furnace to a depth of about four inches ; the bottom of the furnace

is first raised to a red heat. When the small coal is thrown over the bottom, a great

volume of gases is given off, and much ebullition takes place ; this ends in the pro-

duction of a light spongy mass, which is turned over in the furnace and drawn in one

hour and a half. To completely clear off the sulphur, water is now freely sprinkled

over the mass until all smell of the sulphuretted hydrogen produced ceases. Charred

coal has been hitherto produced on the floor of a coke oven, whilst red hot after

drawing the charge of coke. See Tin-Plate Mantjfactuee.

A process has for some time been gaining ground in Prance known as the ' Systime

Appolt,' from its being introduced by two brothers of that name. The coking furnaces

employed are vertical, and they are in compartments. The authors published a

description of their process and a statement of its results, ' Carbonisation de la Houille

Systcme Appolf, decrit par les Auteurs, MM. Ajopolt Freres
:

' Paris, 1858 ; to which

we must refer our readers.

M. Coppeo has a coke oven which has been largely used in Belgium, and it has
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been introduced at the Thorncliflfe collieries. The following objects are aimed at in

the construction of the Coppee ovens :

—

1. The retention (as coke) of as large a proportion of the carbon contained in the

coal as possible.

2. The utilisation of the heat of the gases given off, by the use of flues arranged

to maintain a high temperature, and applied in such contiguity to the oven itself as

to hasten, by imparting an intense heat to the inside of the oven, the expulsion of the

gases.

3. As a secondary, but conseq^uent consideration, the application of the heat

retained by the gases when they leave the stack of ovens, to the production of

steam.

The Coppee ovens have each the form of a parallelogram, the usual dimensions

being: length, 29 feet 6 inches; breadth, 18 inches; height, 4 feet. These are

charged with coals every 24 hours. When built to be drawn every 48 hours, the

ovens have the same length, but are built 5 feet 7 inches high and 24 inches broad.

The thickness of brickwork between the ovens is 13'2 inches.

The coals, whether washed or otherwise, are crushed or disintegrated before being
placed in the oven to the consistency of very coarse meal. At each end of the oven
are two metal doors moving on hinges, and fixed securely in metal frames, the lower
being 3 feet, and the upper 1 foot in height. Between each two ovens are about 28
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vertical channels, v v (fig, 600), which, leading from one side of each oven, convey the
gases down to the horizontal flues, h h, one of which runs under each oven. The ovens
are arranged in groups of two. The gases from each two ovens, a a or b b, take their
course down vertical channels to the horizontal flue under one of the ovens, entering
such flue by the apertures c c. The combined gases, after passing along this flue to the
end of the oven, return by the flue under the other oven, and enter, at the point p,
into a large channel running_ at right angles to the ovens, j. They pass from
this channel, either directly into a chimney, or are carried under one or several
boilers.

At the commencement of the burning the admittance of air is regulated by three
small channels, by means of each of which air can be conveyed to the top, either of
the oven, or of the vertical flues. One of these air-passages is in the centre of the
oven, and is worked by the doors, d d, and the others are fixed at each end of the
oven, at the side of the doorway, as shown by f f, a very simple arrangement of
sliding doors allowing the air to be applied or shut off, with great facility and
promptness.

The coke is removed from the ovens by means of a ram, propelled by a cogged
driving-wheel, which is worked by a small portable engine.
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When the coke is ready to be taken from the oven, the engine and ram are placed
opposite to the end of the oven, and three wagons of coal are placed over the three
openings at the top. The coke is then pushed out by the ram, this operation occupying
about two minutes. A jet of water is at once applied to the coke whilst it is being
spread out on the floor. At the same time the lower doors are closed, and the coal

dropped into the oven, the apertures through which the coal passes being immediately
covered up by sliding doors. The coal is levelled in the ovens by means of rakes
passed through the opening of the upper doors. The upper doors are then closed.

The time occupied from the moment the doors are opened to their being sealed up
again is eight minutes. These ovens have been found, by a large number of experi-

ments to yield only 2 per cent, short of the actual quantity of fixed carbon contained

in the coal used.

The workings of the ovens at Thorncliffe, Chapeltown, gave the following compara-
tive results :

—

Per cent, of coke for Per cent, of cote
washed coal for unwashed coal

Common Oven 45 . . .54
Copp^e Oven . . ... 59 ... 68

The high per-centage of carbon yielded by the Coppee oven is probably chiefly due

:

1st. To the delicate manner in which the admittance of air to the ovens can be
regulated. The temperature of the common oven is comparatively low when the

combustion of the coal commences, and some time is occupied before the coal is in a
state of combustion. During this time a considerable quantity of air is allowed to

enter the oven, and carbonic acid is formed. This naturally takes up a large propor-

tion of the carbon in the coal, which is thus removed almost before the coking pro-

cess begins. When, however, the temperature of the oven in being refilled is very
high, as in the Coppee system, it is not unlikely that the free carbon, being thrown
ofi" quickly, will unite with the air and form the oxide, taking up no more carbon
than if, by the introduction of a larger quantity of air, carbonic acid were formed.

2nd. To the very small space allowed in the oven for the movement of the burning
gases.

3rd. To the care with which leakages are provided against.

The quickness with which coke is manufactured by the Coppee system is doubtless

due to the rapid combustion caused by the action of the constantly-maintained high

temperature of the side, top, and bottom of the ovens, up the enclosed thin upright

layer of coal.

Such is a sufficient general description of this new method of coking coal. For
further particulars as to the cost of erection, working expenses, utilisation of gases,

and other matters, the reader is referred to a paper read by Mr. Emerson Bainbridge

before the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, and
published in their 'Transactions' 1873, p. 81.

Messrs. Breckon and Dixon have patented a coke-oven in which the heat of the

ignited products of combustion is utilised by circulating through flues beneath the floor

of the ovens. It is said that by thus heating the floor, the process of coking is greatly

facilitated.

In the so-called anchor-ovens the entire charge of coke may be drawn out in one

mass, by means of an iron instrument termed an anchor, thus saving a considerable

amount of labour.

COKES. A name given to tin plates which have been prepared with coke.

COXiCOTHAR OP VXTRZOIi {Rouge d^Anffleterre,'FT.; Rothes Eise7ioxyd,GeT.),

the antiquated name of oxide of iron. It is the brownish-red peroxide of iron, pro-

duced by calcining sulphate of iron at a strong heat, levigating the resulting mass,

and elutriating it into an impalpable powder. A better way of making it, so as to

complete the separation of the acid, is to mix 100 parts of the green sulphate of iron

with 42 of common salt, to calcine the mixture, wash away the resulting sulphate of

soda, and levigate the residuum. The best sort of polishing powder, called jewellers'

rouge, or plate-powder, is the precipitated oxide of iron prepared by adding solution

of soda to solution of copperas, washing, drying, and calcining the powder in shallow

vessels \rith a gentle heat, till it assumes a deep brown-red colour,

COXiD BXiAST. See Ieon and Hot Blast.

COXiXiZSXSTE. A volatile base discovered by Anderson in bone oil, and subse-

quently found in shale naphtha.

COXiIiOSXOir. M. Malgaigne communicated to the French Medical Journals

some remarks on the preparation of gun-cotton for surgical purposes*. Several French

chemists, at the suggestion of M. Malgaigne, attempted to make an ethereal solution of

this compound by pursuing the process recommended by Mr. Maynard in the American
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Joiwnal of Medical Science, but they failed in procuring the cotton in a state in which
it could bo dissolved in ether. It appears that these experimentalists had employed a

mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids ; but M. Miallie ascertained, after many trials,

that the collodion in a state fitted for solution was much more easily procured by
using a mixture of nitrate of potash and sulphuric acid.

For the information of our readers, we give here a description of M. Miallie's

process for its preparation. It appears from the results obtained from this chemist,

that cotton in its most explosive form is not the best fitted for making the ethereal

solution :

—

Parts by weight

Finely-powdered nitrate of potash . . .40
Concentrated sulphuric acid . . . .60
Carded cotton . . . . .2

Mix the nitrate with the sulphuric acid in a porcelain vessel, then add the cotton, and
agitate the mass for three minutes by the aid of two glass rods. Wash the cotton, with-

out first pressing it, in a large quantity of water, and when all acidity is removed
(indicated by litmus paper), press it firmly in a cloth. Pull it out into a loose mass,

and dry it in a stove at a moderate heat.

The compound thus obtained is not pure fulminating cotton ; it always retains a
small quantity of sulphuric acid, is less infiammable than gun-cotton, and it leaves a
carbonaceous residue after explosion. It has, however, in a remarkable degree the

property of solubility in ether, especially when mixed with a little alcohol, and it forms
therewith a very adhesive solution, to which the name of collodion has been applied.

Preparation of Collodion.—Prepared cotton, 8 parts; rectified sulphuric ether, 125
parts ; rectified alcohol, 8 parts : all by weight.

Put the cotton with the ether into a well-stopped bottle, and shake the mixture for

some minutes. Then add the alcohol by degrees, and continue to shake until the whole
of the liquid acquires a sjmipy consistency. It may be then passed through a cloth,

the residue strongly pressed, and the liqiud kept in a well-secured bottle.

Collodion thus prepared possesses remarkable adhesive properties. A piece of linen

or cotton cloth covered with it, and made to adhere by evaporation to the palm of the

hand, will support a weight of twenty or thirty pounds. Its adhesive power is so great

that the cloth will commonly be torn before it gives way. The collodion cannot be
regarded as a perfect solution of the cotton. It contains suspended and floating in it

a quantity of vegetable fibre, which has escaped the solvent action of the other. The
liquid portion may be separated from these fibres by a filter, but it is doubtful whether
this is an advantage. In the evaporation of the liquid these undissolved fibres, by
felting with each other, appear to give a greater degree of tenacity and resistance "to
the dried mass.

Small balloons for holding gas are also made of collodion by pouring it into a
glass globe, and turning it about, so that every part is covered with the fluid. As
the ether evaporates, a thin film is left on the surface of the glass. To remove this,

a glass tube is inserted into the neck of the flask, so that the collodion film may
adhere ; the air is sucked out, and the collapsed film is easily withdrawn.

For the application of collodion to photography, see Photoseapht.
COliOCYWTH. OitruUus Colocynthis, The Coloquintida, bitter cucumber or

bitter apple, a drastic medicine.

COXiOGlTE EARTH. A brown pigment, prepared from lignite or brown coal.
COXiOGIfE VEIiXiOW. This pigment consists of a mixture of chromate and

sulphate of lead with sulphate of lime. It is prepared by precipitating a mixture of
nitrate of lead and nitrate of lime, with sulphate of soda and chromate of potash.
COSiOaXBA. Cocculus palmatus. A climbing shrub, a native of the intertropical

regions of the earth. It is now cultivated in the Mauritius and the Isle of Bourbon.
The root is of a large, fleshy, deep yellow colour, and divided into many irregular
forks. These are cut ofi", sliced, strung on cords, and hung to dry in the shade.
COXiOPHOirV. Black resin, the solid residuum of the distillation of turpentine

when all the oil has been worked off.

COI.ORIM'E. An alcoholic extract of garancine, when evaporated, is known in
commerce as colorine. It contains the colouring principles of madder (alizarine and
purpurine), together with fatty matter and other components of the garancine, which
are capable of extraction by alcohol.

COZaOVR, In Physics, a property of light, producing peculiar impressions
through the eye. Every surface, differing in its mechanical structure or chemical
character, acts differently towards the light falling on it, and according to the amount
of absorption, or reflection, or refraction, so is the colour of the ray. White is an
entire reflection, and blade a total absorption of all the rays, and consequently ara
not colours. The following Table is by Mr, William Linton :

—
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A Table of Oil Painters' Colours, with notices of their Chemical and Artistical

Properties.

Colours
Chemical Designation

and Preparation
Artistical Properties and

Durability Additlonal Colours,—with Remarks

1

WHITES.
Flake Wliite.

Carbonate of

Lead, with an
excess of Oxide.
Plates of lead,

exposed to the
action of viue-
gar-steam in

beds of ferment-
ing tan.

The best White extant
for Oil orBesin vehicles
when pure, which is

generally ascertained
by its exceeding white-
ness and opacity. Its

usual adulterations are
Sulphate of Barytes,
Chalk, Pipe-clay, &c.,
all of which are par-
tially transparent, and
consequently appear
darker in unctuous or
resinous vehicles. It
has no injurious action
upon Vegetable and
other colours, as some
have conjectured. It

is perfectly soluble in
diluted Nitric or Acetic
Acid when free from
Pipe-clay or Sulphate
ofBar3rtes. It is black-
ened by the foul gases
common to most do-
mestic atmospheres,
and is more secure in a
rapidly drying andpro-
tective vehicle.

There are other Whites of Lead,
varying in body and brilliancy,

and equally obnoxious to the
action of mephitic vapours ; as
Krems, Roman, and Venetian
Whites, and Sulphate of Lead.
The Wliites of Bismuth, Pearl,
and Antimony are injured by
Ught as well as by mephitic
vapours. Those of Zinc, Tin,

and Barytes, although they are
comparatively secure against
the foul gases, are too feeble

in body to be satisfactory in
unctuous or resinous vehicles.

Pattinson's Oxichlorideof Lead,
a denser preparation, forms
an admirable substratum for

works in which a powerful
impasto is desired.

Stroniian

Yellow.

Chromate of

Strontia. A
Solution of Chlo-
ride of Stron-
tium added to

one of Chromate
of Potash.

Of a pale Canary Colour.
Resists the action of

the foul gases and Ught,
and is perfectly dur-
able.

There are other MineralYellows,
but they are all more or less

objectionable. The Chromates
of Lead, like all preparations
of that metal, are blackened by
the foul gases. The united
oxides of Lead and Antimony
furnish Naples Yellow, a colour
readily affected by Stilphuret-
ted Hydrogen and other foul
gases, as well as by light, and
by a moist steel spatula. Tur-
pith Mineral or Subsulphate oE
Mercury is rapidly blackened
by light, and by the foul airs,

Orplment, or King's Yellow
(Arsenic and Sulphur), is

equally destructible ; also Pa-
tent Yellow (Lead and Salt
heated violently).

The Zinc Yellows, of which
many have been published, are
too deficient in body for oil.

Chromate of Cadmium and
Oxide of Uranium are feeble

in body and seriously injured
by mephitic airs, and Chromate
of Mercury and Oxide of Ce-
riimi are destroyed by them.
Madder Yellow, like Madder
Red, is dissipated by light.

Chromate of Barytes (Lemon
Yellow) is too feeble in body in
Oil. Alassicot blackens with
foul air ; so do Chrome Yellow,
aud Chrome Orange, and
Jaime Mineral, being prepara-
tions of lead. Besides the Eu-
ropean Ochres, may bo noticed
a great variety, of almostevery
conceivable tint, of Red,
Orange Yellow, and Purple,

—

from Hindostan, Canada, and
Trinidad, which were in the
GreatExliibitionof 1851. They
arc perfectly durable.

YELLOWS.

•

Cadmium
Yellow.

Sulphide of Cad-
mium. A com-
bination of Cad-
mium and Sul-

phur.

A rich and brilUant
Orange. Resists the
action of thefoul gases,

light, iSic, and is per-
fectly dm-able. A good
substitute, like Stron-
tian Yellow, forNaples,
Chrome, and other
changeable Mineral
Yellows.

Yellow, Oxford,
Roman, Stone,

Brown,Sienna,
"with Orange,
Puce, Purple,
and other In-
dian and Ame-
rican Ochres.

Native Earths,
consisting of Si-

lica and Alu-
mina, coloured

by Oxide of Iron.

All permanent Colours,
whether Native, Arti-

ficial, or Burnt. The
Oxides of Iron are

among the most staple

colours of the palette.

When properly washed
and prepared for oil

painting, they are in-

capable of injuring

other colours, and may
be said to constitute

the soundest materials

with which the chc-
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1

YELLOWS.

1
Colourg

Chemical Designation
and Preparation

Artislical Properties and
Durability Additional Colours,—^mth Remarks

Jaune de Mars.
A Chemical Pre-
paration with si-

milar properties.

mistry of Nature has
furnished the painter
for the imitation of her
works.

Palladium Yellow is better
avoided, so is Golden Sul-
phuret of Antimony. Chro-
mate of Tin darkens in oil, and
Platinum Yellow is worthless.
Gamboge (vegetable) bleaches
in the light. Brown-pink, and
others of the same class are
also evanescent in their layers.

The Vegetable Yellows are not
to be depended upon. They
soon disappear when applied in
deUcate tints or thin glazings,

especially if subjected to the
action of the solar rays.

tn

a
H

Light Red.
Yellow Ochre,

Burnt.
Sound, useful, and
durable colours.

There are other Mineral Reds
which are dm-able, but they are
of inferior quality, and are not
needed. Native Cinnabar is in-

ferior is every respect to Ver-
milion. Venetian Red is an
inferior representative of In-
dian Red, and Colcothar a stiU
coarserone. Red Leadhls.ckens
in oU ; and Iodide of Mercury
has no claim to durability. Red
Precipitate is worthless. Phos-
phate of Cobalt (a Pink Sili-

cate) wants body, and darkens
in oil. Mineral Lake (Tin and
Chromium) is too feeble in

body. Lilac and Crimson Sili-

cates, from Gold, have not body
enough for oil painting.

Among Vegetable Reds, the
Madders have the best repu-
tation for standing. AU vege-
table colours, however, should
be looked upon with suspicion
when used in thin glazings.

Indian Red,
A Native Iron

Oxide.

Vennilion,

BisulphideofMer-
cury. Mercury
and Solphm:
combined.

A beautiful colour, and
of an excellent body.
Quite permanent, and
not affected by acids or
caustic alkalis. Va-
porised by a red heat,
if pure.

Madder Lakes. Vegetable dyes on
earthy bases.

Rich and beautifnl
colours.

Palladium Red.
Ammonio-perchlo-
ride of Palladinm.

A rich, deep, and
beautiful colour.

BLUES.

1

Ultramarine,
Native.

A compound of
Silicate of Alu-
mina and Sili-

cate of Soda,
with Sulphide of

Sodium : the co-
lour is owing to

the reaction of

the latter on the
two former con-
stituents.

The Native is pre-
pared from Lapis
lazuli.

A brilliant purplish-
blue. None of the me-
phitic gases or light do
it any injury. Acids
will remove its colour.

It is perfectly durable
for the painter. The
artificial preparation
by Zuber, of Alsace (in

the Great Exhibition
of 1851), is of a less

purple hue, and better
fitted for the aerial

tints of landscape.

There are other Mineral Blues,

but they are better avoided.

The Silicate of Cobalt and
PotassamakesCobaltBlue; and
the Oxide of Cobalt and Po-
tassa makes Smalt: both feeble

pigments. VerditerandaUthe
Copper Blues turn Green, and
darken in oil. A Blue Frit, a
Silicate of Copper(Alexandrian
Blue), brought by Mr. Layard
from Nineveh, which has re-

tained its colour for probably
4000 years, turned black when
mixed with oil. The perma-
nence of Vitreous (called

Silica) colours, when levigated
for pigments, is a delusion.

They are subject to all the
changes and affinities of the
substances which compose
them. Prussian Blue is liable

to change. Indigo fades in the
Ught.

Ultramarine,
Artificial.

GREENS.

Chromium
Green.

Sesquioxido of

Chromium.
When Chromate
of Mercury (the

Orange precipi-

tate on mixing
Nitrate of Mer-
cury and Chro-
mate of Potash)
is strongly igni-

ted. Oxide of

Chromium re-

mains in a pow-
der.

An opaque hght Green,
of a full body, and per-
manent in aU respects.

It is the colouring mat-
ter of emeralds.

There are other Mineral Greens.
Thosefrom theArtificial Ultra-

marine process, though dura-
ble, are wanting in body and
richness. The Phosphates,
Carbonates (Malachite) , DisiU-

phates, and Acetates of Copper,
with Mineral, Verditer, and
Verdigris Greens,areblackened
by foul gases, and deoxidised
or darkened by oil. Nickel
Green also darkens and black-
ens in oU. Scheele's Green
(Vert Metis), Arsenate o£ Cop.
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Colours
Chemical Desif^ation

and Preparation
{Artistical Properties and

Durability Additional Colours,—vitli Remarks

1
GREENS.

Tevfe Verte,

Silicate of Prot-
oxide of Iron,
with Water, Po-
tassa, and Mag-
nesia. A Native
Mineral.

A delicate neutral
Green. Quite perma-
nent. Like Ultrama-
rine, its colour is de-
stroyed by acids.

per, darkens in oil and foul

air. Zinc or Cobalt Green
(Rinmann's Green) is perma-
nent, but inferior in body and
colour to the Green of Chro-
mium,

Vandyke, Cap-
pah, Ruhens,
Cassel, and Co-

logne Browns.

Decomposed Ve-
getable, with Bi-

tuminous Mat-
ter.

The best when deep,
rich, and transparent.

There are other Browns, but
many of them are less durable.
Madder Brown, like all the

Terre Verte

Brown,
Terre Terte.

Burnt. A quiet beautiful colour.

other Madders, is liable to fade.

Ivory andBoneBrowns are not
D\j ^ci xuajuciiv ors Lilt: uidiUiU}

of those substances. Catechu
Brown, rich and transparent,
is subject to fly when laid on
thinly. Manganese Brown is

semi-opaque, but a good drier.

Prussian Brown (Ferrocyanide
of Copper) is affected by foul

gas, and destroyed byalkahs.
Calcined Prussian Blue is a fine

m
Umber.

An Iron Ore with
Manganese.

An useful colour both
Raw and Burnt.

o
Mammy.

"White Pitch and
Myrrh, com-
bined mth Ani-
mal Matter.

Rich transparent Brown.

Asphaltum.

Bitumen. A Mi-
neral Pitch or
Resin found
floating on the
Dead Sea ; also
after the distD-
lation of Natmral
Naphtha.

Asphaltum is liable to
crack, except when In

an unctuous or waxy
vehicle.

Brown, but troublesome to

prepare. The peaty Browns,
probably from their vegetable
colouring matter, have a sUght
tendency to become palerwhen
used very thinly, and exposed
to strong light.

Ivory Black. Burnt Ivory.
Of a Brownish-black
tint, quite permanent.

There are other permanent
Blacks, as Bone-black (Burnt
Bones)

,
Lamp-black (pure Car-

bon), the Soot of Burnt Resin,

and Turpentine. Manganese-
black, a native product, and a
good drier (Peroxide of Man-
ganese). There are also Black
Ochres, native earths, but they
are not required.

BLACKS.

Blue-hlack.

Burnt Vine
Twigs, &c. Com-
mon Blacks
mixed with in-

secure Blues are
sometimes sub-
stituted by em-
pirics. The Blue-
black of the an-
cients was made
with the lees of
wine.

Of a Bluish-black tint,

perfectly durable.

COIiOVItlsrG' MATTERS. The colour of any object, either natural or artificial,

owes its origin to the effect produced on it by the rays of light. This efifect is either due

to the mass or substance of the body itself, as may be seen in the colours of metals and
many shells, or it arises from the presence of some foreign substance or substances

not absolutely essential to it, and which may in many cases be separated and removed
from it. It is in speaking of these foreign substances which are often found colouring

natural objects, or which are employed in the arts for the purpose of imparting colours

to various materials, that we generally make use of the term colotjeing matter.

By chemists, however, the term is only applied to organic bodies, and not to mineral

substances, such as oxide of iron, cinnabar, ultramarine, &c., which, though they are

employed as pigments in the arts, differ very widely in their properties from one

another and from colouring matters in the narrower sense of the word. Colouring

matters may be defined to be substances produced in animal or vegetable organisms,

or easily formed there by processes occurring in nature (such as oxidation or fermen-

tation), and which are either themselves coloured or give coloured compounds with

bases or with animal or vegetable fibre. According to this definition, bodies like

carbazotic acid and murexide, which are formed by complicated processes such as

never occur in nature, are excluded, though they resemble true colouring matters in

many of their properties, such as that of giving intensely-coloured compound
bases. Wliether, however, even after accepting the above definition, colouring

matters can be considered as constituting a natural class of organic bodies, such as

the fats, resins, &c., must still remain doubtful, though modern research tends to prove

that these substances are related to one another by other properties besides the acci-

dental one of colour, and will probably be found eventually to belong in reality to one

natural class.
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Colouring matters occui' in all the organs of plants, in the root, wood, bark, leaves,

flowers and fruit ; in the skin, hair, feathers, blood, and various secretions of animals ;

in insects, for example, in various species of coccus ; and in mollusea, such as the

murex. Indeed there are very few plants or animals whose organs do not produce
some kind of colouring matter. It is remarkable, however, that the colours which are

most frequently presented to our view, such as those of the leaves and flowers of

plants and the blood of animals, are produced by colouring matters with which we are

but very little acquainted, the colouring matters used in the arts, and wliich have been
examined with most care, being derived chiefly from less conspicuous organs, such as

the roots and Htems of plants. In almost all cases the preparation of colouring

matters in a state of purity presents great difficulties, so that it may even be said that

very few are known in that state.

Some colouring matters bear a great resemblance to the so-called extractive matters,

others to resins. Hence they have been divided into extractive and resinous colouring

matters. These resemblances are, however, of no great importance. The principal

colouring matters possess such peculiar properties that they must be considered as

bodies altogether std generis.

As regards their most prominent physical characteristic, colouring matters are

divided into three principal classes : viz., the red, yellow, and blue, the last class com-
prising the smallest number. Only one true green colouring matter occurs in nature,

\\z., chlorophyll, the substance to which the green colour of leaves is owing.' Black
and brown colouring matters are also uncommon, the black and brown colours

obtained in the arts from animals or vegetables being (with the exception of sepia and
a few others) compounds of colouring matters with bases. The colours of natural

objects are often due to the presence of more than one colouring matter. This may
easily be seen in the petals of some flowers. If, for instance, the petals of the orange-

coloured variety of the TrojpcBolum majus be treated with boiling water, a colouring

matter is extracted which imparts to the water a purple colour. The petals now
appear yellow, and if they be treated with boiling spirits of wine, a yellow colouring

matter is extracted, and they then become white. When the purple colouring matter

is absent the flowers are yellow ; when, on the contrary, it is present in greater abun-
dance, they assume different shades of brown. Precisely the same phenomena are

observed in treating the petals of the brown Calceolaria successively with boiling

water and spirits of wine. In many cases colouring matters exhibit, when in an
uncombined state, an entirely different colour from what they do when they enter

into a state of combination. The colouring matter of litmus, for instance, is, when
uncombined, red, but its compounds with alkalis are blue. The alkaline compounds
of alizarine are of a rich %'iolet colour, while the substance itself is reddish-yellow.

Many yellow colotiring matters become brown by the action of alkali, and the blue

colouring matters of flowers generally turn green when exposed to the same influence.

The classification of colouring matters, according to colour, is therefore purely arti-

ficial. The terms red, yellow, and blue coloxu-ing matter, merely signify that the

substance itself possesses one of these colours, or that most of its compounds are re-

spectively red, yellow, or blue. In almost all cases, even when the colour is not entirely

changed by combination with other bodies, its intensity is much increased thereby,

substances of a pale yellow colour becoming of a deep yellow, and so on.

Colouring matters consist, like most other organic substances, either of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen, or of those elements in addition to nitrogen. The exact relative

proportion of these constituents, however, is known in very few cases, and in still fewer
instances have the chemical formulae of the compounds been established with any ap-

proach to certainty. This proceeds on the one hand from the small quantities of these

substances usually present in the organs of plants and animals, and the difficulty of ob-

taining sufficient quantities for examination in a state of purity, and on the other hand
from the circumstance of their possessing a very complex chemical constitution and
high atomic weight.

Only a small number of colouring matters are capable of assuming a crystalline

form ; the greater number, especially the so-called resinous ones, being perfectly amor-
phous. Among those which have been obtained in a crystalline form, may be men-
tioned alizarine, indigo-blue, quercitrine, morine, luteoline, chrysophan, and rutine. It

is probable, however, that when improved methods have been discovered of preparing
colouring matters, and of separating them from the impurities with which they are so
often associated, many which are now supposed to be amorphous will be found to be
capable of crystallising.

Very little is known concerning the action of light on colouring matters and their

' Another green colouring matter, derived from different species of Ehamnus, lias been described
under the name of ' Chinese Green.' It is stated to be a peculiar substance, not as might be sup-
posed, a mixture of a blue and a yellow colouring matter.

Vol. I. 3 M
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compounds. It is well kno-wn that these bodies when exposed to the rays of the sun,

especially when deposited in thin layers on or in fabrics made of animal or vegetable
materials, lose mueh of the intensity of their colour, and sometimes even disappear
entirely, that is, they are converted into colourless bodies. But whether this process

depends on a physical action induced by the light, or whether, as is more probable, it

consists in promoting the decomposing action of oxygen and moisture on them, is

uncertain. The most stable colouring matters, such as indigo-blue and alizarine in

its compounds, are not insensible to the action of light. Others, such as carthamine
from saflower, disappear rapidly when exposed to its influence. Colours produced by
a mixture of two colouring matters are often found to resist the action of light better

than those obtained from one alone. In one case, viz., that of Tyrian purple, the action

of light seems to be absolutely essential to the formation of the colouring matter. The
leaves of plants also remain colourless if the plants are grown in darkness, though in

this case the formation of the green colouring matter is probably not due to the direct

chemical action of the light.

The action of heat on colouring matters varies very much according to the nature

of the latter and the method of applying the heat. A moderate degree of heat often

changes the hue of a colouring matter and its compounds, the original colour being

restored on cooling, an effect which is probably due to physical causes. Sometimes
this effect is, without doubt, owing to the loss of water. Alizarine, for instance, crys-

tallised from alcohol, when heated to 21 2° F. losesits water of crystallisation, its colour

changing at the same time from reddish-yellow to red. At a still higher temperature
most colouring matters are entirely decomposed, the products of decomposition being

those usually afforded by organic matters, such as water, carbonic acid, carburetted

hydrogen, empjrreumatic oils, and, if tlio substance contains nitrogen, ammonia, or

organic bases such as aniline. A few colouring matters, as for example alizarine,

rubiacine, indigo-blue, and indigo-red, if carefully heated, may be volatilised without
change, and yield beautiful crystallised sublimates, though a portion of the substance

is sometimes decomposed, giving carbon and empyreumatic products.

Colouring matters, like most other organic substances, undergo decomposition with

more or less facility when exposed to the action of oxygon ; and the process may, indeed

be more easily traced, in their case, as it is always accompanied by a change of hue.

Its effects may be daily observed in the colours of natural objects belonging to the

organic world. Flowers, in many cases, lose a portion of their colour before fading.

The leaves of plants, before tliey fall, lose their green colour and become red or yellow.

The colour of venous blood changes, when exposed to the air, from dark red to light

red. When exposed to the action of oxygen, blue and red colouring matters generally

become yellow or brown ; but the process seldom ends here : it continues until the colour

is quite destroyed ; that is, until the substance is converted into a colourless compound.
This may be easily seen when a fabric, dyed of some fugitive colour, is exposed to the

air. The intensity of the colour diminishes, in the first instance ; it then changes in

hue, and, finally, disappears entirely. Indeed, the whole process of bleaching in the

air depends on the concurrent action of oxygen, light, and moisture. The precise

nature of the chemical changes which colouring matters undergo during this process

of oxidation is unknown. No doubt, it consists, generally speaking, in the removal

of a portion of their carbon and hydrogen, in the shape of carbonic acid and water,

and the conversion of the chief mass of the substance into a more stable compound,

capable of resisting the further action of oxygen. But this statement conveys very

little information to the chemist, who, in order to ascertain the nature of a process of

decomposition, requires to know exactly all its products, and to compare their composi-

tion with that of the substances from which tlicy are derived. The indeterminate

and uninteresting nature of the bodies into which most colouring matters are converted

by oxidation has probably deterred chemists from their examination. The action of

oxygen on colouring matters varies according to their nature and the manner in

which the oxygen is applied, and it is the degree of resistance wliich they are capable

of opposing to its action that chiefly determines the stability of the colours produced by

their means in the arts. Indigo-blue shows no tendency to be decomposed by gaseous

oxygen at ordinary temperatures ; it is only when the latter is presented in a con-

centrated form, as in nitric or chromic acid, or in a nascent state, as in a solution of

ferrideyanide of potassium containing caustic potash, that it undergoes decomposition.

AVhen, however, indigo-blue enters into combination with sulphuric acid, it is decom-

posed by means of oxygen with as much facility as some of the least stable of this

class of bodies. Some colouring matters are capable of resisting the action of oxygen

even in its most concentrated form. Of this kind are rubianine and rubiacine, which,

when treated with boiling nitric acid, merely dissolve in the liquid and crystallise out

again, when the latter is allowed to cool. The action of atmospheric oxygen on

colouring matters is generally promoted by alkalis, and retarded in the presence of
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.leicls. A watery solution of hematine, when mixed witli an excess of caustic alkali,

becomes of a beautiful purple; but the colour when exposed to the air, almost im-

mediately turns brown, the hematine being then completely changed. It is almost

needless to observe, that the bodies into which colouring matters are converted by
oxidation are incapable, under any circumstances, of returning to their original state.

The action of reducing agents, that is of bodies having a great afl&nity for oxygen,

on some colouring matters, is very peculiar. If indigo-blue, suspended in water, be

placed in contact with protoxide of iron, protoxide of tin, or an alkaline sulphuret,

sulphite, or phosphite, or grape sugar, or, in short, any easily oxidisable body, an
excess of some alkali or alkaline earth being present at the same time, it dissolves,

forming a pale yellow solution without a trace of blue. This solution contains, in

combination with the alkali or alkaline earth, a perfectly white substance, to which
the name of reduced indigo has been applied. When an excess of acid is added to the

solution, it is precipitated in -white flocks. By exposure to the air, either by itself or

in a state of solution, reduced indigo rapidly attracts oxygen, and is reconverted into

indigo-blue. Hence the surface of the solution, if left to stand in uncovered vessels,

becomes covered with a blue film of regenerated indigo-blue. It was for a long time

supposed that reduced indigo was simply deoxidised indigo-blue, and that the process

consisted merely in the indigo-blue parting -with a portion of its oxygen, -which was
taken up again on exposure to the air. It has, however, been discovered that in

every case water is decomposed during the process of reduction -which indigo-blue

undergoes, the oxygen of the -water combining -with the reducing agent, and the

hydrogen uniting -with the indigo-blue, -water being again formed when reduced indigo

comes in contact with oxygen. Eeduced indigo is therefore not a body containing less

oxygen than indigo-blue, but is a compound of the latter -with hydrogen. There are

several red colouring matters which possess the same property, that of being converted

into colourless compounds by the simultaneous action of reducing agents and
alkalis, and of returning to their original state when exposed to the action of oxygen.

There can be little doubt that the process consists, in all cases, in the colouring matter

combining -with hydrogen and parting -with it again when the hyduret comes in con-

tact -with oxygen.

The action of chlorine on colouring matters is very similar to that of oxygen, though,

in general, chlorine acts more energetically. The first effect produced by chlorine,

whether it be applied as free chlorine, or in a state of combination -with an alkali, or

alkaline earth as an hypochlorite, usually consists in a change of colour. Blue and
red colouring matters generally become yellow. By the continued action of chlorine

all trace of colour disappears, and the final resiilt is the formation of a perfectly white
substance, which is usually more easily soluble in water and other menstrua than that

from which it was formed. Since it is most commonly by means of chlorine or its

compounds that colouring matters are destroyed or got rid of in the arts, as in bleaching

fabrics and discharging colours, the process of decomposition which they undergo by
means of chlorine has attracted a good deal of attention, and the nature of the chemical

changes, which take place in the course of it, has often been made a subject of dispute,

though the matter is one possessing more of a theoretical than a practical interest. It

is a well-kno-wn fact that many organic bodies are decomposed when they are brought
into contact, in a dry state, with dry chlorine gas. The decomposition consists in the

elimination of a portion of the hydrogen of the substance and its substitution by
chlorine. When water is present at the same time, the decomposition is, however, not

so simple. It is well known that chlorine decomposes water, combining -with the

hydrogen of the latter and setting its oxygen at libertj^, and it has been asserted, that

in the bleaching of colouring matters by means of chlorine when moisture is usually

present, this always takes place in the first instance, and that it is in fact the oxygen
which effects their destruction, not the chlorine. This appears, indeed, to be the case

occasionally. Eubian, for instance, the body from which alizarine is derived, gives,

when decomposed -with chloride of lime, phthalic acid, a beautifully-crystallised sub-

stance, containing no chlorine, which is also produced by the action of nitric acid on
rubian, and is, therefore, truly a product of oxidation. In many cases, however, it is

certain that the chlorine itself also enters into the composition of the new bodies

produced by its action on colouring matters. When, for instance, the chlorine acts

on indigo-blue, chlorisatine is formed, which is indigo-blue, in which one atom of

hydrogen is replaced by one of chlorine, plus two atoms of oxygen, the latter being

derived from the decomposition of water.

The behaviour of colouring matters towards water and other solvents is very various.

Some colouring matters, such as those of logwood and brazilwood, are very easily

soluble in water. Others, such as the colouring matters of madder and quercitron bark,

are only sparingly soluble in water. Many, especially the so-called resinous ones, are

insoluble in water, but more or less soluble in alcohol and ether, or alkaline liquids. A
3 M 2
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few, such as indigo-blue, are almost insoluble in all menstrua, and can only bo mado
to dissolve by converting them, by means of reducing agents, into other bodies soluble

ju alkalis. Those -which are soluble in water, are, generally speaking, of the greatest

importance in the arts, since they admit of more ready application, when they possess

this property.

The behaviour of colouring matters towards acids is often very characteristic. Most
colouring matters are completely decomposed by nitric, chloric, manganic, and chromic
acids, in consequence of the large proportion of oxygen which these acids contain. With
many colouring matters the decomposition takes place even at the ordinary temperature

:

with others, it only commences when the acid is warmed, especially if the latter be
applied in a state of considerable dilution. Concentrated sulphuric acid also destroys

most colouring matters, especially if the acid be heated. It seems to act by depriving
them of the elements of water, and thereby converting them into substances containing
more carbon than before, as may be inferred from the dark, almost black, colour

which they acquire. At the same time the acid generally loses a portion of its

oxygen, since sulphurous acid is almost always evolved on heating. Some coloui'ing

matters, such as alizarine, are not decomposed by concentrated sulphuric acid even
when the latter is raised to the boiling point

;
they merely dissolve, forming solutions

of various colours, from which they are precipitated unchanged, on the addition of

water, when they are insoluble or not easily soluble in the latter. Others, again, like

indigo-blue, dissolve in concentrated or fuming sulphuric acid, without being decom-
posed, and at the same time enter into combination with the acid, forming true double
acids, which are easily soluble in water and combine as such with bases. Many
colouring matters undergo a change of colour when exposed to the action of acids, the

original colour being restored by the addition of an excess of alkali, and this property

is made use of for the detection of acids and alkalis. The colour of an infusion of

litmus, for instance, is changed by acids from blue to red, and the blue colour is restored

by alkalis. An infusion of the petals of the purple dahlia or of the violet becomes
red on the addition of acids, and this red colour changes again to purple or blue wth
alkalis, an excess of alkali making it green. The yellow colour of rutine becomes
deeper with strong acids. In most cases, this alteration of colour depends on a very

simple chemical change. Litmus, for example, in the state in which it occurs in

commerce, consists of a red colouring matter in combination with ammonia, the com-
pound being blue. By the addition of an acid, the ammonia is removed, and the

uncombined red colouring matter makes its appearance. Ammonia and most alkalis

remove the excess of acid, and, by combining with the red colouring matter, restore

the blue colour. "When a colouring matter, like alizarine, is only sparingly soluble in

water, its solubility is generally diminished in the presence of a strong acid. Hence,

by adding acid to the watery solution, a portion of the colouring matter is usually

precipitated. It is very seldQ^i that colouring matters are really found to enter into

combination with acids. Indeed, only one, viz. berberine, is capable of acting the

part of a true base, and forming definite compounds witli acids. Some acids, such as

sulphurous and hydrosulphuric acids, do certainly seem to combine with some
colouring matters and form with them compounds, in which the colour is completely

disguised, and apparently destroyed. If a red rose be suspended in an atmosphere of

sulphurous acid it becomes white, but tlie red colour may be restored by neutralising

the acid with some alkali. On this property of sulphurous acid depends the process

of bleaching woollen fabrics by means of burning sulphur. In this case tlie colouring

matter is not destroyed, but only disguised by its combination with the acid.

Most colouring matters are capable of combining with bases. Indeed, their affinity

for the latter is generally so marked that they may be considered as belonging to the

class of weak acids. Like all other weak acids, they form, with bases, compounds of a

very indefinite composition, so much so, that the same compound, prepared on two

dilFerent occasions, is often found to be differently constituted. Hence the great

difficulty experienced by chemists in determining the atomic weight of colouring matters.

There are very few of the latter for which several formulae, all equally ijrobable, may
not be given, if the compounds with bases be employed for their determination. The
compounds of colouring matters with bases hardly ever crystallise. Those with alkalis

are mostly soluble in water and amorphous ; those wich the alkaline earths, lime, and

baryta, are sometimes soluble, sometimes insoluble ; those with the earths and metallic

oxides are almost always insoluble in water. The compounds with alkalis are

obtained by dissolving the colouring matter in water to which a little alkali is added,

and evaporating to dryness : an operation which must be carefully conducted if the

colouring matter is one easily afiected by oxygen. Tlie insoluble compounds, with

earths and metallic oxides, are obtained either by double decomposition of a soluble

compound with a soluble salt of the respective base, or by adding to a solution of the

colouring matter, in water or any other menstruum, a salt of the base containing some
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weak acid, such as acetic acid. It is remarkable that of all bases none show so much
aifinitj for colouring matters as alumina, peroxide of iron, and peroxide of tin, bodies

•which occupy an intermediate position between acids and bases. If a solution of any
colouring matter be agitated with a sufficient quantity of the hydrates of any of these

bases, the solution becomes decolourised, the whole of the colouring matter combining
with the base and forming a coloured compound. It is accordingly these bases that

are chiefly employed in dyeing, for the purpose of fixing colouring matters on par-

ticular portions of the fabric to be dyed. When used for this purpose they are called

Tnardants. Their compounds with colouring matters are denominated lakes, and are

employed as pigments by painters. The colours of the compounds usually differ,

either in kind or degree, from those of the coloring matters themselves. Eed
colouring matters often form blue compounds, yellow ones sometimes give red or

purple compounds. The compounds with peroxide of iron are usually distinguished

by the intensity of their colour. When a colouring matter gives with alumina and
oxide of tin red compounds, its compound with peroxide of iron is usually purple
or black ; and when the former are yellow, the latter is commonly olive or brown.
Almost all the compounds of colouring matters with bases are decomposed by strong

acids, such as sulphuric, muriatic, nitric, oxalic, and tartaric acids, and even acetic

acid is not without effect on some of these compounds. The compoimds with earths

and metallic oxides are also decomposed, sometimes by alkalis. A solution of soap
is sufficient to produce this effect in many cases, and dyes are therefore often tested

by means of a solution of soap in order to ascertain the degree of permanence which
they possess,

No property is so characteristic of colouring matters, as a class, as their behaviour
towards bodies of a porous nature, such as charcoal. Ji a watery solution of a colouring

matter be agitated with charcoal, animal charcoal being best adapted for the purpose,

the colouring matter is generally entirely removed from the solution and absorbed by
the charcoal. The combination which takes place under these circumstances is pro-

bably not due to any chemical affinity, but is rather an effect of the so-called attraction

of surface, which we often see exerted by bodies of a porous nature, such as charcoal

and spongy platinum, and which enable the latter to absorb such large quantities of

gases of various kinds. That the compound is indeed more of a physical than a
chemical nature seems to be proved by the circumstances that sometimes the Colouring

matter is separated from its combination with the charcoal by means of boiling alcohol,

an agent which can hardly he supposed to exert a stronger chemical affinity than water.

It is this property of colouring matters which is made use of by chemists to decolourise

solutions, and by sugar manufacturers to purify their sugar. The attraction manifested
by colouring matters for animal or vegetable fibre is probably also a phenomenon of

the same nature, caused by the porous condition of ?he latter, and the powerful afSnity

of the so-called mordants for colouring matters, may, perhaps, he in part accounted
for by their state of mechanical division being different from that of other bases.

Colouring matters, however, vary much from one another in their behaviour towards
animal or vegetable fibre. Some, such as indigo-blue, and the colouring matters of

safflower and turmeric, are capable of combining directly with the latter, and imparting
to them colours of great intensity. Others are only slightly attracted by them and
consequently impart only feeble tints

;
they therefore require, when they are employed

in the arts for the purpose of dyeing, the interposition of an earthy or metallic base.

To the fiffst class Bancroft applied the term substantive colouring matters, to the second
that of adjective colouring matters.

One of the most interesting questions connected with the history of colouring matters
is that in regard to the original state in which these substances exist in the animal and
vegetable organisms from which they are derived. It has been known for a long time
that many dye-stuffs, such as indigo and archil, do not exist ready formed in the plants
from which they are obtained, and that a long and often difficult process of preparation

is required in order to eliminate them. The plants which yield indigo exhibit, while
they are growing, no trace of blue colour. The colouring matter only makes its

appearance after the juice of the plant has undergone a process of fermentation. The
lichens employed in the preparation of archil and litmus are colourless, or at most
light brown, but by steeping them in liquids containing ammonia and Ume a colouring

matter of an intense red is gradually generated, which remains dissolved in the alkaline

liquid. Other phenomena of a similar nature might be mentioned, as for instance

the formation of the so-called Tyrian purple from the juice of a sheU-fish, and new
ones are from time to time being discovered. In order to explain these phenomena
various hypotheses have been resorted to. It was supposed, for instance, that the

indigofercB contained white or reduced indigo, and hence were devoid of colour, and
that the process of preparing indigo-blue consisted simply in oxidising the white indigo,

which was for this reason denominated indigogmie, by some chemists. The same
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assumption was made in regard to otlier colouring matters, all of -wHcli were supposed
to exist originally in a deoxidised and colourless stite. In regard to indigo, however,
the hypothesis is disproved at once by the fact that reduced indigo is only soluble in

alkaline liquids, and that the juice of tlie indigo-bearing plants is always acid. In
regard to the other colouring matters it seems also to be quite untenable. Tlie first person
to throw some light on tliis obscure department of organic chemistry was Robiquet. This
distinguished chemist succeeded in obta.ining from lichens in their colourless state a
beautifully crystallised, colourless substance, soluble in water, having a sweet taste, and
consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. This substance he denominated orcine.

By the combined action of ammonia and ox3-gen, he found it to be converted into a red
colouring matter, containing nitrogen, and insoluble in water, which was in fact

identical -with the colouring matter of arcliil. This beautiful discovery furnished
chemists with a simple explanation for the curious phenomena observed in the forma-
tion of this and other colouring matters, and it was soon followed by others. Heeren
and Kane obtained from various lichens other colourless substances of similar pro-

perties, and it was shown by Schunck that orcine is not even the first link in the

chain, but is itself formed from another body, lecanorine, which, by the action of

alkalis, yields orcine and carbonic acid, just as sugar by fermentation gives alcohol

and carbonic acid. In like manner it was discovered by Erdmann that the colouring

matter of logwood is formed by the simultaneous action of oxygen and alkalis from
a crystallised coloiudess substance, hamatoxyline, which is the original substance

existing in the wood of the tree; and is like the others, not itself strictly speaking, a
colouring matter, but a substance which gives rise to the formation of one.

There is, however, another class of phenomena connected with the formation of

colouring matters, entirely different from that just referred to. It was discovered by
Eobiquet that if madder be treated for some time with sulphuric acid, and tlie acid be
afterwards completely removed, the madder is found to have acquired a much greater

tinctorial power than before. This fact was explained by some chemists by supposing

that the sulphuric acid had combined with, or destroyed some substance or substances,

contained in the madder which had previously hindered the colouring matter from
exerting its full power in dyeing, such as lime, sugar, woody fibre, &e. By others it

was suspected that an actual formation of colouring matter took place during the

process, and this suspicion has been verified by recent researches. Schunck suc-

ceeded iu preparing from madder a substance resembling gum, very soluble in water,

amorphous, and Iiaving a very bitter taste, like madder itself, and to which he gave
the name riibian. This substance, though not colourless, is incapable of combining

witli mordants, like most colouring matters. When, however, it is acted on by strong

acids, such as sulphuric or muriatic acid, it is completely decomposed, and gives rise

to a number of products, the most important of which is alizarine, one of the colouring

matters of madder itself. Among the other products are a yellow crystallised colouring

matter, ruhianinc, two amorphous red colouring matters resembling resins, ruhiretine and
verantine, and lastly, grape-sugar. AVhen subjected to fermentation, the same products

are formed, with the exception of rubianine, which is replaced by a yellow colour-

ing matter of similar properties. This process of decomposition evidently belongs to

that numerous class called by some chemists ' catalytic,' in wliich the decomposing

agent does not act, as far as we know, in virtue of its cliemical affinities. It is e'l'ident,

then, that when madder is acted on by sulphuric acid an actual formation of colouring

matter takes place, and it is even probable that the whole of the colouring matter

found in madder in its usual state was originally formed from rubian, by a process of

slow fermentation, the portion of the latter still remaining imdecomposed being that

which is acted on when acids are applied to madder. Prom the Isatis tinctoria or

common woad plant, Schunck, in like manner, extracted an amorphous substance,

easily soluble in water, called by him indican, and whicli, by the action of strong

acids, is decomposed into indigo-blue, indigo-red, sugar, and other products, among
whicli are also several resinous colouring matters. Looking at tliem from this point

of view, colouring matters may be divided into two classes, viz., first, such as are

formed from other substances, not themselves colouring matters, by tlie action of

oxygen and alkalis ;
and, secondly, such as are formed from other substances by

means either of ferments or strong acids, without the intervention of oxygen. To the

first class belong the colouring matters of archil, litmus, and logwood
;
they yield

comparatively fugitive dyes, and are usually decomposed by allowing the very process

to which they owe their formation to continue. To the second class belong indigo-

blue, indigo-red, and alizarine, bodies wliich sliow a remarkable degree of stability

for organic compounds. More extended research will probably show that many other

colouring matters are formed eitlier in one manner or the other, which will probablj'

afford us the means of arriving at a rational jmode of classifying these bodies, and of

distinguishing them as a class from others.—E. S.

COIiT'S-rOOT. See Tussit.ago.
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COXinniBIVAI or Kiobiim. A peculiar metal originally extracted from a rare

mineral brought from Haddam in Connecticut, and known as Columbiie. This is a

columbate and tantalate of iron and manganese. Columbium also occurs, with

tantalium, in several rare Swedish minerals. The metal received its name from

Columbia (America). See Niobium.
COXiVKfinrAR COAK. a name given to Antheacite.
COKZA is a variety of cabbage,—the Brassica olcracea,—whose seeds afford by

pressure an oil much employed in France and Belgium for burning in lamps, and for

many other purposes. This .plant requires a rich but light soil ; it does not succeed

upon either sandy or clay lands. Tlie ground for it must be deeply ploughed and well

dunged. It should be sown in July, and be afterwards replanted in a richly manured
field. In October it is to be planted out in beds, 15 or 18 inches apart. Colza may
also be sowed in furrows 8 or 10 inches asunder.

Land which has been just cropped for wheat is that usually destined to colza ; it may
be fresh dunged with advantage. The harvest takes place in July, with a sickle, a

little before the seeds are completely ripe, lest they should drop off. As the seed is

productive of oil, however, only in proportion to its ripeness, the cut plants are allowed

to complete their maturation, by laying them in heaps under airy sheds, or placing

them in a stack, and thatching it with straw.

The cabbage stalks are thrashed with flails ; the seeds are winnowed, sifted, and spread

out in the air to dry ; then packed away in sacks, in order to be subjected to the oil

mill at the beginning of winter. The oil-cake is a very agreeable food to cattle ; it

serves to fatten them, and is reckoned to defray the cost of the mill.

When proper manure was not applied, it was reported that colza impoverished

the soil very much, as do indeed, all the plants cultivated for the sake of their

oleaginous seeds. The same soil must not, therefore, be come back iipon again for six

j'ears, if fine crops be desired. The double ploughing which it requires effectually

cleans the ground.

T)io colza or wild cabbage itself is a plant of sufficient interest to call special

attention to its properties. Besides yielding an oil which gives a brilliant light for

the lamps of lighthouses, its seed has other properties that should induce the plant

to be in favour with agriculturists, emigrants, and colonists. The recent accounts,

according to Du Bow, state ' it to be admirably adapted for cattle as food ; that the

seeds after the oil is expressed yield a cake highly prized for fattening cattle, and as

manure.' ' There is a spring variety which will succeed in almost any part of the

United States, and will ultimately become an article of great importance.'

The real history of this valuable plant seems to be this :—The Abbe de Commerell,
in a letter to Dr. Lettsom, dated from Paris at the Abbey of St. Victor, 1789, calls

especial attention to the colza which he had cultivated for some time in the neighbour-
hood of Paris, ' and last year under the inspection of the Eoyal Society of Agriculture.

The severe winter just experienced, which had destroyed great abundance of turnips

and cold, had not done the least injury to my plants, which is a proof of resisting the

severest cold.' The following description of the plant may lead to its adoption as sources

of oil and food. To induce this wo may refer to the original communication,
now of course sufficiently rare : it is entitled :

' Memoire sur la Culture, Tusage et les

avantages du, Choux a faucher, par M. I'Abbe de Commerell, a Paris,' 1789. He states

he found the plant in Germany, where it was only used for seed ; that there are three

distinct varieties, known by the colours of the ' nerves' of the leaves : violet, yellow,

and green. He gives preference to the violet, ' il est plus abondant, plus sapide, et

resiste mieux a I'impression du froid et a la rigueur des hirers.' He adds, that he
presents to the Eoyal Society (Agric. de Paris) the plants which had resisted the cold

of the preceding winter, 'the most rigorous of which mention is made in our annals.'

Again Commerell says :
' This plant is a kind of wild cabbage, that may be cut

four or six times in the year it is sown ; each cut is as plentiful as trefoil or

lucerne ; we leave it afterwards for the winter. About the month of February it

shoots up, Eyid the loaves of it may be cut ; but in the month of April it begins to grow
lip, send off stalks, and bears its seed, which may be gathered in June. The first year
this wild cabbage does not send stalks ; its leaves appear to rise out of the ground, and
thus it maybe cnt like grass ; it may also be dried fur hay. Its leaves extend to 10, 12,

and 15 inches in length and 6 to 8 broad, which have not the bitter and herbaceous
taste of other cabbages. It is a pulse very agreeable for man during the whole year,

and a fodder equally as good as plentiful for all kinds of cattle. The milk of cows
does Bot acquire a bad taste, nor do the cows get tired of it.

' This plant bears more and larger sized seed than turnips or cole, and the oil which
I have extracted from it cold is very superior as food for man to that from poppy or

cole, and is equal to the common oil of olives, in the opinion of good judges. I give the

name of the mowing cabbage to this plant. If you will make a trial of it,' he adds to

Dr. Lettsom, ' you will have every reason to be satisfied, for this cabbage yields one
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third more oil than turnips in proportion to the equal quantity of ground, and we may
sow it in spring or in autumn.'
When Commerell wrote the trials were limited for want of seed ; but it now appears

to be well worthy the attention of agriculturists, as a plaut whose rapid growth and
general favour, may remedy the scarcity of other crops more in use. The production

of the oil alone forms a considerable article of the trade of France, Belgium, England,
and America.
To minijig districts, to manufacturers, and others in remote localities, the valuable

properties of this plant and seed, as sources of oil, food, and manure, are commended.
Even six crops a year are said to have been taken. Thus the bitterness of famine by
the failure of other crops might be mitigated ; and as the oils of seeds are now
confusedly mixed together in commercial transactions, wo have thought the useful-

ness of this plant should b.e more generally known by references to those qualities

recorded on its original cultivation.

Colza oil is now extensively used for burning in lamps andfor lubricating machinery.
The Carcel, Moderator, and other lamps are contrived to give a continuous supply of

oil to the wick, and by a rapid draught of air brilliant combustion of the oil is main-
tained without smoke.

In the lighthouses of France and England it lias been employed with satisfaction,

so as to replace the use of sperm-oil ; the preference has been given on the grounds
of greater brilliancy, a steadier flame, the wick being less charred, and the advantage
of economy in price.

The Corporation of the Trinity House and the late Mr. Hume took great in-

terest in the question of the relative merits of colza, rape, and seed oils, as compared
•with sperm-oil, and in 1846 referred the investigation of the power and qualities of the

light from this description of oil, to Professor Faraday. He reported ' that he was
much struck with the steadiness of the flame, burning 12 or 14 hours without being

touched ;
'

' taking above 100 experiments, the light came out as one and a half for

the seed-oil to one of the sperm ; the quantity of oil being used in the same propor-

tion; ' and he conchides by stating his ' confidence in the results.'

The advantages then were, less trouble, for the lamps with sperm had to be re-

trimmed, and the same lamp with seed-oil gave more light, and the cost then was as

35. 9d. per gallon seed-oil, against 6s. id. imperial gallon of sperm.
Those interested should consult returns, ordered by the House of Commons,

—

'Lighthouses: on the motion of Mr. Hume, " On the substitution of Eape-seed oil for
Sperm-oil, and the saving accruing therefrom." 17th Feb. 1855 ; No. 75; ISth March,

1857, 196 and 196 I.'

In the Supplementary Returns laid before the House of Commons by the Commis-
sioners of the Northern Lights, there is the following report of Alan Stevenson, Esq.,

their engineer :

—

' In the last annual report on the state of the lighthouses, I directed the attention

of the Board to the propriety of making trial, at several stations, of the patent culza

or rape-seed oil, as prepared by Messrs. Briggs and Garford, of Bishopsgate Street.

These trials have now been made during the months of January and February, at

three catoptric and three dioptric lights, and the results have from time to time been

made known to me by the light-keepers, according to instructions issued to them, as

occasion seemed to require. The substantial agreement of all the reports as to the

qualities of the oil renders it needless to enter into any details as to the slight vary-

ing circumstances of each case ; and I have therefore great satisfaction in briefly

stating, as follows, the very favourable conclusion at which I have arrived :

—

' 1. The culza oil possesses the advantage of remaining fluid at temperatures which

thicken the spermaceti oil.

' 2. The culza oil burns both in the Fresnel lamp and the single argand burner, with

a thick ^vick, during seventeen hours, without requiring any coaling of the wick,

or any adjustment of the damper ; and the flame seems to be more'steady and

free from flickering than that from spermaceti oil.

' 3. There seems (most probably owing to the greater steadiness of the flame)

to be less breakage of glass chimneys with the culza than with the spermaceti oil.'

The above firm, who from thirty years' experience in the trade, were enabled to in-

duce the Trinity Corporation to give this oil a fair and extended trial, state that ' ^ir

manufacturing purposes it is equally useful ; it is admitted by practical men to be the

best known oil for machinery
;
equal to Gallipoli ; and technically it possesses more

'•body," though perfectly free from gummy matter.'

While sperm, Gallipoli, nut, or lard oils are rendered useless by the slightest ox-

posiu-e to frost, the colza oil will, with ordinary care, retain its fluidity : this has been

acknowledged as a very important quality to railway and steam-boat companies.

It should bo here stated that the terms rape-oils, seed-oils, colza or culza, are all
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now blended together, and, however much this may be regretted, yet it does not seem
easy to keep distinctness in the general usages of oil, for the Customs returns class all

under one head.—Eape Oil.

A number of British and colonial seed-bearing plants appear to be now employed
for the sake of their oils, although on account of the mucUaginous matter contained

in many of the oils, they are far inferior to the colza •which they are employed to

adulterate.-—T. J. P.

Of the importance of the trade some estimate may be formed by the foUowing
entry.—The Importations of seed-oils were as follow :

—

Tons
In 1870 1.5.i29 valued at £.594,93.3

1871 10.461 .. 406.426

1872 19,931 „ 788,419

COMB. The name of an instrument which is employed to disentangle, and lay

parallel and smooth the hairs of man, horses, and other animals. They are made of

thin plates, either plane or curved, of wood, horn, tortoise-shell, ivory, bone, or metal,

cut upon one or both sides or edges with a series of somewhat long teeth, not far

apart.

Two saws mounted on the same spindle are used in cutting the teeth of combs,

which may be considered as a species of grooving process : one saw is in this case

larger in diameter than the other, and Cuts one tooth to its fall depth, whilst the smaller

saw, separated by a washer as thick as the required teeth, cuts the succeeding tooth

part of the way down.

A few years back Messrs. Pow and Lyne invented an ingenious machine for sawing
boxwood or ivory combs. The plate of ivory or boxwood is fixed in a clamp sus-

pended on two pivots parallel with the saw spindle, which has only one saw. By the

revolution of the handle a cam first depresses the ivory on the revolving saw. cuts one

notch, and quickly raises it again ; the handle, in completing its circuit, shifts the

slide that carries tie suspended clamp to the right, by means of a screw and ratchet

movement. The teeth are cut with great exactness, and as quickly as the handle can

be turned
;
they vary from about thirty to eighty teeth in one inch, and such is the

delicacy of some of the saws, that even 100 teeth may be cut in one inch of ivory.

The saw runs through a cleft in a small piece of ivory, fixed vertically or radially to

the saw, to act as the ordinary stops, and prevent its flexure or displacement side-

ways. Two combs are usually laid one over the other and cut at once
;
occasionally

the machine has two saws, and cuts four combs at once.

In the manufecture of tortoise-shell combs, very much ingenuity is displayed in

soldering the back of a large comb to that piece which is formed into teeth. The two
parts are filed to correspond

;
they are surrounded by pieces of linen, and inserted

between metal moulds, connected at their extremities by metal screws and nuts ; the

interval between the halves of the moulds being occasionally curved to the sweep

required in the comb ; sometimes also the outer faces of the mould are curved to the

particular form of those combs in which the back is curled round, so as to form an
angle with the teeth. Thus arranged it is placed in boiling water. The joints when
properly made cannot be detected, either by the want of transparency or polish. ilTuch

skill is employed in taming to economical account the flexibility of tortoise-shell in

its heated state : for example, the teeth of the larger descriptions of comb are parted.

or cut one out of the other with a thin frame saw ; then the shell, equal in size to two
combs with their teeth interlaced, is bent like an arch in the direction of the length of

the teeth. The shell is then flattened, the points are separated with a narrow chisel

or pricker, and the two combs are finished whilst flat, with coarse single cut files, and
triangular scrapers ; and lastly, they are warmed, and bent on the knee over a wooden
mould by means of a strap passed round the foot, in the manner a shoemaker fixes a

shoe last. Smaller combs of horn and tortoise-shell are parted whilst flat, by an
ingenious machine with two chisel-formed cutters, placed obliquely, so that every cut

produces one tooth, the repetition of which completes the formation of the comb.

Mr. Eogers's comb-cutting machine is described in the ' Transactions of the Society

of Arts,' voL xlix., part 2, page 150. It has been since remodelled and improved by
Mr. KeUy. This is an example of slender chisel-like punches. The punch or chisel

is in two parts, slightly inclined and curved at the ends to agree in form with the out-

line of one tooth of the comb, the cutter is attached to the end of a jointed arm,

moved up and down by a crank, so as to penetrate almost through the mat -rial, and
the uncut portion is so very thin that it splits through at each stroke and 1 .aves the

two combs detached.

The comb-makers' double saw is called a ' stadda,' and has two blades contrived so

as to .give with great facility and exactness the intervals between the teeth of combs,
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from the coarsest to those having from forty to forty-five teeth to the inch. The
gagc-sav: or gage-vid is used to make the teeth square and of one depth. The saw is

frequently made ^th a loose back, like that of ordinary back-saws, but much -wider,

so that for teeth i, f, ^ inch long, it may shield all the blade except f. J inch of its

width respectively, and the sa-w is applied until the back prevents its further progress.

Sometimes the blade has teeth on both edges, and is fixed between two parallel slips

of steel connected beyond the ends of the saw blade by two small thumb-screws.
After the teeth of combs are cut they are smoothed and polished with files, and by
rubbing them with pumice-stone and tripoli.

—

Holt:apffel.

coBXBxirrN'G xnmxBERs and chemzcaIi coniBrN-a.Txoxr^
Constancy of composition is one of the most essential characters of chemical com-
pounds; by which is meant that any particular body, under whatever circumstances
it may have been produced, consists invariably of the same elements in identi-

cally the same proportion : the converse of this is not, however, necessarily true,

that the same elements in the same proportion always produce the same body. See
IsOStEBISlL

But not only is there a fixity in the proportion of the constituents of a compound
;

but also, if any one of the elements be taken, it is found to \mite with the other

elements in a proportion which is either invariable, or changes only by some very
simple multiple.

The numbers expressing the combining proportions of the elements are only relative.

In England it is usual to take hydrogen as the starting-point, and to call that number
the combining number of any other element which expresses the proportion in which
it unites with one part by weight of hydrogen : and these numbers are now likewise

adopted on the Continent, although in France the combining numbers are sometimes
referred to oxygen, which is taken as 100. It is obvious that, whichever system is

used, the numbers have the same value relatively to each other.

These combining numbers would have but little value if they expressed nothing
more than the proportion in which the elements combine with that body arbitrarily

fixed as the standard ; but they also represent the proportions i7i ichitk they unite

among themselves, in the event of union taking place. Thus, not only do 8 parts of

oxygen unite with one of hydrogen, but also 8 parts of oxygen unite with 39 of

potassium, 23 of sodium, 100 of mercury. 108 of silver, &c. It is in virtue of this law
that the combining proportions of many of the elements have been ascertained. Some
of them do not combine with hydrogen at all, and in such cases the quantity which
unites with 8 parts of oxygen, or 16 of sulphur, &c., has to be ascertained. See
Axoinc Weights ; EarrvALEsrs.—H.M."W.
COMBTTSTXBXiE. (Eng. and Fr.

; Brennstoff, Ger.) Any substance which,

exposed in the air to a certain temperature, consumes with the emission of heat

and light. AU such combustibles as are cheap enough for common use go under the

name of Fuel. Every combustible requires a peculiar pitch of temperature to be
kindled, called its accendible point. Thus phosphorus, sulphur, hydrogen, carburetted

hydrogen, carbon, each takes fire at successively higher heats. See Flame : FtrzL.

COnXBirSTZOXI'. (Eng. and Fr.
;
Vcrbrennung, Ger.) The phenomena of the

development of light and heat from any body, as from charcoal combining with the

oxygen of the air. from phosphorus combining with iodine, and from some of the

metals combining with chlorine. Combustion may be exerted with very various

degrees of energy. "We have a low combustion often established in masses of vegetable

matter ; as in haystacks, or in heaps of damp sawdust. In these cases, the changes

going on are the same in character, only varying in degree, as those presented by an

ordinary fire, or by a burning taper—oxygen is combining with carbon to form carbonic

acid. The heat thus produced (the process has been termed by Liebig Eremacausis),

increasing in force, gives rise eventually to visible combustion.

Cases of spontaneous combustion are by no means uncommon. Some years since,

the editor investigated the conditions under which H. 31. ships the ' Imogen ' and
' Talavera ' were burnt in Devonport Dockyard, and he was enabled to trace the fire

to a large bin, in which there had been allowed to accumulate a mass of oiled oakum,

pieces of old flannel covered with anti-attrition, sawdust, shavings, and the sweepings

of the painters', wheelwrights', and some other shops.

The subject of combustion belongs to Watts's ' Dictionary of Chemistry,' where it is

folly treated. See SpoxTAXEors CostBrsnox.
COirCSETE. The name given by architects to a compact mass of pebbles,

sand, and lime, cemented together in order to form the foundation of buildings.

Semple says that the best proportions are 80 parts of pebbles, each about 7 or 8 ozs.

in weight, 40 parts sharp river sand, and 10 of lime : the last is to be mixed with

water to a thinnish consistence, and grouted in. It has been found that Thames
ballast, as taken from the bed of the river, consists of nearly 2 parts of pebbles to 1 of
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sand, and therefore answers exceedingly well for making concrete, with from ono-

soventli to one-eighth part of lime. The best mode of making concrete, according to !Mr.

Godwin, is to mix lime, previously ground, with the ballast in a dry state ; sufficient

water is now thrown over it to effect a perfect mixtiiro ; after which it should be turned

over at least twice with shovels, or oftener ; then put into barrows, and wheeled away
for use instantly. It is generallj- found advisable to employ two sets of men to perform

this operation, with three sets in each set, and they repeating the process, turn over

the concrete to the barrow-men. After being put into the barrows, it should be at

once wheeled up planks so raised as to give it a fall of some yards, and thrown into

the foundation, by which means the particles are driven closer together, and greater

solidity is given to the whole mass. Soon after being thrown in, the mixture is ob-

served usually to be in commotion, and much heat is evolved, with a copious emission

of vapour. The barrow-load of concrete in the fall spreading over the ground will

form generally a stratum of from 7 to 9 inches thick, which should be allowed to set

before throwing in a second.

Another method of making concrete, is first to cover the foundation with a certain

quantity of water, and then to throw in the dry mixture of ballast and lime. It is

next turned and levelled with shovels ; after which more water is pumped in and the

operation is repeated. The former method is undoubtedly preferable. In some cases

it has been found necessary to mix the ingredients in a pug-mill, as in mixing clay,

&e., for bricks. Por the preparation of a concrete foundation, as the hardening should

be rapid, no more water shoidd be used than is absolutely necessary to effect a perfect

mixture of the ingredients. Hot water accelerates the induration. There is about

one-fifth contraction in volume in the concrete, in reference to the bulk of its ingre-

dients. To form a cubical yard of concrete, about 30 ft. cube of ballast and 3 J ft. cube
of ground lime must be employed, with a sufficient quantity of water.

Several other methods have been adopted by builders and engineers : these, however,
involve the same principles and general condition ; a detail of them is, therefore, un-
necessary in this work. The reader desiring information is referred to works espe-

cially devoted to engineering and building. See HTDRArxic Lijie.

COXfl-DY'S SXSXiaTECTIM'G' SOX.ITTXOM'. A solution of an alkaline man-
ganate, or permanganate. See ]Mangasates and Disixfectasts.
COTrFECTZOirERV. See Sweetmeats.
COZTCEliiVTXOII'. (Eng. and Fr.

;
Gefrierung, Ger.) The act of freezing liquids.

The processes emploj'ed are chiefly chemical, but some are mechanical. These will have
further attention under the heads Fbeezikg MixTntES, Ice, and Ice MANTTFAcrniE.
COXfXCHAXiCXTE. An arsenate and phosphate of copper found in Andalusia.
COK'IFER.S. The natural order of cone-bearing plants, including some of the

most important trees, such as all kinds of fir, cedar, juniper, pine, cypress, &c.
COirXXN'E. C"*H'=N (C«H>5if). A volatile base found in hemlock {Conium

maculatum). It is supposed to be the cause of the poisonous properties of that plant.

COXTXMA. A fragrant resin used for making pastiles. It is extracted from the

Hyawa, or incense tree, which grows in British Guiana.

COirXITM. Conium. maculatv.rn. Spotted Hemlock. The celebrated Athenian
state poison by which Socrates and Phocion died.

C00R017CXTE. Under this name a peculiar substance has recently been
imported from South Australia. It resembles caoutchouc in many of its physical
properties, and has been called by some authorities mineral caoutchouc or Elaterite

;

it seems, however, to be essentially different from that substance, and is probably a
product of vegetable origin. It is found in thin layers spread over the surface of the
ground in a sandy plain in the district known as the Coorong, in South Australia.

Coorongite is a dark brown elastic substance, which exhibits under the microscope
a cellular structure interwoven with fibres. It does not vulcanize with sulphur. By
destructive distillation it evolves- gaseous products ; and oils and acetic acid may be
obtained by condensation. According to an examination in the Colony, by Mr.
G. Prancis, it is capable of being resolved into two substances : (1) a soft, semi-fluid

balsam, of an olive-green colour, insoluble in water, mineral acids, absolute alcohol,

and wood-naphtha, but soluble in ether, chloroform, benzole, turpentine, and essen-

tial oils; (2) a tough, pulverulent, elastic substance, combustible, but insoluble in any
of the above-named menstrua. The specific gravity of Coorongite is 0"98 or 0-99.

An analysis by Dr. Bernays yielded :

Volatile matter . . . . ' . .97-190
Pixed carbon 1-005

Ash 1-790

99-985
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The amount of moisture was only 0-4682 per cent.; but separating this from the

volatile matter, the complete analysis may be thus represented :

Carbon 64-7300
Hydrogen 11-6300

Moisture 0-4682

Ash 1-7900

Fixed carbon 1-0050

Oxygen, and other substances imestimated . 20-3768

100-0000

COOKERS, WATZaK. Vessels of porous unglazed earthen-ware, in -which a

liquid can be kept cool by constantly exuding through the substance of the -ware and
evaporating from the outer surface of the vessel. Such coolers, of great use in hot

climates, are often kno-wn by their Spanish name Alcarrazas.

COOXiXHC FXiVXBS. See Befrigebatort.
COPAXBA, BAZiSAIK[ OP. This oleo-resin is imported from Peru, and is the

produce of several species of Copaifera.

COPAIi. A resin -which exudes spontaneously from t-wo trees, the Rhus copallimim,

and the El(Bocarpus cojyaliferiis, the first of -which gro-ws in America, and the second in

the East Indies. A third species is said to gro-w on the banks of some rivers in, and
near the coasts of, Guinea.

Much information has been received of late years from various sources concerning

this some-what ill-understood product. It is now kno-wn that there are three

dificront kinds of copal in commerce, but little is kno-wn of their distinguishing

characteristics. Wo have East Indian and West Indian copal, and, under the latter

name, two very different substances. The East Indian, called also African, is more
colourless, soft, and transparent, than the others ; it forms a fine sm-face, and when
heated emits an agreeable odour. It furnishes the finest varnish ; fresh essence of

turpentine dissolves it completely, but not old. Essence digested upon sulphur will

dissolve double its own weight, without letting any fall. Fresh-rectified oil of rose-

mary -will dissolve it in any proportion, but if the oil is thickened by age it serves

only to swell the copal.

When cautiously melted, it may be then dissolved in good essence of turpentine in

any proportion, producing a fine varnish of little colour.

A good varnish may be made by dissolving 1 part of copal, 1 of essence of rose-

mary, -witli from 2 to 3 of pure alcohol. This varnish should be applied hot, and when
cold, becomes very hard and durable.

The AVest Indian species, or American, comes to us not in lumps of a globular form,

but in small fiat fragments, which are hard, rough, and without taste or smell. It is

iisually yellow, and never colourless like the other. Insects are very rarely found in

it. It comes from the Antilles, Mexico, and North America. It -will not dissolve in

essence of rosemary.

The third kind of copal, known also as West Indian, was formerly sold as a product

of the East Indies. It is found in fragments of a concavo-convex form, the outer

covering of which appears to have been removed. It contains many insects. When
rubbed it emits an aromatic odour. It gives out much ethereous and empyreumatic

oil when melted. It forms a soft varnish, which dries slowly.

Fusel-oil, or amyl spirit, has been lately used as a solvent of the hard copal ; but

it does not dry into a very solid varnish.

It is now believed that the East Indian copal is the produce of Hymenma Courbaril,

and perhaps also of H. verrucosa. It is probable that the Brazilian copal is yielded

by several species of the same genus, and by TrachjJobmm martianum. The African

copals are supposed to be the produce of certain -species of Hymenaa and of the

Guibourtia copaUifera.

COPEY. The wood of the Clusia rosea used for dyeing.

COPPER. {Symbol, Cm.; Atomic weight, ZVI.) One of the metals most anciently

known. It was named from the island of Cyprus, wliere it was extensively mined and

smelted by the Greeks. It has a reddish-brown colour inclining to yellow ; a faint

but nauseous and disagreeable taste ; and when rubbed between the fingers imparts

a smell somewhat analogous to its taste. Its specific gravity is from S'S to 8-9. It

is much more malleable than it is ductile ; so that far finer leaves may be obtained

from it than -wire. It is said to melt at 1,996° F., and at a Jiighcr temperature it

evaporates in fumes which tinge flame of a bluish green. By exposure to heat -with

access of air, it is rapidly converted into black scales of protoxide.^ In tenacity

it yields to iron ; but considerably surpasses gold, silver, and platinum, in this

respect.
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Pure copper may be obtained in the solid state either by the reduction of the pure

oxide by a stream of hydrogen gas passed over it in an ignited tube, or by the elec-

trotype process. See Electeo-metailttegy.

Obes of Coppee.—Copper ores do not possess any one general physical character by
•which they may be recognised ; but they are readily distinguished by chemical reagents.

Ammonia digested upon any of the cupreous ores in a pulverised state, after they have
been calcined either alone or -with nitre, assumes an intense blue colour, indicative of

copper. Few copper ores are to be met with which do not betray the presence of this

metal by more or less of a greenish film.

The following are the principal minerals which contain copper :

—

Native or Virgin Copper {Cuivre natif, Fr.
;
Gediegen Kupfer, Ger.) This metal

commonly occurs in dendritic and arborescent masses, or is indistinctly crystallised in

complex and distorted forms of the cubic system. It is a frequent associate of the

ordinary ores of copper, and appears to have been formed in most cases by reduction

from some of these ores. Native copper is found not only in copper-bearing veins,

but in the fissures and cavities of certain trappean rocks, in deposits in serpentine,

and occasionally in sandstones and conglomerate. The native metal is not uncommon
in some of the Cornish copper-mines, and is found abundantly in certain copper-

bearing deposits in Siberia, Chili, Bolivia, and South Australia. But the most im-

portant occurrence of native copper yet recorded is that at Keewenaw Point, Lake
Superior, where certain amygdaloidal trap-rocks hold large quantities of copper, in

association with caleite and zeolitie minerals. The native copper of Lake Superior

also occurs as the cementing materials of a conglomerate, and in a finely-divided form
disseminated through sandstone. Some of this copper is remarkable for containing

silver, which appears in distinct masses sharply separated, from the copper in which
it is embedded, the two metals not having formed an alloy. Masses of native copper
have been found at Lake Superior, weighing upwards of 400 tons.

Copper Glance, Vitreom Copper Ore, Chalcocite, Bedruthitc, or Bisulphide of Cofper,
{Cuivre mtreicx, Fr.

;
Kupferglam, Ger.). This mineral, which forms a most valuable

ore, occurs both crystallised and massive. Some of the composite crystals from St.

Just, in Cornwall, are known, from their form, as nail-head copper ore. The fmcture.

of copper-glance is conchoidal ; surface sometimes dull
;
colour, iron-black or lead-

grey, often bluish, iridescent, or reddish from a mixture of oxide. It is easily melted
even by the heat of a candle ; but is more difficult of reduction than protoxide. This
ore yields to the knife, assuming a metallic lustre when cut. Its density varies from
4'8 to 5"34. Copper-glance is a disulphide (cuprous sulphide), containing when pure
Cu-S, corresponding to 79-8 per cent, of copper and 20-2 of sulphur; but as found in

nature it generally contains more or less iron. This is, therefore, one of the richest

ores, and forms very important veins. It is to be found in all considerable copper
districts ; in Siberia, Saxony, Sweden, and especially Cornwall, where the finest

crystals occur.

Copper Pyrites, Chalcopyrite, Towanite, or Yellow Copper Ore,
(
Cuivre pyriteux, Fr.

;

Kupferkics, Ger.). This is the common ore of copper in Cornwall and many other

copper-mining districts. It resembles in its metallic yellow hue bisulphide of iron

(iron pyrites); but the latter is paler, harder, and strikes fire easily with steel.

Copper pyrites sometimes presents the most lively rainbow colours, and is then known,
from this iridescence, as Peacock ore. Its specific gravity is 4'3.

Copper pj-rites is a double sulpliide of copper and iron, containing theoretically 34-5

per cent, of copper, 30'5 of iron, and 35 of sulphur, corresponding to the formula
Cu-S,Fe^S', or, as sometimes expressed, CuS,FeS. Copper pj-rites occurs in vast
masses and extended veins, in primitive and transition districts ; and is commonly
accompanied with grey copper, iron pji'ites, sparry iron, galena, and zinc blende.

Bomite, EniSescite, Fhillipsite, Picrple Copper Ore, Variegated Ore, or Horse-flesh

Ore, {Cuivre panache, Fr.
;
Buntkupfererz, Ger.). A double sulphide of copper and

iron. A Cornish specimen, analysed by Plattner, yielded—copper, 56 '7 6 ;
iron,

14-84
;
sulphur, 28'24. The composition of the crystallised mineral appears to be

reducible to the formula 3Cu^S,Fe-S^. The ore usually occurs massive, presenting a
colour between copper-red and pinchbeck-brown, but often obscured by a purple
tarnish. Its specific gravity varies from 4"4 to 5"5. Horse-flesh ore is abundant in

some of the copper;mines of Chili and Canada. It is also found in Cornwall and in

Ireland. It occurs "nith serpentine at Monte Catini in Tuscany, and forms thin
seams in the copper-slates of Slansfeld in Prussia.

Fahl Ore, Tetrahcdrite, or Grey Copper Ore, {Fahlerg, Ger.). An ore of variable
composition, generally containing between 30 and 40 per cent, of copper. It is

essentially an antimonio-sulphide or arsenio-sulphide of copper, but the copper may
be partially replaced by iron, zinc, silver, or mercm-y. Fahlerz is a steel-grey mineral,
with a metallic lustre, and frequently assumes well-defined tetrahedral forms. The
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oro is generally valued for the silver wliieli it contains rather than for its copper. It

is very difficult to convert into pure copper by smelting, on accoxmt of the presence of
antimony and arsenic. See Faklerz.

Tcnnaniiie. An arsenio-sulpliide of copper and iron, closely allied to Fahlerz. It

was formerly obtained crystallised in rhombic dodecahedra, from Wheal Jewell, in
Gwennap, and from some other. Cornish mines. This species is rare.

Cuprite, Bed Oxide of Copper, Ruby Copper Ore, or Suh-oxidc of Copper, (Cuivre
oxidule, Fr.

;
Eothkupfcrerz, Ger.). This mineral frequently occurs in fine octahedral

and cubic crystals, associated with other ores in the shallow workings of copper-mines.
Its colour is a deep red, sometimes very bright, especially when bruised. It is friable,

difficult of fusion at the blowpipe, reducible on burning charcoal, soluble with effer-

vescence in nitric acid, forming a green liqxiid, and also soluble in ammonia. Cuprite
is a sub-oxide of copper (cuprous oxide), Cu^O, containing, when pure, copper 88-8,

and oxygen 11'2. The impure compact varieties, associated with much iron ochre,

have been called tile-ore, whilst certain delicate capillary varieties are known as plush
copper ore or chalcotrichite.

Melaconite, or Black Oxide of Copper, {Cuivre oxide, Fr.
;
KupferschwHrzc, Ger.).

The native protoxide of copper (cupric oxide), CuO, generally occurs as a black earthy
or pulverulent incrustation on other copper ores, from which it has been produced by
decomposition.

Malachite or Green Carbonate of Copper. This mineral is found in most deposits

of copper ore, especially in the vipper parts where atmospheric influences have been
active. It is a hydrous carbonate of copper, corresponding, when pure, with the for-

mula, 2CuO,CO-4- HO (ZCuCO^ + H^O) : this requires 71 '9 per cent, of protoxide of

copper, 19'9 of carbonic acid, and 8'2 of water. Malachite is found earthy, compact,

stalactitic, or mammillated. The finest examples, sometimes polished as ornamental
stones, come from Siberia, and from Burra Burra in South Australia.

A~urite, Chessylite, Blue Malachite, or Blue Carbonate of Copper. A hydrous car-

bonate of copper containing in its purest forms 2(CuO.CO-)-)- CuO.HO (2CuCO^
-f-CuH-O^); which corresponds to protoxide of copper 69'2, carbonic acid 25'6, and
water 5'2. Azurite thus differs from malachite in chemical composition and in colour

;

it is also more prone to crystallise, and magnificent specimejis were formerly obtained

from the copper-mines of Chessy, near Lyons.

Chrysocolla. This mineral, which is a hydrous silicate of copper of variable com-
position, somewhat resembles carbonate of copper, and commonly occui's as a green,

Ijluish-green, or turquoise-blue incrustation on other copper ores. A black resinous

variety, impure by the presence of much iron, is generally known as pitch copper

ere.

Bioptase or Emerald Copper. A beautiful but rare silicate of copper occurring in

emerald-green crystals, composed of CuO.SiO^ + HO (CuSiC + H-O). It is found in

the Kirghese Steppes and in Chili, but cannot be called an ore of copper.

Atacamite. An oxychloride of copper containing CuCl -i- 3 (CuO.HO) or CuCl-
-l-3CuH^O'. This corresponds to copper 15, chlorine 16, protoxide of copper 56,

and water 12. It occurs in fine rhombic crystals of a greenish black colour, and is

worked as an ore at the Wallaroo and other copper-mines on Yorke Peninsula,

South Australia. It is also found in the form of a green sand in the Desert of

Atacama.
Phosphates of Copper. Several copper-bearing minerals containing phosphoric acid,

with or without its isomorph arsenic acid, are known to the mineralogist, but none of

them occur in sufficient abundance to be used as ores. Libethenite is a hydrous

phosphate, occurring in rhombic crystals at Libetlien in Hungary ; and Ehlite is a

similar mineral from Ehl in Nassau.

Arsenates of Copper. A large number of these compounds are known, but are only

of mineralogical interest. Among these are the species named olivenite, euchroite,

tagilite, tyrolite, liroconite, cornwallito, and chalcophyllite or copper-mica.

Chalcaiithite, Cyanosite, Blue Vitriol, or Sidphate of Copper. A mineral similar to

the artificial salt of the laboratory. The blue water which flows from certain copper-

mines is a solution of this salt. The copper is easily procured in the metallic state

by plunging into it pieces of iron.

It should bo remarked that many of the minerals noticed above are not available as

ores of copper. Dr. Scherer, of Freiberg, has arranged the principal ores of copper as

follow :—

1. Copper Glance, Cu^S ....
2. Copper pyrites, Cu'-S, Fe"S' .

3. Buntkupfererz, SCu^S, Fe^S' .

4. Fahlerz, A(Cv^8, FeS, ZnS, AgS) (SbS^AsS^)

Copper in 100

. 79-7

. 34-8

. 55-7

14—41
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Copper in 100

5. Eed oxido of copper, Cu'^O ....... 88'5

6. Malaeliite, 2CuO,CO= +HO 67-4

7. Azurite, 2(CuO,CO-^) + CuO,HO 55-3

We shall here give a brief account of the copper slates of Maiisfeld, in Prussia,

and of the copper veins of Cornwall.

Copper-slate (Kupferschiefer) of Mansfeld, in Prussian Saxony. The Kupferschiefer
is a dark coloured bituminous schist, impregnated with copper ore, occurring with
singular persistence over a large area on the south-east of the Hartz. Its geological

position is in the Permian formation, below the Zechstein, or Magnesian limestone,

and above the red sandstones and conglomerates known as the Bothtodtliegendc;

indeed, the latter name (' red dead strata ') has reference to the fact that the ores in the

overlying schist die away on approacliing these beds. The actual floor of tlie cupreous

schist is formed by a thin bed of white sandstone, known as the Wcissliegcndcs, the
upper part of which is slightly cupriferous, and is smelted under the name of Sanders.

Upon this sandstone rest the true copper-bearing schists, forming three or four thin

beds, with an aggregate thickness rarely exceeding two feet, and sometimes not

attaining more than half this thickness. The schists are highly fossiliferous, and are

especially rich in remains of ganoid fish belonging to the genera Palaoniscus and
Platysomus. Towards their upper part, the schists become calcareous, and are some-
times known as the Noberge. The beds of cupreous schists, or copper-slate, are thrown
into a synclinal form, and are chiefly worked near their basset; the intrusion of

masses of melaphyre has divided the deposit into three separate areas : those of

Eisleben, Sangerhausen, and Prankenhausen. The schist is richest in the neighbour-

liood of faults, and the thinner beds are said to hold more copper than the thicker

deposits. Only a few inches—not generally more than five—are worth working.
The ore is disseminated in the form of copper pyrites, copper-glance, and purple-ore.

The schist contains from 1'8 to 3'7 per cent, of copper, and this copper always con-

tains traces of silver, 1 cwt. of copper holding from 0-53 to 0'58 lb. of silver.

Although the German copper-slate is thus a very poor ore, yet by an admirable
organisation of the mines and smelting-works both the copper and silver are profitably

extracted, and a large population entirely supported by this industry. The copper-

mines of Mansfeld have been worked since the close of the twelfth century ; Martin
Luther's father was a miner in this district. The metallurgical treatment of the
copper-slate will be described below.

Cornish Copper Veins.—The deposits of copper in Cornwall occur as veins in

granite, or in the schistose rocks which surround and cover it ; and hence, the Cornish
miners work mostly in the granite and clay-slate ; the former of which, when metalli-

ferous, is usually in a coarse and often a disintegrated state ; this they call growan,
the latter killas.

Copper veins are abundant in killas and more rare in granite ; but most numerous
near the line of junction of the two rocks. The different kinds of copper veins in

Cornwall may be classed as follow :

—

1 . Copper veins, generally running east and west.

2. Second system of copper veins, or contra lodes.

3. Crossing veins ; cross-courses.

4. Clay veins, called Cross-FlooJcans or Slides.

The width of these veins does not often exceed 6 feet, though occasional enlarge-

ments to the extent of 12 or more feet sometimes take place. Their length is imknown,
but one explored in the United Mines has been traced over an extent of seven miles.

The gangue of these veins is generally quartz, either pure, or mixed with green
particles analogous to chlorite. They contain iron pyrites, blende, sulphide, and several

other compounds of copper, such as the carbonate, phosphate, arsenate, chloride, &c.
The most part of the copper lodes are accompanied by small argillaceous veins, called

by the miners flooJcans of the lode. These are often found on both sides of the vein,

so as to form cheeks or walls.

When two veins intersect each other, the direction of the one thrown out becomes
an object of interest to the miner. In Saxony it is regarded as a general fact, that the
rejected portion is always on the side of the obtuse angle ; this also holds generally in

Cornwall, and the more obtuse the angle of incidence, the more considerable the heave.

The great copper vein of Carharaok, in the parish of Gwennap, is an instructive ex-

ample of intersection. The width of this vein is 8 feet; it runs nearly from east to

west, and dips towards the north at an inclination of 2 feet in a fathom. Its upper
part is in the killas, its lower in granite. This vein has suffered two intersections :

the first results from encountering the vein called Steven's flooJcan, which runs from
north-east to south-west, throwing it out several fathoms. The second has been caused
by another vein, almost at right angles to the first, and which has heaved it 20 fathoms
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to the right. The throw of the vein occurs, therefore, in one case to the right, and in

the other to the left ; but in both instances, it is to the side of the obtuse angle. This
disposition is very singular ; for one portion of the rein appears to have ascended, while
another has sunk. See Fatlts.

The copper-mines of the isle of Anglesea. those of North "Wales, of Westmoreland,
the adjacent parts of Lancashire and Cumberland, of the south-west of Scotland, of
the Isle of Man, and of the south-east of Ireland, also occur in primitive or transition

rocks. The ores Lie sometimes in masses, but more frequently in veins. The mine
of Ecton, in Staffordshire, and that of Cross-gill-burn, near Alston-moor, in Cumber-
land, occur in carboniferous or mountain limestone.

The copper ores extracted both from the granitic and schistose localities, as well as
from the calcareous, are uniformly copper pyrites more or less mixed with mundic

;

the red oxide, carbonate, aresenate, phosphate, and chloride of copper, are very rare in

these districts.

The working of copper-mines in the isle of Anglesea may be traced to a very
remote era. It appears that the Eomans were acquainted with the Amlwch mine near
Holyhead, ilr. Thomas F. Evans has been so fortunate as to obtain and preserve

three copper cakes found at Bryndu, Amlwch, which are evidently of Eoman origin.

The copper-mines in Parys Mountain were not worked with activity until the year
1779. In 178-1: these mines produced 3.000 tons of copper annually. Ihis deposit

lies in a greenish clay slate, passing into talc slate ; a rock associated with ser-

pentine and euphotide. The veins of copper are from one to two yards thick ; and
converge towards a point where their union forms a considerable mass of ore. On
this the mine was first commenced by an open excavation, which is now upwards of

300 feet deep, and appears from above like a vast funnel. Galleries are formed at

different levels upon the flanks of the excavation to follow the several smaller veins,

which run in all directions, and diverge from a common centre like so many radii.

The ore receives in these galleries a kind of sorting, and is raised by means of hand
windlasses to the summit of a hill, where it is cleaned by breaking and jigging.

The water is so scanty in this mine that it is pimiped up by a small steam-

engine. A great proportion of it is charged with sulphate of copper. It is con-

veyed into reservoirs containing pieces of old iron ; the sulphate is thus decomposed
and metallic copper obtained by cementation. The Anglesea ore is poor, yielding only

from 2 to 3 per cent, of copper ; a portion of its sulphur is collected in roasting the ore.

The copper-mices of these islands, now so important, were so little worked until a
recent period that in 1799 we are told in a Eeport on the Cornish mines. ' it was not

until the beginning of the last century that copper was discovered in Britain.' This
is not correct, for in 1250 a copper-mine was worked near Keswick, in Cumberland.
Edward III. granted an indenture to John Ballanter and Walter Bolbolter, for work-

ing all ' mines of gold, silver, and copper
;

' but that the quantity found was very

small is proved from the fact that Acts of Parliament were passed in the reigns of

Henry VIII. and Edward VI. to prevent the exportation of brass and copper, ' lest

there should not be metal enough left in the kingdom, fit for making guns and other

engines of war, and for household utensils :
' and in 1665 the calamine works were

encouraged by the Government, as 'the continuing these works in England will

occasion plenty of rough copper to be brought in.'

At the end of the seventeenth centurj*, some ' gentlemen from Bristol made it their

business to inspect the Cornish mines, and bought the copper ore for 21. 10s. per ton,

and scarce ever more than 4?. a ton.'

In 1700, one Mr. John Costor introduced an hydraulic engine into Cornwall, by
which he succeeded in draining the mines, and ' he taught the people of Cornwall also

a better way of assaying and dressing the ore.'

The value and importance of copper-mines since that period regularly increased,

until within the last few years. There has been of late a steady decline in the pro-

duce of our copper-mines, and a falling off in the per-centage of metal in the ore.

Mechanical Preparation of the Copper Ores in Cornwall.—The ore receives a first

sorting, the object of which is to separate all the pieces larger than a walnut ; after

which the whole is sorted into lots, according to their relative richness. The fragments

of poor ore are sometimes pounded in stamps, so that the metallic portions may
be separated by washing.

The rich ore is broken into small bits, either with a flat beater, or by means of a

crushing-mill. The ore to be broken by the bucking iron is placed upon plates of

cast iron ; each about 16 inches square and IJ inch thick. These plates are set

towards the edge of a small mound about a yard high, constructed with dry stones

rammed with earth. The upper surface of this mound is a little inclined from
behind forwards. The work is performed by women, each furnished with a bucking-

iron : the ore is placed in front of them beyond the plates ;
they break it, and strew
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it at their feet, whence it is removed and disposed of as may be subsequently re-

quired.

The crushing-mill has of late years been brought to a great degree of perfection,

and is almost universally made use of for pulverising certain descriptions of ore. For
an account of this apparatus, see Gbixdisg akd Ceushixg Appaeatcs.

Stamping-mills are less frequently eeiployed than crushers for the reduction of

copper ores. At the Devon Great Consols Mines, the concentration of the crushed
copper ores is effected in the following manner :—From the crushing-mill the stuff

is carried by a stream of water into a series of revolving separating sieves, where it is

divided into fragments of ith inch, -^th inch, and ith inch diameter, besides the

coarser particles which escape at the lower end of the sieves. The slimes flow over

a small water-wheel called a separator, in the buckets of which the coarser portions

settle, and are from thence washed out by means of jets of water into a round buddle,

whilst the finer particles are retained in suspension, and are carried off into a series

of sUme-pits, where they are allowed to settle.

The work produced by the round buddle is of three sorts ; that nearest the circum-
ference is the least charged with iron pyrites, or any other heavy material, but still

contains a certain portion of ore ; this is again huddled, when a portion of its tail is

thrown away, and after submitting the remainder to a huddling operation, and sepa-

rating the waste, it is jigged in a fine sieve, and rendered merchantable.

The other portions of the first buddle are rebuddled, and after separating the waste,

the orey matters are introduced into sizing cisterns, from which the finer particles are

made to flow over into a buddle, from whence a considerable portion goes directly to

market. That which requires further manipulation is again huddled until thoroughly
cleansed. The coarser portions of the stufif introduced into the sizing cisterns pass

downward with a current of water into the tye, and after repeated projections against

the stream, the orey matter is separated, leaving a residue of mundie in a nearly

pure state.

The stuff falling from the lower extremities of the separating sieves is received

into bins and subsequently cleansed; each of the three sizes is jigged, and in propor-

tion as the worthless matters are separated, they are scraped off and removed. Those
portions of the stuff that require further treatment are taken from the sieves, washed
down from behind the hutches, and treated by tyes, until all the valtiable portions

have been extracted.

In this way vein-stuff that originally contained but 1^ per cent, of copper is so con-

centrated as to afford a metallic yield of 10 per cent., whilst by means of sizing-sieves,

dressing-wheels, jigging-machines, and round-huddles, &c, from 40 to 50 tons of stuff

are elaborated per day of 9 hours, at a cost of 12s. per ton of dressed ore.

Captain Eichards, the agent of these mines, has also introduced considerable im-
provements in the slime-dressing department. The proper sizing of sUme is as ne-

cessary as in the case of rougher work, and in order to effect this, he has arranged a
slime-pit, which answers this purpose exceedingly well. This pit has the form of an
inverted cone, and receives the slimes from the sUme-separator, in an equally-divided

stream. The surface of this apparattis being perfectly level, and the water passing

through it at a very slow rate, all the valuable matters are deposited at the bottom.

If slime be valuable in the mass, it can evidently be more economically treated by a

direct subdivision into fine and coarser work; since a stream of water, acting on
a mixture of this kind, will necessarily carry off an tmdue proportion of the former in

freeing the latter from the waste with which it is eontaminatei
The ordinary sUme-pit is of a rectangular form, with vertical sides, and flat

bottom. The water enters it at one of the ends by a narrow channel, and leaves it at

the other. A strong central current is thus produced through the pit, which not only

carries with it a portion of valuable slime, but also produces eddies and creates cur-

rents towards the edges of the pit, and thtis retains matters which should have been
rejected. The slime-pits at Devon Consols are connected with sets of Brunton's
machines, which are thus kept regularly supplied by means of a launder from the

apex of the inverted cone, through which the flow is regulated by means of a plug-

valve and screw.

A waggon cistern is placed under each frame for receiving the work, which is

removed when necessary, and placed in a packing-kieve. Tliis is packed by ma-
chinery, set in motion by a small water-wheel. The waste resulting from this

operation is either entirely rejected, or partially reworked on Brunton's machines,

whilst the orey matters contained in the kieve are removed by a waggon to the ore-

house where they are discharged.

Cornwall being destitute of coal, the whole of the copper ore which it produces is

sent for smelting to South "Wales.

Wel^h Copper-Smelting : Furnaces.—The furnaces employed are of the reverberatory

Vol.. I. 3 N
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construction
;
they vary in their dimensions and in the number of their openings

according to the operations for which they are intended. There are five of them:— 1.

The calcining furnace, or calciner ; 2. The melting furnace ; 3. The roasting furnace,

or roaster: 4. The refining furnace ; 5. The heating or igniting furnace.

1. The Calcining Furnace rests upon a vault, c, into -which the ore is raked down
after being calcined ; it is built with bricks, and bound by iron bars, as shown in

the elevation,/^. 501. The hearth, b -B,figs. 502 and 503, is placed upon a level with
the lower horizontal binding bar, and h,'\s nearly the form of an ellipse, truncated at

the two extremities of its greater axis. It is horizontal, bedded with fire-bricks set

on edge, so that it may be removed and repaired without disturbing the arch upon
which it reposes. Holes, not visible in the figure, are left in the sole before each
door c c, through which the roasted ore is let fall into the subjacent vault. The di-

mensions of the hearth b b, vary from 17 to 19 feet in length, and from 14 to 16 in

breadth. The fire-place &.,fig. 503. is from 4^ to 5 feet long and 3 feet wide. The
bridge or low wall b, fig 604, which separates the fire-place from the hearth, is 2 feet

thick, and in Messrs. Vivians' smelting-works is hollow, as shown in the figure, and
communicates at its two ends with the atmosphere, in order to conduct a supply of

fresh air to the hearth of the furnace. This judicious contrivance will be described in

explaining the roasting operation. The arched roof of the furnace slopes down from
the bridge to the beginning of the chimney /, figs. 501, 503, its height above the hearth
being at the first point about 26 inches, and from 8 to 12 at the second.

Such calcining furnaces have five doors, ccce, fig. 503, and one for the fire-place,

as shown atthe right hand in fig. 501 ; four are for working the ore upon the reverbera-

tor)- hearth. These openings are 12 inches square, and are bound with iron frames.

The chimney is about 22 feet high, and is placed at one angle of the hearth, as at /,

fig. 503, being joined by an inclined fiue to the furnace.

For charging it with ore, two hoppers e e, are tisually placed above the upper part

of the vault, in a line with the doors
;
they are formed of four plates of iron,

supported in an iron frame. Beneath each is an orifice for letting the ore down into

the hearth.

These fiirnaces serve for calcining the ore and matts: for the latter purpose, indeed,

furnaces of two stories are sometimes employed, as represented in fig. 507. The
dimensions of each fioor in this case are a little less than the preceding. Two doors,

cc,fig. 501, correspond to each hearth, and the workmen, while employed at the upper
story, stand upon a raised moveable platform.

2. Melting Furnace, figs. 505 and 606.—The form of the hearth is, in this case, also

elliptical, but the dimensions are smaller than in the calcining furnace. The length

does not exceed 11 or 11.^- feet, and the breadth varies from 7 to 8. The fire-place is,

however, larger in proportion, its length being from 85 to 4 feet, and its breadth from

3 to 3i ; this size being requisite to produce the high temperature of the furnace. It

has fewer openings, there being commonly three ; one to the fire-place at d, a second

one, o, in the side, kept generally shut, and used only when incrustations need to be

scraped off the hearth, or when the furnace is to be entered for repairs ; and the third

or working door, g, placed on the front of the furnace beneath the chimney. Through
it, the scoriae are raked out, and the melted matters stirred and puddled, &c.

The hearth is bedded with infusible sand, and slopes slightly towards the side door,

to facilitate the discharge of the metal. Above this door is a hole in the waU of the

chimney (fig. 506) for letting the metal escape. An iron gutter, o, leads it into a pit,

K, bottomed with an iron receiving-pot, which may be lifted out by a crane. The pit,

M, is filled with water, and the metal becomes granulated as it falls into the receiver.

These melting furnaces are surmounted by a hopper 1, as shown 605.
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Melting furnaces are sometimes also used for calcination. Some of those near
Swansea serve this double purpose

;
they are composed of 3 floors {Jig. 507). The

floor A, is destined for melting the calcined ore ; the

other two, b, c, serve for calcination. The heat being

less powerful upon the upper sole c, the ore gets dried

upon it, and begins to be calcined : a process completed
on the next floor. Sqtiare holes, d, left in the hearths b
and c, put them in communication with each other, and
with the lower one a ; these perforations are shut during
the operation by a sheet of iron, removable at pleasure.

The hearths b and c, are made of bricks ; these are

horizontal at the top and slightly vaulted beneath
; they

are two bricks thick, and their dimensions larger than
those of the inferior hearth, as they extend above the

fire-place. On the floors destined for calcination the

furnace has two doors on one of its sides : on the lower
story there are also two ; but they are differently placed.

The first, being in the front of the furnace, serves for

drawing off the scoriae, for working the metal, &c. ; and
the second, upon the side, admits the workmen to make
necessary repairs. Below this door is placed the dis-

charge or tap-hole, which communicates by a cast-iron

gutter with a pit filled with water. The (fimensions of

this furnace in length and breadth are nearly the same
as those of the melting furnace above described ; the

total height is nearly 12 feet. It is charged by means
of either one or two hoppers.

3. Boasting Funiace.—The furnaces employed for this

purpose are in general similar to the calciners ; but in the

smelting-works of Messrs. Tivian, the furnaces above
alluded to present a peculiar construction; this is for

the piirpose of introducing a continuous current of air

upon the metal, in order to facilitate its oxidation. This process was originally in-

vented by Mr. Sheffield, who disposed of his patent right to Messrs. Vivian.

The air is admitted by a channel throtigh the ' middle of the fire-bridge, which
extends all its length ; it communicates with the atmosphere at its two extremities,

whilst square holes, left at right angles to this channel, conduct the air into the

furnace. This very simple construction produces a powerful effect in the roasting.

It not only promotes the oxidation of the metals, but bums the smoke, and assists in

the vaporisation of the sulphur ; whUe by keeping the bridge cool it preserves it from
wasting, and secures uniformity of temperature to the hearth.

4. Eefining Furnace.—In this, as in the melting furnace, the side slopes towards
the front door instead of the side doors, because in the refining furnace the copper
collects in a cavity formed in the hearth near the front door, from which it is lifted

out by ladles ; whereas, in the melting furnaces, the metal is run out by a tap-hole

in the side. The sole is laid with sand ; but the roof is higher than in the melting
furnace, being from 32 to 36 inches in height. If the top arch were too much
depressed, there might be produced upon the surface of the metal a layer of oxide very
prejudicial to the quality of the copper. In that case, when the metal is run out, its

surface solidifies and cracks, while the melted copper beneath breaks through and
spreads irregularly over the cake. This accident, called the rising of the copper, pre-

vents it from being laminated, and requires it to be exposed to a fresh refining

process, when lead must be added to remove the oxide of copper. This is the only

occasion upon which the addition of lead is proper in refining copper. "When the metal
to be refined is mixed with others, particularly with tin, as in extracting copper from
old bells, then very wide furnaces must be employed, to expose the metallic bath on
a great surface, and in a thin stratum, to the oxichsing action of the air.

The door, on the side of the refining furnace, is very large, and shuts with a framed
brick door, balanced by a counter-weight.

5. Heating Furnaces, being destined to heat the pigs or bars of copper to be lami-

nated, as well as the copper sheets themselves, are made much longer in proportion

to their breadth. Their hearth is horizontal, the vault not much depressed
; they

have only one door, placed upon the side, but which extends nearly the whole length

of the furnace ; this door may be raised by means of a counter-weight, in the same
way as in the furnaces for the fabrication of sheet-iron and brass.

Series of Operaiimis to which the Ore is subjected.—The ores which are smelted in the

Swansea works are chiefly copper pyrites, more or less minsled with gangue (vein-stone).

3x2
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This pyrites is composed of nearly equal proportions of sulphide of copper and sulphide

of iron. Eicher ores, consisting of oxides and carbonates of copper, &c., are also

worked in.

The earthy matters which aecompanj- the pyrites are usually siliceous, though in

some mines the mineral is mixed with either clay or fluor-spar. Along Trith these sub-

stances, tin ore and arsenical pyrites occasionally occur -with the copper ; and though
these two minerals are not chemically combined, yet they cannot be entirely separated

by mechanical preparation. The constituent parts of the ore prepared for smelting are,

therefore, copper, iron, and sulphur, vith earthy matters, and, in some cases, tin and
arsenic. The different ores are mixed in such proportions that the average metallic

contents may amount to 8 per cent. The smelting process consists in alternate

roastings and fusions.

In the roasting operation the volatile substances are mostly disengaged in the

gaseous state, -while the Aetals that possess a strong affinity for oxygen become
oxidised. In the fusion the earthy substances combine 'with these oxides, and form
glassy scoriae or slags, which float upon the surface of the melted metal.

The calcinations and fusions take place in the following order :—
1. Calcination of the ore. 2. Fusion of the calcined ore. 3. Calcination of coarse-

metal. 4. Melting the calcined coarse-metal. 5. Calcination of fine-metal (second

matt). 6. Melting calcined fine-metal. 7. Eoasting coarse-copper. In some smelting-

works, this roasting is repeated four times ; in which case a calcination and a melting

are omitted. In other works, however, a saving is made without increasing the

number of roastings. 8. Eefining or toughening the copper.

Besides these operations which constitiite the treatment of copper properly speaking,

two others are sometimes performed, in -which only the scoriae are smelted. These
may be designated by the letters a and h': a is the re-melting of a portion of the

scoriae of the second process, which contain some metallic granulations ; 6 is a par-

ticular melting of the scoriae of the fourth operation. This fusion is intended to

concentrate the particles of copper in the scoriae, and is not practised in all smelting-

works.

First Operation : Calcination of the ore.—The diflTerent ores on arriving from Corn-

•wall and other localities where they are mined, are discharged in continuous cargoes

at the smelting -works, in such a "way, that by taking out a portion from several heaps

at a time, a tolerably uniform mixture is obtained ; which is very essential, since

the ores, being different in quality and contents, act as fluxes for each other.

The mixed ore is transported to the works in wooden measures each holding a hun-
dred-^weight. The -workmen entrusted -with the calcination convey the ore into the

hoppers of the calcining furnace, whence it falls into the hearth; other workmen
spread it uniformly on the surface with iron rakes. The charge of a furnace is from
3 tons to 85 tons. Fire is applied and gradually increased, till to^wards the end of the

operation, the temperature is as high as the ore cau support without melting or agglu-

tinating. To prevent this running together, and to aid the extrication of the sulphur,

the surfaces are renewed, by stirring up the ore at the end of every hour. The calcin-

ation is usually completed at the end of 12 hours, when the ore is raked into the arch

under the sole of the furnace, and when cold enough to be moved, is taken out of the

arch, and conveyed to the calcined heap.

The ore in this process scarcely changes weight, ha-ving gained by oxidation nearly

as much as it has lost in sulphur and arsenic ; and if the roasting has been rightly

managed, the ore is in a black po^wder, o'wing to the oxides present.

The utilisation of the sulphurous vapours evolved during calcination is explained,

p, 928.

Second Operation : Fusion of the calcined ore.—The calcined ore is like^wise given

to the smelters in measures containing a hundred-^weight. They throw it into hoppers,

and, after it has fallen on the hearth, spread it uniformly. They then let do-wn the

door, and lute it tightly. In this fusion there are added about 2 cwt. of scoriae (' metal

slag ') proceeding from the melting of the calcined matt, to be afterwards described.

The object of this addition is not only to extract the copper that these scoriae may con-

t;iin, but also to increase the fusibility of the mixture. Sometimes, when the composi-

tion of the ore requires it, lime, sand, or fluor-spar is added, more particularly the latter.

The furnace being charged, fire is applied, and the sole care of the founder is to keep
up the heat so as to have a perfect fusion ; the workman then opens the door, and stirs

about the liquid mass to complete the separation of the ' metal ' (regulus, or matt)

from the scoriae, as well as to hinder the melted matter from sticking to the sole.

The furnace being ready, that is, the fusion being perfect, the founder takes out the

scoriae by the front door, by means of a rake. When the mass is thus freed from the

Bcorise, a second charge of calcined ore is introduced to increase the metallic bath
;

Nvhich second fusion is executed like the first. New charges of roasted ore are put
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in till the matt collected on the hearth rises to a level -vnth the door-way, -which hap-

pens commonly after the third charge. The tap-hole is now opened, and the matt

flows out into a pit filled with water, where it is granulated and collects in the pan

placed at the hottom. The granulated matt is next conveyed into the matt warehouse.

The oxidation with which the grains got covered by the action of water does not allow

the proper shade of the matt or coarse-metal to be distinguished; but in the bits which

stick in the gutter it is seen to be of a steel-grey colour. Its fracture is compact, and

its lustre metallic. The scoriae, known as ore-furnace slag, often contain metallic

grains
;
they are broken and picked with care. All the portions which include metallic

particles are re-melted in an accessory process.

In this operation the copper is concentrated by the separation of a great part of the

matters with which it was combined. The granulated matt produced contains in

general 33 per cent, of copper ; it is therefore four times richer than the ore ; and its

mass is consequently diminished in that proportion. Its constituents are principally

copper, iron, and sulphur. It is termed coarie-metal.

The most important point in the fusion just described, is to make a fusible mixture

of the earths and oxides, so that the matt of copper may, on account of its greater

specific gravity, sink below and separate exactly from the slag. This is attained by
means of metallic oxides contained in the scoriae of the fourth operation, of which 2 cwt.

were added to the charge. These consist almost entirely of oxide of iron. "When the

ores are very difiScult to melt, about half a hundred-weight of fluor-spar is added ; but

this must be done with precaution, for fear of too much increasing the scorise.

The work proceeds day and night. Five charges are commonly put through in the

course of 2-i hours ; but when all circumstances are favourable, that is to say, when
the ore is fusible, when the fuel is of the first quality, and the furnace in good condition,

even six charges a day have been despatched.

The charge is a ton and a half of calcined ore, so that a smelting furnace nearly

corresponds to a calcining furnace ; the latter tiirning out 7 tons of calcined ore in 2i

hours. The workmen are paid by the ton.

Third Operation : Calcination of coarse-metal.—The object of this operation is

principally to oxidise the iron, which is more easily accomplished than in the first

calcining, because the metal is now disengaged from the earthy substances, which
screened it from the action of the air.

This calcination is executed in the furnace already represented in figs. oQo, 506, 507,

page 915, exactly in the same way as the ore was calcined. The metal must be per-

petually stirred, to expose all its surfaces to the action of the hot air, and to hinder

clotting together. The operation lasts 24 hours
;
during the first six, the fire should be

very moderate, and gradually increased to the end of the calcination. The charge is,

like that of the first, 33- tons.

Fourth Operatio'ii : Melting the calcined coarse-metal.—In the fusion of this

first calcined matt, some scoriae of the latter operations must be added, which are

very rich in oxide of copper, and some crusts from the hearth, which are likewise

impregnated with it. Addition may also be made of richer crude ores, such as oxides

and carbonates. The proportion of these substances varies according to the quality

of the calcined matt.

In this second fusion, the osdde of copper contained in the scoriae is reduced by the

affinity of the sulphur, one portion of which passes to the state of sulphurous acid,

while the other forms a subsulphide with the free copper. The matt commonly
contains a sufficient quantity of sulphur to reduce the oxide of copper completely

;

but if not, which may happen if the calcination of the matt has been pushed too far,

a small quantity of uncalcined matt must be introduced, which, by furnishing sulphur,

diminishes the richness of the scoriae, and facilitates the fusion.

The scoriae are taken out by the front door by means of a rake. They have a great

specific gravity ; are brilliant with a metallic lustre, very crystalline, and present, in

the cavities, crystals like those of pyroxene
;
they break easily into very sharp-edged

fragments, and contain no granulated metal in the interior ; but it sometimes occurs,

on account of the small thickness of the stratum of scoriae, that these carry off with
them, when withdrawn, some metallic particles.

These scoriae, as we have already stated (under Fusion of the roasted Ore), are in

general melted with it. In some cases, however, a special melting is assigned to them.
The matt obtained in this second fusion is either nm out into water like the first, or

moulded into pigs (ingots), according to the mode of treatment which it is to imdergo.
This matt, termed by the smelters fine-metal when it is granulated, and blue-metal when
it is in pigs, is of a light grey colour, compact, and bluish at the surface, and contains

about 60 per cent, of copper.

(h.) Particular Fusion of the Scoria of the fourth Operatioyi.—In re-melting these

scorise, the object is to procure the copper which they contain. To effect this fusion,
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the scorise are mixed with pulverised coal, or other carbonaceous matters. The copper
and several other metals are deoxidised, and furnish a -white and brittle alloy. The
scorise resulting from this melting are in part employed in the first melting, and in

part thro-mi away. They are crystalline, and often present crystals in the cavities,

"which appear to be those of bisilicate of iron. They have a metallic lustre, and break
into very sharp-edged fragments. The "white metal is melted again, and then added
to the product of the second fusion.

Fifth Operatio7i : Calcination of the second Matt, or fine-metal.—This is executed in

precisely the same "way as that of the first matt. It lasts 24 hours ; and the charge is

usually 3 tons.

Sixth Operation : Melting of the calcined fine-metal.—This fusion is conducted like

that of the first matt. The black, or coarse copper, "which it produces, contains from
70 to 80 per cent, of pure metal ; it is run into ingots, in order to imdergo tlie opera-

tion of roasting.

The scoriae are rich in copper ; they are added to the fusion of the calcined coarse-

metal of the fourth operation.

In many smelting-houses, the fifth and sixth operations have of late years been
omitted. The second matt is run into pigs, under the name of hlue-metaljlo be imme-
diately exposed to roasting.

The disposition of the canal c c,fig. 501, "which introduces a continuous current of

air to the hearth of the furnace, accelerates and facilitates the calcination of the matt;

an advantage "which has simplified the treatment, by diminishing the number of cal-

cinations.

Seventh Operation : Boasting the coarse-copper, the product of the sixth Operation.

—The chief object of this operation is oxidation ; it is performed either in an ordinary

roasting furnace, or in one similar to fig. 607, "which admits a constant current of

air. The pigs of metal derived from the preceding melting are exposed, on the Iiearth

of the furnace, to the action of the air ,"which oxidises the iron and other foreign metals

"with "wliich the copper is still contaminated. The duration of the roasting varies from
12 to 24 hours, according to the degree of purity of the crude copper. The temperature
should be graduated in order that the oxidation may be complete, and that the volatile

substances "which the copper still retains may escape in the gaseous form. The fusion

must take place only to"wards the end of the operation.

The charge varies from a ton and a quarter to a ton and a half. The metal
obtained is run out into moulds of sand. It is covered "with black blisters, like ce-

mentation steel ; "whence it has got the name of blistered copper. In the interior of

these pigs the copper presents a porous texture, occasioned by the ebullition produced
by the escape of gases during the moulding. The copper being no"w almost entirely

freed from sulphur, iron, and the other substances "with "which it "was combined, is

in a fit state to be refined. This operation affords scoriae, "which are very heavy, and
contain a great deal of oxide of copper, and sometimes even metallic copper. They
are kno"wn as roaster-slag.

These scorise, as "well as those of the third melting and the refining, are added to

the second fusion, as "we have already stated, in describing the fo"urth operation.

In some "works, the roasting is several times repeated upon the hlue-metal, in order

to liring it to a state fit for refining.

Eighth Operation: Befining or Toughening.—The pigs of copper intended for

refining are placed on the sole of the refining furnace through the door in the side.

A slight heat is first given, to finish the roasting or oxidation, in case this operation

lias not already been pushed sufficiently far. The fire is to be increased by slo-w

degrees, so that, by the end of six hours, the copper may begin to 'flo"w. "When all

the metal is melted, and the heat is very considerable, the "workman lifts the door

in the front, and withdra"ws "with a rake the fe^w scoriae "which may cover the copper-

Ijath. These are red, lamellated. very hea^vy, and closely resemble protoxide of copper.

The refiner then takes an assay "with a small ladle, and "when it cools, breaks it in

a "rice, to ascertain the state of the copper. From the appearance of the assay, the

aspect of the bath, the state of the fire, &c., he judges if he may proceed to the

toughening, and "what quantity of "wooden spars and "wood-charcoal he must add to

render the metal malleable, or, in the language of the smelt«rs, bring it to the

proper pitch. When the operation of refining begins, the copper is dry or brittle,

and of a deep red colour approaching to purple. Its grain is coarse, open, and some-

"what crystalline.

To execute the refining, the surface of the metal is covered "with "wood-charcoal, and

stirred "with a spar or rod of birch or other "wood. The gases which escape from the

wood occasion a brisk effervescence. More "wood-cbarcoal is from time to time

added, so that the surface of the metal may be al"ways covered "with it, and the stir-

ring is continued until the operation of refining is finished ; a circumstance indicated
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by assays taken in succession. The grain of the copper becomes finer by degrees,

and its colour gradually brightens. When the grain is extremely fine, or close,

when the trial-pieces, half cut through and then broken, present a silky fracture,

and the copper is of a fine light red, the refiner considers the operation to be com-

pleted ; but he verifies still further the purity of the copper, by trying its malleability.

For this purpose, he takes out a sample in a small ladle, and pours it into a mould.

When the copper is solidified, but still red-hot, ho forges it. If it is soft under the

hammer, and does not crack on the edges, the refiner is satisfied with its diictility,

and pronounces it to be in its proper state. He then orders the workmen to moidd
it : they lift the copper out of the furnace in large iron ladles lined with clay, and
pour it into moulds of a size suitable to the demands of commerce. The ordinary

dimensions of the ingots or pigs are 12 inches broad, 18 long, and from 2 to 2^ thick.

The period of the refining process is 20 hours. In the first six, the metal heats

and suffers a kind of roasting ; at the end of tliis time it melts. It takes four hours

to reach the point at which the refining, properly speaking, begins ; and this last part

of the process lasts about four hours. Finally, six hours are required to arrange the

moulds, cast the ingots, and allow the furnace to cool.

The charge of copper in the refining process depends upon the dimensions of the

furnace. In different works the charge varies from 3 to 5 tons.

When the copper offers difficulties in refining, a few pounds of lead are added to

it. This metal, by the facility with which it scorifies, acts as a piirifier, aiding the

oxidation of the iron and other metals that may be present. The lead ought to be

added immediately after removing the door to skim the surface. The copper should

be constantly stirred to expose the greatest possible surface to the action of the air.

and to produce the complete oxidation of the lead ; since the smallest quantity of

this metal in copper causes a difficulty in the lamination ; i. e., the scale of oxide

does not come clean from the surface of the sheets.

The operation of refining copper is delicate, and requ.ires, upon the part of the

workmen, great skill and attention to give the metal its proper ductility. Its surface

ought to be entirely covered with wood-charcoal ; without this precaution, the refining

of the metal would go hack, as the workmen say, during the long interval which
elapses in moulding ; whenever this accident happens, it must be stirred anew with
the wooden pole.

Too long employment of the pole causes the copper to become more brittle than it

was prior to the commencement of the refining ; that is, when it was dry. Its colour

is now of a very brilliant yellowish red, and its fracture fibrous. When this occurs,

the refining, as the workmen say, has gone too far, and the refiner removes the char-

coal from the top of the melted metal ; he opens the side door, to expose the copper

to the action of the air, and it then resumes its malleable condition.

The theory of refining may be thus explained :—We may conclude that the copper

in the dry state before refining, is combined with a small portion of oxygen, or, in

other words, that a small portion of sub-oxide of copper is diffused through the mass,

combined with it ; and that this proportion of oxygen is expelled by the deoxidising

action of the wood and charcoal, whereby the metal becomes malleable. 2. That
when the refining process is carried too far, the copper gets combined with a little

carbon. Thus copper, like iron, is brittle when combined with oxygen or carbon

;

and becomes malleable only when freed entirely from these substances.

It is remarkable, that copper, in the dry state, has a strong action upon iron ; and
that the tools employed in stirring the liquid metal become glistening, like those

used in a farrier's forge. The iron of the tools consumes more rapidly at this

time than when the copper has acquired its malleable state. The metal requires

also, when dry, more time to become solid, or cool, than when it is refined ; a circum-

stance depending, probably, upon the difference in fusibility of the copper in the two
states, and which seems to indicate the presence of oxygen.

When the proper refining point has been passed, another very remarkable circum-

stance has been observed
;
namely, that the surface of the copper oxidises less easily,

and that it is uncommonly brilliant, reflecting clearly the bricks of the furnace vault.

This fact is favourable to the idea suggested above, that the metal is in that case com-
bined with a small quantity of carbon ; which absorbs the oxygen of the air, and
thus protects the metal from its action.

Copper is brought into the market in different forms, according to the purposes
which it is to serve. That which is to be employed in the manufacture of brass is

granidated. In this condition it presents more surface to the action of zinc, and com-
bines with it more readily. To produce this granulation, the metal is poured into a
large ladle, pierced with holes and placed alDOve a cistern filled with water, which
must be hot or cold, according to the form of the grains required. When it is hot
round grains are obtained analogous to lead shot ; and the copper in this state is called
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hcan shot. When the melted copper fells into cold water perpetually renewed, the

granuiiitions are irregular, thin, and ramified
;
constituting feat/iercd shot. The bean

shot is the form employed in brass making.

Copper is also made into small ingots, about six ounces in weight. These are in-

tended for exportation to the East Indies, and are known in commerce by the name
of Japan copper. Whenever these little pieces are solidified, they are thrown, while

hot, into cold water. This immersion slightly oxidises the surface of the copper, and
gives it a fine red colour.

Lastly, copper is often reduced into sheets, for the sheathing of ships, and many
other purposes.

The cylinders for rolling copper into sheets are usually 3 feet long and 15 inches

in diameter. They are uniform. The upper roller may be approached to the under
one by a screw, so that the cylinders are brought closer in proportion as the sheet is

made thinner.

The ingots of copper are laid upon the sole of a reverberatory furnace to be heated

;

they are placed alongside each other, and are formed into piles in a cross-like arrange-

ment, so that the hot air may pass freely round them all. The door of the furnace is

shut, and the workman looks in through a peep-hole from time to time, to see if they

have taken the requisite temperature
;
namely, a dull red. The copper is now passed

between the cylinders ; but although this metal is very maUeable, the ingots cannot

be reduced to sheets without being several times heated ; because the copper cools,

and acquires, by compression, a texture which stops the further progress of lami-

nation. See Anneai.ing.

These successive heatings are given in the furnace above indicated
;
though, when

the sheets are to have a very great size, furnaces somewhat different are had recourse

to. They are from 12 to 15 feet long and 5 feet wide. See Brass.

The copper, by successive heating and lamination, gets covered with a coating of

oxide, which is removed by steeping the sheets for a few days in a pit filled with

urine
;
they are then put upon the sole of the heating furnace. Ammonia is formed,

which acts on the copper oxide, and lays bare the metallic surface. The sheets are

next rubbed with a piece of wood, then plunged, while still hot, into water, to make
the oxide scale off ; and are lastly passed cold through the rolling press to smooth

them. They are now cut square, and packed up for home sale or exportation.

The following estimate was given by MM. Dufrenoy and Elie de Beaumont of the

expense of manufacturing a ton of copper at the time of their visit to South Wales in

1822 :—
£. s. d.

12 J tons of ore, yielding 8^ per cent, of copper 55 0 0

20 tons of coals 8 0 0

Workmen's wages, rent, repairs, &c. . .13 0 0

£76 0 0

The exhalations from the copper smelting-works are exceedingly detrimental to both

vegetable and animal life. They consist of sxdphurous acid, sulphuric acid, arsenical

and arsenious acids, vari-

ous acid and other va-

pours, with solid particles

mechanically swept away
into the air. See p. 928.

The following figures

represent certain modi-

fications of the copper

calcining and smelting

copper furnaces of Swan-

sea.

Fiff. 508 is the section

of the roasting furnaco

lengthwise ; fcf. 509, the

ground plan; in which

a is the fire-door; b,

the grate
;

c, the fire-

bridge
; d, the chimney ; e e, apertures on each side of the long sides of the furnace,

tlirough which the ore is spread, and turned over ; //, iron hoppers
;

c/ g, openings in

the vaulted roof; h the hearth-sole ; i i, holes in this; Jc, a vaulted space under the

heartli. The hearth has a suitable oval shape, and is covered with a flat arch. Its

length is 16 feet, breadth 13J feet, mean height 2 feet.
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Fuj. 510 is a longitudinal section of the melting furnace ; fig. 511 tlio ground plan,

in which a is the fire-door ; b, the grate ; c, the fire-bridge ; d, the chimney
; e, the

509 510

side openings
; /, the -working door

; g, the raking-out hole
;

h, iron spouts, which
conduct the melted metal into pits filled with water.

The melting furnace is altogether

smaller, but its firing hearth is con-

siderably larger than in the roasting

furnace. The long axis of the oval

hearth is 14 feet; its short axis 10
feet ; its mean height 2 feet.

Napier's Process for smelting Copper
Ores.— As the copper ores of this

country often contain small portions

of other metals, such as tin, antimony,
arsenic, &c. which are found to deterio-

rate the copper, Mr. Napier's process
had in view to remove these metals,

and at the same time to shorten the

operations of the smelting process.

The first two operations, that of

calcining and fusing the ore, are the
same as the ordinary processes ; but the
product of this last fusion—viz., the coarse-metal—is again fused with a little

sulphate of soda and coal mixed ; and whenever this becomes solid, after tapping

the furnace, it is thrown into a pit of water, where it immediately falls into an im-

palpable powder ; the water boils, and then contains caustic soda and sulphide of

sodium, dissolving from the powder those metals that deteriorate the copper ; the

ley is let off, and the powder washed by allowing water to run through it. The
powder is then put into a calcining furnace, and calcined until all sulphur is

driven ofi', which is easily effected from the finely-divided state of the mass. This

calcined powder is now removed to a fusing furnace, and mixed with ores containing

no siilphur, such as carbonates and oxides, and a little ground coal, and the whole

fused ; the result of this fusion is metallic copper and sharp-slag—that is, a scoria

containing much protosilicate of iron, which is used as a flux in the first fusion of tlic

calcined ore, so that any small trace of copper whicli the slag may contain is thus

recovered.

Tlie copper got from this fusion is refined in the ordinary way, and is very pure.

This process, which was patented in 1846, and carried on for some few years at

Loughor, near Swansea, has been found in practice to be incapable of completely

separating antimony, arsenic, and tin from copper, and has in consequence been

abandoned.

When the copper ores contain tin to the extent of from
-J
per cent, to 2 per cent.,

which many of them are found to do, Jlr. Napier proposed to extract this tin, and

make it valuable by a process which has also been the subject .of a patent. The ore

is first ground and calcined, till the amount of sulphur is a little under one-fourth of

the copper present ; the ore is then fused with a little coal. The result of this fusion,

besides the scoria, is a regulus composed of sulphur, copper, and iron, and under this

is a coarse alloy of copper, tin, and iron. This alloy is ground fine, and calcined to

oxidise the metals, which are then fused in an iron pot with caustic soda, which

combines with the tin and leaves the copper. The oxide of copper is now fused with

the regulus. The stannate of soda is dissolved in water, and the tin precipitated by
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slaked lime, the precipitate is dried and fused with carbonaceous matters and a little

sand, and metallic tin obtained ; the caustic soda-solution is evaporated to dryness

and used over again. This process was proposed for the treatment of very poor copper

ores that are mixed with tin, or poor tin ores mixed with copper, but does not appear
to have been practically applied.

Process formerly employed at Chessy.—The principal ore smelted at Chessy was the

azure copper, or blue carbonate, which was discovered by accident in 1812. Bed
copper ore, also, came into operation there after 1825. The average metallic contents

of the richest azure ore was from 33 to 36 per cent. ; of the poorer, from 20 to 24.

The red ore contained from 40 to 67 parts in, 100. The ore was sorted to an average

of 27 per cent, of metal, to which 20 per cent, of limestone was added ; whence the

cinder will amount to 60 per cent, of the ore. A few per cents, of red copper slag, with
some quicklime and Gahrslag, was added to each charge, which consisted of 200 pounds
of the above mixture, and 150 pounds of coke. When the furnace {foumeau a manche,
see the Scotch smelting hearth, under Lead) was in good action, from 10 to 14 such
charges could be worked in 12 hours. When the crucible was full of metal at the end
of this period, during which the cinder had been frequently raked off, the blast was
stopped ; the matt floating over and the metal being sprinkled with water and taken
off, left the black copper to be treated in a similar way, and converted into rosettes.

The refining of this black copper was performed in a kind of reverberatory furnace.

The cinders produced in this reduction process were either vitreous and light blue,

which were most abundant
; cellular, black, imperfectly fused from excess of lime

;

or, lastly, red, dense, blistery, from defect of lime, from too much heat, and the passage

of oxide of copper into the cinders. They consisted of silicate of alumina, of lime,

and of protoxide of iron ; the red contained some silicate of copper.

The copper - refining

furnace at Chessy was of

the kind called Spldss-

ofen (split-hearth) by
the Germans. Fig. 512
is a section lengthwise

on the dotted line a b of

fig. 513, which is the

ground plan.

The foundation-walls

were made of gneiss

;

the arch, the fire-bridge,

and the chimney, of fire-

bricks. The hearth a

was formed of a dense

mixture of coal-dust,

upon a bottom of well-

beat clay b, which re-

posed upon a bed of

brick-work c. Beneath

this there was a slag

bottom d; eis the upper,

and / the under dis-

charge-hole. The hearth

was egg-shaped ; the

longer axis being 8 feet,

the shorter 6^ feet; in the middle it was 10 inches deep, and furnished with the

outlets g g, which lead to each of the split-hearths, h h, fig. 513. These outlets were

contracted with fire-bricks z i, till the proper period of the discharge. The two hearths

wore placed in communication by a canal k; they were each 3i feet in diameter, 16

inches deep ; floored with well-beat coal-ashes, and received about 27 cwts. for a charge.

I is the grate
;
m, the fire-bridge ;

n, the boshes in which the tuyeres lie ;
o, the

chimney
; p, the working door, through which the slags may be drawn off. Above

this was a small chimney, to carry off the flame and smoke whenever the door was

opened.

The smelting post or charge to be purifled at once, consisted of 60 cwts. of black

copper, to which a little granular copper and copper of cementation were added ; the

consumption of pit-coal amounted to 36 cwts. As soon as the copper was melted, the

bellows were set a-going, and the surface of the metal soon became covered with a

moderately thick layer of cinder, which was drawn off This was the first skimming
or decrassage. By-and-by, a second layer of cinder formed, which was in like manner

removed; and this skimming was repeated, to allow the blast to act upon fresh
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metallie surfaces. After 4 or 5 hours, no more slag appeared, and then the fire was
increased. The melted mass now began to boil or work (travailler), and continued so

to do for about f of an hour, or an hour, after which the motion ceased, though the lire

was kept up. The Gahr;proofy^as now taken ; but the metal was seldom fine in less than

f of an hour after the boil was over. Whenever the metal was run olF by the tap-hole

into the two basins, h h, called split-hearths, a reddish vapour or mist arose from its

surface, composed of an infinite number of minute globules, which revolved with

astonishing velocity upon their axes, constituting what the Germans called Sprat^cn

(crackling) of the copper. They wore composed of a nucleus of copper covered with a

film of oxide, and were used as sand for strewing upon manuscript. The copper was
separated by sprinkling water upon the surface of the melted metal, in the state

of rosettes, which were immediately immersed in a stream of water. This refin-

ing process lasted about 16 or 17 hours ; the skimmings weighed about 60 cwts. ; the

refuse was from 15 to 17 per cent.; the loss from 2 to 3 per cent. The Gahrslag

amounted to 1 1 cwts.

Smelting of the Mansfeld Copper-Schist, (Kupfersehiefer).—The cupreous ore is first

roasted in large heaps of 2,000 cwts., interstratified with brush-wood, and with some
schists rich in bituminous matter mixed with the others. These heaps are 3 ells high,

and go on burning 15 weeks in fair and 20 in rainy weather. The bituminous matter
is decomposed ; the sulphur is dissipated chiefly in the form of sulphurous acid ; the

metal gets partially oxidLsed, particularly the iron, which is a very desirable circumstance

for the production of a good smelting slag. The calcined ore is diminished ith in

bulk and ith in weight
;
becoming of a friable texture and a dirty yellow colour. The

smelting furnaces are cupolas (Schachtofen), 14 to 18 feet high; the fuel is partly

coal and partly coke from the Berlin gas-works and from Silesia. The blast is now
given by a cylinder, but formerly with the old barbarous Blasehdlgen, or wooden bel-

lows of the household form. The smelting was formerly conducted as follows :

—

The copper-slate is sorted, according to its composition, into slate of lime, clay,

iron, &c.
;
by a mixture of which the smelting is facilitated. For example, 1 post or

.charge may consist of 20 cwts. of the ferruginous slate, 14 of the calcareous, 6 of the

argillaceous, with 3 of fluor-spar, 3 of rich copper slags, and other refuse matters.

The nozzle at the tuyere is lengthened 6 or 8 inches, to place the melting heat near

the centre of the furnace. In 15 hours 1 Fuder of 48 cwts. of the above mixture may
be smelted, whereby 4 to 5 cvAs. of matt {Kiipferstein) and a large body of slags are

obtained. The matt contains from 30 to 40 per cent, of copper, and from 2 to 4 Loihs

(1 to 2 oz.) of silver. The slags contain at times ^th their weight of copper.

The matt is composed of the sulphides of copper, iron, silver, zinc, along with some
arsenical cobalt and nickel. The slaty slag is raked off the siirface of the melted matt
from time to time. The former is either, after being roasted six successive times,

smelted into black copper, or it is subjected to the following concentration process:

—

It is broken to pieces, roasted by brushwood and coals three several times in brick-

walled kilns, containing 60 cwts., and turned over after each calcination ; a process

of 4 weeks' duration. The thrice-roasted mass, called Spurriist, being melted in the
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cupola,/^. 514r, with ore-cinder, yields the Spvrstein, or concentrated matt From
30 to 40 cwts. of Spuvrost are smelted in 24 hours ; and from 48 to 60 per cent, of

Spurstciii are obtained, the slag from the slate-smelting being employed as a flux.

,The Spurstein contains from 60 to 60 per cent, of copper, combined with the sulphides

of copper, of iron, and silver.

The Spurstein is now mixed with Bunmtein (a sulphide of copper and iron produced
in the original smelting), roasted 6 successive times, in quantities of 60 cwts., with
brushwood and charcoal ; a process which requires from 7 to 8 weekfi. The product

of this six-fold calcination is the Gahrwst of the Germans ; it has a colour like red

copper ore, varying from blue grey to cochineal-red, with agranular fracture ; and may
be immediately reduced into metallic copper, which process is called Kiipfermachen.

But before smelting the mass, it is lixiviated with water, to extract from it the soluble

sulphate, which is concentrated in leaden pans and crystallised.

The lixiviated Gahrrbst mixed with from |th to ith ofthe lixiviated Dilnnsteinrbst and
^th to Jflth of the copper-slate slag are smelted with charcoal or coke fuel in the course

of 24 hours, in a mass of 60 or 80 cwts. The product is black copper, to the amount of

about ^ih the weight, and ^th of Bunnstcin or thin matt. This black copper contains

in the cwt. from 12 to 20 Loths (6 to 10 oz.) of silver. The Dunnstein consists of from
60 to 70 per cent, of copper combined with sulphur, sulphide of iron, and arsenic ; and
when thrice roasted, yields a portion of metal. The black copper lies undermost in

the crucible of the furnace ; above

it is the Bilnnstein, covered with

the strong slag, or copper cinder,

resulting from the slate-smelting.

Tho slags being raked off, and

I the crucible sufficiently full, the

I eye or nozzle hole is shut, the

I Bilnnstein removed bycoolingthe

I
surface and breaking the crust,

I which is about a I to 1^ inch thick.

I
The same method is adopted for

I
taking out the black copper in

I successive layers. For the desil-

I vering of this, and similar black
^ coppers, see Silver.

j'i Fig. 514 is a vertical section

I through the tuyere in the dotted
^ line A Bof 616. Fig. 616

is a vertical section through

I the dotted lino c d of Jig. 617-

I a is the shaft of tho furnace

;

I b, the rest, c c, the tuyeres ; d,

I A the sole or hearth-stone, which
3 has a slope of 3 inches towards
' the front wall ; e e, &c., casing

J walls of fire-bricks; //, &c.,

I fiUing-up walls, built of rubbish

stones
; gg, a mass through which

the heat is slowly conducted ; h h, the two lioles through one or other of which

alternately the product of the smelting process is run off into the fore-hearth. Beneath

the hearth sole there is a solid body of loam ; and the fore-hearth is formed with

a mixture of coal-dust and clay ; k is the discharge outlet for moisture. Fig. 516 is

a horizontal section of the furnace through the hole or eye, on the dotted line k f

of Jig. 614
; fig. 517, a horizontal section of the shaft of the furnace through the/om

along the dotted line g h of Jigs. 514 and 516. Tho height of the shaft, from tho

line E F to the top, is. 14 feet ; from e to g, 25 inches ; from c to the hne_ below h,

2 feet; from that lino to tho line opposite gg, 2 feet. The width at the line^ is

3 feet 3 inches, and at c, 26 inches. Tho basins, i i, Jig. 616, are each 3 feet in diameter

and 20 inches deep.

During tho last twenty j'oars few processes have undergone more extensive modifica-

tions than that used for tho extraction of copper and silver from the copper-schists of

Man.sfeld; and it is thercforo necessary to present a short account of the series of

operations at present employed.

The cupola furnace now used differs greatly, both in construction and dimensions,

from that formerly employed in the district ;
bein^ in almost all respects, excepting

size, similar to tho closed blast-furnaces used in this country for the manufacture of

cast iron. This furnace is circular, and 30 feet in height by about 7 feet in diameter
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at the top, which is the -widest part ; the interior dimension decreasing gradually

towards the hearth, where the width is 6 feet.

The blast is supplied by six water-tuyers placed radially, or nearly so, at a height of

from 4 to 5 feet above the hearth. On one side is a dam plate over which slag flows

continuously whilst on the opposite side is a tapping hole through which the matt is

drawn off from time to time.

The top of the furnace is closed by a cup-and-cone, and the waste-gases are conveyed

to the stoves employed for heating the blast, the temperature of which is raised to

370° F.

The reverberatory furnace employed in the calcination processes is in all essential

respects similar to that used in Wales for the roasting of the various matts produced

in the English method of smelting.

The following is an outline of the routine generally employed :

—

1. Boasting the schists in the open air, in large heaps, in order to drive off water,

bitumen, and other volatile matters and at the same time to induce such a state of

division between the particles of the ore as shall be most suitable to subsequent melt-

ing operations.

2. The first melting in a cupola-furnace, the object being the separation of silica and
earthy matters in the form of slag and the concentration of the copper in a matt con-

taining 36 per cent, of that metal, together with some silver.

3. The matt formed in the last operation is roasted in the open air in rectangular
• stalls,' the object being the elimination of a portion of the sulphur and the oxidation

of some of the iron.

4. The roasted matt or coarse-metal is concentrated in a reverberatory furnace in

order to fit it for the next process for extracting the silver by Ziervogel's method.
During the roasting, lead, arsenic, and zinc are to some extent eliminated and a regulus

produced which is rich in copper and silver ; at the conclusion of the operation this

is granulated by being run into a vat of water.

5. For the extraction of the silver, the granulated matt is ground to a fine powder,

and roasted in a reverberatory furnace at such a temperature that as much as possible

of the copper shall be converted into oxide, whilst the silver remains in the form of

sulphate ; this is washed from the roasted material by means of hot water and the

silver subsequently precipitated from solution by metallic copper.

6. Fusion for blister-copper. The residue from the lixiviation vats is made into

balls with about 8 per cent, of clay, which serves the double purpose of supplying
materials for slag and at the same time forming the powder into lumps and preventing
its clogging the furnace.

The fusion is conducted in a cupola-furnace and fluid products flow continuously from
it into a basin, and arrange themselves according to their specific gravities

;
namely,

first, metal ; second, a thin layer of rich matt ; and thirdly, slag. The latter is broken

and sorted, and any containing copper is, together with the matt, worked over in one

of the earlier operations.
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7. Eefining the blister-copper. This is effected either in the German hearth by the
action of glowing charcoal and a highly-inclined blast, and the fine-copper obtained in
the form of rosettes ; or the Welsh reverberatory furnace is employed, and the copper
cast into ingots. For extraction of silver from the Mansfield copper regulus, see

Silver.

Figs. 518, 619, 520, represent the reverberatory furnace generally employed in

the Harz, in the district of Mansfeld, Saxony, Hungary, &c., for the treatment of black
copper, and for refining rosette copper upon the great scale. An analogous furnace is

used at Andreasberg for the liquefaction or purification of the matts, and for -workable

lead when it is much loaded with arsenic.

Fig. 518 presents the elevation of the furnace parallel to the line i k, of the plan

fig. 619, which plan is taken at the level of the tuyere n of fig. 620
; fig. 620 is a

vertical section in the line l 'M.,fig. 619. Jc represents one of two basins of reception,

brasqued with clay and charcoal ; n n, two tuyeres through which enters the blast of

two pairs of bellows ; q, door by which the matter to be melted is laid upon the sole

of the furnace
; v, v, two points where the sole is perforated, when necessary to run

off the melted matter into either of the basins k
;

x, door through which the slags or

cinders floating upon the surface of the melted metal are raked out ; door of the

fire-place. The fuel is laid upon a grate above an ash-pit, and below the arch of a
reverberatory, which is contiguous to the dome or cap of the furnace properly so called.

In the section,/^. 620, the following parts may be noted: 1, 2, 3, mason-work of the

foundation
; 4, vapour-channels or conduits, for the escape of the humidity

; 5, bed of

clay
; 6, brasque, composed of clay and charcoal, which forms the concavity of the

hearth.

Figs, 521, 522, 523, show the furnace formerly employed for liquation in one of

521 622 623

the principal smelting works of the Harz. Fig. 523 exhibits the working area charged

with the liquation cakes and charcoal, supported by sheets of wrought-iron ;
Fig.

521 is the plan, in the line f g, of fig. 622.

A liquation cake is composed of

—

Black copper holding at least 5 or 6 Lotks (2| or 3 oz.) of silver per cwt., and

weighing 90 to 96 lbs. Lead obtained from litharge, 2 cwts. Litharge, ^ cwt.

From 30 to 32 cakes are successively worked in one operation, which lasts about

4 hours ; the furnace is brought into action as usual, with the aid of slags ; then a little

litharge is added ; when the lead begins to flow, the copper is introduced, and when
the copper flows, lead is added, so that the mixture of the metals may be effected in

the best possible way.
From 8 to 16 of these cakes (pains) are usually placed in the liquation furnace,

figs. 521, 522, 523. The operation lasts 3 or 4 hours, in which time about quintal

of charcoal is consumed. The cakes are covered with burning charcoal supported, as

before stated, by the iron plates. The workable lead obtained flows off towards the

basin in front of the furnace ; whence it is laded out into moulds set alongside. (See

fig. 518). IS the lead tlius obtained be not sufficiently rich in silver to be worth

cupeUation, it is employed to form new liquation cakes. When it contains from 5 to

6 Lofhs of silver per cwt., it is submitted to cupellation in the said smelting works.

See SiLVEB.

The refining of the eliquated copper (called DarrUnge) from which the silver has

been sweated out by means of lead, can be performed only in small hearths. The
following is the representation of such a furnace, called in German Kujifcrgahrheerd.

Fig. 524 is the section lengthwise
; fig. 525 is the section across ; and fig. 526 is

the ground plan : in these figures a is the hearth-hollow
;

b, a massive wall
;

c,

the mass out of which the hearth is formed
;

d, cast-iron plates covering the hearth

;
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e, opening for running off the lic^iid slag
; /, a small wall

; g, iron curb for keeping

the coals together.

The hearth being heated with a bed of charcoal, f cwt. of Darrlinge are laid over it,

and covered with more fuel : whenever this charge is melted, another layer of the coal

and Darrlinge is introduced, and thus in succession till the hearth becomes full or

contains from 2^ to 2 1 cwts. In Neustadt 71 cwts. of Darrlinge have been refined in one
furnace, from which 6 cwts. of GaJirhupfer have been obtained. The blast oxidises the

foreign metals, namely, the lead, nickel, cobalt, and iron, with a little copper, forming
the Gahrslag ; which is, at first, rich in lead oxide and poor in copper oxide ; but at

the end, this is reversed. The slag, at first blackish, assumes progressively a copper-

red tint. This slag flows off spontaneously along the channel e, from the surface of the

hearth. The Gahre is tested by means of a proof-rod of iron, called Gahreisen, thrust

through the tuyere into the melted copper, then drawn out and plunged in cold water.

As soon as the Gahrspan (scale of copper) appears brownish-red on the outside, and
copper-red within, so thin that it seems like a net-work, and possessing sufficient tena-

city to admit of its being bent backwards and forwards several times without break-

ing, the refining is finished. The blast is then stopped ; the coals covering the surface,

as also the cinders, must be raked off the copper, after being left to cool. The surface

is now further cooled by sprinkling water upon it, and the thick cake of congealed

metal (rondelle) is lifted off with tongs, a process called Schleissen (slicing), or

Scheibenreissen (shaving), which is continued till the last convex cake at the bottom of

the furnace, styled the Tcingspiece, is withdrawn. These rondelles are immediately im-
mersed in cold water, to prevent the oxidation of the copper : whereupon the metal
becomes of a cochineal-red colour, and gets covered with a thin film of red oxide. Its

under surface is studded over with points and hooks, the result of tearing the congealed
disc from the liquid metal. Such cases are called rosette copper. When the metal is

pure and free from oxide, these cakes may be obtained very thin, g^th of an inch, for

example. The refining of 2J cwts. of Darrlinge takes f of an hour, and yields l|^cwt,

of Gahr copper in 36 rosettes, as also some Gahrslag. Gahr-copper generally contains

from to 2^ per cent, of lead, along with a little nickel silver, iron, and aluminium.
Most of the Mansfield copper is now refined in a reverberatory furnace, and sold as

Eaffinadkupfer, and not as Gahrkupfer.
Utilisation of the Copper Smoke.—The application of the sulphur disengaged in the

calcination or roasting of copper ores to the production of liquid sulphuric acid, has
long been an important object of copper-smelters. In the case of a small proportion
of copper ores, containing a comparatively large proportion of sulphur, and in the
state of hard lumps, free from earthy matter, this is effected in the ordinary ' pyrites

burner ' of the sulphuric acid works. But copper ores, for the most part, are small,

poor in sulphur, with much earthy matter ; and are therefore calcined in reverberatory

furnaces with fire-grates. The gases from these calciners do not consist of more than
0'5 vol. of sulphurous acid in 100 vols., and are moreover largely mixed with the
products of combustion from the fire-place : they were therefore unfit for the vitriol

chamber, and were allowed to escape.

An important invention, by which this loss is avoided, is the calcining furnace of
M. Gerstenhofer ; in which the ore, in a finely-divided state, is allowed to fall on a
number of fire-brick bars or bearers, placed in rows, at different elevations. The ore,

which is supplied in a continuous stream at the top, meets in its descent with a cur-
rent of air in the reverse direction. The furnace being moderately heated on starting,
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the ore ignites, and afterwards maintains its own combustion, -without the aid of fuel,

for any length of time ; while the ascending current of air becomes charged with sul-

phurous acid of sufficient strength and purity to be conveyed to the vitriol chambers.
The annexed figures represent perpendicular transverse sections of M. Gersten-

hofer's furnace. Fig. 527 is a cross-section

parallel with the front
; fig. 528 represents a

section from front to back. The length of the

earthen bars is about two feet six inches

:

twenty rows occupy about twelve feet in height

;

a is an iron box or hopper for containing a
supply of ground ore, having at bottom two
or more cast-iron grooved rollers, which are

worked without interruption, at a speed adapted
to supply ore equal to a discharge of about
10 cwts. of sulphur per twenty-four hours. As
the ore sometimes has a tendency to form a
cake on the bars, it is necessary to scrape these

occasionally, by means of an iron rod, with
curved end, which is introduced through plug-

holes in cast-iron boxes, shown in fig. 528.

The calcined ore collects in the cavity h at the

bottom, and is raked out when convenient.

The necessary amount of air is admitted partly

at the back through the flue c, regulated by
means of a screw-valve, and partly through
the plug-holes in front. After passing upwards
through the calciner, the air, now charged with
sulphurous acid to the extent of 6 or 8 per

cent, in volume, passes over the bridge, and
through the flue e in the direction of the ar-

rows, fig. 528. Provision is made at the bottom
of these flues for collecting and removing par-

ticles of roasted ore carried over by the current

;

/ is a brick-built chamber for a similar pur-

pose, from the back of which the gas passes

through the flue g to the vitriol chambers.
The latter are^upplied with nitric acid in the

usual way ; either from a nitrate-pot or oven
worked independently, or with liquid nitric

acid allowed to percolate a tower and mix
with the gas from the calciners before entering

the leaden chambers.

The Gerstenhofer calciner is applicable to all

varieties of sulphuretted copper ores, although

varying in proportion of sulphur from 16 to 40

per cent. ; it is also adapted to the ' coarse-

metal ' or regulus obtained as the result of the

flrst reducing operation.

The calcination is conducted with ease, so that no more sulphur remains in the ore

than is necessary for the smelting processes.

As the superiority of this calciner over every other, having a similar object, has

been proved, in the Government copper smelting es'ablishments of Freiberg and
Mansfeld, and in this country, in the works of Messrs. Vivian and Sons, near Swansea
(who are the proprietors of the English patent), it is expected that their general

introduction into copper works will be the means of greatly reducing the smoke
arising therefrom and turning it to profitable account. This was written in 1867.

Although still used advantageously, its use has not, in 1874, been extended.

Mr. Peter Spence, of Manchester, has also a calciner which has been four years in

operation, and has calcined 20,000 tons of copper ore. Mr. Spence, in his patent of

the 3rd July 1861, thus describes his arrangements:

—

' The essential feature of invention consists in submitting such ores to the action

of a roasting heat as they are passed from one end of a furnace to the other, during

which transference a current of air is caused to travel over them in an opposite direc-

tion ; to accomplish this, a furnace of considerable length, having several doors for

the purpose of introducing apparatus by which the transference may be efiected, is

used. It will be obvious that by this arrangement the ores may be submitted to heat
in a thin stratum, that the amount of roasting may be modified by a quicker or slower

Gerstenh'dfer's Furnace for calcining
Copper Ores.
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transference, and that the heat communicated may bo greater towards tha termination

of the operation than at the commencement thereof.

528

Gcrstenhbfer's Furnace for calcining Copper Ores.

This invention will be fully understood by the accompanying drawings ofapparatus.

Fig. 529 is a side view of the furnace, and fig. 530 a longitudinal section, in both

of which the two ends only are shown, the whole being of considerable length. One

529

J5]
Fl

J

Spence's Furnace for calcining Copper Ores.

now in operation is fifty feet long, with twelve doors for the transference of the ores ;

but these dimensions may be varied, and arc only mentioned for the purpose of

Vol. I. 3 0
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explaining that the furnace should be of considerable length. Fig. 531 represents
a cross-section

;
and in describing the apparatus in the first instance we suppose that

the manufacture of sulphuric acid is the object in view.

530

Spence's Furnace for Calcining Copper Ores.

At a are the fire-bars of the furnace, and at b the fire-chamber, formed by channels,

as seen in^. 531, extending under a partition c, of fire brick, -svhich partition forms
the bottom of another and distinct chamber

531 d, furnished at one or both sides with a
number of doors e', e", &c. At/ is an aper-

ture formed through the brickwork, and
constituting a communication from the ex-

ternal atmosphere to the chamber d. The
ores from which sulphuric acid is to be ob-

tained are passed through the door e' into

the chamber d in sufficient quantity to lie

about two or three inches in thickness upon
the bed c. and to extend, say, halfway to-

Spence's Fnmace^for calcining Copper ^ards the door e-. This batch having been
submitted to heat, passing from the fire-

chamber b for the required time, is pushed forward by any convenient instrument,

so as to be brought opposite the door e-, and another batch is introduced through the

door c' ; then the first charge is removed from e' to e^, and the second from e' to e^,

and so on until the first-deposited batch shall have arrived at the other end of

the furnace at e'-, and it is then pushed through the aperture /into any receptacle

placed to receive it. During this transference of the material, it has gradually become
heated, and a current of air entering at/has been passing over it, and the operation

has caused the sulphur to be driven off from the ore and conveyed through the

channel g to the ordinary sulphuric acid apparatus. The end of the fire-chamber

d leads to a flue at i. The degree of roasting to be effected, and so as to secure the

best results, can be ascertained only by experience ; but working with a furnace

filfty feet long and with twelve doors, the first charge is allowed to remain for one

hour, then transferred to the second position, and a fresh charge put into the first,

and so on, waiting an hour between each charge.

An advantage arising from this invention is its capability of being applied to the

manufacture of sulphuric acid from any description of ores. It is well known to those

engaged in the extraction of copper from ores that the sulphur thereof is frequently

wasted from the impracticability of roasting certain mixed ores so as to render them
into a fit condition for reduction, and also for the manxifacture of sulphuric acid ; but

by this improved method, ores of any description, large or small, may be roasted so

as to produce sulphuric acid with economical results. In calcining the mixed copper

ores preparatory to smelting, as practised at the Swansea and other copper works,

and with the view of economising the manufacture of sulphuric acid, the process of

calcination by this method is effected with equal advantage as by the modes now
practised, as the heat is made to act on a large body of ore without an exhaustive,

but with an accumulative effect, so that the heat which has calcined or driven off

nearly the last portion of sulphur from the ore which lies at the exit of the furnace

then passes on, heating every successive charge, and gaining strength from the com-

bustion of the sulphur until it comes into contact with the cold charge, which it

rapidly heats to ignition, partly from the under heat of the bed derived from the fire,

which, after leaving the furnace, is passed to a chimney, and partly from all the hot

gases passing over it on their way out of the furnace to the vitriol chamber, into

which they are conveyed after being mixed with nitrous gases, as is well known.
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As another advantage arising from the use of this invention, it is found in the

practical carrying out thereof, that the production of a given amount of sulphuric

acid is eiFected by the expenditure of far less nitre than is commonly used, a certain

amount of sulphuric acid being formed in the cliamber of the furnace and passing

forward in a state of vapour. Thus far we have spoken of this invention as applicable

to the manufacture of sulphuric acid, but it is also applicable to roasting ores of

copper preparatory to reduction. In this application the operation is precisely that

above described, and will not, therefore, need a repetition of description, it being of

course understood that if the ores have been previously used for the manufacture of

sulphuric acid, and contain, therefore, but a small amount of sulphur, the vapours

from the chamber H may pass into the atmosphere instead of into the vitriol chamber,

if desired.

On the 14tli June 186-1, Mr. Peter Spence and Mr. J. B. Spence effected another

patent for 'calcining and smelting copper ores.' This will be fully understood by the

following description :

—

' Our invention consists in applying the heat used in smelting copper ores to the

purpose of calcining such materials, and in transferring the calcined ores direct to

the smelting furnace. To accomplish these objects, we place the two furnaces in

connection with each other, and cause a suitable flue to convey the heat used in smelt-

ing to the material to be calcined ; and when this operation is complete, and the

smelted ore is removed, we rake the calcined ore direct on to the bed of the smelting

furnace. The calcining furnace we at present prefer to use is of that construction

for which Letters Patent were granted to Peter Spence, bearing date July 3rd, 1861,

No. 1695.'

In addition to these processes, it may be stated that a company has been established

at Oldbury, in Staffordshire, for working the process know as 'Henderson's salt

process.' We have been favoured with the following description :

—

' The works are erected for the purpose of extracting the copper, and utilising the

residue from the Spanish pyrites, imported mostly by the alkali makers, and the

sulphur extracted by them for the purpose of making sulphuric acid. We then calcine

the ore with salt in such a way as to decompose every trace of copper, and peroxidise

the whole of the iron that is not already oxidised during the burning out of the

sulphur. We then put the calcined ore into vats or tanks ; and as the chloride of

copper is readily soluble, that metal is washed out perfectly clean with hot water, and
the residue of peroxide of iron is sold at the iron works in the immediate neighbour-

hood. This is used in the puddling furnaces, and answers well for two ^urfoses : first,

to keep the pig iron from cutting the bottom of the furnaces, and, secondly, to improve
the quality of the wrought iron produced. We sell of this residue about 600 tons per

month. The copper is precipitated from the solution by scrap iron, the precipitate

run down and refined ; and the whole of the copper is sold as B, S. ingot. We
produce 15 to 18 tons of copper per month.' See Pyeites.

Spanish Process of refining Cojyper.—The refining of copper is well executed at

Seville, in Spain ; therefore some account of the mode of operating is required.

The first object is to expel in a reverberatory furnace all the volatile substances,

such as sulphur, arsenic, antimony, &c., which may be associated with the copper

;

and the second, to oxidise and convert into scoriae the fixed substances, such as iron,

lead, &c., with the least possible expense and waste. The minute quantities of

gold and silver which resist oxidation cannot be in any way injurious to the copper.

The hearth is usually made of refractory sand and clay with ground charcoal,

each mixed in equal volimies, and worked up into a doughy consistence with water.

This composition is beat firmly into the furnace bottom. But a quartzose hearth,

such as a bed of fire-sandstone, is found to answer better, and to be far more durable.

Before kindling the furnace, its inner surface is smeared with a mixture of fire-clay

and water.

The cast pigs, or blocks of crude copper, are piled upon the hearth, each successive

layer crossing at right angles that which is beneath it, in order that the flame may
have access to play upon the surface of the hearth, and to heat it to a proper pitch for

making the metal flow.

The weight of the charge should be proportional to the capacity of the furnace, and
such that the level of the metallic bath may be about an inch above the nozzle of the

bellows
;
for, were it higher, it would obstruct its operation, and, if too low, the stream

of air would strike but imperfectly the surface of the metal, and fail to effect, or

would at least retard, the refining process, by leaving the oxidation and volatilisation

of the foreign metals incomplete.

As the scoriae form upon the surface, they are drawn off with an iron rabble fixed

to the end of a wooden rod.

Soon after the copper is melted, charcoal is kindled in three iron basins lined with
3o 2
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loam, placed alongside the furnace, to prepare them for recei\-ing their charge of

copper, -which is to be converted in them, into rosettes.

The bellows are not long in action before the bath assumes a boiling appearance
;

some drops rise up to the roof, others escape by the door, and fall in a shower of

minute spherical globules. This phenomenon proves that the process is going on
weU ; and, when it ceases, the operation is nearly completed. A small proof of

copper, of the form of a watch-case and therefore called montre, is taken out from
time to time upon the round end of a polished iron rod, previously heated. This rod
is dipped 2 or 3 inches into the bath, then svithdrawn and immersed in cold water.

The copper cap is detached from the iron rod by a few blows of a hammer, and
judgment is formed, from its thickness, colour, and polish, as to the degree of purity

which the copper has acquired. These watches need not be drawn till the small rain,

above spoken of, has ceased to fall. At the end of about 11 hours of firing, the

numerous small holes observable in the first watch samples begin to disappear ; the

outer surface passes from a bright red to a darker hue, the inner one becomes of a
more uniform colour, and always less and less marked with yellowish spots. It has

acquired the greatest pitch of purity that the process can bestow when the watches

become of a dark crimson colour.

Care must be taken to stop this refining process at the proper time
;

for, by unduly
prolonging it, a small quantity of cuprous oxide wotild be formed, which, finding

nothing to reduce it, would render the whole body of the copper hard, brittle, and
incapable of lamination.

The tuyere being closed, the basins must be emptied of their burning charcoal, and
the melted copper allowed to fiow into them through the tap-hole, which is then

stopped with loam. Whenever the surface is covered with a solid crust, it is sprinkled

with water; and as soon as the crust is about IJ inch thick it is raised upon hooks

above the basin, to drain off any drops, and tlien carried from the furnace. If these

cakes, or rosettes, be suddenly cooled by plunging them immediately into water, they

assume a fine red colour, from the formation of a film of oxide.

Each refining operation produces, in about 12 hours, l^ths ton of copper, with the

consumption of about fths of a ton of dry wood.

Care should be taken that the copper cake, or rosette, be perfectly solidified before

plunging it into water, otherwise a very dangerous explosion might ensue. On the

other hand, the cake should not be allowed to cool too long, lest it get oxidised upon
the surface, and lose those fine red, ptirple, and yellow shades, due to a film of the

suboxide, which many dealers admire.

When antimony or oxide of copper are combined with copper, they occasion the

appearance of micaceous scales in the fractured faces. Such metal is hard, brittle,

yellowish within, and can be neither laminated nor wire-drawn. These defects are

not owing to arsenic, as was formerly imagined
;
but, most probably, to antimony in

the lead, which is sometimes used in refining copper. They are more easily prevented

than remedied.

According to Mr. Frerejean, proprietor of the great copper works of Vienne, in

Dauphiny, too low a temperatm'e, or too much charcoal, gives to the metal a cubical

structure, or that of divergent rays ; in either of which states it wants tenacity. Too
high a temperature, or too rapid a supply of oxygen, gives it a brick-red colour, a

radiated crystallisation without lustre, or a very fine grain of indeterminate form ; the

last structure being unsuitable for copper that is to be worked under the hammer or

in the rolling-mill. The form which indicates most tenacity is radiated -with minute

fibres glistening in mass. Melted copper will sometimes pass successively through

these three states in the space of ten minutes.

Fig, 532 represents a roasting mound of copper pjTites in the Lower Harz, near

532

Goslar, where a portion of the sulphur is collected. It is a vertical section of a trun-

cated quadrangular pyramid. A laj-cr of wooden billets is arranged at the base of the

pyramid in the line a a.
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c, a wooden chimney, which stands in the centre of the mound, with a small pile of

charcoal at its bottom ; b b are largo lumps of ore surrounded by smaller pieces
;

ff, are rubbish and earth to form a covering. A current of air is admitted under the

billets by an opening in the middle of each of the four sides of the base, a a, so that

two principal currents of air cross under the vertical axis, c, of the truncated pyramid,

as indicated in the figure.

The fire is applied, through the chimney, c, to the charcoal at its bottom ; the

pile, b b, is kindled, and the sulphurous ores are raised to such a high temperature as

to expel the sulphur in the state of vapour.

In the Lower Harz a roasting mound continues burning dm-ing four months. Some
days after it is kindled the sulphur begins to exhale, and is condensed by the air at

tlie upper surface of the pyramid. When this seems impregnated with it, small

basins are excavated, in which some liquid sulphur collects ; it is removed from
time to time with iron ladles, and thrown into water, where it solidifies. It is then

refined and cast into roll brimstone.

A similar roasting mound contains, in the Lower Harz, from 100 to 110 tons of

ore and 730 cubic feet of wood. It yields in foiu: months about one ton and a half

of sulphur from copper pyrites. Lead ore is treated in the same way, but it furnishes

less sulphur.

There are usually from 4 to 5 roasting heaps in action at once for each smelting

works of the Lower Harz. After the first roasting two heaps are united to form a
third, which is calcined anew, under a shed ; the ores are then stirred up and roasted

for the third time, whence a crude mixture is procured for the smelting-house.

The most favourable seasons for roasting in the open air are spring and autumn ;

the best weather is a light wind accompanied with gentle rain. When the wind or

rain obstruct the operation, this inconvenience is remedied by planks distributed round
the upper surface of the truncated pyramid over the sulphur basins.

Wet Methods of Exteacting Coppee.

The Process of extracting Copperfrom Ores, at the Mines in the Rio Tinto District,

Province of Huelva, Spain, by what is termed ' Artificial Cementation.'—This method,
which was first applied here by Don Felipe Prieto, a mine proprietor of Seville, in the

year 1845, is the only one employed in the present day in the copper-mines of that

district.

The operation begins with the calcination of the ores, previously reduced to small
pieces

;
piles or heaps of these ores (sometimes in the form of cones) are made on

beds of stubble fire-wood of about a yard thick ; each pile is made up with from 400
to 600 tons of mineral, and allowed to burn for six months ; the smoke destroying

all vegetation within its reach.

The ores, after being thus burnt or calcined, are thrown into wooden troughs let

into the ground, about 6 yards long, 4 wide, and I J deep, called ' dissolvers.' In
each of these troughs, or cisterns, are placed, about twelve tons of calcined ore, and
the trough is then filled with water ; which water is, after remaining in contact with
the ores for forty-eight hours, drained off into a similar trough placed at a lower level,

and called a ' depositor.' The ores remaining in the dissolver are covered by a second
quantity of water, left on, this time, for three days ; and the process repeated four
times successively, the water being always drained off into the same depositor.

From the depositors the water flows on to another set of troughs called ' pilones,'

into which is placed a quantity of pig iron, broken into pieces of about the size of bricks,

and piled loosely together so that the vitriol in the water may better act on its whole sur-

face. Each of these troughs (pilones) will hold from 12 to 18 tons of pig iron (wrought
iron answers the purpose as well, but it is much more expensive)

;
and, as experience

has demonstrated that a slow continuous movement in the water hastens the process,

a man is employed for the purpose of agitating it, until all the copper suspended in
the vitriol-water is deposited, which, in summer, is effected in about 2 days, and in
from 3 to 5 days in winter. After the water has been renewed four or five times, and
the agitation process repeated, the scales of copper deposited on the iron, as well as
that in the form of coarse grains of sand found in the bottom of the trough, are col-

lected together, washed, and melted, when it is found to produce from 65 to 70 percent,
of pure copper.

From the remains of the first washings of the above copper-scales, &c., another
quality is obtained, worth about 50 per cent, for copper, which is mixed with the
after- washings, yielding about 10 per cent, of copper, and passed on to the smelting
furnace.

The method is very defective. Minerals containing 5 per cent, of copper, treated

by this system of reduction, will scarcely give a produce of 2 per cent, of that metal.
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It is, however, the only method that has hitherto been profitably employed in the
Eio Tinto district.

The produce of some of the mines of this district is under 1 per cent, About 2,500
tons of the richest of the ores produced by the mines in the Eio Tinto district, are
shipped from Huelva. a port near Seville, for England ; and the result has been that
a very large industry has been created. See Pteites.

The Process of extracting Copperfrom the Water that drains out of the Mine, at Rio
Tinto, called the ' System of Natural Cemmtation' (Precipitation).—The mine worked
by the Spanish Government at Eio Tinto is formed in a mass of iron pyrites containing
copper ; and its immense labyrinth of excavations is knoTn to extend over a length
of 500 yards and a vidth of 100 yards (and probably to a much greater extent)

;

the earliest of vhich •workings must date back to very remote times ; for in the dif-

ferent excavations are still to be found the impressions of hands, evidently guided by
the science of the ancients, middle ages, and of more modem times.

The sixth, or lowest level in the mine, where all the operations of the present day
are carried on, is SO yards deep (from the top of the hill in -which the lode is found),

and it is from this level that the mine is (naturally') drained by an adit. From the

roof, at the extreme end of a gallery at this level, flo^ws, from an unkno^wn source, a
stream of water rich in copper, which, together with the drainage from other points

of the mine, is directed through a channel to the adit ' San Eoque,' that empties its

waters at the foot of the hiU, where the copper is extracted.

An able engineer has thus explained the phenomena of ' natural cementation :
'

—

' The natural ventilation through the open excavations of this mine, combined -with

the humidity of the ground, produces a natural decomposition of the materials com-
posing the lode or vein, and thereby forming sulphates of iron and copper, which the

•water is continually dissolving and carrying ofF, thus forming the substance of this
" natural cementation."'

This said adit ' San Eoque,' •which empties its -waters on the south side of the
bill

, has placed in it two wooden launders, or channels, about 12 inches wide and
15 inches deep, and (in the year 1853) -100 yards long ; in the bottom of these

launders are placed pieces of pig iron, and to this iron adhere the particles of copper

which the slowly-flowing water contained in solution. In ten days the iron becomes
coated with copper, so pvire as to be worth 80 per cent, for fine-copper, and so

strongly formed in scales as to resist to a certain extent the action of a file, and give

a strong metallic sotind on being struck with a hammer. At the expiration of ten

days, or earlier, the scales of copper so formed on the iron are removed, that the surface

of the iron may be again exposed to the action of the mineral water ; and tlie process

repeated to the entire extinction of the iron. The copper thus obtained passes at once

to the refining furnace.

Since 1853 it has been discovered that the water escaping from the launders in the

adit, 4:00 yards long, still contained copper, and they have been lengthened to nearly

1,000 yards with good eflFect.

The production of copper by cementation is carried on not only at Eio Tinto, but

also at the Tharsis Mines in Spain, and at San Domingos in Portugal.

Lim Copper Process.—At Linz on the Ehine, and some other localities in Ger-

many, the poorer sulphides of copper, containing from 2 to 5 per cent, of that metal,

are treated by the follo^wing process :

—

The ores coming directly from the mine, and without any preliminary dressing,

are first roasted in a double-soled furnace, and then taken to a series of tanks stmk in

the ground, and lined with basalt. These tanks are also provided with a double

bottom, likewise formed of basalt, so arranged as to make a sort of permeable dia-

phragm, and on this is placed the roasted ore, taking care that the coarser fragments

are charged first, whilst the finer particles are laid upon them.

The ca^rity thus formed between the bottom of the tank and the diaphragm, or

false bottom, is connected, by means of proper flues, with a series of oblong retorts,

through each of which a current of air is made to pass from a ventilator, or a pair of

large bellows, set in motion by steam or water power.

In order to use this apparatus, a quantity of ore is roasted in the reverberatory

furnace, and subsequently placed in the tanks, taking care that the first layer shall be

in a coarser state of division than those which succeed it.

The retorts—which are formed of fire tiles, and are about 6 inches in height by 1 foot

in width and 6 feet in length—are now brought to a red heat, charged -with blende,

and the blast applied.

The sulphurous acid thus formed is forced by the draught through the flues, where
it becomes mixed -with nitrous fumes, obtained from a mixture of nitrate of soda and
sulphuric acid, and ultimately passes into the chambers beneath the diaphragms on

which are laid the roasted ores, which must be previously damped by the addition of a
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little water, of whicli a small quantity is also placed in tlie bottoms of the tanks.

The sulphuric acid thus generated attacks the oxide of copper formed during the pre-

liminary roasting, giving rise to the production of sulphate of copper, which percolates

through the basaltic diaphragm into the reservoir beneath.

The liquors which thus accumulate are from time to time distributed over the

surface of the ore, and the operation repeated until the greater portion of the copper

has been extracted, when, by shifting the damper, the gases are conducted into

another tank similarly arranged. The liquors from the first basin are now pumped
into the second, and the operation continued until the ores which it contains have
ceased to be acted on by the acid. When sufficiently saturated, the liquors are drawn
off into convenient troughs, and the copper precipitated by means of scrap iron. The
sulphate of iron thus formed is subsequently crystallised out, and packed into casks

for sale.

On removing the attacked ores from the tank, the finer or upper portions are thrown

away as entirely exhausted, nearly the whole of the copper having been removed from

them, whilst the coarser fragments are crushed and re-roasted, and finally form the

upper stratum in a subsequent operation.

It has been found that, by operating in this way, ores yielding only 1 per cent, of

copper may be treated with considerable advantage, since the sulphate of iron pro-

duced, and the increased value of the roasted blende, are alone sufficient to cover the

expenses of the operation.

By this process, 3 cwts. of coal are said to be required to roast one ton of ore, whilst

the same quantity of blende is roasted by an expenditure of 4 cwts. of fuel.

Treatment of Copper Ores by Hydrochloric Acid.—At a short distance from the village

of Twiste, in the Waldeck, several considerable bands of sandstone, more or less im-

pregnated with green carbonate of copper, have been long known to exist. Although
varying considerably in its produce, this ore, on the average, yields 2 per cent, of

copper, and was formerly raised and smelted in large quantities ; but this method of

treatment not having apparently produced satisfactory results, the operations were
ultimately abandoned.
The insoluble nature of the granular quartzitic gangue with which the copper is

associated, suggested, some years since, to Mr. Ehodius, of the Linz Metallurgic

Works, the possibility of treating these ores by means of hydrochloric acid, and a large

establishment for this purpose was ultimately the result. The following is a descrip-

tion of this process, as witnessed by Mr. J. A. Phillips, in 1856 :

—

These works consist of a crushing mill, for the reduction of the cupreous sandstone

to a small size, 16 dissolving tubs, and a considerable number of tanks and reservoirs

for the reception of the copper-liquors and the precipitation of the metal by means of

scrap-iron. Each of the 16 dissolving tubs is 13 feet in diameter, and 4 feet in depth,

and furnished with al arge wooden revolving agitator, set in motion by a run of over-

head shafting in connection with a powerful water-wheel. This arrangement admits

of the daily treatment of 20 tons of ore, and the consequent production of from 7 to

8 cwts. of copper. Each operation is completed in 24 hours, the liquor being removed
from the tanks to the precipitating trough by the aid of wooden pumps. The ore is

stoped and brought into the works at 45. per ton.

The acid employed at Twiste is obtained from the alkali works in the neighbour-
hood of Frankfort, contains 16 per cent, of real acid, and costs, delivered at the works,

2s. per 100 lbs. Each ton of sandstone treated requires 400 lbs. of acid, which is

diluted with water down to 10 per cent, before being added to the ore. Every ton of

copper precipitated requires l^- ton of scrap iron, at 4/. 5s. per ton.

These works yielded in 1857, 120 tons of metallic copper, and afforded a net profit of

nearly 50 per cent. The residues from the washing vats, run off after the operation,

contained but ^th per cent, of copper.

The works at Twiste were ultimately abandoned on account of a falling off in the

yield of the ores.

Humid Process of extracting Copper from Burnt Cupreous Pyrites.—Very large

quantities of cupreous pyrites, amounting in the aggregate to about 400,000 tons per

annum, are imported into this country from Spain and Portugal. The sulphur is

utilised in the manufacture of sulphuric acid, and from the burnt residue the large

quantity of 1,200 tons of copper is annually extracted.

The burnt pyrites contains on the average 2 J to 3 per cent, of sidphur, and 3 to 3^
per cent, of copper. The extraction of the latter is effected as follows :—The ore is

ground between rolls or under edge runners, and a sufficient quantity of unburnt

sulphur added to it to raise the per-centage of sulphur to an amount slightly in excess

of the copper, at the same time a sufficient quantity of salt, to convert the copper into

chloride, is introduced. This mixtxu:e passes through a sieve of about 36 holes to the

square inch, and is then ready for roasting, which is commonly effected in reverbera-
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tory furnaces having flues beneatli the bed through which the flame passes before

coming into contact with the ore. The furnaces are sometimes supplied with inde-

pendent fireplaces, but more frequently a series of them is worked by gas generated

in Siemens's producers. A form of furnace is also employed, in some cases, in which

the ore is placed in a sort of muffle, between which and the outer walls of the furnaces

the flames are allowed to play ; in this arrangement the flame and products of com-

bustion do not come into contact with the ore.

The mixture is charged into the furnaces through hoppers in the arch, and spread

evenly over the bed to a depth of 4 to 5 inches, a charge usually consisting of about 3

tons ; this is stirred and rabbled from time to time in order to expose fresh surfaces

to oxidation, the temperatuje not being allowed to exceed a dull redness. Hydro-

chloric acid is evolved during the roasting, and is conveyed to a condenser, from

which a weak acid solution is obtained, which is subsequently employed in the lixivia-

tion of the roasted ore.

After the expiration of about 6 to 6J- hours the whole of the copper in the ore

should have been converted into a soluble chloride : a sample is taken from each

furnace and washed twe or tliree times with hot water and a little dilute hydrochloric

acid, the residue is then treated with nitric acid, and the solution obtained rendered

alkaline by the addition of ammonia ; should more than a trace of blue colour be dis-

cernible in the solution, the sulphide of copper in the mixture has not been decomposed,

and the roasting must be prolonged until a satisfactory test can be obtained. The
charge is then drawn out on to the floor of the furnace-house and allowed to cool con-

siderably, after which it is transferred in iron tram-waggons to wooden lixiviating

vats capable of holding about 16 tons, and provided with false bottoms, over which a

layer of cinders is spread to serve as a filter.

The hot roasted ore is then treated with 'hot water, and finally with a little hydro-

chloric acid ; the stronger solutions are ready for precipitation by means of metallic

iron, whilst the weaker are run into a reservoir, whence they are pumped back and serve

as washing-water to a fresh lot of furnaced ore, and so in turn become strong solutions.

In many works the silver present in these solutions is, previously to the precipita-

tion of the copper, extracted by Claudet's process, which consists in mixing with them
a quantity of a soluble iodide, usually that of potassium, sufficient to combine with

the silver present, which amounts to from 3 to 4 grains per gallon. The insoluble

iodide of silver is allowed to subside, and the copper solution drawn ofif from it into

the precipitating vats.

When a considerable quantity of iodide of silver has been collected, it is well washed
to free it from copper, and whilst suspended in water, metallic zinc in thin fragments

is added, and the whole kept boiling Ijy a jet of steam. The iodide of silver is thus

decomposed, and metallic silver and solution of iodide of zinc produced ; the latter

serves to precipitate a fresh quantity of silver, whilst the former after being dried is

ready for the smelter.

The copper present in the strong solutions is precipitated in large wooden vats, by
immersing in them scrap wrought iron ; if the solution be kept boiling by a steam jet,

the precipitation is completed in about 12 hours. The spent liquid, whieh is valueless,

is drawn off by a siphon from the precipitated copper, and the latter freed from iron

by washing through perforated plates. After being allowed to drain, the precipitate

is dried on a bed of fire-tiles heated by flues passing beneath, and is then ready for

smelting ; it contains, on the average, 70 to 75 per cent, of fine-metal.

The material from which the copper has been washed should contain about -^th per

cent, of that metal, and when good pyrites have been used, consists almost entirely of

sesquioxide of iron : it is largely employed imder the name of ' Purple ore ' or ' Blue

Billy ' for the fettling of puddling furnaces. See Pteites.

Alderley Edge in Cheshire.—The hydrochloric acid process is, at the present time,

carried on to a considerable extent at Alderley Edge in Cheshire, where the ore is in

many respects similar to that at Twiste, with the exception that in the last-mentioned

locality, mechanical agitation is dispensed with, and the acid is pumped from beneath

the false bottom of one tank to the top of the next, in order that the whole solvent

power of the acid may be utilised. The hydrochloric acid process was originally in-

troduced at Alderley Edge by Mr. W. Henderson, who protected his method by a pro-

visional Specification, dated September 30, 1857. Another specification was filed by
Mr. Henderson in 1859, which included the extraction of copper from pyrites bj' con-

verting the copper into chloride by calcination with common salt—a process similar to

that originally suggested by Mr. Longmaid, and now extensively applied to the

treatment of burnt pyrites. The sandstone of the curious elevation above the plain

of Cheshire, known as Alderley Edge, is impregnated with copper existing in the state

of blue and green carbonates. The beds containing this copper lie at a short

distance below the surface, and are therefore easily worked.
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The quantities of ore raised and copper obtained are given as follow in the 'Mineral
Statistics ' for the last few j^ears :

—

Tears Ore Fine Copper

Tons Tons Cwts.
186j .... 14,904: 207 9

1866 .... 15,040 189 10
1867 .... 15,152 182 7
1868 .... 15,016 165 4
1869 .... 13,240 260 0

1870 .... 6,836 135 0
1871 • . . . 8,608 172 0

1872 .... 6,258 130 0

Mona and Pary's Mines, Anglesea.—The waters draining from the enormous lieiips

accumulated from the old and remarkable workings of these mines are collected in

large ponds and precipitated by iron. In 1872, the Mona Mine produced 2,400 tons of
copper ore, but there was no precipitate ; but Pary's Mine produced 155 tons of preci-

pitate and 2,813 tons of copper ore.

Wicklow Mines.—Similar precipitating processes were carried on in these mines.
The process is thus described by Mr, W. W. Smyth, in his ' Mines of Wicklow and
Wexford '

:

—

From a letter of the Eev. William Henry, D.D., inserted in the ' Philosophical
Transactions' for 1752, we learn that the existence of copper in solution in the water
flowing from Ballymurtagh has only lately been discovered by accident, but had
given rise to extensive apparatus where 500 tons of iron were at the same time
employed to effect the precipitation of the costlier metal. The mode of operating was
very rude

;
pits were dug, 10 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 8 feet deep, floored with flags

and lined with stone, and the iron bars were laid on rough wooden beams fixed across

from wall to wall. Dr. Henry's statement of the everlasting efficiency of the water,

shows that, by him at least, the rationale of its action was little understood. ' Chains
of these pits are continued along the stream, as far as the directors please, for the

water never abates of its quality, if it were conveyed from pit to pit through a
thousand.'

By this mode a ton of the precipitant obtained from the pits 3'ielded 16 cwts. of the
finest copper. Dr. Eutty states, that in seven years previous to 1765 the Cronebane
•water had yielded 17,260/., from precipitate-copper; the precipitate afibrding above
half of pure metal.

Towards the close of last century, copper was obtained by the same means at

Cronebane and Tigi-oney. According to the ' Journal des Mines,' vol. iii., it was
usual to add to the strength of the solution, by placing in the water a quantity of

poor pyritous ore which has undergone a process of roasting. The form of the pits is

not described, but the ratio of pure copper to the precipitated powder was only 0'328.

The quantity of precipitate or cementation-copper exported to England was, in 1788,
11 A tons; in 1789, 37 tons; in 1790, 59j tons.

During Mr. Weaver's management, the water was run into tanks in which the
muddy particles were allowed to subside, and then passed into pits filled with plate and
scrap iron ; the quantity precipitated during that series of years was 442.^ tons, which
sold on an average at 27Z. 8i'. %d. per ton, being in aggregate value 12,126?. ; whilst
the consumption of iron was rather less than one ton to the ton of the precipitate.

At the present date the water is economised at all the Ovoca Mines, but by a some-
what different method it is led through a series of narrow troughs or launders, inclined

at angles of 10° or 12°, and interrupted at intervals by a deep chest or 'hutch.' At
Tigroney the precipitate is swept down with brooms every night and morning into the
hutches, the contents of which are afterwards mixed, and realise 50 to 60 per cent, of
copper. The expenses of obtaining it are about 3Z. per ton for attendance, sifting, &c.
At Connarie people are kept sweeping down the launders throughout the day, by which
means the precipitate, although more rapidly collected, is more impure, yielding but
43 to 54 per cent, of copper.

M. Bischoffjunr. has patented a process for obtaining copper by precipitation which
certainly effects the separation of the copper with great readiness, and, as he assures
us, with great economy. His process differs from any other in the circumstance of
his obtaining the iron in a peculiar condition. He takes the ordinary iron pyrites
(Mundic), and reduces this to a state of coarse powder. This is then mixed with coke
and exposed to heat in close furnaces. The sulphur is volatilised, and the incan-
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descent coke absorbing all the oxygen, the iron is preTented from oxidising, and it

remains in a metallic state combined 'witli some carbon. "When this process is com-
pleted, the powder is dra'wn ofF into dose ressels and kept nntH required for use,

carefolly goarded from the air. If this preparation is tbroBTi into a solution of
sulphate of copper, there is a xiolent action, and the copper in a metallic state is at
once thro'WTi doirn. In practice, Bischoff prefers spreading out this preparation
in thin layers, and passing the copper -water through it. The process has been in

use at some of the "works on the banks of the Dee, and, as ire understand, considerable
success has attended its use. The only difficulty appears to be in preserving the fineiv-

divided metallic iron from oxidation, which is essentiallT necessary to the success of

the process.

Mr. S. Higgs junr. has greatly accelerated the process of precipitation by forcing

steam through the solution of copper in which pieces of iron have been placed. This
process has been successfully appUed by him at Huel Margery copper-mine, St, Ires,

ComwalL
AixoTs OF Coffee.—Copper forms the basis of a greater number of important

alloys than any other metal "With zinc it forms brass in all its varieties. See Beass.
Bronze and bell-metal are alloys of copper and tin. This compound is prepared in

crucibles when only small quantities are required ; but in reverberatory hearths, when
statues, bells, or cannons are to be cast. The metals must be protected as much as
possible during their combination from contact of air by a layer of pounded charcoal,

otherwise two evils would result ; waste of the copper by combustion, and a rapid

oxidation of the tin, so as to change the proportions and alter the properties of the

alloy. The fused materials ought to be well mixed by stirring, to give uniformity to

the compound. See Brr.T-METAT. ; Bbo>"ze,

By an analysis of M. Berthier, the bells of the pmdules, or ornamental clocks,

made in Paris, are found to be composed of copper 72'00, tin 26"56, iron I'-fel per cent.

An alloy of 100 of copper and 14 of tin is said by 31. Dussaussy to furnish tools,

which, hawiened and sha^ned in the maimer of the ancients, afford an edge nearly

equal to that of steel (?).

Cymbals, gongs, and the tam-tams of the Chinese are made of an alloy of 100 of

copper with about 2o of tin. To give this compound the sonorous property in the

highest degree, it must be subjected to sudden refrigeration, M. D'Arcet, to whom
this discovery is due, recommends to ignite die piece after it is cast, and to plunge it

immediately into cold water. The sudden cooling gives the particles of the alloy

such a disposition that, with a regulated pressure by skilful hammering, they may be
made to slide over each other, and remain permanrady in their new position. AVhen
bj this means the instrument has received its intended form, it is to be heated and
allowed to cool slowly in the air. The particles now take a diffixent arrangement
from what they would have done by sudden refrigeration : for, instead of being ductile,

they possess such an elasticity, that, on being displaced by a slight compression, they

return to their primary position after a series of extremely rapid vibrations ; whence
a very powerful sound is emitted. Bronze, bell-metal, and probably all other alloys

of tin -with copper, jiresent the same peculiarities.

Some valuable researches on alloys of copper and tin have recently been made by
M. Alfred Eiche {Annaleg de Ckimie et de Physique, xxx. [4], 1873, p. 351). It has

been asserted that the Chinese work their bronze at a red. heat, but M. Eiche has

Euoceeded in malnTig tam-tams by manipulating his bronze at much lower tempera-

tures.

The bronze-founder should study to obtain a rapid fosion, in order to avoid the

causes of waste indicated above. Eeverberatory furnaces have been long adopted for

this operation ; and among these, the elliptical are the best. The furnaces with

spheroidal domes are tised by the bell-founders, because, their alloy being more fusible,

a more moderate heat is required ; however, as the rapidity of the process is always

a matter of consequence, they also would find advantage in employiDg the elliptical

hearths. Coal is now imivers^y preferred for fuel.

The process of coating copper with tin exemplifies the strong affinity between the

two metals. The copper suz&ce to be tinned is first cleaned with a smooth sand-

etone : it is then heated and rubbed over with a little sal-ammoniac, till it be perfectly

dean and bright ; the tin, along with some pounded resin, is now placed on the copper,

which is made so hot as to melt the tin. and allow of its being spread over the surfece

with a dossil or pad of tow. The layer thus fixed on the copper is exceedingly thin.

Bayen found that a copper pan, 9 inches in diameter and 3i- inches deep, being

weighed immediately before suid after tinning, became only 21 grains heavier. 'Sow

as the area tinned, including the bottom, amounted to loo square inches, 1 grain of

tin had been spread over nearly 't\ square inches : or only 20 grains over every sq. foot.

Copper and Arsenic form a white-coloured alloy, sometimes used for the scales of
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Hieixioiiieters and barometeis, for dials, candlesticks, &c. To fonn this compound,
EGccessiye layers of copper dippingB and TUteazEenicarepntintoan eaitlien crucible;

wMch is then corered -witli sea-salt, dosed -with a lid, and gEadoaUy heated to rednessL

If 2 parts of arsenic Lave been nsed -with 5 of copper, the resulting compound com-
monly contains one-tenth of its -weight of metallic arsenic. It is idiite, slightly

ductile, denser, and more fusible than copper, and -without action on ojggen at ordinary
temperatures

; but, at higher heats, it is decomposed -with the exhalaiion of aisenions

acid. The white copper of the Chinese consi^ of 40-4 copper; 31'6 nickel ; 2.5-4:

zinc ; and 2'6 iron. This alloy is nearty silver white ; it is Tery sonoious, well

polished, malleable at common t^nperatnres, and even at a cherry red, but Tery brittle

at a red-white heat. When heated with contact of air, it oxidises, burning -with a
white flame. Its specific gra-rity is 8-432. "When worked -with great care, it may
be reduced to thin leares and -wires as small as a needle. See GmsatAJS Silter.

Tntenag, formerly confounded -with white copper, is a diffizent composition feom
the above. Xeir says it is composed of copper, zinc, and iron ; and Sick desetibes it

as a short metal, of a greyish colour, and scarcely sonorous. The Chinese export it,

in large quantities, to India.

M. Pelouze states lhat an alloy of eqnal parts of copper and nickel is greatly pre-
ferable to an alloy -which contains also zinc. Even 2 of copper and 1 of nickel form a
Taluable alloy. See Ptbixbs (Ieox).

Copper, Statistics of.—Dnring a term of abont 30 years, the copper-mines hare
sold their ores at the public sales. The following Table, feom ' Secozds of '^fining and
Metallurgy,' by Messrs. Phillips and Darlington, represents the prepress of copper
mining from 1726 to 1855:

—

Copper Ore raised and sold in ComvaU and Devon t» Decenmal Feriadefor 126
Tears,from 1725 to 1855.

1726 to 1735
17-36 „ 1745
1746
1756
1766
1776
1786
1796
1806
1816
1826
1836
1846

,
17.5-5

1765
1775
1785

,
1795
1805
1815
1825
1835
1845
18.55

126 years 7,884,305

1

tons

64,809
7-5^20
98,790

169,699
264.273
304,133

239J69
S64,(@7
726,308
926,271

1,352^
1,486,840

1^,132

36,496

3.V588
r2,->50

75,986
108,801
111,770
123,359

572.4-50

73i;457
1,243.>>45 li4 .

1,778.337 ;
177 •

1,827,006 : It;..:

1^,734
I

5.003,191 500,319
6,056,260 605,626

6,044,627 604462
8,088,220

I
808,822

8^7,059 854,7(6

9,231,916 9^A91

72,630
92,^7

163^

12

9i'

8^
S
71
7i

15 10
7 8
7 8
7 6
6 14
6 0

8 17
8 6
6 10
3 19
S 15

4
9
6
0
0

5 14 10

Or

1-00
1-16
1-52
2-61
4-10
4-69

8-70
11-20
14-29

20«6
22-M
3S-03

From 1855 to 1866 the follawing hare been the quantities

Corn-wall and DeTonshire :

—

produced in

Date CoDBer
Chi

Talne o£
Ore

Kre C:—-^r
T-er oeit.

tons I.

18d6 206.177 1.241-835 13-533 123 0 103 13

1857 191.798 1,201,270 12,179 124 0 140
il

6|
1838 182,391 1.057.534 11-831 108 2 131

1
1839 181.848 1.096.207 11.827 ilO 7 133 6 64

1 1860 180.883 1.065.376 11.797 107 13 133 18 6^
i 1861 180.778 1,004.915 11-486 102 12 130

! 1862 183-313 928.213 11-562 100 12 127
1863 169.971 832.1.52 10.896 98 17 120 9

1864 165.611
•

854.116 10.373 101 8 124 17 - 6|
1865 159,409 753.427 9.850 94 12.5 3
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Summan/ of Produce of Copper Ore and Copper for each of the Ten Years ending 1872,
with ike respective Values and the Number of Mines worked.

CoBirwAix.

Tear Xo. of
ilines

Copper Ore Talae Copper Talae

1863
1864
186d
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872

166

173
148
130

109

100
84

77
79
63

tons

129.229

127.633

121.253

103.670

88.603

86.722

71.790

56.526

46,766

41.414

£
642.944

659.919

672,618
431,083

413,533

373,005
316.364

242,227
205.025
225.402

tons

8,411

7.963

7,413

6.551

5,990

5.725

5.144

4,147

3,340

2.926

£
831.417

807.532
699.432

600.726

493.875

450,986

398,698

331,337
258.850

306,757

DETOJiSHIEE.

Tear Xo. of

ilines
Copper Ore Value Copper Value

1863
1864
1865
1866,

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871

1872

24
19

21

21

23
20
18

15

14
12

tons

40,742

37,978
38.156

34.471

31,163

30,540

22.723

24,752
24,352

23.972

1—
£

189.208

194.197

184.776

151.481

143.898

128,748

86,056

84.096

79,409

89,841

tons

2,485

2.309

2.337

2.248

2.036

1.941

1.394

1.458

1.342

1.203

£
2457701

234,162

223,497
206.141

167.867

152.900

108.040

105.070

104.005

124.641

Summary for the United Kingdom during the last Ten Years.

Tear No. of

Mines
Copper Ore Value Copper Value

tons £ tons £
1863 222 210.947 1.100.554 14.247 1,409,608

1864 201 214.604 1,155,471 13,302 1.350.699

1865 203 198,298 927,938 11,888 1,134,664

1866 173 180,378 759,118 11.153 1,019,168

1867 164 158,544 699,693 10.233 831,761

1868 152 157,335 642.103 9,817 761.602

1869 136 129,953 519,912 8,291 654.065

1870 124 106.698 437,851 7,175 551.309

1871 122 97,129 387,118 6,280 475,143

1872 117 91,893 443,738 5.703 583,232

Coffee Assatts-g.—The substances •which, are submitted to assay for copper are

various ores of copper, slags, and other metallujgical products, commercial varieties

of copper and its alloys. The assays are made by the dr</ and wet methods.

Bn/ Assay. 1. English or Cornish method.—This process is very extensively em-

ployed in iSigland ; all the copper ores being bought and sold by this method. The
mode of -worfing by this method varies somewhat as to the manipulation, nature, and
proportion of fluxes, form of apparatus, and other minute details ; but it may be

regarded as consisting essentially of the four following processes :

—

1. Fusion for regulus, or sulphide of copper and iron.

2. Boasting or CalcirMtion of tlie regulus into oxides of copper and iron.
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3. Reduction or Fusion for coarse-copper ; the oxide of copper being reduced to metal,

and the oxide of iron retained in the slag.

4. Hcfining of the coarse-copper.

All the ores of copper, even rich carbonates, are submitted to the -whole of the above

processes by some assayers
;
part of the processes are dispensed ivith by others, and the

rich oxidised ores fused direct for coarse-copper, regulus and calcination.

533Furnace and Implements. A vAnd-furnace

or air-furnace—Fig. 533 represents a vertical

section of a furnace suitable for assajang

copper ores : a, the fire-place, lined with fire-

brick, 9 inches square by 1 2 inches deep
;

h, the

ash-pit ; c, flue or stack
;
d, damper, e, fire-

brick covers of two sizes, each clamped with a
piece of flat bar-iron

; f, register or iron ash-

pit door, provided with a revolving disc of

sheet-iron, about b\ inches diameter, having a
semicircular opening

; g, the fire-bars of cast-

or wrought-iron. The draught is regulated by
means of the damper, the register, or by partly

removing the fire-brick cover. The fuel used

is coke.

Cornish Crucibles of three sizes, (see Assay).

Copper scoop, Jig. 535, 12 inches in length, 4

inches in width at the widest part, and I5

inch at the mouth, provided with a handle

about 7i inches in length, for projecting the

fluxes into the crucible. Iro7i moidd, fig. 534,

having two hemispherical cavities, each \^ inch

in width and Iths of an inch in depth. Calcining

rod, fig. 537, 28 inches in length, inclusive of

the blade 4 inches in length. Crucible tongs,

fig. 536, represents those used for general assay

purposes, those employed by copper assayers

are of a diflferent shape and larger dimensions.

Flux spoon or ladle, sieves, pestle and mortar, _

anvil, hamTner, chisel, forceps. Balance ; it

should carry 500 grains, and turn with from J-^th to jgth of a grain. Weights
;
grain

weights are convenient, but special weights are used by copper assayers : the heaviest is

534 535 536 537

marked 100, and weighs 400 grains, the nnit being subdivided into \, ^, ^, and ^.
Flu.res. Those employed are, bora.v calcined

;
glass, green or white, free from oxide
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of lead; tartar at argol; lime, dry; ;?;;or-«par, free from copper or lead
;
nitre; charcoal-

powder ; carbonate of soda, dried ; salt
;
sulphur ; iron pyrites, free from copper, or sul-

phide of iron. Befining flux; the product obtained by deflagrating a mixture of from
2 to 23- parts by measure of tartar, 3 of nitre, and 1 of salt.—(See Assay). The fluxes
are usually measured, but the better plan is to weigh them, especially until experience
is gained.

For purposes of assay by this method, the ores, &e. may be conveniently divided
into : 1. Ores containing over 30 per cent, of copper : a, oxides, carbonates, silicates, &c.,

which require fusion for coarse-copper and refining; b, various sulphides comparatively
pure or containing arsenic or antimonj-, which require calcining ' sweet,' fusion for

coarse-copper and refining ; 2. ores containing less than about 30 per cent, of copper,
which require the fusion for rcgulus

;
a, yellow copper ores, with or without iron pyrites,

blende, galena, &c., which require partial calcination or warming, or the addition of

nitre, or both, to remove the excess of sulphur
; b, grey copper ores, poor oxides, car-

bonates, silicates, and poor antimonial and arsenical copper ores, which have been
roasted sweet, which require the addition of sulphur or of sidfhur and iron or iron

pyrites to j-ield a proper regulus ; c, purple copper ore, mixed oxides and sulphides,

which yield a proper regulus by direct fusion.

To assist in forming an opinion as to the character of the ore, nature of the

associated vein-stuff, and approximate per-centage of copper, a portion of the sample
may be vanned or washed, calcined, or tested by the mouth blowpipe, or by a pre-

liminary fusion for regulus. This will enable the assayer to determine beforehand
how the ore is to be treated.

For the formation of a proper regulus, containing about 50 per cent, of copper, the

following data may serve as a guide :

—

100 grains of copper pyrites will require about 75 grains of nitre to yield a good
regulus.

100 grains of iron pyrites will require about 180 grains of nitre to oxide it, and
cause it to pass into the slag.

100 grains of grey copper ore or disulphide of copper will require about 60 grains

of sulphide of iron, about 82 grains of iron pyrites, or about 55 grains of haematite and
excess of sulphur to yield a proper regulus.

The quantity of ore operated on will vary from 100 to 400 grains according to

amount of copper present.

Process : Fusion for regulus.—The largest size Cornish crucible is employed. Q.'he

raw or calcined ore is mixed with the appropriate fluxes ; about from 150 to 200 grains

each of lime, glass, borax, and fluor-spar, will form a suitable mixture for many ores.

The nitre, or iron pyrites or sulphur, is added according to circumstances. The crucible

and its contents are submitted to a high temperature for about 15 minutes, and when
tranquil the fused products are poured out into the iron mould, fig. 534. When the

slag has set, the whole is dipped into water, removed, and when cold the regulus

afterwards carefiilly detached from the slag. A good regulus is reddish-brown in

colour, very tender, and easily reduced to powder ; it should contain about 50 per cent,

of copper, but may vary from 40 to 60 per cent. If the regulus is too coarse it resembles

iron pyrites or copper pyrites in appearance, and contains too much iron and sulphur,

and the ore requires more calcining, or the addition of more nitre during fusion. If the

regulus is too fine, it is black in colour, hard, and the external surface is very smooth

and bright : it indicates that the ore requires more sulphur or iron pyrites, or a sub-

stitute for them in the fusion. The slag should bo uniform in colour, but it may be

white, green, or black, according to the nature of the ore. It should be free from all

trace of red colour, which would indicate the presence of copper. The slag should be

examined for any shots of regulus.

Boasting or calcination.—The smallest or intermediate-sized crucible is used according

to the weight of the ore or regulus. A dull fire is required to commence with. The

finely-powdered substance is transferred to the crucible ; this is placed on the top of

the fuel, mouth frontwards, and in an inclined position to facilitate oxidation. The

substance is constantly stirred with the calcining rod, fig. 537, especially at the first

part of the operation, and the heat is afterwards increased to a bright red. The cal-

cination should be completed in about 30 minutes. If any sign of clotting or softening

of the particles occur, the crucible must be removed, and, if necessary. the product

repowdered, mixed with some anthracite-powder or coke-dust, and recalcined. Calci-

nations may also be made in scorifiers or roasting dishes in a muffle fiu-nace.

Fusionfor coarse-copper.—This is effected in the crucible used for calcination. The

calcined ore or regulus is mixed %rith about from 50 to 150 grains of carbonate of soda,

from 60 to 150 grains of tartar, and from 20 to 30 grains of borax, and exposed to a

high temperature for about 15 minutes. The temperature should be sufficient to reduce

the oxide of copper and melt the metal, and leave the oxide of iron in the slag. The
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products are poured out into the ingot mould, quenched in water, and when cold the

Blag detached from the button of coarse or impure copper. The character of this vrill

vary according to the impurities present. If any regulus is attached to the upper

surface it indicates that the previous calcination has been imperfect, and the assay of

the ore must be repeated. The slag should be black, and free from all trace of red

colour. If the fusion has been properly made, the slag will not require to be cleaned

or to be re-fused with reducing agents
;
although it is customary for some assayers to

clean all such slags. When raw or calcined ores are fused for coarse-copper the

addition of more carbonate of soda and borax are generally necessary. A little lime

or oxide of iron may also be added with ores comparatively free from vein-stuff, to keep
the slag free from oxide of copper : nitre and tartar are also used for reduction, instead

of the carbonate of soda and tartar.

Refining.—This may be conducted in the crucible which has been used for the pre-

vious process. If a new one is employed a little borax should be previously fused in

it. A hot fire is necessary. The crucible is fixed in the fuel so that the process can

be easily observed through the space of the fire-brick covers, and when hot the copper

button is thrown in. When the surface of the metal appears bright and clean about
from 100 to 150 grains of the refining' flux are quickly projected from the copper scoop,

fig. 535, upon it, and the furnace closed. After the lapse of about 2 minutes the cru-

cible is removed and the contents poured out into the mould. The button should be
fiat and have a pit or depression on the upper surface. The fracture is generally dull,

granular, and of a red colour, or finely fibrous or silky, and of a salmon-red colour.

The slag varies somewhat in colour ; it should be grey, fiesh-colour, pink, or pale red.

It is powdered, re-fused with tartar or other reducing agents for about 10 minutes, the

product poured out, and carefully examined for any shots of metal it may contain.

With some assayers it is customary to submit impure copper buttons to one or more
washings previous to refining. In washing, the metal and refining fluxes are pro-

jected together into the crucible and the product poured out when fused.

Thefollowing is another Method of conducting the Cornish Process.—A portion of the
pounded and sifted ore is first burnt on a shovel, and examined as to its supposed
richness and the amount of sulphur, arsenic, and other impurities it may contain. A
little practice in this operation will enable the operator to judge with considerable

accuracy of the quantity of nitre necessary in order to obtain a good regulus.

Fusion for regulus.—Two hundred grains of the mixed ore are now weighed out and
carefully mixed with a flux consisting of nitre, borax, lime, and fluor-spar, and the
fusion for matt or regulus is begun. The quantity of nitre used will of course vary
with the amount of sulphur and arsenic present ; but the other ingredients are com-
monly employed in the following proportions :—Borax, 5 dwts.

;
lime, 1^ ladleful

;

fluor-spar, 1 ladleful.' After being placed in the crucible, the whole is generally

covered by a thin stratum of common salt. After remaining in the fire for about a
quarter of an hour, the fusion will be found complete, and the contents of the pot may
be poured into a suitable iron mould. The button of regulus is now examined, in

order to determine whether a suitable proportion of nitre has been used. If the right

quantity has been employed, the button, when broken, should present a granular
fracture, and yield from ' 8 to 10 for 20 ' of copper, i.e. from 40 to 60 per cent. How-
ever rank a sample may be, it should never be mixed with above 9 or 9^ dwts. of nitre

;

and if the amount of sulphur be small, 3 dwts. are often sufiicient. The grey sulphides,

the red and black oxides, and carbonates, have sulphur added to them for the purpose
of obtaining a regulus. Highly-sulphurised samples, requiring above 9|- dwts. of
nitre, are sometimes treated in a different way. In this case the ores are first care-

fully roasted, and afterwards fused with about 5 dwts. of nitre, 9 dwts. of tartar, and
3 dwts. of borax.

Boasting.—The roasting of the regulus thus obtained is performed in a smaller
crucible than that used in the fusion for matt. During the first quarter of an hour,
a very low temperature is sufficient. The heat is then increased to full redness, and
the assay allowed to remain on the fire for a further period of about 20 minutes.
During the first 15 minutes it should be kept constantly stirred with a slender iron
rod ; but afterwards, an occasional stirring will be found sufficient. When nearly the
whole of the sulphur and arsenic has been expelled, the temperature must be raised
nearly to whiteness during a few minutes, and the assay then withdrawn and allowed
to cool.

Fusion for coarse-copper.—The fusion for copper is effected in the same crucible in
which the roasting has been carried on. The quantity of flux to be used for this
purpose varies in accordance with the weight of the button of regulus obtained. A
mixture of 2 dwts. of nitre, 72 dwts. of tartar, and 1|- dwt. of borax, is sufficient for

' The ladle used for this purpose is three-quarters of an inch in diameter and half-an-inch in depth.
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the reduction of a calcined regains that, preyions to roasting, -weighed from 45 to 50
grains. In the case of a button weighing from 90 to 100 grains. 3^ dwts. of nitre,

9 d-nts. of tartar, and 2 dwts. of borax, should be employed. These quantities are,

however, seldom weighed, since a little practice renders it easy to guess, •with a snfB.-

cient degree of accuracy, the necessary amounts.

Eefining.—The prill of copper thus obtained is seldom fine, and consequently re-

quires purification. A crucible is heated to redness in the furnace, the metallic button
is taken from the mould and thrown into it, and some refining flux and salt are placed
in a scoop for immediate use.' In a few minutes the fusion of the prill is effected.

The crucible is now taken from the fire by a pair of tongs, the contents of the scoop

introduced, and a gentle agitation given to it ; an appearance similar to the bright-

ening of silver on the cupel now takes place, and the crucible is returned to the fire

for about four minutes. The crucible is now removed, and its contents rapidly poured
into a mould. The button thus obtained will consist of refined copper, and present a
slight depression on its upper surface. The slags from the reducing and refining

operations are subsequently fused with a couple of spoonfuls of crude tartar, and the
prill thus obtained weighed with the larger button.

2. German Method.—This method is used in Germany and other parts of Europe,
for the estimation of copper in ores and other substances. It consists essentially of the

following processes :—1. E<)asting or calcination; 2. Eeduction or fusion for black

copper; 3. Eefining.

Furnace. See—X. mufflefurnace is employed. The form and dimensions of a muffle

furnace vary somewhat ; the construction depending on the nature of the fuel employed
and other circumstances. If bituminous coal is used, the muffle is heated by the flame

of the fuel, and the fire-grate is placed at some distance below. When anthracite coal

or charcoal is employed the muffle is surrounded with hot fueL Scorifiers or roasting

dishes; flat shallow vessels made of fire-clay about 2| inches diameter and 1 inch

deep inside measure. Crucibles ; thin oval shaped vessels of fire-clay, provided with a
flat foot about 4 J inches high and 1| inch internal diameter at the widest part. Tongs,

scoop, pestle and mortar, and other implements are required. For a description of a
muffle furnace, see Shlveb.

Weights.—Special assay weights are used in Germany. 1. Assay centner=100
assay pounds; 1 assay pound= 100 assay part pounds. The assay centner weighs

3'7o grammes, or about 58 grains. 50 grains of the substance may be taken to operate

on when grain weights are used.

Fluxes, ^-c.—Black flux, the product obtained by deflagrating 1 part of nitre and 2^
of tartar, or a mixture of alkaline carbonate and charcoal, or substitute for them borax,

glass, salt, graphite, charcoal-powder, lead, arsenic, antimony, iron pyrites. For the

ptirpose of assay by this method the ores and other substances may be divided into : 1,

Oxidized ores, &c. which require reduction and refining ; 2. Sulphurous ores, &c. which
require calcination, reduction, and refining; 3. Ores, &c. poor in copper, which require

fusion with iron pyrites to obtain a regtdxis : the regtdus is afterwards treated accord-

ing to 2 ; 4. Varieties of impure copper, which require refining with lead.

Trocess : Boasting.—50 grains of the ore mixed with about \ of its weight of graphite

powder or other substitute and spread over the bottom of a scorifier or roasting dish

previously coated inside with red oxide of iron. The scorifier is now placed in a
muffle at a low red heat, and the calcination continued until the graphite ceases to glow

and the odour of sidphurous and other gases is no longer perceptible. This is then

removed, and the productpowdered, remixed with about 5 per cent, or more of charcoal-

powder, and recalcined. This operation is repeated a third time if necessary. The
calcination is completed in about 30 minutes. Carbonate of ammonia is sometimes

added to complete the calcination.

Fusion for Black Copper.—The powdered calcined product is transferred to the oval-

shaped crucible, and covered with about twice its weight of black flux, and borax or

glass or both added as required. The whole is covered with a layer of salt, and over

this is placed a piece of charcoal about ^ an inch square ; a cover is then inserted. Lead,

arsenic, or antimony or their oxides are also added when necessary as collecting agents

to alloy with the copper and render it more fusible. The fusion is conducted in a

muffle ; the temperature is gradually increased from a red heat and the operation

completed in from 30 to 40 minutes. The crucible is removed, and when cold, broken

open. The button of copper shotdd be perfectly fused and free from regulus. The
slag should be well fused, glassy, and free from a red colour.

Eefining.—This is conducted in a muffle upon a flat shallow piec of broken crucible

about from 1 to I7 inch square. This is placed between hot charcoal, as, a high tem-

' The refining finx consisis of two parts of nitre and cce of white tartar fused together, tiud sub-
eeqiiently po.-oKted,
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perature is required. Tlie button is then wrapped in paper with about an equal -weight

of borax, and placed upon the hot clay vessel. When the button is melted, the door

of the muffle is partly opened to allow the air to enter, and the operations continued

until the copper brightens, appears of a green colour, and finally becomes solid. The clay

vessel is then removed from the muffle, and cooled by dipping it slowly in water. The
slag is then detached from the button, which should have the characteristic properties

of fine copper. The refining is also conducted on a cupel. Two cupels are treated in

a mrjBe, and upon one is placed the button of black copper with an equal -weight or

more of lead, and upon the other the same weight of pure copper and lead. When
melted, air is admitted by partly removing the m-uffle-door, and the process continued

until the copper brightens. The buttons are then covered -with charcoal-powder, re-

moved, and cooled in water, and weighed. The loss upon the pure copper is added on
to the nss-riy button, and the result calculated.

W(t Assay : 1. By Cyavidc of Potassium.—This is the best adapted and most direct

method for estimating copper in copper ores by means of standard solutions. It was
first proposed by ^Ir. H. Parkes. The process depends on the follo-sving reaction : when
a solution of cyanide of potassium is added to a blue ammoniacal solution of copper it

becomes colourless by the formation of a double cyanide of ammonia and copper. By
ascertaining by direct experiment the amount of cyanide of potassium required to dis-

charge the colour in an ammoniacal solution containing a given weight of copper, it is

easy by a comparative experiment to determine the amount of copper in a given weight
of ore. The standard solution of fya7j(c?e o/^joto.s^jOT required, is prepared by dis-

solving about from 2,000 to 2,500 grains of cyanide of potassium {gold, cyanide) in 4
pints (35.000 grains) of water. One thousand grains of this solution should be equal
to about 10 grains of copper. The solution is standardised as follows :—A piece of

clean, electrotype copper, of from 4 to 7 grains, is accurately weighed, dissolved in a
small quantity of dilute nitric acid in a sni'all flask, boiled to expel nitrous fumes,
and diluted -with water to about half a pint. Ammonia is added in excess, when it -will

become blue. A burette (for a description of this instrument, see Axkalueetry) is

filled to the top line -with the solution of cyanide of potassium, and run in very slowly
to the cold blue solution of copper until it becomes nearly colourless, or of a faint

lilac tint. The number of di-risions which are read off -will be equal to the amount of

copper operated on. The experiment is repeated on a second or third piece of copper,

and the mean result taken as standard. The decolorisation will require from ^ to ^ of
an hour, according to the amount of copper present. A piece of white paper should
be placed under and behind the flask, to aid in observing the tint of the solution

during decolorisation. As the standard solution undergoes slow decomposition, it

will require correction about once a week.
Process.—From 1 0 to 50 grains of the ore are placed in a small flask or beaker glass,

and moistened -with strong sulphuric acid ; nitric acid is then added from time to time,

and the whole digested at a gentle heat until nitrous acid fumes cease to be given oS".

Water is cautiously added, and the solution reheated, to dissolve the basic sulphates

of copper and iron. AVhen the ore is completely decomposed, the whole is transferred

into a pint flask and diluted to about \ a pint ; ammonia is added in excess, and when
the solution is cold, the standard solution is gradually run in until there remains only

a faint lilac tint. The number of divisions used are read off", and the per-centage of

copper calculated. Example:—1,000 grains of the burette are eqtial to 10 grains of

copper, and 20 grains of the copper ore require 500 grains of solution ; therefore,

1,000 : 500:: 10 : 5 and
5x5 = 25 per cent, of copper.

When peroxide of iron is present it should not be filtered off during the assay, as it

would retain copper. The copper thus retained passes into solution during decolori-

sation. The alteration in the tint of the peroxide of iron -will also afford a rough in-

dication of the completion of the assay. The addition of sulphuric acid is only required

for the decomposition when sulphides are present in the ore. The presence of silver,

zinc, nickel, and cobalt, interfere -with the estimation of copper by this method.. Silver

is easily removed by adding hydrochloric acid or chloride of sodiimi, and filtering

before adding the ammonia. AVhen zinc, nickel, and cobalt are present, the copper is

separated -with the usual precautions by means of sulphuretted hydrogen, hyposulphite

of soda, or metallic iron, and the precipitates afterwards redissolved in acids, and the

solution assayed as before described.

2. Precipitation Method.—This is one of the oldest wet methods of estimating copper,

and when the requisite care is taken the results are accurate. It is also useful when
burettes are not available. In some localities, and particularly in South America and
the United States of America, the assav of copper ores is performed by this pro-

Vol. I. '3 P
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cess. Tlie -n-hole of tlie ores belonging to the different classes maybe estimated in

this way.
A weighed quantity of the pulverised ore is introduced into a long-necked flask of

hard German glass. Nitric acid is now added, and the flask exposed to the heat of a
sand-bath. A little hydrochloric acid is subsequently introduced, and the attack con-

tinued until the residue, Lf any remains, appears to be free from all metallic stains.

The contents of the flask are transferred to a porcelain evaporating dish, and evapo-

rated to dryness, taking care, by means of frequent stirring, to prevent the mass from
spirting. The whole must now be removed from the sand-bath and allowed to cool,

a little hydrochloric acid subsequently added, and afterwarvls. some distilled water.

The contents of the basin muse then be made to boil, aud, whilst still hot, filtered into

a beaker. A piece of bright wrought iron, about two inches in length, three-quarters

of an inch in width, and a quarter of an inch in thickness, is now introduced, and the

liquor gently heated on the sand-bath until the whole of the copper has been thrown
down. The liquor is now removed by means of a glass siphon, and the metallic copper

freed from all adhering chlorides, by means of repeated washings with hot water, and
then dried in a water-bath, and weighed.

In case the mineral operated on should contain tin or antimony, very minute traces

only of these metals will be found with the precipitated copper. Wben lead is pre-

sent, it is best to add a few drops of sulphuric acid during the process of the attack ;

by this means the lead will be precipitated as sulphate of lead, and be removed by
filtration.

Assay of Cojnmercial Varieties of Copper, Brass, Bronze, ^r.

By Hyposulphite of Soda. This is a very accurate metliod of estimating copper : it

was first made known by Mr. E. 0. Brown. The reagents required are, 1. A standard

solution of hyposidphite of soda. This is made hj dissolving 1,300 grains of the-

crystals in 4 pints of water ; the solution is standardised by means of weighed pieces

of electrotype copper by the process afterwards described, and the mean result taken

as standard. 2. Iodide ofpotassium. The crystals should be free from iodate. About
sis times the weight of the copper present is required for each assaj'. 3. Solution of
Starch. Prepared by boiling from 1 to 2 grains of starch in about half a pint of

water. VThen cold the clear solution is decanted off for use. The estimation of the

copper by this method depends on the following reactions. When iodide of potassium

is added to acetate of protoxide of copper, subiodide of copper is formed, and free

iodine is set free, wliich dissolves in the excess of iodide of potassium. By means of a

standard solution of hyposulphite of soda, the free iodine is converted into iodide of

sodium with the formation of tetrathionate of soda. The solution of starch serves to

indicate the completiou of the reaction, by the bleaching of tlie blue iodide of starch at

fijst formed. The reactions may be expressed by the following equations :

—

2(CuO,A) + 2X1 = Cu"-I -1- 1 + 2(K0,A)

I-f 2(NaO,S=0=) = XaI + XaO.S'O^

Process.—From 8 to 10 grains of the copper or alloy are dissolved in dUute nitric

acid, and the nitrous acid expelled. The solution diluted with water, and carbonate

of soda added until carbonate of protoxide of copper remains precipit.ited. Acetic acid

is added in excess, and afterwards about 60 grains or less of iodide of potassium.

The solution of h\-posulphite of soda is now run in from a burette, until the solution

acquires a j'ellow coloiu?. A little of the starch-solution is now added, and the ad-

dition of the hyposulphite of soda cautiously continued until the solution becomes
colourless. The number of divisions on the burette are read oflp, and the amount of

copper calculated therefrom. Example :—If 1,000 grains of the standard solution are

equal to 10 grains of copper, and 10 grains of the alloy require 600 grains of the same
solution, then

1,000 : 600:: 10 : 6 and
6 X 10 = 60 per cent, of copper.

WTien lead is present, a little siilphuric acid should be added during the solution of the

metal in nitric acid, to convert it into insoluble sulphate of protoxide of lead. To
render it applicable to copper ores, after the solution of the ore and dilution, the

copper must first be separated by means of sulphuretted hydrogen, hyposulphite of

soda, or by iron or zinc, and the precipitate redissolved in nitric acid, taking care to

expel all trace of nitrous acid before proceeding with the assay.

Assay of Slags and other Substa-nccs containing Small Quantities of Copper.

Coloration Test.—This method depends on the fact that the intensity of the blue

colour of an ammoniacal solution of copper is proportionate to the quantity of metal
present. There are two plans which may be followed :

—

a. A standard coloration
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test solution is prepared by dissolving a known veight of copper (O'o or 1 grain) in

dilute nitric acid, adding excess of ammonia and diluting to 10,000 grains. This
solution is kept in a -n-ell-stoppered, long, glass graduated vessel. The ammomaeal
solution of copper obtained by the decomposition of a given weight of the substance

is transferred to a graduated measure of the same shape and capacity, and -water

added until the tint corresponds to that of the standard coloration test. The per-

centage of copper is calculated as follows:—10,000 grains of the standard coloration

test contain 0-5 grain of copper; the solution of 100 grains of the substance required
dilution to 8,000 grains

—

10,000 : 8,000:: 0-5 : O-i per cent, of copper.

b. A series of standard coloration test solutions of copper are prepared and kept
in a number of colourless square or round glass bottles. The bottles should be of the

same shape and capacity. If the series comprise ten bottles, the first bottle may con-

tain Jjjth of a grain of copper, the second ^ths, aod so on to the last of 1 grain. From
60 to 100 grains of the powdered slag or other substance are treated with nitric or

with nitro-hydrochloric acid, until decomposition is eflfected. In some cases previous

fusion with carbonate of soda may be found necessary. The solution is diluted with
water, excess of ammonia added, and filtered, or the precipitate allowed to settle and
the solution decanted. If necessary, the precipitate obtained by ammonia is redis-

Eolved in acid, and reprecipitated by ammonia ; and if the filtrate has a blue tint it

must be added to that previously obtained. The whole of the solution is then diluted

with water until there is the sayne volume of solution as in one of the test bottles.

The coloiir is then compared with the coloration test bottles, and the one it corre-

sponds to represents the amount of copper present in the quantity of substance

operated on. From this datum the per-centage of copper is calculated. If nickel or

cobalt be present the copper must first be separated by means of sulphuretted hydrogen
or otherwise, and the precipitate redissolved in acid.

COPPER OBZS. See Copfeu.

COPPER, OSZSES OP. Two oxides are known : the red or suboxide (cuprous

oxide) Cu-0, and the black or protoxide (cupric oxide), CuO. Both occur native, and
are valuable ores. The suboxide may be prepart d artificially by adding grape-sugar to

a solution of the blue sulphate of copper, treating the product with an excess of caustic

potash, and then boiling the solution. The suboxide communicates a fine ruby-red

colour to glass ; this oxide is soluble to some extent in metallic copper, the metal be-

coming thereby ' dry ' or brittle. Protoxide of copper may be prepared by calcining

copper, or by igniting the nitrate or the sulphate. It communicates a green colour to

glass. The protoxide is employed in organic analysis for yielding oxygen during
combustions.

COPPER P7RZTES. See Copper.
COPPER, SAXiTS or. Coppee, Acetate of. A basic acetate of copper (cupric

acetate) is largely used as a pigment under the name of Verdigris. The neutral

acetate is also prepared commercially, and termed BistUlcd Verdigris. It appears that

the well-known pigment, Schu-einfurth or Emerald Green, is a combination of acetate

and arsenito of copper. See Vehdigeis ; Schweixfcrth Geeex.
Coffee, Absenitb of. The fine green pigment called Scheele's Crrcc'ii is an arsenite,

and Sckiceinfurth Crrein is an aceto-arsenite of copper. See Scheele's Geee>- ;

SCHWEDvFCETH GeEEN.
Coppee, Cabboxates of. Two of these occur native, forming the minerals known

as Malachite and Azurite. An artificial basic carbonate is prepared as a pigment under
the names of Brunswick and mineral-green. See AzrEiTB

;
Coppee; SIalachitf.

;

Ybhditeb.
Coppee, CnxoErDES of. Two chlorides are known ; the subchloriJe (cuprous chloride)

Cu=Cl (Cu^Cl-), and the protochloride (cupric chloride) CuCl (CuCl-). The latter

is readily obtained by dissolving either oxide or carbonate of copper in hydrochloric

acid ; it is a deliquescent salt soluble in alcohol, tlie alcoholic solution burning with a

fine green flame. The subchloride may be reduced from the protochloride by boiling

its solution with sugar. A solution of the subchloride in hydrochloric acid is used in

gas-analysis for the absorption of carbonic oxide. There are also several oxychlorides of

copper ; one of these occurs native, forming an ore known as Atacamite. See Coffee.

Coffee, Niteatb of. This salt is prepared by dissolving copper in moderately

strong nitric acid, and evaporating to crystallisation. Its formula when anhydrous

is CuO,NO^ (CuZWO^). This salt is used to produce a fine green in fireworks.

Coppee, Sulphate of, called in commerce Blue Vitriol, Blue Stone, or Blu<;

Copperas.—This salt is frequently prepared by roasting copper pyrites with free access

of air, but sulphate of iron is formed at the same time, and the two salts are not

readily separated. It is also obtained by heating old copper with sulphur, by which a

3p2
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subsulphide of copper is produced ; tins is converted iuto sidphntc. by rouatiug iu con-

tact with air. Large quantities of sulpliate of copper are obtained iu the process

of silver refining, and as a by-product in Ziervogel's method of silver-extraction.

Crystallised sulphate of copper contains CuO.SO' + SHO (CuSO* + SEI^O). It is

largely employed in calico-printing, and as a source of other salts of copper. Tlie salt

is also used in certain forms of constant batteries, as Danioll's.

Several basic sulphates are known, some of which occur native. Cassclman's green

is an artificial basic sulphate. See Copper ; Pyrites ; Silver.

CoppEK, Sulphides of. At least two distinct sulphides of copper may be prepared.

Copper and sulphur when melted together combine with vivid incandescence, and pro-

duce the subsulphide or disulphide (cuprous sulphide), Cu'S. This compound also

occurs native as copjier glance ; and is produced as a rcgulus in the ordinary process

of copper-smelting, when it is called by the smelter fine metal. The higher sulphiile

(cupric sulphide), CuS, is found native as Covellinc, and may be artificially prepared,

as a hydrate, by precipitating a salt of copper with sulphuretted hydrogen. The
sulphides are decomposed when heated with free access of air ; at high temperatures

sulphurous acid is evolved, and oxide of copper formed, whilst at low temperatures a

sulphate of copper is produced.

COPPERAS. A common name for green vitriol or sulphate of protoxide of iron

(ferrous sulphate). Iron pyrites is also sometimes called copperas. See Pyrites.
COPROXiXTES. (k6itpos, dung

;
XiBos, stone). A term properly restricted to

fossilized foecal matter. True coprolites usually present the form of ovoid nodules,

resembling kidney potatoes, marked on the surface with corrugations, and exhibiting

internally a spiral structure due to the form of the intestinal canal through which
they have passed. Some of these coprolites were formerly described, from their shape,

as fir-cones ; but their true origin was clearly pointed out many years ago by jDr.

Buckland. They often contain scales, teeth, and bones, of fish, which represent the

undigested portions of food voided in the excrements ; and they are occasionally found
iu such connection with the skeletons of fossil saurians as to show their original

position in the intestines. The coprolites of reptiles and fish are found in many of our
Secondary and Tertiary rocks, and are especially abundant in the Lias. These true

coprolites consist mainly of phosphate and carbonate of lime. The analyses below by
Mr. Thornton J. Herapath represent the composition of a coprolite from the lias strata

of Lyme Eegis. It was rather large, being above 9 oz. in weight, was of a greyish

colour, and when broken exhibited some traces of a crystalline structure. It furnished

a greyish-white powder. Many scales of different extinct fishes, and other organic

remains, were to be perceived on the external surface ; the greater proportion of tliem

appeared to belong to a species of fish which is known by the name of Pholidophoriis

limhatus. Its specific gravity was about 2'6-14 or 2-700, and the composition per cent,

was as follows :

—

I II Mean

Water driven off at from 300° to

360° F 2-560 2-6C8 2-6140

Water and organic matters expelled

at a red heat ..... 3-680 3-456 3-5680

Chloride of sodium, with some sulphate

of soda ...... traces traces traces

Carbonate of lime .... 23-640 23-708 23-6740

do. of magnesia none none none
Sulphate of lime 1-740 1-801 1-7705

Phosphate of do. (tribasic) . 60-726 60-813 60-7695 =P0^ 28-047

do. mngnesia . a little a little a little

Perphosphate of iron .... 3-080 4-135 4-0575 = PO= 1-992

Phosphate of alumina.... a little a little a little

Peroxide of iron 2-094 1-894 1-9940

Alumina none none none
Silicic acid, with fluoride of calcium and

r580 1-525 1-5525

100-000 100-000 100-0000 = PO-' 29-009*

* In the first ot those analyses, the phosphoric ncitl was estimated by M. Sehulze'a methoJ, as per-
phosphate of iron ; in the second, as phospliate of lead.
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From the high per-centago of phosphate of lime recorded in these analyses, it must
be evident that coprolites are of great value to the agriculturist as fertilising agents.

Indeed, largo quantities of so-called ' coprolites ' are thus employed. It should, however,

be distinctly understood that the term has been considerably extended in its meaning,

and is now applied to all phosphatic nodules used in the formation of artificial man-
ures, whatever may have been their origin. These nodules, or pseudo-coprolites, are

especially abundant in the Eed Crag of Suffolk. This Crag is a marine deposit of

Pliocene (Upper Tertiary) age, rich in shells and other organic remains ; and at

the base of the Crag there is a bed of rolled bones, teeth, and various animal exuviae,

derived from the London Clay, and associated with rolled pebbles rich in phosphate of

lime. These pebbles or nodules were first described by the late Prof. Henslow as true

coprolites, but it is certain, from their physical characters, that they have not a coprolitic

origin. Nevertheless, these pseudo-coprolites are equally rich in phosphate of lime, as

will be seen by the following analyses of two samples from the coast of Suffolk by
Mr. Herapath :—

'

Water with a little organic matter .

Salts soluble in water (chloride of

sodium and sulphate of soda)

Carbonate of lime ....
„ magnesia .

Sulphate of lime ....
Phosphate of lime (3CaO,PO^)

.

,, magnesia .

Perphosphate of iron (2Fe-0^3P05)
Phosphate of alumina (2A^'0^3PO=•)

Oxide of manganese .

Fluoride of calcium....
Silicic acid, coloured red by a little

undecomposed silicate of iron

I II

4-00

traces

10-280

a trace

distinct traces

70-920 -PO* 32-765

traces only
6-850 = P0^ 3-244

1-550 = PO* 0-870

traces

0-608

5-792

3-560

traces

8-959

a trace

0-611

69-099 =P05 31-924

traces

8-616 = PO* 4-081

2-026=PO5 1-158

traces

0-804

6-309

100-000 = P0= 36-889 100-000=PO* 37-16

Phosphatic nodules, passing under the name of coprolites, are found at the junction

of the Lower Greensand and Gault, at the junction of the Gault and Upper Green-
sand, and at the base of the Chalk.

In an excellent paper ' On the Phosphoric Strata of the Chalk Formations,' published

in the first number of Vol. IX. of the ' Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of
England,' Mr. Way observes, that he has found the coprolites from Farnham in Surrey

to contain from 52 to 54 per cent, of bone-earth phosphate ; and that Dr. Gilbert had
informed him, that in several analyses which he had made of samples taken from
several tons of the ground coprolites, he had found the proportion of phosphate of
lime to vary between 55 and 67 percent. Mr. Nesbit ('Quart. Journ. of Chem. Soc'
III. p. 235) found from 22-30 to 28-74 per cent, of phosphoric acid, which is equiva-

lent to from 48-31 to 69-07 of tribasic phosphate, in those from the tertiary deposits

of this county.

Phosphatic nodules, or coprolites, are obtained from the base of the Gault at

Folkestone, and from the base of the Chalk at Cambridge. ' The Cambridgeshire
phosphatic nodules,' says the Eev. 0. Fisher, ' are extracted by washing from a stratum
(seldom exceeding a foot in thickness) lying at the base of the Lower Chalk, and rest-

ing immediately, without any passage-bed, upon the Gault. There is, however, a
gradual passage upwards from the nodiile-bed into the Lower Chalk or clunch. The
average yield is about 300 tons per acre ; and the nodules are worth about 50s. a ton.

The diggers usually pay about 140^. an acre for the privilege of digging, and return

the land at the end of two years properly levelled and re-soiled. They follow the
nodules to a depth of about 20 feet ; but it scarcely pays to extract them from that
depth.— ' Quart. Journ. Gcolog. Soc' Fob. 1873.

The following analyses of Cambridge coprolites are published by Dr. Voelcker in

the Journ. of the Koy. Agric. Soc. for 1860:

—

' Jonmal Hoy. Agric. Soc. Eng. 1851.
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I n

ISm^xcee and oreanie matter .... 4-63 4-01

43-21 45-39

1-12 0-48

2-46 1-87

1-36 2-57

25-29 26-75
6-66 5-13

0-76 1-06

0-09 traces

0-32 084
Soda 0-50 0-73

8-64 6-22

4-96 4-95

100-00 100-00

In the first analysis the proportion of tribasic phosphate of lime (bone-earth)

reaches 54-89, and in the second analysis 57-12 per cent.

Mineral deposits rich in phosphate of lime oeenr in the Bala Limestone at

C"srnigTSTnmen, abont 16 miles &om Oswestry ; bat they do not appear to be of copro-

litie origin. Hiey have been worked for agricultural purposes, and were describedby
Dr. A. Yoeleker before the British Association in 1865.

Attention has recently been called to a remarkable phosphatic deposit in South
Carolina, which is now extensiyely worked. This deposit occurs in beds ofpost-pUocene

age, but is largely composed of nodules of altered marl deriyed from an Eocene rock

known as the great Carolinian !Marl Bed. These nodular fragments from the mother-

lock are rich in organic remains, and are associated with bones and teeth of land
animals of more recent age. For a description of the deposit, see ' The Phosphate
Bocks of South Carolina,' by Francis S. Holmes, A.M. Charleston, 1870. See Apatite

;

MiXDEK.
COPTDTC A new and important quality of writing-inks -was introduced by the

indefatigable James Watt, in 1780, who in that year took out a patent for copying
letters and other written documents by pressure. The modus operandi was to haye
mised with the ink some saccharine or gummy matter, which should prevent its

entire absorption into the paper, and thus render the writing capable of baying a copy
taken from it when pressed against a damp sheet of common tissue paper. But
although this process was very imperfect, the writing generally being much besmeared
by the damping, and the copies, in many eases, only capable of being read with great

difiBcnlly, it was not for seyenty-seven years after the invention of Watt that any
improvements in such inks were attempted. The firm of Underwood and Burt patented

a method of taVincr copies by the action of a chemically-prepared paper, in a chemical

ink, by which, not only are far superior copies taken, and the original not at all

damaged, but many copies may be taken at one time from a single document. Printed
matter may be also cojaed at the same time, on the same beautiful principle. We give

the spe<afication of Mr. Underwood:

—

' But while the means employed for producing the desired efiFects may be varied,

I prefer the following for general use :—I damp the paper, parchment, or other mate-
rial which I desire to copy upon, with a solution of 200 grains of the yellower neutral

ehromate of potash dissolved in 1 gallon of distilled water, and either use it immedi-
ately, or dry it and subsequently damp it with water as it is required for use. I then
prepare the material which I use for producing the characters or marks, and which
may be called copying ink, by simply dissolying (in a water-bath) pure extract of

h^wood in distilled water ; or, for printing, I use a varnish or other similar material

sohible in water, and dust, or throw over it powdered extract of logwood If I desire

to take twenty copies from an original, I use about six pounds of the pure extract of

logwood to a gallon of distilled water ; but a larger number of copies may be taken by
dusting or throwing over the original, before the ink has thoroughly dried a powder
comp<Ked of five jarts of powdered extract of logwood, one part of powdered gum
arable, and one part of powdered tragacanth. When I desire to print from an original,

in producing which I have used ink prepared as before described, I proceed by damping
six sheets of paper, prepared as before described, and haying taken off all superfluous

moisture with good blotting paper, I place the original upon the upper sheet and press

the whole for about half a minute in a copying press : I then remove the original, and
in its place put sis other sheets of the prepared paper in a damp state, and subject
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the whole to pressure for atout a quarter of an hour. I then take fire other prepared

sheets in a damp state, and having laid the original upon them, press tliem together

for about two minutes, then replace the original by three otlier prepared and damped
sheets, and press the whole toge ther for about a quarter of an hour. The extract of

logwood so acts upon the neutral chromate of potash that I thus obtain twenty good
clear fac-similes of the original matter or design.'

They have also produced an Indian ink on the same principle, which, when used

in the preparation of architectural plans, maps, &c., will give one or more clear copies

of even the finest lines. The only point to be observed in the taking of such copies,

is that as thej- are taken to a scale, they must be kept pressed in close contact with

the original, till they are perfectly dry, because if not, they will shrink in drying, and
the scale will be spoilt.

The most complete information on this subject, and that of inks generally, is to be

found in a memoir published in the ' Journal of the Society of Aits' by Mr. J. Underwood.
COQUIIiIiA KtTTS. These nuts are produced in the Brazils by the Aitalea

fuiiifera. They are suitable for a great variety of small ornamental works, and are

manufactured into the knobs of umbrellas and parasols. The same palm which yields

coquilla nuts also furnishes the Piassaba fibre, or monkey-grass.
COBAH. An Indian pattern silk handkerchief.

COtLASM {Corail, Fr.
;
Koralle, Ger.) is a calcareous substance, formed a species

of marine polype, which constructs in concert immense ramified habitations, consisting

of an assemblage of small cells, each the abode of an animal. The coral is, therefore,

a real polypary, which resembles a tree stripped of its leaves. It has no roots, but a
foot not unlike a hemispherical skull-cap, which applies closely to every point of the

surface upon which it stands, and is therefore difficult to detach. It merely serves as

a basis or support to the coral, but contributes in no manner to its growth, like the

root of an ordinary tree, for detached pieces have often been found at the bottom of

the sea in a state of increase and reproduction. From the above base a stem, usually

single, proceeds, which seldom surpasses an inch in diameter, and from it a small

number of branches ramify in very irregular directions, which are studded over with

cells, each containing a polype. These polypes when they extend their arms, feelers,

or tentacula, resemble flowers, whence, as well as from the form of the coral, they

were formerly classed among vegetable productions. They are now termed zoophj-tcs

by many writers upon Natural History.

The polj'pe which yields the ordinary red coral of commerce i.'; known to natiiralists

as the Corcdlium ruhrum, and is placed in the family of the GorgonidcB, or Sea-shrub.s,

a group of the order Alcyonaria. This red coral, therefore, occupies a different

systematic position from that of the common corals which, by the accumulation of

their solid parts, form the rocky masses known as coral islands, and which are referred

to the order Zoantharia. As much misconception prevails with respect to the true

nature of the coralliiun or hard parts, in these two kinds of polj'pe, it may be useful

to point out their essential difference. In the common corals, the solid calcareous

structure is formed within the body of the polype, whilst in the red coral it is secreted

by the outer surface of the organism, notwithstanding its position as a branched axis

supporting the soft parts of the body. Both types of coral belong to the Aetinoza : a
class of the great division of the Animal Kingdom termed the Cce/enterata. It is the
red coral which is described in this article.

The finest red coral is found in the Mediterranean. It is fished for on the coasts

of Provence, and constitutes a considerable branch of the trade at Marseilles. The
coral is attached to the submarine rocks, as a tree is by the roots ; but the branches,
instead of growing upwards, shoot downwards towards the bottom of the sea: a con-

formation favourable to breaking them off and brining them up. For this kind of
fishing, eight men, who are excellent divers, equip a felucca or small boat called

commonly a coralline. They carry with them a large wooden cross, with strong, equal,

and long arms, each bearing a stout bag-net. They attach a strong rope to the middle
of the cross, and let it down horizontally into the sea, having loaded its centre with a
weight sufficient to sink it. The diver foUows-the cross, pushes one arm of it after

another into the hollows of the rocks, so as to entangle the coral in the nets ; then his

comrades in the boat pull up the cross and its accompaniments.
Coral fishing is nearly as dangerous as pearl fishing, on account of the number of

sharks which frequent the seas where it is carried on. One would think the diving-

bell in its now very practicable state might be employed with great advantage for

both purposes.

Coral is mostly of a fine red colour, but occasionally it is flesh-coloured, yellow, or
white. The red is preferred for making necklaces, crosses, and other female orna-
ments. It is worked up like precious stones. See Lapidahy.

Coral beads have ever been fashionable ornaments. Dr, Gilchrist states :
—

' Coral
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Loads are in high estimation throughout Hindostan for nockhices and braeclets for

women. Thoso beads are manufactured from the red coral fished up in various parts
of Asia ; they are very costly, especially when thoy run to any size ; and they aro
generally sold by their weight of silver.'

Coral heads were always favourite articles for ornament even in this country ; and
in the 'Illustrations of Manners and Expencos of Antient Times in England,' by
Nichols, 1798, we find the following entries from 'the cluirchwardens' accompts of
St. Mary's Hill, London,' containing ' tlie inventory of John Port, layt the king's ser-

vant, as after followeth
:

'

—

' Item of other old gear found in the house :— £. s. d.
' Item one o:. and ^ of corall 0 2 G
' Jewels for her body.
' Item, a pair of coral beds, gaudyed with gaudys of silver and gilt, 10 oz.

at Zs. id. 1 13 4'

(John Port died in 1624.)

CORAXiXiXITE. A scarlet dye, prepared by lieating a mixture of carbolic, oxalic

and sulphuric acids. See Carbolic Acid.
COKDAGE. {Cordage, Fr.

;
Tauwerk, Ger.) Cordage may be, and is, made of

a groat variety of materials. In Europe, however, it is mostly formed of hemp,
although now much cordage is made of coir. See Coin.

Professor Eobinson proposed the following rule for determining the strength of

cordage :—Square the circumference of a rope in inches ; one fifth of the product will

be the number of tons' weight which it will bear : tliis is, however, uncertain.

CORDO'VAXr. A leather made at Cordova in Spain from goat-skin. Leather
made from horse-hide is called cordovan in this country.

CORSUROY. A kind of ribbed cloth. See Eustian.

CORF or CORVE. A basket for carrying coals ; a frame of wood to load coals

on ; a sledgo to transport minerals on.

CORXASTDER SEED. The fruit of the Coriandum sativum, used as a season-

ing, and also for the preparation of an essential oil.

CORK {Liege, Fr. ; Kork, Ger.) is the bark of the Quercus suher. Linn., a species

of oak-tree which grows abundantly in the southern provinces of France, Italy, and
Spain. The bark is taken off by making coronal incision's above and below the

portions to be removed ; vertical incisions are tlien made from one of these circles to

another whereby the bark may be easily detached. It is steeped in water to soften it,

in order to bo flattened by pressure under heavy stones, and is then dried at a fire,

which blackens its surface. The corks are bound up in bales and sent into the market.

There are two sorts of cork, the white and the black ; the former grows in France

and the latter in Spain. The cakes of the white are usually more beautiful, more
smooth, lighter, freer from knots and cracks, of a finer grey, and of a yellowish-grey

colour on both sides, and cut more smoothly than the black. When this cork is burnt

in close vessels it forms the pigment called Spanish black.

Cork is employed to fabricate not only bottle corks, but small architectural and
geognostic models, which are very convenient from tlieir lightness and solidity.

The cork-cutters divide the boards of cork first into narrow fillets, wliich they

afterwards subdivide into short parallelopipods, and then round these into the proper

conical or cylindrical shape. The bench before which they work is a square table,

where four workmen are seated, one at every side, the table being furnished with a

ledge to prevent the corks from falling over. The cork-cutter's knife lias a broad

blade, very thin, and fine edged. It is whetted from time to time upon a fine-grained

dry whetstone. The workman ought not to draw his knife-edge over the cork, for

he would thus make misses, and might cut himself, but rather the cork over the

knife-edge. He should seize tlie knife wth his loft hand, rest the back of it upon

the edge of the table, into one of the notches, made to prevent it from slipping, and

merely turn its edge sometimes upright and sometimes to one side. Then holding the

squared piece of cork by its two ends, between his finger and his thumb, he presents

it in the direction of its length to the edge ; the cork is now smoothly cut into a

rounded form by being dexterously turned in the hand. He next cuts off the two

ends, when the cork is finished and thrown into the proper basket alongside, to be

afterwards sorted by women or boys.

Of late years much thicker kinds of cork boards liave been imported from

Catalonia, from which longer and better corks may be made. In the art of cork-

cutting the French surpass the English, as any one may convince himself by
comparing the corks of their champagne bottles with those made in this country.

Cork, on account of its buoyancy in water, is extensively employed for making
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floats to fishermen's nets, and in the construction of life-boats. Its impermeability to

water has led to its employment for inner solos to shoes.

When cork is rasped into powder, and subjected to chemical solvents, such as

alcohol, &c., it leaves 70 per cent, of an insoluble substance, called suhcrine. Wlien
it is treated with nitric acid, it yields the following remarkable products :

—
"White

fibrous matter 0'18, resin H'Ti, oxalic acid 16'00, suberic acid (peculiar acid of cork)

14-2, in 100 parts.

A patent was obtained some years ago for machine cork-cutting. The cutting of

the cork into slips is effected by fixing it upon the sliding bed of an engine, and
bringing it, by a progressive motion, imder the action of a circular knife, by which
it is cut into slips of equal widths. The nature or construction of a machine to be
used for this purpose may be easily conceived, as it possesses no new mechanical

feature, except in its application to cutting cork. The motion communicated to the

knife by hand, steam, horse, or other power, moves at the same time the bed also

which carries the cork to be cut.

The second part of the invention, viz., that for separating the cork into square

pieces, after it has been cut into slips as above, is effected by a moving bed as before,

upon which the slips are to be placed and submitted to the action of a cutting lever,

which may be regulated to chop the cork into pieces of any given length.

The third part of the invention, viz., that for rounding or finishing the corks, con-

sists of an engine to which is attached a circular knife that turns vertically, and a
carriage or frame upon its side that revolves on its axle horizontally.

The carriage or frame contains several pairs of clamps intended respectively to

hold a piece of the square cut cork by pressing it at the ends, and carrjing it length-

ways perpendicularly. The wood of the Anona palvstris, gro-^-ing in the West Indies,

is so soft that corks are made of it. It is hence called Coek-Wood.
COXtXCEO. An ore of quicksilver found in Spain, is so called locally.

COKOnXAXTDEXi WOOD. The wood of the Diospyros hirsuta.

COROZO, COROSSO. Vegetable Ivory.— The commercial names for the fruit of

the I'hytelephas macrocarpa, a species of Brazilian palm. It is called the Tagua Nut
in South America. It grows on the borders of the river Magdalena in great abundance,
and the nuts are largely imported. The natives of the districts where the tree grows
have been in the habit from time immemorial of using this vegetable ivory for making
buttons, heads of walking-sticks, &c. It is used largely in this country in the place

of ivory, but it does not keep its colour well. See Ivoey, Vegetable.
CORROSIVE SirBXiZnXATE, Chloride, or ProtocMoride, of Mercury, {Deuto-

chlorurc dc mercure, Fr. ; Actzcndes Quecksilber Suhlimat, Ger.), is made by subliming
a mixture of 2i parts of sulphate of oxide of mercury, and 1 part of sea-salt, in a
stone-ware cucurbit. The sublimate rises in vapour, and encrusts the globular glass

capital with a white mass of small prismatic needles. Its specific gravity is 6-225.

Its taste is acrid, stypto-metallic, and exceedingly unpleasant. It is soluble in 16
parts of water, at the ordinary temperature, and in less than three times its weight.

It dissolves in 2\ times its weight of cold alcohol. It is a very deadly poison. Eaw
white-of-egg swallowed in profusion is the best antidote. A solution of corrosive

sublimate has been long employed for preserving soft anatomical preparations. By
this means the corpse of Colonel Morland was embalmed, in order to be brought from
the seat of war to Paris. His features remained unaltered, only his skin was brown,
and his body was so hard as to sound like a piece of wood when struck with a hammer.

In the work upon the dry rot, published by Mr. Knowles, Secretary of the Committee
of Inspectors of the Navy, in 1821, corrosive sublimate is enumerated among the

chemical substances which have been proscribed for preventing the dry rot in timber

;

and it is well known that Sir H. Davy had, several years before that date, used and
recommended to the Admiralty and Navy Board corrosive sublimate as an anti-dry rot

application. It has been since extensively employed by a joint-stock company for the
same purpose, under the title of Kyan's Patent.

The preservative liquid known as Goadby's Solution, which is employed for pre-

serving wood and anatomical preparations, is composed as follows :—Bay salt 4 oz.,

alum 2 oz., corrosive sublimate 2 grains, water 2 pints.

CORRVCATES XROST. See Ieox.
COR'STXI'D'UnX. This mineral species contains sapphire, corundum stone, and

emery. It consists of alimiina, more or less coloured by metallic oxides.

The perfectly white crj'stals of sapphire are pure alumina.
There are two varieties of the perfect corundum : the sapphire so called, and the

oriental ruby ; of which the latter has a rather less specific gravity, being 3'9 against
3'97. Their form is a slightly acute rhombohedron, which possesses double refraction,

and is inferior in hardness only to the diamond. The sapphire occurs also in 6-sided
prisms. See Emeby

; Ruby ; SAPPHmE,
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Corundum, or Corone, is the Indian name for the mineral called also Adamantine
spar. The Chinese specimens have a grey colour, but the variety from India is

whiter. The extreme hardness of this substance, scratching everything except diamond,
renders it remarkably valuable to lapidaries and seal-cutters. It is but little softer

than the ruby, sapphire, or oriental topaz. It is far superior to emery for grinding,

and is used throughout India and China for polishing stones, &o. Large deposits of

crystalline corundum have recently been discovered in North Carolina, L'.S., and have
been vrorked commercially, especially at Corundum Hill, in Macon Co. The corundum
occurs in veins running through serpentine, and is associated Tirith ripidolite, jefFere-

COSTXlA.irzSTG, a mining temo^ &om the old Cornish Cothas stean, fallen or

dropped tin. It signifies the practice of sinking pits in search of lodes across the line

of direction which the tin lodes usually traverse in Cornwall.
COTTOW is a vegetable fibre covering the entire surface of the seeds of species of

Gossypium—^plants which belong to the natural order Malvaeea. Cotton is unlike any
other textile fibre used in commerce in the fact that it is a hair formed of a single

cell. In the vegetable world there is an almost endless series of cell-forms, marked
by the two extremes of a perfectly spherical cell, and of a ceU so attenuated as to

be nearly cylindrical. The latter form is characteristic of cotton. In its early stage,

the cotton hair consists of a hollow tube, a transverse section of which would present

an elliptical outline ; but in the course of growth, partly from the pressure of contiguousi

hairs, and partly from a loss of moisture, the cylinder collapses and becomes tape-like

in form. The collapse is not uniform, however ; all down the centre of the hair the

sides are parallel, but at each edge a ridge is formed by the folding of the ceU-walls.

The hair thus comes to have the form of an ordinary railway raU, and its transverse

section presents the general appearance of a dumb-bell. The two rounded edges of the

hair have, however, a tendency to twist upon themselves, and give to it a certain curly

roughness. It is this characteristic of cotton which makes it especially valuable for

spinning purposes ; the corrugations of the surface helping to bind the fibres together,

and to give strength and elasticity to the thread.

Many other vegetable hairs have been tried as substitutes for cotton, such as the
' cotton grass,' (Eriophonim) often seen upon bogs and moors, but they have all failed,

because they are not formed of a single hair, but of a linear series of hairs united by
their extremities. In all such cases the points of union of the several cells form knots

in the fibre which render the hairs liable to entanglement and severance when acted

upon by machinery. Other substitutes for cotton, which have resembled it in being

uni -cellular, have nevertheless failed from being too short.

The fibre of cotton is the longest uni-cellular hair known in the vegetable kingdom,

and its length varies with the species, or according to the locality in which it is grown.

It is this variability in the length of the fibre—in commercial language its ' staple '

—

which is the most important factor in determining the price ; the longer the staple

the more it is wortL The description of cotton which has the longest staple is known
as Sea Island, the average length being 1-61 inch; Egyptian stands next, with a

fibre of l-il inch; then" Peruvian, 1-30 inch; Brazilian, 1-17 inch; 2sew Orleans,

1'02 inch ; and finally Indigenous East Indian, 0-89 inch of average length.
_

Comparatively little attention has yet been directed (and that only within recent

years), to the improvement of the essential qualities of cotton fibre. And it may bo

asserted that a wide field lies yet before the cultivator for the adoption of such methods

of irrigation, manuring, hybridisation, and general treatment as will lead to future

developments of these qualities, and to an enlarged production of the pLant. The
enormous changes which modem agriculturists have brought about by the treatment,

on scientific principles, of cereals and root crops are probably not more marvellous than

those which another generation may see, with due care and method, in the culture of

cotton. Cultivators have got to discover, from careful analysis, what materials they

can add to the soil to increase the strength, length, whiteness, and lustre of the hair

;

site. &e.
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what modifleations thoy can make in the management of the plant for the purpose of

making its growth possible in districts hitherto found nnsuitalsle. There was a time
when not even the cherry—much loss the grape—would scarcely ripen upon the Ehine,

a district which the fostering care of man has at length transformed into a fertile

wine-producing region. Much progress is also possible in the way of hybridisation

and careful selection of seed, by bringing into existence fresh varieties, which shall

perpetuate the best characteristics of their progenitors. The practice of hybridisation

is a department of cotton-culture which has not met with the attention it deserves.

The experiments in this direction of Major Trevor Clarke, whose persevering efforts to

improve the native Indian varieties are well known, have shown the great value of

this class of research.

The number of species of Gossypium producing the cotton of commerce hal been
very variously estimated ; but Parlatore, the writer of one of the most recent mono-
graphs upon this genus (La Specie dci Cotoni, Firenze, 1866), describes and figures

seven good species. So great, however, is the multitude of forms at present in culti-

vation, that authorities are by no means agreed as to which of these forms are to be
reckoned as specific. But the opinion of competent botanists is gaining ground that

all these forms have descended from the three following species:

—

GossT/pium arboreum,

the true cotton of the Indian peninsula, and of the island of Celebes ; G. barbadense,

the Barbadoes or Bourbon cotton, from which has probably originated the celebrated

Sea Island cotton ; and G. herbaceum, or the common cotton of the East Indies, China,

and the Malay Archipelago.

COTTOIff SirsXN'&. See Dyeing.
COTTOW FACTORY, or COTTOST MIIiXi. These terms are employed indis-

criminately for the purpose of describing any building or set of buildings, in which the

processes of spinning or of weaving cotton by the aid of machinery are carried on.

Establishments of this kind are often of great magnitude, giving employment to large

numbers of work-people, and producing many varieties of fabric. But whether it be

large or small, whether its productions be of one kind or of many kinds, a cotton

factory needs to be arranged in a certain order, and its successive processes must bo
suitably organised. The hands and heads of those who labour must be specially

trained and habituated to their several parts, and the whole operation conducted with

the greatest attainable regularity, and Math the least possible interruption at the suc-

cessive stages of the work. In this manner is secured that harmonious co-operation

which is scarcely loss essential to economy of manufacture than is the use of steam or

water power.

The successive operations carried on in the manufacture of cotton will be more fully

described elsewhere ; meanwhile the following synthetic view may furnish the reader

with a general notion of their nature and their order :

—

1. The mixing and opening up or loosening the cotton wool, as imported in the bales,

80 as to separate at once the coarser and heavier impurities as well as those of a

lighter and finer kind.

2. The willowing, scratching, or blowing, an operation which removes the seeds and
dirt, and prepares the material in the form of a continuous lap or rolled sheet for the

next process.

3. The carding, which is intended to disentangle every tuft or knot, to remove every

remaining impurity which might have eluded the previous operation, and finally to

prepare for arranging the fibres in parallel lines, by laying the cotton first in a fleecy

web, and then in a riband form.

4. The doubling and drawing out of the card-ends or ribands, in order to complete
the parallelism of the filaments, and to equalise their quality and texture.

5. The slubbing operation, whereby the drawings made in the preceding process are

greatly attenuated, with no more twist than is indispensable to preserve the uniform
continuity of the spongy cords.

6. The intermediate slubbing, another doubling and further attenuation, which is

however, omitted in the spinning of coarse yarns.

7. The roving, which is simply a repetition of the doubling and drawing accom-
plished in the intermediate process, but leaving the cotton in a still more attenuated

condition ready for the next process.

8. The spinning process, which completes the extension and twisting of the yarn.

This is accomplished either with the throstle or the mule. By means of the former
machine the thread is spun with a larger proportion of turns or twists, and is thus
made tough and strong for purposes requiring yarn that will not readily break—as in

the warps of stout fabrics. By means of the latter, yarns of less strength are produced,
such as the warps of lighter fabrics, and wefts of all kinds. The latter process, being
the less costly of the two, is preferred in cases where its results are otherwise suitable

to the particular end in view,
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9. The yarn thus completed is now converted into the special fabric for which it has
been prepared—by one or other of the following; processes :—

•

a. ffeaywi^ for which, however, certain preparatory operations are needed. Tlio

warps must be formed, first, by winding the yarn on large bobbins, one continuous
thread on each. From a given number of bobbins the requisite number of thi'c.ids

are then laid side by side upon beams. Tliese again are passed through tlie si:i7ig

machine, which adds strength and elasticity to the threads of tlie warp, enabling thorn

more successfully to resist the necessary strain of wearing. The weft needs no pre-

paration after leaving the mule, but is placed at once in the form of a ' cop ' into the

shuttle.

b. Doubling.—In this process two or more threads are twisted together ; the doubled
yarn being then either converted into warps for woven goods of special strength, such
as double warp calicoes, fustians, velveteens, and cotton velvets ; or is carried forward
tlirough one or other of the following operations.

c. Reeling and Binding.—Here the yarn is wound into reels or skeins and packed
in bundles for the purpose of exportation, or for dyeing or bleaching, or for the manu-
facture of hosiery.

d. Singeing and Polishing.—By the first of these processes the thread passes througli

jets of gas flame, and thus loses its superfluous fibres
;
by the latter, having first been

dyed, it acquires a high degree of glossiness, and is then used for admixture with silk

in the mixed goods which of late years have become popular, under the designation of

Japanese silks, &c.

There are few instances in •which the whole of these operations are carried on in the

same factory. To a large extent even the two main divisions—spinning and weaving
—are the work of separate firms and establishments. Usually, however, these two are

combined. In order the better to illustrate these main features of the factory system,

we now proceed to describe a concrete example—that of a cotton mill at Stockport,

containing 61,400 throstle and mule spindles, and 1,320 looms.

The mill consists of a main body with two lateral wings, projecting forwards, the

latter being appropriated to store-rooms, a counting-house, rooms for winding the

yarn on bobbins, and other miscellaneous purposes. Tlie building has six floors,

besides the attic story. The ground-plan comprehends a plot of ground 280 feet long

by 200 broad, exclusive of the boiler sheds.

The right-hand end, a {fig. 538) of the principal building, is separated from tlio

main body by a strong wall, and serves in the three lower stories for accommodating
two ninety-horse steam-engines, which are supplied with steam from a range of boilers

contained in a low shed exterior to the mill.

The three upper stories over the steam-engine gallery are used for unpacking,

sorting, picking, cleaning, willowing, and lapping the cotton wool. Here are the

willow, the blowing, and the lap machines, in a descending order, so that the lap

machine occupies the lowest of the three floors, being thus most judiciously placed on
the same level with the preparation room of the building. On th>3 fourth main floor

of the factory there are, in the first place, a line of carding engines arranged near

and parallel to the %vindows, as shown at b b, in the ground plan {fig. 538), and, in

the second place, two rows of drawing frames, and two of bobbin and fly frames, in

alternate lines, parallel to each other, as indicated by d, c, d, c, for the drawing
frames, and e, e, e, e, for the bobbin and fly frames in the ground plan. The latter

machines are close to the centre of the apartment.

The two stories next under the preparation room are occupied with throstle frames,

distributed as shown at f f, in the ground plan. They stand in pairs alongside of

each other, whereby two may be tended by one person. These principal rooms ai-e

280 feet long and nearly 50 feet wide. The two stories, over the preparation room,

viz., the fifth and sixth floors from the ground, are appropriated to the mule jennies,

which are placed in pairs fronting encli other, so that each pair may be worked by one

man. Their mode of distribution is shown at a g, in the ground plan. The last

single mule is seen standing against the end wall, with its head-stock projecting in the

middle.

The ground floor of the main building, as well as the extensive shed abiitting behind

it, marked Ijy n, h, h, in the plan, is devoted to the power looms, the mode of placing

which is plainly seen at h, h, h.

The attic story accommodates the winding frames, and warping mills, and the warp
sizing machines, subservient to power weaving.

Some extra mules (self-actors), are placed in the ^vings.

We shall briefly sum up the references in the ground plan as follows :

—

A, the ground apartment for the steam-engines.

B, tlio distribution of the carding engines, the moving shaft or axis running in a
straight line through them, with its pulleys, for receiving the driving bands,
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c c, the draM-ing frames.

]) D, the j;ick, or coarse boLbin and fly frames.

538

. E E, the fine roving, or bobbin and fly frames.

F, the arrangement of the throstle frames, standing in pairs athwart the gallery, ia

the 2nd and 3rd flats.
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ceiling, over the drawing and jack frames, give motion to the latter

machines. See c d in the cross section.
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To drive the mules in the uppermost story, a liorizontal shaft k (see longitudinal and
cross sections, as well as ground plan) runs through the middle line of the building,

and receives motion from bevel wheels placed on the main upright shaft, imme-
diately beneath the ceiling of the uppermost story. From that horizont<xl shaft, at

every second mule, a slender upright shaft, Z, passing tlirough botli stories, is driven

(see both sections). Upon these upright branch shafts are pulleys in each story, one
of which senses for two mules, standing back to back against each other. To the

single mules at the ends of the rooms, tlie motions are given by still slenderer up-

right shafts, which stand upon the head stocks, and drive them by wheel-work, the

stops (top bearings) of the shafts being fixed to brackets in the ceiling.

In the attic, a horizontal shaft m m, runs lengthwise near the middle of the roof,

and is driven by wheel-work from the upright shaft. This shaft, m, gives motion to

the warping mills and dressing machines.

In Great Britain and tliroughout the greater part of the European continent the

motive power used in cotton factories is derived almost entirely from steam ;' but in

the United States and in Switzerland the large amount of available river fall is so

great tliat water-power is extensively emploj'ed in the manufacture of cotton : tlio

proportion in the United States being 2-1 horse-power of water to 1 liorse-power of

steam, and in Switzerland 3'4 of water to 1 of steam. A further peculiarity in the

construction of American cotton mills is that the motion is communicated from the

steam-engine or turbine or water-wheel, as the case may be, not through the medium
of wheels and shafting as shown in our illustrations, but by means of huge leather

belts and drums or pulleys. This plan, originating, no doubt, in the formerly very

high price of iron in the United States, is stated to be more effective and economical

than the European method already described.

The latest complete return of tlio number and extent of the cotton factories of the

United Kingdom was presented to Parliament in 1871. From this return we give the

following particulars :

—

Cotton Factories in Great Britain and Ireland.

Number of cotton factories .... 2,483

„ carding engines .... 65,960

„ combing machines . . . 1,906

,, spinning spindles . . . 34,605,221

„ doubling spindles . . . 3,523,537

,, power looms .... 440,676

„ power loom weavers . . . 165,341

Amount of steam-power (horse-power) . . 300,480

„ water-power ,, . . 8,390

Total number of persons emploj'ed . . 449,087

The growth during recent years of the cotton manufacture in the United Kingdom
may be pretty accurately gauged by the comparison of a few particulars from the last

four Parliamentary returns, those of 1856, 1861, 186S, and 1871. Thus :—

Number of 185G ISCl 18G8 1S71

Spinning spindles

Power looms
Persons employed

28,010,217

298,847

379,213

30,387,467

399,992

461,569

32,000,014

379,329

401,064

34,695,221

440,676

449,087

In the United States the progress of the cotton manufacture has been since 1860

relatively much more rapid than in this country. From the Census returns of 1860

and 1870, the only complete and official statistics bearing upon this subject, wo take

the annexed figures :—
Cotton Factories in the United States.

18G0 1870

Number of spindles . . . . 5,235,727 7,132,415

power looms . . . 126,313 157,310

„ persons employed . . 122,028 135,369

Tlie following estimate, based upon official returns or upon a comparison of the best

accessible information, of the number of cotton spinning spindles and the weight of

cotton consumed in each of the manufacturing countries in Europe and America will

furnish an approximately correct idea of the relative importance of the cotton industry

in each at the present time (1874) :

—
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GrrG3ifc jBritfiin cind Ircltincl

Spindles Cotton consumed, Ibf

. O 'J, UUl/, yv/U 1 9fi4. 000 000

United States .... 8 000 000 47fi 000 000
Fro-iice • • . 1 Q7 000 000

VJ Uluil > • ( >
OOQ fiflrt OiWl

Switzerljiiitl 9 '^OO 000

Russia ..... . 2,000,000 120,000,000
Austria . . . . , . 1,600,000 106,000,000
Spain...... . 1,400,000 67,000,000
Belgium ..... 660,000 27,000,000
Italy 600,000 24,000,000
Sweden, Norway, and Denmark . 300,000 18,000,000
Holland . . . 250,000 9,000,000

Total . . 63,000,000 2,692,000,000

COTTOSr-CZNT. The great mass of seeds with wliich the woolly fibres of cotton
are accompanied, and to which they adhere niost tenaciously, must of necessity be re-

moved before the cotton can be turned to any useful purpose. This operation, called
ginning, is always performed as near as possible to the place of growth. Formerly the
object was effected by the rudest handicraft methods, such as are indeed still followed
in some parts of India. These methods were, however, very slow and costly. It was,
therefore, an important step forward in the history of cotton culture when Eli Whitney,
an American, in the year 1793, made known his in-

vention of the saw-gin. The working of this machine
will be readily understood on reference to Jiff. 541,

where a b is a sectional view of a roller, about
9 inches in diameter, revolving in the direction of the

arrow. Throughout the length of the roller a series -

of circular saws, at intervals of about an inch and •

a half, projects beyond the wooden portion of it.

Above the cylinder, a hopper e f contains the seed

cotton, which falls upon a grating, so placed as to

allow the teeth of the saws when revolving to lay hold of the fibres of cotton and
pull them through the grating. The seeds being thus left behind roll down the slope

of the grating, and are discharged at the spout i k. 'J'he brush m revolves against the

teeth of the saws for the purpose of clearing them of the adherent fibres.

The saw-gin has in several respects been modified since its invention, with the effect

of considerably increasing the out-turn, but the principle remains essentially the same
as we have described. The quality of its work, however, leaves room for improvement.
The rough teeth of the saws do not use the fibre gently enough, but cut and ' nep ' or

knot it, especially when the machine is allowed to get out of order or is carelessly

employed. Quite recently, an American inventor has hit upon an expedient which is

said to go far towards remedying these defects. This modification consists in substitu-

ting, forthe circular saws, rows of pointed smooth steel wire teeth, which, whilst effectual

for the purpose of drawing away the cotton from the seeds, present no rough corners or

surfaces to the passing fibre.

Calvert's toothed roller gin, illustrated hy Jig. 642, may be considered as a modifi-'

cation of the saw-gin. a is a perspective and b a sectional view, a is a box to hold

the seed cotton, b is the hopper, and d is the toothed roller which draws away the

cotton, whilst the disengagement of the seeds is aided by the fluted roller c.

The Macarthy gin differs from the saw-gin mainly in substituting for the saws a

roller, covered longitudinally, at intervals, with strips of leather set on spirally. A
blunted knife, working alternately up and down at right angles to the axis of the roller

and along its entire length, serves to strike oflf the adherent seeds at the point where
tiie fibre is being drawn through. This machine is not capable of doing as much work
as the saw-gin ; but, on the other hand, it delivers the cotton in very good condition,

and is on this account preferred for the longer stapled and more valuable varieties.

Successful efforts have been made to remove the objection to the Macarthy gin on the

ground of its comparatively small out-turn, but the inability of the native labourers

in most cotton-producing countries to work and keep in order any but the simplest

mechanical combinations has hitherto prevented the extensive adoption of the improved
machines.

Another variety of cotton-gin is known as the Lock Jaw or Cowper's Gin. This
machine is intermittent in its action. It nips the fibre firmly, whilst an instru-

ment pushes off" the seed ; then it releases its hold, allowing the clean fibre to pass

away. A fresh quantity is then brought in, held in like manner, and so detached froni

Vol. I, 3 Q
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the seed. There is no sliding and rubbing action, as in the Macarthy Gin ; or sawing of

the fibre, as in the saw-gin. The closing of the nipping blade upon the fibre is so

a 542 h

like the action of a jaw, that the resemblance has given to this machine its best known
name.

Fig. 543 shows a perspective view, and/^. 544 a section, of it : n is the nipping

543 644

blade, e the roller on wtich are arranged the strips of leather, i. These come into

action one after the other, in order to form one side of the pair of jaws to act with the

nipping blade ; fine combs, c, are also attached to the roller between the strips of

leather (when short-stapled cotton is being combed), s is a shaft, with cranks, to move
the beater, b, and excentrics to move the nipping blade, n, which latter is confined

by links, k, causing it to move in a curved elliptical path, f is a bar to fill up the
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space between the roller and beater, and d is a doffer to take the clean cotton off tho
roller. At tlie time when the nipping blade n approaches the roller e, it is moving in

the same direction, and at the same surface speed ; and as it approaches it nips upon the

fibre, or locks it fast between its edge and the strip of leather on tlie roller
; the beater

B then comes up quickly, and pushes off the seed a short distance, thus separating

tho fibre when it is held close up to the seed, and obtaining it, necessarily, of its full

natural length.

It will be inferred from the description of this invention that it answers one of

the essentials of a good cotton-gin in that it inflicts little damage upon the fibre.

There is, however, in this case as in others tho practical difficulty tliat tliose who
have to use the machine have too little skill and intelligence to use it profitably. A
further obstacle to tlie adoption of the be?t inventions when they happen, as is usually

the case, to be somewhat complex, is tho great distance of the cotton-fields from
engineering establishments, and the consequent impossibility of promptly executing

the needful repairs.

Enough has been adduced to show that the operation of cotton-ginning, simple as

it may appear to be, occupies a prominent place in tlie chain of processes by which this

natural product is at last made useful for the service of mankind. It is also evident

that the various means at present within reach for effecting the separation of the fibre

from the seed are all more or less objectionable. The great losses arising from bad
ginning can scarcely be appreciated by those who are not practically acquainted with
the various qualities as they come to market. We may observe, however, that tho

Report of the Commissioners appointed to examine and value the samples of cotton

exhibited at the International Exhibition of 1862 estimated the average loss from this

source at 2-67d. per lb,

COTTOir GVXr. See Gun Cotton.
COTTOlf-SEBDi The practical utility of cotton-seed for any other purpose than

the limited one of reproduction or for manure has until quite recently been almost un-
known. In the United States it was occasionally used for fodder, and cattle were very

fond of it. It was found, however, that unless given in very small quantities and only

occasionally, the shorter fibres still left on the seed after the ginning process proved
very unwholesome. Means have been found, however, for removing this difficulty, and
the cotton-seed is now taking high rank, amongst agricultural products, as the source

of no less than three valuable commodities, viz. : Oil, cattle-food, and paper material.

The method of treatment as practised in the United States is as follows :—fijst,

Re-ginning, by a special apparatus which entirely clears offthe short fibres from the seed,

making them available for paper manufacture
;
secondly. Decorticating, by which tho

external husk is removed, and this again, after decomposition, is utilised as manure
;

thirdly, the kernel is subjected to the process of Crushing. The products of this last

operation are a valuable oil and a cattle-food cake, both of which have now taken
their place as important articles of commerce. After re-ginning, the seed consists on
an average of one half husik and one half kernel. The kernel yields when crushed

about one third crude oil and two thirds cake.

Some idea of the wide field opened up by this new branch of manufacture may be
formed from a rough statement of the quantity of seed available for its purposes. Taking
tho American cotton crop at 4,000,000 bales or 800,000 tons annually, the production of

seed, on an average of estimates, may be put down at three times as much by weight,

or 2,400,000 tons. Allowing one half this quantity for waste and resowing, there re-

main 1,200,000 tons of the American crop for manufacturing purposes. The available

yield of the crop of India, Egypt, Brazil, and other countries can scarcely be less than
two thirds of this amount. We thus arrive at an estimate of 2,000,000 tons as the

annual supply of cotton-seed capable of being turned to valuable uses, most of which
is now being wasted. The quantity of cotton-seed imported into the United Kingdom
almost entirely for manufacturing purposes was in 1871, 174,392 tons, valued at

1,526, 652Z.; in 1872, 167,936 tons, valuedat 1,404,724?. ; and during 1873,207,766 tons,

valued at 1,608,976/.

COTTOTT-SPZN'N'ZN'G. The many varieties of cotton with which the tropical

world abounds, and the widely-differing purposes for which each, according to its

peculiar fitness, is destined, have led to considerable divergence in the methods of

manufacture. The treatment suitable for the shorter and rougher stapled cottons,

or for their conversion into bagging, candle-wick, or the coarser kinds of clothing, is

obviously very far removed from the processes proper to the finest New Orleans, whose
clear and silky fibres fit it for the manufacture of velvets and cambrics. Still further

removed is the treatment necessary in spinning Sea Island, which is used in the pro-

duction of the most delicate muslins and laces. To describe with minuteness every
part of the many kinds of operations comprised within these extremes lies obviously

beyond the scope of this article. There are, nevertheless, certain well-marked stages

3 Q 2
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or processes common to all kinds of cotton-spinning. These we shall follow in due
order, pointing out by the way such modifications of treatment as the chief varieties

of raw material and of finished product require.

The long distances traversed by the cotton in its passage from the field to the

factory require that every available expedient be adopted to abridge the cost of

transmission. A great part of the cost consists in the charge for sea freight, which is

reckoned according to bulk and not according to weight. Hence nearly all kinds of

cotton, and especially East Indian descriptions, are compressed by means either of a

screw or a hydraulic press into an exceedingly' small space. Tlie effect of this process

is to cause the fibres to be almost welded together in solid masses ; and when the

bales are opened the cotton is seen to lie in hard layers, verj- Tinlike the fleecy and
cloud-like condition in which it leaves the gin. The first purpose, therefore, to which
the use of machinery is directed in cotton-spinning is the loosening or opening of the

fibres. With this process is necessarily associated the cleansing of the cotton, the

separation from it of as much as possible of the sand and other impurities vdili which
it is often too freel_y associated, as well as of the seeds, which in a whole or a broken

condition have escaped through the gin, and adhere very tenaciously to the fibres.

The various kinds of machines in use for these purposes are known as Willows, Openers,

or Scutchers.

Before proceeding to describe this class of machinery, however, it is desirable to say

something with reference to the mixing of cotton. Under the head of Cottonwe have
alluded to the most distinctive characteristics of the principal varieties. But there

are many minuter differences in every description, differences of length, strength,

colour, texture, and general working qualities, with which only the practical cotton-

spinner is acquainted. This is a section of technical knowledge which nothing but

experience can give ; and it is a mark of skill to be able so to combine or to set off

these qualities against each other as to turn them to the best account. Hence the

selection and the proper admixture of various growths and descriptions of cotton is no
small part of the work of the spinner. Moreover, it is found in practice that even in

the same ' grade,' or quality, there is considerable variation between one bale and
another, and not unftrequently even in the same bale. The period of the harvest-time

at which the cotton is picked, the kind of weather at the time, the part of the plant

on which it is grown, and other circumstances, contribute to diversify greatly the

produce of the same plantation. And however carefully it may bo classified, im-

portant differences -will remain. But there is reason to believe that care of this kind
is not common. The best method of overcoming these last-named differences is to

mix together as large a number of bales and to blend them as intimately as possible

by spreading out the contents of each bale on a large stack in parallel layers, in such

manner as that when it is raked down from top to bottom a small portion of each bale

will come away. By this means the irregularities in the subsequent processes and in

the thickness, strength, and evenness of the yarn, will bo minimised.

The freeing of cotton from its grosser impurities is not an easy undertaking, and
during the American Civil "War when coarse, dirty, and badly-gained growths were
forced into consumption, much difficulty was experienced for want of effective cleaning

machinery. During this period the Cotton Opener of Messrs. Crighton and Co. was

545

introduced, and extensively adopted for the special purpose just named. This
machine is illustrated in vertical section hj fig. 545, The cotton is fed down the
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open pipe a. to the bottom of the rertical beater b. This beater revolves rapidly, its

arms strikiiig the cotton against the grids e c, by which it is surromided, and sepa-

rating the dirt and leaf from the cotton. These fall into the dirt grid
ff,

below, whilst

the draught from the fan, aided by the shape of the beater, causes the cotton gradually

to ascend, till it arrives at the discharge pipe, whence it descends to the bottom of the

next beater, and is again similarly operat«l upon. The cotton, after passing the second

beater, is discharged through a pipe to a cage e, and creeper d, andwithout any pressure
leaves the machine in an open, well cleaned, fleecy state.

Various other forms of Opener are in use. All, however, rest upon the application

either of centrifogal force, or of toothed rollers or cylinders for the loosening of the

cotton, and upon the pneumatic force derived from the fan for the purpose of drawing
away dust and other impurities. One recent improvement, however, we may mention

(that of Messrs. Lord, of Todmorden) which is not so much a separate machine as a
new method of feeding the opener. It consists in passing the cotton through a long

horizontal tube, the lower portion of which is grated. The cotton is forced through
the tube by pneumatic pressure, created by the revolution of a fan in the ordinary

way. The distance traversed by the cotton serves to loosen it to a considerable ex-

tent, and to disengage much of the dirt from it, wHlst at the same time there is no
violent tearing or strain upon the fibre.

Perhaps the most common description of Opener in use is known as the Scutcher,

a name which is associated with a particular form of construction easily recognised in

Jig. 546. The cotton is placed upon the travelling creeper marked a, which is^nade

of a number of narrow slips, or laths, of wood, screwed to tiree endless bands of
leather, the pivots of which are marked b and e. ilotion is given to the roller e. by
a wheel on the end of the feed roller, thus causing the creeper to advance, carrying

with it the cotton to the feeding rollers d ; these revolving dowly pass the cotton to

the second smaller pair of fluted rollers, which serve it to the beater. The top feeding
rollers are weighted by levers and weights e e, and hold the cotton sufficiently tight

lor the beater to act upon it. The beater is placed inside the machine at f. and ex-

tends quite across its breadth, its shaft or axis being shown with thepulley upon it at g.
The form of the beater varies, but we give the following as an example —On a shait

are placed four or five spiders, each having three or four arms (Jig. 547) ; -

to the ends of these arms are attached steel blades, wiich pas along the
whole length of the beater : two of the arms being shorter than

others, allow the blades atrached to them to contain a double row
spikes in each, the points ci the spikes being at the same distance ^
firom the axis as the other two blades. As the beater revolves about ^ /

SOO turns per minute, the blades and spikes strike the cotton with con- ^
siderable force as it is passed from the feeding rollers, and thus loosen
and disengage it from much of its impurity. Immediately under the feed rollers

and beater are placed a number of wedge-shaped bars, wiich form a semicircular

grid, through the narrrow openings of which the dirt and seeds fall to the floor, their

removal being effected through the doors in the ficaming. To prevent the cotton

p^^sing with the dirt through the grid, a current of air, to draw the cotton from the
beatef to the cage, is produ^ by an exhaust fan (its axis being shown at h, fig. 546)

gthe
*
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or coil upon a roller. This coil, called a lap, it is necessary to make as even in thick-

ness as possible, henco a further distinction of the second scutcher consists in its

being provided with the means of approximately securing tho desired evenness.

Formerly this was accomplished by making the feed-cloth or apron into equidistant

spaces and spreading equally a given weight of cleaned cloth upon each space. This
plan is still followed in many factories. It has, however, been largely displaced,

on account of the costliness of

the manual labour involved,

by a mechanical contrivance

invented by Messrs. Lord, of

Todmorden, and known as

Lord's regulator. This ap-

paratus is connected with the

feed rollers, and is made to

increase or diminsh their

speed inversely as the thick-

ness of cotton passing be-

tween them, thus approxi-

mately securing a imiform
rate of delivery to the beater.

This invention has been fur-

ther improved by Messrs.

Lord, who have added what is

known as the ' Piano Motion

'

the purpose of which is to

obtain greater delicacy in the

action of the regulator, and
to counteract the minuter
variations in the thickness

of the cotton as it enters the

machine. In tho improved
regulator, the trough or plate

under tlie roller, or rollers,

which supply cotton to the

beater, instead of being in

one piece as heretofore, is

divided into any convenient

number of parts, each part

being acted upon by a weight
or spring, their object being
to press the fibres between
the trough, or plate, and the

feed roller, so as to prevent

them being drawn forward
unevenly by the beater, and
to prevent ' snatching.' The
variations in the quantity of

cotton fed to the machine pro-

duce corresponding variations

in the distance between the

divided trough or plate and
the feed roller, and thus in-

crease or diminish the quan-
tity of cotton supplied to the

machine.

In cases where Lord's regu-

lator is applied the opener
must be made to lap the cot-

ton, instead of delivering it

into a loose mass. Three or

four laps are then made to

unfold together upon tho feeding lattice or apron of the scutcher, with the object of

making the inevitable unevenesscs of the first lap machine correct each other as far as

possible, and thus aid tho work of the regulator.

A section of a Lap machine is shown in fig. 549, where we see the feed-cloth, the
scutching beater, the cylindrical cage, and the rollers for coiling up the lap. The lever

shown below is for removing the pressure weiglit from tho axis of the lap rollers, when
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a full lap is to be removed, and replaced by an empty one. m, at the top, is the
commencement of the pipe whioli leads to the suction fan, or ventilator.

It is to be observed that different kinds of cotton require different kinds of treat-

ment in the opening and scutching operations. Some scutchers have only one beater,

others two or even three. Sometimes the opener has two beaters, so that altogether

the cotton is made to pass through as many as five beaters. As a rule, however, it is

well to beat or tear it as little as is possible, having in view the main purpose of this

operation, viz. to loosen and to cleanse it from the more palpable impurities. For not
only does the staple suffer from repeated strain, but the longer stapled cottons are liable

occasionally to get knotted or ' nepped,' and thus to introduce almost irreparable

mischief into the subsequent operations.

The operations of opening and scutching are exposed to frequent risks of Hre.

Pieces of stone, of flint, of metal, and even boxes of lucifer matches are not iinfro-

quently found in cotton. Whenever those pass into the machines and are struck by the

beaters, there is imminent danger of fire. Hence the rooms in which these operations

are carried on are almost invariably fireproof, and are built quite separate from the rest

of the factory, communicating with it only by a covered fireproof gangway.

The cotton thus opened and to a certain extent cleaned is yet, however, in a very
unfit state for being spun into yarn. The fibres, on examination, will be found
mingled in a confused mass, and whether straight, or cm"led, or folded, lying in every

possible direction. Moreover, it will be seen that there are amongst the longer fibres

many so short as to be unfit for combination with them, some also will be knotted, or
' neppy,' and added to those imperfections many ' moats,' small pieces broken off the

pod or the seed of the cotton, besides other forms of finer impurity. For the purpose

of separating the useful fibres from the foreign accompaniments and laj-ing them in

parallel order, we have the operation of Cardhtg. The essential part of this operation

may be described us the mutual action of two opposite surfaces, which are studded

thick with oblique-angled hooks. The wires of which these hooks are made must be

very hard drawn in order to render them stiff and elastic. The middle part of the

figures shows one of the staples or double teeth, the structure of which has been partly

explained under Cabd. Suppose a, fig. 550, to bo a piece of a card fillet, and b to be

550 551

tr-'S* ^ q_

another piece, each being mad'i fast with pins to a board; the teeth of these two cards

are set in opposite directions, but are very near together, and parallel. Now suppose

a flock or tuft of cotton placed between two such bristling surfaces. Let a be moved
in the direction of its arrow, and let b be moved in the opposite direction, or even let

it remain at rest. The filaments of cotton will be laid hold of by each set of teeth,

when their surfaces are thus drawn over each other ; the teeth of a ynW pull them in

a forward direction, while those of b will tend to retain them, or to pull them back-

wards. The loops or doublings will, by both movements, be opened or drawn out, so

that the tangled fibres will be converted into rows of parallel filaments, Ijdng alongside

or before eacli other. Each tooth will secure to itself one or more of them, and by the

friction of its sides as well as the hooks of its points, will draw them to their utmost

elongation. Though one stroke of the opposite cards be inadequate to produce this

equable arrangement, yet many repeated strokes must infallibly accomplish the end in

view, of laying the fibres parallel.

Let Tis suppose this end effected, and that all the fibres have been transferred to the

card a, a transverse stroke of h will draw over to it a certain number of them, and in-

deed at each stroke there will be a new partition between the two cards, with increased

parallelism, but still each card will retain a great deal of the cotton. To make one

card strip another, the teeth of one of them must bo placed in a reverse position, as

shown in fig. 551. If a bo now drawn in the direction of its arrow along the face of h,

it will ine\'itably comb out all, or almost all, the filaments from it, since the liooks of

have, in this position, no power of retaining them. Even the doubled fibres or

loops will slip over the sloping point of h, in obedience to the traction of a. By consi-

dering these two relative positions of the cards, which tike place in hand cards simply
liy reversing one of them, any person will be able to understmd the play of a

tyhnder card against its flat top, or against another cylinder card, the respective teeth
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over the cylinder ; and to make tile matter clearer, three of the tops are removed.
Upon the arched cast-iron side of the frame, a row of strong iron pins h is made fast

in the middle line ; and each top piece has, at each of its ends, a hole, which fits down
upon two such opposite pins, 1 1 are screws whoso heads serve as supports to the

tops, by coming into contact with the bottom of the holes, which are not of course

bored through the woods of the tops. By turning the heads of these screws a little

the one way or the other, the pins may be lengthened or shortened in any degree, so

as to set the tops very truly in adjustment with the cylinder teeth revolving beneath
them, h' is the small runner or urchin, and i' the large runner ; both of which are

spirally covered from end to end with narrow card fillets, in the same manner as the

doffer. The main cylinder is, on the contrary, covered with card-cloth, in strips laid

on parallel to its axis, with interjacent parallel smooth leather borders. The teeth

of these several cards are set as represented in the figure, and their cylinders revolve

as the arrows indicate. The runners as well as the doffeir cylinder may be set nearer
to or further from the cylinder /; but the screws intended for this adjustment are

omitted in the drawings, to avoid confusion of the lines.

The card-end or fleece taken off the doffer hhj the crank and comb mechanism i ^ »t

passes through the tin-plate or brass funnel n, fig. 552, whereby it is hemmed in and
contracted into a riband, which is then passed through between a pair of drawing
rollers o. It is next received by the rollers ^l v, which carry it off with equal velocity,

and let it fall into the tin cans placed below, when it is not to be re-carded, or conduct

it over a friction pulley, to be wound along with many other card-ends upon a lap

roller or large bobbin. In the latter case it is then conveyed to the ' finisher ' carding

engine.

The two pairs of rollers at o effect the extension of the card-end, and reduce its

size. The under rollers are made of iron and fluted ; the upper ones 'are also made of

iron, but they are'covered with a coat of leather, nicely glued on over a coat of flannel,

which two coats render them both smooth and elastic. Two weights, w, press the

upper cylinder steadily down upon the under ones. Between the first and second pair

there is a certain interval, which should be proportioned to the length of the cotton

staple. The second, or that furthest from the funnel, revolves with greater velocity

than the first, and therefore turns out a greater length of riband than it receives from
its fellow ; the consequence is, a corresponding extension of the riband in the interval

between the two pairs of rollers.

The motions of the several parts of the engine are effected in the following way :

—

The hand, p p, fig. 553, which comes down from the pulley upon the main shaft near

the ceiling of the work-room, drives, by means of the pulley g, the cylinder/,^. 552.

From another pulley, r, on the axis of the cylinder, the axis, of t is driven by the

band s working round the pulley t on its end. This shaft drives the crank and lever

mechanism of the stripper knife i. A third pulley of the same side as r is fixed just

within the frame to the other end of the cylinder, and from it a crossed or close

band r' goes to a pulley upon the small runner h', to give this its rapid rotation.

Upon the opposite end of the engine in fig. 562, these wheels and pulleys are marked
with dotted lines. Here we may observe, first, a pulley 1/ upon the cylinder, and a
pulley a', which receives motion from it by means of the band z. The axis of a',

carries in front a pinion m', which sets in motion the wheel The latter imparts

motion, by means of a pinion and intermediate wheel o', to the wheel h on the doffer,

and conseqiiently to that cylinder on the one hand ; and it turns, by the carrier

wheel a wheel x, whose axis is marked also with a? in fig. 553, upon the other hand.

The axis a', fig. 552, carries, towards the middle of the engine, a very broad wheel,

which is represented by a small dotted circle. The toothed wheel v of the smooth
roller v',fig. 552, and the two toothed wheels o o, fig. 553, of the under rollers o o, fig.

552, work into that broad wheel. The wheel of the second or delivery fluted roller is

seen to be smaller than that of the first, by which means the difference of their

velocities is obtained. The large runner i is driven from the main cylinder pulley, by
means of the band s', and the pulley u', fig. 552. The said band is crossed twice, and
is kept in tension by the pulley if, round which it passes. The motion of the fluted

rollers c, which feed in the cotton fleece, is accomplished by means of a bevel wheel
li on the end of the doffer, which works in a similar wliael c' on the obliqiie axis d'

(dotted lines across the drum) of the pinion c upon the lower end of the same axis

which turns the wheel/', upon the under feed roller.

Each of the feed rollers, 553, bears a pinion cc at one end, so that the upper

roller turns round witli the under one. The roller b, fig. 552, is set in motion by
means of its wheel x' ; which is driven by a wheel v' on the other end of the under feed

roller, through the intervention of the large carrier-wheel w. The original or first

motion of b must be as quick as that of the fluted feed rollers e, in order that the

former may uncoil as much lap as the latter can pass on.
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The annexed Table exhibits the relative velocities of the different cylinders and
rollers of the carding engine, which, however, are not invariable, but may be modified

Names of the Parts
Diameter in

inches
Circumference

in inches
Revolutions

in one minute
Velocity

Main cylinderf . . . 35 109-9 130- 142-87

Doffer h 14 43-96 4-38 192-0

Eunner or urchin i' 6-25 19-62 5- 98-1

Ditto h! 3-6 11- 470- 5170-

Fluted feed roller e. 1-167 3-664 0-696 2-55

First drawing roller o 1- 3-14 68-71 215-75

Second ditto .... 1-167 3-664 114-52 419-6

Smooth delivery roller v . 2-5 7-85 54-66 429-08

654

according to circumstances, by changing the pinions e', Jkf. 552, and z«/ according to

the quality or length of the cotton staple.

Fiff. 564 is a plan of the card and the fleece,

where h is the cylinder, n is the funnel, u
the pressing rollers, and h' the card-ends in the

can.

Figs. 556, 556 may be studied in order to

facilitate the comprehension of these complex
machines. Fiff. 555 is a plan : f is the main

i

cylinder ; m m is the doffer knife or comb
; g,

'

the carded fleece hemmed in by the funnel a,

pressed between the rollers b, and then falling

in narrow fillets into its can. Fiff. 556, k l are

the feed rollers ; A b, the main cylinder ; c d,

the tops ; e f, the doffer card ; m n, the doffer

knife ; d, b, c, the card-end passing between
compressing rollers into the can a.

Fiff. 557 is a carding-engine without top-flats, being entirely covered with rollers

and clearers. This kind of engine is very well suited to the preparation for the lower

555 556

and lower medium 'counts ' of yarn. For finer descriptions, the use of ' flats ' or ' tops
'

is almost universal.

The same^^. (657) will serve to illustrate one of the most modern forms of carding

engine, if the reader will suppose two additional rollers placed under the licker-in
;

all three rollers being of the same size, clothed alike and revolving in the same direc-

tion, in close proximity to each other and to the main cylinder. This engine known
as the Patent Automatic Carding Engine, is made by the patentees, Messrs. W.
Higgins & Sons, and Messrs. Hetheringtou & Sons. Its action is as follows:'

—The cotton is delivered by the feed rollers to the licker-in as usual ; but before

it reaches the main cylinder it is brought into contact with and is carded by the

intermediate roller, which allows only the carded portions of cotton to pas-s through
to the cylinder, the larger masses being taken hold of by the intermediate roller, and
carried forward until they are brought into contact with the bottom roller, which
still further cards and separates the fibres of cotton, allowing an additional portion to

be delivered to the cylinder, the remainder being taken on by the bo^ttom roller and
likewise deposited on the cylinder. Thus, instead of the cotton being delivered in flaky
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masses upon the cylinder by the licker-in, as in the ordinary mode, it is first well opened

and carded, separated from dirt and seeds at the most convenient point, and then dis-

tributed lightly and evenly over the main cylinder at three separate points.

Fig. oo7 also exhibits a view of a 'coiler' immediately in front of the carding

557

engine. By means of this ingenious contrivance the sliver or riband of cotton instead

of coming directly out of the rollers and falling into the can, is made to pass throiigli

the upper portion of the coiler, wliich folds itself with a circular coil into the can placed

upon the flat disc-stand at the foot of the coiler. The disc, and with it the can, is

made to revolve very sli.wly in a contrary direction to that of the coiler, and thus
every part of the can is eqiially filled, and the appearance of the sliver when taken out

of the can is that of a series of neat and closely-packed spiral convolutions.

In some districts where the yarns spun are of medium ' counts ' or thickness
' double carding engines ' are used, engines in which there is a second cylinder fed

directly by the doffer of the first. These machines turn out a large quantity of work,
and in the preparation of coarse cottons are efficient and economical.

The efforts to improve the carding engine have of late years been directed rather to

cleaning and maintaining the efficiency of the engine than to any changes in its

method of working. The delicate points of the wires both on the cylinder doffisr

rollers and flats of the machine need to be kept constantly sharp. Frequent ' grinding

'

is therefore necessary. This is accomplished by friction ;igainst prepared surfaces of

emery. Formerly manual labour was necessary to effect this purpose as regards the

cards on the cylinders. Now, however, it is accomplished entirely by mechanical

means. The most recent improvement of this kind is the grinding roller of Mr.
Horsfall, which is made to traverse the -n-idth of the cylinder in contact with tlie wires

whilst they are revolving rapidly in a backward direction. It is obvious that the

ijnpurities remaining after scutching must tend to clog up the wires of the carding

engine. And, as a matter of fact, some parts of the cards need to be cleansed many
times in a day. Especially is this the case with flats. This operation called stripping

'

was until late years a very laborious one
; now, however, the labour is mucli lighter,

in consequence of the various contrivances for machine stripping. The most impor-

tant inventions of this kind are the self-stripping flats of Mr. Evan Leigh, of Mr.
Buchanan, and Mr. Wellman. Of the last two there are many modifications, and
indeed the mechanical stripping of carding engines is still in a state of progress.

It has already been stated that in preparing the longer stapled cottons for the

Spinning of fine yarns, a single carding operation is not sufficient. After passing

through the first or ' breaker card,' the cotton is put through the ' finisher.' Even th^
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finisher card, however, has now been superseded where it has been desired to spin the
best fine yams, by the Co;nhing Machine. This important invention, the disooverv of
ir. HeUmann. an Alsacian, thotigh patented in England in 18-16, was first brought
into general notice at the London Exhibition of 1851. The patent right so mr as it

related to the preparation of cotton was purchased by a company of fire Manchester
spinners for 30,000?., and for a time these firms enjoyed the esclusire use of the

5-58

machine. Several improvements have been effected ia iL Heilmann's invention Ly
Messrs. John Hetherington & Sons of Manchester. The great advantages derived

from the use of the combing machine consist in its power entirely to remove the

moats and dirt from the cotton, and to separate with far greater precision than is

possible with the carding engine the long from the short fibres. The spinning of the

finest yams for the manufacture of muslin?, laces, and sewing cotton has thus beeu
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wonderfully improved. Tho construction and operation of the combing machine will

be readily understood upon a study of the accompanying illustration of a cross-section

of the machine {fig. 558).

1 is the lap of cotton resting upon the two wooden rollers 2, 2a. Wlien motion is

given to these rollers, they cause tho lap to unwind and deliver the sheet of cotton

down the inclined conductor 3, and between the fluted steel feeding roller 4, and the

leather-covered pressure roller '^a ; to these rollers an intermittent motion is given by
moans of a star wheel

;
they make -^th of a revolution to one revolution of the cylinder

6, this motion being effected during the time the cushion plate 5a is forward, and the

nipping plate 5 is lifted from it. The cushion plate ba is hung upon the centre 65,

and the nipping plate upon the shaft be, and this shaft receives motion from a cam at

the end of the machine through the lever be, the connecting rod \Zd, lever 13c, and
shaft \Zb,—the parts being so arranged that the cushion plate ba is pressed backward
by the nipping plate 6, but as soon as the pressure is removed it is drawn forward by
a spring until it arrives at the strap. Besides this movement, the nipping plate is

caused to move on its own axis, which enables it to quit contact with the cushion, while

the cotton is being fed in between them.
The cushion ba is represented as thrown back by the nipping plate 5, and while in

this position the cotton is held between them, until the combs on the cylinder pass

between the fibres of cotton which protrude, and remove from them all impurities and
the fibres which are too short to be held by the nipper. The combing cylinder 6a
is attached to the shaft, or axis 6, by which it is made to revolve. The periphery
of this cylinder is divided into four unequal parts, by the combs 66 on one side, and
the fluted segment 6c on the other side ; the spaces between them being plain to

allow time for the nipper and leather detaching roller 8a to change their positions.

The combs on the cylinder are made with teeth at various distances, the coarser

ones taking the lead, and finer teeth following, the last combs having more than 80
teeth in a lineal inch. All impurity or waste mixed with the fibres held by the nipper

is carried away by these combs, which at every revolution are cleaned by the

cylindrical brush 10a, stripping the waste from them, and depositing upon the

travelling creeper 11a, formed of wired cloth, which carries it down until the dofiing

knife, or steel blade 12 removes it in the usual manner; it then drops into a waste
box, and is afterwards used for inferior purposes.

As soon as the combs have all passed the fibres held by the nipper, the cushion

plate 5a is drawn forward, the nipper plate 5 is lifted from it, and the fibres are

released. The fiuted segment 6c on the cylinder is at the same time passing immedi-
ately under the cushion plate 6a, the ends of the combed fibres lying iipon it, and as

the leather detaching roller 8a has been lowered into contact with the fluted segment,

they are then drawn forward ; but as it is necessary to prevent any fibres passing that

have not been properly cleaned or combed, the top comb 7 is placed between the

nipper and the roller and as this comb falls and penetrates the fibre, just in front of

the part uncombed by the cylindrical combs it prevents any waste from being

drawn forward with the combed cotton.

The leather detaching roller 8a, in addition to its occasional contact with the fluted

segment 6c, is always in contact vrith the fluted steel detaching roller 8, and partici-

pates in its movements. These rollers are stationary while the cylinder combs are

cleaning the fibres projecting from the nipper, but as soon as that operation is com-
pleted they are put into motion, and make part of a revolution backward, taking back
with them the fibres previously combed, but taken out of the way to allow the

cylinder combs to pass, in order for the next fibres coming forward to be joined or

pieced to them, so as to form a continuous sliver or riband. As soon as the backward
movement is completed, the leather-detaching roller 8a is made to approach the

cylinder by the lever 8/, which receives motion from a cam at the end of tho machine,

through the lever %d, connecting rod 8c, lever 14c, and shaft 146. Before, however,

it comes in contact with the fluted segment 6c, the movement of the fluted roller

is reversed, and it is caused to turn forward, producing a corresponding movement
of the detaching roller 8a, the speed being so arranged that, before tliey are allowed

to touch each other, the peripheries of the fluted segment 6c and the roller 8a travel

with an equal velocity. At this stage, the ends of the fibres cleaned by the cylinder

combs and projecting from the nipper are resting upon the fluted segment ; and tho

roller 8a, in coming in contact with it, presses upon those fibres, and immediately

draws them forward ; the front ends are then lifted by the leather roller and placed

on tho top of those fibres previously cleaned, and brought back to receive them. The
pressure of tho rollers 8 and 8a completes the piecing of tho fibres ; tlie motion of tho

rollers being continued until the hindermost ends of the fibres are drawn through tlie

top comb, and a lengtli of cotton is delivered to the callonder rollers,—sufficient slack

being left between to allow for the next backward movement, The roller 8a is then
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raised from the fluted segment and ceases to revolve. From the callender rollers, the

combed cotton passes along the front plate or conductor, where it joins the slivers

from the other five heads of the machine, and "with them passes tlirough the drawing
head, and is then deposited in a can ready to be removed to the drawing frame.

Such is a minute analysis of the movements of this complicated piece of mechanism.
Perhaps a clearer and more complete view of its operation may be gathered from a

summary statement.

The lap of cotton having been placed on a pair of revolving lap rollers, the fleece,

or sheet of cotton, is conducted down an inclined guide to a fluted steel feeding roller,

which places the cotton between the open jaws of an iron nipper. The nipper is then

closed and made to approach the comb cylinder, whore it holds the fibres in such a

position that the combs of the revolving cylinder pass between and remove from the

fibres all impurities and short or broken cotton, which are afterwards worked up into

yarns of a coarser quality. As soon as the combs have all passed through the first

portion of the fleece under treatment, the nipper recedes from the cylinder, and when
it has reached the proper distance, opens its jaws, and allows the partially combed fibres

to be drawn out of the fleece, by means of a leather-covered roller. The drawing out

of these fibres brings their uncombed ends, which were before held in the nipper,

under tlie teeth of a fine top comb, thus completing the combing of each separate fibre.

Previous to the movement for drawing out fresh fibres from the uncombed fieece, the

detaching roller has made a partial revolution backwards, and taken with it the combed
cotton previously delivered, in order to piece to it the fibres just combed. The machine
is so arranged that the forward movement of the detaching roller brings out the

cotton in a continuous sliver to the front of the machine.

Both the detailed and the summary statement just presented describe only one
' head ' or section of the machine. There are, however, working simultaneously side

by side and identical in construction, six heads on one machine. Each of these

delivers a continuous sliver of combed cotton, and the whole six slivers are finally

combined into one, which is then ready for the next operation, viz., Drawing.

When the cotton leaves the carding engine (or in the case of very fine yarn the
combing machine) it ought to be quite clean, ha^^ng regard to the particular degree of
purity and brightness required in the kind of yarn it is proposed to spin. If the dirt

and other impurities have not been sufficiently got rid of at this stage, there is no
hope of their being extracted afterwards. Wliat remains now to be done before the
actual spinning can take place is simply to equalise the sliver and complete the
straightening of the fibres. To a great extent this last operation has been already
accomplished by the carding engine ; but a slight examination of the fleece as it comes
from the doffer of the engine will show that the parallelism of the fibres is as yet in a
very imperfect state. This dotible object of equalising the sliver and making the
fibres quite parallel and straight, is effected by means of the Drawing Frame. The
former end is reached by frequent combination of the sliver, by doubling as it is termed
—whilst the latter is accomplished by drawing out or attenuating the combined .slivers.

The drawing operation, or draught, is indeed repeated in all the subsequent processes
also, and it will therefore be convenient to describe it once for all.

Let a and b, fig. 559, represent the section of two rollers lying

over each other, which touch vrith a regulated pressure, and turn

in contact upon their axes in the direction shown by the arrows.

These rollers wiU lay hold of the fleecy riband presented to them
at the point of contact, draw it through between them, and
deliver it quite unchanged. The length of the piece passed

through in a given time will be equal to the circumference of one

of the rollers multiplied by the number of its entire revolutions

in the same time. Now if the speed and circumference of the

three sets of rollers shown in the figure be the same, that is

to say, if their surfaces travel at the same rate, the riband will

be delivered from the last pair of rollers of exactly the same
thickness or ' counts ' as at its entrance at the first pair. But if the surface speed of c

and d be greater than that of a and b, then the former pair will deliver a greater

length of riband than the latter receives and transmits to it. The consequence can

be nothing else in these circumstances than a regulated drawing or elongation

of the riband in the interval betwixt a, b, and c, d, and a tendency of the fila-

ments as they glide over each other, to assume a straight parallel direction. In like

manner the drawing may be repeated by giving the rollers e,f, a greater surface

speed than that of the rollers o and d. This increase of velocity may be produced,

either by enlarging the diameter, or by increasing the number of turns in the same
time, or finally by both methods conjoined. In general the rollers are so adjusted,
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that tlie chief elongation takes place between the second and third pairs, while that

Letween the first and second is but slight and preparatory. It is obvious, besides,

that the speed of the middle pair of rollers can have no influence upon tlie amount
of the extension, provided the speed of the first and tliird pairs remains un-
changed. The rollers a, b, and c, d, maintain towards each other continually the
the same position, but they may be removed with their frame-work, more or less, from
the third pair, e.f, according as the length of the cotton staple may require. The
distance between the points of contact of a, b, and c, d, is, once for all, so calculated,

that it shall exceed the length of the cotton filaments, in order that these filaments may
not be torn asunder, by the second pair pulling them while the first holds them fast.

Between d and /, where the greatest extension takes place, the distance must be as

small as it can be without risk of tearing. If tlie distance between d and/ be very
great, a riband passing through will be found to be much less evenly drawn than when
the two sets of rollers are set so close to each other as to act upon the shortest possible

length of riband at once.

The under rollers b, d,f, are made of iron, and to enable them to lay firmer hold of

tlie filaments their surfaces are fluted with triangular channels parallel to their axes.

The upper rollers, a, c, e, are also made of iron, but they are smooth, and covered with
a double coating, which gives them a certain degree of softness and elasticity. A coat

of flannel is first applied by sewing or glueing the ends, and then a coat of leather in

the same waj-. The junction edges of the leather are cut slanting, so that when
joined by the glue, the surface of the roller may be smoothly cylindrical. The top

rollers are sometimes called the pressers, because they press by means of weights

upon the under ones. These weights are suspended to the slight rods k' i ; of which
the former operates on the roller e alone, the latter on the two rollers a and c together.

For this purpose the former is hung to a c-shaped curve i, whose upper hook embraces
the roller, not the curved portion of it used in the drawing operation and called the

boss, but the central portion between the bosses, which is turned smooth for the pur-

pose. The latter is suspended upon a brass saddle k, which rests upon a and c. A
bar of hard wood, g, called a clearer, whose under surface is covered with flannel,

rests, with merely its own weight, upon the top rollers, and strips off all the loose

hanging filaments, which gather upon the roller when at work. Similar bars with the

same view are made to bear up under the fluted rollers b, d, f, and press against them
Ijy a -weight acting through a cord passing over a pulley. Instead of the upper clearers,

light wooden rollers covered -with flannel are occasionally applied.

Were the drawing of a riband continued till all its fibres acquired the desired

degree of parallelism, it would be apt, from excessive attenuation, to tear across, and
thereby to defeat the purpose of the spinner. The difficulty is got rid of in a very
simple way, namelj', by laying several ribands together at every repetition of the process,

and incorporating them by the pressure of the rollers. The practice is called doiMing.

It is an exact imitation of what takes place when we draw a tuft of cotton wool
between our fingers and thumb in order to ascertain the length of the staple, and
replace the drawn filaments over each other, and thus draw them forth again and
again, till they are all parallel and of nearly equal length. The doubling has another

advantage, that of causing the inequalities of thickness in the ribands to disappear, by
applying their thicker to their thinner portions, and thereby producing uniformity of

subst;inco.

The drawing frame, as shown in section in figs. 559, 561, and in a back view
in fig. 560, will require, after the above details, little further explanation. 1 1 are

the weights which press down the top rollers upon the under ones, by means of

the rods k k' and hook i. Each fluted roller, is, as shown at/, fig. 561, pro\'ided in

the middle of its length with a thinner smooth part called the neck, whereby it is

really divided into two fluted portions, represented by c e in the figure. Upon this

middle neck in the pressure rollers, the hook i, and the saddle h immediately bear, as

shown in the former fig. 559. The card-ends or slivers to the number probably of six,

are introduced to the drawing frame either from cans, placed at e e,fig. 561, and a,

fig. 560, or from lap-bobbins
;
and, after passing through it, the ribands or slivers are

received either into similar cans as g, or upon other lap-bobbins upon the other

side. These appendages may be readily conceived, and are therefore not exhibited in

all the drawings. Three of the slivers being laid together, are again introduced to

the one fluted portion a b, fig. 559, and three other slivers to the other portion. The
sloping curved tin or brass plate a, fig. 560, with its guide pins t, ser\-es to conduct

the slivers to the rollers. When the two threefold slivers have passed through

between the three pairs of rollers, they are gathered together behind the last roller

pair ef.fig. 559, and issue from the conical funnel m.fig. 560, into a single riband,

which is immediately carried off with equable velocity by two smooth cast- iron rollers,

n o,figs. 560 and 561, and either dropped into a can or wound upon a large bobbin.
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Four fluted drawing portions are usually mounted in one drawing frame, which are
set a-going or at rest together.

560 561

r-S .

A drawing frame usually consists of three heads or portions, each similar to the

other. The cotton passes once through each head, and in order to save the labour of

carrying the cans from one side to another of the frame, the centre head is set in a

direction contrary to the other two. By this alternate arrangement, the work goes

on without interruption.

The fast pulley u, fig. 561, by which the whole machine is driven, derives its motion
from the main shaft of the mill by means of the band w. The similar pulley z, which
sits loose upon the axis, and turns independently of it, is called the loose pulley. When
the operative desires to stop the machine, he transfers the band from the fast to the

loose pulley by means of a lever bearing a fork at its end, which embraces the band.

This arrangement of fast and loose pulley is common to all machines used in cotton

manufacture. Upon y, four pulleys such as x are fixed, each of which sets in motion
a drawing head, by means of a band like w going round the pulleys x and u. The
toothed wheel-work, by which the motions are communicated from the backmost fluted

roller to the middle and front ones, is seen iafig. 561.

The more frequently the drawing process is repeated, the more perfectly will its

object be accomplished. The fineness of the appearance of the sliver after the last

draught depends upon the number of doublings conjointly with the original fineness

and number of drawings. By changing the wheels which drive the back roller, for

others with a different number of teeth, the speed of the roller may be increased or

562

diminished, and thus the fineness of the sliver may be modified in any desired degree ;

for, when the subsequent processes of the mill remain the same, the finer the drawings
Vol. 1. 3 E
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the finer will be the yarn. For spinning coarse numbers or low counts, for example,

six card-ends are usually transmitted through the first drawing head, and converted

into one riband. Six such ribands again form one in the second draught ; six of

these again go together into the third sliver ; and this sliver passes five-fold through

the last draught. By this combination 1,080 of the original card-ends are united in

the finished drawn sliver=6 x 6 x 6 x 6. The fineness of the sliver is, however, in

consequence of these doublings, not increased but rather diminished. For, by the

drawing, the card-end has been made 625 times longer, and so much smaller
;
by the

doubling alone it would have become 1,080 times thicker; therefore the original thick-

ness is to the present as 1, to the fraction tbVo ; that is, supposing 1,072 feet of the

riband delivered by the card to weigh one poimd, 625 feet, the sliver of the last

drawing, will also weigh a pound.

The rearmost or last drawing roller has a circumference of nearly 4 inches, and
makes about 1 50 revolutions per minute ; hence each of these drawing heads may
turn off 35,000 feet of sliver in 12 hours.

Fig. 562 is a complete view of a drawing frame as manufiietured by Hetherington

and Sons, having the usual modern contrivances for increasing the quality and the

amount of work done, viz., a stop motion behind the frame to stop the frame when a
sliver breaks ; a roller plate to prevent roller laps. The coiler motion, by means of

which the sliver is placed in the can in circles overlapping each other on the principle

described in fig. 563, the can roving frame ; 4 rows of draught rollers instead of 3 ;

and lastly, an apparatus for lifting all the roller weights from off the rollers at any
time when the frame may be stopped.

A further improvement is now added to drawing frames, viz., a front stopping motion.

The object of the back stopping motion is to prevent inequalities arising in the sliver

from the occasional breakage of one of the slivers which are being combined together.

The front one has a different purpose. It is obvious that whenever the rollers which
carry forward the sliver from the front drawing rollers to the can fail to take up
the cotton as fast as it is delivered, there arises an accumulation, which, from the great

speed at which the sliver passes through the machine, rapidly increases. All this accu-

mulation was formerly so far wasted that it was necessarily sent back into the mixing
room to be worked over again. By the use of a front stopping motion the drawing
frame is now stopped instantly, and all accumulation of this kind prevented.

Hitherto the riband or sliver has received no twist, but the fibres have lain in a
linear, parallel manner, holding together in a loose mass. But in the further pre-

paratory processes, some reduction of the thickness of the riband is necessary, so that

it may gradually approach the thickness finally required in the yarn. The natural cohe-

sion of the fibres when placed side by side will not now be sufficient to carry the sliver

forward. At the next stage, therefore, a slight convolution or twist is given to it

simply for this purpose. This operation takes place in the Slubhing Frame. The
twisting should go no further than to fulfil the purpose of giving cohesion, otherwise

it would place an obstacle in the way of

the future attenuation into level thread.

The combination of drawing and twisting

is what mainly characterises the spinning

processes, and with this fifth operation

therefore, commences the formation of

yarn. As, however, a sudden extension

to the wished-for fineness is not practic-

able, the draught is thrice repeated.

Fig. 563 is a section of the can, or lan-

tern slubbing frame, the ingenious in-

vention of Arkwright, which, until within

the last 50 years, was the principal ma-
chine for communicating the incipient tor-

sion to the spongy cord furnished by the

drawing frame. It differs from that frame
in nothing but the twisting mechanism

;

and consists of two pairs of drawing
rollers, a and b, between which the sliver

is extenddd in the usual way ; at c there

are brushi^s for cleaning the rollers ; and
d is the weight which presses the upper
set upon the lower. The wiping covers

(not shown hero) rest upon a b. The surface speed of the posterior or second pair
of rollers is 3, 4, or 5 times greater than that of the front or receiving pair, ac-
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cording to the desired degree of attenuation. Two drawn slivers were generally

united into one by this machine, as is shown in the figure, where they are seen

coming from the two cans e e, to be brought together by the pressure rollers, before

they reach the drawing rollers a b. The sliver as it escapes from these rollers, is

conducted into the revolving conical lantern
ff,

through the funnel / at its top. This
lantern -can receives its motion by means of a cord passing over a pulley Jc, placed a
little way above the step on which it turns. The motion is steadied by the collet of

the funnel /, being embraced by a brass busk. Such a machine generally contained

four drawing heads, each mounted with two lanterns ; in whose side there was a door

for taking out the conical coil of roving. The motion imparted to the back roller

by the band pulley or rigger n, was conveyed to the front one by toothed wheel-work.

The can slubbing frame has long been superseded by the Bobbin and Flyframe,
a kind of machine which, with some modifications, is still used not only for the Slubbing

process, but also for the two following preparatory ones, viz. Intermediate and Moving.

Figs. 664 and 565 exhibit a perspective and a sectional view of this frame. It is to be

564

observed, however, that these illustrations, though serving well enough to explain the

•general construction and operation of the Bobbin and Fly frame, do not show the

recent improvements, which will be described further on.

Fig, 665 exhibits a back view of this machine ; a,nd Jig. 566 a section of some of the

parts not very visible in the former figure. The cotton is introduced between the drawing
rollers. The cans, filled with slivers from the drawing frame, are placed in the situation

marked at the back of the machine B,fig. 565, in rows parallel with the length of the

machine. The sliver of each can is conducted upwards along the surface of a sloping

board /, and through an iron staple or guide e, between the usual triple pair of

drawing rollers, the first of which is indicated by ab. In Jig. 666, for the purpose of

simplifying the figure, the greater part of these rollers and their subordinate parts are

omitted. After the slivers have been sufficiently extended and attenuated between
the rollers, they proceed forwards, towards the spindles Hi, where they receive the

twist, and are wound upon the bobbins h. The machine delineated contains thirty

spindles, but many bobbin and fly frames contain double or even four times that

number. Only a few of the spindles are shown in Jig. 665.

The drawing rollers in this machine do not dififer essentially from those described

under the section devoted to the drawing frame. This part of the machine, called the

roller beam, is a cast-iron bench, upon which the bearers c, are mounted for carrjdng

the rollers. The fluted portions of the rollers a a a. Jig. 567, alternate with smooth
' necks ' ^ The whole length of roller is subdivided into sections. The coupling

of these roUer sections or subdivisions into one cylinder is secured by the square

holes X, and square -pins g. Jig. 667, which fit into the holes of the adjoining subdi-

vision. The top or pressure rollers b, are two-fold over the whole set ; and the

weighted saddle presses upon the neck w, which connects every pair, as was already

explained under 560.

The structure and operation of the spindles i may be best understood by examining
the section fig. 568. They are made of steel, are cylindrical from the top down to a^,

but from this part down to the steel tipped rounded points they are conical. The wooden
bobbin k, slides upon the cylindrical part, which must move freely iipon it, as will be
presently explained. The upper end of the spindle bears a fork s t, which, though
revolving with it, may be taken off at pleasiire when the machine is standing still.

3 E 2
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This fork or flyer, has a funnel-formed hole at t'. One arm of the fork is a tube 5, «,
open at top and bottom ; the leg t, is added merely as a counterpoise to the other.

565 566

In fig. 566, for the 6ake of clearness, the forks op flyers of the two spindles here re-

presented are left out ; and in fig. 565 only one is portrayed for the same reason. If
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we suppose the spindles and bobbins (both of which have independent motions) to

revolve simultaneously and in the same direction, their operation will be as follows :

The sliver properly drawn by the fluted rollers, enters the opening of the funnel»v, pro-

ceeds thence downwards through the hole in the arm of the fork, runs along its tube u, s,

and then winds round the bobbin. This path is marked in^. 568 by a dotted line.

The revolution of the spindles in the above circumstances twists the sliver into a
soft cord ; and the flyer s, i, or particularly its tubular arm s, lays this cord upon
the bobbin. Were the speed of the bobbins equal to that of the spindles, did the

bobbin and spindle make the same number of turns in the same time, the process

would be limited to mere twisting. But the bobbin makes in a given time a some-
what greater number of revolutions than the spindle, and thus the cord is wound upon
it. Suppose the bobbin to make 40 revolutions, while the spindles make only 30 ; 30

of these revolutions of the bobbin will be inoperative towards the winding-on, because

the flyers follow at that rate, so that the cord or twisted sliver will only be coiled 10

times round the bobbin, and the result as to the winding-on will be the same as if the

spindle had stood still, and the bobbin had made 40 — 30 = 10 turns. The 30 turns of

the spindles serve, therefore, merely the purpose of communicating twist.

Simple as the winding-on process may seem, a little reflection will show that there

are complications involved in it which do not at first sight appear. It must be
observed, in the first place, that as the cord is wound on the bobbin, the diameter
of the latter increases with every succeeding layer of cord put upon it, and the length

taken up by each turn becomes continually greater. It is, therefore, necessary so to

reduce the number of revolutions of the bobbin as that they may not stretch nor break
the cord by taking it up faster than it is delivered fiom the fluted rollers. A second

point to be noticed is, that in order to secure a proper distribution of the cord upon
the bobbin, and the regular increase of its diameter, two of its successive convolutions

should not be applied over each other, but that they should be laid close side by side.

This object is attained by the slowly ascending and descending motion of the bobbin
upon the spindle. This up-and-down motion must become progressively slower, since

it increases the diameter of the bobbin at each range by a quantity equal to the dia-

meter of the sliver. What has now been stated generally will become more intelligible

by an example.

Let it be assumed that the drawing rollers deliver, in 10 seconds, 45 inches of

roving, and that this length receives 30 twists. The spindles must, in consequence,

make 30 revolutions in 10 seconds, and the bobbins must turn with such speed, that

they wind up the 45 inches in 10 seconds. The diameter of the bobbin barrels being
inch, their circumference of course 4J inches, they must make 10 revolutions

more in the same time than the spindles. The effective speed of the bobbins will be
thus 30 + 10 = 40 turns in 10 seconds. Should the bobbins increase to 3 inches

diameter, by the winding-on of the sliver, they will take up 9 inches at each turn, and
consequently 45 inches in 5 turns. Their speed should therefore be reduced to

30 + 5= 35 turns in 10 seconds. In general, the excess in number of revolutions

which the bobbins must make over the spindles is inversely as the diameter of the

bobbins. The speed of the bobbins must remain uniform during the period of one

ascent op descent upon their spindle, and must diminish at the instant of changing the

direction of the up-and-down motion ; because a fresh range of convolutions then

begins with a greater diameter.

The motions of the drawing rollers, the spindles, and bobbins are produced in the

following manner :—A shaft c, figa. 565 and 566, extending the whole length of the

machine, and mounted with a fly-wheel d', is set in motion by a band from the running
pulley upon the shaft of the mOl, which actuates the pulley a', b' is the loose pulley

upon winch the band is shifted when the machine is set at re?t. "Within the puUey d,

but on the outside of the frame, the shaft d carries a toothed wheel b-, which by means
of the intermediate wheel c- turns the wheel d- upon the prolonged shaft of the back-

most fluted roller {m?, fig. 566). This wheel, d'^, may be changed for one with a

greater or less number of teeth when the cotton is to receive more or less twist ; for

as the spindles revolve with uniform velocity, they communicate the more torsion the

less length of sliver is delivered by the rollers in a given time. Upon the same shaft

with d'^, a pinion, e-, is fixed, which works in a wheel, "Within the frame another

changeable toothed wheel, or ' change pinion ' g-, is made fast to the shaft oif. This
pinion regulates the drawing, and thereby the fineness or number of the roving. It

works in a wheel, h''-, upon the end of the backmost fluted roller a, fig. 566. The
other extremity of the same roller, or, properly speaking, line of holder and the pulley

is suflBcient to distend the endless band n', which runs &om the cone ^, through under
the pulley V, and round the small drum m' on the shaft s^. A pulley or whorl with
four grooves, is made fast by means of a tube to this shaft, and slides along it back-

wards and forwards, without ever ceasing to foUow its revolutions. The shaft pos-
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sesses for this purpose a long fork, and the interior of the tube a corresponding tongue
or catch. There is besides upon the tube beneath the pulley, at a groove that goes

round it, in which the staple or forked end of an arm like v', fig. 665, made fast to ihe

copping beam p, catches. By the up-and-down movement of that beam, the pulley t"

takes along with it the arm that embraces the tube, which therefore rises and falls

equally with the bobbins h', and their pulleys or whorls q. This is requisite, since

the bobbins are made to revolve by the pulleys by means of two endless cords or

bands.

Such was the bobbin and fly frame prior to the improvements introduced by Mr. H.
Houldsworth in the ' equation box ' mechanism and the ' spring fingers.' By means
of the former the differential movement of the bobbins already referred to was accom-
plished with much greater precision and neatness than previously. The object of the

latter was, by laying the soft cord or sliver upon the bobbin with a certain degree of

pressure, to put an increased weight of cotton upon it, and thus to save some portion

of the time and labour lost in the then frequent operations of 'doffing' or removing
the full bobbins and placing empty ones in their places.

Fig. 569 represents a portion of a fly frame with Mr. Houldsworth's invention.

a a a are the front drawing rollers, turning upon bearings in the top of the machine,
and worked by a train of toothed wheels, in the way that drawing rollers axe usually
actuated. From the drawing rollers, the filaments of cotton are brought down to b b,

and passed through the arms of the flyers c c, mounted on the tops of the spindles d d,
which spindles also carry the loose bobbins e e. According to the former mode of
constructing such machines, the spindles were turned by cords or bands passing from
a rotatory drum round their respective pulleys or whorls /, and the loose bobbins e,

turned with them by the friction of their slight contact to the spindle, as before said
;

in the improved machine, however, the movements of the spindles and the bobbins
are independent and distinct from each other, being actuated from different sources.
The main shaft g, turned by a band and rigger a as usual, communicates motion by

a train of wheels h, through the shaft i, to the drawing rollers at the reverse end of
the machine, and causes them to deliver the filaments to be twisted. Upon the main
shaft ^, is mounted a cylindrical hollow box or drum pulley, whence one cord passes
to drive the whorls and spindles / and d, and another to drive the bobbins e. This
cylindrical box pulley is made in two parts, k and I, and slipped upon the axle with a
toothed wheel m, intervening between them. The box and wheel are shown detached
in fig. 670, and partly in section at^^. 571. That portion of the box with its pulley
marked I, is fixed to the shaft g ; but the other part of the box and its pulley k, and
the toothed wheel m, slide loosely round upon the shaft g, and when brought in
contact and confined by a fixed collar n, as in the machine shown at fig. 569, they
constitute two distinct pulleys, one being intended to actuate the spindles, and the
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other xhe bobbins. Is tie web of tiie -wheel m, a gmall beTel riricn c, is nwanted
npon an asle staEdin» at ri?Lt armies to the shaft ^. wriieh pizi is intenied to take

into the two beTel piniona p and 5, lespectiTely fix«i upoa boeses. esLr&cing the shaft

in tjie Ulterior of the boxes k and /. 'Saw it being remanbezed that the pnioa q, and
its box I, ace fixed to tiie shaft ^id tnzn trith it, if the loose vbed« be iadepat-

dently tinned npon the shaft widi a ttiffeiCTt. relocitj, its pinion 0, taking into 9, 'vill

be made to Terolve upon its ade, and to dnve the pinion p and piilley box i, in the

same direction as the wheel m ; and this rotatozy morement of tiie box i and wheel
«M, may be fiaster or dower than the shaft

ff,
and box I, aeeoidiDg to the veloeity vidi

which the wheel m is tnmed.
The main shaft ^, being torned by the band andzigga a, as abore said, tiie train of

wheels b, connected with it, diiTes the ^sa& i, whidi at its zereise ead has a |nnaa
(not seen in the figures) diat actuates the whole senea of drawing zidleK a. ITpoa

fjie gha& i there is a sliding pdUey r, carrying a band s, wfaidi passes down to a teai-

aoa pnU^ i, and is kept distended by a waght. This band «, in its desegit, comes in
contact WI& the snz&ce on tlie cone «, and eanses the erne to zeydre by fiie frirtinn

of&e band mnning ag^nst it. Thepnlleyrispiagiessnrely eliddai^ongtiiedG^
i, by means of a rack and weag^ not shown, hot well nndastDod as gmmwwin jn tins

trinii «f TnafliiTip«j and -g-hifh TnirTgmgnt.nftlift pnTlfyin -fnT {Jin pinpi¥aa nfpmgFRwavaly
phiftrng tlie band s fmm the gmallCT to tile largsr HianwfCT' cf the cone, in order that

tiie qieed of its rotation may gradually diminish as tlia bobbins fill 1^ the winding-iRi

of the yams.
At the end of the axle of the cone u a small pinion v is fixed, which takes into the

teeth of the loose wheel m, and as the cone tmns, drives the wheel n round upon the

shaft
ff,

with a speed dependent always npon the rapidity of the rotatiim of etme.

K^ow the box pnUey /, being fixed to tlie maki shaft
ff,

tmns widi me i i iiiforn i ^eed.
and by cords passing &om it over guides to the whods dnres all the ^indies and
fiyers, wiiich twist the yams with one confimied nniform Telocity; bnt the box pnllcj

ij being loose npon die shaft, and actnat^ by the berel piniims widnn, as desoobed,

is made to zerolTe by the rotation of the wheel «, indep^dent of ^aft, and witii

a different speed taaa Hie pnlley box I; cords pagaTig firam this poQey box k, over
giddes to small poUeys nnder the bobbins, eommnnieate the motion, whatever it may
be, of the pulley box i, to the bobbins, and cause them to torn, and to take rxp or

wind the yam w::h i stiri -erlve^i frosi this sotLr^e, izier^aiinE 0^ and dil&isiit
from, the speed c: stinile i which twist the ysn:.
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It will now be perceived, that these parts being all adjusted to accommodate the

taking up movements to the twisting or spinning of any particular quality of yarn
intended to be produced, any variations between the velocities of the spinning and
taking up, which another quality of yarn may require, can easily be effected by merely

changing the pinion v for one with a different number of teeth, which will cause the

673

wheel 771, and the pulley box to drive the bobbins faster or slower, as would be

required in winding-on fine or coarse yarn, the speed of the twisting or spinning being

the same.

The bobbin and fly frame as thus detailed is now no longer constructed ; but it

seemed desirable, if not necessary, to describe with some minuteness a machine which
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has formedthe basis ofthe more modem duhbing, iniennediaie, and rcaing frames. These

three operations, -which follow each other in the order named, come next after that of

drawing. They have one common obje<4, to gradnally attenuate the sliver nntH it

is at last sufficiently reduced in thickness to be advantageously spun into yam. But
the intermediate and roving processes have one other purpose, analogous to that

fulfilled by the dra^wing frame, viz. to secure uniformity of thickness throughout by
the operation of doubling. Thus two slvibings are united together, and are drawn out

into one intermediate slubbincf, and two intermediate slubbings into one roving.

The dtthhing frame usually consists of from 40 to 80 spindles. Its main features

will be easily comprehended after the preceding descriptions, by a glance sXfig. 572,

which presents the principal details seen in a tranverse section. The sliver is brought

from the drawing frame in deep cylindrical cans and placed behind the slubbing frame
(on the right hand of the figure), after being drawn through the rollers in the

manner already pointed out. It wiU be observed, however, that instead of bobbins, as

in the old bobbin and fly frame, simple wooden tubes are now used. By means of the

presser attached to one end of each flyer the slubbing, as the cotton sliver is now
called, is built up in a solid hard mass upon the tube, not in a cylindrical form, as in

the case of the bobbin, but with the ends tapering conicaUy as shown TLB-fig. 573.

The construction of the interm£diate and rovmg frames is identical in plan, and so

far as the principal working parts are concerned it is similar to that of the dubbing
frame, la fig. 573. 2so. 1 iUustrates a front sectional view of an intermediate frame,

No. 2 a back view, and Xos. 3 and 4 the 1:wo ends. Here we see in the back, and in one
of the end views, the spools of cotton produced by the slubbingframe, and hence called

slubbings, placed in the ' creel ' behind the frame. The ' ends ' of these slubbings are

now ' drawn ' or attenuated in pairs through the rollers, after the feshion previously

described, and are once more slightly twisted and wound upon smaller tubes thu-n

before. These when foil are tr^isferred to the creel of the roving frame, and there

receive treatment precisely simflar to that of the intermediate frame. The ' roving ',

as the cord is called, after passing through the roving frame is, however, much mora
attenuated than the ' intermediate,' and is now ready for the filial spinning process

—

except in m^^'\'i where very fine yams are spun. In these cases, a second or fine roving
or ' jack ' frame is used for the purpose of again doubling and equalising the cord and
further reducing its thickness. The intermediate frame usually contains fix>m 80 to

120 spindles, and the roving frame from 120 to 200 spindles. In fig. 574 the front

view ofa roving frame is given with greater completeness than is presented in^. 573.

574

The earlier processes of tie cotton sj;::i-izg indusay which we have thus traced

are usually comprehended under the technical term, the ' preparation
;

' and it will

readily be understood from even the cursory view we have endeavoured to present,

that the quality of the yam when spun will greatly depend upon the manner in which

these processes are conducted. So widely is this truth recognised amongst practical

spinners, that it has become almost an axiom that a bad roving can never make a

good yam. Since the ' cotton famine ' whicli arose out of the American civil war of

1861-65, much progress has been made in the practical management of the prepara-

tory processes. The scarciry and high price of raw cotton during the periad in

question, the necessity of resorting to new and inferior descriptions, their vaiying
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cliaracteristies, and the difficulty of adapting them to the kind of production for which
American cotton had proved eminently suitable, laid upon persons engaged in cotton-

spinning, at that time, a task which required much ingenuity and patience. The
result has been, however, to improve greatly the technical methods used in the art,

and especially as we have stated, in the details of the preparation. This end has not

been reached by any fundamental alteration, but rather by a number of minor improve-
ments, which are the result of a closer study and a better knowledge of the working
qualities of the fibre in its many varieties than had previously been thought necessary,

and the consequence has been a more careful and successful treatment in every part

of the chain of operations under consideration.

The great object to be kept in view throughout the ' preparation ' is to produce a
roving as free from impurity as possible, and as uniform in weight and texture as

it can be made, consistently with due economy. For the former end, the efficiency

and right management of the scutching and carding machinery are requisite ; for the

latter a due adjustment of the draughts and doublings, regard being always had
towards the fineness and quality of the yarn required.

Without attempting anything in the way of a history of cotton-spinning, it may be

well to refer briefly to some of the principal stages through which this, one of the

earliest of the industrial occupations of

civilised life, has at length reached its

present advanced position. Except the

spindle and distalf, the use of which was
purely handicraft, the earliest contrivance

for the production of yarn was the spin-

ning wheel of ancient India {fig. 575). an
instrument very like the common ' wheel,'

which, until the dawn of this mechanical
age extinguished it, was the familiar com-
panion of every English spinster.

The first successful effort to improve
upon this primitive piece of mechanism
was that of James Hargreaves, who about

the year 1764 invented his ' spinning

jenny,' which differed little from the

spinning wheel, except in enabling one

person to spin simultaneously upon seve-

ral spindles, instead of one.

Fig. 576 represents the original jenny of Hargreaves, which contained from 16 to

40 spindles, The soft cords of rovings wound in double conical cops upon skewers

were placed in the inclined frame at c ; the spindles for first twisting and thenwinding-

on the spun yarn were set upright in steps and bushes at a, being furnished near their

lower ends with whorls, and endless cords, which were driven by passing round the

long-revolving drum of tin-plate, b. b is the clasp or clove, having a handle for

lifting its upper jaw a little way, in order to allow a few inches of the soft roving to

be introduced. The compound clove d being now pushed forward upon its friction

wheels to a, was next gradually drawn backward, while the spindles were made to

revolve with proper speed by the right hand of the operative turning the flywheel b.

Whenever one stretch was thereby spun, the clove frame was slid home towards a ;
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the spindles being simnltaneously -whirled sIottIj- to take np the yam, which was laid

on in a conical cop lij the due depression of the faller wire at a, with the spinner's

left hand.

It wiU be observed that no attempt was made in Hargreaves' machine to ' draw'
the cotton through rollers, which is the chief distinction between ancient and modem
spinning. The discovery of this principle really preceded that of Hargreaves, and
was the work of Lewis Paul of Birmingham, who, in the year 1738, took out a patent

for ' spinning wool and cotton by rollers.' The patentee appears to have received

important aid in the working ont of the idea from John Wyatt, also of Birmingham,
if indeed, the original conception be not attributable to him. It does not appear,

however, that the invention attributed to Paul was ever adopted upon any large or
useful scale.

We come now to the spinning machine of Axkwright, the invention of which was
almost contemporaneous with that of Hargreaves' jenny.

Fiff. 577 is a diagram of Arkwright's original water-frame spinning machine, called

afterwards the water-iurktframe. The rovings mounted upon bobbins in the creel a a,

577

have their ends led through between the three sets of twin roUers below e b, thence

down through the eyelet-hooks upon the end of the flyers of the spindles c, and finally

attached to their bobbins. The spindles being driven by the band d d upon their

lower part, continuously twist and wind the finished yarn upon the bobbins ; consti-

tuting the first unremitting automatic machine for spinning which the world ever saw.

The water-twist frame, so called by its inventor because it was first driven by water,

is now superseded by the throstle frame, of which the name has no assignable origin.

Fig. 578 exhibits a vertical section of this machine, which has upon each side of its

frame, a row of spindles with all their subsidiary parts. The bobbins filled with
rovings from the bobbin and fly. or the tube frame, are set up in the creel a a, in two
ranges, h, c, d, are the three pairs of drawing rollers through which the yam is

attenuated to the proper degree of fineness, upon the principles already explained.

At its escape from the front rollers, every thread runs through a guide eyelet e of wire,

which gives it the vertical direction down towards the spindles f, g. The spindles,

which perform at once and uninterruptedly the twisting and winding-on of the thread
delivered by the rollers, are usually made of steel, and tempered at their lower ends.

They stand at ^ in steps, pass at v through a brass bash or collar which keeps them
upright, and revolve very rapidly upon their axes. The bobbins h, destined to take
up the yam as it is spun, are placed loosely upon the spindles, and rest, independentiy
of the rotation of the spindles, upon the copping-beam I, but with the intervention of
a strip of woollen cloth, the use of which in acting as a ' drag ' upon the motion of the
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bobbin 'will be understood by-and-bye. Upon the top of the spindles, a wire fork,

called a fly or flyer, ?, Ic, is made fast by a left-hand screw, and has one of its forks

turned round at the end into a little ring.

The branch of the flyer at / is tubular, to

allow the thread to pass through, and to

escape by a little hole at its side, in order

to reach the eyelet at the end of that fork.

From this eyelet i, it proceeds directly to

the bobbin. By the revolution of the
spindle, the twisting of the portion of

thread between the front roller d, and the

nozzle/, is effected. The winding-on takes

place in the following way :—Since the

bobbin has no other connection with the

spindle than that of the thread, it would
but for it remain entirely motionless, rela-

tively to the spindle. But the bobbin is

pulled after it by the thread, so that it

must follow the rotation of the spindle

and fly. When we consider that the thread

is pinched by the front roller d, and is

thereby kept fully upon the stretch, we
perceive that the rotation of the bobbin
must be the result. Suppose now the ten-

sion to be suspended for an instant, while

the rollers d deliver, for example, one inch of yarn. The weight of the bobbin, and
its friction upon the copping beam /, will, under this circumstance, cause the bobbin
to hang back in a state of rest, till the inch of yarn be wound on by the whirling of

the fly i, and the former tension be restored. The delivery of the yarn by the drawing
rollers, however, does not take place, inch after inch, by starts, but at a certain con-

tinuous rate ; whence results a continuous retardation or loitering, so to speak, of the

bobbins behind the spindles, just to such an extent as to secure the winding of the

yarn upon the bobbin as fast as it is spun.

This process in spinning is essentially the same as what occurs in the fine bobbin
and fly frame, but is here simplified, as the retardation regulates itself according to

the diameter of the bobbin by the drag of the thread. In the fly frame the employment
of this tension is impossible, because the roving has too little cohesion to bear the

strain ; and hence it is necessary to give the bobbins that independent movement of

rotation which so complicates this machine.

The up-and-down motion of the bobbins along the spindles, which is required for

the equal distribution of the yarn, and must have the same range as the length of the

bobbin barrels, is performed by the following mechanism :—Every copping rail I, is

made fast to a bar m, and this, which slides in a vertical groove or slot at the end of

the frame, is connected by a rod w, with an equal-armed, moveable lever o. The rod

p carries a weight r, suspended from this lever ; another rod q, connects the great

lover o, with a smaller one s, t, upon which a heart-shaped disc or pulley u, works

from below at t. By the rotation of the disc u, the arm t, being pressed constantly

down upon it by the reaction, the weight r must alternately rise and fall ; and thus

the copping rail I must obviously move with the bobbins h up and down ; the bobbins

upon one side of the frame rising, as those upon the other sink. Strictly considered,

this copping motion should become slower as the winding-on proceeds, as in the fly-

roving frame ; but, on account of the smallness of the finished thread, this construc-

tion, which would render the machine complicated, is without inconvenience neglected,

with the result merely that the coils of the yarn are successively more sparsely laid

on, as the diameter of the bobbin increases. The movement of the whole machine

proceeds from the shaft of a horizontal drum, which drives the spindles by means of

the endless bands x x. Each spindle is mounted with a small pulley or wharf w, at

its lower part, and a particular band, which goes round that wharf or whorl, and the

drum y. The bands are not drawn tense, but hang down in a somewhat slanting

direction, being kept distended only by their own weight. Thus every spindle, when
its thread breaks, can readily be stopped alone, by applying a slight pressure with the

hand or knee, the band meanwhile gliding loosely round the whorl. A more complete

view of the throstle frame is presented hj fig. 579.

Several modifications of the throstle have been attempted, but very few of any
importance have stood the test of experience, at least, in England. The Danforth

throstle, invented in 1829, had for its main object to increase the speed of the spindles,

and so to enlarge the productive capacity of the machine. It failed, however, amongst
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other reasons, for the very sufficient ones that it required much more power than the

ordinary throstle, and that it could not be stopped without causing ' snarls ' or twisted

tangles in the yam. The Montgomery throstle, introduced in 1832, was more success-

ful. In this machine the spindle does not revolve, but is stationary, the flyer revolving

round it and winding the yam upon the bobbins in the usual manner. It is said to

produce good yarn, and although it has been discarded in this country, it still holds

its ground in the United States. Perhaps the most remarkable, as well as one of the

most recent improvements in the throstle frame is that of Bernhardt's ' doffing-motion.'

The labour of ' doffing ' or taking off the bobbins when filled with yarn, as well as the

substituting of empty ones in their places, is usually accomplished by boys, who, not-

withstanding the agility with which they perform the operation, necessarily keep the

machine for a considerable time standing still. This loss of time, as well as the

labour of the ' doffers,' is abolished by Bernhardt's invention. For a full description

of this ingenious contrivance, we refer the reader to Mr. Evan Leigh's ' Science of

Modern Cotton Spinning' (Manchester, 1873). The same work contains also a very

full account of the ring throstle spinning frame, which in its various forms has taken

deep root in the United States, and is beginning to find appreciation even in English

mills, where there was formerly a strong prejudice against it.

It may be as well here to explain what is meant by the ' counts ' or ' numbers of

yarn. It is obvious that in all the textile industries some plan of indicating the

varying thickness of the yarns is absolutely necessary. At present the methods em-
ployed are different in various countries, and, even in the same country, the systems
used in the principal textiles are not identical, cotton, linen, silk, and jute having as

a rule each a separate system. But all these methods are found to rest at bottom in

one of two principles : First, the adoption of a fixed length as a standard, the counts

being expressed by the weight of this fixed length in any given example. This plan
is rarely followed, except in the case of silk, in which therefore the higher the counts

the coarser is the thread. The other principle is founded upon a Gxed unit of weight,

and determines the counts by the length required to reach that weight. On this plan
the numbering of all other kinds of yarns proceeds in nearly every country. In
cotton yarns the English system has the pound (Avoirdupois) for the unit of weight
and the ' hank ' of 840 yards for the unit of length, and the counts is determined by
the number of hanks which in any given case is needed to make up one pound in

weight. The French system adopts the half kilogramme (equal to 1 lb. 1| oz.) as the

unit of weight and the hank of 1,000 metres (1,093 yards 22 inches) as the unit of

length. The English system is exclusively used in this country, in America, in India,

and in a portion of the Continent. The French system prevails in France, in Alsace,

and in some portions of Germany, Austria, and Italy. An effort, originating at the

Vienna Exhibition of 1873, has been made to secure a uniform method in the number-
ing of yarns. No definite agreement has yet been arrived at, but in France, and in

Alsace there is a strong desire that the French or ' metric ' system should be generally

adopted. The method of practically testing the counts of yarn is this :—A short

length of the sample to be tested is wound upon a carefully-adjusted measuring
apparatus called a ' wrap-reel,' and then weighed by means of small delicately ba-
lanced scales. The fineness is then easily determined by calculation or by reference

to a previously-compiled table of equivalents.

Yarn spun upon the throstle frame needs to be made very strong in order that it

may resist the strain produced by the 'drag' of the bobbin whilst being spun. On
this account tbe throstle can seldom be employed with advantage in spinning the finer

and more delicate yarns. As a matter of fact, it is scarcely ever used in the produc-

579
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tion of counts finer than No. 36's. Moreover, it is necessary that throstle yam, for the

reason just stated, should be highly tmsted, should receive a comparatively large

number of turns or twists per inch, and hence its principal characteristic is its hard,

wiry and closely compact appearance. On this account it is especially suitable for

the manufacture of goods which cannot be vroven -without much strain upon the warp,
or which when finished need to be very durable.

Besides the special characteristics of throstle yam to which we have alluded, and
which greatly limit its applicability, one other must be noticed, viz. the smallness of

the rate of production. This, it is obvious, increases the cost of spinning, and the

throstle is therefore rarely employed, except where yarn is required possessing the

characteristics already indicated.

We now come to describe the second and
more widely prevailing type of spinning

machinery, that of the muk. The name,
which is founded upon a rather odd analogy,

is traceable to the fact that the mule was
the result of a combination of the principle

of Hargreaves' 'jenny ' with that of Axk-
wright's water twist frame.

The inventor of the mule was Samuel
Crompton of Hall-in-the-Wood, near Bolton,

jEis discovery, after repeated failures, was
successfully completed in 1779 ; but he

reaped only a slender pecuniary reward from' it, not being able to keep his secret long,

nor to pay the cost of securing a patent-right in it. The beneficial results of

Crompton's labours upon the economy of manufactures have, however, placed his

name in the front rank of inventors. He received a parliamentary grant of 5,000^. a
sum which, when compared with what he might have obtained under the protection of

a patent, was insignificant. A statue to his memory was erected in Bolton in the

year 1857, thirty years after his death.

It will have been already observed that the spinning operation, as carried on by
means of the throstle is continuous, that is to say, the motion of the rollers, the

spindles, and the bobbin goes on simultaneously, and the cotton is drawn, twisted and
wound upon the bobbin without intermission during the whole of the time that the

machine is at work. In the mule, on the contrary, the action is intermittent or

rather alternate. A given length is first drawn and spun, then the motion of the

rollers ceases, the spindles stop spinning, and proceed to wind up the length that has

been spun. Spinning is then resumed and the alternate movements are repeated ad
libitum. The details of this process will be readily understood on reference to^^'. 580,

which is a transverse section of the mule, and in which its principal parts are shown.

The machine consists of two main sections : a fi^ed one, corresponding in some measure
to the water frame or throstle, and a moveable one, corresponding to the jenny. The
first contains in a suitable frame the drawing roller-beam and the chief moving
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machinery ; the second is called the carriage, in which the remainder of the moving
mechanism and the spindles are mounted.

The frame of the fixed part consists of two upright sides, and two or more inter-

mediate parallel bearings, upon which the horizontal roller beam a, the basis of the

drawing rollers is supported, b, c, d are the three ranges of fluted iron rollers; e,f,ff,

are the upper iron rollers covered with leather ;
k, the wooden wiper-roUers, covered

with flannel, which being occasionally rubbed with chalk, imparts some of it to the

pressure rollers beneath, so as to prevent the cotton filaments adhering to them.

The skewers upon which the bobbins containing the rovings from the rovingr frame
are set up are seen at a', a\ a', arranged in three rows in the creel z. The soft

threads unwound from these bobbins, in their way to the drawing rollers, pass first

through eyelets in the ends of the wire arms 6', then through the rings or eyes of the

guide bar w, and enter between the back pair of rollers. The number of these bobbins

is equal to the number of spindles in the mule, and twice as great as the number of

fluted portions of the rollers ; for two threads are assigned to each portion.

The carriage consists of two cast-iron side pieces, and several cast-iron intermediate
similar pieces, such as which altogether are made fast to the planks b^, c^, cP.

The top is covered in with the plank k-. The carriage runs by means of its caat-iron

grooved wheels, upon the cast-iron railway I, which is fixed level on the floor.

The spindles stand upon the carriage in a frame, which consists of two slant rails

x', x^, connected by two slender rods y^, and which frame may be set more or less

obliquely. The lower rail carries the brass steps for the points of the spindles 6^

;

upon the upper rail brass slips are fixed pierced with holes through which the tops of

the spindles play. The spindles are as usual made of steel, perfectly straight, turned
truly round, and are all arranged in one plane. To each of them a small wooden or

cast-iron whorl g- is made fast. They are distributed into groups of 24, and the

whorls are arranged at such different heights, that only two of them in each group
are upon a level with each other. A small brass head A^, which every spindle has
beneath the upper slant rail of the frame x-, prevents their sitting down into the step

during their rotation, or sliding off their cop of yarn.

are drums, mounted in the carriage in a plane at right angles to the plane in

which the spindles are placed. At top they have a double groove for a cord to run
in, and the motion which they receive from the great fly wheel, or nm of the mule
(not visible in this view) they impart to the spindles. Such a drum is assigned to

every 24 spindles ; and therefore a mule of 480 spindles contains 20 drums. In the

middle of the carriage is seen the horizontal pulley k^, furnished with three grooves,

which stands in a line with the drums c'.

The motion is given to the drums c', upon the right hand half of the carriage by a
single endless band or cord which proceeds from the middle groove of the piilley k^.

The rotation of the spindles is produced by a slender cord, of which there are 12
upon each drum ; because every such cord goes round the drum, and also every

two wharves which stand at the same level upon the spindles. It is obvious that the

drums, and consequently the spindles, must continue to revolve as long as the main
rim of the mule is turned, whether the carriage be at rest or in motion upon its

railway.

If we suppose the carriage to be run in to its standing point, or to be pushed home
to the spot from which it starts in spinning, its back plant cP will strike the post

upon the fixed frame, and the points of the spindles will be close in front of the roller

beam. The rollers now begin to turn and to deliver threads, which receive imme-
diately a portion of their twist from the spindles ; the carriage retires from the roller

beam with somewhat greater speed than the surface speed of the front rollers, where-

by the threads receive a certain degree of stretching, which aiFects most their thicker

and less twisted portions and thereby contributes greatly to the levelness of the yarn.

When the carriage has run out to the end of its course, or has completed a stretch,

the fluted rollers suddenly cease to revolve (and sometimes even earlier, when a
second stretch is to be made), but the spindles continue to whirl till the fully extended

threads have received the proper second or after twist. Then the carriage must be
put up, or run back towards the rollers, and the threads must be woimd upon the

spindles. This is the order of movements which belong to the mule. It has been
shown how the rotation of the spindles is produced.

For winding-on the yarn the carriage has a peculiar apparatus, which we shall now
describe, In front of it, through the whole extent to the right hand as well as the

left, a slender iron rod, d^, runs horizontally along, in a line somewhat liigher than
the middle of the coping portion of the spindles, and is supported by several props,

such as e*. Upon each end of the two rods, d^, there is an arm, ; and betwixt these

arms an iron wire, called the copping wire, is stretched, parallel with the rod d^.

For the support of this wire, there are several slender bent arms 7<^ extended from the
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rod at several points betwixt the straight arms g^. The rod has, besides, a
wooden handle at the place opposite to where the spinner stands, by which it can be
readily grasped. This movement is applied at the left division of the machine, and
it is communicated to the right by an apparatus which resembles a crane's biU. The
two arms, g^, in the middle of the machine, project over the rods d^, and are connected
by hinges with two vertical rods j^, which hang together downwards in like manner
with two arms j', proceeding from a horizontal axis

By means of that apparatus the yarn is wound upon the spindles in the following

manner :—As long as the stretching and twisting go on, the threads form an obtuse

angle with the spindles, and thereby slide continually over their smooth rounded tips

during their revolution, without the possibility of coiling upon them. When, how-
ever, the spinning process is completed, the spinner seizes the carriage with his left

hand and pushes it back towards the roller beam, while with his right hand he turns

round the handle of the rim or fly wheel, and consequently the spindles. At the same
time, by means of the handle upon the rod d^, he moves the copping-wire/*, so that it

presses down all the threads at once, and places them in a direction nearly perpen-

dicular to the spindles ; as shown by the dotted line y^. That this movement of the

copping wire, however, may take place without injury to the yarn, it is necessary to

turn the rim beforehand a little in the opposite direction, so that the threads may
get uncoiled from the upper parts of the spindles, and become slack ; an operation

called in technical language the backing-aff. The range upon which the threads

should be wound, in order to form a conical cop upon the spindle, is hit by depressing

the copping wire to various angles, nicely graduated by an experienced eye. This

faller wire alone is not, however, sufficient for the purpose of winding-on a seemly cop,

as there are always some loose threads which it cannot reach without breaking others.

Another wire called the counter-faller, P, must be applied under the threads. It

may be raised to an elevation limited by the angular piece ; and is counterpoised

by a very light weight m^, applied through the bent lever which turns upon the

fiilcrum b^. This wire, which applies but a gentle pressure, gives tension to all the

threads, and brings them regularly into the height and range of the faller This wire,

must be raised once more, whenever the carriage approaches the roller beam. At this

instant a new stretch commences ; the rollers begin again to revolve, and the carriage

resumes its former course. These motions are performed by the automatic machinery.

There is a little excentric puUey mechanism for moving the guide beam to and fro

with the soft yarns, as they enter between the back rollers. On the right hand

end of the back roller shaft, a worm screw is formed which works into the oblique

teeth of a pinion attached to the end of the guide beam, in which there is a series of

holes for the passage of the threads, two threads being assigned to each fluted roller.

In the flat disc of the pinion, an excentric pin stands up which takes into the

jointed lever upon the end of the guide beam, and as it revolves, pushes that beam

alternately to the left and the right by a space equal to its excentricity. This motion

is exceedingly slow, since for each revolution of the back roller, the pinion advances

only by one tooth out of the 33, which are cut in its circumference.

After counting the nxmber of teeth in the different wheels and pinions
_
of the

mule, or measuring their relative diameters, it is easy to compute the extension and

twist of the yarns ; and when the last fineness is given to ascertain their marketable

value. Let the ratio of speed between the tliree drawing rollers be 1 : 1^ : 7^ ;
and

the diameter of the back and middle roller three quarters of an inch : that of the front

roller one inch ; in which case the drawing is thereby increased 1|- time, and

7^ X 1^= 10. If the rovings in the creel bobbins have been No. 4, the yarn, after

passing through the rollers, will be No. 40. By altering the change pinion (not

visible in this view) the fineness may be changed within certain limits, by altering

the relative speed of the rollers. For one revolution of the great rim or fly wheel of

the mule, the front roller makes about 6-tenths of a turn, and delivers therefore 22-6

lines or 12ths of an inch of yarn, which, in consequence of the tenfold draught

through the rollers, corresponds to 2-26 lines of roving fed in at the back rollers.

The spindles or their whorls make about 66 revolutions for one turn of the rim. The

pulleys or grooved wheels on which the carriage runs, perform 0-107 part of a tiirn

while the rim makes one revolution, and move the carriage 24-1 lines upon its rails,

the wheels being six inches in diameter.

The 22-6 lines of soft yarn delivered by the front rollers will be stretched IJ bne

by the carriage advancing 24-1 lines in the same time. Let the length of the railway,

or of each stretch be 5 feet, the carriage will complete its course after 30 revolutions of

the rim wheel, and the 5-feet length of yaru (of which 56 i inches issue from the

drawing rollers, and 3 J inches proceed from the stretching) is, by the_ simultaneous

whirling of the spindles, twisted 1,980 times, being at the rate of 33 twists for every

inch. The second twist, which the threads receive after the carnage has come to
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repose, is regulated according to the quality of the cotton wool, and the purpose for

•which the yarn is spun. For warp yarn of No. 40 or 60, for example, 6 or 8 turns of

the rim wheel, that is, from 396 to 528 whirls of the spindles for the whole stretch,

therefore from 7 to 9 twists per inch, will be sufficient. The finished yarn thus

receives from 40 to 42 twists per inch.

One spinner attends to two mules, which face each other, so that he need merely

turn round in the spot where he stands, to find himself in the proper position for the

other mule. For this reason the rim wheel and handle, by which he operates, are not

placed in the middle of the length of the machine, but about two-fifths of the spindles

are to the right hand and three-fifths to the left ; the rim wheel being towards his

right hand. The carriage of the one mule is in the act of going out and spinning,

while that of the other is finishing its twist, and being put up by the spinner.

The quantity of yarn manufactured by a mule in a given time, depends directly

upon the number of the spindles, and upon the time taken to complete every stretch

of the carriage. Many circumstances have an indirect influence upon that quantity,

and particularly the degree of skill possessed by the spinner. The better the machine,

the steadier and softer all its parts revolve, the better and more abundant is its

production. When the toothed wheels do not work truly into their pinions, when the

spindles shako in their bushes, or are not accurately made, many threads break, and

the work is much injured and retarded. The better the staple of the cotton wool,

and the more careful has been its preparation in the carding, drawing, and roving

processes, the more easy and excellent the spinning will become : warmth, dryness,

cold, and moisture have great influence on the ductility, so to speak, of cotton. A
temperature of 65° F., with an atmosphere not too arid, is found most suitable to the

operations of a spinning-mill. The finer the yarn, the slower is the spinning. For
numbers from 20 to 36, from 2 to 3 stretches of warp may be made in a minute, and
nearly 3 stretches of weft; for numbers above 60 up to 100, about 2 stretches; and
for numbers from 100 to 150 one stretch in the minute. Still finer yarns are spun
more slowly, which is not wonderful, since in the fine spinning-mills of England, the

mules usually contain upwards of 600 spindles each, in order that one operative may
manage a great number of them, and thereby earn such high wages as shall fully

remunerate his assiduity and skill.

In spinning fine numbers, the second speed is given before the carriage is run out

to the end of its railway
;
during which course of about 6 inches, it is made to move

very slowly. This is called the second stretch, and is of use in making the yarn

level by drawing down the thicker parts of it, which take on the twist less readily

than the thinner, and therefore remain soft and more extensible. The stretch may
therefore be divided into three stages. The carriage first moves steadily out for

about 4 feet, while the drawing rollers and spindles are in full play ; now the rollers

stop, but the spindles go on whirling with accelerated speed, and the carriage

advances slowly, about 6 inches more ; then it also comes to rest, while the spindles

continue to revolve for a little longer, to give the final degree of twist. The accele-

ration of the spindles in the second and third stages, which has no other object but

to save time, is effected by the mechanism called the counter, which shifts the driving

band, at the proper time, upon the loose pulley, and, moreover, a second band, which

had, till now, lain upon its loose pulley, upon a small driving pulley of the rim shaft.

At length, both bands are shifted upon their loose pulleys, and the mule comes to a

state of quiescence.

In the machine as thus described the winding-in motion is performed by means of

the necessary mechanism, by manual labour. This method is, however, now used only

in the spinning of the very finest yarns, and the winding-on is performed by an
automatic arrangement which gave to the machines to which it was first applied the

name of self-acting mules. Mules of this kind were first constructed, we believe, by
Messrs. Eaton, formerly of Manchester, who mounted ten or twelve of them in that

town, four at Wiln, in Derbyshire, and a few in France. From their great complexity

and small productiveness, the whole were soon relinquished, except those at Wiln,

M. de Jong obtained two patents for self-acting mules, and put twelve of them in

operation in a mill at Warrington, of which he was part proprietor ; but with an un-

successful result.

The first approximation to a successful accomplishment of the objects in view, was
an invention of a self-acting mule, by Mr. Roberts, of Manchester : one of the principal

points of which was the mode of governing the winding-on of the yarn into the form
of a cop ; the entire novelty and great ingenuity of which invention were universally

admitted, and proved the main step to the final accomplishment of what had so long

been a desideratum. For this invention a patent was obtained in 1825. In 1830,

Mr. Eoberts obtained a patent for other improvements ; and by a combination of both

his inventions, he produced a self-acting mule, which is generally admitted to have
Vol. I. 3 S
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exceeded the most sanguine expectations, and which has been extensively adopted.

The advantages gained by Mr. Eoberts's improvements are the saving of a spinner's

wages to each pair of mules, piecers only being required, as one overlooker is suf-

ficient to manage six or eight pairs of mnles ; and the production of a greater quantity of

yarn, in the ratio from 15 to 20 per cent. The yarn possesses a more uniform degree
of twist, and is not liable to be strained during the spinning, or in -winding-on, to

form the cop
;
consequently fewer threads are broken in these processes, and the yarn,

from having fewer piecings, is more regular.

The cops are made firmer, of better shape, and with undeviating uniformity
;
and,

from being more regularly and firmly wound, contain from one-third to one-half more
yarn than cops of equal bulk wound by hand

; they are consequently less liable to

injury in packing or in carriage, and the expense of packages and freight (when
charged by measurement) is considerably reduced. From the cops being more regu-

larly and firmly wound, combined with their superior formation, the yarn intended

for warps less frequently breaks in winding or reeling, consequently there is a consi-

derable saving of waste in those processes.

Several improvements have been made in the construction of self-acting mules since

the date of Eoberts's patent, but none of them have marked so decided a step forward.

The more prominent of these may be briefly noticed.

In 1834 Mr. James Smith obtained a patent for a method of dispensing with the
' backing-off motion ' of Roberts. Instead of reversing the movement of the spindles,

in order to clear the spindle point and arrange the thread conveniently for the

winding-on process, he elevated the counter-faller and thus, whilst the spindle was
stationary, ' stripped off" the spiral coil of thread from the spindle in an upward
direction. This method is still in use ; but as it subjects the thread to considerable

strain, it is generally used only for the coarser and stouter yarns. More recently

patents have been taken out for improvements in mules, by Mr. Potter, of Manchester.
Messrs. Higgins and Whitworth of Salford, Mr. Montgomery of Johnstone, Messrs.

Craig and Sharp of Glasgow, and many others.

Mr. Eoberts's self-acting mule, which was practically the first introduced, and with
several modifications in its construction, is still th; mule which is most extensively

used and approved in the cotton trade. Some of the more prominent of these modi-
fications have been effected by Messrs. Parr, Cvirtis, and Madeley of Manchester. Of
these the f' .lowing summary gives the principal features, viz. the substitution of a

catch-box with an excentric box, in lieu of a cam shaft, to produce the required

changes ; an improved arrangement of the faller motion, wliich causes the fallers to

act more easily upon the yarn, and not producing a recoil in tliem when tlie ' backing-

off' takes place, thus preventing ' snarls ' and inju.ry to tlie yarn ; in applying a spiral

spring for the purpose of bringing the backing-ofF cones into contact, by which the

operation of ' backing-ofF' can be performed with the greatest precision. The backing-

oiF movement is also made to stop itself, and to cause the change to be made which
affects the putting-up of the carriage, which it does in less time than if au independent

niotion was employed. They have also an arrangement for driving tlie back, or

drawing-out. shaft by gearing in such a manner that in the event of an obstruction

coming in the way of the carriage going out, the motion ceases and prevents the mule
being injured.

By means of a friction motion, the object of which is to take the carriage in to the

rollers, the carriage will at once stop in tlie event of any obstruction presenting itself.

For the want of an arrangement of this nature, lives have been lost and limbs injured,

when careless boys have been cleaning the carriage whilst in motion, and have been

caught between it and the roller beam, and thus killed or injured.

Another improvement consists in connecting the drawing-out shaft and the

quadrant pinion shaft by gearing, instead of by hands, thereby producing a more
perfect winding-on, as the quadrant is moved the same distance at each stretch of the

carriage. They have also made a different arrangement of the headstock—or self-

acting portion of the mule—causing its height to be mucli reduced, which makes it

more steady, offers less obstruction to the light, enables the spinner to see all the

spindles from any part of the mule, and allows a larger driving strap, or belt, to be

used, which in low rooms is of considerable importance. The result of these various

improvements is the production of one of the most perfect spinning machines now in

the trade.

For spinding very coarse numbers, say 6's, they have patented an arrangement,

by which the rotation of the spindles can be stopped, and the operation of backing-

off performed, during the going-out of the carriage, thus effecting a considerable saving

of time.

The following is a description of one of these mules:—
Fig. 681 is a plan view -jjiff. 682 a tranverso section ; and Jiff, 683 an end view, of so

much of a mule as is requisite for its illusl ration here.
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As there are many parts which are common to all mules, most of which have been
previously described in the notice of the hand mule, we shall therefore only notice

the more prominent portions of the self-acting part of the mule. Among such parts

are, the framing of the headstock a ; the carriage b ; the rovings c ; the supports d,

of the roller beam e ; the fluted rollers a ; the top rollers a' ; the spindles b ; the

carriage wheels 6' ; the slips, or rails, b-, on which they move ; the faller wire b^
;

the counter-faller wire b*. The following are the parts chiefly connected with the

self-acting portion of the mule :—The fast pulley f, the loose pulley r', the bevels r-

and f', which give motion to the fluted rollers ; the back, or drawing-out shaft g
;

wheels g' and G-, by which, through the shaft and wheels g^ and g^, motion is

communicated to the pinion g" on the shaft g*, and thence to the quadrant g'. The
scroll shaft h, the scrolls h' and H-, the catch-bos h^, for giving motion through the

bevel wheels and h' to the scroll shaft. Drawing-in cord h*. Screw in radial

arm i, nut on same i', winding-on chain i^, winding-on band i', drawing-out cord i'.

Pinion on front roller shaft, to give motion through the wheels i", i', and i',

to drawing-out shaft g. Pinion j, and wheels j', j^, and for giving motion to

shaft 3*
;
pinion j^, giving motion to backing-off wheel 3*. On the change shaft k is

keyed a pinion which gears with the wheel J°, and receives motion therefrom.

583

One ]:alf of the catch-box k' is fast to one end of a long hollow shaft on which
are two cams, one of which is used to put the front drawing roller catch-box m into

and out of contact, the other is used for the purpose of traversing the driving strap

on or off the fast-pulley f as required. The other half of the catch-bos k' is placed

on the shaft k, a key fast on which passes through the boss of the catch-bos, and
causes it to be carried round by the shaft as it rotates. Though carried round with
the shaft, it is at liberty to move lengthwise, so as to allow it to be put into and
out of contact with the other half when required. The spiral spring v? is also

placed on the shaft k, and continually bears against the end of the catch-bos nest

to it, and endeavours to put it in contact with the other, which it does when per-

mitted and the changes are required. The change lever v? moves on a stud which
passes through its boss a- : near which end of this lever are the adjustable pieces a.

AVlien the machine is put in motion, supposing the carriage to be coming out, the

driving strap is for the most part on the fast pulley f when motion is given through
the bevel wheels f- and f' to the drawing rollers a, which will then draw the rovings

c off the bobbins, and deliver the slivers so drawn at the front of the rollers, and
the same being fast to the spindles ; as the carriage is drawn out the slivers are taken

out also, and as the spindles at this time are turned round at a quick rate (say

6.000 revolutions per minute), they give twist to the slivers, and convert them
into yarn or t-n-isted threads. Motion is communicated to the spindles from the rim
pulley f', through the rim band f^, which passes from the rim pulley to a grooved

pulley on the tin roller shaft, round which it passes and thence round the grooved
pulley F° back to the rim pulley, thus forming an endless band. It will be seen that

the rim band pulley and the other pulleys, over or round which the rim band passes,

are formed with double grooves, and tlie band being passed round each, it forms a
double band, which is found of great advantage, as it will work with a slacker band
than if onlj' one groove was used ; there is, consequently, less strain on the band, and it

is longer, A string or cord passes round the tin roUer to a wharve on each spindle,
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round which it passes, and thence back to the tin roller, and thus, •when the tin roller

receives motion from tie rim band, it gives motion to the spindles. The carriage is

caused to move outwards by means of the cord l, one end of which is attached to

a ratchet pulley fixed on the carriage cross, or square l', and is then passed over the

spiral grooved pulley fast on the drawing out shaft g, and passes thence under

the guide pulley round the pulley 'l* to another ratchet pulley, also on the carriage

square where the other end is then fastened. The cord receives motion from the

pulley 1?, round which it passes and communicates the motion it receives to the car-

riage, the carriage-wheels moving freely on the slips h-.

When the carriage has completed its outward run, the bowl a'' on the counter

faller shaft comes against the piece depresses it and the end of the lever k.' to

which it is attached, and raises the other end, and with it the slide c, on which are

two inclines. A round pin (not seen) passes through the boss of the catch-box next to the

slide, and bears against the sliding half of the catch-box, and holds it out of contact.

When the slide c is raised, the part of the incline which bore against the pin and
kept the catch-box from being in contact is withdrawn, on which the spring puts

them in contact, and motion is given to the hollow shaft, and the cams thereon ; one
of which causes the catch-box m to be takes out of contact when motion ceases to

be given to the drawing rollers and to the going-out of the carriage ; and the other

causes the driving strap to be traversed off from the fast pulley on to the loose one,

when motion ceases to be given to the rim pulley and thence to the spindles. The
inclines on the slide are so formed that, by the time the shaft has made half a revo-

lution, they act on the pin and cause it to put the catch-box out of contact. The
next operation is the backing-off or uncoiling the threads coiled on the spindle above
the cop, which is effected by causing the backing-off cones attached to the wheel j'^ to

be put into contact with one formed in the interior of the fast pulley f, when a reverse

motion will be given to the rim pulley and thence to the tin roller and the spindles.

The backing-off cones are put into contact by means of a spiral spring, which, when
the strap fork is moved to traverse the strap on to the loose pulley, it is allowed to

do. Simultaneously with the backing-off the putting-down of the faller wire takes

place, which is effected through the reverse motion of the tin roller shaft, which
causes the catch c' to take into a tooth of the ratchet wheel c^, when they will move
together, and with them the plate c', to a stud in which one end of the chain c' is

fastened, the other end of which is attached to the outer end of the finger c^, fast on
the faller shaft. When this chain is drawn forward by the plate, it draws down the

end of the figure to which it is attached, and thereby partially turns the faller shaft

and depresses the faller wire b^, and, at the same time, raises the lever c*, the lower

part of which bears against a bowl attached to a lever which rests on the builder rail

c". As soon as the lever is raised sufficiently high to allow the lower end to pass

over, instead of bearing against the bowl, it is drawn forward by a spiral spring,

which causes the backing-off cones to be taken out of contact, when the backing-off

ceases, and the operations of running the carriage in and winding the yarn on to the

spindles must take place. When the cones are taken out of contact the lower end of

the lover n is withdrawn from being over the top of the lever n', leaving that lever

at liberty to turn, and the catch-box ii" thereupon drops into gear, and motion is com-
municated to the scrolls h' and H-, and to the cords and h'. The cord h'' is at one
end attached to the scroll h', and passes thence, round the pulley h*, to the ratchet

pulley fixed to the back of the carriage square. The cord h' is at one end attached

to the scroll and passes thence round the pulley h'" to the ratchet pulley h" fixed

to the front of the carriage square. It will thus be seen that the carriage is held in

one direction by one band, and in another by the other band, and that it can only bo

moved in either direction by the one scroll giving off as much cord as the other winds
on. When the catch-box h" drops in gear, the scroll h' winds the cord on and
draws the carriage in. It will thus be seen that the carriage is drawn out by means
of the back or drawing-out shaft g, and is drawn in by the scroll h'. The winding-

on of the thread in the form of a cop is effected by means of Mr. Eoberts's ingenious

application of the quadrant or radial arm g', screw i and winding-on chain and i'.

The chain is at one end attached to the nut i' and at the other to the band i'.

During the coming out of the carriage the drawing-out shaft through the means of the

wheels g', g^, g*, and g*, shafts g'* and g", and pinion g", moves the quadrant which,

by the time the carriage is quite out, will have been moved outwards a little past the
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with it the spur pinion. A catch on a stud fixed in the side of the pinion, at that

time taking into a tooth of tho ratchet Avheel i fast on the tin roller shaft, the motion
of the spur pinion is communicated to the tin roller shaft, and thenco to the spindles,

causing the thread or yarn spun during the coming-out of the carriage to be -wound

on the spindles, in the form of the cop, while the carriage goes in. At tho com-
mencement of the formation of a set of cops, when tho yarn is being wound on tho

bare spindles, the spindles require to have a greater number of turns given to them
than they do when the cop bottom is formed ; to produce this variation the following

means are employed. At the commencement of each set, the screw in tlio radial arm
is turned so as to turn the nut i' to the bottom of the screw, where it is near to the

shaft on which the quadrant moves ;
consequently, little or no motion is given to tho

chain, and the carriage, as it goes in, causes the chain to be drawn off the band. As
the formation of the cop bottom proceeds, the screw is turned and the nut is raised ;

by which means a less quantity of chain is dra^vn oif the barrel ; the chain, at tho

point of attachment, gradually following tho carriage as it goes in.

During the going-in of the carriage the quadrant is drawn down or made to follow

the carriage by the chain pulling it, the speed at which it is allowed to descend is

regulated by the motion of the carriage ; the quadrant, during the going-in of the

carriage, through the pinion shafts and g', and wheels, g', g^, g^ and g^ driving

the drawing-out shaft.

When the carriage has completed its inward run, the bowl a* comes in contact with
the piece a', and depresses it and the end of the lever to which it is attached,

and also the slide c, which then allows the catch-box k' to be put in contact, and
causes the cam shaft to make another half revolution. During this half revolution of

the cam shaft, the cams cause the catch-box m to be put in contact, and the driving

strap to be traversed on to the fast pulley, and, by the latter movement, the catch-box

h"* is taken out of gear and the winding-in motion of the scrolls ceases, and the

carriage wiU again commence its outward run, and with it the spinning of the thread.

Other improvements have been elFected by Messrs. Dolsen and Barlow, and by
Messrs. P. and J. Me Gregor, of Manchester. The latter firm have combined some
of the advantages of Roberts's and Smith's mule. The chief alterations made by
Messrs. Me Gregor are: first, the regulation of the amount of 'twist' given to the

yarn from the tin roller or drum shaft of the carriage ; and second, the completion of the

automatic action of Eoberts's mule, which left to the spinner the duty of occasionally

regulating the copping apparatus so that as the cop was gradually built upward upon
the spindle, its speed might be slightly increased to meet the lessening diameter duo to

its slightly spiral form. Neglect of this duty on the part of the spinner was followed

by a defect in the building of the upper part of the cop, which was rendered soft.

The necessity of this attention has been abolished by the improvement in question.

Tho mule is used for the production of both ' twist ' or warp, and weft. The twist

cop is usually of a larger size than the weft cop. The latter undergoes no further

operation until it is placed in the shuttle of the loom, except when intended for

bleaching or dyeing, or for export to distant markets. In the latter case it is wound
into skeins, and it may then with advantage be spun in cops of larger size. But when
taken directly to the loom, its bulk is necessarily limited by the fact, that the ' shuttle

space ' in weaving is very narrow, and the weight of the shuttle with its contained

cop cannot with profit be indefinitely increased, because of the force absorbed in its

transmission across the web.

Of the diverse piirposes to which yarn is applied after the spinning process is com-
pleted, some account will be found imder the head of Cotton Factoey.

COTTOI7 TI&ADE. It is impossible to call to mind tho fact, that nearly the
whole of the human race is clothed entirely, or in part, vnth cotton fabric, without
realising in some measure the important place amongst the activities of mankind which
is filled by the growth, manufacture, and distribution of this material. This is tho
ground which is covered by the term ' Cotton Trade,' when used in its widest sense.

And it is obvious that the chain of operations included in the term is much enlarged

by the manifold diversity of the fabrics produced, as well as by t]:e great distances

which lie between the countries where the raw material is grown, the region of its

manufacture, and tho world-wide fields of consumption to which it is at last dis-

tributed. Cotton is exclusively a tropical or semi-tropical product. Its conversion

into clothing by means of machinery is an industry belonging, as yet, almost ex-

clusively to temperate zones. In seeking to present a general view of the nature and
extent of the Cotton Trade it will be necessary therefore to indicate the relative im-
porbince of the sources from which the raw material is supplied, as well as of tlio

countries where it is manufactured, and the proportions in which it is distributed to

the regions of consumption. A considerable quantity of cotton is still spun by purely

handicraft metliods, especialljy in Cliiua and in India, But of this 'ffedo not here take
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any account. The manufacture of cotton in India by means of machinery has also of

late years reached important dimensions. With this exception, there is no part of the

world -n-here cotton is converted into clothing by mechanical means, on any scale worth
notice, except in Europe and in the United States. Under the head of Cottox Factory
we have indicated the relative importance of the varioiis manufacturing countries as

shown in the estimated number of spinning spindles possessed by each. Now, the

supply of raw material consumed in the manufacture is drawn from many fields ; and
the order in which these stand maybe readily inferred from the following table, which
shows the average annual quantities contributed by each source of supply for the use
of the factories of Europe and the United States, during the three years 1871-73. The
statistics referring to the production of Central Asia, which is entirely consiimed in

Eussia, refer to the year 1867, none of a later date being accessible.

Quantities and Sources of Supply of the Cotton consumed in Europe and. the United States.

Average of the
three years 1871-73.

United States 1,632,500,000 lbs.

East India 503,600,000 ,,

Egypt, Asia Minor and Greece 231,200,000 „
Brazil 119,400,000 „
West Indies and Peru 47,700,000 „
Central Asia 43,200,000 „

Total 2,577,600,000 „

This enormous aggregate which, reckoning 300 working days in the year, is equal

to 8.592,000 lbs., or upwards of 3,835 tons per day, was distributed to the manufac-
turing countries in the following proportions:

—

Great Britain and Ireland 1,216,000,000 lbs

The United States 508,100,000
Eussia and Sweden 221,100.000

France 193.100,000

Germany 166.500,000

Holland 86,000,000
Spain 60,000,000
Austria 57,100.000
Belgium 42.200,000

Italy 27,500,000

Total 2,577,600,000

It thus appears that of all the raw cotton consumed in the manufacturing countries

of Europe and America very nearly one half is used in the United Kingdom.
With regard to the distribution of the manufactured product, it is to be observed

that most of the countries named in the preceding table retain for home consumption
nearly all that they produce, and are also, in varying degrees, dependent for their

supply of clothing upon the manufactures of other countries. The only ones which,

besides supplying the wants of their own home market, have any considerable surplus

for exportation, are Great Britain, France, Switzerland, Holland and Germany. Prior

to 1862 the United States also exported a large proportion of their cotton manufac-
tures. But, owing mainly to the high degree of protection with which the legislature

surrounded American manufactures during and since the civil war, the exports of

cotton goods from the United States have greatly declined. The well-known effects

of a protective system in increasing the cost of production have not prevented a very
rapid growth of the home consimiption of native manufactures in the United States,

thanks to their growing wealth, to their increasing population, and to the large ex-

clusion of foreign productions by heavy import duties. But this increase in the cost

of production has effectually weakened the power of American manufacturers to com-
pete successfully with their foreign rivals in neutral markets abroad. The exports of

cotton goods from France, SwitzerLind, and Germany go principally to South America,

and Africa, those of Holland to the Dutch East Indies and China. But by far the

largest proportion of the population of the non-manufacturing countries derive their

sunnlies of machine-made cotton eoods from the United Kins:dor;i. Of the -Drotjortions
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we find the consumption of British cotton manufactures in Russia increased from f
per head in 1851 to l^d. in 1861, and l^d.in 1871. In Sweden and Norway the con-
sumption increased from 4|c?. in 1851 to over ISld. in 1871. Germany advanced from
2s. 9id. to 5s. 2\d. per head. Belgium stood at rather less than 1 \^d. per head in 1851,
and about the same in 1861, but in 1871 the figures rose to 2s. 5|S., owing in a great
measure to the diversion of trade occasioned by the war. In 1851 Erance did not use
more English cotton manufactures than was equal to about Id. per head of her entire

population ; in 1861 the figures rose to ^\d., but in 1871, thanks to the Commercial
Treaty, the consumption reached Is. 2d. per head. Spain, including Gibraltar, con-

sumed 1\d. per capita in 1851, 9|(Z. in 1861, and 13|(?. in 1871. Portugal took 3s. "J^d.

per head in 1851, 4s. 9\d. in 1861, but only 4s. '2,\d. in 1871. In Italy the consump-
tion increased from about Is. 8c?. per head in 1851 to 2s. Zd. in 1861, but fell to Is. lOd.

in 1871. Turkeyin Europe took 2s. 2|d per head in 1851, and 4s. 3|(^. in 1871; Turkey
in Asia figures for about 5d. in 1851, but 20|(Z. in 1871, owing to extended commerce
with the interior. The trade with China is still very small per capita, but the increase

during the past 20 years has been from \d. per head to nearly 4c?. With India the
increase has been from 7j<?. to 16|£?. Japan took nothing in 1851, but in 1871 her
consumptiou reached more than ^d. per head. It is with these Eastern countries that

the greatest expansion of trade is to be expected in the future. The whole of Africa

consumed about 2fcZ. per head in 1861, and Id. in 1871. Turning to America, there

is an apparent decrease in the consumption of Canada, the figures being 6s. ?>\d. in

1851, but only 4s. lO^cZ. in 1871, but part of the increased shipments to the United
States passed through Canada ; and it is this transit trade that partly accounts for the

United States' figures rising from Is. 8|cZ. per head in 1851, to 2s. 8^£?. in 1871. The
West Indies do not show much increase ; in some instances there is a decrease. Mexico
advanced from "J^d. per head in 1851 to \&^d. in 1871. In South America the consump-
tion of Brazil only rose from 6s. 9d. to 6s. 2|c?. per head, biit Paraguay, &c., increased

from Is. b\d. to 6s. lO^d. Chili, Peru, &c., remained almost stationary. Part of these

discrepancies, however, are owing to the changes which have occurred in the course of

trade. Taking the whole of South America the figures show an average consumption
of 4s. b\d. per head in 1851, and 5s. 9c?. in 1871. A recapitulation of the figures for

the world is as follows :

—

( Consumption of Cotton Products per Head,

Districts 1851 1861 1871

s. d. d. s. d.

Europe 0 11^ 0 14| 0 30§
Asia 0 k 0 5| 0 8J
Africa 0 n 0 bl 0 7
America 2 2 9| 4 0*
The World .... 0 6| 0 n 0 13|

Respecting the business results of the year 1872, Messrs. Ellison and Co. say that
' from every point of view regarding the interests of the cotton trade the past year has

formed quite a contrast to its immediate predecessor. 1871 was a year of unexampled
prosperity to everyone in the industry, whether as importers, exporters, or consumers

;

but 1872 has been a year of constant anxiety, disappointment, and general unprofit-

ableness.' The table given on the last page of Messrs. Ellison and Co.'s report shows
how unprofitable the business of the year was to consumers :

—
' The balance left for

wages, other expenses, interest of capital, and profits was 54,216,000?. or 12^c?. per lb.

on the cotton consumed, against 61,147,000?. or \Z\d., in 1871. This loss of l^c?.

per lb. (nearly 7,000,000?.), was entirely borne by the millowners, for there was no

reduction in the rate of wages. Moreover, there was an important additional item of

expense in the shape of a serious advance in the price of coal. Altogether the year

has been the most unsatisfactory one since 1869, during which some scores of failm-es

occurred in the manufacturing districts, but the profits realised in 1871 saved Lanca-

shire from bankruptcy during the past 12 months.'
' Importers of the raw material,' say Messrs. Ellison and Co., ' have also had a

harassing time of it. They made some money in the early part of the year, but they

have lost since, and the net result has been the reverse of gratifying. To importers

of East-Indian cotton the year has been one of unmixed disappointment, owing to the

tenacity with which consumers, notwithstanding the Iiigh range of prices, have clung

to American and long-stapled cotton. The explanation is, first, that the demand has

been chiefly for the better grades and finer numbers of yarn
;
secondly, that the

" hands" have persistently refused to work Surats ; and thirdly, that the quality of

the East-Indian crop was exceptionally poor.
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'The total direct import of cotton into Europe in 1872, amounted to 5,488,000

bales, of whicli 3,880,000 bales were received into British and 1,608,000 bales into

Continental ports. Of the 3,880,000 bales received into Great Britain 743,000 were

re-exported to the Continent, making the total supply to foreign Europe 2,351,000

bales, and leaving 3,137,000 bales for British consumption. The stocks at the close

of the year showed an increase of 70,000 bales as compared with those of twelve

months previously, so that the deliveries were 5,418,000 bales, of which 3,215,100

bales were to English, and 2,203,000 to Continental spinners. The .average weekly

deliveries were : to English spinners, 61,820 bales, against 62,820 in 1871; and to

Continental spinners, 42,365, against 45,270 bales. We believe, however, tliat the

stocks at the mills are fully 50,000 bales in Great Britain and 100,000 on the Continent

less than they were at the close of 1871, so that the actual consumption has been at

the rate of 62,800 bales per week in Great Britain, against 69,900 in 1871, and

44,5000, against 43,560 bales.'

Messrs. Ellison and Co. estimate the number of cotton spindles in Europe at 39,500,000

in Great Britain, and 18,580,000 on the Continent. In the United States there are

about 8,350,000. The deliveries of each description of cotton in each of the past two

years were as follow :—

•

Deliveries 1,000's of Bales

Average Total
1871 1872

lbs.

American . 3,004 2,142 2,573 1,126,974,000

Brazilian . 628 1,043 835 133,600,000

Egyptian, &e. . 435 507 471 219,015,000

West Indian 245 233 239 60,190,000

East Indian 1,267 1,493 1,375 493,625,000

Total . 5,669 6,418 5,493 2,023,404,000

For a full consumption a supply of 2,064,000,000 lbs. is requisite, or about 40,000,000

lbs. more than the average deliveries of the past two years. Messrs. Ellison and Co.

estimated the supply in 1873 as compared with the actual imports in 1872 and 1871
as follows :

—

1871 1872 "Weight of Import, 1873 Total

Bales Bales Bales Average lbs.

American 3,114,000 2,036,000 2,466,000 439 1,082,674,000
Brazilian 680,000 1,006,000 760,000 160 121,600,000
Mediterranean 445,000 613,000 560,000 480 268,800,000
West Indian . 240,000 237,000 240,000 210 50,400,000
East Indian . 1,538,000 1,696,000 1,560,000 360 658,400,000

Total 6,017,000 5,488,000 5,576,000 273 2,081,774,000

On these figures Messrs. Ellison and Co. remark that, allowing for no increase in

spindles during the past twelve months, the above supply shows an excess of only

17,774,000 lbs., or 47,600 bales of 373 lbs. over the requirements of consumers, and,

bearing in mind the fact that the year commences with a stock in all Europe 80,000
bales less than at the close of 1871 (that is 150,000 bales less than in the hands of
spinners, but 70,000 more in the ports), there does not appear to be very much room
for an expansion of spindle power during the ensuing twelve months. With a
prospective supply very little, if at all, greater than the present consuming power of

Europe, and only about 2|- per cent, greater than the actual average deliveries of the
past owt years, prcies on the average, for the year round will not, perhaps, greatly

vary from the mean of 1871-72, say Oid. for Middling Uplands, and 7^d. for fair

Dhollerah. Any important average advance upon these rates would lead to economy
and reduced consumption, as in 1872. Any material decline would stimulate demand,
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The preceding remarks, -vrhen read in connection -with the Tables of Imports and

Exports given, cannot hut be of high ralue in any considerations of the state of our

cotton mannfactnres.

COTTOX IstPOBTKD Df 1872.

Cotton Bate, and Waste of:

Quanuries

1

Cwts.

From G"6riiiP»iiT fil 9 ^1 1 AJ_

f. XLOlliallU. ...«.*• S ^iQ^ 1 T 1 fi *

Scl^uin D.-tOI

y, Fr;^C€ ..«. 1 Q"" Q ' Q

Portu^^ •...<. U.ooo 411,Oi o

„ r^pain ....... 8 531 o 4 ,-±;7o

J- iirepy ••••.>. so AQOOu.-io-i 999 999

„ Esypt ....... 1.585,551 1 , / y^.oi 0

TTiiitsd. Sti^t^s ot .A th£ncA .... 9^ QJ-T AAA

„ Spanish. "West India Islands .... 9.023 40.970
Harti and St Domingo .... 18.247 76.786
2^^ew Granada ...... 57.634 26.5.853

Peru 98,433 467.249

„ ChiH 23,779 114.352

„ Brazil 1.004,552 4.729.913

„ British. India : Bombay and Sdnde 2.530.735 8.512.877

„ „ Madras .... 671.774 2,099.310

„ Bengal and Bnrmah 732.037 2.250,113

„ Australia 29,083 143.793

„ British Xorth America 3,168 10.296

„ British West India Islands .... 11.450 53.814

„ Other Conntries 78,439 307.811

Total 12.578-905 53,380,670

Cotton Yam, and Waste of:

Qcantities

From Germanv 28!4S0- 3,015

,. Holland 357.727 30.665

,, Belginm 436.890 21,115

„ Fiance 647-055 17.930

„ British India 95.089 2.493

„ Other Conntries . 23,774 1.608

1,589,015 76.S26

Cotton Manvfactur:s.

Fieee Goods of India and China

:

,, British India

'
6.700

81.105

I2..595

2,613

4,400

44,596

5,740
: ,079

103,013 57.815

Piece Gc-ods of other Countries : Miislins

:

„ TTnited States of America ....
„ Other Conntries

3,113

3.767

12.250

4,131

2.143

4.982

3.128

3,172

Total 23.261 13.425
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From
Piece Goods other than Muslins:

German}'
Holland
Belgium
France
Other Countries

Total

From

From

Hosiery of all Sorts

:

Germany ....
Other Countries

Total

Unenumerated

:

Germany
Holland
Belgium
France
Other Countries

Total .

Pieces Value

£

23.603 18,082
138,580 154,473

48.172
19,947 S4,410

229,251 257,828

Qnantities

115,559

2,148

117,707

90,281

343,587

210.763

360,767

36,724

1,042,122

Cotton Exports m 1872.

Cotton Yarn and Twist,

To Eussia . . . . ' .
'

„ Sweden . . . . ,
'

„ Norway •

„ Denmark . . . . .
'

„ Germany .....
„ Holland

„ Belgium

,, France

,, Spain and Canaries . . .

„ Italy . . ...
,, Austrian Territories . .

„ Greece

„ Turkey Proper .

„ Wallachia and Moldavia .

Egypt
,

„ China

„ Japan . . . . .

,, United States : Atlantic .

„ Pacific

„ Malta

„ British. India : Bombay and Scindo

„ ,, Madras .
'

.

'

„ „ Bengal and Burmnh
„ Strait Settlements

Quantities, Value

lbs.
'

£
2,531,780 214,471
1,193.209 92,497
738,100 37,784

2,635,616 246,775
46,607,411 3,930,323

45,002,777 4,195,051

2,158,420 217,442

5,536,716 643.772
491.855 65,843

909,352

2,867,882 152,539

1,928,880 101,230

19,086,450 1,065.459

2.958,260 167,604

9,484,575 679,797
2,731.540 170,356

11,909,320 737,510

1,674,153 183,922
' 18,000 1,115

1,639,200 77,390
4.465,960 336,590
5,728,290 416,258

12,425,280 984.994
1,863.300 150.601
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Cotton Manufactures,

Piece Goods : Plain :

To Norway
„ Denmark
„ Germany
,, Holland

„ Belgium
„ France

„ Portugal, Azores, and Madeira .

„ Spain and Canaries .

„ Italy

„ Austrian Territories .

„ Greece .....
„ Turkey Proper....
„ Wallachia and Moldavia .

,. Egypt
„ Morocco

„ Western Africa (Foreign) . .

„ Eastern Ai'rica (Native) .

„ Java

„ Philippine Islands .

,, China

,, Japan
„ United States : Atlantic .

„ Pacific

„ Foreign West Indies

„ Mexico

,, Central America

„ United States of Colombia (New Granada)
„ Venezuela ....
„ Peru
„ Chili

„ Brazil

„ Uruguay

,, Argentine Eepublic .

„ Gibraltar

„ Malta
,, Western Africa (British) .

„ British Possessions in South Africa

,, Mauritius ....
,, British India : Bombay and Scinde

„ „ Madras

„ „ Bengal and Burmah
„ Straits Settlements . .

,, Ceylon

„ Hong Kong . , ,

„ Australia.....
„ British North America

,, British West India Islands and British Guiana

„ Other Countries

Total ....
Piece Goods: Printed

To Eussia

„ Germany
„ Holland

,, Belgiiun

„ France

„ Portugal, Azores, and Madeira

,, Spain and Canaries .

„ Italy . .
_

.

„ Austrian Territories .

Carried forward .

Quantities Value

Yards
OU0,4 1 0

9 rt'Zfl Q 1 9 Pio Q7AOo,o / U
(i Q7A Q 1 /t0,0 / U,0 l"! 1 J_ ASO1 0'±,0oU

1/1111 C\Ofi 0 j.o,yoo
o 7n^i Q9^ 00,000

O0,00 / ,04:1 oou,oyz

^y,o 1 z, / ou
7Ac: QAJ.
/ UO,oU-±
OS oca00,oOD

A I '7C\(\ 1 ft Q7

A

Dl 0,0 / D

y,zoy, / uo 1 9Qi zy, 1 00
90 nsi Qnn OQJ^ OQQzyo,zoo

9 Q 099

1 1 Q97 7nn 1 fiQ ^901 uy ,oz J
990 QAQ J.AO 0 00^ Or.Q

1 9 "ifiSi 9hO 1 QR 1 ROlyo, lOU
AQ Ofil

n QQ i OAO 7A 1 CO
/ U, 1 Do

i.u,yoD, jou 1 ii^ 1

1

loo, 110
7 ^IQs; QOO 1 9Q 1lZO,oOl

on c Q>7Q 0*7

T

A A7(i ^f\R4,4 / D,0DO
OA AIQ 1 AO OJQ Q7Ao4y ,0 i yj

Oo,o0o,Q0o 1 9*^0 9Q9i,zou,zy Z
1 1 "^O TOO 10,004

OD,Ul / j^Vl ooy,ozu

^ ,0 / iJ,DUo 1 90izy,oJO

o,UUo,04Z 40 CQA40,0oU

4'±,UOO,4UO 71 1 A'3Q

A CO! flOA lA fl70

1 ^ fii 7QA occ OQfiZOOjUoD
Q ^1 1 00 iJAf; 70^OUO, i UO

Q 1 zl ~\y 1 ,o4-o,400 1 Afift 7SR1,400, / 00
11 AQO '^iQ 907 '?0QZU / ,0Uo

o-ijOoojouy KQ Ql 7OoO,y 1 /

1 Q Q 1 0 OAA 9Q(» QQQzoo,yy y
OA QQQ QAOzu,y o»i,ouu 970 ftZ / U,o 10
1 A J. 7001U,400, / UU 10 / ,ZD4
1 1 701 ^^1 0li,/Zl,OiZ OQQ 070

D.0oo,4oo 1 r\A ATXiU4,4 / 0
17^ 01Q OtA
1 / o,z iy,zou Z, lo4,D0y
00 ,1 eq /too one ^^ Royo,oiD

546,014,730 6,831.397

82,532,300 1,271,022

27,870,500 429,356

76,240,600 1,224,029

25,667,822 597,561

21,229,528 ' 419,100

16,185,512 251,664

10,994,134 193,940

0 0*TA CiCO ATA2,o7y,yoo,01y OA OAO nno04,04Z,0Z0

1 QQA KTA Oo,OZO

85,234,574 1,796.591

20,957,930 476.606
0 coo 0090,000. Oi/-i 87 041

70,110,273 1,551^046

23,159,470 381,454
10,592,446 213,811

29,128,900 608,544
4,907,900 103,948

249,619,955 5,282,567
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5,2sS.567

To Greece 8.8 7-5.200 ' 177.3-39

„ Tnrtey Proper 11.5!500!2O0
1

2,382,843
WalLicliia and ^Joldavia . • • 3!lllw00 58,814

„ Esrpt ........ 39.83.5,660 740il95
1.075!l00

1
3ll2li

„ Western Africa (Foreign) .... 19,374.087 ! 355^204

^ Eastern Africa (Ifative) ..... 788.000 i 16.368

12.3-59.400 1 216.792

., Philippine Islands ...... 3.21l!900
1

79^208

„ China ........ 16.812.500 339.065

{
3.334^900 I 81.851

,, United States : Atlantic ..... 72.347.144
1

2,108il.52

,, Pacific ..... 2.017.900 39^149
58.375.029 1.1.56.147

„ Mexico . . . . . . . 11.778.960 212.042

„ Central America ...... 2.4-50.003 41.828

,, ITnited States of ColomLia (New Granada) 55.497.182 1.02-5.472

., Venezuela 14.3.33,853 310.033

,. Pera 11,053.4-50 210.922
Chili 29.819,900 529^533

„ Brazil ........ 94.108.598 1.94l!lS7

,, Urngnay 17-917,715 342,744

,, Argentine Bepublic 29.133.627 571.538

„ Gibraltar 15.018.400 322.499
3,152,800 5*1628

^ino 1 ^7

British Possessions in South Africa ... 13.462.313 3l3i441
Q 1 1n 1 1 1 1 o

• JXLalullltls ....... ft? OQ*>Of ;VS7^

r^Tnincfi iTirfiQ " Ky^Tn JvQTt* qtui ^w.lfi#1£i
;j JJXlLlsil 1 Mil 1^ . XrJlillAlV cUlU OLJUUC ...

QQ CI 9OO.D.LO
h^ATifv^ 1 QTifl Ki 1 PI 1 'on

Straits Settlements ...... 18.588 600 341 720
,, Cejlon o s.n-T Ron •I.-L'±3 f ifV

Hong ^fong . . !*> 146 xoo 304- K9R
19 07'' 010 514.112

,. British C5t Tti^^i?^ Islani^s iHi-l Xiri'i^^ Otii^^3

Total 1.137,62-5,766

:
1

23,360,694
|

Fkce Goods of Mixed Materuds :

Cation predominaiing :

To Germanr 2.626.702 75.117
972.220 41.573

183.874

,, France 1.06-3.200 35.757
327.610 13,588

,, Western Africa (Foreign) ....
,, China (exdnsire of Hong Eong)

568.960 7,983
729.400 28.383
310.100 14.825

2,734.234 97.423
9.500 588

591.750 20.423

,. UnitsS States of Colombia (Se-v Granada) 471.527 20.8-50

366.239 18,419

75,300 3,574
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Qusiititics Villia lie

Lace and Patent Net: &— 6,409— 46,334— 55,771— 149,098— 91,616
„ Spain and Canaries . . • .

— 16,632— 32,342— 8,982
„ United States : Atlantic — 470,646

,, „ Pacific ..... — 236
,, Foreign West Indies — 7,740
,, United States of Colombia (Now Granada) — 17,695— 14,344— 6,282— 20,186

Uruguay 6 091

,, Argentine Republic .
— 7',225

,, British India (Bengal and Burmah) . . . 0,528
_, 10,123

,, British North America . . . . .
— 20,812

„ Other Countries . . .
— 26,428

Total . . ..... — 1,024,420

Hosiery, Stockings and Socks

:

Dozen Pairs

16,284 3,074

„ United States : Atlantic 354,172 167,999

,, Pacific . . . 335 161

„ Foreign West Indies 24,579 6.738

„ United States of Colombia (New Granada) 13,391 4,554

„ Chili . . . . . 53,504 11,165

66,945 20.584

30,653 9,714

„ Argentine Republic 129,257 31,237

It British Possessions of South Afi'ica . 20 435 7 0S7

,, British India : Bengal and Burmah . 29!230 7,954

316,863 106,202

,, British North America 16,584 6,135

„ Britisli West India Islands and British Guiana . 21,528 6,937

,, Other Countries 88,925 29,288

' l,lfc,685 418,839

Hosiery of other Sorts {quantities not given).

Value

To Germany .£21,371

„ Holland 6,863

„ luily .... . .; . 7,831

,, Turkey Proper 9,'351

„ Egypt 11,722

„ United States : Atlantic .... 359,037

„ „ Pacific .... 203

„ Foreign West Indies . . .
'.

. 13,817

„ United States of Colombia (New Granada) . 17,183

., Peru 12,358

., Cliili . , 14,011

„ Brazil , 19,231

„ Uruguny 16;869

,. Argentine licpulilic 36,878

„ Britisli India : Bombay and Scindc . . 6,698

„ Australia 20,109

,, Britisli North America .... 46,951

,, British AVest India Islands and British Guiana 10,594

„ Other Countries 56,547

Total 687,624
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Quantities "Value

rri 7 r o •

Ihvccicl J or bewiug : lbs. &
Kussia 4U4,4iio 62,084
Sweden . . . . . • , . 100,096 16,621
Norway . . , . . , , 21,780 3,916
Germany........ f\ i /\ n.f\

190,339
xioiianci ion oo

o

30,580
Belgium ... ...... Ofi CO!

2<},ii7 9

!t ranee ....*... 39,672
Portugal, Azores, and Madeira 109, .308 13.845
Spain and Canaries 1-12,818 26,922
T*-..l-.rJ-tiuy

. • . • 202, ,521 20,178
Austrian Territories...... 31,621 3,168
Turkey Proper....... 192,403 20,524
Java ........ 111,390 13,201

United States : Atlantic ..... 2,106,996 473,341

„ Pacific ..... 26,600 4.551

Foreign West Indies ..... 282,945 40,528
Mexico 154,r)32 21.238
United States of Colombia (New Granad.i) 153, 175 10,874
Venezuela ....... ' 84,905 8.261

Peru 136.757 15,500"

Chili 150,893 18.133
Brazil 444,159 77,340
Uruguay . .

^
64,772 13.101

Argentine Kepublic ..... 145,500 38,182
British India : Bombay and Scinde . 226,233 24,573

,, Bengal and Burmah .

Straits Settlements

313,411 36,421

80.790 7,757
Australia ....... 137,260 21,006
British North America ..... 282.737 01,468
British West India Islands and Briti.sli Guiana . 68,186 11,166
Other Countries 413,490 44,368

Total 8,043,856 1,400,243

Other Manufactures Unenumeratcd
V.iluc

To Eussia £13,767

„ Germany 66.333

„ Holland 103,627

„ Belgium 77,901

„ Franco 09,302

„ Portugal, Azores, and Madeira . . . 9,699

„ Spain and Canaries 12,059

„ Italy 8,550

„ Turkey Proper 34,482

„ United States : Atlantic .... 182,336

„ „ Pacific .... 2,089

„ Foreign West Indies 33,490

„ United States of Colombia (New Granada) . 36,669

„ Peru 6,041

„ Chili 11.993

„ Brazil 27,468

,, Uruguay ....... 11,606

,, Argentine Eepiiblic ..... 23.606

„ Gibraltar . . . . . . . 6,742

„ British Possessions in South Africa . . 65,591

,, British India : Bengal and Burmah . . 13,132
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COURT PIASTER. Silk or some similar fabric covered on one side with isin-

glass in spirits of wine, with some Benzoin or gum Benjamin.
COW-DVIfG is employed in the processes of dunging in Calico-printing.

COW-BVlffG SUBSTITUTE. The sulphate, carbonate, and phosphate of lime

and soda. See Caiico-Peinting.
COWDXE PINE. Cowrie or Kaicrie Pine. The Dammara australis, a native of

New Zealand, producing timber which is much valued for making masts and long

spars of great strength. This pine also yields the gum-resin known as Cowrie gum,
used in the preparation of certain varnishes.

CRAXTBEBRT. The red acid fruit of the Oxycoccus palustris. The 0. macro-
carpus is the American variety. The fruit is preserved in water, and largely used.

CRAXCES, Tubular. Among the many applications of the hollow-girder system,

this is one of the most ingenious.

Fig. 684 is a vertical section of a crane, constructed according to a recent invention,

and calculated for lifting or hoisting weights up to about 8 tons. Fig. 685, is an
elevation of the same; figs. 686, 587, 588, and 889, are cross-sections, on the lines ah,

c d, e f, g h ; and fig. 590, a transverse vertical section on the line i k. a a is the jib,

which in its general outline, is of a crane-neck form, but rectangular in its cross-

section, as particularly shown m figs. 587, 588, and 589. The four sides are formed

of metal plates, firmly riveted together. Along the edges the connection of the

584 585

591

plates is effected by means of pieces of angle iron. The connection of the plates at

the cross-joints on the convex or upper side of the jib are made by the riveting on of

a plate, which covers or overlaps the ends of the two plates to be joined ; the rivets at
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this part are disposed as represented in fig. 592 (a plan of the top plates), and kno-wn
as ' chain riveting ' ; b b is the pillar, •which is firmly secured by a base plate ^, to a
Btone foundation b ; and fits at top into a cup-shaped bearing c', which is so firmly

secured to the side plates of the jib, at or near to the point "where the curvature com-
mences, and on which bearing the jib is free to revolve. Fig. 590 is a transverse verti-

cal section of the lower part of the jib, showing the manner of fitting the bearings

for the chain-barrel (which is placed in the interior), and the spindles and shafts of

the wheel gearing, by which the power is applied there to d, the chain-pulley,

which is inserted in an aperture formed in the top of the jib. The chain passing over

this pulley enters the interior of the crane and is continued down to the chain-

barrel. E is a pulley or roUer, which is interposed about half-way between the chain-

pulley and the chain-barrel, for the purpose of preventing the chain rubbing against

the plates. Fig. 591 is a plan of the lower plates.

Fig. 593 is a vertical section of another crane constructed upon the same principle

as that just described, but calculated for lifting much greater weights (say 20 tons)

;

it differs in having the lower or concave side a a, of the jib strengthened by means of

three additional plates bee, whereby the interior is divided into one large and three

smaller cells, as shown in fiqs. 591 and 595, 'which are cross-sections upon the lines a b.
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and serve as anti-friction rollers for tlio upper bearing of the jib. The lowermost of
tlie rings f f, rests upon a set of rollers G G, which are fitted into the top of the cast-

ing D, so that as the jib is turned round, tlie rings f f, and the anti-friction rollers

which they carrj', have perfect freedom to move along with it ; h is a platform, upon
which the persons working the machine may stand, and which supports the column i,

Tvithin which there is mounted a spindle k, the lower end of which has keyed to it a
pinion l, which gears into a circular rack m m, bolted to the top of the cylindrical

casing b. n is a worm-wheel keyed to the top of the spindle k, into which an endless
screw worked by a hand-wheel, is geared, so that, by turning the hand-wheel, the jib

of the crane is made to move round in any required direction, o is the chain-barrel

;

p the chain-wheel ; e e pulleys or rollers wliieh support the chain, and prevent its

rubbing against the plates of the jib.

In the cranes and hoisting machines described, the chain barrels are inclosed within
the jib, and the spindles of the wheel-gearing are also inside ; and this is the dis-

position of these parts preferred ; but it -will be obvious that they may be also

placed outside of the jib, in a manner similarly to that generally followed in the con-
struction of ordinary cranes.

CRAPE. {Cnpe.'Fv.; Krejpp, Ger.) A transparent textile fabric, somewhat like

gauze, made of raw silk, gummed, and twisted at the mill. It is woven with any
crossing or tweel AVhen dyed black, it is worn by ladies as a mourning dress.

Crapes are crisped (crepes) or smootli ; the former being double, are used in close

mourning ; the latter is less deep. The silk destined for the first is spun harder than
for the second ; since the degree of twist, particidarly for the warp, determines the

degree of crisping which it assumes after being taken from the loom. It is for this

purpose steeped in clear water, and rubbed with prepared wax. Crapes are all woven
and dyed with the silk in the raw state. They are finished with a stiffening of gum-
water. White crape is appropriated to young unmarried females, and to virgins on
taking the veil in nunneries.

Crape is a Bolognese invention, but has been long manufactured with superior

excellence at Lyons in France, and Norwich in England. There is nov.' a largo manu-
fiictory of it at Yarmouth, by power-loom machinery.

There is another kind of stuff, called crepon, made either of fine wool, or of wool
and silk, of which the warp is twisted much harder than the weft. The crepons of

Naples consist altogether of silk. Mrophanes, crajie-hsse, and gauze are either wliite

or coloured crapes.

CBAYOSrs. (Eng. and Fr.
;

Pastellstifte, Ger.) Slender, soft, and somewhat
frialjle cylinders, variously coloured for delineating figures upon paper, usually called

chalk drawings. Eed, green, brow, and other coloured crayons, are made with fine

pipe or china clay paste, intimatelj' mixed with earthy or metallic pigments, or in

general with body or surface colour, then moulded and dried. See Deawixg
Chalks.
CREAM or TARTAR. The Bitaeteate of Potash.
CREATXirE or Kreatine, C^EPN'O* -I- 2H0 (C'H='N^O--hH'0). A base existing

in the juice of flesh and in urine along with creatinine. It was discovered liy

Chevreul, but chiefly investigated by Liebig.

CREATin-XK-E or Krcatininc, C^H'N^O^ (C'H'W^O).* A base prodiiced from
creatine by the loss of two atoms of water.

CREEP. In working a colliery ou the pillar-aud-stall principle it occasionally

happens that the pillars are forced into the floor by the weight of the superincumbent
strata, and the pavement is gradually heaved up until it may finally settle against the

roof ; this rise of the floor is called a creep. See Minls'g fok Coal.

CREOSOTE or Krcosotc. One of the many singular bodies discovered by
Eeichenbach in wood-tar. It derives its name from XP^"-^^ flesh, and ffdi^a, I preserve,

in allusion to its remarkable antiseptic properties. A great deal of confusion exists

in the published accounts of wood creosote, omng to the variable nature of the results

obtained by the chemists who have examined it. This confusion is not found with

that from coal, which undoubtedly contains two homologous bodies, C'^H'^0^ (CH^O)
and C^H'O- (C'H'O) ; the first being carbolic, and the second cresylic acid. The
composition of carbolic acid has long been known, owing to the researches of Laurent

:

cresylic acid was afterwards discovered by AViUiamson and Fairlie. Commercial coal

creosote sometimes consists almost entirely of cresylic acid. Coal oils, of very high

boiling point, contain acids apparently homologues of carbolic acid, higher up in the

series than even cresylic acid, and yet perfectly soluble in potash.

—

(Grcville Williams.)

There is little doubt that wood creosote consists essentially of the same substances as

that from coal. The great dilFercnce iu the odoiu* arises chiefly from tlie fact of the pro-

duct from coal retaining with obstinacy traces of naphthaline, parvoline, and chinoline,
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all of which are extremely odorous. No creosote found ia commerce is ever perfectly

homogeneous, nor, in fact, is it ncCL-ssary that it should be so. JS perfectly soluble in

potash and acetic acid of the density 1'070, and if it does not become coloured by
exposiu-e to the air, it may be considered piu-e enough for all medicinal purposes. The
oils from wood- and coal-tar may be made to j'ield creosote by the folloOTng process.

The oils are to be rectified until the more volatile portions (which are lighter than
water) have passed over. As soon as the product running from the still sinks in

water the receiver is to be changed, and the oils may be received until the temperature
required to send over the oil is as high as 480° F. The oil so obtained is to be
dissolved in caustic soda, all iusoluble in it being rejected. The alkaline solution,

after being mechanically separated, as far as possible, from the insoluble oil, is to be
boiled for a very short time. Two advautngos are gained by this operation : any
volatile bases become expelled, and a substance which has a tendency to become
brown on keeping, is destroyed. Sometimes the oil on treatment with potash yields

a quantity of a crystalline paste. This is naphthaline, and should be removed by
filtration through coarse calico or canvas. The alkaline liquid is then to be supersa-

turated with dilute sulphuric acid, on which the creosote separates and rises in the
form of an oil to the siu'face. This creosote is already free from the greater number
of impurities, and, if rectified, may be used for many purposes. To obtain a purer
article the operations commencing with solution in caustic soda are to be repeated.

If the alkaline solution on boiling again becomes coloured, the purification must be
gone tlirough a third time. It is essential not to boil the alkaline solution long, or a
serious loss of creosote would take place. According to Eeichenbach the boiling point

of creosote is 397°. Carbolic acid boils between 369° and 370°. Cresylic acid boils

at 397°. From this it would appear that Eeiehenbach's creosote consisted of cresylic

acid. The specific gravity of creosote according to Eeichenbach is r037 at 68°,

that of carbolic acid is 1-065 at 64°. Carbolic acid and its homologues, when mixed
with quicklime and exposed to the air, yield a beautiful red colour, cvving to the
formation of rosolic acid. See Disinfectants.

CRESOXi. C'^H^O- (C'H^O). A compound found with carbolic acid in coal-tar,

creosote, and the tar of pine-wood.

CRESTXiXC ACID. C'^ffO^ (C'H^O). A homologue of carbolic acid. See
Creosote : Disinfectants.
CBXTK. ('cpiflr), a barleycorn). A unit of weight, introduced into modern che-

mistry by Dr. Hofmann. A crith is the weight of a litre of hydrogen at 0°C. and
760 mm. bar. pressure ; this amounts to 0-089636 gramme. The use of the crith is

convenient in calculating the weights of given volumes of different gases on the metric
system.

CROCXSOXiXTS. A fibrous asbestiform mineral occurring in the Griqua Country,
South Africa. White, brown, red, and blue varieties are known ; and some of these,

when cut en cahochon, resemble coloured cat's-eye, and are used in jewellery. Tlie

true croeidolite is a hydrous silicate of protoxide of iron, magnesia, and soda ; but
much of the so-called croeidolite from South Africa has been proved to be pseudo-

morphous fibrous quartz colom-ed with oxide of iron and other foreign matter.

CROCOISXTE. Native chromate of lead, PbO.CrO^ (PbCrC) occm-ring in

small liyacinth-red crystals in some of the Siberian mines, in Hungary, in Brazil, and
in the Philippine Islands. It was in this mineral that the metal chromium was dis-

covered in 1794, by Vauquelin. The name of the species is sometimes written,

Crocoitc.

CROCITS. The €ommercial name for a polishing powder made with oxide of iron.

The older chemists gave this name to many of the metallic compounds, which had
something of the nature of rust of iron. Crocus Martis, sesquioxide of iron ; Crocus

Mctalloniin, liver of antimony, glass of antimony, oxysulphide of antimony ; Crocus
Veneris, oxide of copper.

CROCVS. A genus of plants belonging to the natural order of Iridacee. The
Crocus sativus is the species from which the saffron of commerce is produced. The
stigmata of the flowers are of a deep orange colour, and these, when dried in the loose

state, form hay sa§ron ; when compressed it forms the caJce saffron. Saffron is culti-

vated in Cambridgeshire ; it is also imported from Sicily, France, and Spain ; but
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CB-OTTXiSS. A nin; giren to certaiii lichens in Soodand viiieh are used for

CSOWBESST. I_r lerries of Empdmm miffnm, eaten in the noith of
Z^;re. .^ni -^Jri. .-rrr-l,v- 1 the preparation of a fermented beveiage.

CKOWTT GIiASS. Sir

CSTTCCTTiTtS Jr.: k'. il^iegd. Get.) aie small corneal ressels.

zi— fr a: ZLi - .1.; :::: f:» pedwang ores in assaying by the dry
—..7. :;r r^i:^ ur ? ;: i -'^^.y ::lrr ^abstanees, fiur md^ng mpJalg^ ai^
c nr -zi:^ z r: 1^; 7^ -

:
refiaetoiy in tie staong^ heats, not

T; 7 i::: , 1
"

7 '
^ . ^ ^r.::.^ iz "-lea, not poHms to liquids, and

. _r ;: , ; inr-eratoie iridioDt ezading; on
i;;;r:z: tirf z;: zi^i^ ; Assjx : MeijixG Pots.

CSTOXiTTE. IT- Z : -ri. TZ; rZ-rr^'. iiZres its name from
e^i JiZ-:.—Z:~ Zr : ;: i:; ^ri"; ::iiZ_r Z; i ~e of a candle. It is

( Al PseSal" . -Z^ : - :: lb Z : s Z"- ?_ S : fiuoiine 5i-2

virjvz: — - - — : . 1 ; — r^rs ? :; ;L;~-~::;te cokiiir,

-r.-:- : : .

-
i ulI : Z- Z- - - Ajtsnt-

ac lie ciiex sonrc-e Z . See

CSTOXtTTE GXk&SS. A: J ::sZ^rr iz Fenns^flTania an
Zii pirz-elZn := zilL: iz- IjB. Has gja-gc -

ZZ^LT ::ri:'-er :ZZ—Z^ :rrrrZr--_i ; =_iii,67-19; erroliti

CBYgTrPnTE, C-j^ A C "H" IT . A voIarZe Vasrhaaaoi-j"^ :_iz:Z- e,

f::rr:i
"-" -,— ^ Z . ~; u::.; ' :: ;:al-iax.

CB.7STAX. A ^rjiv.l ii a Z ; Z;_ 1 ; a CEstain ^osaetoB &im.

Thr ^-:irz:; Z'_:t- 1 : r_;:; _r—it^r ;: r-iried into a solid by intense cold, and
i;- :: i.IItL : i^i^riil : :r;~ :. —~\''^s. ice. This bdief EtiUlxi^eis.
- 'M - z? :ZZ:--^- • : 15 :z : ; : rgealed -water. Tbe tasn. erygial

i- :
— IT Z:>i :: 7. ; lir^ Z ; "iZ Trgnla? foEms. AoTstal is

i;-. „_ _ — .r. It? ~ L::z^i3. ^aph itrinpral bas irg

c— li ;: 7 s: .

:

:: — 7 r iij^griiiled, and also its own psoi-

"\^f 1:1 7 1 z-iz~:^. :z 1 : -Zri - .Z ~ Z-— Z rX-esnal forms, aspgriieg, in

:

'
- ::.LrZ:i; i ZilbZ;-- .:: rl.rir itt :Z related to a type

—

_ _ 15 '
; - ~_L:;~;r :x:rr^^_ : rT_ assume, has an internal

r::r;: ir; Z --7 : iS-i-Z ::;:irZr^ Z ZZ fjims, may be cleaved

Z:; 1 r;r:Zr :>--i!i;Z:- 1;:-7t z-Zt:~\z. —J _ Z Z- student to see that

zviz: :z 7-r ?r^Ji imLr;~Ti:i 1^ :-:;r3al type, npon wbidb
-7; Z Z- _: L r -177:1- ; 1 ^ : 7 1 1 :i; : ii.r Iiiere are csTtain imagi-

. I'M stjnaze prism.
:i-. _: 'i^finnmlar prigni-

: of ike latavl, ei rigU asufkg to iie

: \: ;.;-7Z.-- : > u i,:.V:r. as in the obliqae dtomlde prisni.

jal md aS the iiUersediomg c^Hqme, as in the donlify obligoe

zterueibig ei amgles of GO" ami a vtrtisei axis of varrfoig

-If Jwteml., as in the besagooal ^ism.
Uj ii: . ;- - Z : '^iis of the axial lines all tilw ay^alline farms depend,

tie T'ir::;_; ; . _ _ diffinselTes aroond these ases aeeoedii^ to some lav
o: T'llinri- —1: 7 7 . : Z; rrn developed. For an outline of Ciystallogcq^, see

TZrii's -i-.:.- :

CBTSTAJCi. . 1 : _.t:i : : Zi: Z-iss. See Fixsr GlASS.
CTTSS OB£. iiizicmnamefKi^iai'Maeceiaifme: afaydroiK

£^ii-i:e :: ^rs^^ z:_r ::Zr;:_ 1 1. -i:i__- :z SMne of tlie CiH5riEh oopper-inines, and in
S-as oii^v. in the idim of small eabes, g^iezailj of a green colc>Qr.
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CXrBXC NITRE. Native nitrate of soda, or Chili saltpetre. The name is

supposed to refer to the form of the crystals, which, howerer. are rhombohedra and

not cubes. The mineral is used in the preparation of nitric acid and of nitre.

CXJDBEA.R. This colouring matter was first made an article of trade by Dr.

Cuthbert Gordon, from -nrhom it derired its name ; and was originally manufactured

on a great scale by 3Ir. G. Mackintosh, at Glasgow, nearly 80 years ago.
_

It is prepared in the same manner as archil, from the same species of lichen
;
only,

towards the end of the process, the substance is dried in the air, and is then ground to

a very fine powder. See Aechil ; LiTircs.

CUXiXiET. Broken refuse glass.

CTTXiAX, a term appUed to anthracite or coal-stone in some districts. It is still

used in Parliamentary returns. See A^theacite.
CimxxsXM'E, C'^H'^N (C'H"N). An alkali homologous with aniline, formed by

Nicholson by tha action of reducing agents on nitrocumole. Its density is 0-9o26, and

its boiling point 4:37°.

C'O'IVXXH' S£SI>. The irnit o( the Cu'minum Ci/minv.Tn. This- plant is much cnl-

tivated in Sicily and Malta for the sake of the seeds. These have a warm aromatic

taste, and a strong and rather agreeable smell. The Dutch sometimes flavour their

cheese with cujnin seed. In Germany they are put into bread ; and in this country

they are employed to flavour curries.

CVnXOXiE, or Cuinene, Hydruret of Cumenyle. C'^H'- (C'H'-) A hydrocarbon

found in coal naphtha ; it is also produced by the destructive distillation of cuminic

acid with caustic baryta. See Naphtha, Coax, and Caebtjeetted Hydeogex.
CUPEIi. A shallow cup made of bone-ashes. See Assay.

CVPEZiXiATIOiar. See AssAYrs'G and Sh-vee Eeitstxg.
CVPBS01TS IVXANGAN-ESS. See Maxgaxese.
CI7BACOA. A Dutch liqueur flavoured with Seville orange peel, cinnamon, and

mace. See LifttJErRS.

CTrHCT7ia.a ATTGUSTZFOZiXA. The narrow-leaved Turmeric. (East Indian

Arrow Eoot.) This plant is found in the forests, extending from the banks of the

Lona to Nagpore. At Bhagulpore the root is dug up and rubbed on a stone bed or

in a mortar, and afterwards rubbed in water with the hand and strained through a
cloth ; the fecula having subsided, the water is poured off, and the tikar (fecula)

dried for use. The East Indian arrow-root is a fine white power, readily

distinguishable, both to the eye and the touch, from West Indian arrow-root. To the

eye it somewhat resembles a finely-powdered salt (as bicarbonate of soda or Eochelle

salt). "\Mien pinched or pressed by the fingers, it wants the firmness so characteristic

of AVest Indian arrow-root, and it does not crepitate to the same extent when rubbed
between the fingers.

—

Pereira.

At Travancore this starch forms a large portion of the diet of the inhabitants.

CTTRXiXN'G STOXTE. .1 stone used in Scotland in playing the national game
of curling, which is practised upon the ice during the winter. The stone is made of

some hard primary rock. That of Ailsa Craig, in the Firth of Clyde, is very celebrated.

Ailsa Craig consists of a single rock of greyish compact felspar, with small grains of

quartz, and very minute particles of hornblende.

—

Bristow.

CTJSRAM'T. The fruit of the Eibes rubrum and B. nigrum. The name currant

is derived from the similarity of the fruit to that of the Corinth raisins, or small

grape of Zante, which are commonly called corinths or curra'nts.

CITKRHOS. A resin obtained from the hemp-plant {Cannabis sativa) grown in

India.

01111117. A seasoning originally prepared in the East Indies. The following

are excellent receipts for curry :

—

Coriander seeds powdered 3 ounces
Black pepper ,, 5 ,,

Cayenne pepper „ ....... 1 „
Fenegric seeds ., 3 ,,

Cimiin seeds ,, ....... 3 ,,

Turmeric root ,, 6 ,,

To be thoroughly well mixed together.
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CVn^Yltta or X.SATHS£( {Cori-oycr, I'r.
;
ZwlcUen, Ger.) is the art of

dressing skins after they are tanned, in order to render them iit for the piu-pose of
the shoe-maker, coach-maker, Iiarness-maker, &c. See Leathee, Cuhrying of.

CVSCUS SOOT. A grass -vvhicli yields a fragrant essential oil, called Vitever.

CUSPARXA. BARK. The bark of a South American tree, the Galipea Cusparia,
much esteemed for its medicinal properties.

CUTCK or Kutch. The catechu of the Acacia Catechu. See Acacia Catechit.
CUTtEBV. {Coutellerie, Fr.

;
Messcrschmiedwaare, Ger.) Three kinds of steel

are made use of in the manufacture of different articles of cutlery, viz., common steel,

shear steel, and cast steel. Shear steel is exceedingly plastic and tough. All the
edge tools -which require great tenacity without great hardness are made of it, such as
table knives, scythes, plane-irons, &c.

Cast steel is formed by melting blistered steel in covered crucibles, with bottle glass,

and pouring it into cast-iron moidds, so as to form it into ingots : these ingots arc

then taken to the tilt, and drawn into rods of suitable dimensions. No other than
cast steel can assume a very fine polish, and hence all the finer articles of cutlery are

made of it, sucli as the best scissors, penknives, razors, &c.

Formerly cast steel could be worked only at a very low heat ; it can now be made
so as to be welded to iron with the greatest case. Its use is consequently extended to

making very superior kinds of chisels, plane-irons, table knives, &c.
Forging of table knives.—Two men are generally employed in the forging of table

knives ; one called the foreman or maker, and the other the striker.

The steel called common steel is employed in making the very common articles

;

but for the greatest part of table knives which require a surface free from flaws, shear
steel and cast steel are generally preferred. That part of the knife termed the blade
is first rudely formed and cut ofl'. It is next welded to a rod of iron about

-J
inch

square, in such a manner as to leave as little of the iron part of the blade exposed as

possible. A sulficient quantity of the iron now attached to the blade is taken off from
the rod to form the bolster or shoulder, and the tang.

In order to make the bolster of a given size, and to give it at the same time shape
and neatness, it is introduced into a die, and a swage placed over it ; the swage has a
few smart blows given it by the striker. This die and swage are, by the workmen,
called prints.

After the tangs and bolster are finished, the blade is heated a second time, and the
foreman gives it its proper anvil finish : this operation is termed smithing. The blade
is now heated red hot, and plunged perpendicularly into cold water. By this means
it becomes hardened. It requires to be tempered regularly down to a blue coloiu- : in

which state it is ready for the grinder.

Mr. Brownill's method of securing the handles upon table knives and forks, is, by
lengthening the tiings, so as to pass them completely through the handle, the ends of

which are to be tinned after the ordiuarj- mode of tiuning iron : and. when passed
through the handle, the end of the tang is to be spread by beating, or a small hole

drilled through it, and a pin passed to hold it upon the handle. After this, caps of

metal, either copper plated, or silver, are to be soldered on the projecting end of the

tang, and while the solder is in a fluid state, the cap is to be pressed upon the end of

the handle and held there until the solder is fixed, when the whole is to be cooled by
being immersed in cold water.

Mr. Thomason's patent improvements consist in the adaptation of steel edges to

the blades of gold and silver knives. These steel edges are to be attached to the

other metal, of whatever quality it may bo, of which the knife, &c., is made, by means
of solder, in the ordinary mode of effecting tliat process. After the edge of steel is

thus atbiched to the gold, silver, &c.. it is to be ground, polished, and tempered by
immersion in cold water, or oil, after being heated. This process being finished, the

other parts of the knife are then wrought and ornamented by the engraver or chaser,

as usual.

A patent was obtained in 1827, by Mr. Smith of Sheffield, for rolling out knifes

at one operation.

In the ordinary mode of making knives, a sheet of steel being pro\'ided, the blades

are cut out of the sheet, and the backs, shoidders, and tangs, of wrought iron, are

attached to the steel blades, by welding at the forge. The knife is then ground to

the proper shape, and the blade polished and hardened.

Instead of this welding process, the patentee proposes to make the knives entirely

of steel, and to form them by rolling in a lieated state between massive rollers ; the

shoulders or bolsters, and tlie tangs for the li.indles being produced by suitable

reci.'sses in the peripheries of the rollers, just as railway rails are formed. AVhen
the knife is to be made \nth what is called a scale tang, that is, a broad flat tang, to

whicli the handle is to be attached in two pieces, riveted on the sides of the tang, the
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rollers are then only to have recesses cut in them, in a direction parallel to the axis

for forming the bolster.

The plate of steel having been heated, is to be pressed between the two rollers, by

which the blades and the parts for the scale tangs will be pressed out flat and thin,

and those parts wliicli pass between the grooves or recess will be left thick or protu-

berant, forming the bolster for the shoidder of the blade. But if the tangs are to bo

round in order to be fixed into single handles, then it will be necessary also to form

transverse grooves in the rollers, that is, at right angles to those which give shape to

the bolsters, the transverse grooves corresponding in length to the length of the

intended tang. When the plates of steel have been thus rolled, forming throe or

more Idnves in a breadth, the several knives are to be cut out by the ordinary mode

of what is called slitting, and the blades and shoulders ground, hardened, and polished

in tlie usual way.
Forks are generally a distinct branch of manufacture from that of knives, and are

purchased of the fork makers by the manufacturers of tables knives, in a state fit for

receiving the handles.

The rods of steel from which the? forks are made, are about gths of an inch square.

The tang and shank of the fork are first roughly formed. The fork is then_ cut off,

leaving at one end about 1 inch of the square part of the steel. This part is after-

wards drawn out flat to about the length of the prongs. The shank and tang are

now heated, and a proper form given to them by means of a die and swage.
_
The

prongs are afterwards formed at one blow by means of the stamp ; this machine is

very similar to that used in driving piles, but it is worked by one man. It consists

of a large anvil fixed in a block of stone nearly on a level with the ground. To this

anvil are attached two rods of iron of considerable thickness, fixed 12 inches asunder,

Xjerpendicularly to the anvil, and diagonally to each other. These are fastened to the

ceiling. The hammer or stamp, about 100 lbs. in weight, having a groove upon either

side corresponding to the angles of the upright rods, is made to slide freely through

its limited range, being conducted by its two iron supporters. A rope is attached to

the hammer, which goes over a pulley on the floor of the room above, and comes

down to the person who works the stamp : two corresponding dies are attached, one

to the hammer, and the other to the anvil. That part of the fork intended to form

the prongs, is heated to a pretty white heat and placed in the lower die, and the

hammer containing the other die is made to fall upon it from a height of about 7 or 8

feet. This forms the prongs and the middle part of the fork, leaving a very thin siib-

stance of steel between each prong, which is afterwards cut out with an appropriate

instrument called a fly-press. The forks are now annealed by surrounding a large

mass of them with hot coals, so that the whole shall become red hot The fire is

suffered gTadually to die out, and the forks to cool without being disturbed. This

process is intended to soften, and by that means to prepare them for filing. The
inside of the prongs are then filed, after which they are bent into their proper form

and hardened. When hardened, whicli is effected by heating them red-hot and

plunging them into cold water, they are tempered by exposing them to the degree of

heat at which grease inflames.

Penknives are generally forged by a single hand, with the hammer and the anvil

simply.

The hammer in this trade is generally light, not exceeding 3i lbs. The breadth

of the face, or the striking part, is about one inch ; if broader, it would not be con-

venient for striking so small an object. The principal anvil is about 5 inches, and 10

upon the face, and is provided witli a groove into which a smaller anvil is wedged.

The smaller anvil is about 2 inches square upon the face. The blade of the knife is

first drawn out at the end of the rod of steel, and as much more is cut off along with

it as is thought necessary to form the joint. The blade is then taken in a p)air of

tongs, and heated a second time to finish the joint part, and at the same time to form
a temporary tang for the purpose of driving into a small haft used by thp frri-

Another heat is taken to give the blade a proper finish. The small recess cai;^ tic

nail-hole, used in opening the knife, is made while it is still hot by means of a chisel,

which is round on one side and flat upon the other.

Penknives are hardened by heating tlie blade red hot, and dipping them into water
A- iT_ ^ -.1 1,1 ml i. ,1 1,,, i.1 -:J- 1 !il- i_l_ _ 1 i_
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They are geuerally iilad* of cast steel. The rods, as they come from the tilt, are
about i inch broad, and of a thickness siifRciout for the back of a razor.

There is nothing peculiar in the tools made use of in forging razors ; the anvil is

h little rounded at the sides, which affords tlie ojjportunity of making the edge thinner,

and saves an immense labour to the grinder.

Razors are hardened and tempered iu a similar manner to penknives. They are,

however, left harder, being only let down to yellow or brown colour.

The forging of scissors is wholly performed by the hammer, and all the sizes are

made by a single hand. The anvil of the scissor-maker weighs about 1}^ cwt. ; it

measures, on the face, about 4 by 1 1 inches. It is provided with two gates or grooves
for the reception of various little indented tools termed by the workmen bosses : ono
of these bosses is employed to give proper figure to the shank of the scissors ;

another for forming that part wliich has to make the joint; and a third is made use of

for giving a proper figm-e to the upper side of the blade. There is also another anvil

placed on the same block, containing two or three tools called beak-irons, each con-

sisting of an upright stem about 6 inches high, at the top of which a horizontal beak
projects ; one of these beaks is conical, and is used for extending the bow of the

scissors ; the other is a segment of a cylinder with the round side upwards, containing

a recess for giving a proper shape and smoothness to the inside of the bow.
The shank of the scissors is first formed by means of one of the bosses, above de-

scribed, leaving as much steel at the end as will form the blade. A hole is then
punched about J- inch in width, a little above tlic shank. The blade is drawn out and
finished, and the scissors separated from the rod a little above the hole. It is heated

a third time, and the small hole above mentioned is extended upon the beak-irons so

as to form the bow. This finishes the forging of scissors. They are promiscuously

made in this way, without any other guide than the eye, having no regard to their

being in pairs. They are next annealed for the purpose of filling such parts of them
as cannot be ground, and afterwards paired.

The very large scissors are made partly of iron, the blades being of steel.

After the forging, the bow and joints, and such shanks as cannot bo grouud, are

filed. The rivet hole is then bored, tlu'ough which they are to be screwed or rivetetl

together. This common kind of scissors is only hardened up to the joint. They are

tempered down to a piu'ple or blue colour. In this state they are taken to the grinder.

Grrinding and polishing of cutlery.—The various processes which come under this

denomination are performed by machinery, moving in general by the power of tho

steam-engine or water-wheel.

Grinding wheels or grinding mills are divided into a number of separate rooms ;

each room contains six places called troughs ; each trough consists of a convenience

for running a grindstone and a polisher at the same time, wliich is generally occupied

liy a man and a boy.

The business of the grinder is generally divided into three stages, viz., grinding,

glazing, and polishing.

The grinding is performed upon stones of various qualities and sizes, depending on

the articles to be ground. Those exposing much flat surface, such as saws, fenders,

&c., require stones of great diameter, while raisors, whose surface is concave, require

to be ground upon stones of very small dimensions. Those articles which require a

certain temper, which is the case with most cutting instruments, are mostly ground on

a wet stone ; for which purpose the stone hangs within the iron trough, filled with

water to such a height that its surface may just touch the face of the stone.

Glazing is a process following that of grinding : it consists in giving that degree of

lustre and smoothness to an article which can be effected by means of emery of

various degrees of fineness. The tool on which the glazing is performed, is termed a

glazer. It consists of a circular piece of wood, formed of a number of pieces in such

a manner that its edge or face may always present the endway of the wood. Were it

made otherwise, the contraction of the parts would destroy its circular figure. It is

fixed upon an iron axis similar to that of the stone. Some glazers are covered on tho

face with leather, others with metal, consisting of an alloy of lead and tin ; the latter

are termed caps. In others, the wooden surface above is made use of. Some of tho

leather-faced glazers, such as are used for forks, table knives, edge tools, and all tho

coarser polished articles, are first coated with a solution of glue, and then covered

vith emery. The surfaces of tho others are prepared for use by first turning the faco

very true, then filling it with small notches by means of a sharp-ended hammer, and

lastly filling up the interstices with a compound of tallow and emery.

The pulley of the glazier is so much less than that of the stone, that its velocity is

more than double, having in general a surface speed of 1,500 feet in a second.

The process of polishing consists in giving the most perfect polish to the different
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articles. Nothing is subjected to this operation but what is made of cast steel, and

has been previously hardened and tempered.

The polisher consists of a circular piece of wood covered with buff leather, the

surface of which is covered from time to time, while in use, with the crocus of iron,

called also colcothar of vitriol.

The polisher requires to run at a speed much short of that of the stone, or the

glazer. Whatever may be its diameter, the surface must not move at a rate exceed-

ing 70 or 80 feet in a second.

CUTTliB FISH. Mollusca belonging to the class Cephalopoda. The internal

calcareous shell of one species {Sepia officinalis) is used as pounce. See Sepia.

CXAVtA.HtXItTN'E. A crystalline body formed by the action of cyanogen upon
aniline. See Cyanogen.
CVAITATES. The combinations of the various bases with cyanic acid, C'-HNO-

(CHWO). The cyanate of potash, C-NKO- (CWICO), is employed for the prepara-

tion of artificial urea. There are two modes of preparing cyanate of potash, both of

which yield a good product : the first is that of Clemm, the second of Liebig. (1.)

8 parts of ferrocyanide of potassium and 3 parts of carbonate of potash are intimately

mixed and fused, care being taken not to urge the heat too much. The fluid mass is

allowed to fall somewhat in temperature, but not to such an extent as to solidify ; 15

parts of red lead are then added by small portions. The crucible is now to be re-

heated with stirring, then removed, and the contents poured on to a clean iron plate.

(2.) The cyanide of potassium of commerce (prepared by the method described in the

article under that head) is to be melted in an iron crucible or ladle, and 3^ parts of

dry litharge in fine powder are to be added with constant stirring. When the lead

has all collected at the bottom, the whole is poured on to an iron plate. The mass
obtained by either of the above processes is to be reduced to powder, and boiled with

repeated quantities of alcohol, until no more cyanate is extracted. This maybe known
when the alcohol filtered from the residue no longer yields crystals of cyanate in cool-

ing.—C. G. W.
CViVSrHTBRIC ACXD. See Hydeocyanic Acid.

CYAirXDES. The combinations of cyanogen with metals or other bodies. It

is, remarked in the article Hydrocyanic Acid that cyanogen, C'-N (CW) is, a compound
f?alt-radical, analogous to the halogens chlorine, iodine, and bromine. Like the latter,

it unites with metals without the intervention of oxygen, and with hydrogen to form
a hydracid corresponding to the hydrochloric, hydriodie, and hydrobromic acids.

The cyanides are both an important and interesting class of salts. The most impor-
tant is the cyanide of potassium. The latter is formed under a great variety of

circumstances, especially where carbonate of potash is heated in contact with

carbonaceous matters. The nitrogen to form the cyanide in the greater number of

instances is principally, and in a few entirely, derived from the atmosphere. Many
chemists have experimented on this subject, and their results are by no means in

liarmony ; but thus much is certain, that success or failure depends solely upon the

circumstances under which the experiments are conducted. It has been shown that,

when carbonate of potash mixed with charcoal prepared from sugar (see Caebon) is

exposed to a very high temperature in a current of nitrogen gas, the potash in the

carbonate is, at times, absolutely converted into cj'anide, not a trace of carbonic acid

remaining. Experiments of this class, when made with animal charcoal or coal, are
less conclusive because those matters contain nitrogen. But even then the amount
of cyanogen found is out of proportion to the quantity of nitrogen in the coal or

other carbonaceous matters. In fact, it would seem that the presence of a certain

quantity of nitrogen in the coal, &c., exercises a predisposing tendency on the
nitrogen of the air so as to induce its combination with carbon with greater facility

than would be the case if pure carbon were employed. Cyanide of potassium has
been found on more than one occasion oozing from apertures in iron-smelting furnaces.

In fact, it has been produced in such abundance at one furnace in Styria as to be sent
into the market for sale to electro-platers.

Cyanide ofpotassium is largely prepared for the use of electro-platers and gilders.

The proportions of the materials used are those of Liebig, who first made known the

process. The modes of manipulation, however, differ in the details in all laboratories.

The following metliod can be recommended from the experience of the author of this

article as giving a white and good product. It can, moreover, be worked on a very
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ment to enable the pot to be iirrested at any desired height. The pot being heated to

redness, the mixture is to be thrown in by small portions until tlio vessel is half full
;

the heat being allowed to rise gradually until the whole flows pretty quietly. During
the fusion the contents are to be stirred with a clean iron rod to promote the aggre-

gation of the spongy sediment. As soon as the rod, on being dipped into the fused

mass and removed, brings with it a pure white porcelain-like product, the operation

may be regarded as terminated, and the pot is to be raised from the fire by means of

the crane and sling in a slightly inclined position. One of the operators now holds a

large clean iron ladle under the edge of the pot, while another elevates the latter with
the aid of tongs, so that the ladle becomes filled. The contents of the first ladle are

then poured off into another held by the assistant who tilted the pot. The latter then

pours the contents of his ladle into a large, shallow, and brilliantly clean brass basin

standing in another containing a little water so as to cool the fused cyanide rapidly.

Extreme care must be taken to prevent even the smallest drop of water from finding

its way into the brass vessel, because on the hot cyanide coming in contact with it an

explosion would occur, scattering it in every direction to the great danger of the

persons in the vicinity. The two ladles are to be kept very hot, by being held over

the fire until wanted, in order to prevent the cyanide from chilling until it is poure(?

into the brass basin. The latter should be about 18 inches in diameter and deep.

It should be quite flat-bottomed. The object of so many pourings off is to prevent any
of the sediment from finding its way into the product, and thus causing black specks

in it. The pot, on being emptied as far as convenient, is to have the sediment
removed and a fresh charge inserted. As soon as the coke of cyanide is cool, it is to

be broken up into moderate-sized pieces and placed in dry and well closed jars.

The cyanide of potassium possesses great points of interest for the technical and
theoretical chemist. It is the salt from which an immense number of compounds of

importauce may be obtained. Very large quantities are made for the purpose of

preparing the auro- and argento- cyanides of potassium for the electro-platers and
gilders.

Auro-cyanide offotass'mm is capable of being formed in several ways. The follow-

ing are convenient processes. The selection of a mode of jireparing it will depend
upon the circumstances tmder which the operation is situated. 1. By the battery.

This process is perhaps the most generally convenient and economical for the

electro-gilder. A bath is prepared by dissolving the best commercial cyanide of

potassium in good filtered or distilled water. The best salt is that sold imder the

name of ' gold cj'anide.' A Daniell's battery of moderate size being charged, two
plates of gold are attached to wires and connected with it. The larger, which is to

be dissolved, is attached to the positive, and the smallei", which need be but the size

of a flattened wire, to the negative pole. The action of the battery is kept up until

the desired amount is dissolved. It is easy to remove the plate used, dry and weigh
it at intervals so as to know the proper time to stop the operation. 2. Teroxide

of gold (prepared with magnesia) is to be dissolved in a solution of cyanide of

potassium.

Argento-cyanide of poiassiv.m. This solution is easily prepared for the electro-

plater by the following process. Metallic silver is dissolved in nitric acid and
the solution evaporated to dryness. The residue is dissolved in distilled water
and filtered. To the solution cyanide of potassium, dissolved in distilled water, is

added as long as precipitation takes place, but no longer. The precipitate is filtered

off on calico strainers, and well washed with distilled water. It is then to be dissolved

in solution of cyanide of potassium and diluted to the desired strength. The solution

is frequently dark coloured at first, but it becomes colourless in a few hours, and
should then be filtered from a small black precipitate which will be obtained. Many
operators neglect the filtration and washing of the precipitated cyanide of silver, and
merely continue the addition of the solution of cyanide of potassium to the nitrate of

silver until the precipitate at first formed is re-dissolved. The first method is

however to be preferred. Some, instead of precipitating with cyanide of potassium,

do so with solution of common salt, and then, after washing off the precipitated

chloride of silver, dissolve it in cyanide of potassium. Argento-cyanide of potassium

can also be prepared with the battery by the process mentioned under auro-cyanide of

potassium ; this method is so convenient where the proper apparatus is at hand, that

few professional electro-platers woidd use any other method.

CTAKTXDES FEKRO. See Ferrocyanides.
CVAIffXDE OP POTASSIUM. See Cyanides.

CVAXTIXTE. A name given to Chinoline Blue. See Chinolini: Bltie.

CYAIfXTE. Kyanitc or Disthene. A native silicate of alumina, occurring

generally in flattened prisms of a blue colour. Transparent, finelj'-coloured speci-

mens have occasionally been cut and polished as gem-stones, and bear some rcsem-
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bianco to sapphires ; the hardness, however, is considerahly less, It is notable that

the hardness of cyanite varies in different faces of the same crystal—the old name
Dislhene (Si's, twice

;
aQ4vos, strength), having reference to this unequal resistance

which the crystal offers in two different directions.

CVASroCrEXr. C'N (CW). A compound salt-radical, analogous in its character

to chlorine and the other halogens. It was the first body discovered possessing the

characters of a compound radical, and the investigations made upon it and its deri-

vations have thrown more light upon the constitution and proper mode of classifying

organic substances than any other researches whatever. In consequence of its acting

in all its compounds as if it were a simple body or element, chemists generally have
acquired the habit of designating it by the symbol Cy. Like the haloids, it combines
with hydrogen to form an acid, and with metals, without the necessity for the presence

of oxygen. For a few illustrations of its analogies with chlorine, &c., see Hydro-
cyanic Acid. In the article Cyanides several of the conditions under which it is

formed have also been pointed out. The modern French chemists of the school of

Gerhardt very justly regard cyanogen in the light of a double molecule, thus Cy Cy,

or C'N-. The reason of this is because most of the phenomena of organic chemistry

are more easily explained by the use of four-volume formulae than any others. This
latter mode of condensation has been shown by M. Wurtz, in his admirable work on

the compound radicals, to undoubtedly exist in the case of radiwxls belonging to the

strict hydrogen type, not as ethyle and its homologues ; and numerous theoretical and
experimental results are in favour of the supposition that all radicals in the free state

are binary groups.

If we assume the truth of the above hypothesis, we shall regard cyanogen in the

free state as a cyanide of cyanogen, analogous to hydrocyanic acid, which is a cyanide

of hydrogen.

Cyanogen may very conveniently be prepared by heating cyanide of mercury in a

retort of hard glass. A considerable quantity of the gas is given off, but a portion

remains behind in the state of paracyanogen. The latter substance is a black matter,

the constitution of which is by no means understood. It has, however, the same
composition in the hundred parts as cyanogen itself, and is therefore isomeric with it.

Cyanogen is a colourless combustible gas, with a sharp odour. Its density is TBI.
theory requires for two volumes 1'80. If cooled to a temperature of between —13°
and —22° F., it liquefies into a transparent, colourless, and very mobile fluid, having
a, specifio gravity of 0'866. A little below 22° the fluid congeals to a mass resembling
ice. The flame of cyanogen is of a pale purple or peach-blossom colour.

Some of the properties of cyanogen are very remarkable, and quite distinct from
those of the true halogens. For instance, it combines directly with aniline to produce

a body having basic properties. The latter is called Cyaniline or Cyanaiiiline, and
is formed by the coalescence of two molecules of cyanogen with two of aniline, the

resulting formula being consequently C-'H'^N'' (C'^H'^W). There are a variety of

singular compounds produced by the action of cyanogen and its halogen compounds
upon aniline

;
they have been studied "with remarkable skill by Hofmann.—C.G.W.

CYAiroSE or Cyanosite. Native sulphate of copper.

dTAinrRIC ACID. "When cyanate of ammonia is heated it passes into urea

;

and urea by further heating may be converted into ammonia and cyanuric acid. This
acid may also be prepared by the action of sulphuric acid on melam. Cyanuric acid

contains CH'N'C (C'H'W'O'), and at a very high temperature may be resolved into

three molecules of cyanic acid.

CYDER {Cidre, Fr.
;
Apfelwein, Ger.) : the vinous fermented juice of the apple.

The ancients were acquainted with cyder and perry, as we learn from the following

passage of Pliny the naturalist :
' Wine is made from the Syrian pod, from pears and

apples of every kind.' (Book xiv. chap. 19.) The term cyder or cidre in French, at

first written sidre, is derived from the Latin word sicera, which denoted all other fer-

mented liquors, except grape-wine. Cyder seems to have been brought into Normandy
by the Moors of Biscay, who had preserved the use of it after coming into that country

from Africa. It was afterwards spread, through some other provinces of Franco,

whence it was introduced into England, Germany, and Eussia. It is supposed that

the first growths of Normandy afford still the best specimens of cyder. Devonshire

and Herefordshire are the counties of England most famous for this beverage.

Strong and somewhat elevated ground, rather dry, and not exposed to the air of the
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membrane constitutes not more tlian t-^vo per cent, of the whole. After the apples

are gathered, they are left in the barn-loft for fifteen days or upwards to mellow ;

some of them in this case, however, become soft and brown. This degree of matu-
ration diminishes their mucilage, and developes alcohol and carbonic acid ; in conse-

quence of which the cyder suffers no injury. There is always, however, a little loss ;

and if this ripening goes a little further it is very apt to do harm, notwithstanding

the TOlgar prejudice of the country people to the contrary. Too much care, indeed,

cannot be taken to separate the sound from the spoiled apples ; for the latter merely
furnish an acid leaven, giving a disagi-eeable taste to the juice, and hinder the cyder

from fining, by leaving in it a certain portion of the parenchyma, which the gelatinous

matter or the fermentation has diffused through it. Unripe apples should be sepa-

rated from the ripe also, for they possess too little saccharum to be properly suscep-

tible of the vinous fermentation.

Where cyder-making is scientifically practised, it is prepared by crushing the

apples in a mill with revolving edge-stones, turned in a circular stone cistern by one

or two horses. When the fruit is half mashed, about one liftli of its weight of river

water is added.

In some places a mill composed of two cast-iron fluted cylinders placed parallel to

each other imder the bottom of a hopper, is emploj-ed for crushing the apples. One
of the cylinders is turned by a winch, and communicates its motion in the opposite

direction by means of the flutings working into each other. Each portion of the

fruit must be passed thrice through this rude mill in order to be sufficiently mashed
;

and the same quantity of water must be added as in the edge-stone mill.

After the apples are crushed they are usually put into a large tub or tun for 12 or

24 hours. This steeping aids the separation of the juice, because the fermentative

motion which takes place in the mass breaks down the cellular membranes ; but there

is always a loss of alcohol carried olFby the carbonic acid disengaged, while the skins

and seeds develope a disagreeable taste in the liquid. 'J'he vatting might be sup-

pressed if the apples were so comminuted as to give out their juice more readily.

After the vatting, the mashed fmit is carried to the press and put upon a square

wicker frame or into a hair bag, sometimes between layers of straw, and exposed

stratum above stratum to strong pressure till what is called a cheese or cake is formed.

The mass is to be allowed to drain for some time before applying pressure, which

ought to be very gradually increased. The juice v/hich exudes with the least

pressure affords the best cyder ; that which flows towards the end acquires a dis-

agreeable taste from the seeds and the skins. The must is put into casks with largo

biragholes, where it soon Ijcgins to exhibit a tumultuous fermentation. The cask

must be completely filled, in order that all the light bodies suspended in the liquid

when floated to the top by the carbonic acid may flow over with the froth ; this

means of clearing cyder is particularly necessary with the weak kinds, because it

cannot be expected that these matters in suspension will fall to the bottom of the

casks after the motion has ceased. In almost every circumstance besides, when no

saccharine matter has been added to the must, that kind of yeast which rises to the

top must be separated, lest by precipitation it may excite an acid fermentation in the

cyder. The casks are raised upon gauntrees or stillions, in order to place flat tubs

below them to receive the liquor which flows over with the froth. At the end of 2

or 3 days for weak cyders, which are to be drunk somewhat sweet, of 6 or 10 days

or more for stronger cyders, with variations for the state of the weather, the fermen-

tation vrill be sufficiently advanced, and the cyder may be racked off into other casks.

Spirit puncheons preserve cyder better than any other, but in all cases the casks

should be well seasoned and washed. Sometimes a sulphur match is burned in them
before introducing the cyder, a precaution to be generally recommended, as it suspends

the activity of the fermentation, and prevents the formation of vinegar.

The cyder procured by the flrst expression is called cyder without water. The
cake remaining in the press is taken out, divided into small pieces, and mashed anew,

adding about half the weight of water, when the whole is carried back to the press,

and treated as above described. The liquor thus obtained furnishes a weaker cyder

which will not keep, and therefore must be drunk soon.

The cake is once more mashed up with water, and squeezed, when it yields a

liquor which may be used instead of water for moistening fresh ground apples.

The processes above described, although they have been long practised, and have
therefore the stamp of ancestral wisdom, are extremely defective. Were the apples

ground with a proper rotatory rasp which would tear all their cells asuntlcr, and the

mash put through the hydraulic press in bags between hurdles of wicker-work, the

juice would be obtained in a state of perfection fit to make a cyder superior to many
wines. An experimental process of this kind has been actually executed in France
upon a considerable scale, witli the best results. The juice had the fine flavotu' of the
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apple, was fermented by itself withoiit any previous fermentation iu the mash, and
aiforded an excellent strong cyder, which kept well.

When the must of the apples is weak or sour, good cyder cannot be made from it

witliout the addition of some saccharine matter. The syrup into which potato farina

is convertible by diastase (saccharine ferment, see Starch and Sugak), would answer
well for enriching poor apple juice.

The value of apples to produce this beverage of good quality is proportionate to the

specific gravity of their juice. M. Couverchel has given the following table, illus-

trative of that proposition : water being 1000 :

—

Juice of the green renette, queen apple (reinettc verte) has a spec. grav. 1091
English renette . . . „ „ 1080
Eed renette ....„„ 1072
Musk renette...,„„ 1069
FoidUet rayk . . . . „ .. 1064
Orange apple . . ... d ,< 1063
Eenette of Caiix . . : „ „ 1060

Cyder apples may be distriljuted into tliree classes : tlie sweet, the bitter, and the

sour. The second are tlie best
;
they afford a denser juice, richer in sugar, which

clarifies well, and wlien fermented keeps a long time ; the juice of sweet apples is

difficult to clarify ; but that of the sour ones makes bad cyder. Late apples are in

general to be preferred. With regard to the proper soil for raising apple-trees, the

reader may consult -vrith advantage an able essay upon ' The Cultivation of Orchards
and tlie Making of Cyder and Perry,' by Frederick Falkner, Esq., in the fourth

volume of the ' Koyal Agricultural Journal.' He adverts jtidiciously to the necessity

of the presence of alkaline and earthy bases iu the soils of all deciduous trees, and
especially of such as produce acid fruits.

CYMEOTE. C=°H" (C'°H"). A hydrocarbon obtained from the essential oil

of cumin {Cuminum cyminum), and from other sources. Tlius it may bo prep.ared by
the action of either chloride of zinc or pentachloride of phosphorus on camplior or on
mvristicol. The varieties of cymene have been lately studied by Dr. Wright {Journ.

C'hem. Soc, July 1873, p. 686).

CVKOIiE. C-'H'* (C^'H-*). Syn. Camphogen. A hydrocarbon found in oil

of cumin and in coal naphtha. See Caebuebtted Hydeogen.
CVIUOPHAN'E. A variety of Chrysobcryl, which exhibits a peculiar milky or

opalescent appearance. When cut en cabochon, it shows a white floating band of light,

and is much prized as a ring stone. See Chhysobeeyx.
CYPBIirS. A pale blue mineral coloured by copper, now considered to be a

variety of idocrase. It occurs at Tellemark in Norway.
CYSTXITE. An alkaloid obtained from the laburnum {Cytism laburnum).

ft
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